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Tuesday, September 6

! The L.ance, invites ,all students
interested in volunteering to our first
general staff meeting of the year, 4:30
p.m. in the Lance office, CAW Student
Centre basement.

more info, contact House of Toast at
258-1689 or Artcite at 977-6564.

Tuesday, September 13

Saturday, September 10
\ A lifeguard meeting will be held at
the St. Denis Centre Pool at 9 a.m. in
the Faculty of Human Kinetics
Building. New guards are welcome

Opening
meeting
for
men's
volleyball, 5 p.m. in room 201 , St.
Denis Centre.

Wednesday, September 14

i

Yorn Kippur begins at sundown.

Thursday, September 15
• lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship has
an evening of activities planned at the
baseball field (beside the St. Denis
Centre). Drop by at 5:30 p.m. and join

~

~
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Friday, September 16

Sandwich is cookin' up something big for its 5th annual festival September 16-18.

Thursday, September 8
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will
be meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the Moot
Court (Law Building). Everyone in
welcome!

'.e,'The Lancer women's soccer vs
Bowling Green in the stadium at 6
p.m.
The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday
and Thursday at 12 noon, in
conference room 1, CAW Student
Centre., second floor.

Friday, September 9
.._Bobsleigh Canada presents a Chris
Lori Charity Dinner and Auction at the
Caboto Club. For ticket info call
945-2626.

•Concerned about the environment?
Then tune in to CJAM FM 91.5 for the
Environmental Power Hour, a
program featuring interviews, news
and issues pertaining to the fragile
state of our environment.
If Artcite presents two site-specific
installations by Amsterdam artists
Dominique Pellety and Krijn de
Koning. The opening reception is
tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Artcite, 109
University Ave. W. Exhibition runs
until October 10

J A call for submissions closes for film
and video artists to Media City,
focussing on the politics and
subversive potential for independent
and community film and video. For

but
bring
your
swimming
qualifications. There
will
be
mandatory staff training in the pool
immediately after the meeting, bring
your bathing sutt and a towel. For
more info contact Peter Powell at
253-4232, X 2422.
\ The Lancer football team meets
McMaster at 2 p.m. at the St. Denis
Centre.

Sunday, September 11
.,...Tune into CJAM FM 91.5 every
Sunday from midnight to 2 a.m. for
Misanthropy 511, an audio collage
featuring
electro-acoustic
experimental artists and easy listening
musak!

A Festival of Flight air show will dazzle
you at the Windsor Airport from 10
a.m.-4
p.m..
Admission
is
$5/adults;$2/kids. Free parking!
',•,' The women's and men's soccer
teams play Guelph at 1 p.m. at the St.
Denis Centre.

Monday, September 12

! The Lance invttes all students
interested in volunteering to our
general staff meeting of the year, 4:30
p.m. in the Lance office, CAW Student
Centre basement.
Opening meetings will be held for men
and women volleyball, rm. 212:
women's and men's basketball, rm.
202; men's basketball in rm 201. All
meetings are at 5 p.m. in the St.
Denis Centre.

, The 5th annual Olde Sandwich
Towne Festival happens this
weekend to promote and celebrate
Sandwich Towne's unique history and
cultural heritage. Events include art
exhib~ions, a flea market, films and
performances. Activities are scattered
throughout the Sandwich area. Call F.
Pare at 258-6211 for more info.

Saturday, September 17
'. The Lancapalooza '94 Music Fest
extravaganza will rock the St. Denis
Centre, acts include Spirit of the West,
New Ministers, Maestro Fresh Wes,
the Pursuit of Happiness and many
more. Tickets available at UWSA
offices, Dr. Disk and the CAW Student
Centre Desk. Tickets are $15 with
coupon or student 10/$20 without.

~ The Windsor Rowing Club starts its
6-week 'learn to row' program. Get in
shape while learning a new sport. Call
Robert at 972-5087 for information.

Thursday, September 22
~ The advocacy Resource Centre for

the Handicapped, Citizen Advocacy
Windsor-Essex and Legal Assistance
of Windsor present How will the
Disabilities Act Affect you and the
Ones you Care For? a workshop
featuring Gary Malkowski, MPP and
David Baker LL.B. at the Caboto Club
from 1-4:30 p,m. Seating is limited,
so R.S.V.P. to 966-5010.

September 23-25
<I Homecoming isn't just for alumni!
Students are invited to cheer for the
Lancer football team, join the 5th
Quarter Party and compete in the 4K
Fun Run. For info on how to get
involved, call 253-4232, ext. 3247
during office hours.

Casino City
A how-to guide to Windsor's
newest attraction, page 11.
Student council and pub get
makeover, page 3.
Up close and personal with new
Lancer soccer coaches, page 17.
Vanier cutbacks unfair, page 22.
Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA
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OJYE SOCIAL SCIENCE REP.
OJYE BUSI/VESS REP.
OJYE 1ST YEAR REP.
OJYESTUDEJYTSEJVATOR
OJYE ARTS REP. (GENERAL)
OJYE ARTS REP. (VISUAL)

OJYE COMPUTER SCIENCE REP.
OJYE DRAMA REP.
OJYE JYURSIJYG SOCIETY REP.
OJYE SCIENCE REP.
OJYE SOCIAL WORK REP.
OJYE EDUCATION REP.
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SUBMISSIONS CAN BE MADE BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 AT 9:00
A.M. IN THE U.W.S.A. OFFICES AND END WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 AT 5:00
P.M. AN APPLICATION MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE U.W.S.A. OFFICES BEGINNING
ON SEPTEMBER 7.
*NOTE* POSITIVELY NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE ON THE DEADLINE DATE.
c _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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every THURS.
FRI. & SAT.
422 Congress, Detroit, Ml
(Across from Cobo Hall)

D.J.

THURS., FRI. &SAT
(or for special 11ents

PASS SPORTS ON CS TV'S
Regisi-er Fridays -For:

RID WING TI(KET GM•AWAYI
We accept Visa/MC/AMX

II
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SAC no more

Student Council changes its name and image
By Kevin de Jong
Big changes have been brewing during the summer with the
University of Windsor's student
government, the least of which
is a change of name.
The student government is
now operating under the handle of the University of Windsor Students Alliance (UWSA),
replacing the old SAC or Student Administrative Council.
UWSA President, Chris
Maich, said that the decision to
change the name was a joint
one based on the need to
change the image of student
government at Windsor. He
continued by saying that "SAC
was a wounded entity on campus" and that he hoped the new
name signified the "whole
change that has occurred."
Vice-President
Secretary,
Joe Barile said that one of the
group's main goals is to let the
students know that the "organization is for the students." As
such UWSA hopes to be able
to improve the accessibility to,
and awareness of student government on campus. UWSA
has concentrated on improving
communication with those people both on and off campus.
In late August, the council
mailed out an information
package which detailed the student health plan and the used
book sale among other items.
Mailed to all students the pack-

ages were intended to keep all
informed about what was going
on before school started in September.
To go along with this, the
UWSA also participated in orientation week in order to inform new students of upcoming
events going on and to also try
and interest them in getting involved with student activities.
The UWSA has also tried to
improve relations with groups
and clubs on campus, and as
part of this they have expanded
club day to four days. Again
they hope this will encourage
more studen~ to get involved

around campus.
Some things that the univerBoth Maich and Barile sity has done over the summer
agreed that a lot of what the includes an expanded housing
UWSA will be doing this year is .manual, which is easier to use,
intended to build pride for the along with a more useful and
school in the student body. practical campus compass that
They hope that events such as Barile coined as a "one stop
Shinerama, scheduled for today shopping spree" for students.
and Lancapalooza on SeptemThe UWSA has also reorber 17 will help achieve this ganized the Used Book Store
goal.
with the help of VP Finance
David Zaritzky, Assistant VP Brian Holmes. Holmes said
University Affairs said that "a that they had "revamped the
lot of what UWSA is doing has system and made it easier to
been done successfully at other use, part of which includes exuniversities for years," and they panded hours of operation."
should have been at Windsor a
The campus patrol boudaries
long time ago.
have also been expanded to in-

elude the area from Mill to
Randolph, the river and College Avenue.
Even the Moose Pub didn't
avoid the many changes that
are occurring. Now known as
the Asylum, the UWSA has realigned the Pub operations so
the manager has more control
and the bar can be run like a
bar. Maich said that "most people elected to student government are not familiar with
running a bar, so they shouldn't
try to."
The UWSA also helped in
securing a decrease in residential parking permit fines to S30
from the original $75. They also
hope that the University and
the City will decide that the
best use for the land behind the
Prince of Wales school is for
student parking.
VP University Affairs Mark
Robson said that they know
they are going to face skepticism because of the many
changes but thier main job is to
"provide services for the students."
Maich said that the results of
the changes has already been
seen as more students are asking how they can get involved.
He is however quick to point
out that they are simply trying
to set up a foundation, and a
lot of what the current student
governments success is going to
depend is on what happens
next year.
I!

New mission statement passed by Senate gives
university direction and guidance into the next century
University of
Windsor to
contribute and
serve the local
community
By Holly Mcintire
Nearly ten years have slipped
by since the University of
Windsor Senate last reviewed
its mission statement.
lbe newly revised mission
statement which was passed on
June 9, "satisfies the definition
of a mission statement, as it
provides a sense of purpose
and direction for university development,'' said Dr. Jeffery
Berryman, the Dean of Law.
University president Dr. Ron
Ianni said that with increased
difficulties in the budget, the
university had to redefine its
mandate, and redefine goals
that had been written in a very
broad manner in the previous
mission statement.

Geography
Ianni also said that the major
thrust of the mission statement
is to use Windsor's geographic
location to our advantage. The
university needs to focus on be-

ing an effective part of environmental studies of the Great
Lakes and how to best serve
the
local
auto
industry.
"'I wenty percent of all automotive parts dealers arc within a
twenty mile radius (of Windsor)," he said.
Ianni explained that, "we are
a mid-size institution ... we
can't be all things to all people
so we must make sure people
know what we do, what we
don't do, and do the very best
with what we have ..,
In tum the mandate claim<;
that "a few areas of acknowledged
concentration
and
strength ... will enhance the
reputation of the university as a
whole."
The general areas of focus
outlined in the mission statement include manufacturing,
environmental studies, human
services and fine and performing arts.

NAFTA
The mission statement states
that the university will endeavor to "become a centre of
research and expertise related
to various bilateral and multicultural pacts ... for example,

NAFI'A."
Berryman stated that the law
faculty is planning to establish

an alternate dispute resolution
centre to informally resolve
conflicts between businesses involved with the free trade
agreemcn
t.

"lhis

search and faculty and student "necessity for breaking through
exchange." Ianni said this area existing dead ends in the post
of focus deals with the univer- secondary education system,
sity's continued relationship the university must work with
with
the other stakeholders to proWayne
vide seamless tran<iitions for
State
students rcqumng lifelong
Universi
learning opportunities for sucty and the cess in the evolving econoUniversi
mies."
ty of DeIanni sees this as an assurtroit and ance lo that students receive
the spe- the maximum credit for precialized
vious courses taken when they
courses
move on to other educational
that are institutions.
shared
St. Clair College
with these
Dr. Ianni schools
Th.is focus will ensure that
-such as there is an easy passage for any
archivaJ
student who wishes to take prostudies and music therapy.
fessionally related skills at St.
lbe Dean of Science, Dr. Clair College after or before
Brian Fryer said, "the new coming to the university acmandate is the first step to de- cording to Fryer. "A plan is in
fining a focus for the univer- the works which will make it
sity.·· The mandate includes the possible for students to take
statement that major expendi- . courses at St. Clair Colle!,lC and
tures will be made for equip- at the university within the
ment in graduate education. same year,·· he said.
Fryer said that these funds
Fryer also said that there is a
must be bid on by the faculties need to blend the practical
and the spin off benefits to un- skills-related teaching at St.
dergraduates lies in the experi- Clair with the theorv related
ence they will gain with the education at the university.
latest equipment and technol- This sort of planning incorpoogy available.
rates a "new vision of higher
lbe mission statement cites a education in the future.''
I!

"... the major thrust
of the mission
statement is to use
Windsor's
geographic location
to our advantage."

program
would be
built
on
the
strengths
of the University of
Detroit
and those
of our university
where
business
entitles us
the centre's resources to settle
disputes," said Berryman. He
also said that the centre would
further provide a research opportunity for undergraduates
interested in handling trade
disputes through arbitration
and consolidation and to discover the impediments faced
through international trade.

Wayne State
The statement includes the
university's goal to "develop cooperative relationships with
foreign institutions of higher
learning ... in the areas of re-
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Food services cuts back hours of operation

1

By Teena Ward

Dining on campus is not
what it used to be. Food services has streamlined services,
cutting hours back for both
morning and evening meals.
Students are concerned about
service and some part time employees about their jobs.
The decision to "streamline"
services was made over the
summer in order to ''prevent a
potential deficit situation," explained Assistant Department
Head of Food Services, Zora
Sanson. "The university instructed the department of
food and hospitality to make
the necessary changes."
As a result, residence students will no longer be served
breakfast in Vanier Hall, while
evening meals will not be available at the marketplace in the
CAW Student Centre. Marketplace hours will allow service
between 8a.m.-2:30p.m., mak- through Wednesday evenings.
Sanson explained that cuts
ing Vanier Hall the only option
for supper. Sanson stressed that were pinpointed in areas which
while Bernie's will be the only "were not efficient to keep
venue serving hot breakfasts open."
Changes were made with litother smaller venues on camtle
input from students as "the
pus (Dividends and the Gavel)
will continue to offer coffee decision was made in the summer when Food Services Adviand small breakfast items.
Antonelli's service has also sory Board (FSAB) was not
been decreased. On campus meeting." So student reprepizza will be available between sentatives who vote on such is6 and llp.m. Hours at the sues were not consulted.
Student council President
Crocodile, located in the basement of Vanier, have also been Chris Maich explained that
cut from 7 days per week be- with the cuts tied directly to the
tween 6 and 11 p.m. to Monday budget student councillors

e
d

a
s

S•

V
d

"have to sit down with food
services before budgets are determined .. . and explain to
them the concerns of students."
With the decision already
made, Maich explained the difficulty in reversing the decision.
"Unfortunately student services are getting axed. It is our
responsibility as the student
government to get in on Residence Services Advisory Board
(RSAB) and FSAB and get
them to retract the decision and let them (food services)
know the cuts are detrimental
to students."

GET

But Maich did see the possibility of alternatives. "If students are going to lobby
enough (to reverse cutbacks)
change may happen."
The cuts come at a bad time
for the newly formed union of
part time food services employees, who have not yet negotiated a contract with the
university. The impact on available working hours and positions is yet unknown as
schedules were still being
worked out the week previous
to opening. But many part time
employees are worried.

"We know nothing," said a
part time employee last week
who preferred to remain unnamed, "we were supposed to
be called and we've heard nothing." With the uncertainty of
their union and the present cutback in services some employees fear speaking out may
cause problems.
But one employee remained
optimistic when reflecting on
the student uproar to keep the
CAW Student Centre open 24
hours. "If enough people complain the Marketplace will open
up (late hours) again too."
m

Windsor University
Vanier Hall, Oak

Room

9am toS pm

lues. Sept. 6 to Fri. Sept. 9

at your Campus Bell Phonecentre'\'
There's only one place to get it all!
ALL THE CONVENIENCE

Your Campus Bell Phonecentrc store is the only place where you
can take care of all your phone and phone service needs at once.
You can order a new line, or make changes to your current service,
pick up the latest in rental phones like the Vista • 100 (just $4.75
per month) and retail phones, order Bell Smart Touch · services and
enroll m our long distanc~ savings plan.

FREE OFFER':·

If you're getting a new line, you can order up to 3 Bell Smart Touch
services, such as Call Display, Call Answer and Call Waiting, and
get them free for 8 weeks.

ALL THE VALUE

If you want real savings on long distance, ask about the new Bell
Real Plus 1~, savings plan at your Campus Bell Phonecentre store.
It offers you long distance sa\'ings on every eligible call, in a simple,
easy to understand package. And best of all, it's free. Remember,
with Bell, you get convenience, service, value and real savings all in
one stop.

•
tA trademark of Nonhem Telecom •·Some rtstrictions apply.

~.1

Phonec.~~!!"1

The only place to get it all.
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Experienced Secretary will type

Student government "pumped"
to shine for Cystic Fibrosis
By David Gough
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Along with a new student government, there
also seems to be an infusion of new ideas and
school spirit in two
events run by University
of Windsor Student Alliance (UWSA) . Shinerama, a fund raising
drive for cystic fibrosis,
has been on campus for
thirty
years.
I.ancapolooza, a concert festival
that
other
universities hold annually in September, has
not been attempted at
the UofW since the
1970s.
1he University of
Windsor hopes to improve on Shinerama fundraising totals for 1994. Last year according to
Shinerama Co-chair Dave Zaritzky, the University of Windsor finished 61st out of 62 schools
nationwide with a total of $1 104. Zaritzky calls
this embarrassing.
This year there seems to be a change. Walking
into Zaritzky's office you can sense the change
- there is no where to sit as Shinerama paraphernalia is everywhere. Zaritzky is in his own
words, "pumped up" about todays Shinerama
event.
The goal this year at the university is $40 OOO,
with about 800-1000 volunteers expected.
Zaritzky is hoping most of the first year frosh will
contribute by volunteering. He hopes this event
will build up spirit as well. To illustrate his commitment if the goal of $40 OOO is reached,
Zaritzky said he will have his head shaved.
When Chris Maich was running for WSA

ESSAYS REPORTS -

THESES
RESUMES

All Papers APA (or other format),
accurate and proofread

(then SAC) President,
one of his campaign
promises was to have a
back to school party
called Lancapol0<v.a.
Promoted as a coming out party for the revamped WSA, there arc
two components to Lancapolooza. First an inside
concert
with
"alternative''
music.
Playing inside the St.
Denis
Centre
the
Watchmen, The Pursuit
of 1lappiness, Spirit of
the West, Jhe Philosopher Kings, One, Garden Weasel, The New
Ministers and Maestro
Fresh Wes. Tickets are
$20, $15 with coupon.
The second component of Lancapoolza are
cultural exhibits, campus clubs and societies,
various artists, vendors, and general interest
groups. This is free to the public. Lancapalooza
organizer Siu Yan Ng sees the outside as a multicultural mix where, "everyone can hang out and
socialize with each other and the conununity can
see what resources the university has."
Ng sees the outside not really like Lancapolooza's second stage but more as a multicultural gathering. There will also be a beer garden
and an alternative non-alcohol bar.
Organizers hope to get 5 OOO people out to the
event, with 3 500 tickets reserved for students.
Ng is confident the event will sell out saying she
"guarantees it will be sold out."
Proceeds will be donated to two charities, the
Cystic Fibrosis Society as an extension of Sh.inerama and the Sports Injury Clinic, a new facility
at the St. Denis Centre.
!I
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CALL DEBBIE AT 972-7804
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EXQUSM TANNING SAlONS

I125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario -

I

N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284

I

tL~OMt SACK 5TUOtNT5!

8:00am - 12:00 noon - Mon - Sat I
$2 off regular rates with the presentation of this coupon I
COUPON VALID UNTIL SEPT 30/94

'----------

~.7fccenl Jfa;,. &JJ(;{ r:JJe,i'I"'
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Man's Haircut/st
$15
Woman's Haircut/st $25
1989 Wyandotr:e St. V/.!
Windsor, One.
For Appointment ~d!:

Tina

OUR BEST
Long Distanu Sal'ings Plan

Introducing the Real Plus" long distance savings plan from Bell.
1

SL\11'1 'I BI 'ITl R

Have you been waiting for a brand new way to save on long
distance? If you spend $15 or more a month on eligible long distance and want to save with no sign-up fee or monthly fees, then
the Bell Real Plus savings plan is for you - it's our best long distance savings plan ever. You get real savings, and best of all, it's
free.

BI TTI R SA\'JNCS

With the Bell Real Plus savings plan, you get an automatic 20%
discount on the 3 numbers you spend the most calling each month
in Canada and the U.S. You also get a 15% discount on all other
eligible long distance calls, no matter who, when and where you
call. Plus, earn rewards for your long distan1:c spending throughout the year for a<ldition.11 s,wings.

BITH.R \'Al LI

The combined k1turcs of the Bell Rc,d Plu~ savings plan add up to
real sa\'ings, .rnd the plan ,1pplies w your Bell Cdlmg Card services
.1s well. Visit your local Bell Phonccentrc store and sign up for the
Bell J<e,d Plus s.n-ings plan.

mll Phonecentre
The only place to get it all.
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University of British Columbia student press sues council
By Sara Martin

VANCOUVER (CUP) l'ight ex-Ubyssey editors plan
to file wrongful dismissal suits
against the Alma Mater Society
of the l.iniversitv of British Columbia after losing their jobs
April 13.
Student council passed a motion to appoint an editor-inchief to each of the AMS
publications. I"he motion, according to an A.1'v1S press release. "would sec the current
Uhysst·~ editorial collective of
nine replaced hy one accountable indi\idual."
A,\1S President Bill Dobie
said the motion did not imply
the current editors had lost
their jobs as they had never
worked for the Ai\.1S. "lbe editors arc not employees. they
arc volunteers," Dobie said . "I
don't think you can fire someone who hasn't even started,''
he said. "The) don't be~ collecting honorarium until September and honorarium does
not qualify you as an employee."
However, Ian Currie of the
law finn of Harrop, Phillips,
Powell, and Gibbons, who will
be representing the editors in
the upcoming lawsuit, disagrees
with Dobie. "That is wrong,
that's not the law. You can call

someone a volunteer but if you
pay them, the law docs not sec
them as volunteers."
"It's a simple matter of a
contract that's binding from the
moment you enter into it," Currie said. "We're very confident."
Last year's editors received
an honorarium of $300 per
month for the six months that
The Ubyssey published.
Previous to last year, when
the AMS effectively shut down
the paper for the summer,

We'll get
right to
the point.

1

Being a student can be tough. but it does have its ad\'antdges. like the no-fee Sc.otia Banking
,\d,antage Pldn.
It gh·es you a daily interest cheguing account, a ScotiaCard " banking card and a Classic\ f')t\ card":
\\'e also offer low-interest Scotia Student Loans*.
Sign up for the Scotia Banking Advantage Plan before ;\/0\cmber I 0th, 1994 and rnu'I I
automatically get a chance to win an I B;\1 ThinkPad PS/l\ote 425 notebook computer. '
Just drop into any Scotiabank branch for full details or call 1-800-9-SCOTii\.

Scotiabank

S'

t The Bank of ;'\o\a Scotia lit:cn~cd user of ~lark. • SubJt'Cl to credit apprm ,11.

~ Registered Trade ,\1ark of The 8Jr,k of No\a Scotia.

1" I r,ide \lark of The Bank of NO\a Scotia

The Lance is
looking for a
news editor.
The position pays $75 a
week and is responsible for
recruiting and training volunteer reporters, picking
stories, writing and editing
news copy. Deadline for
applications is Friday, September 9. Submit resumes
to the Lance office.

'

1

f
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Police get new number
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Jf you get in trouble this year
and you need the campus police, they have a new emergency number. It is 4444.
The old number 1234 is just
for business.

Deficit budget
Over the summer the Board
of Governors approved a deficit budget which could be as
high as $1.8 million. Last year
was the first year the university
had an operating deficit as $380
OOO was budgeted. However,
the shortfall did not materialize
as administrators were able to
make up the deficit by avoiding
some expenditures.
Academic and support services departments were asked to
cut their budgets by three percent a year for three years beginning with the current
budget. But plans fell through
when it was found the cuts were
not possible without hurting
the quality of services.

New law clinic
Aboriginals account for two
percent of Canada's population
- but comprise ten percent of
inmates in federal penitentiaries.
A new joint project is aimed
at serving the needs of Windsor's aboriginal community of

7000.
Community Legal Aid and
the
Aboriginal
Education
Council are soliciting funding
for a new clinic. The Aboriginal
Legal Advisory Outreach Clinic
would function as an arm of the
CLA. The clinic would serve as
another training ground for
Windsor's ten law students of

Aboriginal descent. It has already gained support, including
a $7 500 grant from the Jackman Foundation.

Leddy changes policy
Borrowing
become strict
bray this fall,
rolment and

regulations have
at the Leddy Lid ue to rising enfewer resources.

Among the changes:
- A fee for external borrowers
cards. Secondary school students and other members of
the public will pay either $20 a
term or $50 a year to take
books out. Alumni get membership at halfprice, while for
major university donors access
is still free.
- The loan period for borrowing books has been reduced to
two weeks for undergraduates
and external borrowers.
- A limit has also been placed
on the number of titles that can
be borrowed at a time and new
enforcement policies are in
place for overdue books and
outstanding fines.

Condoms on campus
You are with the one you
love in the Leddy library, yet
you have no domes. Don't
sweat it, go to the second floor
washroorns and pick up some
condoms.
Other condom locations on
campus:
- two in Leddy. Second floor
washrooms, male and female.
- two in Vanier. Lower level,
male and female.
- two in the Human Kinetics
Building off the main lobby,
male and female.
- six in the CAW Student
Centre. Pub washroorns, Marketplace washrooms, and second floor washroorns.

Students lose parking
Parking lot J, located across
from the Odette Building, is
now short 37 spaces. The
spaces in this student lot are
now reserved for the faculty
who have lost their parking lot
behind Essex Hall due to construction. There is little chance
that students will get these
spaces back and no provisions
have been made to compensate
for the lost parking space.

911 Walker Rd.
Windsor, Oat. Canada
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FOOD SERVICES OUTLETS HOURS OF OPERATION
FALL AND WINTER TERMS 1994-95

All Ages Show - $8.00 l'i $10.00

VANIER HALL

CAW STUDENT CENTRE

CAFE CHEZ VANIER

KIOSK

Monday-Sunday: 11 :OOam - 7:00pm
Lunch 11 am - 2pm - Dinner: 4:30pm - 7pm

Monday-Thursday: 9:00am - 10:00pm
Friday: 9:00am - 2:30pm

CROCODILE GRILL

ANTONELLfS PIZZA

Monday-Wednesday: 6:00pm - 10:00pm

Monday-Sunday: 6:00pm - Midnight

MIN/MART

ODETTE BUILDING

Dough boys

Monday-Friday: 10:00am - 10:30pm
Saturday, Sunday: 12:00pm - 10:30pm

with CRUSH & ELEPHANT

Wednesday-Friday: 5:00pm - 9:00pm

Thursday September 15

a

AL O N

.

25;~;~'52 , rii.i_
~.,,,4, #1 R.od,~ R.o.iC/A,J
Listen for

~

THE UNIVERSITY CLUB

$5.00 at door

MAclEAN &MAclEAN

CAW STUDENT CENTRE
MARKETPLACE

lfiday September 23 $11.N ii Mvua - Tir.ketadtlr • Califerni1 1
1

54.,40

with DAYTONA

California's taxi-van available by using
courtesy phone located in Student Centre!

DIVIDENDS
Monday-Thursday: 8:00am - 9:00pm
Friday: 8:00am - 2:30pm

THE LAW BUILDING
THE GAVEL
Monday-Thursday: 8:00am - 3:00pm

Monday-Friday: 8:00am - 2:30pm
Breakfast: 8am - 11 am - Lunch 11 am - 2pm

Food Services will be closed for Easter, Thanksgiving, and the Christmas
break. Reduced service will be in effect during Reading Week. Set
meals will not be available during Reading Week.

1

S0hdar1ty through the eyes of alll1ndsor acbu1
This summer as a part of a continuing aid
program to El Salvador, judi remigio joined a
group of local activists in the delivery of much
needed trucks, supplies, and funds. Remigio's
experience informed her perception of the tumultuous history of El Salvador.

On June 29 of this summer. 18 volunteers
assembled in the parking lot of a west Windsor
high school. After emotional goodbyes to friends
and family we piled into four vehicles - three
trucks and a commuter van - and headed for
the small city of Las Vueltas. El Salvador.
From 7539 until 7827 the area thatis now
the country of El Salvador was a colony of Spain.
In 1821 it became part of the Central American
Republic, but broke away in 7941 to become an
mdependent nation.

Since 1987, the city of Windsor has been
twinned with Las Vueltas. The people of Windsor
have donated supplies and money to Las Vueltas. and have offered solidarity to the community
as it seeks to rebuild itself after a bitter and draining civil war. Two of our vehicles would be left
with the community of Las Vueltas.
El Salvador's original colonial usefulness
was in the cultivation of mdigo--the plant from
which a rich blue dye is made. But after 7880,
productjon of another cash crop--coffee-became
more important.

Getting to Las Vueltas took twelve and a ha~
days. A delay in Texas due to engine trouble
meant that we didn't reach the Mexican border
until noon on Saturday July 2, a full 24 hours
later than planned. Not allowed to cross on the
long weekend, we camped out until Tuesday.
The twentieth century has been one of political and economic strife for El Salvador. The depression of 7929 was acutely felt: the price of
coffee plummeted and wages were reduced by
an average of 75 percent. As a result of the economic crisis, the first free elections were held in
1931. A. Aranyo, a presidenual candidate supported by the trade unions, gained a majority of
the vote. The movement of workers, peasants,
and students grew stronger. But at the end of
that year, the military staged a coup d'etat.

We arrived at the Guatemalan border on July
8. and the lot of us checked into a very fancy hoteVresort. Some of us were going through culture
shock. We had just driven through areas of abject poverty, and here we were staying at a place
so precious tt had to be guarded by armed men.
It was obscene.
At the following municipal elections, the
Communist Party, under leader Farabundo Maro,
had a good chance at winning. But the election
results were marred by massive fraud.

A countrywide insurrection in January 1932
was brutally crushed. Thirty thousand people
were killed. among them Farabundo Marti. El Salvador remained under military rule - with only
short interruptions - until 1979.
We got up at five a.m. on July 9. We arrived
at the Salvadoran border at noon. Here again, we
were delayed, this time for two days. Construction apparently. The border town where we
waited was lively, the people friendly, and we
were well entertained. Attractions included a blind
busker wtth a guitar.
Only in the early sixties did a civil opposition
of Socialists, Communists, and Christian Democrats rise once again. In the elections of 1972
and 1977, broad coalitions of Social Democrats,
Christian Democrats, and Communists participated in elections but "lost" as a result of fraud.
Agam protests were thoroughly quelled.

Monday, July 11, finally across the border,
we headed for San Salvador, the nation's capital.
The Santa Maria Clinic was one of our biggest
scheduled stops. Here, as planned, we deposited
two of the three trucks, as well as money and
medical supplies. The Santa Maria Clinic operates satellite clinics in outlying rural communities. Patients needing special attention are
transported to San Salvador. The trucks we delivered will also play the role of ambulance.
Over the past few decades the Catholic
Church in El Salvador has become increasingly
influenced by the theology of liberauon, a progressive Christian philosophy centered around issues of peace and social justice. Although
liberauon theology by definWon sides with the
poor and politically disadvantaged, the Salvadoran Church's official stance is one of political neutrality. The church remains a place of
refuge for many who are considered enemies of
the government.

Lance photo/ MARNIE EJ

A human-powered juicer, one invention at The
Centre for Appropriate Technology in San Salva
an example of a very practical and progressive
institutions of El Salvadors regenerating grassr
economy and culture.

Until 1982, several massacres were carri
out by the army, against the rural population,
der the justification of staving off anti-government uprising. May 1980. Rio Sumpul; Dec.
1981: Mozote; Aug. 1982: El Calabozo.

Among the tens of thousands killed in Sah
dor during those years were Archbishop Oscar
Romero, four American nuns, members of hu-, oft~
man rights groups, trade unionists, students. nish
teachers, peasants, and journalists.
fash

We stayed in Las Vueltas for three days. ong w
ing that time we met with many community On p
groups: women's committee, director of educa and
ion, members of the twinning committee.
The}

In Dec. 1980, several armed groups joinedha~ l
form the liberation movement FMLN (Frente ,cn'!
Farabundo Marti para la Liberacion Nacional) alY c,,..
started the armed struggle against the govern- ,e co
ment. They gained some military successes ar ord
from 1981 were able to establish liberated zomwe I
within El Salvador.
v1ost

We decided we would try to help them ea~ sta
out a reforestation program in their area. Much ur
the Salvadoran countryside was deforested delanc
ades ago.
th_e tr
it1zat
We left the capital and made for Las
US military and economic aid increased
Vuelatas, our final destination. Driving through
from
$13US million to $551.3US million in 79/he c
the mountains was treacherous. And there are no
The United States developed the strategy of "lo'wnt~
guard rails in El Salvador. Every now and again
intensity
warfare" for El Salvador in order not lSns, '
there would be a flash of lightning and you could
attract international attention and to maintain tFN h'A.
see down the side of the mountain. These are
mudslide condttions. The van slid alot, got stuck. image of a democratic government. With US s~· a
port, the power of El Salvador's official militartd as
Our experienced driver, who we had hired in the
was increased from 10,000 to 60,000 soldiers like
capital, was 17 years old.
In 1988, the Christian democrats lost the parlianptin
The first guerilla groups arose during the
mentary elections and the extreme right ARENJn are
early seventies. The overthrow of Somoza in Nica- party gained majority rule. In 1989, President ,e c~
ragua in 1979 had a great impact in Salvador.
Cristiani took the ARENA leadership.
ds th
Populist movements gained strength and the situWe vistted an artists' cooperative in the year;
ation became increasingly critical.
0
nearby communtty of La Ceiba; the co-op specc~
Around 10:30 pm, after two hours on that
izes in clay and leatherwork. We spent money e .w
road, we arrived in Las Vueltas to the sound of
here. Aside from the ever-present religious syrr1t r~
loud cheering. We were drained, exhausted, glad bology, Salvadoran artwork bears images of re.? m,
to be alive.
sistance - for instance, a large bean, lacquere
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Judi rem1gm

Lance photo/ MARNIE EVES

hu-, ~f the _delegates to Las Vueltas was former Lance editor Rob Croley seen here standing against a
:s, nish ruin.

fashioned into a pendant, shows a buxom
s. ong woman toting a machine gun.

On Nov. 11, 1989 the FMUv started an offenluca and advanced towards the capital San SalvaThey went as far as the outer limits of the
inedhas gone when the government responded,
, ,criminately bombing the city and killing
;1) 3,y civilians. The offensive was thus curtailed.
rn- ,e course of the counterattack, the military
s orders for the murder of six Jesuit priests.

r

ar

wmwe left Las Vueltas, and returned to the capiv1ost of our delegation flew home, but three
car> stayed on in San Salvador. We visited the
uch ic university - which has been a hotbed of
dec'tance - and the last publicly funded hospithe trend has been a downhill one towards
3tization).
d
19/he armed struggle between FMLN and gov' .,10rient/military continued until, after long negot ,2ns, a peace treaty was signed on Dec. 16,
7
;n tf· Two days previous the final unit of the
N had been disarmed and the FMLN was adSS r •
tarygd as a legal political party.

iers Like almost any metropolis, San Salvador is
~r/ianpting the gentrification of some of its run
'EN)n areas. Amidst one such area, once home
nt 1e city's poor, now inhabited by yuppies,
ds the "Tower of Democracy." It was built
years ago. As a statement on the continuing
pelY of election fraud and social inequity, it's
ey ed with FMLN bullets.
11
yrrf-1di
r~mig!o
is
a
local
activist
and
graduate
5
f re.? Umvers,ty of Windsor.

Lance photo / LANA RABKIN

FMLN graffiti graces a city wall in San Salvador.

_ _....._~......__ _.....__...;....:_.c...........;:...:...,;.=~---------------Historical information in this article was gathered from
the following sources:
Condoning the Killing: Ten Years of Massacre in El
Salvador, based on a report by the Commission for
the Defense of Human Rights in Central America
(CODEHUCA), Washington: EPICA, 1990.
A Dream Compels Us: Voices of Salvadoran Women,
edited by New Americas Press, Boston: South End
Press. 1989.
El Salvador: Central America in the New Cold War.
edited by Gettleman, Lacefield, Menashe,
Mermelstein, and Radosh; New York: Grove Press.

1981.
El Salvador: The Face of Revolution by Robert

Armstrong and Janet Shenk, London: Pluto Press.

1982.
Death and Ute in Morazan: A Priest's Testimony from
a War-zone in El Salvador, by Mana Lopez Vigil,
London: Catholic Institute for International Relations.

1989.
What Are We Afraid Of?: An Assessment of the
"Communist Threat" in Central America, by John
Lamperti, Boston: South End Press, 1988.
If you would like further information about the
situation in El Salvador, or would like to get involved
in Windsor's El Salvador support network, please
contact the Third World Resource Centre at 1050
Universif'/ Ave. West.
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At last...
affordable cellular
you'll find
eve here!
Affordable Cellular for safety and
convenience ... and there couldn't be
a smarter time to get it!
$19.95 a month: that's Amigo Safety!
Amigo Safety is the cellular package that's perfect for
, people concerned with safety on the road. For only
$19.95 a month, you can put Amigo Safety in your car so you can reach others- and they can reach you! If you drive during the school year isn't that kind of safety
and security the perfect reason to have cellular? And now Amigo makes it so affordable!

$29.95 a month: that's Amigo Personal!
And it includes free calling every weekend! Amigo Personal
... wherever! Friends or family while you're driving around
Call it personal freedom like you never had it before!

That's all it costs to be talking anywhere.
is fully portable - so you can contact whoever
or walking home from a late night class.
Because it's affordable like never before!

How does it work? Couldn't be easier. When you get your Amigo Safety or Amigo Person al package you'll find
it contains an easy-to-follow instruction booklet along with video cassette to answer any questions you may
have. Just follow the simple instructions and you'll be ready to make your first cellular call in just moments.
How do you pay for Amigo? That's easy, too. Your monthly fee plus any calling time-charges and taxes
will appear automatically on your monthly credit card statement. How do you order Amigo? Easiest of
all. Just call this number and we'll have your new Amigo to you within forty-eight hours!

Call now. 1-800-704-2472
Or look for Amigo in stores where you s hop everyday.
BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER: Prepay now - get long distance at 1/2 price!

Amigo Safety: $149.95

Amigo Personal: $229.95

Prepay the first 8 months and we'll give you
50% off the cost of all your Canadian long
distance calls! Simply prepay your Amigo
service- and enjoy the reward of half-price
long distance calling!

Prepay the first 8 months and we'll give you 50% off the
cost of all your Canadian long distance calls - in addition to
free local calling all weekend already included with Amigo
Personal! Free weekends plus half-price long distance calling - just for paying the regular monthly fee in advance!

Away at school? What better time to have Amigo!
Back to Schoof Speciaf Offer vafid until September 30, 1994. Prepaid offers are non-refundable.

Tuesday. Seple

By B. Helling
Welcome, or welcome back, to Windsor. Ready for a night at the opera? A
pleasant evening at our local galleries,
the theatre? Maybe check out some fun
local bands, from garage to cool jazz?
Fat chance! You know what passes for
real entertainment in this town, and it's
spelled C-A-S-I-N-0.
You've found the map and the summary of rules in the middle of the phone
book, you've got bucks in the bank, and
you want a thrill! You want to find out if
you are lucky, or if you harbour the secret flaw of compulsion; anything that
will add a little spice to your otherwise
drab existence. You want to go wild for
an evening. Wheeeeeee! You need the
Lance insider's report on the casino...
Hang on tight!
Gambling is based on one simple
premise: all those other fools are losing
their money, but you can take it all, because you are somehow special. Pure
Law o' de jungle. Kinda like a university
education, only faster. You are better
connected, richer, smarter, younger, and
don't wear polyester. You have a license
to eat the world. Step right up, minimum bet$25.

Moral institution?
Seen from this light, the casino is a
powerfully moral institution, at least
compared to the insider circle-jerking
that passes for our business, our government ... (stop it! this is about having
fu.n!) Along with photo radar tickets, the
casino is one of the few government
money-making institutions that actually
wollops the other guy and you, equally,
and entirely at your bidding. Sure it's a
bit masochistic, but think of all the attention. You, a Star!
Preparation is important: stash your
bank card, cheques and credit cards at
home. Bring cash, only as much as you
are willing never to see again.
Leave your car, or be ready to pay, or
walk 12 blocks. Yes, they do ticket all
night, even on Sunday. Parking is an average $8; of the 4000 jobs promised by
Casino promoters, 3000 of them seem to

be for parking attendants waving silly
little flashlights. Valet parking is $50,
and you get to make a grand entrance
through the front door - smack into a
wall of slot machines. You were expecting the staircase from Gone with the
Wind?

Dressing
Don't worry about lines, they are rare
except on weekends, and the line is the
most sociable part of the whole exercise.
Once inside, the only people to talk to
are your friends, token sellers, and the
overdressed women in the evening
gowns who are either security, or
freelance professionals. Behave, boys:
they also might be celebrities or the
dates of celebrities. You don't want to
get your face pounded in by a drunken
hockey player.
You've gathered from this that there
isn't exactly a dress code. Show up in
full grunge gear and you'll probably get
the bum's rush, but otherwise things are
fairly casual. Guys: don't wear a tux, or
you'll be mistaken for off-duty staff.
Once in through the "Great Onion"
archway, you do not have to stand in
line for chips/tokens. Look for attendants pushing boxy carts: $10 minimum
for 25 cent tokens, $20 for $1 tokens.
Tokens are for slot machines. By now
you will have seen that the casino looks
suspiciously like a cross between a hotel
lobby and a video arcade, with almost
wall-to-wall slot machines. Sure there
are gaming tables, and you should spend
some time watching them, especially the
little minimum bet notices, starting at
$25 a pop, but most of the casino is
given over to the solitary vice of the
slots. You are suddenly in the middle of
a bingo from hell. Resist the urge to
drop $40 into the first open slot. Instead, open your eyes.
You will see that slots come in two
varieties, those that take 25 cent tokens,
and those that take $1 tokens. Listen to
the noise, watch the flashing lights,
check out the quaint names on the machines. Waste some time. Time is all you
can ''win" at a casino, as it will get all
your money eventually. Notice that the

casino is one big smoking section: their not play a machine that has just paid
ventilation system is one of the seven off. A lurker is waiting for someone to
wonders of the world. Notice that the give up playing without winning, and
bar stays open past la.m, that the abandon a machine. Then the lurker
drinks aren't too highly priced, and that pounces! "All that money, left by a
few people are hanging around it. Actu- weak-willed fool! Soon it will be mine!"
ally, aside from the gaming tables, there Since the odds are identical on a maare few people doing much of anything chine that has just paid off, you are
other than ramming tokens into the slot watching the defining moment in the
machines.
psychology of the game. Savour it.
Henry Ford would have killed to get
Play the game
his assembly line workers to apply themselves with such ruthless dedication,
Maybe you finally want to play the
concentration, and single-minded devo- evil chrome beasties. Play slowly. Make
tion to a machine. Drinking is allowed a big production out of pulling the lever.
almost all over the casino, but the unfor- This is Windsor, the middle of the ingiven seldom overindulge; they are high dustrial heartland - so pretend you arc
enough already, and then there is that getting paid minimum wage and stop
bladder thing. A health-care profes- working so hard! Impress your party by
sional could make a small fortune hook- going a few rounds at one of the tables.
ing catheters up to these zombies - that None of the games make any sense
way they wouldn't ever have to leave whatsoever, anyway, so enjoy the feeling
their posts, and risk missing the big pay- of omnipotence one derives from blowing a week's wages in 37 seconds. Promoff.
ise yourself that if you win anything over
Adventures
the price of a drink, you will immediStill looking around? Notice that the ately spend it at the bar. Buy a cigar at
casino neatly divides its activities and its the souvenir shop. If anyone you know
patrons according to the golden rule. needs tacky earrings, there's this gift/art
The more money you can lose, the more shop across from C.anadian Tire that
human service you get, the more tacky has tokens-on-a-hook: you can get them
hotel lobby decor surrounds you, and later.
the more "privileges" you can enjoy.
Eventually you will exhaust your wad,
Remember - you are special. The "com- or grow incredibly bored with the whole
munion rail" separating the tables from thing. If you win big, it is worth standing
the slots on the third floor is a hilarious in line forever to cash out. Other.vise.
touch. Check out the third floor in any you get to keep your tokens as souvecase - there are 25 cent slots up there nirs. No bar or restaurant in town will
too, and they are less crowded. A $5 take them, but they are great for annoyblackjack table is hiding somewhere on ing Toronto pan-handlers on your next
the premises. Its location, as well as the trip there. If you aren't completely
location of the $500 slot machine, are skinned, you can retire to a local bar afleft as an exercise for the adventurous terward, such as the Coach (fine cosy attourist.
mosphere, good, music, nice staff...)
Find an unoccupied machine. If it has
Anyway, remember: don't dwell on
tokens in the trough, it's being played by your losses - losers get eaten. Instead,
the person at the next machine - like remember those 3.5 seconds you won
bingo, some people need the total in- $40, before you bet it all away ... Now
throw back your shoulders, and in a
volvement of multiple jolts. Lose faster!
Remember you have to push the but- loud voice, bellow out:
ton to get the winnings to (all in the slot.
"I won forty bucks at the casino!" I
Note that the machines indicate when
Helling is an urbanist and sculptor
they have just paid off. Hang back about who considers the casino "poliJicaJly corten feet. Now spot a lurker. A lurker will rect''.
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....Does
fabulous
wealth•
mean ta g
the empties
back?
Trying to stretch
every dollar?
You can !')ave up to

70% on typical
day-to-day banking
services with our Student
Plan. It\ only $2.75 a month.
Use our InstaBank
machine\ a\ often as you
want. and other Interac
banking machines two times
University Mall
2680 Tecumseh Rd. W.
973-3378

a month, at no extra charge.
You'll get unlimited free
cheque writing and
fl"
withdrawab
from your Bank of
Montreal accounts, and more.
For full details, just drop
by your nearest branch. Ask
about our special Student
Loans too. (Sorry - we don't
take empties.)

Grand Marais and Curry
1399 Grand Marais Rd.
973-3367

/
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CJAM Daybreak in Dixie host Tom Blakney

Bluegrass mornings
By Tamara Skerrit
Davbreak in Dixie

Su~d«}' 8-10 a.m., CJAM 91.5fm
Host: David Blakney

Elvis Presley, King of rock
and roll. B. B. King, King of the
blues. Kitty Wells, Queen of
country. There are many kings
and queens of musical genres,
but only one father: Bill Monroe, Father of Bluegrass.
William Smith Monroe was
born in 1911 in Kentucky, the
youngest in a musical family.
He had poor eyesight, but an
ear sensitive to his Appalachian
musical roots of Irish and Scottish fiddle tunes from his uncle
Pen Vandever. To these he
added the syncopated blues influences of Arnold Schultz, an
itinerant black guitarist and fiddler. He then punched up the
old-timey string band sound
with fast-paced rhythms of ragtime, jazz and the soul of spirituals and the blues. His "high
lonesome" vocals can only be
called Appalachian blues, with
words that speak of the longing
for home and hearth and for
loved ones departed to a better
life in heaven.
Daybreak in Dixie explores
the roots of bluegrass with the
music of Bill Monroe, Ralph
Stanley, Mac Wiseman, Jim &
Jesse, Flat & Scruggs, Jimmy
Martin and others of the first

generation, as well as the current sound of such second and
third generation names as
Doyle Lawson and Quicksilver,
The Seldom Scene, The Nashville Bluegrass Band and The
Lonesome River Band. The latest releases from various bluegrass labels are reviewed and
sampled on a regular basis. Canadian bands such as Blue
Mule, Grassworks and McDonald Bluegrass as well as European and Japanese bands are
also featured.
Host David Blakney plays
mandolin and guitar, has had a
lifetime interest in bluegrass
music and has been active in its
promotion for the past ten
years. An assistant in the production of the Arkansas Trave/er program on WDET in
Detroit since 1985, he was a
founder and first president of
the Essex-Kent Bluegrass, Old
Time & Fold Music Association, where he is now Bluegrass
Cornrnittee Chair. He has produced bluegrass events in the
area over the past six years and
is a voting member in the
broadcast media category of
the International Bluegrass
Music Association. David has
been a volunteer at CJAM
since June 1991, when Billy
Coombs' schedule prevented
him from continuing with the
bluegrass program.
m

WINDSOR1S NEWEST FULL SERVICE
BICYCLE SHOP

Universit) Avenue
I IOI University Ave.
973-3326
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We Know Bikes

5409 TECUMSEH RD E. (NEXT TO CANADIAN TIRE)

945.9545

Do gou haue spare time on your hands? The Lance mag be the place to spend 1t.
The Lance 1s lookmg for anews Cd1tor for the 19gq0 95 pubhshmg year. This position doesnl pay much but the
experience 1s mualuable.Journahsm students and amateur writers are encourage to apply.
Please submit resumes to

The Lance.C.A.UJ.Student Centre.basementUn1uers1ty of IUmdsor

Deadlme 1s fhday September 9th.
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Come along with me on a magic gallery crawl ...
By Lisa Fortin
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OK, so you're broke now, like me.
Maybe you blew it at the mall. Perhaps
it's just circumstance, the lot of so many
students. Or, disregarding the sage advice of the Lance Arts section, you've
spent every last penny and then some at
the casino. Anyway, it's Friday night,
and you're bored. What to do that won't
cost anything, or at least not much?
It's time to scour the Diversions listings for an art opening! Now, don't be
intimidated. They're a lot of fun, and
not at all scary if you're reasonably
open-minded. Trust me, anyone can go.
The beginning of a new exhibit at a
gallery is just an excuse for revelry with
Windsor's arts community on a Friday
or Saturday night. Wine and beer arc
sold pretty much at cost, the food is
free, there's neat stuff to look at (that's
the art), you can dress up, and cool people abound.
Intrigued? The drill is simple. These
things are usually slated to begin around
7:30 or so, but hardly anyone ever shows
up that early: fashionably late is standard. Dress varies tremendously. You
can't go wrong wearing jeans or black,
but you could be so creative! Why not
break out that hat or pair of shoes or
outfit you haven't dared wear yet? Goth,
punk, glam, grunge, disco, retro, formal,
preppy, period costume, death metal anything goes, and don't be afraid to
mix and experiment.
Going with at least one friend is recommended, but not mandatory. A
group of three or four is just about optimal, most nights. The "regulars" are
quite friendly and approachable in any
case, if sometimes a bit eccentric. Quite
harmless, worry not. If you're wondering
which one is the artist, it's usually the
one who mingles with the most people.

You might be surprised to learn
you're not obliged to chat about the art
if you don't feel up to it. If you do, however, it is considered something of a
faux pas to ask Oat out, ''But what is it
about? What does it mean?" The point
is to look at the art, think about it, consider what it could mean. This brain exercise can be very enjoyable. If the art is
good, you'll be surprised how much you
get out of it, how much it suggests to
you even if you have absolutely no background in art. If you don't "understand
it," rest assured, you won't be alone. It's
not really important anyway, so long as
you have a good time.
So you feel ready for one of these
things? There'll be an opening at
Artcite on Friday night for Amsterdam
photographers Dominique Pelletey and
Krijn de Konin. Kind of a big deal, as
Artcite tends to focus on the local and
Ontario scene. A peek through the window during preparations revealed a pair
of enormous photographs, one colour
and one black and white - and a large

section of the usually white wall and
grey floor painted brilliant yellow and
enclosed by a raised drywall curb of
sorts, perhaps 20 cm high. The rest of
the work had yet to be put up at press
time. Looks pretty interesting though.
I'll be curious to see what the yellow
part is for. Hope to see you there!
Dominique Pelletey and KriJn de Kon·
ing open at Artcite, 109 University Ave.
W., on Friday September 9 at 7:30 p.m.
The show will run through October JO.
Call 977-6564 for more mformation.
All right, so maybe you're not feeling
terribly sociable, and it's the middle of
the afternoon, and there's no opening
tonight anyway. You need to do a little
shopping regardless... Why not check
out the Art Gallery of Windsor?
Most people know by now that the casino is housed in the former AGW.
Some, like myself, will find this vaguely
or even outright disconcerting, quasisacrilegious, or just plain gross and
tacky. But what to make of the AGW's
new location in "the" mall, Devonshire?

I've told many incredulous friends "on
the outside" with exac;peration bordering on despair that this could only happen in Windsor. But maybe the gallery's
move, despite the, reason, isn't necessarily such a bad thing. It got us more attention in the Toronto-centric Globe
and Mail a few months ago than a manbites-dog story; there was a "Moving
Pictures" photo on the front page, and
even a column from editor-in-chief William Thorsell. And there's no denying
that traffic through the gallery has increa,;ed enormously, or that the lease
money they're getting from the casino
has proven useful.
Evidently, this is an important development in which you must participate,
no matter how disturbing the art lover
in you may find it. Go ahead, poke your
nose into the gallery, next time you're at
the mall buying clothes. You'll find gads
and gads of space, and a rethought display of much of the collection: works
grouped together by theme rather than
period or origin. Some groupings work
better than others, but it is overall quite
a refreshing new look. Unfortunately
the atmosphere suffers somewhat from
the dearth of natural light - there are
no windows, obviously - but really, that
old Marks and Spencer store has been
transformed into a pretty decent public
gallery... with a very nice gift shop (no
kidding.)
Current exhibits at the Art Gallery of
Windsor include "Ford City/Windsor: A
Multi-media exhibition·: through October
2; "Michael Snow: The Walking Woman
Works-", througli October 9; and opening
Saturday September JO at 2 p.m. in the
Children's Gallery, "Join Hands Puppeteers Retrospective': through March 1995.
The gallery is located at Devonshire Mall,
3100 Howard Avenue. Call 969-4494 for
more infonnation.
II
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BAR and ~filLL
Wed Sept 7
By Jackie Shannon

September is turning out to
be full of exciting opportunities
for music lovers. The Green
Arts Festival at Mic Mac Park
on Saturday, Sept. 10 is of the
coolest.
Running from noon to midnight, the festival will feature
vendors' booths of environmentally friendly products, vegetarian cuisine, plenty of social
awareness raising, and ... loads
of music!
Headlining the festival will
be 13 Engines, Luxury Christ,
and Goober and the Peas. A
wealth of local talent will also
be performing throughout the
day. Among the locals taking
the stage are the Dead Kings
(have you heard of them?),
with whom I recently had the
chance to speak.
University of Windsor history major Craig Mcl achlan,
Dead Kings bassist, admits he
still gets nervous giving interviews. I guess he'll just have to
get used to the attention, as
things are happening very fast
for the band. The trio have

been together since November
1993, and already people are
beginning to take notice of
them. "Crash," the first release
from their second independent
album, has found its way onto
the Z-rock airwaves. The BMG
label has also showed some interest in their music; the horizon looks bright for the band.
If you've seen them on stage
at RumRunners on Monday or
Friday night, you may have a
pretty good idea of their musiea! personality: punchy, crazed,
alarmingly close to psychotic.
But they're best on Thursdays.
The audience is smaller then,
so things are more personal
and much more fun (not to
mention there is room to sit).
That is also the night they take
requests and play more of their
originals, bestowing upon us
their unique brand of heartthumping, tension-fraught music and sometimes surreal bliss.
Anyone can do a cover; if I
wanted to hear one of those
tunes, I'd stay home and pop in
a CD. Instead, I'll be checking
out the Dead Kings at the
Green Arts Fest.
II
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Fri Sept 8

Thurs Sept 8

Green Arts Fesfival
Benefit

Sat Sept 10

GREEN AROUND

POWDERED

GARDEN WE WISH

THE GIU.S I
BAND OF THIEVES

TOASTMEN

WEAJEL WE KNEW

The cure for stress is a trip to Buzz's
1699 Wyandotte St. West (at Campbell) 254-7900

EACH NIGfIT YOU COME, YOUR NAME GOES IN TIIE DRAW FOR

FREE TUITION!.ammtia awly

1056 Wyandotte St. E. (located on main level of Happy Tap)
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An ACE Production
(The Alliance of Collegiate Excitement)
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Hup, two, three, four: The Lancer football team gears up for Homecoming on September 23-25.

Up close and personal

New coaches optimistic about coming season
Lancers men's and
women's soccer teams
are in good shape for
this year
By Frederick Beitler
With the 1994 Lancer Varsity Soccer
seasons approaching, both the men's
and women's sides will have a new look
behind the bench this season. Both
teams are taking on a new coaching
staff.
Mary Szaucsek replaces Gord
Caldwell in coaching Lancer women,
and Fabio Marras takes over the reins
from former men's coach Vancho Cirvoski. Szaucsek is a former Lancer, and
well known locally as a player and
coach. Marras has post secondary
school coaching experience at Windsor's St. Oair College but has been
away from coaching for two years.
Both coaching positions have been
filled as part time contracts due to cutbacks in the Lancer athle tics department. Szaucsek and Marras claim they
are up to the challenge and have been
cooperative on and off the pitch.
Both coaches will be attempting to
maintain their teams playoff qualifications for 1993, while striving to build
stronger competitive programs for the
future. The season kicks off September
10 at McMaster University with both
teams in action. Both men and women's

soccor teams return home on Sunday
September 11 to play the Guelph
Gryphons (1:00 kick off time, South
Campus Field).
Here is an up close and personal look
at two of the latest additions to the
Lancer coaching staff.

Best soccer advice ever given to you:
You have 10 team mates, use them all
and you will always look good
One thing I would change about myself:
Be taller

Fabio Marras

FuU Name: Mary Sue Szaucsek
High School: Windsor F.J. Brennan
College: University of Windsor
Position as a Player: Defender
Coaching Experience: Four years Assumption High School; Involvement
with Windsor FC Nationals since the
late 1980s
Style of Play Preferred: Controlled tight
marking defense
Style of Formation Preferred: Sweeper
People Cedited of My Soccer Interest:
Father and Mark Hillis of FC Nationals
Occupation: Residential Councellor Group Home for Physically and Mentally Handicapped - Children's R ehab
Center
Favourite Pro Sports Team: Toronto
Maple Leafs
Pet Peeve: People who do not care
If I Could Change One Thing About
Myself, I'd: Stop getting too emotionally wrapped up in soccer, work and
family
Best Soccer Advice Given to Me: Think
while playing
What I like Least About Soccer: The
amount of time involved
Wildest Soccer Fantasy: Coach Canada's National Team

Full Name: Fabio
Marras
Nickname: Fab
High School: W.D.
Lowe, Windsor
College: University
of Wisconsin
Occupation: Sales
representative with Santa Maria Foods
Position as a Player: Forward and Midfield
Coaching Experience: 6 yrs. Youth level
allstars; 2 yrs. St. Clair College indoor; 1
yr. inaugural outdoor St. Oair Varsity
Style of Play Preferred: 2 touch play
Style of Formation Preferred: 4-4-2
People credited for interest in soc-cer:
My father
Favourite Pro Sports Team: Juventus of
Turin
Biggest Pet Peeve: A player who goes
through the motions
What I like least about soccer: Negative
media coverage
Wildest Soccer Fantasy: Play for Italian
national side
Tenn that best describes Soccer Players: Hard headed, stubborn

Mary Szaucsek

Lance photos / STEPHEN PANICCIA

Women's soccer coach Mary Szaucsek.

Term That Best Describes Soc~r Players: Out of control
I!
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Commonwealth Games
Disabled and
South African
athletes leap
human rights
hurdles
By Lance Sports Staff

Even without considering the
Canadian success at the XV
Commonwealth Games held
this summer in Victoria, BC,
the most outstanding things
about the games did not involve medals. The participation
of Black South African athletes
and disabled athletes illustrates
leaps in long standing human
rights hurdles in sport.
Canada placed second in the
Games, with a total of 128
medals, 40 of them gold. Australia won with 182 medals.
However, some of the most
outstanding things about these
Games were not all about medals.
But medal won by the South
African Hezekiel Sepeng was
truly historic. Sepeng, one of
seven black athletes on the 112

me mber South African squad,
won a silver medal in the men's
800 meter. The presence of a
South African team, after an
absence of 36 years, in itself is
an important marker in the history of the Games. South Africa had been banned from the
Games for their policy of apartheid,
which
discriminated
against non-whites. Sepeng's
medal is as much a social
benchmark as it is an historical
one.
Added to this was the inclusion of 58 disabled athletes for
the first time in competition at
the Commonwealth Games.
Jeff Adams of Brampton, Ontario won the first ever 800-meter wheelchair race. The
disabled athletes were integrated into the Games at Canada's insistence. Though one
Australian official called disabled athletes "an embarassment", the overall response was
quite positive. However, there
may be separate Commonwealth Games for the disabled
in 1998, which would relegate
the disabled athletes to what
amounts to be second class
status.
I!

Campus Recreation offers
students fitness and fun
•
•
•
•

Do you like to play sports for fun?
Do you enjoy moving and shaking in an aerobics class?
Do you like the water but don't know how to swim?
Do you need something to do to help relieve the stress and
strain of school?
• Do you enjoy alternative forms of physical activity like dance,
tai chi, or martial arts?
Come on and check out the activities available on campus.
Campus Ree offers programs for intramural sports, fitness, weight
training, aquatics, CPR/First Aid, martial arts. See us in the Student Centre September 14 - 24, visit our office in the St. Denis
Centre Fieldhouse, or call the campus rec hotline at 253-4232
EXT. 2456.
Program Registration: September 7 - October ?
Intramural Deadline: September 20, 3:00 p.m.
!!

.

.

The Lance
Entrepreneurial
people wanted.

.

..

.

Help us promote
our product.
.. .
. ..
..
Good sense of
marketing an asset.
No i~ve$tment
required.

Call
1-800-344-0074
anytime.
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CAMERAS

large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
at MacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.
East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

What is it?
Volunteers are placed m Windsor social service or non-profit organizations four
hours per week for a ten week period beginning 26 September 1994. Interns
participate in four workshops which will maximize their contribution to the
volunteer employers and their own benefit from the volunteer experience. This is
a professional volunteer commitment.
What are the benefits to the students?
+ Omununity service experience looks great on your resume.
+ Volunteer Interns make valuable contacts for sununer and full-time permanent
employment.
+ Interns have the opportunity to "test-driveu an occupational areas and build
skills before graduation.
+ Srudents who successfully complete the Volunteer Internship ~ogram will
have this recognized on their academic transcript for potential employers,
graduate or law schools, or other universities to see.
Who is eligible?
Full-time Arts, Social Science and Business undergraduate students who maintain
a minimum C average are eligible to apply.
How do I apply?
Fill out an application in the Co-op Education and Student Placement office,
Rm. 111, Dillon Hall by September 9th. You will be contacted for an interview.

i)srAEDTLER

STRESS RELIEF
FOR
STUDENTS!
Want to make late assignments essays a thing of the past,
&

required reading a breeze and your workload easier?

+ FREE SS. 29 PENCIL
LIMITED TIME OFFER:
A FREE· STAEDTLER MARSMICRO
0.5MM PENCIL, valued at SS 29 IS
included with SI MS •while supplies last

Volunteer patrollers needed
- approximately 2 hours per week -

SIMS: THE COMPLETE TIME
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR STUDENTS
Designed as a t 101 , students 10 help manage
1,me and rformallon SIMS works by breaKmg
down your workload into sma1ler rnore
manageable pieces
• Semester Guide • Weekly Out ners
• Course Orgar zers • Ass,gnmen'. Plani'e•
• Teleorone Lst
• I 1struc11or Book
SIMS: 24" X 36" WALL PLANNER
Com ruous 18 w ek aP1111ated calendar w1tt'
ran perman;,nt rnar~er cuted also $14 981
SIMS: Your BLUEPRINT to Academic
Success - THIS SEMESTER!

Available at

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
CAl\lPUS BOOKSTORE
_R_1_\ _Y-,S
- PRINTING & STATIONERY
8045 Wyandotte East, Windsor, ON N8S 1T2

(or every 2nd week if you can do a weekend shift)

Volunteer dispatchers needed
- approximately 6 hours - one night every two weeks (must be an experienced patroller)

Applications are available at the C.A. W. Centre desk. They
must be returned by 5:00pm on Friday September 25.

Questtons may be directed to 253-4232 ext 2416
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LIFESTYLE

SAVE 75e ON
SCH NEl DERS LIFESTYLE KITS
TO THE DEALER: J M . Schneider Inc will reimburse the face value of coupon plus our
spectf1ed handhng fee proV1ded you accept 1t from your customer on purchase of item
specified Other applications constitute fraud. Failure to send in, on request. evidence
that sufflc,ent stock was purchased 1n preV1ous 90 days to cover coupons presented will
void coupons Coupons submitted become our property. Reimbursements wdl be made
only to retail d1stnbutors who redeemed coupons or to holders of J M. Schneider Inc
cert1f1cate of authority. For redemplton, mail to JM. Schneider Inc. P.O. Box 3000. Saint
John New Brunswtck E2L4L3 Only one coupon per purchase. Expny Date: Dec 31, 1994.

, ,~11')~1

@ ScHNEIDE~S I

LIFESTYLE

8

FAJITAS BEEF BURRITOS AND CHICKEN KABOBS
'

SCHNEIDERS AND LIFESTYLE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF J M SCHNEIDER INC

North Americans
can't grasp the Cup
By Alex Meyer

Baseball season blown out of the park
By Tyler Oelben

Going ... going ... gone!
Baseball's siren call, was the
call of the 1994 Major League
season.
On Thursday, Aug. 10, baseball came to a screeching halt
as the Major League Players'
Association began their long
dreaded
strike,
baseball's
eighth work stoppage since
1972. However, this strike is
probably the sorriest of them
all. Never before has the season
been halted this late in the
year, leaving the October
playoffs and the World Series
in such jeopardy. Virtually
every hitting record came under assault, and the power
struggle between players and
owners seeming heedless and

self destructive.
of foul balls, peanuts, cracker
The players' argument: they jacks and the familiar "Take
want more money. A lot more. Me Out To The Ball Game"
They want to work in a free played during the seventh inmarket, unencumbered by a ning stretch. Instead, fans are
salary cap - some people call forced to rent baseball dramas
that greed.
on video as Bull Durham, Field
The owners' argument: sala- of Dreams, Major League, and
ries are out of control and even The Bad News Bears to
threatening to ruin the game. ease the separation anxiety.
Even as the talks resume
Reportedly they need the cap
in order to know how much of from time to time, the power
their revenues will go to labour struggle does not diminish - it
costs. Without this, smaller just seems to get stronger and
market teams (Milwaukee, stronger. There needs to be a
Pittsburg, San Diego) will be transformation in attitude and
forced to sell their franchises.
direction - without it, profesThe fans' argument: just play sional baseball will rot in its
ball.
own chewing tobacco.
The the players and owners
It is the fans that are sufferring the most. No more balmy should be fair to North Amersummer nights, small children ica and North Americans
with oversized mitts dreaming play ball.
I!
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all you can
eat pizza
$5.00
5, 10

Every four years, people
around the world go into a
frenzy for one month of soccer
- yet North Americans are
just catching on. The World
Cup - the equivalent of the
Stanley Cup Playoffs, the
World Series, the Superbowl
and the NBA finals all at the
same time is somewhat new to
North American masses.
With four alternate events,
the World Cup does not generate the same interest here as it
does in the rest of the world. In
the words of Robert A. Heinlein, we do not "grok" the
World Cup. "Grok" or understand, drink of, to know as if it
were a part of yourself, like a
limb.
Soccer is the world's most
popular sport, with over 20 million organired games played
each year, and 200 million active soccer participants worldwide. An estimated 2 billion
people watched the final game,
while about 31.2 billion viewers
tuned in for the 52 game tournament.
It was expected that in Brazil, the victors of the 1994
World Cup, 93 percent of the
population would be watching.
In Brazil, soccer is the sport
that can take you from the
street to the top - just ask
Brazilian star Romario.
In Colombia, mourners gath-

ered to bury Andres Escobar, a
defender whose. own goal
against the United States
helped to eliminate his team
from the tournament. Upon
his return home, he was shot
down by some "fans" in the
parking lot of a bar.
These are the joys and the
sorrows of the World Cup, and
North Americans do not understand it. With the many sports
that we have to choose from,
people do not grasp how a
game can be important enough
to kill for.
Soccer means everything to
some people. An Albanian wagered and lost his wife over a
game. Workers, and the President of South Korea delayed
their work to watch a game
their team was playing. When
Italy advanced into the semi-finals there was a parade on Erie
street by the Italian fans of
Windsor, and Italian communities accross the country. When
Brazil won the World Cup it set
off a three-day party.
These are the joys and sorrows of the World Cup, and
North Americans do not understand it. With the many sports
that we have to choose from,
peopJe do not grasp how a
game can be more important
than family, friends, or life itself. North Americans, with a
sport for all seasons, are not yet
ready for this deep an involvement with soccer.
II
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spaghetti

only $.99
11 - 8pm

5, 10
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2 for 1
5, 10
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Frida

luncheon
buffet $5.95

come in for
$2.95 breakfast
&a caesar
11, 2

11, 2
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I10:00am
- 2:30pm
$8.95 adults
$6. 95 seniors/juniors

902 Ca.life>ri-1ia.

256--6313
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Students deserve a
say in dining cuts
Students weren't given much say
when the university decided to decrease
the availability of food services on campus. Actuall} the only say students have
is after the fact in the most recent attempt to cut the budget by axing services.
The University of Windsor's decision
to cut back food service hours was made
during the summer - at a time when
the Food Services Advisory Board was
not (FSAB) meeting. Student representatives who sit on the board are there
to ensure that concerns specific to students are considered in decisions which
affect meal plans, menus, pricing, and
hours open. But due to timing this process was bypassed.
As a result, when the university instructed the department of food and
hospitality to make the changes, there
was no opposition from students. Making the decision during downtime excluded students from the process. Yet
students are the group most affected by
cutbacks - particularly residence students and those who commute long distances and arc on campus for extended
periods of time. The university is home
for them and whatever food services
serves up is it. Students paying top dollar for closed market dining services deserve some alternatives.
Replacing a full breakfast menu with
a short order cook and some muffins
does not cut it. Nor does the loss of dinner at the Marketplace. Between 2:30

and 6p.m. the Kiosk will be the only
venue open in the CAW Student Centre. Those who work in the centre will
have the jaunt to Vanier in order to get
a hot meal, rather than the variety usually offered at the Marketplace.
With Vanier Hall as the only available venue for a formal dinner and
Bernie's in the Marketplace the sole
breakfast spot things are bound to be
crowded too. A quick bite before or between classes may prove to be quite
time consuming, and time is a commodity most students have very little of.
Jobs may be on the line as well. The
cuts in services mean that less labour is
needed to run the facilities. These are
jobs often filled by students who rely on
the income to supplement the cost of
education.
The best case scenario is no layoffs,
but this shortchanges returning employees who expect the same number of
hours. With pocketbooks tightening due
to tuition increases and unemployment,
on campus positions are needed more
than ever.
If students don't find a way to show
their disapproval of diminishing services, administrators will continue to
slash them. Students were able to reopen the CAW Student Centre last year
by signing petitions, filing formal complaints, lobbying and protesting the decision. Let's hope it can be done again
- students have a right to be consulted
on cutbacks which directly effect them.
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A little history lesson
Back in March of 1993 a referendum the Moose, the Moose Pub was a vacuwas held on campus to choose a name ous name anyway but this is all
for the student pub. The Moose won out debatable.
over The Pub, Duke's, ERTW's and
While management has the right to
Scorpios.
change the name of our pub, nobody
Naming the pub was important to asked me to vote on the name change.
many students as more people voted for Nobody let the students decide whether
the pub name than for the vice-presi- we wanted to democratically change the
dent (1320-1186). This was democracy name. So what are we to do? One soluin action as the students of the Univer- tion is a challenge to get the pub name
sity of Windsor were given a choice as to taken to a vote in October's by-election
what to name their pub. Tim Kearns so that the students can decide as to
and Keith Jolie were the proponents be- what to call our pub.
hind the Moose name drive. The two
Another solution is to keep calling
contributed time and money to cam- our pub the Moose. It's a stupid name
paign, and encouraged students to vote but that is the name we chose and we
for the Moose. The student government can't Jet them tell us what to call our
also paid for the referendum through pub after we democratically picked its
which students made their views known.
name. Therefore from now on when
Now here we are in the fall of 1994. talking about our pub call it the Moose.
New management has taken over at the It will drive the new management crazy.
pub. Fine and dandy. However, they saw And you know where they send crazy
fit to change the name to the Asylum. people.
Maybe the Asylum is a better name than
Long live the Moose.
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Keep those cards and letters coming :·
As the student newspaper of the University of Windsor, we don't work when
you don't work. Our weekly publication
is a chance for you to get out the word.
We take seriously our mandate as a
community newspaper, and recognize
that campus is host to a wide variety of
viewpoints on any number of subjects.
Sometimes the grind of making sure

Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall a11d winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, and may not reflect the
beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in
the Lance are not necessarily those of the
University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press .

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent of social change, performing both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity.
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and relect in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
society do not have equitable access to the
media. We affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition.
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,

the paper gets to the printer may leave
us a little out of touch. That's whi
there's always space for you.
Send us your notices for events, ne"''
tips, and opinion pieces and letters tc
the editor. You can reach us through in·
ter-campus mail or drop off stuff at orn
offices in the basement of the CAV.
Student Centre.
racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
ditferently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them. which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility.
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor. ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial. (519) 253-4232. ext. 3909
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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• Clients need protection from abortion protesters
New legislation
doesn't go tar
enough
By Angie Slingerland
Special to the Lance

Just imagine working in a
place where a war zone existed
right outside the front door.
Where every morning you had
to walk through a line of hostile
people holding pickets and
shouting epithets at you. Attacks made simply because you
provide clicntele with a safe, legal medical procedure that
these people did not agree with
- imagine living with the fear
everyday, that one of these raging maniacs might be carrying a
gun.
This is the experience of an
abortion provider Not only do
they experience such harassment at work but they are also
subjected to it in their own
homes. Their homes are vandalized with red paint, bricks
are put in their mailboxes, and
their children are humiliated
and hounded in the schoolyard.
Neighbors are leafleted and
neighbourhood children waylaid, and some protesters have
even sent a sick child up onto

an abortion providers front
porch to vomit.
Imagine again that you are a
frightened young woman, having just made one of the hardest decisions of your life. And
now having to walk through
this same group of protesters
who scream at you "Haby Murderer!" or"Child Abuser!" or
"Abortion can kill you!". Picketers grab your hands as they
kneel down in front of you,
begging and praying for you not
to go inside the clinic. They follow you back to your car, taking
pictures of you and your license
plate in order to track you
down at your home and workplace.
Does this sound like terrorism to you? These tactics have
worked - and many doctors,
unable to handle the daily harassment and threat of violence,
have stopped performing abortions or have relncated. This
leaves many communities without a doctor who will terminate
unwanted pregnancies,
decreasing access to needed
medical services for womyn.
In Windsor, we currently
only have one doctor who performs abortions. Dr. Gunn, the
Florida doctor who was murdered in March, 1993, was the
only abortion-provider within a

few hundred miles of his clinic. from protesting in front of nerable places.
He travelled around the area to abortion clinics, hospitals, and
Anti-choice groups see it as
provide abortion services that abortion-providers' homes in their personal and religious
would otherwise have been un- Toronto, Brantford, Kingston, mission to stop anyone from
available to womyn.
and North Bay. 1bis included a having an abortion regardle~
Furthermore, these tactics recommended injunction of of the cost to individuals or to
serve to intimidate and coerce such activity within 500 feet of themselves. Yet any restriction
womyn \\-ho try to make use of these areas.
made on their own behaviour is
the services - further reducing
The legislation, which finally seen merely as an obstacle lo
access to abortion. Anti-choice came through last week, be overoomc. In fact, a spokesgroups call their protesters granted this for some areas (the person for the anti-choice
'sidewalk
doctor's
group Campaign Life was
coumellors',
homes) but quoted in the Windsor Star as
fell
far saying "We're pretty inventive
but they really
function
as
short
of people, so I think we'll come up
this for the with ways of ·counselling1
propagandist
s, pretending
clinics
women lsicJ".
to offer sym(given only
It is made clear to me in such
pathy
and
up to 60 statements, that the terrorist
support
to
feet) and activity of these anti-choice
clinic patrons
hospitals
groups is not about to end. A"> a
only to play
(25 feel for result we need to provide more
on their guilt
six doctors protection for both those who
and fear.
and noth- choose - for whatever perUntil
reing for the sonal reason to have an
cently, these
rest).
abortion and those who v,ish to
groups were allowed lo perseThis has led some to ques- provide the scnices. Until
cute both the doctors and their tion the effectiveness of such womyn can make such a choice
clients, unabated. In Ontario, small buffers. Dr. Morgentalcr without harrassmcnt and have
the fight to restrict these activi- was quoted in the Globe and full access to abortion services,
ties has been a long one. After Mail ac; stating that the ruling 'choice' \\ill always he a misnoDr. Gunn's murder, public failed lo keep pickets far mer and will always he in danII
pressure prompted the govern- enough away from pregnant ger of being lost.
ment to look into the issue. Af. womyn and health-care staff.In
,Angie Slingerland is the Viceter
much
deliberation, the case of hospitals in particu- President of the Canadian AborAttorney-General
Marion lar, little protection is offered tion Rights Action League Boyd applied for a court order and anti-choice groups will no Wmdsor and a student at tJu,
permanently barring anyone doubt centre in on these vu!- Universi.ty of Windsor.

"... imagine living
with the fear
everyday, that one
of these raging
maniacs might be
carrying a gun."

Universal health care?

Provincial government cuts Visa students coverage
By Teena Ward
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Canada's understanding of
the universal health care question became somewhat of a
misnomer in January, with the
announcement that Visa students studying in Ontario
would no longer be covered.
Foreign student<; must now
deal with health coverage privately while already facing hurdles in educational access at
Ontario universities.
Visa students already pay 4
to 5 times more in tuition fees
than do Canadian residents,
often "with curren<.)' which is
worth 4 or 5 times less than the
Canadian dollar." The two year
21 percent increase in tuition,
announced in March by Education Minister Dave Cook\:,
makes international student

fees in Ontario even more outrageous. Tuition hikes and cuts
to services, resulting from the
Social Contract agreement,
make the decision to attend
university difficult for any student those ooming from
abroad arc doubly taxed.
The additional cost of private health care plans, to cover
the loss of Ontario Health Insurance Plan (01 IIP), adds
hundreds of dollars to the bill.
Yet supporters of the policy
oontinue to insist that only Canadian citi:t..ens are eligible for
the legacy of universal health
care.
Apparently in difficult economic times, "outsiders" arc
abandoned and "universal"
policies become applicable only
to specific groups. While the
OHIP rollback is explained in

terms of the lack of tax contribution towards the plan by Visa
students, ''the top 10 percent of
wage-earners in this country do
not pay laxes" yet receive the
benefits of the same health care
policy.
Detractors of government
coverage for foreign students
downplay or ignore the importance of linking foreign students with Ontario universities.
Blaming a huge deficit for overloaded social program,; makes
tax payers feel safe.
The student,; do inject suhstantial capital into the economy, but far more important
they represent international
links with the Canadian community which are an investment
in the future.
The diversity which foreign
students bring to a campus is

part of an eS-",Cnlial educational
process which takes place outside the classroom. Studying
other cultures illuminates factors which do and don't work in
our own multicultural society
and on an international basis.
Studying with students Crom diverse cultural backgrounds
drives this home on a deeper
level.
Visa studems educated in
Canada return to their homes
with a greater undcr:;tanding of
our socictv too. 1bcse students
are future· policy makers whose
experiences while studying at
Ontario universities will affect
attitudes about Canada internationally. Pushing away Visa
students with exclusive policies
is more harmful than helpful.
The logic used to cut health
care benefits to Visa students,

is now jeopardizing the same
services for Canadian citizens.
Cutbacks in general health care
policies reflects a snowball effect which began with the conviction
that
the
term
universality is only applicable
to "us" not "them."
Concerns over budget deficits arc treated as exceedingly
more important than the well
being of the general public. So
cuts to the coverage of foreign
students, which were undertaken in order to "save" health
care for Canadians, was only a
small step in the restructuring
of social programs for everyone.
The explanations that universality is a misnomer where foreign students arc concerned,
can and is being used to reduce care for all Canadians. II
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What do you think of the casino?
"I think it's good
for :he city of
Wmdsor and iJ
can be a fun place
to go if you 've 9,ot
money to wse. ,
Kara Tremblay
Year I Biology

9

"I like Windsor just
the way iJ is. I don't
think we need tJu,
casmofor
anything."
Antonella
Cozzolino
Year I Religious
Studies

"It's a beautiful pi.ace

ifyou win."

Tina St. Onge
Year I Psychology

"Business and
crime are going
to explode. 11us
is goms to get
really interesting,
really soon. ''
James Barron
Year I Music
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No sitting charge
for the first 50
grad portraits taken
in September
./'--

P< > I I I I I.A.I I =;

A permanent full-service studio located right
on campus... in the CAW Student
Centre.. serving the University of Windsor
- Grad Portraits

- lnt'I Student Cards
- Class Composites
- Personal Portraits
- Passport/ID Photos - Weddings

971-7353
OnCampus Portraits is owned operated by John MacKay Photography

..,..
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basemen!, CAW Sludenl Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Until October 10

1.... Arlcile

presents two installations by

'fll Amsterdam artists Dominique Pelletey

Friday, September 16
The 51h annual Olde Sandwich Towne
happens this weekend to
promnote and celebrate Sandwich
Towne's unique history and cultural
heritage. Events include art exhibitions, a
flea market, films and performances.
Activites throughout the Sandwich area.
Call F. Pare at 258-6211 for more info.

Today and Tuesday at 9 p.m. in the
Capitol Theatre, 121 University Ave.
West. Call 971 -5160 for information.

~ Festival

and Krijn de Koning. 109 University Ave.
West, call 977-6564 for information.

Tuesday, September 13
_.. The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.
(" Opening meeting for men's volleyball, 5
·-· p.m. in room 201, St. Denis Centre.

II. The Kinolek Film Society presents
X Federico Fellini's Juliet of the Spirits.

~ Opening

meeting for Lancer track and

I field teams, Room 201 Human Kinetics
Building, 5 p.m.
.-The Academic Writing Centre begins its
September Workshop Series. A schedule
of these workshops, which offer tips and
skills instruction, is available from the
Centre at 470 Sunset Ave, or call ext.
3405 for more information.

1

Saturday, September 17
'•, Lancer men's and women's soccer
" " against Waterloo, St. Denis field, 1 p.m.

Thursday, September 22
~

Catch
Spirit of
the West at
Lancapalooza
on Sept. 17.
Wednesday, September 14

'

'

i

The Canadian Federation of University
Women invttes all women university
graduates to its opening reception. The
meeting will include registration for study
and interest groups. 4:30 - 7:30 p.m., in
the party room at the Colony at the Park,
3936 Wyandotte Street East.
The Marxist-Leninist Study Group
continues Its discussion entttled The End
of the Cold War and the New World
Order in the board room on the first floor
of the CAW Student Centre, 5:30 p.m.
Yorn Kippur begins at sundown.

Thursday, September 15

t
•

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship has an
evening of activities planned at the
baseball field (beside the St. Denis
Centre). Drop by at 5:30 p.m. and join
us. Newcomers are very welcome,
especially first year students.

..-The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.

\. The Lancapalooza '94 Music Fest
'& extravaganza will rock the St. Denis
Centre, acts include Spirit of the West,
New Ministers, Maestro Fresh Wes, the
Pursuit of Happiness and many more.
Tickets at UWSA offices, Dr. Disk and
the CAW Student Centre Desk. Tickets
are $20, $15 with coupon or student ID.

The Advocacy Resource Centre for the
7"" Handicapped,
Citizen
Advocacy
Windsor-Essex and Legal Assistance of
Windsor present How will the Disabilities
Act Affect you and the Ones you Care
For? is a workshop featuring Gary
Malkowski, MPP and David Baker LLB.
at the Caboto Club from 1-4:30 p.m.
Seating is limited, so R.S.V.P. by
September to 966-5010.

'

. . The Arts Council - Windsor and Region
in conjunction with the Capitol Theatre
and Arts Centre is holding a coffeehouse
which will discuss the contribution of the
Capitol Centre to the communtty. 5 - 7
p.m. at 121 University Ave. West.

Friday, September 23

W Lancer

men's hockey Blue and White
game at Adie Knox Arena, 7 p.m.

Sunday, September 18
,; , Lancer men's and women's soccer host
" " Western at the St. Denis field, 1 p.m.

The Marxist-Leninist Study Group
continues Its discussion entitled The End
of the Cold War and the New World
Order in the conference room on the
second floor of the CAW Student Centre,
5:30 p.m.

September 23-25

\. Tune into CJAM FM 91.5 every Sunday
'& from midnight to 2 a.m. for Misanthropy
511 , an audio collage featuring
electro-acoustic experimental artists and
esay listening musak!

.1 Homecoming isn't just for alumni!
7"" Students are invited to cheer for the
Lancer football team, join the 5th Quarter
Party and compete in the 4K Fun Run.
For info on how to get involved, call
253-4232, ext. 3247 during office hours.

Monday, September 19

Saturday, September 24

~ Opening meeting for Lancer swimming

_., . Iona College's Homecoming barbecue
•will welcome friends with free food and
fun before the football game from noon 2 p.m. at 208 Sunset Ave.

- at the Human Kinetics pool, 5 p.m.

!

The Lance invites all students interested
in volunteering to come to our staff
meeting, where sub-editors will give out '
story and pt1oto assignments. Every
Monday at 4·30 in the Lance office, CAW
Student Centre basement.

l.urd,,~

$

' p~gt~

Lancer football kicks off against the York
Yeomen at 2 p.m. at the South Campus
stadium. This is the big Homecoming
game, so get on out there!
Lance photo / JERRY BURREL
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University of Windsor Students' Alllance
L'Assocfotlon des Etudlants de l'Unfverstta de Windsor
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SEPTEMBER 1994
MONDAY

5

LABOURDAY

TUESDAY

6

WEDNESDAY

7

TIIURSDAY
I

2

3

8

9

10

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

-

,

12

13

14

15

19

20

21

22

10-5
26

10-5
27

10-5

10-5
28

10-5

10-5
29

10-5

I

16

17

23

24

10-5

12-3

30

10-5

10-5

OPT IN/OUT AT THE UWSA OFFICE
2ND FLOOR, CAW STUDENT CENTRE

NO EXTENSIONS OR EXCEPTIO!vS!

University of Windsor Students' Alliance
L'Associatfon des Etudlants de l'Untverstta de Windsor

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

TIIURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2

3

12-6 DROP-OFF

CLOSED

CLOSED

9
8-6 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

10

SEPT 1994

ONLY

I

5 LABOUR DAY
CLOSED

6

7

8

8-6 DROP-OFF

8-7 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

8-7 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

ONLY

12-4 DROP-OFF
& SELLING
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12

13

14

15

8-6 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

I0-6 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

I 0-6 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

I0-6 SELLING

LAST DAY
DROP-OFF
19

20

I2--4 SELLING

ONLY

21

12-4 SELLING

LAST DAY

~6

27

12-6 PICK UP
BOOKS AND
MONEY

12-6 PICK UP
BOOKS AND
MONEY

CLOSED
28
12-6
SPECIAL
RECEIPTS

16

17

10-6 SELLING

12-.3 SELLING

ONLY

ONLY

22
12-7 PICK UP
BOOKS AND
MONEY

23
12-7 PICK UP
BOOKSAND
MONEY

29

30

ONLY
24
12--4 PICK UP
BOOKSAND
MONEY

:?(~==...:.: ---_;::j~=/\:=11

NEED SOME CASH-SELL YOUR USED
BOOKS!

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
SAVE SOME CASH-BUY SOME USED
BOOKS!

FINAL SALE: NO
REFUNDS, EXCHANGES,
OR WITHDRAWALS
CASH OR PERSONAL
CHEQUES ONLY
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO
SA.C.

. . ····~ .
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U of W administrators take over student pub
By Kevin de Jong
The Moose Pub underwent a
metamorphosis this summer
and has been reborn as the
As)'lum Dance Pub the
change is not in name alone.
An agreement was reached
during the summer between the
student council and university
administrators. According to
council president Chris Maich,
the administrative side of the
pub will be handled by the university administration, while
the student council will only
concern itself with the entertainment side of the bar.
Maich said that the council
docs not have, and should not
he expected to have the experience necessary to properly run
a bar. The "responsibility
should be left with those who
do (have management experience)," he said.
While the interior of the pub
has remained unchanged pub
manager Amanda l Iciser ha,;
been replaced. Heiser who took
over in October of last year.
She has been replaced by
Windsor graduate Gil Gurun,
previously of the Baja Beach
Ouh and Alcatraz.
When asked
how
the
changes would affect the pub,
both Gurun and Maich's responses were strikingly similar
to those of Heiser and 1993 94
student coucil finance representative Kevin Soucie when
interviewed last fall.
I leiser was very adamant
that the pub should he run for
students and in students best
interests as the pub is a student
venture. The same idea was
stressed repeatedly by Gurun
when asked what he understood the future of the Asylum
to be.
Gurun has come up with
some ideas to reflect students
interest in the pub including

DANCE PUB
Laoce photo\ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Gil Gurun is the new manager of the Asy1um Dance Pub.

theme nights, live radio broadcast nights and a revamped
price list.
But there is some skcpticism
about Gurun's plans from students, as Heiser explored many
of the same ideas last year. One
student pointed out, "it didn't
seem to make the pub any better then, so why should the
same type of ideas work this
year."
Students are also upset about
the change in name from the
Moose Pub to the Asylum as
well. But Maich feels that when
students voted for the name
The Moose Pub they didn't
know what they were getting
into they had no idea what the
decor of the new pub was like.
Maich alc;o pointed out that the

new name will allow them to Moose Pub said that he was
"market the bar to the way it told by Gurun that "no relooks.··
sume's, names or phone numCnanges at the pub have also bers of lac;t years employees
generated confusion over the were passed on to him lrom the
way people were hired to staff UWSA."
the Asylum.
When asked, Gurin exAccording to one of last plained that he had no way of
year's staff members who docs contacting last years employhave a job at the Ac;ylum, those ees, and wa~ left to place an adwho filled out thdr applications vertisement in the Windsor Star
at the end of last year were \\ith the "hope that a large
"told that they would have a number of last years help reposition at the bar when it re- sponded to the ad."
Just
bccaw;e
someone
opened in September."
Though Gurun insists that worked at the bar last year docs
"most of last years staff has not guarantee automatic rehirbeen rehired" the same student ing the following year, said Gusaid that as far as is known only run. He explained his only
4 or 5 st:1ff members have re- interest was in hiring "'those
people he felt were qualified to
turned.
Another employee of the old work at the Asylum."'

Gurun also said that he understands why some people
were upset upon finding they
had been replaced, but when
given the position he had only 3
weeks to hire staff and to get
the bar up and running.
A£ a result Gurun decided he
"couldn't afford to wait for last
year's employees to come back
the
week before
school
started."
Though the A,;ylum seems to
be off to a rocky start, Gurun
said opening night on September 6th was a hit. The new
manager also hopes that the
decision to open six days a
week and the "new attitude
around the bar" helps to improve the pub over the school
year.
i!

Awards office uses volunteers to control the crowds
Staff overwhelmed
with OSAP line-ups
despite efforts to
plan ahead
By Teena Ward
Although the number of student loans distributed at the U
of\\' last week was about equal
to those processed last year, the
Student Awards and Financial
Aid office continues to receive
shipments of loan documents.
lhe Ministry of l:ducation
and Training received 4738
loan applications from Windsor
students by Aug. 25. "So far
(Sept. 8) we have processed
4515 formc;, and have had another small shipment" of loans,
said Director of Student
Awards Orville Houser.
While figures on the most recent shipment were not available, Houser is sure that "most
people arc getting their loans.''
Glitches in the computor system at the Ministry of Educa-

tion and Training, which left
many students waiting weeks
for their loans last year, have
been ironed out. .. By and large
everyone who applied before
June 1," for financial assistance
should expect loans to be in.

Appeals
Students appeals of loan assessments continue to pour in

the office as well.
Kristi I lornick, a loan editor
at the office, explained that ..if
people bring back all the appeals cases that we've handed
out, we're going to have a lot of
cases this year, more so than
last year. lbe more of these
forms we get hack, the more we
will be behind."
But Houser said that there

arc "always problem,; where
forms are completed improperly." Incorrect claims must he
corrected and sent hack to the
ministry. In addition Houser
said that with summer jobs
completed, students who incorrectly estimated their earnings
arc appealing the amount assessed for OSAP loans.
1be cffect of tuition hikes on
full-time undergraduate students is also reflected in OSAP
assessments, and apparently
docs not account for appeals.
"The increase in tuition and
any related fees arc all taken
into corn;idcration and awards
arc adjusted accordingly," said
Houser. 1be average :,1udent
loan assessed in the awards office is for S6400.

Line-ups
While the dcli\erv of :.tudcnt
Joans from the mi~istry is on
schedule, last week those picking up student loam; faced long
lines-ups in the rush to process
the documents and pay tuition.
Hornick said "we're definitely understaffed for OSAP

distribution, but we're understaffed for prett} much everything. It's hard bccal.J.'i • there
are so many students and just
not enough time to do it (process loam,)."
Houser ex-plained that with
an average of 370 students per
day being processed. combmed
\l.ith budgetary and :.pacinl constraints there is hound to he a
wait. The process was quicker
this year though -- with volunteers assisting, crowd control
measures in place, and special
waiting area<; arranged.
Some students said the
measures taken did make a difference m time for them.
Fourth year student Chris
Ashley said, "I heard stories of
people who waited 4 to 5 hours
plus, hut it \\Cot pretty great."
But Anthony Smith, a second
year student "wasn't very impressed that you have 10 sit
there for hour and hours" in
order to pick up a loan. Despite
the the addition of volunteers.
he suggested the office get "extra help for a '\I.bile to get the
stuff handed out.''
(!
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Intern program gets
students experience
By David Gough

A few students from last
years program continued to
In an increasingly competi- volunteer at their placements.
tive joh market university As a result some students were
graduates must stand out with offered summer jobs, while one
marketable skills to employers. student acquired a full-time job
But many grads today just don't through the program. Over 12
fit the hill.
OOO hours are volunteered bv U
A new volunteer internship of W students each semeste;.
program (VIP) run by Co-op
The deadline for applications
Education and Student Place- to the VIP program has been
ment hopes to alleviate this extended to Wednesday. Sept.
quandry by giving volunteer 14. It has been expanded this
work experience to students year to include space for 100
registered in the arts, social sci- students, the focus is to give
ence and business programs.
students the opportunity to
If successfully completed the gain transferable skills, by placvolunteer experience shows up ing them in volunteer positions
on students university tran- throughout the Windsor comscript.
munity.
According to Dana Tonus,
The program is the only one
the director of co-op education of its kind in Ontario.
and student placement, the
Tonus says "that in a way it
program is the brainchild of (the VIP program) is kind of
university President Ron Ianni, like co-op, except it is not poswho sought to accomplish two sible (to find enough co-op pogoals.
sitions) as there are not enough
Ianni's plan is to supply stu- jobs out there - so we decided
dents with ··experienced learn- to go the volunteer route."
ing" while also fostering Placements are career-related,
university involvement with the with students in thier final
off-campus community.
years given preferential considThe program started last eration.
year as a pilot project in the
The VIP program has proved
winter semester, as fifty stu- to be quite popular at the unidents participated from the arts versity according to Tonus
and social science faculties.
who9 said, "there seems to he
lbe faculty of business was strong interest as people recogadded this year. Tonus says nize the value of work experithat, "the program last year v.as ence - with 200 OOO B.A's in
a success, and it received good Canada it is important students
faculty support."
differientiate themselves."
!!

'Vo Your Drugs With Me. "
U Diversity of Windsor
CAW Student Centre

Pharmacist
A1Jiwa;i

Lance photo / JEFF HOLMES

Is this a solution to the parking problem?

No parking on Prince of Wales property
By Holly Mcintire

to Andrew Hellenbart, Manager of Space and Property
Management.
"There is a piece of no man's
land (on the property) that the
school board didn't know
about" said Hellenbart. He said
it remains a matter of "searching out the deeds when the
town was subdivided" to find
out who owns this piece of
land, and have it transferred
over to the University.
Hellenbart said he doesn't
know when the University will
own the property, originally
slotted for Sept. 1.
C:Cmstable Don Clements of

When will students be able
to get to school at a reasonable
time to park and walk to class?
Not anytime in the immediate
future considering the Prince of
Wales property on Wyandotte
Street is still not owned by the
university, and is blocked off to
students who were accustomed
to parking free on that land last
year.
In the process of having the
title transfered from the Windsor Board of Education to the
Univcn,ity, some legal problems have popped up according

f ·EG·
__

·

~::::::

!:

Campus Police explained that
this strip of no man's land runs
parallel with the road, stretching the width of the property.
Director of Campus Police.
Jim Foreman said the property
is blocked off because the
Board of Education docs not
want to be responsible for any
injury that might occur to students using the land for parking. ''It's just an insurance
matter" said Foreman.
Oements said the original
plan was to build a 200 space
parking lot on the property, hefore these legal problems were
discovered.
!!
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CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
at MacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.
East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)
REAL BIG
9ELECTION OF:
- K,ypfonffe Loclca - Oakley Eyeehedea

sp
IR

Kona
Hahanna
Fire Mountain
Lava Dome
Cinder Cone

s

AA
Explosif
Kula

<>

-.-

Reg
$550
$630
$780
$890
$1300
$1650
$2000

8ale!
$495
$567 r
=·::
$702 ,:::
$800 ......
,
$1100
··:
$1495 ,·
$1700
~

-Vleta Head & Tall lfahta - Bar Enda - FendeN
.....•.•:

Giant
Rincon
Yukon

Iguana
9edona
AT)(' 780

'.' Rock!J Mountain
~~~~...;..R...;;e_..,g ~-8
...;..=
al=e_!~~~~ ~-~~~R
- ~~~-8~ale!
Sherpa
$550 $495
Equipe
$890 $800
Hammer
$780 $702
Vapour
$1300 $1100

Reg
Helmata
$100
Giro Prolight
Louia Garneau $36

Qalel
$89
$29

Reg
$389
$476
$589
$829
$890

Marin
Bear Valley
Bear Valley 8E
Eldridge Grade
Zig Zag Trail

Reg
$900
$1100
$1380
$2150

9afel

$360$427
$630
$688
$800
Sale!
$810
$975
$1240 :!
$1935

>"A

1/!2 Hour FREE Psrkln,f

L in Osrsae above slore

BIKES - REPAIRS - STUFF

4 2 2 Pelissier

252-1411
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Some universities to leave CFS
By David Chokroun

lhe Varsity

Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA

Student washes cars as part of Shinerama fundraiser.

Shinerama falls short
of goal to raise $40,000
By Leslie Pysldywec
and Lance News Staff

turnout, said that more people
would have participated but
there were, "OSAP lines, an exDave Zaritzky, co-chair of tra headstart and lots of hung
Shinerama, promised to shave over people."
his head if the event did not
Organizers did offer incengenerate $40 000. Zaritzky is tives for fundraisers in their
now bald.
plans to reach the set goals
Despite the efforts of volun- though. Thirty tickets to Lancateers and organizers, Windsor's palooza were awarded to the
Shinerama total fell short of top fundraisers, with two backthe set goal by $25 000. The an- stage passes to the concert for
nual fundraiser for Cystic Fi- the volunteer with the highest
brosis did raise over $15 CXX), total.
surpassing the totals from preAs a result many students bevious few years.
came creative in soliciting doOver 550 students partici- nations some dedicated
pated in Shinerama, also an im- volunteers laid on the road to
provement from previous years. earn donations while others
Zaritzk)', who expected a larger just hit the casino crowds.
II

TORONTO (CUP) - Canada's on!} national student political group, the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS),
is going to have some competition.
The federation which represents 70 universities and colleges,
has
been
heavily
criticized bv student council
leaders from Dalhousie, Western, the Uruversity of British
Columbia. the University of
Ottawa, McGill and Bishop's.
Student leaders are charging
the 13-year old organization is
inefficient and fails to represent student interests.
The dissident councils are in
the planning stages of forming
their own national student
group, the Canadian Alliance
of
Student
Associations
(CASA), said Rod MacLeod,
President of the Dalhousie Student Union and chair of the alliance.
One of the groups main criticisms of CFS concerns its involvment in social issues,
ranging from the environment,
abortion rights, and the economic involvment of Pepsi Cola
in Myanmar (Burma), where
the government has oppressed
pro-democracy activists, many
of them students.
"CFS tries to take a stand on
every issue and that alienates a
lot of schools," MacLeod said.
A CASA document states
that CFS "chooses to focus on
boycotting Pepsi instead of running an effective advertising
campaign on education ... If
education is to be saved this
must change."
But according to Mike Mancianelli, CFS deputy chair, the

depth of the federation's involvement in social issues has
been overestimated by its critics.
"You have to remember that
these types of policies come
from the members and are
voted on and passed hy the
members," Mancianelli said.
"We don't spend money lobbying for a boycott, and it costs
maybe a few cents to add that
motion to our policy manual. If
schtx)ls want to take up these
issues, how can you ignore
that? You can't ignore what the
majority of students want."
Members of the new group
also criticize the system of voting representation at CFS. Although the membership fees of
CFS schools are calculated according to their student population, all members receive one
vote in plenary meetings.
"A school like York University pays more into the system,
but has the same voting power
as the University of Prince Edward Island," Macleod said.
Macleod said the new group
is considering two alternatives.
The first is a system where all
institutions would still have one
vote, regardless of size, but all
would pay the same fee.
The alternative is a weighted
voting system, where member
schools would receive one vote
per 5,CXX) students, with a maximum of three votes. In this case
larger schools would also pay
larger fees for greater voting
power.
Opinions are divided on
what will happen to CFS
should CASA emerge as a successful national lobby group.
"Maybe the threat of forming could be a good thing" said
David Ruddell, external commissioner of the University of

'loronto's main student council.
"CFS 1s stagnant; if they had a
competitor like CASA and had
to face the threat of a pullout,
they would have to work harder
to justify their existence. I don't
see competition as being necessarily a bad thing."
But Frank Cappadoccia,
vice-president for external affairs at the York Federation of
Students, disagrees. "The development of CASA will roh
from CFS, and you'll end up
with two weak national organizations whose strength will he
diminished."
Cappadoccia added, "We're
prepared to listen to them, and
at this point, some of their concerns are valid. But to make a
withdraw! from CFS as a bloc
will be detrimental to students
across the country."
Gareth Spanglett, president
of the University of Toronto's
main student council, said he
doubts that the new group will
provide a viable alternative to
CFS.
"I don't think they're trying
to create anything different
from CFS. The way they're trying to set it up they're doing the
things CFS originally did and is
doing now," Spanglett said.
Cappadoccia agreed, "I think
the question to ask is what does
CASA plan to do that the CFS
isn't doing? The answer is,
nothing."
The split in federal student
lobbying mirrors a similar split
two years ago of the Ontario
lobbying group, the Canadian
Federation of Students-Ontario.
The Ontario Undergradute
Student Alliance, which also
claimed the existing group was
ineffective formed its own provincial lobby group.
m

The University of Windsor Students'
Alliance
and the

Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
wish to thank the citizens of Windsor and surrounding areas
for helping us raise

$13,572.54
We also wish to thank the students that participated
and the following sponsors who made this event possible

Volunteer patrollers needed
- approximately 2 hours per week (or every 2nd week if you can do a weekend shift)

Volunteer dispatchers needed
- approximately 6 hours - one night every two weeks (must be an experienced patroller)

Applications are available at the C.A.W. Centre desk. They
must be returned by 5:00pm on Friday September 23.

Questtons may be directed to 253-4232 ext 2416

-Gignac, Sutts
-Bank of Montreal
-Molson
-Tim Horton's
-Burger King
-Coca-Cola Ford Canada
-Everfresh
-Windsor Communication Ltd.
-Chatham Coach
-Charterways
-Towle Bus Lines
-The University of Windsor
-Coppertone
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Join a team of international
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development project next
spring or summer in Costa
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University offers high-tech teaching aids
This fall the U of W will have Windsor class is able to see the
its first remote classes through Chatham or Samia class on a
interactive video. The courses large (37 inch) monitor.
will make it possible to increase
However, professors will not
the number and range of be the only ones seen and
courses offered through satel- heard. Cameras facing each
lite campuses in Samia and class can zoom in on individual
Chatham.
students who would appear on
"This is the beginning of in- monitors in both locations as
novative, high-tech approaches they ask questions.
to post-secondary education,"
Patrol expands
says university President Ron
Ianni. "The aim is to maintain
Making your campus and offthe quality and consistency of campus a safer place, Campus
academic programs, but at the Patrol (University of Windsor's
same time open our doors to a volunteer based walk home
larger and more diverse student service) has expanded their
body."
boundaries for the first time to
The professor lecturing to a

off-campus locations. They now

escort
students as far
as Mill St. to
the west, St.
Denis Centre
to the south
and Rankin
Ave. to the
east.
Call
253-4232 ext.
1234
for
more details.

Residence robbed
On Sept. 8 a first floor
Tecumseh Hall apartment was
broken into.
Apparently the intruder went
through a first floor window

and stole a few tapes and a
walkman. At the time of the
robbery one of the occupants
was soundly sleeping in her
room with the front door
locked. She was awakened by
her roomates when they came
home at 3a.m. and noticed
someone had broken into the
room.
The sleeping resident who
did not want to be identified
said that she "feels scared, it is
lucky that just a walkman and
tapes were stolen."
Campus police are still investigating the incident.
Compiled by Lance News
Staff.
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Gearing
up

for
1 our months ago, l..ancapalooz.i v.as
just an idea on the campaign platform
of student council president Chris
Maich. On Saturday Sept. 17, it will become a reality.
"It's going to he huge," exclaims .Jeffery Hunter, the outdoor co-ordinator
for the festival. \Ve've never had anvthing to match it at our unhcrsity
cording lo I lunter. "lbis will 1::,11ve the
lirsl and second year students the welcoming they should get."
With all the hype, \\hat can students
t·xpect? I lunler likened it to "Art in the
Park, Carousel of Nations and student
acti\ities all comhined." Local merchants and organizations will have
booth-; outside the St. Denis Centre to
help foster stronger ties between students and the community, one of the
frstival's main goals.
The focus of Lancapaloo;at, of course,
is the music. The university is playing
host to some pretty big names in the Canadian music industry. Headlincrs for
Saturday's show include Spirit of the
West, Maestro Fresh Wes, The Pursuit
of Happiness, and lhe Watchmen.
Perhaps you have heard The Watchmen's first album, McLaren Furnace
Room, or maybe you're a Muchmusic
junkie and have seen the video for Boncyard Tree.
"There has been a Jot of press hype
and all of a sudden from out out nowhere we're the ne>.1 hand to look for,"
said bandmcmbcr Danny Greaves, adding 'Tm glad we're getting the support
but hype can only get them (fans) to
come sec us, not keep them."
'!heir music is powerful and expresses
some unplcasent truths about our society. "I'm passionate about music and I
think our fans should he too. You either
hate us and leave screaming from the
building, or you love us and ... drive
through tornadoes to sec us."
Up and coming London act, the

ac-

Gandharvas (or the London Uroogs, as
they were called when I first saw them)
v.ill aJso b appc-aring:ffynu'fc litn:mc,
you're prohably wondering what the hell
a gandharva is, right'! Those my age
won't remcmhcr, but fact is, in 1967 the
Maharishi Mahesh Yo1::,11 called the
Beatles gandhar\'as. In I lindu mythology these were "celestial musicians to
the Gods."
These five guys in their twenties have
a lot to be proud of. They have had extensive campus airplay since the release
of their self-titled indie in 1991. and now
they've signed v.ith MCA Canada.
Muchmusic has their video 'Jbc First
Day of Spring on heavy rotation - what
more can a band ask for!
If you think their name is heavy, get
into the CD for awhile. The 1-irst Day of
Spring is undoubtedly the coolest of the
12 tracks. If you've seen the \ideo The Watchmen perform Sept 17 at Lancapalooza.
you're probably already aware that this
hand's strength lies not only in their mu- scl and lbc Philosopher Kings. 'Ibey
sical ability, hut in their philosophical should be a hit.
I ast Wednesday night before the)
depth and unrelenting hope for a future
which they say is in desperate trouble.
performed at Buzz's Bar and Grill, I had
It is "a song about vitality that at- a chance to speak v.ith Garden Weasel.
tempts to transcend the anguish of Some may remember them as the band
death. The music itself is a transition that opened for 54-40 at tht· pub's &>rand
from compassion to release. lhe release opening last year Others may recognize
cumulates in a little ecstasy that is them as the winners of XPY's Best
doomed to fall short of the desired tran- Band from Windsor of 1994.
scendence." Yeah, that's what I got ...
I'll rememhcr them as a 1,rregarious
ever get the feeling that some people bunch of pop-rock artists who yearn to
were just horn to think philosophically, commit acts of immeasurable destrucand you just were not one of them'?
tion in the name of )ih0\m1anship. They
One more song deserves mention, won't throw things at you if you get too
and that's Flcvator Bug.s. It's deep too dose, although I did sec their eyes light
and kind of sad lyrically, hut surprisingly up at the mention of crashing a colleclight, v.ith this reall) neat \oice dubbed tion of cymbals and bells on stage.
lbe band has been together about
in that reminds me of Frnggle Rock. In
any case, you don't have to worty about two and a half years, playing the Windhow intellectual or philosophical it all is, sor area's smaller bars almost cxcluhccause the music is good and the songs si\cly. "Lancapalooza v. ill be fun and
we're getting in free;' enthused bassist
happen.
Much the same could he said of the Trevor St. Louis. "It's really important
relatively unknown local hands which to support )Our local scene. Windsor
arc also ~lated to play l ancapaloo7.a. has a great music scene, people arc just
Among them will be One, Garden Wea- always comparing it to place it

shouldn't he compared to, like
Toronto."
With ticket sales going strong. Garden Weasel can look forw,trd to the
chance to play for their biggest crov.d
yet. "It's the large-scale exposure that
we need right now," St. Louis says.
echoing the cry of many other hands.
After the loss of their manager to a
higher-paying job, things had been at a
standstill. 'lbc festival is turning out lo
be just the kick that Garden Weasel has
felt the) needed to get the proverbial
ball rolling. "We're not real!) driven to
!:,>et the little things done, especially the
husiness end of things. hut this coming
summer is when we v.ill take the big
step out of Windsor." Lancnpalooz.a will
definitely be a step in that direction, and
a great deal of fun for cveryhody else
t0<l.
11
Lancapalooza uzkes place Saturdw.
Sept. 17 al the St. Denis Fzeldhouse. Tu:kel.\ are $20, or$} 5 wllh coupon or student
II), a1ailable at Dr. DL'iC, Tecumseh Mall,
U of W Centre Desk. and the Students'
Alliance office.
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WINDSOR'S NEWEST FULL SERVICE
BICYCLE SHOP

.: ·

We Know Bikes

5409 TECUMSEH RD E. (NEXT TO CANADIAN TIRE)

945-9545

Into the Great Wide Open
By Rex Everything
Wide Open Spaces
Fridays 12 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Producer/Host: Rex Everything
This is freeformat,
noboundaries radio.
Living
radio - mixing
the live and
that which has
been captured
on a recording
... the ability to
experiment with audio art
freely.
As far as music offered,
Wide Open Spaces strives to
present the widest possible variety, often unavailable on

other shows - from Fats Wal- perience is like cosmic happenler and Son House to the likes stance or just alot of crackpot
of The Hafler Trio, The Splat- wall-of-sound craziness. Wide
ter Trio, Negativeland, Eno, Open Spaces is radio that
and the Master Musicians of sometimes deserves your attention and sometimes offers a
Jajouka.
Every show should be an ex- peaceful or disturbing backploration for me as I hope it is drop. Listener input and odd
for CJAM listeners. I think of recordings are always welcome.
I have been involved with
the studio less as a lifeless tool
for playing records, tapes and college and community radio in
CDs than as an artist's instru- Windsor and Michigan for the
ment with limitless possibilities. past six years or so. I joined
Every now and then I com- CJAM co-hosting the Subbine pre-produced audio-col- Genius Hour of Slack with
lage with improvised live studio Dave Bachner in late summer
embellishments using skipping 1993. Basically, I can't stand
albums, shortwave transmis- commercial radio and it's a real
sions, cassette oddities, and privilege and pleasure for me
loops of various instructional or to produce a weekly radio show
I!
children's recordings - the ex- at CJAM ... I dig it.

NEW ASIAN CURRY HOUSE
Lunch Bullet @ S5.99
10% on with the ad

WELCOME BACK U OF WSTUDENTS
Now
Open 7 Days
Serving
a week:
Mon-Thurs 11·9pm Cold Draft
Frl &Sat 11·11pm
on Tap!

FULLY LICENSED

CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES, ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 61ST SEASON
A Musical Journey
Windsor Symphony String Quartet with James Ormston, Clarinet along with introduction from Music
Director, Susatt Haig
Sunday, October 2, 1994. 2:00 p.m., • Please note the time of this perfonn:ince.
Musical Program:
2. Beethoven - Quartei in C Minor Op. 18 no. 4. First Movement
1. Mozart - Clarinet Quinld, Excerpt
4. Braluns • Clarinet Quintet, First Movement
3. Dvorak - String Quintet - Last Movement

Going My Way
Mr. William X Kienzle, Author
Sunday, October 23, 1994. 3:00 p.m
An Autopsy - Investigation into tJ1e death of a Catholic Culture. WitJ1 reflections by a fictional priesVdeteclive whose ministry spans
the pre and post-Vatican! Cc,n;1c1l lJ era Hod tJ1ey lived to sec it, what whould have happened to Fr. Chuck O'Malley (Bing Crosby) and Fr.
Fitzgibbon (Barry Fitzgerald)?

Christmas Performance - The Coming Of Our God
Mr. Stel'en J. Hansen, Organist at SL Mary's, Milford

.

Sunday, November 27. 1994, 3:00 p.m., • Please note this event only will be held at Assumtion Church.
A musical Celebration for the AdvenVChristmas Season will include prayer and scripture, music for flute, trumpet and organ,
Liturgical dance, congregational and choral singing. and the Bells of St. Mwy's Handbell Ringers. Come and enter into the many moods of the
holiday season tlirough word. music, and dance.

Ethical Considerations in Life Issues
Sr. Nuala P. Kenny, M.D., Doctor an<l Lecturer
Sunday, January IS, 1995, 3:00 p.m
Consideration of the wide array of questions and problems confronting patients. families and medical persom1el when they attempt to
make d.:cisions on matters such as abortion and eutJ1anasia. There are principles and ethical guiddines which should be brought to bear to
ensure that choices are well 111fonned, responsible and ethical.

Spiritlinking: A Key for the Third Millenium
Sr. Donna Markl,am OP, Exec. Director of Sout/rdown
S1mday, Febniary 5, 1995, 3:00 p.m.
.
. .
Spintlinking is the deliberate and untiring act of building the circle of fnends. the fo1111d.,t1on f°': tlle_reahzahon of_ tJ1e covenant
bc:tween believers and tJ1e world in which we serve. Sr. Dom1a will explore the m~ung and practical 11nphca11ons of sp:ntlinkmg for
t1tclividuals. leaders and church institutions as we enter the next century.

Church; Mission; First Nations in the Mid 90's
Peter Alfred Sutton, OM/, Arcl,bislrop of Keewatin-LePas
Sunday, March 19, 1995. 3 00 p.m
Tite Catholic Church of th.: Canadian North has elaboratc.-d a distmc11ve v1s1on of its nee<ls, challenges. and hopes Tne input of tJ1e
Native peoples with their own religious and cultural traditions has prov1dal a 1ui1que perspechv.: on tl1e legitimate. int~tion of folk and
.:tluuc values into Cluistian thought and nlual. Such cons1dcrat1ons can enlighten the umversal Church as to tJ1e cntena and challenges of
mc111tura11on t1t various traditions.

Christian Culture Gold Medalist
Dennis Wayne Archer, Mayor of Detroit
Sunday. March 26, 1995, 3:00 p.m
.
.
. .
.
.
Tius yc:ar Assumption t Jnivers1ty will be pleased to 11onour Demus Wayne Archer, M.ayor ofDeto1t, M1ch1gan with Ille Chnsllan Culture
Gold Medal Award As Lawyer, Professor and Associate Justice on tlte M1ch1gan Supreme Court. Mr Archer has exemphfied ~ to~l conurulln~nt
to ethical and moral behaviour high above the standards most wool~ expect. Today, as Mayor of Detroit, ~1e has brou~1t lus w_i~e and vaned
exp,mence to tlte people of Detroit, endeavounng to make 111~ keep tlus city a showcase for all large metropolitan areas. It 1s our pnv1lege to grant
this Gold Medal to such on outstanding Cluist111111111d Catholic.

. Assumption University, 400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4 -- Phone (519) 9723-7033
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5.00, Students $2.00 or by membership pass.
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At last...
affordable cellular
you'll find
eve here!
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Affordable Cellular for safety and
convenience ... and there couldn't be
a smarter time to get it!
$19.95 a month: that's Amigo Safety!
Amigo Safety is the cellular package that's perfect for
, people concerned with safety on the road. For only
$19.95 a month, you can put Amigo Safety in your car so you can reach others-and they can reach you! If you drive during the school year isn't that kind of safety
and security the perfect reason to have cellular? And now Amigo makes it so affordable!
That's all it costs to be talking anywhere.
is fully portable - so you can contact whoever
or walking home from a late night class.
Because it's affordable like never before!

$29.95 a month: that's Amigo Personal!
And it includes free calling every weekend! Amigo Personal
... wherever! Friends or family while you're driving around
Call it personal freedom like you never had it before!

h
rr

How does it work? Couldn't be easier. When you get your Amigo Safety or Amigo Personal package you'll find

it contains an easy-to-follow instruction booklet along with video cassette to answer any questions you may
have. Just follow the simple instructions and you'll be .ready to make your first cellular call in just moments.
How do you pay for Amigo? That's easy, too. Your monthly fee plus any calling time-charges and taxes
will appear automatically on your monthly credit card statement. How do you order Amigo? Easiest of
all. Just call this number and we'll have your new Amigo to you within forty-eight hours!

Callnow.1-800-704-2472

Or

look for Amigo in stores where you shop nieryday.

BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER:

Prepay now - get long distance at 1/2 price!

Amigo Safety: $149.95

Amigo Personal: $229.95

Prepay the first 8 months and we'll give you
50% off the cost of all your Canadian long
distance calls! Simply prepay your Amigo
service- and enjoy the reward of half-price
long distance calling!

Prepay the first 8 months and we'll give you 50% off the
cost of all your Canadian long distance calls - in addition to
free local calling all weekend already included with Amigo
Personal! Free weekends plus half-price long distance calling - just for paying the regular monthly fee in advance!

Away at school? What better time to have Amigo!
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Back to School Special Offer valid until September 30, 1994. Prepaid offers are non-refundable.
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Megalomaniacs and nerds
An interview with
Commander Rick
By Melody Wren
GUELPH (CUP) - Since
the late seventies Rick Green
has been a comedy performer
and writer of great success.
First as the head writer of
Frantics, and most recently as
the host and writer of Prisoners of Gravity, a TVO science
fiction news magazine. Green
talked to Melody Wren about
his book Megalomaniacs and
Nerds - Perceptions ofthe scientist in the popular media.
Can you elaborate on the
Megalomaniacs and Nerds theory?
Basically, I graduated from
the University of Waterloo with
a degree of science and making
a living as a comedian. I have
seen both the worlds of sciences and of the fine arts and it
has given me an interesting
perspective on how they view
each other.
Scientists view the arts as being vague and airy-fairy, while
the arts view science as being
cold and antihuman - and
both of them view the other as
being disconnected from the
real world, or from reality as
they see it.
It seems to me that they actually have a great deal in common, having met many of both
- they share a lot of the same
goals, and feeling.5 and have
equally strong feeling.5 about
their work....
how science has been presented in the media through
science fiction and through science journalism if you want to
call it that, in the nightly news
and so on.
How and when did you personally get interested in science
fiction movies and books?
I have been reading sci-fi
since I was a teenager. I was at
TVO with other ideas and was
asked to audition for this new
program being developed. And
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'1.51

SPRINGBREAK
when I came in, the idea was
going to be 8 minutes of information squeezed in between
two episodes of Or. Who, talking about what was new. TVO
~ .:=
lost the righ ts to Dr. Who and
at that po int we pushed to
make it a half hour.
I had to come up with the
idea o f Commander R ick up in
When the real wor1d calls, make sure you have the
the satellite and it seemed suitexperience
to answer. You can get it at your student
able in between Dr. Who episodes.
newspaper, the Lance. Staff meetings Mondays at
AREA REPS NEEOEO
i i·l?l2·1J4h14 O+t 1,1:
As the show evolved over the
CAU. , .a oo.7a, .••• ,
4:30 p.m. in the basement of the CAW Student Centre.
.
last five years, in some ways
Newcomers always welcome aboard.
Cmdr. Rick has become a hindrance as it gives it the air o f .--- - -- -- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ,
being a kid's show.

JhlJJMJr~J
i.'
s359~:- -·-- -·- "--· ----

When did misperceptions of
scientists first become obvious?
Do you have a classic example?
In sci fiction, it started with
the very first sci fiction novel
ever written: Frankenstein by
Mary Shelley. For that, the
myth was the megalomaniac,
the person who wanted to know
something that shouldn' t be
known ...
The idea was perpetuated
through the years ... One of the
truisms of sci-fi has been, until
recently, the most scientific of
authors, like Arthur C. Oarke,
and Isaac Asimov, have wonderfully imaginative ideas, but
unbelievably wooden characters, and turgid prose.
Are the rumours of a Frantic's
reunion true?
Yes, there are rumours at
this point and we are talking
about doing something together. People are so busy. I
am doing three different thing.5
on lV, I am doing the Prisoners of Gravity, plus the Red
Green show which I am writing
diring and acting in. In the last
month I have been doing funny
political monologues for lVO's
Fourth Reading.
The other day somebody said
to me how lucky I am to be able
to make a livingt doing three
different 1V shows. I responded: how sad it is to make
a living. I have to do three different television shows.
II

ls your idea
ofluxury
macaroni and
cheese?

91 t Walker Rd.
Windsor, Ont. Canada
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nights coming soon!!!
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Thursday September 15

$5.00 at door
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-BOOTSAUCE
LEE AARON

There's nothing wrong with a hearty serving of "Student Helper,"
but you should be able to afford some variety on your plate. That's
why you should check out Bank of Montreal's new Student Loan.
You can apply for a loan of up to $5,000 for each year of 5 years
of undergraduate study, up to $20,000 in total, and up to $10,000
for 2 years of post-graduate studies: You'll be taking advantage of
special student interest rates, and you just have to make interest
payments while you're still in school. You'll also get a quick answer
to your loan request.
To find out more,just drop by your nearest Bank of Montreal
branch. And while you 're there, ask us how else we can ease
the pressure-a discount on day-to-day banking, special Bank of
Montreal MasterCard cards, and more. You might find it easier
to balance your account and your meals.
Universit} Mall
2680 Tecumseh Rd. W.
973-3378

Grand Marais and Cull)
1399 Grand Marais Rd.

Uni\'erstt} .\\'enue
110 Il.inivers1l} Ave.

973-3367

973-3326

•A,aalable to full- 11me students, entering any year of po,1-,econdary edu.:aoon at a recognized Canadian commun,t> college
univers1t), or pol)·tcchnical school Bank ) f Montreal ehg,b,h ty and credn requirements must he met See your branch for
complete details ' MasterCard ,, a reg,slered trade mark of\1asterCard lnterna11onal Inc Bank of \1 ontreal 1, a reg,stercd u,er

lr.tober 21

California's taxi-van available by using
eourtesy phone lor.ated in Student Centre!

M Bank of Montreal
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The future is in your hands
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If You Are:
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• Caring, Conscientious and Self-motivated
• Looking for professional and personal growth
• Planning to b1Xome a member of the Healthcare team
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Consider a Career in Chiropractic

be

tic

• Provides an holistic approach to conservative health care
• Has legislative recognition in all ten provinces
• Chiropractic is the third largest primary contact
health profession in Canada.
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The Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College,

co
ec

the finest chiropractic college in Canada, offers a four-year
programme confering a Doctor of Chiropractic.
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Find out more by contacting:

sa·

Director of Admissions
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
1900 Bayview Avenue Toronto, ON M4G 3E6

l-(800)-463-2923

la•

Deadline for application is December 31.
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SERVICES

PAPERS
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(APA & other styles)

BSA TYPING SERVICE
Specializing in term papers,
reports & theses

pa

- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501
(Days, evenings, weekends)

er
en

SINGLES

of

Want to be involved in a 1-on, ·
relationship? Want someone by
your side who cares about you and
your needs? Tired of hit and miss
relationships, bar scenes, etc?
Don't like going places or doing
things alone?
Want to meet people in a safe
confidential environment?
Phone Destiny by Design

m,
Cc

948-4128
30% OFF DURING THE MONTHS
OF SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER

WANTED

I

Reward offered for cellular pho~
taken in the Quad. Return to tti
Lance office in the basement of thl
CAW Student Centre. Needed bacl
immediately.

FOR RENT

Being a student can be tough. but it docs ha\ e its ad\'antage s . like the no-fee Scot ic1 Banking
\ckantage Pl,in.

It 1ghes )OU .a clc.1il) interest chequing ,tc.:count, a ScotiaCard b,mking card ,mcJ a Classic \'IS,\ card ~
\ \ c also ofler Im, -Inte rest Scotia Student I.oanslf.
Si?n up for the Scotic1 Banking ,\d\antage Plan before :'\member 10th. ]9 9..J. and rnu·II
c1utomat1call) get c1 chJnce Lo_" in an JBi\ I ·1 hinkPad PS/ :'\ote 425 note book computer. ·
Just drop mto a n) Scot1ab:rnk branch for full d(•tt1ils or cc1 ll 1-800-9-~CO J'I \

Scotiabank

•

§

.
t I ht Bank of ~ o,u '>cot1a licensed i;,t·r of \J,irk • ",uhJc,·t to ucdn ,tppro,JI
Hcgmercd Iradt i\lJrk of The Bank of '\ma '>cotia •~ I radt \ I ••' of I h ll k r ,,
a K
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For rent: cosy downtown 2
bedroom to share with non-smoke
female. 10-minute bus ride, hatt
hour walk from campus; close t
movies, cafes, bars, shopping. Ver
clean.
$275/month
includin,;
utilities. Immediate. 253-4133.

EMPLOYMENT
Free travel - no gimmicks - v,,
are looking for group tour and vaca
tion sales co-ordinators. CALL PaL
1-800-661-2369.
Are you interested in writing, edtt
ing, proofreading, drawing or photography? If so, the Lance could use
your help! We need volunteers for i
these jobs. Come on down to o~
weekly staff meetings Mondays i
4:30 p.m. in the basement of the
CAW Student Centre and help us
make your student newspaper bet·

m
-
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Little books + big ideas
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medium fun

By Lisa Fortin

I love being Arts Editor. I get
cool stuff in the mail.
Today, for example, there
was a CD, a tape, and in one
envelope, three little books:
The Little Black Leather Book
of Rock 'n' Roll, The Little
Book of Reform: The Gospel
According to Preston Manning
& the Reform Party, and The
Little Lavender Book: On the
Love that Once Dared Not
Speak Its Name, from Arsenal
Pulp Press. I was immediately
charmed by their miniscule
size, so started leafing through
them.
They're part of a series of
books consisting of, "quotations on provocative issues and
personalities." Some of it got
me thinking, but mostly the
stuff was good for a smirk and
the occasional guffaw.
The Little Book of Reform,
compiled by Christopher Gudgeon and Mark Leiren-Young, is
almost scary - unbelievable
the stuff Manning and company have gotten away with
saying. For example:

5

"As Governor [George] Wallace said about blacks, I have
nothing against blacks, everybody should have one."
- Jack Telfer, Cariboo constituency president
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"For goodness sake, Jack,
don't say things like that. We
have a reporter in the car."
- Philip Mayfield, Re[onn
candidate (Cariboo)
"We are a pro-immigration
party."
- Preston Manning
"Under a Reform Party government, refugees would not be
entitled to all of the provisions
of the Charter just because they
managed to get their foot on
Canadian soil."
- Preston Manning

Long live ths Lance.
· Pick it up.
Every Monday.

10% Off

!To Students!
Acme Realhides:

And these people got a huge
enough share of the vote in the
last federal election that they
almost formed the Official Opposition! I suppose Canada has
always had this xenophobic underbelly ... it's just a little
shocking to see it spelled out in
black and white, coming from
the mouths of our elected officials and wannabes.
I'm glad someone is taking
the time to expose these
clowns. That would appear to
be a specialty of Arsenal Press,
though; other titles include
Quotations from Chairman
Zalm and The Little Blonde
Book of Kim Campbell.
However, they don't just do
politics; The Little Black
Leather Book of Rock 'n' Roll
compiled by Divine Laborato-

ries is just a whole lotta fun. A
couple of examples chosen at
random:
"I don't want my album coming out with a G rating. Nobody
would buy it."
- Donny Osmond on the
Parents' Music Resource Centre
"I consider it my patriotic
duty to keeJ> Elvis in the 90%
tax bracket."
- Colonel Tom Parker
''I'd rather be dead than
singing Satisfaction when I'm
45."
- Mick Jagger
There's a lot of irony, some.
silliness, and precious little
depth. (Some irony is uninten-

tional, I'm sure: they accidentally put the contents of The
Little Reform Book - upside
down, no less - in my review
copy of The Little Lavender
Book, so keep your eyes open
should you ever pick one of
these up!)
Good browsing material, and
it's certain to contain stuff
you'll never find in Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations. Might be
useful for prefacing a hip essay,
or as a stocking stuffer if you're
into the early-Christmas-shopping thing. That is, if you can
afford these babies. At $4.95 a
pop for a 96-page, three inch
booklet, they're not exactly
bargain entertainment. But
hey, you'll be supporting the
Canadian publishing indw;try,
and they are cute as hell ...
[!

1R££1RJPS
To Mexico, Cuba, Quebec.
Goliger's Travel Voted # 1 in Customer
satisfaction is looking for the best individuals,
clubs or organizations to promote Spring Break.
Sun/Ski Trips
Call Paul 1-800-661-2369
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Mens & Ladles
Jeans & Accesories

Outback Coats
Over 40 styles of boots
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494 Pelissier Windsor

- 254-4WWW
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Sun Sept 18
Tribute to:

'
Story by
Sarah Atkinson
Graphics by
Margaret Atkinson

riting about
where to get
a decent coffee in \Vindsor ought
sound like a
simple task.
den1anding
little n1ore
than son1e
uncomplicated legwork, conscientious tasting, and
basic description. " 'ell~ maybe for
some. But not for one such as me,
gripped as I am, in the horns of a
dilemma: the conflict between id
and superego, the endless and torturous tug-of-war between the
politics of pleasure and the politics
of justice ...

SE
sprin!!ino
up around town
are any. ina.
tus from the dark brown liquid.
0 0
.
.
maybe
there
is
a
growmg
mterest
m
ks safe to say I'm addicted. Although I'd
that pleases the palate as well as jumr
like to sav I can quit any time, I don't think
the nervous system.
there is a~n:. 0!ITeat hurry. The addiction
is,. I
.
In my continuing years-long sean
think. less physiological (I don't get p1ercmg
every possible local alternative to bro
headaches when I go \\-1.thout) than psychoJocical - and social. Perhaps even emotional. water, I've come up with the followin
pendiun1. I've also included tips ahou'
l:' \\ith a aood cup of coffee in hand, ~ao
.
each venue features besides its caffei1
tional Puhlic Radio blaring out the mternaferings.
tional momiua newscast. and a thick glossy
0
hi
But first. a word of warning. Do r
magazine in front of me, I might mistake t s
take my zeal for hand-over-fist endor
life for heawn. But it has to be a good cup of
Remember, moderation is the key. G:
coffee.
still a poor substitute for sleep. And ar
In Percy Adlon' s mo,ie Baghdad Cafe, a
worse substitute for food.
stout German woman: stranded in Nowhere,
USA happens upon a motel/restaurant ~ f°~.. ·.
Eclectic Cafe
where she orders a coffee. After sip~ ) •,,,.' :
•
ping what has been indecorously f!!"titt,.
Eclectic Cafe, 157 Unive·
put in front her, she declares,
fJ'J ,,
W (256-8159). The onlyV
·'this is not coffee, this is brown
restaurant to serve exclur
water.'"
ganically-grown coffee'
In \Vmdsor, a lunchbucket
nasty pesticide residues
towu with a straightforward pragWednesday nights.
matic approach to life's necessities,
Eclectic is host to (wha:
haute coffee would not win a beverage
ers refer to as) the "Poetr:
popularity contest against Labatt 's 50,
or "Full Contact Poetry".
\
Coke, or Tim Horton 's.
volves interactive, possibly l
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rm not being flippant - or maybe rm
-·u=..
being monumentally flippant· I know that
.
coffee is a cash crop that relies on the un' • .- ·.~.: feet hair and perfect clothes
dervalued sweat of developing nations: I
•' • · . · standing at a cafe counter askknow that the coffeemarket is
ing for a laaafte, a part of me
controlled by rich capitalist
wants to side with the 50 camp.
mother@*#? !ers; I know that
But I swallow my post-industoo much coffee can wreak havoc
trial-wasteland pride and wait paon a young mind and its correspondtiently~ until it's my tum to oring kidneys, and leach calcium from your
der. And when I do. it's likely to be
bones: rm aware that coffee is a bioregionally
a double long espresso, with just a
inappropriate beverage for a temperate clilittle bit of steamed milk which must be really
mate such as ours; and I'm even convinced of really hot. Oh, and could I have a bit more
a correlation between caffeine consumption
water in it, please?
and PMS.
I guess maybe I'd be a snob too, if I
But nothing can keep me from taking
weren't such a geek.
more than a week-long white-knuckled hiaIf the number of new espresso joints
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ous, creative writing activities. Partic
are given topics in advance and aske
pose poems to be read before a scrut
audience. (fhis week's topics: wakti,
the morning, Ca.sirw Win.dsor, and b
On the ethical side, the Eclectic
Bridgehead's Mexican Dark Roast, v c
grown on worker cooperatives, mear
workers not exposed to harmful pest
(it's organically grown), and they al· ,
a fairer wage.
The Eclectic also offers a full rru
vegetarian food. (The spinach salad
comes particularly recommended) 1i
also recently been granted a liquor Ii
They open at 7:30 a.m., and stay 01
night until 2 a m.
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Sam's Pizzeria

Sam's Pizzeria, 2215 Wyandotte W
(256-i-993). Sam's is the only espresso bar
seari within easy walking distance of the campus.
They also have an awesome collection of re1 bro
ally yummy ltalia9 de..s~erts (not to mention ,
OWJI
ahoi the pizza). Sam's is conveniently located near
1ffeii the w·mdsor Film Theatre, so you can get a
fix before you go to see an intellectual art film
Do r that might othen.vise put you to sleep.
They close quite late, but unfortunately
:ndor
don't
open until 3:30 p.m.
'Y· 0
nd ar

0
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Has Beans, 132 Ferry St (256-7122).
Just opened this past summer by two former
U ofW students, Has Beans has a fresh, genteel atmosphere - a good place for socializing when you don't feel like yelling over
booming music. Has Beans features a variety
of pastries, sandwiches, and salads too. They
also have these really good rolled up little wafer cookies which go well with espresso. Open
8 a.m. to midnight Mon. through Thur., 10
a.m. to 1 a.m. Fri. and Sat., and 10 a.m. to
midnight on Sunday.

'artie'

Coffee Exchange
askei
:;crut
Coffee Exchange, 341 Ouellette Ave.
1akin Conveniently located accross from the theand b: tre, the exchange features allegedly unbeliev:ctic able desserts, and consistently high-quality
lSt, \I
coffees. The pleasant interior features high
meai ceilings and hardwood floors. They also have
pest an outdoor patio, which is usually packed
·y ah with the movie-crowd. The Coffee Exchange
is open 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. weekdays, and 9
Urai a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on weekends.
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Sorrento Coffee Shop
Sorrento Coffee Shop, 770 Erie St. E.
(973-0085). Sorento's is still unrivalled as the
Queen of Windsor Espresso Bars. The shop is

well known for Italian style pizza by the
piece, excellent gelati and other frozen Italian
deserts. Beside each table has its own wallmounted juke box, on which I have been
known to play Tom Cochrane's "Life is a
Highway" over and over again until I
stopped feeling depressed. The couple of turbos didn't hurt either.
They serve beer, and an assortment of
Italian bitters. Generally open until midnight
or 1 a.m. on weekends.

Grahha.Java
GrabbaJava, Green Valley Plaza, Tecumseh Rd . E. and Manning Rd. (979-0825) .
Without question, home of the most supreme
mocha. Java opens e.arly enough (6:30 a.m ..
Mon.-Fri.) for commuting students and
downtown-bound overachievers alike to grab
their morning jolt The small cafe (seats
barelv 20) is entirely non-smoking, which is
espec.ially good for those who need all the discouraaement
thev' can ._,get. They have a good
0
selection of muffins and small edibles, and are

gradually developing a more extensive lunch
menu. There are always a couple copies of
the Globe around, so that annoying customers
can mess them up by trying to do the crossword.
Owner Brad \\'hite originally conceived of
the cafe as his fourth year business project.
See, school can be useful in the real world.
(1'ote: he didn't get a philosophy degree.)

Second Cup
Second Cup, 302 Ouelette Ave (2532355). Where all the kids are probably hanging out again now that they can't hang out at
the Eclectic after 7 p.m. The people that run
the Cup are extremely friendly, which redeems the fact that it 's a franchise. They usually have a variety of snacks, and a freshly
ground hag 0 1 java you can take on the road
This is a good place to go if you're avoiding
the people who expect you to hang out somewhere else Their continental blend is highly
recommended.
I!

ONE SOCIAL SCIENCE REP.
ONE BUSINESS REP.
ONE 1ST YEAR REP.
ONE STUDENT SE/VATOR
ONE ARTS REP. (GENERAL)
ONE ARTS REP. (VISUAL)

OJVE COMPUTER SCIEJYCE REP.
OJVE DRAMA REP.
OJVE JVURSIJVG SOCiffl' REP.
OJVE SCIENCE REP.
OJVE SOCIAL WORK REP.
OJVE EDUCATION REP.

SUBMISSIONS CAN BE MADE BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 AT 9:00
A.M. IN THE U.W.S.A. OFFICES AND END WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 AT 5:00
P.M. AN APPLICATION MAY BE PICKED UP IN THE U.W.S.A. OFFICES BEGINNING
ON SEPTEMBER 7.
*NOTE* POSITIVELY NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE ON THE DEADLINE DATE.
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FRI O snT

HAPPVHOUR

fREEPl22n

FRCC Shuttle to all Red /JJ1ngs Home Games
673 FRANKLIN -OOWNTOWN OfJROIT - I b! fA!T OF RfN CfN

313159-6676
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Lancer men's soccer team poses for the camera.

Men's soccer coach confident in team's ability
By Frederick Beitler

If Coach Fabio Marras has
his way, the men's soccer team
will be sipping champagne at
the Canadian Inter university
Athletic Union Finals in November. Last season the squad
posted an 8-2-2 record and was
second onJy to the Lancer
women's volleyball team in winning percentage. These lofty
standards will be hard to duplicate, but Marras believes that
he has the right mix to accomplish the feat. With seven key
veterans returning, the Lancers
expect experience and leadership to propel them to a higher
level.
The pre-season favorites in
the Ontario Universities Athletic Association West Division
are the Western Mustangs, who
are traditionally strong, as well
as the McMastcr Marauders,
who deliver a well balanced attack.
Retaining first place in the
West will not be easy, and the

sudden exit from last year's
playoffs, courtesy of Western,
still lingers in the minds of the
veterans. "On paper we are the
team to beat," said Marras,
"[but] going out and doing it
[winning) is another story."

Goalies
There is no position in sport
like the goalkeeper, which can
change in a games notice. One
minute a hero, the next a goat.
Just ask German keeper Bodo
Ilgner.
This, however is not the case
with the Lancers. Rookies Ben
Giannotti and Lorenzo Disalvo
have been solid between the
pipes and it is undecided as to
who will start the regular season in goal. "Most teams have
difficulty finding one quality
keeper, we have the luxury of
two," boasted Marras. Two
Lancer goalkeepers may he
part of a winning equation this
year.

Defenders
Usually the defender is the
last to come into form, and so it
is true with this squad. Veteran
Mike Sesar has had to adapt to
his new role as sweeper and the
transition is taking place slowly
but smoothly.
The stopper position is also
occupied by a veteran player,
Sanford Carabine. Carabine is
the team's best conditioned
athlete who is having a difficult
time adjusting to his new position.
"With Sanford's strong work
ethics he should be able to
overcome his early inadaquencies," claims Marras. They will
also be looking to Carabine for
his positive leadership skills.
At right fullback, veteran
Kevin Bellaire returns for another season. He and rookie
left fullback David Pereira of
London, will be counted on to
make long runs late into the
matches. With excellent pace

from both backs, this should be
no problem.

Midfield
It has often been suggested
that the team that controls the
midfield controls the match just ask the Greeks after their
clash with Argentina. It is no
fun playing without the ball.
It is no wonder then that part
of the Lancers key to success is
their strong midfield. Tony
Fachineri returns as an inspirational leader and captain. It is
hoped that he emerges as the
field general and can dictate
the flow of the match. He will
also be called upon during set
pieces for kicking.
Although John Gidilini is an
older first year player he is expected to give solid support.
Marco Polidori is a rookie from
Brantford is expected to make
an immediate impact. rt will be
important that he progresses
quickly, and he l<X> will he involved in the set pieces.

George Egglezos is the final
piec;e of the midfield. He has
begun the season in fine form
with two goals in an exhibition
versus St. Clair College. It is
also expected that Rob Cioci
and Steve D'Armiento will see
plenty of action with the free
substitution rule.

Attack
If the midfield doing their
job and distributes the hall to
the strikers Steve Calzavcra
and newcomer Pete Koffa-;, the
forv.:ards' job is halt o,cr
Finding the back of the net i,
the other half. lbc-.c· two arc
no strangers to one another a.,
they play club soccer together.
Calzavera must pla) through
the broken bone in his foot and
Koffas must also perform well
on set pieces.
This tandem is h, far the
highlight of the team; and \\ith
their success, Windsor's accomplishments may be enormous. [!

Will violence in sport ever stop?
Sports violence is
emphasized less
today than in past
but it still exists
By Alex Meyer

Lancer athlete of the week
Lancer punter Andy Vasily was instrumental in Windsor's win
over the York Yeomen 19-8, on Sept. 3. The third year student recorded 10 punts for a total of 479 yards, with his longest effort being 53 yards.
Vasily's performance is the best by a Lancer player in at least
eight years. lbese numbers would be exceptional even al the professional level. The Social Science student is a native of Windsor,
and a graduate of Assumption College School.

Stop and think for a minute
about how many sports there
are out there to watch. On second thought, take two minutes,
because you'll need it. Now
shorten the list by eliminating
sports which contain no violence or destructiveness. Be
ea reful when you do that, as
you might be surprised.
Some sports arc inherently
violent, like football, boxing, or
Australian Rules Football.
Others arc less violent, like bas-

ketball or soccer, where players
compete for space, some contact is allowed. Other sports arc
not violent al all.
Take pool for example. I
have yet to sec a professional
pool player break their cue in
two over their knee, and attack
their opponent with the pieces.
I have not seen a brawl at a
lawn bowling match lately
either.
· Bowling, fishing and golf are
relatively safe sports as well.
Wait a second, didn't John
Daly and another golfer's father have an altercation this
summer?
Some people watch sports
hoping to see violent acts.
Some go to a hockey game to
see a fight and count injuries,
or to the racetrack to see an ac-

cidcnt. Remember the introduction to ABC's Wid<.' World
of Sports where the ski jumper
crashes just before take off?
The scene is exciting because it
is a violent accident.
Ibis aspect of sports is much
less emphasized toda)', but it
docs exist (Don Cherry's
Rock'em Sock'em volumes
One through Five). If the violent aspect of sport were to become more prominent, we
could end up with televised
paintball as our most popular
sport. Is this beginning to
sound like The Running Man to
anyone else?
Don't get me wrong, professional sport is a long way from
this, but at times it seems like
that is where sports' ultimate
destination lies.
!J
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Women's soccer team ready for upcoming season
challenge for the hall. Round.
ing out the midfield is Andrea
Favero who is an intellegent
player with good endurance.
Favero will take most free kicks
and some comer kicks. It is also
expected that Otlawa native
Colleen
Campbell,
I an}a
"Thornton and Wendi Van
Dyke will sec action.

By Frederick Beitler

Womcn·s son:er coach Mary
Szaucsck has delivered a message. Get tout-h or get out!
Tbc practices have been !:,~Ul'ling in hopes of developing a
strong v.ork ethic in the team.
1be !:,'Olden rule is. if caught
drinking twenty-four hours
prior to a match, it is the last
time th1..• pla~er will sec the
pitch as a I ancer.
l.a-;t season the v.omcn finished fourth in the OWIAA
Western di, ision. 1 bcy proceeded to ho\\ out to Queens in
the first round single elimination playoff. With ele\.cn veterans returning. the Lancers hope
to move up in the West's pecking order.
But the women have c;ome
tough competition. Former national champions, the Laurier
Golden I lawks. are fielding another strong team this year.
McMaster and Western also
have solid programs but it will
be these two teams that Windsor must beat if they are to
move up in the standings.
"If o ur strikers can find their
scoring touch, who knows
where this te am could go," said
an upbeat Szaucsek.

Goalies
Ecentric is the best word to
describe goalies. R emember in
1990 when Columbia's wandering tender R ene Higuta was
burned by Cameroon's R oger
Mila when he strayed too far.

I

Attack

Or this year when Sweden's
Thomas R avelli looked more
like a rhythmic gymnast while
twirling the ball.
Lancer
R ita
Batlocchio
seems to laugh away the stress
o f University soccer. Well-ateasc in the 18-yard box, she
handles the pressure with frequent smiles. It will be her sole
responsibility to hold the fort,
as there is no true b ackup
goalie.

Defenders
Defe nse may be one of the
most thankless positions in soccer. Shut down the o pponents,
and it is deemed a good te am
effort. Get burned for the decisive goal and you're on the replays for all the wrong reasons.
The Lancers will employ a

sweeper system, and it is Julie
Hanson who fills this role. Hanson has a good concept of the
game. and as a captain will be
expected to set an example for
her teamrnates. He r end urance
and ability to run well could
make her a 90 minute player.
The stopper positio n is occupied by Jennifer Logronio who
is a quick and a solid performer
in the air. At le ft fullback,
Brennan
graduate
Larina
Heath will be attempting to
break from her d efensive
minded shell. To become a
complete player, He ath's involvement in long runs with the
offence is needed .
At the right halfback, Julie
Paranosic is also a captain.
Paranosic is a great defende r
who is excellent against ove rlapping runs. She also posesses

a strong leg for long crosses.

Midfield
Q uality not quantity is what
coaches look for when building
their teams. In the Lancer's
case, they have been blessed
with seven solid midfielders.
At outside left, Sandy McKay
is a strong performe r who reads
t he game well. She also has the
ability to play hard two ways.
A ttempting to put last seasons
knee injury to rest, Jennifer
Hayes will own the right flank.
She has good speed and moves
well to open space. Hayes will
also take corner kicks.
When a rookie gets the nod
to start in the inside right, she
must be talented. Collette Mercer, a Sandwich graduate, has
good height and isn' t afraid to

A long time problem at the
University of Windsor has hecn
scoring goals. It's hard to win
games if you don't score. This
year J uanita Smith and Rose
Napoli will find themselves in
t he position to produce goal
scoring magic. Smith has good
natural instincts and is not
afraid to go to the ball. Napoli
has a solid shot and good pace.
These two must gel quickly becaue they have never played together.

Overview
For the team to make a dent
in the e lite of the O WIAA
West, they must remain injury
free. Last season was a meat
wagon special with Dave Stout
and Kathy Hatvey working
overtime in the therapy room.
Gord Caldwell is no longer
coaching and the remaining
ve terans must put the past differences aside.
There are no R ose Daley's
on this team, but look for the
Lancers to finish third with a
better playoff showing.
I

~I

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE

STUDENT PACKAGE

4MB FAST RAM , 420MB HARD DRIVE, 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE , 14" SUPERVGA NI MONITOR ,
1MB SVGA VESA LOCAL BUS CARD , 101
ENHANCED KEYBOARD , MINITOW ER CASE
W /230 PS CSA. 16 BIT SOUND CARD WITH
SPE AKE~S AND MIC ., DO U BLE SPEED
CD -ROM . MO USE AND MO USE PAD. 2YR S
PARTS AN D 4YRS LABOUR WARRA NTY .

4MB FAST RAM , 210MB HARD DRIVE , 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE , 14" SVGA MONITOR , 1MB
SVGA VLB CARD , MOUSE & PAD , 2 YRS PARTS
& 4 YRS LABO U R .

"S(il)X-:3:3............................................$1:399
"8(il)XII-50.........................................$1"99
"8(il)XIl-(i(i .........................................$1599

We Beat Any
Price in Windsor!!!!
UPGRADES

"S(il)X-:3:3............................................$1599
"8(il)XII-50 .........................................$1 (i99
"8(il)XIl-(i(i .........................................$1799
I>~~'I"Il.Jl\'1-(iO..................................... $:Z.:Z.99

ADD 4MB RAM TOTAL SMB ............................$220
MS-DO~ CJ.~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~!)
MS-WINDOWS 3.l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $69
UPGRADE 420MB HARD TO 540MB ..............$ l 00

UPGRADE 210MB HARD TO 420MB..............$100
MULTIMEDIA PKG: DBL SPD, CD-ROM,
16 BIT SOUND CARD, SPEAKERS, MIC........$299
COLOUR PRINTER ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• $269

971 7557

FOR ANY OF YOUR OTHER NEEDS CALL FOR BEST PRICING

Sales Office located on Campus:
Room 127 Assumption University
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Lancers
victorious
on field

J/a;,. &A(,f r:!Jeai'f'a
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL

Football team wins
against York
University in
exhibition game

20% off colouring & perm

/.. 7fccenl

Man's Haircut & style
Woman's Haircut & style

$15
$25

We carry: Paul Brown, Joico, Nexxus & Wella Produces
""'

By Lance Sports Staff

.

The 1994 Lancer football
squad started the season on a
positive note, gaining the first
victory of the season over the
York University Yeomen on
Saturday Sept. 3. The Lancers
defeated the Yeomen 19-8 in
the exhibition game, smashing
the hopes of the York University team.
The York squad appeared
confident going into the match
against Windsor, after winning
their first game of the season
against Concordia. That win
also marked the first victory for
York since 1990, and gave the
Yeomen a hefty boost heading
into the 1994 season. Yeomen
confidence was short lived as
the Lancers dominated the
field.
Lancer punter, Andy Vasily
was the most noteable for
Windsor, recording ten punts in
the game for a total of 479
yards. His longest effort was 53
yards. According to head coach
John Musselman, this achievement marks the best performance in a Lancer punter in at
least eight years. The Lancers
will meet with York later this II L.;:;;;::;;:;;::;,;:=:;;;;::;;;,;;;;;;;;;::;:;;;.;:;;.;;;;;,;;;;;;:;:;:;;;;;;:;:;;:;==========:;:i
season for the U of W HomeLance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
coming game.
[I Lancer football team prepare for next game.

"JOIN THE FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university
physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best
equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.
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evening appointments
available Wed & Thurs.
1989 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ont.
For Appointment call:

977-5177
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Position: Sports Editor
Scouting report: we need someone with

an interest in athletics, superior
communications skills, and a team
approach to help break in rookies.
Vital stats: $75 a week.

Send or bring resumes to the Lance
office by Friday, September 16, 1994.

Lower Level - CAW Student Centre

.00

FOR WOMEN

1550 Ouellette Street

Your Full Service,
High Speed Copy Centre ...

966-6005

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
252-5755

.
.

WI IA\ OO'ir 'ir®
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GOOD LIFE~CLUB
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL
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Lower Level - CAW Student Centre
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Tuition hikes hit
students hard
With tuition fees due and payable early last week students we~e
faced with the reality of the $202 increase, care of the Ontano
provincial government.
The ten percent tuition hike, announced in March by Minister
of Education Dave C-0oke, is the first of a two part plan to increase the cost of post-secondary education by twenty-one percent.
The increase is a slap in the face from the NOP who promised
to "adjust funding of post-secondary education at the very least to
the rate of inflation and the rate of economic growth" and "end
'fee autonomy' and restore a common-level of tuition fees between Ontario post-secondary institutions, and freeze tuition fees
at that level."
The party's electoral platform and present policies on education
don't measure up. Cooke and the NOP have raised tuition 42 percent and eliminated the grant system since taking office in 1990.
All this and a decrease in services too. With cuts to ancillary
fees last year the last thing students can look forward to is an increase in the quality of education. Rather look for larger classes
and a decrease in services they're the order of the day at Ontario
universities. Students are being asked to pay a great deal more for
less.
Students are being forced to struggle. to pay ten percent more in
tuition fees, while money making corporations continue to reap
the benefits of huge tax breaks. History professor Bruce Tucker
pointed out that, "no one talks about the major corporations
which are making big profits while many pay no taxes. They also
receive other considerations such as receiving large tax credits."
Instead students are forced into paying huge tuition fees, to
supply the educated work force for corporations who aren't willing
to help foot the bill.
Cooke's rationalization of the increase with the lingering government debt and the threat of frozen or decreased enrolment
doesn't cut it and doesn't make sense either. The fact that the provincial debtload takes precedence over students who are already
struggling to get by is crazy. And cuts to university grants have
caused many universities to cap enrolment despite the increase in
tuition.
Cooke also tried to sell the idea that increased tuition means increased accessibility as well. Hey Dave, making tuition more expensive does not increase the appeal nor the feasibility of a
university education for anyone - the hikes are a blow to educational access across the province, especially those from low-income families.
Ontario universities are heading down the road to elitist enrolment policies rather than opening up access for all students. The
higher the tuition, the more difficult the decision to attend a university.

The move to increase tuition makes the decision to apply for
university even more difficult for those considering post-secondary
education. Students from low-income famiyes were already taking
on massive debtloads in order to attend university, the increase
makes it more risky to take out government loans to cover the
cost.
In a poor economy low-income families cannot afford risks.
Moving from highschool into a trade school or a minimum wage
job may be the only alternative for people who might have otherwise been able to manage at a university.
In fact any student graduating with a substantially increased
debtload is a scary thought. Graduates are going to have a hard
time, with substantial employment opportunities difficult to secure. Paying off a student loan with a low to minimum wage job
will be no easy task, and those are the positions students are finding available upon graduation.
Students still have a chance to tell the provincial government
what they think before the 1995-96 cuts are in place.
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letters to the editor

University gets an F for services
Dear editor,

Well, another semester has
started and the university is
keeping pace with past practices. Parking remains a persistant problem while several new
anomalies have surfaced.
This morning I ordered the
breakfast special at the Grand
Marketplace. After waiting
twenty minutes in line I was
told there was no bacon or sausage. Since I dislike ham, I or-

dered the special less meat.
When I paid for the meal, I
was charged for the individual
items which came to more
money than the breakfast special which included the meat.
What else is new?
The university (administration) has recently taken over
management of the Grad
House. Price increases have
made the Grad House the most
expensive place to drink this
side of Ouellette Avenue.

T. G. Scott

Geography

the Lance accepts letters to the editor
all the time. Just get them to our office
in the basement of the CAW Student
Centre by noon Friday and make sure
they are 300 words or less. You'll need
to include your name, faculty, and a
phone number where you can be
reached (for verification only).
It's that simple.

Volume LXVII, Number 2 - September 12, 1994
Circulation: 10,000

Mission Statement

Editorial Policies

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent of social change, performing both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and relect in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
society do not have equitable access to the
media We affinn our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any fom1.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,

The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, and may not reflect the
beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in
the Lance are not necessarily those of the
University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed. legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to eat tor space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
iay is forbidden without the written pennission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
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The Grand Marketplace
closes service at 2:30 p.m. Our
new university centre does not
offer coffee after 2:30 p.m.
daily. What progress!
For management strategy the
university deserves an F-. It will
remain a non-profit organization - they didn't plan it that
way - it's just the way it works
out.

racist. ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day wor1<ings.
Mailing addreas:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax:971-3624
•
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Getting to the heart of Quebecois nationalism
By Lisa Fortin
The subject over breakfast at
the Wooden Spoon was politics. It had come up several
times before in conversation Serge is, after all, a poli-sci student - but as we had just met
recently, this young, educated
francophone from Quebec
wanted me to understand his
unsurprising position as a nationalist.
"Let me be honest with you,"
he said. (Note here that I am
loosely translating from memory.) "I could give you all the
reasons in the world why I
think as I do. In the end, it
comes down to nothing but a cois parents, raised bilingual,
feeling. Canada is not my and as Serge pointed out, biculhome. I am not a Canadian. I tural.
don't feel Canadian. I am a
As that inane bumper sticker
Quebecois. It is what I feel, goes, My Canada Includes
what I am. Quebec is my home, Quebec. Separation would tear
and I want to see it free to ful- apart the very fabric of my befill its destiny, whatever that ing. Hardly an intellectual
might be."
stand, this.
A brilliant flash of light: I
My sentimentalism had,
suddenly realized that if I'd strangely enough. only been
been born and raised in deepened during the year I
Quebec, / would be a separatist spent as a tour guide at Parliatoo! Though I'd eschewed ment in Ottawa in 1990-91,
mindless flag-waving Ameri- with Meech Lake and all its
can-style patriotism all my life, fallout. I'd worked with and
I'd always believed in Canada. met people from every corner
It could be no other way for of this nutty country of ours,
me, born in Ontario to Quebe- and I felt this ineffable connec-

tion to each of them, even
through all the cynicism I developed toward much of the
political process and the majority of our politicians. It's simple, really: I just wanted
everyone to get along, that we
might finally have peace in the
house. Call me a naive sentimentalist.
We found more commonality
in a later conversation, regarding our first clear political
memories. His was of his father, passionately explaining
why he it was important to vote
"Oui" in the 1980 referendum
on sovereignty-association. "I
have forgotten much of my

childhood, but that has stayed
with me." I had never thought
of it, but that referendum was
probably my first political
memory as well. I remember
sitting in front of the television
as the results came in, praying
my grandparents and myriad
aunts, uncles and cousins
wouldn't end up living in a foreign country, certain that they
were thinking of us and voting
"Non." Little did I know, at the
innocent age of 10, that they
lived in the heart of the nationalist movement, Lac St. Jean,
one of only two regions to vote
yes. Little Serge was growing
up in the other, the North

Shore of the St. Lawrence.
And now we're going to go
through all of it again if Jacques Parizeau keeps his promises. Conventional wisdom
holds that the nationalists will
lose the referendum this time
around as well. The idea of losing twice in 15 years frustrates
Serge no end: "My people are a
bunch of morons! They vote
with their pocketbooks! They
have no vision! They're terrified of the initial pain and economic loss separation must
bring, and can't see any further."
Yet they keep flirting with it.
If the question could be resolved one way or another, it
would certainly be less damaging to the national psyche than
leaving it undecided; but with
support for separation running
between 40 and 50 percent in
Quebec right now, it ain't over
yet. (Would there were a fat
lady to sing.) If Serge is any example, the nationalist~ are
stubborn, impassioned idealists,
dreamers. It is not that they
won't give up easily; they won't
give up at all. Ironic, that the
instinctive love each of us feels
for our "nation" - what we
hold in common - should be
driving this construction called
Canada apart.
[I

Would a student council by any name smell the same?
By Teena Ward

council executives and the student body, and this is what stuDespite the nsmg cost of dent council president Chris
education and continuous cuts Maich says he wants.
to universities by the provincial
Either word, administration
and federal governments, the or alliance, used to describe a
University of Windsor's student governmental body which faces
council is focusing in on their re-election on a yearly basis is
image this year.
adaquate. Rather than by
The University of Windsor's nominal changes, the student
Student Alliance (formerly the government seems more afStudents Administrative Coun- fected by the personalities
cil) is sinking a lot of energy, which assume the office. The
and student funds into a adgenda of an elected official is
change of name.
more telling than the name of
The new executives of the the office being filled.
council say the move indicates
Bonding with students and
their desire to build school raising spirit cannot be done
spirit and stronger ties with stu- with a name change alone. This
dents.
takes hard work and an attempt
Rejected by the council is the to reach students in any way
word administration, which possible, to get the student
connotes a role of management body more involved with projects. While Shinerama and
of student affairs.
An alliance on the other Lancapalooza may be a start,
hand, indicates a friendship or the council needs to tackle isunion of two groups. The word sues which are really important
conjures up images of a more to students.
Getting students to band tomutual connection between

gether against tuition hikes and least people knew what SAC
education cutbacks could make was.
an alliance with the council reAnd at least they could proally meaningful. Working to en- nounce it. Though it seems trivsure student rights on campus ial, being able to refer to the
are considered when university council as SAC was much easadmistrators
are
making ier than UWSA.
changes to services and policies
In addition the barrage of inis also important.
formation to ensure that stuCouncil's new name may dents are aware who and what
make their job more difficult, UWSA is this year has come
rather than opening the door to with a hefty pricetag. The posta new improved relationship ers, information packages, and
with constituents. One of the postage used to publicize the
most difficult jobs the council name change all comes at a
must tackle before rejuvenating cost to the general student,
student government is to make which is where the council gets
sure students know . who they their revenue.
are and what they do.
In addition every by-law,
UWSA replaces the acronym business card, ream of stationSAC which synonymous with ary, t-shirt and piece of parastudent government in past phernalia with the Students
years. Getting students to know Administrative Council's logo
who and what UWSA is and must be replaced or changed.
does is a momentous task in it- The sheer bulk of new office
self. So the new name is one big supplies alone comes at a great
strike against the council in the price - not to mention the
struggle to get students in- wasted SAC supplies which are
volved in their government. At now useless.

By changing the name without consulting the student body
the council has already failed in
their attempt to get constituents more involved in the decision making processes.
Even the name of the student pub was up to students in
a referendum last year. Yet the
name of body which represents
students has been arbitrarily
changed without their input.
Moreso coucillors are trying
to dodge negative perceptions
of past student governments.
Student council president Chris
Maich said that "SAC was a
wounded entity on campus,"
and the name change signifies a
"whole change that has occured." But that same change
occurs every year when students elect a new executive.
While the term alliance does
signify the kind of link that
should occur between students
and their government, changing
the name does not mean any
real change will occur.
I!

around campus

What does your stomach tell you about the new food services hours?
"Night people
can't get food
when they come in.
They come from
work to school and
can't get anything
to eat before their
classes."

Jennifer Brown
Year I Psychology

"It tells me that it
is not convenient,
and I feel there is a
possibility of making
it more convenient."

Abdiasis Hassan
Year m Biology

"it makes my
stomach growl away.
why can't they have
it open 24 hours a
day."

Evelyn Tan
Year I Comm. Studies

"my stomach
tells me this is a
really stupid
idea because I'm
missing the most
important meal
of the day."
Geoff' Kerman
Year I Social Science
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events. is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact.
Please send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Continuing

Wednesday, September 21

Friday, September 23

.6 The Computer Centre kicks off its free
r seminar series of program training with
Introduction to UNIX. This seminar is
offered Sept. 19 & 21, Sept. 20 & 22,
Sept. 26, Sept. 28. or Oct. 17. The first
seminar on Introduction to Windows is
offered Sept. 20, 22, 27 & 29.
Attendance is by registration only Call
the HelpDesk at ext. 4440 to register.

. .Interested in vegetarianism? Join the
Vegetarian Club for our first meeting
(and dinner, $5) at Vegetarian Delight
restaurant, 131 Park St. W., 6 p.m.

It. House of Toast's Media City film and

.6 The Academic Writing Centre offers free
..,. workshops on a variety of essay skills,
from grammar to research. Stop by 470
Sunset Ave. or call ext. 3405 for a full
schedule or to register.

/

/

X

• Out on Campus meeting for gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals at 8 p.m. at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Ave .

video festival runs all weekend and starts
with a screening of Chrome at the
Capitol Theatre. 121 University Ave. W.
at 7:30 p.m. Admission $6. Opening
reception 11 p.m. at the Press Club, 89
Riverside Dr. W. For information on other
events, call 258-1689 or 977-6564.

©

Lancer men's hockey Blue and White
game at Adie Knox Arena, 7 p.m.

• Everyone is invited to a special meeting
of NAC. 2 p.m. in the Clubs and
Societies Room, CAW Student Centre.

I , Mostly Mozart Series features clarinetist

1

The Windsor Symphony Orchestra's

J The Womyn's Centre invites all women

to a "Take Back the Night'' march. Meet
at the Grad House at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, September 22
~ University Players opens its

~ 1994-95

The University Players
open its season with the
comedy Charley's Aunt at
the Essex Theatre.
Call 253-4565 for show
times and tickets.

1.- The Art Gallery of Windsor presents an

!

season with the
comedy Charley's Aunt, Sept.
22-25, 28-30, and Oct. 1-2 in
the Essex Hall Theatre.
Admission $11-13. Call the
box office at 253-4565.

James Ormston at Walkerville Collegiate,
7:30 p.m. For ticket information, call the
Cleary Box Office at 252-6579.
•Windsor Folk presents an open mic
coffeehouse at Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St.. at 8 p.m.

t
•

1•

The CAW Student Centre
presents an open jam session
with John Hoban in the
Commons, 8 p.m - midnight.

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship meets
at lunch every Friday in Vanier cafeteria.
Today's meeting is especially for first
year students, noon - 1 p.m.

Saturday, September 24
.6 Homecoming weekend includes events
r for many departments. Contact the
alumni office at ext. 3247 for details.

The Marxist-Leninist Study Group
continues ijs discussion entitled The End
of the Cold War and the New World
Order in Conference Room 1, CAW
Student Centre, 5:30 p.m.

~-: Iona College's Homecoming barbecue
&will welcome friends with free food and
fun before the football game from noon 2 p.m. at 208 Sunset Ave.

1.- The Art Gallery of Windsor presents the 1.- The Visitors in the Arts Series presents

'Lancer football meets the York Yeomen
at 2 p.m. at the South Campus stadium.

'fl exhibition

of puppets by Windsor
company Join Hands, in the children's
gallery until March 1995. 3100 Howard
Ave. (Devonshire Mall), 969-4494.

'fl multi-media

exhibijion, Windsor: Ford
City by Rosemary Donegan.

'fl Vancouver

artist Ken Lum speaking on
his work in Room 115 LeBel Building,
7:30 p.m. Call ext. 2829 for information.

1.- Artcite

presents two installations by
'fl Amsterdam artists Dominique Pelletey
and Krijn de Koning. 109 University Ave.
W., call 977-6564 for information.

Monday, September 19

It. The Windsor Film Theatre presents

X

Secret Rapture and Bitter Moon all this
week at 2135 Wyandotte St. W. for
$4.25. Call 254-FILM for showtimes.

,..The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.

Jt, Graffiti

Rag presents a beneftt reading
for the International Literary Review. The
Cate in Mackenzie Hall. 3277 Sandwich
St. 8 p.m . Call 258-2726 for information.

in conjunction with the Capitol Theatre
and Arts Centre is holding a coffeehouse
which will discuss the contribution of the
Capitol Centre to the communijy, 5 · 7
p.m. at 121 University Ave. West

.-Last day for late registration and change
of course for Fall term, last day for full
tuition refund.

,.. The Campus Group of Alcoholics
' Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.

~
q,,,"'

\. The Cleary International Centre
& presents legendary country singer Ian
Tyson at 8 p.m. Admission $24.25, call
the box office at 252-6579.

Sunday, September 25
,6

r

The Sunday Evening Series tackles
"Addictions," in the Commons, CAW
Student Centre, 7:30 p.m.

\. CJAMfm 91 .5 presents Strain Tracks,
industrial
music
and
experimental
soundscapes,
every
Sunday 10 p.m - midnight.

Jt, The Aris Council - Windsor and Region & featuring

Tuesday, September 20

The Reform Party invites all supporters
to meet at 172 Patricia Rd. 7 p.m. Call
977-1868 for information.

0)

t
•

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will
discuss the topic 'What is Discipleship?"
in the Oak Room, Vanier Hall, 5:30 p.m

Monday, September 26

• lhe Lance invites all students interested
I in volunteering to come to our staff
meeting every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in
the Lance office, CAW Student Centre.

Windsor presents Who's Afraid It. The Kinotek Film Society presents
.. of Virgina Woolf? at 2520 Seminole St., X Jean-Luc Godard's Sympathy For the
8 p.rn. Admission $10, $8 students. For
Devil. Today and Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
information, call 944-1968.
the Capitol Theatre. 121 University Ave.
West. Admission $4 50. Call 971-5160.

~ Theatre

Lance photo of Krijn de Koning's installation at Artcite by Lisa Fortin.
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Computing Services

Monday. September 19. 199~

The Lance mini-conference

All registered undergraduate students can now activate
their computer Userids themselves.
Come to the
Computing Lab (Lower level of the Computer Centre),
follow the instructions next to the terminal . That is all
there is to it! If you have a problem, talk to the Student
Consultant in the Lab. During the Userid activation,
please make sure that you read and understand the
Acceptable Use Policy.

Keep your calendar open for S1turd1y, October 1! The Lance will be hosting a
one-day conference full of seminars and hands-on workshops to help you fine tune
your journalism skills, design and layout skills and photography techniques. We
have invited invited professionals from the media to share their expertise, including
a special speaker for the evening.
Don1 miss this opportunity to get the training you've been looking for. For
registration information, contact Holly Mcintire at the Lance office.

If you have a computing problem or a question, please
call or visit the HelpDesk. It is located in Room 108,
Computer Centre. HelpDesk is attended between 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. during working days. During this
time you can walk-in or call extension 4440. Other times
you can leave a voice mail. You can also send e-mail to
helpdesk@uwindsor .ea.

The UWSA is currently looking for dedicated, knowledgeable students to
fill seats on committees of the University of Windsor Senate.

The Computing Lab is open from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00
a.m., 7 days a week during the fall and winter
semesters. During this period there is a Student
Consultant to help you. The 1/0 Window (where you
pick-up printouts from the high-speed printer or submit
multiple-choice examinations for processing, etc.) is
open Monday to Saturday from 7:30 a.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
and on Sunday, from 8:00 p.m, to 11: 30 p. m.
You are encouraged to pick-up a copy of In Sight, the
newsletter published by Computing Services for current
information about upgrades to the system, solutions to
common problems, schedule of free, non-credit
seminars, etc. It is published every other month,
starting in September and is available in the Computing
Lab at the Computer Centre and other computing labs
across campus.

Free Seminars for Students
These seminars are held at various times, including
evenings, in the Computer Classroom, basement of the
Computer Centre. Each session is one to two hours
long. For detailed description, time and duration of
each seminar, please see the September issue of In Sight
or call the HelpDesk, ext. 4440. Attendance is by
registration only. Please register during the week prior
to each seminar by calling the HelpDesk. Each
seminar is limited to 16 people. A Seminar may be
cancelled if less than six people register.
Introduction to Unix on SGI: . . . . . . Sept. 19 & 21,
(Select 1 of 5)
...... Sept. 20 & 22,
. . . . . . . . . . Sept. 26,
. . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 28
. . . . . . . . . and Oct. 17
Introduction to Windows: . . . Sept. 20, 22, 27 & 29,
(Select 1 of 3)
. . . . Oct. 11, 13, 18 & 20
.... and Oct. 26 & Nov. 2
Introduction to ELM on SGI (e-mail): ..... Sept. 27,
(Select 1 of 3)
. . . . . . . Oct. 3
...... and Oct.13
Introduction to PINE on SGI (e-mail): ......Sept. 29
(Select 1 of 3)
. . . . . . . Oct. 5
..... and Oct. 11
Introduction to WordPerfect 5.1 for DOSSept. 22 & 29
Introduction to WordPerfect 6.0 for DOS:
(Select 1 of 2)
Sept. 26, 28, Oct. 3 & 5
and Oct. 17, 19, 24 & 26
WordPerfect 6.0 for 5.1 users: ... Oct. 4,. 6, 11 & 13
WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows: ........ Oct. 4 & 6
(Select 1 of 2)
and Oct. 25, 27, Nov. 1 & 3
Using Stal Packages on UNIX for CMS users: Sept. 22
(Select 1 of 2)
and Oct. 3 & 5
Introduction to SPSS/PC+: ...... Oct 31 & Nov. 2
Introduction to SPSS for Windows: .... Nov. 8 & 10
WordPerfect 6 for DOS, Special Topics:
Graphics:
Nov. 8 & 10
Mail/Merge: Nov. 15 & 17
Introduction to Lotus: . . . . . . . Nov. 7, 9, 14 & 16
Introduction to the Internet on SGI: ..... Oct. 4 & 6
Introduction to CorelDraw 4.0: .... Oct. 17, 24 & 31
Networking at the University of Windsor: ... Oct. 12
In addition to the above seminars we are offering an
"Open Lecture Series", every Friday starting on Friday,
23rd September, 1994. These are held in Room B02,
Odette Building, between 12:30 and l :30. You do not
need to register to attend these lectures. Just walk in,
bring your lunch bag and learn. The schedule is:
Electronic Mail (e-mail) with NuPoP . . September 23
Dialup Services at the U of W . . . . . . September 30
UNIX and e-mail services at the U of W .. October 7
What is the Internet? . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 14
WordPerfect 6 for DOS . . . . . . . . . . . . October 21
Statistical Packages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 28
Macintosh Services at the U of W . . . . . November 4
Look in the LANCE DIVERSIONS (last page of Lance)
for weekly announcement of the above seminars.

Computing Problems?
Call HELPDESK: 253-4232 ext. 4440
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The Senate committees do the bulk of the policy creation and debate
before forwarding material to the Senate (the academic governing body of
the University).
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Mark Robson
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Vice President Universitv Affairs
Universitv of Windsor Students' Alliance
CAW Student Centre, 2nd Floor (south end)
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If you truly want to get involved and make a difference, please submit your
resume immediately for serious consideration.
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Easier access
to info-highway
By Teena Ward

V

0

You could be surfing on the information highway in
48 hours as a result of computing services' streamlined
to policy for getting undergrads u~rids. .
During the summer computmg services created a
system where any registered un~ergra~ can get_ a
userid, allowing access to electroruc mail and t~e mlte temet - an international computer network which alof lows users to communicate globally and access loads of
information.
Raj Patil, manager of the university computing consultants, explained that in the past students who
wanted access to e-mail made special requests and
went through a "lot of red tape." The new system uses
the information already in place at the registrars office
to make the process simpler.
With four computers set aside for the purpo~e, students who want to activate their userid do so usmg student number and the PIN number used for telephone
registration. Within a day or two every st~dent at !he
university could be cruising down the information
highway.
.
. ..
.
.
"E-mail is becommg a part of life, said Patil,
"working with the computer a lot of useful academic
material is available - by exploring that it enhances
the environment of education."

r

-

Limitations
Yet the universities branch of the network is not an
informational free-for-all - there are rules to the
game. In fact access the internet is now impossible
without first reading the "Acceptable Use Policy."
Toe policy discourages sharing e-mail account passwords and userids, sending undesirable messages and
the like.
The university blocks out certain messages, like a
newsgroup which published details of the Homolka
trial during the publication ban. Explicit sexual mate
rial is also banned. Patil explains thal "Basically its (internet) opened a whole world to people - ~lici~g
lhat becomes a problem because we JUSl don t quite
know what to do," Patil explained, "freedom of expression is given more leniency (on university campuses) than in some other areas."
.
The information frenzy has created a high demand
for access, and according to Patil, ''I've got local people, not just students, who want it (access)."

Traffic jams
The success of the program is causing some mi.r:ior
traffic jams in entering the system from an outside
source, through a modem. The u~ve~sity has 23 incoming lines available for users calli~g m from an outside line. Only one can be used at a lime.
Many university offices and clas~rooms are hoo.ked
directly to computing services, which leaves the lines
relatively accessible during the da.y. But "most people
are at home in the evening, that is when the phomng
problem comes in" said P~til. "We ~~ve_ ove~oked
hoping so many people don t show up~ said P~til.
1be hard disk space used to store mformahon held
in each personal e-mail account will continue to expand as does the population of users on cam~us
though. "We will keep buying mor_e and ~ore d_1sk
space," Patil said adding that, unlike the mcommg
lines, hard disk space is relatively affordable and so
easily accessible.
Pete Smith a student consultant at the computer
centre directs' a number of students to the terminals
which activate userids. He has noticed that traffic in
the computer centre "has increase~, it_ has ~en pretty
steady here ... with people wandering m trymg to get a
userid."
Fourth year student John Chausser, has been using
the system "to find out more information about other
universities admissions ... what kind of post-graduate
programs they have."
He noted that using a modem to hook up to the
centre from home can be difficult and suggested, "now
that everyone is going to have their own acces~ cod~ I
assume that the traffic in the computer centre 1s gomg
to increase, and (the centre) should probably g.? back
to what it was when we first started, to 24 hours.
The computer centre hours were reduced to 8 a.m.
through 2 p,m. due to budget cuts.
II

Laoce photo\ STEPHEN PANICCIA

The stage is set: Universtty of Windsor President Ron Ianni (third from left) and Chancellor Cha~es Clark an~ other university
.
dignitaries welcomed about 2 OOO new and returning students to campus Sept. 13. The welcoming conv~catton. held in front of Dillon
Hall, was a first for Windsor, but is a tradttion at other universities. It is meant to introduce students to their professors and the
academic heritage of universtty education.

By Corrina Thomson
and Lance News Staff

Last Thursday Dave McMurray,
the Director of Student Services
announced that the Marketplace
will stay open longer hours on a two
week trial basis.
Marketplace hours were originally planned to be from 8 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. But on
Thursday, McMurray announced
that the establishment will stay
open until 6:30 p.m. Monday to
Thursday. He explained that all
cutbacks were hased on last years
figures when 90 percent of Marketplace sales after I :30 p.m. were
from people with meal plans. Circumstances have changed with a
significant rise in the number of
first year students and an increasing
traffic flow in the Marketplace after
1:30 p.m.
In addition McMurray explained
that food services was forced to revamp their budget by either increasing prices, decreasing the
services, reducing the quality or a
combination of these options.
Faced with these alternatives,
McMurray said the cutback decisions were based upon last year's
surveys on what services were least
utilized.
Some students aware of the two
week trial of increased hours are
pleased witlr the change. Josephine
Ng, a third year engineering student said, "I always stay here and
study so if they open for a longer
time, that's more convenient for
me. "
Others do not see the trial ac;
enough. "Trials aren't going to do
any good," said second year student
Mark Gallant adding, "people have
got to know about the hours." With
the decision made late last week
many worry that students won't be
as aware of the facilitv's new hours.
Paul Ferrara, a second year student said the later hours "should be

Lance photo \ NANCY PRINGLE

The locked cafeteria during dinner hours may be a scene from the past if the Marketplace in
the CAW Student Centre extends its hours pennanently.

like that (open at night), we're paying for it."
At present the Vanier Hall hours
of operation have the Croc open
from Monday to Wednesday, 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m. leaving Antonelli's pizza
and the University Club as alternatives. Cafe Chez Vanier is open
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday to
Sunday - sans breakfast.
Fourth year student Larry Smith
is glad he no longer lives m residence since breakfast "was the only
meal I always enjoyed at Vanier."
In addition the cutbacks arc affecting students with extra-curricular activities and evening classes,
who cannot eat during regular
hours and find they are missing
meals.
First year Cartier Hall resident

Paul Kurantsin-Mills plays varsity
football and finds the hours at
Vanier inaccessible. With practice
until 7 p.m. every night KurantsinMills, "comes home from practice
hungry and a little tired of pizza
every night since the menu at the
Croc is not particularly great for
someone in training"
Changes in operation hours have
effected the U Diversity Club which
is now available to students
Wednesday to Friday 5 p.m to 9
p.m. Hours for members remain
the same. Prices also had to be
raised in this area in order to support food services "break even
mandate," but the faculty will absorb most of this cost through their
membership fees according to
McMurray.
II
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--- Fairs give students shot at jobs
n
Monday. September 19. 1994
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Getting
a
summer job and
post-graduate
positions is hard
work. The U of
W is hosting two
events
next
week which will
gjve students a head start on
polislung the resume for the
hunt.
The annual volunteer fair named Opportunities '94 hits Ambassador Auditorium in
the CAW Student Centre on
Tuesday, Sept. 27. Between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. about 50 volunteer groups will offer information, contacts, and volunteer
positions to students. Sponsored by United Way, the
Windsor-Essex Association for
Volunteer Administration, the
CAW Student Centre and Coop E ducation and Student
Placement the event promises
to be perfect for those seeking
experience, skills, references,
and a host of other pluses.
Another good place to start,
is to put on your best duds and
prepare a resume for the annual career fair. The fair will be
Wednesday, Sept. 28, from
10:00 am to 3:00 pm in the Ambassador Room in the CAW
Student Centre. Students are
offered a chance to meet potential employers and line up
work before graduation.

·
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New programs offered

Rapel questionable

The first Crime Stoppers
program on any Ontario campus started last year here on
the Windsor campus. Run out
of the Assumption College
building the program will continue this year.
A drunk driving campaign is
also in effect on campus. Sgt.
Barry Pepper of the Campus
Police began the program this
year to "educate students and
to be part of the community."
Prevention not paranoia is
the aim of the women's self defence cource against attackers.
The person responsible for this
is Sgt. Floyd Porter a four year
veteran on the Campus Police,
and the course instructor. Porter will be joined by guest
speakers from Campus Patrol,
the Womyn's Centre, Sexual
Harrassment Centre, the Director of Campus Police, and a
representative of Personal Security Systems.
Pepper, who will be helping
Porter with this program, calls
it "fabulous, as there is a need
for it on campus, due to a public outcry for it."
The classes on Oct. 4 and 5
from 1 p.m. till 6 p.m. will be
held in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall. There is no charge
for this course.

A new anti-rape device uses
an innovative tactic to ward off
attackers, it simply makes you
wreak. Rapel is a vial of a foul
smelling chemical a women
wears around her neck that can
be pinched open to discourage
a potential attacker. The oily
chemical releases a rotten-egg
like odor, increasing its potency
10-fold with body heat. Rapel
comes in a kit the size of a
makeup compact which includes a neutralizer that eliminates the smell for the victim.
The idea of a non-violent
anti-rape device poses an alternative to products like pepper
spray and mace which may be
turned on the victim. Sexual
Harrassment Advisor, Heather
Metcalfe questions the efficiency of such a product,"It
doesn't sound like much of a
deterrent, some guys may even
be turned on by such a smell."
Metcalfe also stated that Rapel
and other anti-rape devices can
only be effective in stranger
rape, considering most victims
are raped by people they know,
and would not usually have a
device handy in that situation.
Metcalfe encomages women
not to totally rely on anti-rape
devices but to practice common
sense and use evasive tactics in
threatening situations.
I
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Students denied loans in N.B.
By Sophia Hussain

TORONTO (CUP) - Nova
Scotia university and college
students are being turned down
for government assistance if
their parents are credit risks.
A student in Nova Scotia was
told last month she could not
appeal her student loan refusal
because of parental debt.
Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) chair Guy Caron
find5 this outrageous. "Having
your loan denied over something you're not responsible
for, like your parents' debt, is
simply unfair," Caron said.
Across Canada,
student
loans are based on an assessment of student financial need.
Prior to this year, they were calculated form the income of a
student's family, with exemptions granted if the family was
deeply in debt.
Under the new policy, passed
by the government this summer, debt is no longer considered evidence of financial
hardship.

Students who are denied a
loan because their parents' income is too high will still be
• able to appeal the decision.
By next year, most provinces
are expected to implement this
new policy, including British
Columbia and Saskatchewan.
But it will make it even
harder for students to fund
their post-secondary education,
according to Caron.
"Parental contribution has
always affected students, but it
is such a subjective criteria that
it cannot be directly applied in
assessing loans," Caron said.
"But if they {governments]
insist on keeping that criteria,
they should do it properly and
make sure that parents are really able to contribute to their
children's education."
Last year, hundreds of Nova
Scotia students were turned
down for provincial student aid
because they were judged to be
bad credit risks. After protests,
the provincial government
stepped in and guaranteed
their loans.
I

STUDENTS
When you have a problem of an academic, administrative, or race related
nature with any part of the university, its departments or units, and have
exhausted all normal grievance channels, contact:

Ii THE UNIVERSITY OMBUDSPERSON i
You will receive independent advice in an informal and confidential way,
and where possible, a mediated solution to your problem. The
Ombudsperson has been given broad investigative powers, university-wide
access to personnel and information, and the authority to ask questions and
require answers that may resolve your problem.

ANO THE WORLD SYSTEM:
THE Ju/HOANS·!KUNG TODAY

8PM FRI. SEPT

30, 1 994

OAK ROOM, VANIER HALL
F"OR MORE INFORMATION:

For an appointment ···

Subhas Ramcharan, Plz.D.
Office of the Ombudsperson and Race Relations Officer
253-4232, Extension 3400
Office flours: Monday - Friday 11 am - 3 pm

CS 1 9) 253-4232 EXT 350S

310 Sunset A ii<!11ue

Our
Thursday

Prices
are

ll!ll!llmi
LowJ

80/Oulette fllo6SBJ Pdf'H,ngOextDoor

o Bosses from QUADl!IJl!I'§ TINJrsddgst4J'bngal £JOpm
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B.C. students charge Red
Cross with discrimination

CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned r,r~~ll,l::~,
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. acce..oriea now available
at MacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 itc:umaeh Rd.

East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

WE HAVE LOST

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

OUR ASSOCIATE
NEWS EDITOR TO

11l££ 11lJPS
To Mexico, Cuba, Quebec.
Goliger's Travel Voted #1 in Customer
satisfaction is looking for the best individuals,
clubs or organizations to promote Spring Break.
Sun/Ski Trips
Call Paul 1-800-661-2369

THE CASINO!
so. IF YOU RE INTERESTED
0

IN

WHAT HAPPENS AROUND
CAMPUS ANO COULD USE AN
EXTRA $40 DROP OFF A RESUME
ANO WHITING SAMPLES AT THE
LANCE OFFICES IN THE
BASEMENT OF THE CAW
STUDENT CENTRE BEFORE
FRIDAY, SEPT . 24. AN ELECTION
WILL BE HELO AT OUR STAFF
MEETING THE FOLLOWING
MONDAY ,

TORONTO (CUP) - Canadian Red Cross Society blood
drives have been banned from
the University of Victoria,
pending an investigation into
charges
they
discriminate
against gay men.
The charge was filed after it
refused to allow two students to
donate blood because of their
sexual orientation.
A,:, a part of its screemng
process, the Red Cross asks if
donors have had one or more
homosexual encounters since
1976 If the answer is yes, then
that indicates the individual
should be placed in the highrisk category.
- the Van-ity

MacLean's boycott
TORONTO (CUP) - 'fbe
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada (AUCq
has recommended that its 87
members not take part m
Macl..ean's annual survey of
Canadian universities.
Carleton University, Memorial University. L'Universite de

Sherhrooke and the University
of Manitoba have refused to
participate in this years survey.
McGill Unvicrsity, which ranks
at or near the top of the survey,
has not decided yet. AUCC is
endorsing
Saturday
Night
magazine's University Planner
where no rank is attached.
- the Van.-ity
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Gay radio beats charges
OlTAWA (CUP) - A Car.
lcton University community ra.
dio station did not propagate
hatred against Catholics and
will be allowed to operate, a recent Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications Com.
mission (CRTC) ruling said.
Local conservative groups had
asked for CKCU's broadcasting
licence to be revoked for "abusing the public airwaves."
CKC'U broadcao;t a program
titled Stonewall 25, a six and a
half hours of discussion aboul
and with members of the gay,
lesbian and bisexual community.
- the Charleton
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Student groups critical of
loan repayment proposals
By CUP News Staff

J\ LIVE MUSIC FRI, SAT!1

T~t.

?Lf\C.E.

fOl CoMEl>Yl

ATTENTION
BARGAIN t\UNTER&II
STUl>ENTS ~ / ll>
1/2 ?RICE EVERY
T"URSl>AY

2S6·L~FF

TORONTO (CUP) - 'The
latest proposals for student aid
reform are just a means for universities to increase tuition
fees, say critics of the Income
Contingent Loan Repayment
Plan and loan privatiLation.
"It is not a financial-aid
structure hut a funding structure for universities and colleges. It's a means to an end the end being increao;ing tuition
or privati1fog universities," says
Guy Caron, Canadian Federation of StudenLc; (CFS) chair.
Caron says the federal government now favours incomecontingency because it w1mts to
replace money transfers to the
universities - which keep tuition costs down - with loans to
the students themselves.
Caron says the federal government hopes to get out of the
business of funding post-secondary education altogether.
"We link income-contingency to an increase between
40 to 200 percent in tuition
fees," Caron says.
Supporters of the new repayment plan say it is designed to
help students afford the cost of
a post-secondary education.
The plan allows for students
to receive the complete amount
required for any program of
study. Repayment is based on a
sliding scale that may favour
low-income families.
Under the proposal, students
who earn $22 OOO or less after
graduation may not have to repay all of the loan, students
who earn above this will be required to pay the full amount.
The I04RP is to replace current student aid programs,
which require that grads pay
back loans at the same rate regardless of income - beginning six months after graduation. People in very different
income brackets ha, e the same
payments to make.
·1 he push towards replacing
the current system is coming
from groups like the Ontario

Undergraduate Student AJJj.
ance (OUSA), a provincial
lobb) group
OUSA says funding would
be given to anyone who applies.
1be government will not perform a needs test on students
who claim they do 11ot havt
money for university. OUSA
spokesperson Rick Martin sa)
students arc being utopian if
they think the government can
continue to keep tuition down
with subsidies.
OUSA's position is that tuition docs not account for tht·
hulk of the cost of attending
university. OUSA says it is living expenses that arc high and
prevent low-income students
from attending university.
Opponents to the plan point
out that if tuition fees arc lo-w,
students can pay for education
hy working during the summer.
They say it will hurt low-income
students in the long run be·
cause they will be charged interest
on
the
principal
borrowed from day one. Cur·
rent loans begin to accumulate
interest only after graduation.
"The income contingent loan
inherently di<;eriminates against
low income earners (many
women and minorities} in that
it will take a longer time to pay
off their debt and consequently
they will end up paying more
for their education," said Frank
Cappadocia, a former student
leader at York University. Cappadocia is also critical of the
trend toward privatization.
"If fOSAPJ is replaced by the
ICLRP, accessibility to education will be undermined. The
constitution of the income contingent approach discriminates
on the basis of program of
study. Banks will start putting
dollar signs on programs," Cappadocia said.
For example, an arts student
who needs financial aid may be
discriminated against because
initial earning potential may
not be as high as a graduate
from a more traditional or vocational program.
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A navel-eyed view of buildings on the Windsor campus
By David Gough
For most people who work
and study on campus it is completely accessible and built to
their specifications. You do not
have to plan ahead to go to
class or to use the washroom.
People take this for granted,
and have little perspective of
the do,.cns on campus who require a scooter or a wheelchair
to get around. It can he a bit of
an obstacle just to attend class.
"The university is completely
accessible, more so now than
even two years ago, " says Mary
Crawford of the Special Needs
office.
For an unique perspective
the Lance informally toured the
campus to get as one wheelchair student cracked, "a naveleyed view of the U of W."
The tour starts at the Leddy
Library. Until two years ago
there was a huge challenge for
students in wheelchairs to even
get into the building. The ramp
was steep, not very wide and
had many hard turns to navigate, it was impossible for a
bigger scooter to manage.
However, last year the university made a big step in making the library more accessible
as it installed a new ramp that
is wider and is heated in the
winter, so that students in
wheelchairs do not have to battle the snow and ice to get into
the Leddy. From an aesthetic
point of view it looks good and
gives students a place to sit and
smoke outside of the hbrary.
On sunny days it is packed with
students studying and catching

vated with wheelchairs in mind.
As new buildings, Odette
(1991), and the CAW Student
Centre (1993) are quite accessible, and are easy to travel in.
They have nice washrooms that
one can easily go in and out.
However, a person in a scooter
may have trouble going up
Odette's ramp because sometimes students park their bicycles up and down the ramp,
making the trip harder • and
sometimes even impossible.
Signs put up a year ago help alleviate the problem a bit, yet
some students who don't have
the navel perspective still park
their bikes along the railings.
The [ducation Building is no
problem for a wheelchair student. "The old building (on
E.C. Row), was terrible, it was
in the middle of nowhere and
did not have an elevator." "Being on campus is now much
Laree photo \ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Ramps make buildings accessible to students using wheelchairs or scooters.

rays. So the new ramp is not
only an improvement over the
other monstrosity, it is functional and fits into the original
design.
A wheelchair student bas no
problem going floor to floor
once inside the Leddy.
A short trek over to Memorial Hall shows some of the
problems a student will encounter on campus. The three
storey building has an elevator,
but it requires a key, is slow
and not too roomy, however it
is accessible. Memorial was
built in 1945, so despite some
small renovations, Memorial is

hard to get in and out of, yet it
is possible.
Dillon Hall, on the other
hand despite its age is very accessible, especially the basement, where the Special Needs
Office is located. Renovations
in the last couple of years make
this building one of the best to
have clas~s in.
The Computer Centre has an
elevator, but it is awkward and
hard to find.
Essex Hall has just one
handicapped entrance, (in the
back off parking lot D), despite
being such a huge building. The
washrooms were recently reno-

better."
Assumption and Iona Colleges are both easily accessible
for a wheelchair. Canterbury
College has residences where a
student who uses a wheelchair
can live in residence, but the
residences and the administration house are not completely
accessible.
In student residences, the
newer the better. Oark and
Cartier Halls have rooms set
aside just for students in wheelchairs, and therefore these
rooms were built just for the
wheelchair student in mind.
While Qark and Cartier are
no problem, the rest of the residences are a bit of a problem.
Elevators could not be found in

either Huron or Tecumseh
Halls. So if visiting friends on
the second and third floors you
are out of luck. It has to be a
game of come on down.
Another
old
residence
Electa, is hard to get into as to
enter with a wheelchair one
must go to the back of the
building and use the service
elevator which is quite small,
hard to get to, and out of the
way. The washroomc; are not
built with wheelchairs in mind.
The same could also be said for
Macdonald and Laurier Halls.
However, a wheelchair student
can and has lived on first floor
in these residences.
The St. Denis Center is completely accessible. So much so
that the best wheelchair athletes in the area work out here
and hold competitions inside
the fieldhouse. Yet, its handicapped parking spaces are usually
taken
over
by
non-handicapped people.
For a wheelchair student
coming on campus to study and
live will present some minor
problems, but nothing too serious if one plans ahead. The
university is technically accessible in every building, and a student can get to about 80% of
the campus without much of a
hassle, and to about 17% with
minor inconvenience.
This is a lot better than even
two years ago as improvements
have been made. "We are improving all the time, the campus is completely accessible
and is better than it used to be.
" says Mary Crawford of the
Special Needs office.
II
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CAREER FAIR '94
Wednesday, September 28
From 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Ambassador Room
CAW student Centre

Explore career paths
Meet with employers

co-op Education & student Placement Office
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Dominique Pelletey's untitled photograph at Artcite.

Artist as creator
question posed
by installations
By Lisa Fortin
What qualifies as art? I've
been debating this since high
school. We used to build
"sculptures" on the cafeteria
table out of our lunchtime refuse, usually calling them No
Daisies and saying they represented the utter futility of life
or some equally silly thing.
Johanne always argued that
art had to be beautiful, esthetically pleasing, pretty; how
much of that had to do with the
fact that she was the only one
of us who took visual arts
classes or could draw worth
beans, I haven't quite determined. Sabina, on the other
hand, held that art had to express truth, even when the
truth was ugly. I held the most
liberal view: so long as a work
illustrated an idea originally
and creatively, I was willing lo
accept it as art.
The most recent show at
Artcite got me thinking about
the question again. The two

site-specific insta!Jations by
Amsterdam artists Dominique
Pelletey and Krijn de Koning
left me feeling somewhat disappointed, vaguely empty.
Technica1ly, the works were
more than competently executed. Pelletey's three biggerthan-Iife photographs were well
composed, with little graininess
and a surprisingly sharp and
crisp focus for their size. If anything, though, it was the textures revealed by making the
pictures so large that made
them interesting, giving them
greater unity than their loosely
defined "city" theme.
The pictures were all shot in
Amsterdam but deliberately
unidentifiable as such, and
were chosen specifically for
showing in Windsor. The subject matter seemed diverse - a
large building seen through a
rain-covered window, a rolled
up mattress on a sidewalk
against a wall, an old man ( a
model) with a suitcase on the
street - but the consistent ug-

Lance photo \ LISA FORTIN

Amsterdam artist Dominique Pelletey poses next to a part of his installation.

liness in their beauty, or the
beauty in their ugliness, seemed
almost too appropriate for this
town, nearly to the point of being insulting.
For a guy who's only been to
Windsor a couple of times before to visit his friend, artist
and professor Sylvie Belanger
from the University of Windsor's Lebel School of Visual
Arts (who suggested he apply
for a show at the gallery),
Pelletey seems to have picked
up on what we're about here.
Then again, maybe we're not so
different from the average city.
De Koning's work, on the
other hand, was a response to
the actual space rather than to
the city. He'd painted most of
his half of the gallery brilliant
yellow, including the floor
which he had raised and delineated with a short white square
curb. I can't say what it might
mean, exactly, if anything, but
the effect is interesting; one becomes intensely aware of one's
surroundings when viewing al-

most nothing but wall-to-wall
yellow. I felt transported into
the geometric space in a math
book, but I think I was the only
one so affected.
He specializes in these sorts
of installations; a book of his
previous work was on display
showing variously coloured and
shaped constructions in different spaces. It was the first time
he and Pelletey, who are
friends, had done a show together. De Koning had to absent himself from the opening
to work on a show in Vienna.
A problem with Pelletey's
work, as I discovered, was that
he had not exactly done it himself. l was curious about his
method of developing such
large, clear colour photographs,
what he used to bond them to
the plexiglas and so on; he
could not answer. He has a
technician who takes the photos for him, gets them blown up
and mounts them. I le simply
comes up with the ideas.
Does that really make him an

artist'? Far be it for me to Set\' after all, lots of great artists
through the centuries have had
students produce work in their
names, from Rubens to Rodin
- but the ideas behind the
work seem almost as slight as
those behind my long ago
lunch-room sculptures.
I was struck with a great deal
more admiration for the unnamed photographer, who captured with such detail the
myriad fascinating drops of
water on a window, than for the
amiable fellow who suggested
doing it. Now I shall always
wonder, did the artist really do
this work? I have no way of
knowing, for example, if De
Koning painted and constructed his installation himself.
Are the installations art? Go
see for yourself and tell me. l!
Dominique Pellett!)' and Knjn
de Komng's installations are at
Artcite, I 09 Universitv W., until
Oct. 9, Wednesday through Saturday, 11 a.m. - 6 p.m., and
Sunday I - 6 p.m.

Theatre Windsor not afraid to do Virginia Woolf again
By TomWilson and Lance Arts staff
You think Windsor doesn't
have good theatre? Theatre
Windsor proves otherwise with
their production of Edward Albee's satirical play Who Afraid
of Virginia Woolf. Directed by
Robert Cramp, the play was
brought back by popular demand following a successful run
in June.

s

The story attacks the audience from the start with a
drunken couple hurling verbal
abuse at one another while returning late from a party.
Martha, played by Jan Paniccia,
informs her husband that they
will be receiving visitors shortly,
in the wee hours of the morning. Mike Lyons does an excellent job of portraying George,
who had wanted to retire for

the evening.
Irate, he begins to insult
Martha. After their visitors arrive, the two spend the rest of
the evening trying to "win the
match," by making their guests
f~el completely out of place.
l saw this play in the midst of
a sweltering heat wave, but the
actors, already shouting, had no
difficulty making themselves
heard over the sound of the

blowing fans.
All four actors deserve praise
for their exceptional work under tough conditions. The current run promises to be more
comfortable.
For those who have seen it
before, Albee's satire does
benefit from being seen or read
more than once, but its humour
can be enjoyed and laughed at
by all. The performances alone

would make this well worth the
price of admission.
l!
Who '.\' Afraid of V,rginia
Woolf? by Edward Albee, directed by Robert Cramp, nm.,·
Thursday Sept. 22 through Saturday Sept. 24, at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $10 for adults, $8 for students; 1hursdays ptl) what you
can. 1hearre Windsor is located
at 2520 Seminole St. Call 9441968 for more mfonnation.
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FROM $999
FROM $1499 :
FROM $1499
FROM $.2499

t-s
on

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE

STUDENT PACKAGE

4MB FAST RAM , 420MB HARD DRIVE. 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE , 14" SUPERVGA NI MONITOR ,
1MB SVGA VESA LOCAL BUS CARD , 101
ENHANCED KEYBOARD , MINITOWER CASE
W/230 PS CSA, 16 BIT SOUND CARD WITH
SPEAKERS AND MIC ., DOUBLE SPEED
CD -ROM . MOUSE AND MOUSE PAD , 2YRS
PARTS AND 4YRS LABOUR WARRANTY .

4MB FAST RAM, 210MB HARD DRIVE , 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE , 14" SVGA MONITOR , 1MB
SVGA VLB CARD , MOUSE & PAD , 2 YRS PARTS
& 4 YRS LABOUR .

486D X-33 ............................................$1599
486D XII-50 ......................................... $1699
486DXII-66 ......................................... $1799
PENTIUM-60.....................................$2299

We Beat Any
Price·in Windsor!!!!

486D X-33............................................ $1399
486D XII-50.................;.......................$1499
486D XII-66 .........................................$1599

UPGRADES
ADD 4MB RAM TOTAL IMB.............- ............$220
MS-DOS 6.2..........................................................$69
MS-WINl)OWS 3.1 ...............................................$69
UPGRADE 420MB BARD TO 540MB..............$100

UPGRADE 210MB IIAllD TO 420MB ..............$10I
MULTIMEDIA PKG: DBL SPD, CD-ROM,
16 BIT SOUND CARD, SPEAKERS, MIC........$299
COLOUR PRINTER...........................................$2"

971 755~

FOR ANY OF YOUR OTHER NEEDS CALL FOR BEST PRICIN<i

Sales Office located on Campus:
Room 127 Assumption University
- - - --
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For the love
of Sophia
By Sue Morin
Philosophia
Mondays, 4-5 p.m. CJAM 91.5 FM
Host: Sue Morin

Lance photo\ RODGER LEVESQUE

Soulful noise: In the communal spirit of Green Arts Fest and time-honoured rock and roll tradition Craig Gloster, Soyl's vocalist. Uof W drama student.
I-shirt philosopher and Slack mf, wears the logo of a local band not otherwise represented while singing to a youthful crowd of about 1 500. Soyt is just
one of the 20-something bands that recorded an original song for the event's CD spin-off which is selling at various locciions around town .

I have been hosting
Philosophia, a weekly
mosaic of womyn's issues, since 199 l. It
keeps on top of what's
haJSpcning
in
the
womyn's community locally, nationally and
internationally.
It's also a lot of fun meeting and networking with all sorts ol cool womyn. I
try to do live interviews with local and
university women at least once a month.
Otherwise I'll read poetry, short fiction,
or articles written by and for womyn.
1be title of the show was borrowed
from the Wiccadary, a glossary of tenn,;
for womyn wishing to reclaim language
we have lost. (You won't find too many
womyn-centered or womyn-positive
words in the dicJ...1ionaf) ... ) Sophia is
the goddess of wisdom and the root of
philosophy, or "love of wisdom." I always ac;k my guests to lend their words
of wisdom to listeners.
I'm often asked why I use a y in
womyn The Latin prefix wo means o f;
women would mean that womvn were of
men. The word woman can ·he traced
back to the creation mvth in the bible,
where Eve would have· been made out
of Adam's rib, kind of as an afterthought, to serve as man's helpmate.
With Philosophia, I'm jll-;t trying to
dispense some more enlightening and
inspiring information to counter old
ideas, and play some cool music too.
Womyn rule!
II
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Volunteer patrollers needed
- approximately 2 hours per week (or every 2nd week if you can do a weekend shift)

Volunteer dispatchers needed
- approximately 6 hours - one night every two weeks (must be an experienced patroller)

Applications are available at the C.A. W. Centre desk. They
must be returned by 5:00pm on Friday September 23.

Questions may be directed to 253-4232 ext 2416
classifieds

SERVICES
r.=:========Win

PAPERS

base

(APA & other styles)

frest

BSA TYPING SERVICE bane
Specializing in term papers, than
reports & theses

the

1

- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASI

Call Roni at 253-5501rroays, evenings, weekends)

,

SINGLES
Want to be involved in a 1-onrelationship? Want someone b
your side who cares about you at
your needs? Tired of hit and m~
relationships, bar scenes, etc?
Don't like going places or dot
things alone?
Want to meet people m a sa!
confidential environment?
Phone Destiny by Design

948-4128
30% OFF DURING THE MONTHS
OF SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER

-

FOR RENT
For rent: cosy downtown 2-bi
room to share with non-smoke!
male. 10-minute bus ride, half-h
walk from campus; close to mov
cafes. bars. shopping. Very cle:
$275/month including utilities.
mediate. 253-4133.
Furnished house to share, Cot
Ave. near campus, $275 per mcr
includes utilities. Phone 253-29
or 737-6392.

FOR SALE

For sale:
Being a student can be tough. but it docs ha\ c its a(h-antages, like the no-fee Scotia Banking
Advant.ige Plan.
It gi\·es you a dail) interest (hequing account. a <,cotiaCard' banking card and a Classic\ J<,,\ card":
\ \'c also offer le)\\ -inlcrcsl ':>cotia Student Loans,,.
Sign up for the Scotra Banking.\d\antage Plan before '\member 10th. 1994 and vou'JI
autom..itically get a chance to\\ in an IBi\l ThmkPad PS/:'\ote 425 notebook computer. ,
Ju<.t drop into an) Scotiabank branch for full details or call 1-800-9-SCOTIA

Scotiabank .§
t I he BJnk of :\o, ,1 '>e<,ll.i 1cen,l'd ll'l'r of \lark • '>uhJcll 111 cn·d11 ,ipprm .il
Hcgistcrc<l Tr.1de \lark of I he BJnk of ,111 a ';cot1.1.
" I rn<le :-.1Jrk of I he B.mk of :\01 ,1 ~u11,a

1986 Ford Taurus GL
$2999.00 or best offer, as is

Call 254-0414.

EMPLOYMENT
Free travel - no gimmicks are looking for group tour and va,;
tion sales co-ordinators. CALl P.
1-800-661-2369.

Come to The Lance's staff meett
Mondays at 4:30 p.m. in the ba!
ment of the CAW Student cert
Stories and photos for assigned..__
the next issue at this meeting.

--
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NMl,you-can-eat, Ml Day

:w, offer vegetatian pizzas
'1ele d41> ~ 7tde-tua
&~S~

131 Park Street West
Open 7 days
Noon-9pm Sun-Wed / Noon-10pm Thurs-Sat

'----------___;-_.,.

MRY MONDAY
ITARTING SEPT. 26,

~Doughboys fock despite loss of locks
y John Teeter and Jackie Shannon

When the Doughboys took
he stage at California's last
tsiweek, it became painfully obvious that they would be added
o the long list of bands to have
opped their locks.
Ii Are they serious? Is thi~ for
real? Don't they know you
eed a good head of hair to
rock properly? Just as I'm trying to get over my coiffure disappointment, enter lead singer
nd guitarist John Kastner,
9Vith long dreadlocked hair.
1111Well, at least they have one
rocker left.
•
This was the first visit to
Windsor from the Montrealbased Doughboys. It was refreshing to see a Canadian
flCE banu 1.:omt:: to Windsor rather
oers, than detour to that city across
the river which shall remain un-

named.
From the opening song to
the encore, the Doughboys delivered through and through.
Of course, this was no surprise
to their devoted following. Super live shows are what have
made them an underground favourite in North America for so
long. Even though they are one
of the most underrated bands
in the mainstream, they still
pack 'emin.
The "all ages" show was actually one of the reasons there
was such a turnout. These kids
may not be buying booze, but
they are getting up close and
interacting with the band. A lot
of older, drinking age "kids"
missed one of the best shows
Windsor has seen in a while.
The Doughboys rock - even
with the shortage of hair!
Crush, a relatively new band

to the Windsor scene, was one
of two opening bands. The
audience seemed to have mixed
feelings about their all-originals
set; they might have been more
at home at Rumrunners. In any
case, they gave the crowd a
pretty good taste of the hard
rockin' music that will be on
their upcoming CD.
Elephant, the second opening act, were well worth a listen. I first heard them on the
This Is Not A Toy compilation
by London magazine Fringe
Benefits. When playing in London some time ago, I liked
them; they reminded me of
Pond, a Sub Pop act. More aggressive with their new material, the band sounds as if
Henry Rollins were Pond's new
singer- a good combination.
Now if we could get more
shows like this in Windsor ... I!

nma
Motlent Rock• aa.7 FM

PRESENTS

IS>X'I GNYP SPINS A
PSYCHIDEUC
MIX OF MODERN
ROCK 1HROUGH

1000 WATTS OF SOUND
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''JOIN THE FIRM''
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
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1>11 WALKER ROAD I
I W•40 Flt. SEPT tJ I WINDSOR 2S8•11S2
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Lower Level· CAW Student Centre

Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by universrty
physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best
equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us
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GOOD LIFE~CLUB
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

966-6005

t~ee~!

GOOD LIFE~CLUB

t cert

FOR WOMEN

1

1550 Ouellette Street

252-5755
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Your Full Service,
High Speed Copy Centre•••

r;a MR. COPIES
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Lower Level· CAW Student Centre
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ig B sine
By Doug Smith
Canadian University Press

R
.du~
Jser
1e n
1the
t must have beer. V
admit that somewhere beyond his t{ave
vengeance-plagued mind, Valery frilut,
right.
notl
Hard to look past that August a,ract
1993 when the wiry engineering pre 1
turned his threats into deeds, stalki:tep
ninth floor of Concordia Universit)non:
building, pistol in hand, killing fou::am
colleagues and gravely injuring a fit
In an attempt to make sense of
event, Concordia officials struck ar.
independent inquiry to examine th
paper trail of accusations, insinuau
threats left by Fabrikant.
}
The inquiry, chaired by formerobse
University President Harry Arthur:serve
startled at what it uncovered. "We the I
pleasure," their 71-page report con
i
acknowledging that our report leneduc
so malevolent a purpose,•and cre&Corr
unsavoury an individual."
in 1S
Fabrikant, long denied the ten. utili
deserved, was convinced that he v. gain
in a corrupt environment where p: ut~
were more interested in money-llli
opportunities than in genuine rese whi
public funds were paying for priva mid
where scholarship was less import plac
entrepreneurship.
to b
.According to Arthurs and his elitf
Fabrikant's beliefs were correct. C
University is dominated, in the v. con
report, by a "production-driven re: Nor
culture." Professors routinely dot· ~he
not for the university itself, but fc lffif
engineering and 'consulting' cornf wat
Instead of using taxpayer mo: alw
conduct experiments with their c
the public good, these professors recc
government grants, generous uni, aroi
salaries, equipment, and offices a! con
to develop profitable products aTh wh.
for their own companies and th0: the
clients.
The fruits of th.is research are eve
companies, to be hidden from th: a b,
community and the body of pub.
Concordia, in short, has beco uni
'pu
profit-ta.king centre rather than a
knowledge-genera ting centre :~
pay and promotions are derived·
un:
academic merit or seniority, but
successful entrepreneurship."
we
And worse, it's not just Con
Professors at Calgary, Toronto, f un
wi
Victoria - at almost every uruv1
under the same pressure. They a arr.
the business of teaching, of exp! me

.

~

.

~

.

~

-

-

-

.

.

arriage of
vfessing
Rather, they are forced to become
dustnal profiteers, managers, and as Arthurs
:,serves, "the better managers they become,
1e more they are likely to adopt managerial 1ther than acaderruc - values and attitudes.
been What has happened to our universities?
his 'fave their academic principles become so
Fa iluted that scholars are dnven to murder one
nether - or have these principles, in any
;ist iJractical sense, ever existed?
g pr To understand what's gomg on, we need to
:alki:tep back from the flood of events and pose a
rsit)nore fundamental question: What exactly is a
fou::a,nadian university?
a £if
e o:
l< an
et~

uati.

,~

&etait!I »me mentalcultu'H

Arthurs was not the first Canadian to
merobserve that universities have a tendency to
hurserve big-business interests at the expense of
ethe public good.
~0 nc
"The two distmct objects of university
len.education", wrote the members of the Royal
red: Commission on the University of Toronto back
in 1906, "are mental culture and practical
ten utility In recent years the latter has steadily
1e"gained upon the former, owing to the
·e p utilitarian character of the age.11
-m
This was a new development. Uruvers1ties1
rest which had only existed in Canada since the
riva mid-runeteenth century, had until then been
ort places where important people sent their sons
to become well-formed members of the ruling
us elite- to get some "mental culture."
:. C
Universities in those days were largely
e w controlled by religious institutions. Then came
re! North America's newly-minted millionaires,
0 t who considered their ideas to be at least as
1t fc important as those of "the church". They
Jml wanted a bigger cut of the action, smce it had
~~ always been their money paying for the schools
ir,
So they struck a Royal Commission, which
,rs recommended that universities be reorganized
ru around a new model: a Board of Governors,
a: consisting mainly of wealthy businessmen,
5
which would have complete fiscal control over
the university.
The idea was a hit, and today, virtually
every Canadian university is controlled by such
a board.
Business has always had a hand in
universities (and, it should be noted, Canada's
'public' universities are all private
corporations). There have been many
individual hucksters who have used
universities as platforms to earn great personal
wealth, especially during the world wars.
Business leaders frequently described the
university as a "valuable social mvestment,"
with emphasis on the social, since their
ambition was to create more business leaders,
more entrepreneurs, more people who spoke

their language.
But university was university, and business
was business; and for the most part: the two
types of institutions were independent of one
another.
So it was in 1956 that another Royal
Commission, this one on Canada's Economic
Prospects, wrote that universities "are the
sources of the most highly skilled workers" and
called for a vast increase in the number of
university spaces.
Within a decade the student population
increased more than tenfold, giving rise to a
new vision of the university· no longer a
private club for the wealthy and powerful but a
merit-based education open to everybody.
Politicians boasted that Canada's
intelligent, inventive population would be the
envy of all the world.
Also during the fifties Canada's universities
became publicly funded, receiving most of their
dollars through federal government transfer
payments. (A typical uruversity gets two-thirds
of its funds from the government, and a
remairung third from tuition and other sources.)
These payments are delivered by provincial
education ministnes, which also have the
power to regulate universities. In practice,
though, most provinces have let universities
stay relatively autonomous; at least until
recently.
This brief period - from the late fifties
until the mid-seventies - is remembered as the
golden age for Canadian universities.
Governments, scholars, businesses, the vast
majority of individuals - everyone agreed that
our schools should take as many Canadians as
possible and transform them into creative,
cntical, flexible, and inventive individuals And,
for a while, it looked like that was working.

Then things fell apart. With the seventies
came government deficits and politicians who,
quickly forgetting the idea of an educated
populace, began slashing handouts to
post-secondary institutions to such an extent
that student leaders invented the unfortunate
term •to underfund:"
At the same time, large companies were ir1
trouble, with profit margins slippirig and
threatening competition from abroad. Some
business leaders cast hungry glances at
university research labs, full of taxpayer-funded
toys. If only those labs could be used for
product development!
What happened next has been carefully
chronicled by two scholars, Ja nice Newson and
Howard Buchbinder "Busirless is in a
technology squeeze," they write; "universities
are in a financial squeeze and what seems to be
a marriage of convenience is consummated."

•

onven1ence
In the early eighties, the old arm's-length
relationship between business and academia
exploded in a flurry of activity. The campus
was suddenly filled with partnerships,
collaborations, technology-transfer offices,
privately-funded institutions, mnovat1on
centres, spinoff comparues, linkages, centres of
excellence. These arrangements not only gave
businesses free access to university professors,
facilities and labs, they allowed companies to
patent research results, keeping them out of
the public realm.
"In effect/ wntes another historian, "all
products and useful information resulting from
the labour of university scientists is becoming
pnvate property owned by professors, funders,
or the uruversity. This fact transforms the
university's role from that of 'producing' for
the general society to a function more akin to
that of a leased research team."
And government bodies are more than glad
to play along During tl:e eighties, Canada's
grant-givmg org,mizations for science,
medicine, and engineering all redesigned their
rules around a 'partners:iip' model if you're a
professor you have a much better chance of
getting research funding if you're domg it for a
company. If your research doesn't have any
immediate profit-making potential, too bad.
Also, we have seen an enormous shift in
government funding away from 'pure' research
(finding a better way to convert matter to
energy, tracing the origins of life) and into
applied research (building a better mousetrap,
designing cheaper car parts).
Uruversittes, desperate for dollars, have
responded by redesigning their campuses
around the flow of money; if governments and
companies want profit-making research, then
we'll all become applied-science schools. Never
mind if our students all want to be
philosophers, astrophysicists, and musicians.
Many of these changes were made
deliberately and publicly. And most were
orchestrated by the Corporate-Higher
Education Forum, a Montreal-based
organization which brings together the
presidents of Canada's largest universities and
the CEOs of Canada's largest companies.
In the Forum's manifesto, Partnership for
Growth, the "cherished traditions" of higher
education are described as •cultural obstacles"
to be overcome. The Science Council of Canada
- our main public science agency-jumped
on the bandwagon with its book Tht Suvict
University, which calls for the
commercialization of all post-secondary
research.
"In this context/ Newson and Buchbinder
write, "'service1 means a narrow,
uni-directional focus on satisfying the needs of
the corporate sector, rather than a broad focus
on the diverse needs of Canadian society as a
whole. Service to society is equated with
service to industry."
II
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Lancers Shane Beckett (53), Rawl Banton (71) and Dan Comiskey (55) give it their all during the season opener against the McMaster Marauders on Sept. 10. Lancers won 20-15.
J
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Football squad's first win leaves team hopeful
By Robert D. Way
Considering the fact that the
University of Windsor Lancer
football team won three of its
final five games in 1993 and the
year's season opened two
\\Ceks ago, the squad should be
JUst about due for a lengthy lo ing streak. True or false''
l-alse. With the return of
man) kc) pla)ers including

quarterback Roh Zagordo, runmngback
Ross
McK.ibhin,
kicker Andy Vasily and defensive back Wayne Campbell not to mention the good fortune of having a favourable
schedule there's talk the
L,mcers might even be playoff
bound.
But more importantly, hy
picking up where it left off l,1sl
year, the I anccr football tenm

Lancer athletes
of the week
Male
Rich Tremain, who returns to the Ltnccr crosscountl)' team after a one-year ahscncc, finished
second at the Jeff Drenth Memorial Meet at Central Michigan University on Saturday Sept. 10th.
The fourth year social science student finished the
four mile rac.:e in just over 20 minutes. "J remain
passed the three mile marker in seventh place, but
used his exceptional speed to capture the silver,
just one second behind the winner. ·1 remain is a
native of Guclph.

Female
Rita Battocchio, a goal-keeper for the Lancer
women's soccer team was a major factor in the
Lancer's success last week. lbc second year business student recorded a shutout against Rowling
Green on Thurs. Sept. 8th in the Lancer's 3-0 win.
She was also a key factor on Sunday, Sept. 11,
making some excellent saves resulting in a 1-1 tic
with Guelph. Battocchio is a native of Sudbury. I!

has restored a sense of hope,
validity even, lo our football
pr<>!,rram.
In case you're new to the
university, or maybe you just
don't remember the last time a
I ancer football team played in
a playoff game, Brian Mulroney was still sleeping comfortahl) tn a rather famous
house on Sussex Drh e in
Ottawa, ,md the 1 oronto Ma-

plc Leafs were still muddling in
mcdiocritv.
Yes, the year \\as 1990 and
the Lancers, playing in one of
the two Ontario Universities
Athletic Association semi-final
games, were defeated 32-6 hy
the Univcrsitv of Toronto \'arsity Rlues. ·
Since then. however, the
team has lost more than ty,icc
as many games as it has won,

and has yet to make another
post-season appearance.
But wail now, getting hac.:k
to the present, I submit that
one game docs not a succcssful
season make.
Indeed, there can be no
guarantee the Lancers will \\in
enough games this year to
make the playoffs, only speculation.
And hope. thankfully.
I!

Lancer golfing season tees off
By Lance sports staff
Golf i:,, not normally a high profile university sport,
hut that is changing at Windsor.
Last year, the Lancer golf team captured the Ontario Universities Athletic Association (OUAA) learn
title, and Bill Seagris won the Individual title. As well,
Steve I lanna placed second, after Scagris, for the singles title.
This year, the Lancers defend their title with five
veterans and three highly talented and \\ idcly recruited junior golfers. "We're better than last year"
said a very confident Head Coach Jim Weese.
fbc goif team's first action was on 1 uesday, Sept. 13
at the St. Clair Invitatational, held at the Roseland
Golf and Country Club. This was the final evaluation
camp for the team.
Rookie Willie Sutton shot a five-over round of 77,
veteran John I lcaton a 78, md new recruits Jeff Robinson and Jeff Blanchard shot 79 and 81 respectively.
Weese keeps eight players on his roster even though
he only travels with five. He want,; to "simulate the
pressure of games in practice".
Only the top five players can go on to the OUAA.
I lowever, Weese is confident that any five of the eight
can bring the OUM Golf Team Title back.
The first OUAA action for the Windsor team will
be Friday, Sept. 26 at the University of Wate rloo Invitahonal.
!I

I

Lmce photo \ERMA CASTANARES
.ancer golfer conceritraes on the shot.
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Cross-country teams gear up for the season
Windsor recruits
may be the ticket
to the CIAU
championship
By Frederick Beitler

Entering his tenth term as
cross-country coach of the
Windsor Lancers, Dennis rairall is as confident as ever
about the men and women's
teams.

The playing field

JUE
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The women will rely on six
returning athletes and a transfer student in their quest for an
Ontario Women's lnter-universitv Athletic Association title.
The men however will be asking alot of their excellent recruits to carry the weight of this
years team.
Team,; enter seven runners
in the Ontario qualifying race.
The times of the squads' fifth
place finishers arc recorded
against their competitors, to
determine the placement of
each school.
While a school may have
four outstanding runners, if the
bottom three arc unsuccessful
the team will never make it out
of the province. lhc top two individual performers qualify for
the CIAU championships and
the top two teams from Ontario
also advance. Winners from the
Atlantic, Quebec and British
Columbia also qualify.

'The host school has an automatic berth and one wild card
team is chosen from the best
remaining teams across the
country.
For the last several years
Windsor has sported a successful track and field program,
and one would think that the
cross-country program would
be equally as good - not necessarily so.
The difficulties of running a
10 OOO m or 5 OOO metre course,
which includes hills and rough
terrain, docs not guarantee a
track star can always adapt.
Some athletes who excel in ascending and descending hills
can literally leave their track
counterparts in the dust.
Cross-country is also the
most difficult sport to train for
as a team, as each athlete requires different levels of training. It would be foolish to have
the team's star run at a slower
pace just so all athletes train at
the same level.
Without hills and rugged terrain in Essex County Fairall
seeks alternatives to prepare
the squad for competitions. For
the last three years, Fairall has
loaded up the team and driven
to Cass Benton Park m
Northville, Michigan to train.
These weekend sessions simulate what the athletes will sec in
other parts of C.anada.
Recruiting is always a fierce
challenge for Fairall and this
year has been no different. It
can be difficult to attract star
cross-country athletes because
American schools dangling

scholarships make offers which
cannot be refused.
"The top five recruits at the
University of Michigan arc
from Ontario high schcx>ls.
American scouts are literally
waiting at the finish lines of
races for these athletes. In the
U.S. a so-so middle distance
runner has a better opportunity
to receive a scholarship than an
outstanding shot putter because the runner can be maximized for three types of
seasons [cross-country, indoor
and outdoor trackJ," said Fairall.
In spite of this, Fairall believes their are many attractive
reasons for running at Windsor.
The climate is a plus, while
proximity to the United States
also adds to the competition.
''Windsor can offer a high
level athlete a typical schedule
as if he/she went to a United
States school. For example, the
Eastern Michigan University
and Notre Dame lnvitationals
just to name two," said Fairall.
Also, the success of the track
team do~en't hurt either. Windsor houses a top notch training
facility that most schools can't
match. It should he a good year
for Windsor's cross-country
teams, as long as injuries don't
play a si&l'flificant role on the
road to success.

Lancer men
The Lancer men may have
pulled off the biggest coup in
the CIAU, landing the highest
level athlete the program has

ever had. Peter Fonscsa a
graduate of Oregon University
has arrived in Windsor to continue his post gi actuate studies.
Fonseca is the defending
Toronto and Los Angclas
marathon winner, who finished
5th in the 10 OOO meters in the
Commonwealth Games and is
world class athlete.
Returning from last years
squad, Jason Boyle is a for~r
All-Canadian in cross-country
and track. It is hoped that
Bovlc can maintain his form to
give Windsor a solid threesome
- the third link filled by Rich
Tremain, a former All-Canadian track athlete. Tremain is
returning to school after a one
year layoff.
Recruiting on the men's side
this year has been excellent.
Local product Rhys Trenhailc
from Vincent Massey has been
an outstanding high school preformcr.
Mark Kitcly arrives from
London, where his high sch<xil
team represented Canada for
two years in the World I ligh
School Cross Country Championships.
Rounding out the class of '94
is
Drew
MacAulay
of
Goderich, whose current performances have been good.
'Ibe player should do well for
the team.
Also returning from last
years team and expected to
contribute arc Alex Mel cod
and Rvan Leef. "fhe Lancer,
will su.ffer the effects of key
pcrsonel Jason Perto and AllC.anadian Paul Self.

WINDSOR'S NEWEST FULL SERVICE
BICYCLE SHOP
~r

J•

~~-

.

We Know Bikes
.

5409 TECUMSEH RD E. (NEXT TO CANADIAN TIRE)

945.9545
/VEVE~ A

551 PELISSIER

-

COVER K'ITI-I STUC,E/VT IC,

253-3777

Lancer women
The women will benefit this
season from a strong group of
returning veterans. Leading the
charge will be Michelle King, a
fifth year senior and All-Canadian in cross-country and track.
1he Lancers will also reap
the rewards of Guelph transfer
Missy McOcary. 1he Oakvillc
native has competed for Canada at both the junior and senior levels. Her specialty is the
10 OOO meters but she will have
to adjust herself accordingly to
the 5 OOO meter cross-country
races.
Running a solid third for the
Lancers is Jennifer Graham.
Graham also must perform to a
high expectations as coach I·airall believes, "a top 15 performance can be obtained".
For the women to perform
well, they will need good scores
from their fourth and fifth
place runners to challenge for
the OUAA title.
Patricia Klien, Sue Greco or
Marnee Beamish mw,1 step up
to the level needed for the
team to qualify. Beamish is a
second year track specialist
who competes at 600 meter
events, will have to increase
her stamina for this sport.
Rounding out the squad is
returnee Alana Huebert and
Tina Rocnik of Windsor Brennan.
If the Lancer women arc to
advance to the OAU Championship all team members must
run solid races and remain injury free.
I!
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One small (trial)
step in services
The decision to open the CAW Student C:Cntre 's cafeteria for
later hours on a trial basis represents one small step for students
in the fight to maintain services on campus.
While other food venues on campus which have had hours cut
will remain the same
the loss of breakfast at Cafe Chez Vanier.
lunch at Antonelli's - the increase in Marketplace hours is a step
in the right direction.
·
Last year the Marketplace offered services from 8 a.m .. until
6:30 p.m. - during the first two weeks of school, the cafctena was
open until 2:30 p.m.
Indeed, having food services available in the centre 1s important, what's the sense of building first rate facilities if they aren't
used to their full potentiai. What is the point of a building for students that can't offer full services. It is necessary to offer chmce
and convenience to those who use the centre to study and work.
Students who travel from out of town and spend their whole day
on-campus rely on close, quick places to grab a bite before and between classes. Part-time students juggling full-time work and class
also rely on these services. So the longer hours are a victory for
them - for now.
The plan represents a temporary solution, and students can only
count on late meals for a couple of weeks. After the trial period, if
the later hours don't work out, may be back to the drawing board
and budget considerations.
But if student voices can make a difference in the decision to
make an upgrade on a temporary ba::;is, it is possible to find a way
to make permanent changes
The university is here; for students, surely input from students
can make a difference.
l!

Info-highway made
easier for students
Communicating with scholars across the globe will be a heck of a
lot easier with userids available automatic;ally to all enrolled undergraduate students. Take advantage of it.
Acee~ to t:k'-tronic mail, and the Internet - a global computer
network which allows users to communicate quickly and (once you
get the hang of it) easily - can give students the edge in their studies and even m the social sphere. The system has been said to have
endless possibilities.
You can check out librarv resources from home, and if vour
book's not iri, try checking across the border - the "net" (as Internet is usually called) doesn't limit access to just Canadian university campuses Students arc sharing iriformation, and bouncing
ideas off other users on the net too. The research capabilities alone
are incredible.
While the access offered by the university is for scholarly purposes, organizing your resume and portfolio on your e-mail account isn't forbidden. Some students are even finding job
opportunities can be worked out through the experience gained
playing on the info-highway.
With an increasing number of businesses utilizing the system.
you may find joh listings posted on bulleton boards too.
The entertainment value of having a uscrid is part of the allure
as well. Chatting with users from around the world, interacting in
on-line role playing groups, accessing newsgroups and bulletin
boards which explore topics from environmentalism to Star Trek.
You could be lm,1 on the net for a very long time.
With the new open policy why take a stab at it, any student is eligible to start "surfing the net.''
This is the future, folks. Join it.
t!
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letters to the editor
Cuts are out of hand
Dear Editor,

We are writing this letter to
express our dismay about the
cutbacks that have been made
at this so called "institution of
higher learning." lbe last time
we calculated our tuition, it was
in the area of $2600 for both
the fall and winter semesters.
Considering all students must
pay this outlandish fee, one
would think that some services
should be provided.
The other day we wnet to
grab a coffee at the CAWSC
(which by the way we are helping to pay for) but to our surprise everythirigwas closed.
No problem said we, to the
vending machines we went. Unfortunately, the change machine refused to give us change
for our S2 bill.
Bcirig coffee-less and rather
pissed off we went to class, to
find standing room only. Now
that is an environment that is
conducive to learning.
Later on iri the week, we
thought about how fortunate
we were to save our $2 bill, because it contributed to the
$9.88 bill we received when we
purchased a salad and a sandwich to munch on. The shock
didn't set in immediately because of the listlessness that we
were experiencing due to the
half hour line up.
To top thirigs off, we came to
the library on Friday evening at
about 8 p.m. As we approached
the steps, we were surrounded
by darkness. Since when docs a

university library close at such a
ridiculous hour'! (The sigri says
it closed at 6 p.m.). Considering
that some people iri the real
world must work in order to
fund their tuition, weekends
are the only time that they can
come to study and do research.
lbesc people have been de
prived, in our opinion, of something that they have paid for.
We realize that money is
tight, hut the U of W Administration should prioritiz.e the
cutbacks to benefit the best interests of the students. The
time has come for us to stop
putting up with the shit that has
been loaded upon us while we
were off earning a livirig duririg
the summer. We would hope
that the UWSA and the Lance
will truly become student advocates and raise hell over this
pathetic situation.
Brian J. Green
Nursing Society President
Marlene Derbyshire
Nursing Society Treasurer

Call for a new club
Dear Editor,

My name is A..saad Daoud, a
blind student from the Middle
East. I am back to school after
ten years of my graduation.
This time it is more intense,
more acute, and more frustrating. To address this situation. I
believe that something practical
should be done something in
which we as students share and
participate.
I believe a new club should
exist. I here call for the forma·
tion of the Friends of the Dis·
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abled club. A club that wiU
work along with all the entities
and departments that work and
advocate for the Disabled People.
The club should have as its
top priority to facilitate the sociali1.ation, mtegration and tht
adaptation fo disabled people
into the university atmosphere
Assaad Daoud
HistOI')

Fight tuition fee hikes
Dear Editor,

Today's students have to face
many challenges: studying with
a higher debt load, full-tim:
studies with part-time jobs, arx!
tuition fee iricreases.
1l1t: fodt-:ral government is
reviewing our social policy pf(}
grams; reforms to post-secondary education in this reviC\I"
are clear.
The federal government is
looking at " reforming federJ
support for post-secondan
education, including a new approach to student ao;sistancc
... it could irivolve introductior
of income contirigent repa,
ment loans"
Contact your student union
to learn how you can get in·
valved. We need the support o
all members of the Canadian
Federation of Students, includ·
mg you.
The CFS is working to stor
these reforms. Our action ea~
only be as successful as the
people supporting us.
Guy Caron
National Chair, Canadia
Federation of Studenli

racist. ageist. heterosexist, or that maligns
differently·abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them. which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The LEnce promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes
7 The Lance promotes ecological responsibility.
both in content and in its day-to-day workings
Mailing address.
The LEnce
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor. ON
Canada N98 3P4
Telephone: EditonaJ· (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
Advertismg (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Womyn's Centre plans awareness march early
Empowerment
route to saftey
By Lalitta Ghandikota
Spectal to the Lance

I

will
ities
and

Violence agiainst women is
on the rise. In Canada alone, a
women is sexually assaulted
evel) 17 minutes.
On university campuses, rape
is an almost daily occurancc. In
fact, incidents of rape became
so high on campuses, that the
Canadian Federation of Students felt compelled to create
an educational package on date
rape.
Unfortunately, many of these
incidents go unreported due to
fear - fear that they will not
be believed, fear that the perpetrator will escape punishment.
Consequently, the official

number of cases is quite low
(official numbers are those
which arc reported to authorities), and the issue rarely gets
discussed.
To combat the silence on this
subject, the Womyn's Centre
will be having a Take Back the

Night march. The purpose of
the march is two-fold.
First, we would like to send
out the message that women
have vital lives which they will
not allow to be inhibited because of fear. We will come
home at three in the morning,

and \\e will not be afraid.
Second, we would like to use
the march as an educational
tool. Last year during the
march, participants were heckled in the quad.
We would like to send out
the message to these folks that

their behaviour will not he tolerated.
We would also like the young
women to know that they do
not have to tolerate that kind
of behaviour and women have a
support
network
in
the
Womyn's Centre if any prohlem docs arise.
Sadly, 50 percent of sexual
assaults on college and university campuses occur within the
first month of school. I lcncc,
the logic of having the march
early in the school year.
1be march, which is a
women-only event will take
place on Wednesday, Sept. 21
at 8:30 p.m. Participanls will he
meeting at the Grad House.
Bring noiscmakers.
I!
Lalitta Ghandikoza is student
council's J.fomyn'r Issues Coordinator and a second \ear MBA
student at the University of
Windsor
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Student council has
substance
Dear Editor,
Regarding your Sept. 12
(opinion), it is indeed true that
"administration" has been rejected in formulating the new
moniker of the student council,
the reason being that our organization strives to do much
more thatn merely "admistrate". Students must know
what the council docs, and perhaps more importantly, who
they arc and where they are! If
students do not know that the
council exists, then it is not
likely that they will utilize its
services.
Something specifically requiring address in the (opinion)
is the innuendo surrounding
cost of the name change. I
would respond that
1. business cards are required every year (no extra expenditure was incurred),
2. the banners and sinnage
were consciously planned regardless of new name (it was
decided far earlier in order to
allow students to find us),
3. all old stationary/envelopes/letterhead arc still in use
because the corporate name remains SAC until the council
decides to make the official
change (by which time we will
be nearly out of those supplies).
In conclusion on this point,

there was and is no wastage
whatsoever, and I protest the
contrary being printed without
even bothering to consult those
who would have the ability to
prove this claim. Ask!
With regard to the claims
that the council is not focused
on issues such as tuition and
student rights, I would respond
that l wish someone from the
Lance had come to speak with
the executive about their initiatives in these important areas.
Instead, our Lance exposu,c
has centred on image and not
substance. It is one thing to deprive the examined of a defence, but it is quite another to
withhold a fair hearing.
I hope that students will ultimately decide the merit of this
council's actions. It is my hope
that the new council will he
measured by results, and not
words. I am confident that students will agree that nothing
has been planned, attempted or
implemented without the students' he!it interest in mind.
Sincerely,
C. Mark Robson
VP University Affairs

Pro-lifers ok
Dear Editor,
Crave excitement'? Take a
morning cruise down by Windsor's hospitals where, according
to what Angie Slingerland
would have you believe (the
Lance, Sept. 6) mobs of "anti-

choice" pro-life "terrorists" arc
threatening to lynch Windsor's
last abortionist as he hurries
fearfully to work Or, better yet,
come watch these same "raging
maniacs" as they take over the
city's streets on Life Chain Sunday, Oct. 2, assaulting women
on the sidewalks and harac;sing
passing motorists, shouting cpithetc; and oozing derision.
What? None of these things
are happening in Windsor?
What, then, is the real reason
for the lack of abortion providers in this city'! Could it be that
some doctors have principles of
their own?
As for me Ms. Slingerland,
protector of the weak and oppressed, may I suggest that she
take some time off from spewing anti-life (two can play at
this game) rhetoric in the Lance
and find out what this debate is
really all about. It would be a
refreshing change.
Brian O'Neill
Year Ill

Food Services not bad
Dear Editor,
I am writing this in response
to both your Editorial and your
article regarding Food Services
cuts. I feel your article missed
some important information
and would like to submit the
following:
1. 'Ibe Food Service program
for 1994-95 was finalized with
the Food Service Advisory

Board in March 1994.
2. "Ibe cost structure connected with the March 1994
program changed in late May,
when it was learned that all
part-lime wage rates would
have to be negotiated.
3. Food Services has a breakeven mandate and changed
wage rates necessitated a review of our 1994-95 business
plan. We, along with our clicntele, students, staff and faculty,
were then faced with the following alternatives, given our
expectations for a revised cost
structure: increased prices, decreased service, reduced quality, combination of the above.
4. Unfortunately, members
of the Food Service Advisory
Board were unavailable in May
for consultation. I lad FSAB
been able to meet, we do not
believe that it would have
changed the unpleasant alternatives we were faced with.
5. A thorough review of the
March 1994, blLc;incss plan was
made in order to arrive at the
least disruptive alternative. An
increase in price beyond inflationary adjustments was not acceptable, nor were we prepared
to reduce the quality of product
purchased.
It was then our challenge to
re\-iew all outlets and all scn·ices with the objective of reducing services that were least
utilized in the prc,fous year,
and correspondingly would be
the least disruotive to all users.

As a result, the hours of service

and accompanying locationc;
advertised in the l.ance were finalized.
I would also like to clarify
several misunderstandings that
were presented in last week's
copy of the Lance. It should be
noted that Vanier Hall is not
the only option for supper.
Pizza can be ordered from Antonclli's between the hours of 6
p.m. and midnight every day of
the week. Buffet dinners arc offered in lhe University Oub,
Wednesday, 'Thursday and Friday evenings from 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. lbe Crocodile Grill is
open Monday. Tuesday, and
Wednesday evenings from 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. Dividends in
the Odette Building, is open
until 9 p.m., Monday through
Thursday. Beginning Monday,
Sept. 12 the CAW Student
Centre Kiosk will offer an expanded variety of products,
which will include sandwiches,
salads, and other light snacks,
Monday to Thursday, from 2:30
until 10 p.m.
'There is no easy solution to
the dilemma we face. It is unfortunate that the timing precluded any thorough discussion
with the Food Services Advisory Board.I would like lo solicit the suggestions any student
may have, given our situation,
by writing to me directly c/o
CAW Student Centre.
J. David .McMurray
Director of Student Services

around cam us

What does the Quebec election mean to Canada?
"I have
clue."

"More controversy - the increa.,;ed possibility that Quebec
might separate!"

Linda Garrisi
Year I Drama

"I have no idea
and I don't cnrc."

no

Mark Vriurte
Year DI History

Daryl Sneath
Vear I Computer Scientt and Physks

"That
they
could ::.eparatc? I
guess I don't
know..."

Candy Donaldon
Year I Biology
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Continuing
.1 The Computer Centre continues its free
7'" seminar series of program training with
Introduction to UNfX This seminar is
offered Sept. 26. Sept. 28. or Oct. 17.
The first seminar on Introduction to
Windows is offered Sept. 27 & 29.
Attendance is by registration only. Call
the HelpOesk at ext. 4440 to register.
.1 The Academic Writing Centre offers free
J6 workshops on a variety of essay skills,
from grammar to research. Stop by 470
Sunset Ave. or call ext. 3405 for a full
schedule or to register.

Windsor's native
Len Wallace will
display his vocal
virtuosity and
accordion accuity
at Mackenzie Hall
Saturday, Oct. 1.

La The Art Gallery of Windsor presents an

1W exhibition of puppets by Windsor
company Join Hands, in the children's
gallery until March 1995. 3100 Howard
Ave. (Devonshire Mall). 969-4494.

JiAssumption

University has a cost
supper every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. Call
973-7033.

..-The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.

Wednesday, September 28
..-The Co-op Education & Student
Placement Office presents Career Fair
'94, a chance to explore career paths
and meet with employers in the
Ambassador Room, CAW Student Centre
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Dress for sucess
and bring your resume!

exhibition, Windsor: Ford
City by Rosemary Donegan

Monday, September 26
ll The Kinotek Film Society presents

X Jean-Luc Godard's Sympathy For the

Devil Today and Tuesday at 9 p.m In
the Capitol Theatre, 121 University Ave.
West. Admission $4.50. Call 971-5160.

ll The Windsor Film Theatre presents

X

Cronos and Tokyo Decadence all this
week at 2135 Wyandotte St. W. for
$4.25. Call 254-FILM for showtimes.

Tuesday, September 27
The Psyc.hology Club wm hold Its first
meeting in the Oak Room, Vanier Hall at
5 p.m. Memberships $3. newcomers
welcome.
' .. Everyone Is welcome to attend a mee~ng
/ for all Pakistani students in Trillium
Room B. Vanier Hall at 5:30 p.m Call
Alia at 253-6715 for more information

Friday, September 30
.1 The Humanities Research Group
7'" presents Richard 8. Lee of the University
of Toronto. on The Public, the Private
and the
World System:
the
Jul'hoansi-!Kung Today in the Oak
Room, Vanier Hall 8 p.m.- For
information. call ext. 3508.

rib The Lancer Golf Classic tees off at

J'"J a.m at the Sutton Creek club.

t
•
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lnterVarsity Chrhitian Fellowship meets
at lunch every Friday in Vanier cafeteria,
noon -1 pm

.. OPIRG Windsor has meetings every
Wednesday upstairs at the Grad House
at 5 p.m. Everyone is welcome to learn
Saturday, October 1
more about our research, action , and .
education on social justice and •Windsor Folk presents a concert
featuring Bobby Watt and Windsor's own
environmental issues.
Len Wallace with Martin Smit at
\. .The Capitol Theatre presents Sloan. live
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich St.
'& 1n concert. 121 University Ave. W.
Tickets $7, $5 for members at
Tickets $10 in advance from the box
Mackenzie Hall, Southshore Books, or
office, 253-n29.
Casa Chavera.
.. Windsor Society of Criminology will
-/ Everyone is nvited to Caribbean Night
/ hold Its first general meeting in the Oak ., '94 featuring DJ K.LC. and contests at
Room, Vanier Hall, at 6 p.m. - It will
the Asylum Dance Pub, 8 p.m. $5
end in time for 7 p m. classes New
admission.
members welcome.

'fll multi-media

and Krijn de Koning. 109 University Ave
W . call 977-6564 for information.

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will
discuss the topic "What is Discipleship?"
in the Rose Room, Vanier Hall, 5:30 p.m.

/

1.- The Art Gallery of Windsor presents the j
1- Artclte presents two installations by
'fll Amsterdam artists Dominique Pelletey

t
•

Every Wednesday at noon. CJAMfm 91.5
features Radio Amnesty, human rights
reports from Amnesty International
Group 22 in W111dsor.

Sunday, October 2

l

with Susan Hatg at Assumption
University, 2 p.m For information, call
973-7033

~ University

Players presents the comedy
.. Charfey's A1.11t. Sept. 28-0ct. 2 in the
Essex Hall The.ire. Admission $11-13
Call the box office at 253-4565.

..-Law school bound? John Richardson.
author of Mastering the LSAT and Lew
School 801.11d will present a free seminar
on the admissions and LSAT processes
in the Moot Court, Law Building, 5 p.m.

.1 The U of W Bookstore presents its End
7'" of Summer Sidewalk Sale (weather
pennitting) with unbelievably low prices,
Odette Esplanade, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

l

The Windsor Symphony Orchestra's
of Baroque series presents music
by Handel. Teleman. and Molter at All
Saints' Church at 7:30 p.m For tickets,
call the Cleary Box Office at 253-6579.

I '- Best

Thursday, September 29
..-The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre.

The Christian Culture Series presents

8 the Windsor Symphony String Quartet

.1 The AIDS Committee of Windsor will
7'" hold a 10-km pledge walk for support
and education programs The walk will
begin and end at Dieppe Park, starting at
11 a.m. (sign up at 10 a.m.) For
information or pledge sheets. call
973-0222 or ext. 3465

t
'•

Assumption University invites all
students to Mass !n the second floor
chapel at noon. Phone 973-7033

Monday, October 3

!

The lance invites all students interested
in volunteenng to come to our staff
meeting every Monday at 4:30 pm In
the Lance office, basement of the CAW
Student Centre

II. The Klnotek Film Society presents
X Werner Herzog's The Enigma of Kaspar
Hauser. Today and Tuesday at 9 p.m In
the Capitol Theatre, 121 University Ave.
West Admission $4 50. Call 971-5160.
Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
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olunteer Fair: Opportunities '94
explore the benefits of v0/unteering \Mth 50 agencies
[i1 CAREER GROWfH

@PERSONAL GROWfH

1tJ RELAllOf\BHIP BUILDING

0

EXPERIENCE

1tJ REFERENCES

@ AWARENESS

@ COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT

1tJ SKILLS

Tuesday, September 27, 1994 1Oam - 3pm
University of Windsor, C.A W. Studentt Centre,
Ambassador Auditorium (upstairs)
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Sponsors.· United WJy of Wndsor-Essex County,
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Wndsor-Essex A5sociation for \i)lunteer Mministration.
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Total operating hours per week for selected Ontario university libraries
Lance oraphic !MRTINA OBERSAT

Before the cuts this year. Windsor's Leddy library was one of the most accessible in the province

Leddy Library cuts back hours
By Matt Mossman

Finding a quiet place to
study is about to get harder for
University of Windsor students,
say critics of cuts in the I.eddy
I ihrarv schedule.
Besides a crunch during
exam season, said fourth year
economics student l·nc Ostrogonac. "J xpect longer line<; at
the circulation desk."
I·ormerl) open until 11:4"
p.m. seven days a week, the library will open at 8 a.m. Monday to 1-riday, and close at 11
p.m. Monday through lbursda), and I> p.m. 1-riday. It will
open on "eekends from 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m.
Although the CAW Student
Centre is open 24 hours, many
students have complained it is
too noisy for studying. On-campus residents in particular say

they fear that with I.eddy
closed, they will be at a disadvantat,TC, since it is difficult to
study late without disturbing
roommatcs.
University Lihrarian Gwen
Fhbctt acknowledged there will
be a shortage of study space
She pledged to support any initiative to open other areas on
campus, such as classrooms, as
study space. While this cannot
replace access to materials, she
said, the cuts were dictated by
economic necessit).
Besides a 4.5 percent cut for
1994-95, l eddy's budget is facing a 3.5 percent cut in each of
the next two ycar'i, Inc damage
increai;cs \\hen inflation is
added into the equation.
This year's budget cut no
other lihrary services, hut staff
currently on lca\c cannot be replaced Spokesperson Cathy

Maskell estimates the shorter
hours \\ ill eliminate three to
four part-time student johs.
.Although library administration has made the purchase of
new materials a high priority, a
free1.e in the acquisitions
hudgct coupled with the rising
cost of resources means a decrease there as well.
A stud) h) I edd) staff determined lo" use of the lihr.U)
during the hour., cul. It also
found the l .cddv had one of the
longe,;t schedules in the provmce. Maskell said a similar
study will re-evaluate the
changes to shape dedsinns lor
next year
]be nc" l.edd) hour-; "ere
nppro,ed by Ser1.1te in Mc1rch,
on the rccommendauon of its
lihrarv committee, which includes professors from e<1Ch
faculty, and three students.
I!
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01TAWA (CUP) - lbe
federal government is discussing plans to eliminate the entire
$2.3 billion education transfer
payment to the provinces, according to the draft of a discussion paper to be officially
released Oct. 3.
'Ibe provinces will not he
able to make up the shortfall,
and will pass the costs onto students, says Fran~ois Dumaine
of the National Anti-Poverty
Organization (NAPO), the national lobby group that first obtained the draft.

lbe first batch of graduate
students enrolled in the School
of Nursing's Master of Sciences
program are still on the job.
The program, in its first year,
was designed to cater to nursing grads pursuing a masters
degree on a part-time basis.
Students can continue working
for two of the three years required by the program.
Only five other Ontario universities offer a graduate program in nursing, and graduate
coordinator Janet Rosenbaum
says that Windsor's approach
puts a whole new spin on
graduate studies. "Some programs actually discourage parttime students.''

Preparing graduates
The program, which has
been developed over 10 years,
is intended to "prepare graduates for advanced nursing practice, and address societal health
needs relating to health promotion and illness pre\ention."
lbat it is friendly to part
time students !:,rrew out of demand,
Rosenbaum
said.
"Agencies (hospitals, etc.) "ere
a~king for it."
University president Ron
Ianni said this link with the
profe sional community j.; "hc11
distinguishes the school...It is
natural for us to be \\orking
with professional programs.'·
But the demand \\as not JUSt
from employers. Potential students find a part-time grad pro-

Fierce competition
"O>mpetition \\as fierce and
the calibre of our students is incredible," said Rosenbaum. If
the program goes well admissions may increase, hut the decision is in part dependent on
funding.
"For programs that are primarily geared to \\Omen in the
S)Stcm, resources tend to be
scarce," Rosenbaum said. lbc
limited resources in the school
of nursing may present a prohJcm for more than just grad students.
Although the school has increased its load, the number of
full-time faculty has remained
the same. While the school has
hired sc,;sional instructors to
cover the additional work created by the grad program, the
transit10n mav be difficult for
faculty and undergrads.
''I'm very concerned because
I don·t \\ant the master,; program to result in lhe haccalau
reate students <,uffermg," said
Rosenbaum.
But undergraduate Nursing
Society president Brian Green
said the demand prm cs the
new addition is "a great idec1 ··
"Now that we ha\e a masters
program, perhaps we could
look into a PhD pro1:,rram,·· he
s~d.
~

Tuition quadrupled

I

This could mean that by
1996, students will pay more
than quadruple what they do
now.
"The government is looking
at totally redefining its role,"
Dumaine says. "It's a move
~rom the government to privatr7.c education."
The main reform outlined in
the paper encourages "personal
~nd family investment in learning."
In February, Martin's federal
budget fro,.c transfer payments

for welfare and education programs for three years at their
1993-94 levels.
But the discussion paper is
looking at deeper cuts.

Reform options
Options for reform in the paper include:
• terminating cash transfers in

1996-97;
• reducing cash tran,;fers by
$600 million starting in 199697; or,
• phasing out cash transfers
more gradually over a period
of several years.
Louise Carriere, spokesperson for the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), which
also received a copy of the
draft, says she fears the federal
government will attempt to replace its funds to education
with a voucher !>)'Stem to each
student.
She says this might amount
to an individual loan for what
would he the cost of tuition
without federal subsidies.
No replacement for the lost
funds was discussed in the paper, besides suggesting a "more
comprehensive approach to
student assistance."

"Students might he facing

$10,000 in tuition per year,"
Carriere says. "'Iben they
would have to turn around and
get a loan."
Dumaine agrees that students may face higher tuition
and larhrcr loans.
"It will hecome like a mortgage that you look at taking 20
to 25 years to repay," Dumaine
says.
Debora Brown, a spokesperson for the federal Department
of Human Resources and Development, says the final discussion paper may he nothing
like the draft paper, which wa,;

1

gram alluring as v.ell. About
100 people showed for an initial information session, and
eventually 40 applicants jostled
for 10 openings in the first
class.

Ottawa considering eliminating transfer payments for education
By Ryan Nakashima
The Charlatan
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New grad nursing
program caters to
part-time students
By Teena Ward
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How does Leddy rank?
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leaked in August.
"What you have arc draft
documents, but I can't say if
that's in the paper or not," she
said.

CFS organizing
The CFS is organi,fog a campaign against the possible cuts
for October, when the federal
government will hold public
consultations on the final paper. Legislation co\Jld come
within one or two years.
The CFS also opposes an income-contingent
rcpa)mcnt
loan system, which is suggested
in the draft.

Income-contingent
repayment loans, in which the borrower pays back the loan
through a percentage of his or
her income after graduation.
have hccn slated for pilot projects in several provinces.
Financing and other details
for these pilot projects have not
been finalized, says Carriere.
NAPO is also planning on
organi7jng with its member
groups to oppose the plan during the October consultations.
Its members include local antipoverty groups, student associations and food banks across
Can~a.
m

...
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A night to remember:
4,000 fans rock
Lancapalooza festival
By Cheryl Clark

The Lance's candid
camera captured
this spontaneous
burst of enthusiasm
(above) as rabid
fans cheer Spirit of
the West lead singer
John Mann (left) at
~capalooza at St.
Denis Sept. 17.

Chris Maich's presidential
campaign promise became a
night to remember for an estimated crowd of 4,000 at last Saturday's first ever Lancapalooza.
Windsor's answer to Lollapalooza was a success for the University of Windsor Students
Alliance, according to Vice President Secretary Joe Barile.
1he event, which was to feature
nine bands, went with only one
hitch - lbe Nev. Ministers were
unable to attend because the lead
singer came down with laryngitis.
Lancapalooza also included an
outdoor festival in the afternoon,
featuring a hodgepodge of activities that included booths and displays set up by local cultural
groups as well as the university's

own clubs and societies.
Although the final figures r
not in yet, the UWSA set forth
its Lancapalooza quest "
hopes of breaking even. k.
profits from the festiVIties
benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Fo11
dation, the new Sports Inj
Oinic at the St. Denis Centre
the UWSA.
For his part, UWSA presi<k
Chris Maich praised UWSA s
volunteers, bands, students
89:X, for making the day possi
"We felt we worked hard
bring the community and
dents of Windsor tO!:,JCther in
place,'' Maich said. "The ,ol.
teers, security, the administrat
and finance departmcnb,
bands and the booking age
worked together like a well-a
machine."

• I,you-can-eat, NI Day

• offer vegetarian pizzas
~e 4/40, ~
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131 Park Street West
551 PELISSIER

Open 7 days
Noon-9pm Sun-Wed / Noon-10pm Thurs-Sat

Our Daily Special Won't Burn
a Hole in Your Pocket!
We're open and we're "smoking hot", but our kitchen is temporarily down.
Our Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Specials...

The Bie, Bie, Bie Bureer

1/3 pound of beef, up to 20 Toppings and fries ................................ $2.95

Chicken Wines

-Iv:

20<t each (in orders of 10)

Wines &Skins

Our world famous Chicken Wings and potato skins ......................... $4.99

Wines &Ribs

Our diabolically delicious ribs with
fabulous chicken wings (yum!) ......................................................... $5.99

I

Will be back SOON!!!!... for now we're offering.. .
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Fresh Deli Sandwich,
:
I
I
•I
Piled High and Priced Real Low ...... $1.95
•I
I

I

:
I
•I

Fresh Deli Sandwich
:
I
and Soup and Salad Bar ................ $2.95 •I
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Where Students Take Their Recess!
..

755 Ouellette Avenue • Downtown Windsor • 256-2385

The Bell Real Plus"' long distance savings plan
gives you all the savings in one simple plan.
Sl~tPLY BE1TER

Have you been waiting for a brand new way to save on long
distance? If you spend $15 or more a month on eligible long distance: and want to save with no sign up fee: or monthly fees, then
the Bell Real Plus savings plan is for you.You get real savings, and
best of all, it's free.

BETTER SAVINGS

With the Bell Real Plus savings plan, you get an automatic 20%
discount on the 3 numbers you spend the most calling each month
in Canada and the U.S. You also get a 15% discount on all other
eligible long distance calls, no matter who, when and where you
call. Plus, earn rewards for your long distance spending throughout the year for additional savings.

BEITER VALUE

'\'ow is the time to start saving with the Bell Real Plus savings plan.
T he combined features add up to real savings and the plan applies to
caJls you make with your Bell Callmg Card services.

Visit your nearest Bell Phonecentre ' store or call 310-Bell. (310-2355)

Bell

Long Distance Savings Plan

Wednesday

Fridays

R_f.TRO

VIT
Coming Saturday, Octoller lst · 8q1ft JJJ (ro!ft :,oronto
B.S.A. Presents Heape Nigltts at the Pub.
.•:

...

MUST BE 19 & OLDER. PROPER I.D. REQUIRED

Large Selection of good clean preownedi
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
at MacU\REN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.
East

Long live the Lance.
Pick it up.
Every Monday.

Equipment on DiBplay Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

The Executive of the UWSA would like to filn.CMt:.ly
thank those who participated in the organizing and
il

staffing of Lancapalooza Music Fest '94.
Without these people we would not have been able to
bring such an event to the U of W, nor would it have
been such a huge success: An extra special thank
you goes out to the following:

Cst ..J1ne ..eb anc
Jo.,,.. Vc:raor. {Mol50n)

.Jc:ff 11unter

o.. :;' ;:

A V E 'Tu~u:nseft Ma )

Jasor> Fa~row

Darrel" Rc:vc:11 (89X)
Tern Biehop
Keri F1tzmorrs

Trc:55a Barnc:5
Cr.,,st na Capaldi
Co e~n Jacobs
0
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Homecoming happens
ry Dave Garcia

opener
It's not even a parade, Rohson said, because lack of inter
est convinced student council
not to hold one. "Most people
thought that it was pretty
lame."
Besides football, I Iomecoming weekend was m ,uked hy
class reunions for the faculties
of human kinetics and engineering, the schools of nursing
and dramatic art and the chem
istry department.
Chemistry held a :-.ymposium
in honour of Roger 'lhibert, a
founder of the university's clinical chemistry program who retired in the spring.
I!

Fall is upon us, and that
ncans that football is in scsion, and that means that
lomecoming is upon us.
U of W kicked off this week~ n d with class reunions, as well
11 a game against the York
niversity Yeomen, losers of
1 straight games.
What is Homecoming ex1ctly?
Well, according to Mark
obson, student council's vice
resident University Affairs,
It's really just one big party
veekcnd where we celebrate
~
football team's home

Therapeutic Touch Workshop
A workshop to awaken your potentials for helping
others With your natural body energies.

Oct. 1, 15, Nov 5 from 9:30 to 4pm
$45.00, $50.00 at the door (Visa accepted
Lunch on your own. Wear comfortable clothes and
bring a pillow. Seating is limlted.

S1.N,11ll'f +l1.all11(J C1.11l,N,
2685 Lauzon Rd. , Hawtliorn Pla.za.

1

llair Removal
,;._

~~e

natural way -

the safest and mM effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

~J

body

,uoanno·

J.00% IYatural Product Used

environmentally Prloadlg
Safe and OenUe for everyone
Pree Professional Consrdtatlon
Try i t, you'll never go back to razors
o r painful waxing agalnrn

1456 St. Clair

w

975-7177

,C

1923 Femdale ----=-------------

944-4745

(l\e do men.s 6aclts d' Chests

RX

~

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE YOUR

%DIS OUNT

M i:c: Hod9c:K nson
s G et:t
Kn5 Tozer
lselly Brown (89X)
Cst. l=loyd Port<:~

launc: McCaffrey
Dc:bl:11c: Uniac
Vernon Petc:r5
Alea Simmons
Gord Kerr

Lisa Jarvis
Linda Smith
Ian Bi5tany
Mat Zuidema
Lori Marc:ntetU:
Jona& Barisa5

N°l"O

Bc:..,c:oc:tt Bar>d Ayd

Jar>1c: Fox
Ztfe!'lka f'Etn-an
Winasor Po 1cc:
C5t. Briar> Peppe~
J.u c: nq 5
St Jo11n'5 Arr:bu
Thom Kri::ot (89X
Allli;on Campbell
Rot,yn Hnc
Lisa Lalonde:
M che le: Turgeon
Scott Doughty
Ranla Ma5ad
Yanna McGraw
Joanrw Bc:nc:vidc:&

~

The Emergency Medical Staff, Sec urity Staff,
Club5 and Societies for 5ettlng up booth5,
All the voluntur5 wno worl:ed 13+ hour5,
And the Guye who won:ed in "The: Pit~

and finally,
Food and Conference Servicc:6, Dennis Haetln96. Physical Plant Staff.

Coke Everfree;b Ho5tee;e; Little Geae;ar.s

~~

Unlverslly o f Windsor Students' Alliance
L'Assoe1ot10n des l:tudlonts de l'Untverslt~ de WlndSOI
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Women march for safety
By Lance News Slaff
and Xiamara Martell

Thurs. Sept. 29

Sat. Oct. 1, From T.O.

~ Garden Weasel SQUIRREL~
Frl. Sept. 30

t! Monster Cats

Despite low turnout, organizers are confident that a Sept. 21
Take Back the Night rally got
their message across.
"We were
loud,"
said
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Myrna Chan. The all-women
event was meant to increase
awareness of safety issues.
About a dozen protesters
marched through campus carrying placards and shouting slogans. Chan said the numbers
were
disappointing.
She
pointed out that normally the
demonstration is held in March
to coincide with International
Women's Week, but organizers
moved it ahead to promote
safety during the first month of
school. when a greater number
of sexual assaults usually takes
place.
According to student council's Womyn's Issues O,ordina-

ARE YOU
HAVING
SEXIN
THE DARK?

tor, Lalitta Ghandikota the i~.
sues addressed by the demon.
stration have been heard
before. "We sent out the mes.
sage that we won't be afraid if
we want to come home at 5
a.m.... it is a woman's right not
to afraid."
Ghandikota said women in.
volved in the march hoped to
publicize that problems or
women's saftey do exist on the
campus. To protect the privacy
of victims, sexual assault cases
reported on campuses are often
not made public. In addition,
Ghandikota said many women
do not report incidents of sex.
ual assault, so students may not
realize the danger on the cam.
pus.
Despite efforts like the blue
emergency
lights
installed
around campus and the student
patrol service, Ghandikota said
the university has a way to go
before women feel complcteh
safe.
·
"Campus police have 3 offi.
cers on duty only, I feel that
there should be more officers
- and not only officers but
education at the residences and
stronger policies at the university," she said. She said better
lighting in dark areas is also
part of the solution.
The Womyn's Centre is planning another Take Back the
Night march later in the year.
Chan said that advertising
more on-campus should improve attendance next time.
The next march will be held
near the date of the Dec. 6 vigil
in honour of the 14 female students killed at Montreal's
Ecole Polytechnique.
!
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Some say ignorance is bliss.

ls

When it comes to sex, ignorance is far
from bliss. It's just plain dangerous.

s
s
f

If you want to do the smart thing,

C

•

get out of the dark.
Find out how HIV/AIDS and other
STDs are transmitted.
Use condoms. Not occasionally,
not usually, but always.
Talk. Talk to your partner. Your friends.
Your doctor.

If you're embarrassed about buying condoms,
remember that after you've bought them once
it will be much easier. Being embarrassed
is a small price to pay for your health.

If you know someone with HIV infection or AIDS,
reach out to them and break the silence.
No more fear. No more ignorance.

The Lance presents

Peter
Werhe

a

a

~

of WRIF and the Fifth estate

®Ontario
For more information catl the Ontario Ministry of Health AIDS
Hotline: 1-800-668-2437

speakmg mconference room I
second floor. CAW Student Centre
SatW'llay. October l 8:00 p.m.

f'ree ndm1ss1on~
Call 253•'1232. exl 3909 for mfo
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Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
Ma e o female rt yo..i wan tc
we1gnt or tone-up we are tne o
people to see Staffej t:>y un,ver&
ohys1ca education graduates who
have oeen professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very bes•
For the most in fac1.1t1es the oes
equipment 1n tne wor1o and
professional one-on-one service, try i..
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Students shared
summer recovery
says they were attending summer school.
"Most of the survey is anecOTTAWA (CUP) - Stu- dotal There were probably a
dents recovered this summer few more jobs for students, hut
along with the rest of the econ- not that many."
Statistics Canada surveved
omy. says a monthly Statistics
Canada emplo)ment survey re- about 58.000 households e\;Cl)
month this summer. I hose
leased Sept. 9.
I or tne first time in five aged 15 to 24 who attended
vcars. tne summer unemplov- school during the summer were
mcnt rate among returning SlU- not counted as hemg part of
the labour Iorce
dcnts aged 15 to 24 dropped Students lookmg tor work in
to an average of 16 percent m
Newfoundland were tne \\Orst
1994 from 18 percent in 1993.
lbc 1993 rate was the high- off in the country - 31.5 perest summer unemplo\mcnt rate cent of them could not find
in 10 years. Until this year, it jobs. Saskatche\\ an studcnls
had increased from 9.5 percent were the best off - 11.4 percent stayed unemployed.
m 19K9
Marc Levesque, an official at
But this summer's slight deStatistics
Canada, says the surn casc
in
unemployment
among students still leaves vey is representative of current
some representatives skeptical times.
·'During a recession the rates
that students arc participating
usually go way up and they go
in the eco nomic recovery.
Jocelyn Charron, a Canadian down during the boom years."
Levesque says the survey
Federation of Stude nts researcher, says the survey's re- shows that the economy is getsult is skewed because fewer ting be tter but says it's still too
students were in the labour early to tell if the trend will
I!
force this summer. Instead, he continue.

.0

$

By Anthony Pangalos
The Charlatan

GOOD LIFE~CLU
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

966-6005

GOOD LIFE~CLU
FOR WOMEN

1550 Ouellette Street

252-5755

_)

Student wins free tuition
Tbomas Luxford can go to
school free at least for one
year.
The first year
human kinetics
student won a
year's worth of
tuition in a
draw held by the Alliance of
Collegiate Excitement (ACE),
a club which organiz.es social
events.
The tuition draw, worth
about $1300, was the highlight
of Frosh Week activities organized by ACE.

campus
clips
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Two to join ranks of
University Professors
Philosophy
prof
Ralph
Johnson and political science
prof Walter Soderlund have
been named University Professors, Windsor's highest academic ranking. They join nine
others holding the prestigious
position.

Un~versity to honour
Body Shop owner
The University of Windsor
has announced it will confer an
honorary Doctor of Laws de-

gree on Body Shop Canada
president Margot Franssen at
the fall convocation Oct. 15.

Speaker to share tips
on law school entry
Want to get into law school?
Author John Richardson will
address the applications and
LSAT processes at a pre-law
information seminar in the
Moot Court, Sept. 28 at 5 p.m.
Don't be
surprised if
Richardson tries to shill his
books, "Mastering the LSAT
- How to Prepare Effectively
and Successfully" and "Law
School Bound - How to Get
into Law School and Become a
Lawyer in Canada and the
U.S."

Task force plans
October report
The university's Strategic
Planning Task Force will r~lease a preliminary report m
October to focus discu~ion on
academic priorities, programs
and related structures.
Following a series of open
meetings to review its findings,
the task force plans to present
a final draft to Senate in December.

\

CAREER FAIR '94
Wednesday, September 28
From 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Ambassador Room
CAW student centre

Explore career paths
Meet with employers
co-op Education & student Placement Office

~

n George Orwell's novel 1984
the proletarian class is fed a
new pop song every month. Orwell even provides the lyrics to the
April bit song. In a similar fashion,
the current trend of the month arowid
these parts is The Information (Super)Highway. When tbe Globe and
Mail begins to read like Wired magazine, when the CBC runs specials on
convergence and the 500 channel wiiverse, we can all guess what the flavour of the month is.
What the information (super)highway means for most of us is: I can't
understand it, and I can't afford it.
No matter how user-friendly the technology and applications get, the majority of it remains a fear-driven
purchase.
Your allegiance to the technology is
probably going to be based on the
same psychological forces that maintained the Haitian military Junta in
power. Raw, violent greed and abject
fear. This is no way to run a future,
but because we live in a market economy, it is the way things get done.
Without a Pentium/Power-Mac, 16
megabytes of 60ns. ram, l gig scsi II
drive, 3x speed CD rom, 17'' svga .28
NI monitor, 600dpi colour flatbed
scanner, 600 dpi postscript laser
printer and 28.8 fax-modem, you
might as well quit university now!
(Tech-heads among you are already
going ... heh ... that's obsolete! You
need a 351 Windsor engine dropped
m with supercooled dilythium subwoofers and pesto sauce!)
No bucks, no Buck Rogers!
You will be swept away to make
room for the strong! Resistance is futile, you will be assimilated!
Lookout, Jenny, the gic:;mt robots are
coming ...

•••
Catered consent

In all fairness, I must mention that
there are a few exceptions, but these
are few and far between in the "media". By definition, the "media" is
something owned by some remote
monolithic power that is telling you
what to agree on, so you will shut the
f*"* up, get to work. and let the chosen leaders run things in a way that
makes them enough money to send
their brats to an exclusive prep
school. It has the same relation to reality as the social services department has to the job market.
Noam Chomsky had it backwards:
we want our consensus manufactured
for us, and plopped on our plates. Alright! Everybody buy this, and everything will work. The rains will fall! The
crops will be plentiful!
In fact, the future will be only what
the great lurking mass of us decide to
patronize. The future is like a dance
party: if no one shows up, it doesn't
happen. We can all show up somewhere else. Kinda like democracyor something. We don't have to pay
cover charges to provide our own fun.
It's a free concert from now on.
Take the information highway.
(please ... ) There is no information
highway. If there was an information
highway, there would be toll-booths
every quarter mile. Kind of like America Online or Compuserve. During
the Vietnam war, the U.S. military
made the same media-assisted blunder with the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The
Viet Cong laughed their guts out. A
hundred years earlier, there undoubtedly were Southern plantation ovmers
looking to tear up the tracks of the Underground Railroad.
In the case of the Ho Chi Minh
Trail, the trail was actually 1.5 times
the width of Vietnam, and consisted
Fear sells
of every trail, footpath, road, river,
Okay, you get the idea, and the
stream, warren, and rockslide that
idea is: fear sells.
could possibly end up going from the
The computer has been turned into
North to the South. This left General
the automobile of the 1990s. You can't
Glomp to announce.."once we blow
get anywhere without one. Not to men- up the Ho Chi Minh trail, we will cut
tion the allure of the back seat, or the
off all the enemy supplies!" Right!
masterful stroke of making "the comShortly thereafter, High Command
petition" shrivel up and die when you
will take up hand-washing sugar
unsling your 486 LCD colour laptop.
cubes.
The computer is also the toothBut wait, you say: The information
paste, musk aftershave, power suit,
highway must be real! Current techand exclusive club membership of the
nology allows me to read the entire
'90s. A computer and $20 will also get
New York Times online! But current
you a Star Trek communicator badge.
technology also allows me to get naWith it, you can yell "Hello! Comked, cover myself with Cheeze Whiz,
puter!" into your mouse until you are
and go rollerblading past Casino
blue in the face.
Windsor ... 'De future is so bright ...
This is not what the market-droids
and expert theorists have led you to
TV's downward spiral
believe, but hey, a market-droid is
someone who is so inept at setting up
There is no 500 channel universe
ystems, that he (yup ... they are overeither. By the time there is, TV shows
helmingly male) has to sell them on
will ,e so bad that no one will pay
mmission. The expert theorist on
$20 per year, let alone the current
e CBC/CTV/BBS/CBS/PBS/NBC/
$300 a year for cable hook-up.
BC/NPR knows even less, but holds
Even free TV is beginning o die.
x tenured academic position, and can
The US networks, and their local reet paid a small fortune to recycle scibroadcasters (we call them Canadian
cliches from 1959: Gee whiz, Wally,
networks) get stupider and uglier with
Nill we control technology, or will it
each pa sing month. Only the quick
control us?
flash of c lours and a certain nostal-

gia for past quality programming
keep us glued to the set. The CBC is
rudderless, and will soon hook a
pong game's output to the main
Toronto antenna, close the doors, and
go off to the cottage in the Muskokas.
Even TYO has died, under the
weight of the bureaucracy that controls it. Nice telecourse on small engine repair! Next week ... Carrying
water the safe way! Pity that a television network run by the Ministry of
Education can't run any adult literacy/ESL programming. And these
same Wizards are going to join in
feeding the 500 channel universe?
With what? Toronto art videos from
1983, or will TVO simply point the
camera at a phone book, and hire a
student to flip it 18/hrs/day?
A Toronto phone book ...

Your own connections
No, the cyber-swamp is what you
and I can make of it: A 10-year-old XT
computer, a $35 modem and $1,300
worth of tuition can get you a realtime conversation with your true-love
in Montreal, as long as you don't
mind conversing by keyboard. The
earlier mentioned $3,000+ system
can do the same, provided either of
you can get through to one of the 23
phone lines that serve the 10,000+ student population of this university.
That l 0-year-old system can also
word-process your essays, spreadsheet your taxes and tum your business class graphs into slides, at $10 a
pop.
If you need more, chances are that
you do not need it your job needs
it. Don't worry: they will tell you what
to buy, and might even buy it for you
or sell it to you with time payments out
of your paycheque - just like your
safety boots at a non-union factory
job.
The other conventional reason to
blow $3,000 on a computer is to play
games. Control your own private universe! This works out fine as long as
Mom keeps bringing you food. Here's
a new game for you: Virtual Park. Put
a bag over your head. Walk to a park.
Take the bag off your head. Ta-dah!
You win! You are now ready for Virtual Life (trn). Get this bag ...

Manufacturing prose
Personal computer technology iso
pointless adjunct to the academic-industrial state, and as such is perfed)
suitable for proving that there is no
shortage of mindless writing in the~
dustrialised West (trn). Need some~
ter-office memos? reports? essays?
studies? These can be generated
semi- randomly with a few flicks at
the keyboard, if you have access to
the appropriate Shareware (and who
doesn't?):

Noam chomsky had it we~
our consensus manufactured
for us, and plopped on our
plates. The earlier
memtioned system can dot~
same, provided one of you
can yell computer. Buy you
today. They are overwhelm·
ingly male. Even TVO has
died, under the weight of
the underground railroad,
You might as well quit un~
versity now. The is something owned by some remo~
monolithic power that is
telling you what to buy, d
might even buy it for you
sell it to you with time p
ments out of your just li~
your safety boots at a phoc
book, and hire a student t
flip it. Right. The comput
has been turned into the
automobile of the back set
or the masterful stroke of
making you shrivel up and
die when you unsling your
colour laptop. Take the in·
formation highway . laJ i 11 be
assimilated. Alright. Go I
a walk in a park. In the )Uy
muskokas, there, you feel .
1
free. You might as well qu ~/
university now. Is futile,> e,
you wi. 11 shut the up, ge t iO
iillb
work, and let the feast~
.
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iel ~~Y this, and everything

. qu' 111 work , P 1ease . The

le,lther conventional reason
let;~ blow on a computer and
. beP 11 so on h o o k a p o n g
:1 . fame's output to the tech:o•_lology and applications
,ny,le~, the majority of it re,minl~lns a purchase. Your alle; lance to the technology is
,ookrobably going to be based
n the same assisted b 1 unnfc r with the sun, and beget
1dy .new game for virtual
lfe: get this bag.
At last we can finally get the com.ter _to write our essays for us. If you
b . it doesn't make any sense, it is
Vlous that you have not been watch!9anilarly:
~e Parliamentary channel lately.

Losing definition
Information?

es
re You Information Super-

a...1~,a::,ormation.

lJ~~~s

How are

in The Past? We were
lng about the Future
t time. You had just
ed Whether I would co-

author a policy paper with
you, Shall we continue?
Yes, please ...
Ask a question, please.
Well, will you help me write and deliver a policy paper next month?
No. I will not. No. How
about a story?
Sure, as long as it is about the SOO
Channel Universe.
The sherry is captivating! Yet crafty, fascinating scientists will dream
about blue cottages or
white spheres. Ms. Otter
spoke to The within an automobile. It actually was a
car. Now Bill and The were
walking to a white cottage,
and a jackal skipped to
them.
As much as you or I am.
Me too. Most people are
afraid. Next question.
Huffy aren't we, as much fun as my
philosophy prof. Why so huffy?
Oh, but we are! Why is it
that we are? Because Why indeed? Let me think. The
reason we are is that, And
people named Information
should pay attention. I
don't know many low smilers, Why do you think

you're fictional?
Fear.
I'll bet you really had
an ox, Most people in The
Past have oxen, The ox is
a very idiotic beast, or
would you call it forgetting? When Little Orphan Annie visited The Past she
was bitten by an ignorant
ox, This'll break you up!
Next question.
You are absolutely useless! Thanks
for your help.
Ask a question, please,
gotta go, quit, bye...
You want to quit?
Yes!
OK, goodbye Information.
Nice talking to you.
See ... At least as good as anything
you'll get from Howard Stem.
At this point, ow correspondent
fell off his chair, and lapsed into a
deep coma, leaving the computer to
finish this feature.

It becomes obvious then, that the
convergence of New technologies (tm}
represent an unprecedented challenge and opportunity for Canada,
(pause ...}, and Canadians. We had
all better look to the future as we
evaluate our choices (a large red Buy

Lots Now! flashes across the screen
for l/30th of a second ...} so that we
continue to prosper in this most amazing and troubling of times ... Back to
you Peter ...
Hello ... Peter ... Can you hear me?
Hello?
Can you read me?
Computers can't think, but can be
used to detect and replicate patterns.
Any rap D.]. knows what a "sample"
and a "mix" can do for (or to) music.
Apply a similar technique to writing
however, and social taboos around issues of creativity, authorship and subject rear their heads and bare their
teeth. The Lance has a rigid policy regarding authorship. This article however was "built" by Bernard Helling,
using text fragments, text analysis
and generation software, and original
text. Sarah Atkinson provided the
"boundaries." Text lrogger, a
prototype program by Kai Risku acted
as the "sampling engine." A 286-16
juggled the text, which was then
added to in a way that recalls the "exquisite corpse" techniques of the Surrealists. Racter (c) 1984 Inrac Co. was
used for dialogue. Large sections
were then excised by Atkinson and
Helling. Further editing was performed by Lance stall.
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For us at VIA, youth fares mean anyone between
12 and 24 (student or not) can travel by train
for up to 50% off. Only now, we've stretched the
definition of youth to include students (24+) with
valid ID. It's that simple. It's that sweet. Check the
conditions, then call your campus travel agency
or VIA Rail '.
VIA supports this card.
CONDITIONS • Valid from September n to Oe,·,•mht>r 11. l!l!l 1 - 'iO' . ofl. i cl<1ys a wt•t'k. for anyon,• 12·2·1 and for n,11,•g.. ,UHi u111vt•rs1ty stud,•nts (21•) with v.ilid
student I.D. • Seats an, limited • Tickets must ht' l)UH'hast'<I al h•ast 'i d,1ys 111 il<lvam·e in tlw <Ju(•h,•,· C'ity Windsor Corridor.;; days Maritinw mtl'ruty. i days
between the Maritinws and the Quehe,· City Wmclsor Corridor • For hl.ol'kout J)<"riod I)"' t'111l>er I';. l!l'I I. fonuary ,;, I !1%. dis,·ount is lll'X, with no .odv,111n• purd1as,•
requ1r.ecl. • ~O:t. d1s,·ount is valid for coach or slt'epm~ class
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Well, then,
you'd better
hurry. It's
happening
Saturday
October
first, and
includes
•
seminars
on all sorts
of topics.
For more
information,
contact
Holly
Mcintire
at
253-4232
ext. 3909.
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Shattering Native "images": Savage Graces
By Anita GreyWolf

I'll be straight with you. I had never
been to the Art Gallery of Windsor before going to view Gerald McMaster's
exhibit Savage Graces "after images", so
I wasn't sure what to expect.
To my surprise, it brought back some
powerful memories.
For the most part, it made me angry. I
grew up Metis (half native, half white)
and attended a Catholic school run by
nuns for the better part of my education, where I was exposed to many of
the epithets McMaster uses in his art.
Squaw, wa-hoo, wagon burner and redman were just a few of the "polite" labels levelled at Natives by white
so-called Christians that were present in
some of the pieces.
McM aster uses these names in a
multi-media form, such as in collages of
pictures, writing, and ads. His paintings
are loud and startling, and the imagery
evoked by his words is even more so.
The advertising icons of natives are
reminiscent of the old "Pick-a-ninny"
ads that exploited blacks. They point to
the capitalism of our culture that
doesn't give a damn about the truth,
anybody or anything except the almighty
dollar.
One painting, entitled "Roman Layman met some Redman, Shaman, Pagans, Heathens," shows the lack of
respect, eventual destruction, and possible extinction of the Native peoples and
their cultures.
The addition of a "Native" Barbie
doll and the accompanying ad made a
strong statement on the romanticization
of the Native peoples.
A patronizing little blurb about how
Indians long ago lived in teepees,
hunted with bow and arrow, ground
maize and so on, seemed to me to be
saying that we don't exist anymore or at
the very least that our accomplishments
today are not worth mentioning.
"Fecit" presents the stereotypical image of the native warrior standing erect
and proud, but he is disappearing beneath strong swaths of paint. Before he
knows it, he'll be gone.
The piece I found most disturbing
was a large painting in the style of the
old history books, where oddly enough,
the native faces look suspiciously European. The colours are bright red and
yellow, except for a large splotch of
black and green hanging over them. The
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Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA
Gerald McMaster's Making a Buck (1992) on view at the Art Gallery of Windsor until Nov. 19.

poetry on the painting is this: "Ten little
Indian boys standing in a row / They
bow to the Chieftain very, very low /
They march to the left, they march to
the right / They all stand up straight,
ready to fight. / Along came a man with
a very big gun / You should have seen
those Indian boys run,'' Let me tell you,
those people looked totally unaware of
the attempted genocide, among other
things, to come.

I don't believe the artist assumes he
I would recommend viewing this colhas an answer to the problems faced by lection to anyone who is interested or
natives in their quest for respect and confused by the puzzle of Native culequality. Rather, he is representing the tures.
I!
stereotypical, romanticized image of the
Savage Graces "after images" by GerNative that has passed down from gen- ald McMaster runs through Nov. 19 at the
eration to generation. His images come Art Gallery of Windsor, located in Devonacross in a strong, clear and concise shire Ma/4 3100 Howard Ave. The gallery
manner that attempt to understand the IS open Tuesday through Friday, 10 - 7;
position of the Native peoples through- Saturday 10 - 5,- and Sunday noon to 5.
out "European" history and into today.
Entrance IS free.
-

University Players opens with smashing success
By Rachel Gou

l,

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
The University Players opens its season with the absolutely amazing farce
Chartey's Aunt. Charley's aunt is Donna Lucia d'Alvadorez from Brazil - and
she's late! When she doesn't arrive as expected, someone has to impersonate her.

has to impersonate her. The
farce keeps audiences on the
I had the pleasure of attend- edge of their seats wondering
ing the opening of the 1994/95 what hilarious turn of events
University Players season with will come next. The script is dethe smashing success of Char- livered with the utmost clanty
ley's Aunt. This play is a roaring and professionalism, and its
comedy set in late 19th century Monty Pythonesque style is unEngland, Jo the four years I beatable.
have attended this school I
It is very difficult to pick one
have seen many performances particular star from the cast of
from the Players, but none can 10 as all the players shone
brightly in their roles. James
match the caliber of this one.
This unbelievably nutty (like Gray is astounding as the bethose from Brazil) comedy was fuddled Jack Chesney, and
written by Brandon Thomas, teamed up with Mark Prince as
and is running under the su- Charley Wykeham, they make
perb direction of Craig for two of the funniest hours
you will have spent in a long
Eldridge.
Charley's Aunt is about one time.
of those expected guests who
Marc Parent plays the classic
for some reason or other does yes-man butler Brasset who
not arrive on time. Only lends amazing clarity to the ontrouble is that now someone stage confusion. Lord Fancourt

Babberley, played by Al Milroy,
is not to be missed in this exciting fast-paced comedy.
I only wish that this review
had more room, because not
enough great things can be said
about the cast. Its members arc
truly amazing and made the
usually hoped-for intermissions
seem way loo long.
This is a must-see show and I
would recommend that anyone
who can, goes. If vou miss
everything else on cainpus this
year, do not miss this production.
I!
The Umveml) Players presents
Charley's Aunt, written by Brandon Thomas and dzrected bv
Craig Eldndge, Sept. 28- Oct. 2
in the Essex Hall Theatre. Call
the theatre box office al 2534565 for more mformation and
rickets.
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The unbareable
lightness of Ladies
Canada'a
Barenaked Ladies
play Detroit's
State Theatre
By Lisa Fortin
Barenaked alert! Sloan isn't
the onlv cool band pla) ing the
a rea this week Most ever\ •
bod,·'s favourite Scarherians.
Barcnakcd I adies, arc playing
Det roit 's State Theatre Sept. 29
in support of their nc\\ release,
Mavbc You Should Dri\'e.
l b ev·w bccn on thc road for
mer a' month OO\\, starting the
tour in the U.K, where ~the)
sold out a 2000-scat hall in
l ondon. On the phone from
Omaha, Nebraska during an
all-too-rare da\ off last I'ucsda\, singer and guitarist Fd
Rohcrtst;n speculated that their
British success might be part of
a phenomenon. "They're getting used to these weird-name
hands from Canada," such as
the enormously popular Crash
Test Dummies.
The success is spilling over
into the U.S., but they weren't
playing Omaha JUst yet; merely
a stopover. Robertson laughed
as he delineated the plans for
drummer Tyler Stewart's birthday that night. "We're going to
a combination bowling alley/ rock club called the Ranch
Bowl." That Steven Page
should be reading a Milan Kundera novel in the background
also seemed to strike him
funny.

Coming to Cleary
In any case, they'll be back in
Canada before long. A tentative, yet-to-be-confirmed date
has been set for the Cleary in
late November. Ed remembered the excellent reception
they got in Windsor and said he
looks forward to returning.
Fans will be in for a somewhat
different show, however.
"Gordon was written years
before it was recorded; some of
those songs go back to .when we
were 17, 18," after they'd first
gotten together, Robertson explained. They toured solidly for
two years after making that record, and both Robertson and
Steven Page got married .
It's only natural that they

should take a new direction
with the follow-up. As all the
critics have Ol)ted, the nc\\ album. written and recorded in
Vancou\'cr, 1s more serious,
more introspective, more adult.
Gone arc novelty songs such as
New Kid on t he Block. .. Inc.
next one will he rated XXX,
adults onl\'... Rohertson joki..-d.
I'he cncri and humour is still
there, j ust more suhtil'.

Duffy collaborates
Another change manv \\ill
Ollie ,s the incJu.Jnn of i3ntish
pop singer-songwriter Stephen
Duft\' as co-lnil'ist with Stcven
Page· on four· of the ne\\ songs.
including the lead-off single
Jane. ( He's perhaps most fa.
mow; for lca\'ing Duran Duran
before just before the) got a record contract.) He and Page
have been friends and corre
spondcnts for years, cwr since
Page, a big fan. \\rote to him at
the age of 15.
Duffv loves the Ladies· work
and is, "a really cool guy" as
well as a great supporter of
theirs. It 'was something of a
dream come true for Page to he
able to write with him. No danger of Duffy becoming the sixth
Lady, though. "He's too much
of a geek, even for us," Robertson kidded.
What has remained consistent about Barenaked Ladies is
their honesty. "We try to write
fairly true to what we think and
what we went through," according to Robertson. Fans appreciate this, which is why it
happens so often that people
come up to them just to say, "I
really like your music."
No Cobain-like complaints
about fame from these guys. As
Robertson says, "It's better
than a slap in the head." It
helps, of course, that they have
good family and friends, and
come from a very nurturing
music scene in Toronto. Most
of all, they have each other.
Simply. "We have a good
time." And that's what it's all
about.
[!
The Barenaked Ladies are appearing at the State Theatre,
2115 Woodward, Detroll (easily
accessible from the Windsor-Detroit Tunnel) Sept. 29. 1ickets
for the all-ages show are $15
U.S. and are available throu~h
1icketmaster, 792-2222.

Halifax boys take over Capitol Theatre
By Jackie Shannon
It's hard for any band to get
noticed, and it's even harder
for one that hails from an area
of Canada that has frequently
been overlooked in the past.
Where is this Canadian abyss?
You have only to look closely
on the map: it is the three small
provinces on your right known
collectively as "the east coast."
In March 1992, the Halifax
band Sloan set across Canada
on the tour that would finally
get it noticed. It was after the
group's second show in Vancouver that Sloan caught the
attention of the David Geffen
Company (DGq.
"We're so incredibly lucky
we got attention," says drummer Andrew Scott, "but we're
lucky too that it was DGC because we wouldn't have signed
to another label. We like the
idea of being able to make records and tour and see our stuff
being sold in Germany."
Fast forward to 1994. Sloan
is releasing its second recording, and it may not be what fans
of the first album are expecting.
Iwicc Removed is not Smeared
I I. There have been some real
changes, perhaps most notice-

2nd Floor CAW Student Centre

having

OFFER/ A VARIETY
Of ~ IERVICEI

trouble

a4}usting?

l'ersonal problems

just about the most together,
veggie-eating,
non-smoking,
non-drinking, "normal" people
I've ever met. "I never think of
us as famous," he said. "We're
pretty insular, we don't believe
the hype about us."
However,
success
has
brought about one major
change for the band: it now has
its own record company, Murderecords. "There are a lot of
good bands tht::rt:: [in Halifax],"
commented Ferguson. "I'd like
to stay there." The band originally established the company
to release its debut EP, Peppermint, but later decided it was a
good way to get local bands the
recognition they deserved without the common problem of
having to relocate. Among the
artists on Murderecords are
Eric's Trip, Hardship Post,
Thrush Hermit and Supcrfriends. These last two will be
opening Sloan's Windsor show.
"I hope people can come
early," said an enthusiastic Ferguson. "The opening bands are
really good."
[!
Sloan, with guests Thrush
Hermit and Superfriends, are appearing at the Capitol Theatre,
121 University Ave. W, Sept. 28.
Call 253-7729 for ttckets.

WINDSOR'S NEWEST FULL SERVICE
BICYCLE SHOP

Lonely?

Are you

able the loss of the heavy guitar
work that pervaded Smeared.
"The first album was spur of
the moment. This time we were
more thoughtful about how to
treat the songs," suggests Scott.
The band sees the changes to a
"poppier" sound as a "natural
progression."
Members credit this both to
listening to different music
while on the two-and-a-halfycar Smeared tour and to a
change of writing habits. "The
songs on the first album were
written in a practice basement
with amps and drums," guitarist
Patrick
Pentland
explains.
"Most of the songs on this album were written on acoustics
in our kitchens and then transferred to the band."
When asked if he feels th1s
album is a more accurate reflection of Sloan, guitarist/vo(,alist Jay Ferguson responded,
"No, not really. It's not like
Smeared wasn't us and this is
the real Sloan; they both are.
1his is a more mature, leaner
Sloan."
You might ask whether success has affected the band in
any way. From my interview
with Ferguson, it would appear
that these four Haligonians are

Doyou
need

someone
to talk to?
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10% OFF ALL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
WITH STUDENT CARD

- CYCLEPATH

5409 TECUMSEH RD E. (NEXT TO CANADIAN TIRE)

945- 545

classifieds
services

PAPERS

-------1

the/)a,k 5/d~
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EXCWSM TANNING SAi.ONS
125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 977-7284

(APA & other styles)

BSA TYPING SERVICE
Specializing in term papers,
reports & t heses
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501
(Days, Evenings, Weekends)

Want to be involved in a 1-on-1
relationsh ip? Want someone by your
side who cares about you and your
needs? nred of hit and miss
relationships, bar scenes, etc.
Don't like going places or doing things
alone?
Want to meet people in a safe
confidential environment?

Phone

Destiny by Design

-----

948-4128

wanted
Wanted: 1st year physics tutor. $10.00
per hour. Call 945-7888.
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employment
Volunteer positions: May Court Charity
Re-sale Shop, 1122 Wyandotte St. E.
256-1573 requires persons interested
in receiving consignment sales. Display
and/or marketing. Pleasant surroundings. No experience needed. Contact
Teresa Lori at 735-2826.
Free travel - no gimmicks - we are
looking for group tour and vacation
sales co-ordinators. CALL Paul 1-800661-2369.
Ontario Public Interest Research
Group of Windsor is a university student-based, social justice and environmental group focused on research,
education, and action. 25-30 hrs./wk.
$14.00/hr. Health care plan available.
Unionized posttion. Responsibiltties:
volunteer and project co-ordination,
consensus decision making, promotion
and outreach, administrative work. The
ideal candidate will possess the following skills from either paid or volunteer
work. Experience working wtth and
training volunteers. Ability to work wtth
a wide variety of people. Experience
~o-ordinating environmental, social justl~e, or political projects. Familiartty
with consensus decision making. Strategic planning and evaluation skills. Exce!lent time and stress management
skills. Computer word processing and
desktop publishing skills a definite asset. Resume, cover letter and three references by October 7, 1994 to 290
Vista Place, #3. Windsor, N9B 1H9.
Only candidates selected for an interview will be contacted. OPIRG Windsor
is an equal opportunity employer.

To Mexico, Cuba, Quebec.
Goliger's Travel Voted #1 in Customer
satisfaction is looking for the best individuals,
clubs or organizations to promote Spring Break.
Sun/Ski Trips
Call Paul 1-800-661-2369

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
BOOKSTORE
PRESENTS

30% off during month of Sept. & Oct.

May Court Consignment Re-sale Shop,
1122 Wyandotte St. E. Receiving full
clothing and small household articles
Tues. Wed. & Thurs. 9:30-11 a.m.
Shop sale hours - Mon.-Fri. 1-4 p.m.:
Sat. 10-12:30 Donations gratefully received anytime. The May Court Club
supports Children's Charities in Windsor and Essex County. Large selection
of paperbacks 25~ each.
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- 12:00 noon - Mon - Sat I
I $28:00am
off regular rates with the presentation of this coupon I
COUPON VALID UNTIL Oct 9/94
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"SINGLES"
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2 DAYS OF
FREE FOOD
AND PRIZES!!

•

GREAT GAMES,
TERRIFIC TUNES &
SUPER SAMPLES
ALL DAY LONG!!

•

••

LIVE PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS!!
EXPERIENCE THE FUN &
EXCITEMENT OF SUMO WRESTLING,
MINI-PUTT & PITCHING CAGES!!

•

ENTER FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A
EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE VACATION.
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:tne lance has its weekly staff meetings Mondays at 4:30 p.m Make your
student paper better get involved
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Women's soccer squad stumbles out of the gate
Team must start
to win soon if it
wants ·to make
season playoffs
By Frederick Beiller

Developing a reputation as
slow starters, the womens soccer team must play a full game
'.'.ith the spirit and flare they
have shown late in matches. If
the squad is to make the
playoffs, they must win games
fast .
Major injuries have been fe'.'.
and coaches have exercised
many tactics to achieve the
most out o f their players. Ultimately the responsibility falls
on the players and it is crucial
that someone in the midfield
steps up and leads the way.

Midfield controls fate
Before the season began, it
appeared that the Lancer midfield would be the strength of
the squad. So far it has failed to
Jive up to its expectations.
Windsor's inability to dictate
the flo,,., of the game is the
most glaring factor - someone
must emerge as a catalyst while
increasing team creativity.
At times the play becomes
clustered, and the optioa of
moving the ball to the flanks is
improbable as no one is there
to recicvc a pass. The midfield
must increase its speed to the
ball. When Guelph's LyM
Forsythe, a Canadian International, was allowed to work her
magic it left Windsor's midfield
in disarrav. Thankfullv adiust-

ments at halftime were made
and her involvement became
Jess noticeable.
Individually the Lancers
have shown flashes of brilliance, but are finding it diffi.
cult to parlay this into a full
match.
Jennifer Hayes had a great
second half versus Waterloo
but has been invisible most of
the season. This senior must
improve her overall play for the
squad to excel. Sandy McKay
seems good when controlling
the ball, however she rarely has
an opportunity to exploit her
skills. Andrea Favero also began to distribute the ball well in
the game against Waterloo, and
showed grit challenging for the
ball. First year player C.Ollettc
Mercer failed to use her sized
to her advantage.
It is easy to analy.t:e the
shortcomings of this unit, but
with an increase in confidence
and aggressiveness on the field
these I .ancers will go S()mcwhere.

tered she picks up the slack by
clearing the balls in touch.
It must also be noted that
stopper Jennifer l.ogronio, fullbacks l.arina Heath and Julie
Paranosic have been good and
are still improving.
Up front it appeared that
Juanita Smith and Marg Miller
have worked well together.

Gut check time
Judging by the strenuou.~
practices, this may be a second
half team. Should the Lanccn
turn this season around, it
would definitely show charac.
ter. If not it may be an car~
scouting assigriment for next
year's squad.
I

petitive, winning takes care of
itself," believes defensive back
The Lancers head football coach Dan Zagordo. Unfortucoach John Musselman and his nately, it usually takes two or
staff are beginning to show s'ta- three years for the talent to debility and a total commitment velop and adjust to University
to winning. With former play- football.
ers turned coaches, a foundaThis season the Lancers may
tion has been established for have had the best recruiting
the future of the program. year in the OUAA. Only the
When a team recruits its play- number one Western Mustangs
ers, it is the quality of the ath- may dispute this claim, landing
lete both on the field and in the a few local prospects. Trying to
classroom that builds a succcss- fill holes vacated at skill positions, the Lancers upgraded
f ul program.
their depth with size and speed .
Two years for answers
Runningback Chris Moore,
Many have predicted that from Scarborough Ccdarbrac,
the outl<X>k for 1994 would be has shown promise with his exdismal after the graduations of plosiveness to the holes. With
All-Ontario performers Norm some off season weight trainCasola and Ozzie Nethersole. ing, Moore must improve his
I lowevcr the Lancers have si- strength to play at a higher
lenced their critics by winning level in this league.
three of their first four games.
Shane Beckett another runA balance of experienced vet- ningback from Fort Francis,
erans and talented rookies, has proved himself a good
leave the I ancers believing that catch, scoring touchdowns in
they not only can compete but his first two collegiate games.
win each week.
Beckett has the ability Lo learn
In August when camp things quickly, an asset on the
opened 105 players reported, field .
A graduate of Chatham's
vying for roster positions. Most
players come from good high John McGregor, Ken Tumak
school programs, and have in- has taken control of Windsor's
jected a much needed winning place-kicking chores. For the
attitude with the team.
first time in years, the players
"When a team becomes corn- and coaching staff ha\e the
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Reasons for success
lbc goal keeping of sophomore Rita Battocchio has been
solid. lbe Sudbury native allowed six goals in the first four
games, at times when it seemed
the field was tilted in her direction. The ability to come off her
line and read the game well arc
her biggest assets.
Julie Hanson's new role as
sweeper may be the brightest
decision of the coaches this
season. Formerly a midfielder,
Hanson patrols the back like
she has played it all her life.
When the fullbacks have fal-
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Lance photo / LUISA CABIOOU

Men in action· a Waterloo Warrior making a hard tackle in recent game against Windsor. Windsor fell 3-0.

Lancer football recruiting
By Jrederick Beitler

However, Smith's injury in the
game against Western leaves
her status questionable for the
remainder of the season.
It is difficult to judge the play
as they are dependent on the
midfield's direction. Miller
must refrain from getting
caught too deep in her own end
as this could impede her runs.

l(
SC

a long term investment

confidence in someone to get
the job done in crunch time
situations. Tumak exhibits
poise and a strong leg which
could carry him far in this
league.
Dan C.Omiskey at 6'5", 265
lbs., is an impressive looking
figure on the field. lbis
Chatham C.OUegiate grad is a
second year student but in his
first football campaigri. If he is
able to progress, he might he
the best lineman Windsor has
produced since former AH-Canadian Gerald Illady.

Quarterback fill-in?
When fifth year senior Rob
Zagordo graduates, it is hoped
that Greg Nowakowsky, from
Mississauga Father Redmond
will be able lo step in and fill
the quarterbacking void. Standing 6'3", Nowakowsky is a
talanted athlete who must learn
the toughest position in the
game and cope with the
stresses that go with the trade .
On the defensive side of the
ball, Windsor's needs were not
as great with a relatively young
group returning. However linebacker Nick Camboia will add
much needed depth to an already strong corps.
"He ·s an excellent athlete
with a bright future ahead,"

says fellow teammate Rob
McIntyre. Camboia is a graduate of Woodstock Huron Park.

Defense looks good
Where Windsor prospered
offensively in recruiting this
season, last season was the year
of the defense. Five of the
starters on defense are second
year students filling major
roles. Next season should underline their value to the team
and where Windsor will be
heading in the future.
Middle-linebacker
Rob
McIntyre led the team in tackles last season while entrenching himself as a respected
leader. 'Mac Daddy' is an intense athlete who uses his
strong work ethic to overcome
his athletic drawbacks. Another
fine season should put him in
the elite of the OUAA.
Another linebacker Jeff Carson is quietly emerging as a
stong finisher. It was Carson
who knocked Waterloo star
Mike Mallat out of last seasons
game with a concussion. lhc
weaksidc backer has also added
athlete of the week to his credentials.
Joe Maher also a linebacker
has overcome his home-sickness and returned for another
season. His strength is much

improved over last year and is
getting better each week.
Defensive lineman Jim Mor·
ris has improved his play this
year with good technique. Exe·
cuting his assignments ha\'e
made the linebackers' jobs easier in finishing their tackles.
Morris has also improved his
strength to go with his 260 lbs
frame.
When Brett Gaskell's season
began last year, he found him·
self second on the depth charts.
Gaskell stepped up and has
never looked back. He is an intelligent player who reads the
game well from his position.

The end result
/\ good team u5ually takes
time to develop, so Lancers
may wait until the talent are
fourth or fifth year seniors to
sec the recruiting pay off
Windsor must stay on the cul·
ting edge of recruitment if it is
to survi\e in this league.
Competing with Western and
Toronto, schools with four
times Windsor's student population, Windsor cannot rely on
past performances to attract
players. But if a small school
likt• I aurier can produce a win·
ner, Windsor should try to
emulate that program to
achieve success.
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Work out with Campus Recreation
By Amanda Borysowytsch

e

It's nearly the end of September and most students arc
settling into their clas~s and
social lives. But recreation may
missing from the routine.
With so much available, students should take advantage of
the recreational facilities.
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Coming attractions
Campus Ree offers a variety
of different fitness classes to
suit everyone's needs.
Hi/Lo Impact - a combination of high and low intensity
aerobics for a cardio workout.
Step - designed to teach
each participant proper techniques and basic routines while
providing a great worko~t.
Advanced Step - an intense
workout, emphasizing power
moves and exercises.
Sculpt 'n' Tone sculpt
those muscles using our new resistance cords.
"New" Cardio Combat
combines cardiovascular training with practical self defense
skills, including punching, and
kicking techniques.
For course times pick up
schedules at the office. An unlimited fitness pass is $40; go to
as many classes as you like.
Personalized Exercise: If you
arc seriously thinking about
getting in shape and don't want
to look out of place in aerobic
classes you might want to look
into our personalized classes.
Program #1: your personal
i1ed program is $10/scs.-;ion.

lance photo/ HANDEL RUSSELL
A large class participates In Campus Ree aerobics at St. Denis Centre.

Program #2: a fitness evaluation to determine your present
fitness level and a personalized
exercise program. $20.' session.
Anyone interested in becoming a Fitness Instructer may
contact Campus Recreation regarding leadership training.
Aquatics: Red Cross swimming lessons are available Saturdays 9 a.m.-noon and Sundays 5-7 p.m. Oasses are available for non-swimming adults,
call the office for details.
Advanced programs such as
Bronze Medallion, Bronze
Cross, NLS Recertification,
AEC Recertification, and Lifesaving will be offered during
the semester. Please phone the
office for times and costs.
Safety Courses: Campus Ree
offers courses in basic rescurcr
CPR, heart saver CPR, CPR
recertification and Red Cross
first aid, emergency first aid,

and standard first aid.
Scuba: (10 week course) con·
tact: Tom Maksoud 776-6060
Personel
Enhancement:
Learn how to play tennis at
your own pace. Five weeks of
classes for $30.
Enjoy the ancient art of T'ai
Chi on Wednesdays (10 weeks)
from 8 - 9 p.m. in the Multipurpose room, St. Denis Centre.
Women on Weights: (6
weeks) Learn to use the weight
room and enjoy an informed
workout. Cost for students $50
on Tuesday and Thursday.
Men's Weight Training Program: (6 weeks) is available to
students on Mondays for $50.
Social Dancing: (8 weeks) is
your opportunity to enroll in a
social dance class. Cost for students $25 Thursdays, 7 - 8 p.m.
in the multipurpose room.
If you have any questions,
call 253-4232, ext 2456.
II

Tearn ............... G.W.L .. T .. F ..A. P
Westem ............2... 2 ...0 .. 0 ..69
l.auner ............ 2... 0 ...0 .. 0 ..68
Windsor .......... 2... 1...1 .. 0 ..33
McMaster ....... 2... 1... 1 _0 ..49
Toronto .......... 2... 1 ... 1 .. 0..34
Waterloo ......... 2... 1 ... 1 .. 0 ..32
Guelph ............ 2... 0 ... 2 .. 0..41
York ................ 2... 0 ... 2 .. 0 ..25
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20 ..4
40 ..4
29 ..2
51..2
36 ..2
41 .. 2
51 .. 0
83 ..0

CIAU fuotbull rankings
1. Western Mustangs
2. Calgary Dinosaurs
3. Laurier Golden Hawks
4. Concordia Stingers
5. McGill Redman
6. St. Mary's Huskies
7. Toronto Varsity Blues
8. Manitoha Bisons
9. Saskatchewan Hu~kics
10. Alberta Golden Bears

Men's soccer OUAA West
feam ............... G.W.L..1 .. F ..A. P
Results
Brock............... 3... 2 .. 0 .. 1 ...9 .. 3 ... 5
(for we11k ending Sept 18)
Waterloo ......... 3... 2 ...0 .. 1 ...6 .. 1 ...5
McMaster ,..-,. 4... 2 ... 1 .. 1 ...9 .. 6 ...3 Football
Westem............2... 1 ...0 .. 1 ...5 .. 3 ...3 Sept. 17 Waterloo 14 Windsor 13
Guelph ............ 3... 1 ...1 .. 1 ...5 .. 3 ...3 Women's soccer
Launer ........... 3... 0 ...2 .. 1 ... 2 .. 8 ...3 Sept. 17 Waterloo 1 Windsor 1
Windsor .......... 4 ... 0 ... 4 .. 0-.0 .1S ..O Sept. 18 Western 2 Windsor 1
Men's soccer
Women's soccer OWIAA West
Sept. 17 Waterloo 3 Windsor O •
Tcam ............. G.W.l ..T .. F ..A.P Sept. 18 Western 2 Wmdsor 0
McMaster ....... 4... 2 ... 1 .. 1...6 .. 4 .. 5
Upcoming events
Lauri er ............ 2... 2 ...0 .. 0 ...3 .. 1 ...4
Western.........2... 2 ...0 .. 0 ...8 .. 2 ...4
Football
Guelph ........... 3 ... 1 ...0 .. 2 ...5 .. 2 ...4
Oct. 1 Windsor at Toronto
\\'ln<t;sor .....- ... 4... 0 ... 2 .. 2 ...4 .. 6 ...2
Men's and women's soccer
Waterloo ......... 2 ... 0 ... 1 .. 1 ...1 .. 4 ... 1
Oct.
2 McMaster at Windsor
Brock.............. 3 ... 0 ...3 .. 0 ..3 .11 ..0
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• FULL COLOUR COPIES
• RESUMES

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

'WITH STUDENT CARO. ASK FOR DETAILS SOME RESTRICTIONS APPlY.

It's Right. It's On Time. Guaranteed. WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd E.

2643 Howard Ave

1800 Huron Church Rd.

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

Fu: (519) t74-3n&

Fu: (519) 969-9054

Fu (519) 971-o363
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Results and standings
Football

Se PER COPY *

Both matches l.p.m.

Men's Golf
Sept. 26 Guelph Invitiluonal
at Cutten Club 10:00 a.m.
Sept. 30 I ..ancer Oass1c
at Sutton Creek Golf Oub

Athletes of the week
Jeff Carson: a linebacker,
played an outstanding game
versus the Waterloo Warriors
on Sept. 17. lhc second year
student was an all-round performer recording five solo tackles, along with three punt
returns and two kick-off returns.
Michelle King: a cross country runner and an All-Canadian
in track last year, placed second
at the }"astern Michigan University Invitational on Saturday
Sept. 17 Ille fifth year social
science student co,.crcd the five
kilometer course in 18 minutes,
23 seconds, defeating many
NCAA Division I competitors.

EVERY MONDAY 88X'S ONYP a
THE CRUSHER POUND
MODERN ROCK THROUGH
I 0,000 WAff8 OF SOUND

Plll1, u11'I lorg,I...

Lee Aaron 0ctober21
Bootsauce Coming soon
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Library cutbacks
should be shelved
lbL· issue of access lo education isn't settled when the tuition
cheque is cashed . Getting inside the halls of higher learning
doesn't mean much if all of the doors arc locked. The reduction in
Leddy Lihrary hours - over 10 percent fewer than last year - denies students access to a fundamental part of their educations.
'Ibe library is the nerve centre of any university - a place for
hoth research and study. But students unable to complete their
work in the Leddy's new truncated schedule will find they arc just
out of luck.
Particularly hard-hit arc part-time and other non-traditional
students. Most have obligations off-campus, and these cuts make
it that much more difficult for them to get the most out of their
education.
Ironicall), the change comes as the university is making an effort to meet the demands of the part-time population - such as
opening access to Jaw and nursing programs. lbe university is
sending out conflicting messages ahout whether part-timers are a
\'alucd part of the student base.
"lbe old Leddy schedule was one of the most generous in the
province - a reflection of our large proportion of non-traditional
students. Putting Winsdsor back behind the pack is, as one student
said, "a slap in the face."
But part-timers aren't the only ones inconvenienced by the cuts.
Residence students and others who counted on Leddy for latenight studying ha\'e been offered no alternative. (And for all we
know, some of our professors enjoy pulling the occasional allnighter in their quest to remain on the cutting edge.)
Obviously. most studying goes on later in the semester. lbat\
why most other campuses which have cut library hours employ a
two-tier system with longer hours beginning in October, as essay
and exam deadlines loom.
It may be worth a look at Windsor.
When tuition was hiked 21 percent over this year and next, students were told it was to improve accessibility. But instead, we
have witnessed decreased access to libraries, computers, and food
scr\'ices. It's time for Ontario's universities to live up to their
promises - or send out the rebate cheques.

Part-time program
worth celebrating
Part-time students have something to celebrate. The introduction of the Master of Science program in nursing has been specifically designed to meet the needs of students juggling work, school
and home life.
Usually, seeking a masters degree requires a full-time commitment from students, leaving those with families and permanent
employment to choose between work and continuing education.
Fortunately, the School of Nursing has been successful in creating
a program which allows students the best of both worlds - retaining employment while seeking to upgrade their educations.
The new three-year program docs require a final year of fulltime schooling, it was designed with part-time students in mind. In
direct response to the demands of the nursing field, the continuation of employment during schooling has been anticipated and
scheduled into the program.
With increases in tuition fees and cutbacks in funding, choosing
education over employment is increasingly difficult. Dropping out
of a full-time position to pursue a masters degree is a considerable
risk.
"This new program does not sacrifice academic standards in its
effort to reduce that risk. We welcome the university's recognition
of its necessity.

~· .
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letters lo the editor

Shame, litterbugs
Dear Editor,
I returned tLl this establishment of higher learning last
year after an ab,;cncc of some
20 years. A number of events,
or occurrence-., havP tempted
me to write in to the Lance to
express my views but each time
I allowed my self-talk to convince me to turn my energies
toward
academic
pursuits.
What occurred at Lancapalooza has finally won out
over such internal ramblin!,rs.
While there were organiz..ational shortcomings, these were
not what bothered me. It was
the actions of some revellers the drinkers. I too have been
known to toss back a few, so my
complaint has nothing to do
with the act of imbibing.
What did get my ire aflame is
that there appeared to be more
empty beer glasses on the floor
than in the garbage containers.
The organizers cannot be
blamed, for the containers provided were certainly large and
plentiful enough. Why were so

many of them empty?
Just remember that part of
our escalating registration fees
go to the Student Alliance, and
if the organizers had to pay for
this clean-up, our benefits went
into garbage disposal.
Mv concern is not with the
cost factor, however, it is with
the question why?
I left the gym glad that there
were no major disturbances to
prompt a cancellation of such
memorable university experiences in the future.
Both organizers and students
should be proud of that - but
to those drinkers who decided
to make a garbage dump of the
gym, I can only say respond to
me by writing to the Lance with
your reasons so I can put this
quagmire behind me and get on
with enjoying my second university experience.
I would like to offer a toast
to those drinkers who realized
the purpose of those empty
containers - and used them!
To you I raise my glass.
John Barnett
Social Work

Volume LXVII, Number 4 - September 26. 1994
Circulation: 10,000

Mission Statement

Editorial Policies

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent of social change, performing both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture. gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and relect ii in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
society do not have equitable access to the
media We affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,

The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned edltorials are produced by the
Lance edltorial board, and may not reflect the
beliefs of all Its members. Opinions expressed in
the Lance are not necessarily those of the
University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk {IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.

Thanks, volunteers
Dear Editor,
We arc writing you this lcllc
to express our thanks to these
curity volunteers for I .anca
palooza. These people cam
out and worked an average o;
13 hours in order to make tlr
concert a success. It is impos.s
blc to mention every voluntcei
by name, but we hope they \\t
accept our personal thanks.
Special mention has to go 1
two groups of people. Ille
team leaders, Zdenka Pittman
James Fox, Brian Watsoll
Chris Gillett, and Dan Comae
who worked miracles in theu
understaffed zones, and to the
volunteers who risked persona:
injury to hold back the barricades in the pit.
'These men and wome'
worked very hard at kcepin.
the bands and the audicn,,
safe, and helped the event I
be the success that it was.
Kris J. Tozer
Security Coordinator
Chris Maid
President UWSA

racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them. which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Franco-Ontarians will survive any way they can
By Serge Quinty

ter of the Johnson
government at the
Retrouvailles
( do not think that if Quebec Acadiennes
in
separates, the changes will be August) and with
radical enough to endanger the the Franco-Onsurvival of the Franco-Ontarian tarians ( most peocommunity.
ple do not know
First of all, you cannot geo- that there is a Bugraphically remove Quebec and reau du Quebec
talce it to the other side of the in Toronto which
planet. It will still border ~n- offers
subsidies
tario and have the cultural in- for the Festival
fluence of a population of six Franco, amoung
million francophones. Some other things).
French language radio and
We are, after
telvision stations, for example, all, just a handful
will still be available in Ontario. of francophones
You cannot prevent that even in America, and Quebec knows
by building the Berlin Wall.
it ...
Politically speaking, Quebec
I think those ties demonis not acting as if it planned to strate Quebec will still have a
let dO\.\'ll the other francophone presence in other francophone
communities of Canada. The communities across the country
province is strengthening ties should it separate. Some politiwith the Acadians (there were cians would have us believe
Quebec delegates and a minis- that all commercial and politi-

The Fulcrum

1/iu, ta

tlillir,11e,I

ea! ties between Canada and a
sovereign Quebec would be
severed. That, I believe, is improbable. Both governments
would be crazy enough to take
such a measure. At a time when
most countries are economically linked, severing ties with
Quebec would be retrogressive

An outside look at Casino Windsor
By Brent Lanthier
The Cord
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"Come on, big money!!"
Gambling is the work of the
Devil.
I'm not a religious man, but I
know this above statement to
be true. In my many pilgrimages to the farthest southwest
corner of Ontario, I have come
to the conclusion that Windsor
..nd Detroit .ire the Sodom and
Gomorrah of North America.
Ihc place reeks of evil and the
1irand altar of this evil 1s the
Windsor casino, that satamc
brainchild of Bob Rae and the
evil army of the NOP.
So when a group of my
triends decided they wanted to
go on a roadtrip to Windsor, I
knew that we were damned and
I could only shudder in fear. I
mean, we were even more stupid in that we drove three
hours to line up and spend our
money. And it's not like the
l
pace
is classy. It has all the
charm of the Nettwork [no
doubt some Kitchener-area
dive - ed.] combined with the
am~iance of a bingo hall, of
which there are several in
Windsor I had the opportunity
to attend.
I noticed when I walked in
that the prevailing fashion
statement was pea-green spandex combined with what appeared to be someone's

... Windsor and
Detroit are the
Sodom and
Gomorrah of
North America.
The place reeks
of evil and the
grand altar is the
Windsor Casino,
Bob Rae's
satanic brainchild
grandmother's curtains fashioned into some form of robe.
With the second-hand smoke
of a thousand cigarettes permeating my respiratory membrane, I left screaming silently
to myself.
Another thing you will notice
about Windsor (the City of
Roses? That's got to be the
most glowing example of sarcasm I have ever seen): the
abundance of licensed establishments. You can't walk

s
d

downtown five feet without
running across one. 'Ibis could
probably be explained hy the
proximity to the United States
with its higher age of majority
sending university students running across the Ambassador
Bridge by the scads. Which is
nice to see, as hundreds of intoxicated co-eds cheered happily as USA beat Colombia in
World Cup Soccer (at least on
the day f was there)·
So with this closeness to the
American Dream comes the
proliferation of another type of
bar in Windsor: the nudic bar.
You sec, in the good ol' U.S. of
A., the, urn, girls can only remove, uh, well ... they can only
go topless. Not so in this great
white bastion of law, order and
decency. Not only can they get
as naked as Dian Parkinson behind the Plinko board, but they
can do it while practically sitting in your lap. This would explain the large influx of male
American college students to
these artistic showings.
In the War of 1812, the fort
that was situated at Windsor
helped defend Canadian shores
from being overrun by the
Americans. I think now, in
1994, the Americans are finally
winning the battle and infiltrating us in a far more insidious
fashion.
I!
The Cord is Wilfrid Launer

University's student newspaper.

and would cause
great damage to
the country.
I believe that
Canada will not
dare break those
links. And it will
undoubtedly
take action to
protect
the
French-speaking
minorities; if it
did not, Quebec
would probably
not deem it necessary to let its
English-speaking
minority keep its
linguistic rights.
But even with all those guarantees, the life or death of the
Franco-Ontarian
community
would be a Franco-Ontarian
decision. lbc only help Quebec, independent or not, can
give the community is to help it
lobby to get laws and services

enacted; but Franco-Ontarians
have to decide to use them.
The perfect example is Bill 8,
which guarantees French service in most businesses in designated regions of Ontario. Even
if the law exists, Franco-Ontarians will still use English because it is easier and faster.
In this perspective, Quebec
separation is irrelevant and
Franco-Ontarian associations
that predict disaster should our
neighbour become sovereign
are mistaken. They should stop
working against Quebec and
start working for the French
communities of Ontario.
The bottom line is that we
are the ones, the people in
Ottawa, Sudbury, or Welland
who will decide if we want to
fight for the right to live and
die Franco-Ontarian.
I!
The Fulcrum is the Universlf\
of Ottawa's English language

student news magazine.

letters to the editor

Treatment unfair
Dear Editor,

Last week I was wa1tmg in
line at the university awards office, when I heard something
that shocked me. A student was
told by a staff member that she
had been refused an OSAP
loan because her father made
too much money.
1bis. in and of iLc;elf, did not
really offend me. The thing that
shocked me was the fact that
the staff member went on to
quote the earnings of the student's father in front of about
20 people.
Now, I really had no reason
to listen to this conversation. I
did not know this student, nor
did I really care about her, or
her fathe/s financial situation.
Given that the office was very
quiet, I could not help but overhear the staff member - she
did not try to whisper.
Personally, I found the information conveyed to be of a very
personal matter. I know that I
would have suffered embarrassment had the staff member
been talking to me.
I know that the first few
weeks of school are hectic for
the staff of the awards office.
Nonetheless, I believe that personal financial information
should be discussed in a more
private setting. Why couldn't
the staff member have discussed matters with the student

in a cubicle, away from the
crowd of people? Another
worker in the office could have
taken care of matters in a more
private setting.
Perhaps the awards office is
understaffed. Maybe there is a
lack of space m the office for
areas where personal discussions can take place. I don't
know.
What I do know is that this
student, like me and every
other student at this school.
should be treated v.ith common
decency. Do people go around
discussing how much their parents make in public? Generally
they don't unless their parents
arc extremely rich and they are
elitist buttheads.
Anyway, I believe that the
situation just described could
have been handled in a more
sensitive manner. I hope that
this embarrassing scenario is
not repeated in the future.
After all, a university is supposed to be a place where high
morals are encouraged and valued. I consider the staff member's behaviour to be highly
immoral.
By the way, I am refusing to
put my name on this letter for a
good reason. I may need financial aid in the future, and I do
not want the awards office to
give me the go-around on a potential scholarship because of
my criticism.
Name withheld

around cam us

/,
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, What do you think about the cutbacks to the Leddy Library schedule?
"I hope the
hours
change
around
exam
time because the
quiet
study
lounge in the
CAW
Student
Centre is far too

"I guess they
don't want us to
study, do they?"

small."

J

Augustus Clemente
Year m Philosophy

Barb Mazzoni
Year ID Business Administration

"I think it's
bad, especially on
the
weekends,
because a lot of
people work on
the
weekends
and may not be
able to get to the
library
afterwards."

"It
doesn't
really matter because it's open
when I'm on
campus
during
the
day.
It
doesn't
affect
me."

Pete Lirusso
Year Il Geography

Sandra Balsdon
Year I Business Administration

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES I
.

-~

A MUSICAL JOURNEY
Windsor Sy1nphony String Quartet with James Or1nston, Clarinet along with
introduction from Music Director, Susan 1-Iaig
........·,=--·

Musical Program:
I.

Afozart - Clarinet Quintet, Excerpt

2.

Beethoven - Quartet in C Minor Op. I~ no. 4,
First Movement

3.

Dvorak - String Quintet - Last Movement

Brahms - Clarinet Quintet, First Movement
* Please Note the time of this performance.

4.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033
;,

Sunday, October 2, 1994 - 2:00 p.m.

1HERIT, BST VIEW OF WHAT YOU WANM4 D4

.

•.
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, Is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact
Please send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N9B 3P4
Submissions become the property of die l.;mce and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Continuing
.1 The Computer Centre continues its free
r seminar series of program training with
Introduction to UNIX. This seminar is
offered Oct. 17. Introduction to Windows
is offered Oct. 11. 13 and 18
Introduction to PINE (or ELM) on SGI
(e-mail) is also offered. Attendance is by
registration only. Call the HelpDesk at
ext 4440 to register.

I,-~

.1 The Academic Writing Centre offers free
r workshops on a variety of essay skills.
from grammar to research. Stop by 470
Sunset Ave. or call ext. 3405 for a full
schedule or to register

/

/

• OPIRG Windsor has meetings every
Wednesday upstairs at the Grad House
at 5 p.m. Everyone is welcome to learn
more about our research, action, and
education on social justice and
environmental issues.
• Windsor Society of Criminology is
holding a pub night tonight Free pizza'
Bring your Criminology Club Member
ship Card.

.1 The Marxist-Leninist Study Group
r presents The Basic Defect in Canada's
Political Process at 5:30 in the CAW
Student Centre Board Room. All are
welcome.
Wednesday at noon,
CJAMfm 91.5 features Radio
Amnesty, human rights reports
from Amnesty International
Group 22 in Windsor

/

f;@f

,-;:r.~.

t. The Anthropology Society will
be holding its meeting upstairs
in the Grad House at 3 p.m.
Membership $5 and new
members are welcome.

• The Black Student Alliance
/ (8.S.A.) will meet from 6-7
p.m. in Madame Vanier
Lounge.

company Join Hands, in the children's
gallery until March 1995. 3100 Howard
Ave. (Devonshire Mall). 969-4494

l ... The Art
'fl Michael

Gallery of Windsor presents
Snow: The Walking Women
Works until Oct. 9; A Dedicated Ute:
Hortense Mattice Gordon. 1886-1961
until Nov. 13; Gerald McMaster' s Savage
Graces: "after images" until Nov. 19 and
Christos Dikeakos' Site and Place Names
until Nov. 27. 3100 Howard Ave.
(Devonshire Mall), 969-4494.

Tuesday, October 4
~·: Assumption University has a cost

LA.supper every Tuesday at 5:30 p.rn. Call
973-7033

+ lnterVarsity
•

Christian Fellowship will
hold a bible study in 2127 Erie Hall on
Manhood and Womanhood. 5.30-7 p.m.

~ The

Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1
CAW Student Centre.

Wednesday, October 5
t. Out on Campus meetings for lesbians.
/ gays and bisexuals at 8 p.m. at Iona
College, 208 Sunset.

should attend
'f# Arts Vote '94, an all-candidates meeting
about the state of the arts in Windsor
7-9 p.m. in MacKenzie Hall - Courtroom
Auditorium.
3277 Sandwich
St.
Candidates for city council in all wards
have been invited to present their
position on the arts. Call 255-3377 for
more information

Friday, October 7

l ... The Art Gallery of Windsor presents an
'fl exhibition of recent work by local artist
Lee Rabideau. The opening reception is
tonight at 7 p,m. The artist will be
present and will give a walk-through tour
of his show. Continues until Dec. 4

,j Every

WftlfiiM

1.... The Art Gallery of Windsor presents an
'fl exhibition of puppets by Windsor

l ... Artists/patronstsupporters

.1 The Canadian Federation of University
r Women presents Dr. Ramona Lumpkin,
Dean
of
Continuing
Education.
discussing O Brave World: Trends in
lifelong Leaming at Iona College, 208
Sunset at 8 p.m All women who are
graduates of an accredited university are
invited to attend
•

A discussion group will discuss How Do
I Experience God in the 90s, 7:30 p.m. at
Assumption University.

Thursday, October 6
...The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets every Tuesday and
Thursday at noon in conference room 1,
CAW Student Centre

t
•

t
•

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will
discuss the topic Fishes of the People in
Ambassador Auditorium, 5:30 p.m.

The Interfaith Chaplaincy Group hosts
The Feminine in God, short input
followed by open discussion, in the CAW
Student Centre Piano Lounge, 2nd floor.
All are welcome.
The Bookroom at the Court presents

~ Paul Vasey, Eugene McNamara and Leila

Pepper reading from their newest books,
7:30 p.m. at MacKenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St. Call 258-2726 for more
information

Saturday, October 8
\. Pink Floyd's classic, The Wall will be
'& shown at the Capitol Theatre. Tickets are
$6. For information and tickets call the
Box office at 253-7729

Sunday, October 9

+ Assumption
•

University invites all
students to Mass in the second floor
chapel at noon. Phone 973-7033.

Monday, October 10
/

• The Lance invites all students interested
In volunteering to come to our staff
meeting every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in
the Lance office, CAW Student Centre

tl The Kinotek Film Society presents the
X Japanese film Onibaba today and
Tuesday at 9 p.m in the Capitol Theatre,
121 University Ave. West Admission
$4.50. Call 971-5160

Tuesday, October 11
.1 Advocational archaeologist William
r Donaldson will give a lecture for the OAS
Windsor Chapter and the public entitled
Overview of the Late Archaic/Early
Woodland Burial Practices in Southern
Ontario and Adjacent Areas at 730 p.m
at the Main Branch of the Windsor Public
Library. 850 Ouellette. lower level.

Thursday, October 13
.I University of Windsor Students'
..,- Alliance will meet in room 510 Windsor
Hall Tower at 5 p.m. For information on
student council contact Joe Barile,
253-4232, ext. 4502. Those wishing to
be placed on the agenda should contact
chair Dave Zaritsky at ext. 4501
(submissions must be made one week
and one day in advance of the meeting)

Cover photo ot wrestlers at Campus Fest held Sept. 26-27 by Stephen Paniccia
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Name changes
dominate first
~

ra~ ~lt~

.~

The Marketplace grill, Bernie's, is temporarily open to students after 2:30 p.m.

Lance photo/ CHERYL CLARK

: Students' alliance opposing
reduction in cafeteria hours

-

)

Page 3
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Eat it or lose it.
That is the word from universitv administrators on the fate
o( late afternoon food outlets
at the CAW Student Centre.
Due to the efforts of the
t;niversity of Windsor Students' Alliance, food booths in
the CAW Centre will remain
< pen, on a temporary basis,
later than 2:30 p.m.
Cutbacks to the Food Services Department that resulted
in early closures of the cafeteria's food outlets have left
many students, including council president Chris Maich, fighting mad.
···1ne Alliance was initially
upset with the fact that there

was no dinner available to the
students after 2:30 p.m.," noted
Maich, adding that the student
council
office
has
been
swamped with students' complaints about the decreased
number of hours.
In response to students' concerns, Maich attended the Resource Allocation and Board of
Governors meetings to question Hie cuts. He also met with
university president Ron Ianni
and Dave McMurray, Director
of Student Services.
'Inc results of his discussions
were positive, but they arc also
temporary. The Food Services
Department started off the
school year by keeping the
Bernie's food outlet open later
on a trial two-week basis.

After spending almost an
hour dwelling on technicalities,
the University of Windsor Students' Alliance (UWSA) meeting finally got u1;1der way.
The main issue on the table
last Thursday was change. In
particular, the changing of the
names of the pub and student
council.
Present at the meeting were
several students wishing to
voice their concerns on these
two topics. Steve Alexander,
former student council vicepresident, was also on hand to
make a pa5sionate presentation.

New attitude

1

I By Cheryl Clark

CiI ~~~n~~!n~,~~and

The mini-restaurant managed to break even, but Maich
sought more options for students who wanted a healthier
menu.
Maich was told by administrators that Bernie's, as well as
the Pasta Place and salad bar,
will remain open on a temporary basis, but that financial
constraints may .result in the ultimate early closure of either
one, or all, of the outlets.
UWSA has not thrown in the
towel, however, as Maich plans
to meet with the universitj 's
part-time workers union and to
continue negotiating with the
Board of Governors so that students, part-time and full-time,
may cat at the CAW Centre after 2:30 p.m.
!!

Formerly known as the Students' Admininstrative Council
(SAC), the executive council
explained their strong vote in
favour of the name change.
Now under the government of
a new student representation,
the student council hopes to invoke an entirely new attitude
towards the students' alliance.
Fighting "tooth and nail" to
work against the negative attitudes toward the existing council, Maich feels that the name
change signifies a "fresh start''.
It was also pointed out that
the change to UWSA was
strictly operational: executives
said the corporate name remains SAC for document purposes. The name change
touched upon one of the concerns regarding this decision that there would be extra paper
needed for the new logo and

let-

terhead, which carried the SAC
logo, would be wasted.
Studentc; were assured that
no office supplies would go to
waste and that left over office
supplies would still be used for
internal and billing purposes.

Autonomous team
On the same note, the discussion rolled onto the issue of
the student pub's new name.
Maich explained that after facing a near closure, the pub took
on a new, more autonomous
management team which felt
that the name "Moose Pub"
made the popular hangout
sound like a "barnyard hoedown", complete with haystacks and peanuts on the floor.
Maich explained the pub
manager presented the student
council with a list of more suitable names, from which the
"Asylum" was chosen.
Again, the change is thought
to signify a fresh start, in the
hopes of attracting larger
crowds and, consequently, producing greater revenues.

Faced closure
Facing a near closure shortlv
before the school year, the
pub\ statu'> v.as des~rihcd h\
Maich as a "sink or sv.im" situation, fighting not only to keep
the puh in operation, hut also
to keep drink prices lower than
those at the: Grad llow,c without resulting in a loss of profits.
Maich and Barile accepted
full responsibility for negative
fecdback on the name changes
to council and the pub.
t!

Robson reviving claims for more student representation on Windsor Senate
By Teena Ward, Dave Garcia,
and Xiomara Martell

A 1992 recommendation to
increase student representation
on the Senate, the body which
~akes academic and operational decisions for the university, has prompted a project to
double student representation.
Of course it has to make it
through the committee first.
Seven students now sit on
lhe Senate committee, a body
made up of 68 representatives
of staff, faculty, and full-time
and part-time undergraduates,
and graduate students. W indsor's student representatives
represent 10.3 percen t of the
COmmittee, a statistic well below the national average of 16.5
percent and the provincial average of 15.7 percent.
If the current proposal were
accepted by Windsor's Senate
Would sec 14 to 16 student
senator positions open up.
Student council's Vice Presitnt of ~tudent Affairs, Mark
?SOn 1s working on a motion
10
increase student senate reprc~ntation at Windsor.
!be idea was initiated upon

rediscovering a student council
recomendation in 1992 by then
VP University Affairs John
Stout. The council was concerned that "the Senate's University Government Comrnitte
was a ttempting to curtail student involvement o n all the
Committees of the Senate." In
addition Stout addressed the
"distressing lack of student representation on such decisionmaking boards,
170 and
suggested the council monitor
attendance of student senators.
While the issue has yet to
make it to the Senate, Robson's
plan of attack is ready.
l be issue is particularly
pressing with the large cuts in
campus services which took effect this year. "If there were
more students on Senate,''
stated R obson, "the Leddy (library) would have kept it's
regular hours."

Plan of action
Robson has described his
plan for increased membership
as "key to having student vie~s
heard, and to make real gains
in the university community."

Student representation
on university senates
as percentage of total
senate membership

24.6%

0/
16.9%
15.6% 16.0% 16.3% 16.4 Ill

12.9% 13.6%

Lance graphic/ MARTINA OBERSAT
Robson's proposal bumps up
student representation on committees which cffect most facets
of students educational experience. lbe approval of new
courses, programmes, strat~gies and priorities of acadcnuc
development. A~ well changes
would effect committees which
make decisions on the operating hours and budgets of the library,
student
awards,

unde rgraduate admissions, and
promotions and tenure.
In addition one student rep
would be added to the University Government Committee
which reviews "everything coming from the Senate Committees to be presented to Senate.
If it so chooses the report may
never make it to the floor."
Mary Schisler, president of
the Organization of Part-time

University Students (OPUS),
explained that "this committee
makes very important decisions
on behalf of students." A veteran senate member, Schisler
can attest to past success for
part-time students on the Senate (government committee)
who had no representation
prior to 1991.

See More Senate, page 6.

No nukes is good news
By Cheryl Clark

Lance photo ERMA CASTANARES

Imagine the possibilities: Student Frank Maceroni making contacts at TD Bank display at Career Fair held Sept 28.

Volunteer Fair draws high student turnout
By Adella Wilson
I I1gh student turnout and the
largest agency participation
l'\'l'r madl this war's Volunteer
Fair. held Sept: 27 at the CAW
Student Centre. the most successful its sc\'en-year history
According to :V1ichacl Hamelin. rn-ordinator of the volunteer hureau at the United Way
of Windsor-Essex County. the
nmscnsus among this year's
partil·ipating agencies is the fair
was the hest vet. He estimated
that over 1 OOO students visited
the Ambassador Room in the
centre to shop for volunteer
opportunities in the WindsorLssex area.
Named Opportunities '94.
the event was co-sponsored by
the United Way, the WindsorEssex Association for Volunteer Administration, the CAW
Student Centre and the office
of Co-op Education and Student Placement.

Record involvement
While this year was comparahle to the prc\'ious year in
terms of student traffic. Mr.
I lamclin said that a record 50
agencies allendcd this vear's
f.;h. representing "a · good
cro,;s-scction of the volunteerj<;m sector." Last vear's fair attracted 44 community agencies.
lbe annual event is designed
not onl\ lo connect students

seeking volunteer inrnlvement
with agencies in need of \'olunteers but also to promote volunteer
activity
in
the
cornmunitv and to educate students about the rewards of rnlunteering.

Benefits of volunteerism
Hamelin cited some of the
career-related benefits of volunteering like developing practical skills \'alued by employers,
the chance to gain first-hand
experience with which to make
well-informed career decisions,
enhancing the resume, and
making connections with future
references or employment
leads.
Michelle Taylor, currently in
second year Criminology, attended the fair to check out
volunteer opportunities in her
chosen field of law enforcement because she wants to
"better herself', \J,.hile,"opening
up new doors to have more opportunities in the future ."
While Hamelin concedes
that many students take on volunteer positions for career-related reasons, he is quick to
note that some are simply looking to !:,iive their lime to a cause
that is important to them. to
contribute to the community,
or to make new friends and
meet new
people. :V1olly
Roberts. a second year English
student, attended the fair he-

cause she feels that "it's important to help people and to gi\'e
hack to the community."
Many agencies, such as the
Distress Cenrtrc of WindsorEssex Count), like to recruit
students because they often
have flexible schedules, are enthusiastic about gaining experience that complements their
program of study, and are
quick to learn new skills.
Heidi Rexer-Hanes, a volunteer for the Windsor Association of Riding for the
Handicapped, emphasized the
importance of events such as
the Volunteer 1-air for local
community agencies.
"Volunteers are the backbone of our organization by
far," she said. Although the
majority of organizations participating in the fair were there
to recruit interested students
for volunteer positions, some,
such as the Distress Centre a nd
Information Windsor, were
also taking the opportunity to
increase public awareness of
the services they offer.
Changes made this year to
the organization and layout of
the event were well-received hy
the agencies in attendance, according to Hamelin. He added
that next year's fair will include
more of the same, but suggests
that it might be more widely
promoted to attract potential
volunteers from the city.
[!

l lundrcds of students, cnvinmmental activists and concerned citi1ens of Michigan and
Ontario were expected lo flock
lo Munroe's Fenni 11 plant,
Friday, for an organized protest
against the schedule~ re-opening of the controversial nuclear
facilitv.
September 30 through October 2 were earmarked as the
Grassroots National Action
Festival which set forth with
the goai of permanently dosing
the dtx>rs al Fermi II.
lbe Student Environmental
Action Coalition (SEAC). the
Fvcrgreen Alliance, the Zehra
Mussel Alliance, Earth First activists, Greenpeace a nd Citi1ens Resistance Against Fermi
11 (CRAFI), combined for~es
to plan a major demonstration
al Detroit Edison on Friday.
The student group also
hosted a weekend long encampment and confere nee under the shadow of Fenni's 400
foot high twin cooling towers.
Other activities, which have
caught the attention of the Detroit utility company, include a
"Don't Pay Edison" campaign
that urges people to withold
payment on electric bills for the
month of September. Detroit
Edison officials remarked that
residents who do not pay their
hills will be treated like any
other non-paying customer.
Fermi II , which is set to reopen on an as of yet unspecified date in mid-October, has
not generated electricity since a
December 25 incident when a
blade from its 510 ton turbine
system snapped off, broke off
four other blades and blew a
hole in the housing causing,
what an Edison spokesperson
deemed, a "small fire."

"Slightly radioactive"
Scott Simons, speaking on
hehalf of Detroit [dison's Corporate Communications department, said although the fire
did not take place in the nuclear part of the facility, the
subsequent alarm system set off
the plant's sprinkler system
that, in turn, dumped one and a
half million gallons of water
into the plant. The water used
to flush out the plant, was
deemed "slightl), radioactive··
by Detroit Edison, and was
dumped into the Great Lakes
system. Simons compares the
amount of radioactivity in the
discharged water to be about
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riday

c4ual to the amount of pota~
sium found in a dozen banana
' lhe release of the water ini
the
Great
Lakes systc
sparked the ire of many art
residents, and most notabl
those residing in Amhcrstburg
Repairs to the turbine \\1
run in the $35 to $50 milli1i
range, noted Simons. Ilc sak
that most of the damage \1;,
covered by insurance, and th1
amount which will not be c01
ered has yet to be released 1
Detroit Edison.
Simons noted that a series (
tests will take place before lht
plant re-opens. He said that ii
has taken Detroit Edison abou1
10 months to clean up Fermi II
because the turbine and gener
ator sustained a ''lot of dam
age" and there were "ver
minute" traces of contaminam, By Tee
within the structure. Ac; well,
number of blades had to be re, Un
placed because of stress tha Suhh
they underwent during the acci. m11-si
dent. Simons added that Fermi mend
II will operate at reduceo While
power until the larger blade< 92 re
are back on the turbine.
Ram•

Or
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b
,
Fac1'l'ty
1 may e unsa,e
Environmental activists are
up in arms about the fate of
Fermi II as many have deemeu
it as unsafe plant that will eventually play the leading role in a
major nuclear disaster.
Michael Monroe, a CRAFT
activist and resident of Monroe, said of the planned reopening, "They are puttin~
back into seJVice a dangerous.
inherently damaged machint
that has the potential to poison
the entire Great Lakes region."
"Edison has damaged goqds
and they are saying public
safety and the environment be
damned because of their economic needs," stated Keegan in
a press release.
Simons noted that Fermi is
responsible for about one-third
of the utility's assets, but he asserted that the plant poses no
threat to the community.
Peter Werbe, a collecl!1~
memher of Evergreen Alliance
noted that hundreds were ex·
pected to attend Friday's even~
but the amount of influence the
protest has on Detroit Edison
has yet to be seen.
History buffs may note that
Fermi If is located next to the
now closed Fermi I, the plan
that was made famous in John
G. I-uller's We Almost Lll1
Detroit, an account of its par
lial core melt-down in 1966. I
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;:~ Ombudsperson waits for action on recommendations

1ani, Sy Teena Ward

ell, a
e re- Uni\'ersity
Ombudspe rson
tha, Subhas Ramcharan is waiting,
acci. 001-so-patiently for his recom'ernn mendations to become policy.
uced While suggestions from a 1991lade1 92 report are still in the works,
Ramcharan reported a five percent increase in the caseload
afe and brought three new recomart mendations to the Senate in a
le ol Sept. 26 meeting.
:med The Ombudsperson investi:ven- gates and mediates complaints
in a for faculty, staff and students
on matters such as racism, sexAFT ~m, financial and academic isvfon- sues, and student services. Data
I re- from reports is the basis of an
.tting annual report a nd recomendarou., tions to the university.
:hine The university is in no way
iison bound to the suggestions. Alon." though the recommendations
oods made in the third annual report
ublic are being dealt with by commit1t be tees, Ramcharan said "I would
eco- hope they would be a little
an in more activist in putting these
reccommendations into place."
ru ti The establishment and fundthird mg of a degree program in

W ome n's Studies, a nd a compre hensive policy to deal with
student cheating on e xam<;
were Ramcharan's recommendations for 1991-92.
The most recent report, for
1993-94, recommends changes
for the working conditions of
post-doctoral fellows, a revision
of the graduate studies applicaiton policy for foreign students, and an overhaul of the
academic counselling process.
Reports by post doctorate
fellow, about 90 mainly based
in the science and engineering
department indicate that the
fellows are treated in a "less
than humane way," said Ramcharan. "The issue involves
harrassment,
intimidation,
oveiwork, and sometimes complaints that academic credit is
not given."
Although not prevalent in all
departments, Ramcharan also
expressed concern about some
graduate programs at Windsor
and their criteria for a pplicants.
Some fo reign students have
complained that in their "applications to graduate studies, criteria other t han acdemic were

used." "Cultural factors and
background should have nothing to do" with e ntry to grad
programs, said Ramcharan.
The Ombudspersons third
recommendation represents an
alarming problem for the undergraduate population. The
report states that "the Vice
President Academic in cooperation with the Dean of Student Affairs, review the present
haphazard, convoluted academic counselling process, with
a view to streamlining the process."
While Ramcharan noted that
"I only see the worst horror stories" and extreme cases, his review of Windsor's counselling
over the past five years has revealed a "major catastrophe in
the university relating to academics."
He explained that some upper level undergraduate students
had
received
no
counselling in their years at the
university, despite problems
with their .grades. R amcharan
blames the multi-tiered system
in place for counselling which
sends students to the registrars

office , stude nt affairs office,
and
departmental
representatives. "Nobody knows
what is going on," he said.
While the duty was at one
time a departmental responsibility, organization has shifted
over the years. In addition
those
departmental
representatives who do counselling
receive no compensation.
"A professor adept at
couselling should be given
some credit," said Ramcharan,
adding that the duty should be
measured and included when
considering promotions and
tenure.
At present academic counselling is voluntary and left up
to the discretion of the student.
Students are more likely to slip
through the cracks until it is too
late under this system.
In addition making academic
counselling mandatory
for
every student could eliminate
the problem, or identify trouble
before the student is ready to
graduate. Declaring a major by
the second year in university
would also ensure students are
adjusting early.
I!

at the I eddy Library
Universitv of Windsor Students Allia~ce president Chm;
Mnich has vowed to kcl..'p meet
ing with the library committee,
head librarian Gwen I·bhctt
and university administrators,
until a feasible solution lo the
proble m is fo und .
Ebbe tt informed M aich, in a
Frid ay meeting, tha t exte nding
library hours is no t possible at
this point due to budgetary
constraints, hut she is willing lo
keep the lines of co mmunication open and will he ar Maich's
proposals next week.
Maich said that although it
may be impossible for the library to return to the hours of
years past, perhaps a two-tiered
system could work, where the
library would remain o pen later
during exams and research paper season.
The UWSA president said
he is frustrated that students,
notably night students and
part-timers, are unable to have
full access to library privileges
when they are paying for those
services.
"Students are not given the
necessary time to do research,"
said Maich, adding that it was
unacceptable that budget cuts
should effect an institution
which is so closely tied to the
credibility of the school.
Maich stated that although
cuts to the library's budget
were approved by the Senate,
which includes student representation, there was no mention of a reduction of hours. I!
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THE ARRIVA OF~ NEW ffE/tf3ERS
! U ofW I

Elected Sept. 19, Cheryl Clarke and Frederick Beitler, are
settling in quite well in their new home at the Lance.
Clarke has taken over as news editor
and Beitler is heading up the sports department.
If you have any tips or would like to contnbute to sports, news or
arts.(for that matter), just call them at 253-4232, ext. 3909.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
1s now accepting applications for iu next three entering classes.
(Apnl 1995, September I995. January 1996)
Ceneml n•quir(•11w11ts al time of entry· ir,cludP:

• At least 2-3 years of undergraduate college in a health science or
baslC science degree program. (Inquire for a complete list of specific
requirements.)
• A minimum G.P A of 2.S. (A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.)
• A personal interest m a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern College of Chiropractic offm a rigorous four year professional
education. Our focus on science, diagnosis, ch1ropract1C methods, patient
care and research provides our graduates with the tools they need to work
as primary care phys1C1ans m the health care environment NWCC is fully
accredited by North Central Association
of Coff,ge, a,d khooh aod th•
'" (h,,opmri< Edourioo.

(000<01

l:flll: J-800 -888-4777 or 888-4777

Wrih•: Diruto r of ,tdmi.ssio11s
2SOI West 84th Street, Hmneapofis, HN SS43 I

We mvtte you to join us at
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Saturday. October 22

More Senate seats sought

T he Lance needs
someone to deliver
the paper! The
Circulation Manager
must be free to
distribute papers
Mondays Ill
Tuesdays - by
Deadline. Reliable
transportation is a
must. This job pays
$75 per week.

Continued from page 3.

Drop Resume off to The Lance office
by Friday October 7th and election
will foil ow on Tuesday October 11 th.

EVERY MONDAY 89X'S ONYP a THE
CRUSHER POUND MODERN ROCK THROUGH

ff[•!•UCOdl•lE•I 1:1 @l!
1

1

Plus, don'# lorg,I...
October 21

Lee Aaron
Coming soon ...

Bootsauce and

Universal Honey

Astro-Numerology Workshop
October 30 from 12 noon to 6pm
Call 948-1269
$45.00, $50.00 at the door
(Visa accepted)
Seating 1s limited.

S1.,1.nlt't +l1.alln(J C1.nt,1.
2685 Lauzon Rd., Hawtliorn Plaza

Rohson's plan also would effect the make-up of the senators. lbrce ex offu.·w memhers,
the presidents of UWSA, GSS,
and OPUS, would be guaranteed positions in addition to
one additional guaranteed rep
from each group T he six remaining senators would be
drawn from each of the faculty's, one to two based on
Rt1b&ms ..experience with attendance by various faculties."

Attendance issue
According to Joe Estevez,
Graduate
Student
Society
president, the push for an increase
in student representation
on
academic
committees can only be succcssful if students show up.
"It's one thing to be given
the opportunit) to have a
greater sav in the academic
~ommittee ' at the U of W," he
said, hut "as student representatives, we must assure that
these individual Senate members attend the various committee meetings as well as Senate
meetings."
Yet during the summer
Gabriel Maggio, one of three
elected undergraduate senators, resigned from his position
leaving full-time undergrads
with only two representatives.
Underdergrad student senator, Carmen Colagiacomo explained, "it set us back when
Gabe resigned - because of
that we have to wait till another
sena tor is re-elected." In addition the student council must
fund a cam paign to replace
Maggio before the year is out.
Colagiacomo explained the
importance of finding reliable
representation for students.
·'F acuity members will look to
us and say, you've been crying
a nd begging and pleading for
student representation and now
you're not showing up to these
meetings."
Discussing the problematic

issue of student Senator's attendance Robson theorized
that the general student attitude may be the reason for low
attendance in the past.
"I think t hat in the last few
years, students were_ more apathetic and that earned over to
the next generation of students," he said, adding " hopefully my proposal can change
that."
One of the ways to change
student apathy according to
Robson is to change the way
that students are appointed to
committees. The a pathy, he
says, is because students felt
that they had no voice in anything in the past. Robson said
that with more students on the
Senate, students will see their
problems addressed and realize
their lost voice.
In his own ex-perience as a
student senator Robson remarked, "after one of the
(committee) meetings I was actually thanked for taking
enough time to show up and
know about what was happening, and for having an inkling of
knowledge of what was happening."
In his report on Senate Committees and Student Representation Robson indicated
that apathy and attendance
were not the only problems
with student senators. Robson
points directly to the u ndergrad
student councils selecton procedures and cites biased selection of candidates.
''The problem lies within
SAC (Students Administrative
Council) itself. Over the last
decade, SAC's exec has been
rumoured to have helped their
friends pad their resumes by allowing them to h ave their
names alone forwarded to the
Senate Nominating Committee
via the SAC president. If this is
indeed true, I would call the
process an absolute fiasco."

Seeking reliable help
In order to change the cali-
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bre, and reliability of student
senators Robson has devolopcd
a six part plan to ens ure the
right candidates get the job.

force
prorr
1n p
had I

• An Appointment Search
Committee would assess
candidates on the basis of re.
sumes, and performance in
an interview and prepare a
list of qualified students
when the Senate requests
candidates for committees.

Stt
trihU
olhC

• Student council advertise in
the Lance to solicit applications for the Appointment
Search Committee, specify.
ing qualifications and opening up positions C-0mm.ittees
to all students.
• Selected candidates be given
training by the council, in
representation on specific
committees, how to effec.
tively advocate the student
position.
• Representatives wo uld meet
twice a semester (minimum)
to relate progress and plot
future initiatives to be
chaired by the councils VP
Student Affairs.
• Representatives will also be
required to report to the
general council, and will be
removed from their position
if two consecutive committee
meetings are missed. The VP
University Affairs will record
attendance.
• The five above policies become bylaws of the student
council to e n sure the process
continues.

Waiting game
For now, the plan is o n hold
while Sen ate members consider
Robson's information package
which sets out the guidelines of
the request for increased student representation.
The proposal awaits approval
by the representatives of facult)
and staff representatives which
make up the body. The issue
will be brought foiward at the
Nov. 23 meeting of the Senate.~

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call: <~ ~

(206) 634-0468
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• Police bust hemp stores in Ontario
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MON l'Rl :AL (CUP) - Ont.lfio police arc starting to enforce a federal anti-drug
promotion lav. which, although
in place for almost 10 years,
had previously not been used.
Stores in Ontario that distrihute hemp literature and
other hemp-related products
\\ere raided last month, with
police officers confiscating
th11usands of dollars worth of
merchandise.
Section 462.2 of the Criminal
(ode for drug use says that,
.. 1,,eryonc who knowingly imrorts into Canada, exports
fn)m ( anada, manufactures,
promotes or sel~s. i?struments
or literature for 1lhc1t drug use
is guilty of an offence and is liahlc on sununary conviction."
Mike Bourque of Help End
~1arijuana Prohibition Canada
says the recent raids are "the
hemp stores in Ontario are being harassed out of business."
Jeff Pross of 100% Hemp
Company in Kingston described the raid at his store,
which occurred August 30, as
ridiculous.
"(Officers) came in and took
approximately $500 retail worth
of stuff. That entails books, including books that are available
at the Kingston Public Library.
They took t-shirts, cigarette papers, stickers, newspaper articles off my wall, pipes and
bracelets."
Pross said he is not promoting the use of illicit drugs. "This
all happened contrary to a
prior agreement between me
and the local police forces,"
Pross said. When they opened
"we paid a lawyer to go to the
various p6\lce forces, tell them
what we were about to do and
ask if there was any problem
with that. They said as long as
we're not selling drugs, there
was nothing they could do."
Staff Sgt. Robbins of the Onlario Provincial Police drug enforcement branch in Kingston
refused to conunen t o n 100%
Hemp Company's bust, or
charges pending.

Rohhins said
that literature
advocating legalization
of
hemp
and/or
marijuana "is a
borderline
thing. If they're
advocating production, preparation or consumption, it's illegal."
He said police had previously
not enforced the law because
"we have not had a problem
here."
Pross has another explanation. "Maybe we're getting too
organized as a legaliaition
movement," he said.
Staff Sgt. Mittelhotz, head of
the drug-enforcement division
of the Kitchener police, said
the material was confiscated
because "we had a complaint
from a person who found one
of the magazines offensive."
-A. Cohen, McGill Daily
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Prof to be fired
TORONTO (CUP) A
tenured religjous studies professor with a history of neglecting his duties should be fired by
St. Michael's O>llege, an academic tribunal has ruled.
The tribunal said that Herbert Richardson was guilty on
two counts of gross professional misconduct and recommended that Richardson be
dismissed immediately.
St. Michael's College president Richard Alway said he
agrees with the ruling, and will
reconunend to the college's
highest governing body that the
professor be fired immediately.
The three-man tribunal,
chaired by York University law
school professor John Evans,
met th rough the sununer to determine whether Richardson,
who was suspended from teaching by the University of
Toronto in July 1993, should
continue to receive his $90,000
salary from St. Michael's, a college at the university.
The tribunal unanimously
found that R ichard son had not
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disclosed to his superiors significant activities in which he
was involved outside the university, which could conflict
with his academic duties.
lhe tribunal also found
Richardson guilty of taking a
phony medical leave in early
1993. It did not find Richardson dismissable on a third
count of student abuse and neglect, but said his in-class behaviour was "reprehensible
misconduct deserving of censure."
Richardson could not be
reached for comment. Lawyer
Joanna Rainbow, who represented him at the tribunal, said
her client had no comment on
the decision at this time, but
suggested that judicial revicv.
was a possibility.
St. Michael's College lawyer
Valerie Edwards said the decision set an important precedent
for universities' dealings with
their tenured professors. Tenure, the lifetime employment
contract gjven senior professors, is revoked very rarely.
Edwards said the decision
would make it easier for professors to determine what their
obligations were concerning
d isclosure of other interests.
Richardson had not told his
superiors that he was the sole
owner of the Edward Mellen
Press, a pseudo-academic publishing house based in Lewiston, N.Y, or that he had
founded his own ·'university" in
the Turks and Caicos Islands.
It also found that Richardson
had lied about his working conditions to his doctor when trying to get a medical note, that
the doctor never examined him
before issuing that no te, and
that Rich ardson only spent two
weeks of that four months under medical care.
The College's highest decision-making body will be convening in a special session soon
to discuss the matter. It can
then fire Richardson immediately, with no possibility of appeal.

Richardson will contine to
receive a substantial pension.
- Bruce Rolston, the Varstty

Hazing injures two

classifieds
services

PAPERS
(APA & other styles}

BSA TYPING SERVICE
Specializing m term papers,
reports & theses

TORONTO (CUP) - 1 WO
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH
Victoria College students were
Call Roni at 253-5501
hospitali7,cd last week after suf(Days, Evenings, Weekends}
'".:
fering injuries from a secret initiation at a residence.
As part of a non-college ap"SINGLES"
proved hazing ceremony at
Want to be involved in a 1 on "1
relauonsh1p' Want someone by you1
Gate House."" first-year male
side who cares about you and yoty
resident students were required
needs? Tired of hit and m,ss
to play soccer with their knees
relationships, bar scenes. etc.
,,Don't hke going places or doing thmgs
hound together with duct tape
alone?
and their hands tied behind
Want to meet people ,n a safe
their backs, said Patrick Donaconfidential environment7
hoe, dean of students at VictoPhone Destiny by Design ·
ria.
948-4128
30% off dunng month of Sept. & Ocr.
lbe men were playing
against first-year female resident students in the back field
wanted
at Victoria.
Twelve men were tied and Looking for a tutor for psychology
bound in order to make the course #313. Will pay $10/hr. Call
match "fairer" for the femalc 253-8073.
players, said one resident.
Wanted: someone reliable to share
One student fell on his face, driving with from Kent County,
cracked three molars and re- Chatham area on Tuesdays and Thursceived 14 stitches for a cut on days 674-2466.
his chin. The injury will require Wanted: for review purposes past tests
reconstructive surgery. Another for course: Social Research 48-200,
suffered from a swollen jaw and Prof. A. Ehrentraut. Call 948-4518
two chipped front teeth.
employment
Donahoe says alumni, the
Gate House president, the ex- Free travel - no gimmicks - we are
looking for group tour and vacation
ecutive committee and upper sales co-ordinators. CALL Paul 1-800year students stood by and let 661-2369.
the hazing take place.
In an effort to control hazing The lance is always looking for volunteers to write, photograph or draw. Inpractices, student residence terested? Come to our Monday staff
presidents are required to sub- meetings at 4:30 p.m in the basement
mit a detailed outline of how of the CAW Student Centre.
they will carry out their cerelost
monies.
Students are not allowed to Lost: watch with black band and holocoxisume alcohol before the gram face Sept. 26 near Odette Buildevent takes place, Donahoe ing of great sentimental value.
735-5022.
said.
for rent
David H arkness, Gate House
president and Lance Fuku- Parking space available $45
moto, vice-president, were monthly, University of Windsor. Leave
stripped of their positions and message - 252-0491
kicked out of the residence.
The executive was also dissolved.
Both of the injured students
chose to stay in the residence.
- the Varsity

11l££ 11l3PS
To Mexico, Cuba, Quebec.
Goliger's Travel Voted #1 in Customer
satisfaction is looking for the best individuals,
clubs or organizations to promote Spring Break.
Sun/Ski Trips
Call Paul 1-800-661 -2369

secretary
...

When things get hectic, let us take
care of all your typing.

On Campus!

Assump tion University Building
Suite 130

Phone: 253-8973, Fax: 253-8658
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Hortense Mattice Gordon's Gloucester, Maine c 1938 {detail) is on view at the Art Gallery of Windsor until Nov. 13.
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Hortense Mattice Gordon 's
Receding Planes. c 1948
{detail), right and Lobster
Pond. Maine. c 1930 {detail)
are included in this
retrospective exhibitron
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What do I know about abstract art? I know
what I like. I like health food, and junk food. 1
like classical music, and rock. Abstract art is unstructured. It does not attempt to duplicate any
shapes and it is not restricted by colour or medium. Abstract is to art what jazz is to music.
Hey! I like jazz!
I recently attended the grand opening of a
travelling collection of works by Chatham native
Hortense Mattice Gordon at the Art Gallery of
Windsor. This was my first visit to the gallery
since the casino pushed them out of their old
home. Some of the space still looked incomplete,
but I highly approve of the location. In the past a
trip to the gallery needed to be a planned event.
Now it can be a spur of the moment decision. At
a shopping mall people who would ordinarily
never visit an art gallery might be persuaded to
stroll through the halls between visits to Sears
and 1be Bay. Art for the people finally brought
to the people. This could be the start of a new
trend in shopping convenience.Upstairs, curator
Paddy O'Brien guided us through the extensive
collection arranged sequentially by date while
outlining the life and circumstances that inspired
the artist to create so passionately. She described
a woman in the early nineteen hundreds pursuing a lifestyle generally reserved for men. Although her earlier works are of the more
recognizable impressionist style, Hortense was
always an abstract artist at heart. It was mainly
pressure from the commercial and popular art
world that prevent her from fully expressing herself as she would have liked. However, her love
and her skill arc still visible in the paintings regardless of the chosen style.
Unlike the classic realism of the renaissance
era, modern art is more emotional than descriptive. It is meant to evoke feelings, not tell stories.
In that respect Hortense M. Gordon has exlremely successful throughout her life. The Dock
At Sunset (1925) shows a scene with several

small boats, only two with their sails raised. Tu
sky is a medley of pink and blue and green
blotches that blend into a pleasant sunset hue a1
you step back and take it in as a whole. I woula
not hesitate to invest my entire OSAP grant on
this one painting just to regain the relaxed, cornfortable feeling that I get gazing at it.. This CO?lll
be very handy during those tense penods dunng
midterms.
On the other end of the scale, Surrealistk
Forms (1946) almost paralyzed me with an a1•
sault of greyish shapes and twisted patterns thJ!
made me feel ugly and frightened. It was not a,
disgusting or graphic as some modem . horr~r
Oicks, but I found it just as upsetting. It 1s 0~1·
ous that her years in the game have made her
more confident but also more cynical. Em
though popular trends were changing, becoming
more accepting and more experimental, 19-l!i
was still a man's world.
Colar Study (1960) the final work in this sho~
returns to a more optimistic point of view. It t'
completely abstract, composed of random sha~'
and brush strokes composed of bright coloUll
and shades and mounted in a white-washe,
wooden frame that amplifies the energy of the
work. It is laughter and excitement captured on!
canvas and preserved fo rever. Satisfied that sh1
had finally accomplished her goal as an abstrai,
artist, Hortense died a year later, still painting(l!
course. She was 75 years old. The collection is Oil
display at the gallery until November 3. I ur~e
you to rush over and visit often. There is so mud
that I have not described, and so much more t~3
I have not yet seen. If you can't make a spec1~
trip, stop by between Stitches and Foot Locket
You won't regret it, and the next time that YOi
hear the name Hortense Mattice Gordon, yc/J
can say that you arc an admirer of her work.
A Dedicated Life: Hortense Mattice Gordor
( 1886-1961) nms through Nov. 13 at rhe Art Gai
lery of Windsor Located m Devonshire Mall, 31~
Howard Ave. The gallery ,s open Tuesday thro113,
Friday, 10-7, Saturday 10-5 and Sunday noon·5
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Who needs virtual reality when you're already in your own world?
By Lorne Beaton

Hour five

Hour one
Gotta do il. Golla do it now.
I ime's wasting. Paper's due in
three days. l'imc waitcth for no
one and neither do professors.
I urn the computer on and wait
while it goes through the bootup ,.;cquence. Okay, all set to
go. ['ve got my research books
handy, I've picked out some
quotable quotations, now I've
just got lo put it all together.
Fasv. I could do it in a couple
hou,rs, tops. Say, how about a
little DOOM before I start?
Just to get it out of my system, I run the game and am
soon immersed in battle with
hordes of demons. Bizarre animal grunting and snorting
noises alert me to the presence
of my enemies. I run and jump,
Jeap and duck, pumping round
after round of buckshot into
imps and lost souls. effortlessly
and maniacally eviscerating
possessed humans and cacodemons with my trusty chainsaw.
My heart pounds with excitement and the adrenaline buzz
turns my limbs to jelly. In the
midst of the carnage, I achieve
a state of negative capability, a
kind of nirvana of violence. Finally, having dispatched my
quota of bad guys for the time
being, I quit the game and look
at my watch. Two hours have
passed.

Hour three

_,

RTH

Eek. Better get started quick.
I start the word processor and
run to the kitchen for a snack.
When I get back I'm confronted by the proverbial blank
screen. No problem ... Just to
get into the rhythm of writing I
make out a title page, formatting it just so, making everything neat and proper. Okay,

It is hy no\.\ one in lhc morning and I'm having lrouhlc
keeping my eyes open.

Hour six

....
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now it's time for the main
event. My fingers poised over
the keys, I am set to begin.
A couple of moments pass as
I wait for inspiration to hit the opening sentence, how to
set the tone for the entire paper. Hmm ... That page is looking awfully blank. I shake my
head and suddenly realize that
I'm still seeing DOOM; my
mind is still full of the spinning
3-D geometrics of death. I
close my eyes and it's almost
dizzying how the insides of my
eyelids turn into buildings,
rooms, platforms, stairs, fireballs whizzing in all directions
in my mind's eye: run, jump,
pow, blam, kill, hurt; run, jump,
pow, blam, kill, hurt. A slight
case of overstimulation. I need
to get up and walk around, to
shake out some of the cobwebs.
I step outside for a moment,
for a breath of invigorating
night air. It's dark and moon-

less out the wind just whispering through the trees under the
sounds of traffic. I turn my eyes
up to the black sky and will my
overheated brain to calm down
and order itself again. My legs
carry me, of their own accord it
seems, down to the corner store
where I buy some Doritos and
Pepsi. Thus armed and loaded,
I return home with a renewed
sense of purpose.

Hour four
My purpose lasts about thirty
seconds once I get in the door.
Then it occurs to me that I
might have some e-mail waiting. I'll just take a qutck look, I
kid myself, and then get back to
work. I boot my terminal program and start the autodialer.
The 15 minutes it takes to get a
connection to the university
computer I put to good use by
critically reappraising my title
page, considering how it can be

improved. I change the font,
make the main title bigger and
add black bars above and below
it. There. Much better.
My fifteen-minute delay is
justified when I discover that
the new David Letterman Top
Ten List has arrived in my inbox. The topic is, the Top Ten
Ways The World Would Be
Different If Everyone Was
Named Phil. (" Almost impossible to get personalized license
plate PHIL." "Most popular
Beatie? Phil." Etc.)
Having now consumed that
momentary pleasure, I spend
another little while conducting
elaborate online searches for
guys named Phil until a sudden
attack of guilty conscience
grabs me by the neck and pummels me over the head. Reluctantly, I hang up and return
once again to my word processor.

I find Lhal I have my forehead pressed right up against
the screen. I am staring al a
DOS prompt, watching the little underline cursor going blink
blink hlink hlink blink. I can't
say for exactly how long I've
been in this state. I can't help
but notice, with my myopic vision, that at this distance the
edges of the little characters on
the screen are fuzzy, with more
red phosphores on the left and
more green ones on the right. It
talces me a little longer to notice that this is a really stupid
thing to notice .
I turn the machine off; it's
two a.m. now and time for bed.
As I trudge up the stairs, I console myself that I still have two
days left to work on my paper;
right now, though, I'm just
looking forward to flopping
into bed for a well-deserved
night's sleep. I think of cool,
smooth cotton sheeLc; and the
dark pillowy silence where I
can float till morning. It'll he
good to get my wired brain to
relax and face another day.

Hour seven
Run, jump, paw, hlam, kill,
hurt, hurt, run, jump, blam - I
struggle up to my elbows, fluff
my dreary pillow, and try again
to fall asleep. The dizzy ghosts
of unconquered demons won't
stop haunting my brain. Sigh.
There ain't no damn justice.
Twodavs ...
I!
Editor's note: This article was
submitzed two weeks after it was
first promised ...
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WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave.
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University guide
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By Nancy Hui
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FREE DRAW for HUNDREDS of DOLLARS in
POSTERS • HANGERS • FRAMES
no purchase necessary

•

one entry per person

PRINT SALE
OVER 1500 DIFFERENT POSTERS
MOST FAR BELOW LIST PRICE

DATE: OCT 11·14
PLACE: CAW STUDENT CENTRE
LUCKY DRAW ON: OCT 12

HOURS: 9·8
LAST DAY: 9.5
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·1bc Real Guide to Canadian
uniwrsitics is in a class of its
own. For the most part. prospective undergrads and undergrads alike have had a (ew
;cfcrcnce hooks to turn to
when trying to fi~~ ou~ a~o~t
Canadian uniYers1t1cs. Ih1s 1s
an answer to that need.
A few years ago, Linda Frum
wrote a· controversial guide,
and Mad .can's magazine has
stirred up some muck with its
annual rankings issue. Frum's
hook tried to give students an
idea of the atmosphere of each
campus as well as admissions
information, while Mad.can's
overview offered only the bare
minimum of facts concerning
programmes offered and admissions then used them to rate
the universities. More recently,
Saturdav Night magazine got in
on the 'act with its University
Planner (September 1994), put
together in cooperati?n ~~th
the Association of Umvers1t1es
and Colleges of Canada; it
amounts to little more than uncritical advertising. All were
Jacking the insider information
that students really wanted. The
Real Guide ro Canadian Universzties is a combination of the
best ot all their strengths and
qualities.
Its aim is to give students an
idea of what kind of personality
each school has. For example,
the hook claims it will inform
the student of "what the university's publicity br~hures
won't tell you and what your
guidance cousellor doesn't
know." The guide does this by
including sections on each university called "Survival Tips"
and ''Cram Notes." These sections are filled with pointers on
issues ranging from parking
availibility to where the best
places to study are. The book
also advises students about
where the most popular hangouts are, what residence is like,
and whether or not gays and
lesbians are openly accepted.
Academic information is also
included with statistics on cutoff grades for admission to
what the total university enrollment is. Academic facilities,
campus safety and facilities for

differently-ahlcd students arc
also described.
lo ensure an accurate view
of the university, one student
from each university was asked
to write about their school.
Most of the contributors were
recent graduates and editors at
their school newspapers. As
well, each contributor was
asked to talk to as many students as possihlc to obtain a
good overview of the school.
While this book is extremely
informative, perhaps a better title for this hook would he 1he
Real Guide to Canadian Umversitr.es for Canadian Students. International students may get
confused with the conversational tone of the book and the
use of so many slang terms.
As well, this book shouldn't
be used as an alternative to an
actual visit to the school. If a
person cannot afford to visit
the University of British Columbia because they live in
Windsor, the book provides
some insight into life on campus. But it should not stop the
student from visiting universities which are close by. Students should see for themselves
what the university is like.
Things change so quickly.
For instance, in (1993-94
Lance Editor) Mark Crane's
piece on the University of
Windsor, the pub was still
called by its democraticallychosen name, The Moose; the
casino's impact on Windsor is
nowhere mentioned; he says
Windsor doesn't have a free entertainment weekly, which it
does now (City Scene). Inevitably a few small things will already have changed at any
other university since the publication of the book.
As the book says in the foreword, "this book is filled with
the advice, wisdom, and university folklore of surrogate older
siblings from 45 universities
across Canada, helping (the
student) not only to prepare for
the school he or she has chosen
but to choose the school which
he or she is best suited."
The Real Guide to Canadian
Universities: An Insider's Swvey
for Undergraduates, Sara Borins,
ed. Key Porter Books, 1994, pp.
293. $24.95.
m

The Lance is looking for an
associate photo editor. The
success ful applicant will need to
w o rk w ith the photo editor, take
photo assignments 81.. develop film.
An honorarium of $40 is pa.id ea.eh
week. This job is lots of work but
great experience. Those interested
a.re encouraged to:

Drop Resume off to
The Lance office
by Friday October
7th and election
will follow on
Tuesday October 11 th.
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Lancers next clash with top ranked Mustangs
By Matt Mossman

The
Lancer
football team is
heading into this
weekend's game
with a strong
vs
chance at postseason play for
the first time
since 1990. The
Oct
number
one.___ _ ___,
ranked Western Mustangs are
coming to South Campus Stadium Saturday at 2 p.m.
The game will be a big challenge for a Lancer team, just
beginning to gain OUAA-wide
respect as a contender in the
highly competitive league.
fhe Mus tangs are armed
with a load of talented players
on both sides of the ball, along
with the reputation of being a
prestigious, storied and traditionally playoff bound team.
After three games, the
Lancer's sport a 2-1 record.
The team opened with a 19-15
home victory over McMaster,
but lost 14-13 at Waterloo. A
last minute field goal secured a
victory over York in an exciting
homecoming game.
Windsor's team is hoping to
improve on last year's 3-4 record, an improvement from two
consecutive 1-6 finishes.
Of 24 starters, 19 return
from last year's team, making it
one of the more experienced
teams in the OUAA. One of
the few graduating players was
wide receiver Norm Casola, an
OUAA all-star last year. Casola is playing in the Canadian
Football League this year with
the Toronto Argonauts.
Still, Coach John Musselman
hopes to feature his passing
ga.me. Third year wide receiver
Craig Poole is averaging a solid
19.5 yards per catch as the
Lancers leading receiver and
deep threat. Ross McKibbon is
the team's leading rusher, aver-

~
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Lancer Ross McKJbbin (33) making a mad 83-yard dash, in recent Windsor game versus York.

aging 8.3 yards per carry. The
key to the whole offense lies in
an experienced offensive line,
able to give quarterback Rob
Zagordo ample time to find his
receivers.
The defense is led by strong
tackling linebackers. Strong
side linebacker Joe Maher
leads with 46 tackles, one interception and one fumble recovery.
Maher
and
fellow
linebackers Jeff Carson and
Rob McIntyre form the heart
of the defense.
They'll be facing a stiff test
trying to stop the Western attack. New quarterback Warren

Goldie is coming off OUAA
player of the week honours for
his
performance
against
McMaster, and has completed
63 percent of his passes for 654
yards on the;: season. Leading
receiver Tom McC.onnell is averaging 29.2 yards per carry on
11 catches for five touchdowns.
Tailback Sean Reade has the
difficult position of having to
replace Tim Tindalc, now in
the National Football League
with the Buffalo Bills.
Western has a total of 16 returning starters, including Stewart Beak, the OUAA coaches
consensus as the best tight end

in the league. C.oach Musselman feels the key to stopping
Western's attack lies in containing Beak, both an effective
blocker and pa~ catcher.
The Western offense is a
blanked attack, so it will be difficult to overplay the running
or passing game. On offense,
the Lancers will try to run a ball
control offense, hoping for Jong
drives that will keep the Mustang offense off the field and
make it difficult for them to establish offcnsive continuity.
C.oach Musselman hopes to
take advantage of an inexperienced Western secondary.

The team is excited for the
showdown, eager to prove their
status a,; playoff contenders,
and ready to avenge last year's
56-13 loss to the Mustangs, who
have beaten the Lancers their
last 17 meetings.
Saturday's game is the start
of the last and toughest set of
games this season for the Lancers, with Guelph and Laurier
looming on the schedule.
C.oach Mussleman anticipates a
split of these three games. With
last week's game at Toronto
the wins would be good enough
to get the Lancers into the
OUAA playoffs.
[!

Men preparing for an exciting brand of basketball
By Sheila Windle

Try-outs
lhe wheels are in motion for
another thrilling season of basketball at the University of
Windsor. Six months of planning and recruiting by the
coaches and intense training
from the players, were culminated during the second week
of school when try-outs were
held.
Final cuts were made on
Thursday, Sept. 22, leaving the
Lancers with a roster of 15
players. Head coach Mike
Havey is enthusiastic about the
players, pleased with the level
of athleticism, skill and effort
that prevailed during camp.
"l~'s going to be fun coaching
this !:,'Toup of athletes and it will
be an exciting brand of basketball to watch," he predicted.

Coaches
In his fourth year with the
I ancers, I Javey continues to
take the necessary steps toward

building a successful program.
Long hours have been spent establishing recruiting networks,
coaching local and provincial
teams, expanding coaching
qualifications, and setting up
off-season training regimes for
returning players. These are
some of the preperations that
Havey and his coaching staff
accomplished over the summer.
Assistant coaches Wayne
Curtin and Shawn O'Rourke,
with extensive coaching experience at the elite level, are back
along with newest addition Tim
Flcombe. Elcombe, a fourthyear Kinesiology student from
Cambridge has volunteered his
services in hopes of expanding
his coaching knowledge. Brian
Garvey, team manager for the
last three years has stepped
down. lne role will be filled by
Jodie Ferguson, a first-year arts
student.

Season outlook
Looking down this year's roster, one can not help but he im-

pressed with the offensive talent that lies therein. OUAA
All-Star Pal Osborne, Jamie
Pepper, Mark Baggio, and
Matt McMillan arc becoming
known as the "Migrane Mob"
and should give opposing
coaches their fair share of
headaches.
In addition to these sharp
"shooting veterans, new prospects have shown outstanding
offensive
potential.
From
Havey's perspective, "If the ball
is passed around and shared,
we'll score lots of points. I'm
confident in our ability to
score."
I Iavcy plans to use an active
motion offense, where players
arc continuously moving, setting and using screens, until
someone becomes open for the
shot or drive. In this type of offensc, everyone play<: each position at one time or another, so
the team can't rely on one
player to rake in the rebounds.
Jl is everyone's responsihility
on this years squad to rebound

because they arc not as tall as
most teams they will encounter.
Exceptional speed will also
offset what is lacking in height.
Ihis year's squad is characterized by great quickness.
Players have begun to press instinctively in practice, which
bodes well for the style of defense the Lancers wish to play.
Havey is excited to have the
personnel to implement an attacking defense; one which will
be relentless in pressuring the
ball and causing turn-overs.
He realizes that lo be abk to
play this up-tempo defence,
everyone has to be in peak
physical condition. For the next
month, a half hour of each
practice will be devoted specifically to conditioning. Fundamentals need to be reinforced;
offensive
and • defensive
schemes put into place.
A serious outlook and an air
of optimisim seems to surround
this year's team. 'lhis appears
to the most athletic team
I Iavey has coached at Windsor.

A further indication that this
years team means business is
the intensity in practice,. With
helter athletes who can compete and challenge one another, the overall level of
intensity has risen.
Jn the pre-season, the Lancers will focus on maintaining
tight pressure on the ball. putting strategic presses into place,
and ultimately becoming a defensive force. 'The team and tenacity is growing daily in
practice.
Offensively, a lot of talent
waits lo be unlea-;hed craving
the opportunity to "take it right
at them''; longing to dishearten
the opposition with the repeated sounds swish from
three-point ranbre· Compliment
this with a concentrated, blue
collar work ethic under the
glass, you have the type of team
tans will enjoy watc:hing: a lucrative offensive mac:hine, a f urious whirlwind dcfensc. and
!,'Titty determination that just
won't 4uit.
!

Soccer teams in
playoff mode now
The w1mK·n':-. fines! perlnrmancc t·aml' in a caml' ,tcainst
Ibis \\ a, suppo~.'d tll he the Laurit·r Sept. 25. whe; the
\ l'ar for 1 anccr ,ncccr. The I anrers edced tht• set·1md
men .md wnmcns tl'ams .1p- ranked 1cam~in lht· nation 2-1.
pcared to have an abudance of Fourth vcar veteran Jcnnifor
1.ilcnt ttnd polrntial. At this lla\t's broke out 1)f a ,c.1s1)n
pnmt in thl' season pcrform- lon·g scorin~ slump, nailing lh...anl'l'' on tht· field ha\e pnwl'd gamc winnl.'r mid\,a~ llmmgh
thl.' contest.
ntherni,l'.
S1aucs1.'k helicws that 1111.'
lh.• men ha,·e allO\\l'U a
team h,b ,1 cood rhanrc tn
kal!Ul' hich 1~ !.!Oats a!.!ainst.
\t'l~goal 1(nding J~)csn't :~ppcar makl· tht' p11st ~eason. l luwt·n·r
ili h~ the prohlcm. 'lbt· I anccr., she explained that the team
must get points
haw had steady
from
fiw 1)f thl'
perlormanrc,
final six refrom
rookies "
maining cames
Ben
Gianotti
for a ~ rc~alist i<:
and
Lorenzo
shot
at the
Disalhol.
who
playoff
s.
S,am:have split the
sek said "if they
duties this sea(Lancer
son.
women)
play
As far as oflike the\" did
fence goes, the
Sunda\, · we
mt'n's ~ squad
could ·definitely
netted their first
make
the
coal of the seaplayoffs."
~on Sept. 25 verCoach Szaucsus Laurier in a
2- l loss. Prior to
Women's soccer coach sek's main conthis
game,
Mary Szaucsek cerns are the
games schedLaurier was the
uled Oct. 5
onlv other winthrough the 12.
Jess team in the
league - excluding Waterloo's Due to exams the squad may be
poGn deductions for academi- missing key players. Most imcall~ ineligible players.
portant of which is key midAs for the womens side, the fielder Julie Hansen, who
season mav still be salvaged. according to Szaucsek is "a key
After a poor start, coach Mary ingredient to this new look
Szaucsek has made a couple of Lancer team."
changes which appear to have
Judging from their next two
worked in the teamc; favour.
games, Windsor's men and
Julie Hansen has been women's soccer teams will be
moved from sweeper to mid- either on their way to the
field, while Tania Volpe came playoffs or to the weight room.
off the hench to replace Han- McMaster and Western are not
sen at the vacant sweeper posi- pushovers, so it looks like the
tion.
playoffs are beginning early. !!
By Robin;..V:...;a;...:;d~as:.___ _ __

if they play
like they did
Sunday we
could
definitely
make the
playoffs. "
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Rugby club member Darcy McArthur tried to give Windsor the advantage on a line-out, in a game against Michigan Sept. 24.

Windsor's rugby clubs are free agents
By Corrina Thomson

Windsor's rugby squad at
present doesn't have varsity
status - they're free agents for
the time being. In 1992 they
were denied status by a department council, and are therefore
confined to play schools without OUAA affiliation.
Athletic
director
Bob
Boucher explained, "other
schools are experimenting with
rugby at the club level. The way
schools are adding and subtracting teams, it's not viable to
add rugby right now. If in a
couple of years teams are being
added and trends are set, then
rugby will be given serious consideration."
For now, both teams fund
themselves, organizing their
own games and travel arrangements. Each team practices
Monday to Friday on the
Prince of Wales property.

Rugby has long been considered a male sport, but women's
rugby is growing in popularity.
This year a womens team has
been created and practicing for
two weeks. Third year student
Dina Davis is very excited
about being able to continue to
play at Windsor. "It's been difficult because we're all at different levels, but the team is
really progressing."
Doug Brydie has played for
ten years and is coaching the
womens team. He explained
that because of physical differences, "the womens teams are
more technical and generally
are better ball handlers."
Rugby is not like other hard
hitting sports. The game involves another aspect that is
often overlooked in today's
"win at all costs" athletic attitude. A strong social tradition
and team spirit gives rugby
players a special element that

goes beyond the playing field.
Third year student Mike
Stokes felt he was "automatically accepted after the first
game. I wish I had played rugby
all my life." Fellow teammate
Warren Hall explained "it's really a game of teamwork. I
think that this is what promotes
the strong social aspect of our
team and the sport in general."
A Rugby team consists of 15
athletes who play for 90 minutes. Webb Ellis founded the
game when he decided to add a
new dimension to soccer by
picking up the ball and running
with it, only to be tackled by a
member of the opposite team
explained Chris Leitch.
The men's team has done
well in their league, almost undefeated in seven years. On
September 24 the men's 'A'
and 'B' teamc; defeated the
Michigan Wolverines 53-0 and

27-0.

~

NEW ASIAN CURRY HOUSE
Lunch Buffet@ $5.99
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Worth coming home for
Lancers feel lucky
to take win from
hapless Yeomen
By Phil King

If the Lancers learned anything from their. less than _deserving 18-15 victory against
York Yeoman Homecoming
Saturday, it is never to think
that any game is ever in hand
_ especially not in the first
half, when opponents (York)
arc winless in their last 40
starts.
Lancers' rookie locker Ken
Tumak was among those players who thought it was. "With a
15-0 lead, I didn't thirik I'd be
out there locking something
like this." Something like this,
was a last second 36 yard field
goal by Tumak which the Lancers needed to win.
Lancers' Head Coach John
Musselman also gave a lesson
in psychology after the game
against York. "When we got up
15-0 our intensity level
dropped, and when your level

of intensity drops from its original level, you can never get it
hack to the same level again."
'[he Lancers were lucky not
to lose. As a matter of fact,
Coach Musselman admitted,
''York deserved to win."
Considering York had two
touchdowns wiped out by penalties and a missed field goal,
they did deserve to win. For
anyone keeping track, Homecoming Saturday's win over
York was Windsor's fourth
straight Homecoming victory.
York Head Coach Tom Arnott said of the Yeomans dubious winless streak, "it will end,
and the sooner the better for
all of us." Lancers' defensive
back Chris Mitchell said of
York's 41-game winless streak,
"everybody wants York to win,
but nobody wants to lose to
them."
But does this mean the Lancers lack imagination on offense?
After their narrow victory
over York, Coach Musselman
explained that the players did
show creativity. The Lancers
unsung hero against York was
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fifth-year defensive hack Stacey
Norton, whose interception led
to Tumak's game-winning field
goal.
But the halftimc highlight of
Homecoming was not the game
scoreboard. Two men on the
Hill behind the playing field almost convinced the crowd they
were real-life pro wrestlers.
Brothers Brian and Bruce Rakoczi have been entertaining
Lancers' football fans with their
wrestling antics for eight consecutive Homecomings.
Some of the dozens of Windsor alumni who attended are
former Lancer players, coaches
and university administrators.
Among them were: Dr. Pat
Galasso, Dr. Mike Sharell, Bill
Hallett, Jim Snow, Shane Hudson, Ozzie Nethersole and John
Dorion, who felt more alumni
should be encouraged to come
out to Homecoming events.
Dorion, a high school
teacher in Chatham, was a
member of the Lancers' football team that made it to the
semi-finals of the Western
Bowl played at Winnipeg, Manitoba in 1969.
(!

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Lancer mascot. Jouster, coaxing fans into support for the home team.

Results and standings
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4. Concordia Stingers
Football
TEAM ............. G.W .L ..T..F .A..P 5. St. Mary's Huskies
Western ........... 3 ... 3 .. 0 .. 0 12533 6 6. Alberta Golden Bears
Lauri er ............ 3 ... 3 .. 0 ... 0 107 47 6 7. McGill Redmen
Windsor .......... 3 ...2 .. 1...0. 51.44 4 8. Acadia Axemen
Waterloo ......... 3 ... 2 .. 1...0.60.55 4 9. Saskatchewan Huskies
Guelph ........... 3 ... 1 .. 2 ... 0. 48. 90 2 10. Ottawa Gee Gees
McMaster ....... 3 ... 1 .. 2... 0. 621072
Results
Toronto ........... 3 ... 0 .. 3 ... 0.48.64 0
(for week endmg Sept. 25, 1994)
York ................ 3 ... 0 .. 3 ... 0. 401010

Football

Men's soccer OUAA West
lT:.AM ............. G.W .L.D.. F. A.P
Brock ............... 5 ... 4 .. 0 ... 1. 12..4. 9
Guelph ............ 5 ...4 .. 1 ... 0 .10.. 3. 8
McMaster ....... 5 ... 3 .. 1...1 . 13 .. 4. 7
Launer ............ 5 ... 2 .. 2 ... 1 .. 3 ... 9. 5
Western ........... 4 ... 1 .. 2... 1 .. 6 .. 113
Windsor .......... 6 ... 1 .. 5... 0 .. J.. 18 2
Waterloo ......... 4... 0 .. 4 ... 0 .. 6 ... 2. 0

Windsor 18 York 15

Cross Country

Football
Oct. 8. Western at Windsor
2:00pm

Men's and women's soccer
Oct. 5, Windsor at Western
Both matches 4:30pm

Men's Golf
Oct. 2-4, OUAA Championships
(at Red Tail Golf Club,
St.Thomas)

previous course record. Fonseca is a Toronto native, and
competed for Canada at the
C.ommonwealth Games, finishing fifth in the 10000 meter
event.

ranked team in the nation, on
Sunday Sept. 25. Inc Lancer
defender is a second year Human Kinetics major and a
!,tfaduate of Windsor Assumption.

Tanya Thoronton-Soccer

Women's soccer OUAA East
Leading Scorers

Thoronton played an instrumental role for the women ·s
soccer team in their victory
over Laurier, the second

1. Sara Nathanson. Western ..........5
2. Chantelle Edwards. Brock ........ .4
3. Tracy Niven. Guelph ..................3

Cross Country

Men Western Invitational
1 Peter Fonseca 31 :36
7 Jason Boyle 32:16
14 Rich Tremain 32:45
30 Mark Kiteley 33:31
40 Rhys Trenhaile 33:51

Oct. 7. Notre Dame Invitational

Men's Hockey

,

Oct. 7-9, WI .U Octoberfest
Tournament

Women's soccer OWIAA West

Women Western Invitational

11-AM ............. G.W .L.D.. F .A..P
Laurier ............ 5 ... 3 .. 1...1 .. 5 ... 3. 7
McMaster ....... 5 ... 3 .. 1...1 .. 7 .. .4. 7
Guelph ............ 5 ... 2 .. 0... 3 .. 6 ... 2. 7
Western ........... 4 ... 2 .. 2 ... 0 .. 8 ...4. 4
Brock ............... 5 ... 2 .. 3... 0 .. 9 .. 11 4
Windsor .......... 6 ... 1 .. 3 ... 2 .. 6.. 10 4
Waterloo ......... 4 ... 0 .. 3... 1 .. 1...8. 1

3 Michelle King 17:55
4 Missy Mcleary 17:59
11 Jennifer Graham 18:52
66 Tina Rocnik 20:23
73 Marnee Beamish 20:31

CIAU football rankings

Men's soccer

1. Western Mustangs
2. Calgary Dinosaurs
:t I.aurier Golden Hawks

Brock 2 Windsor 1
I .aurier 1 Windsor 0

Men's Volleyball
Oct. 8, Sheridan C.C. at Windsor

Athletes of the week
Peter Fonseca-Cross Country

Fonseca captured the individual title at the 20 Annual
Western Invitational on Friday
Sept. 23. In his final year of eligibility, the Faculty of Fducation student covered the
I0-kilometer course in a record
breaking 31 minutes, 36 seconds - 10 seconds under the

Women's soccer
Brock 3 Windsor 0
Windsor 2 Launer 1

On

Upcoming Events

Football OUAA Statistical Leaders
Rushing ...................................................... No ... Yds ...Ave ... Td ..... F .......... Lr
1. DaVJd R1cher{JO .................................. 45 .... 289 ... 6.4 ..... 0 ....... 2 ...........50

2. Sean Reade/UW0................................ 41 .... 288 ... 6.3 ..... 3....... 1 ........... 35
3. Mike Mallat/Wal .................................. 36 .... 227 ... 6.3 ..... 3....... 1 ........... 35
4. Ross McKibbon/Windsor .................... 25 .... 208 ... 8.3 ..... 0....... 3 ........... 83
5. Craig Young/UWO .............................. 28 .... 171 ... 6.1 ..... 0 ....... 1 ........... 23
Passing ................................................... All.Comp Yds .. Pel ... lot .Td .... Lg
1. Bill Kubas/WLU ............................... 105 .... 59 .. 1024.56.1 .... 2 ...... 7 ....57
2. Apostolopolous/Yk ........................... 97 ..... 52 ... 762... 53.6 .... 9 ...... 3 .... 63
3. Steve Bennet/Wal .............................. 73 ..... 45 ... 746 ... 61.6 .... 3 .....4 ..... 55
4. Mike Kennedy/Mac ........................... 79 ..... 42 ... 733... 53.2 .... 3 ......5 .....88
5. Warren Goldic/UWO ....................... 65 .... .41 ... 654...63.1 .... 3 ...... 8 .....67
Receiving ................................................................... No ... Yds ... Ave ... Td .. Lg
I. Stefan Ptaszek/WJ U ............................................ 2-L.. 471 .. 19.Cl.....4 .... 57
2. Andre Batson/Yk .................................................. 16.... 328 .. 2').5 ..... 2 ....(13
3. l om McConnell/UWO ........................................ I 1.... 321 .. 29.2..... 5 ....67
4. Mike Morreale/Mac ............................................. 15.... 288 .. 19.2 .....3 .... 8X
'i. Adrian Jnornc/Wat .............................................. 14.... 285 .. 20. .1 ..... 2 .... 52
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Friday, October 1 lt, 7:30pm
Saturday, October 15, 7:30pm
Sunday, October 16, 2:3 Opm
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University of Windsor
Bulldln9 (in the Moot Court)
Ttckets are $ 7 for students and $ 8 for adults and c,re available at the
CAW Student Centre Oct. 4-7 and 11-14 from 11 am - 2pm, at the
door before each performance, or call 2 52-1 81 2

Pr~mted by lnterV,,/S/ty Cl,nstian fdlovvship
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editorials
Counselling key to
academic success
If s1udenls don't know what 1s ex-peeled scholastically. ho\.\ can
they he cxpec1ed lo succeed'!
.
.
In a recent report of the university Om~udspcrson. his de~n~tion of the univers1tv's svstem of academic counselhng outlined
the present prohlematic ~ethod for dealing with .~tudc~ts. Counselling was deemed "haphazard" and ··convoluted and in need of
"strcamlining.170
.
.
.
Or. Suhhas Ramcharan. Omhudsperson, said that his :ev1ew ol
counselling o\·er the past fiv~ years has re~·ea~~d a "a maJor catastrophe in the university relating to academics.
.
But the catastrophe is for those students who shp through_ the
s"\'Stem without any kind of counselling, or chance to turn things
riround. "tudents allowed lo continue studying al an upper _leve_l,
third or fourth year, without ever recie\ing an} counse_llmg 1s
wrong - especially when those students are not makmg the
grade.
.
At present there are too many people who are supposed lo give
counselling and too many students slipping through ~he c~acks o.~
the hureaucracy. Apparently ··nobody knows wh~l 1s going on
with academic counselling, but students are counting on someone
lo find out.
.
Sorting 1hings out between the registrars office, student affairs
office, and departments should be a p~iority. Giving profess?rs
some credit for counselling students might help to~. Expectm~
professors to adaquately fill ~he counselling n.eeds "".1thc~u~ credit
doesn't make sense - especially when combined w11h increased
workloads and decreased rewards.
Mandatory academic counselling was at one time in effect al
the Uni\"ers(tv of Windsor. Perhaps a reviev.. of this system would
add insight into the current problem. Ens~ring that all students realize their academic options and comrruttment early on may he
"" SHooo , ~LY •"
the solution.
If the university agrees to accept a stude~ts tuition fees, t~ey
Letters to the editor
also should accept the responsibility of offenng ~ compre~ens1ve
sons behind each are ones that
and fail-safe system to prepare students for their acaderruc pursuits.
l am well aware of (and fully
support).
Indeed all students don't necessaril~ excel in the universit} en\'i- Dear Editor,
Having attended the first
But in the face of rising costs,
mnmenl. hut catching those with difficulties early in their schoolUWSA
council meeting (Sept. cutbacks, and the needs of stuing through a comprehensive counsellmg system would at least
29). I am apalled by both the dents, who really cares what the
ensure an effort had been made to get troubled students on track.
lack of concern over real issues, name of either is, provided that
and the personal attacks by cer- they do not border on stupidity,
tain members of council.
or insult persons.
lhis meeting was not a foProvided they perform their
rum for the presentation, dis- functions as they arc supposed
cussion, and resolution of to, their names could be
student ideas and issues. hut in- changed yearly, and it should
stead became a rather tedious not matter. It is unfortunate
Finally local programming is back.
.
.
circus involving three very triv- that this meeting went no
It's heen four long years since the CBC pulled out their Wmd- ial issues.
where, since the majority of the
sor telc\ision services, and citizens protested in front of the staArguing for over an hour council members were there
tions offices.
over whether or not to adopt with the purpose of accomScheduled to officially begin broadcasting Oct. \ many locals
the minutes of previous meet- plishing something.
and studenL<; didn't think they would see the day when the CBC
ings is an issue? ll is not that
Let us hope that at future
would be back on the Windsor beat on a full-time basis.
difficult a thing to comprehend. meetings the needs of the stu"!here was a void left with the television coverage gone, alYet some person<; seemed hell- dents and council can be put
though two local private stations tried to fill it.
bent on not having them ahead of the petty bickering,
With a television news branch focusing in on Windsor, the station may be able to give us the kind of attention to detail which is passed, without presenting a personal attacks and vendettas,
valid reason.
that people can get their facts
Jost on national Toronto-centric broadcasts.
lhe other two issues, relating straight, and that council can
l·ocusing in on the coverage of local issues is important and fito the name changes of the stu- be as productive as ever.
nally we've got that service back.
dent government, and the stuJerry Burrell
The television service will be on a smaller scale than the last
BHK Sport Administration
time CBC was located in Windsor, with four vidcojournalists on dent pub, are also very trivial
with far more important issues
the local heat and digital editing contributing the downsizing efon campus. Ille name change
forts. But hell, with service gone so long smaller is better than
from SAC to UWSA, from
nothing- it's just good to have CBC television back in town.
Moose to A<;ylum, and the rea- Dear Editor,

Waste of time

It's about time
Windsor gets local TV

Missed the point

43L~~c:~
Action for students : students for action
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Editorial Policies
The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned edforials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, and may not reflect the
beliefs of all its members Opinions expressed in
the Lance are not necessarily those of the
University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's ~ame and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994 Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.

Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affinns its role as an
agent of social change, perfonning both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender. sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and relect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
society do not have equitable access to the
media We affinn our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The _Lance is _committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist

C l)OY

,

I am writing in response to
the article written by Corrina
Ihomson in the Sept. 19 issue
of the Lance.
Resident P.aul KurantsinMills complained that he could
not get his meals because he
"plays varsity football and finds
the Vanier hours inaccessible."
Notices were posted on every
floor in all residence buildin!:,tS
announcing the Sports Meal
Plan Program in September.
Students can order their meals
ahead of time and pick them up
after dinner hours in the
Crocodile or the University
Oub.
We have had a good response rate for this program
and have received positive
feedback from our customers.
Students who aren't involved in
sports hut have a late class use
the service as well. This program has been in place since
1991. It was designed to allow
students with sports practices
during meal periods to be able
to get their meals.
Zora Sanson
Assistant Department Head
Customer service and

racist, ageist. heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them. which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to ~
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232. ext. 3909
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Accessible legal help
By Jason Trenton

I
to
na
UC

Community
Legal
Aid
(CLA) is now re-oponed after
being closed for two weeks to
prepare the clinic for the upcoming school year.
During shut-down, 150 law
student volunteers attended
training sessions and workshops to familiarize themselves
with clinic procedures and to
team how to best understand
and address their clients needs.
New to the clinic this year is
an upgraded computor database/network system which will
enable students to handle client's files and conduct on-line
research more efficiently.
Also new to the clinic, is an
Aboriginal Law Satellite Clinic
which extends our legal services
to Windsor"s aboriginal population of aproximately 7500.
Toe clinic is set to open Oct.
13.
CLA is a year-round service
operated by the law students at
the University of Windsor
working under the ongoing supervision of a lawyer.
CLA was founded in 1971 by
a group of concerned law students who realized the need for
access to justice in the community.
The services provided by

CLA are free of charge to
those who cannot afford a lawyer, and to the University of
Windsor full-time undergraduate students. Persons requiring
the services of CLA must meet
a financial criterion which is assessed on an individual basis in
order to qualify.
Legal help is offered for tenant problems, highway traffic
matters, small claims matters
provincial
offenses,
mino;
criminal offenses, tribunals,
student problems, and community advocacy.
Other legal services such as
preparing affidavits,
name
changes, criminal injury compensation applications, and incorproating non-profit groups
are also provide by CLA.
CLA does not provide legal
assistance in areas of divorce,
real estate, personal injury
suits, or serious criminal matters.
Our office is located at 354
Sunset Ave. Our hours are
Monday to Thursdays from 9 to
4 p.m. Appointments can be arranged through CLA or the appropriate Satellite agency.
The Aboriginal Satellite
clinic, will operate out of Turtle
Island Education Centre, at
469 Sunset Ave. Thursdays
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Safety not funny
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Dear Editor,
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By Sarah O'Donnell

be true of film as well" said
Hissey, noting women portrayed on TY seem to consume
fairly heavily, conventionally attractive, slim, relatively tall,
able-bodied, and heterosexual.
Roseanne
and
Murphy
Brown as excellent examples of
current TY programming because of the way they deal with
real issues and women's concerns. Both were created and
produced by women. To
achieve more programs of this
calibre, Hissey said it is necessary to get more feminists
working in the various media.
Television is not the only culprit. Media Watch, a national
group which analyses media
content, found only 28 percent
of the bylines in newspapers
were women's in a 1992 study
of the Canadian newspaper industry.
Under-representation is particularly obvious in certain fac-

ets of news coverage. For example, "authorative sources
who are quoted are usually 90
percent men," said Hissey.
In the hopes of eliminating
these imbalances, groups such
as Media Watch are trying to
encourage news sources to
quote more women experts in
their stories.
Many magazines also lack a
significant amount of womancentred content.
Most of the staff at "Canada's
national
magazine,"
Maclean's, "felt that Maclean·s
has a lack of sensitivity in its
protrayal of women," according
to a 1992 staff survey.
According to Mills, these
trends haven't heen improving
in recent years.
"It's pretty frightening, the
trends don't change," she said.
"There is no significant yearly
changes when we do the content analysis."

of products. Some of these
posters featured muscular men
in shorts, while others were of
attractive women in shorts,
bathing suits, or lingerie. They
were displayed in a book like
rack next to the cash register.
Unfortunately, this addition
Dear Editor,
to p harmacy inventory was too
Given the changes that have much for members of the unibefallen the University of versity's militant, in-your-face
Windsor over the last few feminist population to withyears, I have resigned myself to stand. They demanded that the
the idea that free speech on pictures be removed from the
campus has gone the way of the rack immediately and no longer
dodo. Wave after wave of po- sold. I n the face of this unprolitical correctness has engulfed voked onslaught, Al (the pharthe university and its policy- macist) stood his ground
makers. From mandates re- admirably, refusing to remove
garding textbooks that dare to them.
use gender-exclusive language
To make a long, sordid story
to program admission quotas, short, calls to the university
individual freedom has taken Ombudspcrson and the ironimore hits than a Lancer quar- cally-named Human Rights Ofterback. I've been willing to fice eventually led to Al being
staomach these inanities qui- forced to remove the posters.
etly, hoping that common sense Evidently, the fact that the
would eventually re turn to the pharmacy is independently
parties involved. Willing, that owned and only rents space
from the university was not
is, till now.
Recently, the pharmacy on enough to insulate it from the
campus began selling posters in vigilance of the campus thought
addition to its normal selection police.

My question is this, what
gives any overzealous moral
watchdog, student or otherwise.
the right to dictate what a private businessman can and can't
sell in his own store?
Admittedly, the posters were
highly sensual. They were not.
however, any more so than
photnd at Athena in Devonshire Mall or any other store.
None depicted sexual acts or
contained nudity. They were
certainly geared to a mature
audience, but most people in
university
are
con sidered
adults.
Cases of one overly-sensitive
person (or group) being able to
coerce individuals into following their personal beliefs are
becoming alarmingly common.
This ludicrous abuse of ille&ritimate, baseless power by groups
with the audacity to claim freedom and equality as their objectives is infuriating.
Rather than to pronouns or
posters, zero tolerance should
be applied to these self-proclaimed saviours of humanity.
Scott Pratt

the Cord
Newpapers, magazines and
television programming continue to carry negative and
often non-existent coverage of
women.
"The main problems with the
media's coverage of women are
under-representaion, a narrow
range of representation," said
Lynn Hissey, a professor of
women's studies and communications at Simon Fraser University.
Women makie up 52 percent
of North America's population
but only about one-third of
characters on television are female. During prime time, the
number of major female characters shrinks to one-eighth of
the total cost. This is compounded by the narrow range
of women portrayed.
"Virtually all women on television are white, and this would
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Media coverage missing women

those male students in the
CAW Centre Wednesday night
who felt the Take Back the
Night march was laughable.
They should question their integrity as well as their values
and behaviour. If your daughter or girlfriend or wife was violently attacked and raped while
walking the streets at night
would you still think it was
laughable? If you were forcibly
restrained while the attack was
being perpetrated so that you
could watch your loved one violently assaulted, would you
think it was laughable?
To you (and you know who
you are) who said, "what do
they expect wearing short and
tight skirts," I say you need
help irnmediatly! A short skirt
does not mean that the wearer
is desirous of your sexual reality
- or fantasies.
I was saddened by the number of womyn in the march, but
to those who did participate I
can only say keep the faith and

continue to exert your presence. The march signifies a serious problem in our society, a
problem that will not just disappear and, one that does notonly
concern feminists. J w;t think
about it, what would a rape
mean to your family? To the
womyn who participated inthe
march and to all womyn in general there is still a long road
ahead before our streets are
safe, day or night. As the mentality of those men in the cafeteria attests there is more than
just the streets that need to be
cleaned up.
I cannot imagine the anguish
of rape, but to those males, and
females, not emotionally and
intellectually in tune to this
travesty, it is time you question
your priorities. Jn our society
such violence against individuals, against womyn, is common.
Your lack of interest and concern allows this violence to continue. If you are ever forcibly
and violently victimized 1 am
sure you will agree. Who will
laugh then ? I can imagine that
for the rest of your life you will
not find it laughable.

To the womyn of the march
... march on. You do have some
support (from the other side).
John Barnett
Year m Social Work

Overly sensitive

Year IMBA

around cam us

If you were to ask the Lance's question, what would you ask,----------.
?
·'Is this all really worth it?"

"How
the
@#* can I find a
decent seat in the
student centre?"

"Where is all
?f our money going?"

'"Is our society
gradually becoming one that is socialist
and
totalitarian?"
J

Sal Albano
Yea r I
Political Science

Anita DeLu,·a
Year I

Diana Iannetta

Psychology a nd Languages

Geography

Year I

...

Shuman Von Helmholtz
Year II
Asian Studies

How do you
describe
something so
O\'erwhelming
that you don't
knm,· where
to
begin?
That's how the
gala opening
of the Barnes
Exhib·t struck
me. Hosted by
Gluskin ~heff
& Associates,
and chock full
of black tie
and
evening
govvned elite.
it could be the
party of the
decade. But in
line for cultural accomplishment of the decade is the one of six world premieres of the
collection al Toronto's Art Gallery of Ontario.

The Barnes Foundation
The Barnes Foundation was founded in 1922
by Dr. Albert C. Barnes As a private collection
it is unrivalled in scope. These incomparable
masterpieces have in the past been secret to
all but a choice few - Barnes 'v\as careful
about vvho saw his collection. and under what
circumstances.
But an outdated climate control system (almost 70 years old) and the potential danger of
long-term damage to the artworks are the
pragmatic reasons that gallery-goers in six
countries \\.;U have the rare opportunity to
view a portion of this amazing collection.
Dr. Barnes was a man of intelligence and artistic \1sion. His commitment to education
lead to a willingness to "lift the working class
of his times out of illiteracy." His abhorrence
of any sort of prejudice lead to the feeling that
racism in America could be abolished through
education and by developing an understanding of the rich cultural heritage of African-Americans.
Lincoln University, an historically black college in Southeastern Pennsylvania. gained
stewardship of the Barnes Foundation. This is
the collection's permanent dwelling.
That this collection is privately owned. and
that the deceased owner requested that it
never leave its home, create: the mystery that
surrounds the event of the exhibits tour. Before he died. Albert Barnes ordained in his will
that no part of the collection ~ver be toured. ln
fact, during his life, his particularity about its
~ewing prevented several men of prominence from seeing it: historian Kenneth Clark
and novelist James Michener were disallowed
entrance.
Deterioration of the facilities housing the exhibit - and a lack of funds for repair - led
the courts to suspend Barnes' will temporarily.
The result is a touring exhibit of French Impressionists which will then return and remain
permanently at the Barnes Foundation, ha~ng
raised the necessary money for restoration.
As the exhibit's slogan says, "Never before.
Never again." Media hype to some extent, but
the notion of finitude definitely adds intrigue
to a walk through the gallery. Paintings like
Auguste Renoir's Reclining Nude, Cezanne's
Woman in a Green Hal, Van Gogh's Portrait of

Bowled
over
by the
Barnes
By Rachel Goss

Pierre-Auguste Renoir's Leaving the ConseIVato,re, 1877

Joseph-Etienne
Rou/in, and Henri
Matisse's Joy of life
are
phenomenal.
One could spend
hours ogling these
magnificent works.
Other lesser works.
even if done by lhe
same hands that
executed masterworks, are less impressive
but
nonetheless of contextual interest. The
collection includes
about 80 French
Impressionist
works.
The travelling exhibit vVas made
possible largely by a one million dollar gift
from Gluskin Sheff & Associates, a Toronto fi.
nancial consulting firm. The Barnes Exhibit
was in the vVorks while Gluskin Sheff & Associates were trying to find a vVay to celebrate
their ten years of successful business, and the
Barnes needed a benefactor. ..
At the gala opening on September 12, guests
were treated to an elaborate affair in an 8000
square foot marquis in the Art Gallery of Ontario's backyard, Grange Park. And what a
magnificent setting for a romantic candlelit
evening!
Guests represented the financial and politi·
cal elite in Canada, and a fevV party crashers.
The evening came off without a hitch; food
and champagne mixed vVell with good music
and company.
Could Gluskin Sheffs savvy corporate generosity be a sign that the greedy moneygrubbing
eighties are evol~ng into the arts patronage
nineties? It would be a vVelcome trend ...

Artistic foresight
Such laud and attention surrounding the col·
lection is a far cry from the reactions Albert
Barnes encountered the first time he showed
his eclectic and non-traditionally displayed
collection, in 1923; on that occasion he was
called a degenerate; his collection vVas dismissed as "debauched".
Barnes' beliefs in education and the connectedness of cultures were the impetus for
his unconventional exhibition techniques. African sculptures share space with Picasso
masks; paintings of the old masters are displayed alongside more modern vVorks, and
mingled with iron vVorks. sculpture, decorative
arts and furniture from a wide variety of cultural and ethnic sources including African, Islamic, Chinese, and Native American.
Although the travelling shovV " The Barnes
Exhibit: Great French Paintings from Cezanne
to Matisse " includes only a small segment of
what the foundation encompasses, the tour
will enable the larger collection to be properly
maintained.
The Barnes Exhibit: Great French Paintings
from Cezanne to Matisse runs until December
31 of this year at the Art Gallery of Ontario in
Toronto. Tickets to the exhibit are $15 for
adults, $12 for students with i.d., $6 for children 5-11. For more information, or to reserve
tickets, call Ticketking al 1-800-46I -3333 or
4 I 6-872-3333.

D1Yn111,, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Listings should be submitted In wnllng and include a phone contact
Please send submissions to: Lanes Diversions; 81,ement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.
Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be e<ited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event.

Continuing

Thursday, October 13

The Computer Centre continues its free
..,. seminar series of program training with
introduction to WOfdperlect 6. 0 fOf 5. 1
users on Oct. 17 & 19. Introduction to
Windows is offered Oct. 13. 18 and 20.
AA riroduction to UNIX on SGI begins
Od. 17. Call the HelpOesk at 253-4232
ext. 4440 to register and ask about other
courses offered.

~ntario
Breast
Screening
Program-Windsor Centre invites you to
a breakfast seminll' with Elfie Morgan,
lkliversity of Windsor professor.
discussing the impact of breast cancer
on employees and their families.
Registration is $25.00. Seminar runs
from 8:00-9:30 a.m., at Place Concorde.
For more information, call 253-0903.

~

~

The Academic Writing Centre offers free
..,. workshops on a variety of essay skills,
from gnrnmar to research. Stop by 470
Sunset Ave. or call 253-4232 ext. 3405
for a full schedule or to register.

Univenfty al Windsor Students'
Alli•ce will meet in Windsor Hall Tower,

'

rm 510 at 5 p.m. Agendas a-e available
at UWSA office, CAW Student Centre,
2nd floor.

Friday, October 14
~

Slldell Senllars are available in the
,- llNSA office, CAW Student Centre, 2nd
floor, to help students with university
concerns or answer questions about its
operations. Senator Bemard Cummins is
available Mondays 1-2 p.m. and Senator
Carmen Coccimig6o on We<ilesdays
from 2:30-3:30 p.m.

'

Invitations to all part-time students for a
class rep meeting at the OPUS affice at
5 p.m. in the CAW Student Centre. main
floor. Refreshments wut be served and all
part-time students are welcome.

Wednesday, October 12
CC11111111iclll111 Studies Aaacilllan is
; ' hol<ing a staff/student mixer upstairs in
the Grad House from 11:30 -1:30 p.m.
There wiU be free pizza

Wlndaar Jewish law Stadenls
Aasocilllon is having a general meeting
'

to discuss upcoming events and
elections at 6:30 p.m. in rm G104 in the
Law School. AH Me welcome

'

University al Windsor C1111ervlliv11
are meeting to select delegates for the
general meeting of the Progressive
Conservative Pll'ty of Ontario at the Grad
House (second floor) at 2:00 p.m.

UWSA council members are meeting in
the TrilHum Room In Vanier Hall at 8 p.m
This is .-i important information meeting
open to voting members only.
'~ Weekly ra<io show dealing with
..,. allemlliv1 parenting Is looking for
people with experience in unusual or
alternative forms of pa-enting, childbirth,
education, etc. If you are willing to be
interviewed on the air. please write
SooVBISive Parenting, c/o CJAM Radio,
l)llversity of Windsor.

CSA presents the Scooby Doo Party!
; ' Scooby snacks will be served. It will be
$5 for members .-id $10 for
non-members. The pll'ty will be held at
389 Campbell.
The Afrlc• Community Organization al
; ' Windsor presents The Third Mnual
African Cultural Night at Mackenzie Hall,
ri.n Sandwich at 6 p.m. sharp.
Entra1ce is $10; cash bar is available.
Call 971-7805 or 735-0424 for info.

1.- living Willi the Enemy presents a photo
Mr exhibition by Donna Ferrato; viewing

volunteers of the symphony. featuring
music by Louie. Brahms, Liszt. and
Dvorak. For more information and tickets
call Cleary Box Office at 252-6579.

II. The Three Stooges in five different

X

actor Bruce Kuhn stars in In
The AccOlllts of Luke at the Moot court,
Law Building. Tickets are $7 for students
and $8 for adults and are available in a
booth In the CAW Student Centre from
Oct., 11-14 from 11 am. - 2 p.m. or at
the door before each performance Call
252-1812 for more information.
Continues until Oct. 16.
The Camputer Science Society (C.S.S.)
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Oak Room.
Vanier Hall. New members welcome.

II. Club Iona welcomes students to a Monty
'X Python Night at ,Iona College, 208
Sunset. Showtime 7 p.m

classic films will be shown at the Capitol
Theatre. Tickets are $6. For information
and tickets call 253-7729 .

~

CJAM FM91.5 presents Safari Africana
..,. Saturdays at 10 a.m., a show featuring
news, music and cultural information
about Africa and the African diaspora.
~

The Windsor Roleplaying Club meet
..,. every Saturday at Vanier Hall from
noon-11 p.m. Call 254-7895 for info.
Out on Campus is holding a mass
meeting at Windsor Rim Theatre to see
Sex Is ... at 7 p.m. After the movie a car
pool to Detroit for a night out.

'•
•

lancer football vs. Gueiph, 2:30 p.m . at
the South Campus Field.

Sunday, October 16

"\t Salvador Ferreras, a School of Music

alumnus and percussionist with the
Vancouver Symphony, will perform the
Marimba Concertina with the University
Wind Ensemble, Gillian Mackay,
Conductor. Concert begins al 8 p.m. in
the auditorium of St. Thomas of 'v111anova
School, 2800 North Town Line (County
Rd. 8). Tickets: $8/adults:$5/students.

All Business and Law majors from Inter
V•sity Christi• Fellowship will meet or
lunch in Cate Chez Vanier at 11
a.m ..Remember the banana!

~ Broadway

..,

•

Saturday, October 15

from 5-8 p.m. at 109 University Ave. W

' Sweet Silteen Happy Birthday Hospice
; ' will be held at the Caboto Club, (2175
Pil'ent Ave.) from 7 p.m-1 a.m. There
will be an exciting and entertaining music
show by Intrigue, Band X and Special
Guests. The price is $40 with a $20 tax
receipt issued. Tickets are available at:
Hospice 6038 Empress (974-7100). all
area Royal Bank and Hospice
Leamington (322-2501 ext.238.)

a>
.d

l . The Windsor Symphony begins its
I , season with a tribute to past and present

I

Tuesday, October 18
•

The lnt•V•sity Christian Fellowship
will be holding a Bible Study in rm 2127,
Erie Hall at 5:30 p.m.

Wednnday, October 19
~niverslty of Windsor Health Fest '94
will be held in the Ambassador
Auditorium, CAW Student Centre from
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

'

Citizen Advocacy Windsor/Essex are
having a information session on the
Advocacy fv:J. from 6 p.m.-8 p.m. at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Ave. For more
information contact Celeste Tremblay at
966-5010. R.S.V.P. by Oct. 17

rhe Symphony in

Thursday, October 20
~

out I• good! Stop smoking classes
start at noon for 4 weeks. Contact
Health Education ext. 3260 to register
No fee.

Cover photo of Windsor Symphony in the CAW Student Centre on Oct. 5 by Stephen Paniccia
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MONO 586
COLOUR586
MONO 486
COLOUR486
L_ _ __ _ _ __

FROM $999
FROM $1499
FROM $1499
FROM $.2499 !

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __

_

_ __

4MB FAST RAM , 420MB HARD DRIVE , 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE, 14" SUPERVGA NI MONITOR ,
1MB SVGA VESA LOCAL BUS CARD , 101
ENHANCE D KEYBOARD , MINITOWER CASE
W/230 PS CSA, 16 BIT SOUND CARD WITH
SPEAKERS AND MIC., DOUBLE SPEED
CD -ROM , MOUSE AND MOUSE PAD , 2YRS
PARTS AND 4YRS LABOUR WARRANTY.

4MB FAST RAM , 210MB HARD DRIVE , 1.44
FLOPPY DRIVE , 14" SVGA MONITOR , 1MB
SVGA VLB CARD, MOUSE & PAD , 2 YRS PARTS
& 4 YRS LABOUR .

486D X-33............................................$1399
486DXIl-5().........................................$1"99
486D XII-66 .........................................$15 99

We Beat Any
Price in Windsor!!!!
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UPGRADE 210MB BARD TO 420MB..............$100
MULTIMEDIA PKG: DBL SPD, CD-ROM,
16 BIT SOUND CARD, SPEAKERS, MIC........$299
COLOUR PRINTER...........................................$269

971 7557

FOR ANY OF YOUR OTHER NEEDS CALL FOR BEST PRICING

Sales Office located on CaIDpus:
Room 127 Assumption University

bi

f

STUDENT PACKAGE

ADD 4MB RAM TOTAL IMB............................$220
MS-DOS 6.2..........................................................$69
MS-WINDOWS 3.1 ...............................................$69
UPGRADE 420MB BARD TO S40MB..............$100

Cl:

_ _ ____,

MULTIMEDIA PACKAGE

486D X-33 ............................................$1599
486D XII-SO .........................................$1699
486D XII-66 .........................................$1799
PENTIUM-60.....................................$2299
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Corporate Canada meets University of Windsor
By Cheryl Clark

l

I

J

Engineering ~tudents. at the
university of Windsor will have
a part in the development of
automotives due to a recent announcement of a Research and
l)cvclopment Centre, to be operated jointly between Chrysler
and the University of Windsor.
1hc two announced the establishment of a cooperative
Automotive Research and Development Centre, Tuesday
night. at the CAW Student
Centre.
In a news conferencee featuring university administrators, Chrysler executives and
federal, provincial and municipal level_ politic.ian~,. Chrysler
unveiled its multi-million dollar
rcseatch and development centre. It will be jointly managed
by the University of Windsor's
Engineering Department and
Chrysler executives.
It is the first jointly operated
automotive research facility of
its kind in Canada and it is designed to pursue niche research
in automotive product technology.
The centre, which will be located in a 14,000 square metre
building in the Rhodes Drive
Industrial Park, is expected to
begin operations in April 1995.
Chrysler Canada's public relations department reported:
..Drawing on the cooperative
working relationship between
government, industry and academia in the field of automo1ive research and dcvclopmcnl,
the new centre will significantly
enhance the Government of
Canada's efforts to 'promote
high technology opportunities
in Canada through such re-

search and development initiatives."
The University of Windsor
and Chrysler Canada have been
working on the idea for the
pa,;t three years and agreements from municipal, provincial
and
federal
level
governments have made the
plan a reality.
"Creating a positive climate
for the growth of research and
development in Ontario is vital
to the future prosperity of the
province," said Dave Cooke,
Ontario Education and Training Minister, in a prepared
statement. "Our investment in
this unique partnership will
help to foster closer ties between the University of Windsor and Chrysler Canada while
promoting research and development in the automotive industry that will bring benefits to
the City of Windsor and the
province for many years."
A five-member Board of Directors consisting of University
of Windsor and Chrysler Canada representatives will oversee
activities at the Centre and provide a liaison between the Centre, the university and Chrysler.
In addition to the Research
and
Development
Centre,
Chrysler Canada has also recently established a Natural
Gas Vehicle Research Project
at the University of Windsor.
"I am very enthusiastic about
what we arc doing here," said
Dr. Waguih ElMaraghy, Head
of the Industrial Engineering

Photo courtesy of Vern Harvey

A joint research facility between Chrysler Canada and the University of Windsor set to open April 1995.

•

"The idea of Chrysler and
the University working together
has been a thought for some
time," said ElMaraghy.
So far, he knows the Faculty
of Engineering will be getting a
chairperson and a number of
professors and researchers will
be working together at the centre. "Inc chair. who will facilitate the technical side of the
agreement, may or may not be
from the engineering department. However, an approximate $ I million grant from

Department. "It is another first

Chrysler will allow the unjvcr-

for the University of Windsor,''
he said, adding that some of
the fine details on the administrative end of the joint agreement have yet to he ironed out.

sity lo fund one full-time professor,
clerical staff and
researchers.
Dr. ElMaraghy said he docs
not agree wilh criticism about

the joint agreement that has closely together on this prohinted at Corporate Canada's ject," he said.
slow takeover of academia.
Sean Main, a part-time busi"I do not support the idea ness student. said the new cothat Chrysler's involvement will operative is a "fantastic deal for
hurt the university," said Dr. the university".
ElMaraghy, noting that autoMain said the agreement \Viii
motive engineering is multi-dis- eventually attract the best and
the brightest engineering stuciplinary.
''A practical cooperative dent<; to the Universitv of
term is very, very valuable," he Windsor, whereas hdore· the,
said, adding several Canadian might ha\e go.ne to more "preuniversities are in the process tentious schools like Western ...
of seeking out similar agreeAs for criticism that Corpoments with corporations.
rate Canada and academia
Dr. E!Maraghy stated that should not mix, Main said:
university president Ron Ianni ...lbe reality is that \\ithout cordeserves a lot of credit for mak- porate involvement, post secondary education will become
ing the plan become a reality.
'·"Ine presidents of Chrysler inaccessible to middle income
and the university worked very and low income people."
!!

Former Moose pub manager plans to sue university
By Cheryl Clark

been calling to complain that
they were not called back to
Amanda Heiser, former work, nor given the chance to
manager of the Moose Pub, is apply for available positions.
''I have heard a number of
in the process of launching a
wrongful dismissal suit against complaints about the Student
Administrative Council (now
the University of Windsor.
Heiser said she had a verbal University of Windsor Student
Alliance)," said
agreement with
Heiser, "some
the undergraduwould like to
ate
student
impeach him
council that she
(UWSA presiwould run the
dent
Chris
pub this year.
Maich)."
She said as
Heiser said
well as the vershe
has heard
bal agreement,
three
main
there was no
complaints
reason to believe
about UWSA;
she would not be
the pub and
kept on since
student council
she
attended
name changes,
meetings
with
and that she
the new council
and many of
and was sent to a
her staff were
conference
m
not re-hired.
May, about $400
She said her
pa~d paid by the
university.
Amanda Heiser full-time start
date was set for
Heiser, said
Aug. 4, but a
she was not unh~ppy with the university ad- call from UWSA on Aug. 2,
nurustration, but was treated said she had to be interviewed
to "appease SAC (UWSA)".
Unfairly by the student council.
Heiser said, without her
In addition to employment
troubles, Heiser said many of knowledge the pub manager
last year's pub employees have position had been posted at the

"I was treated
unfairly as far
as (student
council) went.
They (council)
put them (the
university) in
the position of
being sued."

Canada Employment Centre.
"UWSA is passing the buck
She said she was frustrated by (on the issue of re-hiring forthe idea of applying for a job mer pub employees)," said Gushe thought was already hers, run. Gurun said he was given
but went along with it believing the keys to the pub two weeks
before it opened and had to
it was j\L<;t a formality.
She said allegations that the scramble to get enough empub wasn't profitable under her ployees for the grand opening.
Also frustrated bv accusamanagement are untrue. The
pub showed a profit of about tions that he changed· the pub's
$29 000 two weeks before it name, he said the issue is the
closed for the summer in 1994, responsibility of the Policy
Revciw Board of which he is
said Heiser, quoting figures
given to her by Director of Stu- not a voting member. Gurun
dent Services Dave McMurray. added, Maich took personal reHeiser said, "I was treated sponsibility for the change at a
very unfairly as far as (UWSA) recent UWSA meeting.
Gurun said he pointed out
went. They (UWSA) put them
(the university) in the position the labour laws to council and
noted that ··a lot" of former
of being sued now."
Heiser reported directly to pub employees were "disDebbie Quintal, Director of Fi- mayed" about not working.
Joe Barile, Vice President
nance and Kevin Sousie, VicePresident of Finance for last Secretary for UWSA. said he
was not aware Heiser was in
year's student council.
New pub manager, Gil Gu- the process of suing the univerrun said there were obstacles sity for wrongful dismissal. He
when he took the post. UWSA said some "legalities" surinformed him that past pub em- rounding the pub prevent him
ployees' records were lost so from speaking out on some isthe students could not he sues raised by Heiser.
Barile said he could not comreached about working again .
Gurun who did hire staff ment on a verbal contract with
from last year, said he and Fine Heiser, but said a Hiring ComDining Department Head assis- mittee was struck to decide
tant Pat Vettraino, had to try to who would be hired for
1993.94. The committee was
track down former employees.

comprised of four administrators and four members of
UWSA's executive, but Barile
said it was inappropriate to
name which executives sat on
the committee, which chose
Gurun to run the pub.
He said that Maich did not
want to "clean house" at the
pub, hut rather give the manager greater autonomy.
"In another way (Maich) did
want to clean house," said Barile, "he only wanted to make
things better ... always with the
students' interests in mind."
Barile acknowledged that an
ad was placed at the Canada
Employment Centre to attract
applicants, but he was unsure
who authorized the ad.
He could not comment on
the pub employees lost records
but did confirm that the lDl
forms were not lost.
Charlie James, Legal Counsel for the University. had no
comment on the lawsuit as it is
still in its formative stages.
James had not heard anything
about it and said he could not
comment until he sees it.
At press time, McMurray
and Quintal were unavailable
for comment. Maich was also
unavailable for comment at
press time.
[I

..

Students organize pro-choice drive-by protest
By Cheryl Clark

Approximately a dozen University of Windsor students and
alumni gathered on campus last
Sunday afternoon, to organize
a pro-choice demonstration lo
counter the pro-life movement's annual Chain of Life
event set for Oullette Avenue
in downtown Windsor.
lbe drive-by demonstration
was organized by local Canadian Abortion Rights Action
League (CARAI.) members
and coordinated to counter
Campaign Life.
"I think a lot of people arc
ltred of seeing one side of the
issue," said CARAI . member
and universit} alumni Sue
Morin. Morin added that
CARAI. members decided to
come out on Sunday to prompt
the media to, " do their job and
cover both sides."
CARAI.'s goal was partially
accomplished, said Morin, adding "I was pleased with the
overall demonstration, but I
was not pleased about some of
the media coverage, particularly that of The Windsor Star."
"We were hoping not to see
the same photo in The Star that
is in there every year and it was
in there again. We only got
three lines (of the story)."
Morin and CARAI. organizers initially set out with the
plan of driving past the sidewalk demonstrators and giving
out hangers to symbolize the
plight of the women's movement before abortion was legal.
Howc-.cr. pm-choice demon-

Lance photo/ CHERYL CLARK

Pro-life protesters get ready for demonstration on Oct 2.

strators opted out of that idea
and were greeted with silence
by representatives of the prolife movement.
"The anti-choice people
didn't give us a hard time," she
said, "they stood in peripheral
silence on the sidewalk."
Morin said that although
abortion is legal in Omada, it
remains an issue because many
women don't have access to
abortion services and rural residents often have to travel Jong
distances to get the surgery.
"We still have a long way to
go to secure that," she said,
"anti-choice has a lot of money
and there is always a chance
that the Ja\\ will he repealed."

Morin remarked that there
seems to be a rise in f undamentalist political parties, pointing
out the Reform Party. She said
such
parties
have
given
CARAI. cause for concern because there is always the fear
that the "abortion law" will be
back on the books. Morin also
stated that there are several
federal level Liberals who are
trying to push through private
members bills that could once
again thrust the abortion issue
into the media spotlight.
Nursing majors, Bev Fieldhouse and Jill Young, were two
of the dozen or so women who
came to show support for the
pro-choice movement. Both

were first-time activists and
said they decided to come out
because they were tired of the
pro-life movement's propaganda.
"I believe in women's choice
and no one is going to tell me
what I can do with my body,"
asserted Fieldhouse, adding
that she feels it is important
that the public realizes there
are many supporters of the prochoice movement.
For her part, Young stated,
"I am tired of pro-life !,rroups,
individuals and society pontificating on what should be an individual's choice."
Robin Caves, an executive
member of the Windsor's Right
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to I .ife Association, said abou1
500 people came out to the
'l
!,rroup's fourth annual I ift
Un
Chain demonstration.
Wi1
I Jc said although there were tca1
more demonstrators last year, [C~~
he was pleased with the silent
wcr
protest and prayer vigil.
hor
"We believe it (abortion) is
the
not the answer to a very serious
arr
social problem," said Caves
of
adding the pro-life organizatio~
est
does feel a lot of "sympathy"
at
for women who experience an
vcr:
unwanted pregnancy.
r
Caves said the CARAL ac.
lose
tivists were disrespectful for
ull)
telling the lar!,>e crowd, "keep
Soc
your rosaries off our ovaries."
pro
Caves said the women were
cial
"clamouring for abortion clini~
ran
for Henry Morgentaler" and
me;
that the whole issue is a "sad ... vcr:
societal problem.''
I
Caves said it is unfair for Joh
health-care professionals, such
arr
as nurses, to have to participate rcc1
in abortion surgery when it acti
goes against their personal beJr01
liefs. He added that a lobby o[
hy
nurses has been trying to enact fie],
a "conscience clause", without
sup
much success thus far.
ncn
Caves added the &rroup does
um•
help pregnant women in cooperation with Birthright and the
Crisis Pregnancy Centre.
He said the association will
p
continue with its annual prayer Gn
vigil and he stated that he was 196
pleased with the media's cover- ate
age of the event: "Seeing one ni ~
sign in there (on television or in
J
the newspaper) that says abor- a tc
tion kills children, is what we lcnl
were there fnr."
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professors get highest rank
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By Cheryl Clark
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a
course coorTwo of the
dinator
on
the subject of
University of
"male
isWindsor's
sues",
and
teaching prowill be teachfe~sionals
were recently
ing a course
honored with
on male iss ues this winthe special
ter.
aprointmenl
lie noted
of the highLance photos / CHERYL CLARK
that
reaction
esl ranking Ralph Johnson (left) and Walter Soderlund.
to the new
at the unicourse has
versity level.
l)r. Ralph Johnson, a phi- been "mixed" so far, because
losophy professor in the Fac- some students think lhe course
ulty of Arts and Dr. Walter will mirror men's !:,'Toups, that
Soderland, a political science seem to be out lo harm the
professor in the Faculty of So- women's movement.
cial Science, have joined the
Such presumptions arc false,
ranks of only nine other faculty said Johnson, adding that the
members with the title of "uni- course has been designed to
versity professor".
help men deal with the changDoctors
Soderlund
and ing roles. Approximately 150
Johnson received the special universities already offer the
appointments through letters of course.
recommendation of scholarly
Johnson, also recognized
activity and teaching excellence with a 3M Teaching Fellowship
from colleagues on campus and in 1993, plans on remaining in
hy reco1:,mized leaders in their Windsor and says "I have had
fields of interest. Letters of the good fortune ot being able
support also came from promi- to work alont,rside other acanent Canadian and American demics in my department."
university professors.

Johnson's new role
Professor Johnson joined the
University of Windsor staff in
)966 and completed his doctorate in philosophy, as a !:,'Taduate
ol Notre Dame, in 1972.
Johnson decided to become
a teacher, partly due to excellent teachers who played a role
in his development at Notre
Damt and, as a personal fulfillmcnl of a lifelong dream.
"I enjoy the academic life
and environment," he noted,
adding, "I like pursuing lines of
inquiry and discussion. I always
knew that I wanted lo be a
teacher ... I just did not know
what or where."
Johnson has a host of scholarly achievements to his credit,
including that of being the
founding member and first editor of The Journal of Informal
Logic. He also co-authored
l.ogical Self-Defence with J. A
Blair, which is a textbook currently in its third edition, also
published in the United States.
Johnson's knowledge of informal logic and critical thinking are his academic passport
as he has toured universities
around the world to speak on
t~ subjects which he, in part,
pioneered.
In addition, Johnson has

Looking for
somewhere
to unleash
your talent?
The Lance is looking for
students interested in
graphics. photos, or writing
opinions, news, arts, or
sports articles. Come by
our office mthe CAW
Student Centre basement or
call 253-4232, ext. 3909.

The Lance:
running dog
lackeys of
journalism.
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October 17-18 at l O am to 4 pm

DON'T MISS 11111

Compare Prices Before You Buy.

$ 50.00 Deposit required

Soderlund's new rank
Professor Walter Soderlund.
for his part, says he is hcmored
with the new rank.
Soderlund joined the university's Faculty of Social Science
in 1968, with a field of expertise
in Latin American studies. lk
!:,'Taduated from the University
of Michigan, with a doctorate
degree in political science, in
1970.
Soderlund has coedited a
number of works including Media Canada An Introductory
Analysis with professor Walter
Romanow and Profiles of Canada with professor Kenneth
Pryke.
Soderlund, currently the Department I lead of Political Science, is currently part of a
nine-member team of researchers who are investigating
the effects of negative campaign advertising in the 1993
federal election. As well, he is
working on a journal article on
The New York Times images of
Cuban leader Fidel Castro
from 1953 to 1992.
Although writing is admittedly at best a "moderately"
profitable business, Soderlund
is also authoring a journal on
changes in television coverage
of Haitian president Aristide
from 1990 to mid-1993.
tl
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Project raises awareness
about domestic violence
fact:

Domestic violence is the leading cause of injury to women, causing more injuries than muggings,
stranger rapes and car accidents combined.
Ms. Magazine, Oct. 7994
Victims of domestic violence are most often women,
and the violent perpetrators their husbands, boyfriends,
and partners.
Patriarchal societies have passed down the legacy of
manhood as a position of power and strength, end embraced the balance of power by delegating the women
to the status of supporters and upholders of manhood
and its manif estatrons.
Many different factors are seen to qualify as a Justification for the initiation of conflict and reprimands by
man - rt 1s a woman's duty to be a good wife, say
magazines, movies, neighbours, family, friends.
Fear of rejection by one's family, community and/or
culture, and the isolation from information and social organizations are reasons that women often remain in
abusive relationships. There is also fear that the physical violence, towards them as well as their children, will
increase if they attempt to leave.
Isolation 1s also a component of emotional abuse often the abused woman is stripped of the ability to acknowledge herself as important and worthy of a healthy
loving environment. Emotional, financial, and sexual
abuse are other ways in which abusers are able to
break the esteem and confidence of the partner.

Cycle of violence
Domestic violence occurs in a cycle: tension builds,
there rs a violent conflict or confrontation that is then
followed by a honeymoon period. During the honeymoon the abusive husband/partner assures his
wife/partner that it will never happen again, that he will
seek help, that everything will be fine ... Inevitably the
cycle starts up again and repeats itself until one of several things happen: the man seeks help, the woman
finds a way to leave, the man is restrained or jailed, or
either partner is killed. Death is one of the tragic realities of domestic violence.
The choice to resolve conflicts with violence is one
that is learned, and then practiced as a means of asserting control. Men who abuse are usually men who
have been abused as children and young men. Abusive
men are often also overly reliant on the women in their
lives, practically as well as emotionally. Often, a wife's
subjugation confirms her husband's role, and thus, his
place in society.
Men who abuse will say that they love their wives
and often these women say the feelings are reciprocal.
There exists, in conjunction with the physical and emo-

tional pain, a need for some krnd of support - and a hope that somehow love
will heal the scars.

Challenging the myths
Windsor Feminist Theatre's current production Love Taps addresses
the facts of domestic violence
and challenges persisting myths
through a visual language of metaphor,
symbolism, and movement. Love Taps
emerged as the theatre's response to
Artcite lnc.'s call for community support for the Living with the Enemy project. Last January Windsor Feminist Theatre
put out its own call for writers interested in a workshop
to develop a play about wife assault.
The members of the workshop and the cast are
Windsor Feminist Theatre associates, actors, interested
community members, and educators from social agencies. The theatre's general manager Andrea Cassidy
has been involved with the project from its inception
and is the assistant director of Love Taps. Windsor
Feminist Theatre committed to the project with key objectives in mind.
The goal was to ensure a process of development
that would empower the women involved - director
Julie Ortynsky worked extensively with the writers'
group and the cast in creating the structure and focus
o! characters ~nd scenes. In addition the theatre group
views the proJect as an opportunity to educate a broad
spectrum of the community on the issue of domestic
violence.
Love Taps is a travelling production with eleven
shows scheduled. Three performances will be at high
schools for Grade 12 and 0.A. C. students, one in the
county, and the rest for cultural organizations such as
the South Asian Centre and Winsdor Women Working
With Immigrant Women.
This kind of cooperative energy and community involvement and communication parallels the nature of
the support that victims of domestic violence need in
order to recover and reclaim themselves as significant
individuals.
As a society, we cannot continue to allow women to
be victi~i~ed in thei_r own homes, or shunned by their
com_munrt1es for their honesty. We must dismantle the
barriers. that w~ place between ourselves and abused
'.llom~n s e~penences whether or not we can personally
1dent1fy. It 1s only through the acknowledgement and
suppo~ of these women, as well as support of social
ag~nc1es_ ~nd the judicial system, that these women,
their fam1hes, and their lives can eventually heal.
- by Jacqueline Lyanga

List of events
Oct. 14, Panel Discussion at St. Andrew's Pr
Church, 495 Victoria Ave., 8:30-10 p.m., foll011
view of photo exhibit at Artcite, 109 Umvers
W., 6-8 p.m.
Oct. 15, Opening reception of living with t/'i
photo exhibit, at Artcite, 109 University Ave.
p.m. (Exhibit runs until Nov. 13)
Oct. 18 and 19, Film ans Video Night at Win
Theatre, 2135 Wyandotte St. W., 7 p.m.; c
House of Toast. Works from a diversity of na
documentary styles will focus on the issues of
against women.
Oct. 21 and Nov. 4, Community Resource Days
tion Hall, Kingsville (Oct. 21, 6-9 p.m.), andYM
4, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.); information fairs that are o
ties for urban and rural women's support gro
ticultural organizations, and social and legal
and community members to come together to
issues surrounding domestic violence. Each d8'!
elude a performance of Love Taps, information
and workshops.

Oct. 22, Family Day at Well-Come Centre, 141
11 a.m.-5 p.m.; A day of fun, activity, awar
prevention for families. Information services W1
vided by groups involved. Activities will incl
painting, arts and crafts, and the creation of e
based on the theme "Something broken can bi
.
ful." Activities will be facilitated by local artists Pro1e

Nov. 2, South Asian Centre Community Wo rther_
Fogolar Furlan Club, 1800 E. C. Row, 6-9 p.m.; YPro1
mation workshop for Asian communities
at 9

Artists work
for change
Women

after e~eriencing traumatic events, a battered woman feels
mi~ated or terrttied to tell anyone what's happened to her. In
er, women discover there are meny in similar situations.
r~ey_ discuss their experiences and try to help each other.
solidartty develops and some friendships last a lifetime.

~ ava(lable to women who may need assistance
nt,ng violence in the family.

9, Windsor Women Working With Immigrant
n Workshop, at Mason ESL Centre, 284
ron; the organization will offer an information
~p ~aling directly with awareness of issues of
. v1~lence; also community speakers will host
~e discussions with participants.
ons can be made to any of the women's agencies
ab_ove, or to Artcite, Inc. to help offset the costs
pro1ects operating budget.
Aer_ infor~ation, please call the Living with the
Y ro1ect office at 258-1689. For gallery times, call
eat 977-6564.

and children are getting beaten up by
their partners and fathers. It is this kind of violence that
a motivated group of women in our community to seek
change through a series of events. in the works for over
a year.
The initial meeting of these women - from local
arts, women's, and social services groups - took
place at Artcite Inc., a non-profit artist-run centre for
the conpemporary arts.
I began working with this dynamic and highly politicized group about two months ago. The women made
me realize that my gender, although significant in terms
of representing issues of domestic abuse, was a small
part of the group's larger agenda: stopping the cycle of
violence.
In their relatively short time together, the group has
accomplished much. Their efforts have resulted in
bringing award-winning New York photojournalist
Donna Ferrato and her photo exhibit living with the Enemy to Windsor. But they didn't stop there.
Consistent with Ferrato's mission, the group organized an unprecdented series of collaborative community
events to raise awareness about domestic violence and
to fundraise for local women's support agencies. In ad-

dition, they took on the task of disseminating information to Windsor's often overlooked immigrant communities.
Core committee member Barb Bondy explained, "The
work is endless, but the organizing team has been
working tirelessly to find innovative ways of breaking
down barriers and encouraging the community to face
the issue of domestic violence head on."
The efforts of the group will bear fruit on Friday October 14 when the photo exhibit and the coinciding eight
planned events are kicked off.
The Living with the Enemy project is one of the first
attempts in Windsor at collaboration between a wide
variety of women's groups from the arts, social agencies, and the private sector.
Windsor Feminist Theatre. Hiatus House, Sister Emelina Home for Women, the Sexual Assault Crisis Centre
Windsor Women Working With Immigrant Women, th;
South Asian Centre for Women, the Women's Incentive
Centre, Canadian Abortion Rights Action League, and
the Womyn's Centre at the University of Windsor have
all participated.
Other invaluable agencies have included the Art Gallery of Windsor, Can-Am Urban Native Non-profit
H?~es, House of Toast Film and Video Collective (HOT),
Victims for Justice, the Multicultural Council of Windsor
and Essex County, CJAM-FM, the Well-Come Centre,
the YMCA, and Venus. In addition, through the ongoing
effo~s of the _core planning committee, the project has
received funding from the Ministry of Citizenship (Wife
Assault Prevention and Education Grant) and the Ontario Women's Directorate.
~he sco_pe and diversity of the Living with the Enemy
Proiect will ensure that bonds are forged within our
community.
As panel coordinator Annette Reszczinski said
'Women are dying and we want it to stop." This un~
precedented collaboration is among the first steps to
doing just that.
- by Dennis Robinson

African culture to educate students
By Xiomara Martell

.Alternative approach to healing
(Therapeutic Touch, Radiance)
• New Age Music • Books • Gifts •
• Crystals • Jewellery • Meditations •
• Psychic Readings •

StJ'i.nll.'f +lialln(I Cini.It

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessar y. For
more information call: <
'Jt ~
(206) 634-0468

2685 Lauzon Rd., Hawtliorn Plaza

·111e African Community Orgartization of W~ndsor will be
presenting the third annual African Cultural Night on Oct. 14
_ the event which will take
place at Macken1ic Hall, has
taken some students hy surprise.
.
.
.. If something hke this has
heen going on for three yc~r~:
how come I never heard of 1t,
said C. Lawl a second year psycholo!:,ry student. _She said .that
having the event 1s a great idea
hecause there arc not enough
events on campu~ geared to the
African Community.
However, Charles QuistAdade a sociology professor at
the university, and the event organi1er claims that "this event
gets promoted in \'arious ways:"
Quist-Adade said all the media
houses in Windsor and Essex
ha,e hecn informed of the
event.
African Cultural Night is an
event that acts as a forum for
African ethnic groups. "lhis is
a wav of educating the Canadian puhlic of the very rich Afican
culture,"
stated
Quist-Adade, "we intend to let
people know that there is more
to see in Africa than civil wars
and famine." The aim of the
event is to forge unity among
Africans and other cultures.
Every year a different routine is
set up for the African Cultural
Night.
This years event promises to

~
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Where Students Take Their Recessl

he more indusivc hy having
more t:,rroups represented in.
eluding
the
Rwandcsc,
Ethiopeans, representatives of
Trinadad and more.
"There arc a fcw ignorant
people on campus who don't
know ahout other cultures,··
pointed out R. Dexter Shallo\\
a 3rd year social science stu.
dent. He says that, "lots of
prcjudism, racism, and fear ex.
ist due to the ignorance of
these people." I le recalled that
t:,rrowing up and throughout his
schooling
contributions of
blacks were not stressed.
Shallow said that because of
the lack of education provided
to black students about their
ancestors "many blacks think
that we arc not important and
other races as well." Shallow
added that the cultural night
will show the black community
that they have a lot more to ~
proud of.
"Some people don't know
about black culture and things
we believe," said Rod Moore a
third year computer science
student.
"It's a good idea for it allows
outside cultures to learn to understand the African culture,"
said Kareem I [urst a second
year student.
Quist-Adade said the event
is open to the various groups at
the university, adding "being
involved in this event is quite
fulfilling in the sense that I play
a part in bring all peoples together."
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Keep Feal-ing the musif~
By Nancy Hui

shouldn't be ignored.
As to what kind of sound
"Keep moving, keep work- their music has, the members
ing.'' 1bis is the philosophy be- are reluctant to categorize it.
hind the Windsor band called
"We're just a hard working
band
and that's what it comes
feal.
Persistence and commitment down to. I tend to like to get
also keep them focused on away from describing our own
their goals, which are to keep music because any description,
the audience entertained, and no matter what, makes you feel
to hold on to that indefinable a little uncomfortable. Getting
thing that got them all started into a label or being identified
in the first place. It's perhaps with a certain style is always
best described as a combination dangerous for the band itself,"
of joy, satisfaction, and con- said King, with Cyrenne's ready
tentment which they feel when agreement.
"We really want to keep
they are creating and performthings open-ended because if
ing their own music.
Comprised of four members, we limit ourselves, then we'll
Feal was formed in the spring get bored. There won't be any
of this year. Each member momentum or change anybrings experience and knowl- more," as Cyrenne put it.
"Once you put up the walls
edge from previous local bands .
For example, drummer Robert which define you, they're very
Michie used to play in Lost Pa- hard to break out of," added
trol; bassist Steve King in King.
Instead, Feal leaves it to the
Green Eggs 1nd Pam; guitarist
Eddy "Junior" Beaubien in The audience to define the band's
Generics, and lead vocalist/gui- sound, their music.
tarist David Cyrenne in The
When pressed, Cyrenne defined it as "blues with a pop
Stickmen.
Cyrenne, interviewed re- sensibility." He and King are
cently along with King, says he quick to add, however, that
came up with the name Feal a their music is continually
few years ago. The formation of changing, and that presently it
the band gave him the opportu- seems to be shifting to more of
nity to put it to use. For him, a core blues flavour.
It's getting "progressively
the name connotes two main
ideas. The first one involves the h arder," explained King.
reason people listen to music in
On the subject of who influthe first place.
ences or inspires Feal, the
"Music taps into people's members have widely varying
emotions. People listen to mu- interests. King likes everything
sic to feel a certain way, from the Beatles to the Sex Piswhether that's anger or happi- tols to the Tragically Hip;
Cyrenne has an appreciation
ness or whatever."
"lbe band's name is also for Native American culture.
meant to communicate how Sometimes the latter is incorpeople should listen to the "lit- porated into the music. For extle voice inside" more. In other ample, one of their newest
words, to be "guided by feel songs, Almost the Sun, is inrather than fact" is something spired by the ghost dance and
Cyrenne wants the music to re- the sun dance created by native
late to the audience. The intui- Americans to pray for the prestive, non-rational side of us e nce of buffalo.

Photo courtesy of Feat

Mutual respect and shunning labels keeps Feal's "blues and pop sensibility" intact.

Most recently, Feal performed at the Green Arts Fest,
and are featured on the resulting CD which has just been released. They've also played a
number of dates at the Coach
and at Buzz's Bar and Grill.
Lately Windsor has been
gaining a reputation as a city
where local bands get a decent
start in the lower levels of the
music industry; it's been compared to Halifax and even Seattle. The success of The Tea
Party is evidence that we're becoming a haven for aspiring
musicians. King sees the music
community here as loosening
up: "Everyone is starting to relax more and to have an appreciation for what others are
doing."
Compare this atmosphere to

what King describes as the "insane"
Toronto
market.
Cyrenne estimates there are
about 1500 working bands in
the Toronto area, compared to
perhaps 40 original acts around
Windsor. The result is "a feeling of camaraderie among
bands" here, according to
Cyrenne.
Fears immediate plans arc to
continue playing gigs in Windsor and to generate a larger
audience base by gradually
moving out towards London.
After that, the logical step will
be to start playing Toronto. A
video and four-song CD are in
the works for the new year; as
well they are tentatively scheduled to appear on 89X's Homeboys show in the near future.
Achieving success in the mu-

sic industry is a slow and hard
process, but Feal already has
many factors working in their
favour.
As King asserts, "I think everyone in the band really respects what everyone has done
in the past. We're all being
challenged, which is good. I
think there's definitely a positive feel ing amongst our band.
When we sit down and it's very
quiet after practice and no
one's saying anything, there is a
general, overall positive feeling
happening. And I think that's
when you know you have something you can work with."
[!
Feal are appearing Oct. 15
and Nov. 19 at the Coach and
Horses, 176 Chatham w:. and
Oct. 22 and Nov. 26 at Buzz~
Bar & Gnll, 1699 Wyandotte W

Sorrow cage: from a place in the mind of reality
Diversity of sound
makes local band
exciting and fresh
By Jackie Shannon

Downtown in a diner, before
a. show at the Spotted Dog, I'm
sitting with Dennis Moore and
Mark Onda, two official thirds
of local band Sorrow Cage.
Also with us is Dave Beacom,
formerly of the recently dissolved Smartalck. 1le is anxiously
awaiting
his
first
appearance as their guitar-man
later this month.
lo look at them, you'd never
!,'lless they arc friends, let alone
housemates or part of a collaborating trio. lbree mismatched types you're not likely
lo meet:
a self-described
'.'chee!.,,-y monkey", a cell-phone
Junkie and GQ's Man of the
Year. Fvcn so, they form a coherent unit on sta!,>c.'.

Photo courtesy of Sorrow Cage

Sorrow Cage, a group of "cheeky monkeys", is only nine ·stage" months old but
has lived an eternity on the mind of vocalist Dennis Moore.

'lbough the band is only nine
"stage" months old, it has lived
an eternity in vocalist Moorc's
mind. ''I had bookings before I
had the band together ... we're

very well-organized," he laughs.
"Ihe others contend that Moore
may simply have been loo stubborn and too proud to cancel
the dates. In any case, only four

practices separated their meeting and their first appea ranee.
OnJy a few weeks after that
appearance did the group then
known as Garmonboza place
third at the 1994 Battle of the
Bands al the Canada I avcrn.
They soon chan&>cd their name
lo Sorrow Cage because "people couldn·1 remember it.
'They'd go, Garmon-what? ll
was loo long." Explains drummer Onda: "Sorrow Cage is a
place in your mind where all
the bad things and bad dcalin!:,rs
that ever happened lo you get
locked away. All that negative
energy is too much, you can't
handle it so you need a release." Surprisingly, the band
sees the name as positive, like
their style.
')bough the group is very vocally centercd, Mtx)re is very
excited about relinquishing the
guitar ritfs to Beacom, citing
the difficulty of having two conflicting sounds to concentrate
on as loo strenuous. "Right

now we ·re taking a lot of time
to make sure we spend the
proper amount of time on
evel)1hing and that everyone
gets to speak their mind."
They"ve already used this
time to finish six of the eight to
12 son&i-s for their demo. lhc
result has an earthy-chordv texture to it that is both catch)' and
militant, in the case of the song
November.
'lbe music is al once deeply
involving and hard, because of
the members· differences, from
Moore ·s unusual vocal stylin!:,rs
to the funky chimes on Onda's
drum kit. 'lhc sound will inevitably !,'TOW more diverSl' with
the addition of Beacom's own
stvlc
and I for one am excited about it.
I
Catch ,<..'o"ow Ca~e with Band
vf 1hie,·e,; and 1/oneyBone on
llallowe'en night ut the Coach
and I /or.;e.\, 156 Chatham H(
Ibanks to Christi, Heather
and Mel for their hl'ip with the
interview.
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Forgotten meaning behind sites and place names
Apersonal journey
through artist
Christos Dikeakos'
photo exhibit at
the Art Gallery of
Windsor
By Dave Ball

When I was a kid, every
place had a special name, and a
special meaning. fhc parking
lot was the roller rink, the
abandoned house was the hideout, and the junk yard was the
goldmine. ·1o visitors from
other ncighhourhoods, the,e
names had little meaning, but
we were proud of the language
that we had invented. But that
was Jong ago. Now a factory resides over our gold mine, and a
furniture store is on our roller
rink.
1bose secret names arc all
meaningless now. A recent visit
to the Christos Dikcakos exhibit at the Art Gallery of
Windsor forced me to remember just what those places once
meant to me. lbe show is
called Sites and Place Names,
and that basically describes it.
It is a series of photo&rraphs,
\\ idc panoramic views of familiar places.

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
Christos Dikeakos' celxa'e/c' (detail) must be studied to be understood

Alone they arc little more
than a few homes, roads, and
trees. But the Greek-born, Canadian artist Dikeakos gives
them meaning by labelling the
sites with their aboriginal
names. Each sample is accompanied by a card with translations and quotations from
conversations with natives that
help to explain the siirnificancc
of the place. We arc suddenly

made aware of the fact that two
histories exist here. Ronald
McDonald has planted restaurants all over a sacred land
where !,'TCat leaders were born
and died. 1bis is not the kind of
display that one can stroll
through, nodding with approval
and disapproval at the images
on the walls.
Each piece must he studied
carefully, the phrases must he

analyzed, the words need to be
sounded out.
Skl·mchays
"Skawachayis,
eskwachayes, eskawachys." 'The
native words arc not just
names, but descriptions. This
makes the impact of the work
even more powerful. Kemke·
mel'a j· ( 1992) shows a partially
paved and gravel lot filled with
forklifts and other heavy machinery. They arc protected by

a chain link and harhed Wire
fence and a warning to trcs.
passers.
Kekemel'a'y means Big I.car
Maple
Trees.
Xepxttpa\'cn
( 1991) (Cedar trees) is another
industrial scene but along with
the Fnglish translation, the an.
ist includes a sketch and a <le.
scriplion of how the natives cu1
wood from the cedar tree
without actually felling the
trees. Nol all of the photo.
!,'Taphs .trl' so brutal. There arc
several hcautiful parkJands with
trees and ponds and ducks and
swans.
But even these become pain.
fol to look al once you ha\c
learned that the natives that
lived there were charged a\
squatters because they had not
actually purchased the land
from the Canadian government.
My personal favourite is
A 'enmit.mt (1993), a simple shot
of a highway overpass on large
concrete pillars. "The word
translates to Suicide in English.
Apparently somebody died
there. In my old neighbourhood there is a stretch of road
that I have named "The Place
Where My Brother Got Hit B1

!

A Car.

C'hristos Dikeakos' Sites and
Place Names can be seen at the
A,t Gallery of Windwr until No1·ember 27, 1994.
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Is it really
a student·s
best friend?
The Lance is always looking
for faithful companions
interested in graphics.
photos. or writing opinions.
news, arts. or sports
articles. Come by our
Monday meetings in our
office in the CAW Student
Centre basement or call
253-4232, ext. 3909.

The lance:
running dog
lackeys of
journalism.
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•

Grad Portraits

•

Passport Photos

•

Class Composites

•

Citizenship Photos

•

Frat & Sorority Photos

• lnt'I Travel Card Photos

•

Residence Photos

• Portfolios

Your permanent full-time campus studio, providing
professional photography to the university community.
Located in the CAW Student Centre - Lower Level

Monday - Friday

9am-4:30pm

971-7353

\

October 14th, 1994 at the Asylum, starting at 9:00pm
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ill CBC's audience hard to define
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BY Darrin Keene

composition." He explains the
CBC does not want to deliver
Times arc tough for the Ca- its audience to advertisers. Taxnadian Broadcasting Corpora- payers subsidize the CBC so it
tion. It continues to suffer from won't have to rely on the comt,udget cutbacks and internal mercial interests of advertisers.
squabbles. Next month, a book
As a public broadcasting syst,y former national news anchor tem, the CBC serves to present
J(nowlton Nash will hit the a diversity of programming that
t,ookstores. An excerpt in helps strengthen the national
Jfac/ean outlines some of the fabric of Canada. Eaman holds
network's recent tribulations.
that for the CBC to reflect truly
Whal is the CBC, and what Canadian culture, it needs indoes it mean to Canadians? put from the public. He says
Toe million dollar question. Or audience research must address
hillion dollar question, given four key issues: equality, reprethat the government subsidies sentativeness, regularity, and
to the CBC exceeded the 12- meaningfulness.
figure sum in 1993.
After detailing the history of
At a time when broadcast audience research, Eaman
satellites and more specialty spends the rest of the book dischannels loom in the not-so- cussing more qualitative methdistant future, where does the ods of audience research.
CBC fit in? What do Canadians
Some see the ratings as a
want from the CBC?
tool to put the audience in conRoss Eaman deals with the trol of what they hear or see.
fatter question in his book, Eaman breaks apart the "myth
Channels of Influence. Specifi- of cultural democracy" by
cally, he analyses audience re- showing that such systems fasearch for the CBC, wondering vour heavy media users over
whether the question has ever light ones, and urban dwellers
really been addressed.
over rural ones.
Channels is by no means an
Eaman stresses that "the culeasy read. Eaman is an associ- tural products characteristic of
ate professor at Carleton Uni- modern democratic societies
versity's School of Journalism may not necessarily be a true
and Communication. His book reflection of public wants or
is an academic review of past values." Channels of Influence,
methodologies for audience re- illustrates that methods of obsearch, and he also outlines taining a "true reflection"
three theoretical models for aren't readily available.
this type of research.
This book is essential for
He concludes "that the long- those interested in Canadian
standing problem of accuracy broadcasting and public broadin audience measurement is cast policy. As an increasing
susceptible to a technological number of taxpayers question
solution ... the public will not the utility of the CBC, it needs
necessarily be better served by more effective ways of deteraudience measurement."
mining if it is serving the peoEaman notes the traditional ple who keep it afloat.
ratings system "exists because
Channels of lnfluence: CBC
of the need of advertisers to Audience Research and the Caknow which programs will en- nadian Public, Ross Eaman,
able them to reach the desired University of Tordnto Press,
audience in terms of size and 1994,pp. 264.
!

s

On Broadwa '/,
Bruce Kuhn
played in
Les M1serables
Now see him
in a compelling
story of pol1t1cs,
love, betrayal
and hope
A one man
performance
critics called
II -

riveting,

II

stn king, II

"delightful
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Friday, October 14, 7:30pm
Saturday, October 15, 7:30pm
Sunday, October 16, 2:30pm
University of Windsor Law Building (in the Moot Court)
Tickets dre $ 7 for students dnd $ 8 for adults dnd dre dVdildble dt the
CAW Student Centre Oct. 4-7 dnd 11-1 4 from 11 dm - 2pm, dt the
door before each performdnce, or call 2 5 2- 1 81 2
Presented by Inter t4mty Christian fellovvship
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Andrea Macinnis, World Wildlife Fund Canada
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Joan Barltrop, Canadian Cancer Society
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Cross Country team running at a higher level
With less than 4 weeks to the
provincials, I ,ancer cross countrycoach Dennis Fairall believes the Lancer cross country
teams are "rounding into form
ahead of schedule." Early race
results indicate the men arc
proving to be the team to beat,
while the women will face a
stiffer challen!,>'C from Western
and Toronto.
''Staying within yourself."
Words to live by if you're a long
distance runner. It is critical
that a cross country coach understands the needs of each individual
athlete
and
orchistratcs the training programs to attain the most out of
the runners. If an athlete peaks
too soon, blows out of the gates
too quick, or fails to run the
rugged terrain with a plan, the
race could literally be finished
before they hit the tape line.

Men at first place
Ranked number one in the
nation, the Lancers are led by
Peter Fonseca who recently
shattered the Western Invitational course mark by ten seconds. llc will challenge for lop
spot every time he steps on the
course. Jason Boyle and Rich
·r remain arc two runners any
team in the country would love
lo have in their uniforms. Tremain is running in a smooth
hrroovc, while Boyle who has
also run well is expected to pick
up the pace as he is a cold late

~~.
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Lancer cross country is in good shape this year.

season runner.
Rhys Trenhaile has been
running extremely well and is
placing scores better than expected from his first year
status. Third year runner Mark
Brozowski has been a pleasant
surprise running smoother than
in past years. Alex McLeod is
slowly beginning to round into
form.
Fairall has said that there is
always a "concern" that when
there is a fierce competition for
the seventh and final roster
spot, it has a tendancy to detract from the team's development. However, with strong
leadership from the veterans
and good attitudes from the
younger runners, this doesn't

appear to be a problem with
this team.
Fairall said, "we have an excellent mix of experienced and
first year runners and competition for the final spot should
improve the team as a whole."

Tough battle for women
The Lancers will be in a dogfight to qualify for the Canadian Championships. Currently
ranked fifth in the nation,
Windsor will have to knock off
either Toronto or Western who
arc ranked third and fourth respectively in the same poll.
Michelle King and Missy
Mel .cary have been running
times under eighteen minutes.
It is lhc first time Windsor has

had two athletes accomplish
this feat over the five kilometcr
course. Jennifer Graham has
been a stalwart performer also
logging top twenty performancesin all her preseason
events.
The concern lies in the
fourth and fifth place runners.
At the recent Western Invitational, Windsor had their three
lop racers finish before any
other team's top two. Fairall is
confident that the separation
between the fourth and third
place runners will be narrow
though.
Track
specialist
Marnie
Bcami<:h is finallv gathering her
pace for the 5 OOO meter
courses. Tina Rocnick has im-

proved each week, having only
begun training as of Sept. I .
Last season's slow starter Patricia Kline is also gathering
steam.

The bottom line
The Lancer men control
their own destiny. ·n,c Ontario
Title, barring a disaster, is
theirs for the taking. They arc
he ginning the dog days of training and must remain injury free
and focused to the task at hand.
The I ..anccr women will have
to upset a higher seed to move
through to the Canadians. A
total team effort is needed, and
if all goes well, the women will
join the men in London for the
°Canadians.
!

Team gets new cast
By Sheila Windle

A new cast of players and
coaches will fill the University
of Windsor's Volleyball roster
this year.
Taking over as head coach is
Robyn Ryan. The position
changed hands after Marj Holman's retirement at the end of
last season. Holman is now
completing her doctorate at
Michigan State and continues
~er duties as a faculty member
m the Kinesiology Department
at Windsor.
Ryan is no stranger to
women's volleyball in the
OWIAA, having played three
years at the University of
Guelph and two years with the
Western
Mustangs.
She
coached for years at the high
~hool lcvel in London, but this
is ~er first opportunity to coach
university ball. Ryan is excited
to be working at the university
\\'here women's sport is on an
e9~al footing with men's. In add111~n, Coach Ryan says, "The
equipment, the facilities arc ex~ellenl...and the St. Denis staff
is very helpful.•·
Having accepted the position
of Bead Coach in early August,
~yan did not have the opportunity to recruit players. How~ve'., . the calibre of play
Cxh1b1tcd by the rookies has
~en impressive and encouraging. "Though inexperienced,"
Ryan says, "the rookies have a

lot of talent and we p lan to surp rise the other teams in the
league."
Leadership will have to come
from four returning players:
Judy Lortie, in her third year o f
play, and Pam Houston, Heidi
Solway, and JoAnne Capot, all
in second year.
Offensively, the team is has a
number of strong hitters.
"When the girls are on their
hitting game, they are virtually
unstoppable,"
commented
Ryan.
R ookies
Michelle
D'Arnico, Elaine Murton, E rin
Naturkach, Darlene Rempel,
Jennifer Tuoma, and Kimberly
Wells show great promise.
Kirby Eady, another first-year
player, is working hard to improve her setting skills. She will
back up Judy Lortie, the team's
p remiere setter.
The most work is needed is
on defensc. Serve reception has
been and will continue to be
the team's focus. With the passing side of their game in place
they should be able to compete
with the toughest teams in their
league. Both Ryan and assistant coach, Matt Mokanski believe that this year's team has
the talent to reach post season
play.
In preparation for league
play, the team begins exhibition
play, Tuesday, Oct 11, at St.
Denis Centre. The Lancers will
face Michigan's Madonna College at 8:30 p.m.
!

Photo courtesy of MAL WEBSTER

Two Windsor players discuss strategy at Sutton Creek tournament earlier this year.

Golf team takes first place in OUAA
By Jim Weese
Special to the Lance
The University of Windsor
Golf Team continued its winning streak by capturing a second
consecutive
0.U.A.A
championship, held at the Red
Tail Golf and Country Club in
St. lhomas. The win capped a
season that also saw the Lancers win the Universitv of Waterloo and University of
Guelph invitationals.
·n,c Lancers trailed the University of Western Ontario by
five strokes and the University
of Ottawa by one after first

round action. Yet the Lancers
bested the two team<; bv 20 and
16 strokes on the sccor{d day to
capture the title by a 15 shot
margin.
Bill Scagris led the Lancers
with rounds of 73 and 77. In
doing so, he made history by
becoming the first Ontario University golfer to win the individual title on three occasions.
Seagris was the individual
points leader for the season
and was named to the first Allstar team.
Members of the Championship team include Sea!,'Tis,
Steve I lanna, Glenn Anderson,

Trevor Chapman and Jeff Robinson. John Heaton, Willie
Sutton and Jeff Blanchard are
also members of the I .anccr
golf team.
'lhe graduation of Scagris,
Hanna, and Anderson will
place the I .ancers in the rebuilding mode for the 1995-96
season. A solid core will return
next season in hopes of capturing the team title for a third
consecutive year.
[!
Jim Wee\·e, who is a memher
of the Athletzc Departmem and
couch of the golf teum, was recently named the Coach of the

Year.

Results and standmgs
8. Saini Mary's

Staodin~s

I

..ootball
11:,\\1.. .............
Wcslcm
.......
I auncr ............
Windsor .............
\\ a1crk>o ... ....
c;uctph ...........
\1c\1a,tcr ..............
·roron10..................
York ...................

(;,.\\',.l ... J' F .. A .. P
4 ... 4 ... 0 .• 0 .. 149 5~ .II
4 .. ' • I .0 ... 129.71 .6
4 .. l .. . 1 .. . 0 ..66 .. 62 ..I

4 ... 2.... 1 .. 0 .... 79 .78 ...I
4. 1.... 1. . 0 ... 76 1011.4
4 .... 1 l. o....85 .126 ..I
4 ... I ... 3 . 0.... 66 .. 79 .. 2
4. 0... 4.... 0 ....58 .129 .0
\1,n, sorr•r OlJAA Wtsl

!b\\1 ................ G.\\ .l .. D .F ... A .. P
Brock. .... ..... .... . 7.... 6 .... O.. I .. 16 ...5 .13
~1c\1a,1,•r .......... 7 .. ~ .... I.. .. 1.... 111 ... 6 .II
Wcslrrn ........... 7 .. L .. 1... 1....1/l .. 13 .9
Guclph ................ 6 .... 4 ... 2 .... 0 .... 11 ... 5 ...ll
Launer ................. 7•.. 2.. 4.... 1.....-1 ... 16 .. 5
Windsor .............. 7... I... 6.... 0 ..... 2 ... 21 .. 2
Waicrloo ................. 7 .... 0 .... 7 .... 0 .....8 ... 11 .. 0
Womtns soccer 0\\.1,\A West
TEAM ................. G .. W .. L... D .. F ... A .. P
McMaslrr ............... 7 .... 5.... 1.... 1....10 ...4 .11
Western ................. 7 .... 5 .... 2 .... 0 .... 17 .. .5 .10

(519) 945-0136

"JOIN THE FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!

~::~~ ::::::::::::::..·:· ~:::: j:::: ~:::: ~:::::: ::::! ::::

Brock. ...................... 7 .... 2 .... 4 .... 1.... 11 .. 16 ..5
Windsor ................ 7 .... 1.... 4 .... 2.....6 ... 12..4
Waterloo ................. 7.. .. 0 .... 6 .... 1.....1 ... 1.5 .. 1
Football OUAA Sl.'1llstical leadtrs
Rushing .......................... So ..Yds.Avt .. Td Lr
1. s. Reade l "WO .......... 64 .. .457 .. 7.1 ... 4 ... 62
2. D. Richer'fo .............. 61. .. 384 ..6.3 ... 1...50
.,. M. \1allo1 Wal .......... 49 ... 318 ..6.5 ... 3 . ..42
4. R. !\1dGbbonM'in ...... 3.S... 244 ..7.0 ... 0...83
5.P Hwang,\VU' ............43... 226 ..5.3 ... 1...24
Passing ........................ All Com.Yd .• Prtlnt T
I. B. Kubas'\\'lu .......... 141.75.128053.2 3 ... 9
2 Apostolopolous Yk.148. 75.1092 50.7 11..4
.,. !',,I Kenrn:dv Mac .... 110.59 .. 961.53.6 4 ... 7
4 Stew Bennc1 .......... 101.62 .. 961.61.4 7 ...6
~. W. Goldie l 'W0 ......79 .. 49 .. 772.62.0 3 ...9
Receav1ng ........................ So ..Yds.Avt .. Td Lg
LS. PiaszeltWLl' ......... 27 ... 531.19.7 .. 5...57
2 A BaMn'Yk .............. 19...423 .22.3 .. 2 ... 63
.,. K. Reid Gue ............... 2) ...416 .19.8 .. 5 ...82
.l. T McConnell l '\\/0 .. 13 ... 351 .27.0 .. 5...67
5. \1. \1orreale Mac ... 19... 331.17.4 .. 3 ...88

Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university
physical education graduates who
have been professionally traned to
guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best
equipment ,n the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.
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Ra nkings

.00

$

CI.\L' football

I. \\'e,1ern
2. Calgary
.,. Launer
4. Concordia
,. St Mary's
6. Saska1chewan

3100 HOWA RD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

1550 Ouellette Street

2 Wesiem

10. Victoria

Results
1/<>r ..~,:J; ,ndinl( O.:t. 2. 1994)

l'ootball
Toron10 Ill Windsor 15
\\'omtn'~ socetr
McMaster 2 Windsor 0
Mf'n's sotctr
Mc!',,!as1er 3 Windsor I
Golf
l'nl\'ersity of Guelph lnv11a1ional
Lanccrs-lsl Overall(l3 team field)
~ill Seagri\ ............. 11••1ndividual Cha"'f,
Steve Hanna .............................................
Trevor Chapman ...................................
Jc ff RoblDSon ......................................... .
Wilhc Sutton .............................................
Lancer Classic Golf Tournament
Lancers-Lancers 2nd Overall(lO 1earn&i,
Bill Seagris ............. 74' 'lndivtdual Cha Ill,:
Steve Hanna ............................................
Trevor Chapman .... ,..............................
Glenn Anderson .................................... _
John Heaton ......................................... _

Lancer athletes o f the week
Chris Moore, a rookie running back
lbe football learn from Scarborough. bAI
spectacular performance versll~ lhe Uiu
sity of Toronto Varsity Blues on Sat. OcL
He earned the ball 15 times for 128 yard 1
two touchdowns in Windsor's 18-15 loi,.
Julie Hansen was an all-round perfo
for the Lancer soccer team. in their re
ma1ch versus Mcmas1er. The fourth year
denl was switched from mid-field to S\lt
during the match. and made the trans
smoothly. Hansen is an arts major. fr
Guelph
Womens Soccer OlJAA East
Leading Scorer.;
I. S. Na1hanson Western .........................
2 C. Edwards/Brock .............................. ..
3. T. Niven/Guelph ..................................

Upcoming events
Football
Oct. 15. Guclph at Windsor 2:30 p.m.
Mtn's and women's soccer
Oct. 12 Windsor at Waterloo
Oct. 15. Windsor at Guelph
Oct. 16, Brock at Windsor
Both home matches begm 2:00 p.m.
Cross country
Oct. 15, Waterloo lnvi1a1ional
Men's hockey
Oct. 15 and 16, Alabama-Huntwille at
Windsor
M en's volleyball
Oct. 15 and 16, Brock Tournament
Women'~ volltyball
Oc1. 14 to 16. Brock. Tournamenl
Men's ba.5ketbal l
Oct. 12 Blue and White lntrasquad
Game lime: 8 p.m.
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GOOD LIFE~CLUB
FOR WOMEN

CL.\L' men's rross country
I. Windsor

3.McGill
4. \,fani1oba
5. Waterloo
6. Toronto
7. Dalholl~ie
7.0uawa
8.0ttawa
l!. Acadia
9. Queen's
9 McGill
10. Sherbrooke
10. Alberta
Cl ..\l' m•n's soccer CIAt: womtn's ,;occer
I. Bmish Columbia 1. BrilLsh Columbia
~. Shcrbrooke
2. Calgary
.,. Alberta
3. St.Francis Xavier
4 Ottawa
4. LaurcntU1n
5. Brock
5. McMaster
6 foronto
6. Wilfred Laurier
7. St.Francis Xavier 7. Queen's

GOOD LIFE~CLUB

8. S herhrooke
9. Acadia
10. Guelph

9 Ryerson
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ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENTS
for
MARRIED STUDENTS ONLY
NO CHILDREN
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GEOFFREY FISHER HALL
270 PATRICIA ROAD
" ON CAMPUS"
APPLY AT .
ANTERBURY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
172 PATRICIA ROAD 256-6442
SEE MRS. CAREY 9am • 5pm
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....._ High Speed Full Serve Copies
....._ Volume Discounts
....._ Transparencies
....._ Plastic Cerlox Binding
....._ Resumes
....._ Wide Selection of Paper
including Recycled Stocks

f'glMR. COPIES

II

Lower Level
CAW Student Centre
(Next ID The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252-2679

I-Oil. llle.ll. ,,u, f."6! !!
I

D'?ing the finest photos for the
finest photographers is fun!!

SALES - SERVICE - DARKROOM SUPPLIES
We process colour, B&W in all formats
Proofing - Contacts - Enlarging - Copying
lnternegatives - Smiling!
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOFINISHING SINCE 1987

Bachelor of Education
The Bachelor of Education is a one-vear
professional program that also meets the
requirements for the Ontario Teacher's
Certificate.

The Master of Education (MEd) program
focuses on instructional leadership in the
classroom and in an administrative
setting.

Candidates may apply to enrol in one of
three division. These are Primary /Junior
Ounior Kindergarten to Grade 6), Junior/
Intermediate (Grades 4 to 10), and
Intermediate/Senior (Grades 7 to OAC.)
There are 10 practice teaching weeks with
placement opportunities throughout the
province.

The full-time, one-year program is offered
on-campus at Nipissing University in
North Bay. The part-time program is
offered on-campus on Saturday mornings,
and may be completed over a three-year
period.

Applications must reach the Ontario
Universities' Application Centre in Guelph
by December 9, 1994.
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Lancers demolished - 48-17: In last Saturday's game against Western,
Ken Turnak's (1) first half field goal from Andy Vasily (10) hold out Western's
lead to 13-10. Tumak's first half field goal was not enough for a victory.

Gryphons limp into town
By Frederick Beitler

at

CE

II

If the Lancers are ~
to
make
the ~
playoffs, they must ~ a
t
defeat the Guelph
Gryphons. Last ~ason's embarassmg 2:30
Oct 15
pm.
55-18 blowout at ~ut11campu$Aeld
Alumni Stadium should be
enough incentive.
1l1e Gryphons are reeling
from
numerous
mJunes.
Toronto's forfeit leaves Guelph
in playoff contention.

shoulder. Heron Tait also
pulled a hamstring. He was
fourth and sixth in the nation in
punt and kickoff returns.

What to expect

For Guelph to win, they must
control the line of scrimmage.
All-Canadian tackle Rob Wesseling is the anchor of the of.
fensive line. Hugh Tharby has
returned to the defensive side
of the ball after a brief stint on
the 0-line.
McNally believes that if
Guclph's defense can control
Walking wounded
Windsor's passing game they
Tnjurics have forced head are "solid defensively versus
coach Dan McNally to use "a the run", it will give them a
lot of green talent. We've had good chance to win the game.
1bc Lancers need a decent
to use players on a trial by fire
hasis," so the game experience performance from quarterback
Rob Zagordo. He has been inshould help in years to follow.
Quarterback Rob Kitching consistent delivering the ball
was among the injured, and but when on target receivers
missed the Gryphons opener. haven't been hanging on to it.
The Lancer defcnse must
lle is slowlcy regaining form
that made him the OUAA's contain wide-out Kevin Reid. If
third leading passer last season. Guclph does go through the
Also back-up
quarterback air, Windsor should force reNathan Body broke a finger ·ccivers Mark Dragich and
Adam Sherriff-Scott to prove
during the ·1 oronto game.
The runningbacks
have their worth.
fallen like tlics. Kyle Walters
Prediction
broke his collarbone and Rob
Guelph is a team ripe for the
Popkey has injured his knee
and is listed as questionable for picking, and Windsor has
played well enough this year to
this weekends game.
On defcnsc, All-Canadian catch a break.
1be Lancers should score
safety Charles Assmann broke
his leg in the season opener quickly but hang on for the vicand second year linebacker tory. Final Score: Windsor 22
Kevin Mellow dislocated his Guelph 20.
ii

801 Ouellette

977-8588

Master of Education

•

The next intake for full-time and part-time
students is September 1995. Application
forms and all required documentation
must be submitted by January 3, 1995 for
admission consideration.

NIPISSING UNIVERSITY
100 College Drive, Box 5002, North Bay, Ontario P1 B8L7

Application forms and details of these progra,ns can be obtained from the
Office of the Registrar. Please call 1-800-461-1673 or (705) 474-3461, ext. 4292.

~

STUDENTS 112. PRICE EVERY THURSDAYH!
430 OUELLETTE AVE. Wl~ ONTARIO
LOCATEPOOP~AVE. 256-5233

..

FEATURING

LIVE!!
STARTING TUESDAY OCTOBER 25th
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Hockey's labour dispute is a unique situation
By Jeff Rivard
No one can say that the announccm<.·nt lo postponl' the
start of the NI IL season came
as a surprio;e. To be hon<.·st we
Y.crc all expecting it fo, quite
,;omc time. probably since early
Aug. when Major I .caguc Baseball wc..·nt on :-.1rikc. 'Inc financial issues for th(;sC two tabor
disputes arc very similar, but
there are still some very serious
differences between the l\\o.
For example, in baseball this
writer supports the owners 100
percent, while the opposite
holds for hockey. Unfortunately it's too late to save baseball, but it is not too late to
save hockey. It's just a matter
of making those in the NI II.
who call the shots realize they
have more to lose than to gain
by beha\ing like their brothers
in the major leagues.
Looking back to bleaker days
in NH I history one has only to
go as far back ns the )970's,
where the term "slaps/wt"
would not have been an exaggeration. By I9S7 before the
Gretskv trade, the NIU. \\as
going ·nowhere fast, and the
only entertainment it provided
was footage for Don Cherry's
Rock'cm
Sock'cm Videos.
While the sport maintained its
loyal support in Canada and
hockey lo\\ ns like Boston, Chicago, anJ Detroit, it \\as still
missing the ma.ior U.S. support
needed to be a viable league.
"Jbc lack of support for the
NIil. could be seen in what is
now l\\o of its major markets,

I os Angdes and Ne..·\\ York.
Both th<.· Kings and the
Rangers \\ere teams attempting
lo just make it by in the \\Orld
of professional sports. But with
th<.· trade of Canada's ambas,;a.
dnr to hockey to ] ..A, the
league began a~ about face.
Seven yrnrs after lhl· Gretlky
trade, the Kin!:,>s have dl'Wlopcd \\hat has prO\en to be thc
sUt:cessful marketable look for
teams. Teams like Pittsburgh,
St. Louis and New Jersey, also
joined the King's and Ranger's
rise from the ashes.
A metamorphosis in the
NI IL followed this and has
been referred to as "rapid expansion." In areas such as
I'ampa Bay, Miami. Anaheim.
San Jose, and Dallas hockey
captured the interest of a new
gl'ncration of fans. With this
and a ne\\ national television
contract, the NI II. achic\ed
long sought respectability. But
this status could be 4uickly lost
if the strike proves to be an extended affair. The NHL is not
only slitting their own throats,
and could set themselves back
at least ten years.
"Ibe baseball strike has a
trickle down effect on hockey.
Not only du the NI IL owners
believe they can stanc.l up to the
players, but they believe they
can ll'-e the same excuses. Both
leagues claim that half their
teams arc in the red, and without a salary cap their respectiw
,ports could not survi,c. With
raising salaries and <'mpty stadiums, baschall's excuse hole.ls
some degre<.· of truth. On the

other hand, hockl·y's rl',tsoning
has littk if no justilirntion al
all.
()y. ncrs l'an pull out books
and sho\\ lhl'Y arc tinancially
str appcd. hut numbers l':tn al\\ .1vs be doctored to lean in
your own favor. With night after night of sdl out nowds,
tickl·t pricc..·s in some cities in
excess of fort\' dollars " scat.
and the lowesi labour rnsts of
any of the four major sports, it
is hard lo believe they can be
losing money. It is just·a matter
that they wouldn't be making as
much of a profit as before.
What is always forgotten in
these type of labour negotiations is the teams arc a ll owned
by professional busine,smcn,
who have been succcssful in
various other endeavors. If the
owners wish to complain about
the continuing rise in salaries
they have only themselves to
blame, no one is holding a gun
to their heads and forcing them
to hand over their money. If
they owned a business that was
losing money and couldn't turn
it around the} would sell it as
fast as they could. However we
do not see many owners rushing to the auciion block with
their teams.
It's too late for major league
baseball, it died <,n Aug. 11,
1994. !be epitaph reads, "the
players kept asking {or more,
until all the owners had to give
was their last ounce of stupidity." I lowever. if hockey \\ants
to folio\\ its higger brZ)thtr it
should learn Imm its mistakes
and realize a strike or lockout

is not till' answC'r. In the l'nu
the only ones who suffl'r arc
thl' mafor financial ,;upporkrs
of these sports. l'hc 1me who
knows exactly where hl' was
when Paul I lcndl•rson scorec.l
the winning goal against the

Su, iets, 01 when he first heard
the.· nl'ws that the great one was
going to ( 'alifornia . 'Jhe fat he.·,
who takes his son to the arena
to pass on the.· feeling ol taking
part in "Canada's C,amc" It all
comes down lo the fan.
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Lancer hockey preview
Season starting
Oct. 22 for those
needing their
dose hockey
By Phil King
For Rick Cranker, coach of
the Lancers men's hockey team
the first decision is how m any
players docs the team need'!
Currently, there are still 29
players on the camp roster.
"We still have some cuts lo
make, or they'll just cut themselves."
It's a question for Cranker
and his coaching staff of who
plays where, when and with
whom? "We ha\c a lot of centre's, so we're going to try them
at different positions." Jn all,
there arc nine centre's listed including Jeff Gardiner, who
played with Detroit in the Ontario Hockey League last year.
"I le probably be our best
player, but he hasn't decided
yet if he's going to play."
With or without Gardiner.
the Lancers are a young team
with freshman still in camp

111111T,&&OFlflATYOIJWMIIA/1

along with ten sophomores a™
onJy a hanc.lf ul of veterans.
Among them, defenceman
and new team captain Dan
Drouin is back for his fift h a™
final year. Cran ker boasts, "the
thing that excites me right now
is the rookies look so promisin~
so early in the season."
. Ct~ach C:anker says scoring
,s his maJor concern. Goal
tending he adds, is the team's
strength with both sophomorcs
Stt·ve 'Iborpc and Jim Helkie
returning. Everything else is a
question mark according to
Cranker.
For Cranker, whose back for
his tenth year as coach at h~
alma mater, will make many
key decisions in the three
weeks leading up to the regular
season opener Oct. 22 against
the number one rankec.l team.
Western. Meanwhile, the Lancers have five exhibition gamrs
slated and three more in a tour.
naml'nt Thanksgiving weekend
at Waterloo.
I ook for more on the
Lancer's men's hockey team in
the weeks ahead in the Lance.
ny then, the pieces in the
hockey pualc will fall into
place.
J
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PAPERS
(APA & other styles)

BSA TYPING SERVICE
specializing in term papers,
reports & theses
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501
(Days, Evenings, Weekends)
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"SINGLES"
want to be involved in a 1-on-1
relauonship? Want someone by your
side who cares about you and your
needs? Tired of hit and miss
retauonships, bar scenes. etc.
[)on't like going places or doing things
alone?
want to meet people in a safe
confidential environment?
Phone

Destiny by Design
948-4128
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To% off during month of Sept. & Oct.
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Free travel - no gimmicks - we are
looking for group tour and vacation
sales co-ordinators. CALL Paul 1-800-

to

employment

661-2369.
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Students: $ money for Xmas. Create
your own work schedule. International
Ma'keting Company is currently expanding and are looking for individuals
with good communication skills. We
have extablished account base, offer
comprehensive training, excellent support program with unlimited earning
potential. Interested applicants please
attend at:
The Windsor Hilton
Wed. Oct. 12, 1994
at 6:30 p.m. in the
St. Lawrence Room.
Volunteer for the Lance! If your interested in writing, photography, drawing,
copy proofing or typing come to our
staff meetings Mondays at 4:30 p.m.
and get an assignment.

~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
Make a break
from the pack.
Join the Lance.
Public staff meetings
Mondays at 4:30 p.m., or
call 253-4232, ext. 3909
to Volunteer for the best
newshounds around.

For us at VIA, youth fares mean anyone between
12 and 24 (student or not) can travel by train
for up to 50% off. Only now, we've stretched the
definition of youth to include students (24+) with
valid ID. It's that simple. It's that sweet. Check the
conditions, then call your campus travel agency
or VIA Rail .

VIA supports this card.

C0'1Dl1l0"\S • \,,li<l from Septt•mhL·r Ii to l>l'c,•mlll'r 11. 19'J.1 - :i(r olf - <lc1ys ,, \\l't'k for·"""'"' IL 21 ,111<1 for n>ll<'i.:<' .,nd 11n1v,·rs1t, stud, nls (24•) '"th ,,1l1<l
stu<lt-nl JI>. • Sl'dls .tt'P hm1tt~cl • ·rirkt'ts must ht' purch,,~t·<I at lt•ast l <l,l\·s 111 adv,mn· m tht• <Jtwht·t ( 11\ \\mdsnr t ,,rrulor.) dctvs i\1,1nt1111e mterut\. ; cl,l\"
lwtwt.'i'll llw \1ant1111.-s ,md tlw ()ui·hec (ot\ \\indsor Corrnlor • l·or l>l.u-kout pt•ru><l llt·L·embt•r l"i l'l'•I l.11111,>t) S 1•1•1:; dosnn111t 1, trr \\llh 1111,uh,11..-,• p11rth,ost.'
rttqu1re<I
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Cuts to safety net
will leave big holes
Trving Lo improve the way Canada's social security syslcm
work:-; is understandable. as long a~ budget cuts aren't arbitral}
and Lhe focm; of proposed social changes.
Human resources minister Lloyd AA'Worthy's recently released
discussion ptlpcr. Improving Social Security in Canada, has been
explained as an attempt to make the nation's social securit) system more effccicnl and effective. The paper proposes restrictions
for recipients of unemployment insurance, the possibility of increased tuition and student debt loads, and an emphasis on voluntcerism to deliver social security programs amoung other things.
Poverty organizations. students, and recipients of unemployment question whether the concern over the quality and effectiveness of social security - or is cut ting the budget the bottom line'?
Axworthv's detcnse of the paper has stressed that budget cutting was not the impetus, yet it opens with Jean Chretien ex-plaining that "a strong economy is the essence of a strong society." 'Ihe
proposal goes on to state "as a nation we have overs~nt in recent
decades. building up debt. lbat forces us to make interest payments that cat away at our abilit)' to pay for government services."
The rhetoric threatens those who most need assistance. lhe assurance of essentials like insurance for the unemployed, and an
education !s)'Stem which is fully accessible should be guaranteed.
And mavbe thev could be if alternatives were explored.
Contr'ihution; from business, who rely on an avialable educated
work force has not been adequately explored b} those who seek to
hack social spending and so the national debt. If Liberals spent as
much time analytfog corporate coercion as 1t has on cuts to social
programs interest payments might have been a thing of the past.
L~LIL___JJ_ _ _ _LJ_ _ _ _....LL----L..L_ _ __.-1----....a......:_:~.J.L..~-_LI
lbe proposal is on hold while public debale about social securitv reform takes place. It's essential to be involved in that process.
:IS
LLO'fl) A')(-WORTH't?
U~hceded. the Liberals will jerk the social safety net out from un•
der Canadians.

Ille perpetuation of ahusive hehaviours v.ithin families si~>nifics
1>ne of the most \icious <:ycles in our society. Among adult \'iclims
of doml'Slil- violence, a high percentage experienced abusi\'e famil) situatmn~ a-. children. Because interpersonal relating is largely
learned, and heha\·iour~ learned earl} often stick, domestic violence.: tends to be get domestic\ iolence.
/\ \\.oman \\ ho as a child sa\\ her mother beaten by her father
\\ ill tend to m1ernali1c thc dynamics of the relationship, and risks
hccoming invohed in violent 1clationships herself. Sim1larl\, a
m:in \\ ho v. itncsscd his father's violence during childhood will
!,.'TO\\ up \\ith thinking ahuse is appropriate father!) hcha\iour. Beha, iour in his ov. n adult relationships may well trigger abuse as a
means of relating. People who grow up percci\lng these modes of
relatmg as acceptable risk perpetuating the cycle
Unless the pattern is broken. And the pattern can be broken. A
strong net\\ork of communit~ support agencies is essential to
curbmg domestic ,iolence. lhc.,e net\\orks must ht.: accessible, regardless of background, language. ethnicity.
Windsor has a well-established network of available services
like I hatus House, Sister l mclina Home for Women, and Wmd-,or Women Working "'ith lmmi&,rrant Women, to name only a fe\\.,
The l.mng wllh the l:nemy project, initiated by Artcitc, lnc .. and
set in motion by \\omen'c; support agencies and a variet) of other
community organizations, is a month-long series of social, arts,
anc.l rnltural events centred around raising awareness and funds to
rnmbat the problem of domestic ,iolcnce. We applaud the efforts
of all those invol\'ed in bringing the project to fruition.

Human rights help
Dear Editor,
A point of clarification regarding your article (letter to
the editor) in the October third
edition of the Lance which outlined the situation involving
posters being removed from
the pharmacy by the omhudspcrson and the "ironically
named human rights office."
I would like to ensure the
author of that letter and all of
vour readers that the Human
Rights office of the UWSA
(undergrad student council)
had ahsolutclv no invohcment
in an) of tho~ proceedings. In
fact, 1t only came to our attention through reading the aforementioned article.
I would also further like 10
state that the I luman Rights
office is currently investigating
the situation and is particularly
concerned with the rights of the
autonomous vendor as well as
anv mdividuals that mav have
felt offended. If the author of
that article, or any other student would like to assist in this

investigation and the resolution
of this issue I would welcome
their input and support and invite them to contact me at ext.

3500.
James L. Fox
Human Rights Coordinator

Arts not so bad
Dear Editor,
On September 12, I walked
with fellow students passed Essex I Iall on route to the School
of Dramatic Art. On the steps
in front of the building stood a
group of engineering students
sporting their society's fall line
of clothing, in particular t-shirts
that bore a new slogan.
'Jhe slogan read something
to the effect "be a friend, don't
let your friends be in the arts."
Apparently the slogan is a takeoff from a recent anti-drunk
driving campaign. Not onlv
docs this slogan publicly slan·der the arts, but it also takes a
crack at the campaign designed
primarily to save lives.
At a time when student societies arc working diligently to
build a stronger alliance

~Lance
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.The .Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent of social change, performing both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press
1 The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender! .sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and relect it in our content.
2 By . examining issues and different
perspe?lives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
soc1~ty do n?t have equitable access to the
media W~ affrrm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The _Lance is .committed to acting against
oppress!on of ~ocrally, culhirally politically, and
economically drsadvantaged groups In addition,
we oppose the ~use of power in any form
4· The Lance will not pnnt material that is sexist,
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amongst the student body and
faculties, I find it appalling that
a society would promote such
blatant disregard for other people and areas of study.
With confidence I can sai
that I do not believe that all engineering students support such
insensitive garb.
l expect that many of the students who belong to the socic~
appreciate fine literature, film\
music and collecting form-; of
artwork. I encourage those students who have adopted such a
negative attitude regarding the
arts, to enquire about what ac·
tually happens in our arts de·
partments around campus.
Talk to your faculty members
who faithfully subscribe to and
attend the n~erous theatrical
productions in the Essex Hall
lbeatre that the School of Dra·
matic Arts faculty, staff and
students put together. Maybe
you could even enrol in one of
the courses. At the very least.
perhaps your sculptures would
improve.
Carol Shea
Year IV Drama in Education
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Community groups take
aim at domestic violence
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racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
u~just economic and political hegemony
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility.
both in content and in its day-to-day workings
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial· (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909.
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising. (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
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1 computer skeptic's conversion to net communication

~,~

ayUsa Fo

Jt started out so innocently.
one who actually understands computers
_ got his Internet account last
fall.
J was a little curious, since
I'd only recently even heard of
e-mail or newsgroups, but
mostly I ignored what he was
doing there quite happily. Once
in a while, though, he'd show
me something, usually a funny
or dumb pnst on Usenet.
One day while looking
through alt.bittemess ( a newsgroup ~o longer .carried by the part. Whiz-kid logged in, while than calling long distance too.
You don't even need a really
university) I noticed the name I watched anxiously over his
shoulder.
"You
have
mail,"
powerful
computer. Mine, purof someone I knew in Ottawa.
chased
a
year
and a half ago for
glowed
on
the
monitor.
So roornie set me up in elm, a
writing essays, is little more
mail program. Writing in the vi Ottawa-man had replied!
It quickly became an addic- than a glorified typewriter.
editor was a rather daunting
I was proud of myself for
task. It isn't like writing on a tion. Transactions that would
word-processing program; even take two weeks or more by the managing the different aspects
I, techno-klutz, can use Word- ever-so aptly nicknamed ''snail- of reading and writing mail and
mail" were done overnight or news on the Internet, with the
perfect and MS-Word.
sooner,
depending on when we help of Wunderkid, and some
No menu, no word-wrap, no
were
logged
in. After all, e- folks at the computer centre.
mo,ing your cursor around to
Eventually, I found a correadd stuff or correct mistakes ... mail is delivered 24 hours a
spondent through soc.penpals,
More than once I whined day, seven days a week.
It doesn't have the perma- an American to whom I'm still
loudly to genius in the next
room, ·'How do I do this?" for nence, the feel of paper? Of writing. We've become quite
course not. That becomes part close by means of almost daily
even the simplest things.
of
its charm, after a while. No rambling, detailed letters, now
At last it was sent off to my
trees
die for my fun. Cheaper written on the newer, much
distant pal. Next came the fun

My roomrnate -
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easier to use mail program
called Pinc. I can see how people fall in love on the Internet;
provided you are honest, you
really can get to know someone's mind and soul this way.
Another enjoyable feature of
the Internet is the "talk" mode,
where you can converse oneon-one with someone online.
The Internet for me has become another means of communication. It combines the
pleasure of letter-writing with
the instant nature of a phone
call - and it's cheap or free!
You can read letters and articles and write back to people
almost anywhere around the

world who has a computer, a
modem, and 'net access.
Sometimes, too, there seems
something downright spiritual
about this process of reaching
out; a feeling of connection
within an intricate, invisible
web. I hope it sticks around,
gets even easier to use and
more widespread. It could improve human relations, and further the journey of the soul.
Of course it serves many
other purposes than those I've
outlined - the dissemination
of many kinds of information
and entertainment - but I just
want to point out to the uninitiated that it really isn't as intimidating as I'd first imagined, and
it's getting better.
Go, get your account if you
haven't already. It's as easy as
going to the Computer Centre,
entering your student number
into one of the terminals
they've set aside, and coming
up with a password. The staff
are helpful, and they've got
plenty of cheat sheets to get
you started - and you can always type "help" at a command
line to bring up a menu if you
get stuck.
God, I've become an evangelist of the info highway...
I!

Letters to the editor
Clearing up Senate
Dear Editor,

I would like to thank the
Lance for its informative piece
on the Senate and its committees. I should, clear up some
minor inaccuracies.
The issue of student reps on
rommittees has already been
resolved. Over the previous
year and the summer, student
representation on the committees was increased to 30 percent of the total composition. It
is these positions the student
coucil is currently endeavouring to fill by accepting resumes
and conducting interviews on
the weekend following Thanksgiving.
lhe issue of Senate committees resolved, efforts have now
turnedto an examination of the
Senate itself. Here, the Lance
is accurate in their statistics
placing Windsor near the bottom of the pile with respect to
student participation potential.
It is this fact that has inspired
the efforts to build a stronger
student voice.
Another point requiring
clarification is that the Univer-

sity Government Committee
has been confused with the
Senate Executive Committee.
It is this committee of the Senate which reviews all materials
prior to Senate, and upon
which a student member has
been added. It is through this
committee that the proposed
representation increase will be
presented on Nov. 23.
The Student Senator interviewed for the piece is named
Carmen Coccimiglio, not Colagiacomo as stated.
I would report that I am currently in the process of receiving applications for the Senate
Committees.
C. Mark Robson
UWSA VP University Affairs

Waste of time?
Dear Editor
Having attended the first
SAC (undergrad student council) meeting (Sept. 29), I am
disgusted by both the lack of
concern over real issues, .md
the personal attacks by certain
members of coucil.
The meeting was not originally intended for student discussion of real issues. The

;

Not everyone, everywhere,
likes and agrees with the platforms and issues that exist
within our society. Why should
this be any different in student
politics? Lets make sure that
those needs are brought forth
by the students of this campus
and not only confined to the
needs of the SAC executives.
Jon Ried
Year IV Communications

maJonty of the agenda consisted of passing minutes. Passing minutes?
What if, for some strangt:
reason, some students had particular problems with items
contained in those minutes? I
know it is a hard concept to understand, but stranger things
have happened.
If it wasn't for the real student issues that were brought
up by concerned individuals,
every single uninformed coucil
member would have passed all
minutes, and the meeting
would have been over in less
than 30 minutes.
Unfortunately for them,
some students read minutes
and ask questions about certain
issues. And unfortunately for
the executive, these students
will not go away ...
If a certain meeting takes
four hours to discuss one, and
that issue is important to students, so be it. What certain individuals have to bear in mind
is the idea that politics draws
oppnsition, opposition is discussed, and discm;sion (depending on the parties) takes
time.

;Jround cam us

Meeting not effective
Dear Editor,
I would like to give some insight regarding the impotency
of the elected members of student council. Council members
who are supposed to represent
the studenl'i are nothing more
than willing lap do&rs of an irrcspnnsible student government
executive.
The executive has rammed
through its summer itinerary
without giving the council adequate opportunity to consider
the consequences. As a result,
we have rubber stamped the
SAC's reorg-dnization to the
UWSA, the death of the Moose
Pub along with its employees,
and the executives self serving

·

decision to indulge themselves
with special parking passes in
the facutty lot, paid for hy the
student body.
Mr. Maich, who accepts ·· 100
percent responsibility" ha<; exhibited a callous disregard for
democracy, and comtempt for
the students he promised to
serve first and foremost in his
election campaign. Such hypocracy is the basis of the cynical
attitude people have toward
government and the behaviour
of the UWSA is no different.
Doug Brink
Social Science Rep
Lett.en; to the editor should be
rw mfJre than 300 words and submitted by rwon Friday. Include
your name, faculty, year, and
phone number (for verification).
Erratum: Due to an editing error Bowled over by
Barnes, stated the exhibit
prcmiered in six countries in
the Oct. 3 issue. They were
actually in four countries.
The band Club Hip Groove
was omitted from opening
acts for Sloan in Halifax
boys take over Capitol.

,;'
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What issues would you like to see covered in the Lance?
"I'd like to sec
a wider range of
topics. such as
humour and objectivity."

"I'd like to see
the betting lines
for all the pro
sports."

"Why is going
lo university the

social
norm
when only about
30 percent of
graduating students can find a
job?"

J

"I would lo-- c

1r:::-:==~~--

to sec a Happy
the Clown corruc
strip in the I ancc
every week.

~ ·,J

Mary Jasey
Year I
Psychology

Dave Smith
Yearll
Business

Meagan Pufahl
Year II
Communications

Stacey Sy!vcste1
Year 11
Frend

11
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the lance. Listings should be submitted in writing and include a phone contact
Please send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, Ontario; N98 3P4.

Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event

Continuing
.1 The Computer Centre continues its free
r seminar series of program training with
Introduction to Windows on Oct. 26 &
Nov. 2: introduction to Wordperfect 6.0
for DOS on Oct. 24 & 26; introduction to
Core/Draw on Oct. 24. Registration is
required. Call the HelpDesk at ext. 4440

Monday, October 17
, '>%JN
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II. Kinotek Film Society presents The
X Canterbury Tales by Pier Paolo Pasolini
tonight and Oct. 18 at 9 p.m. at the
Cap1
·toI Th eater and Arts Centre, 121
Umvers1
. ·ty Ave. W. CaII (519) 971 -5160 .
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t. The Anthropology Society will be
/

meeting upstairs in the Grad House at 3
p.m. There's a $5.00 membership fee.

A Club

Iona will have a $3.00 Student
'Dinner at 6 p.m. in Iona College 208
Sunset Avenue. Everyone welcome.
Lancer men's basketball alumni game
starts at 8 p.m. at the St. Denis Centre

.1 Citizen
Advocacy
r Windsor/Essex presents an
information session on the
Advocacy Act at Iona College
from 6-8:00 p.m. Please
R.S.V.P. by October 17 at
966-5010

,-t

/

~
1.:

.1 Don't forget to vote in the UWSA
r by-elections! Polls are in CAW Student
Centre, Essex Hall, Odette. Biology,
LeBel, Music, Drama and Human
Kinetics buildings and are open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Advanced polls are Oct.
18 in CAW Student Centre and Vanier
Hall.

Is your computer a
mystery to yo.u? Come. to
the Open Lectire Series
from Comput10g SerVlces
every Friday from

12,30-t30 p.m. in room
B02, Odette Build10g and

THealth Fest '94 takes place in
the CAW Student Centre in the
Ambassador Auditorium from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. The University of
Windsor Organizing committee
has invited over 30 Health and wellness
agencies across the province to set up
booths
Valuable
information,
demonstrations. and freebies will be
available to all participants. Everyone is
invited and encouraged to attend.

learn its secrets
JIii nil II, llrtal YM llldl 11111111 llar1.

Tuesday, October 18
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_., Assumption University presents a cost
.A.dinner prepared by student volunteers at
Assumption University. For more
infonnation call 973-7033.

II. Living With The Enemy Project presents

X

i,M

t:]IJ;

film and video night on tonight and Oct.
19. Location and time TBA. For more
infonnation contact Dennis Robinson at
258-1689 or Fax at 977-6564

.1 lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will be
holding Bible studies on the topics of
Manhood and Womanhood at 5:30 p.m.
in room 2127 Erie Hall.
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.1 The Bookroom al the Court presents
r Cherie Gavreau who will read her new
poetry Even The Fawn Has Wings at 8
p.m. in the Cafe at Mackenzie Hall.
Contact Anne Beer at 258-2726 to
reserve your free tickets
.1 The University of Windsor kicks off its
r annual food drive to provide for the
needy. Drop off cans of food (in boxes
provided) in the CAW Student Centre,
Odette Building, Leddy Library and all
residences. Continues until Nov. 30.

Wednesday, October 19
.1 CJAM fm radio presents, on behalf of
r the CJAM Pledge Drive, acoustic guitar
and Poetry Night at the Eclectic Cate
located at 157 University Avenue West.

Thursday, October 20
.1 International Relations Society presents
r opportunities abroad information fair.
Rnd out more about studying and
working in another country. From 10
a.m.-5 p.m. in the Ambassador
Auditorium, CAW Student Centre.room B.
~

r

Sex in the 90s discussion group at
Assumption University Oust west of the
CAW Student Centre - enter through the
North door). All are welcome.

~ The University Players
~ Award winning drama

present the Tony
The Crucible by
Arthur Miller about the Salem
witch-hunts of the 17th century at the
Essex Hall Theatre. Tickets are
$12-$13/adults: $11-$12/seniors and
students. Group and rush tickets are also
available. For tickets call the Box Office
at 253-4565

.la? The Womyn's Centre will be having a
Coffee House at 7:30 p.m. in celebration
of Person's day. The event will take
place at the Sandwich Street Cate in
Mackenzie Hall. All womyn are welcome.
So don't be shy, come out and support

the Womyn's Centre .

TButt out for good! Stop smoking classes
start today at noon and continue for four
weeks. Contact Health education ext.
3260 to register. No fee.
.1 The lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship
r will discuss being Holy in the world in
Ambassador Auditorium at 5:30 p.m.
.1 CJAM's science oriented news In Theory
r airs every Thursday at 4 p.m. with Mad
Scientist Dr. Gangway.

Friday, October 21
~ Such

1

& Such Productions announces
~all production of Opening Night on Oct
21 . There will be a very special opening
night gala with all of the glitz and
glamour associated with an opening
night. Proceeds from the evening will
benefit The Red Cross Society of
Windsor/Essex County. For further
infonnation contact Katie lnverarity at
253-1066

Saturday, October 22
.1 B.Y.T.A. (Black Youth Taking Action)
r proudly present Detroit's representative
of the Honorable Louis Farrakhan and the
Nation of Islam Bro. Minister Rasul
Hakim Muhammad in the Oak Room.
Vanier Hall. For more information call
258-5381.
.1 New Faces presents Girlz on Girfz at
r Times Square Night Club. 1431 Times
Square. New Faces has created a social
atmosphere that welcomes lesbians of
all races, backgrounds, political agendas,
sizes, shapes etc. For more information
please contact New Faces at (313)
345-7323

Sunday, October 23

iii

Assumption University Chapel has
Mass every Sunday at noon. Phone
973-7033 for more information.

.I The living with the Enemy project
presents A Family Day but call 258-1689
tt you want the time and location.

r

.I Assumption University's Christian
Culture Series presents author William
X Kienzle discussing Going my way: an
autopsy, an investigation into the death
of Catholic culture at 3 p.m. at
Assumption
University.
$5/adults,
$2/students .

r

Monday, October 24
.1 The Lance holds its staff meetings every
r Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the basement of
the CAW Student Centre

Cover photo of the Oct. 15 Convocation by Rodger Levesque.
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From now until November 12, the fe_ature~loaded Vista ·t
phone and up to 2 Bell SmartTouck" services, like Call Answer
and Call Display, are free for the first ~onth. Plus, when you
order, you'll also save the $18 connection charge on
SmartTouch services.

\ Worried about missing your messages? W?en you're trying
to co-ordinate weekend plans with your ~r!ends, you can talk
to one and let Call Answer take a message from anot~er. And Jt s better. than an
answering machine, because there's no hardware and 1t never needs repairs.
Too busy with homework to chat on the phone? With Call Display, the disp!ay_
screen on the Vista allows you to see the name~· and number of the person w o is
calling. Just see who it is and call back later.

Name Display':· option is available October 24, 1994. Call blocking options are
available.
You can also choose from any of these other Smart Touch services that best suit
your needs:

Call Waiting • Call Return • !dent-A-Call'" • Three-Way Calling • Call Screen
Call Forwarding • Speed Calling

Visit your local BelIPhonecentrern store or call 310-Bell .

Bell
Unlverstty of Windsor Students• Alliance
1
l Assoclatlon des ~tudlants de l'Unlverstt~ de Windsor

U. W.S.A. BY-ELECTION
October 18 - Advanced Polls
(C.A. WS.C., Vanier Hall)

October 19 - Election Day
(C.A. WS.C., Odette Building, Biology Building, Lebel Building,
Human Kinetics Building, Music Building, Drama Building, Essex Hall)
,

Polls open from 9:00am to 5:00 pm
SENATOR

Dinesh Sachdev
Mike Whaley

FIRST YEAR REP.

Dennis Jordan
Boguslaw Kiezun

SOCIAL SCIENCE REP.

Gene Faubert
Stephanie LeTarte
Rich Mancini
Fanta Williams
SCIENCE REP.

Zayna Khayat
Jason Molyneux

----------------
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news
CUPE local 1001
takes concerns
to Labour Board
Part-time workers'
union unhappy
about cut in hours
By Cheryl Clark

·
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Lance photo/ JERRY BURRELL
Coonc1I mem ers nan o mes,
Fmance (far left), Lisa McCormick, education representative Denn·1s Cop I d b ·
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represen tat1ve, yma an omyn s entre oordmator and Andy Bowen, social science rep at Thursday's lJWSA meeting.

UWSA talks over expenditures
By Tracy Ouellette

The University of Windsor
Students' Alliance announced,
at lhursday's meeting, that the
publication of the Campus
Compass, distributed as a helpful guide for first-year students,
has contributed to an approximate $5-8 OOO budget over-

run.
Time Tracker, the company
Jµred to oversee the printing of
the Compass before the beginning of the school year, reneged on their contractual
agreement. As a result, UWSA
lost its $5 000 deposit and it
also had to pay another company to take care of the rush
order. In addition the project
was late.
The original cost to print the
Compass was within the
~SA budget, but the predicament resulted in the need
to dip into other line items to
cover the extra cost.
Council is still exploring the
possibility of recovering the
money from Time Tracker as it
did partially complete the job.

Lancapalooza
The tentative figures are in
from last month's Lancapalooza and they show the daylong festivities
failed
to
produce a profit.
Chris Maich, UWSA president, stated that although the

event resulted in an approximate $5 OOO "net cost" to the
students, it was well worth it
because the first-time event was
designed to break even.
Lancapalooza featured nine
bands, including the Pursuit of
Happiness and Garden Weasel,
who were paid upon performance, said Maich. He said
UWSA paid for nothing "up
front" and, therefore, Lancapalooza showed a net cost,
rather than a net loss.
At a council meeting last
Thursday,
student
senator
Bernie Cummins expressed
strong reservations about the
$5-7 OOO loss which he said
UWSA incurred he stated despite the service supplied to
students. Cummins recommended economic prudence in
future endeavors.
Maich said that if UWSA
wanted to make money off of

the

event,

it would

have

charged more for alcoholic beverages and asked students to
pay the full $20 admission fee.
UWSA designed the event in
the hopes that it would attract
thousands of people to the St.
Denis Centre as a community
event.
The council had planned
originally to donate any profit
to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, UWSA and the new
Sports Injury Cinic at the St.
Denis Centre.

Instead the day-long event
cost each university student
about $2, said Maich. Approximately 3 OOO students and community residents went to
Lancapalooza.

Funding programs
Mark Robson, vice-president
of university affairs, presented
a preliminary proposal for the
establishment of three new
funding programs at Thursday's council meeting.
Robson suggested the implementation of an UWSA bursary, awarded to students based
on academic proficiency and financial need. As well, Robson
proposed UWSA look into
awarding
bursaries
which
would fund an enhancement of
the Leddy Library facilities and
an academic grant, which
would be distributed on the basis of financial need and the desire to further educational
development.
Robson emphasized the
benefits of using UWSA's capital reserves, and noted that the
council is currently has "a
he~lthy bank ac.count."
UWSA is presently looking
at ways to establish its own line
of credit outside of the University of Windsor. As of yet, it has
not been determined whether
UWSA will be financially capable of funding the proposed
programs.
I!

Tbe University of Windsor's
part-time
workers
union
CUPE local 1001, is taking it~
concerns to the labour board
following a clash between th;
union and the university administration over why part-time
workers hours have been cut.
Approximately 220 part-time
workers voted in favour of union certification on May 26.
Since then, 64 workers have not
been called back to work and
many others have seen a cut in
scheduled hours, due in part to
the decision to close several of
the CAW Students Centre's
food outlets at 2:30 p.m.
Jim Harte, a spokesperson
for CUPE 1001, said the union
has yet to begin negotiations on
the collective agreement. The
first meeting between the union
and university administration
set to take place Oct. 20 has
been moved back to Nov. 1. It
will be a closed door session.
Laura Moore, a CUPE
spokesperson, stated the union
is preparing to "initiate a
charge" to the labour board
that the university acted unfairly by cutting the hours of
part-time employees as retribution for unionizing.
"The employer admitted
hours were cut because of the
w~rkers decision to organize,"
said Moore. She said it will
take about 10 days for the university to be notified of the union's decision to lay a charge
with the Ministry of Labour.
Moore noted the union has yet
to be officially notified of the
workers' change in hours.
Moore was told in a Sept. 14
meeting that the Food Services
Advisory Board, which includes
student representation, voted
in favour of reducing part-time
workers hours rather than raise
the prices of food. However,
the Food Services Advisory

Board voted in favour of a plan
in March, later revamped by
the food services department
when the part-time workers received union certification.
. "Obviously, we strongly ob1ect (to the hours cut)," said
Moore. She said the workers
have not seen an increase in
wages and the university administration based its decision
on projected hourly wages.
Moore said that the union will
be seeking higher wages for
part-time staff to, "get them off
the poverty rolls". University
students should be "well
a~are" of the plight of parttime workers, she said, adding
the employees unionized because of low wages, scheduling
problems and working conditions. Part-time workers were
also working with full-time employees for Jess pay for the
same job, said Moore.
Jim Butler, the university's
Director of Human Resources,
said part-time workers were
given fewer hours because the
food services department must
balance its budget.
Butler said Lynda Smith, Department Head for Food Services, had to revamp the 1994-95
food services budget when
CUPE 1001 organized parttime workers in May. Butler
said Smith's planning had to
anticipate increased hourly
wages for workers and that
workers could receive retroactive wages.
"We're not anti-union," said
Butler. "That's what she (Laura
Moore of CUPE) really believes."
Butler said that food services
would not break even without
the hours cut and price increases were not feasible.
"Smith is trying to avoid a
deficit," said Butler.
He said that the university
has received notification that a
cha:ge has been brought
agamst the university and that
administrators will have to explain why 64 workers were not
called back.
See Union, page 7.

Student dies in auto accident
By Dave Gough

Trage~y struck the university
~ommumty over the Thanksgiving weekend.
Charm.in Sweeney, a 20-yearold, first-year business student
was k'lt led on Highway 401 near'
~hatham in a single car accicnt. She was returning to the
~ampus after spending the
.1:itanksgiving weekend at her
loronto home.
Sweeney was in the backseat
~f a To~ota Q)ro!la, driven by
. er cousin Olivia Francis, when
11 left the highway and rolled
ove
· the centre median.
S r m
'Wceney was not wearing her
seatbelt and was ejected from

the vehicle.
She was pronounced dead at
the scene. The driver and another passenger were taken to
hospital where they were
treated and released.
Sweeney was a resident of
the sixth floor at Laurier Hall.
"1bey arc all in a state of
shock," said Laurier building
manager Mike Rumsey. Rumsey had the unfortunate task of
telling the floor the sad news.
"Obviously, they are taking it
hard, with 36 people living together, they were all close and
it hit them really hard, it's really upsetting," Rumsey said
the sixth floor residents are
making plans for a memorial. I!

?
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.
Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
What the .... For those who are wondenng what s gomg on mfront of the Leddy Library the university's Phys·cal
~partm_ent 1s renovating the campus' old turnel system. Students used to be able to tra~el through the syste~ but now
it's restricted to staff access only.
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classifieds
services

PAPERS
(APA IJ other styles}

BSA lWINJSER\AG
Specializing in t erm papers,
reports & theses
- MASTERCARO - VISA - CASH

a.11 Ren at 253-5501
/Days, Evefllngs, Weekends)

"SINGLES"
Want to be 1n11ol11ed m a l-on-1
rela1,onsh1p? Want someone by your
s,de who cares about you and your
needs? Tired of hit and miss
relat1onsh1ps. bar scenes. etc.
Don't like going places or doong thongs
alone?
Want to meet people ,n a safe
confident,al en111ronment7

Phone Dest iny by Design

948-4128
30% off during month of Sept. & Oct

Need papers typed up PRONTO? Call
...ucy at 258-5828 $1 .75 per page includes complimentary pick-up and deivery
Ball Hockey Tournament Oct 28, 29 &
30. $100 per team Call 977-0255.

employment
Wanted!!! Individuals and student organizations to promote Spring Break
95. Earn substantial money and free
trips Call Inter-campus Programs 1800-327-6013

Recyle the Lance.
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Starving student stereotype is a reality for many
By Lori DiPierdomenico
Unless both of your parents
arc brain surgeons and appreciate frceloading kids, most can
probably relate to the economic
pressures of university life. The
degrading summer jobs, those
brruelling, ever-personal OSAP
forms, the unlimited hursary
form-filling, the shortage of
cash ... the Kraft Dinner and
peanut butter and crackers
which seem to be the staple of
life on campus.
Hey, cheer up. For all the
tears, suffering and hair-pulling. you will have achieved
what you had originally set out
for - a degree.
Some may wonder if it is reallv worth it at all. In fact, students arc finding it increasingly
difficult to make ends meet as
the school year goes on.
Summer jobs have now been
replaced with year-round minimum wage labour, leaving less
time for studies and all too
much time for worry.
It seems Windsor students
arc also familiar with sacrifice
due to school cx-penses: "You
can forget about ex1ra-curricular activities," said Anne, a
third-year sociology major. "It's
either work or school, school or
work ... I have no life."
Students can also expect
other sacrifices, like missing
out on spending quality time
with loved ones, quitting wellpaying factory jobs and, "kicking back a few Buds in front of
the t.v.,'' says John, a first-year
French student.
Money has indeed become a
central issue for most Windsor

students whose worries stem
from paying residence fees to
transportation costs, said Marlene, a second-year business
student.
"I've had to cash in my
RRSPs," she said.
Fortunately for some students, there· are family and
friends willing to help out during the bell-tightening period,
towards the beginning of
spring. Sadly, such is not the
case for everyone. Janet, the
services coordinator at the
downtown mission informs us
of the general need of students
who do not have the funds for
nutritious meals.
"We have an open door policy. lhere are no questions
asked when you come in for a
meal ... no one is turned away,"
she said.
Because many students' incomes end when the school
year begins, spending $5 to $10
per meal becomes quite a burden. The mission also issues
"Emergency Food Packages"
for those who qualify.
"About two to three EFPs
are issued to students a week
out of 180 {packages)," she
said.
With these food packs, students are not only assured a
few good meals, but they also
receive a free haircut coupon.

OSAP
Before making a pan-handling stake near the casino, students should know some
financial help is available if you
qualify. Federal and provincial
governments offer student
loans based upon the individual

needs of the student. It is diffi- awarding bursaries. 1bc hurcull to assess exactly who will sary application deadline 1s
receive loans and who will not Oct. 31.
hecausc there is not enough
Tips
money to cover all claims. Allocation is basically determined
Angered hy your latest hank
hy individual or family-spousal statement? You may feel that
income.
the last thing that you need is
Sadly, some forms can he ill- useless advice, right? Sorry.
assessed as the reviewing board Here arc some helpful hints
may assume that there is paren- given hy students and counseltal-spousal support, although lors alike:
sometimes students don't actuSevere budgeting: Availahlc
ally receive financial support to you through the Bank of
from parents.
Montreal is the, "Budgeting
These loans arc interest-free handout Book.let". "Ibis handy
while you attend school, but six device allows you to budget
months after graduation, loan your buck with confidence.
consolidation begins. 1bat is,
Up-front payments: The unistudents must look into the for- versity allows payment of most
mulation of a payment plan costs up-front, reducing the
through the bank. If your situ- risk of debt later in the year. In
ation requires heavier borrow- addition it may make budgeting, partial loan forgiveness ing easier.
may apply to you.
OSAP: Because of changing
1bis is little comfort for rules and regulations, your
those who, were refused OSAP. chances of receiving OSAP
Aase Cuthbert, a financial aid may improve from year to year.
administrator,
recommends Try again, you may be
bursaries, awarded to those surprised.
meeting certain criteria.
Avoid needless spending: In
"There is a lot of competi- other words, if Dionne Wartion for these bursaries, but the wick chirps away on the indisvery least you can do is apply," pensability of the, "Psychic
said Cuthbert.
Friends Network", i!:,rnore her.
General bursary forms arc
Or, if all else fails, beg, boravailable
at the Student row, steal, cry poverty (to your
Awards and Financial Aid of- parents); it is an option.
fice, in Dillon H all.
Be
Resourceful:
Even
There are three conditions though you may feel that you
students must meet to qualify have no hope, many aid sociefor application for any bursar- ties in the city are willing to
ies; you must be a university help you through the year.
student, you must have applied
Find out about them either
for OSAP and you must have through the student council ofan average of "C+ " or higher.
fices or look for social services
Legions, labour unions and and food banks in the Y cllow
corporations are consistently Pages.
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Student radio looking
to pump up the volume
By Xiomara Martell
and Lance News Staff

lbis year the university's student run community radio station, CJAM 91.5 is closer to
success in a long standing effort
; 0 increase the power at the
station to 500 watts.
Since 1987 there has been a
movement to have a "solid signal in all of Windsor and a
good part . of D~troit," e~plained Chns Ga~er, <:JAM s
music programnung director.
The station has been broadcasting at 50 watts since 1983
reaching west and downtown
Windsor, metro Detroit, while
other parts of Windsor,
LaSalle, Riverside and Detroit
suburbs receive less than consistent broadcasting and transmission.
While a boost of 450 watts is
not a sure thing, OAM's station manager Lygaya Byrch explained that "the only barrier is
the government approval because we have the money, staff
and equipment." The station
has been working on funding to
enable the increase for years.
The U.S. Federal C'..ommunications C-0mmission (FCC), is
the only stumbling block. lbe
commission could press the Canadian Department of Communications (DOC) to disallow
the proposal for OAM's power
increase if radio signals get
crossed as a result of the student station's increased sphere
of influence. "If the Americans
complain we will go back to 50
watts ... so a risk is involved,"
stated Gagnier.
Despite the risk OAM's directors remain optimistic about
the proposal. "We were turned
down in the past by the FCC

•

oaf'G..

but we have been told that this
time we won't get turned down,
so our chances are really
good," said Byrch. She is presently working on documentation for the boost.
The potential benefits of a
power increas have been
weighed against the risks. The
base of 120 OAM volunteers,
the audience, community, advertising, and revenue would all
be effected by the change.
"The increase of power will
be better for students because
they will be able to hear us not
only on campus but also at
home," said Byrch. "It will improve the market of our volunteers, especially the ones who
have been around for our ten
year struggle for the power increase," explained news director Sue Morin.
Already sporting a large volunteer base, the boost would
encourage further growth. Students and community members
who broadcast would benefit
directly from increased audience implied by the power
boost.
"I think it will be a really
good thing for both the campus
community as well as Windsor
community," added Morin,
"our entire community will now
be able to hear us clearly."
Having advertisers able to
hear paid messages downtown
will also make OAM more
marketable to local businesses.
"We're doing a lot of research
for the power increase to adjust
our policies which will meet the
needs of an increased market,"
explained Byrch. In addition
revenue would be increased
and "every dollar helps" in the
general management and upkeep of a growing station.
[!
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Parnes
Private Sessions

The lance:
running dog
lackeys of
journalism.

Nov 5 & 6 from 9:30 to 4pm
$95, $120 at the door (Visa accepted)
Lunch on your own. Wear comfortable clothes and
bring a pillow. Seating is limited.

S1.J11.11 ll. 'I .ft1.allnq C1.n lJ'll.
2686 Lauzon Rd., Hawtliorn Plaza
Between 50 and 70 companies
will be offering great buys
in computers, games, software,
shareware, peripherals, courses.
Whether you are buying for home or college, this is the place
to go. You will even be able to find ideas, information and
membership details from local computer clubs. Admission is $5
(including PST and GSn, but you can save $1 by bringing this
ad. Not valid with any other coupon. Children 10 and under
free. Hours 11 AM to 4 PM.

Sunday, October 23

Caboto Club

2175 Parent Rd., Windsor

551 PELISSIER ,.._

~

STUDENTS 112. PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OL0..LETTEAVE. WltaaONTARIO

LOCATED ai P~ AVE.

256-5233

t,e.-tainment E'l#e,.

"cARIBBEAN CENrR:..,..,,d

..

241 o Central Avenue, Windsor

reggae

Therapeutic Touch Workshop
A workshop to awaken your potentials for helpmg
others with your natural body energies.

We'll teach you
some new tricks
If you want to get some
valuable skills and volunteer
time, we're always looking for
people to train.
To work at the Lance, you
don't need experience; this is
where you get experience.

Page 5
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hip hop

cafyp80 ~
~
~ soul
20" OFF COVER FOR STUDENTS WITH ID ON SATURDAYS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 945-0213
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SPRINC BREAK 94

'CO
Afl1trv,

Fsb 25- M11t
0. -~

99

/~eludes: 7 nights at the Copacabana,s 4
airfare from Detroit, and transfers.
Optional meal plan: 7 breakfasts and
3dinners includes tax for $99 u.s.
Plus $35 tax

~o

Limited Seating Available

1481 Ouellette Avenue

1!4~.EJ.r..,..~RAVEL 252•3331
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CRUISE JOBS By-elections set for Oct. 19 11
Students Needed!

Buy iN bulk ANd SAVE!
CANdy .- SNAcks ., Pop ., PASTA ANd BEANS
NurnirioNAl SupplEMENTS
10% OFF wiTh pRESENTATioN of nvdENT CARd
(Lorrrny, Pop ShoppE, MAGAZiNn, ANd ciqARETTES EXCEpTEd)

Earn up to $1,ooo+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Sea:ona: and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call: 1ft ~

(206) 634-0468
exLC40131
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We Can Care
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

FOOD DRIVE
To Provide
Food For
The Needy.
Showyou can care October 18 - November 30
Please Donate at the drop-off Boxes
Located at U.C., Odette, Leddy, All Residences

''JOIN THE FIRM''
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university
physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best
equipment 1n the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us

s1u~~~6v~,L

Student
council
posilions which remained vacant
since the last
·mnual election
~re up for grabs
this week.
By-elections
.
for senator, social science reprcsentative, and first year and
science reps for the undergraduate student counc_il kick
off with advanced pollmg on
Oct. 18. Advanced polling stations will be set up at the CAW
Student Centre and Vanier
Hall. On election day, Oct. 19,
polling stations will be set up to
enable students to vote by faculty. Stations will be located in
the CAW Student Centre,
Odette Building, Biology Building, Lebel Building, Human Kinetics Building, Essex Hall, and
the Music and Drama buildings. Voting will take place
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The council's chief returning
officer Llana James explained
that voter turn out at by-elections has traditionally been low,
but advertisements in the
Lance, the Campus Compass,
and posters around campus
have all been utilized to attract
students attention to the byelection.

University's mission
A discussion paper exploring
the direction which the University of Windsor is headed is set
to be released late this week.
The paper was set in motion by
the Senate last term and is set
to "focus its attention on ways
of improving quality and
achieving academic excellence
and fulfilling the mission of the
University ... so that changes in
programmes and structures will
reflect the academic and social
priorities of the University of
Windsor, and will not be driven
simply by reactions to harsh financial realities."
The task force heading up
the project worked throughout
the summer collecting information from students, faculty,
deans, and department heads
to get an idea of beliefs and expectations about the university's academic environment.
'Ibe strength,; and weaknesses
of the university, improvements
in teaching, and creative proposals for cost reduction or increasing revenue were among
the criteria considered by the
body. ·1be first draft of the report is a discussion paper which
will encourage input and criticism of recommendation,;.
In the corresponding survey,
when asked if they would
choose the University of Windsor again, 13 percent of respondents said no, 34 · percent were

not sure, and 53 percent said
yes. .
.
.
University professor Victoria
Paraschak, a member of the
task force explained that "cyni.
cism caused hy lack of action
on .r~ports in the ~ast ~lied
positive energy ... this (discus.
sio~ paper) is ~?e more try for
positive energy.

Study in Vietnam
The World University Serv.
ice of Canada (WUSC) is seek.
ing 30 students, Canada-wide,
and three faculty advisors, to
participate in the WUSC Inter.
national Seminar in Vietnam.
The summer program provides a first-hand introduction
to international development
issues. Beginning in May, with
an orientation in Canada the
seminar continues for six weeb
of group visits and individual
research in Vietnam. Students
must prepare written reports
on their research.
Dr. Frank Innes, of the University of Windsor's geograph~
department, said each student
is free to develop a project of
their own to work on during the
six weeks they are stationed in
Vietnam. He said, that in past
years, students have studied
health-care issues, marketing
and nutrition.
University of Windsor student Moira Simpson partici.
pated in the program in 1993.
held in Indonesia. Former
members of the seminar include well known politicians
and dignitaries, most notably
former prime minister Pierre
Trudeau.
The deadline for student applications to WUSC local committees is Oct. 28, 1994. 0a
campuses where no WUSC Local Committee exists, the deadline is October 28, 1994 to
WUSC Ottawa.

Nurses host national
With health care restructuring taking its toll on the nursing
profession, student nurses from
the University of Windsor are
bent on approaching their ea·
reers with optimism.
The students are hosting the
annual regional conference of
the Canadian Nursing Students
Association deemed "Opportu·
nities and Optimism". Talks on
Oct. 21 and 22 are open to
guests.
Among the speakers are Dr.
Josephine Flaherty, the principal nursing officer with Health
and Welfare Canada, Lee Ann
Del Bianco, of the Windsor-Essex County Health Unit, and
local business woman Win Harwood, also a registered nurse.
For info contact organizer
Valerie Tambly at 736-8979 or
Michelle Corrado at 978-2613.~

.00

$

Se PER COPYlt
/SEMESTER

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

966-6005

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
FOR WOMEN

1550 Ouellette Street

252-5755

~D~~
• FULL COLOUR COPIES
• RESUMES

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

'WITH STUDENT CARD. ASK FOR DETAILS SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY

It's Right. It's On Tim e. Guar anteed."'
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave

1800 Huron Church Rd.

974-6776

969-2051

971-995 2

Fax: (519) 974·3n6

Fax: (519) 969-9054

Fax: (519) 971-0363
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Union concerned
Continued from page 3.
··It was not a punitive action,
we did not cut staff as punishmcnt (for unioni1ing)," said
Butler. "We respect the union.
we have a CAW Students'
Centre for heaven's sake."
Butler said Smith was left
with few options because she
has a, "break even mandate".
lie said t hat hours were cut at
the students' centre to facilitate
budgetary constraints.
Butler said the university administration is bound under a
statutory freeze, which prohibits it from changing wages or
working conditions, but the administration has always been
able to increase or decrease
workers hours.
Butler said that it is possible
the labour board will legislate
the 64 part-time workers back
to work and they could be reimbursed for hours missed, plus
retroactive wages.
"We feel we're being responsible," he said, adding that
hours were cut because of projected costs set forth in the
food services department's
1994-95 business plan.

Rohe rt I Jarris, an articling
student at the Labour Relations Board and also a graduate
of the University of Windsor,
said the statutory freeze is in
effect when union certification
or contract talks are pending.
Harris said Section 81.1 of
the Labour Act stipulates that
the general course of business
betweeen both parties are expected to he maintained. He
noted, however, the arrangement can change if the employer asks the union to reduce
hours, or the employer can
show that it is motivated to do
so for sound business reasons.
"(The union) has to be able
to point to a smoking gun. The
problem is sometimes there is
no such smoking gun," he said.
"Both sides will take their shot
at convincing the (labour)
board one way or another."
It could be a matter of weeks
or months before the complaint
is heard by the labour board,
but Harris noted that the board
generally prefers to settle such
issues as soon as possible.
"Labour relations delayed is
labour relations denied," he
said.
!

CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
atMacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.
East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staffon hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

944-707 0

Dr.
alth

Coping with recurrent s1mptoms
such as itching or burning pain,
tingling, sores, or even localized
redness in or near the genital
area has never been easy. Add
to this the emotional impact of
guilt. resentment, depression ...
a disruption of daily life.
Advances in medical research
now enable you to do something about genital herpes outbreaks. A greater understanding
of genital herpes - plus the

availability of affordable treatments, and counselling- can
help you get your life essentially
back to normal and potentially
keep outbreaks out of the picture
for years.
To confidentially learn more
about reducing the severity and
frequency of genital herpes
outbreaks, and minimizing the
risk of transmission through
safe sex guidelines. contact the
National Herpes Hotline.

(WE BUY &SEll GOOD CLEAN 3m CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)
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"Lesus" Rabideau breaking all the boundaries
By Heidi Sales

-.

"An 1s an essential element in daily life
- An 1s nor a matter of skill and exdusi,:e abduv. bur a uni,·ersal gift possessed
bv all 10 ;ome degree ... It is nor bounded
bv fixed rules and f onnulae: its traditions
a·re roored deeply m the souls ofpeople."
Arthur Lismer, Canadian painrer
The above words of wisdom are
printed on the wall of the elevator at the
Art Gallen• of Windsor. I studied them
on my way· up to the second floor to see
local artist I ee Rabideau's collection,
Lesus, last week.
Before 1mt1atmg 1his re\'iew. I
thought that art was simply colou_red
paint splashed onto paper or canvas m a
pretty way. According to Arthur Lis1:1er,
that is true. However, as Lismer articulated further. art is limitless. free from
anv conventional constraints. Lee
R~bideau. through his various impressions. proved this hypothesis again and
again in his show.
Lismer spoke of the seemingly serious
side of an. something which. UJX)n my
arrival. Rabideau joked about. He. at
this point. seemed to be a fairly lighthearted artist who was heavily influenced bv culture.
His impressions are self-images which
are fused with various cultural "icons".
Rabideau claims that he will only use a
persona if ·'he feels affinity" with it. For
example, when someone asked if he
would ever consider doing impressions
of a "Lo-J" (Rabideau and 0.J. Simpson combined), he answered that he is
"only interested in news that ouUasts
the fact". In a few years, 1he O.J. Simpson controvery will be stale and boring;
no one will be talking about him. The
artist's artist tries to choose themes that
have a longer lifespan.
It is no surprise then that in his work
Rabideau merges self-portraits with impressions of Jesus, forming what he calls
Lesus, the hub around which the entire
exhibit rotates.
Each portrait of Lesus is depicted on
a long scroll. On each of these scrolls.
according to one analysis, Rabideau has
··un\'eiled little known facts about
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Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA

Lee Rabideau·s Lesus and the Big Picture is art everyone can enioy.

Chrisitianity and the impact it hac; had
on the faithful." He combines the old
world with the new; Jesus is from the
patriarchal world, while Rabideau is
from today. His portraits have Lesus
surrounded by such articles as playing
cards, monopoly games, comic strips
and milkbones - milkbones perhaps
representing communion biscuits. They
are all contemporary ··artifacts depicting
events in the life of the Prophet Lesus."
In each of his pieces, Rabideau intricately combines the ancient with the
modern, ultimately revealing how the
world around him has changed and how
these changes have affected and shaped
him. He portrays his own "revolution",
thus far in life, on the ''Scrolls of Lesus".

I never thought that art could ever affect me that gravely, or make me think
that nfiJciJ. -J .Jifs even more surprised
when J found myself closely studying
Rabideau's designs. Much to my amazement, he used the modern computer
technology of the print to create the traditional forms of scrolls. Lee Rabideau
clearly obliterated any ideas I may have
once had about what art is. Arthur Lismer was absolutely right in stating that
there is no existing definition of art: Lee
Rabideau proved it to me.
I!
If you woul.d like to journey through
Lee Rabideau 's Lesus collection, it will be
on d,splay at Arl Gallery of Windsor until
Dec. 4. Remember: a profound knowledge
of arl is not required to enjoy it.

Lance photo / STEPHEN PANlCCI..I

Lee Rabideau's Lesus and his Wisdom (detail)
on view at the Art Gallery of Windsor until Dec. 4

Arts Vote '94 brings artists and politicians together
By Madhavi Acharya

The message came across
loud and clear: the arts are a vital part of this community. It is
a vital part, however, that can't
expect to rely on municipal
funding forever; a vital part
that must start to band together
and become politically involved, or it will die out.
On Oct. 6 at Mackenzje Hall,
Arts Vote '94 brought together
arts and social service groups
with candidates for city council
from all five wards to discuss
the state of the arts in Windsor.
Coordinator Barbara Bondy invited representatives from local
groups to propose questions for
the candidates in advance, and
the audience also raised their
concerns throughout the evening.
In addition to interested citi1.ens, more than twenty different arts groups and social
services groups were represented. Dr. Lois Smedick,
Dean of Graduate Studies at
the University of Windsor, and
Karen Manero, the Grants and

C.Ontracts co-ordinator of the
University of Windsor, moderated the discussion.
The arts groups had tough
questions for the city council
hopefuls; likewise, the candidates did not patronil.e the
crowd by giving the easy answers that it wanted to hear.
In fact, Cal Maniscalo of
Ward three took a definitive
stand early on, saying that he
supports the arts community,
but would like to see it "become more independent and
rely less on public funding than
it has been" Even long-time
arts supporter and incumbent
of Ward two, Sheila Wisdom,

stated that "we need to start
thinking
about
alternative
methods of funding the arts."
The arts and social service
groups raised important issues
about funding and support,
specifically the idea that the
arts are treated as a frill: they
seem to be given whatever is
left over after other groups and
projects are funded. Why are
the arts are not built into those
spending plans?
In response to the question,
the candidates were quick to
stress that the arts groups must
pool their resources and make
sure that educating the community on the arts is a priority.

•

However, when the arts groups
raised the issue of reinstating
the Arts-Cultural Officer position to act as a liaison between
the arts groups and city council,
the candidates admitted that
their hands are tied by the Social C.Ontract.
Despite moments of obvious
frustration on both sides, dialogue remained open and enthusiastic. As Karen Manero
noted in her summation, the
candidates issued a challenge
to the arts community by telling
them to be creative, to band together, and become political.
"It's time to gather our forces
and be direct about what we

want to do," added Manero.
Many good, plausible idea.,
also came out of the evening: a
designated arts day, corpor~te
acquisitions of local art, affoong
the city's name to arts-related
events, the establishment of a
city arts festival, and the repr~·
sentation of Windsor's ar11s11c
and cultural identities in down·
town and riverfront develop,
ment.
Organizer Barbara Bond}
felt that the evening was a defi·
nite success: "Both candidates
and artists said it was enlighl·
ening," she commented. "I just
saw a situation crying out ~or
attention and I wanted to br~
people together to corrunllfll·
cate on that issue."
I
To obtain a summation of tht
evening's events, contact B ~
Bondy at 255-3377. Copies
also be available from local al1S
and social service organizatWTU·
[Do it before the November mu·
nicipal elections, to get the lo11•
down on candidates' arfS
platforms. An infonned voter 15
the best citizen we have - A/15
Ed.]
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THE JAPAN EXCHANGE AND TEACHING
PROGRAM

Cheese n' Onions
Lance Arts Staff

Cheese 'n' Onions
(JAM 91.5, Sat. 2-6 a.m.
Hosts: J.P. & Leigh Rcstouille

Whal can you
say? Cheese 'n'
Onions is twice as
long, half as brilliant, and
has
[ewer
"Mikes"
than Wide Open Spaces, the
show that precedes it.
Cheese 'n' Onions is responsible for reminding Windsor
and Detroit of the cultural garbage that has been produced
this century, such as Lawrence
Welk. trucking songs, Barry
~fanilow, and Sissy Spacek's
country and western music. Of
course some comparison to
worthwhile cultural artifacts is
required, so you'll hear world
music, jaz.z, Barry Manilow be-

fore he sold out, and disco.
It is not only the primordial
uozc from which life sprung.
Cheese 'n' Onions is also a philosophy, which can be summed
up in an eight-line mantra
(written with a little help from
BoncyM):
Cheese 'n' Onions,
All system<; are go
Cheese 'n' Onions,
The sky is aglow.
Cheese 'n' Onions,
Way up there in space
Cheese 'n' Onions,
Our new favourite place.
The hosts of Cheese 'n' Onions, your weekly dose of fibre,
want yo to make it your new favourite place Friday nights and
Saturday mornings, so the listener base might increase base
to more than just chicken boys
and drunken high school girls,
so tune in...
I!

Applications are now open for the 1995 Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET)
Program, a youth exchange program sponsored by the Government of Japan.
Assistant English Teachers help with English language education in Japanese
junior high and high schools. Coordinators of International Relations (CIR) assist
regional Japanese govern.merit bodies involved in international activities.
Both positions are open to Canadian university graduates, but CIRs must also
have a very good knowledge of Japanese. Both are one year contracts beginning
late July, 1995, and pay a salary of 3,760,000 Yen (approx. $50,000) per annum.
For application forms contact:
The Japan Information Centre
Ste. 2702, T-D Bank Tower
P.O. Box 10, T-D Centre
Toronto, MSK lAl
Ph: (416) 363-5488 Fax: (416) 363-6074
Deadline for application is December 2, 1994. Do not send resumes.
Former program participants may not apply.
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ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENTS
for

MARRIED STUDENTS ONLY
NO CHILDREN
'B'ECOJ\lt.ING 5\Y.'AJ.LJ\'BL'.E

OCTOBER, NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER
at

GEOFFREY FISHER HALL
270 PATRICIA ROAD
"'ON CAMPUS"
APPLY AT
ANTERBURY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
172 PATRICIA ROAD 256-6442
SEE MRS. CAREY 9am - 5pm
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ZAPATISTAS
FIGHT GLOBAL
EXPLOITATION
By Robin Perelle
Casualties of the January confrontation with the MeXJcan ftlrny - these men were presumed to be
members of the EZLN Zapatista National Liberation /vmy.
MON'I REAL (CUP) - II was "the
mo~t open and honest" election Mexico
has ever seen, 711ne magazine glowed as

,

nc" president I· rncsto Zcdillo Ponce de
Leon led the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) to its 65th consecutive year in power.
"In choosing Zedillo, Mexicans have
,oted for stability," \\rote lime contributor Bruce D. Kclan right after the
election on Aug. 21 of this year. After a
brief hiccup of instability. the budding
North American Free ·1 rade Agreement
(NAFIA) partner \\as hack on its feet.
stumbling forward once again with arms
outstretched toward the advanced industrialized st.1tes.
At least that's what the mainstream
media \\Ould like us to belic,e as the)
eagerly \\Clcomc Mexico back into the
free-trade fold, and forget about the
misery plaguing regions like Chiapas.
C,0nditions in Mexico's poverty-stricken
states arc still ab) !>mal and cannot be so
easily forgotten hy those who live there.
"(Until the Zapatista rebellion) the
Mexican government had projected an
image of a democratic and fair regime
to the outside \\Orld, but on Jan. l, 1994,
hoth sides of Mexico became knov.n to
the v.orld," says Hernan Villatoro Barrios, a member of the Commission of
Chiapan Indigenous and Peasant Organizations. "lbe Mexico of the aristocracy with its beautiful tourist spots, and
the Mexico of the 65 million people who
live in pO\erty, were revealed."
Mario Rojas, a former member of
Mexico's Revolutionary Democratic
Party (PRO) now heads Quebec's O>mmittce for Human Right,; in Mexico He
pointed to the long history of violence
and discrimination against Mexican
peasants and indigenous peoples as a
means of perpetuating political and economic inequality.
Contrary to the positive picture presented in maga1jncs like Ttme, Mexico's
problems arc far from resolved. Cntil
the chasm between rich and poor is significantly reduced, the threat of rebellion will continue to loom.
NAFl A is expected to reinforce pat0

terns of social stratification, making
\\eahh) business people in the urban
centres even richer while the rest of the
population scrounge for the means to
SUl'VJ\'e.

Villatorn predicted thousands of
small industries in Mexico ~ill disappear and millions of workers will lose
their jobs as a result of :,0.:AF"l A, since
the average Mexican labourer will not
he able to compete with the larger,
more technologically advanced industries of the north.
"NAFI A was not accepted by the
people of Mexico," states Villatoro. "It
was put in place hy the oligarchy of the
three countries. v.ith the support of big
businesses." "{bat\ why the Zapatislas
launched their rebellion on Jan. 1 and
that's why they refuse to lay down their
arms now.

12 days that shook the world
"lbe Zapatistas did not come out of
hiding to die, they came out of hiding to
hout ·ya basta' (that's enough)," Villatoro explains. "'lhc dictatorship that has
ruled for 65 years didn't give them any
other option."
So, on the first dav of the new vear,
the day when the leaders of Canada, the
United States and Mexico signed the
free trade agreement, the Zapatista National I ibcration Army (EZLN)
stormed into six Chiapas villages, and
the spotlight shifted to the forgotten
state.
·1 welve days and more than 1 OOO
deaths later, under the glare of the international community, the guerrillas
and the army signed a peace treaty, creating safe zones deep in the mountains
of Chiapas for the rebels, and opening
negotiations. Villatoro maintains the
negotiations arc not progressing, and
the military presence in the region has
increased since Zedillo came to power.
With the EZI N hiding in the mountains and the Mexican army rapidly
tightening the noose, the peace treaty
seems tenuous at best.
Last year, Canada's newly-elected
Liberal gO\crnmcnt promised to re-ex-

Repnnted with permission from the McGill Daily
from the Canadian University Press

amine NAFfA and its effects on human
and labour rights, hut so far they have
not sought to revise the treaty. Villatoro
claims that at least part of the funding
for the growing military operation in
Chiapas ha,; come from foreign aid sent
hy countries such as Canada and the US
following the January uprising.
The Zapatistas seem the only hope
for marginalized
groups who have
heen
excluded
from the benefits
of
modernization. Among
the
Zapatistas'
basic demands
arc better health
care, greater access to education,
the
establishment of
a
truly democratic
government
through
free elections,
an
improved
standard of living, permission
to unionize, and
guarantees that peasants and indigenous people will be permitted to keep
their subsistence farm plot,;.
The PRI has not made any si1:,rnificanl
concessions to meet these requests, and
prospects for a peaceful resolution dim
as the government continues to increase
the military presence in Chiapas.
Villatoro claimed that army planes
are sent on regular bombing runs to
flush the Zapatistas out of their mountain retreats. He also said that at least
30 00) refugees have been displaced as
a result of such bombing raids.

Democracy the PRI wav
The renewal of hostilities come; just
w~cks after the PR I's surprisingly strong
"victory" at the polls. While few analysts
doub_ted the ruhng party would v.in the
cl~ctmn, analysts did not expect them to
wm the usual majorities in both Mexican houses of Congress, following a

troubled year of msurrections and as.-;a,sinations.
Just prior to the elections, Michael S.
Scrrill wrote in "lime that Mcxicam
seemed "eager to register their complaints about corruption, crime, inju,.
tice to the poor, unemployment an<l
unfulfilled government promises of a
better standard of living."
Y cl
the
election
seemed to yield consena·
tive results, including a
10 percent jump in the
popularity of the right of
centre National Action
Party (PAN), led hy Dt·
ego Fernandez de Ceval·
los.
Zapatista sympathizers
attribute the PRI's \'iC·
tory to electoral fraud.
"More than eight million
people were rcmo-.cd
from the voting lists,"
Villatoro claims.
Mike Salovesh, a Illi·
nois professor and inter·
national observer of the
Mexican elections. Mc·
morial Universitv's the
Wuse, that the special polling ~tation,
established to counter the razoring
quickly ran out of ballots.
Villatoro says the election was further
skewed by many cases of double voting
credentials. "Zedillo represents the nc~I
generation of fraudulent PRI pres1·
dents," Villatoro concludes.
Conditions in Mexico's poorest stale\
like Chiapas have not significantly irn·
proved since the rebellion.
"1be Zapatistas don't think the solution is to give themselves up because the
structures that provoked the rebellion
- the poverty, the lack of democraC)
and the lack of justice - still exist." he
!;ays.
"lbey opened the path so that d~mocrat)' can play its role in a histonc
moment, and they're not lca\ing.
Zapatistas v.ill continue to resist wi~h
dignity, to fight with dignity and to die
with dignity,'' concludes Villatoro.
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Hawks are golden
By Frederick Beitler

'Jbe
Lancers
travel lo Seagrams
Stadium this weekend where their
playoff fate will he
decided. Not only
are the Laurier
Golden Hawks the
third ranked team, but they
hold the advantage of playing
all home games on astro-turf.
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Quarterback Bill Kubas and
widercceiver Stefan Ptaszek are
the class of the league. According to head coach Rick Zmich,
"Kubas is like a playing coach,"
possessing a strong arm and is
adept at reading defenses. In
1990, Kubas was named CIAU
rookie of the year and has been
getting stronger each season.
lie is atop the OUAA in most
passing categories including
touchdowns and yardage.
Ptaszek a two time All-Canadian, has been the recipient of
many Kubas deliveries. Zmich
believes that these two players
have been "a win, win situation
for each other". Ptaszek also
returns punts and has excellent
hand eye co-ordination to accompany his quickness and
agility.
On the ground, Peter Hwang
carries the load. Averaging 100
yards per game rushing and receiving combined. Hwang is a
dual threat that most teams
would love to have.
Fifth-year linebacker Mike
Chevers will anchor a defense
that is third in the league in allowing the fewest points. He is
having an all-star calibre campaign and should get another
look from Candian Football
League teams next year.
Comerback Lonny Taylor an
OUAA All-Star last season is a
key
ingredient
keeping

By Phil King

'S

With one week before the
start of the OUAA men's
~ockey regular season, the inJury bug has struck the Windsor
Lancers.
Three players were wounded
during a pre-season tournament in Waterloo Thanksgiving
weekend. Rookie forward Greg
McHale suffered a separated
shoulder, sophomore defenceman Ivan Grubich broke his
collarbone and second-year forward Brandon Boyko sprained
his ankle. Lancers' coach Rick
Cranker says Boyko, along with
rookie forward Scott Bacik,
should be back in the lineup
shortly but McHale and Gruh.ich could be sidelined up to

n

d

I·

What to look for
The chemistry of Kubas and
Ptaszek is important, however
receiver Zach Treanor and
Hwang must be used effectively
to keep Windsor off balance.
Using a complicated pro-style
offense, multiple motion sets
should cause the Lancers problems. All purpose player Pat
O'Leary voted the leagues top
punter in 1993, will kick the
field goals, extra points and
sometimes line up as a receiver.
Windsor may benefit from a
Laurier emotional fallout, who
this past weekend played crosstown rival Waterloo. Lancer
special teams must contian
Ptaszek's explosiveness and
prevent an easy six points, like
Toronto was given in an earlier
game. Jeff Carson is making a
strong case for OUAA honours
and has to continue to lead by
example Saturday.
Toe Lancer ground game is
finally showing signs of life.
Fullback Ross McKibbin has
carried the load for most of the
season, and has been complimented recently by the emergence of rookie Chris Moore.
Controlling the ball on the
ground would allow the Lancers to keep Laurier's potent offence off the field.

Prediction
Windsor is a team that is not
in Laurier's class. A model program with one-third of Windsor's population Laurier has
more to show in the last five
years than the Lancers in the
last 25 - a Vanier Cup. This
year will be no different. Final
Score: Laurier 37 Windsor 12. I!

Hockey preview take-2

1-

I.

Laurier's secondary intact.
Zmich is pleased by the play of
the secondary after shaky starts
versus York and Toronto. "We
can go 10 players deep in the
back, and hardly lose a thing".

SllCWecks

Injuries, plus the voluntary
departure of rookie Jorin
Welsh, leaves Cranker with 24
players. Another player who
may be in the lineup for the
season opener Oct. 22 against
Western is Jeff Gardiner, who
Cranker calls "our hest player."
But Cranker says Gardiner is
seeking medical advice for a
had shoulder. "He's got a doc-

tors appointment and we'll find
out after if he's going to play."
Gardiner would undoubtedly
add some punch to what
Cranker says is his major concern - scoring. This was evident he says in one of the
Lancers three exhibition games
at Waterloo. "We outshot the
Waterloo team 50-19 but we
lost the game 5-4." The Lancers in fact, lost all three games
at Waterloo but Cranker says
the Lancers had chances to win
all three. "We made some mistakes that we expect to make at
this time of year, plus there's a
lot of experimenting still going
on."
One player Cranker is counting on this year is Bill Scagris,
who only recently arrived at
training camp after leading the
University of Windsor Golf
Team to its second consecutive
OUM championship. "He
adds stability to both our power
play and penalty kiJling units."
But Cranker says it's going to
take Seagris some time to get
into playing shape. The training
regiment for golf is "absolutely
not" condusivc to that of
hockey Cranker says.
I!

Lance photo / JERRY BURRELL

The basketball team in intrasquad action. The annual blue-whtte game was a preview for what should be an exctting season.

Male hoopsters rock the courts
By Sheila Windle

key and hit the 15-foot jumper,
make him very effective. NonWho are the men that prom- stop battling under boards
ise to fill St. Denis with excite- made him the team's top rement, fury, screams, cheers, bow,der last season. Watch for
slam dunks, full-court presses, this third-year player to rise to
traps, and that distinct, satisfy- the occasion when the going
ing, irreplaceable sound of gets tough.
Krim Lacey, returns as the
"swish'"? They're all here: eight
proven veterans and seven point guard, combines ballrookies itching to prove them- handling ability, quickness and
leadership on the court to
selves.
spearhead the Lancer's ofThe Veterans
fence. Working hard on his
Jamie Pepper is in his filth game all summer, he returned
and Cina) year with the Lancers. to the team more confident and
A long range shooter, the in the best shape of his life. LaWindsor native averaged JS cey is an exciting player at both
points per game in 1993-94. ends of the court.
Matt McMillan is back in
Working with weights over the
summer he returned stronger fine form after a brilliant but
and more threatening than unexpectedly interupted rookie
ever; intent upon making his season. I le played only threee
fifth and final year with the games last year before being
sidelined by surgery. He played
Lancers his most successful.
Pat Osborne, also in his final tenacious defense and averaged
season, led the team in scoring 11 points per game. Unlast year, averaging an impres- daunted, McMillan trained
sive 20 points per game. Ag- hard during the off-season and
gre~ive offensive play earned has begun to pick up where he
him All-Star recognition in On- left off last year.
Mark Koppeser, a strong fortario. He was first in the league
in free throws attempted and ward with good instincts, is
made, second in scoring and as- back for his second season.
sists. He came back to camp fit- Koppeser gives depth to the
ter than ever. If he can elevate bench and will see more court
his defensive play to the level time as he continues to imof his offense, Osborne's poten- prove and gain experience.
Jody Joyce is a second year
tial is unlimited.
Steve Carey is in his third post player and the tallest
year with the Lancers and is member of the team at 6'9. He
dedicated to improving his is working to improve f undagame. A true "team player" mentals and play more minutes
who moves the ball well, Carey against the bigger teams.
will add experience and leaderThe Rookies
ship to the Lancer line-up.
Earl
Grant is an all-around
Mark Baggio, a 6'5 forward
with great leaping ability, aver- athlete from Kent High School
aged I 0.6 points per game last in Chatham. Grant played varseason, his second with the sity volleyball his first season at
Lancers. His defensive assign- Windsor. After a one year layments usually entail guarding off to concentrate on his studthe opposition's tallest player. ies, he is committed to
Quick moves to the hoop, and b::sketball and will offer speed
the ability to step outside the and strength to the team. At 6'3

he is an explosive athlete who
plays above the rim.
Todd Fuller, a 6' point guard
out of Milton's Bishop Reding
High School, defends the ball
extremely well. Increased confidence as a shooter he will become a more rounded point
guard.
Geoff Rekstis, a 6'3 forward
from Glendale High in Tilsonburg, has good quickness, excellent jumping ability and
drives to the hoop well. He is
one of those valuable players
who is determined to "get the
ball."
Caine Baldassi, at 6'4 is from
Hillfield Slrathcona College in
Hamilton, plays a similar style
to Rekc;tis. He is a slashing perimeter player who will attack
on the boards. Baldassi has
loads of potential and a positive attitude.
Brady Chandler, a 6'3 product of Patrick Fogarty High
School in Orillia has plenty of
potential along with the work
ethic to increase play to the
university level.
Man Baggio, hails from St.
Anne Secondary in Tecumseh.
This 6' long-range shooting
guard will develop into a valuable player as his strength and
quickness improve.
Kevin Milne is one of the
quickest members of the team.
At 5'10 the point guard, from
Scarborough's Brebeuf High,
needs to work on his strength
but will put in some key minutes when the Lancers need
lightening speed on the press.

The Wrap-Up
Over all, the Lancers have a
team with an abundance of
speed and athletic ability. They
will press other teams into the
grow,d and run the ball. Who
are the men'? They're sharp
shooters, road runners. and
they're a blast to see in action. t!
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By Jeff Rivard
It has hccn two Saturdays
without Don Chcrrv and
1lockcv N;ght in Canad:1, and a
dismal° start 10 the Windsor
Spitfire's season. 'Ibis hockey
tan has found himself in search
of some form of rcspcctahlc
hockcv. and Riverside Minor
was m,1 making the grade.
'lhe folks who hring us the
Detroit Pistons hclic\'c they
have the answer for hocke)
fans. lhey believe the sporting
world is on the verge of anarchy, and the Detroit Vipers of
Lance photo \ STEPHEN PANICCIA
the
International
Hockey
Lancer lose nail-biter - 29-27' Punt returner Rob McElwain (27) runs by
League (IHL) are the answer. I
Guelph defender Todd Stonns (SS) tor a 16-yard return. In the end Guelph's
am not going to proclaim to be
big plays helped the Gryphons to victory.
an expert on the league, ( as a
matter of fact I never heard of
the league until six months
ago), hut I do believe they represent an alternative choice for
By Robin Cooper
will use their athleticism by hockey fans in this area.
If the caliber of play doesn't
constantly attacking and presscatch your eye their uniform
Women's basketball will see ing the basketball.
few familiar names on this
lt is McLean's coaching phi- colours should: red, gold, aqua,
eggplant.
Don't
be
year's roster. Fight of the 12 losophy to develop a system and
spots have been filled by first around the ability of her play- alarmed, the colour on your
year players. According to head ers. The 1994-95 team will util- television doesn't need to be
coach Joanne McLean. the de- ize a '>)'Stem composed entirely fixed. However what is meant
parture of fifth year veterans of guards and forwards. The to catch your attention even
Nancy Gyurscik, Wendy Lanly point guard and post players more arc the lov. ticket prices.
and Karen McCulla ha\'e left have been eliminated and the The Palace of Auburn Hills has
some big shoes to fill - but traditional system Windsor has been regarded as one of the
lhese rookies arc up to the task. used in the past. McLean feels finest entertainment venues in
The kev to success lies in the this formula will ex'J)loit the North America. lhose who go
team's greatest asset - their team's strengths and talents.
to the Palace will notice it lacks
outstanding
athleticism.
At this point in the season the smoke and darkness that is
McLean feels that this group is the emphasis is not on wins and commonly associated with Joe
perhaps the most athletic squad losses. The upcoming exhibi- I .ouis arena, and the claustrothe Lancers have fielded in her tion schedule will be crucial for phobic conditions of the old
tenure. McLean plans to capi- this young team in terms of barn on Wyandotte and
talize on this strength by play- player development and exper- YlcDougall. The wide range of
ing an aggressive, up-tempo ien-ce at a higher level of the edible offerings can satisfy even
style of basketball. The Lancers game.
I!

Women cagers picked

the most fickle food fanatic.
As any hockey fan knows, no
matter how good the beer and
peanuts are they just won't
taste the same if the team on
the ice is lou~-y. The Vip<:rs organization has taken steps to
boost their status beyond that
of a first year club, to that of a
contender.
With the hiring of former
Buffalo Sabres player and
coach Rick Dudley, whose
coaching career has included
three championships in other
leagues and four berths in the
IHL championships. Also the
club made an avid attempt in
the off-season to sign premier
National
Hockey
League
(NHL) defenseman
Kevin
Hatcher to a deal.
This team suffers from one
flaw - it doesn't meet NHL
calibre. Some of the players on
the team have national experience, but most no longer than a
cup of tea in the big league.
The exception is fifteen year
NHL veteran Mark Hardy, who
never lit up the lamp regularly
in his NHL days. However just
as the NHL accomplished in

the late l 980's and early l 99()'s
the Vipers have turned to Fast.
cm Europe for support, hcgin.
ning with Russian Player Mikail
Kravets. But the 1994-95 Vipers arc looking towards the
"Czech-mates" to lead the way,
Czech horn players Petr Svk.
ora and Miroslav Satan came to
the Vipers highly rated. Satan
was the leading goal scorer 10
the 1994 Winter Olympics
when he played for Team
Slovakia. While at the tender
age of seventeen Sykora led all
players in scoring at the 1994
World Junior Championships.
He is currently rated as the
number one overall pick for the
1995 NHL entry draft. Both
players should help this team
immensely as they wait their
turns for an opportunity in the

NHL

In general the IHL is undergoing landmark changes this
season. Entering such markets
as Chicago, Minnesota, Denver, Houston, and Detroit the
league has proven its marketability has risen incredibly since
the days when the Spits used to
played in the league. Even if
the league can not replace the
NHL, at the very least it has
shown itself to be a leading alternative source for hockey
seekers during the bleak days
thet lay ahead.
m

How to get to The Palace of
Auburn Hills:
Take 1:75 North to exit 82
and follow the signs which will
lead you directly to the Palace.
Be prepared to pay for parking
because it's the only parking lot
around and it isn't free.
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"GOING MY WAY": AN AUTOPSY
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Mr. William X Kienzle, Author
Investigation into the death of a Catholic Culture.
With reflections by a fictional priest/detective :
whose ministry spans the pre and post-Vatican ·
Council II era.
Had they lived to see it, what would have
happened to Father Chuck O'Malley (Bing
Crosby) and Father Fitzgibbon (Barry
Fitzgerald)?
Assumption University

400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

-

Sunday, October 23 , 1994 - 3:00 p.m.

Suggested Donation: General Audience $5,· Students $2·, or by memb ersh ,p
' pass
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1) Who is the all-time leading goal scorer in World Cup
history'?
2) Name the first country to
win the World Cup?
3) What was the name of the
original World Cup trophy?
-+) Who is known as the "Maradona of the Carpathians"?
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5) What club won the 0)pa
Libertadores (South American
Cup) in 1993?
6) What Spanish lcaugc club
does Bebcto play with?
7) Name the reigning Italian
league champion and their
coach?
8) Which countries have
hosted the World Cup more
than once?

How'd You Score?
All 8 correct - You should write for La nee
sports!
6 or 7 correct - Your soccer knowledge
should be respected!
3 to 5 correct - You're only a 45 minute
player.
l or 2 correct - You\re pulled up lame m
!raining!
0 correct - You should be sen1-off for

Results and Standings
Standings
footb,111
Team ............. G .. W ... L.. .. T .... F ... A. P
Western .......... 5 .... 5 .... 0 .... 0 .. 197 7210
Lauricr .......... 5 .... 4 .... I .... 0 .. 180 86 ..8
Waterloo ........ 5 .... 3 .... 2 .... 0 .. 104 101 .6
Joronto ......... 5 .... 2 .... 3 .... 0. 92. 80.. 4
Windsor.......... 5 .... 2 .... 3 .... 0 .. 83.110.4
Guclph ........... 5 .... 2 .... 3 .... 0 .. 99.133 .4
McMaster....... 5 .... 2 .... 3 .... 0 .. 100 177 .4
York .............. 5 ... 0 .... 5 .... 0 .. 59.155.0
~ftns Soccer OUAA West
Team ......... G .. W ... L...D ... F ... A .. P
Brock .............. 7 .... 6 .... 0 .... 1 ... 16 ... 5 .13
~1cMaster ....... 8 .... 6 .... 1 .... 1 ... 21 ...8 .13
Westcrn .......... 8 .... 5 .... 2.... 1 ... 21 .. 1311
Guelph ......... 7 .... 5 .... 2 .... 0 ... 13 ... 6.10
L.aurier ........... 8 .... 2 .... 5 ... 1 .... 6 ... 19. 5
Windsor .......... 8 •••. 1 .... 7 .... 0 .... 2 ... 24. 2
Waterloo ........ 8 .... 0 .... 8 .... 0 .... 9 ... 13. 0
Football OUAA statistical leaders
Rushing .......................... :'\o ..Yds.Ave .. Td Lr
l S Reade'l:WO .......... 87 ... 683 .. 7.9 ... 6 ... 62
1. D. R1cherrro .............. 80 ... 530 ..6.6 ... 4 ... 50
l M. \1allot Wat ........... 68 ... 464 ..6 .9 ... 5 ... 42
4. C Young l :WO ......... 39 ... 323 ..8.3 ... 0 ... 33
5 P. Hv..ang/WLl'...........47 ... 291 ..6.2 ... 1...27
Pa~,mg ........................ AttCom.Yd .. Pcrll nt T
I B.Kuba~'WLl' ....... 173 .96.160155.5 3.15
1 Apo.s101opoulos'Yk.141!. 75 .1092 50.7 11..4
l M. Kennedy,'Mac .... 144. 79 .1206 54.9 7 ... 9
~.S.Bennct'Wat ......... 117 .71.105060.9 9 ... 7
5 W.Goldie/l:WO ..... 94 .. 61.102764.9 3...9
Rn.. ivin~ ........................ :0-o ..Yds,Ave .. Td Lg
l. S. P~szek.WLl ' ......... 35... 653 .18.7 .. 8 ... 57
1 M. Morreale 'Mac ...... 29 ... 508 .17.5 .. 4 ...88
l K. Reid Gue ............... 26 ...490 .18.8 .. 5 ... 63
L\. BatIDn!YI:.. ............ 21...467 .22.2 .. 2 ... 63
< T. \1cConnell l fWO .. 16.. 375 .23.4 .. 5...67

Ra nkings
CIAU Football
l \\'es1em
1. Calgary
l. Laurier
4. SLska1che"'an
5.0uawa
6. Concordia
7. S1 \fary·s
8.Acadia
9 Albena

10. Waterloo
t,Au mens soc,cer
1. Bri1isb Columbia
2. Brock
3. Laurentian
-1. Toronio
5. Albena

10. Ot1awa
CIAU women's soccer
1. Bri1i.sh Columbia
2. McMaster
3. Calgary
4. Ottawa
5. St Francis Xa"ier

Results
(for ..,.,k endiffl Oct.'), 1994J

Football

Western 48 Windsor 17
\.\"omen's soccer

Western 4 Windsor 0
Men's soc,cer

Western 3 Windsor 0
Lancer athletes orthe week
Bill Seagris woo an unprecedenied third
consecutive OUAA Individual championship
in helping Windsor to its second consecutive
Ontario title. Seagris wa.s also named to the
OUAA All·Star team.
Missy McCleary finished second in a field
of over 200 runners at the Noire Dame
Invitational meet on Fri. Oct. 7th. in South
Bend. McCleary broke the Lancer record
with a time of 17 minutes and 31 seconds.

MR.~

lmlD

COPIES~

Lower Level
CAW Student Centre
(Next to The Asylum)
252-CDPY I 252-2679

Upcoming Events
Football

Oct. 22, Windsor at Guelph

Attention Uof WStudents:

M en's and wom en's SOf:cer

Oct. 22, Laurier at Windsor
Both matches kickoff at 1:00 p.m.
Men's hoc,key

Oct. 22, Windsor at Western
Women 's volleyball

Oct. 22, Windsor at Madonna C.C
Oct. 21.-23, at Queens Tournament
Wom on 's basketball

Oct. 21.-23, at Ryerson Tournament

CIAU mon's cross country
Men'~ basketball
1. Windsor
Oct. 18, Windsor vs. Western at Sarnia
2. Wes1em
St. Patricks H.S.
3.McGill
4. Manitoba
Oct. 19, Alumni game at St. Denis
5. Waterloo
Center 8:00 p.m.
6. Victoria
Oct. 22, Windsor at York
7. Toronto
Cr oss country
8. BmJSh Columbia
Oct. 21, at Ea~tem Michigan Open
9. Dalhousie

BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

·~ ·,~·······• ~IJJj · -~~ 911 Walker Rd. Windsor •

:•

258·1152 :

• lriday October 21

..

•

:LEE AARON:
•
•
• Monday October Z4.

•

••

••
••
•

Need to bring at least 1 piece of picture I.D.
Refreshments will be served after donating blood

•
•
•

Sponsored by: Nursing Society, The Blood
Donor Clinic & The Lance

:Universal Honey:
••
• formerly The Grapes of Wrath
e
e
•

Free Tickets available at:
Dr. Disc, 9arn the Record Man
Garneworld &The Lance

•••••••••••••

Wed.Oct.26, 1994
Main Level - CAW Student Centre

Noon-5:00pm
The Canadian Red Cross Society

+

-
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Student poverty, a
sign of the times
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Ibe image of the starving student isn't far off the mark. SiJ1.1y
percent of students are living below the poverty level at Carleton
University alone according to a poll commissioned by the Graduate Student Society at the school. While the study focused on grad
students, the issue applies equally to undergrads.
The effect of student poverty has been tallied at food hanks as
well. Windsor's own downtown mission issues "about two to three
EPFs (emergency food packages) to students a week out of 180 ."
Tbc mission is just one of the city's food banks that offers assistance which many students rely on to get by.
Gerald Kennedy. executive director of Toronto's Daily Bread
Food Bank, told The Va/:\'tt\· that ..the combination of recession,
tuition hikes, cutbacks in student aid, and the lack of job opportunities mean that more students arc ha\ing to choose between going to a food bank and going hungry."
Many students rely on foodbanks to help make ends meet whe~
student loans run out before the school vear - they just can t
make ends meet. Students aren't bearing the brunt of tuition hikes
and funding cutbacks well. On-campus food banks are popping up
at universities across the country to meet the demand.
The use of food banks and student poverty point to, the growing
concern over access to education - is it affordable for all students. The continuous increase in tuition, government cutbacks to
student loans, and proposed cuts to post-secondary funding don't
help. And the cuts aren't just draining students of spare change
but rent and grocery money. Yet the cutbacks just keep rolling in.
Unfortunately the most economically-marginalized students like
single parents are finding post-secondary, and graduate status increasingly unattainable or more difficult to attain. Unattainable on
the basis of finances, not ability to acheive academically.
If students can't even afford the staples it is difficult to imagine
that educational equity policies can continue to be upheld while
funding for students and universities continues to plummet.
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More power to CJAM
..1be jammin' one," CJAM FM 91.5 has been itching for a
power boost from 50 to 500 watts for about ten years - this year
the upgrade just may happen. CJA\1's collective of student and
community volunteers are currently limited to an audience in west
and downtown Windsor, and metro Detroit while LaSalle, Riverside and Detroit suburbs are less likely to pick programming up.
Without the power increase the student and community voluteers who tum out most of the programs aren't getting a fair
shake at reaching a large scale audience. Since the station is in
part a training ground students, the exposure of the programs
could play an important role in the stations development.
The station has a lot to offer the community. Many of the volunteers feature local talent and issues, reflecting and providing
unique perspectives. In fact the station is mandated to provide
unique music and information programming not found in the
crowded Windsor-Detroit radio scene.
CJAM's focus on mosaic music, special interest music and information, and ethno-cultural programs offer the Windsor-Detroit
community an alternative listening outlet.Being funded partially
through student levys, the station has more freedom from the influence (and constraints) which dependence on advertising may
bring.
With the funding in place to make the power increase happen
the only obstacles are restrictions from the U.S. Federal Communications C.ommision. Lets hope CJAM can avoid problems with
conflicting radio signals on the other side of the river - so we can
catch the signal from anywhere in the city.
[I

~Lance
Action for students : students for action

Editor in Chief. .. .. .. .. ................. Teena Ward
News Editor ................ ..... ........... Cheryl Clar',c
Associate News Editor ........ ............ .Fong Chan
Arts Editor ... ..... ........ .. .. .. . . ...... Lisa Fortin
Sports Editor... . .............. ........ .Frederick Beitler
Features Editor .. . . ................ Sarah Atkinson
Photography Editor ........... ..... Stephen Paniccia
Associate Photo Editor .... ........ .. Nancy Pringle
Production Manager ...... .......... Martina Obersat
Business Manager............ ............. Lili Chan
Advertising Manager ................. .. Nidhi Dhir
Advertising Artist ... .. .................... John Teeter
Circulation Manager ........... .... Brad Buckenham
Contributors: Madhavi Acharya, Jacquehne Beci\ford,
Chns Boyd, Jerry Burrell, Luisa Cab1ddu, Erma
Castanares. Robin Cooper, Dave Gough, Phil King,
Rodger Levesque. Holly Mcintire, Trecia Mclennon.
)(Jomara Marten. Cynthia MartJn, Tracey Ouellette. Jeff
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Letters to the editor

No manners
Dear Editor,
I am writing to the three
people who harassed me while
I used the courtesy phone in
the Student C-entre. When I
went to use the phone someone
was on it so I waited. There
were two people that seemed to
be waiting for the phone but
they left before it was free.
Less than a minute later the
phone was free and I made my
call.The two that had left now
returned and began staring at
me. I felt uncomfortable,
couldn't my phone call be some
what private? I was put on
hold. Another man came to
wait for the phone. He told me
that I only had two minutes so
I'd better hurry up.
Now I had three people staring at me, and while I remained

on hold they began a conversation about how people were
rude and always hogged the
phone. What can you do while
you are on hold? Nothing! Now
one of them turned to me and
disgustedly asked if I was almost finished. When I did not
give up the phone immediately
the two got up and stormed off.
At this time ... I left my name
and number and then I hung
up. The man behind me
grabbed the phone. I advised
that next time he could just relax and wait patiently. He just
looked at me while I left.
To you three who made on
phone call the most uncomfortable experience in my life: You
are the most ignorant people I
have ever met. You showed a
tremendous lack of patience,
respect, and manners.
Victoria Rose
Year II Criminology

Volume LX'/11. Number 7 - October 17, 1994
Circulation: 10,000

Mission Statement

Editorial Policies

_The .Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent _of social . ~hange, performing both an
educative and act1v1st function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes t~e diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender! .sexual onentation, age, phys cal
and_ mental ab1hty and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2 By . examining issues and different
perspe~hves other media avoid, the Lance
rec?gnrzes that many disadvantaged groups in
soc,~ty do n?t have equitable access to lhe
media. W~ affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognrtion.
3. The _Lance is _committed to acting agahst
oppress~on of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition
we oppose the '.11>use of power in any form.
·
4· The Lance will not print material that is se~st.

The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the
Lance editorial board, and may not reflect the
beliefs of all its members. Opinions expressed in
the Lance are not necessarily those of the
University of Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten , or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible) . The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.

Engineers defense
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
Oct. 11 letter to the editor,
"arts not so bad." As an engineer I can tell you that we enjoy good plays as much as the
next person. It just so happens
that arts fits into the slogan
much better than non-engi·
neering disciplines. Have you
ever heard "friends don't let
friends
take
Special
B.
Comm"? It doesn't fit. Can't
you take a joke? It was not our
intention to mock an anti·
drunk driving program that
keeps so many fellow engineers
alive and well. However I must
agree with you on one thing.
That is one butt-ugly sculpture
on the front lawn of Essex Hall.
Chuck Minnis
Year II Electrical Engineering

r~cist, ageist. heterosexist, or that maligns
d1fferently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged
5. The Lance will work against the proMeration of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them. which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-lo-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor. ON
Canada 3 N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909,
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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I'm a special interest group, so why don't you kill me?
By David Robbins
The Varsity
The "system" is at it again grab?~·., incoq ~ora!i~',
pronatm , exter~atm , ra1s~n
tuition, decreasm student aid,
privatizin', bein' true vermin.
And I'm sighin' ...
The "system" is clever: it
speaks in polysyllabic words
like "partnership", "political
correctness" and, my topic for
today, "special interest groups."
Of course, systems don't speak,
people do. But what is this term
"special interest group" exactly? What does it mean?
Who uses it? What is its function?
The term refers to, in no special order, feminists, anti-racists, environmentalists, workers,
students, activists of any kind,
people of colour, lesbians, gays,

of anyone no t wishing to think
for him or herself; anyone, for
example, who wants to grow up
and be incharge. Anyone who
wo uld rather identify with the
powerful and live, think and die
within perameters already established.
This is called tradition. It is
often accompanied by personal
and social security, privlege,
and health and dental coverage, all of which are to be kept
aside for those who can appreciate the finer things in life.
This is its function. To cleave a
good deep rift between people
and issues that affect their lives.
It is mandatory that we educated folk understand our
seminal role. We are to be
managers, we are to be the manipulators. Our mandate is to
rule, because heavens, we can't
let the riff-raff manage the con-

.~P:

·'·:{~b,;+;;ir/rr

:riijiiJt
bisexuals, people with disability, the old, the young, the
poor, the pissed-off. As misters
Chomsky and Herman have
written, the general population.
The geral population is distinct from the population's generals. They includ, in no special
order, corporate leaders, mainstream media culture managers, politicians, professionals,

and intellectuals dedicated to
the service of power. But, if you
concern yourself with any area
of human experience and act
on that concern congratulations. You have become a
member of a special interest
group.
The term is used by the
population's generals but can
be incorporated into the speech

ditions o f their own Jives.
"Special interst gro up" is almost always a derogato ry
( deroga-liberal?) term used to
vilify anyone tryirlg to improve
things. But as an ideological
tool, it also serves to obstruct
people from even thinking o f
getting active on an issue. After
all, who wants to be associated
with villains, cynics and whiners?
It is easy to consider students
fighting tuition hikes, for example, to be merely one of many
special interest groups clouding
the murky professional political
stage. And that's the thirlg. The
message from the population's
generals is, "people, people,
hush, hush. Keep quiet, consume and die. Don't interfere."
The Varsity ts the student

newspaper at the University of
Toronto.

Letters to the editor

Posters offend
Dear Editor,
This letter is irl reponse to
Scott Pratt's "overly sensitive"
Jetter to the editor irl the Oct. 4
Lance edition.
I am one of those "militant,
in-your-face femirlists" who was
offended by the posters sold irl
the pharmacy. By the way, what
is your title? "Feelirlg threatened
losirig-your-superiorsta tus-as-a-male-chauvinist"?
Can you give me one definite
answer to this question, why
are womyn beaten, raped and
murdered by men, far more
than men are by women? There
is no one answer. There are
many contributing factors.
In my opinion, these posters
are one more reason or cause
to why this occurs. Yes they are
just posters, perhaps even
harmless by themselves, but
these posters along with everything else (porno's snuff films,
smut mags, video games) together create a society wher
womyn are devalued, treated
like sex objects, abused, raped
and murdered.
How do we stop this? I feel
you have to start somewhere
and say enough is enough and
for me and others, gcttirlg
those posters removed is a beginning.
Another reason for their removal is because our university's policy is to provide a
non-sexist,
no-discriminatory
atmosphere for its students,

and the pharmacy is located on
this campus. As well, these
posters perpetuate what society
has deemed "attractive." Basically the perfect barbie doll figure with large breasts, long legs
and flawless.
The majority of womyn do
not fit this image and some
have even died tryirlg. I think
asking for one area (campus) to
be free of those images those
posters perpetrate is not to
much to ask, considerirlg it is
everywhere else in our society.
Cathy Morgan
Year IV Psychology and
Women's Studies

Report biased
Dear Editor,
We finally have a conservative voice on campus, The
Windsor Report. Unfortunately
this conservatism could tum
Margaret Thatcher into a
Marxist-Leninist.
The mission of The Windsor
Report seems to be one thing
and one thing only; the malicious bashing of the UWSA. I
can only hope that there is no
connection between the involvement irl the report of former SAC president Jon Ricci
and
former
vice-president
Steve Alexander and the vidictiveness of The Windsor Report.
I am not writing to be an
apologist for UWSA. Chris
Maich and the executive have
made mistakes. But I wonder
however, if Jon Ricci slipped
into the presidency last year

without makirlg mistakes. I simply feel that the report has not
been fair in it's coverage of the
UWSA executive.
A good example was the
grade report of the executive
prepared by The Windsor Report. This grading amounted to
pure, naked, viridictiveness.
This grade report was pointless
because of its lack of fairness
and constructiveness. This socalled report largely attacked
the short comings of the present student government. The
report did not feel the need to
bother the reader with the accomplishments of the UWSA.
I would like to know if the
writers of the report bothered
to approach council with their
concerns. The report seems
more concerned with trials in
absensia (than) fair representation irl the media.
The report's article on
OPIRG (Ontario Public Intrest
Research Group) by Line
McAulay takes us back to the
good old days by raising the
spectre of the socialist boogieman. McAuley claim<; that
OPIRG receives "socialist resource material" but does not
explain what "socialist resource
materials" are.
.. . The Windsor Report becomes almost laughable when it
contairls an article titled Maich
not match for Ricci when Jon
Ricci just happens to be involved with the paper. Coincidence'? I sincerely hope so.
I must say th(at) I would
have enjoyed reading The

Windsor Report more if it had
not been for the distraction of
the sound of grirlding axes.
James Crawford
Year IV Social Science

Report rude
Dear Editor,
In my last three years as a
student here I have never felt
compelled to write an editorial
letter, but the Windsor Report
changed that. As a student, I
feel that the attack on the
UWSA executive - besides being utterly rude - was unwarranted. This council has been
the most visible and involved
that I have seen. They have
done a great job plannirlg
events that are of interest to
students and gaining student
participation. As an executive
member of a club on campus
since my first year, I feel this
year's council has been the approachable, available and taken
the time to get to know what
clubs are on campus, and inform them of activities.
The reporter's comments
about OPRIG seem quite
petty. If you can't wait until
November for your $5 opt-out
refund, borrow some money.
Although a 17 percent turn-out
for a vote is poor (but normal)
I find it interesting that the Report should point it out, considering Jon Ricci and Steve
Alexander did not turn down
their 1993-94 council positions
because only 1300 voted in the
election.

The "Distirlguished Competition" may publish articles that
do not line up with everyone's
beliefs, but they manage to
leave room in the paper for advertisers and events that may
be of interest to a majority of
the students who attend here.
Instead of using the paper a<;
battering ram to express the
staffs personal vendettas.
Lana Gloer
Year IV Music Therapy

Article biased
Dear Editor,
I was disappoirlted to read
your article, "Students organize
pro-choice drive-by protest," in
the Oct. 11 issue. I felt the article wass lacking the adquate
coverage that an event such as
the Life Chain should have included to balance the report of
CARAL's (Canadian Abortion
Rights Action League) protest.
I spoke to a few of the Life
Chain participants to have a
feel of what happened that day.
She described the pro-choice
drive-by as loud, raucous, and
disruptive with the use of angry
screaming voices, megaphones
and car horns.
In contrast, the Life Chain
was calm and peaceful with the
use of reflection, prayer, and silent protest. Which one of
these groups represented the
protest of a young child within
a mother's womb?
John Salalila
Year II Math and Computor

around campus

Was it worth it?
. "Existentially
anythirlg really
worth it? No
~alter how many
limes we wash
our feet, our
souls will never
truly come clean"
1s

Scott Murray
Year I
Philosophy and Physics

"It depends on
what it is. The
important thing
is that worth, like
beauty it is in the
eye of the beholder."
John Salalila
Year II
Math and Computor Science

"After analyzing the experience, the utility
was
definitely
worth the opportunity cost required."

"No it wasn't, I
should
have
stopped while I
was ahead and
not bet on double zero."

AntonLeHill
Year I
Economics

Bobby Oar
Year IV
Business Administration

1HERIT, BIT&OF WHAT YOU WAYM4114

WIND/OR JAE KWON DO
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Training by 2 different Grand Masters in the
Traditional forms from Korea, U.S. l\ Canada

Reflex Universal System w/ Olympic l\'ee weights, an
array of individual Reflex stations, dumbbell weights plus more

4640 TECUM.IEH ROAD EAIT

945-5572
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Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.

Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by Frtday 4 p.m. and must include a
phone contact. Send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.

etc. ff you are willing to be interviewed
on the air, please write to Subversive
Parenting, c/o CJAM Radio, University of
Windsor. Windsor Ont. N98 3P4.

Continuing
~

r

~

r

The Computer Centre continues its free
seminar series of program training with
WordPerfect for Windows on Oct. 25 &
27, and Introduction to Core/Draw 4.0 on
Oct. 31. Registration is required. Call the
HelpDesk at 253-4232 ext. 4440.
Student Senators will be available in
their offices in I.JWSA offices, CAW
Student Centre, 2nd floor, to address
concerns on University concerns and
operations. Availability is as follows:
Bernard Cummins, Mondays 1-2 p.m.,
Carmen Coccimiglio, Wednesdays,
2:30-3:30 p.m. or for appointment call
971-3600.

~

r

Feminist Theatre presents
Love Taps: A Play Focusing on Domestic
Violence tonight and Thursday night at 8
p.m. in the Courtroom Auditorium at
Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich.
Pay-what-you-can
admission.
For
information call 254,13393.

~ The University Players

present Arthur
.. Miller's The Crucible at 8 p.m. Tickets
$12-13/adult; $11-12/ students. Call
253-4565 for information.
Continues until Nov. 2

t

lntervarsity
Christian
Fellowship will continue to
discuss being Holy in the world.
The meeting will be in the Oak
Room of Vanier Hall at 5:30 p.m.

•

Thursday, October 27

Mon~ay, October 24
_..Afri-Canadian Agenda airs on CJAM
91.5 at 7 p.m. about news and
commentary from the Afri-Canadian
community.
_..CJAM 91.5 presents Queer Radio news, commentary, and music by/for the
gay, lesbian, and bisexual communities
with Ugaya Byrch and Brent Kulba every
Monday from 9-10 p.m.

Tuesday October 25
~ Anumplion

University hosts a cost
dinner prepared by student volunteers.
Located immediately west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church. Call 973-7033 for more info.

~

r

1.- Faculty

of Arts, Windsor Review,
'rt# Canadian Studies, and Turtle Island
Aboriginal Studies Centre present a
reading by Ojibway poet Armand Garnet
Ruffo and slide lecture by Chipewyan
artist Jane Ash Poitras at 7:30 p.m. at
Moot Court, Law Building, University of
Windsor.

~

r

Humanities Research Group presents
Dr. Gwynne Dyer on The Human Race:
Escaping From History? at 8 p.m. in the
Odette Building room 104. For
information call 253-4232 Ext. 3508.

Wednesday, October 26
_..Weekly Radio Show dealing with
alternative parenting is looking for people
with experience in unusual or alternative
forms of parenting, childbirth, education,

.
~

_..Environmental Power Hour is a
program featuring interviews,
news and issues pertaining to
the fragile state of our
environment. Show airs every
Thursday on CJAM 91.5.
UWSA will meet in room 510 Windsor
Hall Tower at 5 p.m. For information on
the council, contact Joe Barile (ext.
4502). To be placed on the agenda,
submissions must be made one week
and one day in advance to Dave Zaritzky
at 253-4232 (ext. 4501).

'

The Cathedral Church Of St. Paul
presents David Palmer, organist,
choirmaster and professor at the
University of Windsor School of Music at
7:30 p.m. Admission is $8 and child care
is available. For more information call
(313) 831-5000. The Cathedral is at
4800 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Ml.

401 Sunset. (the T.V. show), all about
activities at the University, airs on Cable
11 today and Friday at 5:30 p.m.

~ Windsor

Wonder what your student council is up to these days?
Find out Oct. 27 at 5 p.m. UWSA mootings are open to
the pc.iJlic in room 510, Windsor Hall Tower, and boy,
are they interesting! Several councillors actually attend!

a
•

The Bookroom At The Court presents
Jack Kuper who will read from and
discuss his book After The Smoke Is
Cleared in the Bookroom in Mackenzie
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Contact Anne Beer at
(519) 258-2726 for more information
and to reserve your free tickets.

..-CJAM 91.5 FM presents psychadelic,
garage
and
progressive
rock
theme-a-thons
from
the
Pais/y
Production Team weekly from 8-10 p.m.
, ' Lancer women's basketball versus
Carleton University at 8 p.m. in the St.
Denis Centre.

Saturday, October 29
~

*'

•Juno Award Winner singer/songwriter
James Keelaghan and Oscar Lopez
perform at the Capitol Theatre. For more
info call the box office at 253-7729.
~ Cleary International Centre

presents
.. From Stratford to Broadway at 8 p.m.
and tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. nckets are
$13-$29 and available at 252-6579.

..'''' The Lesbian and Gay Rights Action
:I Group will take part in a provincial-wide
demonstration to demand changes to
federal and provincial legislation at 3
p.m. The protest will begin at the
provincial court building.

Sunday, October 30
..,.cJAM FM 95.1 presents Daybreak in
DiXie from 8-10 a.m . Explore the sound
of bluegrass music, new and old.

t
•

r

WUSC International Seminar To
Vietnam deadline for student and faculty
applications is today. For more info call
1-800-267-8699 or 1-613-798-7477.

Assumption University Chapel (second
floor) has Mass at noon. They are
located west of the CAW Student Centre
and South of Assumption Church. For
further information call 973-7033.

Monday, October 31
C!' Muslim Students Association general
• meeting in Dillen Hall room 364 from
5:30-7:30 p.m. All are welcome.
/• The Lance staff meeting at 4:30 p.m.

Tuesday, November 1

Friday, October 28
~

The Asylum hosts the U of W's annual
Hallowe'en party The Pumpkin Smash.
There will be a costume contest with
tons of prizes. Advance tickets are $3
available at the CAW front desk.

~

r

The Department of Geology presents
Jug.
S.
Manocha
discussing
Undeground Hydrocarbon Storage in
Geological Formations of Ontario at 1
p.m. in room 302, Memorial Hall.

Cover photo of Ambassador Bridge at night by Stephen Paniccia .
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secretary;
When things get hectic, let us take
care of all your typing.

On Ca_mp1:1s! . .

Assumption Un1vers1ty Building
Suite 130

Phone: 253-8973, Fax: 253-8658

A~ERS
J
HALLOWEEN
VI

SUNDAY
OCT30TH

PARTY

vWn A Hitachi VCR' BEST COSTUME CONTEST/
mn Ftee Hats, Shirts and a Whole Lot More/
Best Prices/. ..Have a Sreeching Good Time/

Special Rates for Parties O D.J Thurs thru Sat
673 FRANKLIN - DOWNTOWN DETROIT~ I b& fAtT OF REN CfN

313 259-6676

news
Arts group fights
racism accusation
~Teena Ward

Tensions ran high on campus
last week as a result of the Human Rights Issues coordinator's allegations that the
Colours Collective Coalition
coordinator employed "racist
ideologies" and exclusionary
policies against whites.
Toe coalition's membership,
made up of students, university
and community members includes UWSA's coordinator of
human rights issues James Fox.
Toe coalition proposed a
speakers series and art exhibition in an "attempt to introduce students at the University
of Windsor and the community
al large to visual art and crafts
from a diverse mixture of works
bv men and women of Indigenous, Oriental, East Indian.
Central American and African
descent. Also to offer nonwhite artists ell.l)OSure in mainstream public venues.''
Set to take place on Feb. 2-3
in the CAW Student Centre,
the group has been working
since the summer to raise the
funding necessary and organize
the project.
After reading the third draft
of the project proposal Fox says
he l>-poke to Halstead to clear
up ambiguities.
Fox claims coalition coordinator Jacqueline Halstead said
she was not aware that "unfortunately he (the artist) is white"
and so she would have to
"sneak him in(to )" the show.
Halstead has denied that the
statement was made and is concerned because Fox's letters
denouncing the project were
sent before being discussed
with the coalition. ''He should
have come to us and explained
his concerns," she said.
. Halstead also denies allegahons by council receptionist
Gerald Burrell, who witnessed

the conversation, that Fox accurately related Halstcad's
"references and phrasing."
"Gerry knows I didn't say
thal, so I don't know why Gerry
wrote that letter," Halstead
said.
Concern over Fox's views increased as the memo was sent
to all members of the collective
and
Lo, the Secretary
and M1ruster of Racism and
Discrimination for the Province. Council president Chris
lvfaich, and VP Secretary Joe
Barile also received a copv.
Fox's memo slated he would
officially oppose ''the use of
any public funds, whether from
federal, provincial, municipal
or university coffers for the
support of this organization
and its objectives."
Richard Phillips, coalition
member explained that Fox's
action may directly effect the
funding of the project since
many who received the memo
were to be solicited for funding.
Phillips said that Fox is
"claiming he doesn't have any
power (to effect funding) but
he certainly had the power to
get the president of UWSA at a
meeting, and the power to send
out those memos."
Maich said that while Lo's
name was included on the
memo, he had no idea who she
was. As well a letter of retraction will be sent out to Lo on
behalf of the council. "Fox's
personal views are not mine or
those of UWSA," he said.
Fox later said it is a problem
when public funds or buildings
are used for projects where
"groups are getting together to
celebrate their culture.'' He
said such efforts are fine when
independently supported, but
publicly should reflect complete inclusion.

M!~

See Art show, page S

Social Science execs swap jobs
By Teena Ward
Two_ Social Science Society's
executive
members
have
swapped positions after Steve
Alexander decided to resign
from his post as treasurer.
Alexander, who started in
April, said he was tired of being
treasurer. Former media coordinator Chris Howe has
~wapped positions with him.
But society president Sean
Lyons said Alexander turned in
his resignation and "opted for
another position" a ''week and
; half ago," after allegations
rom an unnamed source
pushed for an audit of the society's books. Lyons said the
ad'
.u it was called due to accusations about the allocation of
~unds, and the society's alleged
involvement with The Windsor
~eport, which began publication this year.
b Society funds, set to secure a
.;nd for a club function, sat
~ le when plans for the concert
ell through. Lyons says the

b

money "was reallocated to the
social events (budget) ... the
money just never left the (society's) au:ount." He said questions about the money in part
prompted the council to request an audit.
"Someone also complained
about alleged involvement with
The Windsor Report," said
Lyons. He added that if Alexander, "has any involvement
with that newspaper he hasn't
mentioned it to me." Alexander
was listed as a staff member in
both issues of the Report.
Lyons added that most of the
executives have part-time jobs
outside the office which are not
subject to scrutiny.
While the society has submitted to an audit by the undergrad student council, Lyons
said "based on those two accusations I don't see how they can
support an audit ... I don't
know where they would get
those allegations."
Toe group is also looking
into regular. voluntary audits by

the council's finance department to avoid future problems.
"Steve wanted to remain involved but 1.1nderstood that this
was an attack that was probably
aimed at him and Jon (Ricci),"
explained Lyons. Ricci, a society executive, is also the advertising manager for the Report.
Lyons said that a consultation with Alexander. Ricci,
and "all the other members of
the executives that were involved about the audit,
about what was going on, and
the position we're in with political attacks being leagued on
us - and Steve (Alexander)
thought in the best interest of
the society to make that decision (to resign).''
Lyons said that the seven
other society execs are "being
hindered by ... all the allegations that are being made." For
now the executive has decided
"it's best to just cooperate with
SAC (the council) and show we
have nothing to bide, than to
fight on principle."
II

Twenty-six-year-old math
student's sudden death
saddens campus community
could have done," said Foreman. Two of the campus police
A 26-year-old's sudden death who arrived on the scene were
surprised and saddened the so moved by the tragedy that
university community last week. they paid their respects at the
Connie Marie Taylor, a math Marcotte Funeral Home and
major and member of the Uni- Chapel on Thursday.
''She was a really good stuversity Math Oub, suddenly
dent
and she was pleasant to
collapsed at about 10 a.m.
said
Rhonda
while walking with a professor everyone,"
on the third floor of Erie Hall Renaud, who attended St.
on Oct. 18. She was rushed to Marie Goretti separate school
Grace Hospital, but was pro- and F.J. Brennan High School
with her here in Windsor.
nounced dead on arrival.
Taylor, who lived with her
Taylor died of neurythmia, a
mother Mae, was predeceased
rare heart condition.
"She was very well liked and by her father John in 1986. Tayrespected in the area," said Jim lor is survived by three sisters
Foreman, director of the Cam- and several nieces and nephpus Police. Foreman noted that ews.
The funeral took place on
Taylor had turned 26 just two
days before her death, and had Friday at St. Thomas the Aposbrought in some of her birthday tle Church. Donations to the
cake to share with the univer- Hospice or Heart and Stroke
Foundation would be apprecisity staff.
II
"There was nothing anyone ated by the family.

By Cheryl Clark

Art show
called racii

Campus crime down-=t
By Ronnie Filby

Inc Campus Police Service
rcp<>rts that occurrences at the
University of Windsor for September were down from last
vear due to the availabilitv of
the police. the many progiams
provided, and the active duty of
300 volunteers.
Of 933 calls the C-ampus Police recorded - down from almost 300 from last year - only
50 were actually criminal in nature. In September forty-six
autos were towed and fortyfour requests were made for escorts.
"Our biggest problem here
like at manv other universities
is minor theft," said Jim Foreman. director of Campus Police. "Doors are left open or
unlocked; purses and bags are
left lying unattended in the library or cafeterias for example," said Foreman. "There was
only one actual break and enter
at Tecumseh Hall."
Attendance could have been
better at four sexual assault
seminars held two weeks ago
though. Rumours circulating
on campus of sexual assaults
arc counter productive said the
director. Onlv one sexual assault in an acquaintance-date
situation v.as reported for September and the complaint was
withdrawn. ·11tese rumours
··create an atmosphere of fear

and are not justified." said
Foreman. "'lhe police service is
here to protect students and we
can't do iL hy suppressing information."
Sexual harassment advisor
I leather Metcalfe said "no one
on campus really has a full picture" of sexual assaults that
may he happening because
there are a variety of places
students can go for help. Some
students may go to a r~sidcnce
manager or service; some may
go directly to the city police or
the Sexual Assault Centre at
Grace Hospital.
Two complaints of date rape
have been reported to Metcalfe
this year with neither one resulting in charges being
pressed. With statistics showing
only one percent of all rapes
being reported, the official
count for 1993 is three. Referring to a poster at a recent
campus function, Metcalfe said,
"most campus rapes begin with
alcohol." Results of excessive
drinking can be errors in judgment and miscommunication
for both women and men. "The
onus for consent is on the
man," said Metcalfe.
Other safety sources and
programs available for students
are Crime Stoppers, the campus bike patrol, Campus Patrol
(a volunteer student escort
service) and a number of educational seminars.
l!

Continued from page4
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By-election fills vacancies: four of the eight student council spots left vacant
from last year's election were filled at a by-election held on Oct. 19. The
results of the election have yet to be ratttied by University of Windsor
Students' Alliance (UWSA). but they are as follows: Mike Whaley, Senator,
fanta Williams. Social Science. Zayna Khayat. Science and Dennis Jordan.
first year representative. The newly elected students will participate in
Thursday's council meeting. - by Tracy Ouellette

Fox said he docs not~
the goals of the coalitio
the policies he says the)
I le said, "racism doesn·1
in a single direction" 1111!
coalition's policies indica~
crimination against white
"Fox takes the positi
this (CCC) is racist beca
exclusionary," said Phil~
her (Halstead) position
racist why would she j
white - Mr. Fox?"
University
Omb~
and Race Relations O&
Subhas Ramcharan is
cerned about the imp!iQ,
of Fox's statements. He
Fox "seems to be loo~
protect the majority."
"There comes a time
one has to protect the lllil:
by giving them ... oppon
to redress imbalances," ht
"White artists have e\'en
port unity, historically aoo
to portray their work ties artists have not had lb.[
In an open letter Fu
cused Ramcharan of COCt.
Ramcharan says he wasjl(
ing his job, trying to redll't
crimination and prejudict
Ramcharan still hopes
sue can be resolved ml
organizers who want to~
project through.

Council seeks Leddy optio1

Attention Uof WStudents:

BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Wed.Oct.26, 1994
Main Level - CAW Student Centre

Noon-5:00pm
Need to bring at least 1 piece of picture /.D.
Refreshments will be served after donating blood

Sponsored by: Nursing Society, The Blood
Donor Clinic & The Lance

The Canadian Red Cross Society

+

By Dave Garcia

hours (until 9 p.m.) and
day to Thursday by Ollt
Although there has been (until 11:45 p.m.).
greater demand for use of the
"You have students
Leddy Lihrary, students must work until 5 p.m., go IO
still find other places to study.
come here and they fin:
The University of Windsor the library closes in an
Students' Alliance (UWSA) two," said Maich.
proposed a two-tiered system
Security is also a c
which would allow increased "We have a skeleton slaff
hours of operation during and if there are few studc:
"peak hours", such as exam the library, that could le
time and term paper season, library open for assaults.
but that is not likely to happen, cially since the Lcdd)
at least, not until next semester. huge," said Ebbett.
Gwen Ebbett, head librarian,
Maich said security is
said that although she is work- real problem but it is all a
ing hard on finding a way to tion of money and that~
help, there is simply no money UWSA funds may come
available to increase hours.
"If it's in the best int
"We are still carrying a defi- the students then we ~
cit from last year," said Ebbett. willing to help, since it isa
"So our hands are tied because way to use UWSA's
we can only do so much with said Maich. If UWSA
the money we're given."
posal is approved there
UWSA has been discussing fear that council could !'I
how to make hour changes dur- ting a dangerous precede
ing peak times. UWSA presiEbbett indicated thal
dent Chris Maich hrought ties show that demand
concerns to the last senate lihrary has decreased in
meeting, stating: "Students few years, and that was i.
should have a place to study son for cuts. Those sta
and research, and it is a conflict not hold water for Maich
of interest ... that students don't
"The concerns of Ill
have a place to study."
dents cannot be indic
A proposal at the last council stats, because they don I
meeting, has UWSA subsidiz- in the exam and rcseard
ing the lihrary, to improve the ods," said Maich.
periodicals or increase hours.
Fbbett said that she
Maich wants to increase the optimistic ahout opening
Friday library hours by three more hours this year.

Monday, October 24. 1994

The Lance
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GSS fights for Leddy hours
~ Cheryl Clark
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Grad Students' Society president Joe Estev~s ~nnoun~d
that the execut1~e 1s ~ak~ng
some headway.in its ':°nt11;1umg
negotiations w1.t~ Uru~ers1ty of
Windsor adrrumstrahon over
cuts to students' services: .
"We have to be sensitive to
the fact that there are ~ina~ci~!
restraints on the uruvers1ty,
said Esteves at Thursday's
meeting in the Grad House.
Esteves said one of the GSS'
concerns at the moment is cuts
10 hours at the Leddy Library,
because exam time is here and
term papers are nearing their
due date. He noted that although the GSS and the University of Windsor Students'
Aliiance (UWSA) have been
unsuccessful in arranging new
library hours, they have been
able to ensure that the Student
Centre will remain open 24
hours on a trial basis.
Members of the GSS' executive will be meeting with head
librarian Gwen Ebbett and attending the Senate and Board
of Governors meetings, to report on difficulties faced by students, particularly part-timers,
in the wake of the hours cut.
Esteves noted that students
living in residence now have
one less option when it comes
to quiet study time.

Food services
While food services cuts to

the CAW Student Centre cafeteria has been a problem,
Esteves noted that negotiation<;
with Dave McMurray, Director
of Students' Services, have resulted in 60 per cent of the
food outlets remaining open
past 2:30 p.m.

Financial woes
The GSS is facing its own financial problems as its costs
are currently being backed by
the University of Windsor. The
university gave the GSS a secured loan earlier this year at
an interest rate of 8.67 percent
that will be paid in bi-annual
installments.
Joe Shaw, vice-president finance, GSS, noted that the executive wrote out $17,971 in
cheques, approximately $16,000
of which went towards outstanding bills.
Esteves and Shaw later led
the veto against a motion which
would allow the GSS newsletter
to publish the society's financial
standing on a regular basis.
"We are in a major deficit
situation," said Shaw. He said
that all students are welcome to
come see the "books".

Referendum question
Esteves noted that UWSA
president Chris Maich suggested a student referendum
should be held for any fee increases for coming years.
Shaw and Esteves said they
were not in favour of the idea

of a referendum because student elections have traditionally low voter turnouts. Esteves
also noted graduate students
are far outnumbered by the undergraduate population on
campus.
Esteves said a decision on
whether or not to increase fees
has yet to be reached, but that
the GSS would prefer not to he
lumped together with UWSA
and the part-time students' organization, OPUS.
Esteves said he only supports
referendums when they deal
with capital works projects.

Contest
Ron Lauzon, vice-president
external, noted that graduate
students should be made aware
of the Anti-Harrassment Committee's poster and button
campaign. The student who designs the winning entry will win
$1,000 and their logo will be
emblazoned on both the posters and buttons.

Senate reform
The GSS has been cooperating with Mark Robson, vicepresident university affairs, and
Maich of UWSA, to ensure the
student body has a voice on the
senate. They have been successful in instituting a one student per committee clause. The
GSS and UWSA were also able
to enact a motion that states a
student must be present for the
committee to have a quorum. I!

Upcoming poster campaign targets date rape
By Xiomara Martell

The Graduate Student Society is organizing a poster campaign, with other student
leaders, in order to raise awareness about date rape.
Scheduled to come out in six
weeks the campaign will strive
to achieve three main goals: to
educate and to promote awareness on the issue, to provide information to students on
appropriate campus and community resources, and to establish a common ground in which
a consensual discussion can
take place between both men
and women of the university
community.
"The target is not to men or
women it is for both, we want
to bring both sides together,"
said David Wu the campaign
coordinator.
Wu said that the group will
start with the poster and pin

campaign. From there the committee aims to develop other
components of out reach to the
university.
At the moment the group is
in the process of bringing the
campaign together. Organizing
special guest speakers to educate students about date rape is
the first step on the agenda. In
addition a special theatre group
will be hired to create an interactive play around the issue.
"It is our belief that through
education equality can be realized," said Wu. He added that
the poster campaign will not
solve all the problems. "But we
have to take the first step ...
student leaders have the responsibility to take a step forward instead of standing still
doing nothing," Wu said.
The GSS are confident about
the results that the campaign
will bring because of the
amount of support the project

is receiving locally. Some of the
events co-sponsors include Joe
Barile, UWSA VP Secretary,
Myrna Chan, Womyn's Centre
Coordinator, Lalitta Ghandikota, Womyn's Issues C-0ordinator, John Carrington, of
Community Relations and Publications, Social Science Society
representative, Jon Ricci, and
Barbara Thomas, the associate
dean of academics.
The focus of the project, the
poster itself, will feature photographs of seven male and seven
female student leaders. Each
will speak briefly to the issue of
date rape on the poster.
The whole community has
been targeted for postering.
Secondary schools, restaurants,
businesses and bars are slated
to be plastered with posters.
The student organized program
is will focus on students, faculty
and staff for the on-campus
campaign.
II

Lance photo/ NANCY PRINGLE

University students trying to avoid cafeteria food at Health Fest '95 held last
Wednesday in Ambassador Auditorium.

To students' health!
Second annual
Health Fest '94
was a success
By Fong Chan
With the majority of students
suffering from acute stress due
to mid-term exams, the university's second annual Health
Fest proved to be a timely
event.
Held on Wednesday, Oct. 19,
the Health Fest 1994 drew a
steady flow of students into the
CAW Student Centre. Sandra
Ondracka, the Health Fest
1994 co-ordinator and Campus
Recreation staff member was
pleased by its success. Sponsored by Campus Recreation,
Health Services and Food and
Hospitality Services, this year's
event not only enjoyed a
greater attendance than last
year, but also had more community organizations participating.
Ondracka saw the Health
Fest as an opportunity to provide students with information
about different health industries. Students who took the
time to wander through the 46
displays agreed that it fulfilled

its purpose. A holistic health
approach was evident as all aspects of well-being - physical,
mental and spiritual - were
represented. The agencies participating were diverse, ranging
from the Heart and Stroke
Foundation, to Alive! Canada,
to the university's own Campus
Ministry. The Health Fest also
gave exposure to lesser known
alternative health programs
such as reflexology and music
therapy. All the agencie1- involved enjoyed the chance to
interact with students and to
promote their services to them.
The
students,
however,
seemed to benefit the most.
Education combined with fun
as many agencies added interactive displays to the traditional
pamphlet and poster booths.
Students were given the opportunity to test their cardiovascular fitness, have their body
composition measured, sample
health conscious (yet palate
pleasing) foods and more.
"Freebies", draws and grab
bags were an added bonus.
Positive comments were
heard from participants. The
success of Health Fest 1994 was
evident and it seemed to be a
momentary cure for those exam
anxiety attacks.
II
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Here you are again, out of JmJ
y~a-: started
with such promise
pilll11g, you think. Move along, drv
it's time to get on with life, go out
be fabulous. Just one problem - you can't seem to get out of k
morning. And when you do go
work, to class, whatever needs to~
you can manage on returning honx
slop Kraft dinner on yourself as
Championship Ballroom Dancing o
It's not entirely your fault. Bein:
Windsor places a special burden on·
Consider this: the three big Win~
in the average postcard collection t
sino, the river, and the bridge ... tin;
best location on earth for someond
more than mild despair. Think of it
lenge. Square those shoulders, draw
With the proper organization you'll
better in - gee, well, perhaps time
be your concern just yet. What you
sense of purpose ...
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Home hardware: a secret
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The sooner you start a home
ment project, the quicker your
good tiring, vigorous task will also
eXtra energy you might otherwise hi
wards a dismemberment murder, r
deliveries, or getting drunk and ni
of yourself in front of any friends
still have in common.
I personally recommend paiJI.:
added advantage of this activity ~
measure the degree of heartbreak u
ume of paint used. Boyfriend #l
needed, #2: the windward side of
.i
#3: the hall table, but I got borcu
coat, #4: the living room and h
latex semi-gloss with matte black an:
. #5 : hmmm, ... I think I dr~
tnm,
.
. .
shoes, and enamelled some ie\\
painted my bedroom/study, deep,
latex velvet finish, I bought it 12
the bad news, and the colour sprel
powdery sky blue like a wide fi1st ... ·
I highly recommend it, and ~dnU'
lacquered my nails before gouig O
eyes at inappropriate men.
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1~1aniacal laughter. You needn't begin dating
nght away- your handsome cousins will sutficc as companions, if you can rely on them to
stay bribed.
Shoes: absolutely vital. From dull black, ''I
could hurt you badly'' motorcycle boots, to
blushing innocent Mary Janes, the right shoes
add entire paragraphs to an unspoken story.
Lately I've been going to the Shoe Box to pine
over a pair of Kenneth Cole ''I could hurt you
badly and you'd like it'' curvy russet pwnps.
There's nothing like bringing home new shoes
for the first time, those unscratched leather
soles, softer than a lover's kiss - I digress.
Never mind.

noise of lights and machines. Watch out for
product incompatibility when you buy. If yuu
scuffle past the orange juice, and take one,
muttering, "I might as well stave off scurvy ...
not that anyone cares", try not to pick chocolate mint praline treats in the C(X)kie aisle. And
while I'm here, nel.'er try to eat an unripe persimmon. It's off-topic, but I feel it needs to be
said.
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The most grotesque thing you can do after
the bomb drops is obsessivly go back to the
!It music your sweetheart loved, thinking it will
bring vou closer somehow. No, you need a
sound that's your own, songs that you can belt
JI out with an operatic intensity that echoes
through the empty rooms that double in nwnber every night.
yes: you need Chris Isaak. Perhaps you're
familiar with Wu:ked Game, which was a blip
ir on the charts a few years ago. That was a
mere glinm1er of what exists. The universe offered is topologically closed, heartshaped and
pulsing dull red. Every ray of light bends back
to the centre, which is a hard seed of loss.
Contained longing.
Most of the songs arc about the absence of
the beloved ... sometin1es gone because of her
untrue ways, but more often gone because of
some w001own failing of the lover. Blue Span' ish Sky provides endless vistas of gentle regret.
Bring a hanky.

.

•

Etiquette
If you can survive 10 or 12 loveless weeks

Food
Now is not the time to cut back on sensory input. Eat as if the world were green with
love. Remember, small portions, high quality.
Okav, it's not as easy as that. There ~,ill be
davs· when vou can't. recall the last time vou
fidished a meal, and the scale in the ladies'
room at work says you've lost weight, and
when you dig through the closet to try on the
black vinyl trenchcoat dress, you find you've
lost it in all the wrong places. Pull yourself together now.
Keep in mind: coffee is not a vegetable,
cigarettes are not a source of fiber, and half a
carrot muffin \\'On't give you the strength to
chat up attractive sales help at the mall with
any success.

in Windsor, heave a deep sigh and relax:
you're going to make it. \Veil done. Now for a
bit of finesse and polish. Unless your fair beloved was taken with an urgent need to lea\'e
the tri-counry area, you'll probably run into
him semi-frequently. Let gracious marn1ers
lead you. Greeting your old flan1e and his new
sweetheart with an Italian arm salute while sitting in a fashionable restaurant is considered
gauche. Save this gesture for a smoky dive,
where it will be more appreciated. Remember:
forearm taut, fist clenched, and swing from
the shoulder.
Cornering his dare and filling her in on his
ridiculous sexual preferences is very bad form.
Gory details are wmece.ssary when innuendo
will suffice. Sample:
You: I'm really glad to see .&w is so happy. I

hope you'll begood for each other.
Cute Thing: Oh, he's su.ch a darlin._{f! But
I'm so so,ry you're not here with anyone ...
You: (Dry laughter) Well, I'm fust hoping
to find someone lvho dosen't insist on the outfit, you know.
Cute Thing: "What outfit?
You: Wait, I'm thinking ofsomeone else. See
you later. (Walk away.)
See? Simple, and oh-so-fun.

e right shoes are important
Of course, we all agree that self-expression

is important. It isn't healthy to hold all your

n thoughts

inside, looping

round and round

.

b' like fruit flies on overripe peaches. So now is

.,

the time to gather your friends and tell them
precisely what you're going through, yes?
. No. Trust me, it's for the best. Any analySIS you attempt before you've repainted the armoire is going to go as follows: I wonder why

he left? Is there something wrong with me? Maybe
I choose men who aren't able to love me, so I can
t re:rheate and symbolically repair my relationsmp
U:,t 1~y parents .. . or has it just been me all this
t time, ,s there some horrible flaw in me that only
beromes apparent after two months go by? Is there
someone else? Or did he just need to get rid of me
so there would be room for someone else? Someone
better, 1rith curly red hair and tits so perky you
could bounce a quarter off 'em. No, that's silly ...
I w?~ lvhy he left? Repeat, and improvise,
until friends leave in disgust.
Before hanging yourself ·with your own
tongue, consider some other modes of communication.
Hair: whether a radical dye-job, an upsweep or a severe crew cut, nothing says " ...
~d the horse you rode in on!" like a change
mcoif

. Body: tattoos/piercings/brandings are bad
Pain generally ought
t~ be avoided. No, my friend, you should eat
\\ell, sleep when )'ou're tired lift weights in\'
. some delirious fragrance
' and wear' the
est m
lothcs that make you stand up' straight. Find
some cleavage, and wear it with a sneer.
. ~ccessories: beefy guys/slinky dames
'!$
g to one's arms have a way of drawing
attention away from pallor, reddish
· eyes, and

things to do impulsively.

The 5: 15 is just a train
Ti.me: I'll bet you neYer knew there was so
much of it. Hours and hoW"S of it and now
you wake up at 2 a.m. and 3 a.m. and discover
hours you had never dreamed of before. Dark,
quiet hours that seem to seep into your brain
and throb behind your eyes. You wish you
had a friend with nocturnal habits. It would
be nice to go to the Golden Griddle, have a
breakfast, smoke, watch a r(X)mful of pubcrawlers slowly sober up, enjoy the sun rising
over Huron Line.
But no. All of your favorite hwnans are
asleep, and would not appreciate ~ing wakened. What to do ... the 7-11 ts open ...
nunm., a bath-sized mug of bitter coffee, some
greasy Jamaican patties, and all the vide? c~nage your quarters can buy. Bo-?us pomts if
you show up with uncombed hair and baggy
track pants.
.
. .
My own favorite late rught oasis 1s the 24
hour A&P. There's nothing like it at three in
the morning. All the carts you could want,
empty aisles, no. children to remind you. of
your rapidly fading youth, the fres~est tnpe
and heart and kidney, and the lulling white

Shit, not again
Bad, bad things are going on. You caught
yourself whistling the other <lay. You're shaving your legs again, and you've been trying on
dresses in stores.
One of your women friends calls you, and
after hearing a throaty, breathless greeting on
your answering machine she lea\'es the message, "So, does this guy have a na.me?''
Everybody knows. This is really embarrassing. Didn't you promise yourself after the
last dwnb romance you would grow old and
alone with five cats and make big things out
of paper mache? What happened?
Big brown fox-eyes and a thrilling laugh .
No, wait, it's the broad shoulders, and the
way he reads Margaret Atwood ... even the
poetry. Or maybe it's the way the night mist
sparkled in his hair when you met in the produce aisle at 3:47 a.m. "Never eat an unripe
persinm1on," he said the instant your eyes
met. Wow, brains and beautv.
This tin1e it will work. it will, I'm sure of
it.

Windsor women 11°1n
By Teena Ward
About 70 women gathered at
the Dominion House last Tuesday morning to celebrate the
six1y-fifth anniversary of Person's Day with Nancy Ruth
Jackman, a founder and litigator with Legal Education and
Action Fund (LEAF). The
event marked the date which
women officially became considered persons under the law
in Canada.
LEAF hosts about 24 such
functions across the country
each year on Oct. 18, and last
Tuesday was the first time
Windsor was involved. Students
and faculty from the University
of Windsor joined women from
local advocacy groups, law
practices, government agencies,
and businesses to hear Jackman
speak about the pursuit of personhood and LEAF.
Jackman also took time out
to visit the campus Womyn·s
Centre,
professor
Linda
Fisher's Feminism and Philosophy class, and the Faculty Club
later in the day.
Lalitta
Ghandikota,
Womyn's Issues Coordinator

Interested in
OAC Calculus
for Winter

1994?
Available to University of
Windsor students:
OAC Calculus - two
evenings per week.
To register: Contact
Continuing Education
(Fanchette and Sunset)
253-4232 Ext. 3305

by November 22, 1994.
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qualified the days celebrations
stating that in 1929 "white
women had the vote." While
the date is a marker in women's
history she explained that "I
don't think any woman can remain complacent while sisters
in this country still struggle."
Citing the plight of women in
the garment industries, temale
domestic workers, and women
fighting immigration laws she
said, "person's day is just a reminder of hov. much there is to
be done." "We're really recogni;,jng, admiring, and paying
tribute to these women, and
hoping this is used as a spring
board for women to go out into
the community ... as a reminder
of another situation that was
difficult."
The Dominion House itself
offered an insight into the issue. When the owner of the bar
willed the property to his
daughter she was denied the
right to ownership by the City
of Windsor, since under the law
only persons could inherit
property. The law stated that
"women are persons in matters
uf pains and penalties, but are
noi persons in matters of rights

I

International Students' Society seeks supp
By Cheryl Clark
The ISS wants you.
This vear the International
Students' Society hopes to stay
in the limelight, says newly
elected
president
Russell
Heath, and to start things off
the society will be hosting a
Post President's Bash in the
MacPherson Room at Elccta
Hall.
There are approximately 500
students, from around the
world, who attend the University of Windsor and the ISS was
set up to help them become acquainted with Windsor and its
diverse cultures.
"It's kind of hard for a person to go half way around the
world and come to a university," said Heath. "It takes a lot
of courage ... particularly to
come half way round the world
and end up in Windsor."
The ISS acts as an umbrella

organization to four international students clubs on campus. which include Chinese,
Malaysian, Indian and Caribbean students' clubs. All cultures are encouraged to form
their own societies to help visiting students adjust to their new
surroundings, said Heath. Ten
people are needed to have a
group ratified.
As part of Its public awareness campaign, the ISS plans to
do plenty of promotion for its
annual Food and Culture
Night, set for March. Heath
noted that this year the different clubs will prepare their own
foods, whereas last year the
event was catered.
Heath, who has been president since Oct. 6, said his main
focus will be to get more students involved and aware of the
ISS. Although the society has
been around for about 20 years,
many students do not even

know it exists.
The ISS has an approximate
$7 OOO operating budget for the
year, which is funded by each
VISA student to the tune of
$3.50 and that fund is topped
up by the University of Windsor
Students'
Alliance
(UWSA).
Heath said the ISS plans on
a few different events this year,
possibly including something in
cooperation with the Graduate
Students' Society.
"We're looking for greater
exposure,'' said Heath. "The
society was set up to help form
friendships that will hopefully
last a long time."
At present, the ISS and the
International Reception Committee, which was the brainchild of University President
Dr. Ron Ianni, are working together on a handbook for
VISA students that will familiarize them with local attrac-

tions.
"We are not a politq
ganiz.ation," noted Heatk:
sically, we are here lo
fun."
Heath said VISA
often have a difficuh
when they first come to
sor because of comm
problems and fear of

known.
"1brough interaction,
pie will see some tho
beliefs change," he said.
The ISS office is I
the sixth floor in Qxiy
lbere is a lounge a
free of charge, to VI
dents. Heath noted that
students should use the
ties because, after all, t
paid for them.
The Oct. 26 Post Pr
Bash is set to start at
There is no cover char
is free and everyone is
to attend.

Humanities Research Group

. . Dr G~nne Dyer .
MJ/1tary Historian/Journaltst

"The Human Race:
Escaping from History?
8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 25, 1994
104 Odette Building

For more information
please call:
(519) 253-4232 ext 3508
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University Players'
latest trial by fire
a pleasure to watch
By Jackie Beckford
and Lance Arts staff

"Ven&reance,
vengeance,
that's what's going on here,"
stated John Proctor, in the Univerc;ity Players' production of
Arthur Miller's The Crncible.
Set in Salem, Massachussetts, the play focuses on
the infamous real-life witch
hunt of the spring of 1692. The
story is set in motion when a
group of children state that
practicing witchcraft in the forest and is the cause of evils are
happening to the children of
Salem. They also claimed that
certain adults in the town were
involved, leading to tragic results.
Paul Constable as John Proctor gave an excellent performance; he was superb. He gave
depth to the play with his
strong portrayal of the protagonist.
As the play unfolds, we learn
John Proctor has been having
an affair with Abigail Williams,
played by Brenda Leigh
Tombs. Her portrait gave
meaning to the word coldhearted. She was cruel and
merciless - that part wac; made
for Tombs.
In sharp contrast was the
sappy Sarah Good. Rachel Lai
made her a lovable character,
who added humour to the play.
The set, as we've come to expect from the University Players, was spectacular. The
background set a stark tone for
the play, and it seems safe to
say that a majority of the audience was in awe upon beholding it. The large cross was an
icon of the play's religious atmosphere. Hung high above
everyone, it appeared to symbolize that no one is above
God.
The moral of the play was re-

vealed in the court scene when
Proctor claims that Abigail was
lying to get his wife put in jail.
He says that because Abigail
wanted to be with Proctor, she
caused the children to lie about
people practicing witchcraft in
the town. The judge then
claimed that Proctor was lying;
when Proctor insisted that it
was the truth, the judge said
that he could not change his
decision. This might make him
look foolish before the community, and innocent people had
already died for the cause.
The hypocrisy of the justice
system and of an influential
church were just as much to
blame for the deaths as individual treachery - and as Miller
was trying to tell us, we are in
danger even today fro m those
forces if we do not keep them
in check.
Yet the play was also about
vengeance, and how people will
sometimes go to any length to
get revenge if the anger is deep
enough. The examination of
human nature is what truly
makes it contemporary and
relevant.
Overall the play was wonderful and the cast was superlative.
Its only weakness is towards the
end, while Proctor was in jail; it
kind of dragged. Something
was needed to advance the plot
before Proctor's climactic confession and retraction, and the
ultimate consequences of those
actions. Nevertheless, it is well
worth seeing.
I!
The University Players' production of The Crucible by Arthur Miller ,uns Wednesday Oct.
26 through Saturday Oct. 29 at 8
p.m., and Sunday Oct. 30 at 2
p.m. at Essex Hall Theatre. Tickets are $12-$13 for adulJs, $11$12 for students, wiJh rush tickets
$5 available at the box office one
hour prior to show.

classifieds
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Buy iN bulk ANd SAVEl=--CANdy .. SNAcks .. Pop .. PASTA ANd
NurnirioNAl SupplEMENTS

BEANS

PAPERS
(APA & other styles}

BSA TYPII\G SERVIO:
Specializing in term papers,
reports & theses
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

C.all Roni at 253-5501
(Days, Evenings, Weekends}

"SINGLES"
Want to be involved in a 1-on-1
relationship? Want someone by your
side who cares about you and your
needs? Tired of hit and miss
relationships, bar scenes, etc.
Don't like going places or doing things
alone?
Want to meet people in a safe
confidential environment?

Phone

-Ail•you,can•eat, Ml Day

Destiny by Design
948-4128

30% off during month of Sept. & Oct.

Ball Hockey Tournament Oct. 28, 29 &

30. $100 per team. Call 977-0255.

NWe offer vegetarian pizzas
~

7tde-tud
&~S~

'U'e d60-

131 Park Street West
Open 7 days
Noon-9pm Mon-Wed/ Noon-10pm Thurs-Sat

,. for sale
386DX 33MHz. 85 MB H.D.. 4 MB

RAM, 2 floppy drives, SVGA, tower
case, mouse & pad, DOS 6.2, Windows 3.1. Lotus1-2-3 v.2.4. games,
waranty 10 months, $989. Call 2547095.
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Playing Cowboys and lndie~ sel~
By Brent Kulba

Cowboys & Indies
Hosted h\' .\.1arc Cazahon &
Scou SpatTOW
CJAM 91.5 FM, Saturdays
lO p.m. to midnight
Into its fourth
season as Windsor
and Dctroit's premier indie pop cavalcadc of fashion
and fun. Cowboys
and Indies continucs to win praise for its pursuit
of indie pop excellence.
Recognized both locally and
internationally for its outstandmg presentation of the indie
scene, Cowboys and Indies is
more than just a weekly radio
program.
Supported by a monthly Indiessential chart, and an annual
fanzine and newsletter, the
show is now recognized as far
away as Sweden, Ireland, The

United Kingdom, and
United States as world le
in the field of indie pop.\\
contributions from such 1.
as Too Pure, Vinyl Ja~
Setanta, Sarah, Sunday,
Heaven, Bring on Bull,
SpinArt, Cowboys and lll!t
continually provides indie
tial for area pop kids
should know better.
With a combined 15 vcar1
·
perience of deejaying and
cord store employment, h
Marc Cazabon and Scott Sr
row have been there since'
birth of indie pop.
From the New Music·
press and John Peel to St.
drew's Hall, if it's happe
happening or about to haw
· h · d.
Id b · ·
10 t e 10 ie wor • c ,1 JG
guitar pop or ambient soor.
waves, Cowboys and lndi
guaranteed to have had itfr
Cowboys and Indies:
challenging stuff!

Wanted!!! Individuals and student organizations to promote Spring Break
'95. Earn substantial monpey and fre e
trips. Call Inter-campus rograms 1·
800-327-6013.
Breakaway Tours is looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs
to promote Spring Break/New Years
Tours to Acapulco, Cuba, Daytona,
Vermont. Quebec & more! Leader in
student tours for the past 12 years, we
looking for the best reps to promote
our tours. Best commission structure
available, so call today! Call 1-800465-4257. Member of the BBB, call
and compare us to anyone!li
,----------------------------------

Northwestern College of Chiropractit
is now accepting applications for its next three entering damt
(April I995, September 1995, January l996)
General requirements at time of entry include:
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• At least 2-3 years of undergraduate college in a health science O!
basic science degree program. (Inquire for a complete list of specifi<
requirements.)
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 2.5. (A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.j
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

11
am;
spite
free)
cook
thou
Northwestern College of Chiropractic offers a rigorous four year proftMG Ion~
education. Our focus on science, diagnosis, chiropractic methods, paritM away
(won
care and research provides our graduates with the
tools they need to work as primary care physicians in the health an mear
environment NWCC is fully accredited by North Central Association ~ a me
sex-f,
Colleges and Schools and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
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Call: 1-800-888-4777 or 888-4777
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Write: Director of Adnwsions
2SO I West 84th Stree~ Minneapolis, HN S543 I
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tune of Blue Rodeo

l

Someday soon
I don't know when
y0 ur little world
will come crashing in...
Turn your back
someone's gonna let you
down
.,
You know that its true
Nobody led you on
They left that to you
Blue Rodeo, "Trust Yourself'
. t
Let this be a warnmg o you.
Never hold an apartm~nt fo~ a
month for anyone until you v~
secured first ~nd last months
rent and a signature on the
lease. I didn't and when. my
prospective roommate decided
to back out on me, there wasn't
a thing I could do; I was out a
month's rent.
Well, in stereotypically GenX style, I've been living pay
cheque to pay cheque as long
as I've been on my own. This
unforeseen circumstance threw
my already precarious finances
straight to hell. I was forced to
confront the fact I'd spent myself into a hole that was only
getting deeper. Keeping the
place was no longer feasible.
So ... I had a teary-eyed talk
with my parents, and they
agreed to take me back for a
while. I set a deadline to get
out, so I wouldn't end up staying two years like I did last time
I returned. I'm hard to live
with, they reminded me - and
they have lives to live.
If I had my way
I would never go back
With my back to the wall,
I just let myself fall...
"After the Rain"
This is not going to be easy. I
am 24 years old now, and despite the allure of a cheap (not
free) room and my mother's
cooking, I don't relish the
thought, even if it means I'll no
longer be living five blocks
away from Casino Windsor
(won't that be a relief). It also
means no more entertaining at
a moment's notice. No more
sex-fests chez moi when the
boyfriend comes to town. Constant observation and commentary _on my spending habits and
conungs and goings. Sharing
the ~hone with my sister, who
uses it even more than I do.

I

1
125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284 I

Lif~ ~ too good m the house of Suit All Occasions Men & Women
the pnvileged...
~
Blue Rodeo, "Two Tongues"
'
And my folks are pretty easy
~
going. I don't know how any- .rthd
.
8I
.
ays
Parties
one could do this under auto- Bachelorettes
Private Sessions
cratic rule. It scares me when I
$2 off regular rates with the presentation of this coupon
read stats that returning to the
nest - or never leaving it - is
_
_ COUPON
_
_ VALID
_ UNTIL
_ NOV
_ 13/94
_
becoming more and more corn- r - - - - - - -_____::__::::=.._..::____________________1
mon among people in their
twenties. "Everybody's <loin' it.
If my parents lived in Windsor,
I would too," says a kind friend
8) now, you've probabl)• realized
who's hoping to console me.
Still, I'm depressed about
there's more to life than school.
this. Depressed that I still don't
.--\nd that a job is only as good as
have a degree, a career, or live

t·

) IILL Utttl<IN\1
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in the same city as the man I
love. Most of all I'm depressed
that at this age I haven't managed to get my money straight,
with an above-minimum-wage
job and the flawless example of
my mother and father, who always got the bills paid even
when my dad was laid off. I'm
also depressed, thinking I have
so much company, if the media
are to be believed.
I want to know where my confidence went
One day it all disappeared
"Till I Am Myself Again"
Another friend tells me I
should just say "I made a mistake. It's a temporary setback.
I'll learn from this," and get on
with life, not dwell. Good advice. Wish I could take it.
As I sat here writing earlier,
though, I popped in Blue Rodeo's Casino for the first time
in ages, just as background. I
came to the scary conclusion
that although it came out four
years ago, it was written about
my life, right now. There's a
song about karma for my defaulting would-be roomie:
Now you 're finally on your
own
he said to you was
seeLast
you thing
around
You were drunk on the silver...
Now you're going to leave
me with the last laugh
"Last Laugh"
And for my beloved in
Quebec's largest city, whom I
will fortunately be seeing soon
(if phoning less, on the parents'
long-distance bill):
Moments together mapped out
like stars in the sky
Now you're in the things that
I do
Still I miss talking to you...
"Montreal"
Gawd, I gotta quit listening
to this tape...
[!
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the career it builds. \\'e can help.

\ \'e can give you the skills and
financi.11 knowledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General --\ccountant.
Completing our CG.-\ program of
professional studies can lead to
better opportunities in business,

am·ernment ,111cl nuhli, nrncticc

t,

I

I

If you're rc,1dy to make e\·cn more
of yourself, call (-1-16) 322-6520,
cxtensi~ms 385-, 225 or 217, or rollfree, l-800-668-1-1-5-l-, or write to
us at 2-1-0 Eglinton \venue Fast,
'foronto i\l-1-P I K8.

c«.ft4i
tJl

(crliticdGcneral Ac~nunwn1,
As.,ornllmn ol Omano

We're accounting for the future in Ontario
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STUDENTS f/2 PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OUELLETTEAVE. Wl~ONTARIO
'
LOCATED 00 P~ AVE. 256-5233
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COMING SOON: BATTLE OF THE BANDS ENTRY ~
IS LIMITED. FOR INFO. 971-3602
;;
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ST. CLAIR COLLEGE ·WITH MICKEY RAT AND DJ BOBBY
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29th - DOORS OPEN AT 8pm
$5.00 ADVANCE/ $6 AT THE DOOR. AVAILABLE IN THE HANGER
Rm 279 & Information in Main Lobby.
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FOR MORE IJ'YPORMATIOJ'Y CALL 972-2721.
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Made in O~tario: women's varsity volleyball
By Sheila Windle

A new crop of women's volleyball players at University of
Windsor have been transported
south from all over Ontario.
Most come from southwestem
Ontario, a few remote locales
are represented on this year's
team. After all, it doesn't matter where you come from, as
long as you can play - and
these women can play. We'll
begin our tour in Windsor,
move east, and then north in
the province.

The locals
JoAnne Capot, a local product from Holy Names High
School is in her second year at
Windsor. A hard worker who
plays middle, JoAnne has potential to become one of the
team's best passers. First-year
Jennifer Tuoma of Assumption
High School, is an offside hitter
and one of the team's most
consistent servers.

Heading east
Just 200 km east on the 401
lies SL Thomas, Judy Lortie
and Pam Houston played for
Parkside High where they were
coached Robyn Ryan. Ryan has
taken over as the university's
women's volleyball coach this
year, joining the two players.
l louston, who plays middle,
displays a great attitude toward
the sport and i:. v.011.Jng hard in
her second year of play. Captain Judy Lortie, in third year, Captain Judy Lortie (3) and Heidi Salway (2) are two returning veterans who hope to repeat last season's success.
may be the best setter in the
OWIAA, according to Ryan, power hitter impacts the ball at 401, we find rookie Michelle
Heading north
who saw six of the eight divi- such a height that blocks arc D'Amico's
home
town.
Approximately 10 km east of
sion teams compete last week- rarely effective against her.
D'Amico attended Sir Thomas
end. In addition to her setting
Heidi Solway and Kimberly More High in Hamilton. If this Oshawa is a small town called
abilities, Lortie is the team's Wells made their way to Wind- 5'4" power hitter continues to Orona. This is Kirby Eady's
leading blocker at a mere 5'5". sor from London where they play stellar defense, she'll see home, where she played for
Clarke I ligh School. The LancAlthough an impressive accom- attended Oakridge and West- lots of court time this year.
pli~hment for Lortie, it also minister High Schools. The
Only one member comes ers were short one setter and
pomts to the need for the 5'10" 5'7" Salway, a power hitter, is a from the province's largest city, although she has never played
and 5' 11" hitters to get up and tough competitor and will pro- and she is 5'10" offside/middle the position before, Eady voldo their jobs at blocking as vide a good example for the Elaine Murton. At Leaside unteered to try it. She is comwell.
less experienced players like High she refined her low, hard ing along very well as a seller
Down the road from St. Wells. In her first year, Kim- serve which can be best de- and has a positive attitude toThomas is Aylmer, home to berly passes well, plays middle, scribed as "wicked." It and her ward the game.
·11tc final stop on the
East Elgin High School and and has loads of potential.
powerful left-handed hit will be
women's
volleyball tour 1994Darlene Rempel. At 5'8" this
Travelling further east on the assets to the Lancer's offense.

Lance photo/ LUISA CABIDOU

95 is in Fort Francis, located
about 350 km west of Thunder
Bay. Erin Naturkach who
played for Fort Francis High is
a 5' 11" power hitter. She can
"terminate at will," according
to Ryan, and is practically impossible to block against.
Their new team brings together a plethora of talent from
various parts of the province.
See this Ontario-grown talent
in action in their new home: St.
Denis Centre. They take on
Brock in the league opener
Nov. 2 at 8:30 p.m.
I!

Lancers running in overdrive
By Matt Mossman

Wom

Lance photo/ ERMA CASTANARES

of en end season on sour note: Forward Jessica Crawford gains control
de~ I~se ball in a recent game versus Brock. The Lancers dropped a 1-0
~s,on falling into last place in OWlAA West wijh one game remaining. The
cers Were beaten Saturday by the Lauri er Golden Ha.:,vks, 1-0.

ter course. ·1ne teams start
each interval after the four
The Lancer cross country minutes.
team is gearing up for the OnScoring at races depends
tario Championships. The men heavily on the fifth runner.
are currently holding the top Practices are designed to prospot in the nation, while the vide extra support for that perwomen have slipped in recent son. A total of seven runners
polls to sixth. Both squads ex- per team compete in the
pect a strong showing in the OUAA's. The men's first three
OUAA's on Nov. 5 in King- are expecting a top ten finish.
ston, with hopes of qualifying The fifth through seventh runfor the CIAU championships ners must play a strategic role.
Fairall sees the Western
Nov. 11. in London.
Coach Dennis Fairall runs Mustangs as the stiffest compethe week's toughest workouts tition. The Lancer's fifth and
on Monday's The team starts seventh racers will run towith a five kilometer run from gether. If the Lancer's fifth
the St. Denis Centre to Qjib- place runner finshes ahead of
Mustang's fifth,
the
way. At the park, the team uses the
interval training. For four min- Lancer's will win.
The Lancer's are Jed by Peter
utes the team runs at or faster
than race pace, and then rests Fonseca, who has an excellent
for 90 seconds. This sequence chance to win the race. Jason
is repeated seven times by the Boyle and Rich Tremain are
men and five times by the expected to place top ten. Ryan
women around the 3.1 kilome- Leef, Alex McCloud, Mark Kit-

tcy and Rhys Trenhilc have the
strategic responsibility.
The women's team is led by
Missy McCleary and Michelle
King, who have posted excellent times this season. Jennifer
Graham's status is uncertain, as
the third runner pulled a calf
muscle at the Notre Dame Invitational. The team needs her
back at full strength if they are
to have a shot at the title.
If Graham cannot run, Tina
Rosnick is expected to pick up
the
slack,
with
Mamee
Beamish, Sue Greco, Patricia
Klein and Alana Hubert running in the strategic roles.
Fairall, in his tenth season as
Lancer cross country coach, is
excited about the teams
chances, and says this is the
best team assembled in his tenure. The Lancers have a golden
opportunity to bring home a
victory for the school according
to Fairall.
ii

/Jp close and personal with:

Patrick Daniels
b,l

By Corrina Thomson
Born: Mississauga, Ont. on Oct

Lance photo I CORRINA THOMSON

University of Windsor Men's Rugby Club in recent action versus the Brock Badgers.

Rugby clubs split with Brock Badgers
By Corrina Thomson

lnc Uni,crsity of Windsor

rugby club sho"ed Brock University that you don't need varsity status to beat a team 2+7.
Windsor
scored
three
straight tf) ·s in the first half
thanks to Scan Hasslim, Rich
Veale and Dack Heslop. The
Badgers \\ere shocked, not expecting a club to be so talented.
Windsor maintained control
in the second half, despite a rejuvenated
Badgers
team.
Rookie flanker Matt Macklin
stoic the hall from Brock's
scrum and added another
Windsor try.
The game was played fairly
but aggressively by both teams.
Windsor :.econd row Trevor
Drake said, "we were successful
at controlling the scrums and
quick to ruck the hall."
Loose head prop John
Polumbo felt the win was a result of strong teamwork which
enabled Windsor to control
most of the rucks and mauls.

While Wind:)or\ first side
was defeating Brock, it was a
perfect complement to the second team's 33-0 ,ictorv over
1.ambton
College's ·varsil)
team. I ambton is the four time
defending OCAA champion.
Winning again:,t Brock is important to Windsor and proves
they arc capable of competing
and winning against OUAA
teams. Full back Chris Leitch
says "our ability to win against
established
OUAA
teams
stems from our desire to be recognized on campus."

Rugby trailblazers
At Brock University on Oct.
16, the women's team played
their first game against an experienced Badger team. Windsor lost 17-0 but the score was
not a reflection on the quality
of play.
Inside
centre
Davina
Dawson said "for a new team
we really held our own. They
were pretty confident and I felt
they went into the game expect-

ing to \\ in whereas \\C hardly
knew what to expect at all, that
gave them an edge over us."
Under the guidance of Doug
Brvdie, Chris Leitch and other
members of the men's team,
the women have increased their
skills. Second row Julie Martin
said "we appreciate the time
and effort they've (coaching
staff) given us, they've taught
us the strategic knowledge necessary to play and have also
provided the opposition necessary to use this knowlcd!,>e.''
Women's rugby is a fast
growing sport and 8-woman
Dina Davis feels "we're really
growing as a team and we 're
only going to get better and
better."
Despite the loss, the game
was a victory in terms of knowledge and experience both on
and off the field. What the
women experienced in the
game was a first hand look of
the cameraderie involved in the
sport. Quite a few players went
home with wet boots.
I!

16, 1973
Major: Business
High School: Lome Park
Height: 5' 10''
Weight: 175 lbs
Position: Hooker/Flanker
Accomplishments: Ontario under 15, 17 and 19 player
Toronto Rugby Union under
19
Canada under 17 International
Season Highlight: Defeating
the University of Guclph
I credit, my father who played
first division in England for my
intrcst in the sport.
My most embarassing moment,
was doing the "elephant walk"
at the rookie party.
If I had a million dollars, I'd
buy a 1971 Cadillac El darado.
Wilde..;t rugby fantasy, is to
beat Dack Heslop out of his fly
half position
My favourite , acation place is,
Pureto Plato in the Dominican
Republic.
The best book I read recently,
was War of the Roses.
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Rugby hooker/flanker Pat Daniels

My biggest pet peeve is, warm
beer.
Tenn that best describes "IP.
players is, drunk.
If I could change one thinr
about myself, I'd make myse
bigger.
I

Something for every student
Special Needs
students work out
with Ree Buddies
By Amanda Borysowytsch

Something for everyone is
the 1994-95 Campus Recreation slogan. This is the inaugural year for the Ree Buddies
program, a new initiative from
the Univcrsitv of Windsor.
Ree Buddies was designed to
promote participation of spe-

cial needs students in exisiq
campus rec programs. The pn>
gram makes it possible to pai
ticipate in any program
whether by modifying an ae
hies class or creating a personal
training program. Trained \"aunteers are available for tbosr
who want a workout part!X!
We can show you the easie!I
ways in and around the buiJ.1.
ing, which is fully accessible.
Anyone interested in volun.
tccring or participating wiu
Ree Buddies can call Ca!Ilp.l
Ree at 253-4232 ext. 2456. I
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''JOIN THE FIRM''
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university
physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very best
For the most in fac1ht1es, the best
equipment in the wor1d, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

• FULL COLOUR COPIES
•RESUMES

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

'WITH STUOENT CARO ASK FOR DETAILS SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

It's Right. It's On Time. Guaranteed:
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh R:l. E.

2643 Howard Ave.

1800 Huron Churchfij.

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

Fax: (s111 t74·3na

Fax: (518) 869-~54

Fax: (518) 871--03&3

I.S

1.K.

uoe.N1

Si sPE.C\AL

.00

/SEMESTER

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

1550 Ouellette Street

Assumption Campus Community is surveying
all interested members and non-members as to
the time they would prefer the Sunday Liturg).
In order to respond to the survey, please call
973-7033 and leave your name and the
preferred time that you would attend Mass on
Sunday if it were scheduled at that time at
Assumption University Chapel.

966-6005

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
FOR WOMEN

ATTENTION:
SURVEY RE MASS TIME

252-5755

Drop by and see us. The Chapel is located on
the second floor of Assumption University
which is just West of the University Centre.
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Ree activities

-

IIJ oavid Young
There may be a major league
baschall strike, hut you would
never know i~ from the men's
slow-pitch actio n on south cam-

pus field.

. .
.
111c Jeaguc 1s m full swmg

fend their winless streaks into
late season play.
1be season will wind up on
Oct. 29 on south campus field
with a one day elimination
tournament. Come o ut and enjoy the action since there is no
fall classic on TSN.

and approaching the playoffs.

1ltC season began Se pt. 29 and
)ntinues through O ct. 27.
a As of Oct. 13 the stand'mgs
arc tight. Cheers, led by Mark
Spicer, and the Lea~s, led by
Mike Goeing ho ld first place
with undefeate~ rccor~s. Look
for these teams 1~ the fmals.
Battling for third and fourth
place arc the Scabs and Ten
Little Indians led by Sean Bryant and Terry Mercer respecti\ely.
.
Uo\\ever, the real exetteme nt
can be found in the fight for the
tiascment where two teams,
UWSA and OJ.'s Defensc are
under pressure. The leaders
and lawyers are trying to de-

Flag football
'lbc intermural flag foo tball
league is off to a fine start this
season. Participants arc having
a great time, hut wish the re was
more competition. Only four
teams in the eight team league
will qualify fo r the playoffs.

Volleyball
Thursday nights will never be
the same again at the St. Denis
Centre. The six on six intramural volleyball league
has
reached new heights with a very
competitive and enthusiastic
group of team<;. The battle of
Campus Ree is underway.
I

See Campus Ree stats below.

Sports Stumpers
1) Who was known as the
Manassa Mauler?
2) Who was the heavyweight
champion from 1926-1928?
3) In which year did
Muhammad Ali win an
Olympic gold medal? Hint:

Rome
4) Who holds the record for

consecutive wins?
5) Who is nicknamed ''Hands
of Stone"?
6) Who is known as the "Hit
Man"?
7) Who defeated Mike Tyson
in Tokyo, 1990?
8) What name is given to
boxing's lowest weight
d ivision?

See answers below.
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Mtn'a acxttr
Waterloo 3 Windsor 2
Gutlph 2 W indsor 0
8 r0<·k II W insor 0
M t n'i hCXM)
W indsor 4 A labama H unts\ iDe 3
Abba ma-Hun tsville 3 Windsor 2
Womtn'A ,olltyball
Madonna def. \', 1ndsor (15-3, 15-3. 15-3)
M tn'• •oil tybal I
W indsor def. Western 3 game. to I in final
of Brock L!nr,enny tournament
Chris Smith - Toumamcnr MVI'
Steve ltay- Tournament AD-Star
Lancer alhlttts oftht -.k
J..on 11<,ylt - cross country, ca ptured the
indl\ 1dual tnk at the t ·ruvtrsity of Waterloo
lnv1tat1onal Bo)le COYtrtd the 83-kilometer
course in 26 ounute.s and foe seconds to lead
the Lancers 10 the team utle.
Tania Volpt-socccr, had an e ~cpt,onal
week of play. 'Ilic fint vcar student has come
o ff the bench to provide stronJ! and
COIUIStent play ID t he defensc.

Upcomini CVCDt5
Mtn'1 hcxMy
Oct. 29. Windsor at I.auricr
0,1. 30. W incuor at Waterloo
Womta'a •olltybaU

Oct. 27. WUK!sor al Scboolcnft Cmkgc

~.

w-n·• basketball

Oct. 28, Windsoc at CMluon
Oct. 29. Windsor at CMictOD

......

Earn up to $2,ooo+ per a.nth
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Trme employment available.
No experience necessary. For

Send your entry (including contact telephone number) to:
Unity in Divef'Slty Essay Contest, P. 0 . Box 684, Windsor. ON N9A 6N4

7=~~~
ext. C40131
<G.J.

This contest sponsored by the Baha'ls of Windsor to honour
Unity in Diversity Week, Nov. 6- 12. For more Information, can 972-1222
All are eligible.

Nominations for OPIRG
board members open!
OPIRG Windsor is accepting nominations
for board members until November 14,
1994. There are 7 student board positions
and 2 community board positions
available.
Voting will be held on Tuesday November
15, 1994 in Room 201 Assumption
University from 9:00 am to 5:00pm and
from 8:00pm to 10:00pm in the C.A.W.
Centre.
For more information on OPIRG Windsor
its board, or nomination forms, please
contact Susan at 252-5541.

You Take a
Friend Out &....
HARVEY'S
HARVEY'S WILL BU~
THE DRINKS
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Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner for 2 for
only $7.49 which
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2 hamburgers,
2 smau tries and
Harvey's wilt buy
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Theme: "Unity In Diversity"
11 pages or less (double...,,.ced)
Must be received by Sat. Nov. 12
What does Unity In Diversity mean to you?
What changes would be required at the global level to meet the
challenge or rostering Unity in DM!fsity? How might it best be achieved?
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Eye on the "/"

Hoclcey's golden era
Compiled by Lance Sports Staff

Across the country,
many fans are experiencing the
International
Hockey League (IHL) for
the first time. The IHL is
celebrating it's fiftieth anniversary ~eason and has ,
drawn enormous exposure
at the expense of the National Hockey League
_ If . . ~lockout. League-wide av-9 ; ;z'lJ..ullJUifi
erage attendence is up 20
percent from last season
over a similar number of games.
shootout.
•
The Detroit Vipers have the leagues
Innovations
highest average attendence at 14,870.
The Sports Network's (TSN) viewers
Player of the week
witnessed the "Firepuck" in a recent
IHL game between the Atlanta Knights
Former Toronto Maple Leaf farm.
and Minnesota Moose. Designed to en- hand Yanic Perreault of Phoenix tallied
hance television viewing, the puck has a eight points in two games. He led the
silver stripe around the outside and a Roadrunners to victories over Cleveland
yellow reflective material on the top and and previously unbeaten Las Vegas.
bottom. Lighting apparatus are attached Perreault is currently leading the IHL in
to primary game camera's allowing the scoring.
puck to appear larger and brighte~ to
Rinkside quotes
the television audience. Firepuck 1s a
product designed by Donald Klassen,
''No way would I have believed it if
hockey just couldn't .
somebody told me (this game) would
end 2-1... there were so many chances it
Fast facts
looked like a UNLV (University of Ne• At each Denver Grizzlies home game, vada Los Vegas) basketball intrasquad
selected fans get to spend the evening game."- Minnesota Moose head coach
at rinkside in the "hockey hot tub" Frank Serratore after the tearru; first
complete with food and beverage
shootout.
!
service.

·&
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Rob McElwain (left) and Reid Cockburn.

Suicide squad specialists
By Phil King
Rob "hawk'' McElwain and Reid
"rainman" Cockburn are the punt return specialists for the Windsor Lancers
football team.
Known as the suicide squads,the punt
returners job is perhaps the most punishing in football. But they don't complain. "It's a rush," McElwain says, "you
know everyone's corning after you." For
Cockburn, a rookie, his duty as punt returner is his main job on the team and
he is ''just happy to be out there."

It takes soft hands and good speed not to mention nerves of steel - to return punts. Coaches will often choose a
receiver or running back to handle the
role.
So how did McElwain, a starting defensive back, get picked to play the position? "I don't know," McElwain said.
"No brains," explained veteran offensive
tackle Brad Cairns. Cockburn has a better explanation, "he's (McElwain) an
all-around good athlete and the coaches
see that." McElwain won't argue with
that.
I!
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The TOP TEN reasons for not going to

International
Students' Society
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McPherson Lounge,
Electa Hall (6th floor)
D.J., CASH BAR

FREE!
~rJZP/IA'SOfi.~

Ci)f~ . '

• The Turner Cup is
awarded to the IHI.
champions.
• The Atlanta Knights
are defending Turner
Cup champs.
• No ties arc awarded in
the IIIL, shootouts de.
cide a winner but one
point is awarded for a
shootout loss.
• Seven of the first 28
JHL games this season
were
decided
by

lUord master
10. You get a real thrill using a copier that belongs in
the Smithsonian.
9. An 8-minute walk is equivalent to the Boston Marathon.
8. It doesn't matter....the government will take care of me.
7. Two-fingered typing is a great way to exercise.
6. You'Ve always wanted a reason to pore through a word
processor manual.
5. Copier splotches give a resume "character".
4. You'll get a chance to explain the typo/grammatical
errors in your resume. during the interview.
3. You have money to burn.
2. Quality...you don't need no stinkin' Quality.
1. Having someone else do your papers/resume and make
mistakes. makes you feel warm and fuzzy all over.
TYPING
TWO PAGE
$1.50 per page
RESUME - $8.00

OPEN

TEACH ENGLISH IN
POLAND
lF YOU HA VE TEFUrESL TR.AThn.G

AND EXPERIENCE

We have teaching positions
for you
MONTHLY LOCAL SALAR
FREE ACCOMMODATION
AND MEALS
MEDICAL INSURANCE
VOLUNTEERS PAY THEIR OW:i
AIRFARES

For details and application
fonns contact:
Education and Training
Programs for Poland
77 Elizabeth St. 2nd Floor
Toronto, Ont. MSG 1P4
Tel: (416) 971-6464
Fax: (416) 971-6812

'i

f

This program is financially
supported by the Bureau of
Assistance for Central and
Eastern Europe, Dept. of
Foreign Affairs and
International Trade, Ottawa

Mon-Sat

9:30- 5:30
3215 Sandwich St.

Phone: 256-6221

1S~AR PIZZA
1022 Wyandotte St. W• Mon-Wed 2pm-4am, Thurs-Sat 2pm-5am, Sun 2pm-1 Opm

MONDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY* SPECIALS
l-14" PIZZAS WITH CHEESE & l-12" PIZZAS WITH CHEESE &
2 TOPPINGS ... $14.95+TAX
2 TOPPINGS ... $12.95+TAX

$17.10
$14.90
MONDAY THROUGH WEDNHDAY SPECIALS' FOR 1.99•TAX GET 4PEPSl'S WITH EVERY ORDER
1REEDELIVERVWITHIHOURB0UHDARIES.

256-STAR (782 7)

...
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HALLOWEEN PARTY
CTOBER 31-AT THE
~
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Doors Open at 7:00Pm

800 Wellini!ton
Thursday Oct. 2,

Call 258-CLUB
0

Porcelain mary

·~

Working towards
equality in the law

a

It was only 65 years ago on Oct. 18, that women became considered persons in the eyes of the law - not so long a~? at all. <?elebrating Person's Day is an important part of recogruzmg our nghts
today and the infringement of them to~?rrow. :nie le¥al ~t~tus ~f
women and representation of women s issues m. the Judicial system have a direct bearing on aspects of everyday life.
Take the group of five white Alberta women for an exa~~le.
The women took the case of judge Emily Murphy to the ~nhsh
Privy Council in London, England in 1929 to secur~ her ngh~ to
personhood and eligibility to run for senate - the final step m a
two year battle for status. That date marks Person's Day and an
important step in litigation for women.
. . .
Without legal status as persons women were mehgible to run
for the office, where important decisio~s we~e made. The same
status had a direct effect on the right to mhent and own property,
and so a woman's ability to achieve economic independence ..
Before 1929 the "pains and penalties" of the law applied to
women, but the rights and privileges which mak~ up ~he law were
available only to white males. Any and all laws m which the word
person qualified, could be withheld from a woman:s grasp.
.
Following the change in status all women weren t legally considered persons, and though the date is a general marker, w?men of
colour, disabled women and other groups had (and contmue to)
independent struggles to make legal advances.
As persons, women have made great strides in the legal arena,
but in many ways the law is still dominated by men. Women are
still fighting to ensure that the law fully reco~izes that as subJe.cts
of the law women must be involved in shaping the legal tradition
I
as well.
.
, .
Sitting back and watc~ng. i~portant ~renuses on. wo~~n s issues isn't enough, if the JUd1c1al system 1s to effectively ens~re
constitutional equality." Organizations like the Legal Education
and Action Fund are using the law to d~ just tha~.
.
Based in a grass roots system of mformat.1on shanng, local
branches participate by keeping tabs _on poten~1al tes~ cases. Ta~ing action at the local level is the first step m gettmg women s
cases heard by the judiciary though LEAF's litigators.
..
.
The direct involvement of women in these legal dec1S1ons 1s Dear Editor,
essential - the decisions made on these and other cases dealing
I would like to take the time
with women's issues set vital precedents which could effect the exto offer an OpJX)Sing viewpoint
tent of women's access to legal justice.
I!
to Cathy Morgan's letter from
Oct.17.
I would like to express my
thanks to the pro-censorship,
anti-choice people who are
willing to make up my mind for
me as to what is right and
wrong for me to see in their self
We're all a victim of it. Exams hit hard at every point of our righteous witch hunt.
C.onsidering we are now cenuniversity career and it's all too easy to promi~ yo~rself you'll g?
soring
things that a small group
grocery shopping for vegetables rather than eatmgJunk food until
finds offensive, when is it my
the next exam ...
turn to decide for others what
Or start that exercise program ... or butt out once and for ~ll ...
It can be too late to take on a healthy lifestyle, so you nught as they should or should not see?
well start now. The sooner you start the quicker you'll lose that I'm sure there are a few groups,
exam burn-out - so you can start on your next paper ( and then books and pictures on campus
the revolution). The university's ~ealth Fest ·~4. was a great way that I would not like and disto get some ideas to take a step mto healthy hvmg. Ju~t because agree with, so in fairness when
are they going to be banned?
you missed the fair doesn't mean you ca!l't st~t the heahng.
I also did not know about the
If you're exceedingly stressed, keep m nund the campus has a
posters
for sale in the pharwhole faculty of professors and students l0<;>king fo~ test cases and
macy
until
the first letter was
pe.tients - not to mention the psychol()gical services offered at
community faeilities. And hey why not take a walk to clear your publi.ihed. And to tell you the
head - it works better than coffee, and is probably a lot better for truth I really don't care. I
you. While you're at it, take the stairs instead of the ,elevator.Just should also state that the bare
remember, it's the little things that count. You don t have to be chested male (which was conobsessive to make the transition.
I veniently left out of Cathy Mor-

Censorship sucks

Hope for victims of
examination stress

nee

Acllla tor ...... : tblltntl tlr 11:titn

&Its la ctilf .................................. T1ena Ward
. . E6r .....................................Cheryl Cllf4<
Aallll•Nlwlfillor....................... Fong Ch~
Afls &air ............ ,............................ llia Fortin

s,a Ms............................. .Fredaid( Beitler

Fr a ra &lilllr ........................... Sarlt! Alt<inson
rw.,.apt., £41tr ..................Sttphen Paniccia

Al•• ....

£.................... Nancy Pringle
Jlr1dlai11 MI I lglr .................. Martina Obersli
..........., ................................UN Chan
Mmliatll ............................... Nldhi Dhir
Mnr1ilill Allill............................. John THter
Q:tllri111 •-1111 ................ Brad Buckelilam

Gw•••ra: ......t Alt<inson, J1c.-ne Btcltb'd,

AMlil terys~ an so)III, Jiffy B4mll,
lliN Cllalu, Inna Caltanares, ..,... FIiiy, Da~
:Glfta. N Kq, Ired Kaa, Hair McNrt, Trecia
Mcl.8moft *"taa Mlrtell, Cyiela Mlltln, Mttt
Moslllal,' Tacy CMl!lle, AClcie Shafflon, Com111
Thomson, """1atl Viol, Shela Windle, OIWI Youna.
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Letters to the editor
gan's letter.) Which is something that I do not want to look
at, does not bother enough to
make the claim it exploits men
and should be banned. I don't
have the right to decide what is
okay for people to see.
In my room I have a movie
poster from The Crow. I suppose it should be banned also,
after all considering the argument put forth looking at that
poster may make me want to
dress up in black, paint my face
like the mime from hell and
run around killing people.
I understand what Cathy
Morgan was saying in her letter. Some things do send out a
negative message that can be
also dangerous, but I think censoring some harmless posters
was going just a bit too far. So
thank you very much for deciding for me what I can and cannot see, but I can make up my
own mind. I don't need a self
righteous censorsmp group denying me my right to choose
what's ri@tlt and wrona for me.

Bame Jones
C...municatiotl Studies

Mlslton ltattlMtlt

racist,

Retractions suck
Dear Editor,
A group was interested rn
having a function on this campus. Their intention was, a:
stated directly to me, that cer·
tain individuals would not t'1?
included because of the colotr
of their skin. I issued a merm
stating my refusal to sup~n
such an event and intention lo
block their funding. I make 11(1
apologies. Given the same situation I would do it again.
Student alliance executive u
now considering issuing a re·
traction on my behalf. I will nol
support this. Student alliance~
al89 considering funding Ibis
non-ratified organization with·
out requiring a retraction from
them. I have serious concenLI
with this. I was hired to do•
job and despite pressure from
administration, student allia~
executive and student puf.6
my resolve .apd }Wmdples. rt·

main firm. No discrimiftat1011
No racism. No exceptions.

JamesF•

Hmau llights INues (UWSA)

•st. hettrosexist,

or that

malifls

lifferently--abled peoples or the economlcalY
Etlitorial Policttc
The llttce, the studll'lt newspaper .of lt\e diiidvantaged.
Ulwtrsity of ~or. aftlnn.a its role as an
71te lMlce is published every MoMay of the agent of soo!M chlnfl, PllftMting bad, 1111 5. 7ht Lanoo wiR work against tftt proliflJillGII d
conventional ani audear M1lt end the systems
fall aid winter semesten by the Studlrt Wt . . . arid adiYlstfunctloA .
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Submissions are welcome and btcGrM the
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Letters to the editor

Making a case for the NOP, and Bob

services mismanaged

By Cheryl Clark

I)ear Editor,
In response to Lana Gloer's editorial
(letter to the editor) in last we~k's Lance,
I would like to clarify a few thmgs. I venture to speculate that Lana does not experience any of the latest constrictions
that many on campus face. Our present
student administration has ~nee again
turned their backs on the best mterests of
the student. This perspective is defined
by UWSA's continued support of mismanagement of stude_nt servi~es. Th~
most noticeable reductions are Ul the library computer and food services.
H~w the hell can Lana say anything
good about a political entity that has basically conformed ~o the socialist contract
environment bemg forced down our
throats by the university administration?
Maybe when cutbacks stabilize, we will all
receive a tuition refund cheque to compensate us for the reductions. If any of
our student administration people are really genuine, why don't they respond to
this editorial by restoring 24 hour computer services? I'm getting sick of getting
kicked out of the centre at 1:30 a.m. This
is a result of not being able to utilize this
service during the day, usually because of
the crowds. It would be refreshing to see
our student politicians get off their dead
asses and do something for the student
body instead of preoccupying themselves
with personal agendas.
T. G. Scott
Geography

Encouraging inclusion
Dear editor,
I wish to offer a challenge to two
groups on campus. The first group I shall
lump into the cultural groups that flourish on this campus. I challenge an evening
of fun, say a night in the campus pub, incorporating the songs of yow- native lands
as exemplified by a nightclub, or equivalent establishment, in your native homeland. Couple this with an earnest attempt
to integrate with all participants! If each
group did this just one night a semester
the weekly occurrence would provide enriching experiences. The second group
consists of all students not in the sponsoring clubs. Your challenge is to attend
such a function, mingle and learn the
richness a diversified cultural perspective
brings. Discrimination and cultural
stereotyping are ugly occurrences.
These aspects of our society are the result of ignorance. Our purpose at this institution is the pursuit of knowledge and
enlightenment. So what are you doing to
rid this place of such ignorance? What
has occurred on this campus to alleviate
such tensions? I am tired of "exclusive"
tendencies of both groups. My intent is to
promote an attempt to live in harmony.
Can either group meet the challenge?
John C. Barnett
Year III, Social Work

I have a little confession to make, it
may shock and appall some readers
and it may truly offend a number of
university professors.
Nonetheless, I must say it, I love
Bob.
I have loved Bob for a long time,
long before he became Premier. Over
the past four years, I've felt that love
grow and my undying respect for him
flourish.
Oh, sure. I know I am in the minority. As a matter of fact, I may be the
last person in Ontario to admit I voted
NOP.
I am constantly sickened by the media attac~ and union blasts against
Bob and the NDP. I want to shout:
"Are you people for real? Do you
even read the paper? Have you ever
read anything?" Of course, if I did that
I might be labeled as a die-hard socialist or, gasp, a commie.
For those of you who are old
enough to recall, the NDP was elected
just as Ontario was merrily heading
into one of its worst recessions in history. Big businesses were closing down
satellite operations, small businesses
were going bankrupt and our beloved
federal government was going full
force on its own "get rid of work everywhere" campaign by slashing funding to VIA Rail, CBC and to provinces
as well. Hey, has anyone ever heard of
transfer payments? Guess what happens to provincial government's
budget when they get slashed? Hint ...
temble public relations things like the
Social C.Ontract, have to take place.
Does anyone remember when the
Liberals, much to their shock and chagrin, were kicked out of office and the
NDP came in? No one could believe
it; not the media, not the Liberals not even the NDP. You know why
they couldn't believe it? Because a lot
of the media were basing their predictions on polls, polls which were sponsored by their respective newspaper
chains. The NDP have never been big
on polls, and, therefore, polling companies have never been big on the
NDP. Over simplified? Perhaps, but
good business practice often dictates
that you only go after those who support your profit margin.
Remember what the NDP discovered upon entering office? It seems
the Liberals, under David Peterson,
fudged their books a tad. The Libs
said they were showing a budget surplus in 1990, but guess what? They
must have misread the bottom line,
because there was actually a deficit, a
large deficit at that. But hey, simple
mistakes occur in accounting, right?
Many of the scandals that have
rocked the NDP have really not been
too scandalous at all. Remember the
waitress from that Toronto bar who

said St. Thomas MPP Peter North had
had an affair with her? She said North
had even hinted at a job with the government. After the story was actually
investigated, Toronto media discovered that the woman had several different versions of the alleged affair. It
seems, she never actually slept with
North, but she did get naked with him.
Although he supposedly offered her a
job, she turned it down on moral principles ... she took this stand despite the
fact she knew North was married
when she went home with him. Also,
this woman, who admittedly made
about $20 OOO to $30 OOO a year at a
Toronto bar, refused a $40 OOO plus
job with the provincial government.
Sound too Harlequin-esque to be
true? Probably because it i!;.
And, then there was the big Peter
Kormos scandal. The St. Catharines
area MPP had the audacity to pose as
the SunShine boy in the Toronto Sun
... fully clothed. Kormos allowed himself to be objectified as a cowboy boot
wearing, macho business type. Wait a
minute ... he is, oh well, no room for
the facts here. He is NDP, after all.
Back to the Social C.Ontract thing,
sure OPSEU and CUPE were peeved,
they should be when workers' hours
are cut. However, that beats the other
option, you know that one where
thousands of workers are laid off with
no discussion, or negotiation. OPSEU
and CUPE like to pretend there were
other options, but were there? The
NOP had the guts to make cuts where
necessary and even attempt to negotiate with the unions in the process.
Guess what the Liberals or the Tories would have done? Go ahead, take
a shot in the dark. And, another interesting thing to note is that the unions
were successful in getting a temporary
injunction that allowed workers to go
to work, with pay -- obviously, on
their scheduled "Rae days". Guess
what happened? A lot of those workers found they like their three day
weekends, even though they were
missing out on a full day's pay.

Unions, a few years back, were
cheering the NDP while business types
whined that the NDP's proposed labour legislation would wipe out big
business. The NDP dared to implement the legislation anyway. What
happened? Big business discovered
that the legislation didn't amount to a
hill of beans in the rough and tumble
world of hiring and firing. However,
the legislation did help Ontarians,
such as myself, that found themselves
in the unfortunate position of being
hundreds of dollars short when their
places of employment went bankrupt.
The legislation also ensured newly certified unions that employers could not
lay off, fire or harass workers who
dared to certify.
Ooser to home, Bob curries my favour for a number of reasons. A)
Windsor Casino. Let's face it, the Liberals might have agreed to it, but they
would pussy foot around for years before doing anything about it. Why upset conservative types across Ontario
for something that so obviously benefits a few, especially when it's Windsor, often considered a part of Detroit
in the grand scheme of politics. And,
by the way, Mike Harris, leader of the
provincial Tories, said he'd like to
squash plans for a permanent casino
until a referendum is held. When is
the last time you heard a Tory go
against the idea of free enterprise? I'll
tell you when ... oh, around election
time. Here, apparently, is the Tories
philosophy- NAFTA-FfA good, casino bad.
B) Sunday shopping. Remember
when it was an issue? You'll have to
think back, because it was quite some
time ago. The NDP had the guts to let
the municipalities decide whether or
not to implement it. It helped Windsor businesses curb cross-border shopping and it also created some work
along the way.
C) Bob's "I will not kiss the buttocks of the federal government"
stance. Bob has had the guts to stand
up to the federal government, whereas
history has shown many Ontario leaders have not. Bob refused to kow-tow
to the whims of former Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney (remember him?) and
he wisely declined pseudo First Ministers conferences with temporary PM
Kim Campbell. He refused to participate in any Tory organized function
put forth to gamer support for the
coming federal election.
In the end, and I am done my spiel,
I will be voting ND P in the next
provinical election because, considering what the NDP have had to work
with, they have done one helluva job.
And, contrary to popular opinion,
you will not find an NDP slant in the
Lance, because shockingly enough, I
am in the leftist supporting minority
even here ... sigh.
I!

around campus

''That

they're

ing"

Shannon Cantlon

Yearn
Sociology

"My studies,
- naturally."

"Everything
else but what's
being taught."

"I don't know
because
I'm
asleep."

~oo long and bor-

Fouad Dakhlallah

Year I
Biology

Jason Percy
Year IV
Criminology

Sam Steinberg
Year I

Law

Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the Lance. Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by Friday 4 p.m. and must include a
phone contact. Send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing
.k The Computer Centre continues its free
.,. seminar series of program training with
Introduction to Core/Draw 4.0 on Oct. 31
and Introduction to SPSS/PC+ on Nov.
2. Registration is required. Call the
HelpDesk at 253-4232 ext. 4440.
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Monday, October 31

\t Listen

to Freedom Principle from
midnight-2 a.m. on CJAM FM 91.5 for
the best in world music and free jazz
hosted by Tom Flemming.
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~ Muslim Students Association general

• meeting in Dillon Hall room 364 from
5:30-7:30 p.m. All are welcome.
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ll Kinotek Film Society presents The Devils
X by Ken Russell. based on Aldous

r!~,i

Hoxley's The Devil of Loudon, tonight
and tomorrow night at 9 p.m. at the
Capitol Theatre and Arts Centre, 121
University Ave. W. For more information
call (519) 971-5160.
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Tuesday, November 1

l }),f.t '
=9
~-, Assumption University hosts a cost
Wffe.? X. ~ ..&\dinner
prepared by student volunteers.
i ~~.~ . ·~
1

Located immediately west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church. Call 973-7033 for information.
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.k The Department of Geology presents
.,. Jug
S.
Manocha
discussing

~

t :Q.,z,.;_
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Underground Hydrocarbon Storage in
Geological Formations of Ontario at 1
p.m . in room 302, Memorial Hall.
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will take place from 11a.m.-2p.m. at the
Windsor Armoury, 37 University Ave. E.
The cost is $6. Chili from 36 area
restaurants will be served by your
friendly firefighters.

/

• Anthropology Society Meeting upstairs
in the Grad House at 3:00p.m.

"" The Psychology Society will be hosting
., a Wne & Cheese Social. Psychology
faculty and students are invited and
encouraged to attend. It will be held from
4-6 p.m. at Mcpherson Lounge (upstairs
in Electa Hall) at the comer of University
Ave. and Patricia.

of The Wld Is Always There Can~da Thr~ugh The Eyes Of
Foreign Wnters. a celebatory
anthology of writing about
Canada on Thursday, Nov. 3
at 8 p.m. in Mackenzie Hall,
3277 Sandwich St. Please call
258-2726 for free tickets.

"" It's Monsters A-Go-Go at 9 p.m. at the
., Spotted Dog 89 Riverside Dr. W.
Featuring all-girl bands. open mic guttar.
poetry etc. Cost is $3 or donation.
~-;·

a_The lung Association's Chili Fest '94
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Wednesday, November 2

Artist-in-Residence-Program presents
'fl Evergon at 2:30 p.m. in the school of
Visual Arts LeBel Building room 115.
Evergon is best known for his
large-format Polariod prints. For further
information contact Rod Strickland at
253·4232 ext. 2849.

/

/

• tt you would like to be included
/ in the agenda of the next student
council meeting (Nov. 10 at 5
p.m.) have your written request
submitted to Dave Zaritzky by 5
p.m. today. Please include a
contact number and name.
.k 401 Sunset The T.V. show all
.,. about activities at the university
airs on cable 11 today and
Friday at 5:30 p.m.

.. Black Student Alliance (B.S.A.)
/ meets at 6 p.m. in the Oak Room
in Vanier Hall.

• Out-On-Campus; meeting for gays,
lesbians. and bisexuals from 6-8 p.m . in
Iona College, 208 Sunset.
• Assumption University Oust west of the
CAW Student Centre) offers a discussion
group at 7:30. Topics are chosen by
students. For more information call
973-7033.

.k The Canadian Red Cross Society will
r have a blood donor clinic at the Windsor
branch from 1-8 p.m. Contact Margaret
A. Bryant at 944-6866 for information .
.k The lnterVarsity Chris!ian Fellowship
..,. will be in the Ambassador Auditorium of
CAW Student Centre at 5:30 p.m. to
discuss the variety of gifts and talents
that each Christian has.

l - Visitors In
'fl Persimmon

The Arts announces
Blackbridge.
the
Vancouver-based artist, at 7:30 p.m in
the Art Gallery of Windsor, Devonshire
Mall, 3100 Howard Avenue. For more
Information call 969-4494.

<I The Bookroom At The Court presents.
The W/d Is Always There , a celebratory
anthology of writing about Canada edited
by Greg Gatenby in Mackenzie Hall, 3277
Sandwich St. 8 p.m.
•Irish Folk Music by the MacMahones at
the Freed Orman Conference Centre
takes place at Assumption University
from 9 p.m.-1a.m. Cost is $10 which
includes
admission. drinks
and
munchies Call 973-7033 ext. 3399 for
tickets or information,

Friday, November 4
.k Windsor Western Hospital Centre
.,. Auxiliary Annual Christmas Art, Crafts
and Bake Sale takes place from 9 a.m -4
p.m. in Brown Auditorium located at
1453 Prince Road. For information
contact Mrs. Phyllis Nantau at 966-1467.

"" The Psychology Society will be having a
., Pizza Party from 7:30 p.m.-1 a.m.
upstairs in the Grad House. Free pizza for
all paid club members. new members
are welcome to join

Thursday, November 3
..-CJAM FM 91.5 presents, on behatt of the
CJAM pledge drive: A Shade of Blue, and
other Blues bands at Aardvarks. 89
University Ave. West.
..-Listen to House Reaction every Thursday
from 10-12 p.m. on CJAM FM 91.5
featuring music by the Catman .
..-Listen to Chinese Radio every Thursday
from 7-9 p.m.on CJAM FM 91.5.
.k The Interfaith Chaplaincy Group
..,. presents Breaking Away Without

Saturday, November 5

<f

Zyn presents Tuna Brain at the Masonic
Ballroom. 986 Ouellette Ave.
starting at 8 p.m. $6 at the door plus
dance party after the show.

°P Temple

a The Well-Come Centre for Human
19 Potential is proud to present An Evening
of Vocal and Piano Music with
performances by Joseph Maitre at 8 p m
in Mackenzie Hall, 3277 Sandwich St.
Tickets are $10/adults and students,
$5/children. For information call
971-7595.

Breaking
Your Neck:
Adult
Decision-Making From 3 Faith
Sunday, November 6
Perspectives. Short input followed by
open discussion. CAW Student Centre. ,.-somos Latinamericanos a radio
second floor, Piano Lounge. Of special
program with news from Latin America
interest to stuents newly away from
and the local Spanish Community airs at
home. All are welcome.
1 p.m on CJAM 91.5 FM .

... -
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f OPIRG fighting
~ or
~~

student levy

Cheryl Clark

The Ontario Public Interest
Research Group (OPIRG),
which successfully launched a
drive for student support last
winter. now finds it cannot get
0~rations _underw~y because
the University of Windsor Students' Alliance is with-holding
its S25 OOO budget.
Student representative Norm
feaver expressed his frustration to UWSA, Thursday, on
behalf of OPIRG. "There is no
Jega~ fiscal or other reasoning
for UWSA to hold these
funds," he said. Hepointed out
that students voted in favour of
OPIRG on Feb. 23 and 24 and
student council ratified it.
Mark Robson, vice-president
university affairs, said OPIRG
will not get the funds until it
signs a legal agreement that
UWSA lawyers have drawn up.
Robson said UWSA was ready
to sign the agreement and release the funds, but "a clause
11:as stuck in at the last minute"
byOPIRG.
"We cannot, in good faith,
approve of any agreement with
this group," he said. "I don't
care what the paper says about
me, we are not sandbagging."
"I find it interesting that
VWSA is slow with this, when
UWSA is always accusing the
administration
of
going
through too much red tape,"
said Feaver.
Feaver stated OPIRG operates under a provincial charter
and the possibility of the organization somehow "misappropriating" funds is !lim to
none.
Feaver said without the $25
!'00, OPIRG cannot rent office
space, hire a full-time employee or acquire a phone. The
group had also planned to refund the $5 OPIRG fee to students who choose to opt-out in
the next few weeks, but not
without money.
"The money is there. It's
been voted on in referendum"
said Feaver.
'
.Debbie Quintal. Director of
Fmance, said UWSA lawyer Ed
Ducharme did not approve of
the added clause and there~ore, it is not in UWSA's best
interests to sign it. Quintal

noted in the past student council has become responsible for
a society's financial woes.
"You're talking society, I'm
talking incorporation," said
Feaver.
Quintal said OPIRG has had
plenty of time to have the matter settled and any delays are of
its own doing. "Now it appears
they're (OPIRG) blaming the
UWSA for not cutting a
cheque and that's misrepresentation," said Quintal.
OPIRG
spokesperson
Russell Bennett told The Lance
that a memorandum has yet to
be signed by the two parties,
adding the clause which is causing so much concern spells out
how and when OPIRG can be
removed from campus.
The clause specifically stipulates that UWSA will notify
OPIRG before any referendums are held on fee increases
or in the event that UWSA
wants the research group removed from the campus.
"We have been most rea<;onable in trying to pursue a conclusion to this," said Bennett.
OPIRG coordinator Mike
Pearson of Guelph, said all of
the group's energy is going into
resolving this issue, rather than
fulfilling the group's mandate.
Bennett noted that in the
past student council held a referendum on fee increases for
the Womyn's Centre, without
first consulting its members,
and OPIRG does not want to
be caught in the same position.
"SAC (UWSA) came back to
say because the Womyn's Centre was under these referendum provisions it shall treat
OPIRG the same, but we're
not a club, we're an independent corporation," he said.
Andrea Calver, a Torontobased OPIRG coordinator, said
the two sides cannot come to
an agreement, because there is
no neutral ground. Pearson
also noted that UWSA suggested OPIRG sign the agreement and then appear before
council to ask for changes.
There are 10 chapters of local research groups on 11 campuses and all of them are
independent. University of
Guelph's PIRG deals directly
with the administration.
[I

.
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Marching on: Supporters of gay and lesbian rights gathered at Windsor's provincial court building Saturday afternoon
to lobby all levels of government for same-sex benefits. The march proceeded to the federal post office building and
ended at City Hall Square.

Income contingency loans debated
By Cheryl Clark

Representatives of the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) and the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance

that proposes cuts to unemployment insurance and other
social services, to facilitate job
retraining at the post secondary
level. The CFS is also conducting a funding review at the pro-

(OUSA) came out to student

vincial level.

council meeting last Thursday,
to discuss their strategies following federal finance minister
Lloyd
Axworthy's
announcement that a $2 billion
transfer payment cut to the
province was in the works.
The University of Windsor is
currently represented by the
CFS, which was founded in
1981, and uses media outlets,
lobbying techniques and rallies,
as well as one-on-one meetings
with members of parliament
and the provincial parliament,
to have their students' concerns
heard.
Jason Hunt, a CFS spokesperson, stated the organization
is strongly opposed to income
contingency loan plans because
their application is virtually always connected to hefty tuition
increases.
At present, the CFS' lobby
agenda includes a social security review at the federal level,

Hunt said the CFS' main
concern is tuition fees could be
deregulated and universities
could raise tuition to an unbearable level. In other words,
poorer students would be unable to afford university and
the elite would be privy to it.
Income contingency loans
are not reliable, said Hunt, because students have no assurances with regard to how much
money will be set aside each
year for post secondary students.
"Just because you offer people a loan doesn't mean they
can afford to it pay back," said
Hunt.
As well, Hunt noted income
contingen<-j' loans could result
in students having a debt to the
government until their dying
day.
"The cost is absolutely incredible to imagine," said
Hunt. "You will never catch up

lo the interest charges alone."
The CFS is lobbying the federal government to hold a national symposium on student
assistance and to perhaps implement a grants' program.

Pro-ICLRP
OUSA, which was formed
November 1992, currently represents six Ontario universities
which broke away from the
CFS because of their general
dissati~action with its services.
OUSA representative Mike
Burns said the income contingency loan repayment program
offers the best solution to students who require financial assistance.
He noted the loans are open
to virtually everyone and students pay back the loans
according to how much money
they make following graduation.
Burns noted that government funding to universities
has declined 30 percent. At
present, the alliance is dealing
with two main issues. OUSA
would like to see changes to

...

See Loans, page 4

Human Rights office to be investigated
By Cheryl Clark

~Rights Issues Coordinator James Fox.

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

The University of Windsor
Students' Alliance voted in favour of a motion that will lead
to an investigation of human
rights coordinator James Fox's
actions, following concerns
voiced by the black and Caribbean students' associations.
Yvette Blackbum, a CARISA and BSA representative,
requested that James Fox be
investigated for a memorandum he sent out that protested
the Colours Collective Coalition's art show, because of what
he deemed to be an "exclusion-

ary" policy. His recommendation to not ratify the BSA, because of its constitution, also
sparked the ire of members.
Blackburn said an approximate 30 member panel, which
included UWSA president
Chris Maich, decided that the
CCC's art show was not "exclusionary''. Fox, however, disagreed with the committee's
findings and stood by his earlier
statement in a letter which appeared in the Oct. 24 edition of
The Lance. In that letter, Fox
stated: "(The) Student alliance
executive is now considering is·
suing a retraction on my behalf.

I will not support this. Student
alliance is also considering
funding this non-ratified organization without requiring a
retraction from them. I have serious concerns with this ... No
discrimination. No racism. No
exception."
"James sits and rides on his
so called morals," said Blackburn. "This is a very serious
matter, it's going to tear the unions apart."
Blackburn said Fox's stand is
pitting: "All your minority students on this side and James on
See Human Rights, page 4

....

Human Rights office to be reviewed
from the memo that UWSA had origiwhite.
"You cannot keep excusing people nally approved.
Continued from page 3
The BSA's use of Section 15 of the
for the wrongs that they do," said BlackCharter
of Rights and Freedoms as well
burn. "(Fox) took action way beyond his
the other side.''
as
the
quote
taken from the Human
The BSA and CARISA believe Fox means."
Rights
C:Ode
in
the BSA's presentation
UWSA's
executive
committee
will
be
superceded his boundaries when he sent
memorandums to agencies, outside of reviewing Fox's actions next semester, confused Fox because he said the two
the university, which stated the CCC art according to Fox, who wishes the inves- paragraphs supported his position.
"I didn't want a confrontational type
show should not receive funding. The tigation would begin immediately so
thing,"
he said. "I think that in the end
memo, which was sent to all members of that his name can be cleared.
Mr. Maich will learn a
the collective and Mimi Lo. the SecreFox said he left
lesson. If he'd marry
tary and Minister of Racism and Dis- Thursday's
meeting " IA / I,,
/
his principles with policrimination, specifically stated Fox early because he felt
tics,
he would be a
would oppose: "the use of any public tensions were running
/
/
more
trustworthy
funds, whether from federal, provincial, high and h~ did not .
president."
,,
municipal or university coffers for the want to get mto a conFox stands by the
support of this organization and its ob- frontation.
principle that the BSA
jectives."
"I didn't say much
Human Rights Coordinator should not be allowed
Blackburn also noted that Dr. Subhas at council because it
James Fox to run its organization
Ramcharan, university Ombudsman and didn't seem to be the
by denying a non-AfriRace Relations Officer, reviewed J ac- right venue," he said.
can's
right to vote. He
queline Halstead's proposal and ap- He said he is happy
said the BSA is setting
proved of it.
that bis position is un"Jackie's proposal does not read dis- der investigation, because he is confi- a precedent that could result in the forcriminatory," agreed UWSA president dent that he will be cleared of any al- mation of a whites' student alliance.
"(People will ask) why can't there be
Chris Maich, who noted that executive leged wrong-doing.
committee members will meet with uni"People are misinterpreting govern- a whites students' alliance? Nobody
wants to see that garbage. I know I don't
versity lawyers to discuss Fox's situation. ment guidelines," he said.
Maich said he did not want to see the
"What I did was completely proper," want to see that," he said.
Fox said that every memorandum that
art show jeopardized, because of any he said, adding that political pressure
misunderstandings in UWSA, or in the has forced Maich to react.
he's written to date, that has stated
human rights coordinator's office. He
Fox expects that he will either receive there was exclusion, has been notarized.
stated that a follow up by UWSA has a letter of support which clears up He said he is frustrated that he is being
shown that funding for the art show is Maich's withdrawal of support from typecast as, "one of the white men in
not being blocked by either UWSA or him, or he will receive a formal written power, who abuse that power."
the Minister of Racism and Discrimina- reprimand.
"I want to see this art fair work, I
tion.
"I have apparently caused Mr. Maich think it's a great idea," he said. Fox said
Despite Maich's agreement that an some political problems," he said. Fox the whole issue became a controversy
investigation into Fox's actions was believes that the Windsor television sta- when he asked the CCC to add two sencalled for, a few councillors did not sup- tion (CHWI)'s purported interest in the tences to its proposal which would clarport UWSA's motion to launch the in- controversy has put additional pressure ify that the show had, "absolutely no
vestigation.
on Maich.
exclusionary policy".
"I will not support any review of Mr.
"(Maich is) unduly vulnerable to the
"I don't like the racist label," said
Fox. We're all human, we all make mis- pressures of administration," said Fox.
Fox. "I share a home with my wife who
takes," said Mike Whaley. He added
Fox stated the Oct. 18 meeting, set up is non-white and four mixed children.
that the issue should not be allowed to to discuss the situation with CCC, was a The only power I'm dealing with (now)
polarize the campus around black or ruse for Maich to withdraw support is the power of argument."
[I
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Loans discussed
Continued from page 3

81 Chel'Y
student aid because it believes the o
. Stu dents'Ass1stance
.
tano
Plan is n1~ It w
"making the grade."
hi\
The second half of OUSA's platfo ~111;11hc
has already led to a successful eoncl~ incctin
sion for the alliance.
r1iurS'i
B~rns said OUS~ fou~t the ancillan .1, 1hc
fees ISsue because 1t believes the add« 11, of
costs are actually, "back door tuiti~ ~1uden
fees". OUSA was able to lobby the fe~ ,nee
era! government with the result that,,.; ah rns
..
()
vers1hes must now hold referendu... ,crin
'
1
1
&
b'
"'U: LO
w h en a?c1 ary 1ees a~e su ~ect to a pro. Li ihal
posed mcrea~. Ancillary fees incllldt 10 "ho·
any cost that 1s not connected directly lo does 01
the university, such fees include socie~
memberships and health services.
A
"Universities create prosperity ani Soci,
jobs,_ we need m?re top-?ot~h 1:p'aduatei Doug l
coming out of high quality mstitutions,' 1ue of
he said. Burns noted an OUSA corn. puh at
mittee will be travelling cross country lo ing but
drum up more members for the alliance hi,; cm
.
buSine:
UWSA react 100
mg. B
UWSA president Chris Maich ex. arounc
pressed his frustration with the federal 11hen t
government's cuts. He asked about tht U\gcar
plans set forth by CFS and OUSA, hi
questioning their power of persuasio~
with government bodies. "Is a rally will: Deb
5, 10 or 15 people the solution? ls a Financ
memo to Lloyd Axworthy the solution?' 1he fir
he asked.
l'estiga
Burns noted that the provincial go,. pa0ng
ernment is taking the income contfo. Januac
gency
loan
plan
into
serio\l\ ~ also
consideration and has already set up i 1ion c
model to implement some type of con- credit
tingency loan system.
clubs ,
Maich said UWSA may look al miabl
changing membership from the CFS to
OUSA in coming months. Maich said
part of the reason for a possible change The
is that OUSA membership fees are leS\ averb.
expensive than those of the CFS.
~ UWSJ
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ouncil meeting notes

11 \\as argubh
the
•0 a~ithcr of all
1c1~ meetings.. , .
Jbursday n~ghl,
~
llao ' the Umvcrld~ ~11, of Winds~r
itio; ,1udcnts' Alhfed. o<:e
locked .
.
Ut)j. hirns on a vanety of issues,
(i\'ering cveryth'mg f rom, ..w ho
11 ...
.....u: ll
.
?"
pr~ i, that mystery r~presentat1~e.
lude tl "how many time extensions
ly lo J~s one council need?"

council
clips

~,,

Almost an issue

:ie~

aoo Social Science representative
atei Doug Brink brought up the isns,' ,uc of the name change of the
om pub at the opening of the meetylo mg but was asked to hold off on
~et. his comments until the "other
business'' portion of the meet11\g. Brink, however, was not
ex. around to voice his concerns
era! 11hen that portion of the meettbt lllg came up.

Early pay off?

'~

,ion
~itb

at

Debbie Quintal, Director of
Finance for UWSA, reported
the finance department is inrestigating the possibility of
pa)ing off the council's loan in
January 1995. The department
;, also researching the acquisition of an operating line of
credit for UWSA, funding for
dubs would be taken from the
miable portion of the budget.
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Report-gate?

le!i\ averbal slap on t he wrist when
uWSA chairperson
Dave

Zaritzky lambasted Report. staff
for surreptitiously taping the
meeting without consent.
Zaritzky warned those on
council, as well as spectators
and the media, that anyone
caught taping the session would
have their recorder confiscated.

Call 259o5lJlJ9
for an appointment

Who is that?
At some points, the UWSA
meeting resembled more a
comedy of errors than a council
session.
Ricardo McCrae, Visual Arts
representative, was questioned
about who he was by Zaritzky
after he had already participated in a couple of motions.
Zartizky informed McCrac
there was no record of his election to UWSA. McCrae assured UWSA that he had
indeed been elected last spring,
but to no avail.
After a short recess and investigation, Zaritzky ruled that
McCrae could not vote for the
remainder of the council session. McCrae's election to
council will be ratified next
week.
Zaritzky
noted
that
McCrae's lack of vote would
not pose a problem unless a
motion was deadlocked, which
is a rare event.
Ironically, a motion regarding awarding a benefit package
to the Graduate Students' Society's full-time staff resulted in a
deadlock.
The student council deadlock resulted in a defeat of the
motion, and consequently, the
GSS employee, Pam Irvine, is
without benefits.
[!
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Library hours to change, again

By Cheryl Clark
Students who had longer lihrary hours for Friday nights on
their Christmas wish-list will be
getting an early gift this year.
Thanks to the combined efforts of Gwen Ebbett, head librarian and Chris Maich.
president of the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance,
the lihrary will remain open until 9 p.m. on Fridays. effective
Nov. 4 through Dec. 16. It will
also feature these hours during
the winter semester. beginning
rch. l through April.
The e,1cndcd hours are on a
trial basis. so Ebbett warns students this tnal period is definite!\' on a use it or losc- it basis.
Ehhell said funds had to be
"re-directed" from an unnamed
source on the hudget, meaning
some plans had to be scrapped
until a further date.
Although UWSA was given
partial credit for the extended
hours. Ebbett said she has been

, ·orking on extending library
hours for some time and increasing the hours required extensive negotiations with the
union and management.
Ebbett still must make a
presentation to the Senate before any permanent plans may
be enacted and the library committee is still investigating
other changes to libraJ) hours.
Fbbett reiterated the extended hours were not made
possible by additional funds nor
b, UWSA's offer of subsidies.
· '"(UWSA's offer) didn't play
H role in deliberations, but his
(Maich's) proposal was further
ammunition." she said.
Maich spoke on behalf of the
student bodv and it was a.
"large voice··. she said. I.eddy
Library staff in the cin:ulation
department were privy to many
student complaints as \\Cfe Ebbett and Maich. she said.
Dr. William Jones. \iceprcsident of academic affairs.
said Ebbett came up with the

c~

HARVEY'S

additional funding through
some hudget re-arranging. hut
no funding cuts were made to
the acquisitions department.
llc noted the acquisitions department was given an extra
$300 OOO, this year, towards the
purchase of hooks and serials,
while other departments' budgets were cul.
Jones said a lot of money was
not needed to c>.1end the hours
and l· bbcll has employed some
volunteers to work the shift.
...Ihe hours were not cul
back a Jot. (we have) one of the
most accessible (university) librarics in Ontario," he said.
According to statistics, Windsor has about the third or
fourth most accessible libran in
the province. There are 19 uni\'Crsities in the province. including
Ryerson
Polytechnical
Institute in Toronto.
"Ihe Senate Librarv Committee docs not need senate's approval on its budget, he also
noted.
!!

You Take a
Friend Out &....
HARVEY'S WILL BU~
THE DRINKS
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Minister Rasul Hakim Muhammad from the Nation of Islam spoke Oct. 22.

Nation comes to Windsor
By Trecia Mclennon
Minister Rasul Hakim Muhammad spoke to U of W students about the Nation of
Islam's beliefs and philosophies
on Oct. 22, at the Oak room, in
the basemen! of Vanier Hall.
Muhammad, son of the Honourable Elijah Muhammad,
strove to clear up misconceptions about his father's teachings and those of Minister
Farrakhan, the current leader
of the Nation of Islam.
Muhammad stressed that the
Nation of Islam does not promote the hatred of other people and that diversity does not
have to be an adversity - he
added racism, classism, and
sexism are considered society's
three worst evils by the nation.
His description of European
expansionism in terms of the
"white man" conquering the
world, prompted questions.
Muhammad said that when
speaking in an historical con-

text it is sometimes to gcncr
ize. He added that tod
blacks have enough prohk
in their own communities ,,1
out having lo point the finger
any other ethnic !:,'TOup.
According to Muhal'Illlli.'.1
bla~ks. need to_ become mxl
acl!ve m areas hkc business
technology.
~ ~harnmad says that there
a d1vmc purpose for polygam
. .
b ut 1t 1s not necessary in toda1
.
lb
. .
society.
e nation of Jsl •
does not promote or prac1itt
polygamy. As for women, M,
hamma~ st~tes that !he qualii
of a nation IS determined byt~
quality of the women, wlm
ro!e is to produce with oo!
rrund and body.
Homosexuality, he says, Ju
no place in the order of fslar.
but there are Islamic peops
who are homosexuals. Muharrr
mad thinks it is necessary I
~now more about homose>.11ai
1ty because it is a reality whi,
must be dealt with.
!
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Club ratification a problem
Black Students'
Alliance group
challenged about
its Constitution
By Cheryl Clark

lhe University of Windsor
Students' AJliance was initially
unprepared to ratify all 48
clubs which put forth their requests on 'lhursday night.
'lhe ratification of the Black
Students' Association became
Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA an issue after I luman Rights
())ordinator
James
J·ox
Lnversrty students maKe the blood donor clinic a success on Oct. 26.
pointed out to student council
that he felt the BSA contained
a human rights' violation in its
constitution. Fox specifically
·1ne Novell was fixed within exprcsc;ed concern with the
On Wcdnestwo to three hours and mone- constitution·s statement that
da\. Oct. 26,
tary wise, the damage was mini- people of non-African descent
:x~ U of W stumal. I Iowever, nothing could could he members, but they
s· jents braved
he done to retrieve the lost files could not vote.
the pinch of a
and the time lost as students
needle in order
waited to resume the work on
t participate in
.
their papers and projects candai the Canadian ~
'.sla: Red
Cross
not be replaced.
Sources at the Computer
1clict Blood Donor Clinic. Sponsored
M~ bi the university Nursing Soci- Centre partially blame the
1ali e~, the _main floor of the CAW crash on the lack of funds.
yt~ Centre was transformed into a There aren't enough printers
'~ make-shift clinic from 12 to 5 for the number of computers
bcc p.m. The total of 152 units of that they have and as a result
blood donated exceeded the the limited equipment are
, h. Red Cross' target of 150 units.
forced to overwork, get overdan. The Red Cross would like to loaded and crash.
:o~ thank all the donors for the
Pledge drive begins
ham- much needed contributions.
1 ~ Students who missed WednesCJAM's 11 annual pledge
~llal day's clinic yet would still like drive is an event that usually
rhi~ 10 donate, are encouraged to takes place during the first se! drop by the Windsor branch lo- mester of the year. This year it
tated at 39()() Grand Marais E. begins Nov. 13, ending Nov. 20.
All the money raised through
"•f Regular clinic hours are Mondays and Thursdays from 1 to 8 the pledge drive is used for
II p.m.
equipment purposes for CJAM.
In addition, some of the money
Computers crash
will help finance the power inWhile some students were crease CJAM has been looking
gi\ing the gift of life at the forward to since 1988. The
CAW Student Centre, many theme for this year's drive is "A
le others saw their lives flash be- pledge for power."
fore them at the University
The drive will be made up of
uimputer Centre.
shows composed by the staWednesday afternoon, at tion's DJ's, live on the air of
about 2:20 p.m., the main CJAM. If listeners pledge $10
~oven Server computer experi- or more they will receive a tax
enced a massive crash . The 50 deduction, a pen or lighter, and
computers that were on the pledges of $40 or more will get
same line as the Novell locked a T-shirt.
up, rendering them useless.
"We are hoping to raise $8
Students who were working on OOO this year," said Ligaya
them at the time were left frus- Byrch the station manager. She
,s trated and panicked. Those stu- also added that the 1994 pledge
dents who had not taken the drive will feature six live events
time to save their files on d isks at hot spots across the city belost all of those files, many of tween Oct. 19 and Nov. 18.
II
!hem representing hours of
Compiled by Fong Chan and
hard work
Xiomara Martell.

Lancers give the gift of life
c_ampus:
clips ;~1

~= 1

I

BSA president F loyd Wilson
responded to Fox and UWSA's
concern by reading aloud a
memorandum which requested
an investigation of the human
rights' office.
Wilson said the human rights
office and UWSA would be in
violation of the Charter of
Rights and 1-reedoms, as well
as the I luman Rights Code, if
CWSA refused to ratify the association.
"We have called for an investigation of all activities of the
human rights office," said Wilson. ·1 he BSA's memo was also
sent to university president Dr.
Ron Ianni, Dr. Bruce l uckcr,
president of the faculty association office, the university's Strategic Planning Task J·orcc,
local media outlets and to the
Employment and J:guity f:ducation office.
Yvette Blackburn, a member
of the BSA and Caribbean Students' Association (CARISA),

MR.la ma
COPIES mm

Thurs to Fri
Nov. 3 to 5

also addressed Fox.
"You have supcrccded your
position," she said, adding the
BSA has been in existence for
six years.
Blackburn told l·ox the BSA
is not exclusionary because
non-African members arc permitted into the 1:,,roup.
Fox said it was unfair for
non-Afican members to be denied a vote.
Mark Robson, vice-president
of university affairs. informed
the BSA that its constitution
would have been discussed
with, or without (•ox's input,
because of its <.'On tents.
Student councillor Susan
Nickerson suggested that council ratify the clubs, with constitutions in tact, her proposal Jed
to a motion that was a!,rreed to
by council.
"I am totally in favour of
supporting this motion as is,"
said Nickerson. CWSA pre ...ident Chris Maich a1:,,rced.
J

Lower Level
CAW Student Centre
(Next ID The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252-2679
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By Tylceer Abouhassan and Ed Kadri
If the National Basketball Association hits the
courts. Lancer basketball fanatics w1 I have
the inside scoop. Our prognost1cator's have
forecast the standings for the 1994-95
season.

Western Conference
Pacific Division

Lakers were unable to attract big name free
agents. A lot of young raw talent and little
leadership, means a long season for Lakers
fans.

7. LA. Clippers -

They're Just awful.
Losing marque players
such
as
Danny
Manning. Ron Harper.
Mark Jackson and
Dominique Wilkins from
last year's squad and
little young talent to build around the future
looks bleak for the Clippers.

1. Seattle Supersonics - After winn ng the
most regular season
games last year, the
Sonics were looking to
make some changes.
Midwest Division
After the deal to trade
Shawn Kemp for Scottie Pippen fell through 1. San Antonio Spurs - Last year, the
Spurs had the
on draft day, the Sonic's management
mended Kemp's ego by adding a year to his
league's scoring
SANANTONIO
contract along with $27 million. They also
champion.
traded away Ricky Pierce to Golden State for
David Robinson
~?
Sarunas Marc1uhorns who will fill the void of
and rebounding
a much needed penetrator. An up-tempo
leader Dennis
running game and a suffocating defense Rodman. but were knocked out 1n the first
should give the Sonics a chance to lead the round of the playoffs. Dunng the off-season
league in regular season victories and a changes were made and the Spurs look
legittmate shot at the championship.
ready to challenge for the title. With the
addition of Sean Elliot, Chuck Person, and
2. Phoenix Suns - It's now or never for the
Avery Johnson, the Spurs have enough
PHOEOIH Suns. With chronic back pain, offensive
power to complement their solid
Charles Barkley may be m his
defense. If Robinson can stay healthy, the
final year and his last chance
'Admiral' might guide a supporting cast to
••
to win a champ1onsh1p. Key
the big show.
additions were free agents
Wayman Tisdale and Danny 2. Houston Rocl<ets The Rockets
Manning. Along with Barkley,
surprised the league last
Dan Majarle, Kevin Johnson. and A.G. Green,
year by winning it all. The
the Suns have the league's most explosive
team won it with the
offense. If the Suns want to return to the
league's Most Valuable
finals, they must solve their problems at
Player Hakeem Alajawon.
centre.
an excellent coaching job
by Rudy Tomjanovich and a little luck. Unlike
3. Golden State Warriors - The Warriors
the rest of the Western conference, last
were still able to win 50
,ot.N ~)'t games last year despite year's NBA champions did little to improve
their team.
~
"t~ playing most of the
ti1 season
without Tim 3. Denver Nuggets - After shocking the
~
c,
Hardaway, Chns Mullin,
Supersonics in the
~
"11?1?.tO~
and Sarunas Marc1ulionis.
first round of last
This
feat
was
seasons playoffs.
accomplished by the excellent play of Latrell
people are starting
Spreewell. Btlly Owens and Rookie of the
I to take notice of the
Year Chns Webber. The return of Hardaway
Nuggets. With Jalen
and Mullin and the add1t1on Ricky Pierce. the Rose starting at the point, last years
Wamors can only get better. If Coach Don comeback player of the year Mahmoud
I\Jelson can prepare 6'1 1" rookie centre Abdul-Rauf can go back to his natural
Clifford Rozier to play the post, the Wamors pos1t1on of snootmg guard. The settling of the
can be considered senous title contenders.
guards and a very young talented front-line of
Dikembe
Mutombo. Laphonso Ellis, Reggie
4. Portland Trailblazers - A team on the
and
Bnan
Williams, the Denver Nuggets
way down. The declining play of
1
should reach the 50 win plateau this season.
agmg stars Drexler, Porter,
They should challenge for an NBA
Williams and no young talent to
champ1onsh1p in the future.
replace them - coach P.J.
Carlesimo and his Blazers are in 4. Utah Jazz - When your three best
trouble. Portland will need to
players are over the
rebuild through future drafts if
,../UTAH age of 31 and there is
they are to return to their glory days.
no_ young talent to
build upon, you know
5 Sacramento Kings - After having only
you're in trouble. With
SACRAMENTO four winning seasons mthe
Karl Malone, John Stockton, and Jeff
last 24 years, things may
finally be looking up for the Hornacek nearing the end of their careers,
Kings. This year depends the Jazz don't have what it takes to be
•
serious contenders.
~ on
Bobby
Hurley's
, . recovery from his near fatal 5. Dallas Mavericks - Jimmy Jackson's
car crash last season. A
{>--.. maturity,
Jamal
legitimate superstar in Mitch Richmond,
hi.
Mas~bum, the ,addition of
rising star in Lionel Simmons and a future
rookie sensation Jason
force in rookie Brian Grant the future looks
Kidd and Roy Tarpley has
bright for this franchise.
returned from his third
lifetime
suspension for
6. LA. Lakers - Dominating most of the
drug
abuse.
The
Mavs
should
triple the
~
eighties, this team is
number
of
wins
from
a
year
ago.
This
team
.&OIIANr;.a..• about to htt rock bottom.
is on the way up and the key to this season
A high profile team with
is how coach Dick Motta can relate to his
good marketability, the
younger players.
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Minnesota Timberwolves After
misfinng on their first
three number one draft
picks. this franchise
finally has a decent
nucleus to build around
with Isiah Rider, Christian Lattner, and this
year's first round pick Donnyell Marshall.
Look for the Wolves to make another
appearence in next year's lottery draft.

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
Arguably the best
starting lineup
*
in basketball:
Shaqulle
O'Neal,
Anfemee Hardaway, Denis Scott, Nick
Anderson, and free agent acquisition Horace
Grant. The addition of Grant makes the Magic
tougher and more experienced, and should
propel Orlando deep into the playoffs.
1. Orlando Magic

. : Ot/MttlO

~•c

2. New York Knicks - There's no question
that the Kmcks are good, but
can they compete with
Orlando? The Knicks did
little to improve on their
team from last year, and
failed to address the need
for a solid point guard who can score. Once
again, though defense will keep the Knicks in
the hunt.

3. Miami Heat -

The Heat drafted a hot
rookie from Arizona, guard
Khalid Reeves. He will blend
in nicely with other young
~
stars like Glen Rice, Steve
,~
Smith, and Brian Shaw. The
Heat can score, but will only go as far as
their defense will take them.

•tc

D

!IJ'

4. Boston Celtics - A dismal season in
93-94,
the
Celtics
underwent a changing of
the guard. The Larry Bird,
Kevin McHale era is now
behind them.and Robert
Pansh has also said
goodbye. It has paved the way for free agent
acquisitions Dominique Wilkins and Pervis
Ellison. Omo Radja had a strong rookie
season. but the Celtics are too weak inside to
compete.

~u

5. New Jersey Nets - The Nets are a poor
shooting team with no
LSLJ~ depth at centre, which in
this division doesn:t ~elp
N
r,.,i:J Y?ur chances of winning.
-. •
First round draft pick
Yinka Dare, a 7'0 center,
had only two seasons of collegiate basketball
under his belt. Derrick Coleman and Kenny
Anderson will continue to carry the Nets.

-=;~~ ,

6. Washing~-n Bullets -

The Bullets were
"<f{I
firing blanks last
year, but this
~
year should be
the emergence of second year guard Calbert
Chainey. Washington has a good scoring duo
in Tom Gugliotta and Don Maclean. Juwan
Howard has to make an immediate impact,
but the Bullets need to improve their defense,
and hope for solid production from Rex
Chapman and Scott Skiles.

Bu 'tet!!!i

7. Philadelphia 76ers - The 76ers look to
their two first round draft
picks, forward Sharone
Wright (Clemson) and
guard B.J. Tyler (Texas)
to make an immediate

impact. A big year from Clarenc,
Weatherspoon is needed. There is no dep:
and little offensive power in this team. 1
looks like another long season for Phily fans

Central Division
1. Indiana Pacers - Indiana acquired Maix
Jackson in a trade w~
the Clippers dunng tr~
...~---tr-a offseason to strengthen
their backcourt. It boas~
an explosive offensl'li
player in Reggie MilleThe Pacers must contro
the boards to build on their third place fin~r
of a year ago.
2. Charlotte Hornets - With a healthy Larry
Johnson and Alonzo
Mouring the Home~
have a championsh~
!cri~ ~ contender. A bad bac~
~~J]m;v~
threatens to shorten
Johnson's season and new acqu1siboo
Robert Parish is too old to fill such a large
void. Without 'Grand Mama' they are Just ar
average team.
3. Cleveland Cavaliers - Every year tll:
Cavaliers look reaoy
to get over that glafl!
hump and join Inc
NBA elite, but thei
usually exit early in the playoffs. This cou~
be their year with their addition of Michae
Cage up front to help all-star center Brad
Dougherty. Mark Price anchors a solid back
court which needs to shoot well.

4. Atlanta Hawks - No first place finish flY
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the Hawks this year. Th1
departure
of Daooy
Manning to Phoerix
leaves Kevin Willis as tile
"go to guy.· Unfortunate~
for Atlanta. Willis doesnt
fit the bill. Stacey Aug moo
and Mookie Blaylock must step up, but eve'
then. the Hawks just don't have the benci
support to contend.
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5. Detroit Pistons -

"P
pi;

The Pistons have a
group of fine youf)J
players who are centre-j
around veteran all-stai
guard
Joe
Dumars
Rookie Grant Hill must
make
an
immediate
impact. Lindsey Hunter
the second year point guard. will lead 111e
offense in place of retired Isiah Thomas. Tilt
Pistons also acquired Oliver Miller from
Phoenix to add depth at centre. Detrort has
talent. but is a year short on the expenence
needed to compete. The Pistons are not like~
to be a playoff team this year.
6. Chicago Bulls - If you haven't been toa
Bulls game in two years
make sure you buy a
program this year. Wrtt
the exception of Scottie
Pippen, B.J. Arrnstroro.
and Toni Kukoc, the rest
of the Bulls are racking up
the air miles. The BuliS
get a taste of life as an ex-champion.

7. Milwaukee Bucks - The development d
Vin Baker last year was a
pleasant surprise. Nun,bef
•.
' one. draft pick Glenr.
··:
Robinson from PurdO!
•
will bring . respectabll~
IIDL'WJtf/JU:I: and notanety to :
BUCICS
Bucks, if they have
'bucks' in their budget to sign him.
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A question has been haunting the
University of Windsor since September
_ where has all the art gone? Rein
Triefeldt's beautiful "Flyer 2" is gone
from near the Faculty of Law. "Points
Desire'', Rod Strickland's sculptures of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, with
accompanying benches, no longer grace
the lawn before Erie Hall and Lambton
Tower. 1be house afire by the Leddy Library, Grace Manias' "Public Trust", as
well as Joseph DeAngelis' colourful
sculpture beside the Faculty of Education, "Trebel" - likewise, gone. Of the
Alumni Way's five original outdoor
sculptures, only Wayne Tousignant's
"Tolerance" remains in its original spot
south of Assumption College.
The Alumni Way, for those of you not
familiar with it, was to have been a public gallery space for the exhibition of
contemporary art, with seating areas for
all to enjoy the outdoors as well as the
sculpture work. It was initiated by the
Alumni Association to celebrate the
university's thirtieth anniversary last
year. The five sculptures were chosen in
a competition open to graduates, faculty
and staff, and were leased for a year so they would have been gone regardless. But another such competition was
in preparation; there was supposed to
be more art to replace the first five installations at the end of the year's lease.
Then the trouble started.
"Points Desire" was the first struck,
and the most visibly, as students who
were here last year will doubtless remember. It was vandalized, "not on one
occasion, but a dozen," according to artist Strickland. Pieces were stolen,
smashed, even abandoned under
bushes. Strickland was "sad at the level
of immaturity" of those involved, saying
"there was no reason for students not to
uiticizc the work" instead of simply destroying it. At this point, all Strickland
can do is recvcle what is left in other
work.
,
Later came lhe damage to Manias'
"Puhlic Trust", wherein some of the red
plastic: flames at its base were bent. Perhaps saddest to many, however, was the
removal this summer of Triefeldt's
graceful kinetic sculpture "Flyer 2" due
to, again, vandali.;m.
Good news on that front, though: the

whirling diver will return lo the university, when the artist completes repairs.
This could be as soon as the next two or
three weeks, according to Alumni Way
chair Carolyne Rourke. "Flyer 2" won a
public ballot as the "favourite" sculpture, and so will be leased for another
three years. It will be placed in a new location which is hoped to be safer,
namely the Commons area of the CAW
Student Centre, where Centre Desk
staff can watch over it 24 hours a day.
In addition, DeAngelis' bright yellow
metal, "three-dimensional space drawing," "Trebel", now stands in the Faoulty of Law, purchased jointly by the
Faculty of Law Alumni and the Alumni
Way committee.
As may be guessed, the committee
has for now given up on the idea of
leased outdoor public artwork. Legal
battles, insurance claims, and repair
costs have far exceeded the committee's
original lease budget. They are currently
in the process of deciding on their next
project, while continuing fundraising.
If enough money can be gotten together in the next two to three years,
Rourke would like to see the committee
purchase a sculpture for permanent installation on campus. This might go in
the pretty seating area between Dillon
and Memorial Halls, called The Deans'
Corner because it was funded by past
and present university deans.
Rourke estimates a good and suitably
large and heavy enough sculpture, reasonably impervious to injury by the unappreciative, would cost some $20 OOO
to $30 OOO. Ideally, (barring such exceptionally generous donations as those of
the Odettes from their private collections) the committee might then purchase more such sculptures every four
or five years. To do so, the committee
must come up with additional creative
methods of fundraising besides the Convocation diploma framing service
(whose proceeds it splits with the
Alumni Office). the I Iomecoming Fun
Run, and the occasional directed alumni
donation from the Annual Giving Program.
Rourke expressed regret, even devastation that the Alumni Way's first plan
could not continue. She exhorted students to ··Be protective! Be concerned,
be solicitous!" of what art we do have.
Would that we could...
!!

Lance photo / ERMA CASTANARES

/vea near Erie Hall (above) where Rod
Strickland's Points Desire (1 993), inset. used to
be, till it was vandalized.

Area near the Law Building (below) where Rein
Triefeldt's Flyer 2 (1990), inset, once stood, until
it was vandalized. Does this only happen in
Windsor?

Putting two artists together to make a whole
By Dave Ball
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"Gradually you lose your
tongue and hardly notice," Armand Garnet Russo read from
his collection of poems, Opening m the Sky, Thursday night at
Moot Court.
The words
immediately
caused a stir within me. Perhaps it was the irony. Just moments before he'd paused to
ask for a drink of water because
his mouth was dry.
(?r perhaps it was his voice,
fading with each new word. I
Wondered if he had intentionally planned it that way. Did he
mean to emphasize this simple
Phrase in such a dramatic man~er, or was it simply fate playt~g a game with the poet and
his audience?
As I inched forward in my
seat to catch the next line, I
nOdded and smiled to myself.

Lance photo/ DAVE BALL
Poet Armaud Gamet Ruffo.

Poetry really is different when
it's read by the author.
There was a chill in his voice
as he detailed the process of
surrendering one's own point
of view. "Conversations become a burden," he warned,
and I swallowed. I could already feel it happening to me,
an angry young man determined to fight turning into a

tired old fool, grateful that
when mv adversaries left me,
they at l~ast spared my life ...
Armand is an Ojibway Indian, but his poems are not
only about native affairs. He
writes of love and betrayal and
fears and everything else that
he's experienced in a manner
that gives the reader or listener
the added benefit of a native
point of view. He uses verbs
and adjectives to paint an image, then places you in the setting, feeling the same awe and
reverence in his voice.
For example, "Sociable" is a
short poem describing a group
of people getting drunk at a
bar. Race and sex are not specified, but the vision in my mind
assigns them. If I were not
aware of his background, I
could assume that the characters are white men, partying
and fighting until closing time,

waking up with a painful hangover. With that knowledge.
however, it is impossible not to
sec it as a description of possibly the number one killer of
Canada's first peoples.
In any case, although his
work is upsetting, it is not depressing. Along with his warnings, Armand offers hope.
Following Armand's reading,
Jane Ash Poitras shared some
of her work. She is a Chipewyan collage artist finally receiving international attention after
10 years as a professional.
In her collages, two distinctly
different parts are brought together to make a whole. Transformed,
neither
part
is
complete without the other.
Her style is not just technique,
but her philosophy.
Oddly, I left the theatre
more excited about the artist
than the art - and I involun-

tarily stood up to say ·'wow"
twice during the show. Jane
was such an energetic personality that she could have presented herself alone and kept
the audience just as captivated.
Every painting had a story
that began with its inspiration,
in a sweat lodge or at a rain
dance, and ended with its sale.
"I'll buy this painting only if
you change the title," she told
us that the prospective buyer of
one painting offered. The
woman found the title offensive because is seemed to glorify the use of alcohol. "No,
you will buy this painting only
if you change your attitude,"
Jane replied. The woman purchased it.
essentially, Jane's works express the plight of native North
Americans without pointing a
finger of blame, though she
does offer a few suggestions. II
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Cute guy bands haunt Windsor this Hallowe'en
A very healthy
Moxy Frilvous
spook the Zoo
By Jackie Shannon
Right a\\aV these gu)s were
on m, good side. 'l nu can't
possihl) ~imagine hov. nice 1t
\\as to ha,·c an inten ie\\ si:hcdukd and for it artuall) to happen a~ planned.
With ~ome bands you dear
)OUr agenda to make time for
the in ten ie\\ at their rnn\'cn1cncc, then thcv call two hours
late and scrcv.' up )Our whole
da) :--:01 Mox1· huvous.
I suppose I shouldn't ha,e
been surprised. Acrnrding to
the Social Science Societ) , who
is sponsoring Mt)Xy's Ilallo\\cen shov. at the Zoo, their
needs list is quite humble· kh\i
fruit.., bananas, Perrier water
and a kettle for tea. \\'1th such
s1mpk
requirements.
hov.
could they lie rude or inconsiderate·)
So1 I picked up the rccei\'er.
and ju.~t as a pleasant voii:c began to introduce himself.
liecceceppp - m) answering
machine went off. In mid-sentence, the man on the other
end screeched "OUCH!" lbus
began my intervie\\ with Jean
Ghomeshi, Fruvi. The singular
of Fruvous, I learned when arranging the interview with the
band's manager in Toronto.
My first question, as I expect
many fans would ask, was very
simple: "Where has Moxy
Fruvous been'?" Fans know that
their self-titled indie, an amazing piece of satire, made its debut in 1992 and quickly became
a coveted prize among those
fortunate enough to find one.
A year later the same six songs

Decisions. decisions . Moxy Fnivous (far left) hrts the
Zoo Club in a concert sponsored by the university's
Social Science Society. Ginger (above), formerly the
Grapes of Wrath, plays California's Musical Roadhouse
located at 911 Walker Road and Windsor's own The
Dead Ki'lgs (left) performs at Rum Runners at 3885
Sandwich. All on Hallowe en night. All concerts are very
cheap or even free. Hmm ...

appeared in record stores nation wide, this time accompanied b\ the nine more that
became knov.n as Bargamnlle.
\\'hat happened next?
After signing a five-record
international deal with Warner
Music. the band toured Canada
until last December. Since then
they've been touring the U.S.,
U.K. and Denmark. "It's been
kind of funny doing press for it
etc. like it's a new album, because we've moved on a bit,
we've got some new material
and we're ready to record the
second one." He pauses to reflect, "well, we're not ready to,
but we want to."
With tickets being close to or
sold out at nearly all their

shows. Moxv Fruvous has shattered the C<)ncerns of the critics. ··J.ast year (at) this time
when we were talking about the
fact that we were going to go
the U.S. and then to Europe in
'94, there were people (critics)
who were saying that it's a very
Canadian kind of group and
our lyrics are Canadian-centric,
and people aren't really going
to get it in those other territories. But that's proven not true,
our type of satire and (the) lyrical content we do seems to go
over really well, especially in
England."
Ranking in the big leagues
with an international tour under their belts, Moxy Fnivou.s
were rudely reminded that no

.----------------------------

one is too big for misfortune.
They've been back in North
America now long enough to
have done five shows and to
have all their equipment stolen.
Strangely, the theft didn't
seem to bother Ghomeshi. He
just laughed about it. "Yesterday in Philly we came down to
our little mini-bus and they'd
smashed the side windows and
stole all our instruments and
props so Murray, one of the
guys in the group, went around
yesterday to the thrift shops in
Philadelphia and bought some
stuff and it was all little three
dollar Halloween costumes,
(it's not like we're supposed to
be professionals or anything),

for the show in Washington,
and it was so funnv ... at one
point we were just l~ughing and
so was the audience, because
we looked so ridiculous ... it
was a hilarious moment."
The audience at the Windsor
show should be in for just as
much fun, with some things old
and some things new. Details
were sketchy but something
about Rush Limbaugh and a
certain U.S. "polluticrat" are
on the agenda. Sounds like a
good time.

Moxy Fruvous is playing on
Halloween night at Windsor's
Zoo Club, located at 800 Wellington. For furl.her infonnation
contact the Social Science Society or call 258-CLUB.
I!
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5TUDENT51/2. PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OUELLETTE AVE. Wl~ONTARIO

LOCATED~PAR'KAVE.

256-5233

Sc PER COPY*
~D~~*
• FULL COLOUR COPIES
• RESUMES

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

'WITH STUDENT CARO. ASK FOR DETAILS. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

It's Right. It's On Time. Guaranteed.~
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave

1800 Huron Church Rd.

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

Fax: (519) 974·3776

Fax: (519) 969·9054

Fax: (519) 971-0363

llair Removal
- the natural way the safest and most effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.
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.100% IYatural Product Used

Bnvlronmentauy Friendly
Safe and Gentle for everyone
Pree Professional Consultation
Try It, you'll never go back to razors
or painful waxing agalnllf
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Lancers must find a quarterback with an arm
Varsity footpall
year ,n review
By Matt Mossman
Ille Lancer's football season
came to an end at Seagram's
Stadium Oct. 22, with a 46-6
drubbing by the Wilfred
Lauricr . Golden Hawks. The
loss killed any playoff hopes the
Lancers had, leaving the team
with a final record of 2-5. The
199-l season was a disappointment after an improved team
came close to making the
playoffs with a 3-4 record. Here
is the team's report card for

1994.

Offense
Quarterback Rob Zagordo
had a dissapointing final year.
His completion percentage of
44 (76 of 171 for 1104 yds) and
his touchdown (ID) passes to
interception (IN1) ratio (4
TD's, 11 Int's) was horrid. The
coaching staff gave Zagordo
complete support. An early
season experiment allowed him
to call his own plays which
didn't work and was eventually
abolished.
At times his decisions were
questionable. Zagordo forced
passes into double coverage,
and could not hit his primary
receivers consistantly. After a
steady performance in 1993,
sometimes reaching the upper
echelon
of
the
OUAA,
Zagordo's last season was a
dissapointment.
The ground game was strong.
Fullback Ross McKibbon (57
carries,
419
yards,
7.4
yards/carry) and rookie Chris
Moore (58 carries, 380 yards,
6.55 yards/carry) gave the
Lancers a dependable and productive backfield. Moore was
named the OUAA rookie of
the year. If there was a problem
with the Lancer ground attack,
it was not used enough.
Other than deep threat Craig
Poole (23 catches, 1 TD, 403

yds) and slot receiver Rawl
Banton (21 catches, 282 yds),
Zagordo's receiving targets
were limited. The primary target, Poole didn't get enough
balls thrown in his direction.
The strength of the offense
was the line. Offensive right
tackle Joe Male provided leadership and intensity in his senior season.
Guard Chris
Church, an excellent run
blocker, was named to the
OUAA first team, and Matt
Caplin provided a steady lunchbucket work ethic in the middle. Only Male will not return
next year.

Defense
'fhe Lancer linebackers were
one of the top units in the
OUAA. Middle linebacker
Rob McIntyre (67 tackles, 3
sacks), strong side linebacker
Joe Maher (55 tackles) and
weak side linebacker Jeff Carson (87 tackles, 1 sack, 3 ints.)
provided the heart of the defense. The unit also had depth.
When Maher was injurec!,
Steve Grona (40 tackles) filled
in without missing a beat.
Rookie Nick Camboia was also
good enough to play on most
other teams in the conference.
The secondary was also
strong. Senior cornerbacks
Wayne Campbell (second team
OUAA) and Stacy Norton provided leadership and playmaking ability (93 tackles, 3 ints
combined). Middle safety Chris
Mitchell was a hard hitting enforcer. Rob McEJwain was
strong on run support and leadership, but his pass dcfense was
suspect. Second year safety
Bretl Gaskell rounded out the
group as an overall steady performer.
'lhe defensive line was the
weak link. The Lancers carried
only five linemen all year, so
depth was lacking. Tackles Sam
Manfredi and Jim Morris
plugged the middle. but the
pass rush was anemic. Rush
end Jon DeSwert (3 sackc;) had

Lance file photo

OUAA rookie of the year Chris Moore (31) is one reason Lancer fans can be excited for years to come

difficulty choosing to blitz the
opposing quarterback, or to
play containment, waiting for
the quarterback to be flushed
out of the pocket. For DeSwert
to be more effective, his role
needed to be defined better.
Though the line did not spend
much time in opponent's backfields, the run defense was respectable.

Special teams
Kicker Ken Tumak had a
great first year, proving to be a
dependable field goal specialist. As he mature., hi leg
strength will grow to complement the acc.:uracy he demonstrated this season.
Punter Andy Vasily was the
only Lancer to end in a top ten
statistical category (35 .6 yard
average) nation-wide.
When Oaje Nethersolc was
lost in 1993, the return team
struggled to find a threat to return kicks and punt. Craig
Poole
emerged
miuway
through the season.
There were crucial breakdowns by the coverage units, allowing touchdown returns in

Coaching
Coach John Musselman and
his staff didn't use the running
game to full potential. The core
of the offensive arsenal Poole, Banton, Moore, and
McKibbon - wasn't fully used.
Instead of trying to spread the
ball around to several receivers,
Poole and Banton should have
been thrown to more often. Instead of using the running
game to keep defenses from
overplaying the pass, it should
have been used as a legitimate
weapon.

A year ahead
Although the Lancer's final
record was poor, there is good
reason to be excited for the
1995 season. ]be team was
more competitive than in 1993.
and will get better as it matures.

Andy Vasily has the experience and capability to run the
offcnse effectively. However,
second year quarterback Greg
Nowakowsky could be the playmaker the Lancers need if Vasily can't get the job done. All
the receivers and backs return.
Chris Moore in particular has a
very bright future. The offensive line, this year's strength,
returns four of five starters, and
has the depth needed to control the line of scrimma!,>e.
On defense, all the linebackers return, making the group a
highly cfft:c.:livc run slopping
and play making unit.
'Jbe big losses are in the secondary, with the graduations of
corncrhacks Norton and Campbell.
]be special teams will remain the same, and with another year's experience behind
them, better chemistry should
help avoid the breakdowns
which cost the unit this year.
']be outlook is optimistic.
'Jbe 1995 season should be a
breakthrough year for the
Lancers, hopefully leading to a
strong playoff run.
tl

Swimming for passion

Up close and
personal with:

By Pete Mumford

Bill Seagris
By Phil King
Born: June 19, 1968
Nickname: "Seags"
Major: BA Political Science,
Special B-Commerce
High School:
Nipigon/Red
Rock District High
Height: 6'0"
Weight: 175 lbs
Positions:
Hockey-forward.
Golf-Captain
My most prized possesion is:
My car a '91 Suzuki Sidekick.
lfl had a million dollars: I'd go
on a golf holiday somewhere.
~y favorite musical groups
are: Pearl Jam, Tragically Hip.
Neil Diamond, CCR
~y fa,orite vacation place is:
Florida
My favorite movie is: 'Jbc Godfather
My favorite sports team is: lhe

the Toronto and Guelph
games. These played critical
roles in the Lancer defeats.
The Lancer special teams
were better than 1993, but they
must improve if the Lancers
are to get better.

Photo courtesy of MAL WEBSTER

Bill Seagris (23) is stoned by the Guelph goalie. this however is not usually the
case for Seagris.

Montreal Canadiens
My favorite athlete is: Fred
Couples
My biggest pet peeve is: people
who arc in a rush to get somewhere.
H I could change one thing

about myself: I'd be more
prompt.
My wildest golf fantasy is: to
tee off with someone on the
pro-tour.
Few people know this but: I'm
really a shy person.
[!

Twice a day, 20 to 25 hours
per week, and 30 to 40 kilometers every seven days - that's
about 12 OOO to 16 OOO laps.
H is argueably the most
physically and mentally demanding sport, which pushes
each competitor to their limit.
It's not just a another sport, it's
an attitude.
John Vadeika, begins his second lerm as head coach, is enthusiastic about the upcoming
season. "Last year we had outstanding performances from
Steve Watson, Julie Paranosic
and Tisha Stojkovic. All three
qualified for the Canadian's of
which Watson and Paranosic
went".
Watson won the bronze in
the 100 meter fly making Windsor one of only four Ontario
teams to receive a medal.
According to Vadeika the
team looks to improve where
they left off in 1993. "The team

is acting more like a unit than
individuals. ·1ne social atmosphere is much better due to
rookie night, more social interaction between team members
and training to 'bomb· tunes."
Vadeika says the flexibility of
training helps the enviroment.
He also allows the teams swimmers to train with the Windsor
Aquatic Oub when they can't
make a University practice.

Outlook
The men appear poised to
improve upon last years performances and move up in the
OUAA standings. A good mix
of veterans, led by Steve Watson, and solid rookies should
be enough to improve the
teams chances.
The women are Jed by captain Julie Paranosic who hopes
to take the Lancers to a higher
level. The Lancer's will host the
Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks
this Friday al the St. Denis centre pool.
II
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CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. a.:cessories now available
at MacLAREN"S PHOTO US, 1195 "lecumseh Rd.
East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 1Oam • 2pm

944-7070
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Long live the Lance.
Pick it up.
Every Monday.

Quick acting! Immediately stops vicious attacks
by dogs and bears for up to 1/2 hour.
Q: How long does the effect last?
A: The effects can last up to 30 minutes, with no permanent after effects.

1) What year did the
Toronto Maple Leafs win their
last Stanley Cup?
2) What trophy is awarded to
the NHL's rookie of the year?
3)
What
was
Wayne
Gretzky's last amateur club?
4) Who is known as Mr.
Hockey?
5) What was the defunct

Q: Is your pepper spray legal in Canada?
A. Absolutefyl Our product is app'oved by the Canadian government
(P.C.P.#23306).

-AAp111co

SECURITY PLUS

BOX 2 4 O 8 3 , 1 2 7 5 WALKE R RO AD ,
ONTARIO. CANADA
N8Y 4Y9

Please ship 1mmed1ately:
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C,ty

Province,_ _ _ __

Postal Code

Phone_.__,__ _ __
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"JOIN THE FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's
Top Club!
Male or female, if you want to lose
weight or tone.up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university
physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to
guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best
equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.

s\\l~:~6\F•,L
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/SEMESTER

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
3100 HOWARD AVE., DEVONSHIRE MALL

966-6005

GOOD LIFE~CLUB
FOR WOMEN

1550 Ouellette Street

252-5755
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Player of the Week
David Bruce of the Kansas
City Blades produced 10 points
(6 goals 4 assists) in three
games. Now in his third season
with the llladcs, was the
league's most valuable player in
1990-91.
(!

A1111

1

V,

Cleveland franchises' nickname?
6) Name the three Stastny
brothers who played for the
Quebec Nordiques in the early
1980's
7) Where is Don Cherry's
home town?
8) Who was the first player
chosen overall in the 1985 NHL
entry draft?
See answers on page 13.

SPRINC BREAK 94

go~~

Feb 25- Mar 4v

Includes: 7 nights at the Copacabana,$
airfare from Detroit, and transfers.
Optional meal plan: 7 breakfasts and
3 dinners includes tax for $99 u.s.
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(3-1-1): ' lhc Ice is only averaging 3.4 goals per game. Riverman, Patrice Tardif, is scoring a
goal a game and Geoff Sargent
is strong between the pipes.
Central - Kansas City Blades
(5-1-0): 'Ihc Blades hold a one
point lead over division rival
Milwaukee. Great goaltcnding
from Trevor Robins has surged
the Blades to the top.
Southwest - Denver Grizzlies
(6-1-0): lbe Grizzlies lead the
league in victories and arc riding a four game win streak.

By Herman Viol

Q: Is your keychain sprayer a one shot action, or can it be fired again?
A: Our keychain sprayer can be fi~ed many times.

I
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Sports stumpers

Q: Does anyone else use the formula used in your product?
A: The formula 1s used by many government agencies including
Canadian police.

keycha n pepper sprays et $19 95 each Tota,$
-add GS T & PST (15°0)
·otal $ - aod $3 9g for S H per order
·01a1 S 3 99
Total S
?leas 0 • nd enc osed my cheque Cash or Money Orde-,-

11ucc weeks into the International llockcy League (IHL)
season, the Cleveland I .umhcrjack's finally had their home
opener. 'lbc highlight was the
new 19 OOO scat Gund Arena in
downtown Cleveland. Unfortunatley for the Lumberjack's,
the visiting Detroit Vipers stoic
a victory spoiling their party.
Northern
Kalamazoo
Wings (5-0-1): The Wings arc
off to their best start since the
1990-91 division winning campaign. A stingy dcfensc Jed by
rookie goalie Manny Fcrnan·
dez, leads the lHL with a 1.33
goals against average (GAA).
Midwest - Indianapolis Ice
(3-1-1): and Peoria Riverman

RESULTS

-

I

League leaders

Our key chain sprayer ,s one of the vety best on the market.
We use 5% OC. This formula is more effective than tear gas!

WINDSOR
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ii beab. A\ .Starting fresh

PROTECT YOURSELF WITH
PEPPER SPRAY
LEGAL * SAFE * EFFECTIVE
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Eye on the "I"

By Lance sports staff
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Results and Standings
Sundin,:~
toolN>II
'fcam . ....•.G \.\ , L ..... l . I· ... A P
\\,c,1crn .......... 7 ... 7 .. o..... 0 ... 301..11214
1,auncr .............. 7 ... 6 ...... 1 ... 0 ... 261..10812
Wa1.rk,o ......... 7 ... 4 ..... 3 ..... 0 .. 159 .. lSO II
roronlo
- . 7.. 3 ....4 .... 0 . 121 .. 142 6
Quclph .. ..
.,
3 ..... 4 ..... 0 161 .215 6
!'v{cMa,tc r ....... 7
.l.. .... 4 ..... 0 137 .. 214 6
Wind!l0r ............ 7 ..... 2 ......S ..... O... l16 .. l8S 4
York .............. 7
0 ...... 7 ..... 0 88 .218 0
\hn'• •o<«r OlJM Wost

1e•m ............. G ... W.... L .... D
\1cMa,ter ........ 12 ... 10..... l ..... 1

F .... A .. P

33 .... 9 .21
Brock.. .............. 12 .... 8 ..... 1 ..... 3 .. 29 ....13 19
Western ........... 12 .... 7 ..... 3 ..... 2 25 .... 17 16
Gudph ... - ...... 12.... 7 .....4 ..... 1 18 .11 15
Laurier ............. 12 .. 3--7 ..- 2 11 ....23 . 8
Wind!\Or ........... 12 .... 1 - 10 .... J ._, 7 •...38. J
W•tcrloo .......... 12.... 1 .... 11 .... 0 .... 13 .... 25 . 2
Wom•n'a soccer OWIM Weot
Team .......- ....... G ... W .... L .... D .... F .... A .. P
Goelph
....... 12 5 . .0 ... 7 ... 17 ....8.17
we~tem ........... 12 .... 7 ...... 2 ..... 3 ... 27 .....9 .17
McM.ster ........ 12 .... 6 ...... 3 ..... 3 .... 18 .... 12 15
Laurier .......... 12 ... 5 ...... 3 ..... 4 .... 13 ....1314
Brock..- .......... 12 .... 3 ...... 6 .... 3 15 ....23 . 9
Waterloo .......... 12 . 3 .....8 ... 1 .... 9 ....19 . 7
Wind90r----ll .... l ..-8 ..... J,_, 7.-21. S
Mtn's hockey standinp
~idEast--... G ....W.-L-,T-.. F-,A .. P
Goelpb .......... 2. 2 ....
7 ......4 ... 4
o~en's ............. 2 ..-1 ..... 1 ..... 0 ..... 7 ..... 11 .. 2
Toronto ............. 2 ..... 1...... 1 ..... 0 ..... 9 ......7 ... 2
RMC ................. 2 ..... 0...... 2 ..... 0 ..... 3 .....
farEast ...--.-G ....W .... L ..... T .....F ..... A .. P
Conconha ......... 2 .. 1...... 0 ..... 1..... 9 ...... 7 ... 3
On•wa __........ 1..- 0 ...... 0 ..... I .... 3 ..... 3 1
L'QlR .............. 0 ..... 0 ...... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0 ......0 ...0
McGill ............... 1 ..... 0 ...... 1 ..... 0 ..... 4 ......6 ... 0
:\fid Wut .......... G ....W.... L ..... T..... F.-.A .. P
Brock ............... 2 ..... 2 ...... 0 ..... 0.-16 .... .5 .•. 4
Laurentian ........ 2 ..... 1 ...... J .... 0 ..... 7 ......6 ... 2
York ................. 2 ..... 1 ...... 1 ..... 0 ..... 6..... .5 ... 2
Ryerwn ............. 2 ..... 0 ...... 2 ..... 0 ..... 4 ..... 10 ..0
FarWut .....--G ....W .... L ..... T.....F.-,A.. P
Western ............ 1..... 1 ...... 0 ..... 0 ..... 6 ......4 ... 2
Launer .............. 0 ..... 0 ...... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0 ......0 ... 0
W•terloo ........... O..... 0 ......0 ..... 0 ...,.0 ......0 ... 0
Wind,or ............ 1..... 0 ...... I ..... 0 ..... 4 ......6 ... 0

o.._o.....

u ..o

CIAtJ rootball

Rankings
CIAU cross count17

1 Weitem

I. Windsor

2 Launer

2. Western

3. Saskatchewan
4 Calgary
S Ottawa
6. St. \1ary's
7. Acadia
8. McGill
9.Concordit
JO. Alberta
CIAL men's soc«r
I. Bnt~,h Columbia
2. Laurcntion

3. Manitoba
4 , Victona
5. McGill
6 BritJsh Columbia
7. Dalhous1e
8. Waterloo
9 Toronto
10. Guelph
CIAt: womtn's soccer
I. British Columbia
2. Calgary
3. All>erta
3. McGill
4 \kMaster
4. Western
5 loronto
5. Onawa
6. St. Francis Xavier 6 ;'1,fcMasttr
7.Sherbrooke
7. Acadia
8 St. ;\I.an, ,
8. Queens
9 Bro.."
9. Gudph
10 Dalhousie
10. York

'"'"~'*

Rtsulb
...,Jj"K Oct.16,/f/9-IJ

football
Launu 46 \\ mdsor 6
\\omtn's ~ t r
Launer I Wind~or O

\fon'a hockt)
Western 6 \\ mdwr 4
.\ten's 11occtr
Launer I \\mdsor 1

J..;Aocer athletes of tht week
M11rk K,1,1.. of \\ mdsor's aoss counlTV
team finished soah ID 1he r:astcrn M1c~an
Open Oct. 11. lie ran tht eight kilomcter
course in a per<,onal best 25 min and 55 sec.
Judy 1.orbt. the setter on Wmdsor's volleybaU tram. 11.-as named an All-Star at the re•
cent
\1adonna
College
lnv1tatiooal

roumam1·nt Saturday Oct 22. The third year
player is also the team captam .

Upromin~ t\leDts
Mtn's and women's socrtr
Men's hoc-kty
:-.ov. 5, Laurenhon v~ Windsor 7:30 p.m
:-.ov. 6. Ryer50n vs. Wuxl!.or 3:30 pm.
Both game.\ at Adie Kno~ Arena
Women's ho.:kty
Nov. 5, Guelph at Windsor TBA
Women'a volleyball
:-.ov 2. Brock at Windsor 8:30 p.m
Mon's volleyball
Nov. 2, Brock at Windsor 6:30 p.m
Womon's ba.sketball
:-.ov. 5, Windsor at Ryer50n
Nov.6, Wind.soratYork
Mon's buketball
Nov. 4 to Nov 5. at U ofM-Dearborn
Cross count17
Nov. 5. O WIAA/OUAA Finals at Queen's

OUAA top five statistical leaders
Scoring"'""·----... TD. FG.-C .. S ,_.. TP

F. Jagas/UWO .............. 0 .... 18 ... 33 ...8 .......95

s. Ptasi.ek/WLU" ...... _15 .... 0 .... 1• ...o..__ 92
S. Reade/UW0 ............ 12 .... 0 ..... 0 .... 0 ..,-.71
K. Reid/Gue ................ 8 ..... 0 ..... 0.... 0 ....... 43
M. Mallot/Wat .............. 7 ..... 0 ..... 0....0 ....... 42
• dmcl• 2 po,111 ~
Rushu,g,-------No.. Yds....An .... Td
S.Reade/UWO .............. 122.921... 7.5 ..... 9
M. Mallot/Wat ................. 96 .. 714 .... 7.4 ........ 5
D. Richcr{for ................. 112. 712 .... 6.4 ........ 5
T. Wigan/Gue .................. 68 .. 444 .... 6.5 ........2
C. M ~ i n - - - - · S8.. 380.... 6.6--,S
Pa.ssins------AtLCom Yds. Pct .. IntTd
B. Kub&l/WLU ...... 240.136 229556.7 .. 6 .. 23
M. Kennedy/Mac .... 210 .110 1685 52.4. 11.11
W. Goldie/UWO .... 150 ..93 159462.0 .. 5 .. 12
Apostolopoulou$/Yra5. 103.J..568.15.8- 13 ...1 ...
S Bennet/Wat ......... 155 .93 .141360.0 10.11
Receivtng ..,-·-·-·---- No .. Yds. An Td ..... Lg
S. Ptasuk/WLU........... 50 .. 196.18.3 14 ...... 64
M . Morreale/Mac ........ 43 .. 747 .17.4 6 .......88
K. Reid/Gue ................ 43 .. 686.16.0 6 .......82
A Batson/Yt ,_ ............ 27 597.22.1 2
.. 63
T. McConnetvror........ 23 .. 499.217 7 ... 67
Punting ............................. No .. Yds. ...i\ve .... Lg
F. Jagas/UWO ................. 39 .1695. 43.5 ..... 62
P O'Leary/WLU ..--.- 43.1723 40.1 ... 72
A. Vasily/Win - -...."-.... 66.2JS2 .. J5.6-.. 67
M. Crombeen/Mac ........ . 23 .. 795 ... 3H ..... 43
M. Morreale/Mac ............ 36 .1219 .. 33.9 ..... 50
PuntRelums-........... No .. Yds.AnTd ..... Lg
C. Delaney/Wal ........ 32 .. 310.. 9.7 .. 0 ,-... 26
S. Ptasuk,WLU........... 33 .. 298 ... 9 .... 1 ....... 57
G. McCausland'for .... 34 .. 272 ..8.0 .. 1 .......47
A Batson/Yk ............... 23 .. 212 .. 9.2 ..0 ....... 37
M. Morreale/Mac ........ 27 .. 217 .. 8.0 .. 0 ....... 28
KickolfRetums __ .. So.. Yds. An Td "-·Lr
A. Bab0n/Yk ..".-.... - 26 . 458 .17.6.0 ....... 39
G. McCauslandrfor .... 12 324 270 1 ..... 100
T. Groves/Wat ............. 12 .. 233.19.4 .0 ...... 31
C. Pool•/Win ............... 8 ... 233.29.1.0 ...... 94
H. Tait Gue ................ 9 . 209. 23.2 .0 ...... 40
Inttn:epbons,---- 1\o.. Yds. A•t rd ...-Lr
C .DelancvWat............ 7 ... 113 16.1 0 ... 35
R.Mooncyrror ............. 3 .... 35 .. 117.0 ....... 20
T HugheS/UWU ....... 3 ... 2Ci. 8.J .O .... 26
J. Can.on'W1n ....... _,_J,_ 7 .... 2J .. O ........ 7
G.Chiarot.Mac ............ 3 .. 5 .... 1 7 0
5

Answers to Stumpcr-5
J.1966-67
5. Baroru.
2. Calder ·1rophy
6 Peter. Manon. Anton
3 S.S \1 Greyhounds 7 Kmgston. Ontano
4 Gord1e Howe
Ii Wendel Clark
How'd )OU score?
,\JI 8 corrc et -you should write for I ance
Sports.
6 or 7 correct - you're a Hart trophy
candidate
3 to 5 correct -your a strong scorer but
lack dcfcn.,c.
I or 2 correct - IS \\Orth five nunutcs for
figbting.
Ocone a -a game mJSConduct and a suff
suspension from czar Bettman.

EXTEND-A-FAMILY

Campus recreation action
By Todd Bowman, Chevonne Robinson, Ellie Bale, and Joe Perry

'fhe 1994 intramural league
ended last week with three undefeated teams. A record
twenty-two entrants took part,
competing in two divisions. In
lhe red division, Pete Feijo
guided his Henchmen to a perfect 4-0 record, as did Wade
Bissonnette and his On rap
team. In the blue division, it
was Mike Groot's Has Beens
leading the way at 2-0-2. The
Cody Hall of Famers, under the
careful guidance of Suzanne
Goodmurphy, and the S1m1r
sons lead by Rachel Conway
are at the top of the blue division.

Basketball
The BBG's lead by Everton
Shakespere and Rob Woolcock
shut down the Lowell-Riverhawks 76 to 50. The full court
press in the first half lead to
key turnovers and the BBG
men never looked back.
In the recreational division
Dynasty and White Ford Broncos remain undefeated. These
two teams will go down to the
wire with the only team capable
of a huge upset being Fun with
Farm Animals.

Co-ed 3 on 3 volleyball
The Monday night volleyball
league consists of eighteen
teams. Halfway through the
season, there is a five-way tie
for first place. All teams boast a
record of eight and zero \.1inimum Wage, 100 Percent

Total Intensity, 4-Play, Big
Dog;, and Team Schcmbekler.
Only the top eight teams will
make the playoffs.

Soccer scene
lbe 1994 Men's Intramural
soccer league will be one to tell
the grandkids about. Fourteen
team.5 fought their way through
the season and playoff spots
were not determined until the
last few games.
Brent Fieldus's team began
the season as Nameless but
emerged as United Nations and
clinched first place of Pool X.
You could say they made a
name for themselves.
The Unwanteds, defending
playoff champions from 1993,
again went undefeated this season. They have only lost two
games in the last three years.
Slipping into third place was
Sambuca F.C. When the team
had enough players, they were
almost unstoppable.
The African Stars-Lions
merger proved successful as
they pulled out a final day victory to move into third place.
The team started slowly but finished strong by winning its last
three games.
Huron Hall needed a near
miracle to make it into the
playoffs but it just wasn' t meant
to be. After a strong start, the
team fizzled and flopped in the
stretch.
Al-Salam made it into the finals last year. This year, they
just fell to pieces.
Windsor Italia finished in the
basement after a strong 1993.

Ypool
lbe Super Stars lived up to
their names and became
champs of pool Y. In six games
they allowed only one goal.
This year's collection of individual entries formed the Leftovers. Even if they didn't know
each other, they know enough
about soccer to finish second in
their pool. The team may be reheated in the playoffs.
Chris Dempsey's United
Front started the season in
front but slipped into third. At
least they're still united.
And the Alumni Engineers
are still at it. A few players
need canes to make it to the
playing field nowadays, but
somehow the team managed to
make it into the playoffs again.
Around this time of year, the
team rediscovers its youth and
makes life miserable for everyone.
Although Neil Puddicombe,
the Law team's fearless leader
was down with an injury, the
team played tough to the very
end. They nearly toppled the
mighty Super Stars in the final
game of the season. They just
never quit. If OJ. had defense
lawyers like the ones on this
team, he would have a better
stab at freedom.
This thrilling soccor saga,
continues at the field behind St
Denis through the first week of
November from 4to 5·30 p.m.
On fhursday, Nov. 3, the final
game will be played to determine this year's champion. Admission is free .
!!

Social Science Society
Scholarships
Two Scholarships to be awarded to candidates who demonstrate the
Academic Excellence, Extracurricular Contributions to Campus Life, and
Financial Need.
Applicants must be full-time students registered in the faculty of Social
Science.
Applications available at the Social Science Society Office, 2nd Floor CAWStudents Center on Thursday, November 3rd, 1994
Applications must be submitted before 4:00pm November 11 th, 1994.

Windsor-Essex County

lE:Gl:llltl C:UffER5
READ THIS! IT COULD CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!
WE ARE LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS, TUTORS, AND
RESPITE WORKERS, TO WORK WITH CHILDREN
WITH DISABILITIES.

CALL 969-3010.

551 PELISSIER
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Legal fight a waste
Right now, some hy-laws are holding hack $25 OOO in student
fees
When students voted for a branch of the Ontario Public Interest
Rcsean:h Group (OPIRG) they didn't vote for bureaucratic negotiations with the student council.
Scheduled to move into action this vear the local PIRG is still
fighting a legal battle for it's own fund·s rather than setting up research groups. Since, in part, the clause in question isn't in UWSA
hy-laws, the groups can't come to a consensus on the terms for terminating a financial a!:,rrecmcnt.
Whv not? Because the execs don't want to make decisions without th~ council on the issue. An executive is the hranch of government concerned with executing laws or agreements. The
agreement is being worked out between two corporations not the
student council and an affiliated club. Why the hell else would an
executive be necessary, if not to deal with corporate negotiations?
An UWSA exec said that the by-law which Windsor's PIRG is
concerned with must be considered by a review committee before
being stipulated in a contract. But the contract doesn't bind the
council to a new set of by-laws - though maybe it should. Ofconcem are policies which all clubs and societies on campus should
know of, clear guidelines for a withdrawal referendum, to ensure
referendums aren't turned into arbitrary grudge matches.
OPIRG is asking for some pretty basic rights: to have four
months notice prior to a withdrawal referendum being called, advance notice of the exact dates and wording of the referendum
question, that at least five percent of all full-time undergrads sign
a petition to place a referendum question on a ballot, and that
withdrawal take place at the end of a semester if so voted.
While the stipulations may make it more difficult to oust
OPIRG, it also ensures that any future student council with an axe
to grind can't just hack the group in the back. Wouldn't this be
great protection for all ratified clubs and societies?
Clearer referendum by-laws give both sides of an issue time to
strategiie and make voters aware of exactly what is being decided.
Just like election campaigns, referendum campaigns take time and
effort to get the issue straight.
Societies should demand referendum rights be clearly outlined
in UWSA's by-laws to protecting the rights of student groups.
Oh yeah, and maybe our home town PIRG will get to use some of
the cash students earmarked for the group too.
II

Critics gone wrong?
Thanks to a group of vandals, the Alumni Way has decided to
terminate plans to bring new sculptures to the University of Windsor campus each year - a big blow to the local arts community.
The five outdoor sculptures which graced the campus last year
were set to be replaced with new pieces annually, in a competition
for students, faculty, and staff. Three of the five sculptureson campus last year were the subject of so much vandalism that the group
decided to scrap plans to continue - they just hadn't accounted
for the cost of repairs, legal battles, and insurance claims. "Points
Desire,·· "Flyer 2" and "Public Trust," were all damaged.
The Alumni Way contest opened up a forum for both artists
and the university campus, an artistic exchange of sorts. The university could have had a world class arts forum on their hands had
it not been for the backwardness of a few.
. If ?ne ~?C.sn't appreciate public art the usual mode of express10.n 1s cnhc1Sm - talk to people about it, stage a protest, hey
wnte a letter to your student newspaper. There are outlets for disapproval or dissatisfaction, other than outright destruction.
The uni~~rsity didn't have any art on campus until three years
ago. It s nd1culous that the campus wait so long for artistic enhancement only to have it trashed by a bunch of boneheads.
. The sculpt~es were placed on this campus as an attempt to get
viewers to thmk about art, to enjoy it, and yes to criticize it too.
Would that you use your brains and not your braun.
II
1
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Letters to the editor

Etymology lesson
Dear Editor:
In an article the printed a
short while ago (Sept. 19, 1994)
Sue Morin discussed the etymological origin of the word
woman to explain why she prefers the spelling womyn. Jn her
blithe world the word womyn is
partly derived from Latin.
First of all she states that wo
is a Latin prefix. The problem
is that there is no w in Latin.
Nevertheless the letter v is pronounce w, so I looked up vo as
a prefix in a good Latin Lexicon. Unfortunately it does not
exist in any form whatsoever.
How clever of Sue Morin to locate one! This would be amusing if it were not so incorrect.
She also feels that wo, the nonexistent Latin prefix means of,
so she says a woman is of man.
What I intend to dois to give
a lesson in etymology.
First of all, consult a dictionary and you can find a basic
etymology along with the word
definition. I will now give the
proper etymology of woman
from Klein's Comprehensive
Etymological Dictionary of the
English Language. Woman, n
- Me. (middle English) wimman, wununan, woman, fr. OE.

(Old English) wifman, wimman, lit. woman-man, wife-man
compound of wif, womasn, wife,
and man, human being, man.
(In OE. man was used of both
sexes); cp. Du.
(Dutch)
vrouwmens, wife lit. womanman. ). I hope that this has
cleared up misconceptions and
errors perpetrated by people
like Sue Morin.

Ian Kelso
Year II Classics

Part-time reform
Dear Editor,
I am writing to clarify the
matter of Senate reform mentioned in the Oct. Lance article
headline: GSS fights for Leddy
hours.
In 1991, I attendeda meeting
of the Senate's University Government Committee. I learned
that full-time and graduate students had seats, but rarely attended meetings, and part-time
students had only observer
status.
The committee had been
given the task of reforming exist.mg Senate bylaws. I was pernutted to participate, to
provide student input, however
without a vote. I soon became
aware of the lack of student
representation on many of the
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Mission Statement

Editorial Policies

7he Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affinns Its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes t~e diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual onentation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By exaf1'.ining i~sues and different perspectives
other m.edia av0td, the Lance recognizes that
many dis.advantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affinn
our responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The .Lance is .committed to acting against
oppress!on of socially, culturally, polltically, and
economically disadvaitaged groups. In addition
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
'
4. 7he Lance will not print materia that is sexist,

7he Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned edttorials are produced by the Lance
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all Its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's niKTle and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor reserves
the rig,t to edit for space and clarity.
Contents cop~g,t 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written pennission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadiai University Press.

Senate's committees. Part-time
students had seats on only two
of the sixteen committees while
full-time and graduate students
were well, but not fully, represented.
From that point onward, I
proceeded to make the committee members aware of the
serious omission of student
representation. Revisions were,
eventually, adopted to include
students from the three student
constituencies, SAC, GSS, and
OPUS. The amendments were
sent to the Senate for approval.
The University Government
Comittee report was sent back
to the Senate, untouched,
where it was fiercely debated
and rejected by Deans and faculty members. Full-time students
objected
to
the
appropriation of student seats.
In 1993 ... full-time students
took an active part with myself
in assisting committee mem·
bers in re-drafting the by-laws
again.
At the June 1994 Senate
meeting the
report was
adopted It took three years of
hard work and determination
to acheive student representation on Senate Commit·
tees for all students at the
University of Windsor!
Mary Schisler

racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. 7he Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and polltical hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. 7he Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility.
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
7heLance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909,
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Letters to the Editor

Exclusion is the issue
Dear Editor,

In ~lari~cation of the Lance article of Oct. 24 1994.
!}t1s artic!e ~oes a very effective job of misrepresenting my
f>O!nt on this issue, both through exclusion of some critical
pomts, as well as through misquoting.
To start! I would !ike to make it clear that I had volunteered to sit on a advisory board for the organization because
I had ~elt that t~eir initial goal was superb, and I was interested m supporting it. This relationship changed, obviously,
wh~n I becan:ie aware of th~ meth~ologies that this organization w_as go~g to empl?Y m pursuit of this goal.
The first po11?t of misinformation is that in the fifth paragraph of the article, on page three, no mention is made of the
k~y statement tha_t I was responding to. I was not responding
simply to Jacqueline Halstead's statement of" sneak him in"
(refe~ring to the artist Scott Marsden that Jacqueline had
said is ''unfortunately white") but to the much more serious
staten:ient. ~n tha~ discussion, when I asked Jacqueline IIalste~d if t~e mtention of the Colours Collective was to exclude
white_ artists she responded ·'yes" and only then continued to
explain her pr<~blcms regarding the inclusion of a white artist.
S~co~d_ly, ~1c~ard Phillips feels that the presence of Chris
M~1ch i~. md1cahvc of the amount of power that 1 have. As a
po11:t ol u:iformatio~ it was Dr. Ramcharan that arranged for
Chns Ma1ch to cha1r that mectmg. In terms of the distributio~ of the memo, anyone has access to the postal service.
furthermore, paragraph 14 is a direct misquote. I stated
t?al I so not have a problem ~ith individuals or groups gett11:g _toget~er to cel~brate their culture. The difference with
t~s !ssu7 1s tha~ thi~ group was billing itself as an anti-dis~mrunation, anh-rac1sm _forum and was seeking special fundmg under that label. I did also state that public funds should
not support any events that employ exclusionary policy.
The se~ond par~graph on page four state<l Mr. Phillips
c~se}hat i~ J?,cqu~line had a racist position why would she invite_ a white . I did not state that Jacqueline was trying to be
racist. Often, and unfortunately, racism is not a preconceived
s~rategy but the result of simple ignorance but remains racism nonetheless.
The following paragraph goes on to explain Dr. Ramcharan~ c?ncerns about my "seeming to be looking out for the
maJontf'.· The truth is in fact quite the opposite. If exclusionary polici~s are accepted and condoned a precedent will be
set that ~111 prove dam~ging to ~ur ~ntire campus community
and part~cul~rly damaging to minonty groups. His continued
explanation m the next paragraph that "there comes a time
when one has to protect the minority by giving them ... opportunities to redress imbalances".
This is consistent with his conversation with me where he
s~ems to confuse policy for remedy with policy tor retribullOn. If he is refe~ring to exclusionary, as an acceptable for of
redress then he 1s advocating policies for retribution. I can
only say to this that~ am tired of individuals trying to say that
the w~y t? ~ght_ racism and discrimination is through racism
and d1scn~n~hon. The logic and practical validity of this is
absolutely nd1culous and sorely disappointing corning from a
a race relations officer and ombudsperson.
As I have stated in other communications, I support the
goal of this organization without any problems whatsoever.
My only issue ~as with the use of exclusionary policies. These
cannot and will not be tolerated. mv statement in letters to
the ~.di~or entitled (by Lance Staff)~ very aptly, ''retractions
su~~ gives my general stance on this situation in a very simplified and concise manner.
~yone willing to discuss positive policy alternatives to
achieve these same goals is more than welcome to call me at
extension 3500 and we can set up a time to sit down and discuss.
James Fox
Human Rights Issues Coordinator

National students organization
wants you, to fight tuition hikes
CFS responds to
social cuts and the
ICLRP"student aid
program"

----

-

---- ---------

By Jason Hunt
Special to the Lance

In the middle of mid-term
and essay season the federal
government released a discussion paper that could fundamentally change
Canada's
university and college system
for the worse.
The fact that they have proposed cutting $2.6 billion of
funding is hard to discern from
all the talk about "modernization" and a fairer student aid
program that surrounds the Social Policy Review.
How will this affect us as students? The simplest answer,
and to many the most relevant,
is that it will likely mean that
our tuition will more than double within the next two years!
Let's look closer at how this
will happen.
The federal government
transfers 46.1 billion to provinces for post secondary education - $3.5 billion in tax points
and $2.6 billion in cash. As the
tax base expands the tax points
yield more revenue and the

cash transfer shrinks so the total does not exceed the negotiated transfer of 46.1 billion.
The cash transfer will disappear and the entire $6.1 billion
will come in tax points in ten
years time if a) the negotiated
level of $6.1 billion remains the
same and b) the economy continues to grow as predicted.
The government proposes to
eliminate the cash transfer.
This 42.6 billion yearly shortfall
would eventually be passed on
to the students in the form of a
massive increase in tuition accompanied by an income contingent
repayable
loan
(remember the talk about a
"fairer student aid program")
Before you start packing
your bags and trade in your calculator for a McDonald's uniform and a smile let me tell you
ahout your provincial and national student organization and
what we are doing to stop this.
'The Canadian Federation of
Students, founded in 1981, represents 440 OOO students across

- 2.000

Canada. Ac; students we have
At the provincial level. CFS~ormed the largest lobby group Ontario has scheduled meetm Canada and as Canadians we ings with the committee for 16
have one of the largest student different student associahons
organizations in the world.
including the UWSA and GSS'.
With your $7 fee, CFS em- In addition to providing supploys research, field and sup- port for groups like the UWSA
port staff to facilitate our and GSS in their presentations
lobbying and communication we will be making our own
with and among our members. presentation.
CFS research is recognized as
I will be touring schools in
vital to policy decisions affect- the province speaking to stuing post secondary education.
dents in class, addressing stuIn addition CFS provides a dent
associations
and
number of campaigns to Wind- answering their questions and
sor students through the setting up small focus groups
UWSA, as well as a constant on campus to give students a
flow of information for the chance to engage in a more deUWSA to share with students tailed discussion of the prohere on campus. Currently on posal and what they would like
campus you will see our ''Chal- to see CFS do about it.
How can you help? Go to the
lenging Assumptions" campaign as well as a number of UWSA office and read through
fact sheets and posters in the the CFS information they have.
UWSA office which contain in- Let them know you want to be
formation about the Social Pol- involved in a focus group or
just keep your eyes and cars
icy Review.
The CFS has been working open for the date when CrS
on the Social Policy Review for will be back on campus.
Finally CFS is planning to
some time. We presented to
the committee that drafted the hold a nation wide protest for
paper, we have met with Lloyd any student that wants to show
Axworthy the Minister of Hu- their opposition to the proman Resources Development posed tuition increa'ic, so watch
and will continue to meet with for notices telling you about the
him throughout the process. protest action in your area.
II
We will meet again with the
Ja.wn lfunr is rhe f onner presicommittee and individually dent of the McMaster Students
with each member. Also na- Union and cun'entb.• Ontano
tional researchers have put out Chairperson for the· Canadian
campaign materials and briefs Federation of Students. llunt
for students and are drafting a .\poke at last 1hursda\'s student
council meetmg.
~
response to the proposals.

around campus
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Do you support same sex benefits, and why?
,----------.

Aleya Trott
Year I
Sociology

"Yes, because
they're humanthey're not likedogs or cats."

"If god accepts
it I accept it."

"No, because I
don't
believe
children should
be brought up in
an environment
with same sex
partners.''

"Yes I do. Because ... if you
arc going to go to
the trouble of
having a relationship they should
have the same
benefits."

Sam Mahmoud
Year I
Communication

Alex Tekle

Year II
En~neering

Juliann Sladic
Year I
Biology

classifieds

I

services

PAPERS
(APA & other styles)

BSA TYPING
SERVICE
Specializing in term papers,
reports & theses
- MASTERCARD

VISA - CASH

miscellaneous
Attention figure skaters. Rose C~y
Rhythms precision ice skating team is
looking for you. If interested call Came

-

948-0076.
Students are needed ASAP for a 401
Sunset episode on bad hair experiences either by a hairdresser or friend.
This is a legitimate story and are gucranteed no humiliation. Leave message
for Nadia 736-4276/254-1207.

employment
Wanted!!! Individuals and student CX'·
ganizations to promote Spring Break
'95. Earn substantial money and free
trips. Call Inter-campus Programs 1-

800-327-6013.

""""'

t •

.-..

Breakaway Tours is looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs
to promote Spring Break/New Years
Tours to Acapulco, Cuba, Daytona,
Vermont. Quebec & more! Leader in
student tours for the past 12 years, we
looking for the best reps to promcxe
our tours. Best commission structure
available, so call today! Call 1-800465-4257. Member of the BBB, call
and compare us to anyone!!!
The Lance has its staff meetings every
Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the basement
of the CAW Student Centre. If your interested in writing, proof-reading, typing, photography come to see us.

Over & over & over again.
Recycle.
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Bachelorettes "'~ Pnvate Sessions

(519) 945-0136

For us at VIA, youth fares inean anyone between
12 and 24 (student or not) can travel by train
for up to 50% off. Only now, we've stretched the
definition of youth to include students (24+) with
valid ID. It's that simple. It's that sweet. Check the
conditions, then calJ your campus travel agency
or VIA Rail '.

ELECT
PATTI MILLAR
Windsor Separate
School Board
VIA supports this card.
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TODAY

DATING
SERVICE
FRIENDSHIP,
ROMANCE, .... ?

1-900-451-4005
ADULTS ONLY (18+)
VSN assumes no liability
when meeting thru this service.
$1.50/m,n. T-Tone Serv.,c.e._...
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Introduction to SPSS for Wl~dows and
WordPerfect 6 for DOS ~raptucs on Nov.
8 and 10 and lntro?ucfl?n t? Lotu~ on
Nov 7 and 9 Reg1strat1on rs required.
Call · the HelpDesk at 253-4232 ext
4440.

.

.

basement of the CAW. Student Centre.
CJAM FM 91 _5 presents This Way
..-Out/Queer Radio _ news, commentary,
and music by/for the gay, lesbian, and
bisexual communities - airs every
Monday at 8 p.m.
/

The Federation of Windsor-Essex
County Tenants' Association and
Housing lnfonnation Services presents
3 Tenants' Town Hall at 7:30 p.m. in
Local 195, 1214 Ottawa St. (rear). Free
admission. Come and find out about the
services which ar~ available. to Windsor
area tenants. Bnng questions about
landlord and tenant problems to the
panel of experts which include Mayor
Mike Hurst. For more infonnation
call 977-6274 or 254-4824 _

.

St~dent Senators wrll be available in
th~rr o!fices to address concern_s ~n
unr~ersrty matters. Bernard Cummrns is
avail~!~ ~on days 1-2 p.m. ~d ~~nnen
Cocc1m1gho Wednesdays 2.30 3.30
p.m., 2nd floor CAW._ Student, Centre.
Hey,. ask them question, that s what
they re here forl

I

;• The c.on:imuni~ations

~

,. ..-....-...... . ,.
~

,,r/...

The Ontario Public Interest
Research Group (OPIRG)
will hold its elections
for seven student board members
on Tuesday, Nov. 15.
Polling stations will be
in room 201 Assumption University
from 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
and in the CAW Student Centre
from 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Contact Susan at 252-5541 for more information
about OPIRG or Its board. Nominations for these positions
close Monday, Nov. 14. So get your nomination in today!
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The Canadian Red Cross Society will
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A. Bryant at 944-6866 for information
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Students
Association wrll. me.et today at
4:30 p.m. upstairs m the Grad
House.
..
.I Humanities Research Group
..,. presents Susan Boyd on
C~ajlenging the Public/Private
Divide: Women, Work, and
Family at 8 p.m. in the Oak
Room of Vanier Hall. For more
infonnation call 253-4232 ext.
3508.

Wednesday, November 9

.1 Humanities Research Group
..,. presents Susan Boyd discussing
Looking Behind Tyabji: Employed
Mothers and Child Custody Law
at 2:30 p.m. in the Oak Room of
Vanier Hall. For information call
253-4232 ext 3508.

MondayI November 7

8:n@ij ., have a blood donor clinic at the Windsor
iM:I[fj: Branch from 1-8 p.m. Co~tact M~rgaret
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., The Lance staff meeting at 4:30 in the ., Your student council will meet tonight in

i /]~lM:~:;/ ., The _Computer Centre continu~s. its fr_ee
tJfil:fj
seminar senes of program t~arnrng wrth

@f:tf(~

~

..IJ

Diversions. a weekly calendar of events, is a free service of the lance. Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we can~ot _guarantee public~ion _of any event. Listings should be submitted_in ~iling by Friday 4 ~.m. and must include a
phone contact. Send subm1ss1ons to: Lance D1vers1ons; Basement, CAW Student Centre; Un,versdy of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.
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Assumption University Gust west of the
C.A.W. Student Centre) offers a
discussion group at 7:30 p.m. Topics are
chosen by students. For more
infonnation call 973-7033

~~~i~;s~~tsDu~:
Makaveyev tonigh_t and tomorrow at 9
p.m. at the Capitol Theatre and Arts
~entre. 121 University Ave. W. For more
infonnatron call 971-5160

.1 Living With The Enemy project offers an
..,. infonnation workshop entitled Windsor
Women Working With Immigrant
Women. For information call 258-1689.

The Debating Society will meet today
and tomorrow in the CAW Student
Centre, Conference room A at 4 p.m.

.1 Vote in the advanced poll for the
..,. municipal election. Call the city clerk's
office at 255-6285 for the polling station
near you! Must bring proof of residency.

C!r The Muslim Students Association
'• (MSA) presents a video and discussion
in the Ambassador Auditorium on Bosnia
- Genocide Under The New World
Order, at 6 p.m. Free refreshments. Nov.
7-13 is Islamic Awareness Week so
check out the book sale and display in
the C.A.W. Student Centre.

Thursday, November 10
.I The Faculty of Education and the
..,. Academic Advisory Centre presents an
infonnation session entitled Is Teaching
In Your Future? in room 1101 of the
Education Building at 5 p.m.

room 510, Windsor Hall Tower at 5 pm.
For inf?nnation onthe council contact
Joe Banle at 253-4232, ext. 4502.
t lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship
• welcomes Bob Williamso~ discussing
One Body, Many Parts rn the CAW
s d c' A b 'd A · ·
tu .;~t entre, m assa or udrtonum
at 5· p.m.
l .... Visitors In The Arts announces Montreal
'fl photographer Geoffrey_James, 7:30 p.~.
at the Art Gallery of Wrndsor, Devonshire
Mall, 3100 Howard Avenue. Call
969-4494 for more information.
., The Boolcroo~ At Th_e Court presents, /
Ren:iember Like N?w. The Odyssey of a
Polish J_ew by Charm Goldber~. as tol~ to
Jo Atkinson. For further mfonnatron
please contact Anne Beer at the
Bookroom 258-2726.
.

Friday, November 11

------------.I Fashion Show Auditions, brought to you
...,. by your student council, will take place in
the Ambassador Auditorium room Afrom
1-4 p.m. For more infonnation call
977-7909.
• .
Third World ~esourc_e Centre presents
an annual dinner wrth guest speaker
Silumko Nondwangu, organizer for the
National Union of Metal Workers in East
London, South Africa. CAW Hall Local
200/444 1855 Turner Road. Tickets are
$20.00. For tickets or more infonnation
call 252-1517.

a

Saturday, November 12
'}( Men's volleyball meet Macomb College,
"-· 6:30 p.m. in the St. Denis Centre.

Monday, November 14
.1 Vote in the municipal election! Call the
..,. city clerk's office at 255-6285 for info.

Tuesday, November 15
.1 The Windsor Society of Criminology
..,. presents Desmond Ellis discussing The
~ling of Women at 7:15 p.m. in
Ambassador Auditorium in the CAW
Student Centre. Admission $3.
.I The Department of Geology presents
..,. T.E. Smith discussing Tertiary Volcanic

Activity In The Grenadine Islands, Lesser
Antilles Arc and Michael Lewchuk
lecturing
on A Synthesis
Of
Paleomagnetic Data On Mississippi
Valley-type Ore Deposits: Inferences
Drawn From The Use Of Bingham
Statistics at 1 p.m. in room 302,
Memorial Hall.

Cover photo courtesy of Steve Cox.
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We've got some HUGE ~EALS that wo~'t b~rn -~_ hole
in your pocket or our kitchen dOW.1) 1~1th~i_!' Qpps·J!
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2 FOR 1 BIG
BIG BURGERS
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Load our flame broiled 1/3 lb. patties with up to 20 toppings.
Fries included. We'll even supply a FREE pen to fill out the slip.
GET TWO BIG BIG BURGERS FOR ONLY $2.95
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PLUS•••••ALL THE SPECIALS ARE BACK!
CHICKEN WINGS•••

WINGS & RIBS•••

(in orders of 10) The BEST chickeri. wings this side .of the border!
With your choice of Mild, Medium, Hot or Homicide sauce. 20e ea.

World famous wings and baby back ribs. Two thumbs up
from even the most finicky food critic ........... $5.99
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p
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WINGS & SKINS•••

d

Potato skins in real cheddar cheese and bacon bits, teamed with our very own
Buffalo style chicken wings. Mild, Medium, Hot, Homicide! ................... $4.99

r,

h
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Above specials including the Big, Big Burger 2 for 1, valid Monday through Wednesday 4 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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Win A$1000

Sprint _Break
Travel Voucher
With a food purchase enter to win
Bentley's $1 OOO Spring Break Giveaway!
Spend Spring Break in the Hot Spot of your
choice! Valid Student I.D. is required to
participate
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I

Present this coupon
I
and receive 1Owings
I
{any style) absolutely free!* I

I

•••••••••••••••••••••

· This Sunday Lose
The Corn itakes!

•

Try Bentley's all you can eat Sunday Breakfast Buffet •
•
•

(11 am. to 2 pm)! Enjoy Omelettes. Scrambled Eggs,
Bacon. Sausage, Ham, French Toast. Pancakes,
homemade Hash Browns. Fresh Fruit, mouth watering
Pasteries .... and more!

•
•
•
•

ALL YOU CAN EAT.•• $4.95

•
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FREE
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WINGS! i
I

Rl

TWO JOR ONE
•

Coupon expires November 27th, 1994

•

•••••••••••••••••••••

Limit one coupon per person. Not valid with any
other offer. Dine-In only. Valid alter 4 p.m.
Sunday and Thursday. Expires 11/30/94
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CUPE local
starts negotiation
BY Cheryl Clark

Let the ncgotitations begin.
Representatives ~>f CUPE
!(XII and t~e. Um.vus1l) ~>f
Windsor adm1rustrat1on met m
a closed door session, Thursda), to discuss contract talks for
iis part-time workers.
(UPI· 1001 represents ap·
proximately
220 part-time
\\orkers who seek a collective
al!l'eemcnt.
• Laura Moore, spokesperson
for the union, said the meeting
\\COi well and the two sides will
reconvene on Nov. 10 to sec
\\hat the administration is willing to offer.
"We were ahle to make some
progress at the. meeting," said
Moore. Ihe uruon's proposals,
"hich included provisions to
ensure parody and equal treatment of workers, were tabled
for further discussion.
Moore noted that labour
complaints regarding the hours
cul to part-time workers was
not discussed at the meeting
because it will be addressed at
a prehearing at the labour
board on Nov. 11.
"I don't think our labour
board complaint hurt the contract negotiations," said Moore.
The union, represented by
Moore, CUPE 1001 president
Jun Hane, Denise Brockman,
Denise Lewis and Roxanne
Bell, was able to discuss collective bargaining and how to incorporate the language of the
contract. The proposal that was
tabled included stipulations regarding the process of layoff
and recall that is currently affecting 64 part-time workers.
The University of Windsor
administration was represented
by human resources director
Jim Butler, food services department head Lynda Smith,
as.5istant department head of
production/purchasing
Dave
McEwen and James Wheeler
director of personnel services. '
University
administration
representatives spent the latter
half of ·rbursday hashing out
the union's proposals in a

closed door session. As expected hy administrative staff,
the union is seeking increased
wages for the collective members.

Labour hearing
Moore is hoping the Nov. 11
prchcaring at the lahour hoard
\I.ill bring :m end to union concerns regarding the food services department's scheduling of
part-time workers.
"We arc going in with a positive attitude," said Moore. She
said the union is confident a
resolution can he found at the
prehearing stage of the complaint process, but if not, the
complaint will move forward to
a full fledged hearing in the
coming weeks.
Butler and Smith were unavailable for comment about
the prehearing.
Sixty-four part-time workers
have not been called back since
union certification on May 26.
As well, several workers have
seen a cut in hours, due in part
to the closing of some food outlets at the CAW Students' Centre at 2:30 p.m. All of the food
outlets were open until 6:30
p.m. last year.
Moore stated, in an official
complaint to the labour board,
that the university cut part-time
workers' hours as retnbution
for unionizing. University officials maintain that hours were
cut in response to budget constraints.
Butler maintains hours were
cut because the food services
department must show a balanced budget and the only
other option, of food price increases, was not feasible.
The union filed the complaint under Section 81.1 of the
Labour Act, which stipulates
the general course of business
between both parties must he
maintained until a contract is
signed. The arrangement can
change, in the interim, only if
the employer can prove that it
is motivated to do so for sound
business reasons or it has been
given the union's permission. II
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By Paul Hawkins
Secondary and post-secondary students joined forces in
Tecumseh to protest the Liheral governments proposal for
cuts to social programs at a
special town hall meeting on
Oct. 30.
The town meeting, billed as a
"public policy consultation on
social reform," was designed to
allow public input on some of
the changes to social security
proposecl.
Over 150 people demonstrated outside the meeting,
held at St. Anne's I ligh School.
Organized by the Windsor and
Essex County Coalition for the
Unemployed and Under-employed, the rally was held in
protest of further cuts to Canada's social safety net, most notably those proposed in human
resources minister, Lloyd Axworthy's recently released discussion paper titled Improving
Social Security in C,anada.
Students concerns were
dramatized through a skit performed by Jerry Logan of the
Coalition for the Unemployed
and Under-employed. The
short play, titled a race to the
bottom, pitted business and
government interests against

By Cheryl Clark

I

•II

Students to discuss budget cuts
those of the unemployed, students, seniors and disabled.
The play satirized business and
governments interests head
start over the rest of society,
citing that the ,elationship
leaves no money to benefit the
bulk of participants in the
economy.
Among those who spoke,
Gary Parent, president of the
Windsor District Labour Council, talked of the need for people to be active in fighting any
cuts to social programs and said
that: "Unless working people
unite social programs are in
danger of being dismantled."
The demonstrators were alc;o
entertained by a local folk
singer, Vera Cruise, and gathered donations of canned
goods for local food banks.
Some protesters did join in
the town hall debate.
Following speeches by government representatives, including
Liberal
MP
Shaughnessy Cohen, the meeting was broken into three small
groups, placed in separate
rooms.
The town hall meeting was
considered a disappointment to
many who had hoped to be able
to have a full and open public
forum.

Patterned after the main areas of concern outlined in Axworthy's
discussion
paper,
participants were asked to
choose one of the groups and
then join in. Each group had a
facilitator to guide discussion.
The education workshop
erupted into a lively debate on
the direction of both high
school and post-secondary education, with many participants
critical of the direction the government has taken . Windsor
alumnus Judi Remigio pointed
out: "At age 29, I have been
forced to move back with my
parents after getting my degree, just to pay hack student
loan, costing me over $300 per
month.''
There wasn't much interest
in the proposal that Ontario
Students' As.sistance Program
should be the only form of assistance available to students.
One student asked: "Why can't
repayment be geared to income
earnings after graduation?"
Facilitators arc .'ilatcd to
summarize the small group discussions and according to Co·
hen. these vie',\:S would he
presented to the Standing
Committee on Human Resources Development, which
stops in Wind"-Or on Dec. 2. !I

Visual arts show set for next year

~

~

Laoce photo NANCY PR NGLE
Wining and dining: Jennifer Nilsen Qeft) and Zdenka Pittman attending the Psychology Society s Wine and Cheese Social.
The event, a place where students and faculty can mingle, was held Nov. 2 at McPherson Lounge.

~d
Lance pt¥>to / STEPHEN PANICCIA
~o Mccrae, visual arts rep on student coonctl is seen here at the Black
cc.ice Is' ~liance meeting held Nov. 2. McCrae, as well as many other
ITled students, has expressed his full support for Halstead's art show.

Despite the recent controversy surrounding the Colours
Collective Coalition's planned
art show next year, the event
will !,'O on as planned.
Jacqueline Halstead, student
founder and director of the
CCC. said while setbacks have
hcen frustrating, she is confident the controversy \I.ill pass.
"I don't understand how it
got this big in the first place,''
said Halstead, with regard to
comments from UWSA human
rights issues coordinator James
fox. "Everything is set to go, I
just have to consult with the advisor)' board.''
The art show's ad,isory
board consists of members of
multicultural
organuations

across Windsor. Subhas Ramcharan, university ombudsman
and race relations officer. and
Walter 1 emelini, founder of
the Multicultural Council, also
sit on the board. I lalstead is
also working \\.ith volunteers to
attract artists to the show.
The CCC's goal is to: "promote arts and culture and safeguard one's sense of self.''
The show \\ill be funded \\ ith
ministry grants, private donations and artist organizations.
"I don't feel I have to defend
my position any more," she said
from here-on-in her energies
will be focused on the show. he
said in response to Fox's criticism that the show discourages
non-whites from participating.
"I don't know why all of this
has happened," she said. "I

don't know why anyone would
want to contaminate it with
contrO\cr~y.
"Art has a lot of politil:s in it,
but art is art,'' she said, pointing to the aesthetic significance
of the show.
There was concern that the
show's funding might he a
problem due to a memo distrihutcd b) l·ox. Fox said he could
not support the art sho\l. because he bdieves it discourages
the participation of whites, and
was, therefore, discriminator\'.
UWSA
and
Ramchara~.
among others, disagree with
Fox's position.
Fox's actions will be investigated by UWSA, with president
Chris Maich acting as arbitrator. lbe investigation is set to
take place next winter.
II
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5c PER COPY

PAPERS

'*

(APA & other styles)

~D~*
• FULL COLOUR COPIES
• RESUMES

Pa

Specializing in term papers,
reports & theses
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- MASTERCA RO - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

(Days, Evenings, Weekends)

'WITH STUDENT CARD ASK FOR DETAILS. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

It's Right. It's On Time. Guaranteed.
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WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Ad E.

2643 Howard Ave.

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

Fai: (519) 969-9054

Fax: (519) 971-0363

1800 Huron Church

W

BSA TYPING SERVICE

(

Papers typed up PRONTO! Call Lucy a
258-5828. $1.75 per page includes
complimentary on-campus pick-up afil
delivery.

for rent
Large single room available immedately for female student. Fully fa.
nished, quiet. clean house {Cantertu~
College) 2 minutes to university. Ca;
258-2285 or 256-6442.
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Room for rent in house. 10-minute
walk to U of W. Female only please
Call after 4 p.m. Available AS~
$250/month. Christine 977-6744.
Roommate wanted. Jan.-May, 1 or 2
M/F, 5 minutes to university. P~ng
free cable. $295/month plus utilities
Call 254-1321.

employment
Wanted!!! Individuals and student «·
ganizations to promote Spring Bceac
'95. Earn substantial money and kee
trips. Call Inter-campus Programs 1.
800-327-6013.

:sf.OD OF-

, pitcher
1~u'!· ~n~M~n._

188& University Ave.

252-1075

VOTE

I

w

GLENN
MATTHEWS
Counclllor, Ward 2
November 14, 1994
1tuthorized by Dan Boots, official C.F.O. of the Glenn Matthews Campaign

Breakaway Tours is looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs
to promote Spring Break/New Years
Tours to Acapulco, Cuba, Daytooa
Vermont, Quebec & more! Leader in
student tours for the past 12 years, we
looking for the best reps to prom(te
our tours. Best commission structure
available, so call today! Call 1-800465-4257. Member of the BBB, ~
and compare us to anyone!!!

The Lance has its staff meetings ev~
Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the basement
of the CAW Student Centre.
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We offer

We accept

DELIVERY

LDRU
p

on everything
we sell
JUST CALL US!

WESTOWN BIG V

including your
S.A.C. Drug Plan

BRYSON BIG V

---DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.

-----DRUGSTORE~-

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

Phone:

253-4477

3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247
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1 OPUS unhappy with fee increases
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BY Cheryl Clark

Mary Schisler, president of
Windsor's Organization of
part-time University Students,
finds herself questioning the
definition of autonomy these
days.
Despite the group's objection to fee increases, part-time
students have seen their CAW
Students Centre share of the
pie increase from a $3.25 flat
fee to $5 per course.
··1 think it was so unfair, how
it was done," said Schisler. Last
March, the Students' Administrative Council (now UWSA),
the Graduate Students' Society
and OPUS discussed a fee in~rease and OPUS agreed to a
slight increase, namely to a $5
flat fee, but declined to ask its
members to pay for the proposed 200 per cent increase.
"The 200 per cent increase
on part-time students was imposed on us by SAC and the
GSS," said Schisler, adding the
hike was imposed on part-time
students despite the fact that
OPUS is autonomous and can
refuse fee increases.

Schisler said a flicker of hope
was extinguished this summer
when the government ruled
students had to agree to hikes
- but with the majority not in
school, the jump in fees went
ahead.
"(The CAW Students' Centre) deficit was not caused by
students," said Schisler, adding
many part-time students are on
fixed incomes, single mothers
or are working full-time and
cannot afford increased costs.
"These people are vulnerable, they don't hang out at the
students' centre," she said. 'Ibe
OPUS office has heard a number of complaints regarding the
fee increases, both written and
oral.
Schisler said she is still working on alternatives, but she is
not confident that much can be
done about it now. In the future, she is hoping referendums
will be held on similar issues
and she noted UWSA president Chris Maich also supports
the idea.
One thorn in the referendum's side, however, is GSS
president Joe Esteves. Esteves

does not support referendums
because he believes they are
not, "democratic".
The majority of food services
are not even available to parttime students, said Schisler.
"(The students' centre) is an
empty shell, we're paying more
money than ever before for a
cut in services ... everything is
closed as tight as a drum," she
said.
In addition to fee increases,
OPUS is growing increasingly
concerned with budget cuts because most night school teachers are sessionals, which are the
first positions to be cut when
necessary.
"We find ourselves in a position where students have gone
here for four or five years and
they can't finish their degrees,"
she said, adding that the parttime student body is shrinking
too. Five years ago there were
5,000 part-time students, last
year there was 4,200 and this
year there are 3,800 part-timers.
"What can I tell my students?" she said. "We are an
endangered species."
[!
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Petition drive starts on Windsor campus

Yeii

By Cheryl Clark

ler ~

Students who are fed up with
budget cuts at the post secondary level can have their voices
heard on Parliament Hill.
Cindy Smith, a first-year social work student, is spearheading a campaign to petition the
federal government on its plans
to increase tuition.
Smith designed the official
petition which began circulating Monday, must comprise 1
500 signatures in order to be
presented to a Member of Parliament, who in turn, must pre-
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sent it at the House of Com- dents believe that they do not
moos in Ottawa. Smith said it have a voice."
will Jikel) be handed to liberal
Response to the petition has
MP Herb Gray.
been good so far, said Smith,
"We feel it's unfair for the adding that over 300 students
government to say that they'll have signed it.
cut (funds) to post secondary._ . Smith hopes she will also be
education, but we'll leave t~ftble to present the petition to
tax system alone," said Smith.i'> federal human resources develInstead, she believes, the fed- opment minister Lloyd Axeral government should investi- worthy. She is considering
g_a.te fairer taxation wherein the addre_ssing Axworthy when he
country's elite are obliged to comes to Windsor later this
contribute to a bigger share.
year.
"(We must) get out of the
"If no one speaks out then
sort of mind-set that students we'll be in a worse situation,"
can't speak out," she said. "Stu- she said.
[!
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t'""ArtiFactual'~
Into Your Com mun ity
Artifactual is a unique shop that gives you the
opportunity to experience the amazing cultures
of Central and South America.

Importers of Many Unique,
Handcrafted items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

M ayan, Aztec and Inca I
Art artifacts & reproductions
Pottery
Jewllery
Clothing
Carvings
Leather goods

/7d,
2062 University Avenue West
(at Rankin)

)

(519) 258-4450

at:
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Experienced Secretary will type

ESSAYS - THESES
REPORTS - RESUM E S
All Papers APA (or o t her f ormat),
accurate and p roofread

$ 1.5 0 P E R P AGE
CALL D E BBIE AT 972-7804

DARKROOM SUPPLIES:
KODAK · FUJI · EDWAL

FILMS: KODAK FUJI· AGFA
I

COMPLETE PHOTO LAB f ERV!CE

252 PE LISSIER ST.
WINDSOR

,

I

Class;j;eds for cans for {),rislmas
The Lance is offering free classified
ads to help the campus food drive.
Just bring in two cans of food for
the charity food drive and the Lance

will give you space for a 20-word
class:fied ad (regularly valued at
$5) in our Nov. 28 holiday issue.
Deadline: noon, Nov. 24, 1994.
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Nominations for OPIRG
board members open!
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OPIRG Windsor is accepting nominations
for board members until November 14,
1994. There are 7 student board positions
and 2 community board positions
available.
Voting will be held on Tuesday November
15, 1994 in Room 201 Assumption
University from 9:00 am to 5:00pm and
from 8:00pm to 10:00pm in the C.A.W.
Centre.
For more information on OPIRG Windsor
its board, or nomination. forms, please
contact Su~an at 252-5541.

Lance photo / NANCY PRINGLE

It was abusy week for Campus Police Services but they're still all smiles thanks
in part, to a particularly quiet Devil's Night.
·

Busy week for police
By Lance news staff

Jim Foreman, Director of
Campus Police Services, reported a busy, but uneventful,
week for Halloween.
Foreman noted there was
only one report of mischief on
campus, and two students were
apprehended after tearing a
telephone out at the CAW Student Centre.
Foreman also reported that a

student has been arrested on a
narcotics charge, and an investigation is pending.
Extra campus patrols and police, along with high visibility,
resulted in little mischief on
campus.
Around campus two bicycles
were damaged in attempted
thefts, 49 alarms were set off,
25 cars were towed and patrols
responded to general assistance
calls on 115 occasions.
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,_,Nl,you-can-eat, All Day

c~

HARVEY'S

You Take a
Friend Out &....
HARVEY'S WILL BU~
THE DRINKS

-We offer vegetarian ~zzas
'U'e ~ ~ 74b-ora
&~Se,w«e

131 Park Street West
Open 7 days
Noon-9pm Mon-Wed / Noon-10pm Thurs-Sat

Humanities Research Group

. Su~a.n Boyd

Cha,r, Femm,st Legal Studies
University of British Columbia
HARVEY 'S

\

J.

EnJoy Harvey's Dinner
for 2 for only $7.49 which
includes 2 hamburgers,
2 small fries & Harvey's
will buy your soft drinks!
, ~as Nov. 8/94

t.Ht:wlfilt
,...,,..,.;.:.tlllliililii,. ·=c:--)..
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HARVEY'S

..,~,._,,,

Where extra
dressings are FREE/li!ft!lrtm~tffll"J!lrr;m:lma~:nrri

"Challenging the Public/Private
Divide: Women, Work, and Family"
8:00 pm
Tuesday, November 8, 1994
Oak Room of Vanier Hall ·

.. Looking Beyond Tyabji: Employed
Mothers and Child Custody Law"
2:30 pm
Wednesday, November 9, 1994
Oak Room of Vanier Hall

Everyone Welcome
For more information please call:
(519) 253-4232 ext 3508 .

l

~

Monday, November 7, 1994

The Lance
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Where do library fines go?
By Lori Di Pierdomenico
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Upon returning to our beautiful literary oasis with several
horrowed samples of Canada's
irrunigration policies, I must adrnit, I did feel a little aprchensivc. The books were overdue.
That very word is able to instill fcar in the most fearless
students, because the very word
overdue is !>)'nonymous with ex0rt,itant fines.
Almost all of us have to pay
library fines at one time or another, exactly where do those
fines go?
Gwen Ebbett, head librarian
at the Leddy Library, tells us
that most of the fine money is
directed to the acquisitions
budget, which basically covers
book and periodical replace-

ment. A small percentage may library. A borrower may not
also fund student workers.
have in excess of $10 in fines.
Feeling that my own personal
If you are a graduate student
contribution to the acquisitions .._founting o? leavin~ the univerbudget is enough to cover the ~ity and hbrary fmes behind,
national debt, I asked Ebbett guess again. Transcripts and dehow much the library collects in grees are with-held by the unifines each year. The figure, versity until fines are paid. 1hc
which may astound, is anywhere library works in cooperation
from $20 OOO to $25 000 each with the finance department,
year.
which adds students outstandThat is a lot of overdue ing library fines to their acbooks.
counts.
Cathy Maskell, interim head
In order to graduate, a stuof the access services depart- dent must have an account in
ment, notes the amount of ma- good standing. If not, registraterials deemed "missing", or tion, dropping courses, or even
damaged, pretty much devours grade transcripts are with-held.
the fund. Ebbett points out the
Should the library be able to
fines meant to deter lateness to exercise such an influence over
spare others the inconvenience. overdue books?
To that extent, a new fines
Another mystery of the unipolicy has been adopted at the verse.
I!

OPIRG saga may come to an end
By Cheryl Clark

If all goes well, the University of Windsor's public interest
research group may finally have
its $25 OOO budget released at
Thursday's UWSA meeting.
OPIRG president Russell
Bennett said the office has
been running on donations
from other PIRGs for the past
two months, but that fund has
been depleting at a critical rate.
If the alliance does not release
the funding soon, the PIRG
could face a deficit situation
before operations begin.
Bennett, also a third-year law
student, sent letters addressing
the PIRG's concern to UWSA
president Chris Maich and
UWSA lawyer Ed Ducharme
Nov. 3. Since then Bennett
said, Maich and Debbie Quin-

ta!, director of finance, have informed him that council will be
putting forth a motion to release the $25 000 and defer on
the signing of the Memorandum of Agreement.
Although OPIRG is independent, student council is concerned with the wording of the
agreement that would release
the $25 OOO. Mark Robson,
UWSA's VP University Affairs,
said the debate originated over
a reference to the PIRG's unratified constitution, and be~
came an issue of by-law
differences which he recommed
be dealt with by the council.
Bennett asserts OPIRG Ofr
crates
independently
of
UWSA, similar to Community
Legal Aid and the Student Law
Society, and, so he cannot understand council's hesitation in

signing the agreement.
"Both (Maich and Quintal)
seem like they're ready to give
me the money," said Bennett.
"Robson has been blocking the
issue."
"I don't think SAC (UWSA)
knows
what
incorporation
means," said Bennett. "I don't
see
how
one
lawyer
(Ducharme) and one student
(Robson) can say no to thousands of students who say yes."
Bennett said UWSA's actions have prevented the PIRG
from fulfilling the mandate and
silenced discussion and research that would be encouraged by the group's operation.
Maich confirmed that a motion has been drawn up for
council to consider cutting the
cheque and deciding on the
memo at a later date.
II

Join the
runni11g dog
j lackeys of joi;rnalism
I

Lance staff mePtings Mondays at
4:30 in th J CA'h Student Centre
basement. F.'1e• 1one .,elcome.

r----- -
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Windsor Separate
School Board

WARD2

- - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

YOUR Vote Will Make A Difference!
JANE SPARROW IS
DEDICATED AND
COMMITTED TO:
• Preparing our students
with the relevant skills
for success now and in
the future.
• Ensuring Ward 2
receives full value for our
educational tax dollars.

works
Jane Sparrow She
for you!

Trustee Ward2

~

STUDENTS 112. PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OUELLETTE AVE. Wl~ONTARIO

LOCATEDOiPARl<AVE. 156-5133
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JiJ J! ]

.E VERY TUESDAY
with

JJC])ol\Ja)[c Live
Winners of Detroit's REGGAE AWARD

Reggae to Rock Yo' Soul!! I
801 Ouellette Ave. 977-6583
PARKING NEXT DOOR

SIGN UP EARLY!

Story by
David North
Photos courtesy
of Steve Cox
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Demo~strator;·atop the entrance to the Santa Cruz cemetery, only moments before the massacre began.

\

ernment admitted to the killing of
up to 80 OOO East Timorese. The
murder of polibcal activist Sebastiao Gomez on Nov. 2. 1991 led
to a memorial demonstration l 0
I
n a scene from the recent days later. The miHtary opened fire
BBC documentary Death of a Na- on the demonstrators in what
tion. Australian and Indonesian came to be known as the Santa
trade representatives toast one an- Cruz massacre.
At present Amnesty Internaother with champagne in a private
jet flying over the rich oil fields of tional and Asia Watch put the total
death toll in East Timor at over
the Timor Gap.
Few images could capture the 200 OOO.
essence of East Timor's struggle
Media complicity. and economic
more accurately. The "free world" interests in the region have alwill not tolerate independence lowed the annihilation to continue.
from a region so rich in resources Only if outsiders stay informed
and economic potential. thus for and put pressure on political repdecades industnalized nations resentatives to end our tacit suphave managed the region accord- port for the atrocities can the
ing to tndustnalized interests. In plight of the Ttmorese peopJe be
this sense. the struggle to free redressed.
East Timar represents. on a micro
The mass media's failure to pubscale. the struggle of the Third liciZe the story of East Timor is itWorld to assert independence in self illustrative oi a much broader
the face of relentless pressures to and more comprehensive trend to
"participate" in the global econ- ignore the implications of the momy.
volvement of industrialized naThe strength of the image from t10ns. Cynics may suggest that
Death of a Nation lies not only in this interpretation 1s too conspirathe utter contempt for democracy torial: the media is much too comand human rights which the docu- plex to be involved in any
mentary reflects. but also m the conscious conspiracy to suppress
s1mphcity of the presentation. The the facts. But consider a similar
present situation in East Timor, qnestion: Is it a conspiracy when
unlike so many desperately corn
General Motors moves a factory to
plex tragedies on our planet. is a low wage region in an effort to
relatively straightforward and, in maintain, or increase. profits? Of
fact, solvable.
course not. Institutional analysis
The Timorese situation began as of the media's treatment of East
Indonesia invaded the former Por- Timor reveals one recurring theme:
tuguese colony of East Timor 1n as trade and commerce with Indo1975. nme days after the country nesian business thrives. so does
declared independence - and less the suppression of news stories
than 24 hours after the departure about human rights violations
of an Amencan Jet carrying then committed by Indonesian forces.
president Gerald Ford and Henry
And Canada has every reason to
Kissinger.
continue trade
Since
that
and investment
time the Indowith Indonesia,
nesian
miliso long as hutary
has
man rights reproceeded to
main merely a
decimate the
"pragmatic crite"simple mounrion". Currently
tain people" of
Indonesia
is
East Timor in
Canada's largest
what
Noam
export market in
Chomsky has .
Southeast Asia,
called
the
with
two-way
worst case of
trade ex.pected
genocide, rela- The memorial procession to the Santa Cruz
to reach $1 biltive to the cemetery on Nov. 12. 1991 This boy was among
lion for the first
the first killed when Indonesian military troops
population,
time in 1994.
since
the opened fire into the crowd moments later.
This
month's
Holocaust.
Asia Pacific EcoDespite the United Nations' nomic Cooperation (APEC) gatheradoption of 10 resolutions, from ing in Jakarta will witness the
1975-82, calling for the with- highest level Canadian delegation
drawal of Indonesian troops from ever, including Foreign Minister
East Timor, the killings continue. Andre Ouellet and Prime Minister
In April 1977, the Indonesian gov- Chretien.
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Casualties of the Santa Cruz massacre.

Can the 1991 Santa Cruz mas- be gunned down in the street for
sacre - filmed and broadcast to speaking out against human rights
shocked Western audiences on atrocities in East Timor - the Ti·
CBC and major American net- morese are not so fortunate yet.
works - be such a distant memThe East Timar Alert Netwark
ory in the minds of our political (ETAN) is a Canadian organization
and economic representatives? Or that is actively working to pressure
are there interests, like those be- the Canadian government to with·
ing defended and supported in draw its support of Indonesia on
Jakarta, which transcend the im- the occupation of East Timar.
portance of the Timorese culture
ETAN will be holding a memorial
that is unique in our time?
demonstration. to commemorate the
The people of East Timor rely on Santa Cruz massacre on Nov. J2.
a slim margin of dissidence in the at 10:30 a.m, outside the CBC of
West in their struggle for survival. fr.ces at 825 Riverside Dr. West.
The memorial demonstration at
If you wish more infonnatiort
Windsor's local CBC offices, timed about the situation in East nmor.
to commemorate the Nov. 12 or would like to get involved. con·
Santa Cruz massacre, is one way tact ETAN-Wi.ndsor through the
to voice concern and disapproval Third World Resource Centre a1
for the Canadian government's 252-1517.
continued refusal to address the
Donations can be made to ET.AN·
human rights record of Indonesia Windsor, c/ o 1WRC, 1050 Unwer·
in East Timor. Canadians will not sity Ave. West. N9A 5S4.
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Evergon wows art school
By Bernard A. Helling

Adnut for a moment that we
all have two ways of thinking:
One way is language based,
supposedly lo~c~l, and prone
to conceptualization and association of these concepts. The
other way is visuaVaural, likes
to deal with patterns, and is the
traditional site of our sensuality
and capacity for aesthetic enjoyment.
Most of us use this latter way
to listen to pop music, scope
out people, and navigate 12Jane freeway traffic. Our "logical" brains get to do all the
serious stuff, but are by no
means foolproof.
Last week I read of rainforest tribes that respond to solar
eclipses by biting animals and
beating children. The cries of
the innocent are believed to
move the gods to pity, and restore the sun. Very logical and it works every time!
If you think that we are any
smarter, listen for a while to
the budget deficit debate that is
preoccupying the folks in
Ottawa. Fortunately we have
an edge: sometimes our coprocessing capabilities (to use
an info-age-ism) can get
around our all-too-logical excuses for fearful, stupid behaviour.
Case in point: the works and
life of the artist who calls himself Evergon. Best known fur
his large, often life-size, richly
colourful, fantastic, classicallyinfluenced Polaroid photographs (the camera is a room
with a lens, owned by Polaroid
Co.), Evergon manages the
tricky job of producing work
that "looks like art", tickles the
eyeballs, displays a consistent
humanity, and is inexorably
part, parcel, and product of the
life and identity of its creator.
Evergon is a middle-aged gay

man.
... And this is the 90's, right?
In 1989, an Evergon retrospective at the Mendel Art Gallery
in Saskatoon faced threats of
budget cuts, fundamentalist religious protestors and a censor-
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ship battle that ended in curators' resignations. Evergon's
work runs from the coy to the
dramatically frank, and can
give pause to the unsuspecting
viewer, but one would think
that we are all grown up by now
... After all, he is being true to
his muse - which is what we
pay artist<; for, right?
Looks like our civilized, logical minds have ways of dealing
with the different and the unknown. Ignore it as long as you
can, until fear leads to frenzy;
then look for someone to beat
up on. Perhaps this reaction
comes about because his works
have the aura or manner of
high art about them, rather
than the manner of crude
propaganda. One critic describes his work as "accidentally subversive", although
subversion, accidental or otherwise, is more of an effect of a
well-made piece of art, rather
than its only justification.
Let us add to our thumbnail
psychology the suggestion that
a lot of who we think ourselves
to be can get tied up in our
"logics", making a completely
sealed, safe, and incidentally
insane universe that extends in
a spherical field some 2.1 metres beyond the tips of our
noses. Anything that can get
through this "field", with the
kind of immanent truth effect
that we get from what we see, is
a st:rious threat. We might
learn something. We might not
drive into a speeding truck.
If anything, Evergon understands and enjoys playing with
the sacred, or privileged qualities of artistic representation,
as part of a tradition that has
been likened to the strategy
pioneered by the classical
painter Caravaggio. The strategy still works. The Caravagistz.
used their friends and neighbours as models for religious
paintings, and thereby introduced the drama of real life
into what were previously supernatural and unreal illustrations.
But that was painting, and
this is photography, which has a

notorious history of failed attempt5 to reproduce the classical behind it. It therefore helps
if you can use every painterly
and photo&rraphic trick in the
book, and Evergon should take
the time to write a book or two
on them.
Then he promptly goes off
and does two other entire, clifferent bodies of work that can
only he classified as social realist photography. Rumour has it
that he does, on occasion, eat
and sleep.
Fortunately for those of us in
Windsor, who remain interested in the ability of art to cut
through the trance states we
talk ourselves into, Evergon is
currently in the middle of a
two-week stint at the School of
Visual Art where, as visiting
Artist-in-residence, he is lecturing, working on two or three
projects, and winning the alltime endurance record for studio visits - the last an art
school ritual wherein every student gets the opportunity to
show their last two years of
homework to the established
professional artist.
In a two-hour lecture, last
Monday, the artist showed
slides, talked about his work,
and spilled the secrets of how
he manages to keep up a prodigious output of work while
keeping body and soul together. A rough paraphrase
would go something like: keep
moving, stay flexible, have fun,
and trust in the support of your
friends. Considering that staging one of his large Polaroid
prints is closer to a dramatic
production or a movie shoot,
this seems to be good advice.
Evergon consistently does
what many contemporary artists aspire to, by integrating a
late-modern "process" approach to artmaking with the
production of work that drips
high and low art history - yet
remains resolutely authentic to
its source. Add to this the technical aplomb to coax "warm"
images out of the hard-edged
photographic medium, and you
get a local arts community

Evergon's Night watch (1990).
lined up to see if they can pick
up some pointers. The frenzy
continues through this week. [!
Evergon's two week residency
wiJh the University of Windsor's

visual arts department continues
until Nov. 11. An example of Evergon 's work can be seen on the
main floor of the Art Gallery of
Windsor, Devonshire Mall.

Yet more music choices for Christmas giving

I

Aerosmith
Continued from pa~e 9

influence in 1hc liner notes. It's
too had that the singers of
these bands don't appropriate
more of Osbourne 's vocal
qualities. \.1ost of the vocalists,
such as Megadeth's Dave Mustainc, arc merely content to
grunt out the lyrics with little
emotional ex-pression.
Osbourne him.self appears
with the Irish band 1berapy? in
a .sterile remake of "Iron Man."
The meticulous production and
candv-coated industrial sound
of this cover do little to entice
the listener. A better cover is
offered from Ministry side-project 1 OOO I lomo DJs, who contribute a three-year old dance
club version of "Supernaut."
Fqual parts metal and industrial, the Oh also sample a 60's
era puritan warning about the
C\ils inherent in rock'n'roll.
Kitsch nc\er sounded so good!
lnerc arc some g<x>d metal
covers. Bioha7.ard contributes a
smoking version of "Lord of
this World," while White Zombie - in typical fashion - adds
.t sampled news report of the
Manson murders to its competent version of "Children of the
Grave." On the other hand,
Megadeth provides a horrible
paint-by-numbers rendition of
"Paranoid."
The real stinker. however. is
Bruce Dickcnson's cover of
"Sabbath Bloodv Sabbath.··
Dickenson. former lead singer
of Iron Maiden. comes from
the school of melodramatic
metal crooners that also fea-

tures Ronnie James Dio as an
alumnus. It was a sad day when
Dio rcpla<.'ed Osbourne in
Black Sabbath; Di<.'kenson 's
cover helps to conjure up that
bad memon.
The majc)r prece de dszscance
is Type O Negative 's gothic
cover of "Black Sabbath."
Imagine a Bram Stoker novel
put to music, and you'll have a
fairly accurate idea of what the
band sounds like. lype o·s
cover is downright spook')', with
a Vincent Price-inspired narration and church organ <:omplcmenting the foreboding drum
heat and metallic guitar.
In all, there's enough good
material on Nauvuy m Black to
recommend it. I only wish that
there had been a ~idcr diversitv of musical stvles - and
he·tter vocalists. ·
-Damn Keene
Tom Jackson
Vo Regrws
Peg Musk Sony

Canadian country singer
Tom Jackson offers a spectrum
of love ballads on his new alhum entitled No Regrets. One
might describe him as an older,
Canadian version of Garth
Brooks \\ hnsc country twang
sounds much sexier and whose
music is more sophisticated.
Jackson's talent as a musician and singer is indisputable.
I Iis accomplished and gifted
guitar-playing is especially evident in "No Regrets" and "Few
and Far Between.''
Unfortunatel; he is less talented as a writer. I lis lyrics,

/11,:one.\
MCA
In the true spirit of profil
MCA has ju.st released a rnllcc.
tion of Aerosmith's "1:,rreatest•
JUSl in time for press revicv.s
before the Christmas buying
season.
If this had heen an alhum in.
stead of a compilation, I'd ratc
it an 11 out of 10. As it stands
however, it is exactly what
should be: five top-10 hits in.
eluding the ever-popular pov.er
ballads "Cryin"' and "Amaz.
ing" and six top-40 singles.
Someone once told me tha1
"BLst of'-type compilations are
essentially useless to real fans,
since they already have all the
original CDs. A'> if to sidestep
this problem, two new songs
were thrown on B1g Ones.
"Blind Man" and "Walk on
Water" "lbese songs sh™
promise but onl} time will tell if
they enjoy the same success as
the other eleven tracks.
Perhaps even more of a de.
light is the
inclusion of
"Deuces arc Wild," previously
available only on the Beavis
and Bullhead album. Some se.
rious fans will now he able to
add this gem to their collection
without having to pop for all of

i;

while not whollv inarticulate,
are colourless, stale. and much
too repetitive. He writes about
one thing and one thing only:
I ewe. It gets rather tiresome.
One way of getting through
the album is 10 tn to ignore
Jackson's
cheesy
lovesick
verses. Listen more intently to
his splendid rh;1hms and melodics. In any case, whatever his
shortcomings as a songv.·riter,
he does score big with his soft
sounds and cool drawl. Well.
big in that his music is guaranteed r.ot lo aggra\·ate any acute
head pains ...
-1leul.i Sales
Jale

Dreamcaki!
Sub Pop
As its cover suggests, Dreamcake is one big sugar-fix.
Dreamy pop melodics and

abrasive guitars combine with
lush female vocals - sound familiar? OK. I'll admit it's not
the most original recipe, but it
works, as it does for such
groups as The Breeders and
Veruca Salt.
Jale is a Halifax-based qm.rtct that knows the value of a
good pop hook. 'Ihis is reflected in Dreamcake's 12
tracks, all of which stand out
with individual merits. Aided
by Brad W(x>d's gritty production, Jale has created an indierock gem that should stand out
as one of the year's finest releases. Fans of the aforementioned Breeders and Veruca
Salt would be well-advised to
give this album a listen. For
that matter, anyone who enjoys
good pop music should taste
Dreamcaki! too.
-Damn Keene

lhe Beavis and Bullhead F..xpen·
ence.
Although Big Ones seem~ a
devious ploy for extracting yet
more money from our Christ·
mas budgets, I must say that 1
wouldn't exactly complain if I
found this CD in my stocking.
-Jackie Shannon

FLAT•RATE
LONG DISTANCE!

Talk till you

Drop for
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Call 944-3906 for details
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253-3777

Save money from B-10

sports
Top entertainment value
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Lancer athletics
your ticket to
excitement
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By Sheila Windle
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Lance photo/ LUISA CABIDDU

Volleyball team wins opener: After losing the first game to Brock on Nov. 2.
the Lancer women stormed back to capture the match 3-1.

First it was the baseball
strike. Even long-time, disappointed Expos fans have
learned to cope with the strike.
Now, the unthinkable: the
hockey lockout has stick-handled our national game from
under our noses.
So far there have been no reported fatalities due to Hockey
Night in Canada deprivation,
but it has been hard. Sports
fans shouldn't gripe week after
week - there is a possibility
that the professional sports
strikes are a blessing in disguise. Fans have a challenge to
view this seeming catastrophy
from a different angle. As
Richard Bach wrote, "there is
no such thing as a problem
without a gift for you in its
hands." With all that free time
fans might gain a greater
awareness of the amateur
sports world.
University
athletes
and
coaches go about their business, varsity athletes persevere.
The time has come to turn our
backs on the glitz and glamour
of professional sports and support teams al the university
level.
While the calibre of varsity
athle tics may not be the same
as that of a professional sport,
it is still competitive. A trip to

event<;. New initiatives arc
aimed at giving .something back
to Lancer supporters. Fans can
win prizes by sinking a sponge
basketball into the human
"hoop-head" during games.
Music Jivenc; the crowd during
break,; in play, and "Jouster",
the Lancer mascot, entertains
the crowd on the sidelines. As
the season progresses, more focus will be on the fans, with ad:
ditional events like remote
control car races lo add to the
fun.
There is a loyal following in
the Windsor community, and
the Athletics Department is
working to get more students
supporting home teams. There
is much more to university than
studying, and athletics provide
an opportunity for students to
become involved in other facets
of campus life.
On the more practical side of
Lance file photo things, Lancer sporting venues
Lancer's mascot Jouster.
are within walking distance
from campus, with the excepSt. Denis Centre or Adie Knox tion of women's hockey which
Arena could be enlightening is played downtown in the
for fans new to the amateur Windsor Arena. Home events
scene. The speed and ability of fit into the student budget as
university athletes in Canada well - admission is free with a
has increased dramatically over valid student card.
the last ten years, and Windsor
It is disappointing that baseteams are no exception.
ball was cut short, and devastatln addition to producing ing that we have been deprived
competitive teams, Windsor of Hockey Night in Canada for
has a reputation for putting on over a month . Why not use the
a "class act" with respect to time to explore the home
sporting events. And the situ- grown sports action.
II
ation for fans is improving.
l.ancer Sportf Schedules can
A conunittee is presently be obtained at the Athletics Deworking toward enhancing the partment Offices in the St. Denis
fan's experiences at home Centre.

Windsor ruggers flying high
By Corrina Thomson
Windsor's
Rugby
Oubs
proved that they are varsity material Oct. 30, when they beat
not one but two teams.
Windsor's A team travelled
to Guelph and rocked the
Gryphons with a 36-5 victory.
Explained coach Phillip Sullivan, the victory was credited to
Windsor's strong back row who
were, "so quick to follow the

play that the forwards were
able to maintain control of the
ball." Special effort was given
by Jenson Rudy who scored
two trys and Sean Haslam with
two conversions.
Concerning Windsor's nonvarsity status, former Windsor
student Brad Anderson, who
now plays for the Gryphons
said, "it's a shame they do not
get enough support from the
university like we do here at

Guelph. The team is definitely
strong enough to play in the
OUM and would be a welcomed addition."

Women's Action
The women's team learned a
lesson from the best. Guelph is
currently the OUAA champions with several player vying
for Canada's National team.

See Women

s, page 12

Lancers look to spike opposition
By Matt Mossman
The men's volleyball season
h.as begun with high expectahons.
The exhibition grid was successful with a win versus Sheridan C.Ollege,
and
Brock
lnVitational
victories
over
Laurentian, Ryerson, York and
Western. Western was defeated
?Y Windsor three games to one
in the final. Setter Chris Smith
was named the tournament's
most valuable player and Steve
Ray was selected as a tournament all-star.
. '!be l ancers arc aiming to
finish first or second in the
league. "!he four best team,; advance to the OUAA divisional
playoffs, with two teams moving on to the Canadian champi-

onships.
Huub Kemmere is the new
coach who replaces Mike
Pale nchur, who retired after
four seasons. Last year's record
(4-8) was dissapointing, improvement shown in this year's
exhibition schedule is a n exciting development. Assistant
coach Craig Lanning attributes
the teams early good fortune to
coach Kemmere and his background as a player. Kemmerc's
playing experience has allowed
him to maximize his team's
strengths.
Dcfense is the key to the
group's success. Instead of
looking for the killer spike, the
team focuses on returning the
opposition's hits, waiting to
capitalize on their mistakes.
Dave Bailey and Steve Ray

provide the hitting and defense
from the back court, while Paul
Wilkinson and Dean MaillotLx
a re the hitters up front. Setters
Derek Michels and Chris Smith
round out the starling lineup.

Competition
lhe Lancer's chief competition will come from the Waterloo Warriors, who hold the
number seven spot in the
CJAU rankings. The Warriors
won the Queen's University
pre-season tournament, and
promise to be formidable opposition.
'lhe Lancers visit Waterloo
Nm. 9, and host the Warriors
for the last game of the season
on Feb. 8 -which figures to be
a match that will effect the
playoffs.
m

Photo courtesy of MAL WEBSTER

Lancer's linebacker Rob Mcintyre (44)

Up close and personal with:

Rob McIntyre, linebacker
By Frederick Beitler

Born: Nov. 16 1970, Windsor
Nickname: "Mac"
Major: Social Sciences
High School: Assumption
Height: 6'2"
Weight: 230 lbs
Position: Middle linebacker
I credit, Mike Morencie for my
interest in football
The stadium I enjoyed playing
at was lvor Wynne Stadium.
My favorite sports team is the
Chicago Cubs.
The best athlete I ever played

with was Norm Casola.
My favorite pro athlete is Ryne
Sandberg.
The best advice I ever received
was that I would make a better
linebacker than a defensive
lineman.
My favorite T.V. show is
Cheers.
I enjoy playing basketball in my
spare time.
Teammate Joe Male's three
words that describe Rob are,
intense, dedicated and smart.
I would never let, Matt Caplin
date my sister.
II
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The Health Fair Planning
Committee and Sponsors:
Judi Wilson, Medical Health Services; Zora
Sanson, Food & Hospitality Services; Sandra
Ondracka, Campus Recreation and the CAW
Student Centre

Thank all the participants and those
who attended for making HealthFest
'94 such an overwhelming success.
A special thanks to:
• Al Jiwaji @ Student Centre Pharmacy
• all staff in the CAW Student Centre &
• Dave McEwen for the noon hour cooking demo.

Hope to see you all next year!
CONSIDERING A CHIROPRACTIC CAREER?
CONSIDER LOGAN AS ITS FOUNDATION.

Future hockey stars shining bright
Compiled by Lance sports staff

An exciting part of the International Hockey League (IHL)
season has heen the emergence
of several rookie performers.
The IHL rosters have a total
of 70 players who qualify as
rookies - prior to 1994-95 the
players were in fewer than 25
games in the IHL, National
Hockey League (NHL), and
American
Hockey League
(AHL) combined.
Newcomers quickly becoming key parts of their teams include Czech Republic native
Jan Caloun of the Kansas City
Blades who is fourth among
league scorers with 15 points.
Teammate Dan Grillo (10
points) makes this Blades duo
first and second among rookie

By Todd Bowman

First place team On Tap continued its winning ways. On
·1ap was too powerful for the
other 11 teams and captured
the title outscoring its opponents 47-9 in three games. On
-1ap heat a tough Second to
None team in the final 14-4.
Second to None won the close

LOGAN
COLL EG£+0f+CHIROPR.\CTIC

18SI Schoeuler Road•Bo, I065•Che>terrield. \10 63006-1065

scorers. Petr
Sykora
of
the Detroit
Vipers has
five points.
Four of
.,.
the
top
eight
net. I. •
minders
league-wide
are rookies.
Manny Fernandez of Kalamazoo leads the IHL with a 1.50
goals against average (GAA).
Lasalle native Derek Wilkinson
of the Atlanta Knights is third
with a 2.10 GAA.
The IHL presents two rookie
awards at the end of each season. The best overall rookie receives the Garry F. Longman
trophy while the top American
born player earns the Ken

AffiijlfM~

McKenzie trophy.

Player of the Week
Goaltender Pokey Reddick
of the Las Vegas Thunder won
three games on the week with a
1.67 GAA. The highlight was
Oct. 20 when Reddick recorded
his tenth career IHL shutout.
Reddick was the league play.
offs most valuable player in
1992-93 when he played with
Fort Wayne.

Rinkside Quotes
"I think there's pressure eve.
rywhere we go now. Every team
seems to say they don't want to
be the team that loses to us."Fort Wayne Comet head coach
Bruce Boudreau on his teams
failure to win a game in their
first eight games.
!

Co-ed slow pitch action winds up

Red Division

Learn more about the mam rewards of a chiropractic healthcare caree1~ directly from our
Looan Representati,e. If ,ou cannot attend.
calf800/782-3344 for information. In Canada.
our toll-free number i'> 800/533-92 J 0.

I

Eye on the "I"

The co-ed slo-pitch league
concluded Oct. 30th with a one
day single elimination tournament in the two divisions.

DAY/DATE:
Mon., Nov. 14, 1994
TIME:
10AM - 2PM
PLACE: Information Booth
C.A.W. Student Center

Monday, November 7, 1994

games including an extra inning
affair with the Henchmen but
came up short in the final.
Quarterfinals
Second to None 13 Electa 12
Rebels 14 Wild Horses 9
On Tap 17 Huron Hall 0
Semi-finals
Second to None 12 Henchmen
10 (extra inn.)
On Tap 16 Rebels 5
Finals
On Tap 14 Second to None 4

Blue Division
The games were close, continuing through the finals which

saw the Simpsons beat the Has
Beens 9-6 in the last inning.
Co-ed slo-pitch tournament
championship summary
Quarterfinals
Has Beens 17 Supreme Court
12
Young Indians 12 Feds 9
Cody Hall of Famers 18
Mighty Mites 7
Simpsons 12 Indiarn; 2
Semi-finals
Has Beens 10 Young Indians 7
Simpsons 9 Cody Hall of
Famers 6
Finals
Simpsons 9 Has Beens 6
!

Women's side learning valuable lessons from best
Continued from page 11

Although the game was a
44-0 blowout, it was a victory in
terms of experience. Flanker
Natalie Russell said, "for being
our second game, the team
seemed to gel together and
work as a team especially in the
second half." Despite a number
of injuries the team persevered
and is looking foward to the

spring season.
Interestingly enough, the
games which were in Guelph,
were played in front of a proWindsor crowd. The team has a
a strong following of friends
and family who come out to
support the team.

Windsor vs Michigan
Windsor brought home yet
another victory when the men's

second team beat the University of Michigan 39-5 at Michigan's Homecoming. According
to hooker Darcy McArthur,
"our scrum pushed Michigan
off the ball every single time,
we took every ball."
Other notables in the game
were outside centre John Long
who made some excellent kicks
and rookie 8 man Tony Alexander who scored a push over try!
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· Sports stumpers
By Herman Viol
I) Whal is Dr.J's real name'!
2) Who is lhe head coach of lhe

:k
1n
a

IS

(louslon Rockets'!
.,) Whal arena do the Cleveland Cavaliers call home?
4) Whal college did Ccllic great
tarry Bird attend'!
5 Who is known as the mail-

man?
6) Who is the only current Piston to have played on hoth Detroit championship title teams?
7) Who is the general manager
of the Boston Ccltics?
8) Who won the 1994 NCAA title?

d
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Standings

M••'• hockey

~1,d East ...........G ... W .... L.. ... T ..... F .... A .. P
Guelph .............. 4 ..... 3...... 1 ..... 0 .... 12 .....9 ...6
Queen's ............. 3 ..... 1.. .... 1 ..... 1 .... 10 .... 14 .. 2
Toronto ............. 4 ..... 1.. .... 2 ..... 1 .... 14 .... 17 .. 2
RMC ............. 4 ..... 0 ...... 3 ..... 1 ..... 8 ..... 21 ..0
Far East ............G ... W .... L .....T ..... F .... A .. P
onawa .............. 3 ..... 2...... 0 ..... 1 .... 15 .....7 ...5
UQTR .............. 2 ..... 1...... 0 ..... 1. .... 9 ......8 ...3
concordia ......... 3 ..... 1...... 1 ..... 1 .... 14 .... 13 .. 3
\1<.Gill ............... 3..... 0...... 2 ..... 1. .... 9..... 14 .. 1
MidWest ..........G ... W .... L .....T ..... F .... A .. P
York ................. 4 ..... 3...... 1 ..... 0 .... 16 .....9 ...6
Brock................. 4 ..... 2 ...... 1 ..... 1 .... 21....11 .. 5
uurention ...... 3 ..... 1...... 2 ..... 0 ..... 8 ......8 ...2
Ryerson ............. 3 ..... 1... ... 2 ..... 0 ..... 6 ..... 11 ..2
far West ........... G ... W .... L.. ... T ..... F .... A .. P
uurier .............. 2 ..... 2 ...... 0 ..... 0 .... 10 ..... 4 ...4
Western ............ 3 ..... 1... ... 1 ..... 1 .... 14 ....14 .. 3
Waterloo ........... 2 ..... 0 ...... 0 ..... 2 .... 10 .... 10 ..2
Windsor ............ 3 ••••. 0•••.•• 2 ••••. 1•••• 10••••16 .• 1

Ryerson 89 Windsor 6 7
Women's hockey
Windsor4 Team Michigan 1
Men's hockey
Laurier 6 Windsor 2
Windsor 4 Waterloo 4
Lancer athletes of the week
Ryan Leer of the cross rountry team placed
serond at the Laurier Open an Saturday Oct.
28, leading Windsor to a seoond place overall
team fin~h. Leef~ a native of Cambridge.
Tara Smith, was the basketball team's leading soorer in a pair of clashes versus Carleton. The fourth year student combined for 39
points, 19 rebounds and 11 assists. Smith is a
Chatham native.

Upcoming events

Men's hockey
Nov. 12, Windsor at Guelph
Nov. 13. Windsor at Toronto
Hockey S<'Oring leaders
Women's hockey
Nov. 11. Windsor at Toronto
pfa,·er ..................... Team ....... G ..... F ..... A ... P
Ryan Savo1a ........... Brock .......4 ..... 8 ..... 4... 12
:-Sov. 12. Windsor at Toronto
Todd Zavitz ........... Brock ....... 4 ..... 2.. ... 9 ... 11
Women's volleyball
Ben Davis ............ York ........4 ..... 3 ..... 4 ..... 7
Nov. 9, Windsor at Waterloo
Scott Spittel ........... Brock ....... 4 ..... 2 ..... 5 ..... 7
Nov. 11, Lakehead at Windsor 7 p.m.
Marc Drouin ........ Concordia 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 6
Nov. 12. Latehead at Windsor6 p.m.
Darren Macoretta. Brock ....... 3 ..... 3 ..... 3 ..... 6
Men's volleyball
Andrew Clark ........ Queen·s .... 3 ..... 1 ..... 5 ..... 6
Nov. 9, Windsor at Laurier
,\Aron Nagy .......... Western ... 3 ..... 1..... 5 ..... 6
Nov. 12. Macomb C.C. at Windsor 8 p.m.
Rankings
Women's basket bal l
(1AU rootball
CIAU men's cross country Nov. 9, Windsor at Sienna Heights
I. Western
1. Wind,;or
N
11 N 13
c
d' ~
2. Laurier
2. Victoria
~ov., bto ovbal • at onror ia ournament
l Saskatchewan
3. Western
en s asket I
4. Calgary
4. Manitoba
Nov. 9, Sienna Heights at Windsor 8 p.m.
5.SI. Mary's
5. McGill
Cr oss country
CIAUffitfl1 S soccer CIAU women's soccer
New. 12, CIAU Championships at Western
I. British Columbia l. British Columbia
2. Laurention
2. Calgary
Answers to Stumpers
3. Alberta
3. McGill
1) Juli.us Erving
5) Karl Malone
4. St Franc~ Xavier 4. Western
2) Rudy Tomjanovich
6) Joe Dumars
5.McMaster
5. Ottawa
3) Gordon Gund Arena
7) M.L Carr
Results
4) Indiana State
8) Arkansas Razorbacks

(fer w,dc auw,r Oct.1J, 1994)
Womtn's volleyball
Schoolaaft C.C. 3 Wind.wr 0
rtS-13. 15-6. 15-12)
Women's basketball

Windsor 62 Carleton 39
Windsor 71 Carleton 45
Mtn's basketball

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

How'd you score
All 8 correct-you should write for Lance
sports.
6 o r 7 oorrect-your last second shot sank _
the hearts of your opponents.
3 to 5 correct-you've been called for
travelling.
1 or 2 correct-you 're a bench warmer.
0 rorrect-you've been drafted by the CBA

.,
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FRIDAY NOVEMBER 18

niver1al
xpre111on
(Re!l!lae BandJ

All STUDENTS (Mt~ ID) JI &OYER
COME OUT OF HIBERNATION &PARTY AT
RIVER ROCK FOR THE WINTER!!!!
Fri aSat after 9 m

Special Rates for Parties O D.J Thurs thru Sat
673 FRANKLIN - OOWNTOWN DETROIT~ I h& fAtT OF REN CEN

313 259-6676
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Income contingent loans bring tuition hikes
Plan for loan reform
may limit access to
post-secondary
education
By Dave Gough
Special to the Lance

Some lame-ass human resources person did not check references, believed
m) hyped-up resume and hingo-bango
I've got a job A good job at the easy C
(Casino).
This being Windsor and all, a good
job mean-; a repelltive factory job. Being
unionized means good money, benefits.
and not telling anyone I am a university
!,.'Taduatc because they might beat me
up.
You want me to put two screws in
here for $21.69 an hour? Whatever vou
sav brother. I can finally move out of
M·om and Dad's, buy a car, pay my student Joan, go on a vacation, ... watt a
mmute, pay back my student loan?
There are changes brewing in the way
students pay off Joans in Ontario. What
is proposed is something called the Income Contingent Loan Repayment Plan
(ICLRP). How it works is, after graduation, provided you make the minimum
income, loans would be paid out of a
percentage of your income. This would
go on until the loan is repaid.

CUP Graphic/ Hans Beckers/ The Uniter
Loans would be paid through the income tax svstem. This sounds better
than the present system where a student
starts paying their loan six months after
graduation and not as flexible because
presently a student's income isn't taken
into consideration.
While it may sound great, upon further review there are problems with the
plan. One reason the proponents of
ICLRP say it is needed is because of the
high rates of defaults on loans. Yet the
default rate for loans in Ontario is less
than five percent.
Under the ICLRP plan someone
would have to pay for unemployed,
graduated students whose wages were
under the minimum to start repayment,

and students who die with outstanding
debts.
That would mean that all borrowers
under an income contingent loan plan
would have to pay more than the established interest rate - and therefore repay more than their own debt in order
to cover these costs.
As it stands while you spend the best
five or six years of your life here at the
university, you don't have to worry
about your loans accumulating interest.
But, under the ICLRP plan student
loans accumulate interest or are tied to
inflation from the moment the loan is
negotiated.
What does this mean? It means much
larger student loan debts, and is just an-

other harrier to post-secondary education.
The main prohlem with the plan is
that is goes hand in hand with tuition in.
creases. With tuition already up 21 per.
cent over the past two years, and plan\
to raise fees even more, a univcrsit}
education will be out of reach for more
and more st udenls.
All ICLRP plans include tuition increases. Under current costs, university
students under ICLRP would graduate
with a $40 OOO debt load, and this would
be significantly higher if tuition goes up.
A $40 OOO debt load would make it hard
to start a career and a professional life,
it would be like a second mortgage.
It is a changing job market. You don't
want to enter with a high debt load, and
you want to enter with a post-secondary
education.
Post-secondary education should remain accessible to all, not just those
who can afford it. Instead of asking
graduating students to relieve the burden, all Canadians should share the burden with those making more paying
more.
Canada would benefit from an educated populous and with a system of
grants based on need there would be
less barriers to a post-secondary stidy, as
opposed to the I CLRP plan which is
poses a barrier to post-secondary education.
!
Dave Gough is a graduate of the University of Windsor and a Lance alumnus.

Students say Fox violated equity and race policies
By Aoyd Wilson
and concerned students

nic origin, colour, religion, sex,
age or mental or physical disability.
(2)Subsection

Special to the Lance
As students of the University

social, fraternal, or educational
organizations. The section is as
follows:
the provisions of
II
this section
relating to
limiting or
preference
in employment because
of
race, creed,
colour, age,
sex, marital
status, nationality,
ancestry or
place
of
ongm, do
not apply
to an exclusively religious
philanthr
opic, education, fraternal, or social organization
that is operated primarily to
foster the welfare of a religious

Ca 'Or an

( 1) does not pre- I Ale
II
of Windsor, we have become elude any law, VVI
II
aware of the actions of the Hu- program or acman Rights (Issues) Coordina- tivity that has as
tor, a representative of the its objective the
University of Windsor Stu- amelioration
dents' Alliance.
(improvement)
We wish to address some ob- of conditions of
vious discrepancies and igno- disadvantaged
rance in the activities of the individuals
or
office, for denying the rights of groups including
some designated groups to fully those that are
participate in the activities of disadvantaged
the University, the coordinator because of race,
and his office are in violation of national or ethFederal, Provincial and the nic origin, colUniversity of Windsor equity our, religion, sex,
policy. According to the Cana- age or mental or
dian Charter of Rights and physical disabilfreedoms, section 15 (1, 2):
ity.
(1 )Every individual is equal
The Ontario
before and under the law and Human Rights
has the right to the equal pro- code
4
(7),
tection and equal benefit of the though referring to employlaw without discrimination ment, conveys an exception
based on race, national or eth- that qualifies our discussion of

investigation of
all the activities
of the office of
the human rights
coordinator, and
insist that
reprimands be
levied

or ethnic group and that is not
operated for private profit
where in any such case creed,
colour, age, sex marital status,
nationality, ancestry or place of
origin is a bona fide occupational qualification and requirement.
Most relevantly, the actions
of the office are in direct violation and seek to subvert the
Employment and Educational
Equity Policies of the University.
Tne university's policy has
been a model of equity (policy)
throughout the country, with
the following objectives:
• To increase awareness of the
university community about
the principles, goals and
benefits of the Employment
and Educational Equity Program.
• To provide an environment
th at encourages and fosters
the full participation of
members of the designated
groups in the university community.

around campus

"Trouble with
the Tribbles from
the original Star
Trek."

"I hated the
first ones ... Captain Kirk was so
anal.
I
liked
when Data had
the
telephone
ringing and had
to open himself'
Antonella Fen ·o
Year ill
Sociology

Stephanie Letarte
Year ll
International Relation

• To encourage members of
designated groups to develop
their abilities and aspirations
to assume leadership positions in the university community.
The activities of the designated groups that have been
threatened by the actions of the
office of Human Rights Coordinator not only support the
aforementioned Act, Code,
Policy, they exist to identify,
challenge, and change the values, structures, and behaviors
that perpetuate systemic racism.
As such, we call for an investigation of all the activities of
t he office of the human rights
coordinator, and insist that reprimands be levied in kind.
This requires an immediate
response (so) that the reputation of our university be spared
further irreparable damage. m
Floyd Wilson, president of the
Black Students' Alliance, pre·
sented thlS statement to the
UWSA council on behalf of a

·

"lhat's
a
tough one
when Captain Picard goes back in
time and turns
into a little kid"

"Next generation
when
Data overtakes
the command of
the ship because
of Dr.
Sung's
steals the emotions from him.''
Mile Brujic
Year I
Biology

J ason Janisse
Year ill
Science in Education
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Getting to the polls
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Most students live in the city for at least three years, and have a
direct interest in participating in municipal affairs. Would you
have voted for the city councillors who brought us permit parking?
Presenting a unified student voice in Windsor's upcoming Municipal elections on Nov. 14 won't be an easy task, but it can be
done. Students make up a large interest group in this city, and
should be represented in the polls. The process of municipal elections isn't exactly conduicive to student voters.
If the municipal ennumeration process was clear to all eligible
student voters maybe a more unified voice would be heard on local issues. While voting in the upcoming municipal electionc; is
pretty straightforward, it isn't necessarily so for students corning
from out of town.
While students were still finali1fag living arrangements the municipal enwneration process was underway. So many students who
left Windsor for the summer weren't around to get included on
the voters list. Students often change residence each year and get
overlooked in the ennumeration process.
While the municipality is required to conduct a supplementary
enumeration Sept. 1 through 30, to accomodate "on-campus residences of post-secondary institutions" (and residents of psychiatric hospitals?), off-campac; students aren't figured into the process
_ and students living off campus have the largest interest in the
way the municipalities are run. The omrnission leaves a big hole in
the number of students who elect municipal decision-makers.
As a result off-campus studentc; may not realize the part to be
played in municipal elections, and may still be registered at home
rather than in Windsor where the greater part of the three or four
vears is spent.
· Yet anyone living in the city between Sept. 6 and Oct. 14 who is
a Canadian citizen and voting age is eligible to vote in the election. And there is still time before polling day on Nov. 14 for students to get organized.
You can jaunt down to City Hall and get added to the list before the election, or bringing proof of residency down to the polling station to get added on the 14. There is still time to cast your
,ote - let's make the student voice heard clear across the city. i!

•

"I thouiiht 2-Swas our breakthrough season!" Only for York Coach Musselman!

Letters to the editor

Issue of ignorance
Dear Editor,

For the record books
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Since 1980, the University of Windsor football team has had
only two winning seasons.
It is difficult to compliment a team's performance with only two
\\ins this season. 'Ibe record is used as a measuring stick for the
team's success and failures. A squad will never be remembered for
a good offensive or defensive team, only as a winning or losing
learn. Based on record the the Lancer football team is a loser. Students, fans, and alumni want wins not losses and so do the players.
Athletes try out and compete to make the team. At practice
they compete for playing time and for the honour of starting. The
~layers compete in the games to win, and to achieve the recognillon of peers in the league.
Winning is everything to the teammates otherwise the competiton leading to the games becomes a farce. Attempting to tell athletes that winning isn't everything is wrong. They work hard every
practice, participating in the sport they love and the education
they receive by playing the sport is an added bonus.
Canadian athletics is a business. Millions of dollars are funnelled into athletics to pay administrators, co-ordinators, and
coaches to manage programs on a provincial and national level.
When a football program like Windsor's is a perenial loser, the
coaching staff and administation must be evaluated.
The winning years of the 1970s are a distant memory and the
pressure should not be placed on the athletes as much as it should
~ on the ones who've recruited the players or those who have
hired the coaches. A losing (2-5) season in 1994 is in the record
book like the losing (2-5) season of 1984.
A competitive team, maybe. An annual doormat always.
[I
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In response to James fox's
(UWSA's Human Rightc; Issues
Coordinator) comments a<; to
people asking "why there is no
white studenLc; alliance?"
'Ihese are the same ignorant
people that would pose the
question as to "why there is a
hlack history month and no
white history month?" Simply
because the other 11 months in
the year are "reserved" for
teaching predominantly European history much like the
UWSA has a lot of white organizations the Croatian
Students Alliance or the
Ukrainian Students Alliance
(for example). People that arc,
for all intents and purposes,
white in Canadian society.
I'm sure a Scottish or Italian
student union would not be opposed but as Fox well knows a
white alliance has an obvious
racist stigma.
Lastly, in his (Fox's) tired
age-old argument of having a
non-white wife and mixed kids
is akin to the 1-have-a-blackfriend-but-l'm-not-racist argu-
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The Lance is published every Monday of the
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Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all tts members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
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Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
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floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor reserves
the right to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden wtthout the written permission
of the editor in chief. The lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.

actions in office will be reviewed. I will firmly state that
the review is neither a "personal nor a non-trust\\orthy··
action on anyone"s behalf. Constitutional interpretation is a
Jeremy Smith tool which a human right,; coCommunication Studies. ordinator must use lo educate
students and professionals
alike.
Unfortunately. now we find
Dear Editor,
ourselves dealing with a comIt is not political pressure plex issue concerning many bcfrom lhe administration, nor liefa and interpretations from
media pressure that has Jed me different circum,;tanccs.
in the direction that we find
Let us take the opportunity
ourselves in now.
to reach an understanding of
What has evolved to date is how discrimination, tokenism,
the process. instructed by coun- retribution and/or remedy afcil to review the actions taken fects us in our personal lives.
by Human Rights (Issues) CoLet us take what fate had
ordinator James Fox, with the now placed into our hands and
memo he sent dated Oct. 3. create an opportunity for the
Given this letter and the con- beginning of an objective diacerns directed and expressed by logue. rational communication,
students here at the University and basic honesty. Let us see
of Windsor to student council, this as an educational e:Kperia mandate by virtue of a mo- ence in determining the true
tion passed at the Oct. 27 meet- meaning of discrimination, toing directed that the executive kenism, retribution, and remcommittee in consultation with edy. With this in mind I will
legal counsel obtain all data continue to arbitrate the situand information surrounding ation.
this matter.
Christopher Maich
Through this process Fox's
President, UWSA
ment. Both defenses arc pathetic, thus for him to drag his
innocent family into the foray
to defend his over-zealous _joh
actions, shows a desperate man
with no class.

Reflection time

Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an
agent of social change. performing both an
educative and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
C.r1adian Universtty Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different
perspectives other media avoid, the Lance
recognizes that many disadvantaged groups in
society do not have equitable access to the
media. We affirm our responsibility to give these
groups voice and recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist.

racist. ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns
differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear NmS and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day workings
Mailing address:
The lance

c'o Universtty of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada 3 N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909,
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
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Due lo space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted In writing by Friday 4 p.m. and must include a
phone contact. Send submissions to; Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.

Continuing

~

Department of Geology's C.P. Gravenor
.,. Lecture Series presents TE. Smith
lecture on Tertiary Volcanic Activity In
The Grenadine Islands, Lesser Antilles
ARC, and M.T. Lewchuk lecturing on a
Synthesis Of Pa/eomagnetic Data On
Mississippi Balley-typa Ore Daposits:
Inferences Drawn From The Use Of
Bingham Statistics Meeting time 1 p.m.
in Memorial Hall, room 302, All are
welcome

------

i The Computer Centre continues its free
.,. seminar series of program training with
Introduction to Lotus Nov. 14 and 16,
and Mail/Me<ge Nov. 15 and 17 and
Miscrosoft Excel, ver 4 Nov. 15.
Registration is required. Call the
HelpDesk at 253-4232 ext. 4440

Monday, November 14

~

Windsor Society of Criminology
..,. presents Desmond Ellis discussing The
~/ling Of Women in the Ambassador
Auditorium in the CAW Student Centre at
7:15 p.m., members are admitted for
free, non members $3

~

The Special Needs and Accessibility
.,. Committee (S.N.A.C.) is now accepting
nominations for the positions of
president and social co-ordinator. For
more information phone Dave at
253-4232, ext. 3468.

What's happening to
Ontario's old-growth forests?

~

r

yCollege Bowt (Reach for the Top) at
Cate Chez Vanier from 11 a m.-1 p.m.,
residence against residence. All
questions will relate to drugs or alcohol
as part of Drug Awareness Week Nov
13-20.
~

The Eclectic Cafe presents Poet Junkies
Do lines, topics for the evening include
U.F 0.s, rock n· roll and insects and
other bugs at 157 University Ave. W.

t

lnterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship
continues to discuss the topic, One
Boo;. Many Parts, at 5:50 p.m. in the
Ambassador Auditorium of the CAW
Student Centre.

r

•

Tune in to/he Doomsday Machine every
Monday, 1-4 p.m. on CJAM 91.5 FM for
the best in new releases, and all your
favourites.
Requests are greatly
encouraged

Tuesday, November 15
Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m . in Conference
Room A. located in the CAW Student
Centre
' .-: Take part In Assumption University's
•cost supper prepared by students. Call
973-7033 for more Information.
The Campus Group of Alcoholics
Anonymous meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays at noon, In the CAW Student
Centre, 2nd floor, Conference Room 1.

i'

.Association of Planning Students and
.,. the Social Science Society presents Dr.
Micheal lazarowich discussing Planning
in the Ukraine. Meeting time will be
11 .30 a.m. in room 359 Dillon Hall .

Wednesday, November 16

!

Initial social justice meeting to assemble
those interested
at Assumption
lkliversity. Questions .. call 973.7033.
ext. 3399

'

l
I

School of Music presents Elsie
lnselman. Mezzo Soprano and Margaret
Kapasi, piano in concert at the Moot
Court, (law Building), at 8 p.m. Tickets
are available at the door or in advance
from the School of Music, adults/$8:
studentsfseniors/$5.
For
more
infonnation call 253-4232, ext. 2780.

Sunday, November 20

t
•

~

The University of Windsor presents Jill
.,. Battson and Stan Rogal reading from
Playing In The Asphalt Garden. a new
collection of poetry and short fiction from
Insomniac Press. For more information
on the reading call (416) 504-0625

Fight for your right to choose! Join the
Canadian Abortion Rights Action
league (C.A.R.A.L.) . The meeting will be
at the Womyn's Centre, 2nd floor CAW
Student Centre at 5 p.m. All are
welcome.

Friday, November 18

Black Student Alliance (B.S.A.) meeting
at 6 p.m in the Oak Room , Vanier Hall.
..-401 Sunset, the t.v. show. airs every
Wednesday and Friday at 5:30 p.m
' Catch it on cable 11. Maybe you'll see
yourseH on television!

The Association of Philosophical
Thinkers will be having a general
meeting and a paper reading by Dr. Cook
about Ordorno: Ctitl.Ie and Critique at 8
p.m upstairs at the Grad House.

Thursday, November 17

~

Improving Social Security In Canada, an
.,. open discussion and critique of Uoyd
Axworthy's Discussion Paper. Meeting
place Vanier lounge. 5:30 p.m..
everyone welcome

.d
~

Marisa De Franceschi and Margaret
.,. Haffner, two Essex County writers, will
read from their newest book. De
Franceschi will read from her first novel
Surface Tension and Haffner from A
~fling Frost. For more information call
Anne Beer at at the Bookroom at the
Court at 258-2726.

Free admission but donations will be
accepted at the door.

r

~

~
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If you want to be placed on the agenda
for the Nov. 24 student council meeting,
today is your last day! Call chair Dave
Zaritzky at 253-4232, ext. 4501 .

Mass at noon in the Assumption
University Chapel (2nd floor).

Monday, November 21

!

The Lance staff meeting takes place at
4:30 p.m. in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre. Come out and volunteer
for your student newspaper!

Cover photo of Mark Laliberte's Between Rapture and Malaise (detail) by Lisa Fortin

atch your step
local art scene,
how review, page 9.

SIGN UP FOR OUR BES T

The Bell Real Plusl\' long distance savings plan
gives you all the savings in one simple plan.
Sl~IJ>LY Bl-.TfER

Bl·TTl·.R Si\\'INGS

If you spend $15 or more: a month on dig1blc: long distance and
w,rnt to s,we with no sign-up fee or monthly fees, then the
Bell Re,il Plus s.wings pbn is for you.
Three wavs to s.we:
• Autom.:nic 200/o discount on the 3 numbers you spend the most
calling each month in Canada and the U.S.
• An additional 150/o discount on all other eligible long
distance calls.

• PLUS earn rewards for your long distance spending
to get additional savings.
IWITI R \·.\! Cl·

The plan also applies to c:ills you make with your Bell Cal/mg Card'»
services. All of these features add up to real savings for you. So now
is the time to start saving with the Bell Real Plus savings plan.

Visit your nearest Bell Phonecentre"' store or call 310-Bell. (310-2355)

...

Bell

long Distance Savings Plan

OPEN All YEAR ROUND
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Windsor seventh in annual Macl an's ranking
Windsor ranked 7 out of 7 in
the comprehensive university
Maclean s fourth annual uni- category, which
considers
\'crsity ranking issue hit the schools offering a broad range
stands last week and the Uni- of graduate and undergraduate
\ersity of Winds?r was at the ~r?gra~. Six of the 15 univertiottom of the hst of schools s1hes which refused to particirated in the comprehensive pate in the survey fall into the
category. ~le some consider • comprehensive category and
the issue an improvement over were not ranked alongside
last years showing, where Windsor.
Windsor ranked tenth, a total
"We (included) the two
of 15 universities refused to schools (Carleton and Memoparticipate in the survey this rial universities) that dropped
year.
out of our survey last year (with
·'It's not like we said Windsor the rest of the results), but
is not a good school," said since we didn't have fresh data,
J1aclean's spokesperson Victor we projected where they would
Dwyer, "if you look at our rat- have finished the next year,"
ings, you'll see that you need a explained Dwyer.
B plus average (77.8 percent)
The universites which boyto get into Windsor."
cotted the university survey

By Dave Garcia

were ranked separately with information compiled by the
magazine. But the universities,
which included Carleton University, Concordia University,
the University of Manitoba,
and the Universite de Montreal
were numerically ranked in
comparison with participating
universities. According to the
added data Windsor would remain seventh, but compared to
13 universities rather than
seven.
"We just couldn't rank them
high because we did not have
fresh data to compare with
other schools, so we had to adjust the data and project where
they would have ranked this
See Mac/ean's, page 6

OPIRG funds are to be released by student council
By Cheryl Clark

Despite the fact the controversial Memorandum of Agreement between the Windsor
chapter of the Ontario Public
Interest
Research
Group
(OPIRG) and the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance
(UWSA) has yet to be signed,
council agreed to release the
group's $25,000 budget at
Thursday night's meeting.
Russel) Bennett, president of
OPIRG, was on hand to request the release of the funds
so that the research organization can pay for its start up
costs. To emphasize his points,
Bennett presented council and
onlookers with a short presentation in an attempt to explain
the
difference
between
OPIRG, which is an incorporated body, with the typical university sponsored group.
"I think everyone in this
room should come to the und.erstanding of what incorporahon means," said Bennett,
adding that UWSA's concerns
over who is reponsible for

OPIRG's budget are unfounded.
UWSA has acted as trustee
of the $25,000 fund which was
collected from students after a
majority vote in favour of the
formation of the organization
in a referendum held in February.
Bennett deflected criticism
about the present state of
OPIRG by pointing out that
the group's executive has been
left hanging in the wind by
UWSA's refusal to release its
funds.
"By
not
transferring
OPIRG's funds, UWSA is denying democracy," said Bennett. "We don't have a board of
directors, no ratified constit ution and no money to run elections."
Debbie Quintal, Director of
Finance, defended UWSA by
noting that OPIRG has waited
until recent weeks to bring the
memorandum to council.
"The matter could have been
brought before UWSA some
time ago," said Quintal. "Direction, not intention, is to

blame for the with-holding of
funds."
Chris Maich, president of
UWSA, echoed Quintal's comments and added: "Why didn't
you take the opportunity to
come to council and make (a)
presentation? Why are we now
doing it on Nov. 10?"
But Bennett explained that
the council's previous invitations to OPIRG had been to
discuss the contract between
the two groups. Once the issue
of the money and the contract
had been separated, Bennett
said the group responded immediately.
Although the majority of
council agreed the time has
come to release OPIRG's
funds, others were not so sure.
Several student representatives
expressed confusion about the
entire issue.
Student representative Andy
Bowen, on the other hand,
urged council to hold off on releasing the funds until the
memorandum of agreement is
signed.
In response to the need for

an agreement, council passed a
motion to set up a by-law review committee, comprised of
law student Susan Nickerson as
chair and reps Norm Feaver
and Dennis Copeland. The
committee wilJ review the
council's controversial by-law
which deals with referendum
requirements.
"A review committee is a nobrainer," said Bowen. "I think
they (OPIRG) are screwing
students at this university."
Bennett said that the committee is charged with finding
ways to make the council's referendum process more democratic, an issue which OPIRG
has pushed for. He added that,
"students pay $2.50 refundable
to OPIRG, where they're paying $50 non-refundable to SAC
(student council). I question
whose doing the screwing."
For now the group is working
on setting up the on-campus office, starting up working
groups, and setting a date for
for students who choose to request a refund of fees.
"Now it's time for students to

think about what issues interest
them and think about starting
up working groups," explained
Bennett. So far students have
suggested working groups dealing with such issues as East Timar, hemp, and media literacy.
In addition PIRG chapter is
busy getting a board of directors together lo make up for
lost time. The board is comprised of seven student representatives and tw.Q. members
from the community. The
nomination deadline has been
extended to Monday, to allow
the maximum amount of tiem
for candidates to get nominations in. Applications are available at the groups office in
Assumption University.
If more than the required
number of board members apply the OPIRG elections will
be held on Tuesday, Nov. 15 i.I'.
room 201 at Assumption University from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
the CAW Students' Centre.
Candidates campaign statements will be posted in the
OPIRG office.
1!

Part-time CUPE workers continue negotiations for first contract
By Paul Hawkins

Representatives of the Canadian Union of Public Employees (local 1001) met with
counterparts from the university's administrationon Thurs~ay, Nov. 10 for a second time,
in an effort to iron out a new
con~ract between the groups.
Smee last May, CUPE local
(1001) has represented parttime workers on campus. At
the first meeting (held on Nov.
3), the union had submitted a
proposal which included a
rnonetary package based on the
concept of "absolute parity."
According to CUPE spokesperson Laura Moore "absolute
parity is the idea that part-time
Workers are paid the same
hourly wage as full time workers for doing the same type of
Work."
But at the meeting on Nov.
10, the administration's response to the proposal outlined

that absolute parity was not
feasible in the 1994-95 period
due to budgetary constraints
and have offered to "open their
books" to illustrate financial
constraints to the union. The
negotiations did advance in
other areas.
According to Moore "the
two sides started at quite a distance but a lot of ground was
covered." She said that progress was made in the course of
the day, stressing that "both
sides are anxious to settle and
at this point in time it isn't
likely the talks will break
down." Director of Human Resources for the university, Jim
Butler, agreed but declined to
comment further on the negotiations. "You're not going to
get me to reveal anything about
these negotiations prior to an
agreement being reached," said
Butler. As of the Nov. 10 meeting the two sides have agreed
to a "recognition clause" which

is to be incorporated into their
collective agreement under article 30 of the Labour Oxle.
The union also heard the response of the university administration
to
the
union's
proposals tabled at the first
meeting the previous week. Another meeting is scheduled for
Nov. 21 where the university
administration will put forward
a monetary package of its own.
Even though full parity hasn't
been endorsed by the administration, Moore is optimistic
and hopes that an agreement
can be reached at that time.

Pre-hearing
In what is considered a separate issue (from the contract
negotiations) a pre-hearing was
convened at the Labour Board
on Nov. 11 in an effort to look
at the concerns the union has
regarding the food services department scheduling of parttime workers on campus. Some

advances were made at the
hearing although the two sides
have yet to reach an agreement. The dispute stems from
the union's claim that changes
in the Food Services department work schedule since the
(FSD) part-time workers were
certified earlier this year, constitute a form of retaliation due
to unionization.
While being treated as a
separate issue the dispute "is
linked to the contract" according to Moore "because the outcome of this dispute will
determine how the language of
the contract is interpreted in
the future."
Moore doesn't know how
many part time workers are still
on layoff. fl was originally felt
that 64 part-time workers had
been cut since the time of their
certification earlier this year,
but the administration was able
to prove to the union's satisfaction that "the number is quite a

bit lower." This is due lo the
fact that some of those laid-off
employees were called in to
work but turned down the
hours offered, so are not considered laid off by the university. Moore said "some of these
people are holding down other
jobs and are unable to accept
the hours being offered when
they have other obligations."
The university administration is supposed to submit a report which would indicate,
among other things, how many
part-time workers are considered to be laid-off at this time.
The labour hearing reconvenes
on Dec. 14. Moore feels that at
the heart of this dispute is the
defense of the trade union
principle of seniority and how it
operates with respect to lay off,
recall, and overtime.
According to Moore "without seniority there is no way to
insure that these things arc
done fairly."
[!

Students protest drunkenness defence for rape

classifieds
services

By Fong Chan

PAPERS
{APA & othe1 styles}

BSA TYPING SERVICE
Specializing in tarm papers,
reports & theses
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501
(Days, Evenings. Wee/cends)

for rent
Looking for female student to share
clean, quiet house wrth other female
students (Canterbury College}. Large
furnished room available immediately.
Utilities included, laundry. housekeeping weekly. 2 minutes to U of W. Call
258-2285.
Room for rent: Run of house, nonsmoking, quiet $350 month. Laundry
facilities near U of W 971-9493.

employment
Breakaway Tours 1s looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs
to promote Spring Break,iNew Years
Tours to Acapulco. Cuba, Oaytona
Vermont Quebec & more! Leader in
student tours for the past 12 years. we
looking for the best reps to promote
our tours. Best commission structure
avadable, so call today! Call 1-800465-4257 Member of the BBB, call
and compare us to anyone!!'
Students - teach conversational Engsh year round short term of for summer n Japan Hong Kong Singapore
Taiwan or Korea Excellent pay No experience or qualdicat1ons needed For
details on living wonong conditions and
ow you can apply pick up our free
rochure at the Information Booth
CAW Student Centre or send a sett-adressed stamped envelope to Asia
acts (U of W) P O Box 93 Kingston ON K7L 4V6

wanted

Faith in the Canadian legal
s\stem v.as v.eakened further
hy a Supreme Court of Canada
ruling in late October. lbe ruling cited that extreme drunkennc:..s could be used as a defence
for rape. Ibe University of
Windsor's Womyn's Centre
plan to protest the ruling.
'Jhc contro\ersial decision
came about after an appeal to
the Supreme Court by 72 year
old Henri Daviault. Daviault is
accused of raping a 65 year old
woman after consuming seven
or eight beers and 40 ounces of
brandy. Originally, Da\iault
was found not guilty by Quebec
Superior Court. A new trial in
the Quebec Court of Appeals,
hov.;cver, found him guilty. It

held that cx1rcmc intoxication
cannot he used as a defence for
sexual assault.
Da\ iault then appealed lo
the Supreme Court of Canada.
It was then ruled that extreme
intoxication can indeed be used
as a dcfence for sexual assault
and a new trial was ordered.
Myrna Chan and I .alitta
Ghandikota, coordinators of
Womyn"s Issues and the centre
al Windsor, were among the
many outraged by the Supreme
C.ourt's ruling. Slating that it
set up a dangerous precedent,
Ghandikota decried the ruling
as "a carte blanche to rape
womyn."
Both Chan and Ghandikota
expressed concerns about the
social ramifications of the ruling as well as the legal implica-

tions. ' lhey were concerned
that some men would use the
ruling as an excuse to go on a
drinking spree and rape someone
Despite the Supreme Court's
emphasis that this defence was
onh for cases of extreme
drunkenness and that the burden of proof rested on the accused, Chan remains skeptical.
She pointed out that if a male
was at such a point of extreme
intoxication, he would not be
physically able to rape someone
due to the alcohol's tendency to
cause temporary impotence at
that stage of drunkenness.
'lbe judgement was a major
set-back for the fight against
sexual assault and violent
crimes against women, according to Chan and Ghandikota.

However, the Womyn's Centre
will continue to uphold their
principle responsibility of "ad.
vocatmg for the f undamenta]
rights of womankind.
I .ast Wednesday's meeting at
the Womyn's Centre resulted
in a collective agreement to
take action against the ruling.
as many other university or.
ganizations have done. The
protest will include pctitio~ ~
and a letter writing campaign (I
to Justice Minister Allan Rock
and other government officials. 11
Chan and Ghandikota are en.
couraging students interested
in protesting, or signing the pe. 1
tition to contact the Womyn's
Centre on the second floor of
the CAW Student Centre.
I
(with notes from the Link, SI
Concordia University)

Quorum eventually achieved at student council meeting
By Lance news staff
lnursday's meeting of the
Universitv of Windsor Students' Alliance had a 23 minuk
dela) as council's cxccuti,e
waited for enough student representatives to allov. for motions to be pas ed.
Ironical!), the m.ijonty of
those v.ho showed up voted in
fmour of a motion that v.ill
eliminate
student
representative positions with chronically low attendance.

Experienced 4-piece band seeks keyboard player vocals an asset but not
\Vhere's the interest?
necessary Confirmed bookings In 95
After a lengthy and someCall 776-7812.
Student with a disability requires an what heated debate on whether
ndiV1dual to ass st with attendant care or not to release OPIRG's
~ the morn ngs. Wage S8 50/hr Call funds, council representatives
971-8942.

were
shocked
and amused to
find during the
evening's qucs
tion period that
OPIRG presi
dent
Russell
Bennett had re
quested
that
Debbie Quintal, Director of Finance, also include the interest
accrued while the fund,; sat untouched. As \et Bennett has
not been informed if the interest will be turned over to the
grol.p.

CRO needed
Council is seeking a new
Chief Returning Officer for the
1995 elections. Interested ap-

phcants

should

contact

the

UWSA office.

funct J.J'indsor Report was not
guilty of any wrongdoing.

Rally in Ottawa

Freedom of the press?

Students opposed to the fedcral government's proposed
$2.6 billion cut to social services are urged to attend a student protest set for Nov. 16 in
Ottawa. ' lhc protest has also
hcen set up to show the fcds
that students arc not keen on
the Income C.ontingcncy Loan
Repayment Program.

Margaret Gold, speaking oo
her concerns regarding the call
for
the
investigation of
UWSA's Human Rights Office
the post held by James Fox.
told the council that : "(It is) a
bad idea to let people he inter.
viewed in The Lance.''
A classmate of Fox's, Gokl
suggested the coverage of tht
issue in the student newpaper
was damaging to the coordinator. Gold suggested, that instead, students with somewhat
controversial issues should be
allowed to write guest columns
and letters to the editor.
~

No reportgate
Chair Dave Zaritzky noted at
"Jbursday's meeting that despite his short tirade against
taping council proceedings at
the last meeting, the now de-
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o11'AWA (CUP) - Look out, Lloyd
\xwortby. Students are pushing aside
;heir personal and political differences
as they rally behind a Nov. 16 student
rotest on Parliament Hill.
p National and provincial student organizations, as well as individual universities, associations of professors,
colleges, unions and even high schools
will protest against the human resources
minister's social reform proposals.
Guy Caron, national chairperson of
the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS), committed the group to the proiest, which was originally organized by
the Students' Federation of the Universityof Ottawa (SFUO). "We see it as an
important step in what must be continued pressure on the government,"
Caron said.
SFUO
president
Jean-Francois
Venne was also happy to have the head
of the CFS support the protest. "What's
important right now is unity," Venne
said. "The more support we have for this
protest, the more seriously the government will take our proposals."
Jean-Michel Picard, a SFUO vicepresident, returning from a two-week
tour of eastern Canada campuses to create support, noted a growing enthusiasm
for the protest. "So far I've had comrnitments from over 20 universities in Quebee and another 20 in Ontario," he said.
"Concordia is sending five buses.
Toronto is sending 10."
Venne felt they would "easily achieve
the original goal of 10,000 students."
Several colleges and high schools
have also pledged their support. Local
protests have been encouraged for institutions too far to make a road trip to
Ottawa.

l

Venne took care to note the significance of the participation of the Quebec
institutions. "Quebec universities have
never participated in a national protest
before; this will be a first, showing just
how strongly students feel about the
proposed cuts."
Generating national exposure for the
event, MuchMusic has agreed to cover
the event, which may even lead to a few
good bands.
"Spirit of the West, Bare Naked Ladies and 54-40 have been approached "
Venne said. "I have high hopes."
'
To provide sleeping arrangements for
students corning from as far away as
Moncton, N.B., the SFUO has rented
the three gyms on campus, with the Carleton University gyms available as
backup.
Volunteers at the SFUO have prepared a document - entitled "The X
Report," or "Gen X" - in response to
the Axworthy proposals. In the document, !hey state that the proposed cuts,
potentially increasing tuition by $8,000
per year are unacceptable, and ask the
government to withdraw the proposals.
Caron noted that the protest could
not be the only event if it is to be successful. He plans on continuing lobbying
MPs and is planning a proposed strike in
January.
Venne also said that lobbying and activism will continue in the future to ensure student voices are heard.
The CFS is having its general meeting
Nov. 8-14 in Hull, when a committee
will be formed to determine specific
guidelines for the proposed national
strike in January.
For more information on the Nov. 16
protest, call (613) 564-4980.
I!
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Student representative Fanta Williams will sit on review committee.

Student council to review
its own political structure
By Chertl Clark

sitated by the fact that some student
groups have disproportionately high
The University of Windsor Students' representation while others do not have
Alliance has agreed that the time has enough say on council.
come for some structural changes to its
As well, Robson is urging the commitpolitical make-up.
tee to identify areas with chronically low
Student representatives voted over- attendance and eliminate them where
whelmingly in favour of striking up an necessary.
internal review committee, Thursday, to
"When you look at the make up of
maximize council's efficiency.
council, a lot of it doesn't make sense,"
The committee will be comprised of agreed student representative Andy
the president, vice-president secretary, Bowen.
vice-president university affairs, viceThe committee, which will include
president finance and four student rep- student representatives Lisa McCorresentatives, who will be given the task mick, Ricardo McCrae, Gavin Farrell
of finding ways to eliminate some posi- and Fanta Williams, should have its
tions and create others where needed.
structural proposals ready for student
Mark Robson, vice-president univer- council's perusal by the end of the fall
sity affairs, said the committee is neces- semester.
I!
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Maclean's university ranking system questionable--~
Continued from page 3

y<.:ar, according to last year's
data," explained Dwyer
(be survey used a broad
range of criteria with more
Y.eighl emphasized on sludenls.
Average incoming grade, student population. and the average number of students \\ho
Y.1m national awards were considered among other factors.

Problem with rankings
But critics Sa\ the .\,faclean :\sun e~ cxageratcs the differences lx.twccn schools by supplying
numerical
rankings
without adequate breakdov.ns
of the actual differences hctween the universities. In fact,
the Association of Universities
and Colleges of Canada
(AUCC) called for a boycott of
the survey due to the magatines methodology.
"We felt that more work had
to be done," said Jeanne
Thibault of AUCC, "although
they (Maclean·s) a re moving in
the r ight direction , by showing
the raw data used in the sUJv ey

as we ll as providing a worksheet 10 allow students to make
their own ratings - but we feel
that there is room for improvement."
One of the things that the
AUCC does not like arc the
comprehensive rankings. lbe
association says that .'vfaclean \
puts a different value on different criteria hy deciding what is
important and exagcrating the
differences between schools.
"It miskads students by saying that the lower ranked
school is inferior and that may
not be true for everybody. It
docs not take into account what
might be best for an indi"'idual
student, on what might he best
for them." said lhibault.
She added that if JIacleans
would publish the rav. data and
do away with the rankings the
surve~ would he acceptable to
the association.
Dwyer does not agree with
the association·s criticism of the
magazine's university issue.
.. It seems that we ·ve broken
some unwritten rule in that we
can't say which school is bette r;
the teachers the mselves rank

students at the end of the year
when they (professors) mark
them (students). So we are just
doing what the universities
thcmsdvcs do," said Dwvcr
"lbe~ put a larger weighting,
for example. on the final exam
so v.e used the same idea for
our criteria."
l le said that students h.we
the right to know the information the survey prm1dcs - how
much of the budget is allocated
hack to students, or if universillcs arc comprised of A or B
students.
"It would he \\ rong to say
that all schools arc the same,
but it's clear that there arc
enormous differences between
the schools. and we (Maclean~·)
arc merely presenting the information that the schools provide
m ... he said.
"People have a right to knov.
what schools have to offer."

Countering critics
"We listened to some of their
(AUCC) suggestio ns," said
Dwyer, "such as publishing the
raw data, a nd even providing
student input in o ur article."
'"But they wanted people to
think that all schools are equal
and that's no t true . The AUCC
is supposed to be an institutio n
that is to provide help to students, but really they are a
bunch of bureaucrats who campaigned to shut down o ur rank-

ings. 1bey also spent thousands
of dollars in a dvertising when
they had their rankings in Saturday Night (magazine)."
Despite
the
controversy
Dv.yer says that the Maclean'.\·
university survey has generally
received positive responses. 86
percent of Canada's cnglishspcaking universities participated and Dwyer says that
perhaps the schools are satisfied with the way the magaLine
rates Canadian universities.

Local response
Ron Ianni, president of the
University of Windsor said that
the survey has made sigmficant
improvements, and has responded to suggestions for improving the survey.
Ianni's main problem with
the article is that one cannot
duplicate the rankings with the
data
provided.
Regardless
Ianni says that W indsor has no
plans to dro p out of the survey.
"I t is important to be
counted , to show tha t the U niversity of W indsor can com pete
with any school in Canada," he
said, "we were 10 last year, and
we went up to seventh this year,
so we have made improvement.
But we won't be satisfied until
we're in the top five."
"I think stude nts should have
as much information as possible," said Ianni.
He added that despite Wind-

sor's lo_w ~anking, the nurnl-tt
of a pphcahons to the univcr
have gone up.
Students at Windsor ha
had mixed reactions to 11,,
Madean's survey.
"l he ranking could be gik~
but it also could mean that II
(the_ university) had. Sure 11
an improvement, hut if llkr
are only seven schools, }
can't really decide," said sec
ond year busin~ss st~dent y,'e1
Shan Man.
If six schilti\
dropped out ( of the compre.
hens1ve category) then it's n
really accurate."
"Windsor's a good sch(),)
but if I had the money I'd go1o
Western or Toronto," said ~1
Ian Bursic a fourth year biol~
student. "Western has 1~
great reputation, but Wind'-.l
has good law and cngineerm,
programs," he added.
·
Student Council Prcsiden.
Chris Maich said the maga.
zinc's ranking may give the llllJ.
versity an idea of where \\or,
need s to be done.
"It's good that we're first,.
student services, but it doesoo
reflect what an institution 0
highe r learning ought to be,
he said. Maich added that fo.
cusing o n improving the aca.
demic aspect of the school, like
the library and co urse availiM
ity, sho uld be the focus of 111;
University of Windsor's wori
right now.
!

M aclean's in the past for not
getting enough student input
for the issue, said Catharine
Soukeroff, the paper's editorin-chief.
Soukeroff said the newspaper's staff wanted to "send a
message" about what they
thought of the request. She said
she "definitely" didn't think the
bogus list would make it to
print.
"We were sitting around and
we were saying, 'Wouldn't it be
funny if they printed it?' - but
we expected they would factcheck it."
Seven things were published
in Maclean's as ''what's hot" at
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Maclean's prints phoney "what's hot,
what's not" list in university issue
OT TAWA (CUP) - When
they submitted a phoney list of
what's ho t and what's not on
campus to Maclean's magazine
as part of its university survey,
the staff at York University's
newspaper, the excalibur, didn't
think it would actually make it
to print.
Macle an's sent a fax to student newspapers at 51 universities across the country and
asked them to make a list of
"what's hot and what's not" on
their respective campuses.
The staff of the excalibur
thought the request was just a
"token offering" to appease
those who had criticized
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York University. Five are false.
For example, there are ~ pt
ai
virtual-reality
seminars 4
si
York, no breast-feeding facili·
0ties for stude nt morns and ni
master's degree in creatiic
writing (that program was actua lly cut last year in a storm of
controversy).
Soukeroff also said there ~
no new makeshift theatre. a!
the paper told Maclean's, oJh!
"an old o ne and it's fallin,
apart." And the Nellie Lang·
ford Visual Arts Library is 3'·
tually the · Nellie Langtord
Women's Studies Library there is no visual arts library:!
all.
In the "what's not" sectio11
seve ral other e ntries are fabi
For example, the list sa)
Y ork's radio station "plays It
much classic rock." It actualil
plays only hip hop and airs ta!!
shows.
Also false were statemen·
that there is not enough Cll:
venience food on campus an.I
not enough liquor-licensed r,
tablishments. According to 1J'j
list, the " hot hangout" o~. c~
pus is Mac's Well Pub. It 11
closet with a table and
doesn't even have a liquor t
cence," Soukeroff said.
One e xcalibur staff me~
said Maclean's did call to rt.
check some items, but ?\1,
ously didn't do a thorough Job
When asked how inforrnt
tion in the "What's Hot, Wh31
Not" section was veri~
Maclcan's education edit
Victor Dwyer says facts \le
checked as they would be 11
any story.
"But we also assume lb!
other journalists would tell
the truth, just as you arc asst
ing that I am telling you
truth," Dwyer said.

I
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and Discrimination, that states
"'ll's becoming an inquisi- he supports the Colors' Collccuc. ,n" said Margaret Gold re- tive Coalition's art show.
rding
the
pendmg
Chris Maich, UWSA presi~vestigation
of
human
rights dent, said problems started
1
.sues coordinator James Fox at when Fox sent memos to Lo,
N
n,ursday's
student council the UWSA execs and Subhas
Ramcharan, university ombud111eeting.
Gold, a concerned student, sperson, explaining that the
told council, it ~s dist~rbi_ng that show was exclusionary. Maich
Fox is under mvest1gat1on for said he did not prevent Fox
allegedly racist _acti~ms :When he from releasing the memo bewas merely acting m his capac- cause he did not realize it was
ity as a human rights issues co- being sent to Lo.
Council member Susan Nickordinator.
"I think this really needs to erson noted her frustration
be talked about," she said, add- with council's inability to ading that UWSA's and The dress the issue by adding the isLance's reporting of th~ investi- sue formally to the agenda,
rather than waiting until the
gation have been one-sided.
Gold suggested that UWSA last portion of the meeting,
look at both sides and recon- when few people are present,
sider its decision to launch an to discuss the contentious issue.
investigation into Fox's actions.
UWSA's chairperson Dave
Speaking on behalf of Fox, Zaritzky noted, however, that
whom she knows from some of council did not have quorum
her classes, Gold noted that and, therefore, the discussion
fox is willing to write a letter to could not be acted upon.
Student representative Fanta
Mimi Lo, the province's SecreI
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of many representatives, slating: "I think it's time for a concise remedy. It's upsetting to go
through this at each meeting."
"I think it's time to put it all
on the table so students don't
have to come up here begging
for a remedy," said Williams.
Concerned student, Yvette
Blackbum, said some sort of
punitive measure is called for.
"James (Fox) took it upon
himself to go out and send
these letters. A form of reprimand has to be put forth."
Fox reiterated that he did
support the goal of the CCC's
art show and only became concerned when he heard it had
exclusionary policies.
"My name was not going to
be attached to anything that
would use exclusionary policies," he said. "I'm not going to
issue a retraction for the memo
put out, but I will clarify the
situation for Mimi Lo - that
there is no exclw;ionary policy
(in the CCC's agenda)."
I!
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By Xiomara Martell
and Lance news staff

ol, like
There has been mixed reac1aitib~ tion to a new course arts course
of I~ focusing on men's issues, set to
; wort begin in January.
@
The men's issues course will
examine what it means to be a
man. The course is designed to
e>.l)OSe students to a range of
views dealing with issues such
as the definition of masculinity
and men's new roles in modern
: false. society. Various historical time
are oc periods will be studied as well
as exploring the effects of mu:s al
sic, literature, film and theatre
: facili·
md no on the masculine image.
There are some queries with
reatilr

Joan Dalton sees Infoshare as a
great asset to the Leddy because of its easy access and its
potential to be a time saver.
Before Infoshare, student,;
looking for research material
had the tedious task of flipping
through the printed periodical
indexes to find the necessary citations.
Another alternative was the
CD-ROM indexes. Time on the
CD-ROM, however, had to be
booked in advance and were
limited to half-hour intervals.
There would often be a long
waiting list for access to the
limited number of CD-ROM
terminals.
Access to Infoshare, though,
is available on approximately
30 computer terminals. Faculty
members, students and staff
members can also log onto Infoshare from an office or home
computer if they have a valid
SGI account and User ID password. SGI accounts are available
through
Computing
Services (ext. 2743) .
With the end of the fall term
approaching, Infoshare is a
timely program that will help
many students with their research papers.
I!

The Leddy Library is forging
ahead on the "information
highway", especially with the
arrival of Infoshare.
Infoshare is a software program which allows databases to
be loaded onto the same computer s)'stem as the library's
catalogue. In order to offset the
expense of the program, the
university has entered into a
consortium arrangement with
Queen's, York and McMaster
universities. This cost-sharing
arrangement means that some
of the databases are loaded locally, while others are loaded
remotely at the other consortium sites. Both the local and
remote databases are equally
accessible and will look the
same to the user.
Students can use Infoshare
to find citations to journal articles. Once the student has dethe course, however. Religious while the male perspective is
cided upon the listings that s/he
studies
professor
Pamela the standard for most courses.
wants, the citation must then be
Milne, explained that opposiJohnson said that in putting checked against the regular ontion to the course is in part, the course together the idea
line catalogue (LUIS) to see if
"because the proposal (for the that the men's issues course is
Leddy carries a subscription to
course) came forth when the insensitive to groups not althe journal named as the
funding was tight and when the ready represented in the unisource in the citation.
women were trying to bring in versities
curriculum
was
Reader Service Librarian
women's studies."
considered. He added that the
According to the men's stud- course was simply put in place
ies course coordinator, profes- to deal with men's issues.
sor Ralph Johnson, objections
The course has already
have not been to the content of piqued the interest of some stuUndergraduate and graduate students in all disciplines are elig1hle
the course, but rather that dents. Second year biology stufor two student exchange programs in Rhone-Alpes (France) and
men's studies is being offered dent Wendy Yan said, "I
Baden-Wurttemberg (Germany)
believe that having a course on
as an arts course.
Skeptics argue that arts men's issues would be fair beFinancial awards from the Ontario government wiU he granted.
courses on women's issues and cause this way men's views
I!
minority issues are necessary, could be heard."
For further information, contact

Arts Faculty offers men's issues course
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Study in France or Germany

for Rhone-Alpes (France)

lS actu-

Dr. Basil Kingstone, Head
Dept of French Language & Literature
202-B Windsor Hall Tower
Ext: 2062

orm of

here is
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fallin!
Lang·

for Baden-Wurttemberg (German.v)
Dr. Susan Wemdt-Hildebrant, Head
Dept. of Classical & Modem Languages
6105 Lambcon Hall
Ext: 2873
or
The Office of International Affairs
Windsor Hall Tower Room 418
Ext: 3919
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Task force discusses undergrad strategy
By Cheryl Clark

!be Academic Strategic
Planning I ask Force met with
ahout 50 students, professors
and administrators on Wednesda\ to discuss the future of
Windsor's undergrad programs.
Ihe second of three meetings ~as held in the Madame
Vanier I ounge at Vanier Hall
and was chaired bv emeritus
professor Dennis l uck. a task
force member.
For the most part, the task
force report received positive
reviews, but the report did instigate discussion within the
university administration's own
rank and file.
Some professors, say recommendation 29, which calls for a
mandatory remedial writing in
first year, goes too far.
Philosophy department head,
Anthon} Blair. said the core

course is an interesting idea
and that courses dealing with
critical thinking should be included in it.

Bureaucracy
The task force report also received accolades from administrators who say the university
has become overloaded with
red tape and bureaucracy.
"I am a strong supporter of
the devolution of responsibility," stated political science
Trevor Price.

Error in omission
Others, notably students, expressed concern over the report's
focus
on
certain
program<;.
Music student Greg Butler,
said it is important that the task
force recognize and appreciate
worthy departments.
"We have not done well on
the ratings for the university at

large, but the arts program h
been successful," he said.

More involvement
~1ar~ Robsc~n, vic?-prcsidcn
university affairs, said Wind~
~ould 1?etter it~ ~eputation ~
mcreasmg adnuss1on standard
and actively encoura&ting 11101
~tude_nt !nvolvement in adrni;
1strahve issues.
Robson also encouraged tht
task force to incluc.le studcn·
representation from UWSA.
OPUS and the GSS on its Strc1.
tegic Renewal Committee.

Don't have enough
Robert Frost, of computer
science, said Windsor's funda.
mental problem is that it lacks
the appropriate resources.
"We don't have enough
teaching assistants, a good library, basic resources and 11e
need to learn how to accommo.
date large classes."

Great Lakes Institute offers free memberships
The
Great
Lakes Institute
for
Environmental
Research
(GLIER) is extending an invitation to all
students
and
faculty
mcmhers to become associate members of Glier.
A'>sociatc membership is free
anc.l all are encouraged to apply, regardless of their faculty
and field of studv. Members
will be linked with. GLIER researches who arc dedicated to
the restoration and protection
uf the G1cat Lukes ecosvstem.
All facets of the aquatic' environment arc studied, including
ecology. geology. engineering,
socioeconomics and la\\, therefore a point of interest can he
found for anyone.

campus
clips

~

801 Ouellette

m-8583

....
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FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR ·

/LICENSE!!!/
NOWI HU~f ~~~~
W/1H JWO lOW ~~l~f~
SUNDAYS

HOT BODY
CONTEST
TUESDAYS

LIVE REGGAE wit~ JO.NAB
THURSDAYS

PRl(II ARlffl~LOW

lbere is no deadline for applications to be an associate
member. However, GLIER
would like to get the associate
memberships organized in time
for a January kick-off date. For
more information, contact
Jeanie Laforge (ext. 2732) or
Pat Murray (ext. 3447).

Conservation advocacy
Since 1968, the Wildlands
League, a chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, has been involved in the
struggle to stop resource extraction and recreational overuse in Algonquin Park.
This year, the advocacy
group has turned its attention
to the Algoma Highlands, an
area of old growth forest located 100 km north-east of
Sault Stc. Marie. lbe group
hopes to block plam, currently
being devclopec.l, to log much

of the area within the next fue
years.
The league has been working
to bring this issue to the atten.
tion of the public along \\ith
other &rroups.
Windsor's Ontario Public Jn.
terest
Research
Group
(OPIRG) is co-sponsoring a
talk by the Wildlands League
on Nov. 17 in the CAW Student Centre at 7:30 p.m.

Free classifieds for cans
lbe Human Resource Office
has already kicked off their annual food drive to provide fool
for the needy. Donations are
accepted at the drop-off boxe1
located at the CAW C-entrc
Odette, I eddy and all rc~,dences. The food collected \\ill
be donated lo Wind~or'(
Downtown Mission.
Campu,; clips were comp,ltd
hyFongChan

~

5TUDENTS 112. PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OUELLETTE AVE. Wl~ONTARIO

LOCATEDOiPAR'KAVE. 156-5133
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Artseen but not heard
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New Common Ground
exhibition a bit flat in more ways than one

h

By Lisa Fortin

puter
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An old friend - B.Sc. in Biochemistry, now in a co-op MBA program was in town for a few days on "business." (I must be getting old.) I'd hyped
the Artseen opening at Common
Ground as a fun way to spend part of
our first evening together in months.
Free food, cheap beer and wine, artists,
cool stuff to look at ... Poor fellow was a
virgin at this sort of thing.
Too bad his first experience was a little Oat. Literally: there were only five
sculpture-installations in a show of some
30 pieces by a total 15 artists. One of
Bernard Helling's three work:, "Pretty
Flat Thing," commented wryly on the
problem of two-dimensional art.
Unfortunately, the overall experience
was a little flat as well. Perhaps we arrived a bit early for the fun - at least
we got some good munchies. Few artists
were in attendance and alcohol consumption seemed quite moderate.
But getting back to the art ... The exhibit, still ongoing at Common Ground,
is Artcite's annual unjuried show, open
to anyone who cared to submit no more
than three works. The approach, to be
diplomatic, is certainly anything but elitist. From the sublime to the ridiculous is
the cliche that immediately springs to
mind ...
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A few standouts: Jason Allison's
vaguely kinky, embroidered velvet
"S
, crew" and "Nail." All Mark
Lali~rte's work, a fourth-year BFA stu~ent m photo~aphy and video, but particularly the diptych "Between Rapture
and Malaise." Colleen Schindler's
"Pocketbook Protection," apparently
adapte? fro1!1 a vel)'. ~Id clock. Holly
Wolters delicate pamtmgs in swirling
col?urs, "Water Free Fall" and "The
Ram Becomes the River," were gorgeous.
Bernard Helling's descriptions of his
other two pieces in the show were at
le~st entertaining. Of his fur-wrapped
nucrowave detector called "Radar
Love," he jo.k~d, ''I.t's ~bout eating!" As
for the t~lev1s1on with its mysterious meter (untttled), he said "It's about the
idea of measuring!"
Despite the show's unevenness, one
must applaud its location in Common
Grou~d's newest gallery, on Wyandotte
East m Old Walkerville. The artist-run
~allery is sharing the much larger, welllit, comfortable space with the Arts
Council of Windsor - making the
space staffed more regularly than when
in its miniscule hole in the Capitol Arts
Centre.
According to president and exhibition
co-ordinator Liana Loduca the move
has increased Common Gro~d walk-in
traffic considerably, and even eased
parking difficulties somewhat. A positive change all around.
I!
Arlseen appears at Common Ground
Gallery, 1942 Wyandotte St. E., until Nov.
17.

1\\ill

Lance photo/ LISA FORTIN

Jason Allison's Screw and Nail at Common Ground Gallery.

Multiculturalism is not
acceptance: Bissoondath

Isms

Canadian author
discusses our
cultural identity

II

It
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By Vincent lam
The Varsity
TORONTO (CUP) - The
federal policy of multiculturalism is a waste of time, says Canadian
author
Neil
Bissoondath.
Multiculturalism
alienates
,
Lance photo/ LIU CHAN
Canadians from each other and
Mamas lvtchen Wear, designed by Jen Wells and Ashur Khoshaba of London
prevents Canada from having a
Ontario is modelled by Sharla Evans (left} and Keri Warrian
sense of self-identity, he said in
a recent talk at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
in Toronto.
"The way that we've apment on how "people are domiBy Lili Chan
proached
multiculturalism, the
nated and seduced by technolstress on ethnicity, the stress on
Artcite held its seventh an- ogy."
difference, has led us nowhere.
Luke Orsina uses chicken
nual fashion show at the MaWe are already a divided counsonic Temple Ballroom on wire in his clothing creations to try, and thanks to this policy
Nov. 12. A crowd of about 250 "open people's minds to the we'll proceed on a road that
gathered to see the combined possibility of using different will divide us even further,"
efforts of over seventeen artists materials in fashion."
As illustrated in the show, said Bissoondath.
interpreting this year's theme,
"One of the consequences of
"l\euroskin," in multi-media there were no limits as to what the way in which we have apwas accepted as wearable art.
fashion and performance art.
proached multiculturalism is
When asked about the phi- Linda Zagaglioni, a perform- the simplification of culture,"
losophy behind their work art- ance artist ( and a great hair
ists' responses ranged fro~ the stylist - Arts ed.), said she he said.
Bissoondath criticized culfashion-conscious to the politi- hopes that the show will "help
tural
festivals, saying they dispeople lose some inhibitions.
cal.
play
traditional dances and
Funky hat maker Kim Diotte Windsor's fashion scene needs
foods
as culture in its entirety,
says she designs "purely for something other than white
while ignoring deep cultural
aesthetic reasons: I want peo- pumps and smoke-coloured
pantyhose. If you come here meanings and values.
ple to look good."
"Our approach to multicultuMeanwhile Julia Nelson cre- you can take a Look at what
ralism
encourages the devaluates what could be described as Windsor thinks it's missing in
ation
of
that which it claims to
[!
wearable metal cages to corn- cutting-edge fashion."

To touch is to love Neuroskin

protect and promote."
Once cultures are stereotyped and ethnic groups divided,
according
to
Bissoondath, it is easier to just
tolerate other cultures rather
than accept them.
"Multiculturalism, with its
emphasis on tolerance. on the
ea")', on the superficial, does
not foster acceptance.''
Acceptance is a knowledge
and insight into lhe full humanity of others, the way he sees it.
"Canada has long prided itself on being a tolerant society.
but tolerance is clearly insufficient in the building of a cohesive society."
He pointed out current calls
for separate school boards for
various cultural groups as an
example of the fragmentation
taking place in our society.
In a recent article for Saturday Night magazine, Bissoondath noted that raucous West
Indian parties and female circumcision can both be viewed
as culturally important practices which must be accommodated within Canada.
A cultural confusion exists in
English Canada, in Bissoondath 's view. Many groups are
encouraged to practice their
own culture. For them, no Canadian culture exists, he said.
"English Canada does not
know what it wants because
English Canada docs not know
what it is."
Only Quebec has defined its
terms of cultural integration.

said Bissoondath.
"Quebec decided a long time
ago that its rules were to be
formed around its Linguistic distinction ... There are certain basic rules in place to protect its
language, its culture. its way of
life. to which m:wcomers must
subscribe."
Bissoondath said that English Canada must do the same
in order to establish a cultural
identilv.
Que·stions from the Ooor
asked whether multiculturalism
should be preserved to protect
people from racism. Bissoondath responded that we need
policies to fight racism, not a
policy that divides us further.
In criticizing multiculturalism, Bissoondath said he has
been called an 'Uncle Tom'
and a racist.
~ut he believes any public
policy, even multiculturalism,
should be open lo scrutiny.
"For two decades multiculturalism has not been exposed lo
these things. It has acquired the
status of holy cow,'' he reasoned.
Bissoondath says it is important for one to maintain his or
her own cultural identity. but
doing so should not be enforced through public policv.
Bissoondath said he · will
proudly teach his daughter of
her West Indian, First Nations.
and Quebecois ancestors. At
the same time. he hopes that
she considers herself nothing
except "Canadian."
[!

An unscientific student poll
By Teena War d and Sarah Atkinson

Okay, so we rated last in this years Maclean's university rating . But what do they know? Even a liberal arts student knows that statistics lie . We're
not going to protest their main headquarters, or
sue for libel - we know we're not Harvard North;
but we thought that asking the people wio actually
go here might be appropos . The following info is
based on the unscientific poll taken about what
some of you (and a couple of frisky Lan~e editors)
think of your university .

The good
~en reasons university of Windsor scucents think
their campus is great :

l

~ocation . Being two minutes from Detroit puts
some umph into student social and academic
l~:e. Big time concerts, pro sports (what's
:eft of them), and bars are a real plus .
Academically,
students can

take advantage
of the nearby
American univer sities and their
research facilities . Collaboration with
Michigan schools
- like joint programs offered
with Wayne State
University - is
also a bonus. Of
course it helps
to have a car.
(Even better if
it's an ugly old
car - car-jacking is still a
popular urban
spor: in Michigan.)
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Our proximity
~ to the U.S.
gives Windsor a
s unique perspec{ tive on Canada g and the chal~ lenge to create
Detroit the beautiful.
and hang onto
some semblance of our own identity in the face of
the inevitable and unrelenting onslaught of U.S.
culture.

Great professors abound
at the u of W. Profs in
business, political science, engineering, law,
psychology, education, social
work, drama all received honourable mentions.

3

I

4

The recent construction
Prof. Jonathan Douglas.
of the new CAW Student
11
Centre and business building
students. After all, a place to hang out 1
basic need. And for those who weathered the s~
less year of 1992-93, while the centre was~·
renovation, the new improved centre is even r:: s
a blessing.

S

With ever-increasing tuition, cost
effectiveness is
pretty high on the
list of priorities for
students in general.
The cost of schooling
in Windsor - when factoring in rent, food,
and tuition - is consid-

I

1

erably cheaper than

many of Canada's larger
universities. It's even
cheaper for the large
number of Windsor-born
students who continue
to live chez Mom while
going to school.

6

The Windsor bar scene is hopping. One stu
says there are "at least three bars inwL
distance of anywhere you live." While thl:
nomenon may be largely the result of the~
ber of 19-20 year old Americans (the drinking;
in the U.S. is 21) who flock to Windsor, stud~
benefit from it too (even if their studies dor.

7

Casino Windsor is within reasonable
walking distance of the university . Budding compulsive gamblers with OSAP in
hand may find this a problem, but the
casino has added to the number of part-time
jobs .available in the city. (Not to mention f.
time jobs that have seduced some away from the
studies entirely.)
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Size seems to be another U of w asset. Not too
small, not too big. Windsor students boast
that it's possible to get more personal treatment while maintaining access to facilities.
And that includes waiting one hour at the computer
centre instead of three to exercise your right to
Internet.

2

8

The "progressive curriculum" at the U of
also attracted a number of out-of-towns,
dents. An emphasis on unique programs lik:
sic theraPY
drama and educat.
and a focus on:'
disciplinary pre.
have drawn a lot
students to the
school. BuddiM
partments with r.'
duty development
also a plus for·
W students - li~'
recent Joining of Chrysler and the UniversitY
Windsor in a research and development facili~
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Windsor is touted as the best area for radio
in Canada - whether soul, rap, alternative, or
talk radio. Conununications students interested
in breaking into the field are drawn to the region with the sixth largest radio market in North
America. CJAM-FM, our campus radio station, is at
least partially responsible for birthing such legends as 89X' s "The Gnypper."

1O

Track and field at the U of W ~
is a big attraction. Both men ~
~
and women's teams have won
out:
four consecutive OUAA and
8 Sf.:
OWIAA
titles - it helps to con~
~
unc:
sole
us
about
our
football
teams.
·
n me,

es ::

The bad

1·

But it isn't just a bed of roses at
~t.he university of Windsor. Students
·'
didn't have as much difficulty figuring out
..
the ten worst things about the u of W.

1

Hours at the Leddy Library are too short and
selection is not large enough for research,
say undergrads and grad students alike. The recent cuts in operating hours and the library
budgets have emphasized the problem even more this
year.
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One would think that being the Auto Capital,
the Windsor campus would supply adequate access to parking. But
this is a major prob_
lem for students, especially with the
extensive number of
commuters on campus
and the city's decision to implement
permit parking
around the campus
last year. Parking
is one of the most
consistent comPlaints of students.
The relative ineff iciency of public transit doesn't make the prospect
of peasant-wagonning too savoury.

J\

5

Environmentally, many students are concerned
about levels of pollution in the city due to
the large industrial base on both sides of the
Canadian-U.S. border. Air quality reports illustrate the problem, and students report that pollution levels have
an effect on the city aesthetically too.
The U of W just happens to be situated in
what is probably the worst area in Essex
County for airborne filth (and just a stone's throw
from a river infamous for its water-borne filth.)

I'&
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Reportedly Windsor drivers
are a deterrent to schooling
in Windsor as well. The city
is notorious for bad drivers.
The Casino has exacerbated the
problem; the self-absorption and
unpredictability of tourists makes
for especially treacherous cycling
and driving.

7

Despite the "perfect size" of the university,
students still have a problem with class size
and availability. Getting into the right
classes is often difficult - even with mandatory ones! Once in, many of the larger faculties
pack their i ntro c ourses making personal attention
pretty difficult.
Some students have also complained about the
lack of black literature courses available on
the campus. A number of students feel that not
enough is being done to include minorities students and make them feel a part of the school.

8

Budget cutbacks and tuition hikes, while not
specific to the University of Windsor, have
been a major complaint at Windsor. Hours of operation for most student services, like food
services and the computer centre (formerly open 24
hours), have been dwindling each year despite the
increase in fees.

9
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The food at university cafeterias and venues
hasn't impressed students either. Despite recent renovations, and a new name (Cafe Chez
Jcat:
Vanier) to the main dining hall students still
)n ir. complain about the menu and over-pricing.
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Windsor students definitely (&~
IJ..have an inferiority complex , ~
's'@ J~'
about their school. Whether it
, ,,®~ ,. !'
th )le
is "under-rated", "doesn't have a
·
:nent
Very
good
reputation",
or
the
"definitive
slacker
for C
lik! attitude" around campus the U of W traditionally
itY: has a negative attitude about the school and city.
litY At least we don't have an ego problem.

4

Lancer athletic teams don't always have winning seasons.

1O

The campus athletic department has been
criticized by students . While Windsor has
excelled in some areas, like track and
field, cross country, and golf, on-campus
sports records are pretty bad.

As testimony to its low profile, one student remarked, "Athletic department? We have one?"
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It's CD madness
created and can be altered.
"King of Comedy," for exam.
pie, describes a sexually con.
fused, power-hungry person
trying to understand himself.
Songs on the second half of
Monster deal with more per.
sonal, intimate questions of
jealousy and blame: "Bang and
Blame," "I Took Your Name"
... Most beautiful of them, ho\lr.
ever, has to be the poignant
"Strange Currencies."
It can certainly be said that
R.E.M. has a unique approach
to making music. Monster is
very different from the last fey,
releases, and will surprise some
people. But the difference ~
what makes R.E.M. great.
-Dave Garcia

R.E.M.
Monster
Warner Bros.

Lance photo I STEPHEN PANICCIA

Strobe host Chnstien Gagnier attempting to blend into the background.

The Strobe: Who needs drugs?
By Lance Arts Staff

The Strobe
}ndays 6-8 p.m. CJA.\191.5 FM
Host: Christien Gagnier

The Strobe is
hosted hy CJAM's
very own music director, Chnstien
Gagnier. For the
past two years
Christien has been
playing the best of the new releases that come into the on-air
room.
Our brave DJ will say it's
··hot off the presses" and venture into unknown territory,
when CD's by bands no one
will ht:ar of for six months ar-

rives at the station.
The Strobedelic experience
is a mosaical or free-form radio
adventure in the late 60's FM
sense - jazz, blues. rap, experimental, underground rock.
world beat and whatever is hot
on the campus scene mix and
match. It is imJX)SSible to anticipate what the global guy will
play next. but rest assured it
will be amazing music you have
never heard before.
More recently, with the demise of LSD, (CJAM's Local
Sound Dimenswn, which featured local acts), Christien has
tried to take up the slack and
allow for both local and out-oftown bands to play live on the

Windsor's incredible music
scene and the crazy life of musicians.
Experiments have shown
that prolonged exJX)sure to a
strobe light can affect a person
in strange ways. Some claim
that epileptic fits have been induced by strobe lights. The
strobe light spins and flashes
on and off 2000 times a second.
Who knows the truth of these
things?
In any case, The Strobe show
will certainly stretch your synapses to the breaking point and
cause them to fire randomly in
all directions.
The Strobe: who needs
drugs'? It's a fine way to kick off

show a nd talk a b it

your weekend.

about
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R.F.M. has finally delivered
the full-tilt rock and roll album
that they've been promising for
years. As one of the few bands
in the post-punk '80s that have
risen to super-stardom, the
guys arc considered the "grand
old men" of alternative-modern
rock. And as they have grown,
you would expect Michael
Stipe, Mike Mills, Bill Berry
and Peter Buck to go softer, as
so many bands do with age, but
R.E M. has done the opposite
with Monster. Their ninth release is their hardest t<) date.
The band has become Jess
political over the years, since Delirium
people know where they stand Semantic Spaces
on such issues as the environ- Nettwerk
ment and the American govEver since Enigma hit it big
ernment, especially after the hit
Out of Time. R.E.M has taken in 1990 with "Sadeness," I've
the music to a new level, show- become sick of hearing dance
ing the guys are still innovators. singles with singing monks.
R.E.M. has gone back to the Don't get me wrong. I apprecihasics of guitar, bass, drums ate the soothing, hypnotic ef.
and vocals, reminiscent of such feet of Gregorian chants, but if
earlier releases as Chronic I want to hear them, I'll bu1
Town and Munnur. It is a far that Canto Gregoriano disc set.·
Delirium is a project of
cry from the recent hits Out of
Time and Automatic for the Front Line Assembly, one of
People, which were much mel- the first bands to incorporate
lower. 1be first track from Gregorian chants into dance
Monster, "What's the Fre- music. It's a nice little gimmick
quency, Kenneth?" is described for a couple of tracks, but a
as older people's view of mod- whole album? Give me a break!
Had this albwn been reem youth, especially as we're
leased in 1990, it would have
presented by the media.
The band also plays with the been heralded as a masterissue of sexual orientation in piece. Unfortunately, this ~
"King of Comedy" and "Crush 1994, and t he novelty of the
with Eyeliner." They imply sex- Gregorian chant has worn off.
-Darrin Keene
ual iden tity is not natural, but is
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We'll teach you
some new tricks
If you want to get some valuable
skills and volunteer time. we're
always looking for people to train.
To work at the Lance, you don't
need experience, ttus 1s where you
get experience.

~

•

TIJe Lance:
running dog
lackeys of
journalism.

CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
at MacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.

East
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 1Oam - 2pm

" •

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERAEQUIPMENT.)

Sunday Nov. 20
a, 1h.ih~ UJ':

Every Wednesday

ALTERNATM
!PARTY!
IJave money from 8-10

--------------mz;:z------~--------4
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Porcelain Mary
rocks my world
of

Band on the verge
of a promising
recording career
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By Tracey Ouellette
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hHead's Noah Mintz (left), Mark Bartkiw and Brendan Canning.
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Bands plays with your hHead
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Uerk]. We didn't have to have a
deal, we could just go in and record of our own accord and not
have anyone tell us how the record should be sounding. It was
basically one hundred percent
up to us.

about all this success.
Me: While some people have
Toe Toronto-based
trio problems with you signing to an
hHead seems to have made all American label, I thought it
the right moves m its short was a smart choice. Can you exthree-year career. From th~ plain why you chose I.R.S.?
Him: A lot of people may not
first release Potato in 1991 to
October 1994's jerk, hHead has realize how small of a record
company it is. And it wasn't just
retained its identity.
In its simplest form, hHead is the fact that it was an Ameria rock band displaying the bal- can company but it was appealance between delicate and ing because it was small and we
abrasive. Recently, the guys wouldn't get lost in the shuffle,
signed to American-based because they don't have a lot of
1.R.S. Records, home of such bands on their roster. A lot of
greats as R.E.M. and the people have to understand that
GoGo's. They played at Edge- if you sign a Canadian deal, you
fest this year, and opened for still want your record out in
the likes of Dinosaur Jr., Stone America. If your Canadian laTemple Pilots,
and The bel puts it out to their American affiliate label in America,
Lcmonheads.
Their biggest accomplish- you're not really going to get
ment to date, however, is the priority.
Me: How did winning the
album jerk. The songs are all
great, the recording is lush, full 1993 CFNY Discovery Lo Disc
contest help you aside from the
and crisp: it rocks.
An1way. I had a chance to obvious publicity you gained?
Him: 1l funded the disc
talk to bassist Brendan Canning

By John Teeter

... - on- thef)ark
- - - -Sidem.
--EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS

And finally, the question I had
to ask - Me: Are there any

plans to do some shows with
fellow I.R.S. Records label
mates such as the GoGo's?
Him: We tried to get a show
with them in New York, but
they wanted someone like Velocity Girl or Weezer.
I!
hHead brings its energetic
stage show to Windsor on Sacurday November 19 at the Zoo
club. The show IS free so you
ha11e no excuse to miss it. Go
check them out before everybody
el<;e finds out about the band
and you have to pay an arm and
a kg to see them with Much1\,fus1c heavv-rotation bovs AfoL'it
later chi:.'year. Alw, th~ smger IS
cute!

I
I

I125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 977-7284 I
I STILL OfftRING ~ TANNING .

8:00am - 12:00 noon - Mori- Sat I

$2 off regular rates with the presentation of this coupon
COUPON VALID UNTIL NOV 27/94

THE
WINDSOR

Music
CD·s&

With Over 50 Dealers,
You Can Buy, Sell, Trade:

SALE

New/Used CD's, Records, T-shirts,
Buttons, Videos, Alternative Music
Col lectibles, Photos, Pins,
Magazines, Imports, Tour
Memorabilia, Elvis & Beatles
Memorabilia, Movie Stills/Photos,
Picture Discs, Jazz, Country, and
other musics.

Sun. Nov. 27

Door Prizes, Food or Beverages,
Come Early and Beat the Crowd.

RECORDS

Cleary
International
Centre
201 Riverside Dr. W.
l 0:30am-4:00pm
Admission: $3.00

I

It was yet another Thursday
night at the Zoo.
10:30 p.m.: The air was thick
with anticipation as the Dead
Kings wrapped up their awesome opening performance and
the members of Porcelain Mary
began to set up.
11:20 p.m.: Suddenly, the
first chords were struck, and
the stage lit up for an explosive
show. Porcelain Mary had
taken over. Looking past the
lights and the smokey air, I
could tell by the band members
faces that the group was having
the time of their lives.
And with good reason. With
the release of their first single,
"Swallow", a full album recorded right here in Windsor at
the old Tivoli Theatre (now the
Music Studio), and a crossCanada tour in the offing, Porcelain Mary has a lot to be
happy about. Despite their
newly-acquired fame, the band
is still the same old group I met
a year and a half ago, when
they opened for the Odds at
the 1993 Freedom Festival.
Forget any rumours you may
have heard that Porcelain Mary
is signed to the same label as
The Tea Party. Altho ugh the
second side of "Swallow" was
recorded with The Tea Party
two years ago. the band's upcoming release "Cc llophane"
was recorded under their own

Lance photo/ TRACEY OUELLETIE

Porcelain Mary recently played
Windsor's Zoo Club.

label, Zyme Records.
For now, Porcelain Mary's
manager .Andrew White has
been busy travelling across
Canada, dropping off demos
and arranging tours. By shopping around with various labels,
the band hopes to sign with a
major label soon. Porcelain
Mary's bass guitarist Jeff Kerr
said that they've received a
"positive response so far" from
radio stations and fans.
Back to the present. As the
show proceeds, I can tell that
Porcelain Mary is looking
straight into the eyes of a very
promising career. Complete
with surrealistic sound effects
and lead singer Will Ford's
growly voice, the show was
nothing less than spectacular
(as cliche as it may sounrl). The
band appears to feel completely at home on stage.
In the meantime keep an ear
out for "Cellophane" due for
release in a couple of weeks. I!
Catch Porcek1in _\.fa,y at California's .\fusical Roadhouse,
No1·. 17. They wdl also be fealured soon at the Unfrersity of
Windsor~· A.svlwn Dance Pub\
Batlle ofthe Bands.

Glamour
Shoot
One Day Only
Friday November 18
• Facial makeover by qualified aesthetician

• Half-hour photo session

• 20 or more photos will be taken

• Use of different props, feather

boas, jewelry and backgrounds
• Instant video viewing of photos
Makes a perfect gift

$29.95
Makeover & Photoshoot

Parking Available On Riverside Dr W.
and Parking Lots & Meters.

For Info Call (416) 763-7298

Windsor Residents: West of Ouellette at
Ferry St
Detroit Residents. 5 minutes from
downtown. Cross Ambassador Bridge,
follow Huron Church Rd, turn right on
Riverside Dr W

!Appointments must be pre-booked in person at the studiol

971-7353

0f'\..._~--~,.,.

In the CAW
Student
Centre

I

sports

I
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Lancer's eyeing
cross country
championship
Fonseca and
McC/eary running
tor the gold
By Frederick Beitler

The cross country teams
were firing on aU cylinders at
Old Fort Henry in Kingston
Nov. -L
Windsor·s men captured the
OUAA title while the women
ran third in the OWIAA. With
the victOJ'\', the men clinched
an automatic berth in the Canadian championships. This
marked the first time Windsor
has captured the team troph~.
The women qualified as a wildcard. and it was the first time
the team has advanced to the
CIAU's and sent a representitive since Linda Staudt in
the 1970s.

Men
Peter Fonseca ran awav from
the field en route to a course
record of 31 minutes and 5-l
seconds over the ten-kilometer
course. Fonseca was named to
the All-Conference team and
was selected as OVA.A athlete
of the week.
Jason Bovie turned in an
outstanding race, finishing one
minute and five seconds behind
hmseca. Boyle \\as also named
to the All-Conference team. It
v.as an accomplishment that
the Lancer's placed the top two
runners as 16 schools v.ith over
120 racers competing.
Also placing for the Lancer's
was, Mark Kiteley at 11, Rich
Tremain at 12. and Ryan Leef
at 15. Rhys Trenhaile finished
19 and Alex McLeod 55 but did
not factor in the team score.
Rich Tremain who "stitched
up" during the race placed 12
in the race.
Wet footing and rolling
terain was what coach Dennis
Fairall cited for slow times. '!be
Ontario's were a two team race
between Windsor and Western.
Coach Fairall said that,
"Western went all out in the
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Ontario's". but a stronger field
in the ClAU's will be to Windsor's advantage since overall
the team is stronger. Fairall
added that the team's "top runner, Fonseca was miles ahead
of Western's Rob Tyndal".
This is where Windsor will
pick up points when stronger
runners will score higher than
Tyndal.

(

l
I

Women
Missy McCleary took the individual crown with a record
breaking time of 17 minutes
and -ll seconds over fi\'e kilometers. McCleary was OWIAA
athlete of the week and named
to the All-Confere nee team.
Michelle King placed fifth
and Jennifer Graham ninth
with both claiming All-Conference honours. Graham·s performance
v. as
amazing
considering a recent calf injury.
Tina Rocnick had a good race
finishing 23 and Marnee
Beamish rounded out the scoring at 47.
Fairall thinks that Windsor
can make up some points with
Beamish. "Her forte is the 600
meters, but after the initial hill
(in London at the CIAl..i's) this
is her type of course", to run a
faster time.

CIAU finals
lbc Lancer men ha\'e
slipped to third in the rankings
and will face the stiffest competition of the year in London.
Although Windsor's Fonseca
has the inside track to win the
individual title. The University
of Victoria will give Windsor a
tough run for title.
The women are ranked seventh going into the CIAU's and
are hoping to finish higher in
the standings. Missy McCleary
will compete for the individual
title but will face the toughest
competition of the season.
Anna Gunesekera, a former
National team member from
Victoria, Linda Thyer and
Melanie Chouniere both of
McGill will provide the stiffest
competition.
l!

Lance file photo

The Lancers lip off Nov. 19 al Wilfrid Laurier: Nancy Vranic (8) picks up the defense in exhibition play versus Carleton.

Basketball team hosts tourney
By Sheila Windle

In pre-season play the men's
basketball team has a winning
record al 4-3, having defeated
York, Christian College of
Michigan, Sienna Heights,and
the Lancer Alumni.
Top scorers for the Lancers
so far are J arrue Pepper with 19
points per game (ppg), Pat Os-

borne at 17ppg, Matt McMillan
with l 2ppg, and Krim Lacey
with lOppg.
The Lancers will host the
Can-Am Tournament this Friday and Saturday at St. Denis
Centre. Bishop's University of
Lennox.vine will take on Tiffin,
Ohio in the tournament opener
at 6:30 p.m. on Nov. 18. At 8:30
the Lancers will face Winder-

forse, another Ohio team. The
consolation final will take place
on Saturday at 1 p.m., followed
by the championship game
played at 3 p.m.
The Lancer's final home basketball game before the Christmas break will take place on
Nov. 20 at 3 p.m. against the
University of Michigan-Dearborn.
l1

Windsor hockey record rests in the hands of the appeal board
By Phil King

"!be
Windsor
Lancers
opened their 1994-95 campaign
nearly three weeks ago with a
6-4 loss to the Western Mustangs. lbe team learned Western had an ineligible player in
the lineup and filed a protest
with league convenor Bill Sparrow. Sparrow ruled Western indeed used an ineligible player.
The Mus tangs then appealed to
the league's judicial committee,
and are waiting for a final deci5ion. Until the ruling Windsor
wins and Western waits.
"Ibe Lancers then travelled
to I..aurier to meet the Golden
l lawks and to Waterloo to play

Lance file photo

Lancer Tim Mahshie (25) on clean break versus Alabama-Huntsville.

the Warriors. lbe results were
a 6-2 loss to Laurier and a 4-4
tie with Waterloo.

At Laurier, the Lancers
played poorly, especially in the
second period, allowing the

Hawks to take a 5-1 lead.
Coach Rick Cranker said the
loss was disappointing but the
Waterloo tie left the team
"somewhat satisfied" with their
cCforts."We had our chances to
win the game. We had a goal
disallowed with a 2-1 lead in
the second period that, had it
stood up, would have put us in
better position to possibly win
the game."
Lancer goalie Steve Thorpe,
a second team OUAA all star
in '93-'94, has been great this
season. He was first star in a 41 win over l.aurcntian.
Thorpe, in his third year with
Windsor, turned in a solid performance versus Ryerson de-

spite a 3-2 loss.
Cranker said the Lancers
were good enough to win both
games, but cited one difference. "(In) the game with Ryerson, we were hitting posts, in
the game against Laurentian
we were hitting the net".
Lancer
centre
Shane
O'Donahue, has bulged the
twine in the L ancers first five
games, with 4 goals.
Meanwhile, the Lancers
were counting Jeff Gardiner,
but he decided not to play this
season. Cranker says they haven't heard from the former
Detroit Junior Red Wing forward, so he's essentially been
counted out.
I!
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Multi-million dollar babies
By Jeff Rivard
lm,1gine your first joh upon
1:,rraduating from
university
which pays 68 million dollars.
Most students who arc english
majors. law school grads, or
even engineers will never earn
such lucrative salaries.
1lowe\'er if you arc a superstar American collegiate baskcthall player, you have the
opportunity to rc<.."eive a degree
that can't he found on any
course calendar; a B.A. in baskcthall. 'Ibis is exactly what
Purdue
Uni\'ersity forward
Glenn Rnhinson has achieved.
Rnhinson or as he is known,
"Big Dog", recently inked a 68
million dollar contract with the
:,.;ational Basketball Ao;sociation's Milv.aukce Buck's. 1his
,hould allow him to pay off any
outstanding student loans. In
fact he could cover everyone's
student loan-; on our campus!
\\'hat is ev,n more insane, was

that Rohinson was originally
asking for 100 million dollars.
Players in all professional
sports have tried to ju<;tify their
request's for higher salaries.
Many claim that due to short
playing careers, they need
money lo live once their playing days are done. Yet who in
today's society retires with
enough money to start a Fortune 5(X) company? Most people will never earn in a lifetime
as much as some players make
in one season. Robinson, like
many athletes, has lost a realistic view in attempts to justify ludicrous contract demands.
What has hcen forgotten in
this dehatc, is that Robinson is
only a rookie. lie has asked for
the money hefore he has tied
up his shoes, stepped onto a
court, dribbled a ball or made a
free-throw.
What
lc\'erage
could he have over the Bucks?
His rights were protected and
was not in a position to ncgoti-

ate with another team.
Upon investigation, the Purdue athletic department acknowledged that he failed to
complete his studies in Physical
rducation. Lsscntially he had
no degree to fall hack on if he
chose not to sign. You must admit that this makes the American college system look great.
Where else can a University
dropout earn 68 million dollars'!
It st:ems the philosophy in
professmnal sports is not who
can score the most points, hut
\\ho can sign the largest contract. A message to the "Big
Dog" - while paid like the
"I op Dog", the moment may
he hrief. Only one )Car ago,
Larry Johnson v.as in a similar
position until Anfcrnee l lardaway's contract made him the
man. "lbcre will always he
someone or something that will
top the previous contract; prohably inflation.
!!

Eye on the "I"

Lance tile photo

Pamela huston (9) and Enn Naturach (11) are an 1mpos ng duo

Spiking the opposition
By Sheila Windle

Soviet wings on tour of IHL
By Lance Sports Slaff

capturing two USSR titles in
1957 and 1974.

For the second consecutive
season,
the
International
Hockey League (IHL) hosts a
touring team from Russia, playing games that count in the
IHI regular season standings
This season's visitord are the
renov.ned Soviet Wings.
Officially named Ice Hockey
Ouh Kryllia Sovetov, the Soviet
Wings are one of Russia's most
highly-regarded sports organizations. In their 47-year history,
the Wings were only one of a
handful of teams to successfully
challenge
perennial
power
Central Red Army for the Soviet national championship,

Fast Facts
Milwaukee Admiral head
coach leads all active IHL
coaches with 263 victories in
eight seasons.
- Detroit Vipers lead the IHL
in attcndencc with 13,343 per
game.
Cincinatti Cyclones right
wing Jamie Linden is the
younger brother of Vancouver
Canuck captain Trevor I inden.
Kerry Toporowski is the
league leader in penalty minutes with 84; in only 3 games.
- Las Vegas lbunder forward
Alexi Yashin had 3 assists in his

Classifieds for cans for Christmas
The Lance is offering free classified ads to
help the campus food drive. Just bring in
two cans of food for the charity food drive
and the Lance will give you space for a
20-word class~ied ad (regularly valued at
$5) in our Nov. 28 holiday issue.
Deadline: noon. Nov. 24, 1994.
CONSIDERING A CHIROPRACTIC CAREER?
CONSIDER LOGAN AS ITS FOUNDATION.

Logan College of Chiropractic
is now acc§Jting applications
for our 1995entering cl~es in
January, May, and September.
Required at time of entry:
• Specific degree-level coursework from an
accredited college or university.
.
• A personal interest in a career as a pnmary care
physician.
Logan College offers:
.
• A professional school of 800 students with an
extremely low student/faculty ratio ..
• Preparation for a career as a doctor, hc~nsed as a
Primary Healthcare Provider in the United States
and all Canadian provinces.
• In five academic years, a combinati.on of baste
science and clinical science with cltmcal .
.
preparation, clinical performance, and ch1ropract1c
concepts and practices.
.
.
• Accreditation by th~ c;ouncil on ~h,_ropracttc Education and the Com01Jss1on on lnst1tuttons of . .
Higher Education of the North Central Assoc1:1t1on
of Colleges and Schools.
• A beautiful campus in the suburbs of a major metropolitan area with a low cost of living.
For complete information, just request our portfolio
hv writing or callin~, toll free, 800n82-3344
·
(in Canada, it's 800/533-9210).

LOGAN

COLi J'GF.tOFtCIIIROPRACflC

I SS I Schotllltr Road • Box 1065t Chtsltrfleld, MO 63006-1065

first 3 game-;.

Player of the week
Rookie left wing Jeff Shevalier of the Phoenix Roadrunners helped his club to four
consecutive
road victories.
Shevalier a 1992 draft choice of
the Los Angclas Kings, scored
eight points including (3 goals
and 5 assists).

Rinkside Quotes
"Execution .. Irs simple; I
don't know whether to shoot
them all or hang them." Kansas City Blade coach Jim
Wiley commenting on his higgest concerns following his
teams three game losing streakt!

'llte women's volleyhall team
won their season opener by defeating Brock 3 games to 1.
It looked dismal when the
Lancers dropped the first game
after leading 11-1. But the team
regrouped to win the next three
straight; an impressive feat,
particularly considering the
relatively inexperienced Lancer
line-up in comparison to Brock.
Consistant setting from Judy

Lortie was a factor in the win,
as were the performances of
Joanne Capot v. ho had three
aces and eleven digs; Pam
Houston led the game in
blocks· and Elaine Murton with
the team's best kill percentage.
There are only two opportunities to see the women in action al St Dents Centre in 1994.
This Wednesday at 8:30 they
will host Guelph and next Friday at 7 p.m. I.aurier \\ill he in
town to challenge the Lancers.I!

Sport Stumpers
By Herman Viol

5) Where did Troy Aikman
play his college hall'!

1) Where is lhe pro fool all Hall
of Fame?
2) Who is the "Refrigerator"?
3) What trophy is anually
awarded to the N.C.A.A's football most valuable player'?
4) Who coaches the Lancers?

6) Who did the Detroit Lions
select in the first round of the
1986 entry draft'!
7) When did the Detroit Lions
last win a championship?
8) Who won the '90 Grey Cup?
See page 17 for am,wers
[!
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AS POOR ECONOMIC CONDITIONS PfRSISt
MANY JAMILlfS WIN NffD OJ HELP.
LET'S GIVf THIS CHRISTMAS TO THOSE LESS
JORTUNATE THAN OURSfLVfS.
Donate canned lood t, other non-peri1ha6le1.
Donation, eoine lo flte Do111fo111n Mi11ion.

SHOW YOU CAN CARE

I

Buzz's Beavers
leave their mark
By Jim Parnell

On the Nm 4 and 5, engineering students from the University of Windsor, played in a
hockev tournament hosted bv
the U~versitv of Western Ontario's Engineering Society.
Twelve teams from Ontario
and Quebec vied for the championship.
'The Beaver's opened the
tournament with a rough 2-2 tie
versus a squad from Queen's
University.
The second game saw the
Beavers lose a tough match to
E.T.S. (a Quebec school) 4-2.

t

E
J

Game three was a gruelling
battle in which the Beaver's defeated Polytechnique ( also
from Quebec) 4-l. lhis victory
moved the Beavers in the quarter finals.
In quarterfinal action, the
Beaver's dumped a tough
Western in overtime 3-2. lbev
were knocked out 3-0 in the
semi-finals by the eventual victors from McMaster.
Ihe consolation championship was a rematch versus
E.T.S. The tired Beaver's
nawed one last winning 5-1
ending the tournament with a
4-2 record.
!!

Up close and personal with:

Dina Davis, rugby

Lance file photo

By Corrina Thomson

Windsor's rugby team in action in a recent game.

Age: 20
Major: third year Criminology
High School: Cobourg East
H.S., Cobourg Ont.
Height: 6'0
Weight: 150 lbs.
Position: 8 woman
The person I credit for my intrest in rugby, is my sister who
played for Ontario Womens.
My most prized possesions are,
my dogs Xena and Auzzie.
My best rugby moment, was
scoring four trys in one game.
My most embarrasing moment
Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
was, being grabbed in the
Dina Davis.
crotch by a Guelph player in a
maul.
My wildest rugby fantasy, is to The term that best describes
play our men's team and beat rugby players, is aggressive
boat racing women
them to a pulp.
Few
people know this but, I'm
I see myself at age 65, playing
shy.
I!
rugby ·n a seniors residence.

Rugby team ends 1994 its season
By Phil Sullivan

The University of Windsor
Rugby Club wrapped up its
1994 fall season on Nov. 5 at
Laurier. Through strong winds
and driving rain, the men's first
side lost 10-8 to Laurier, a team
billed as a varsity team but consisting of twelve alumni in a
side of fifteen.
Mike Anderson kicked a
penalty goal early to give Windsor a 3-0 lead, and then added
a try, pouncing on a stolen lineout ball, to pad the lead to 8-0
by halftime. The second half
was interrupted when a Laurier
player suffered a broken ankle
from a hard tackle by rookie

flanker Matt Macklin. Following the delay, Laurier posted 10
points on a converted try and a
penalty kick.
It was the last club game for
four players - Jensen Rudy,
Chris Leitch, Brent Wilson, and
Paul O'Donnell who all
graduate this year. Player and
coach, Phillip Sullivan said it
will be hard to replace the players, who were "the heart and
soul of the club for the past
four years."
The women's team also
played its last game of their inaugural season, losing 13-0. It
was the best game the side had
played to date. The team benefited from earlier games against

opponents in Guelph and
Brock and played equally with
the more experienced Golden
Hawks. The forwards did well
in the scrims and lose play to
win balls for the backs.
Sullivan summed up the season. "Overall, it was a great
year. We more than doubled
our player population. The establishment of a women's side
was very important to the club.
We also were capable of fielding two competitive men's
teams. Most important, we
were able to prove to ourselves,
the university community, and
other varsity teams that we are
capable of competing, and winning at the OUAA level."
I!

SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIETY
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Sprmg Break Study
Have you ever been to DAYTONA BEACH for
SPRING BREAK? If you have, then you are just
the person I'm looking for!
This is your chance to participate in an
interesting Masters Thesis on "The Spring Break
Experience."

To participate in this study, or for more info.,

Please call: 966-4790
Please pass this information along to anyone
you think might be interested.

Thank You!

C
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Campus recreation's fall season coming to a close
By Steve Nixon, Nathaniel Metron,

Joe Perry and David Young

Campus recreation's fall season was a success with over 4
OOO participants competing.

Floor hockey
1he floor hockey league has
thirteen teams, many with a
good chance at capturing the
championship.
The first place Campus
Wreckers, led by the goaltending of Emmanuel Tuhtan and
Ed Csecs, will be tough in the
playoffs and are a favourite.
But, the Sweet Daddies may
have something to say about
that. Scoring over 11 goals per
game the Daddies have not
been Sweet. After a slow start,
the Jokers, with three championships in the last four semesters, have caught fire.
Two teams that can not be
overlooked are the Chic Magnets and the NHL Shooters. A
threat every time he steps on
the court, Marco Bello of the
Chic Magnets must continue to
lead the offense.
Bridesmaids, previously the
NHL Shooters, with the determination of Floyd King may
surprise some teams in the
playoffs. The Eastside Saints

and Joint Effort have struggled
and will have to make improvements make it to the playoffs.
ln Division two, the Slapshots and Team Carat arc undefeated. Allowing only nine
goals all season, T J. Dimll7io
has been impressive though
faces few shots. Team Carat
has turned in some real gems
so far. This veteran team had
clicked off 55 goals in only five
games.
Planted in third place, Parti
Quebecois have played well
lately and must be considered a
playoff contender - not to
mention the blue and white
shirts which clinched the best
uniform award. The energetic
play of Gary Hammond has
helped Project #9 to three
wins, though two have been
forfeits.
Two teams that have to be
considered longshots in the
playoffs are the Leafs and Body
Count. After a promising start
the Leafs have struggled, losing
four straight. While the dramatic performances of the
Body Count's Rob Wiskey have
put him in contention for an
academy award, the dramatics
haven't helped score goals.
Every team makes the
playoffs which are scheduled

Standings
Mtn's hockey
Mid East ........... G ... W .... L ..... T ..... F .... A ... P
Guelph ............... 6 ..... 3 ..... 1. .... 2 .... 18 ... 15 ...8
Toronto .............. 6 ..... 1 ..... 3 ..... 2 .... 18 ... 26 ...4
Queen's .............. 5 ..... 1..... 3.. ... 1 .... 15 ... 22 ... 3
RMC .............. 6 ..... 0 ..... 5 ..... 1 .... 10 ... 31 ... l
Far East ............ G ... W .... L.. ... T ..... F .... A ... P
Otlawa ............... 5 ..... 3 ..... 0 ..... 2 .... 25 ... 12 ...8
Concordia .......... 5 ..... 3 ..... 1.. ... 1 .... 20 ... 16 ... 7
I 'QTR ...............4 ..... 1.. ... 0 ..... 3 .... 14 ... 13 ... 5
McGill ..
L ... 2..... 2 ..... 1.... 21 ... 18 ... 5
~1id West .......... G ... W .... L ..... T ..... F .... A ... P
York .................. 6 ..... 4 ..... 2 ..... 0 .... 30 ... 17 ...8
Broclc.................. 6 ..... 3 ..... 2 ..... 1 .... 31 ... 23 ... 7
Ryerson ............ 5 ..... 2 ..... 3 ..... 0 .... 14 ... B ...5
l..aurentian ......... 5 ..... L ... 4 ..... 0 .... 10 ... 20 ... 2
Far West ........... G ... W .... L.. ... T ..... F .... A. .. P
Launcr ............... 4 ..... 4 ..... 0 ..... 0 .... 25 ... 15 ...8
Western ............. 5 ..... 3 ..... 1 ..... 1 .... 31 ... 17 ... 7
Wmdsor ............. 5 ..... 1..... 3 ..... 1 .... 16 ... 20 ... 3
Waterloo ............ 4 ..... 0 ..... 2 ..... 2.... 15 ... 23 ... 2
Hoek•~ 5<'.oring leadtrs
Plavcr ..................... Team ...... GP .. G .... A ... P
I. R,·an Savoia ....... Brock ....... 6 .... I I ... 6 ...17
2.John Spoltore .... Laurier .... 4 ..... 3 .... 11,.14
3.BenDavis ........ York ........ 6 ..... 6 ..... 7 ... 13
4. Todd Zavitz ....... Brock ....... 6 ..... 2 .... I 1,.13
S. Chris George ..... Laurier ..... 4 ..... 7 ..... 5 ...12
6. D. Macoretta ..... Brock ....... 5 ..... 5 ..... 5 .. .10
7.Aaron Nagy ....... Western ...5 ..... 2 ..... 8 .. .1()
8. Shawn Costello.. York ......... 6 ..... 6 ..... 4 ... lO
9. eight pla)¥n an 1~d -..ilh 8 poinls
OUM West mon's volleyball standings
Team ..................... MP.W .... L .... W .... L. .. P
Western .................... 1..... 1...... 0 ..... 3 ..... 0 .... 2
Brode ......................... I.. ... 1......0 ..... 3 ..... 2 .... 2
McMaster ................. 1.. ... 1.. ....0 ..... 3 ..... 2 .... 2
Waterloo ................... 0 ..... 0 ...... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0 .... 0
l.aurier ...................... 1..... 0 ...... 1 ..... 2 ..... 3 .... 0
Windsor .................... 1..... 0 ...... 1 ..... 2 ..... 3 ....0
Guelph ...................... 1..... 0 ...... 1 ..... 0 ..... 3 ....0
OUM men's cross country championships
Team ....................................................... Points
I, Windsor ·-·-------.. -·-·-· -............. 41
2. Western ......................................................42
3. Toronto ....................................................... 85
4. Guelph ......................................................128
5. Laurentian ................................................ 161

C'IAt: football
I Western
2. Saskatchewan
3. St. Mary's
4. Laurier
5. Bishop's

Ranlcings
ClAU men's x-country
1. Victoria
2. British Columbia
J. Windsor
4. Western
5. Manitoba

Results
(for wttk tnd;'fl Nov. 6.1994J
Worntn 's volleyball
Windsor 3 Brock 1
(14-16. 15-8. 15·10. 15-13)
Men's volleyball
Brock 3 Windsor 2
(15-11. 13-15. 9·15, 15-9. 15-10)

lhe stage was set: the Unwanteds versus the Super Stars.
Men's soccer
Both teams went undefeated all
'[be men's soccer playom. season. The Super Stars alwere very eventful. The eight lowed only one goal, making
teams that qualified from the them the best defensive team in
league of 14 provided several the league. But, the Unwanteds
led all teams in scoring with
games that went the distance.
In the first quarter-final twenty seven goals. Something
game, the Super Stars barely had to give and it did. When
pulled off a 1-0 victory against the referee's whistle ended the
a strong Sambuca side, scoring game, the Unwanteds had sucwith only three minutes left in cessfully defended their title,
outscoring the opponents 3-1.
the game.
The
Alumni
Engineers
Men's slo-pitch
shocked the unbeaten United
The men's slo-pitch season
Nations team by taking them to
overtime and eventually win- ended with a bang! The crack
of the bat and exceptional dening in penalty shots.
Last year's champs, the Un- fensive plays, reminiscent of
wanteds, had no problems with World Series in the past made
the United Front team, beating for a very exciting conclusion to
five weeks of baseball.
them6-l.
A single day elimination
The
last
quarterfinal
matchup also concluded with tournament Oct. 29 was
penalty shots. lbe Leftovers enough to declare a champion.
survived a strong attack by the At days end the 10 Little Indians, led by Terry Mercer, capAfrican Lions and won 2-1.
Jn the semi-final play, the tured the title for the third
Unwanteds continued their year. Two favorites, the Leafs
quest to repeat and handed the (7-1) and Cheers (6-2), fell in
the quarter finals to the RazorEngineers a 4-2 defeat.
The Leftovers took the Su- backs and 10 Little Indians.
The Razorbacks (4-4) ranked
per Stars to extra time, but the
fifth
in the regular season to
Super Stars remained undefeated, scoring two goals in battle 10 Little Indians in the
final.
overtime to win.
for Nov. 22, 24, and 29.

son·endmg injury to firu.sh ninth overall at
the OWl.'\A champion.ships. The fourth year
student helped the Lancer tum to a third
place finish and was named to the OWIAA
AIJ.('onfereoce team for her efforts.
Upcoming events
Men's hockty
:-;ov. 19. Brock at Windsor 7:30 p.m.
:-,/o\'. 20, York at Windsor 3:30 p.m.
both games at Adie Knox Arena
Women's hockey
Nov. l9.Qucco·,:;~tWindsorTBA

Women's basketball
Wmdsor64 Ryerson47
York 50 Windsor 45
M~n's basketball
l,,'niversity of Michigan-Dearborn Tourney
Windsor 87 Michigan Chn~tian 76
Mi<:higao·Dearborn 99 Windsor 93
W'omtn's hockty
Guelph 7 Windsor 0
Men's hockty
Windsor 4 Laurcntian 1
Ryerson 3 Windsor 2

Men's and women's cross country limes
Men's 10km results
1st Peter Fonseca ........... 31:54 Cour.e Record
2nd Jason Boyle ........................................ 32:59
11th Mark Kiteley ..................................... 33:22
12th Rich Tremain ................................... 33:27
15th Ryan Leef ........................................ 33:45
Women's 5km results
1st Missy McCleary ....... 17:41 Course Record
5th Michelle King ..................................... 18:09
9th Jennifer Graham ................................ 19:0-1
23rd Tina Rocnick .................................... 19:30
47th Mamee Beamish .............................. 20:15

Lancer athletes of the week
Krim Lacey, a guard for the hastetball team
was named to the AD-star team at the Uni·
versity of Michigam Dearborn Tournament.
Jennirer Graham, a member of the cross
country team. rebounded £rom a near·SU·

:,,;ov 20. Queen's at Windsor TBA
horh games al Adie Knox Arena
Women's volleyball
:,,;ov 16 Guelph at Windsor 8:30 p.m.
hoffll' game at St. Deni,, Center
Men's volleyball
:-;ov. 16. Guelph at Windsor6:30 p.m.
home game at St. Denis Center
Women's ba~otball
:Sov. 19. Windsor at Laurier
Men's basketball
.Sov. 16. Wmdsor at Sienna Heights
:-.ov, 18 and 19. Can·Am Tournament al St.
Denis Center
:-:ov·. 20. Mich1gan·Dearborn at Windsor

3:00 p.01.
Intramural athletics
Men's slo-pikh final standings
Team ............................................... G .... W ... L
The Leafs ..........................................8 ..... 7 .... 1
Cheers ...............................................8 ..... 6 .... 2
10 Little Indians ............................... 8 ..... 6 .... 2
Toe Scabs .......................................... 8 ..... 6 .... 2
Razorbacks .......................................8 ..... 4 .... 4
t;.W.S.A. ...........................................8 ..... 2 .... 6
OJ.'s Defence ..................................8 ..... 2 .... 6
Strike Outs ........................................8 ..... 2 .... 6
Silver BuUets .....................................8 ..... 1 .... 7
Championship final: 10 Little Indians over
Razorbacks 12-9
Men's n111 rootball linal Ma11dings
Team ...................... W ............. L .... F .... A .... P
Comer Pilons ......... 4 ............... 0 .... 107 .. 45 ... 8
Che ifs ..................... 3 ............... 1....124 .. 69 ... 6
Free Agents ........... 3 ............... 1.. ... 98 ... 71 ... 6

GreekGods .......... 3 ................ 1 ... 68 ... 69 .6
..... ...... .3 .... 59 . 100 2
Sign)II Chi .......... .. I ............... 3 .... 57 .. l22 .. 2
Diplomats .... , ...... 1 ................ 3 .... 64 ... 99 ... 2
:'\of'ames ........................ DEFAl~TED 0
Cllamp1on.-;hi~ final: Comer P1loos over Free
Ag~ts 27·14
F. lo°';iockey ~landings
Divi.~,n 1
ream ....................... W .... L. .... T .... P ..... F .. A
Campus Wreckers .... 4 ..... 1 ..... 0 ......8 .... TI 15
Sweet Daddies .......... 3 ..... I .. 1...... 7 .... 57 19
Jokers .......... .......... 3 .... I. .. 1...... 7 . .. 48 40
Chic Magnet~ ......... 3 ..... 2 ..... 1...... 7 .. 45 36
1\'HL Shooters ......... 3. 2 .. . I.. ... 7 .... 29 28
Eastside Saints·-······ I. ... 3 ..... 0 ...... 2 .... 25 28
Joint Effort .............. 0 ..... 6 ..... 0 ...... 0 ..• 20 73
Division 2
Team W ................... L ... T. .... P ... F ... A
Slapsbots ................... 5 ..... 0 ... I .JI .. A5 .. 9
Team Carat........... 5 ..... 0 ..... 0 .•.. 10 ... 55 15
Part1 Quebecois ........ 3 ..... 1..... l.. ... 7 .... 32 34
Project#9 ................. 3 .. 3 .... 0 .....6 ... 3031
Bodv Count. ............. l. . ..4 .... 0 ...... 2 .. 13 38
Leafs ........................ 1. ... -1 •.•• 0 ... 2 ..... 8 21
Playoffs :-.ov. 22.24. 29
kt Hockty
Competitl\e Division
Team ............................ G .. W •.. I......'f... P
Toe Leaves ..................... 6 ..•. 5 ...... 0 ..... ! 11
Sharks ................................ 5 ..... 5 ......0 •.... 0.10
Tounderchickeos .............. 5 ..... L ....O..... O. I o
10 Little Indians ............... 6 ..... 4 ..•.. 2 .•.. 0 ... 8
Late Night ......................... 6 ..... 3 ...... 2 ..... 1 ... 7
Hillbillies ........................... 6 ..... 3 ...... 2 ..... 1 .. 7
Banger's Beaul1c~ ............ 5 ..... 3 ...... 2 ... 1 ... 7
Huron Hal! ....................... 6 ..... 1.••... 3 ..... :? ••• 4
All t: Cao Eat ................. 5 ..... 1..... .3 ..... I ... 3
Naotais ............. - .............. 6 ..... 1...... 5 ..... 0 ... 2
Turbines ............................ 5 ..... 1..... .4 __,.o ... 2
Chiefs ................................ 6 ..... 0 ... _.6 .... 1 ... 1
Beavers............................. 5 ..... 0 ......5 ..... 0 ... 0
Recreational Division
Team ................................. G ... W .... L .....T ... P

sro·s ..........,......_.. I

Skip Jacks ......................... 6 ..... 5 ...... 1 ..... 0 .10
MBA ................................. 6 ..... 5 ...... l ..... 0.10
Raiders .............................. 5 ..... 4 ...... 1 ..... o... 9

~i!~t~·::::::::::::::::::::::
~::::: ~::::::~ :::::g::::
Law .................................... 5 ..... 3 ...... 2 ..... 0 ... 6

Hockey league
While Jabour negotiations
continue to push back the start
of the 1994-95 National
Hockey League season, the
hockey league began its regular
season Sept. 26 and hac; continued to produce exciting games.
The league (IHL) has 26
teams, 13 each in the competitive and recreational divisions.
In the competitive division
there is a tight race fo r first
place as three teams battle for
bragging rights and home ice
advantage in the playoffs. The
Leaves, Sharks, and Thunderchickens are all undefeated
with only four points separating
first from sixth place. It is shaping up to be a thrilling playoff.
The recreational division
also sports another close race
for first between the Skipjacks,
MBA, and Raiders.
The playoffs begin Nov. 20.
There will be a captains meeting Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. in HK202
about f onnar and game times.
Games are played at Windsor
Arena, .''vfonday through Thursda; from midnight 10 2 a.m. and
Adie Knox Arena from 10:30
p.m. 10 12:30 a.m. The teams
also plan at 11 p.m. on 1hursdays and Sundays.
[I

Tomahawk.s .... ............. 4 •. 3 . I •.. 0 .. 6
Jenz·s '.\1en . . ..... . 6 ...... 2 .. .. 1 .• I .. 5
The Echp,~ ..... ...... . ... 4 • 1 . 1
0 -I
ER1'\' ........................ 5 .. .4 .• I . . 0 ... 2
Bruisers...... ...
. ...... .'i..... I .. 4 .... 0 .. '.!
Launer Kmgs ...... ....• . . 6 ..... I • 5 ... 0 ..l
Misfits .............................. ~ .. I
6 .... 0 .2
• There "ill /te a cap1auu meetin.( regnrdmg
1he pltr,offs on .Va,. 1{i n1 J 00 p.m in H!CO:!
A rtpresen101iu from each ltnm mwt be
pnunl or the ienm 1<.i// be di.,qz,a/ijiLJ.
6-on,6 vollnball
C'ompetitrve league
:,./Orth l'ool ....... ···••·-··· ............... W ... L ..• P
R&P
......................... JO .•. 0 .. 20
Krazv Ke\m·s .......................... 7 ..... 3 17
Bluc·lguanas ........... ·····-····· ..... 6 ..... 4 .. 16
Kinetic Kamikaze .. ....... . .
. . 6 ..... 4 ... 16
South Pool .... ...... .... ....
W • I Pt,
Teams ........................ 9
1..19
Chaotic Co-eds ...................... 6 . -1. 16
T.1:'.S.
.............................. 6 ... 4 .. 16
Recreauonal league
East Pool ........ ....... .......... \\ .. I.. P
810 Mauler.;
. . . ... .. ... ..... . .... 10 0. 10
RedSand
........................... 7 ... 3 .. 17
Pinkies & the Bram .. .
.. 6 .... 4 ... 16
West Pool . .......................... \\. ... I . P
Has Been., ... ... . .. ..... ........... 9.-1... 19
Biolmean, ............................ 9 .... 1..19
Law Sharks .... .... ............... . . ... , .... 3 ... 17
• Onf:. tire top thru ieam:s III ench diu:swn
,.,re ncOf'ded.

Aaswers to Stumpers
I J Canton Ohro ............................. 5) t ·c1..A
2) William Pcny .................... 6) Chuck Long
3) Heisman Trophy .............................. 7J 1957
4 )John MUS'>elman .....8) Win. Blue Bomber.

B_.d YOU

Stott

All 8 correct-you should write for Lance
sports.
6 or 7 correct-you would strike fear into
the hearts of Las Vegas Bookies.
3 to 5 correct- you're a half drunk
arm-chair quarterback.
1 or 2 correct- false start oo the offen.se. 5
yard penalty.
Ocorrect- you should coach the Lancers.

~

University of Windsor studentS' Alllor'lCe
L'Assoclatlon des E:tudlants de M.Jnlver-lta de Windsor

Resumes are now being accepted for the position of

C.R.O.
Deadline for applications is l\'iday November t B, t 994 at 5:00pm
No exceptions will be made to this deadline.

editorials

ll

Abortion providers
need protection

I

BY

The phenomenon defies logic.
In earl\. October Paul Hill of Pensacola, Florida said that murder was justifiable if it stopped the practice of abortio n. ·nus was
Hill's defense to the American justice system for the murder of an
abortion provider and his hodyguard with a twelve-gauge sho tgun.
It's getting a little too close to home. Last Tuesday Dr. Garson
Romalis, a medical doctor who provides late-term abortions in
British Columbia, was shot at his home. Police and Romalis' partner believe the assailant to be an anti-abortion extrerrtist, intent on
stopping abortions by killing Romalis.
The escalation of violence against abortion providers, and the
spread of the phenomenon across international boarders sets the
stage for an horrific scenario. Even the most remote possibility, as
suggested in recent reports, of a link between terrorist anti-abortion groups in the United States and Canada should tell government officials that action must be taken on the issue.
Abortion providers and their clients are already regularly forced
to deal with guilt campaigns and scare tactics by anti-abortion protesters, touting personal and religious convictions for the tirades.
The shooting of Romalis is a warning to Canadians of the escalation of violence associated with extreme factions of the anti-abortion movement.
The only solution is to guarantee that protection be provided to
doctors who provide safe and legal abortions to women. Antiabortion activists terrorist practices against abortion providers, is
as big a threat to women's right to choose as to the practitioners.
Protecting abortion providers means protecting women's right
to choose to have the procedure done by a medical doctor.
Advocates of such violence cannot be dealt with lightly. It isn' t
logic that drives anti-abortion terrorists, but blind ignorance and
disregard for human life which is claimed to be valued so highly. [!

Students need more
information not rating

boTH8R LIPE

CU~

Volume LXVII, Number 11 - Nov. 14, 1994
Circulation: 10,000

Editorial Policies
The Lance is published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
editonal board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alfiance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number
and must be typed legibly handwritten or on
floppy disk {IBM compatible). The editor reserves
the right to edrt for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden wrthout the written permission
of the editor in chief. The f..Ence Is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
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Letters to the editor

No loser here

Dear Editor,
We're not crying sour grapes - hut placing a numerical value ___.,_,__ a first year student and
on an education is a pretty tough thing to do.
rookie on the Lancer football
For the fourth year in a row Maclean '.S' magazine has scrutinized
team, I am very angry, and surCanada's university's - and yes, Windsor is last on the list accordprised about the way the team
ing to the data provided in the sUivey. Judging from the the makeis critiqued by the media.
up of Windsor's student body, classes, faculty, finances, library and
I don't have the time to
reputation .\fac/ean 's found that Windsor placed seventh in a condocument every single article in
test between seven universities of sirrtilar size and mandate. 15
the Lance that has put down
universities chose not participate.six in the comprehensive catethe football program. This is
gory Windsor is ranked in. But is the ranking system helpful?
your school too, your football
Maclean's set up this year certainly did seem an improvement
team and instead of constantly
over issues put out in years past, which acted more like a Letterbeing so negative, and I realize
man top 10 lists than a comprehensive survey. Methodology, stuthat this is the reach of the medents views, and a breakdown of the statistics were used to rank
dia, try being positive.
the universities were included this time, answering some of the
How do you think we feel as
criticism the maga7jne received for past issues.
players when our own school
When explained, the slats behind the rankings are helpful indinewspaper doesn't support us;
cators for incorrting students. Looking at average class sizes, the
if you think we are so bad, and
s!~dent services budget, the number of library holdings and acquiare losers then I personally ins1t1ons all help students assess which school is best for them.
vite you to training camp just so
But the maga,ine won't acknowledge the inherent problem with
we can suit you up in the equipthe issue - designating universities winners and losers, rather
ment and show you who we rethan focusing on strengths and weaknesses specific to each institually are.
tion. lbe ranking just seems like a gimmick to boost sales of the
You will then realiz.e how
annual university ranking issue through the roof, which Maclean s easy it is to sit back and judge
has been quite successful in doing. Who really benefits from the
someone without being in their
ranking?
I!

~Lance

isn

shoes, and maybe then some
positive things will finally be
said about this team which I am
very proud to be a part of. Because I know who I am, who
the Lancer football team and
staff is, and the term loser does
not fit anywhere at all.
Trevor Isaacs
Wide receiver #79

Insults are okay
Dear Editor,
Why does the Lance not allow for a more pluralistic, widerange of views to be expressed
in the paper?
The Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, in Section 2, is entitled "Fundamental Freedoms."
Among such fundamental freedoms guaranteed to all Canadians are speech, opinion, belief,
religion, freedom of association.
In other words, it is not illegal to be insulting and/or offensive to others. Furthermore, by
restricting some views and not

others, it creates bias and violates the spirit of democra<--y.
What exactly is the definition
of the word offensive? What
adjectives, nouns, adverbs constitute something offensive?
Why must freedom of speech
and opirtion be limited by
someone else's biased views?
The rrtission statement violates
the freedoms of others by not
allowing people to argue and
expound their points of view.
Democracy was founded on
the need to express one's point
of view. The American Revolution, the French Revolution,
and the recent collapse of communism reflect the basic ideological underrrtining behind the
principles of democracy.
Stop trying to impose on oth·
ers what you see as being politically
correct.
Political
correctness is garbage! People
will say whatever they want to.
and whether or not others approve is irrelevant!

Joe Bruce
Business Administration
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Action for students : students for action

Mission Statement

Editor in Chief .. .. .................... .. Teena Ward
News Editor ....... ............. .. .. ......... Cheryl Clark
Associate News Editor ......... ..... ..... Fong Chan
Arts Editor..... .. . .. .. ..... .... ... .. .. .... Lisa Fortin
Sports Editor ........... .............. Frederick Beitler
Features Editor ....... ................. Sarah Atkinson
Photography Editor ............... Stephen Paniccia
Associate Photo Editor .. .............. Nancy Pringle
Production Manager...... ........ . Martina Obersat
Business Manager ...... ........ ... ..... ..... Lili Chan
Advertising Manager ....... ..... .. ....... Nidhi Dhir
Advertising Artist .. ..... ................. John Teeter
Circulation Manager. ............. Brad Buckenham

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.

Contributors· Ruth Ar1ess, Todd Bauman. Jacqueline
Beckford, Amanda Borysowytsch. Chris Boyd. Luisa
Cab1ddu. David Chuchman, Darcy Friesen, Dave Garcia,
Paul Hawkins, Jennrfer Jackson. Damn Keene, Phil
King, Shannin Lott Holly Mcintire. Trecia Mclennon.
Xiomara Martell. Cynthia Martin, Natharnel Metron, Matt
Mossman, Steve Ntx0n. Tracey Ouellette, Jim Parnell.
Joe Perry, Judy Rich, Jeff Rivard, Phil Rivard Jackie
ShaMon, Phil sumvan, Corrina Thomsen. Herman Viol
Sheila Windle, DaVJd Young.

C

2. By examining issues and different perspectives
other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm
our responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically. and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The LEnce will not print material that is sexist,
racist. ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns

differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the promeration of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lonce promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The f..Ence
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial· {519) 253-4232, ext. 3909.
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising: {519) 971-3604
Fax: {519) 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Liberal caucus threatens gay's human rights
ByTeena Ward

_.
IJard to believe this is 1994
- ·1 it. Yep, it's 1994 and a cau50
~us of liberals are touting
t950's (or is t~at 185~) style
family values m Parliament,
~anding together to oppose legiilation which would grant hu~an rights to gays and lesbians.
Call me politically correct if
you like,.~ut t~e idea_that a Canadian citizen 1s considered les.5
of a human being on the basis
of sexual orientation is just
plain nuts. Dangerously so
when it comes from the bps of
an elected official.
Nova Scotia MP Roseanne
Skoke, who has repeated public
proclamations that hom.osex~ality is immoral and deviant, 1s
the most prominent of the liberal version of the "family values caucus."
Limited
to
heterosexual marriage, and in
Skoke's case good Christian
morals.
The caucus insists that homosexuals
and
lesbians
threaten the existence of the
heterosexual family. Skoke
shows no tolerance on the is-

sue, and insists that homosexuals threaten the existence of the
family with recognition for gay
families and same-sex benefits.
But I'm getting ahead of myself.
Skoke and her liberal lackies
began their reformist crusade
in response to a clause in bill C41 which calls "for stiffer sentences for crimes motivated by
hatred of the victim's race, religion, sex, disability, or sexual
orientation." The group has
"proposed that it (bill C-41) be
amended so that the mention
of sexual orientation is removed and what constitutes
hate crimes is not clearly
spelled out."
Because Skoke and her
merry band believe homosexuality is immoral, the group says
legally validating gays is wrong.
So what if gays and lesbians are
the target of violence due only
to sexual orientation, say Skoke
and the boys.
Ironically, the stir which the
MP's comments have caused in
her riding illustrates that there
is a need for sexual orientation
to be included in bill C-41.

Letters to the editor
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Coverage biased
Dear editor,
I am writing this letter in re;ponse to the coverage the
Lance gave to the controversy
surrounding James Fox.
Floyd Wilson does represent
the views of the student body.
The structure of the headline,
due I presume to a printing error, was incomplete.
'fbe mission statement of the
Lance pledges the newspaper
as an alternative to mainstream
media. What the Lance must
recognize is, when dealing with
campus issues, they are the
mainstream media. The Lance
~nd its staff have a responsibility to ensure balanced coverage
of the Human Rights controversy. This balance was lacking
as only Wilson was given a forum. Fox's supporters were not.
In Jeremy Smith's letter, (he)
h~s done a wonderful job of
nusquoting Fox and taking it
out of context.
'fbe attack he makes on Fox
~egarding (his) family makeup
15 obscene. The differences belv:'een having a different race
wife and different race friend
a_re incredible. In such a relahonship you deal with the pressures of both families, of all

:nd
ny,

your friends, a nd society in
general. As a communication
student, I suggest you take Media Ethics (perhaps the Lance
staff would also like to attend).
In this is!'.ue Smith (is) the individual with "no class."
Murray Nethery
Communication Studies

Buckets of blood
Dear Editor,
University of Windsor students came out on Oct. 26, and
supported the Red Cross Blood
Donor clinic at the CAW Centre in a really big way. We collected 152 units of blood which
was 2 units over our quota for
that clinic.
We want to acknowledge the
Nursing Society, especially Andrea Stacey and her very committed blood collections crew
and of course, the Lance who
placed the ad in a prominent
spot in the newspaper. We also
can't do it without the support
of the staff at the Centre desk
and the maintenance staff.
Blood donors are what we'd
call "Quiet Heroes." They save
lives, yet theirs aren't the faces
on the front page of the newspapers receiving the accolades.
Margaret A. Bryant
Blood Donor Recruitment

'}be religious right has risen
up to harrass lesbian and gay
couples in Skoke's own home
town.
The hatred of same-sex couples which Skoke's comments
br~ught to the surface, only
builds a stronger case against
the pursuit of the exclusion of
homosexuals - some of whom
voted for Skoke before she
went public with her view of
same-sex couples.
The oveIWhelming homophobia and ignorance fostered
by the tirade of the liberal
"family caucus" has no place in
our legislative system.
Systemic and personal persecution of Canadians on the basis of sexual orientation must
be remedied in legislation.
The danger is that Skoke and
the gang plan to block other
human rights legislation where
sexual orientation is included.
This could set Canada's human
rights legislation back years.
Canadians must demand that
action be taken on the issue,
because you never know who
could be next on the radical
rights hit list.
!!

,,

Women's issues, men's course
By Shanin Lott
When the idea of a men's issues course first came to my attention I was a little surprised.
I considered the women's
studies courses I have taken,
and what the courses have
meant. These courses have relocated women's roles and perspectives where they have for
so many centuries been forgotten. Women's studies courses
have created a space for
women in areas such as history,
religion, and literature, as well
as examining images of women
both real and constructed in
the study of psychology and sociology. Women's studies curriculum has a great influence
on how female students see
themselves and their education.
Have we not forever read
men's literature, religion and
politics? lbe answer to these
question'> is yes, yet I realize
there must be an initiative by
men to educate themselves in
this constantly changing society. Men need to become
aware of how structures which
promote sexist thought affect
their lives, and the understanding of women.

In many ways men have been
the victims of a socialization
process that expects them to be
strong and aggressive at the expense of emotional well-being.
So men too have been influenced by stereotypes and myths
about male nature, and these
ideals inevitably effect who
they are. Men must become
sensitive to how experiences
and choices are shaped not
only by sexism, but by racism
and socially constructed norms
about heterosexuality.
I think that a men's issues
course should educate men on
the plight of women in society.
They must come to understand
the experiences of mothers,
daughters, sisters, girlfriends
and wives, and how these roles
affect who women are.
Sexism creeps into our lives
in subtle ways, and it is through
education that men can realize
how male-centered beliefs arc
perpetuated. Only with voluntary education can the fight for
equality for women be an issue
for both sexes.
My thoughts on funding are
a bit more ambivalent, and I
find myself faced with a number of questions. I think that

such a course as outlined
above, is important, but will
funds be allocated to this endeavor at the expen'>e of the
women's studies curriculum
which is still at the early stages
of development, and whose influence has yet to be felt on a
wider scale at the university? ls
there a growing sentiment
which says that women have
been appeased by the few
courses offered in women's
studies, and attention and
funding can now be diverted to
other matters.
There is much to be done in
terms of feminist scholarship.
The Women's Studies program
is still only a certificate program, and has yet to become a
degree program as at other universities.
Inadequate funding has left
courses examining issues such
as the experiences of women of
colour,
diffcrently-ablcd
women, native women and lesbian women in society.
Can we afford to allocate
funding for a men's issue's
course at the risk of imposing
an obstacle to the women's
studies curriculum at this university.
[!
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Monica Mazzoni
Year n
Science and Education

"Honestly,
think it is a nice
idea and I probably feel this way
because I am a
man."

"What issues
could men possibly have that are
worth
talking
about?"

"It's good because men are
treated like shit
and deserve a lit tle
sympathy
from educational
institutions."

"Most courses
revolve around
men anyway so
what
is
new
about it."

Neil Gillis
Year II
Nursing

Al Lyons
Yearn
Biology

Chris Carlone
Year II
History and Canadian Studies
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FREE PARKING
(519) 256-2385

2 FOR 1 BIG

BIG BURGERS
Load our flame broiled 1/3 lb. patties with up to 20 toppings.
Fries included. We'll even supply a FREE pen to fill•-0ut the slip.
GET TWO BIG BIG BURGERS FOR ONLY $2.95
~ O TAKE OUT ON 2 FOR 1 SPECIAL
~ ! !'I?> ........

r~if:

··-

PLUS•••••ALL THE SPECIALS ARE BACK!
CHICKEN WINGS•••

WINGS & RIBS•••

(in orders of 10) The BEST chicken wings this side .of the border!
With your choice of Mild, Medium, Hot or Homicide sauce. 20q; ea.

World famous wings and baby back ribs. Two thumbs up
from even the most finicky food critic ........... $5.99

WINGS & SKINS•••
Potato skins in real cheddar cheese and bacon bits, teamed with our very own
Buffalo style chicken wings. Mild, Medium. Hot, Homicide! ................... $4.99
Above specials including the Big, Big Burger 2 for 1, valid Monday through Wednesday 4 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

•••••••••••
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Win A$1000

Sprint _Break
Travel Voucher
With a food purchase enter to win
Bentley's $1 OOO Spring Break Giveaway!
Spend Spring Break in the Hot Spot of your
choice! Valid Student 1.0. is required to
participate.

-~~ -==......oi:::a---~
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I
Present this coupon
I
and receive 10 wings
I
(any style) absolutely free!* I
I

•••••••••••••••••••••

· This Sunday Lose
The Corn itakes!
•
•

•

Try Bentley's all you can eat Sunday Breakfast Buffet
(11 am. to 2 pm)! Enjoy Omelettes, Scrambled Eggs,
Bacon. Sausage, Ham , French Toast, Pancakes.
homemade Hash Browns, Fresh Fruit, mouth watering
Pasteries ... and morel

ALL YOU CAN EAT... $4.95

. --

*&Wihd,.t '•·.'·" %> <-?~

TWO JOR ONE
Coupon expires November 27th, 1994

·

••
•
•
•
•

••

TE
FREE
~
WINGS! •
~~,..;=,'>,)~

I
I
I
I

Limit one coupon per person. Not valid with any
other offer. Dine-In only. Valid after 4 p.m.
Sunday and Thursday. Expires 11/30/94

I
I
I
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~---~---------~-----Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a tree service ot die Lance. Submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited. Due

to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by Friday 4 p.m. and must include a
phone contact. Send submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University ol Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.
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Student Senators are available to
discuss university operational and
academic concerns in the UWSA offices
(second floor CAW Student Centre)
during office hours: Bernie Cummins,
Mondays 1-2 p.m., Mike Whaley
Tuesdays 11 :30-12:30 p.m., Carmen
Coccimiglio, Wednesdays 2:30-3:30
p.m. or by appointment.

'/

• Out On Campus, a social group for
lesbians, gays, and bisexuals will be
meeting at 6 p.m. at Iona College, 208
Sunset Avenue.

Monday, November 21

_/Battle 01 The Quad. Residence night at
<7 the Asylum (Basement of the CAW
Student Centre) Cover $2.00. Proceeds
to benefit Met. Hospital and Amherstburg
Ambulance.

..-CJAM 91.5 FM presents The Doomsday
Machine every Monday from 1-4 p.m. for
the best in new releases, and all your
favourites.

..-CJAM 91.5 FM presents Spirits In The
Material World; about astrology, vedic
philosophy, and Bhagavad-gita readings
with Judy Talent.

The University Players
continues its 36th season
with the musical Godspe/1.
Preview performance
Wednesday, Nov. 23 costs
only $4. The show
continues Nov. 24-26 & 30,
Dec. 1-3 at 8 p.m. Call
253-4232, ext. 2818 or
2808 for tickets.

Friday, November 25

The Psychology Society will be having a
meeting at 5 p.m. in room 265A Windsor
Hall South. New members are welcome.

Continuing

/

• Want To Study In Japan? Come to an
information meeting about the University
of Windsor's Student Exchange Program
with International Christian University of
Tokyo (ICU) at 4 p.m. in room 2193
Windsor Hail North. Deadline for
applications is Monday, December 5.
For more information, contact Asian
Studies Secretary, 253-4232 ext.2396.
.-,CJAM Chinese Radio presents their 4th
Ann;versary Dance, Purple Night at the
Asylum in the basement of CAW Student
Centre at 8 p.m. Admission is $3.00 and
you must be at least 19 to be admitted.

1

1- The opening reception for the B.F.A.
"I# graduate exhibition will take place at the
Lebel Gallery at 8 p.m. Featured
University of Windsor graduates include
Kelly Phillips, Ron Dufault, Elizabeth
D'Agostino, Handel Russell, Jennifer
Elliott, Chuck Baker, and Suzanne Reid.

Sunday, November 27

r
I•

f

~~

..-CJAM 91.5 FM presents Misanthropy
511, an audio collage featuring
electro-acoustic experimental artists and
easy listening from midnight-2 a.m.

l

l

The Windsor CD/Records & Music
Sale will take place at the
Cleary International Centre, 201 Riverside
Drive West from 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m

iii

Mass First Sunday 01 Advent will take
place in Assumption University Chapel
located West of of the CAW Student
Centre and South of Assumption Church.
For information phone 973-7033.

8\ Collectibles

{

1

j
r

Thursday, November 24

Tuesday, November 22
The Campus Group ol Alcoholics
Anonymous meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays at noon in the CAW Student
Centre. second lloor, conference room 1.

The Association of Planning Students
will hold a general meeting upstairs ln the
Grad House at 4:30 p.m. All are
welcome.

at 11 :15 a.m. Be counted!

lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship meet
in the Ambassador Auditorium at
5:30 p.m.

' A rally against tuition hikes will take '
,!
place in front of the CAW Student Centre iii

/
•

• The Debating Society meets Tuesdays
and Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in conference
room A of the CAW Student Centre.
Assumption University will host an Irish
Stew Cost dinner ($3.00) at 5:30 p.m.
Call 973-7033 for more information.
Assumption University will have a
discussion group. Topics are chosen by
students. For info phone 973-7033.

Wednesday, November 23
Assumption University will have a
discussion group at 7:30 p.m.

/

• University of Windsor Student Alliance
will meet In room 510 Windsor Hall
Tower at 5 p.m. Meetings are open to the
public. For information on the council,
contact Joe Barile (ext. 4502).

~

r

~ Out

On Campus is sponsoring a potluck
dinner and social gathering at Iona
College, 208 Sunset. Invited guests
include people from Wayne State and the
University of Michigan. Everyone is
welcome. For more information please
call 254-5067.
Sunday Evening Series presents the
topic of Racism at the CAW Student
Centre in the Commons Lounge at
7:30 p.m. All are welcome.

'l

University

Wind

Ensemble,

the Walkerville Collegiate Auditorium at
8 p.m. The theme will be Music Inspired
by the Middle Ages. For information or
tickets call (519) 253-4232 ext.2780.

The Windsor Jewish Law Students
Association presents His Honour John
Loskin of the Ontario Court of Appeal in
the Moot Court at 6:30 p.m.

CJAM 91.5 FM presents the
,.-,Environmental Power Hour. a program
featuring interviews, news and issues
pertaining to the fragile state of our
environment every Thursday.

The

II\ conducted by Gillian MacKay, will play at

Monday, November 28
/

• The Lance has its staff meeting at
4:30 p.m. in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre. Everyone welcome.

...

•
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PRICES CHECKED &VARIFIED
jq
AS OF NOV. 14, 1994
MET-RX

WEIDER (Mega Mas.s 2000)
2.95 kg.

CYBERGENICS
(CYBERTRIM)
*6WEEKMEGA
FAT LOSS SYSTEM

MLO
(HARD BODY GAINER 3600)
4 lb.

STRENGTH SYSTEM USA
(EGG AMINO 1750)

NHF
(ULTRA FAT BURNERS)
90TABLETS

NORTHERN LIGHTS
(MUSCLE MASS 2000)
1.5 kg.
n/a - NOT AVAILABLE AS OF THIS DATE

SPARTAN

MUSCLE MAG BODY TOOLS

NFC

$69!9
$47!0

$84!0
$33:5
$28!5
$20!9
$14!0

$79.99

$78.00

$49.95

n/a

$89.99

n/a

$36.99
$32.20
$25.00

2 lb. $37.00

n/a

$27.00

PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
• VITAMINS
•SPORT· SUPPLEMENTS
• WEIGHT LOSS PRODUCTS
• DIABETIC FOODS
•HERBS
• FAT-FREE PRODUCTS
• ORGANIC FOODS
• LOW SODIUM PRODUCTS
• BOOKS, MAGAZINES
AND TRAINING VIDEOS
• PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
• STAIRMASTERS
• WALL CLIMBERS
• FREE WEIGHTS
•CLOTHING
• WEIGHT LOSS & WEIGHT
GAIN COUNSELLING
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n/a

n/a

MON. TO FRI. 10-9
SAT. 10-6, SUN. 12-6
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MPAxworthy gets egged by angry students
IY David Chokroua
...:----

oTfAWA (CUP) - More
than 14,000 students demonstrated on Parliament Hill Nov.
t6 against the federal government's proposed social policy
reforms.
"They say cut back - we say
fight back," chanted the protesters, who occupied the
grounds of Parliament Hill for
the day-long event.
The protest was organized by
the Student's Federation of the
University of Ottawa and the
Canadian Federation of Students, a national students organization. It was attended by
students from 25 universities
and colleges from Ontario,
Quebec and the Maritimes.
Under refonns proposed by
Human Resources Minister
Lloyd Axworthy, the government would cut $2.6 billion in
federal transfer payments to
Canadian universities and colleges.
The reforms have been condemned by student leaders,
who claim that cuts to federal
funding may drive tuition up to
$4,000 to $8,000 per year.
Axworthy emerged from the
House of Commons to address
the crowd. But protesters

,

•

J

pelted him with macaroni, eggs
and litter when he approached
the podium.
"I'll send you the bill," Ax.worthy joked, brushing egg
from his suit.
Axworthy defended the proposed cuts to the crowd, saying
that students must take a
greater financial responsibility
for their education.
"The idea that (students) are
exempt from broader reforms is
ridiculous," he said.
But students did not take
well to Axworthy's implications
that only the elite attend university, according to University
of Toronto student union president Gareth Spanglett.
"Axworthy referred to the
fact that why should 80 percent
of Canadians fund 20 percent
of an elite group? He came out
really aggressively and made it
clear this is going to happen
one way or the other," Spanglett said.
Over chants of "bullshit" and
"Axworthy, c'est pourri," Ax.worthy said the proposed reforms have not yet been
adopted by the government and
the proposal is still open to discussion.
"There is no government policy at this point," Axworthy

•

said. "Come around the table
and work with us to find solutions," he said. "Do you have
the guts?"
But time to negotiate with
the minister over the proposed
cuts is running out, Spanglett
said.
"To go out and tell people to
come out and get out to the table, he's got a five week period,
and we're already into week
number three. The figures will
be done for the February
budget," he said.
Progressive
Conservative
Leader Jean Charest also appeared at the rally to condemn
Axworthy's proposals.

"There's one problem with
the Liberals' speech: it wasn't
what they were saying in the
last campaign," said Charest
But the crowd wasn't fooled
by Charest's sudden interest in
post-secondary
education,
Spanglett said.
"Everyone pretty much realized Charest was just trying to
get what he could out of the
moment," said Spanglett.
The protesters were also addressed by MPs Svend Robinson from the New Democratic
Party and Antoine Dub, from
the Bloc Quebecois, who both
denounced the federal government's cuts.

Many were ecstatic about
the large number of students
who took the day off to protest
in Ottawa.
"This is the biggest student
protest since 1968," said Spanglett.
Sonia Garcia, a student at
Heritage College in Hull, said
she and several friends planned
to camp out in front of the Parliament buildings. For Garcia,
this protest is far from over.
"I want to prove to them that
we're still fighting; that we're
not giving up," said Garcia.
"How are we supposed to
make a future for the generation that comes after us with
$60,000 of debt?"
Student protests are planned
to run until Jan. 25, when a national student protest will be
held agains the cuts.
Spanglett said the Ottawa
protest, if nothing else will help
build student momentum to
oppose Axworthy's propsal.
"I think we accomplished a
lot. The main idea behind it
was to communicate that this is
something very real. It will help
momentum as it will be a combination of things, both by student politicians and activists, in
order to stop the cuts," he
said.
I!

Students to protest hikes
By Fong Chan

Lance photo/ ERMA CASTANARES

Put on your thinking caps: The Laurier Hall team (from left to right: Dan Nicol, Rem A~ostino, easer Walker and John
Ismail) answer drug-related questions while CAW Student Centre employee Peter Gatti reflects on his student days
during a College Bowl match at Caf~ Chez Vanier Nov. 16.

CFS plans national student strike for next year
By Cheryl Clark

The University of Windsor
Students' Alliance is urging stude~ts to come together for a
nation-wide students strike
scheduled for Jan. 25, 1995.
The UWSA executive, which
was unable to take part in last
We~nesday's student rally on
capitol hill because of budget
restraints, is lending its full sup~rt to the call for a National
ay of Strike and Action. The
student protest is in response to
Human Resources Development Minister Lloyd AxWor~hy's planned $2.6 billion
~t in transfer payments which
Will include massive fundings
C,Uts to post-secondary education.

. The strike, which was organized by the Canadian Federa-

tion of Students, has been
planned with the goal of ~aining more exposure to the issue
so that Canadians gain a better
perspective to what sort of tuition increases they will be looking at for themselves, and their
children.
UWSA and CFS are equally
opposed to the possibility of an
Income Contingency Repayment Loan Program because it
is associated with much higher
tuition and large Jong-term
loans.

Maich off to Ottawa
Chris Maich, president of
UWSA, was chosen by the student council executive to attend
a hastily organized conference
with Axworthy today.
Last Thursday, the federal
government's human resources

and development office contacted UWSA to extend an invitation for one student
representative to participate in
an exclusive meeting with Ax.worthy. The University of
Windsor was one of only seven
in Ontario to be chosen for the
impromptu conference.
Maich said he will be well
prepared for the closed-door
session because UWSA recently released a discussion paper, on the proposed cuts: for
the Ontario Council on Uruversity Affairs. Maich's prepared
statement to Axworthy will be
based on the findings of
UWSA's discussion paper.
Ax.worthy's
aids
told
UWSA's exec's that the office
would foot the bill for travel expenses incurred for the onehour meeting.
11

No sane student could have
possibly welcomed the 21 percent tuition increases imposed
on us last year. Organizers of a
protest rally scheduled for Nov.
22 are hoping that the anger
that greeted the government's
announcement of a tuition hike
will be enough to motivate students to attend the rally.
Students are urged to assemble in front of the CAW Student Centre at 11:15 a.m. for
the protest which will include
an address by UWSA President
Chris Maich. The protest rally
is 'the brain child of several
groups that were originally independently taking
action
against the tuition increases but
have since decided to join
forces and take a united stand.
Second year social science
students Trish Armstrong and
Sheri Tabeshfard, along with
the International Socialists
Oub (ISC), were already initiating plans to oppose tuition increases when they contacted
Cindy Smith, a student who has
been circulating petitions since
the beginning of the school
year. Strength in numbers is an
adage in which they believe and
many other people have now
joined in the protest efforts, including Sociology professor Allen Sears. All involved are
uncertain as to how big the protest is going to be but are hoping for a large turn out since
this is something that affects
every student. Similar rallies
have already taken place at several other university campuses
and Windsor will finally be joining in on Nov. 22. The local
rally is a precursor to a one day

nation-wide student strike organized by the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), to
take place on January 25, 1995.
The CFS is a national lobbying
organization that represents
more than 50 campuses across
the country. It is designed to
give students a powerful voice
in both tiers of government.
Organizers in Wt1&or hope
to get information out to the'
students at the November rally
and to get everyone involved in
January. Up until now a small
group has been responsible for
protest efforts but students will
be encouraged at the rally to
join the group and help plan
the next step. "It (the tuition
hike) is a horrible assault on
the education system," Sears
stated. He explained that his involvement in the protest hinges
on the belief in accessible education, threatened by tuition increases. Sears and Tabeshfard
stressed the importance of having as many students as possible show up at the rally for it to
be effective. "I hope that this is
the start of something big," said
Tabeshfard. She also expressed
the hope of taking the protest
downtown to the government
offices if enough people show
up. The main message that the
protest organizers want to get
across is that all students must
make their voices be heard.
Not only is there money at
stake but also the accessibility
and the quality of education is
on the line. Action, not apathy,
will bring about change according to organizers. Sears warned,
"If student,; don't fight now, it's
going to get a lot worse."
I!
(with notes from The Fulcrum at Universily of Ottawa)

To recycle or not to recycle?B
By Xioma
Pssst ... do you know where
those recyclables are going?
A low-key controversy is arising among campus environmentalists who have recently
become concerned about the final destination of recyclables
that are sorted in various bins
on campus. Some students are
specifically asking: "Where do
are recyclables really go? Are
they recycled or are they bound
for the dump?"
Some university janitors, who
requested anonymity, say that
nine times out of 10 the recyclabes end up in the garbage.
Don Dumeah, acting superintendent of housekeping and
grounds, said there might have
been occasions in the past
where recyclables have been
thrown in with the regular
trash, but that is no longer the
case.
The university received a
$20,000 grant in the fall of
1992, half of which came from
the University of Windsor student services and the other half
from the federal government.
The grant was allocated to the
university to enable the administration to reduce the amount
of waste on campus. In the
summer of 1994, the university
took over the responsiblity for
the entire recycling program.
According to Sue Morin, of
the campus' CJAM radio station, the university is not a responsible institution.
"The
University of Windsor is just
trying to be socially and environmentally conscientious."
Jennifer Jackson, last year's
environmental issues commissioner, says that under the pressure from staff on campus,
glass and can recycling containers were placed on the external
grounds.
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"The only thing that it looks
like they're recyling for sure is
fine paper and maybe corrugated cardboard," said Morin.
Collin Bateman, a janitor at
the university, said, "anything
left on the tables is thrown out"
because the university administration has not supplied
enough manpower for the staff
to sort through the recyclables.
Bateman noted that recyclables
in the bins are recycled where
possible.
"I know that they don't have
enough recycling bins for paper
and there are no bins in the
classrooms, so everything that's
in the classrooms ends up in
the garbage," he said.
According to another janitor,
Tim Kenny, the company that
is picking up the recyclables
seems to be faring well. Kenny
said that the recyclables are
regularly collected by the recycling company, with the exception of statutory holidays.
Morin reiterated that the
university has been mandated
by the federal government to
reduce waste on campus and it

is guilty of failing to meet that
goal.
Garry Momann, director of
the university's physical plant
said that the legislation re.
quires that a program be offi.
cially implemented.
For his part, Dumeah stands
by his assertion that universit1
staff are ensuring that all recyclables make their way to the
recycling company. In fact, he
issued an invitation to anyone
interested in finding out more
about the process, to come out
and check it out for themselves.
Dumeah said he has 100 percent proof positive that everything on campus, including
leaves, is being recycled.
"We have worked hard to get
the system running," he said.
There are signs posted
throughout campus that inform
students that styrofoam is not
being recycled, despite the fact
that styrofoarn receptacles have
been stationed in the CAW
Students' Centre.
Dumeah agreed that the bins
were somewhat misleading and
should be, "eliminated".
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1994
FROM 6PM TO 10PM
THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
C.A.W. STUDENT CENTRE· SALON A.B.C.
GUEST SPEAKER

•

DR. CLYDE GLASGOW

PRESENTERS • VERN MAHAD EO RACE RELATIONS OFFICER,
WINDSOR BOARD Of EDUCATION

. ALICIA DE SOUZA AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/RACE
RELATIONS TEACHER WINDSOR RCSS BOARD

. PALMI TRUANT SUPERVISOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES,
ESSEX COUNTY RCSS BOARD

. MARY LYNN BIGGLEY

PROJECTS OFFICER,
ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
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?Blaze in games room
11 soaks Asylum Dance Pub
If unce news staff

.--

I

Students won't be playing
I or video games in the
~W Student Centre's games
oom for a while, after a fire
:.as discovered burning in a
garbage bin at about 3 a.m. F~iday. Toe games room remam
closed for now.
The blaze started shortly after staff at the Asylum Dance
pub left the building.
The fire, which burned

through the large plastic garbage bin, remained contained
and did not do as much damage
as the sprinkler system activated by the fire. Over 400 gallons of water was found in the
games room, the student pub
and outside hallway according
to custodian Tim Kenney who
helped with the clean-up.
Kenney added that only the
sprinkler directly above the fire
was set off, so water damage
was minimal, mostly to the

floor.
But the pool tables and
nearby video games are in
rough shape as well.
Campus police officer Don
Oements, said that while the
case is still under investigation
by the fire department, the fire
was most liicely an accident.
"At this immediate junctur(. it
looks like someone threw a
cigarette in it (the garbage),"
he said, "or some ashes laid
there and smouldered."
I!

UL~bcuts,aneto/~
isoc,a/
~L2!~
. net C~.~!!~~' ~~1~ ~e~u~,~~!c~o~n~~ ~m_c

h~
on the mamstream media to get
r of
their facts," ~ften s.kewed in fa,1
vour of business interests acan,
cording to Winter.
~·
By Paul Hawkins
Rick Seger, a panelist who
0
spoke on behalf of Persons
Students, professors, and United for Self Help (PUSH),
nds community members gathered a cros.,;-disability advocacy
min ror a panel discussion on Lloyd group. He said "in this day and
fCC)· Axworthy's Discussion Paper age
if you're graduating,
• the on Canada's Social Security whether disabled or otherwise,
I, he S'l'Stem spoke at a meeting
umployment prospects are inyor:: Wednesday at Vanier Lounge. creasingly uncertain."
11 orc
The group was highly critical of
"Axworthy's green paper
:•Ives,
out :he government pl ans to cut sopreaches of the need for Canacial spending.
dians to continually educate
per,
The meeting, organized by themselves in an effort to be
.vel)· the Marxist Leninist Study
[ding Group, is part of a series of dis- competitive, but offers no solutions in terms of making this
cussions in preparation for a education more available to us.
0 gtt
conference being planned next Rather, with the cuts that are in
il.
year at the university communi- the works, education is going to
~sled
cation studies professor and
form panelist, Jim Winter said that, become less accessible, not
not "in Canada the social safety net more so."
fact is under an unprecedented atEducation required
3\?
lack ... This can be seen at all
As
for the disabled commu' \\
levels of government,"
nity Seger said that "due to the
Winter said that as the fedbins eral government makes cuts, objective disadvantages of beand the "buck gets passed" to the ing disabled it is arguable that
getting a post-secondary school
! provincial level but the out- education is a prerequisite to
come is the same in that drastic getting employment." But procuts are being made to programs that make it possible for
grams that benefit all Canadi- many disabled people to attend
ans.
a post-secondary institution are
in question as well.
Social programs cuts
Seger was also highly critical
Winter pointed to the pro- of the "public consultation
vincial government of Ralph process" used by the governKlein, as an example of the ment. Citing the Liberal's
dangers of cutting social pro- Town Hall Meeting held regrams. Winter cited Klein's cently at St. Anne's High
government's "efforts to abol- School in Tecumseh as an exish tenureship for professors, ample, he said that the "Liberthe privatization of the public als want to give the appearance
school system ... and solving the only of public consultation
province's
unemployment while at the same time mainproblem by supplying one way tain complete control over the
bus tickets to B.C. to the unem- d irection of the discussion."
ployed of Alberta." H e said the
Seger expressed his concern
notion of deficit reduction was that "it's as if the things being
an effort by the government to discussed had already been de"brainwash the people of Can- cided upon in advance." Panelada into th inking that there is ist and UWSA President Chris
no choice other than drastic Maich, spoke of Axworthy's
cuts to social programs."
comments to over 10,000 stu"The idea that social pro- dents demonstrating on Parlia~ams are responsible for defi- ment H ill against proposed cuts
ats is a ridiculous one," said to post-secondary school ed uWinter. "The reason why the cation.
deficit exists is because of spiralling costs to debt caused by
Students protest cuts
the high interest rate policies of
Axworthy questioned why
the Tories." Winter suggested students protested and sugthat "changes to the tax struc- gested "they (students) should
ture and a reduction of interest get their facts straight," claimrates at the banks" would be ing that more money, not less,
~Orth considering as alterna- would become available (under
tives to "deficit reduction."
the proposed changes) for postsecondary school education.
Alternative media
A brief from UWSA to the
He also proposed that "alter- Ontario Council on University
nate media sources, ones which Affairs, on the question of cuts
are not tied to corporate inter- to post-secondary school fundests" be developed and popu- ing wa,; submitted last week.
larized on a broad scale "so Maich said, "campuses acros.,;
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Open 7 days
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thing, so who needs to get their
facts straight?"
He added that "students are
aware of these problems, and
have an educated perspective
on the issues and what the implications are of social policy
reform for Canada's future, especially when the means to the
end is to reduce the federal
deficit and jeopardize the future of Canada's social network."

New loan plan opposed
Maich stressed that "the decisions regarding the social policy reform cutbacks are going
to have a reverse effect on Canada's stability in the future. A
$2.6 billion federal transfer
payment cut back to post-secondary institutions is not the
answer." Maich emphasized
three areas of concern regarding proposed cuts to education
- a time Jag for repayment,
the proposed Income Contingent Loan Repayment Plan
(ICLRP), and accountabilty.
"There is the possibility of a
time lag of when repayment begins back into the system and a
direct relationship to the pool
of funds available for future
student loan programs, and
thus a negative economic effect
on the federal deficit."
Maich criticized ICLRP's because "the loan plan would
drastically reduce the government's role in student assistance," "there would be no
interest relief on loans" and
"the scheme does not recognize
the socio-economic realities
confronting a number of groups
which make up the student
population such as women, s~udents of colour, students with
disabilities, and working class
students."
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Graduation Portrait

Sign up - NOW!

Accountability
Maich compared the differences between "free-market accountabilicy''
which
he
explained as "give(ing) a few
people what they want" ~d
"providing services that will
benefit everyone."
"Market accountability is
okay for things tha~ don't
hugely impact upon society, but
public accountability is nee.ded
for things (such as edu.cat1on)
that we all have a stake in what
the outcome is ... The public
has a collective stake in our
schools.''
Maich added "real accountability would become a mere
inconvenience to voucherfunded schools, and we would
lose forever the opportunity for
real reform which now presents
itself."
I!
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, l's time I stopped pretending. I'm tired of
living a lie. I want the
world to know that I am
30 years old and I read
comic books. And I'm
not ashamed to admit it.
Every week I sneak out
to the comic book shop
to enjoy the latest exploits of ID)
roes.
Childish? Immature'!/ don't
alone. 1bc.re arc millions of coll
you, watching, waiting, wanting.
tastic outlet to artists: the opportu
ing and poetry, or bring great liteI
without investing a fortune. A fev.
ists have recognized this and thus
middle of a comics revolution. Th:
ics goes back hundreds of years ID a
comic books arc a respected art fi
or history and religion arc portray
to children through the comic boot
Current comic books can be
deeming as well - potentially as
sion but with more constructive silt
t.v. is a completely passive source
requiring the user to sit motionless
ternal stimuli. comics encourage
to participate. Reading - anything ntal exercise than letting cathode ra)
And avid comics readers often fI)
ing and drawing their own adve
genre is a darn sight easier to em
sion, production-wise.
Originally, in America, the subi
comics was squashed before it ha1 1
velop. One man to blame is Dr. Fr
who in 1954 published an essay
the Innocent. Within six monthS r!t
Autilority was established.
The code was the comic indUSU)
ing themselves against excessive
finger-pointing public and kill'
It involves a list of production
finest example of self-censorship)
Rule A(6) states that good shall tn
all instances. Ruic A(3) says go
enforcement institutions must not
spcctfully. No wonder Supcnnan
I I

'Tf.t ff,,,tf, ff.tf/ AJt A
Ted ,, l>Ave ~ll
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But less than 20 years ago things
change. Small independent com
subscribe to the Code began to p(1)
ics underground was born. At rust
poor. Production costs were high. •
ury most could not afford.

But the characters of
the underground were
more human and the dialogue more realistic. Underground super heroes
were just regular people
- happy, depressed, angry, confused, but coping when their lives
become drastically altered by forces beyond their control. They did not
claim to be the pure and wholesome guardians of humanity, nor were they evil masterminds bent on
world domination. They were simply trying lo make
· the best of a bad situation.
When Starbrand discovered his super powers, he
didn't put on a cape and save the world. Instead he
flew past a bedroom window and paused to watch a
woman undress bcfore slapping himself for being so
shallow. When Grcndel's boyfriend was beaten by a
cop, she had no qualms about harassing the officer
for a day and then killing him. Hellblazcr even shot
Satan U1e finger after tricking him into drinking
holy water.
And underground super heroes make mistakes.
· They panic, lose their temper, swear, cry, and flirt
witll their adoring public. They tell lies, spread rumours. and play practical jokes. Some of Ulem arc
insane. (Why else would a person put on tights and
risk his or he.r life for free?) Some have the power
to destroy the planet - but all they really want is
the courage to ask their next door neighbour for a
date.
These are Ule kinds of heroes I dreamt of as a kid.
They didn't have a direct phone line to the president; they didn't shout "Up, up and away!". And
they didn't recite the Constitution every time they
opened their mouths. And, unfortunately, they were
not available at the comer store.

.,~t '4t>ftf
The characters of the underground had fantastic
powers and marvclous adventures, and I ached to be
a part of it. I'd faithfully purchase each monthly issue only to discover that my hero had undergone yet
another major personality change.
Sweet little Marvel Girl was now Dark Phoenix,
the most bloodthirsty villain in the universe; Super• man was a bald black man with a sledgehammer. In
thc underground, terms like "hero" and "villain"
don't quite apply.
Many of the stars of these titles have never rescued an innocent bystander and don't ever intend to.
Look for Grendel, Elfquest, Halman the Animated
Series, The Tick, Concrete, The Books of Magic,
Sandman Mystery TheaJer, Blood SyndicaJe,
Shadow Cabinet, Mage, Rust, Enigma, The Watchmen, Lone Wolf and Cub, Invisibles, Madman,
Death, the High Cost of Living, and Swamp Thing.

A relatively new concept in the industry is the
creator-owned character.
Wherever the writer
goes, the hero must follow. This seemed more
sensible to me. The problem is that some publishers have better distribution than others, making it
virtually impossible to keep a complete record.
Grcndcl disappeared for five years when Comico
went bankrupt. Identifying writers made the process
of selecting a title less painful. Certain writers arc
more likely to develop a plot over several issues
rather than try to introduce and solve a new problem
every month. They aren't afraid to take full advantage of the medium. using both images and words to
tell a story. Some of my favourites contain no dialogue at all. Hey! This could be a new form of literacy in the making. And a return to the origins of
storytelling.
After more than 20 years of adhering to the code
it was no longer good enough to simply rehash the
same old plot in a different setting. Comic book
writers were quickly becoming the creators of contemporary folklore. They used their talents to redefine old legends by exposing some of our most
familiar characters of legend to real people. For
Neil Gaiman, the Sandman is the lord of dreams. In
his world he is all-powerful because it is constructed completely from his own imagination. But
out here his power is limited by our willingness to
accept his illusions. His sister Death is portrayed as
a pretty young woman who spends her time listening to music, playing games, and getting to know
the people she must eventually lead to their final
resting place. Gaiman is now a cult hero to millions
of fans even though his name has never made the
bestscller list Along with Gaiman, look for stories
by Matt Wagner, Alan Moore, Frank Miller. Steve
Moncusc, Ben Edlund, Paul Chadwick, Anne Nocenti, Dennis O'Neil, and Terry Pratchet.

.,'4t ~)'ff fff
As the stories grew more involved, so too did the
artwork. As advances in modem technology made it
possible to affordably reproduce gradually varying
shades and colours, the artists began to experiment
with more surrealistic images. Muscle men with
tiny heads and huge hands are no longer the norm.
Now shadowy watercolours create the mood for a
confrontation between a master mage and a lonely
ghost, while sharply contrasting solids define the
brutal atmosphere of Sin City. Each panel becomes
a masterpiece worthy of a place in any art gallery.
Ask to see works by Frank Miller, Mike Mignola,
Barry Windsor-Smith, Dave McKean, Simon Bis-

ley, Arthur Adams,
Wendy Pini, and Bill
Sienkewicz.

'1'4t ,'4,lif'4t>f
But these creations
would still be collecting
dust if not for the efforts
of publishers \\illing to
risk everything to print
them. Most houses stick to a certain style. Some
companies arc created specifically for the subject
matter. Dark Horse, Vertigo. Comico, Legend,
Aardvark. and Warp deliver mature, intelligent stories. Milestone is a new company that deserves a lot
of recognition. It is the first black owned and operated comic company, but they don't slap you in the
face with racial issues. Many of the heroes arc black
or Hispanic but they do not resemble any of the
popular stereotypes. The Shadow Cabinet is a team
of super humans who have among their ranks a terrorist. an aging hippie, and a lesbian couple.

Direct sales is the common mode of underground
comics distribution. In the old days, a vendor could
return unsold copies to the publisher. With direct
sales, the retailer assumes all risks. What they don't
sell, they're stuck with. This means there may not
be enough copies to go around. When demand is
greater than supply. the value goes up. But don't go
rushing out to your local store hoping to invest your
student loan in the high growth potential of limited
editions. Most comics actually drop in value. It's
hard to predict the future popularity of a character.
No one e~pected Wolverine to become so famous
when he first fought the Hulk almost 20 years ago.
And 20 years is a long time to wait for a return on
your investment. Meanwhile they were practically
giving away the first issues of The Crow. Now that
it's a major motion picture and Brandon Lee's last.
those same black and white comics can be worth
hundreds.
In response to the demand for back issues. companies have started selling trade paperbacks. These
books collect several chapters of a story into one
volume making it easy to access the history of a
newly discovered character. Although they're
pricier, tradebacks are the ideal way to get into comics. Buying a single comic book issue is similar to
watching one episode of a miniseries: you just can't
get the whole story. Because I can't list all of the
comic Specialty shops in the Windsor area. I've chosen not to list any. If you're interested, many arc
listed in the yellow pages under Comic Books.
There's sure to be one near you.
Ben Jones is a local comics illustrator.
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Alexander elected
to school board
SSS executive
member wins seat
in Windsor election
By Fong Chan

City makes tenants pay water bills
By Mart Crane
Special to the lance
So you don't think last
week's municipal election affects you? Take a look at your
waterbill - and think again!
If you rent an apartment or a
house and pay utilities, your
water bill went up in January of
this year. That's when the city
passed by-law 11686, taking the
sanitary sewer surcharge off the
municipal tax roll and adding it
to the water bill.
The by-law shifts the charge
from the landlord to the tennant, and has resulted in an at
least 62 percent increase in
water bill totals. In some cases
bills have gone up as much as
200 percent.
The surcharge is calculated
as 73.5 percent of total water
usage for the dwelling, explained billing manager Fred
Maisonville of the Windsor
Utilities Commission. The
money is used to maintain and
expand
sewage
treatment
plants run by the city.
Staff lawyer Carol McDermott from Legal Assistance of

Windsor, a joint program of agree to pay the refund, and in
University of Windsor and the that case McDermott suggests
province to provide legal aid filing an application for a refor low-income people, said bate with the rent control
there are a number of things board.
tennants can do to offset the in"It can be very, very, very
crease.
slow," she added, but it should
First off she suggests pre- work.
senting the landlord with hills
Another more costly and
before and after the increase, time consuming method is to
and asking him to knock the in- take the landlord to small
crease off the rent. "Contact claims court. The cost to file
the landlord and see if you can the case is over $50.
work it out. Many landlords can
Finally, there is always the
be reasonanble," she said.
option to withold the amount
For example, Marwick Prop- of rent that the water bill inerty Management Windsor ten- crease, but McDermott is quick
ants are asked to pay, and to caution that it could be a
present bills to the company dangerous route. "I'm very requarterly and the tenant is re- luctant to have anybody
funded the amount of the sur- withold rent," she said. All you
charge. Ellen Starkiss, a need is for a judge to say you
property
manager
with were wrong and it could lead to
Marwick, said that only a few of eviction and having to pay the
the tennants in the properties money back.
she manages, some 600 in
"There is no quick and simWindsor, apply for the sewage ple solution," she noted, but
surtax refund.
she said that the legal clinic is
"It is the (tennants') respon- hoping to run some test cases.
sibility to pay the bills, and it is She added that if she could find
their responsibility to bring us a whole building that qualified,
the bills," she said.
there is the possibility of a class
Some landlords might not action suit.
I!

VOLUNTEERING
-- IT PAYS!

The 1994 municipal elections
were enough to put any insomniac to sleep. Lack of a true
mayoral race contributed to
one of the lowest voter turn-out
ever in Windsor.
Perhaps the only thing that
saved the elections from being
a total snooze-fest, however,
was the sudden influx of young,
hopeful candidates running for
positions on the public school
board.

Young candidates
Mild interest in the elections
was sparked by the campaigns
of five candidates who were all
under the age of 25, including
two 19 year olds. Among these
candidates were two University
of Windsor students, Social Science Society executives, and
former Student Administrative
Council executives (SAC now reincarnated as UWSA)
Steve Alexander, and president Jon Ricci.
Negotiation troubles between teachers and the Windsor Board of Education led to
an elementary school teachers'
strike last year and a work-torule this year for the secondary
school teachers, with a full
strike just narrowly being
averted. This in turn caused
discontent among the voters
and many of the young candidates seemed to capitalize on
the issue, as they promised to
take the Board in a fresh new

direction.
Only one of these candi.
dates, however, was successful
in the bid. S!eve Al~xander gar.
nered an 1rnpress1ve victory
winning 50% of the votes j~
ward four. Alexander won
more votes than either of his
?pponents, including ward four
incumbent David Cote. The 21
year old political science stu.
dent will also be the youngest
trustee on the Board.
Politics seems to be in Alex.
ander's blood. The victoty will
also enable Alexander to follow
in his father's footsteps. Fred
Alexander was a former Board
chairperson and served as a
trustee for the Board of Educa.
tion for 11 years.
Alexander credits his victory
to having worked a hard cam.
paign, but acknowledged that
voter dissatisfaction with the
Board's past year was a definite
factor in his favour.
This being Alexander's last
year at the university means
that he isn't overly concerned
that his job as trustee will affect
his studies, but time management is certainly a skill that he
plans to perfect.

What are the benefits to students?
' • Community service experience looks great on your resume.
• Volunteer interns make valuable contacts for summer and full-time permanent
employment.
1
• Interns have the opportunity to "test-drive" an occupational area and build skills
before graduation.
• St~dents
successfully complete the Volunteer Intemship Program will have
this recogruzed on their academic transcript for potential employers, graduate or
law schools, or other universities to see.

w?o

Who is eligible?
Ful.t-u1!1e (3 ~r _more courses) Arts, Social Science and Business undergraduate students who
maintain a rrummum C average are eligible to apply.

How do I apply?
Fill out an application in the Co-op Education and Student Placement Office, Rm. 11 I. Dillon Hall
by January l 3lh. You will be contacted for ao interview.
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As trustee, Alexander claims
that he will ''work to attract
provincial grants" to upgrade
the current state of several of
the schools. "The schools are
our most important assets," he
said. "Many buildings are just
not conducive to learning."
Other campaign promises
are uncertain; Alexander would
like to see what the coming
year holds. He does, however,
"promise not to disappoint the
voters."
U

L

Receive absolutely free a
20-word classified ad in the
Lance's November 28 issue!

,,

Volunteers ar~ plac~ i~ Windsor social service or non-profit organizations four hours per week for a
ten-~~k pen?<1 beg1_nni~g January 30, 1995. Interns participate in four workshops which will
maxn~uze their_ c~ntnbut1on to the volunteer employers and their own benefit from the volunteer
expenence. This 1s a professional volunteer commitment

~
C

Campaign promises

'~is better to give, tlte11 receive.
Give two cans to the Lance
for the campus food drive
by Thursday, November 24.

I

Due to fewer than seven student nominations to
the board. the following people are acclaimed:
John Barnett
Russell Bennett
Nancy Hui
Jennifer Jackson
Nancy Ramalho
Susan Roe
Chief Returnino0 Officer
Joe Lozon
November 14. J 99-l
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Writer-in-residence
comes to Windsor
BY unce news stall
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Daniel David Moses, the
new writer-in-residence at the
university, will be introduced to
the campus at a public reading
and reception on Nov. 23 in
Vanier Lounge at 5 p.m.
Moses, a prize-winning playwright, poet and author, is a
Delaware native who was born
on the Six Nations reseivation
near Brantford. He now lives in
Toronto where he writes and
works with native and cross-cultural arts organizations.
Moses' residency will span
over three intervals in January,
March and June. In addition to
assisting writers on campus and
in the community, he will be
working on major projects of
his own.
The focus of this work will be
the completion of his latest
play, "City of Shadows". The
play will be showcased in June
through a collaborative workshop of the English department
and the School of Dramatic Art
in the Faculty of Arts.
Although the Canada Council program supporting university writers-in-residence has
been cancelled, English department head Wyman Herendeen
says the university is continuing
this long-standing tradition by
using its own resources.
Over the years, with Canada
Council and university support,
ouL~tanding Canadian writersin-residence at Windsor have
included Morley Callaghan,
W.O. Mitchell, Adele Wiseman, Peter Robinson and Judith Fitzgerald.
I!
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Get your social justice coffee jolt today!
Food Services
now offers
Bridgehead coffee
as an alternative
By Judi Remiaio and Sarah Atkinson

Most of us don't give it a second thought, but the consumption of coffee, such an integral
part of many a student's mental
life, is almost synonymous with
the exploitation of other humans.
To lay it on kind of thick and
nasty, there's blood in your coffee - the blood, and sweat, of
the grossly undervalued coffee
farmer living and labouring in
many developing countries of
the world.
Unless that coffee is from
Bridgehead, an alternative
trade organization founded by
OXFAM Canada.
As a result of the Environmental Awareness Association
(EAA) initiated petition calling
for Food Services to introduce
Bridgehead coffee onto campus, word came down that
there would be a trial run of
the product.
The petition,
signed by more than 1000 students last year, outlined the
"real cost of coffee" and
pointed out that all 26 of the
world's main coffee-producing
nations are developing countries. It also stated that transnational corporations monopolize
the economy, exploit workers
and
ignore environmental
standards.

Since September,
Food
Services has been serving
Bridgehead coffee out of
Odette Building's venue Dividends. Because sales have not
been high, it may be only a
matter of time before the product is discontinued.
Until last week, the prominence of a sign on the counter
explaining the concept behind
Bridgehead coffee, while effective towards the purpose of informing, rnidsled a number of
coffee consumers into thinking
that all the coffee seived at the
kiosk was Bridgehead, when in
fact students must ask for it

Sanson, who uses Bridgehead coffee in her own home,
feels caught between encouraging her management team to
"do the right thing" and responding to the complexities of
Food Services.
Bridgehead trade organization was founded by OXFAM
with the aim of providing an alternative to the transnational
food distribution in favour of a
more just system which fairly
compensates Third World
farmers for their labour and
product. The ultimate goal of
OXFAM is to end the cycle of
poverty and economic dependency developing countries have
on cash crops such as coffee.
On many coffee plantations,
growers and pickers are exposed to a myriad of extremely
toxic pesticides, herbicides, and
fertilizers. Chemicals compara~--..=::,,.ble in toxicity to agent orange
are widely used in Third World
coffee farming. Health care
and education are virtually
specifically.
nonexistent for migrant coffee
Also, the cost per cup of workers. Long hours, inadeBridgehead is ten cents more quate food, poor pay, and pothan regular varieties. Because litical instability complete the
so few were asking for it, Food picture.
Services assumed there was a
Former
EAA
executive
lack of interest and commit- member Gino Mastellotto
states, "drink.mg Bridgehead
ment.
According to Zora Sanson of coffee over other brands signiFood Services, some people fies a small but important step
have also commented that the towards an increased awareness
Bridgehead blend tastes bitter. of how our comsumer dollars
The issue of quality control in- affect others. Choosing Bridgehibits the use of a more appro- head when you're on campus
priate variety. The currently will send a strong message to
used Nicaraguan coffee is the Food Services: 'we're glad
only type that comes packaged you're serving it and we want to
keep getting it."'
I!
for institutional use.
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You can take control
of genital herpes

•
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CAW Student Centre
Lower Level
(Next to The Asylum)
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DARKROOM SUPPLIES:
KODAK

I

FUJI
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EDWAL

FILMS: KODAK FUJI· AGFA
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COMPLETE PHOTO LAB 5ERVICE
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...and your life
Coping with recurrent symptoms
such as itching or burning pain.
tingling. sores. or even localized
redness in or near the genital
area has never been easy. Add
to this the emotional impact of
guilt, resentment. depression ...
a disruption of daily life.
Advances in medical research
now enable you to do something about genital herpes outbreaks. A greater understanding
of genital herpes - plus the

availability of affordable treatments. and counselling - can
help you get your life essentially
back to normal and potentially
keep outbreaks out of the picture
for years.
To confidentially learn more
about reducing the severity and
frequency of genital herpes
outbreaks. and minimizing the
risk of transmission through
safe sex guidelines. contact the
National Herpes Hotline.
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And consult your physician
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Can you picture yourself
as Lance photo editor?

(

Student newspaper seeks a person skilled in camera and
darkroom techniques to head up its photo department. $75/week.
Submit resumes before staff meeting at 4:30 p.m., Monday
November 28 and address staff for election at that meeting.

®

f

•

Earn up to one f ull year transferable Canadian university credits
on a Canadian campus near Nice.

Please send more
information!

services

a

PAPERS

1

reports & theses
- MASTERCARD - VISA - CASH

Call Roni at 253-5501

City

(Days, Evenings, Weekends)

Postal Code

FRANCE.

Telephone

For more information contact the
Universite canadienne en France
Laurentian University
Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2C6

Mediterranean Sea

755 Ouellette Avenue
Downtown Windsor
FREE PARKING
(519) 256-2385

1

THESE S A V l ~ . L ~ ~~,

2 FOR 1 BIG
BIG BURGERS
Load our flame broiled 1/3 lb. patties with up to 20 toppings.
Fries included. We'll even supply a FREE pen to fill out the slip.
GET TWO BIG BIG BURGERS FOR ONLY $2.95
TAKE OUT ON 2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

-

Join University of Michigan students
on a plane to Cancun for an incredib~
priced all-inclusive sun and sea Slack
Week. You can even earn a free trip or
cash helping to promote a variety of
sun and ski vacation destinations. Cat
Paul or Al at 661-0320 or 1-800-661·
2369.

~,..)

Breakaway Tours is looking for motivated students, organizations & clubs
to promote Spring Break/New Years
Tours to Acapulco, Cuba, Daytona.
VeITTlont, Quebec & more! Leader in
student tours for the past 12 years, we
looking for the best reps to promote
our tours. Best commission structure
available, so call today! Call 1-800·
465-4257. Member of the BBB, cal
and compare us to anyone!!!
Students - teach conversational English year round, short teITTl of for summer in Japan. Hong Kong, Singapore,
Taiwan or Korea. Excellent pay. No ex·
perience or qualifications needed. For
details on living/working conditions and
how you can apply pick up our free
brochure at the Information Booth.
CAW Student Centre or send a sell-ad·
dressed, stamped envelope to Asia
Facts (U of W). P.O. Box 93, King·
ston,ON, K7L 4V6.
The Lance is always looking for volun·
teers to help with its day-to-day opera·
tion. Come to our staff meetings
Mondays at 4:30 p.m in the Lance of·
fice. basement CAW Student Centre.

Y----

CHICKEN WINGS •••

WINGS & RIBS•••

(,n orders ol 10) The BEST chicken wings this side of the border!
W,th your choice ol Mild. Medium, Hot or Homicide sauce. 20e ea.

World lamous wings and baby back ribs. Two thumbs up
from even the most finicky food critic ........... $5.99

WINGS & SKINS..•
Potato skins 1n real cheddar cheese and bacon bits. teamed with our very own
Buffalo style chicken wings. Mild, Medium. Hot, Homicide! ................... $4.99

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

······-------·

----~··

.........

I

Present this coupon
I
and receive 10 wings
I
(any style) absolutely free!* I

I

Try Bentleys all you can ut Sunclay Breakfast Bullet
(11 am to 2 pm )I Enjoy Omelettes. Scrambled Eggs
Bacon, Sausage, Ham. French Toast. Pancakes,
homemade Hash Browns. Frnh Fru,1, mouth watering
Pu1er1es and morel

ALL YOU CAN EAT...$4.95

I

TWO JOR ONE
Coupon exl)lres November 27th, 1994

•• • •• ••• ••• •• ••• •• •
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Room for rent: big, clean house, on~ 2
blocks to university, excellent kttchen
and laundry facilities. Call now 2569792.
Huron Hall, two upper room spaces
available for winer term 1995. Respond
ASAP Call Teresa at 254-3258 or Kevin
at 971-8960.

PLUS•••••ALL THE Sfilc;IALS ARE BACK!

I
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for rent
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c.

employment

We 've got some HUGE DEALS that won't burn a hole
in your pocket or our kitchen ~0~9 eit~~r,! O~pslL

r----------·-------~o
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Province

This Sunday Lose
The Corn ilakesl

rr

classifieds

BSA TYPING SERVICE
Specializing in term papers,

Address

Direct line (705) 673-6513
Canada-wide Toll Free l-800-387-1387

With a food purchase enter to win
Bentleys $1 OOO Spring Break Giveaway!
Soend Spring Break in the Hot Spot of your
cho1ce1 Valid Studenl I D 1s required to
part1c1pate

(

si
p

(APA & other styles)

Name

The Universitc cana<liennc en FrancC' offers courses in English or French. NO FRENCH L ANGUAGE
SKILLS NECESSARY. Three semesters: Fall (September to December): Winter (Janual) to April):
Spring (Ma)' to June. six weeks.) Federal and Pro\incial student aid a\'ailable.

Win A$1000
Sprint _Break
Travel Voucher

I

te

Study on the French Riviera Ow f

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•

~~ ~

TEN
FREE ;
WINGS! •
I
I
I
I

Llml on• coupon per penon Nol rllld wllh ,ny
other oflru. Dill•ln on/r. Valid 1111/tr 4 p.m.
Sunday 111d Thursday. E1plrts 11,':JOM

I
I
I

·-------------·

Looking for
somewhere
to unleash
your talent?
The Lance is looking for
students interested in
graphics, photos, or writing
opinions, news, arts, or
sports articles. Come by
our office in the CAW
Student Centre basement or
call 253-4232, ext. 3909.

The Lance:
running dog
lackeys of
journalism.

r"
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Protesting the economics
of genocide in East Timar
ay Peter Graham
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On the eve of the Nov. 13
meeting between Prime Minister Jean Chretien and Indonesian
President
Suharto,
protesters from across Windsor
and &sex County demonstrated against Indonesia's
campaign of genocide in East
Timor.
The 10:30 a.m demonstration
drew more than 50 people to
the CBC building on Riverside
Drive West to commemorate
the 1991 massacre of 271 East
Timorese by Indonesian soldiers in Santa Cruz, East Ti-

ents

mor.

'btlf
~ck
p~

The Santa Cruz Massacre
has become a rallying point for
East
Timor's
supporters.
Speakers included Jim Winter,
professor of communication
studies and political science
professor Howard Pawley .
The high-spirited protest
sponsored by the East Timor
Alert Network (ETAN) called
upon the Canadian government
to stop supporting Indonesia's
occupation of East Timor. One
issue which dominated the
event was Canada's sale of military equipment to Indonesia.
"We're upset because the
Canadian government still sells
military hardware to the Indonesian government, which is
practicing genocide against the
East Timorese," said ETAN
spokesperson Jason Amyot.
Amnesty International has
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Indonesia

MR.~

COPIES

CAW Student Centre
LOWBI LBVBI

(Next ta Th, Asylum)
252-COPY I 252-2679
253-4232 · Ext 4525

Sprmg Break Study
stated that over 200 OOO East
Timorese have been killed by
Indonesia's 19 year illegal occupation of East Timor.
The Asian Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEq group
met in Indonesia last week to
discuss trade.
"The fallacy that jobs were
being created by Canada's investment in Indonesia is incredible,"
reported
Amyot.
"Investment by the giant mining company INCO in Indonesia will result in a loss of jobs in
Canada. INCO ha,; decreased
investment and production in
Sudbury, Ontario which has resulted in a loss of jobs in Canada while investment increases

in Indonesia." Canadian corporations are attracted to Indonesia because of its poor
environmental and labour
standards.
"East Timor may be a tiny
country, a speck on the map
with a population of less than a
million, but the human rights
violations should be a global
concern," said Pawley.
Unfortunately, human rights
were not on the agenda at the
APEC meeting. Some protesters asserted that Prime Minister Chretien's remarks at the
summit indicated that human
rights and democracy do not
matter to Canada when good
trade relations are at stake. 11

Have you ever been to DAYTONA BEACH for
SPRING BREAK? If you have, then you are just
the person I'm looking for!
This is your chance to participate in an
interesting Masters Thesis on "The Spring Break
Experience.·

To participate in this study, or for more info.,

Please call: 966-4790
Please pass this information along to anyone
you think might be interested.

Thank You!

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

lunOf·

CHRISTMAS PERFORMANCE:
''THE COMING OF OUR GOD''
Mr. Steven J. Hansen, Organist at St. Mary's Milford
A musical Celebration for the Advent/Christmas

Season will include prayer and scripture, music
for flute, trumpet, and organ; Liturgical dance,
congregational and choral singing, and the Bells
of St. Mary's Handbell Ringers. Come and enter
into the many moods of the holiday season
through word, music, and dance.
Assumption Church
350 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

..

Sunday, November 27, 1994 - 3:00 p.m .
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5; Students $2; or by membership pass

~~t>H! MM~/MP1111
,,

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE FRENCH

CHOCOLATE
BARS

400-500g

3'!9

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

POTATO
CHIPS
PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

NOT FROM

100%
ORANGE JUICE

0 CONCENTRATE

1.89199
•

LITRE

llhil

sst
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PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

)',-:.Q..:t. ~ .
QUICK CUISINE MUSHROOM OR

)'.-:.Q..:t.~ QUICK CUISINE
CHEDDAR CHEESE, MUSHROOM OR

) ' ~ . ~ QUICK CUISINE MAPLE
FLAVOURING OR BLUEBERRY TOPPING

CHICKEN
RISOTTO

WESTERN
OMELETTE 4's

BUTTERMILK
PANCAKES

2.49

Mushroom Risotto is full of exotic oyster.
shiitake mushrooms. Regg1ano Pormesan
cheese and ofive oil.
Chicken Risotto is made with tender
seasoned chicken breast fillets. sweet peas.
Reggiono Pormesan cheese and ohve oil

4.99

Cheddar Cheese 1s made with old cheddar
cheese. old English-style processed cheddar
cheese & D~on mustard
Mushroom has mushrooms &sun-d~ed tomatoes.
Western s maae with Black Forest ham .
potatoes, green cn1ons and red pepper.

2.99

These ore some of the fluffiest pancakes you will ever
taste and they ore ready JO only 90 seconds 1n the
microwave. They come n three ndividuol portion
pocks of !tree pancakes which ore smothered with
either blueberry topping or maple flavouring that
metts over the pancakes as they cook

397g
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PEANUT BUTTER

MELTS

ha
Sa

PRESIDENT'S CHOICE

ga

3.49
198g
PECANS FIRST PECAN
1.99
CANDY LOGS
4.99 ~
6.99
2.99
2.99 tt
CLUB PACK
2.99 ,,
JUJUBES
MICROWAVEABLEBDlfPA 199
,,
POPCORN ifi~~MlouR 'fa.;
1Kg
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PRESIDENT'S CHOICE CLUB PACK

12 X 99 g
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WE HAVE THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS IN WINDSOR TO SERVE YOU!
DOUGALL SQ. - 2430 Dougall Ave., Tel: 972 - 1010 / PARKWAY 7201 Tecumseh Rd. E., Tel: 974-1000 /
MALDEN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE - 5890 Malden Rd., Tel: 966-6030

PRICES EFFECTIVE SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19 THRU SATURDAY DECEMBER 31, 1994.
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New film boldly bridges
Trekker Generations gap
Movie pretty much
a good two-hour
television episode
By Martina Obersat

Star Trek Genuations
directed by David Carson
starring Patrick Stewart and
William Shatner
Parkway, Dev0nshire Cinemas
Nobody sets out to be a
Trekker.
People don't spend their
childhoods dreaming of being
geeks who live over their parents' garage, dedicating their
imaginations to a television series with a three-year run that
was yanked off the air in the

'60s.
No, Star Trek fans are made,
not born.
Second year psychology student Ross Konopaski may be
typical in his state of denial.
"No, I wouldn't call myself a
Trekker," he said, standing in
line to see Star Trek Generations last Thursday night. "I
mean, I don't dress up in the
costumes or anything."

Comic book fan

Uhingan Hol jijatlh, eh? Gwynnyth Walsh and Barbara March as the Klingon
~ers B'Etor and Lursa are just two of several Canadians boldly going whE!f'e, etc.

Intergalactic Cancon
Canadian fans have a lot to

ook for in Generations.
Besides Montreal native and
Great Canadian™ William
Shatner, James "Scotty" Doohan attended high school in
Sarnia and those Klingon renegade Duras sisters Lursa and

B'Etor are both played by Canadians.
Vancouver native Gwynnyth
Walsh is younger sibling
B'Etor, while Lursa is really
Barbara March, a BFA Drama
graduate of - wait for it - our
own University of Windsor!

Konopaski got interested in
the series through magazines
devoted to the topic. "I was
more of a comic book fan."
He only heard about the
opening earlier that day, when
a clerk at a comic store asked if
he was going.
But as he warmed to his
topic, the Mr. Hyde side of his
personality started peeking
through. Konopaski noted that
monitoring Star Trek newsgroups gets him hundreds of
pieces of E-mail a day on a local BBS, talked about the merchandise available at the Star
Trek conventions, and eagerly
discussed the novels with people who joined him in line.
Hmmm ... Star Trek magazines and books, cruising the
cyber counter-culture and waiting two hoc1rs for a premiere?
Sorry to break it to you, Ross
-you're a Trekker.

But if it's any consolation,
you're not alone. Especially
since the advent of the Nexi
Generation series seven years
ago, Star Trek adherents have
been growing in number.
It's a sentiment Konopaski
can endorse.
"I like the new series more.
They have better character development. Everyone says I'm
copping out because I don't
like the old series anymore, but
now I have something to compare it to."

Space stud
Fans say The Ne.xt Generation
included more and better roles
for women, broadening its appeal from simple hero-worship
of James T. Kirk, space stud.
The subsequent series Deep
Space Nine and the upcoming
Star Trek Voyager depict
women assuming even more
positions of responsibility.
These changes helped the
new series not only to survive,
but to prosrer. The Nexi Gmeratio11 was the number one
show in syndication for much of
its run, aired in over 100 countries. It won 18 Emmy awards
and the final episode in May,
1994, wa" watched by an estimated 40 percent share of the
audience in the US.
The six big screen movies derived from the original series
were major money makers, if
not universally praised by reviewers. The show's creators
hope to continue that string of
success with the launching of a
new series of films featuring
the cast of The Next Generation.

Passing the torch
To that end, the writers have
self-consciously incorporated
the "passing of the torch"
theme wherever possible. It is
most manifest in the pairing of
William Shatner (James T.
Kirk) and Patrick Stewart
(Jean-Luc Picard), who are
brought together by a not-asuncommon-as-you-might-think
time anomaly.
An)way, the two captains
must team up to take on a vii-

lain prepared to sacrifice millions of lives.
Do they succeed? Gee, see
the movie.
We are assured this is definitely the last appearance of
characters from the original series. To make a corporate analogy, it's as if Coke Classic
finally has been phased out.
The difference is, most consumers are willing to admit that
this new product really does
taste better.
Shatner and Jonathan Frakes
(William Riker) show uncharacteristic restraint in their performances. Brent Spiner as the
android, Data, gives an overthe-top exploration of emotion
that fans have been waiting for,
to judge the reaction in the
theatre.

Superior effects
The special effects are, obviously, far superior to the teleVJsion shows, including an
extended sequence of a crash
that will knock you out - and
probably cost more than the
rest of thing put together.
The short time lag between
the end of the series and its
new theatre incarnation allows
the film to pretty much dispense with character introductions. This makes the action
quicker, but limits Genearion.s'
appeal only to regular Viewers
of the television show.
For example, fans don't need
to be told who evil Duras sisters Lursa and B'Etor are, or
why Data's experimentation
with his emotion chip 1s significant
and funny.
In assuming familiarity with
the characters and developing
only a few plot lines, Siar Trek
Generations plays pretty much
like an extended episode from
the Next Generation series.
This is not a bad thing for
fans, who descrihe the movie as
a "fix" or "hit" just when the
withdrawal was getting painful.
They can look forward to future sequels in the series.
But 1 predict those new to
Star Trek won't be made
Trekkers by this film.
[!

Screen adaptation has Anne throwing Rice at her own wedding
!!_Sarah Atkinson and Darrin Keene

1~

kw with the Vampire
directed by Neil Jordan

5ere~nplay by Anne Rice
starring Tom Cruise
and Brad Pitt
Parkway, Devonshire Cinemas

t

After seeing Interview with
Vampire, Sarah had a
am she was one, and Damn
dreamt of kicking a raccoon in
the teeth. Neuher minds that
tl1e1r
· psyches are being mtltlessly
/101So11ed by pop culture.
The cmulition is indicative or
this age, a post-modem time'J
wl1erem most of us wlw are
strapped 01110 the mass media
roJ/e~-coaster of i11amly actually
like u ...

So we went to see Interview
with the Vampire, like you care.
We could attempt an apologia
for the ensuing self-i11dulgence,
but who really expects excuses for
a response so natural?
(The reader amves mid-conversation. Sarah is already getting maudlin; Darrin is already
trying to psychoanalyze the
film's
characters,
despite
Sarah's protests that in doing
so he is succumbing to some literary criticism fallacy that she
learned about in an English
class a while hack.)
D: ... so what you're saying is
we, as moviegoers, are basically
masochistic people who hold
out our jugulars and say "start
sucking'!''

S: Not masochistic. Self-destructive, maybe, but not masochistic. And, may l add, either
oversexed or undersexed?
D: I'll buy self-destructive,
and I think that more people
are undersexed than over.
That's why audiences want sex
on the big screen. Anyway,
back to this self-destructive tag.
Are you implying that we're
amusing ourselves to death?
S: ... to coin a phrase ... To
death, I don't know. I think the
moderation clause works here.
"Amusing ourselves within the
limits of personal welfare ... " I
can stop going to mainstream
movies anytime I want. Really.
But regarding the subject at
hand: sometimes I think narra-

tive is out of place in criticism,
although I have little problem
with narrative on the Hollywood screen, o r in a bestselling
pagetumer. I'm just as glad that
Alain Resnais didn't direct it.
Otherwise we would have seen
Brad Pitt become a vampire
about a hundred times. But I
would have laughed more.
D: Nah, narrative makes it
more human, and now that
we're on the subject of the film
at hand, let's talk about the obvious. Tom Cruise ... did he
work as Les tat or what?
S: Now that Quise has been
ordained a serious actor, ( ever
since he was kind of ugly m
Born on the Fourth of July) and
is no longer considered just a

pretty face (e pecially not when
playing opposite Brad Pitt), I'd
like to suggest that a pretty face
is not mutually exclusive to being able to act. Cruise brings
hfe to the character, he has fun
with the role. It's Brad Pitt who
seems a<; though he looks in the
mirror too much.
D: That's because his character is intended to be more introspective. Lestat, the way I
see it, is a miserable S.0.B.
who's forgotten what it was like
to trnly live. Louis still wants to
remember the part of him that
used to be alive. Pitt does a
convincing job of presenting
this.

See /nterview,pagel4
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No opening night jitters her~
Mackenzie Hall
dinner theatre
serving up fine fare
By Jacqueline Becldonl

Norm
Foster's
Opening
Night, put on by Such and Such

Photo courtesy of MIKE MICHALSKI

The Opening Night cast includes (clockwise from bottom left) Christine Chemello,
Jeff Cottam, Dianne Garrett and G0<don Willms.

Productions at Mackenzie HaJI,
is a charming, witty and hilarious comedy, about the opening
night of a play.
And what is it that makes
this play so funny? Well, it is
definitely the actors' talents.
,As Jack Tisdale, Glen
Turner gave an excellent performance. He even went out of
his way to make the audience
feel a part of the play, by offering a woman in the audience a
chip while he was still in character.
Nadia Sulaiman's portrayal
of Cilia Fraser simply blew me
away. Sulaiman played a rich
uptight bitch and did a great
job. It's hard to believe how she

maintained
her
character
throughout the entire show
without cracking. Sulaiman's
costume, makeup and hairstyle
really complemented her character, adding depth. I still cannot believe that she is in her
final year in Music Theatre at
the University of Windsor.
Michael Craig, played by
Donald Mullins, added the
right dramatic presence to the
play that was needed to balance
the other characters in the
show. Mullins was a persistent
and ambitious character who
would never give up, he just
kept plugging away. If Mullins
did not get something that he
wanted, he would create a new
scenario which would make it
happen, even if the other characters in the play didn't like
what he did. I must add that
Mullins' character really came
to life in the second act, in
which he made the play more
gripping and added to the suspense. He brought the play to
the necessary climax and dra-

matic ending.
The set was simple, but 0
not take anything away fi
the play, because the audie
was riveted by the actors bu
of energy.
The music also contributc:
to the play, and kept the a
ence entertained while the it
dressers were changing the It
which was a good idea.
Overall, I don't believe thcrt
was a second when the aUQ.
ence was not laughing.
The play was just for en~
ment and entertainment-9,'ll
fairly fast-paced, with lots of ac.
tion and jokes. Opening Nrgr,
was easy to keep up with, W.'
no dry or dull spots.
Recommended for a fun di·
ner date.
1
Opening Night plays ;

Ar

Mackenzi.e Hall, 3277 Sand~uf. c~
Fridays and Saturdays at 8p.11•
until Dec. 16. Tickets are $3: ~
with dinner, or $13 for the pi:.
alone. Students and senior~
$9 to see the show. Call 25i.
7600 for more information.
A

Interview with a Vampire sucks blood for big profits
Continued from page 13

more developed in Branagh's

Fra nkenstein.
S: The understated nature of
the homoeroticism - this can
go either way. Maybe director
Neil Jordan (of Crying Game
fame) has tried to have his cake
and eat it too, i.e. the understatedness of the homoeroticism in the book translates as
acceptable and ambiguous
enough for mass audiences.
You know, implied - but only
implied - washed-out enough
that the machoids in the audience can deny it (though there
was an unmistakable mass bristling in the audience when Pitt
comes oh so close to - yuck kissing Antonio Banderas my ten year old sister has a
similar, if less repressed, reaction to any on-screen snogging.)
The implied and delicately
rendered theme of homosexuality could have been a very
subtle strength in the film. In
parts of the original book,
wruch I finished about a month
ago, you can practically hear
the blood pulsing (a sound effect effectively, if flagrantly, exploited in the film); the tension
could have been a lot more
fully drawn out in the movie the same way the monster's
character could have been

The story of Interview, about
a guy who ends up a vampire
can't quite handle being a vampire, can be read as a metaphor
for accepting sexual identity
and the self-hatred that is often
part of the homosexual - or
even heterosexual - identity
search.
D: I will agree that Rice likes
to play on those neo-Jungian
ideas in her books. It's not her
central theme, however, although many people - especially journalists like to
sensationalize that part of her
work. It's a part of a greater
whole, indeed, but it is not as
prominent as some would like
it to be. You would probably
say that it should be, but it isn't.
S: Maybe it's just what I want
it to be, but that desire is beyond mere fancy. I can justify it
aestheticallly. For instance,
how about the effect of the
rather deep if overdramatized
embrace between Lestat and
Louis that marked the latter's
transformation to vampirism.
Maybe I just think it's time gay
themes were adequately romanticized.
D: Don't forget, this is a twohour film. There are time constraints that must be taken into

consideration. Jordan could
have milked the homo-erotic
imagery, but it would have been
at the expense of the plot as a
whole. Unlike a good majority
of Hollywood films, Interview
has a good story beyond the
sexual imagery. That said, I will
admit that more explicit homoerotic images would have translated into smaller box office
sales. But I honestly believe
that this is secondary; a greater
story lies behind these images.
S: But they need Tom
Cruise. And Brad Pitt. I concede the Hollywood clause, but
only in the way that I concede
the market-driven capitalist
clause. And I'm not saying I
wanted to see Cruise and Pitt
gettin' it on. I'm absolutely not
saying that. Just a little more
time with the pregnant pauses
and exchanged glances. Maybe
it's the slow hand thing.
Women are into that, you
know.
But even given the constraints of time and Hollywood,
Jordan didn't have to go to Berlin Alexanderplatz lengths. The
flaw rests only in haste.
D: Call it what you will, this
route is the one that all Hollywood directors take. Give me
one example of a Hollywood
film adaptation that was better
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than the book. Anyway, I enjoyed lnJerview because it
doesn't romanticize the vampire mystique. Cruise's Lestat is
portrayed as a rather pathetic
character, while Pitt's Louis is a
lost soul that is searcrung for a
purpose to keep living. He can't
accept the fact that he now exists to merely survive on the
lifeblood of other creatures.
S: It may not be a traditional
take on the vampire myth, but
that doesn't mean it's not romanticized. And romanticizing
a subject doesn't preclude mak-

ing meaningful commental}' O'
it.
Not to sound too promo
there were many instances m
which the book was brought 10
life almost as though leapin,
from my mind's eye: so muchoi
it was how I pictured it. Bu:
there are many who would
probably agree that I'm going,
little soft in the critical depart·
ment. Maybe I just shouldn'i
write about matters artistic all)·
more. At least not when the illl'
ages are quite so irresistibfy
seductive.
I
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secretary
When things get hectic, let us take
care of all your typing.

On Campus!
Assumption University Building
Suite 130

Phone: 253-8973, Fax: 253-8658
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Art show extravaganza: Untitled work by D. Le Conte on display at the LeBel Gallery in the School of Visual Arts {Huron
Church Road at College) this week as part of a student show.

8p.i,.

~~ Now,

II 25}

that's what I call art!

Adefense of visual
communication
By Dave Ball
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If the only reason
· & ththat you
rts
read the. paper is ior
Thi e spo
t d' •
read· th1s anyway.
st ar BIS·
~ion concerns you oo. ecause art is not just a luxury. It
seives a purpose.
. · · h
·
Pr00f of th1s is m t e artifacts discovered aroun d the ru.ms of a c·ent ·11ages The
1 nh I d VI t d • h ·
peop e w o ecora
e t eir
pots and Weapons Wl'th cam·ngs
and dyes did not have any lei111te time. Each member of the
..,_
·ty
t
ki
.......mum spen every wa ng
·
1
t
·
t
m·
hour s1mp Y rymg o su ve.
Anything that was not necessary was eliminated. Still they
clung to their simple sculptures
and symbols to bring them luck
and give them the strength to
endure. But modern humans
do not need to seek protection
~om the unknown. Though our
hves are infinitely easier than
those of homo erectus, art is
even more vital to us. Early humans had only to fear for individual lives, we fear for the
future of the entire planet. We
must make decisions each day
that can affect the lives of thousands of individuals. And we
have an increasingly larger
amount of idle time. Our brains
are constantly being shoved between too much responsibility
~d no challenge at all. Our
hves are too routine too frus.
'
tratmg, and too dull. Art helps
us deal with all three of these
PTO~lems by providing a challengi~g new perspective and a
relaxing escape. So I feel quite
secure with the position that we
need more art. Then why is it
that every attempt to present
lllOre art seems to be met with
cri~cism, weak support, or van~ahsm? Perhaps it is our definitions of art that separate us.
Personally I gag when I see a
bowl of fruit or a cabin in the
WOOds hanging on the living
room wall of a local art lover. I
am sure that. somebody put a
lot of effort into the painting,
but skill and effort don't automatically produce art. But I
m~y be in the minority with my
P<>tnt of view.
For many people art is not
~ unless it resembles its subJect. And a poem is not a poem
Unless it rhymes. However,

there are those who would ar- would not even notice. For him
gue that as the audience, we art is a form of self-expression.
should be allowed to decide for He uses it instead of words to
ourselves what is of value. tell people that he is angry, or
Since the work is produced for sad, or frustrated, or simply
us, we have the right to reject tired. And when he allows me
anything that is not to our lik- to view the final work, I feel a
ing. I met Larry "'hile
v1·s1·t1·ng a tear b urn in the corner of my
"
mutual friend. He and I had a eye as I recognize a tiny piece
heated debate over the topic a of a tragic world through his
couple of days ago. Like me, he
is a Windsor native. During a ey~he months that he had sactn'p to Ottawa he was able to rificed to create the mastervisit some the the city's numerPiece were not for me, but for
ous galleries and museums.
himself. Yet he does not get
"I took a picture of one satisfaction from the finished
piece," he said, "and hung it on
product, rather from my reacmy wall. It was, I kid you not, a
note board with nothing but a tion to it and the knowledge
few bills and notices tacked to that he has successfully cornmunicated an emotion that no
it. I called it, 'The Stupidest
one could ever describe with
Work of Art in the World"'
''But how do you know that words. Art is so expensive beisn't exactly what the artist cause it is unique. There are
wanted you to do?" 1 argued. more than five billion people
He had no answer. Too often on this planet, Van Gogh could
we make the mistake of assum- not have possibly painted
ing that the artist is working for enough for each of us to have
us. My brother is an artist. In one of his works. Galleries are
his hands a paintbrush becomes created to allow those of us
a magic wand, and he wields it who cannot afford to own it to
with absolute control. He can reap its benefits. And if you recreate colours and images that ally want to take one home, the
can never be found in nature. cost of prints is very reasonHe will agonize for days over able. But always remember that
one tiny line on a canvas, going no matter how much it costs us
over the stroke again and again to own, or to support art, even
until it is just right, perfecting art that we don't like, it costs
details that most observers the artist more.
I!
-----------------------,
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~'Artif actual"~
Into Your Community

E
tavern

Artifactual is a unique shop that gives you the
opportunity to experience the amazing cultures
of Central and South America.

Importers of Many Unique,
Handcrafted items:

IMayan, Aztec and Inca I
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art artifacts & reproductions
Pottery
Jewllery
Clothing
Carvings
Leather goods

()~~l7~at:
2062 University Avenue West
(at Rankin)

(519) 258-4450
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Sarah Craig.

At the Zoo with Sarah
Craig's new album
indicative of her
sound philosophy
By Jacqueline Shannon

"I never expect anything
from anyone or anything. It sets
you up for disappointment,"
admits a modest Sara Craig.
This sound philosophy is undoubtedly key to the artist's
overwhelmingly positive outlook.
There is an old adage that
bad things don't happen to
good people. If there is any
truth to this, Craig's career
could be considered the proof.
From the release of her self-titled indie album in '91 and its
chart-topping
success
five
months later to her signing with
Attic Records this past July and
her new album's release, Craig
has seemingly had nothing but
good things happen. She described the success of her indie

as "real serendipity."
Adages aside, how did she
make it big? Her new album
Sweet Exhaust can only be de·
scribed as a plethora of emotion in which Craig reels from
throaty sensuality to intense
pain and anger from one song
to the next.
Craig also expresses some
unique ideas on the album.
German is not what most people would consider a sexy language, but that has not stopped
her from incorporating it into
her songs. "I find it way more
fun to sing in than in any other
language. Some others can be
pretty wimpy."
I find it most interesting.
however, that such an emotion·
ally stimulating and sensual set
of songs has not Jed fans to
think of Craig as a sex symbol.
"I'm not a sex symbol to my
fans, at least not the ones I've
talked to. The focus [of the
show] is on me, but it's not that
one-dimensional. The whole
performance is important." ~
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opirg - windsor
opt-outs
when: november 21-25
november 28-december 2
monday to friday 1Oam-4pm
where: rm. 201, assumption university

come , ., person with a validate;c;
studer. c card.
part-time students and gr::iduatc
students are welcome to opt-in.
$2.50 for one semester.
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sports
Lancer women conclude
basketball pre-season grid
By Robin Cooper
On Nov. 12 and 13, the
Lancers travelled to Montreal
for the final exhihition tournament. The team started off by
facing the Laurentian University Lady V's, the number two
ranked team in the nation. The
two teams had not met since
the 1992-93 playoffs, where the
Lancers were knocked out by
the Lady Vs in the first round.

Confidence Boost
Considered uderdogs in the
rematch, the team upset
Laurentian 50 to 40. The loss
was only the second of the preseason for the Lady Vs, the
other at the hands of top
ranked and defending CIAU
champions, Winnipeg Lady
Wesmen.
Captain Tara Smith attributed the win to the team·.., out-

Photo courtesy of MAL WEBSTER

Tara Smith.

standing defense. "By playing
aggressively we were able to
contain Laurentian and control

the game from the first basket".
The women cagers held their
opponents to 13 points in the
first half while forcing the Lady
Vs into a game high 15 turnovers.
The game represented a
homecoming of sort.., for first
year Lancer Tricia Stewart. A
transfer student from Laurentian, she played for the Lady
Vs two years ago. Stewart
summed up what the victory
meant to the Lancers. " To
beat a team with such a winning tradition i:, a major accomplishment for us. We need to
take this win and build on
it.''The Lancers were Jed by
Georgia Rismita, who had a
game high 21 points.
I!
Lancer fans can catch the
team in action Saturday Noi. 26,
in their league home opener versus Brock 2:00 p.m. at St.Dems
Cemre.

Male Lancers need a big man
By Sheila Windle

Lance photo/ DARCY FRIESEN

Semor Michelle King {85) ended an illustrious career with Lancer cross counrty.

The CIAU final report
By Frederick Beitler

The cross country season
came to a close Nov. 12, in

London with the Lancers sending both the men's and
women's teams to the competition.
my

I've
the

Men
The race for the Canadian title lived up to its advanced billing as a "Clash of the Titans.''
The Lancers exploded out of
the gates and midway held a
commanding twelve point advantage over the University of
Victoria Vikings.
Lancer Coach Dennis Fairall
said that "our guys tried to win
from the start and went out
hard from the gun." But the
race wasn't decided until the
last 400 meters, and when the
dust settled the Vikings were
on top by two points.
The second place finish by
the Lancers was the highest
placing in school history.
Windsor had finished as high
as fourth but according to Fair~ll was never in a position to
the meets. This year was
hke losing a basketball game
at the buzzer." It was a two
team race from the outset and
it alcft other teams far behind.''
It was a bittersweet ending to
a successful season. Fairall said
~l 1t was a big let down finishing second, but finishing third
would have been easier knowing another team would have
separated Windsor from the
top spot.

!':"

Women
The Lancers accomplished
their pre-season goal of qualifying for the CIAU's by finishing
seventh in the country. It was
the first time the women qualified for the Nationals as a
team.
Fairall explained that after
running a tough race in the Ontarios to qualify, the women
were "personally and mentally
flat." It was a Jetdown from a
tough performance in Kingston
the previous week, Michelle
King and Missy McCleary
didn't run their best races, even
though they "did come to run.''
Jennifer Graham who was
rebounding from an injury finished 29 and Fairall said "you
can go to the well once, but
back to back weeks is tough."
Freshman Tina Rocmik and
second year student Marnee
Beamish turned in solid performances.

Lancer firsts
-

Missy McOeary first team
AJl Canadian
- Womens' team qualified for
their first Canadian Championship
- Mark Kitely was the first
freshman to cross the finish line
at the CIAU's
Peter Fonseca the first
Lancer
OUAA
Individual
Champion
- Wa.., the first-time two Lancers were first-team All Canadians Peter Fonseca and Jason
Boyle in the same year
I!

The Lancers came up on the
short end of the stick in two
close games at the Laurentian
Tournament in Sudbury on
Nov. 11 and 12.
The final score in the opener
versus the hometown Voyageurs (and their vocal fans) was
90-82. A see-saw battle had the
Lancers down two with three
minutes remaining. but threepoint-shooter, Shawn Swords of
the Voyageurs pleased the
crowd v.ith deadly shooting in
the late minutes.
Ben Avery Gymnasium was
the site of an equally exciting
battle the follov.ing evening
against the Toronto Varsity
Blues.
Down by 15, Jamie Pepper
spearheaded a second-half
comeback, by draining four
consecutive three-pointers. The
storm came to an abrupt halt
after a Blues timeout and the
Lancers never recovered dropping the decision 74-68. Pepper's stellar play earned him a
spot on the all-tournament
team. In two games he scored
45 points (pts), eight rebounds
(rebs) and eight assists (ast).
One of the focuses of the exhibition season is to prepare for
the regular season which begins
in January. The high-pressure,
attacking defense which will be
a big part of their game this
season, has produced 104 steals
(st) and 202 turnovers (t~) in
nine games; a huge achievement for a team whose defense
was suspect last year. In comparison, Windsor has been victimized by the steal and
turnover 67 and 160 times respectively.
From the field, the Lancers
are shooting 40 percent versus
the oppositions' 47 percent.
Once the ball star~ falling, the
close games will turn into wins.
Where the Lancers come up
short is in height, and not sur-

Photo courtesy by MAL WEBSTER

Lancer Patnck Osborne (44) returning OUM all-star looks to slam dunk this
season's opposition. Lancers begin regular season play in January.

prisingly, the rebounding column: 281 for versus 339
against.
This can be attributed to the
absence of Mark Baggio, who is
injured. Baggio was last year's
leading rebounder. Regardless
of the line-up, the Lancers are
still shorter than any other
team in the league. The men
must box out and crash the
boards - many close games
can be decided by rebounding.
Two veterans had outstanding showings at the University
of Michigan-Dearborn Touma-

ment where the Lancers placed
second. Krim Lacey and Steve
Carey were named to the AllTournament team. Lacey's excellent ball-handling, court
leadership, consistantly intense
defence (10 ppg, 7 reb/pg)
earned him this honour. Carey
stepped into the Jineup to replace Baggio, scored 20 points
and dominated the boards with
15 rebounds.
I!
The Lancers hosted the CanAm Tournament on Nov. 18-19
but results were unavailable at
press time.

I•
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'ris better to pive, then receive.
Give two cans to the Lance
for the campus food drive
by Thursday, November 24.

Receive absolutely free a
20-word classified ad in the
Lance's November 28 issuel
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Women's volleyball team is making too many errors.

Lance photo/ DAVE BUKO\'ic
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Too many mistakes made
by women's volleyball team
By Phil King

"Too many errors, too many
mistakes," that's what Lancers
women's
volleyball
coach
Robin Ryan said of Windsor's
regular season homecourt loss
to the Guelph Gryphons
Wednesday, Nov. 16 .

NOW WITH OUR
EXTENDED LICENCE

The match was a see-saw
battle in which Guelph took the
first set 15-10. Windsor tied the
match in the second set 15-9.
The pivotal third set featured
too many costly errors by the
Lancers according to coach
Ryan. "Poor passing" allowed
Guelph a 15-13 decision. Wind-

sor bounced back in the fourth
set winning 15-11 but, for a few
good plays in the fifth se~
which was dominated by
Guelph who won 15-7.
The last chance to see the
Lancers in action at St. Denis
Centre is this Friday at 7 p.m.
versus Laurier.
~

Up close and personal with:

HOT BODY CONTEST
'lJC!JJ§©~Vaao

LIVE REGGAE
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JO-NAB

OUR PRICES ARE

--LOW
801 Ouellette Ave. 977-6583
PARKING NEXT DOOR
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Born: Peterborough Oct. 3,
1970
Major: First year - undecided
High School: Burlington Lester
B. Pearson
Height: 5'6"
Weight: 135 lbs
The person I credit for my intrest in cross country, is my fa-
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By Frederick Beitler
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Missy McCleary, cross country

"

0
kt

ther.
The person who had the biggest
influence on my career was,
Bryan Camani my high school
coach.
My favourite musician is, Peter
Gabriel.
The most enjoyable place to
run, is the Kelso Conservation
Area in Milton.
My pet peeve is, people talking
in class.
If I could have this profession
for one day, I would be a stage
actress.
The best athlete I've ever faced
was, Paula Schnurr (a Canadian national track athlete).
Lance photo/ DARCY FRIESEN
The three words that best de-scribe myself are, indecisive, Missy McCleary (242) plots her next move.
stubborn and goofy.
.
The hardest thing about cross the country, still running, hang- Miss Cleary.
country is, watching the guys ing out with my hubby and en- Many people don't know this,
but I usually have more to say
compete after I've raced be- joying the basic things in life.
My nickname according to than (teammate) Jennifer Gra·
cause I get nervous for them.
m
I see myself at age 65, living in coach Molly Killingbeck is, ham.

Sport stumpers
By Herman Viol
1) What playing surface is used
at the French Open?
2) What year was the first
Davis Cup played?
3) Name the four tournaments
that are considered tennis'

grand slam events.
4) How many singles titles did
Martina Navratilova retire
with?
5) Where is Gabriela Sabatini
from?
6) What is the term referring to
zero points?

·
7) Who is the only Ecuadorian
player to have won the French
Open?
8) What American city do~s
Andre Agassi consider his
hometown?

See answers on page 20
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Eye on the "I"

Power struggle
By Lance sports staff
The International Hockey
League (IHL) season is hitting
full stride. Three teams - the
Detroit Vipers, Milwaukee Admirals and Phoenix Roadrunners are over the 20 point
mark.
A division-by-division capsule, looking at the IHL's balance of power, follows.

Eastern conference

Campus Recreation in action
By Sandra McKay, Ellie Bale and
Chevonne Robinson

With the fall intramural season winding down one might
ask; Where are the women?
Only three soccer and four basketball teams competed in the
women's division's respectively.
New blood is needed if these
programs are to survive.

Women's basketball

e~
by

he
.m.
~

The regular season came to a
close last week with two way
battles for first and last place.
The Alumni team finished the
regular season undefeated with
the Bulls, a younger but very
talented team challenging them
with each meeting. The Hoosiers and the Law team haven't
provided much competition,
but its always a close match
when they play one another.
Semi-finals begin Monday Nov.
21, with the finals sla:ed for
Nov. 28. Game time for all
match-ups is 9;00 p.m.

Co-Ed 3 on 3 volleyball
When the dust settled, the
three on three volleyball league

ended with Minimum Wage
atop the standings. Led by captain Christine Burnside they
went undefeated for the season. Joining Minimum Wage in
the playoffs will be, 100 Percent
Total Intensity, Two Spikes and
a Dyke, Four-Play, Dig Dogs,
Team Schembekler, Killer
Dwarfs and Neighbours.
Playoffs begin Monday Nov
21, at St. Denis Centre beginning at 8:00 p.m. Bond fees will
also be available at this time.

are the No Name, Varsity Outfitters, Faces, and Revolutionaries. The teams to watch are
the Varsity Outfitters and
Faces, if they ever show up.
Faces can run with anyone as
they have clutch scorers in
Kerry Crawford and Dwayne
Oa.xton.
Playoff action tips off Nov.
22, at 7:30 p.m. in the St. Denis
Centre.

Men's basketball

The men from Dynasty have
an unblemished record and it
dosen't seem that they will face
much of a challenge. They
sport the league's top offence
and defense. The only thing
that would prevent them from
wmn .ng is if they didn't show
up.

The regular season came to a
close with Black Jack's as the
only undefeated team. The
team upset the BBG, defending
champs, to take possesion of
first place. The playoffs won't
be a cake walk as the league
has many competitive teams
poised to win it all
Watch out for BBG, who led
the league with a 72 points per
game average. Six Feet Under
II won the B division with hard
work and strong defense. The
team allowed only 39 points per
game.
The rest of the contenders

Recreational

Referees
The hoops could not have
been played if it wasn't for
Quan Mach, Steve Anderson,
Ike Nwachwkwo and Warren
Reid. Blowing the whistles and
keeping the players in line is a
job that only the few strong
hearted can perfonned.
I!

Northern: Detroit (9-4-2
overall) has played the leagues Denver GriZ7Jies and Las
most home games with eleven, Vegas Thunder appear locked
while the Kalamazoo Wings (18 in a season long battle Denver
points) have the leagues second has the leagues best winning
best winning percentage (.692). percentage (.750), Las Vegas
The Chicago Wolves (12 has won seven of it's last ten,
points) continue to be competi- and the San Diego Gulls are
tive while the Cleveland Lum- bringing up the rear with nine
berjacks (9 points) have played points.
nine of their first eleven games
Player of the Week
on the road.
Left
Wing Mike Stevens of
Midwest; The Peoria Riverthe
Cincinatti
Cyclones proman with 17 pointc; have a slim
duced
four
goals
in two games.
two pomt lead over both the InStevens
is
in
his
tenth year of
dianapolis Ice and Cincinatti
Cyclones ... Never give up on profesional hockey, but first in
the Fort Wayne Komets (5 the IHL. He was a 1984 draft
points) who have overcome choice of the Vancouver
slow starts to challenge for Canucks and has appeared in
parts ot four seasons with Vanthem Turner Cup.
couver, Boston, New York Islanders and Toronto.
Western conference
Central: Milwaukee appears
Rinkside Quotes
to be one of the league's hest
"You
can see that we are
teams getting out of the blocks
struggling
to score goals ... but
at 9-3-2, while the defending
I'm
happy.
For seven weeks
champion Atlanta Knight,; are
now,
we've
been
playing in fear
next with 15 points but :·ave
of
making
a
mistake;
it's nice to
played three fewer games. The
Kansas Gty Blades 10t tart see we've got the ability at last
(12 points) has been negated by to make a .mistake and let jt not
a five game losing streak, and he a world-heater". Komet
the Houston Aeros and Mil- head coach Bruce Boudreau
waukee Moose are bringing up commenting on his teams inability to convert scoring
the rear.
[!
Southwest;
Phoenix, the chances.

~
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Meo'•hnckey

Mid Ea..1--G--W-. L--T-.. F-.. A-P
Guelph-............ R.. _. 4 ...... 2 ..... 2.... 30... 21 10
TomnlO ............ R..... 2......3 ..... 3 .... 24 ....29. 7
Queen's.. .. _ ...... 7 ..... 2...... 4 ..... 1.. .. 19.... 24. 5
RMC ............. R..... 0 ...... 7 ..... 1 .... 14 ....42.1
FarEo•t.--G._W_. L __ T.-.F--A-P
Ottawa .............. 6 ..... 3 ...... 1 ..... 2.. .. 27 ....lR. R
UQTR ........ -.5 ..... 2..... 0 ..... 3 .... 19.... 13. 7
McGilL ........ _.. 6 ..... 3...... 2 ..... 1.... 27 .... 20. 7
Conoordia ........ 6 ..... 3...... 2 ..... 1 .... 20 .... 21 . 7
Mid We•• ---G ....W-. L--T-. F..... A.. P
York ................. !l ..... 5...... 3 ..... 0 .... 39.... 2610
Bmck.............. -.R ..... 4...... 3 ..... 1 .... 43 .... ZA. 7
L3urcntian ........ 7 ..... 3...... 4 ..... 0 .... 20 .... 26 ..6
Ryerson ............. 7 ..... 2......5 ..... o.... 15....37. 4
hrWtc1t--G--W-.L ..... T-.F--A-P
Lauricr .............. 6 ..... 5...... 1 ..... 0 .... 33.... 2210
We..iern ............ 7 ..... 4 ...... 2 ..... 1.... 36.... 23. 9
Waterloo .........-6 ..... 2... ... 2 ..... 2.. .. 20 .... 24. 6
Wiod•or·--- 7 __ 1...... 4-2-.. 20 ....32. 4
Hockey Scoring Lender<
Player--·---Team·- G_.. G .... A·- P
I. Ryan Sawiia.......... Brock..... !! .... 11 ... 10.. 21
2. John Spoltorc ....... Laurier ..6 ..... 6 .... 13..19
3. Ben Davi., _....- ... York ..... R..... 7 .... 10..17
4. Darren Maoorcna Brock..... 7 ..... R..... R... 16
5. Todd Zavitz .......... Brock.....!! ..... 2 .... 13 .. 15
6. Don McConnell._ L3urier ..6 ..... 5 ..... R...13
7. Aamn Nagy .......... Western 7 ..... 3 .... 10..13
K Shawn Costello..... York.. .... R.... &..... 5 ...13
9. thrtt player, art trLd -..tJh 12 p<JU1/\
Wnmrn'• hockey ,tonding•
Teom._.___ c._w_. L--T-.F.--,L P
Tomnto ............. 3 ..... 3...... 0 ..... 0 .... 42 ..... 2 ...6
Guclph .............. 3 ..... 2 ...... 0 ..... 1.... 12... ..2...5
Queen's.. ........... 4 ..... 2...... 1 ..... 1 .... 20 .....R ...5
L3urier .............. 4 ..... 1...... 2 ..... 1.... 14....30 ..3
York ................. 3 ..... 0...... 2 ..... 1 ..... 7..... 16 .. 1
Wind,or. _ _ 3 __ 0...... 3 ..... 0 ..... 1.....38 ..0
OWIAA We,t women'• volleyholl 11J1oding•
Tram -·--·-·----·MP. W-L .... W .. -L..P
Western .................... 3..... 3......0 ..... 9 ..... 1 ....6
L3kehcad ............... -. 2-... 2......0 ..... 6 ..... 2 .... 4
MeMa.<ter ................. 3 ..... 2...... 1 ..... 7 ..... 4 ....4
Bmck......................... 2 ..... 1...... 1 ..... 4 ..... 5 .... 2
Waterloo ................... 2..... 1...... 1 ..... 5 ..... 3 .... 2
Guclph ..................... 3 ..... 1...... 2 .....4 ..... R.... 2
Wiod•or·-----· 4..... t.--3 .. _s ._ 10 _2
L3urier ...................... 3 ..... 0...... 3 ..... 2 ..... 9 .... 0
OUM We•I men's vnlltyhoU ,tandin~
Tram ..- - - - - · MP. W- L-W --L- P
Waterloo ................... 2..... 2......0 ..... 6 ..... 1.... 4
WeMcm .................... 2..... 2......0 .....6 .... ,2 .... 4
McMaster ................. 3 ..... 2...... 1 ..... R..... 5 ....4
Bmck ......................... 2..... 1...... 1 ..... 4 ..... 5 .... 2
Guelph ...................... 3..... 1...... 2 ..... 3 ..... 7.... 2
L3urier ...................... 2..... 0 ...... 2 ..... 3 ..... 6 .... 0
Wind,or ..·-·--·- 2_.. 0..-.2 --2 .....

,._o

CIAU men's cross country

championships
Team ....................................................... Point<
1. Victoria ...................................................... .49
2. Wind~r _................- · -..-·--··..·····---.SI
3. Wc.~tern ......................................................&5
4. McGill ....................................................... 911
5. British Columma...................................... 125

Results
(/or,.ttk<ndUl(;."iO'·. (t.f9')4J

Women'• mlltyhaU
Waterloo3 Wind~rO
(15-R. 15-3, 15-9)
Lakehcad 3 Windsor 0
(15-12. 15-13, 15-4)
Lakehcad 3 Windsor 2
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(13-15. 15-5, 15-9, 14-16,17,15)
Moo'• mlleybllll
Waterloo 3 Windsor 0
(15-5, 15-7, 15-6)
Windsor 5 Macomb C.C. 0
(15-4, 15-4. 15-7, 15-1, lf>-14)
Womoo'< ha•k.otholl
Siena Height, 7& Windsor 49
Concordia Univer.;iiy Tournament
Windsor 50 L3urcntian 40
Concordia 70 Windsor 36
McGill AA Windsor 59
Moo'• ho<k.olball
Windsor R2 Siena Heights 74
Laurcntian Invitational Tournament
Laurenti an 90 Windsor R2
Tomnto 74 Windsor M
Women'• hod<ry
Torooto Windl!Or I
Toronto 15 Windsor 0

'

1,

Men'< hockey

Windsor 2 Toronto 2
Guelph 10 Wind!.or 2
Men'• and .w>men'• Ml<< country
Iodividuol lime<
Men'< 10km 1uull<

3rd Peter Fonscca ..................................... 31:57
5th Ja<iOn Boyle ......................................... 32:lS
13th Mark Kiteley .....................................33:lll
17th Ryan Leef ........................................ 33:27
22nd Rich Trcmain ................................... 33:42
Women'< Skm 1uutu
7th Mis.~ McOeary .................................. I R: I&
13th Michelle King ................................... 18:43
29th Jennifer Graham .............................. 19:41
30th Tina Rocnicl< .................................... 19:44
37th Mamce Bcamish .............................. 20:05

Lancer athletes of the week.
Petu Foo,;eca, the top Canadian marathoner
and 1994 OUAA Individual champion. won
the hronzc medal at the CIAU finals Saturday N011embcr 12th. He helped the L3nccr<
to a scrond place finish in Canada. the hig1es1 in Lancer hi.,tory.
Mi••Y McC!eory the OWIAA Individual
champion placed 7th at the CIA U finals Saturday November 12th. McCleary earned All·
Canadian honours for her effort.,.
Upcoming Events
Meo'• hockey

NOii. 26. Waterloo at Windsor 7'.JOpm
Nov. 27. Launer at Windsor 3:30pm
both game.< at Adie Kno,c Arena
Women'< hod<ry
Nov. 26. L3urier at Windsor TBA
Nov. 27. L3urier at Wind.<Or TBA
both game.• at Windsor Arena
Women'• voUeyhol l

Nov. 23. Windsor at Western
Nov. 25, L3urier at Windsor 7:00pm
home g;ime at SL Denis Centre
Meo'1 volleyholl

Nov. 23. Windsor at Western
Nov. 25-27. at Guelph Tournament
Women's ho,k.othall
Nov. 26. Brock at Windsor 2:00pm
home g;ime at SL Denis Centre
Meo'• ho<kelboll
Nov. 25, Windsor at Ottawa
Nov. 26. Windsor at Carleton
Nov. 27, Windsor at Queen·s

Lance photo/ NANCY PRINGLE

On your marks: Lancer swim team in recent action versus Launer.
Campus Wrccl<ers ....4 ..... 1 ..... 0 ..... R..... 27 15
Sweet Daddic.~ .......... 3 ..... 1 ..... 1..... 7 .....57 19
Jokers ........................ 3 ..... t ..... 1..... 7 .... .4R 40
Chic Magncts ............ 3 ..... 2 ..... 1..... 7..... 45 36
NHL Shooters .......... 3 ..... 2 ..... 1..... 7.....29 2A
Ea.~L~de Saint~.......... 1.....3 ..... 0 ..... 2 ..... 25 2R
JointEffort ............... 0 .....6 ..... 0 ..... 0 .....20 73
Divl,ioo 2

Team W .................... G ....L.....T ..... P .... F .. A
Slapshot~ ................... 5 ..... 0 ..... 1.... 11....45 .. 9
Team Carat............... 5 ..... 0 ..... 0 .... 10....55 15
Parti Quehccois ........ 3 ..... 1 ..... 1.. ... 7 ..... 32 34
Project #9 ................. 3 .....3 ..... 0 ..... 6 ..... 30 31
BodyCount............... 1 ..... 4 ..... 0 ..... 2 ..... 13 3R
Lcafs .......................... 1 ..... 4 ..... 0 ..... 2 ...... R.21
Playoffs Nov. 22,24,29.
Intramural ice hockey
Competitive divi•ioo
Team ......................... G .......... W .... L .....T .... P
The Lcavcs ................ 6 ............ 5 ...... 0 ..... 1 .. 1t
Sharks ........................ 5 ............ 5 ...... 0 ..... 0 .. 10
Thunderchir.kens ...... S ............ 5 ...... 0 ..... 0 .. 10
10 Lin le Indians .......6 ............ 4...... 2 ..... O.... R
Late Night. ................ 6 ............ 3 ...... 2 ..... 1 .... 7

Intramural athletics
Floor hnckey staodin~
Oivi,ioo 1
Team ......................... W ... L .....T ..... P..... F ..A

Hillhillies ...................6 ............ 3 ...... 2 ..... 1 .... 7
Banger's Bcautic.c...5 ............ 3 ...... 2 ..... 1 .... 7
Huron H.all... ............. 6 ............ 1...... 3 ..... 2 .... 4
All U Can Eat.. .........S ............ 1......3 ..... 1 .... 3
Nantais ......................6 ............ 1......5 ..... 0 .... 2
Turhines ....................5 ............ 1......4 ..... 0 .... 2

FI

f.l

11Har'!~y's Is
Bu ing the Drinks! ....

Chiefs ........................ 6 .............0 .....6 ..... l .... 1
Bcavers...................... 5 .............0 ..... 5 ..... 0 .... 0
Recm1tioool divi,ioo
Tcam ......................... G ........... W ....L.....T .... P
Skip Jacks ................. 6 .............5 ..... 1 ..... 0 .. 10
MBA ......................... 6 .............5 ..... 1 ..... 0 .. 10
Raiders ...................... 5 .............4 ..... 1 ..... 0 .... 9
Big Dog; ................... 6 .............3 ..... 3..... 0 .... 6
Greek Gods .............. 5 .............3 ..... 2 ..... 0 .... 6
Law............................ 5 ............ .3 ..... 2 ..... 0 .... 6
Tomahawk., ............... 4 ............ .3 ..... 1 ..... 0 .... 6
Jenz's Men ................ 6 ............. 2 ..... 3 ..... 1.... 5
The Eclipsc ............... 4 ............. 2 ..... 2 ..... 0 .... 4
ERTW....................... 5 .............4 ..... 1 ..... 0 .... 2

BruL<crs ..................... 5 .............1 ..... 4 ..... 0 .... 2
L3urier Kin~ ............ 6 .............1 ..... 5 ..... 0 .... 2
Misfit~ ....................... 7 .............1 ..... 6 ..... 0 .... 2
lntromurol •ix oo •ix mlltyhoU
Competitive league
North Pool .................................W ...... L..... Pts
R&P
................................... 10 ...... 0 ...... 20
Krazy Kevin 's.............................7 ........ 3 ...... 17
Blue lguana.< ..............................6 ........ 4 ...... 16
Kinetic K,,mikazc ......................6 ........ 4 ...... 16
South Pool ................................. W ...... L. .... Pt.<
Team S. ...................................9 ......., 1 ...... 19
Chaotic Co-cds ..........................6 ........ 4 ...... 16
T.F.S.
...............................- ...6 ........ 4 ...... 16
R.tettaliooal league

Ea<t Pool .................................. W ...... L ..... Pt.~

Bio Maulers ............................... 10 ...... 0.......20
Red Sand ............................... 7 ....... 3.......17
Pinkie.~ & the Brain .................. 6 ........ 4....... 16
wc.~tPool ................................ W ...... L .... l'tl
Has Bccns ................................ 9 ........ 1....... 19
Biolmcans ................................ 9 ........ 1....... 19
Law Sharks ............................... 7 ........ 3....... 17
• Only Lhe lop three teams in each di'fisinn
were recorded.

Answers to stumpers
1) aay

2) 1900
3) Winning eilhcr Wimbledon, U.S. Open,
French Open or Austrailian Open.
4)167
S)Argentina
6) Love

7) Andres Gomez
R) La.• Vegas, Nevada

How'd you score
All R oorrect- you should write for 1..3=
sport<.

6 or 7 COITCCl-you can serve over 100mph.
3 to 5 correct-you need a better douhl~
partner.
I or 2 colTCCl-you've hccn hanging out
wilh Jennifer Capriatti too long.
0 correct- the tcnni.~ rankings arc out. and
you're oot on the list!

'?:is /Jetter to give, then receive.
Give two cans to the Lance
for the campus food drive
by Thursday, November 24.

Receive absolutely free a
20-word classified ad in the
Lance's November 28 issue!

Need A Stress Rel ief???

•$7'9

Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner for 2 for only

Enjoy Harvey's
Dinner for 2 for only

PRE-EXAMS BASH

which includes 2
hamburgers, 2 small
fries & Harvey's will
buy your soft drinks.

which includes 2
hamburgers, 2 small
fries & Harvey's will
buy your soft drinks.

sponsored by
The Comrerce Society

$7'9

this offer

a

then come to the

GOODONLY
at 2380 Wyandotte St. W.
* One small pop per person per visit

WHERE: Faces on College
WHEN: Sat. Nov. 26
TIME: 7:00
COST: $3.00 + one canned good
(this includes pizza and entitles you
to drink specials)

Tickets may be purchased in either the
downstairs office of the Cxiette
Building or in Room 331 .

Monday. November 14, 1994
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Justa
drop
•
..
~

17
16
Pt.
19
19
11

can go
along
way.
For rates and information,
contact Lance ad manager
Nldhl Dhlr at 971-3604.

For us at VIA, youth fares mean anyone between
12 and 24 (student or not) can travel by train
for up to 50% off. Only now, we've stretched the
definition of youth to include students (24+) with
valid ID. Its that simple. It's that sweet. Check the
conditions, then call your campus travel agency
or VIA Rail .
VIA supports this card.
(0\0ITIO\S • \ hd from,, plt'mtx-r b to llt. n her I; ['194
I off 7 d •Y" a \<t<ek fur lllV<llll I:.!!. I ,nul for nl !):l' and t 111Hrs1ty st..idu1t• (l I•) w t h VJI ,1
s1udent ll> . ,,a1sarehr1111 d • Ticketsmustl purchased,11( sl'>da)S
rl\ rue th (Ju ht-1(11,\\ n<lsorCorr<1or ,clays Mani f" 11trcl) <la}
belM'cn the Manumcs and the Qm bee ( I\ \\m< or (ormlor • For bl.ickout 111.r Kl o,... cmh r I, 1'19-1 I m ry 'i 1'1'15 <IIS<nunt
fO "th no ad,an e fl flhasl'
rt·q u1r cd • "iO d isc. ount 1:-. \ctlld lor c.:oJch ur ~lt·~plng d,,:,,s

TAKE

A

LOOK

AT

THE

TRAIN

TODAY

I/IA"
Can you picture yourself
as Lance photo editor?
Student newspaper seeks a person skilled In camera and
darkroom techniques to head up Its photo department $75/week.
Submit resumes before staff meeting at 4:30 p.m., Monday
November 28 and address staff for election at that meeting.
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Raising our voices
Who says todays students are apathetic?
Over 14 OOO students rallied together for a day-long protest on
Parliament Hill last week and sent a clear message to Lloyd Axworthy, Human Resources Development Minister. Students told
the minister that we aren't going to take cuts to education and tuition hikes lying down.
Organized by the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) and
the University of Ottawa's student union, the protest was attended
by students from 25 universities and colleges from Ontario, Quebec, and the Eastern provinces - Windsor's banner was there too.
And this is just the beginning. At Windsor and across the country, individuals and student organizations have been passing
around petitions opposing Axworthy's proposal for weeks.
And on Tuesday, Nov. 22 in Windsor, a group of students
"fighting back for accessible quality education" are pushing for action locally with a rally opposing the hikes at the CAW Student
Centre at 11:15 a.m. The group points out that, "tuition fees (are)
already scheduled to increase by 10 percent in 1995," and that
''despite a tuition increase of over 40 percent since 1990, we've
been offered fewer and more crowded classes; we've been denied
all funding grants; and we've been forced to wait in longer lines
for less service."
In addition student groups at Windsor are already organizing
for the National Day of Strike and Action. put in motion by the
national student organization (CFS). Set for Jan. 25 universities
across the country are gearing up to protest the cuts nationally.
Students across the country will walk out of class in protest of the
plan to eliminate $2.6 billion in cash transfer payments to the
provinces, which will increase the burden of funding for post-secondary education on students.
Your voice does count, but if no one hears it things won't
change. If paying higher tuition fees really pisses you off, don't
hold back join the thousands of students across the country protesting the cuts - over 400 OOO angry voices can't be ignored.
I!

Seeking a just cup
Last year, over 1 OOO students signed a petition asking food
services to introduce Bridgehead coffee on campus. Bridgehead, a
trade organization founded by OXFAM Canada, markets coffee
grown on cooperatives in Nicaragua and Mexico; farmers are
given a fairer price for their product, workers get a fairer wage
and better working conditions.
The petition was successful, and this past September food services began offering Bridgehead coffee to students.
But only at one venue - Dividends at the Odette Building.
Why is it not offered at a more central venue, such as the CAW
Centre cafeteria? Good question. The answer which has been
given is price and logistics.
Because of a more expensive wholesale price, Bridgehead coffee costs ten cents more per cup. At Dividends coffee is poured
and money taken by the same person. The pour-your-own method
employed at the cafeteria would mean relying on the honour system to squeeze that extra dime out of the student.
Unfortunately, the price differential is not the only impediment
to moving more Bridgehead into the lug-a-mugs of socially conscious students. Despite Odette's proximity to a few campus buildings, convenience becomes an issue for most potential consumers.
Cognizant of food service's concern for the bottom line, and the
fact that its administrative inertia that can only be coaxed so far by
a minority of the management team, it is amazing - and commendable - that food services has begun providing it at all.
But unless sales go up and remain constant, Bridgehead will be
discontinued. What needs to happen now is up to coffee-drinking
students and staff: vote with your mug even if it means going a few
steps out of your way. Choose Bridgehead coffee and let food
services know you're willing to support equitable trade.
!
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Editorial Policies
The Lance 1s published every Monday of the
fan and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporatioo. Its offices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned ed1tonals are produced by the Lance
editonal board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all rts members Opinions expressed mthe Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
l)(operty of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone nuni>er
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM c001>atible). The editor reserves
the right to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Rel)(oduction in any
way is fOlbidden without the written pemission
of the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of
the Canadian University Press.
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Letters to the editor

Students are slobs
Dear Editor,
I am writing to express my
anger concerning how our student centre is currently being
treated by what I hoped is a minority of students.
Although I pay $100 each
year I don't feel this entitles me
to leave my garbage lying
around, vandalize the washrooms, punch holes in the walls
or ceilings. or simply treat it
like a piece of shit!
The federal government is
currently considering axing $2.6
billion in transfer payments to
the provinces which goes to
universities across Canada. If
we want to fight such threats to
institutions of higher learning it
is important we appear as
though we deserve such funding. Treating the heart of campus like dung is no way to
express our maturity.
Please pick up your garbage
and respect the centre. Those
who seek to vandalize or steal
items around campus better
not run into me - I will personally do all that is in my
power to see you are expelled!
David Zaritzky
Law

Liberals not alike
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you in response to the editorial in the

Nov. 14 issue of the Lance,
"Liberal caucus threatens gays
human rights."
Unfortunately, although I am
not surprised, the editors of the
Lance have yet again altered
the facts of this story to suit
their own purposes. (I also recommend that the Lance report
issues as they happen, not six
weeks post-facto).
The group of members who
are opposed to Bill C41 constitute a small minority of the I iheral caucus, who in essence,
hold little power in Parliament.
After the controversy surrounding Skoke's comments,
Prime Minister Jean Chretien
made it clear that there would
not be a free vote on the issue
and that all members of the
caucus would be expected to
vote according to party lines.
(Ward must have missed the
follow-up in the major media.)
The entire Liberal caucus is
not a threat to this movement,
there are a select few MP's who
disagree with the motion.
Perhaps legislation should be
drafted which does not set parameters about criteria not to
be discriminated against, but
simply states that all Canadians
are equal under the law "without discrimination." Our society is extremely pluralistic
which makes Canadians unique
in a global context. It would
only be logical to accord respect to all minority groups (re-

Action tor students : students tor action
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The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation. age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience. and reflect It in our content

•
ContrilxJtors: Elie Bale, Dawe Ball, Todd Balll'lln,
Jac(Jleline Beck1ad, Amama Borysowytseh, Chris
Boyd, Dave Bt*ovec. Robin Cooper, Darcy Friesen,
Peter Graham, Paul Hawkils, Ben Jones. Dwrin Keene.
Phi Kilg, Holtf Mclntn, Sanlh McKay, Trecia
Mcl.emon, X"lomara Martel. Cynthia Marm, Steve
Nocon, David Nofth. Judi RemlglO, Judy Rich, Phi
RIYwd. Chevonne Rob11son, Jackie Shamon, Herman
VIOi, Sheila Windle.

2. By examining issues and different perspectives
other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm
our responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
opl)(ession of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist. heterosexist, or that maligns

gardless of what the term is
based upon) as Canada cannot
afford to jeopardize this inte·
gral part of our national identity.
Kristina LBrown
History and Political Saena

Feminism cool
Dear Editor,
Now that we're registering
again, there's a course I think
should he taken by everyone. Jn
the winter 1995 course offering
it is 45-211, in the 1994-1996
Undergraduate calendar, it's
called Women and Politi~.
From a male perspective I
thought it was great! The professor did not slam guys and
claim that they were the root of
all evil ...
The information presented
to us was some basic feminist
theory and how to apply it in
practical case studies. Many or
you are probably thinking, why
did he take that class? I'll tell
you. I wanted to separate fact
from fiction. I've heard so
much ?@•!#! about feminism
and I wanted to find out what
was real and what wasn't. And
in this class you do find out!
I'm not saying I agreed with
everything that was taught to
me.• But when the course was
over I sympathized with women
and some of their problems.
Paul Le Rocquz
Political Scienct

differenUy-abled peoples or the economica~
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony.
diverting resources from genuine human needS

6. The lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respoosibilitY,
both in content and in itS day-to-day wonangs.
Malling address:
The Lance
C/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4

Tetepllone: Editorial: (519) 253-4232, ext - ·
ext. 3910, ext 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604

Fu: (519) 971-3624

E-111111: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Third World Resou ce Centre has far reaching goals
By David North

I
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I

I
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771e great majority of men and
women, m ordinary times, pass
through life wiJhout ever contemplating or criticizing, as .a. whole,
eiJlier tlieir own condllums or
those of the world at large. They
find themselves born into a certain place in society, and they accept what each day brings forth,
wilhout any society, and they accept what each day brings forth,
without any effort of thought beyond what the mvnediate present
requires. Almost as instinctively
as the beasts of the field, they
seek the satisfaction of the needs
of the moment, without much
forethought, and without coflSidering that by sufficient effort the
whole conditions of their lives
could be changed.
Bertrand Russell, in
Roads to Freedom, 1918.
The mettle of any democracy
will come into relief in times of
crisis. Our government's plan
to attack the deficit by proceed-

ing with cutbacks to social programs, without even a gesture
towards debating alternative
options, can be a no clearer indicator of the state of democracy in Canada. Where this
leaves an institution like Windsor's Tnird World Resource
Centre is clear: in jeopardy.
At a recent talk in Toronto,
Linda McQuaig compared the
federal policy of cutting social
spending to a family who, in
times of financial crisis, decides

to eliminate food an clothing
from their budget instead of
video-cassette recorders and
compact disc players. It just
does not make any sense. The
cuts are already affecting the
centre and will continue to do
so.
Presently, the small staff at
the Third World Resource
Centre hasn't been paid for a
month. At some point in the
near future it is very possible
that funding from the Canadian

International
Development
Agency (CIDA), on which the
Centre relies for a large chunk
of its operating budget, will be
cut. For the second year in a
row the centre has experienced
delays in even secured funding
from CIDA. Such delays - due
to increased bureaucracy and
agency under-staffing - often
precede funding cuts.
Despite the perpetual uncertainty, the Centre manages to
organize a full-scale annual
dinner every fall. On Remembrance Day, a few hundred
people gathered for an evening
of relaxed discussion and good
company, in the basement of
CAW Hall Local 200444.
In the spirit of solidarity and
compassion, South African
metalworker Silumko Nondwangu reminded participants
that struggles for freedom can
be illusory and fraught with pitfalls. South Africa's historic
election earlier this year has
proven to be no guarantee of

justice and equality.
In the context of a global
economy, no region is immune
from the contradictory forces
of economic integration and
South Africa is certainly no exception. Ultimately, Nondwangu's address emphasized,
figuratively and literally, that
future struggles of justice must
become international in scope,
lest they flounder in obscurity.
Seen in this context, the centre is invaluable to the community of Windsor. Acting as a
hub for a variety of interests
and lobby groups, it also serves
as a place where like-minded
people can gather and seek refuge from a society and media
that fails to reflect legitimate
human
interestc;. Someone
once said the best way to understand society is to try and
change it. Ac; an agent of
change the centre has learned
some hard lessons. Presumably
there will be many more to
come.
I!

healthy debate on campus.

Catholic Church. The garb the
character is wearing, points a
finger at the leadership of the
church.
I am pastor, a member of the
London Diocese Senate of
Priests, and take courses at the
university. I would like to set
the record straight in regard to
issues in the cartoons. In the
matter of the killing of Dr. Romalis in Vancouver, the director of our Diocese of London's
Pro-Life office issued a pre s
release immediately after news
of the horrible action. Immediate condemnations of the
shooting also came from Campaign Life, and Right to Llfe
Association.
The second cartoon depicts a
church leader with a baseball
bat in hand. In 1993, Bishop
Sherlock officially mandated a
London Diocesan Chapter of
two support groups of Catholic
homosexual women and men
and their familie!> or friends
who seek support in connecting
their faith and life with their
Catholic beliefs. It deals with
negative
judgments
often
placed on people m a homophobic society.
I suggest, you take the time
to find out the truth before you
editorialize about things you
aren't sure (ot), or haven't
taken time to research.
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Comments rubbish
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter to refute comments made by Neil
Gillis in the Nov. 14 Lance.
I realize free speech is a
right, but Gillis should exercise
judgment before stating that
"male students are treated like
shit." Considering Gillis is a
nursing major, one can only assume he is attacking faculty in
the School of Nursing. As a
fourth year nursing major, I can
say the faculty has bent over
backwards to make male students feel comfortable in a female dominated faculty. I urge
the readership to blow off Gillis' comments as pure rubbish.
Brain J. Green

Nursing Society President
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Nursing slighted
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
Neil Gillis' comment in the
around campus section of the
Lance in the Nov. 14 issue.
Obviously he has never taken
any courses that deal with society's ethnocentric views and
~ow they affect women. He believes men are treated like
"shit." But has he taken the
time to put his statement in
comparison to how women
have been treated? I will accept
his statement once he has

worked at a job with women
and is paid less, when he is
raped and he's blamed for instigating the assault, when he is
told that it is his place to stay
home and raise the children.

Melanie Garant
Psychology

Images twisted
Dear Editor,
The staff of tlie LA nee, by
printing two cartoons on Nov.
14, have become the very destructive tool they pretend to
fight. Hate is hate, and the style
of the cartoons misrepresents
the views of Christians. The image of the Pope killing an abortionist is twisted and incorrect,
the action was condemned by
the Catholic Church.
The Church docs not advocate that homosexuals be
treated in any way that would
suggest the action in the cartoon. Is it that being politically
correct includes bashing Christians in society? If it was politically correct, would you bash
Blacks, or Muslims, or Jews?
The staff of tM l.Ance has
grown to believe it is untouchable, and capable of doing anything without being opposed.
You are mistaken, what you
have done contradicts the values our society is based on, including respect for all religions.
If those on your staff have any

character whatsoever, you v.ill
at the very least an apology.

Brain McIntyre
International Relations

Luis J. Alvirez-Cortes
History

Not women's issue
Dear Editor,
In regard to the Supreme
Court's controversial drunkenness defense ruling, I am forced
to take issue with Fong Chan's
article. The ruling, which has
ignited the Womyn ·s Centre
into action and bent the campus out of shape, pleads for
critical analysis. Admittedly, I
have little knowledge of the exact legalities; however, I understand that criminal intent is
required to convict the accused.
Henri Daviault, having been
excessively drunk, has absolutely no recall of the sexual assault so the required conscious
criminal intent is impossible to
to prove.
This is not to say the crime
did not occur or Daviault is innocent, yet (he) is innocent of
sexual assault under the rule of
law. Daviault is insane, as
proved by his subconscious carrying out of a crime in a
drunken stupor.
The incident is not a
women's issue, but a substance
abuse issue. It would be appropriate for tlie Lance to consult
Windsor's Law School so a balanced story could inspire

Cartoons hateful
Dear Editor,
For a newspaper that claims
to be the guardian of equality
and enemy of hate, having pictures depicting Catholics as
murderers and gay bashers is
inexplicable. I assume the point
of the drawings was to paint ignorant extremists as ''religious
wackos", but to do so is to
equate criminals with millions
of decent people. Generalizations like these promote the
prejudice, frustration, and hatred tlie Lance professes to despise. While I would not
dispute your right to publish
these pictures, I take vigorous
exception with the message.
On behalf of Catholics, I request an apology, and ask that
the I.Ance practice what it
preaches.
Scott Pratt

MBA

Cartoons wrong
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
two editorial articles accompanied by cartoons. "A picture is
worth a thousand words," and
your newspaper has painted a
very vicious picture of the

Father Steve Wlusek
SL Thomas the Apostle Church

around campus

What do you think of the opposite sex?

Denise Slabon
Year I
Biology

"They're the
biggest sons of
bitches that I
have ever had the
displeasure
of
sharing a planet
with."

"There should
be more women
running the government because
they're more in
tune to social
concerns."

"They're not as
great as they
think they are."

''They're great
but thcy·re not
worth the hassle
most
of
the
time."

Dana Simeuno-.ic
Year I
Biology

Craig\ anMackelberg
Year Ill
Biology

Cindy Hoare
Year 11
Environmental Geoloro
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Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a tree community service of the Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.

Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted In writing by 4 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Monday, November 28

1.- The BFA Exhibition at the Lebel Gallery
ltl continues until Dec. 2. Featured artists include
Kelly Phillips, Don Dufault, Elizabeth
D'Agostino, Handel Russell, Jennifer Elliott,
Chuck Baker. and Suzanne Reid.

~

.

;

.1 Want to Study In Japan? The University of
r Windsor has a student exchange program
with International Christian University of Tokyo
OCU) . The deadline for applications is Dec. 4.
For more information call 253-4232 exl 2396
or contact the Asian Studies Secretary, Room
2191 Windsor Hall North.

t

Christian Legal Fellowship Christmas Food
Drive has a drop-off box at the entrance to the
Assumption Church Chapel. Please donate
non perishable goods. The food will be
distributed to local food banks before
Christmas to assist families in need.

•

0

Thursday, December 1

t

Interfaith Campus Ministry presents Can You
Pray For An "A": The limits of Prayer from
12-1 p.m. in the Conference Room, second
floor, CAW Student Centre.

•

~ The English Society presents Eat Your Words:
., A literary Potluck to be held at 5 p.m. upstairs
in the Grad House. Bring a dish and admission
is free or buy a ticket for $5 in the English
Dept. office in room 2106 Windsor Hall North.

!

1.- Visitors in the Arts announces William
ltl Ritchie, a master lithographer, originally from
the Windsor area, living in Newfoundland. He
will present and discuss slides of his work at
7:30 p.m. in room 115 of the LeBel building.

Student artists ... get it?

"' The Campus Recreation department of the
·- ~ University of Windsor will be offering
advanced aquatic programs at St. Denis pool
this December. Anyone interested in taking the
programs can call the office during business
hOurs at 253-4232 ext. 2456.

See the work of some of the university's
talented students at the BFA Graduate
Exhibition in the Lebel Gallery until Dec.
2. It's worth the short jaunt to the gallery,
across Huron Church from the St. Denis
Assumption Campus Community is offering field and south of McDonald's.

Friday, December 2
Win great prizes, meet a lot of friendly people,
have fun, and snack on free refreshments at U

of Ws first annual Dance-a-them in CAW
(Commons) from noon to midnight. To enlist.
contact Dexter, 258-3242, Lisa 256-3145, or
Nigel at 973-0879.

iii hospitality and cheer to students away from

home for the holidays. If you would like to join
in the holiday meal and Christmas traditions of
a local family on Christmas day or during the
Christmas break, please call Eleanor at
973-7033 ext. 3399 before Dec. 9.
...-The Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a
blood donor clinic from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor Branch.

Tuesday November 29, 1994
.1 The Department ol Geology presents Frank
r Simpson on Geology, Multidisciplinary
Interaction and Cooperation With Developing
Countries at 1 p.m. in room 302, Memorial H.

Wednesday, November 30
~ The

University Players' presentation of
" Godspell continues today through Dec. 3. For
show times and ticket information, call the
box-office at 253-4232, ext. 2818.

JiAssumption University presents another cost

dinner ($3) at 5:30 p.m. followed by movie
night (free) at 7:15 p.m. Call 973-7033 for
more information.

,! The Black Students Alliance (BSA) will host

The Ministry of Education and Training
presenting a forum on Antiracism and Ethnocultural Equity in Education from 6-10 p.m. in
CAW Student Centre salon A, B, and C.

A Public Lecture By Suzanne Edward,
mother of one of the Fourteen Victims of the
Montreal Massacre, at Walkerville Collegiate,
1200 Richmond Street, at 7:30 p.m. For more
information call 254-4232 ext. 4507.

i The LesbiarVGay/Bisexual Pride Day
l!" Committee would like to invite all people to the

first annual Holiday Feast Dinner and Dance
to be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the
Ambassador Lounge on the second floor of
the CAW Student Centre. Tickets are $10.00
or $5.00 if you bring your own food. For more
information call the Gay lnfoLine at 973-4951.

0 The Windsor Jewish Students Organization
• presents a Hanukkah party today at noon in
the pit of the Law School. All are welcome.
_.,living With AIDS presents one couple's
experience living with AIDS ... financial
difficulties, raising children, legal problems,
social welfare system ... at the Moot Court
from 12-1 p.m.

~ Capitol

Theatre Seat Sale Program. A seat in
the Capitol Theatre is waiting for you! Our seat
dedication program allows you to participate
in the rejuvenation of this historical theatre.
For more information call 253-8065

There will be a meeting of the Anthropology
Society upstairs in the Grad House at 3 p.m.

The Debating Society meets Tuesdays and
Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in conference room A
of the CAW Student Centre.
'

The Canadian Abortion Rights Action League
will hold a general meeting in the Womyn's
Centre. Events for the 6 year anniversary ot
the decriminalization of abortion will be
planned. For more information call 253-8073.

'
'

t
•

The Womyn's Centre welcomes all women to
attend a collective meeting. Selma McGorman
will speak on her involvement in the Canadian
Abortion Rights Action League, stemming
from the ear1y 1970s feminist movement. For
more information call 253-8073.
Advent Reflection and Reconciliation at
Assumption University chapel (second floor)
immediately west of the CAW Student Centre
and south of Assumption Church. All are
welcome. For information call 973-7033.

<I Campus Ree will host a Christmas party for

everyone involved in Campus recreation
Qntramurals , fitness programs, swimming,
clubs ...) at Don Cherry's Bar at 8 p.m.

Sunday, December 4

iii

Second Sunday ol Advent-Mass at 12 noon
followed by refreshments at Assumption
University Chapel.

-'\t The

Windsor Community Orchestra
Association presents a Family Christmas
Concert at the Fogolar Fur1an Club, 1800 E.C.
Row (North Service Road), at 7 p.m. Adult
tickets are $5, Children under 12 $4, and the
Family Rate is $18. For more information call
253-4232 ext. 2781

a
•

A Festival of Christmas presented by the
University of Windsor School of Music takes
place at 8 p.m. at Assumption Church. Adult
tickets are $4, Student/Senior tickets are $2.
For information call 253-4232 ext. 2780.

Cover illustration by Margaret Atkinson
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IN THE SKY
300 Ouellette Ave.
"THE PALACE", Suite 225
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 256-1551

405 Pelissier Ave.
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 254-6865

OPEN 7 DAYS

OPEN 7 DAYS

•Leather change purses
•Earrings
•Shell and brass rings
•Bead necklaces
•Reed flutes
•Satin boxes
•Carved stone animals
•Wrist pouches
•Scented candes
•Handpainted masks from Nepal
•Incense Burners and Incense
•Key rings
•Wo:xlen r8COfders from Russia
•Bracelets from Africa
•Christmas cards
•Neck Pouches
•Si1v8f' plated bracelets
(and lots more!)

IY c

---

ha.<
(

•Handcarved wooden boxes
-COtton shoulder bags
•Leather whips
•Iron wind chimes
•Stacking dolls from Russia
•Fossil stones & crystals
•Perfume essence oils
•Reversible cotton baseball caps
•Hair dips
•Hand-knitted gloves & mittens
•Winter scarves
•Sterling silver rings
•Earrings, bracelets, brooches
•Wallets
•Hanging ceramic birds
•Ecuadorian pan flutes
•Woven cotton belts
•Hackey sacks
(and other, new items!)

•Leather-soled, handknitted socks
•Handwoven cloth money pouch belts
•Long, fringed cotton scarves
•Shoulder bags
•Knapsacks and book bags
•Vests
•Meditation/ exercise balls from China
•Solid perfumes in carved stone containers
•Purse/walleVcoin purse sets
•*Harmony· ball pendants
•Lots of jewellery
•Wall hangings
•Cotton blankets
•Papyrus paintings from Egypt
•Hooded "poncho" jackets
•Vintage velvet skirts, caftans, dashikis
•Leather 1uck" necklaces from Africa
(and gift certjficates available)

Always a 10% Student Discount with valid University /.D. (for all cash purchases)
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THURSDAY & FRIDAY
DECEMBER 1st & 2nd

WESTOWN BIG V

---DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.
Phone:

253-4477

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

-----DRUGSTORE--3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

news
campus society
to be investigated
-

university affairs, said society
member Steve Alexander is on,
The long-standing rumour "the war path" hccause of the
pending audit.
b!5 been confirmed.
"Everything was discussed,"
'chris Maich, University of
Y.indsor Students' Alliance said Robson. "People from soPresident, said UWSA has de- cial sciences were there."
Robson said the biggest
cided to audit the hudgct of the
Social Sciences' Society after a problem has hcen trying to gain
tudcnt questioned its hudget- the society's cooperation so the
audit can lake place.
llf) practices in a recent comRobson noted the SSS got
plaint.
UWS/\ representatives, in- the student council into hot
duding nx.·mhcrs of t?e SSS, water, about five years ago,
d~usscd the student s com- when social science students
plain! in a closed-door session damaged a vessel called the
Wayward Princess. 'Jbc lawsuit
00 "Jbursdax.
. .
.
Ma1ch said the audit 1s bemg that resulted against the stucontested by the SSS, hut it will dent council has set the precego ahead as planned. Maich dent for contentious issues to
said UWSA has compromised he dealt with quickly, said Robwith lhc society by allowing son.
Alexander, who is the media
fund~ to he released to cerlam
groups that need the cash now. relations <X>respondent for the
Rclca~ing funds to certain society, said the executive docs
groups is unusual hccause en- not want to comply with
Ure budgets arc fro:t.cn during UWSA's audit because council
will not release the name of the
an audit.
"(Inc SSS) is under our um- complainant.
Alexander, who was the
brella, we're rcsponsihle," said
treasurer of the SSS until swapMaich, who said the complain
ant was concerned that the SSS ping JX)Sitions about four weeks
bad paid for the puhlication of ago, said lJWSA is on a, "witch
the short-lived Windwr Reporl, hunt".
Maich expect.c; the audit will
without the approval of its
be completed by the end of Demt·mhcrs.
Mark Robson, vice-president cember.
~

IY Cheryl Clark

Canada's native community

'

has often faced strained (to put
it mildly) relations with the Ca
nadian government. Some say
the federal government's recent
proposal to cut funding to native programs is threatening the
Aboriginal
heritage once
again.
The local Can-Am Indian
Friendship C..cntre is one of the
program,; that will he severely
hurt by the cuts. 'Ihe Federal
Liberals' "Devolution of Funding" threatens a decrease of
funding that may force the closure of Friendship Centres
across Canada. 'lbe Centres
have already suffered a 10 percent cut each year for the past
~·o years and arc facing a possible 25 percent, 50 percent and
75 percent reduction in funding
n:ver a three year phase out pcnod to begin in 1996.
The cuts will not effect onreservation natives directly, ·but
~athcr will have a tremendous
unpact on those living in urban
~eas. 'lhe Friendship Centres
nurture the Ahoriginal peoples' pride and a sense of their
u_nique identity in Canadian society and heritage" and also
h~lp to combat prejudice and
discrimination.
The centres provide training
and employment for thousands
of Aboriginal people as well as
fo<~ hanks, Jitera(.j' programs,
soc1al housing and other services. Skcptics say the loss of the
Centres will put a strain on
other government and local
agcncit·s.
Aboriginals living on rescrva-

Students protest cuts to education
By Paul Hawkins and Teena Ward

I lillon on the morning of Dec.

2.

On what wac; probably the
At a Thursday meeting procoldest dav so far this fall, test organizcrs met to coordiabout 100 ·students and com- nate the student end of the next
munity members gathered to rally. Scars explained out that
protest tuition hikC'c; at a rally · "I'm suspicious in this climate
last Tuesday, outside of the of budget constraint:s that they
(the federal government) arc
CAW Students Centre.
1bc even I was the first in a going to use negotiations to
series of local actions lo oppose make it look like they're contuition hikes and cuts to educa- sulting, when in fact they've altions will also be indirectly af- tion and other soual program-; ready made the decision.''
fected. "Jhe proposed cuts arc
- all building up to a national
viewed as an abrogation of the student strike set for Jan. 25.
Petition drive
government's commitment to
Cindy Smith, a social work
The protest was sponsored
native people by many. The by several groups and individu- student, has been circulating a
commitments are outlined in als who sec a need for students petition which calls upon the
the document Creating Oppor- and community members to government to stop the cuts to
tuniues A Liberal Plan for Can
unite in opposition to proposed post secondary education to enada, or the Red Book
hikes, and to oppose govern- sure equal access. She invited
The cuts would violate the ment cuthacks to the social anyone who hadn't signed her
Red Book's statement that the safety net.
petition to do so
government's priority "will be
Smith told the crowd that
The opposition is directed at
to assist Aboriginal communi- proposals outlined in the Lib- "my original goal was to get
ties in their effortc; lo address eral's "Green Book,'' being 1 500 signatures and we already
the obstacles to their develop- pushed b) Human Resources have over 1 600 names." A
ment and to help them marshal Minister l loyd Axworthy. Ax- team of students continued to
the human and physical re- worthy was pelted with eggs gather signatures throughout
sources necessary to build and and raw pasta two \\t'eks ago the rally.
sustain vibrant communities."
Smith plans to present the
when thousands of students
Windsor's Can-Am Friend- gathered to protest the cuts.
petition to Lloyd Axworthy,
ship Centre and affiliates have"'
Despite the freezing tem- Minister of I luman Resources,
begun a letter writing campaign perature, protesters m~rc~ed and to l lcrh Gray, Member of
to MPs and the Minister of In- around the campus wieldmg Parliament for Windsor West.
dian Affairs. As well, a "border placards and shouting "hey ho
crossing" in conjunction with tuition hikes have got to go".
Withholding tuition
the Detroit Indian Centre is in
Yvette Blackburn, president
Alan Scars. a sociology prothe works.
of
the Carihbcan Students Asfessor told participants, ··tuition
The crossing will "exercise bikes don't increase the quality soc1atton (CARISA) called for
Aboriginal treaty rights on both of education." IIe added that, drastic action in the fight
sides of the border, " said cen- "despite a tuition increase of against tuition bikes. She protre representative Tom Fraser.
over 40 percent since 1990 posed that Windsor students
It will he a two day confer- fewer and more crowded start a nationwide trend by
ence in which Aboriginal peo- classes arc being offered, fund- withholding tuition from the
ple will cros.c; from the U.S. to ing grants have hccn cut and cashiers office when fees come
Canada on Dec. 2 and from we arc forced to wail in longer due next semester...
Canada to the U.S. on Dec. 3. lines for less services."
Blackhurn pointed to the
"lherc will also be socials on
"power of numbers" and said
both nights and both sides of
Building opposition that · withholding fees would
the border. Aboriginal people
Scars a:;ked participants to, force the .idministration to "fowill share testimonies and Ca- "demonstrate against the cuts" cus in on the problem-. they
nadian government officials on Dec. 2 as well. That's the have lo address" in the Axwill explain aboriginal rights as day the federal government's worthy proposal.
they understand them.
Student council president
standing committee, travcling
Said hascr, ''What the bor- across the country to gauge and Chris Maich said that the counder ems.sing boils do\\n to is gather responses to the pro- cil executive wants to ..work out
that both U.S. and Canadian posal, slops in Windsor for t~c the logistics of it (withholding
officials have to recognize day. Students and community tuition) and see if it is feasible"
treaty rights.''
! members plan to picket at the before public support is thrown

Natives plan rally at bridge
By Fong Chan and Cynthia Mar1in

Lance photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA

Student Coone I President Chns Maich addresses the crowd at a ral:y protesting tuition hikes on Nov. 22

behind the idea. Maich said
that the council wants lo find
out about "the late penalties involved and \\ ho is resJX>nsiblc
for it - UWSA (council) or
students.''

Council•s involvement
Maich, who met with Axworthy last week to discuss the
education
issue, reiterated
ideas outlined in UWSA's submission to the Ontario Council
on University Affair:; (OCUA)
titled, Education: A
Loss

Greater than the defic11.
Maicb said, "the decisions
regarding the social JX>licy reform cutbacks arc going to
have an adverse cffcct on Canada·s stability in the future.''
I le added that, "a $2.6 billion cuthack in federal transfer
payments, which would directly
cffcct JX>Sl secondary school institutions, i,; not the an:,,wer to
solving Canada's deficit crisis.''
Maich said the plan to kickoff the campaign for a national
strike on Jan. 2.<i, wa,; a success.

Taking it inside
"lbe demonstrators were
called UJXlll to, "take the protest inside." While not everyone in the centre joined in the
rally, many students said, "cuts
lo funding for education wac; no
way to deal with the deficit.''
Peter ~u.mford, a fourthyear history student, didn't
think that students should get a
"free ride," but, he did agreed
that arbitrary cuts to education
were not the answer either.
"University should be there
for those who need it," he said.
Karen Crone, a fourth-}ear
psychology major, felt divided
on the question of cuts.
"Students have to learn there
arc costs associated with education." said Crone. :-ihe said that
education should he "accessi-

ble.''
"I don't know how anyone
will be able to afford a post secondary school education if it
ends up costing S10 OOO a year
to attend," she said.
I!
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CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned
CANON, MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm
CAMERAS plus misc. accessories now available
atMacLAREN'S PHOTO LAB, 1195 lecumseh Rd.

!Ji(ay /he

conung

.ho/)cfay season

br1ngyou ~

V

East.

Equipment on Display Daily. ..
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

andyours
peace and_/oy

a ,_"ayefrom y,ur/rien<h al lfw /Jane,

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY

FREED-ORMAN
CONFERENCE CENTRE

A New Fo.edd!J ~ ~U4.
AVAILABLE FOR:
' SEMINARS
•
' CHRISTMAS PARTIES

CONTACT:

PERRY GIGNAC

973-7033 EXT. 3574

~

5TUDENT51/2 PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OUELLETTE AVE. WltaaONTARIO
256-5233

I

Council meets in camera
By Cheryl Clark

cation to take place bcl'.vee
the station and patrol team. n

Closed-door
sessions
of
council are not
just for municipalities
any
~
more.
The University of Windsor
Students' Alliance's voting members and execuuve spent one hour discussing matters that have yet to be
publically spoken about at
Thursday's meeting.
Students and university staff,
who were allowed back into the
room after the wait, were
peeved to discover that council
no longer had quorum and,
therefore, no motions could be
passed for the remainder of
what turned out to be to be one
of UWSA's shortest meetings
of the semester.

council
clips

•,

All-time high

' BANQUETS

LOCATtDOOPARl<AVE.

Monday. November 28. 1994

Heather McDonald, who
spoke on behalf of Campus Patrol, reported that University of
Windsor students have been
volunteering their time in record numbers this year. A$ of
Nov. 25, there are 275 volunteer patrol persons and 639 volunteer escorts.
A$ well, the escort boundaries have extended westward to
Sandwich and Mill and eastward towards the east to
Rankin. The campus police are
also sending out five patrol
teams each night instead of the
traditional three. More radios,
with better reception, have allowed more effective communi-

New CRO needed
UWSA has only received I\\
applications for the position of
Chief Reporting Officer, which
was vacated by Lana Jameseai.
lier this semester. The new
CRO, who has yet to lit
elected, will receive 75 per~n,
of the honorarium budgeted for

1994/95.

Anti-racism seminar
The Black Students' Allian~
will be hosting an Antiracism
and Ethnocultural Equity in
Education night in the CAVi
Students' Centre on Tuesday,
Nov. 29.
The seminar will include
speakers from the Ministry of
Education and Training, the
Windsor Board of Education,
the Windsor Roman Catholic
Separate School Board, the&.
sex County Board of Education
and the Essex County Rolll.1Jl
Catholic
Separate School
Board.

Next meeting
For those students interested
in attending the next student
council meeting, be advised
that it will take place on Jan. 26
and not Jan. 12 as published in
the Campus Compass.

Next Senate meeting
The next Senate meeting ~
scheduled for Dec. 7 at 10 a.m.
and not Dec. 8 as publisheJ in
the Campus Compass. Toe
meeting will take place in room
510 at Windsor Hall Tower. I
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Arts students unhappy
with faculty buildings

Car owners
beware of vandals
By Xiomara Martell
and Lance news staff

BY Fong Chan

ar
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I. 26
cl iii

them arc being lost, not only
through thefts, but also because
The myth of the starving art- of the poor conditions of the
bi is an image that most people building. The building lacks a
arc familiar with. Students modern heating and cooling
from the School of Music and system and the delicate instru1hc S<:hool of Dramatic Arts, ?1cnl'i arc being destroyed by
ho""cvcr, arc rebelling against improper temperature and huthe image and arc seeking to midity conditions.
Nantais pointed out that
improve the ~mpo~e~ishcd conditions of their buildings.
Windsor hac; unique course ofLi1. Nantais and Bubert P. ferings that draw in students
Brard, president and vice presi- from across the border as well
dent of the music society, took as from other parts of Canada.
the initiative to write to Chan- Windsor is the only Canadian
cellor Charles Clark, stating the university to offer a music theaconcerns. Among their con- tre degree and the music thercerns were the lack of space in apy department is the largest
the music building and the poor one in the country.
"We have something to be
security.
Nantais believes that the proud of and such an excellent
condition of the Music building program deserves to have good
is detrimental to the program. facilities," Nantais stated. "You
With over 200 students in the want a program like this to exprogram, there simply isn't pand," but it cannot under curenough space for everyone. rent conditions.
She said that not even half of
Student council president
the students could fit into the Chris Maich agreed with Nanlimited recital rooms.
tais. "I don't think those stuA,; well, there are only 12 dents should have those
practice room<;, which means conditions under which to
that practice hours are re- study."
stricted. In a course where
Maich bas joined Nantais
hours of practice are crucial to and Brard in the crusade to imlearn and succeed, many stu- prove conditions at the arts
dents simply are not getting building, arranging a m:!cting
practice time in, especially with university president Ron
those who do not own their Ianni to discuss the problem at
own instrument and must prac- hand. Maich is concerned that
tice at school.
"the arts are being neglected as
The overcrowding has led to a serious course of study here
an even more serious problem. at this university" and will be
The recital rooms where the in- seeking to find out where the
struments arc stored can no arts buildings are going to go.
Nantais admits that any solulonger be locked because keys
could not be supplied to the tions "are not going to happen
before I graduate," but Maich
200 plus students.
Several instruments have al- would like to see some possible
ready been stolen "simply be- plans for improving the arts
cause there's no way to keep building laid out before his
them safe," said Nantais. "The term is over.
School of Music Director
instruments arc the whole of
the program," and many of Gregory Butler docs not see

5e PER COPY*

Campus Police arc warning
students to be
on the lookout
for vandals who
have been damaging vehicles
on and around
campus. Campus police say
there ba'i been an alarming increase in the number of damaged
vehicles
reported.
Windsor police Staff Sergeant
Lloyd Graham, said the vandals
seem to have a penchant for
General Motors' vehicles.

campus
clips

4

Remembering victims

Lance photo/ NANCY PRINGLE

Student Neil McAIJley cramming f0< exams in the Music Building .

any solutions coming in the be built for them.
near future. While he sympaIt is now some thirty years
thiws with Nantais and the later and the students arc still
other music students, Butler waiting for their new building.
also realizes that Ianni's hands Maich and Nantais would like
arc tied because there simply to sec Ianni finally fulfilling
isn't enough money. Butler, that promise and placing priorhimself, and other staff mem- ity on the needs of the arts.
bers at the School of Music
Maich entertained the idea
have been voicing their woes to of combining the School of Muadministration for years now.
sic and the School of Dramatic
"The problem is that the Arts (which apparently also has
building (for the School of Mu- even more serious concerns
sic) was inadequate from day with their building) into one
one. It couldn't support the 45 "Arts Complex". He was uncerstudents back then and it cer- tain as to what solutions Ianni
tainly can't support the number would propose but Maich has
of students we have now," said one in mind.
Butler.
Referring to the building of
The building that houses the the CAW Student Centre
School of Music was a bowling funded in part by the Canadian
alley. Butler notes tliat when Auto Workers Union and stuthe school was moved into that dent<;, Maich suggested that the
building it was known that the university collects money from
facilities were inadequate, and the unions to build an arts comeven then the students were plex, and call it the CAW Mu~
promised a new building would sic Building.

• TRANSPARENCIES
• PLASTIC CERLOX BINDING

·w1TH STUDENT CARO ASK FOR DETAILS SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

It's Right. It's On Time. Guaranteed."
WINDSOR EAST

WINDSOR SOUTH

WINDSOR WEST

4800 Tecumseh Rd. E.

2643 Howard Ave

1800 Huron Church Rd

974-6776

969-2051

971-9952

Library holiday hours
For those who need a quiet
place to cram for finals, the
Leddy will have extended hours
during exams. Until Dec. 19 the
Leddy is open Mon. to Thurs. 8
a.m. to 11 p.m., Fri. 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Sat. and Sun. 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m The exact dates,
were not finalized at pres.5 time.

Leddy gets donation
The Master of Busines.5 Administration (MBA) donated
50 lo 60 business books lo the
Leddy Library. 'Ille books,
originally donated to the MBA
by several publishers at a conference held in Juuc, will help
expand Lcddy's "fairly small"
selection of business materials I!

Attention~alJ students *
enrolled)n::Stuaent rug Plan

~

~D~*
• FULL COLOUR COPIES
• RESUMES

lbe Womyn's Centre has
planned a series of events to
coincide with Dec. 6, Canada's
National Day of Remembrance
and Action on Violence against
Women. 'Jhe events will commemorate the 14 victims of
Marc Lepine during the Montreal Massacre and include a
Take Back the Night March,
vigils and healing circles.

/ *

GoingHomJ
qJte Holidays?
If yj(u are _Jeaving E~sex $
Countv
for the -CITTistrrias:Sreak
I
~

../1.y·

$ don"'t forg~to come by the

U~A Office to have ~ur $
stuaen car.d
validated for
Drug
Plan
Coverage.

*
MR.ril

COPIES

CAW Sllldent Centrs
Lower Level
(Next to The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252·2679
253-4232 • Ext. 4525

HAPPY

•r Nov 28-Dec 9

HOLIDAYS

~

10AM to 4PM
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Gift giving without sacrificing your sani ~~
your scruples ... or your student loa ~:
ope
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Your sanity
Maybe you're among the many who have come to loathe the holidz
season. Garishly ornamented malls, in-your-face X-mas music, Ion~
lineu ps, and the unnamed throngs pressing up against you can ma1:
Animal Farm seem like a picnic. And since mall-induced panic is~
gious, you run the risk of spending more than you planned on thmr
you might not have chosen under more leisurely conditions.
If Yuletide is supposed to be a time for relaxing, recreating, and ,
erating with friends and family, then why do so many of us spend~
much time getting stressed over the mass consuming that giftgivin~
tails? The mad dash to fulfill the obligation of giving can lead to ur~
voury circumstances as obsessing over the loss of a sales receipt [th•
hard currency of Boxing Day gift returns) and doling out expensivef
sents that just end up gathering dust in your loved one's closet.
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Your scruples
Beyond comfort, family dynamics, and your mental well-being. Ill
are other, less obvious, considerations. What about the ethics behirt
those gift purchases you're making?
A big chunk of what we consume in mass quantities - be it food.
clothing, or CDs - is produced or manufactured under less than fa 1
circumstances, often in a developing country. Environmental and human rights concerns, labour and safety standards, and ways profits
distributed - these are all pieces of the global trade puzzle.
What are your dollars saying as they pass from your wallet into the
hands of a minimum-waged salesclerk at a franchise owned by a c()(lr
pany, owned by a corporation, run by a relatively small group of exect
tives making decisions for stockholders who want, above all else. a
return on their investments?
Those dollars are talking; in fact, they're voting. Every purchase )'v'.
make gives tacit support to whoever, or whatever, has put that prod
in your path. You, the consumer, insofar as you have money, have
power.
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The rest of your student lo
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But as a student you probably have relatively limited buying pow;r Per
The "spirit of giving" shouldn't refer to how much the mall can sue Ma:
of you on the last shopping day before Christmas. The perils of the h rno.
sell - especially when one is an end-of-season easy target - are par· A
ticularly treacherous to students. The Yuletide season can coerce e\rt! • A
the most fiercely frugal among us to fork over portions of January's
y
fully budgeted food (or beer) allowance in an attempt to comply with· nat
clally accepted standards of familial appreciation.
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supPort alternative trade.
ShOP at the Third World Res ource Centre's International Craft Sale.
eannual sale features crafts from around the world which have been
ro<Juced in cooperatives in developing countries and distributed by
LFHELP. a non profit Job creation program of the Mennonite Central
ornrnlttee. and Bridgehead, an alternative trade organization set up by
·am-Canada.
·unlike many other sell~rs of third wo~ld cult~ral goods, whose meagre
buying price and convent,o~al bottom hne business ethics often exploit
craftspersons both econom,cally and culturally, Bridgehead and SELFHELP have an interest in the producers they're buying from. Their enternses were started for the purpose of redressing issues of economic and
Pultural injustice. Not only do the two groups negotiate fair prices for
~ighly skilled work. but they actively educate first world consumers
bout global trade and the causes of poverty and injustice.
aIf you think that's too high-minded a goal for a purveyor of pretty trinkets. think again. Though the critical assessment of trade and consumpuon may not be a popular topic during ~~ holiday season, it's one that
eserves your attention. After all, the pnvtlege that landed you in an intution of higher learning comes with the responsibility of applying
at education.
The craft sale runs from Dec. 12- 16, 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Dec. 17, 10-5 at
6 Ouellette Ave.
If you're interested in the concept of alternative trade, but won't be in
for 1WRC's sale, you can get a catalogue from Bridgehead by callgthem at 1-800-565-8563. The catalogue contains a selection of clothg. jewellery. household items, as well as coffee and chocolate.
, support local artists and artisans.
Locally produced handcrafted items are generally of very high quality.
Buying locally made goods also allows you knowledge of the conditions
under which the products are made (i.e., by a human who takes pride
in their work, of their own will, not in a sweat shop factory).
I Know What I Like is a gallery and shop that sells the work of local
ists and artisans. It's located at 309 Chatham St.W.
Green Earth. at 2148 Wyandotte W. carries a selection of handmade
ps. specialty food products. and crafts.
The Art Gallery of Windsor also has two gift shops, Uncommon Market. with a good selection of high end local arts and craft work. You can
eck out one in - ugh - the Devonshire Mall, or try the location at
Ouellette if the mall idea frightens you.
, For an unusual and one-of-a-kind gift, check out Artcite's annual
members' show and sale Doin' the Louvre.
For the past ten years, Artcite (109 University Ave. W.). an artist-run
centre and gallery, has hosted this wild and woolly show, featuring inexpensive and often outrageously unique artworks by local artists.
The show runs from Dec. 2 -23. Cheap beer and wine at the Dec. 2
opening (at 7:30 p.m.) will provide the lubricant to help you decide
h1ch cyano-print post-industrial landscape would look best in your
other's kitchen nook.
• The gift of a specially chosen "previously owned" item can show
your loved one that you have not only good financial sense but
an archeological appreciation as well.
Interesting artifacts - from old jewellery to wierd knickknacks and curious obsolete farming tools - abound at antique stores, fleamarkets.
and church bazaars. This gift idea is most effective if you're willing to do
some planning, and a bit of legwork. Be on the lookout throughout the
year for odd objects that might be appropriate presents for someone on
your list.
• Based on the premise that reading is good. and definitely better
than 99 percent of t.v., books and magazine subscriptions always
make wise gift choices.
Look beyond the bestseller lists and mainstream publications. The explosion of desktop publishing has brought an increase in specialty
magazines. This means your gift can be as personal as your loved one's
hobby is quirky.
If you really want to lay it on thick, consider giving subscriptions of
such magazines as the New Internationalist, The Nation or Z magazine
to someone who appreciates political and intellectual discourse.
'Give the gift of knowledge.
Has anyone on your list ever sighed about wishing they could speak
Spanish or use a computer or make puppets? Maybe they'd like the gift
of a language or skills course through a community college or centre.

'ood. ' Consider non-material gifts.
in fa·
A donation to a worthy charity in your loved one's name is a good
d
huchoice
for the bleeding heart on your gift list.
1
·ofits A heartfelt letter written in a carefully chosen or homemade card will
bnng tears to your mother's eyes - tears inspired by positive emotions.
to (hi rather_ than by grief and frustration. The gift of a favour - offering
a c~ babysitting and a couple tickets to the movies for a relative who has
f exec. Young kids, or a voucher for housecleaning or yard work for a time-con• af ~trained friend - is often worth more than its weight in gold. You won't
00 k cheap because. after all, time - yours included - is money.
"
Sometimes spending time with a loved one is the best gift of all. Plan a
1unch or dinner date with a parent and use the opportunity to find out
:b~assing family gossip that they didn't think you were interested in
OWing.

' Tap Your creativity.

Make something. Even the most all-thumbed of us can produce some~Ing of aesthetic substance. If this suggestion gives you flashbaclks e grimace on mom's face when she tried to look excited about that
:ncn caddy you made her in grade three - think of it as therapy.
ake another pencil caddy - or better yet, cover the old one with a
~ ar· more tasteful page from a wallpaper sample book.
~~\'Ct And never underestimate the power of a glue gun.
1
ry's
&id then there's you.
.vtth naYou have needs. wants, desires ...Tell your giftgivers what kind of alterUve gifts you'd like to receive.
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Calling for action
on gun control lobby
By Teena Ward

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
is looking at changing Canada's social progra111s
including federal support
to post-secondary education.

FACTS
Canada ,pend, more of i1s Gross
National Pro<lu1.:1 on pos1-secon<lar')
euucalion 1han an) 0ther 111duc;trial ize<l
countr) . Canadian unin:rs1t) \tudenh
no,, pay 0nly about 2oc~ of the co,1s of
their education . The) can c\pecl 10 earn
..l()C'r more o,cr their lifetime - an a,eragc
of S11. 700 more per~ car - 1han tho,e
,, 1lh no uni, cr,11 1 diploma. O,er 25r;. of
reople 111 the ,,orkforce ,,ant 10 upgrade
their kill, hut c,in·t afford H. 11·, aho a lac1
h.11 all go, c1 nmen1, arc lacing a linanc1.1I
\(JUCC/C and h.t\C to IC\ IC\\ 1hc11 programs.

Su,.anne I"dward, the mother of Anne-Marie one of 14 wo~ n
shot and killed by Marc Lepine al the Ecole Polytechniquc in
1989, is working to put a face on the victims of violence.
Edward has turned a "tragic event into such energy in bringing
ahout social change," said religious studies professor Pamela
Milne Milne pointed lo Edward's involvement in the formation of
the Dec. 6 Foundation, and the declaration of the day as Canada·~
national day of remembrance and action on violence again\t
women, as well as working on a multitude of projects to reduce
violence.
And Edward is now working for stricter gun control. She has
been trying to incite action to build more visible support for jus.
lice minister Allen Rock's proposal for stricter gun control.
Edward believes that bad such laws been in place Marc Lepinc's
legally purchased assault weapon, used at the Ecole Polytccb.
nique, might not have gotte n into his bands.
Always appalled by violence against women, Edward said she
was never really vocal ahout it. She composed letters to members
of parliament in her head whe n the media seemed to perpetuate
violence. "Before I had all these thoughts and I never acted on
them," she said.
While Edward realizes the importance of acknowledging the
problem of violence, just thinking about it isn't e nough. Edward is
"asking for the support of students - to write letters to Allen
Rock and give the ir support" to the gun control lobby. She explained that anti-gun control lobbyists are barraging the minister
with letters opposing the effort for stiffe r gun control regulations.
She explained that those who are for gun control need to be
"more explicit to politicians if we want them to take action on
these issues."
Edward asserts the power of voices united for a common goal.
"We have much more power than that (the vote) we have the ability to influence politicians." Edward said that politicians can be
pushed into taking action on important issues if "enough phone
calls and letters come in something will happen."
Womyn's Centre Coordinator, Myrna Chan said that having
Edward at the university so close to the Dec. 6 vigil is ideal because the event this year is focusing on empowerment. ''She's (Edward) empowered herself to empower other people," said Chan,
noting the positives which have grown out of the tragic event.
&iward will end her cross-Canada speaking tour in Windsor on
Tuesday, Nov. 29. She will discuss the issue with University of
Windsor faculty and students at th~ Womyn's Centre at 2 p.m.,
and will present a slide show, Putting a Face on the Victims of
Violence al Walkerville Collegiate at 7:30 p.m. on the same date.
Stude nts seeking a ride to the east-end affair should contact the
Womyn's Centre. The stop in Windsor was coordinated by the
Women's Incentive Centre, the Womyn's Centre, and Milne.
I

GETIT'OONE

THE CHALLENGE

\VE NEED TO MAINTAIN A FAIR, ACCESSIBLE AND
AFFORDABLE POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION SYSTEl\l.
HERE'S ONE OF THE OPTIONS ON THE TABLE:

write it scan it print it copy it bind it
relax

An expanded ,1udeni u1J progr,1111 1hat \\ ou Id put 1 . " · ,·1onc) in a new ') ,1c111 ol ,tudcnt
hian, and grant,. Rcpa~ mcnl of loans ,wuld he based on income after graduation.

CAMPUS COMPUTER SERVICES

Right nm,. !he fcck1al go\Crnmcnt's ,pendmg include, both s1udcnl aid and lram,fers
t > pro, 111cc<; m the ftirm of ca,h anti la~ po1111s ·1 he tax transfers \\ 111 continue - and gnm
by an r,11111a1ed $2 h1ll1on o,cr the ncxl decade. !'hat monc) \\ ill replace the ca,h portion
v.hich \\Ill run outo\er the next 10 )Car,;

1901 WYANDOTTE ST. WEST

2,~2,-42,)2,

One idea· the federal government could 1cplacc the cash 1ra1l';lcr \\ 1th a new permanent
$2 b1lhon loan'i and grant sy<..lcm. Thi\ option coulu put about SI Obillion more 11110 the postsecontlar: ": stem o,er a ICll·)C.ir period and impfll\C access to post-secondar) cducalion

N111/r1111: i1 eldu:d i11 \lone If \fJ11 lu11e w11111u•111~ v111'1e1e 11/em m otl1t1 ulem 11e 11m11
to hew Jmm , 011 Get w111 f,ee <op1 of the Dm 11wo11 /'ape,, the S1111111wn or 1/11 hook/et
"lla re your my". /11/ i111/re p11/l-011t q11e1tio11-a11cl-a11rne1 \(Climr of the booklet and 1ct11m 11
to II\. 1o me/, 1 or for more 111fo111w1um:

Call 1-800-735-3551
/ l)/)

J IIOO../t,5.7735

IT'S Tl:\IE TO CHA!'.GE OUR SOCIAL PROGRAMS. HAVE YOUR SAY.

•••

0.-etopperneni .,. .

,e1•0t.1tcn humalne1 Ce nad•

Canada

MR.~

COPIES

CAW Student Centre

Lower Level
(Next to The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252-2679
253-4232 · Ext. 4525
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sycheryl Clark
.;.-Some may say there is a little
bit of political rivalry going on
t,etwcen the current and formcr student councils. And
tboSC claims arc not based _on
fiction, but ~n. overwhe~g
<;erics of comc1dences which
bavc transpired over the past
few months.
The latest of which is the
strategic housing committee's
inability to have the University
of Windsor Students' Alliance
implement the rccommendations which the group put forth
after a full year of research and
student meetings in 1993-94.
Corrina Thompson, who cochaired the committee, was
unamused to discover council
was unwilling to release the
$2 OOO necessary to set up a
housing
advisory
office.
Thompson found council's unwillingness to release the funds
disturbing because student
council representatives openly
admitted that a lot of money
was being put into Lancapalooza, an event that took
place in September of this year
and showed zero profit.
"Lancapalooza was fun, but
the average student will probably tell you that student housing is a little bit more of a
priority," said Thompson.
Mark Robson, UWSA's vicepresident university affairs,
agreed there is a degree of rivalry between the student
councils of this year and last,
but he said the rivalry had
nothing to do with UWSA's decision not to implement the
housiog committee's recommendations.

syste"!l that would include a
walk-m office where students
could get a detaile~ list of available accommodations and the
proposed office woul_d be
staf~ed by a student housmg coordmator.
.
Robson said that although
the plan was a good one,
UWSA does not have the neeessary funds to back the proposal. And,_ be noted, students'
~ncems with regard to hou~mg currently falJ under his
portfolio. He stated that alt~ough ~SA w~nt. ahead
with accepting applications for
the coordinator's position last
year, there were not enough
application~ . for council to
make a dec1S1on.
Thompson said UWSA began to backtrack on its decision
to support the report after she
applied for the coordinator's
position. Thompson, who was a
representative on last year's
council, believes her application might have something to
do with UWSA's decision not
to implement the two-tiered
plan.
Robson, in contrast, said that
UWSA reconsidered its position after budgetary constraints
were brought to its attention in
June.
"There was a bit of a time lag
between (UWSA president)
Chr is' election and my appointment," said Robson, adding
that Maich asked him to review
the report's contents after
council had accepted it in principle.
"Some of the recommendations were good and I have already started working on
them," said Robson. He believes having a housing advisory
office would be redundant beThe plan
The student housing commit- cause housing concerns are
tee's report entails a two-tier within his portfolio.

i
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students have already found accommodations and faced their
Thompson said many stu- worst residency nightmares.
dents do not know where to
Robson said UWSA is holdt~rn when _they have a problem ing off on the education semiwith housmg, and that often oars for now because no one,
students are not aware that including Thompson, has come
they can approach Robson.
forward and offered to organA major complaint with the iz.e them.
current housing list is that it is
"We wanted to keep things
too vague and students have to as streamlined as possible,"
~pend a great deal of time visit- said Robson. "Chris (Maich)
mg houses or apartments that left it to me to make the call."
arc unsuitable or uninhabitRobson said after consideraable. As welJ, many students tion of the matter, he decided
found they got the "run- that a new position, a computer
around" from the Windsor and an office that would be
Housing Authority, she said.
necessary to implement the
Robson acknowledged stu- committee's recommendations
dents concerns with Windsor would not be economically feahousing and said he has had in- sible or necessary.
creased communication with
"It is basically a judgement
government officials this year.
calJ that for the time being, at
least, to leave it (the report),"
Housing nightmares he said.
In addition to complaints
So close
about the lack of housing, the
quality of housing was a big
Thompson said she was not
concern. Thompson heard nu- happy with Robson's decision
merous reports of students re- and expressed her concerns in a
siding in accommodations with Nov. 3 meeting with Maich,
a multitude of cockroaches. Robson and director of finance,
She also heard the story of one Debbie Quintal. Thompson
student who was stuck in a said that Maich read his mail as
house with raw sewage in the Quintal sat with an open ledger
basement for a week before the book and Robson explained
that the committee's recomlandlord bad it cleaned up.
The average rents in Wind- mendations could not be implesor range anywhere from $400 mented.
Thompson said the meeting
to $800 per month which is
fairly high and especially trou- was frustrating because Quinbling when one has to share an tal's ledger book was open, as if
over-priced dwelling with an to suggest that UWSA might be
abundance of cockroaches, ear- willing to release the $2 OOO
necessary to start up the adviwigs and other insects.
sory
office.
Thompson
noted
that
Robson acknowledged the
UWSA has decided to implement one part of the report meeting took place, but he said
which recomw.ends education that it was set up so Thompson
seminars for residents on and could make a new proposal ac;
off campus, but the seminars UWSA bad already decided
are not slated to begin until not to go ahead with the comJanuary - after a number of mittee's recommendations.

"I don't have a problem with
Corrina at all " said Robson
adding that despite the fact
that Thompson ran against
vice-president secretary Joe
Barile, there is no political
backlash against her.
"We just don't have the resources right now," be said.

At an impasse
Although Maich suggested
Thompson should consider
chairing a new committee, she
refuses do so on the premise
that last year's committee fulfilled its mandate.
Since this is lbompson's last
year at the University of Windsor, she hopes to accomplish
what the committee set out to
do by approaching the Canadian
Autoworkers'
Union,
among other organizations, to
see if they would be willing to
donate enough cash to ensure
Windsor students find adequate, affordable and clean accommodations.
Maich said UWSA is willing
to fund educational seminars
next semester if Thompson
wishes to go ahead with them.
..We have offered Corrina an
opportunity to strike up a new
committee and she has not accepted," said Maich. "We don't
want to duplicate Mark's portfolio."
Thompson said she has no
intention of accepting Maich's
offer because last year's housing committee has already done
the job. She said that UWSA's
decision not to implement the
report's findings may be an issue which is purely political in
nature.
"I'm going to be gone, so I'd
like to see some assurance that
it (the committee's report)
· doesn't get buried with all the
other reports," she said.
[!

MASTERS AND PhD
PROGRAMS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES

The FACCLTY OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES offers unique
opportumhe:, for those interested in graduate work leading to the
Masters and PhD degrees. Students pursue their own interests,
building on past experience and exploring ideas in the broad
~pectrum ot perspectives on natural, social, built and organizational
environments. Individualized and flexible programs are possible in a
wide range of environmental studies areas. Some of these areas are:
• environmental thought
• organizations and change
• gender and environment
• environmental education and
critical pedagogy
• urban politics, planning and design
• environmental and social policy
• global/international and Canadian
development
• environmental planning and
design
• regional and community
development
• the studv of the future
• commu~ication, advocacy and
SOcial change

•

The big picture

• resource management
• Native/Canadian relations
• housing
• impact assessment
• women and development
• environmental politics and
ecological econom;cs
• cultural studies
• biological conservation and
biodiversity
• action learning
• environmental and political
linguistics
• environment and behaviour
• cooperative management
• health and envirorment

Applications for September 1995 should be received by March l, 1995.
The Faculty also offers an undergraduate degree program leadmg lo a
Bachelor in Environmental Studies (BES). Information for all programs can be
obtained from:
Coordinator of External Liaison
Faculty of Environmental Studies
York Umversitv
4700 Keele Street
North York, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3
Tel: 416 736-5285 Fax: 416 736-5679
B1tNet: ES0520COOORION.YORKU.CA

Dead
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Try a little Allegro
appassionato
No, it's not a new pasta dish, it's one ofthe pieces by Jahannes
Brahms, along with others by Zoltan KndaJy and Maurice
Ravel that make up the "Piano Spectacular" performed by
Janina Fialkowska, conducted by Susan Haig.
Brought to you by the Windsor Symphony at the Cleary
International, Centre, Chrysler Theatre.

Study in Norway
INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER SCHOOL
University of Oslo
Oslo, Norway
49th session
June 24 - August 4, 1995
Undcrgrad11e11t· Course.\ ·
?>;omegian Language
Literature - llistol)
Art Histol') - Folklore
Politi:al Science
Culture & Societ)
International Relations
Economics and Planning

Grud1111te Courses·
Special Education
Peace Research
Media & Communications
International Development Studies
Medical Care & Public Health
Sen ices
Encrg) Planning &
the En, 1ronmcnt

Saturday, December 3, 8: 00 pm
Student RUSH 1 hour prior to concert $9.00
or attend an open dress rehearsal

No Frills Friday
Friday, December 2, 7:00 pm - Student Tickets $5.00
Ticluts a-vai.Jable through the Cleary Box Office 252-6579 or 1-800-387-9181

........,....

-·~·"·~·

CBC. Radlo1550

S2900 to S3300 (Can. dollars)
not including transatlantic
transportation
For catalog and applicauon:
Oslo Summer School
co St. OlafCollcgc
Northfield, MN 55057-1098

AM800

USA

CKLW

(507) 646-3269
(800) 639-0058

755 Ouellette Avenue
Downtown Windsor
FREE PARKING
(519) 256-2385

We've got some HUGE DEALS that won't burn a hole
in your pocket or our kitchen down either! Oops I!

Load our flame broiled 1/3 lb. patties with up to 20 toppings.
Fries included. We'll even supply a FREE pen to fill out the sltp.
GET TWO BIG BIG BURGERS FOR ONLY $2.95

0

CHICKEN WINGS •.•

WINGS & RIBS •••

( n C''ders of 10) The BEST chicken wings this side of the border!
With your choice of Mild, Medium. Hot or Homicide sauce. 20e ea.

World famous wings and baby back nbs Two thumbs up
from even the most finicky food critic ........... $5.99

WINGS & SKINS .••
Potato skins n real cheddar cheese and bacon bits. teamed with our very own
Buffalo style chicken wings. Mild. Medium, Hot, Homicide\ ................... $4.99

----........... ___
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Win A$1000
Sprine .Break
Travel Voucher
With a food purchase enter to win
Bent ey s $1 OOO Spr ng Break Giveawayl
Spend Spong Break in the Hot Spot of your
c.,o,cei Vahd Student I D 1s reQu1red to
part1c1pate

..,.....

__.

..
I

Present this coupon
1
and receive 10 wings
I
(any style) absolutely free!• I

I

This Sunday lose
The Corn ~lakesl
Try Benlley s a you can ut Sunday Breulasl B rt
(Ihm 10 2 pm )l EnjOy Orne ettes Scrambled [O'JS
Bicon s,uuoe. Ham Frencn Toni. Pancakes
hom•mad, Hash Browns. fresh Fru,1. moulh wa1e11ng
Pasitnes .and morel

ALL YOU CAN EAT...$4.95

TWO JOR ONE
Coupon expues November 271h, 1994

Join University of Michigan sluden~
on a plane to Cancun for an incre~
priced all-mclustve sun and sea s~
Week. You can even earn a free tnp er
cash helping to promote a Variety ot
sun and ski vacation destinciions. Cai
Paul or ftJ al 661-0320 or 1-800-66 .
2369.

for sale
For sale! Return trip ticket to Torixto.
Halifax $314.40 Dec. 16 to Jan. 3Cai
Roxanne 258-8697 f>SAP
House for sale, Askin Blvd. 2 ~
from U, 3-4 BR, pool, 2200 sq ft+ Iii
base't, .Asking $174,000. Call 2560550 & leave message

for rent
Attention students: Room on ~
Ave., 2 blocks to U of W. Sh1 e
kitchen, bath. etc. with one other stu.
dent. laundry facilrties. Call Tammy befOfe 5 pm. al 253-8743.
Two bedroom condominium to su~et
one room available. fully furnished (except bedroom). laundry faa 1es &
more! Must be: non-smoker, quiet, lemale, serious student. $325/mo. +
utilities. If interested call lngnd a 2sa.

TEN-i
FREE i
WINGS! !
tlml on, ,oapon p,r p,non Nol nfi4 lltlh .,,,
•the, olftt. D111~ln 011/r Va!id 6/ler 4 p.m
Sundq 1111d Thurrdq Ezp/fllS 1t/JO!H

I
I
I

··········--·· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~···············

a

9442.

wanted
Attention poetry and short story wri·
ers and lovers. Free Ve/Se, a free pub
catioo designed to bring loc..
undiscovered talent out into the O!)e'l IS
desperately in need of submissions aid
volunteers for its premiere issue. H
you've always dreamed of being 1XJb.
lished, now is your chance. Send a
copy of your work along with yoc
name and phone number to: Free
Ve/Se, 1075 Highland Ave., W111dso'
Ontario N9A 1R6 or call: (519) 2537679. Typed, hand written or oo dsk
(WordPerfect preferred) submissions
acceptable.
Wanted to purchase: books and lab reports for 2nd half of first year chemis·
try and 1st half cJ organic chemstrt
Call 945-7888.
The Women's Resource Room of the
CUP National conference needs books
magazines and videos pertaining to
women's issues. If you have anyth1119
you could lend or donate please c~
253-8073.

Dear Butt-face (M.S.J.)
Thanks again for the Christmas qi
You know how much I love leather.ac·
cessories
Love your lrtlle immigrant
Smoochie,
The last few years have been great'
Hope the future holds more adventures
A warm hug & hello lo the Village:
Emmanuel Fellowship: Phebe, Rich
Janet. Christina, Foog, Marl(, Dave.
Conway, Ron, Jon. Across the mies
Alice, Ray, Jacquie, Jason, Vania.
Scctt, Dan.
Luv Lai
Lydia Obersat-Rose: Frohe erste Wei·
nachten. Lydia! Mit liebe von fa1le
Martina und Onkel Kevin.
Pooley:
You know who you are. Just a little
message to say I'm very proud of yCXJ
Congrats and lottsa luck! (I'll miss ya)
Bonjour, ma jolie fille avec amour. ton
petrt grenouille

2 FOR 1 BIG
BIG BURGERS

.....

services

personals

THESE S A V I ~ ~ ~ ~~·

Above specials including the B,g. B,g Burger 2 for 1, vahd Monday through Wednesday 4 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

classifieds

employment
Students - teach conversational English year round, short term of for summer in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapcte,
Taiwan or Korea Excellent pay. No ex·
perience or qualifications needed. For
details on livinwworking conditions aid
how you can apply pick up our free
brochure at the Information Bodj
CAW Student Centre send a self:~
dressed, stamped envelope to 1\:1'•
Facts (U of W), P.O. Box 93, Kino·
ston,ON, K7L 4V6.
The Lance wishes everyone a hilPPY
break and we ·11 be back Jan. 9, 1995.
So you want to be a journalist: the
llJnce Is offering budding 1oumal1sts a
unique opportunity to develop writing
layout, design, photography skills .vid
more at the rovmg 57th Annual eanad1an University Press National Coofer·
ence at the Hilton. Highlights of the
week long event include keynol~
speaker Buzz Hargrove and a wicke
cross-Canada New Year's p.rty. 03)'
delegate fees are just $50. Call 253·
4232 ext. 3909 fOf more infomiaioo.
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BY Cheryl Clsk
The whole situation would
be laughable, if the issue was
even remotely funny.
At the last University of
Windsor Students' Alliance
meeting of the semester on
Thursday,
Dave
Zaritzky,
chairperson of ~SA, . ~noounced that ~unc~l s ~ec1~1on
to initiate an mveshgahon mto
the human rights office was
null and void because there
were not enough student representatives present to constitute
aquorum.
.
The UWSA representatives
that were present at the controversial Oct. 27 meeting decided
to launch an official investigation into the actions of human
rights officer James Fox. Concerned students requested a review of Fox's position because
of his initial refusal to support
the Collective Colours' Coalition's plans for an art show.
Some of the students who
voiced their concerns about
Fox's position suggested that
bis motives could be interpreted as being racist in nature.
Fox, on the other hand, stated
that his initial refusal to support the CCC's plans for a show
was a direct result of CCC policies that he believed to be exclusionary.
At that time, those present
which included UWSA president Chris Maich, agreed to act
on the students' suggestion and
an internal investigation was set
to take place in the winter semester.
Two weeks later, however,
student representative Mike
Whaley questioned whether or
not UWSA had quorum that
night and if the motion was
valid. Zaritzky, who is responsible for informing council when
it is powerless to render decisions, told Whaley that the motion was valid because the
minutes of the meeting had
been ratified.
At the Nov. 24 meeting, after
an hour-long closed door session of council, spectators were
allowed back into the room and
were informed by Zaritzky that
the motion to launch an investigation was invalid. By this time,
ironically enough, UWSA was
rendered impotent by a lack of
quorum once again.
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To dam ~he tide of concern
that no action would be taken
on the h~man rights office issue, .M.a1ch announced that
subrruss1ons from the student
body and student groups that
outlined the parameters of the
human rights office's mandate
would be accepted for council's
consideration. As wel~ Maich
stated that UWSA is soliciting
submissions with regard to all
of its commissioners and coordinators.
"I am concerned about the
portfolio of the human rights'
officer (Fox)," said Maich. All
of the submissions will be reviewed by UWSA's executive.
Following a review of the submissions, the executive will
then prepare recommendations
which will be submitted to the
bylaw review committee.
Maich also encouraged cornmissioners and coordinators to
make submissions so that
UWSA can rectify the situation.

Fox's reaction
Fox who was prepared to
make a presentation at Thursday's meeting said he is somewhat surprised that UWSA
decided to drop the investigation.
"It's kind of a laugh, in a
sense," he said. Fox had a full
presentation prepared because
he felt "Maich has gone back
and forth on what's going on."
Fox expressed frustration
with Maich's handling of the
situation. primarily because the
issue has centred on the human

rights office's mandate, which
was agreed upon in a committee meeting in May. Fox noted
Maich was at that meeting and
was well aware of the mandate's contents.
Fox also expressed concern
with the idea of Maicb acting as
an "unbiased arbitrator" in the
negotiations. He is also perplexed with vice-president secretary Joe Barile's lack of
involvement in the issue.
"(Commissioners' and coordinators' issues) are supposed
to be Barile's portfolio," noted
Fox. Fox said that the submissions set a dangerous precedent
for groups on campus, including the Womyn's Centre, because autonomous groups may
find themselves in the position
of having to submit confidential
information to council.
"Any controversial decision
will become a political decision," said Fox. "That is a scary
thought for a student voice."
UWSA's entire handling of
the situation should be the focal point of an investigation,
said Fox. Fox said that after
UWSA put forth its initial motion, he was told that he would
have to seek out his own lawyer
as UWSA's lawyer would investigate bis office on behalf of
council.
"I didn't have the rights and
privileges that I should have,"
he said.
Fox's biggest criticism rests
on the shoulders of Maich. He
said that Maicb's "please everybody style of management" bas
caused the entire issue to be
blown out of proportion.
"You can try to do that
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(please everyone), but he is
turning it into an art form,"
said Fox, who added that
UWSA's handling of the pub's
name change, the former pub
manager's replacement and
other related issues deserve
more attention than they have
received.
Fox said that he would not
be surprised if another student
comes forth with a request for
an investigation, but if there is
a round two, he bas decided to
pursue a legal route of action.
"This bas been frustrating,"
he said. "The bureaucracy is
absolutely ridiculous, but it is
good lo have a backbone."
Fox, who was asked by some
students to run for student

president next year_, sa1~. be
plans to bang up ~1s pobhc~l
hat at the end of his term this
spring.
If anything, Fox s~i~ he _has
learned that the adrrurustratton,
and not the elt:cted student
body, holds the reigns of power.
"In this organization, it
doesn't matter whether or not
there are elected rep~esentatives - without them, life
would go on, we just wouldn't
have the fun of the show."

Deadline
Submissions with regard to
the mandates of UWSA's coordinators and commissioners
will be accepted until 4 p.m. on
Dec. 9.
!!

r::======================:::;,

secretary
When things get hectic, let us take
care of all your typing.

On Campus!
Assumption University Building
Suite 130

Phone:253-8973,Fax:253-8658

Graduation Portrait

Sign up - NOW!

MR.ra
COPIES

CAW Student Centre
Lower Level
(Next to The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252-2679
253-4232 · Ext. 4525
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Godspell revival truly shines
By Sarah Atkinson

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Crawl, definitely a band to watch.

Windsor learning to Crawl
By Jackie Shannon
lnnust bctrthC"WaTCT.
lbat's all I could say when it
was brought to my attention
that two more of the musicians
I've encountered are, yes, products o( the Essex county educational system.
Both Tom Grondin and
Scott Clark of the Torontobased band Crawl are from
Windsor-area schools - Holy
~ames and Sandwich, respectively. Oddly, the two had never
~t before joining Crawl when
1t was formed two years ago in
Toronto. "It's really strange.
We have so many friends in
common, it's really amazing
that we didn't meet," said
Grondin reflectively.
I am not the only one to have
recognized the biz.arre musical
link to schools around here.
~rondin laughs and admits that
smce "that other band from
Sandwich" - the Tea Party made it big, there has been a
running joke among Windsor
bands about who '11 be next.

Because of their roots, the
band has a strong local following. l Iowever, Grondin credits
bis mother for a lot of support
as well. "She's great. She come
to all of our shows. She's really
incredible,
some
morns
wouldn't be so supportive."
The same sentiments have been
expressed by some of Grondin's
friends too, on different occasions ...
Even so, it isn't just friends
and family that come out to see
the band when they're in town.
At the band's first video release
earlier this year, RurnRunners
was near overflowing with
youthful
bodies,
moshing,
bodysurfing and threatening to
explode with excitement. Positive energy abounded - it was
a very bappenin' place to be.
Definitely a band to watch. !I
Crawl played last week at
Rumrunners. The band's next
date is in Toronto on Dec. 2 at
Ultrasound, but keep your eyes
peeled for upcoming dates in
Windsor.

Two opposing approaches
are possible in a production of
the hit musical Godspell,
Stephen Schwartz's theatricali:zation of the Gospel according
to Matthew: present it as the
'70's retro period piece that it
is, or completely update it with
an unrelenting exploitation of
current pop culture trends, including language, costume, and
music.
The former would create an
authentic oddity, but would
mean trading in the original
script's "nowness of the now"
spirit for a glass case in the Jesus Freak Hall of Fame. The
latter, on the other hand, would
almost certainly end up a mess:
without a grounding in the
Oaky pop-zen aesthetic that is
so '70s and so un-'90s, the only
audience such an interpretation
could excite would be teenagers
at a True Love Waits conference.
lbis play may just not be salvageable. But an inherently
outdated, and li-terally preachy,
script doesn't have to mean obsolescence - as long as you're
willing to suffer the pimples of
cultural incongruity.
Director Vinetta Strombergs
bas taken neither of the aforementioned hypothetical attacks
wholesale. She bas no choice,
given the script, but to do some
genetic engineering that born,w~ DNA mak·rial from each
approach; and she cannot avoid
- again given the script some of the awkward results.
But in spite of these integral
limitations, the University Players current presentation of
Godspell truly shines. A cohesive cast of strong and downright lovable
personalities
salvages as much as an audience needs to have a joyous
good time.
From the moment Diane
Niec takes centre stage as Socrates in the Prologue, a gloss on
the history of theology, her dynamism is riveting. Her vocal
command is extraordinary. But
despite the strength of her singing voice, she never overrides
the others during duels and ensemble pieces. Jim LeFrancois
is another shining star. He
never dominates, but illuminates the whole stage whenever
he speaks. Johnny Westgate
similarly bangs back, and is
able to rely on a natural talent
for entertainment that is always

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

The cast of Godspeil, a musical performed by the University Players.

delightful and never forced.
Brett McCaig plays the relatively straight role of Jesus with
visible tenderness, but unfortunately it's not a part that hams
up well. The script thankfully
involves improvisation, which
allows each member of the cast
to showcase his or her individuality.
The only times - and there
are a few - the cast is annoying is during the Sunday
school-ish segments, when Jesus narrates those cogent little
parables. Things occasionally
degenerate into a scenario that
resembles a social worker at a
group home for mentally challenged adults.
Product placement is another issue. In an attempt to be
au courant, director and cast
may have workshopped in a few
too many references to the
name brands that already
dominate our collective unconscious. (On this note, a fellow
theatregoer commented cynically that the play could be renamed Godsell.)
But I feel a historical contextualization coming on. For
many born into liberal Catholic
families in the '60s, Godspell
became as household a word as
Kleenex. Toe movie, the soundtrack, the high school productions ... Godspell seemed as
omnipresent as God himself
(God was still undisputably he,
back then). Here was an entertainment package for the entire
family. Hip enough for the hit
parade, catchy enough for preteen mimicry, and Christian
enough to keep religion teachers happy.

God.spell went into remission
in the '80s while some of us
who bad been weaned on it
were just discovering the virtues and freedoms of feminism,
political activism, and skipping
mass. The halcyon Godspell
days were thankfully over.
Back to the present, where I
wrestle with the notion of its revival. Strombcrgs and the University Players have done more
than prop up a corpse. But I
would be hard pressed to say
the play lives again, for aesthetic as well as political reasons.
Unfortunately a gospel adaptation done in a popular style
verges on poor taste these days.
In the past decade or so, the
Church has suffered a well-deserved domino effect as one
Catholic corruption after another have been uncovered.
Frustrated priests who couldn't
keep their mitts off the altar
boys, the unearthed horrors of
the residential schools, the continuing sexism and homophobia. And that's just the
Catholics.
Why God.spell now? Beats
me. But don't be afraid to go
and revel in the energy of this
production, sing along, and dissect it later over a nice gla~ of
red wine.
m
Godspell is playing at the university's &sex Theatre in Erie
Hall on Nov. 30, Dec. 1 to 4 and
Dec. 25 to 27. Adult tickets are
$13, while students and seniors
get in for $12. Rush tickets are
available one hour before the
playfor$5.

ADay Without Art memorial comes to campus
Remember Dec. 1
By Lisa Fortin
lbe art world bas lost too
ll_lany bright taler.ts to that bornble disease called AJDS. Even
Windsor has seen its share of
losses. For that reason, the
University of Windsor's Art
Curator Carolyne Rourke of
Art.among.us bas decided for
lhe first time to involve the
~mpus in a widespread, official way in the Dec. 1 AJDS

Awareness Day deemed "A
Day Without Art."
On Nov. 30, members from
all areas of Windsor's arts community will gather at 6:30 p.m.
in the Commons of the CAW
Student Centre to begin methodically covering all the art
it's taken so long for our campus to obtain and display. lbe
black coverings on paintings,
watercolours,
photographs,
prints, sculptures are to remind
all of us of the important nature of the art we often take for
granted. Our world would be

much poorer without it and
without the artists of whom
there is an undeniable proportion suffering or at risk of
AIDS.
Students arc invited to get
involved; call Rourke at ext.
3517 for more information. If
nothing else, try to get into the
spirit of the occasion. Don't
read literature, watch television, go to the movies, listen to
music, or (of course) look at
any visual arts. What arc you
willing to do to fight AIDS, and
keep the arts in your life?
II
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Dec. 1 is the annual A Day wrthout Art.
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International
Students' Society

Nominations for the position of

V.P. Administration
will remain open until Mon. Nov. 28.

located in Cody Hall • ext. 3901
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~'ArtiFactual'~
Into Your Communitv
Artifoctual is a unique shop that gives you the
opportunity to experience the amazing cultures
of Central and South America.

Importers of Many Unique,
Handcrafted items:
Mayan. Aztec and Inca
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art artifacts & reproductions
Pottery
Jewllery
Clothing
Carvings
Leather goods

~~~,7~at:
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Warriors bring dream to life
By Dar

r

lbe legacy began in '91, and
it continues in '94.
Canada's Dream Warriors
arc hack on the road, with a
new album, Subliminal Sunulation, and a new lahcl, l·.MI.
'Ibey slop off at Windsor's 'l'..oo
Club tonight. The internationally reknowocd hip-hop group
also has two new members in
tow on this latest tour.
DJ I uv - formerly known as
LA Luv - got his chops with
Toronto rapper Michie Mee.
His Jamaican background and
mix techniques fit in well with
the Warriors' sound.
Spck, a native Sri Lankan,
adds a new perspective to the
group. And, of course, there's
King I u and Capital Q , the duo
who originally brought us
1991's brilliant And Now the
Legacy Begins.
Legacy was a masterful mixture of jazz, reggae and funk.
Tracks such as "My Definition
of a Boombastic Ja:a Style,"
"Ludi," and "Wash Your I ace
in My Sink" garnered international recognition for the band.
It came as a bit of a shock to
hip-hop enthusiasts that the
Dream Warriors were based in
the Great White North. lbe
group is yet another fine example of the creative musical talents that Canada has to offer.
Suh/unmal Simulation is a
more focused effort than Legacy. A.., well, it features collaborations with the likes of DJ
Premier and Guru from Gang
Starr, and Butterfly from Digable Planets. So why, pray tell,
did the band's original lahcl
drop them? Mark Marot, managing director of Island's U.K.
division, had this to say in the
Toronto Sun: 'The first album
was extraordinary; it pushed
the boundaries of rap music.

an

Dream Warriors.

And I found that boundary
pushing lacking on the second
album."
For what it's worth, Subliminal Simulation is oozing with
creativity from the perspective
of this listener. With the emergence of jazzy hip-hop on the
international music scene, you
could say the times have caught
up to the Dream Warriors.
In 1991, only Gang Starr and
A Tribe Called Quest were
gatrung
recognition
beside
Dream Warriors with their ja7z
vibes. Now there's a plethora of
artists following on the tails of
these three visionary hip-hop
outfits. Witness the Digables,

US3 and Lucas as examples.
Unlike a good share of the
mainstream
hip-hop
acts,
Dream Warriors avoid the
"gangsta" schtick. Instead, the
group concentrates on social
and spiritual issues in its music.
Many of their songs deal

with ignorance and SOCiaJ
stereotyping ("I've Lost My Innocence," "Break the Sterco·i
while "Tricycles and Kittens"
promotes planned parenthooo
These are by no means new i1sues, but they remain pressing
social concerns.
"Arc We There Yet" stands
out with its existentialist the~.
About this song, Spck says "We
know where we're headed ba
we may not know when we get
there because of inexperience.
We want to get to the pinnacle
of abstraction, knowledge and
wisdom, but bow are we to
know
are we there yet?"
Clearly, the Warriors are II)·
ing out on their own hi~bop
tangent.
I
The Dream Warrior:s land 111
Windsor tonight, so check Ihm
out at the Zoo, at 800 Well111gton. Tickets are $6 and the Social Science Society is sponsonng
the show.
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[)ead Kings and Crush are

i1" l\VO of the four young, hot,
up-and-coming bands playing
die ~lum Dance Pub on Friday, J)cc. 9. Joining them will
be Sorrow Cage and Garden
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1be occasion? A fundraiser
for the Canadian University
l'rd fifty-seventh annual national conference being held
right here in Windsor and
hOSled by your very own student newspaper, the Lance. Adllli§ion is just $4 in advance
and $5 at the door.
Come on out, you don't have
another exam until the following Monday ... You've got lots
of time to study!
ii

Dead Kings (above) and Crush.

John sez: punk ain't dead yet!
Your guide to the
punk scene

By John Teeter

Here is a five-question punk
equivalency exam to test your
knowledge.

Part 1: the test
I. What was the name of Billy
Idol's first band?
a) The Dickies
b) U.K. Subs
c) The Buzz.cocks
d) Generation X
2. Naillc the member of 1he
D.C. hardcore band Fugazi
who was also in Minor 'lbreat.
a) Ian Mackaye
b) Brendan Canty
c) Joe Lally
d) Guy Picciotto
3. Which Epitaph Records
band boasts a member who had
a role in the movie The Bad
News Bears?
a) Rancid
b) Rich Kids on L.S.D.
c) The Offspring
d)NOFX
4. Matt and Tim of Rancid
were members of which nowdefunct band?
a) Descendents
b) U.K. Subs
c) Operation Ivy
d)All

5. What band on Epitaph Records consists of former members .of Dag Nasty, DYS,
Chenucal People, and All'?
a)NOFX
b) Pennywise
c) Ten Foot Pole
d) Down By Law
~ers - l(d), 2(a), 3(d),
4,c), 5(d)
~ you did - 4 or 5 right:
you at the Bad Religion
~ · Write Epitaph for a job.
nght: Read on. This story
lllay fill you in.
1 or 2 right: Maybe you don't
Want to read this.

Part 2: the bands
In the San Francisco Bay
area of California, a band by
the name of Bad Religion has
been playing to a punk underground since at least 1980.
. As many bands are now do111& Bad Religion was putting
out material on their own re:n11 label, Epitaph. As the l~-

became more prosperous, 1t

added such bands as Down By
Law, Pennywise, NOFX, Coffin
Break, L7, Rieb Kids on L.S.D.,
Gas Huffer, Canada's SNfU,
Rancid, and of course, The
Offspring. Meanwhile, another
Bay area label by the name of
Lookout records was gaining
popularity and an impressive
list of bands including Operation Ivy and Green Day.
There was a lot of chemistry
in the area. The bands were
close and had a dedicated web
of fans across the continent.
With those conditions, punk
couldn't stay underground
much longer. Sonic Youth
signed with DGC and released
Dirty on a colossal scale. Then,
Bad Religion announced the
departure from its own label to
join Atlantic, despite the huge
success of Recipe for llate on
Epitaph. Shortly after that
Green Day relesed an album
on Reprise. All three bands
have done well since their jump
into the big leagues, despite
backlash from fans claiming
they've "sold out."
Such major distribution of
punk-inspired music drew attention to bands that had been
considered obscure for a long
time. The Offspring, NOFX,
Rancid, Fugazi, Down by Law,
Jawbox,
Doughboys,
The
Muffs, Seaweed, Supcrsuckers,
Rocket from the Crypt, Wool ...
They're becoming popular music.

The common thread that
runs through all of the bands is
that they proudly and overtly
proclaim the true punk rock
ideal: to remain true to yourself, never letting anything slow
you down, no matter what anyone says. That ethic remains as
much a part of the music today
as it did eighteen years ago with
the release of the Sex Pistols'

the door to big-money careers?
If lbe Offspring and Green
Day arc getting too much airplay for your taste, turn off the
radio and television. It's not the
bands' fault the media play
things lo death. Why else
would OJ. be on my t.v. every
day?
It comes down lo this: don't
let anyone tell you what to like.
No matter how much punk gets
marketed, the truth will still
shine through, bright as ever.
Personally, I'm enjoying the resurgence of punk. I've been
able to buy more of my favourite albums on CD as they become available. And I've been
able to go out and sec the
bands, rather than reading
about them, like you're doing
here.

Part 3: the music
So you want to get into punk,
but don't ·know where to start?
Here is a list of essential CDs
in the collection of any true
punk rock fan.
1. Fugazi: 13 Son~, or Re-
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peater.
Or, Sex Pistols: Never Mind
the Bollocks, Here's the Sex Pistols.
2. Bad Religion: Recipe for
Hate. Actually, any Bad Religion disc will suffice.
3. Rancid: Let's Go
or, Operation Ivy, self-titled
4. Generation X: Perfect Hits.
When Billy Idol was cool.
5. Down by Law: punkrockacademyfightsong. Yes, that is
the name. It bas a good punk
version of the Proclaimers' hit
"500 Miles."
6. NOFX: White Trash, Two
Heebs and a Bean. El Hefe (the
bean), was in The Bad News

Bears.

7. Wool: Box Set. The bassist
first (and only) album.
from 1be Scream plus DisSome people say that punk chord band plus the new guihas sold out. They bate the tarist from Six Finger Satellite,
bands since becoming "too"
equals heavy punk rock.
popular. And yet, I don't think
8. The Muffs: self-titled.
either accusation is true. If Bad
can that singer croon.
Religion has sold their ideals Man
9. The Offspring: Ignition.
for truckloads of money, then This is way better than the very
why is Stranger Than Fiction
latest
release,
their strongest album yet? And suc.ce~ful
Smash.
even if they and other bands
10. Rocket from the Crypt:
have opted for making more
Circa
Now. These guys moonmoney, how can we as univerlight
as
the band Drive Like
sity students look down on
Jehu.
I
them? Are we not here to open

$2.00 l/21b barger
$2.00 Spaghetti
Two, In prices all night!
Sund,,

Hot Body Contest #5
Tuesdag

Uve Reggae w/ Jo-Nabb
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By Dave Ball

more could be revealed if sb
did not know about the ea;

Photography is a difficult
medium for an artist. Some artists argue that taking pictures is
not an art al all. All you need
to do is point the camera and
push the button. lbe machine
does all the work.
I have to disagree with that
point of view. Because everything that we sec is actually
nothing more than our brains'
interpretation of the data collected by our eyes, we can
never be sure that everyone
sees things the same way. An
artist can look al the same
world as you or I and still sec
something completely different.
It is then his or her burden to
find a way of presenting that
point of view to the rest of the
world .
Melanie Janissc uses a camera to capture some of the details of our world that are
significant to her. By looking at
her photographs, we see a tiny
piece of the world through her
eyes. Janisse looks at the industrial cities of Windsor and Detroit and sees beauty. The
people here arc real. 'Ibey
don't pretend to be more aware
or more in tune than the rest of
the world. Only in Windsor, it
seems, can you walk down the
street and see children playing,
or an old man sitting on a beat
up old much on his front porch
wearing nothing hut a dirty undershirt. l ler subjects arc the
most difficult because they are
aware. Plants .md rock.,; and
animal don't care if )OU happen to take their picture. but if

era.

Lance photo I STEPEHEN PANICCIA

Mela111e Janisse's Gastown, Vancower {1990) on view at C001mon Ground Gallery until Dec. 1
a person notices a stranger
pointing a camera at them, they
almost always react. Some will
become upS("l, angry at tbe invasion of privacy. Others will
pose unnaturally, hungry for attention or simply afraid to show
what they consider to be their
bad side. Regardless of how
subjects respond to the threat
of being captured on film, the
image is altered. The moment
is lost. So what's a young artist
to do? Should she snap photos
indiscriminately, preserving the
reality, warning no one? Or is
it bctter to ask permission, sacrificing the story for the sake of

the subjects? In her early
works, Jaoissc pracliccd a form
of assault photography. The
characters are ordinary people
pushing to unspecific destinations, their faces deep with
emotion. They are oblivious to
her presence, concentrating on
some hidden problem, or some
undisclosed joy. The expressions are free, honest, and very
personal. No one is facing the
camera.
In later work.~ permission is
granted, or at least implied.
The photos arc taken in studios, or at public events like the
l lcidclhcrg Project where visi-

tors expect to be filmed or photographed. They look directly
at the camera, holding a prolonged smile, trying to look
natural. They arc no less interesting, but somehow less appealing. We sec only what they
want us to see. Alternating between the city scenes arc selfportraits taken in her own
apartment on polaroid. lbey
arc extremely private and I felt
slightly embarrassed examining
them while the subject of the
photos stood right behind me.
At least there was no question
of permission here. Still I could
not help wondc1 ing how much

create an
• ·11ic self-portraits
•
mtcrestmg contrast, forcing the
~>bscrvcr t.o distinguish the an.
1st, who 1s captured in livin
colour, from the rest of ~
world which is presented ·
~Id bl~ck and whi_tc. Her o,r,~
bttlc pnvate. space mside of her
apartment 1s contrasted wilh
the last public arena of the out.
side world. The arrange~nt
now becomes as important as
the individual pieces, for the
meaning of each is affected ~
the scenes on either side. I actually found that ordering
process more appealing than
some of the individual photo.
graphs. lbc success of her
show depends on your point of
view. One can learn a lot ahout
people simply from their degree of willingness to partici.
pate in your experiment. We
cannot sec what they are thinking, but we must recognize the
people who volunteered to ~
photographed as trusting, out,
going characters. Contrary to
the popular image that mostol
us accept as fact, the people of
Detroit's inner city that Jani~
captures on film appear to be
friendly, community-oriented
citizens. I lowever, in spite of
her misgivings about the moral
right to use strangers as her
subjects without prior pemmsion, J anissc still includes t~c
early photographs in her showa
Janisse L'> a Windsor nati~t,
whose work is displayed aJ Com·
mon Ground Gallery, 1942 ff)
andoue St. l~.,until J)ec. 1.
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wanted: hockey team needs proven goal scorer
sy Phil King

----Goalposts, cros.<;bars, breakaways and powerplays. It's been
everything but goals for the
Lancers this season. Getting
enough chances to score b~t
not finishing has been the difference between winning and
losing close games.
From the outset of the
ouAA season, Lancer coach
Rick Cranker knew his team
would have trouble scoring
goals. He said scoring was the
team's weakness, and of the 27
players only one player was a
natural goal scorer - and be
decided not to play.
Cranker mentioned a few
Lancer players who were considered natural goal scorers
when playing in other leagues,
but are not in the same class
tbeOUAA.
Take, for instance, rookies
Dan
Ceman
and
Sean
McKegney. Teammates at Junior C Belle River last season,
Ceman collected an eye-opening 160 regular season points.
McKegney, his linemate, tallied
120 points. But this year, in his
first nine OUAA games, Ceman has but five points, and
McKegney hasn't played due to
a shoulder seperation prior to
the start of the regular season.
For Ceman, the move from
juniors to university has meant
a big adjustment. He can no
longer cruise the length of the
ice, muscle his way to the net

.

•,,

..}:·

Lance fie photo

The Lancers have struggled to find apure scorer since Rod Anthony (16) led the OUAA in 1991-92 with 32 goals.

and slip the puck in for a goal.
In the OUAA, he's up against
bigger, badder and better players. Ceman won't score 160
points this year, let alone 30.
He knows that, and so does the
coach.

Another reason cited for
Lancer scoring woes is injuries,
which have forced Cranker to
juggle lines and break up player
combinations that clicked,
might have the potential to
click, or clicked in the past.

Lancer players have suffered
all sorts of injuries this year.
Broken collarbones, seperated
shoulders, sprained ankles,
twisted knees and even an ear
injury to veteran forward Bill
Seagris, that required numer-

Triathlete has nerves of steel
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in Coiumbia Maryland, Chicago Illinois, Michigan and Ontario which has one of the
biggest triatbalon series' in the
world."
There were two events in
which Bavelta was able to qualify for the world championships. Pinawa Manitoba, where
500 to 600 athletes competed
and in Montreal Quebec, which
had l 200 to 1 300 entrants. A
top two finish was required to
qualify and Bavetta achieved
this accomplishment at both
races.

Uof Wstudent
competes in the
land of Kiwis
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ous sticbes.
Injuries aside, and the lack of
a natural goal scorer, there
must be something the Lancers
can do to "get a bunch" of
goals. Aside from recruiti~
Wayne Gretzky, Cranker says
the team has tried a few strategies. Making less passes and
taking more shots, charging or
rushing the opposing team's
net, and spending more practice time on the power play.
Cranker is also trying to convert swift-skating rookie defenceman Scott Hillman into a
right winger and the Lancers
recently picked up Chatham
native Ryan Coristine, who bad
a reputation as a goalscorer in
junior hockey.
While goals have been hard
to come by for the Lancers, the
team is doing a decent job preventing
them.
Goalteoder
Steve Thorpe deserves alot of
the credit as bis 3.35 goals
against average is almost the
top in the league.
Finally, Coach Cranker says
he's been informed by the
OUAA that it will be mid-December before the league's judicial
committee
decides
whether Western had indeed
used an ineligible player in
their game with the Lancers
last month.
If the committee says yes,
Windsor's season record after
nine games is 2-4-3. A no vote
leaves the Lancers with a 1-5-3
record.
II

Lance photo / NANCY PRINGLE

Lancer guard Jamie Pepper (32) watches as a Universtty of Michigan player tries
to knock the ball out of the net in a match from Nov. 20. The Lancers got the point.

Men's basketball team
wins Can-Am tournament
By Sheila Windle

lbe Lancers won the Can-

Am tournament at St. Denis
Cc_ntre hy defeating Ohio's
Wilberforce University 99-80
and Tiffin University 78-71. In
lhc consolation round Bishop's
University downed the Wilberforce Bulldogs 89-80.
Lancer Jamie Pepper was
named tournament most valuable player. In two games, bis
slats were: 33 points, 13 rebounds, five assists and four
steals. Pat Osborne (Windsor)
was named to the All-Tournament Team along with Larry

Lightner (Tiffin), Ted Wypac;ek
(Tiffin),
Ryan
Thorne
(Bishop's) and Robert Morton
(Wilberforce).

Lancer superlatives
Osborne bad 28 points, seven
assists, six steals, and four rebounds in the tournament.
Mark Baggio led all rehoundcrs
in the tournament with 19.
Krim Lacey bad 23 points and
eight assists over the two
games; Matt McMillan had 24
points and seven assists.
1ne Lancer's first conference
home game takes place at St.
Denis Centre Jan. 7, 1995.
I

Dino Bavella began swimming in 1989 as a way to lose
weight. Little did he know that
six months later he would compete in his first triathalon. Five
years later he is one of four
athletes who represents Canada in the junior division of the
World Triatbalon Championships in Wellington, New Zealand.

Distances
For the Lcarnington native,
the training schedule begins in
April. Bavetta focuses on two
different events daily which
consist or a two hour hike ride,
ten to 15 kilometcr (km.) run
or a two to three km swim. 'Ibis
is in prepcration for the Olym·
pie style race which covers 1500
meters in the water, 40 km hiking and 10 OOO meter run. It is
ironic that the race is known ac;
Olympic distance because it is
to become a test sport in the
games of the year 2000.

Future
Difficult decisions lie ahead
for Bavctta. I lis junior career
will end in New Zealand and
without a major sponser bis
competitive triathalon career
may come to a halt. "My goals
in life will change a lot after
Photo courtesy of DINO BAVETTA this year. I wanted to excel beDino Bavetta (24) represents Canada.
cause it was my last year of junior," he explained.
Even if his competitive caHow he qualified
reer as a triathalete is over,
The races preceding the Bavella accomplished his origiqualifiers
were
important. nal goal; to lose a few pounds. [!
Sunday Nov. 27, Duw Bavetta
Bavclla stated "I bad to choose
the impnrtant and competitive competed for lhe world junwr
races. 'Ibey included the U.S. triathalon title in Wellington
(United States) junior qualifier New Zealand. The resu/Js were

Sport stumpers
By Herma• Viol

l) What docs PGA stand for?
2) Whal country docs Scve
Ballesteros call home?
3) Who is the "Shark"?

4) Who has the most career
PGAwins'?
5) Where is the Masters
played?
6) Whal arc the two basic
forms of competition in golf?

7) What is Jack Nicklaus' nickname?
8) What term describes two
strokes below par on a hole?
Answers on page 21
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Reports on UWSA's campaigns
Peer Support
We here at the Peer Support Centre
want you, the students. to know about us.
Although peer support was active on
campus in the past, it had fallen by the
wayside in recent years. Unfortunately,
the need for such services has not decreased. Other campus orgaruzat1ons.
such as the Psychological Services Centre
contmue to be confronted by large numbers of students who feel the need to talk
to someone who cares. This often results
in long waiting hsts and frustration.
In order to address this need on cam pus, movement was made to revive the
concept of Peer Support. The result of efforts by Psych Services, the Department of
Psychology, SAC. OPUS and others is the
new Peer Support Centre.
·lbe Centre is located on the second
noor of the CAW Student Centre. near
Health Services. framed volunteer staff
and the Centre's supervisor arc available
at a variety of office hours to provide a
number of services for students. ·lbosc
services include referral to organizations
on and off campus, information about a
,aricty or problems of concern to students
and one to one counselling.
In the Winter term, we arc also looking
forward to running groups on specific issues. All services arc complctc.y co1::·1dential. \l.'hilc the Peer Support Centre
cannot provide therapy. we do have people who care. who will hsten and who can
facilitate problem solving when the situation demands action.
The issues brought to the Peer Support

Centre have hccn diverse and we arc committed to responding to the multitude of
different problems facing students. If you
have any questions about the the Peer
Support Centre. please drop m ai1d say
"hello" or call us at 971-3633. No appointments necessary. Our office hours will be
changing in January. so please refer to our
recorded message for hours of operation.

- Julie Fraser
Peer Support Supemsor (ext. 3633)

Student signature
•
campaign
In October of this year, Uoyd Axworthy proposed a S2.6 billion cut to postsecondary education funds.
Until this time, students have allowed
the government to make small increases
in regards to the money that students
have to pay for 1u111on. 'Ibis was fine becal!M! the students realized that a little increase was only natural for a growing
country which was in debt. Little did the
students know that those increases soon
turned out to be too much to handle.
Now the students are finding a voice to
oppose one of the greatest forces in Canada. the government. The knowledge to
oppose the government has been passed
d, ·wn from our partnts, fr·1m their p..st.
Now those tactics that they had used
arc bemg used again in the forms of rallies, protests, strikes and pellt1ons. After
the issue of the proposal had been made
known to the pubhc. a petition was organized by first year Soo al Work students.

I

In a matter of a couple of weeks, the
petition had been circulating around campus. Each day the petition grew larger as
more people signed the petition and other
groups ~uch as International Socialists
brought in its members to collect more
signatures.
lbe goal of this petition was to have
over 1,5(X) signatures and deliver it to government officials such as MP Herb Grey
and Lloyd Axworthy. The petition has
over 1.500 signatures and is now waiting
for the most opportune time to be presented to these officials. This petition
holds the voices of those people who feel
that the government's proposal is wrong
not for the students of today, but the fulure students as well.
- Cindy Smith (ext. 3600)

Special Needs
and Accessibility
committee
'Jbe Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee (SNAC) was designed to address issues involved in making the facilities of the campus more accessible and
cnJoyablc for all students at the University
of Windsor.
S~c:lic issues th<1t hJve ~n addressed in the past by SNAC include helping to pay for ramps and automatic doors
and ensuring that events on camups meet
with standards as such that they can accommodate students with special physical,
visual, auditory, and other needs.

I

be
10

Ac; well as lobbying for the rights <i
special needs students, in the fu1urt,
SNAC also wishes to promote the involve.
ment of all students in the issues of acxes.
sibihty. Equality will be achieved \\-hen
everyone can understand someone else's
situation.
1be mam goals that SNAC wishes lo
accomplish in the 1995 Winter Semester
include:
• Obtaining the opinions of more students with special needs so as to~
overlook areas which need improve.
ment on campus.
• Promotmg interest in non-special
needs students, so that they can also be
involved and committed to issues of
special needs.
• Developing a media forum such as a
radio show to allow issues to be made
clear to the entire university campus as
well as the community of Windsor al
large.
• Installing electric doors ramps and
other necessary devices such as the entrances to Erie Hall, which at the pre·
sent time do not have automatic doors.
'Ibe members of SNAC welcome the
input of anyone with opinions and sugges·
tions on how we can better serve the stu·
dents at the University of Windsor.
SNAC's office is located on the second
floor of the CAW Student Centre
from the Quiel Study Room.
SNAC can also be reached by phone al
ext. 3468. Please feel free lo drop in or
give us a call! We welcome all volunteers.
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-Laura Gdak
Special Needs Co-ordinator (exl. 3468)

Report from UWSA commissioners
Residence issues
• •
comm1ss1oner
As the UWSA Residence Issues C'-0m-

,

missioner my primary role is that of liaison for residence students with the
UWSA, the university admirustration, and
anyone who is involved in the residence
environment. This puts me, on behalf of
residence students, in contact with I louse
CounCJls. Residence Jjfe Staff, Food
Services, Campus Police, various clubs
and organizations and many others.
Two of the major areas of focus for me
are the Food Service Advisory Board and
Residence Services Advisory Board.
These two ..round-table" style committees
give students a voice and the opportunity
to have input into two of the greatest facets of residence life.
I strongly encourage students to contact their elected representatives or myself
\l.1th any questions, suggestions or input in
regards to these areas. or attend the hiweekly meetings of F.S.A.B. and R.S.AR.
m person.
In addition to these comm1ttes, I hold a
seat on the President's Advisory Council
on Student Ufe, which collects input and
opiruons on matters which impact on student life, from representatives of the numerous elements of the campus.
Some of the projects I have been involved in thus far include: the "R.A. Barbecue" in August. House Council Safety
Presentations, Sergeant Hoyd Porter's
(Campus Police) Sexual As.~ult Prevention Seminar, Constable Brian Pepper's
Anti-Drunk Driving Campaign, and helpmg residence students with various prob-

!ems.
Other projects which I am currently
working on include: all resident pub
nights; on all-residence formal in the
Spring; an informa:ion/educational seminar package for incoming residence students which deals with sexual assault and
harassment, racism and prejudice, and the
wide range of personal resources available
at the university.
If you have any questions. comments,
concerns, or ideas about any of these projects or any pertaining area please contact
me at ext. 3502 or stop by and say hello at
the commissioners and coordinators office
in the CAW Student Centre.

-Andy Baker
Residence Issues Commi.r.fioner (ext. 3502)

Chief returning
officer
This report will be an outline of the
tasks I performed. As CRO I prepared for
the by-election which was held on ·1ucsday October 18th and 19th.
1bc by-election is designed to fill positions in UWSA that were not filled in the
general election. Jn order to make nominations and voting as accessible as JX'lSSible, ads were placed in the l..ance as well
as posters were placed around the campus. I located the polling stations in major
faculty buildings. The are as follows:
CAWSC, Odette, Biology, Lebel, Human
Kinetics, Music, Drama and &sex Hall
buildings. ·1ne advanced polls were in the
CA WSC and the entrance of Vanier I laJJ.
1bc results of the elections are as follows: Senator: Dinesh Sachdcv; Social Sci-

ence Rep: hnta Williams; Science Rep:
Zayna Khayal; First Year Rep: Dennis
Jorchn.
Remenbcr everyone, the general election is usually held in the first two months
of the second semester, keep your eyes
open in February. Get your money's
worth and VOTE!!!

Chief Returning Officer

Environmental
•
issues
• •
con1m1ss1oner
The UWSA Environmental Issues
Commissioner position has a wide mandate. The Commissioner is to act as a liaison
between
UWSA.
university
administration and committees, students,
student groups and the community.
lbe comm1s.sioner will help publici1.e
and promote environmental issues and
events that affect the university, as well as
sponsor and help organize such events
when required. The commissioner also
has a duty to lobby administration, and to
lake proactive steps in making concrete
environmental change on campus.
Many projects of research and/or action have begun. A sub-group has been
formed to work on the majority of these
issues; members include myself, Jennifer
Jackson (OPIRG-Windsor) and Priya
Srccdharan (Environmental Awaren~
~ation).
Energy conservation on campus was
the original focus of the group, but its
mandate has since rapidly diversified,
Jjghting and thermal energy use has pri-

matily focused on the Residences. though
water conservation has been a campus·
wide endeavour.
Our research will eventually lead to
recommendations and proposals to the
university, and hopefully 1mplemcntatioo
of such recommendations will ensue.
Another campaign includes the §.'!arch
for an economically comparable source: d
environmentally-friendly paper (i.e. high
recycled/post consumer content, and fully
or partially unbleached). When (or 10
found, the Office will recommend and
lobby the university to utilize the source
to its fullest.
Another issue is the continuation of
EAA work to pressure administration to
use "greener" photocopiers on campus.
The Commissioner's Office also acts as a
liaison with regard to the campus recy·
cling proj,,l'famme.
lbis Office also intends to help Jen·
nifer Jackson in completing her Windsor
"cco-guidc", and a comprehensive Green
Plan for the university.
_
Oosc lmks have been maintained W1th
OPIRG-Windsor and the EAA; this Of·
fice intends to present some interesting
events next term, in collaboration with the
above groups.
Please contact me at ext. 3512 with any
questions, concerns or observations with
regard to environmental issues on caro·
pus, or upcoming environmental events of
interest to other students. Anyone i~ter·
ested in helping out next L~rm is cspcaally
invited to contact me, as all persons can
definitely be utili1.ed.

- Julian 11wmas
Environmenlal Issues Co-orriinaJOf
(ext. 3512)
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Report from your student senators
It is my hope as a member of the University of Windsor Senate that students on
this campus will begin to take a more active approach towards the environment
that will ultimately shape the rest of our
Jives. On that note I would like to inform
all undergraduate students about some of
the things that I, as your senate representative, am involved in.
Oirrently I am a member of the
UWSA Finance Committee and Board of
Directors. As well, along with my other
two fellow Senators I sit on the UWSA
studen t council.
Through the nature of our positions all
three student Senators sit on a number of
senate committees. Currently I sit on The
Student Awards Committee and The
President's Advisory Council, and The
Appointment Search Committee for the
Dean of Student Affairs.
Although I have enjoyed representing
the undergraduate student body thus far

in my term as Student Senator I would
like to encourage all students to stop by
the UWSA office and find out more about
how I as a Senator can help you.
- Carmen Coccimiglio (ext. 3208)

also anend and vole at the far-too-lengthy
UWSA meetings. I have been repeatedly
concerned wilh how money is allocated/
spent on UWSA sanctioned activities. I
continue to believe that student money
could be used lo support more worthy endeavours.
Presently, I sit on the Senate Promotion/fenure and Library Committees. I
hope to continue to contribute to informed debate by balancing the interests
of students, faculty and administrators in
all issues that come before lhis Senate.
-Bernard Cummins (ext. 3208)

Three student senators are elected by
the undergraduate body in the yearly
UWSA elections. Senators fill the crucial
role of representing student interests on
all academic and financial issues that arise
on Senate. Program changes, annual university budgets for instructional development issues are a small sampling of the
monthly Senate agenda.
Presently, the intervention of undergraduate student Senators is undervalued. Consequently, representation on
Senate committees needs to be increased.
An alternate system would also be beneficial for Senators when committee meetings conflict with other engagements.
Being the masochists they are, Senators

Hi! Well it's been a hectic but enjoyable time here as the new UWSA Senator.
First off I'd like to thank everyone who
helped me in the election and of course
everyone who voted for me.
Since I haven't been around for long, a
month, I haven't had a chance to do a lot
of what I want lo do. I have sat on two

Senate Committees and the first Senate
meeting since the election is in December.
As well, I've been sitting as a member
of the UWSA and dealing with the issues
raised there such as OPIRG, The CCC art
show issue and tuition mcreases. The major issue I've worked on this semester is
how sensitive issues are brought up in
classes.
Now the Top Ten other things I've
done as Senator:
10) Look for the Windsor Report
9) Call the talking Yellow Pages from the
phone in the Senate office
8) Start bid for Prime Minister-1999
7) Try to show everyone on campus the
key to my office
6) Try to remember SAC is now UWSA
5) Change roommates
4) Start the Mike Whaley political scrapbook with all the Lance stories
3) Try to remember the Moose is now
The Asylum
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Report from UWSA co-ordinators
Womyn's Centre

4

Season's greetings everyone!
You are probably wondering what we
at the Womyn's Centre do up here in our
little space on the second floor of the
CAW Student Centre. During the past semester we have been working to get your
voice heard by the administration. We
have brought your concerns to the various
~mmittees and together, we are trying to
improve things. On our continuing theme
of safety for students, we are involved in a
Campaign to Stop Date Rape. The launch
date is set for the beginning of next semester. Watch for it.
We have also held a womyn's coffee
house where womyn read their own and
other womyn's poetry, prose, and even
performed short one act plays. It was a
very enjoyable evening overall. We have
also held other entertainment events. Recently we held two movie nights. We
showed four very powerfuJ films about
womyn and their struggles. And on
Wednesday, November 30, 1994 between
noon and 2 p.m., the Womyn's Centre will
he having an Open House, please come
and see what we're all about.
The most important event that the
:Womyn's Centre organizes this semester
is the December 6th Candlelight Vigil, in
memory of the 14 womyn killed in the
Montreal Massacre in 1989.
This year, we also are sponsoring and
~ -sponsoring two other events in conJunction with December 6th, 1994.
Suzanne Laplante Edward, mother of
Anne-Marie Edward, one of the fourteen
w?myn killed in the MontreaJ Massacre,
~JI be speaking at Walkerville Collegiate
ligh School at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, November 29, 1994.
And, on Monday, December 5, 1994,
al~ womyn arc invited to a "Take Back the
:ght" March to assert our right to safety.
S e will meet at the Grad House at 438
unset Ave. at 10 p.m.
The Candlelight Vigil itself, will be held
0
n Tuesday, December 6th, 1994 in the
CAW Student Centre in the Commons
area. It begins at 7:30 p.m.; please bring a
candle and noisemakcrs (to mark a mom_ent of noise). We hope that everyone
Will attend this important event. See you
there.

The Womyn's Centre will continue
working for you and your concerns. Our
Centre hours are from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Mondays through Thursdays and from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays. All womyn are
welcome in the Centre to just hang out, or
talk, or hopefully, even volunteer. Please
come and help us plan our events for next
semester. Hope to see you here.
The volunteers at the Womyn's Centre
want to wish you all, good luck on your exams and a safe and wonderful holiday season. See you in the New Year.

I

drive. The canned goods drive would nol
have been po~iblc wi tliout the very effective and efficient group of volunteers. Remember to donate to those less fortunate.
As well the White Ribbon Campaign is
being run in conjunction with the
Womyn's Centre. This is to recognize the
end of violence towards women.
'Illis office also deaJs with personal
problems and grievances. To date four issues were brought forward and resolved.
Both Co-ordinators sit on university corn-

mittees. The office contacts a comprehensive library available to all student<;.
It you as a member of the Univel'liity of
Windsor community have any comments,
questions, suggestions or concerns. Please
feel free to call us at ext. 3500 or drop by.

- Mco/eJte Stewart
Human RighLr Administralive
Co-ordinator (ext. 3500)
-James Fax
Human Rights Issues Co-ordinator
(ext. 3500)

-MymaCltan
Womyn's Centre Co-ordinator (ext. 4507)
- Lalitta Ghandikota
Womyn'.s Issues Co-ordinator (ext. 4507)

Campus Patrol
Campus Patrol has enjoyed an overwhelmingly successful semester, with both
the record for the number of volunteers
and for the number of escorts completed
being broken.
This term, 275 volunteers committed
their time to the program in the capacity
of patrollers, dispatchers and administration. This expanded size was necesssary,
however, to accommodate the increase in
escort demands due to the new off campus boundaries.
The previous record for the number of
escorts completed in one semester was
505, a figure which was easily surpassed by
the beginning of November. If current
trends continue, the escort numbers
should hit 700+ by semester's end. The
enthusiasm and dedication of our volunteers had driven the success of the program. They are to be commended, to
which end I can proudly say we KICK!

- Sandy Da"e11
Campus Patrol Coordinator (ext. 1234)

ofWJ t t ,
Doufe canned food t, ofier non-peri,u6fe,.
Donation, eoine to fie D0111nfo111n Million.
/:O:•:,.·· ..

Human Rights
This is a brief introduction from the
Human Rights Office. There arc two individuals involved in the office: Human
Rights Issue Co-ordinator, Human Rights
Administrative Co-ordinator.
This semester was a busy one filled with
many varied activities. At present this office is working on the school's annual food
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An armchair look at 1994
By Dave Briggs
Special to the Lance

Pooto courtesy of MAL WEBSTER

Steve Thorpe (35) has saved the Lancers on many occasions.

Up close and personal with:

Steve Thorpe, goalie
By Phil King

Born: July 6, 1971
Nickname: Thorpie
Major· Psychology
High School: A.Y. Jackson,
Willowdale, Ont.
Height: 5'10"
Weight: 175lbs
My favorite musicians: are Bob
Seger, Tom Petty, The Eagles
My pet peeve is: toilet paper
that you pull Crom the top of
the roll instead off the bottom.
The best athlete I've ever faced
was, Jeff Gardiner (former De-

troit Junior Red Wing)
The three words that best describe myself are, inconsistent,
unpredictable and flaky (like
most goalies)
If I bad a million dollars, I'd
buy an East Coast Hockey
League franchise so I could
play on it.
U there was a movie made on
my life, I would want Tom Seleek to play me!
My favorite pro team is the
Toronto Maple Leafs.
My childhood hero was Mike
Palmateer.

Eye on the "I"

Scoring leaders streaking
By Lance sports staff

If they play they score.
It's been that way this season
for Phoenix Roadrunner Rob
Brown and Atlanta Knight Jason Ruff. lbeir 17- and 14point streaks have placed them
first and third among the International Hockey League (IHL)
scoring leaders.
Brown's numbers aren't surprising: be was the 1993-94
most valuable player and scoring champion. Ruff has returned to his rookie form of
1992-93 when he averaged over
a point a game. Ruff is no
stranger to scoring, having
posted 136-point and 119-point
seasons in the junior ranks.

Local Connections
- Lasalle native Derck Wilkinson is ninlh in the league in

goals against average for the
Atlanta Knights.
- Windsoritc Barry Polomski
is fourth in the league in penalty minutes with 79.
Bob Boughner, also of
Windsor, has one point for the
Cincinati Cyclones and is Horida Panther property.
- Murray Eaves, son of ILK.
Prof. Cecil Eaves, ha~ five
points with the I lo us ton Aeros.

Rink.side Quotes
"The defcnscman's ~ob is
either to get down and hlock
the puck with their body or get
the hell out of the way ... When
I was with the Islanders, if a dclcnscman deflected a puck in
front of (goalie) Billy Smith, he
usually got a stick broken over
top of him." - Indianapolis Ice
head coach Duane Sutter after
his teamc; Joss to Chicago.
!

Monday. November 28. 1994

I can't remember the exact
day it died. But sometime after
the leaves melted from green to
red to orange, I started to
mourn the loss.
Jn the silence of empty rinks
and ball diamonds it was clear
my passion for sports, that once
were the extension of sandlot
games and shinny on fro1.cn rivers, had been killed.
Gone is the wide-eyed boyhood excitement once felt
when I bad rrrJ first glimpse of
ligcr Stadium. Straining to sec
over adults as I walked out of
the tunnel with rrrJ father into a
sea of gold and emerald green.
Lost is the thrill of opening a
box on Christmas morning to
find a Montreal Canadians
sweater nestled inside the tissue paper.
But it's not just that I got
older. Somehow professional
sports became more callous
and sterile. "It's a business"
they all say. And in the fall of
1994 nothing could have been
more true.
When the World Series was
cancelled and the National
Hockey League teams started
refunding tickets it finally hit
home. It's more than just realizing that many athletes are being paid huge amounts of
money, to play games most of
us would give our left arm to
perform with their skill and
grace. The lustre of the professional athlete bas been tarnished. 1be adulation for
sports heros and characters is
gone and somewhere along the
line, like many sports fans, I
stopped caring.
When they play again, I'll
probably still go, catch the odd
game on television and occasionaly scan the standings and
box scores. I would be lying to
say otherwise.
Like a hopeless romantic
jilted after being dumped time
and time again, I'm not pre-

pared to get burned any more. I
have abandoned a Jong term
relationship for a series of one
night stands knowing this will
all happen again.
I'll remember 1994 most as a
penod of transition. One that is
as indelible as saying goodbye
high school friends when you
go to univcrsit)', or getting your
first real job and reali,fog that
you're not a kid anymore.
But the labour disputes arc
far from the onlything that
stands out in my mind when I
look back over this year.
I'll never forget watching the
absurd soap opera that unfolded on that Los Angeles
freeway when the Juice was on
the lam and Ford was racking
up unprecedented free publicity for its Bronco.
The media feeding frenzy
that has ensued has been nauseating. It only serves to enhance the notion that many
Americans are obsessed with
crime, dirty laundry, and destroying those they place on
pedastals.
I will also remember 1994 as
the year heavyweight boxing
became as laughable as the
World Wrestling Federation,
shredding any credibility it had
left when Michael Moorer hit
the canvas.
Remember, the new George
Foreman, a jolly Mr. Clean who
has become an icon for anyone
having a mid-life crisis, could
only hold the heavyweight title
for a year in his prime which
was 20 years ago!
Accepting Foreman as a true
champion is as riduculous as
those who continue to kid
themselves that Jobm Musselman can do the job after eight
years as the head coach of the
University of Windsor football
team. Only in the city of the
great inferiority complex does
hope spring eternal and 2-5 records rate as having a good
year. Winning may not be
everything, but image is. And
around the OUAA, and in

Windsor high schools, the
Lancer football program
11
known as a loser.
Thank heavens for Denn~
Fairall, who took the ~n·s
cross country team to the brink
of the school's first CIAL
championship in that sport. lie
is now gearing up for another
run al two more national in.
door track and field titles.
On a much faster trac~
where wars between tire con,.
panies have compromised the
saftey of NASCAR racing,
driver Ernie Irvin could do With
a dose of common sense and
less machismo. Even contem.
plating a comeback after h~
near fatal crash suggests he's
still reeling from the massive
bead injuries he recieved dur.
ing a practice run for the
Goodwrench 400.
And oh yes, what about the
epidemic of World Cup fever
that was supposed lo spread
across North America? Appar.
ently most of us are still immune. We are outcasts, the one
anomaly in a soccer-crazed
world. We happily watch our
brand of gridiron football,
knowing even a 6-3 game be·
tween Tampa Bay and Cincin.
nati is more exciting than a 1.0
soccer match between Sweden
and South Korea.
Recalling Canada's SUtru\
in Olympic and World Cham~.
ooship hockey and the Comroon Wealth games, it pales in
comparison with the biggest
story of the year.
In 1994 we learned roore
than we cared to about salary
caps, arbitration and the bu~.
ness side of professional sports.
We've seen more accountants'
figures than batting averages,
and at some point the numbers
took over.The money grab is
the only game they play 11()',1,.
And frankly, it bores me silly. I
Briggs, a graduate of the Um·
versity of Wmdsor and formtr
member of the Lance, is cw·
renly covering junior hockey for
the London Free Press.

Lancer swimming team makes waves in the pool
By Lance sports staff

'lbe Lancer swim team travelled to Toronto Nov. 18, and
received the first lcx>k at top
Ontario competition.
It was the teams first chance
to compete against the best in
the country. 'lbe women produced strong performances
from rookie Julie Miesmcr who
is closing in on CIAU qualify-

ing times. Team captain Julie
Paranosic has regained her
swimming form early season
soccer commitments.
Jodi
Cavcrzan and Christine Wojtusiak also swam well demonstrating
their
excellent
mid-season conditioning.
lhc men continued to show
improvement with some very
good performances by second
year sensation Steve Watson.

University of Ne\\ Brunswick
Faculty of Education
B Ed Concurrent or Consecutive Program

IF YOU WAN1 TO BECOME A TEACHER
APPLY BY JANUARY 31, 1995

Watson posted the fastest time
in the 100 meter fly in the
country this year, and broke the
meet record with a tim! of
57 .34 seconds and a strong 200
meter fly. Neil Mark broke a
team record in the l 500 meter
free style, and other strong per·
formances were turned in ll)
rookie Kevin Daniels in the 100
and 200 breaststroke and forth
year veteran Bart McLean. !

DAYTONA

1 WEEK FROM $299.
ROOM ONLY $139.

CUBA

1 WEEK FROM $587.

ACAPULCO

1 WEEK FROM $698.
$858,
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COPIES

CAW Student Centre
Lower Level
(Next to The Asylum)
252-COPY I 252·2679
253-4232 . Ext. 4525

Registrar's Office
University of New Brunswick
P.O. Box 4400
Fredericton, NB Canada E3B SAJ
Phone: 506-453-4864
Fax: 506-453-5016
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-- campus recreation, hockey and basketball
Monday, November 28, 1994

BY chevonne Robinson!
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Jn intramural men's basketball action the Grad I louse defeated the Brew Crew 53 to 19
nd the White Ford Broncos
\ccd their way past the Fugi:jves 39 to 19. Fun With Farm
Animals defeated the AllosaufUS 2 to O by default. Black
Jacks defeated the Jazz 55 to
41. faces on College were all
over the Celtics 40 to 30. The
upset of the week was the Anal
Coughs defeating the Revolutionaries 49-35.
Anal Coughs could very well
be the Cinderella team of the
tournament. No Names had no
trouble beating FfK 64 to 40.
Six feet Under Too, mercifully
defeated the Dead Eel's 70-28.
Toe Racks flew past the Ninth
floor Maulers 46-37. Varsity
Outfitters soberly defeated the

~s to
ester

The Lance

Drunken Mob 86 to 50.

Women's hoops
In women's basketball action
the undefeated Alumni played
the winless Iloosiers in semi-final play. The Hoosiers put up a
great fight but in the end succumbed to the mighty Alumni.
The game between the Bulls
and the law team was forfeited
due to a player shortage from
the studious law team. The
Bulls had the week off to rest
and mentally prepare for their
battle against the Alumni Nov.
28 at 9 p.m. at St. Denis Centre. The championship should
be very competitive.

Floor hockey
With the conclusion of the
regular season, there is little
doubt the playoffs will be an intense affair. In division one, the
Campus Wreckers finished with

Results and standings
Standings
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MidEast- .-·G ....W_. L ..... T-F-.. A .. P
Guelph ............. 10.... 5 ...... 2 ..... 3 .... 38 ....27 13
Toronto ............ 10.... 3 ...... 4 ..... 3 .... 31....36. 9
Queen's ............. 9 .... 2 ...... 6 ..... 1 .... 26 ....40. 5
RMC ............. 9 .... 0 ...... 8 ..... 1 .... 17 ....51. l
Far East ............ G.-W.... L ..... T ..... F.-. A .. P
Concordia ......... 9 ..... 5 ...... 2 ..... 2 .... 29 ....1.8 12
UQTR .............. 1 ..... 4......0 ..... 3 .... 35....1911
Onawa .............. 8 ..... 4 ...... 2 ..... 2 .... 36....2310
Mc.Gill ............... 8..... 3 .••... 4 ..... 1 .... 32....28. 7
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Queen·s .............. 6 ..... •1 ..... 1 ..... 1 .... 42 ... 10 ... 9
Toroato .............. 4 ..... 4 ..... 0 ..... 0 .... 48 ....2 .... 8
Guelph ............... 4 ..... 3 ..... 0 ..... 1 .... 21 .... 2 .... 7
Lauricr ............... 5 ..... 1..... 3 ..... 1 .... 14 ... 39 ... 3
York .................. 4 ..... 0 ..... 3 ..... 1 .... 7 ....22 ... l

Windsor.-....... s.•.•. o•...• s....• o.... 3 ....60-0
OUM West men's volleyball standing.\
Team ·····-········-··MP. W .... L ...GW. GL.P
Wa1erloo ................... 3 ..... 3 ......0 ..... 9 ..... 1 .... 6

Team ·-··------· MP. W - L .... W _.L... P

Western .................... 6 ..... 5 ...... 1 .... 16 .... 5 .10
Lakehead .................. 4 ..... 3 ...... 1 .... 10 .... 6 .. 6
McMaster ................. 4 ..... 3 ...... 1 .... 10 .... 4 .. 6
Guetph ..................... 5 ..... 3 ...... 2 .... 10 ... 10 .. 6
Waterloo ................... 4 ..... 2 ......2 .... 8 ..... 8 .. 4
8J'O(k......................... 4...•. 1......3 ...• 4 ..•. 11 .. 2

Wlndsor ·-··-··-··- s_. l. ..-4 .. _ 7 .... 13 .. 2
laWier...................... 4..... 0 ......4 .....4 .... 12 .. 0
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Michigan-Dearborn 83 Windsor 73
Cao-Am Tournament
Windsor 99 Wilberforce 80
Windsor 781i1Tm 71

Men's hockey

Westem ............ 9 ..... 5 ...... 3 ..... 1 .... 43 ....28 ll
Waterloo ........... 8 ..... 4 ...... 2 ..... 2 .... 36....3010
~1ndsor ..•.•....•.• 9 ..... l. ..... s._.3 .... 24 ....J7. s
Hockey scoring leaders
Player ..... _.-....- ... T~m .. GP ...G .... A-P
1. Ryan Savoia .......... Brock .... 10 ... 12 ... 11..23
2. John Spollore ....... I..aurier .. 8 ..... 7 .... 15 ..22
J. Darren Maoorclta Broek. .... 8 ... •11 .... 7 ...18
4.DcnDavis ........... York. .... 10 .... 7 .... 10.. 17
5. Aaron Nagy .......... Western 9 ..... 4 .... 12. .16
OWlAA West hoe~ standfn~
1

uurier ...................... 3..... 0......3 ..... 3 ..... 9 .... 0

to

Men's basket.bal I

FarWest.--... G ....W.... L ..... T.-.F.-.A .. P
Lauricr •..••........ 8 ..... 7...... 1 ..... 0 .... 46 ....2414

OWIAA West volleyball standings

the
ion

Women's volleyball
Guelph 3 Windsor 2
(15-10, 9-15, 15-13, 11-15, 15·7)
Men's volleyball
Windsor 3 Guelph 0
(15-7, 15-3. 15-1)
Women's basketball
Windsor 73 l..aurier 70 OT

Women's hockey

Wtslem .................... 3 ..... 2 ...... 1 ..... 6 ..... 5 .... 4
8J'O(k ........................ 4..... 2•.....2 •.... 8 ..... 8 ••.. 4
\\o1ndsor........_,__ 3..... 1......2 ..-S-.6 .... 2
Guelph ...................... 4 ..... 1......3 ..... 3 .... 10 ... 2

US·

Results
(for WHlc •ndirc Nov. 20. 1~4)

llrock................ J0 .... 6 ...... 3 ..... 1 .... 49 ....3213
York ................ 10.... 5 ...... 4 ..... 1 .... 43 ....33 11
Laurentian ........ 9 ..... 3 ...... 6 ..... 0 .... 24 ....38 .. 6
Ryerson ..•.....••.•• 9 ...•• 2......7 ..... o .... 19 ..••54. 4

~fcMastcr ................. 4..... 3...... 1 .... 11 .... 6 .... 6

1gb

a 6-1 record and look poised to
continue their stellar defensive
performances. The second
place Sweet Daddies ended up
with 80 goals in only seven
games and have already advanced to the second round of
the playoffs. The NHL Shooters and the Jokers will continue
their long standing battle as
they face each other in the first
round of the playoffs.
In division two, the Slapshots
continue their unbeaten season
with a romp over Body Count
by the score of 14-5. The second place Team Carat also disposed of their opponent, the
Leafs, by the score of 12-6.
Parti Quebecois managed to
squeak by Project Number
Nine with a 7-6 victory. Look
for there to be a battle between
the Slapshots and either Team
Carat or Parti Quebecois in the
division final.
[!

Important
NOTICE
The Lance
•
•
1s
ceasing
publication
for exams.
Weekly
publication
will resume

January 9.
Advertising
deadline is

January 5.

Queen's 14 Windsor 1
Queen's 8 Windsor 1
Windsor 3 York 3
Brock 2 Windsor 1

'Lancer athletes of the week
Jamie Pepper, a guard for the basketball
team. was a key player in helping the Lancen
capture the Can-Am Tournament. The fifth
year gradUAte student was selected as the
MVP at the tournament.
Danielle Bottineau, a forward with 1he
women's basketball team, was instrumental
• in • ki~ t'l!e teatns ~ 70 · \lfcto~ • bver
l.aurier. Bottineau hit a three point shot 111
the last minute of play to send the game to
overtime. In overtime Bottincau again hil a
triple and drained two free throws to ensure
a Lancer victory.

Upcoming events
Men's hockey
Dec. 3. We~tem at Windsor 7:30 p.m.
at Adie Knox Arena
Women's hockey
Dec. 3, Windsor at York
Women's volleyball
NOii. 30. Windsor at McMaster
Men's volleyball
NOii. 30. Windsor al McMaster
Dec. 2, Lauricr al Windsor 8 p.m.
Dec. 3. Macomb C.C. at Windsor 8 p.m.
oU h<Hno r;o,,,. at St. Donis unllY
Men's basketbal I
Dec. 2-4, at Can-Am Tourney Humber
College
Track and ne1d
Dec. 1-2. Blue and Gold Intra squad meet al
St. Denis Centre

Campus recreation standings
Final Intramural Ice hockey
Competitive...---G---W.-,L ..•..T.-.P
1be Leaves ...............8 ............ 7 ...... 0 ..... 1 .. 15
Thunder Chickens .... 7 ............ 6 ...... 0 ..... 1 .. 13
Sharks .................. 7 ............ 6 ...... l ..... 0 .. 12
10 Little Iodiaos ....... 8 ............ 5 ......2 ..... 1 .. 11
LIie Night................. 7 ............ 4 ......2 ..... 1 .... 9
Banger's Beauties..... 7 ............ 4 ...... 2 ..... 1 .... 9
AJI U Cao Eat. ......... 7 ............ 3...... 3 ..... 1 .... 7
Recrutional---P....... _ W.-L-.T,-P
MBA
................... 8 ............ 6 ......2 .....0 .. 12

::~
.:::::::::::::::::~ :::::::::::: :::::::i :::::~ :: !~
Jenz's Men ................ 8 ............ 4 ...... 3 ..... 1 ... 9
Tomahawks ............. 7 ............ 4 ......3 ..... 0 ... 8
Greek Gods .............. 7 ............ 4 ...... 3 ..... 0 ... 8
Law
..................... 7 ............ 4 ...... 3 ..... o... 8
' o~IM"1p7toamrlut.d

Final 11oor hockey standings
Division 1 ...............-G .. - •. - .. W .... L.-.T .... P
Campus Wrecken .... 7 ............ 6 ......1 ..... 0 .. 12
Sweet Daddies .......... 7 ............ 5 ...... 1 ..... 1 .. 11
Chic Magnets ............ 7 ............ 4 ...... 2 ..... 1 ... 9
NHL Shootcn .......... 7 ............ 4 ...... 2 ..... 1 ... 9
Jokers
................... 7 ............ 3 ......3 ..... 1 ... 7
EastsideSaints .......... 7 ............ 1......6 ..... 0 ... 2
Joint Effort ...............7 ............ 0 ...... 7 ..... 0 .... 0
Division 2------·G .......... W .... L .....T .... P
Slapshots ..... -........... 7 ······· - ··· 6- .... 0 .. - .1 .. 13
learn Carat ..•........... '1 ..'.!.. L. .. 6 ...... J •.... 0 .. 12
Parti Qucbecois ........ 7 ............ 4 ...... 2 ..... I .... 9
Project 119 ................. 7 ............ 4 ...... 3 ..... 0 ... 8
Leafs
.................... 7 ............ 3 ...... 4 ..... 0 ... 6
BodyCount............... 7 ............ 1.. .... 6 ..... 0 ... 2

Answers lo Stumpers
l) Profession.al Golfers Association

2) Spain
3) Greg Norman
4) Sam Snead
5) Augusta ~orgia
6) Match play and stroke play
7) The Golden Bear
8) Eagle
Dowd you score
All 8 correct-you should write for Lance
sports.
6 or 7 correct- Groundskeepers Beware:
you've burned up the lin.ks today!
3 to 5 correct-you've just made the cut at
Pebble Beach.
J or 2 correct- you have bad as much to
drink as John Daly.
O correct-you would have trouble playing
at Yogi Bear mini·golf!
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Ifair Removal
- the natural way -

the safest and most effective
way of dealing with unwanted
face and body hair.

.100% rtatural rroduct Used

&wlronmentaUy Friendly
Safe and Gentle for everyone
Pree rrofessional consultation
Try It, you'll never go back to razors
or painful waxing agalnlll

1456 St. Clair ~

973-7177
(cattfled ~

Tec.Ad.W

1923 Femdale

Tee Ad. E ..

i! ~" 944-4745 i"
:E

rJl

(We do 171D1'5 1Jadc3 ~ Oie.m) .._

I

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE YOUR

10% DISCOUNT
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VP's remarks

r

alienate students
Sav it isn't so, Joe.
Please reassure L nivcrsity of Windsor students that you were
misquoted m thl: Nov. 23 edition of 17,e Umdsor Star, when you
said: ''Most students who come to university arc comfortahle and
well-off ,tlready."
Granted, all politicians suffer from "hoof in mouth" d1sc,tsc at
one point or another, but the University of Windsor Students' Alliam:c v1tc-president secretary made a political faux pas of epic
proportions when he decided to perpetuate the myth of the aver
age university student's financial situation.
. .
.
Barile. s comments feed the stereotype that the maJonty of university students were horn with a silver sp.xm in their mouth, drive
Porschcs and Jags (purchased hy mums-y and daddy), sport designer lahcls, sip Perrier (with a twist of lime, of course). ~ance _on
the tables at the Bridge I louse and spend hours discussing
whether or not the tabk- exists until a well meaning west Windsoritc offers to settle the argument hy threatening to crack the ohviouslv H'r\' real wooden structure over their heads.
Believe il or not Mr. Barile, a majority of University of Windsor
students aren't here via a heft) Bever!) I !ills 90210-esque trust
Jund. Many of our students work at crappy minimum \\age johs,
go in deht over their heads with OS/\P, drive Chevettes and
scrimp and save and starve.
In fact, the definition of "comfortahlc" to a lot of students is hcing ahle to afford rent and cho\\ do\\n on a box of Kraft Dinner.
Barilc's statement, whether made in a sleep-deprived stup<.lr or
not, is indic,1ti\c of an elitist attitude - one that is not shared by
the uni\crsit) as a whole.
Unfortunatclv. Barile 's remarks had the effect of alienating students \\ho do not have the privilege of having family memhcrs
\\ith an open wallet polky. And, ohviously, the idea that the majority of students arc well off and comfortable simply isn't so, Joe.(!

Rental woes aren't over

,

..

'lbc vacancy rate for adequate housing in Windsor is dropping
,it a rapid r,1tc - it's getting even more difficult than ever to find
affordable and sanitary living quarters in the city. "llte perfect time
to implement a student housing office and coordinator you might
say ...
But not according to your student council executives \\ho claim
that the mandate of the housing committee is already covered hy
the Vice President University Affairs portfolio. Yeah right! Do
students even know that a council exec can help you out if you've
got cockroaches taking over your apartment, if you're rent mysteriously goes up, or you're looking for a decent lo\\ hudget place?
If the function of the office isn't visihle the job description doesn't
do anyone much g<xld.
I ast year student council formed a committee to look into student residency prohlems. lhe report of the student housing committee was given the thumbs up signal last year hy council, and the
current group also approved of the report in principle. The idea
was to have an office which dealt specifically with housing issues at
the university, as many have reported that Windsor housing just
doesn't fulfill students needs.
Funding has heen cited as a hig drawback lo implementing the
plan. Funny that the council should claim that the well has run dry
when earlier in the semester at a public meeting of the council the
whole gang of UWS/\ exec's claimed that their hank accounts runneth over.
Student housing is a hig deal for many students at Windsor who
arc first time renters or new to the city. 1hc proposal for a two
tiered svste"l which would deal specifically with students housing
problems, as well as revising and monitoring vacancy listings
ounds like a pretty good idea. Simple enough, right?
[I
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Letters to the editor

Apology to nurses
Dear Editor,
I am writing lo clarify a response that I made in the November 14, 1994 issue of the
Lance to the question, "What
do vou think of male's issues
courses being offcred at the
univcrs:ty? I had ··eplied: " I
think it is great because men
arc treated like shit and de'iCrve a little sympathy from
educahonal institutions." Ibis
statement was followed by my
name and faculty, the School of
Nursing. Faculty memhers and
students have understandably
become offended. Although it
was unintentional, this generalized statement has indirectly
accused the School of Nursing
of mistreating males in the program. I have always hcen
treated with dignity and respect
by faculty memhers and I know
of not one incidence where a
male has been treated unfairly.

Neil Gi llis
School of Nursing

Christian offended
Dear Editor,
In the Lance which appeared
Nov. 14 you published two cartoons in which quite horrific
acts of murder and prejudice

appeared to he condoned hy individuals in the guise of Christian religious leaders.
As someone proud to he
Christian I was offended hy this
portrayal and would not like
Lance readers to cq uate being
r~ligious with right wing bigotry!
A._ I see it, the prevailing
Christian perspective considers
all actions taken outside the
law a<. unacceptable and proposes that interpersonal relahons arc to be characterized hy
that spirit of charily and goodwill epitomized in the upcoming Christmas season.
Andrt>w Templer

Cooperation key
to social change
Dear Editor,
'lltere's twenty years now hctween me and students at the U
ofW.
In 1972 withholding tuition
fees was urged to stop provincial Conservative cutbacks to
education.
We
followed
through with protests in 1974
through 1978, helped organize
one of Ontario's largest student
protests against fee hikes and
marched on Queen's Park. We
tried to organize a boycott of
classes and marched on cam-
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Mission Statement

Editorial Policies

The lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function
These pnnciples are based on those of the
Canadian Unrvers1ty Press:
1. The lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect 1t in our content.
2 By examining Issues and different perspectives
other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media We affirm
our respons1b11ity to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socrally, culturally, pohtically, and
economically disadvantaged groups In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power m any fonn.
4. The lance will not print material that is sexist,

The lance 1s published every Monday of the
fall and winter semesters by the Student Media
Corporation. Its of'ices are located in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the lance
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the lance
are not necessa,ly those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance
Subm1ss1or1s are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper Submissions must
Include contnbutor's name and phone number
and must be typed, legibly handwritten, or on
floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor reserves
the nght to edit for space and clarity.
Contents copyright 1994. Reproduction in any
way 1s forbidden Without the wntten permission
of the edrtor In chief. The Lance Is a member of
the Canadian University Press.

pus.
Our mistake was that v.
confined the discussion to the
university community. Polilically, we didn't go far enough.
I'm hoping that you will overcome our mistakes.
'lbc demands against fee
hikes and cutbacks must go beyond the confines of the c.w
pus conununity hccausc an
organization of students, even
supported hy scchons of aca·
demics, will not ultimate~
change matters.
After the protests there must
be a coalition with a hroader
community. IC there is not, then
we will all go home, put away
our signs, go hack to class wb~e
the government proceeds on 1~s
ultimate agenda (to make cap1·
talism safer for even fewer
capitalists).
I would recommend reaching out to major polit1·
cally active institutions - the
lahour movement which rcpre·
senls a major political force i~
many working class coITI1!1u~
ties. lbc Windsor and D1stnct
Labour O>Uncil is ready to lis·
ten to your concerns. 'I bat co~·
lition, more than any otb<,:r, IS
needed when we arc all under
attack. I do think that we can
become more powcrful.

Len Wallact
U of W alumnus

racist, ageist. heterosexist, or that mah~~
differenHy-abled peoples or the econom c..,,
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the prolrtera1on of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which prorvote them, which preserve and exten°
unjust economic and political hegemony
diverting resources from genuine human needs
6. The lance promotes non-Vlolent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological respons1b IY,
both in content and mits day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance
c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone: Editorial· (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909.
ext. 3910, ext. 3923
Advertising· (519) 971-3604
Fax: 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uw1ndsor.ca
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Letters to the editor

Remember Dec. 6

Keep recycling
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l)ear Editor, .
.
'Ibis letter 1s sent m rcmonsc to the article "To
~,1"
Rccydc or Nol to Rccy~ c
in last week's Lance. lhe
article represented an attempt to remind students of
the campus recycling program, and a situation of debatable magnitude.
J fear the detrimental effects of the article might
outweigh
the proacl!ve
prodding. lbal negaltvc
slurring of a necessary program, will ~nvcrt a? apathetic partial user, mlo a
non-recycler.
'Jbc program works and
will continue to work; recyclables from campus arc being collected, transported
and recycled. 'lbc program
is a success, albeit with
flaws to be addressed. Mr.
Oumeah has assured me
that the problem of custodial staff misdirecting recyclables, if present, is
isolated.
AJI questions are secondary if the program is not
utili1.cd by staff and students. If you have concerns,
present such observations
to Dumeah and myself, with
as much detail as possible.
If you fear janitorial "intervention," use the roll-out
bins a<; much as possible
and keep an eye open for
violations. The majority of
recyclables on campus are
being recycled, and through
collective effort, the success
of the program can only improve further.
Julian Thomas

Environmental Issues
Commissioner
v.a1
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Corrections and
clarifications
In the Nov. 14 issue of the
Lance, UWSA's visual arts representative had rus name
spelled incorrectly. The correct
spelling is McRae not McCrac.
In the Nov. 21 issue of the
lAnce Sue Morin, CJAM's
news director, was quoted as
saying the university was an irresponsible institution. She was
referring specifically to recycling efforts on campus rather
than generally referring lo the
UofW.
Also the comment that the
university is trying to be socially
a_itd environmentally conscicnlJOus, referred to the image the
university is trying to project. l

By Lalitta Ghandikota
Special to the Lance

Drunken injustice
By Fong Chan
Brian McIntyre's letter in the
Nov. 21 issue, missed the entire
point of the article on the Supreme C<rnrt drunkenness defcnse ruling. Never once did I
report the ruling to be a
women's issue.
I concede that McIntyre was
correct in stating that criminal
intent is required lo convict the
accused and it is this legal loophole that has everyone "bent
out of shape", to use his words.
It is interesting lo note that
since the Daviault case the ruling has been used successfully
at least three times. In October
a court in Alberta acquitted a
man of assaulting his wifc because he was drunk at the time.
Earlier this month a Quebec
judge found a man not guilty of
assaulting his girlfriend because
he was high on u.x;ainc at the
time. In Prince Fdward Island,
a sexual assault charge was
dropped because, again, the
man wac; drunk.
Yet in Ottawa, when a man
tried to plead that he was too
drunk to know what he was doing when he robbed a pharmacy, the judge rejected his
defcnsc.
Now docs something seem

amiss here? The ruling is not a
women's is.c;ue (although it
scem'i if the victim is a female,
the defcnse is successful) nor is
it a substance abuse issue as
McIntyre believes but it is
rather an issue of justice.
It is a crime to violate a person's body in such a brutal way,
whether it was or was not premeditated. Yet the Supreme
Court does not believe so. The
65 year-old woman had to suffer twice; once when Daviault
dragged her from her wheelchair and raped her and again
when the courts failed to protect her rights and acquitted
Daviault, absolving him of any
crime
I applaud the efforts of
groups like the Womyn's Centre and Windsor-Essex County
Health Unit who are protesting
to Justice Minister Allen Rock.
Perhaps the outcry will make
Rock realize the Criminal Code
must be re-evaluated to correct
the loop hole.
Unlike McIntyre, these people refuse to sit back and accept faulty legalities. Instead of
being in an apathetic stupor
they are fighting, not for
women's righLc; but for human
rights and arc seeking to sec
that true justice is served.
iJ

It begins once again.
Every year around trus time,
the anniversary of the Montreal
massacre, I begin to read a lot
of articles on violence against
womyn. for those of you not familiar with trus event, on Dec.
6th 1989, Marc Lepine enter
the Ecole Polytechniquc in
Montreal, and proceeded to
murder 14 womyn for no other
reason than the fact that they
wcrewomyn.
Five years later, despite all
the media attention given the
event, womyn continue to be
murdered. Recent statistics
outline that l'.\o out of every
four womyn in this country
have been, or will be a victim of
an assault. And yet, this country remains fairly apathetic
about this issue.
On this campus alone,
womyn arc being daily subjected to humble acts of violence, not necessarily of the
hlood and guts variety.
Which brings us to the issue
of climate and culture. Sociologists have written a lot recently
about the connection between
attitudes toward womyn, and
violence against womyn. Ironically, universities. which arc
supposed to be bastions of
higher learning and thought,
have traditionally been exclusionary to womyn.
When a womyn cannot take
a book out of the library without being alienated by graffiti
on the walls , when a womyn
cannot speak up in class without fear of appraisal, this is violence.
Not to state the obvious, but
clearly violence bcgets violence.
When a university administra-

tion docs not see the connection bcl'.\·een the lack of female
tenured professors on this campus and violence against
womyn, or graffiti on the walls
of the library and violence
against womyn, then clearly,
progress cannot be made.
Interestingly, trus is the year
that the administration has
seen fit to introduce a men's
studies course. I understand
that part of the rationale for
having this course is that men
arc increa<;ingly feeling battered (pardon the pun) by the
tide of political correctness.
Which brings us to another
interesting point. lbat is, it has
always struck me as being bizarre that common decency has
had to be legitimated by the
academy in order lo have any
credence. I still find it hard to
understand how a womyn's
studies course constitutes reverse discrimination
Womyn still continue to earn
three quarters the salary of
male counterparts, womyn continue to be politically disenfranchised, v.omyn arc sill
denied access to the professions, not lo mention the academy itself, and yet reverse
discrimination has become part
of our vocabulary.
On Dec. 6 at 7:30 p.m. at the
CAW Centre will be hosting its
annual vigil marking the deaths
of the 14 womyn murdered in
Montreal. Please join us and
add your voices to the many
men and womyn who believe
there is still much work to be
done in this area, and that violence in all its forms should not
be tolerated.
m
Laliua Ghandikola is an
MIJA student al lhe Umversuy of
Windsor and UWSA '.r Womyn '.r
Issues Coordinator.

Cartoons are not just aimed at Catholics
By C.S. Boyd
Mr. Alvirez-Cortes, Scott
Prall and Father Steve, I'm the
person who did the cartoon and
made you so upset and I was
going lo rebut your comments.
But, I decided not to because
I can't be bothered to argue
with all of you. Not wilh
Alvirez-Cortez, for I am wholly
unwilling to apologize. Not
with Prall, for as a pseu~oPopc, he speaks for world wide
Catholics, nor for Father Steve,
for arguing the merits of

Catholic reform reminds me
that I am not keen on regurgitation.
I was going to say I just
wasn't attacking Catholics specifically in the "Skoke'' cartoon,
but pointing to the MP's religious undertones in her auempt
to deny fundamental freedoms
to homosc,wals. ll is blackly
comical how she hastardi:tcs
Christianity to her political
ends. She wasn't a specifically
Catholic image, for Catholics
don't have a monopoly on the
priestly neck-turning. I wa'i also

going to say to Pratt, that only
you
make
generalizations
equating millions of Catholics
a,; murderous wacko's - only
you claim to speak for v.orldwide Calholicism.
And I Y.as going to say that I
do hold the Pope to blame for
the shooting of the abortion
provider, if cot explicitly then
implicitly. lbe Pope's tenacity
in hanging on lo outdated religious dogma can he seen as a
root to Catholic mis-dceds in
the abortion debacle.
The church starts a ruckus,

back., away and then condemns
as lunatic one who takes
Augustinian justice to its utmost. It's like someone who
lights the wick of a stick of dynamite and then claim'i not to
be responsible for the explosion
v.ith the alihi, "well, I only lit
the v.ick, not the dynamite."
I was finally going to say I
take full responsibility for the
cartcxm. It is mv idea, and I'm
your target. I wa<; going to say
all this, but I won't for,"a picture is worth a thousand
words".
I!

around campus

What is the weirdest thing you've ever had stuck in your eye?
"l haven't ever
had
anything
stuck in my eye
except dust,
hair,
mascara
and the mascara
applicator."

"My
sister's
foot. She used to
lay on the couch
kicking at me,
and sometimes
she got me in the
eye."

"A bowl of
frcshl)
ground
pepper.''

"Actually I had
~urgery below my
eye lac;t week I'd have to say ...
rny surgeons fin-

ger."

i

Brent I.Alcas
Year Ill
Social Work

Godfrey James
Year IV
Computer Science

:

Stephen Krzyzano~ski
Year I
Psychology

Denis Bachmeier
Masters
Sociology
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Nutritional
Spofffi Supplemenffi &
Fitn~s uipment
COMPARE THESE PRICES
THEN DECIDE WHERE YOU'LL
BE SHOPPING?ff
QUALITY AND VARIETY AT THE LOWEST PRICES
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PRICES CHECKED &VARlflED
AS OF NOV. 14, 1994
MET-RX

WEIDER (Mega Mass 2000)

,

2.95 kg.

CYBERGENICS
(CYBERTRIM )
*6 WEEK MEGA
FAT LOSS SYSTEM
'

MLO
(HARD BODY GAINER 3600)
4 lb.

STRENGTH SYSTEM USA
(EGG AMINO 1750)

NHF
(U LTRA l•AT BURNERS)
90TAB U :TS

NORTHERN LIGHTS
(MUSC LE MASS 2000)
1.5 kg.
11/a

SPARTAN

MUSCLE MAG BODY TOOLS

NFC

$69!9
$47?0

$84!0
$33?5
$28!5
$20!9
$14!0

$79.99

$78.00

$49.95

n/a

$89.99

n/a

$36.99

2 lb. $37.00

$32.20

n/a

$25.00

$27.00

n/a

n/a

PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
• VITAMINS
• SPORT - SUPPLEMENTS
• WEIGHT LOSS PRODUCTS
• DIABETIC FOODS
•HERBS
• FAT-FREE PRODUCTS
• ORGANIC FOODS
• LOW SODIUM PRODUCTS
• BOOKS, MAGAZINES
AND TRAINING VIDEOS
• PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
• STAIRMASTERS
• WALL CLIMBERS
• FREE WEIGHTS
•CLOTHING
• WEIGHT LOSS & WEIGHT
GAIN COUNSELLING

MON. TO FRI. 10-9
SAT. 10-6, SUN. 12-6

NOl A VAil.AH i h AS OI· rHIS l>ATI~

Q B50 Dougall Rd. at Cabana Rd. CALL 966-2543]
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Diversions
Diversions. a weekly calendar ot events, Is a tree community se,vice oft/le Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.

.
,
L.~

Due to space limits. we cannot guarantee publication of any event. listings should be submitted in writing by 4 p.m. Friday and must include a phone
contact. Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing

1- The Art Gallery of Windsor presents
'fl video artists Christopher McNamara

local
and
Dermot Wilson: Bady Decomposed until Jan.
22 . 3100 Howard Ave, 966-4494.

-

~

JL,

Monday, January 9
~

r

Registration is open for ttle 1995 Model
Parliament to take place February 4 and 5.
Fonns available in the political science
department. or call 966-9505 for,information.

-

•\

iZ.

in writing, editing, photography?
Come to the Lance's staff meeting today at
! Interested
4:30 p.m. in the
office, basement of the

-1'

Lance
CAW Student Centre.

Tuesday, January 10
meets each Tuesday
at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
! andCentre,Wednesday
conference rooms 1 and 2. New
The Debating Society

members always welcome.

-

.A.The Assumption Campus Community offers a
cost supper prepared by student volunteers
each Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at Assumption
University.

l .- The Francois Baby House presents Brewed in
'fl Windsor, an exhibit on local breweries and
taverns 254 Pitt St. W., for hours and info call
253-1812.

@ Lancer basketball

II. The Windsor Film Theatre presents Natural
X Bom /Oilers and the drag cult hit Priscifla
Oueen of the Desert through Jan. 15. Call
254·FILM for showtimes and info.

~

r

t

•

Saturday, January 14

'\£ lifeguards

meeting for new and returning
guards at the St Denis pool, 9 a.m. Staff
training is mandatory, so bring a bathing suit,
towel, and swimming qualifications. For more
info, call Peter Powen at 253-4232, ext. 2422.

CD Lancer men's hockey vs. Laurier at the Adie
Knox Arena. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, January 18

Sunday, January 15
The Christian Culture Series presents St.
Nuala P. Kenny on "Ethical Considerations in
Life Issues," 3 p.m .• Assumption University.
Suggested donation $5, $2 for students.

1- The Visitor In the Arts series presents m Lancer men's hockey vs. Watel1oo at the
'ff Winnipeg mixed media artist Aganetha Dyck '-"" Adie Knox Arena. 3:30 Pm.
at 7:30 p.m., Room 115, LeBel Building . For

-

,.•

Registration for Campus Recreation intramurals, clubs
and aquatic activities runs 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. through
the week of January 9 - 13 in the 9t. Denis Centre.

Thursday, January 12

more information or to arrange a studio
critique, call 253·4232, ext 2829.

i

~

Wednesday, January 11
vs. Guelph at St. Denis
Centre. Women tip-off at 6:30 p.m., men at
8:30 p.m.
AGIW (Thank God It's Wednesday!) pub
~ ·night at the Asylum every Wednesday. Cover
$2 to benefit the Aids Committee of Windsor.

I

Assumption University Chapel holds Mass
every Sunday morning at 11:30 a.m. Everyone
is welcome We are located west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church on Huron Line. Call 973-7033

Monday, January 16
/

• The Lance invites all Interested students to its
staff meetings, every Monday at 4:30 p m.
(time may change in the new semester, for
more info, call 253-4232, ext. 3909)

y As part of National Non-Smoking Week, come
visit the Weedless Wednesday displays in the
Ambassador Auditorium, Salon A from 11 :30
a.m. to 1:30 p.rn, Free seminar on how to
stop smoking in Salon B from noon to 1 p.m.
q 1Lancer volleyball vs. Western at the St. Denis
\J..Y Centre, men: 6:30 p.m., women: 8 30 p.m.

Thursday, January 19
~

r

The C.P. Gravenor Lecture Series presents
Alex Halliday of the University of Michigan. on
·using SR Isotopes to deduce Magma
Production, Crystallization Rates and
Residence Times." 1 p.m in Room 302,
Memorial Hall

ystop Smoking Classes are offered on campus
the next four Thursdays. To register. call
Health Services, 253-4232, ext. 3260

Cover photo by Jerry Burrell

Hockey:
all thtl leagues
university students
'
don•t play.in. See ·page·B.
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University of Windsor Students' Alllance
L'Assoclotlon des 1:tudlants de l'Unlverslt~ de Windsor

the U. W.S.A. USED BOOKSTORE IN THE BASEMENf
OF THE C.A.W. STUDENT CENTRE
JANUARY 1995
Tl'ESDAY

t\10'-JO .\ Y

WEDNESDAY

~

')

-

4

.)

THCRSDAY
5

FRIDAY
6
12-6 DROP-OFF

SATURDAY
7

CLOSED

ONLY
,)

10

X-1> DROP-OFF

8-(1

DROP-OFF

ONLY

O:\LY
16
~-6 DROP-OFF
&SELLl~G

17
10-6 DROP-OFF
& SELUNG

Il
8-7 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

12
8- 7 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

13
8-6 DROP-OFF
& SELLING

14
12--l DROP-OFF
& SELLING

18
10-6 SELLING

19
I0-6 SELLING

20
I0-6 SELLING

21
12-3 SELLING

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

Need some
cash: Sell your
used books!

ONLY

LAST DAY
DROP-OFF
"~
_.)

10-c, SELLING
L.\ST 0.-\ Y

30
l~--Pl(KLP

--

.,...

l300K'i :-\~D
:,10:\EY

24

25

CLOSED

CLOSED DUE
TO STRIKE!

2(,
12-7 PICK UP
BOOKS AND
t\lONEY

27
12-7 PICK UP
BOOKS AND
MONEY

28
12--l PICK UP
BOOKSAND
MONEY

31
12-6 PICK UP
BOOKS/MONEY
12-6 SPECIAL

$

$

$

$

Save some
cash: Buy
some used
books!
FINAL SALE: NO
REFUNDS, EXCHANGES
OR WITHDRAWALS.

cash or Personal Cheques
only. Cheques payable
to S.A.C.

RECEIPTS

Pro

University of Windsor Students' Alliance
l'Assoclatlon des l:tudlants de l'Unlverslt~ de Windsor

ltr11t1 1-1~111 tt11t tt11t/l11

JANUARY 1995
TUESDAY

MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

2

10-5
23

10-5
24

10-5
30

10-5

10-5
25
CLOSED DUE
TO STRIKE!

10-5
26

10-5
27

10-5

12-3
28

10-5

I

p

ea

31

10-5

p,
n,

NOTE: Due to National Student Strike on January 25, the
opt out period has been extended until Jan. 30/95

Iii
d

it

OPT IN/OUT AT THE UWSA OFFICE
2ND FLOOR, CAW STUDENT CENTRE

NO EXTENSIONS OR EXCEPTIONS!
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Protesters march at the University of Windsor on Dec. 2.

You say emeritus, I say honourary
By Cheryl Clarke

To paraphrac;e and somewhat mangle the motto of Rodney Dangerfield, the Senate's
telling you that some professors
just "don't get no respect".
And, to remedy the situation,
senate representatives tried to
find the words to describe what
constitutes receiving the title of
"honourary professor" at their
Dec. 7 meeting.
Several members of the senate, most notably professors,
would like to see the specific
criteria required for the honourary professor designation to
be spelled out in black and

white. With clearer guidelines
for the position, achieving the
status of hooourary professor
would help ensure the fair selection of candidates eligible
for the post.
A special appointments committee bas been given the formidable task of describing, in
gory detail, just what one must
accomplish before being eternally linked to the University of
Windsor.
Professor Adolph Ehrentraut
noted that the committee's initial recommendation requesting a minimum of 10 years of
service was unfair because
some older professors may

make a great contribution to
the university community in
relatively short period of time.
"You shouldn't be born with
a professor emeritus designation" said Ehrentraut, indicating that it is not the years of
service, but rather the quality
of service that matters.
Ron Ianni, president of the
university, said it is important
to honour those in academia
who have earned recognition in
their field of study.
The drafting bylaw committee will look at the wording of
the professor emeritus designation in the corning year, and try
to resolve the conflict
II

a

Students found using fake parking permits
By Xiomara Martell

Reports and statements were
taken of the 20-35 students inSince Sept., 20 to 35 students volved, but Foreman says that
at the University of Windsor he's sure there's someone out
have been
caught
with there who bas not been caught.
Although students who were
~adulent parking permits, the
caught
knew they would be in
1~vestigation is ongoing. The
SJ_luation may be a result of the trouble, the offenders were
?ifficulty students face in fmd- very co-0perative with campus
police, many gave the cops admg a parking space.
fake permits have been laser ditional leads. From the 17 plus
pnnted, photocopied and lami- investigations, cops found at
nate~, then sold by the owners leac;t 50 fake permits on camto friends, in some cases. Cam- pus. 1he fraudulent permits
pus police have received phone were found spread throughout
calls from print shops alerting the campus parking lots.
'Ihe most recent incident was
~hem that students have gone
in to get the permits repro- between November 1 to 15. In
duced.
some cases the fake permits
, "We take this very seriously, were well done and could pass
its actually a criminal offence, for the original permits but
Whether they (students) under- campus police say there were
stand this completely or not,'' some which were very poor resaid Jim Foreman, Director of productions,
In order to avoid the use of
<'.ampus Police.

fake permits in the future, the
permits will be redesigned with
special markings and colours.
As a result campus police say it
won't be as easy to have them
reproduced.
The students who participated in the parking fraud are
to pay the parking ticket for a
whole semester, as well as the
towing fee. None of the students were charged under the
criminal code.
"It's very rare for students to
be charged under the criminal
code", said Richard Lanspcary,
at student affairs. If the offence
is repeated again by the same
students, they could be expelled from the University of
Windsor. "I think most of them
have learned their lesson because we haven't had them
come back again," said Lan-

speary.

I

By Paul Hawkins

Student from the University
of Windsor joined community
members in protest at the Hilton oa Dec. 2, when the Standing Committee on Human
Resources Development had
set a bearing as part of a national travelling campaign for
cuts in social spending,
The protestors, who included
representatives from elementary and high schools, the local
private sector and public sector
unions and coalitions, united in
opposition to funding cuts to
post-secondary education,
The two groups converged
on the Great Lakes Ballroom
at the Windsor Hilton Hotel,
wielding an eclectic mix of banners and placards. The signs,
which read "oppose every Liberal attack", "poverty was not
my dream", "defend education
and jobs" and "strike down the
cuts, build the student strike on
Jan. 25", were held high to attract the attention of the bearing convened by the federal
government's Standing Committee on Human Resources
and Development.
One of the more prominent
banners, which included a large
"ghostbusters" symbol over a
graphic of a map of Canada
with the words "social programs" written across the country and a large "Lloyd Axe")
looming above, ready to chop
everything up, seemed to reflect the sentiment of those
who had come to protest.
Cindy Smith, an undergraduate student at the school of social work in Windsor, was
optimistic.
"It's encouraging to sec this
many people taking an intere~
in and wanting to speak out on
such important matters," said
Smilh, who helped organize lhe
university faction of the protest. She added that "with this
kind of participation, we can
have a big success on Jan, 25,"

the proposed date for the
Candian Federation of Students national student strike.
Elementary and high school
students also spoke out against
the federal governments proJX>Sal to axe social programs.
"By the time I get lo university it scares me to think how
much it is going to cost just to
attend, not to mention the
books I'll have to buy and what
my living expenses will be," said
Caroline I Iawkins, a grade
eight student at Victoria Public
SchooL
While the demonstration itself ended as the Standing
Committee's bearing got undcrway, many of the protcstors
stayed to participate in a press
conference billed as the "the
people's hearing." The hearing
was sponsored by the Windsor
and Area Coalition for Social
Justice, the Windsor Coalition
Against Poverty, the Windsor
and Essex County Coalition of
the Uoemploiyed and Underemployed, the Windsor and
District Labour Council and
the Third World Resource
Centre. These groups were
among those scheduled to submit briefs to the Standing Committee throughout the day,

Standing committee
lo a brief submitted on behalf of the Univeristy of Windsor school president Ron Ianni,
expressed concern over the
proposed shift of cash transfers
to income contingent repayment student assistance.
"Putting a larger portion of
the distribution of university in come under the control of individual students will cause
planning problemc; for the institutions," said (ann~ adding
that, "s-'1ddcn changes in cnrollmcnt patterns would cause immediate distress to those
institulions at the end of the
cnrollmcnt chain''.

See Prolest.ers, page 4.
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Deputy Returning Officer
Required to assist the Chief
Returning Officer in organizing and
overseeing the "1995" University of
Windsor Student Alliance (U.W.S.A.)
elections.

Submit Resumes to U. W.SA. Office;
Second floor CAW Centre,
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Sask. keeps full health
care for Visa students
TORONTO
(CUP) - Saskatchewan's
ministry
of
health has decided to continue providing
full health care
coverage to its
international students.
The decision comes after a
review of a recommendation
made in 1992 by a federal-provincial advisory committee to
revoke hcncfits to international
students.
" lnere
was
an
announcement made that hcnefits
would terminate Dec. 31 of last
year. It put us all in an uproar
because there was not any discussion," said Tracy Young, office health plan administrator
for the Graduate Students' Association in Saskatchewan
With the help of university
administrators and other student groups, the graduate student as..c;ociation lobbied the
health minister to keep extending health benefits to international students.
Ontario also reviewed its
health care policy, but decided
to revoke hcnefits. Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Northwest 1 erritories arc the only
regions offering full health
benefits to Visa students.
- Laura Connell, The Var-

canada
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.
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'Zero-tolerance'
OTI'A WA (CUP) - Campus clubs will be shut down and
students muzzled if the University of Alberta pa<.ses stricter
student behavior codes in January, says law student Ena Levan 1, a Reform Party member.
But proponents of the new
code say all it does is balance
freedom of expression and discriminatory behaviour.
Under the changes, a committee overseeing cases of discrimination based on sexual
orientation, race, religion, gender, or other criteria could dole
out fines or expulsions. If
passed other universites in the
region may adopt the roodel,
says one co-author.
"The vast majority of students don't have a problem

prizes in cash and merchandise
for the selected entry

Contest Deadline February 1st
for more information:
our email address is: opirg@server.uwindsor.ca
our phone number is: 253-4232 ext. 3872
our office is located at: Room 20 I, Assumption University,
400 Huron Church Rd. Windsor, Ont. N9C 219
regular office hours Monday thru Friday 10 to 4

next board meeting: Monday, Jan. 16, 7:00 PM

s1U:

PIRG fight in Ottawa
OTJ'AW A (CUP) -A F~
ruary referendum of Univcr~tv
of Ottawa students will dccid,
the future of a Public Inlert11
Research Group (PIRG).
Judi Vargatoth, co-ordinatrt
of the Ontario Public lntcreit
Research Group (OPIRG
which stands to lose its fundini
says she thinkc; the SI·UO
wants to "eliminate any ind..
pendent voice" on campus. Student Roland Maurice says tht
SFUO is "trying to clear out as
many left-wing organizations a.1
possible."
1be SFUO decided to withhold 0PIRG's funds for the
winter term until it gets a student refund plan.
SFUO vice-president of fi.
nance, says the referendum was
called to "keep OPIRG accountable" to students. lie sa~
repeated requests for a planof
bow refunds will be publieiz.ed
and administered was ignored.
But OPIRG co-ordinator
Sandrinc Oka says the group
hand-delivered copies of plans.
The PIRG ran ads in two
student newspapers, and the
campus radio station within the
required period, and provided
staff for double the hours re·
quired to administer funds.
Oka says she belives students
will support OPIRG in the
February referendum, as in the
last referendum for a fee in·
crease for the PIRG.
Tracy Hitchcock, Tht
Charlatan
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Protest march at university
Continued from page 3.

LOGO [ONIESI

with (the amendments),"
Mark Cranwell, a law
and co-author of the proPosat
"(Levant) is not out there
protect the minorities. His Jlli·
ority is to promote him<;eff.h
Levant says some clubs aJil
sports teams arc in jcopar~
beca~sc they "discri~natc" tcordmg to gender, rehgion ana
athletic ability. But Cra~~
says a provision in the proPosal
ensures these groups are safe
Last March, the Ontario go..
crnment suggested a simiI.z
framework for universities
follow on discnmination, bu
many refused to comply.
- Samer Muscati, 11tP Cha,.
latan

Ianni added that "large institutions with reserve capacity
would be encouraged to increase enrollment in low cost
programs at the expense of
smaller less established universitities in order to increase their
marginal revenue."
Raising concern over the
question of Canadian identity
Ianni stated that: "Institutions
offering American distance
education degree programs
would he encoruaged to intensify their efforts at expanding
into the Canadian market ...
these competitors could offer
cheaper degree programs, they
would be of lower quality and
bereft of Canadian content."
Speaking to the committee
on behalf of the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance,
president Chris Maich presented a petition with 5 OOO signatures. lbe petition was
developed and circulated by so-

cial studies student Cincfy
Smith.
Maich presented the UWSA
brief, formulated in response to
Lloyd Axworthy's Green Paper.
Maicb said fewer Canadians
will be able to afford post sec·
ondary education. I le adde_d
the system would have drastic
consequences for students and
the Canadian economy. Al·
soadmission standards will be
lowered so that rrx>re students
with the cash needed, rather
than marks, will be accepted.
"We ask you to consider the
negative
economic
con~·
quences of any measure wh!ch
would deny access to educal•?P
to thousands of Canadians, Ill·
eluding middle-aged workc~
who need to retrain when their
old jobs disappear. lbe Unr.·c~·
sity of Windsor Students' AJ.h·
ance believes that an universicy
education isn't a luxury which
should be paid for entirely by
the person who receives it, bUI
an investment in the future." U
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Sexual harassment
under control at
University of Windsor

th

s

By Cheryl Clarke

ICS

University of Windsor serual
harassment advisor Heather
Metcalfe informcd the senate
that the number of complaints
are on the decline and that
people arc more conscientious
than ever about respecting
members of the opposite sex.
Metcalfe said she is encouraged because the educational
system seems to be working in
that complaints arc down and
awareness is up.
She acknowledged that there
has been documented cases of
professor/student sexual harassment in the past including
incidences where professors
were showing up at students'
apartments with flowers and
leaving suggestive messages on
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their an~ering machines.
Metcalfe noted that some
complaints are never heard because students are leery of
coming forth out of fear of retribution from professors. /\nd,
other students do not come
forth due to fear of retaliation
from fellow students.
She noted that the University
of Windsor needs to adopt a
clear cut policy on sexual harassment and to implement
guidelines for a refcrcncc JX>inl
to students and university staff
who are unsure of what type of
actions are inappropriate.
"I have to get the message
out to people to attend workshops," she said, with the quip
that the allure of "donuts"
seems to be one of the more
successful draws.
[!

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA
CAW President Buzz Hargrove addressed student journalists from across Canada at Windsor's Hilton on Dec. 30.
Hargrove. the keynote speaker for the fifty-seventh annual Canadian University Press national conference, explained that
labour and students have a lot in common. Fighting cuts to the social safety net is one way students and labour can work
logether according to Hargrove. He encouraged more cooperation with labour for the national student strike, planned for

Jan. 25.
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Some schools want out while CFS wants in
By Gillian Livingston

vithlhe

LONDON (CUP) - As a
stu. I petition, asking students if they

want a referendum on joining
: fi. I the Canadian Federation of
was I Students (CFS), circulates the
ac. I University of Western Ontario's campus five other On' tario universities are asking
zed students if they want to leave.
ed. j Member schools of the CFS
1tor I have been asked to go to refer)Up I endum on a fee increase from
ns.
$7 to S11. Some are taking the
!wo
opportunity to ask if students
the
want lo continue membership.
the
"I think a lot of people on
led
campus are disgruntled by CFS
re·
and the amount of money
which goes to the organizants
tion," said Richard Stanton,
he
President of Carleton Univer.he
sity's Students' Association.
in•
"We felt it was our duty to see
if (students) wanted to keep
their membership."
Stanton said students are
concerned about organizational
costs and the relevance of issues CFS deals with. "CFS has
changed since its inception and
dy
some say it bas lost its focus."
Ryerson Polytechnical UniA
~ersity is holding a referendum
to
m February, and will run a
:r.
"No" campaign the president
lS
of the students' union said.
C·
"A lot of student associations
:d
are not impressed with the
ic
~tructure of the organization,
d
its mandate or the quality of its
J.
services," Mike D'Angelo said.
e
The services offered by the orIS
ganiz.ation such as Travel Cuts
:r
and discounts on Phantom of
the Opera tickets are easy for
e
any student association lo organize, D'Angelo said, and do
h
not focus on academic issues.
D
For the last few years student
associations' discontent with
lhc federation have been trying
~o change the structure to make
It more accountable and efficient, said D' Angelo.
The RSV proposed struct~ral changes to the organi:t..ahon at the CFS general
meeting in November but none

~a~ I

o f its motions passed, be added.
D' Angelo said the motions
dealt with the voting structure
which currently has one vote
for one school regardless of
size and how often the organization has to produce general
and financial reports.
But Jason Hunt, the CFS's
Ontario chairman, said the organization bas been changing.
"I'm not going to ignore that
some student organizations
have problems with the organi1..ation. But I've tried to corn-

municate with them and work
towards a solution."
Hunt said a number of organizational changes were
passed at the general meeting
but some members expect
quick change.
"People
are
expecting
(changes) to happen during
their time in office which is
somewhat an unrealistic time
line," he explained.
The Universities of Ottawa
and Windsor will go to referendum in February as well.
II

CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned CANON,
MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm CAMERAS plus
misc. accessories now available at
MICUREN'I PHOTO LAI, 11H Tklmlell M. E•
Equipment on Display Dally...
Staff on hand Saturdays 1Oam - 2pm only

1-800-387·2887 ·--~ ~=-=.

--~~:!,oo
January t 2

(THAT'S 1-800-387-CUTS!)

Thursday

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENt)

• •

• Nails

• Ear & Nose Piercing
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Bring Coupon for :
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911 WALKER ROAD
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Question
The
Knowledge

Sludenl org111izalions, groups or~
viduals interested in Daylona Be8Cli Ii
a travel destination or an emploYine.,
opportunity! Call Cherryhill Travel il
800-337-1324.
.
Are you interested in writing, Phtto,
raphy, editing, or drawing? The ~
is always looking for volunteers to~
out with the student paper. We eSilecially need cartoonists or graphic r.
ists. Come to our general ~~
meetings Mondays at 4:30 p.m. Pleasi
call 253-4232, ext. 3909 for more illo.

AfllM BY JOHN SINGlf lON

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships 01
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available
No experience necessary. For
more information
~
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An alphabet of sensational new year's predictions and related personal new year's resolutions

By Sarah Atkinson and Bernie lfeUing

The new year is upon us, and With it brings the obliga.
tion to honour long-held journalistic traditions: predictions
for the upcoming year, sensationalism, new year's resolu.
tions, lists of people who died, and the first baby bom in
this city, province, or time zone. On second thought, we'll
ditch the last two, but We'll give you something else in re.
tum. How about ... The official LAnce alphabet of sensational new year's Predictions and related personal new
year's resolutions? Great! If we could only have persuaded
the editor to give us five more pages, we'd have thrown in
a horoscope for each one, too ... maybe in rhyming cou.
plets. Instead, accept our general assurances of future
prosperity.

town Windsor par.king lots, Where they will charge tourists
$5 a minute to bob for the fro1~n fowl. They will clear
over a million dollars in three weeks.

that taking lo the streets, even in sub.zero Weather, provides an adrenalin buzz that exceeds even the thrill of actually getting into the Asylum on Pub nighl Your
resolution will involve providing hairspray, cologne, and
rocks to rioting sophomores and freshmen.

I

is for Iguana; giant albino mutant iguanas !hat start to
crawl out of the sewers in Pickering Ontario during the
weekend of the Spring equinox. You will resolve to
found the Wiccan Reptile Protection League after you
learn that Ontario Hydro and a well-known restaurant
is for Salt Mine, considemd as !he site for the pelDlachain have struck a secret deal to "adopt'' the slow-moving
nent Windsor Casino by the Provincial government,
nightmares. Un.known "business interests" will approach
as arguments over !he city's land expropriation costs,
Your group, trying to buy its silence for a million dollars.
and the compensation package drag on. Finally, in October of 1995, a deal Will be struck, turning the new court.
is for Jockstraps, wom over regular street clothing by house building into the Casino. Distnct Court Offices will
time
... )
Expect
more from The Lance. (It helps to pass the
both men and women, as the fashion accessory for
be moved ... well, guess where. That won't la~t long. You
1995. Fashion magazine Writers and a certain female
Will resolve to forget about Jaw school, and will instead
pop singer will claun credit for the fad. You will rei.~ for Amazon rainforests threatened by unprece. solve to stop worrying about how you dress, and from
find work with the contracting company that helps move
dented drought and fire. As the greenhouse effect is
the Courthouse to the Mall, the salt mine's bead offices to
now on, buy all your clothes at St. Vincent de Paul. Not
heightened by smoke from the blazes, North Amerthe Art Gallery-ex-temporary Casino, and the Art Gallery
only Will you eventually help start a minor, future fashion
ica and Siberia face record cooJ summers. You will reto the salt mine. The gallery director Will then, in a fit of
fad - we won't !ell you lhe details - but as you live to
solve to spearhead the door-to-door sales of Earth
inspired fundraising, open the new gallery space nightly as
be 106 years old, your cumulative lifetime savings on deBuddies™- a pantyhose leg filled with sawdust and grass
a
techno-dance club. The club, hastily christened "Milferred purchases
dollars. of stupid poseur clothing will exceed a
seed - to raise money for relief efforts. Your unselfish ef- million
lions of Jobs" will face a lawsuit from a local strip club
forts will help raise a million dc.llars.
is for the word THE being dropped from Canadian
is for Kleptomania, which will be the growing menfo, B;ro, uado, lhe Ambas,ado, Bridgo. A, lhe
English as the condition of Quebec remaining in
tal health problem of the year, as Well as the name
winter starling colony under the Ambassador Bridge
Canada. The offending article wiU be replaced witb
of
a rising Seattle-based post-grunge band or the
grows throughout the SlllJUner, the city and the unile/la, and boutique owners across the country will lead le
name
of
their
rll'St
album
(the
glass
grows
cloudy
here
...
).
versity will contemplate feeding them honnone.Jaced
battle for a constitutional amendment. EnroUment in
You will resolve not to go shopping at the Mall, wear.
feed, in order to restrict their breeding. You will resolve to
French immersion classes will plummet., !hen soar. You
ing their concert I-shirt. The album Will go gold in four
months.
will resolve to be less materialistic in la new year - so at
remind the politians and administrators that Starlings arc
related to magpies, and come up with a scheme to teach
least this time, you won't care about le million dollars.
the flock to speak the words "Go Lancers!" Birdwatchers
is for Love, which will be declared a diagnosable
is for Unions which will be fonned unilaterally
will cram the bridge-area parking lots, generating an extra
psychiatric disorder by mental health professionals
million dollars for the university.
throughout the country's Tim Hortons' donut
in Sweden and British Columbia. As disability
shops. After months of wildcat strikes and the coclaims threaten to overwhelm Vancouver's welfare sysoperation
of millions of municipal cops nationwide, the
must be for Casino - but not Windsor's: Toronto
tem, tons of raw saltpeter will be dumped into the region's
company has no choice but to give in to employees' dewill greet the announcement by the provincial gov.
water supply. As a result, Southwestern Ontario wiU expe.
mandslittle
for higher
ernment that it can build a Casmo with a fierce m- rience a cultural renaissance as thousands of be-sotted exgoofy
hats. wagci: and the right to not wear those
ter-city fight over its location. The Ontario Progressive
Windsorites wilJ return home with their main squeeus and
Conservatives will stand for election on the promise of
take up residence in their parents' basements. Sweden will
is for the Valentine's Day vomit epidemic that will
turning the legislative buildings at Queen's Park into the
simply slash its exorbitant sales taxes on alcohol. You Will
Strike
as a salmonella-tainted batch of choeoJatcs,
new Toronto Casino. You will resolve to resurrect the the
resolve
to drink
less during this year, "ill quietly go crazy,
and the coincidence of a boil)( threat by radical anj.
and
marry
ncb.
Rhinoceros Party and infiltrate the party convention. You
ma! righrs activists to combine to c;iuse a wave of hysteria
will then sign a million dollar book deal detailing the exa<.m-.s tbe country. You will resolve to become a piano bar
perience. Stevie Cameron will ghostwnte it for you.
is for Monsters, Magazines, Mylar, as well as
singer-songwriter, and will go on to sell a song to Billy
Many Mumbling Mice, and Mass hysteria ... You
Joel,
(yeechh! that's really disgusting!) for enough swag to
is for Depression. After scientists announce that
will resolve to write a series of children's books.
buy a million gravol pills, or barf bags.
"'''"'"
Prozac, the miracle anti-depressant medication,
You, or rather "your mice" will end up with a million fan
works by altering the amino-acid balance in the
letters containing dried cheese, sent lo you from across the
is for clean Water, which due to continued fla.
brain, it will be found that drinking a litre of body. continent by grade school children.
grant industrial dumping becomes a rare combuilder's protein drink every day is a cheaper way to do
modity, threatens to replace gold a~ the standard
this. You will resolve lo open a coffeehouse serving ea[.
is for Nostradamus, now deemed obsolete with the
by which weaJth is judged. Windsor's Casino replaces
feinated body-building goo, and will go on to sign a mar.
advent of us. You resolve to take us very very Serimonetary winnings with squirts of water to dusty-mouthed
keting agreement with Jolt™ Cola for a million dollars.
ously, thus ruining your life and costing your par.
patrons, who become Willing to pay upwards of .$50 for a
ents lots of money in therapy fees. "In the West a carriage
beer. Your entrepreneurial spirit kicks in as you manufacis for Earthquake, but not just any earthquake. No; will pass into a tunnel, and a million cigars shall be
smoked.''
ture and sell a million dollars worth of bootleg Budweiser.
this one will be started by Elvis returning in a flying
saucer manned by space aliens that made him do the
is for Xylophones, Which will be ouUawed in AlArnie and Cll!Ty a baby, crashing into the HOLL YWooo
is for Organization, which as a word will be deberta by Ralph Klein's conservative government.,
sign in the bills over Burbank CA, during the Oscar cereclared by the Nobel Peace Priz.e committee, to be
monies.
after the cabinet gets the mistaken idea that they arc
the English language's only one-word oxymoron.
drug paraphernalia. You will resolve to adopt a cat, as aU
The
University
of
Windsor
will
immediately
hire
a
re.
You Will resolve to buy the full cable package so you
your other resolutions are just getting too damn weird, and
this one feels safe.
nowned American business guru.author and set up a paralcan watch 500 channels of 24 hour news coverage of the
lel 8-month master's of business admin degree program,
aftermath for the next two months. You will resolve to inHowever, its old owner will announce to you that its
featuring satellite telecourses, an intensive three week
vest your inheritance in a company that makes fake leopname is Kanna, and I'm not gonna tell you where the milsummer conference-drunken party, Notable will be the
lion dollars will come into the picture.
ard-skin and rhinestone toddler gear, and as the stock goes
.$25 OOO tuition fee, and the marlceting of the program,
through the roof, you will make, and then lose, a million
doUars.
is for Youth gangs, which will take lo hanging out
aimed at corporate executives experiencing midlife crisis.
at bingo parlours, after bowling alleys start getting
First year enrollment will exceed 40 bloated biz-head
is for Freedom Festival, which Will lose millions of parasites, and one ex-art student on fuU scholarship.
tumed into strip clubs. After all, tbe mall is no fun
doUars this year because everyone goes to the Casino
any more, what With the court and everything. CBC news
is for Psychoanalysts, who as a result of an extensive
instead. A double riot will occur at City Hau, as laidwill assign a famous local personality to infiltrate !he
worldwide study done by ex-mental patients, are ex- gangs, co "get the story!" You Will resolve to sell hun your
off carnival workers seeking redress clash with a Sbriner's
Parade Which somehow veers off course. You will resolve
posed as victims of an untreatable nervous disorder.
old leather jacket. lo the ensuing weeks of publicity, local
Millions of shrinks are dismissed by their patients, who service organizations Will raise a million dollars for local
to dress conservatively throughout the entire two weeks,
amateur
sports.
make good use of their cushy offices and nice cars to fo.
thereby avoiding the water cannon and the tear gas that
follows.
ment
revolution
and
bring
back
the
joy
lo life. You resolve
to be among them.
is for Zeitgeist and Zero, as the idea of Generation X
is for mutant Goldfish, bred with South American
will be replaced With the derisive "Generation 7~ro",
is for the Windsor Star headline that gets a junior
Piranha, loose in River Canard. You will resolve to
when marketing wizards discover that the Gen X
editor suspended for two Weeks: QVILnNG
take a Cajun cooking class at St. Clair College,
dollar is just that - one dollar, left over after rent., rice
RAVE BUSTED AfTER WEASELS SEIZED.
Write a cookbook and go on to see it hecome a best~eller,
and beans have been paid for, and passed around between
You will resolve to write a shareware extension to Quark
going on to an eventual 34 reprintings. You will, over the
hundreds and thousands of unemployed twentysometbcourse
of a long
and healthy life collect book royalties of Express - the famous newspaper layout program - that
ings. The mood will Sprcacf throughout the country, as
over
a llliJ.Jion
dollars.
composes random news stories from stock templates, and
mass culture is deprived of the "youth market," and the
the files from back issues of the client newspaper.
economy, and then all of society just gets bored and fi.
is for Hot tubs, mounted with wheels, as carnages
Southam News will license the "pro" version from you for
nally gives up. You will resolve to do nothing and leam to
and rickshaws, a fad that will start in Venice CA.,
a stock and profit sharing deal worth over a million doleOJoy it. So will everybody else you know. We will too.
lars. 1995 will prove to be a bad time to be a journalism
and sweep North America this summer. You will
Everybody will go home and watch t.v. and fall a~leep.
resolve to obtain the Windsor franchise, hut will go bank.
major, but the articles in the Star will get a lot more interesting.
History will grind to a groaning halt. Tune, which will
l'llpt in the process. The two frat boys who buy your stock
turn out to be a purely subJective phenomenon, will finally
of "tub.sbaws" will fill them with O'Dool's de-alchoholstop, and none of us will ever grow old and die, and there
is for Riots, which happen when student strikes pro.
hed hcer, and fro7~n chickens; then cart them to downWill
never be the need for newspa~rs, new years re.,oJu.
testing Lloyd Axwortby proposed educatJon cuts ?cl
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Will there ever be a Hockey Night in Canada?

ro

Skating by the eyes
of the pro scouts
By Frederick Beitler

Spitfires in charge of their own destiny

Tournament notes:
All-Star Team (as voted by
working media and NI-Il~
Scouts)
Goalie:
Igor
Karpcnko,
Ukraine
Ddense: Bryan McCabe, Canada - Anders biksson, Sweden
Left Wing: Jason Allison, Can-
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Laoce photo/ JERRY BUARlli
Lonnie Loach (22) left winger.

"show". "I've just signed a
three-year deal and when I
came to Detroit (via San Diego). it took~ two days to re.
alize I was in the best
oranization in hockeyt' Loach
believes he is still pretty lucky
to be playing, and as long as his
wife lets him keep doing what
he loves. "It could be worse. I
could be like my uncles driving
a snow plow in Northern Ontario for a living." That's a
chilling thought at this time of
year.

League notes
- There are 196 players v.ith
NI IL expierience playing in the

TIIL
- Gordie Roberts of Chicago
and Dave Christian of Minnesota have logged over 1 OOO
NIILgames.
Phoenix teammates Rob
Brown and Yanic Perreault
continue to run first and second
in league scoring.
- The Kalamazoo K-Wings
have Down to top spot in the
IIIL with 46 points.
- The IHL all-star game is set
for Jan. 18, in Las Vegas Nevada.
- Windsorite Barry Potomski
has 10 points and 123 penalty
minutes for Phoenix.
II

Canada takes home gold at world junior hockey championships in Red Deer
3), Canada had mathematically
clinched top spot.
However, the seventh game
was not without its purpose.
After Canada defeated the
Swedes, they became the first
team lo complete the lcmrnament with a perfect record. It
was a mildly thrilling 4-3 win.

...C

s

By Mark Calibani

berta, Canada wa,; not consid- ing camps. Fact: all but one of
ered a favoritc. They were Canada's young guns arc the
People might say there was inked in, almost carved in stone
property of an NHL club. That
no challenge. People might say (or maybe even gold?). And for
one player is Brandon Wheat
it really wasn't fair to start with, good rcac;c>n. In case anyone
Kings' defcnceman Wade Redor that from the beginning, it missed it, our team was
den, who many feel will probwas a battle for second place.
stacked.
ably be one of the first three
After Canada's third conAs many as nine of the play- players chosen in this years
secutive World Junior Hockey ers invited to camp could have
Championship, (the eighth in been playing in the NI IL, were NHL entry draft. I think yon
be starting to get the pic14 years) people are saying that it not for the current labour- may
ture.
Canada produces the best jun- management dispute. Coach
There is a downside to havior hockey players in the world. Don flay actually cut Brett Lining
such a dominant group of
Canada is the first nation to dros, I:.ric Fichaud, and Jocelyn
players. lbat's right downside!
win three consecutive golds at lhibcault
during
training Canada clinched the gold
the World Juniors since the camp. Apparently Brett's your
medal after their sixth game
tournament was restructured in skating doesn't quite cut it.
with
an 8-5 victory O\'er those
1982.
Eric, Jocelyn
my aJX>logies, pesky
R us.sians.
When
Before the start of this year's but Dan Cloutier was just betSweeden
failed
to
beat
l·inland
tournament in Red Deer, Al- ter at the evaluation and trainon that same day (they tied 3-

~

h,
hQ

Eye on the "I"

If Lonnie Loach never laces
up his skates for another NHL
game, he can't say it was from
lack of effort. Originally
drafted by the NffiJ's Chicago
Blackhawks in 1986, Loach is
with his fifth International
I lockey League (II IL) team.
I le has averaged more than a
point per game in his IIIL career and in 1990-91 with the
F.>rt Wayne Komets, Loach led
the ll lL in scoring tallying 131
points.
A 50 game stint with the Los
Angeles Kings, the Stanley Cup
finalists of 1992-93, has the left
winger with the golden touch
wondering what it takes to stay
in the show."It was frustrating.
I'm a give and go player, but
urx:e pooto / JERRY BURRELL when I give I don't usually reWindsor Spitfire Ed Jovanovski (14) has returned from the world junior toumament to anchor a solid defense.
ceive the puck back on a third
or fourth line (in the NHL),"
said Loach. It was tough for
Loach to produce the numbers
with the Kings because he
By Mart Calibani
drool over. David Roche, F.d age captain, first-line center, wasn't playing regularly. "With
Jovanovski, Vlad Kretchine, and all-time leading scorer. He (Luc) Robitille and (Thomas)
The wait is over, the journey Joel Porier, Glenn Crawford, is battling for the league scor- Sandstrom ahead of~. I knew
is complete. After a dry five- and Tim I'indlay were all ing title posting 74 points in 35 I wasn't going to knock them
year trek through the desert of brought to Windsor by Awen- games this season.
out of their place," and tbh
Ontario
Hockey
League der. In fact, Awender may be
Ed Jovanovski, a rugged, parlayed into little powerplay
(OHL) mediocrity, the Wind- doing too gocxi a job - not bone crunching bluelincr, was action which is crucial for a
sor Spitfires arc finally drinking many GM's in the OHL are the first player chosen in last players scoring slats.
from the fountain of success.
looking to make a deal with June's NIIL entry draft, and is
Detroit Vipers head coach
Last Monday's 9-2 shellack- him.
improving with every game. Rick Dudley is also miffed at
ing of the London Knights, left
'lbe head coach is Mike Jovanovski recently helped pro- how Loach could be overthe Spits with a 24-9-2 record Kelly, formerly of the London pel Canada to its third consecu- looked, "Lonnie plays hard and
and first place atop the 01 IL's Knights and Cape Breton Oil- tive Wortd Junior Hockey has great skill. When he first
West Division. A five point ers. He replaced Shane Parker, Championship.
arrived I thought was just an of·
cushion over second place De- who was dismissed after last
So what's next for the Spits? fcnsive player, but he's proved
troit with three ga~s in band season's seventh place showing Division
champs?
OHL to be more than that, he's a vodoes not put the- Spitfires out of in the Fmms Division.
champs?
Memorial
Cup cal leader and is positive in the
reach, but its enough to satisfy
Kelly is a master motivator champs? Consistent top 10 dressing room. He can play in
Windsor's success starved fans.
who hates losing. There have rankings in the country and a the NHL, it just has to be the
At the top, general man- been times this season his club playoff berth seem certain. Af- right circum,;tance."
ager(GM)
Mike
Awender has won in spite of being out- ter that it's anyone's guess.
Last week Loach was re(Dean of the Faculty of F.duca- played and Kelly was the first Once the playoffs start any- warded for terrorizing opposing
tion) is mainly responsible. to lambaste his team for sub- thing can happen.
goalies by being named player
Awender bas built Windsor's par play. U you want to satisfy
In the meantime, Spit's fans of the week. He had six points
first championship-caliber team Mike Kelly, be prepared to should get over to Windsor in three games and has since
since Adam Graves thrilled over-achieve. If not, there is a Arena and take a drink from been named to the Eastern
Windsor fans.
spot on the bench for you, that the fountain of success. Lord Conference all-star team
Through brilliant drafts and is if you're still with the team to knows when we'll be picking up
However with the NHL lockshrewd trades, Awender has a enjoy the view.
our things and taking another out in full swing, Loach dosen't
team other general manager's
Bill Bowler is the Spit's over- journey into the desert.
!I expect to ever play again in

ar

ada
Centre: Marty Murray, Canada
Right Wing: Eric Daze, Canada

Tourney highlights
Canadians Marty Murra)
and Jamie Allison led the tournament in scoring with 15
points each ... Russia's Yevgcny
Tarasov led all goalies with a
.931 save percentage and a 2.97
Goals Against Average... Czcch
Petr Cajanek led all players
v.ith 68 PIM in 7 games...
Windsor Spitfire I ii Jovanovski
finished the tournament with 2
goals and 4 Penalty Minutes...
Russia won the silver medal
and the Swedes took home the
bronze...
II
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Bowl' ed over with too much hype
BY een Cattaneo

ll

It is no myth that Americans
are a strange bunch of people.
Another college football season
has ended in the USA and after
hours and hours of college
fo0tball games, the Nebraska
eornhuskers were crowned
"national champions". .
But wait, Nebraska did not
win the title on the field. Instead they were voted number
one by sports writers and football coaches across America in
the infamous football rating
polls. Nebraska and the Penn
State Nittany Lions had undefeated seasons but because of
the cockeyed bowl system, the
cwo teams won't meet to decide
3 true national champion.
This is the third time in four
years that two teams worthy of
the label "national champs" did
not play each other for the
championship. In 1992 it was
the Miami Hurricanes and
Washington Huskies, in l 991
the Colorado Buffaloes and
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets.
For a country that values
competition so highly this is a
curious phenomenon. Collegiate athletics are a huge deal
in the United States. Crowds
have exceeded 106 OOO at University of Michigan games. The
least they could do is to learn

from their Canadian neighhours and devise a way to determine a champion for their
biggest collegiate sport.
Why is there no championship playoff for US college
football? The answer is the
NCAA's system of bowl games.
Proponents of this system will
tell you that it matches teams
with s1m1liar talent levels m entertammg games filled with
football tradition. They feel
that the system exemplifies
what collegiate athletics should
be all ahout; g1vmg student-athletes the opportunity of playing
against other student-athletes
in an atmosphere of tradition
and friendly competition.
All of this is bogus. Many of
this years bowl games were far
from being close and competitive. For instance Notre Dame
should not have been on the
same fie ld with Colorado and it
showed as they were destroyed
41-24. Other scores of 55-14,
30-0, and 31-6 reinforce this argument If most or all of the
bowl games were exciting to
watch, then maybe proponents
of th~ \)'stem might have a
case.
What about about tradition
and friendly competition? That
too is a bunch of fluff. Bowl
games are about one thing:
money. Corporate sponsorship

has taken all of the so-called
"tradition' out of the bowl
games.
"The
PouIan
Weedeater
Independence
Bowl", "the USF&G Insurance
Sugar Bowl," and "Mobil Cotton Bowl" are just some of the
ridiculous names given to these
"traditional" games. Furthermore, when universities get
anywhere from $700 OOO to 6
million for wmning a bowl
game, it's no wonder this system is still in place.
However, if our good friends
to the South came up with a
playoff system, it would probably alter their payoff system.
Insuring that substantial income was still received by
teams participating in the
playoffs, and that the conferences and rivalries could remain intact, a college football
playoff would be a huge success. Until this happens, we can
only debate that Nittany Lions
would have shucked the Comhuskers.
I!

--------:12 Seats Le,t' ...
Ill
AAPUl'CO
SPRING BREAK 94
A1111 , Feb 25- Mar 4,
••• j

Includes. 7 nights at the Copacabana$
airfare from Detroit, and transfers.
Optional meal plan: 7 breakfasts and
3 dinners includes tax lor $99 u s.

011,,, SJ11el1/1 Av,llab/1

goe,;~

49

Plus S35 lax

Limlttld Seat ng Ava lable

1481 Ouellette Avenue

~&E.1r1TRAVEL. 252-3331

Results and standings
$1
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Sundings
r,~o·, htti.ey
Mid t:1"1--G ._w_. L-- T-.L-A. P
Guclph _,_..... 12.- 7._ .. 2 ..... 3 ..- 52 ....3117
Tomnlll. _ ••.... 12..- 3.... .4..... 5 .... 36•..41 11
Quccn•.-...- .13 .... ,l ...• R.•-. 2 .... 41 __~.1 . R
R\1C ---·- 13 .... 0 ..... II .... 2 .... 2L .69 . 2
far F.1:1\I.--G,_w_ 1, __ T _.r_.A .. P
UQTR _ ....• ll._ lt.... 0 ..... 3 ... 59 __,219
Cnnu,ul,J ........ 12.... 7 ...... 3 ..... 2 ... 43 ....42 16
Oltawa __ ..... ll.- 6 ...... 3 ..... 2.... 47....3114
~cGill _.__ .12.._ 5__ 6 ..... 1•..• 53 ....4711
Mid~"•--G,_W_, L--T-f'--A-P

Bmck - ......... 13 .._ 7 ......5 ..... 1.... 62....47 15
Ynrk ................ 13 .... 6 ......6 ..... 1..•• 54.... 47 13
Laurcntian ....... 13 .... 4 ......9 ..... 0 .... 36....62 . R
R)ctson •._ ..,_ 13,_ 4 __ 9, .... 0 .... 29._.65 . R
FarWr,t --G._W _. L-..T-.F-A. P
Wet.tern ·-· ..... 12..•• R. .....3 ..... I .... 57 .•. .36 17
Lauricr ............. 11.... 11...... 3 ..... 0 .... 52... .34 16
Watcrloo .......... 11 .... 5 ...... 4 ..... 2 .... 46 ... 39 12
Winchnr _ _ J2._2 __ 7_3 __ 34_.so. 7
Unc:kt) ~DI lmdu,

Playtt _____ Team .. GP ..G-A-P
I. Ryan Samia.......... Brock.... 13 ... 16 ... 12..28
lJohn Spoltorc ....... L3uricr .11 .... 11 .... 17..25
3. Darren Maoorctta Bmck.... 11 ... 13 .. l J..24
4. Ben D.ivis ........... York .... 13 .•• 10 ... 12..22
5. Yvan Bergeron ..... UQTR .. 11 .... 9 .... 12.21

6. Cl1ri~ Oancy ......... Guclph.12 .... 7 .... 13.. 20
7. Aaron Nagy ........ Wcsteml2 .... 5 .... 15..20
8. Ken Rowbotham .. Wcstem12 ... 10 .•.• 9_.19
9.Ja.'<lllMC"')'ll .... W.,terkloll-.. 6 .12..111
10. Todd Wc12.cl... .... Guclph.12 .... 6 .12.. IR
OWIAA Wt~I bod<ey ~tondiop
Team ..- ......•.. GP .. W .... L ..... T ..... F .... A .. P
Guclph_ ........ 7 .... 6 ...... 0 ..... 1-.. 40 .... 6.13
Tnmntn-.···-··· 7..... 5 ..... 1 ..... 1 __ 54_, 8.11
Oucen·,-......_8 __ 4 ..... 2 ..... 2-43-.1410
l.auricr .............. 8 ...• 3 ...... 4 ..... 1 .... 28 ... .55 . 7
York ............... 6 ..... 1...... 4 ..... 1 .... 14.... 26.3
\\-ind,nr ·--8-- 0- ..8 _ o__ , ....7'. O
OUM Wt~I mtn'• YOlleyhaU ..c.1ndiog,r
Tram - - - - . M P . W-L -GW.GL. P
Watcrlno ................... 6 ..... 6 .•.... 0 .... IR .... 1.12

Brock ........................ 6 ..... 4...... 2 .... 14 .... 9 .. 8

,_3__

Westem .... - .............. 5 ..... 3 ,_.. 2 •...• 9
8 .• 6
\\>indsnr___ __
3_ 11 __ 9 .. ,
McMa.,tcr - -··6- 3 --3 .- 11 ....12 . 6
Guclph ..••. - ••- ........ 6 ..... 1 ..... 5 ..... 4 ... 16 . 2
l~1urier .......................
0 ..... 5 ..... 3 .... 15. 0
OWIM Wt•I ~nlltyhull ,tunding•
!cam··- - ~P w --L ... GW GL..P
Western _
..... 11 _ 7 _ .. l.... 22 .. S.14
Mc..\ia,,tcl
... II. 1,.. 1- U ~ 1, 14
Guclph ...................... 6 ..... 4 •.... 2 ... 13 .... ll. 8
l..akehead ..- ..- ........ 6 -.1 ..... 3 .... 12 .. 12. I>
l..aurier ...........- - ..... 6 ..... 2 ..... 4 .... 10.... 15. 4
Waterloo , _ _ _ 6 _ 2 __ 4 _ 9 . 14 . 4
Brode ......................... 6 _. I ....5 ..... 7 .... 17. 2
Wind•"'-----··8--l -- 7 _ 8-22 . 2
OWIAA ,.Otntn'~ bo•kelholl

s.....

Team ··-·----····G-.. W .... L..... F - A ... P
w~tcm ....- -...·-··-2-2 - -0 ... 150.. 119 4
Wiods/W' _ _ _ _ 2_2 __ 0_ us ..1t8 4
Waterloo ................ 1 .... I ..... 0 .... 57 •• 55. 2

Brock ......................... 2 ..... l ..... 1 ... 128 .. 119 2

Guelph ..... _ .._ ........ 2 ..... 1 _ .. 1 ... 1111.. 104 0
McMa.~ter _ ............. 1..... 0 ..... 1.... 67 .. RO . 0
L.akehcad.- -.......... 2 - 0 ..... 2 ... 119 .. 150 0
1.;iuricr.....- -......... 2 .... 0 ..... 2 ... 117..136 0

VOLUNTEERING
-- IT PAYS!

Upcoming ennts
Mea'•h~
Jan. 14, l..auricr at Winchor 7:30 p.m
Jan. 15, Waterloo at Wind..or 3:30 p.m.
at Adie Knox Arena

Women'• hndl.ty
Jan. 14, Wind...or at Queen·~
Women'• willeyhell
Jan. 13, Wind- at Brock
Mtn·• Wllltyhall
Jan. 13, Windsor at Brock
Mtn'• ha,k.tlhall
Jan. I I. Guclph at Wind..or R:30 p.m
Jan. 14, Windsor at Brock
Women'• ha~kethall
Jan. 11. Guclph at Windsor
Jan 14. Wind\or at Brock
Tnclund n,ld
Jan. 13. at lbm,lton Spectator Games
Jan. 14, at Dnn Wright Invitational at
WcMem

r. ·~
•
•

What is it?
Volunteers are placed in Windsor social service or non-profit organizations four hours per week for a
ten-week period beginning January 30. I995. Interns participate in four workshops which will
maximize their contribution to the volunteer employers and their own benefit from the volunteer
experience. This is a professional volunteer commitment.

What are the be11efits to students?
• Community service expcnence looks ;real on )Our resume .
• Volunteer interns make valuable contacts for summer anJ full-time permanent
employment.
.
.
• Interns have the opportunity to "test-drive" an occupational area and build skills
before graduation.
.
.
• Students who successfully complete the Volunteer lnternsh1p Program will have
this recognized on their academic transcript for potential employers, graduate or
law schools, or other universities to see

Who is eligible?

•

Full-time (3 or more courses) Arts. Social Science and Business undergraduate student,\\ ho
maintain a minimum C average are eligible to apply .

•
purchase if you
bring in this ad

How do I apply?

-10

.

fill out an application in the Co-op Education and Student Placement Office. Rm. I 11, Dillon Hall
by January 16th. You will be contacted for an intervie\\

I
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Flyer shows need
for AIDS education

Nope ....can· t te f:. AIDS.
fro!")

a cot(e.c

se~l:., ...

Only 0u11i.<te'5, Gr~ys
and. un~odly forntcacors

A flyer circulated around the University of Windsor campus by
the "Students Christian Association" co ntinues to issue blame for
the AIDS crisis and promote fear and hate. l b c unnamed
author s) of the flyer slates that immoral lifestyles arc the root
cause of the disease.
"Sodomy, drug-abuse, prostitution, abortion and fornication are
morally wrong," the flyer says. "The abmc activities arc the root
cause of the problem in the first place Most have engaged in these
activities voluntarily and of their own free will. 'Ibey have to bear
the burden of guilt."
Blaming certain groups or actions (where exactly abortio n fits
into this is not made clear) for the disease is not only ridiculous
but pointless. Much work has been done to dispel such myths
about people who choose alternative lifestyles. lbis flyer only indicates that education about alternative lifestyles and AIDS activism
hasn't gone far enough.
In addition abstinence is claimed as the only solution to the
spread of the disease. Reducing the debate to the promotion of
abstinence simply ignores many of the issues which AIDS education campaigns seek to address. Just say no campaigns just don't
work very well. Odds are that those who need information about
safer-sex, or safer drug use would ignore this type of campaign
anyway.
Unfortunately, no matter how much abstinence is promoted
people are still going to have sex and take drugs - there is a segment of the population that won't be reached by a straight abstinence campaign. This justifies the need for education on safer-sex
and drug use, alongside the promotion of abstinence as a form of
protection against the disease.
A bit of advice for the "Students Christian Association," take a
trip down to the AIDS Committee of Windsor and check out some
literature on the subject. You never know, you might learn something.
!I

-

Why reform Senate?
Mark Robson, the University of Windsor Students' Alliance
representative for university affairs, came up with a nice idea
which he formally presented to the senate at their last meeting. I le
figures that if there were more student representatives on senate,
the student body would feel m)re empowered, and subsequently
realize that all could be right with the world.
Some people who are a tad more <-)'nical, like myself, might
think that this idea is idealistic, even commendable, hut nonetheless - a tad far-fetched. Why? You so humbly ask. Well, how
many students out there have ever actually attended a senate
meeting? If you ever have had the uh ... pleasure, you would be
well aware that they arc a tad um ... dry.
. Picture tb!s ... far too many people, sitting around a huge table,
m ~ room ~th far too many window~ {which allows for procrastinahon ), trymg to make too many dcc1s1ons on issues ranging from
the incredibly obscure to the remarkably complex.
Robson and fellow UWSA representatives believe that with
more student representation, the senate will be more cffcctive and
better reflect the wishes of the student body. A nice idea yes realistic? Ilmmm .. .
'
'
. J:o~ on~, senate meet_ings arc long, incredibly boring and often
mtmudatmg for those wtthout a PhD or two.
!he point of this diatribe in the guise of an editorial, you inq uue? ~ell, ma~ Robson is right, maybe with more student representation, we will have a more effective senate. That is ... if the
students can stay awake long enough. Cheryl Clark
!
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Letters to the editor

Lance insulting
~arFditor,
I would like to respond to
the article by C. S. Boyd "Cartoons arc not just aimed at
Catholics." Attcmptilig to justify his controversial cartoon,
Boyd raises disturbing and unsubstantiated arguments.
Boyd begins bis article by
suggesting that it is beneath bis
dignity to give an adequate response to the critics of his cartoon. He goes so far as to state
at the outset that he simply
"can't be bothered" to provide
an intelligent rebuttal. Boyd
then goes on to devote the remainder of his article to proving himself right.
According to Boyd, Christianity in general, and the Pope
in particular, must be held responsible for the shooting of an

abortion doctor in B.C.
What I found most disturbing about Boyd's article was his
flippant attitude toward some
of the most fundamental ethical issues facing our socie ty today. Even though some of the
greatest minds in Canada have
been unable to provide definitive answers to certain moral issues, Boyd infers that be
unequivocally knows all the answers. lbe issue of abortion, is
not truly about the rights of the
unborn versus those of the
mother; rather, Boyd would argue, it is simply about whether
or not society is going to accept
the "outdated religious dogma"
of persons such as the Pope.
The Lance could be improved considerably by adopting a polky of encouraging real
debate on some of the more
controversial issues facing soci-

Action for student& : students for ldion
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1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience. and reflect it In our content.
2. By exammir.g issues and different perspectives
aher media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in sooety do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm
oor responsibility to give these groups votce and
recognition.
3 The LJJnce 1s committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically d'sadvantaged "oups In addition,
v.e oppose the abuse of power In aJl'f form.
4. The Lance will not print material that Is sexist
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Erma Castanares, Ben Cattaneo, Paul Hawkins, KeV111
Johnson (!he great), Ed Kadn, Darm Keene, Phi King,
Holly Mcktre, Xiomara Martel, Peter Thompson. Jackie

Shannon, Tom Wilson

ety today. Publishing an article
which insults the intelligence of
its readership clearly runs
counter lo this objective.
~vinMm;baU
Ouistian ugal ~Jlowship

Honesty ain't dead
IRar Blitor,
A~ an OPUS student I want
to throw a positive note into
your column for 1995! In my
harried state after a test I left
my wallet behind. Before I
even realized it was missing I
received a call at home from a
student telling me she bad
found it! Honesty is present on
campus! I also want to let the
Campus
Police volunteers
know I appreciate their visible
presence!
Fran 11,ustoo

Agmteful part-time swde~

disadv.ritaged
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony,
diverting resources from genuine human needs
6. The LJJnce promdes non-violent resolution to
.riy and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day wooongs
Mailing address:
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The personal connection to sexual harassment
ey Cheryl Clark
Much to my shock and amusement,
the University of Windsor's Senate
meeting proved to be almost ... interesting, for a brief moment last month.
After Heather Metcalfe presented
her annual report on sexual harassment
at our fine - reportedly virtually harassment-free zone of a post-secondary
institution - professor Adolph Ehrentraut asked a pointed question.
first be noted that his mother, upon
arriving in our presumably sexually repressed nation, asked if all of Canada's
women were so uptight. After that introduction, which I guess was to assure
us that Dr. Ehrentraut is a liberal kind
of guy, he asked if posters for sale in the
CAW Students' c.entre's pharmacy actually constituted sexual harassment.
for the record, one of the incriminating
posters featured a taut male body with a
partially opened :zipper that included
the caption: "Not all men are crec,,ted
equal". The "offending" poster, with
some others, was removed.
Dr. Ebrentraut, for his part, asked
Metcalfe if the aforementioned posters
would have been removed if they had
featured some fancy smancy nude painting from way-back-when that I am far
too shallow to either be familiar with or
remember.
Metcalfe, in turn, noted that nude
paintings would not fall under her department's jurisdiction because they are
academic in nature and, are therefore,
above reproach. In fact, Metcalfe ban-

died herself quite well by telling the
good doctor she would have to "bow to
your expertise" on such matters.
The point of all this blather is that
sexual harassment
bas many different
meanings to the average person, and
an especially large
chasm in terms of
what a men and
women define as
harassment.
Just as a note to
cast a little light on
my biases, I think
having posters removed from the
pharmacy went too
far. Never mind the
freedom of expression argument and
blah, blah, blah, the
fact is not all men
are created equal. Jealous maybe, harassed? I doubt it.
Sexual harassment is about much
more than a poster or an outfit. Sexual
harassment takes place when one person objectifies another for the sole purpose of physical and/or ermtional
intimidation. In short, the person is a
victim and not a willing participant. Sexual harassment leaves one feeling
threatened, not just merely annoyed.
If a professor touches your shoulder
in class is he/she trying to intimidate
you? Probably not. If a professor threatens you with a spanking for a late as-

signment, chances are that his/her intentions are less than friendly.
I have had my brushes with
harassment. In fact, every time I go to
the store during my lovely
midnight shift, some jerky
freak of nature will feel
the need to offer me a
"ride".
For some odd reason it
seems that every man in
the downtown core thinks
I want to be stalked between the hours of 1 a.m
to 7 a.m. Every time,
without fail, some guy will
feel the innate need to
slow down his vehicle, roll
down the window and ask
me a number of questions,
ranging
from
whether a not I need a
ride to whether or not I
want to experience some
sort of carnal pleasure.
l know some people may think I'm
"asking for it" by walking to the store in
the wee hours of the morn, but I think
that argument is bullshit. The fact is, I
don't have a car and I'm not about to
spend $10 in cab fare for a Coca Cola.
And at the same time, I don't see why I
should go without a Coke if that's what I
desire. At the risk of sounding dorky to
the nth degree, I refuse to deny myself
said Coke out of fear of the unknown.
Generally, I am not afraid of passersby, but I am afraid of men who think
they have the God-given right to make

put simply sexual
harassment
sucks. Men, as a
rule, have no idea
how frustrating it
is to be bothered
by a complete
stranger

me feel uncomfortable and threatened
from the safety of their rusty Pintos.
More than fear, I find myself extremely pissed off. Why shouldn't I be
able to roam the streets at any hour I
choose? I guarantee you that if I were a
long-haired man with keys poised menacingly in hand, oo one would look twice
- never mind bother me.
The worse part of it is that a woman
isn't allowed to legally carry mace, pepper spray or any other weapon which
would help us fend off a would-be attacker. We're left to two defenses,
namely our voice and keys. Gee, Mr. 300
lb. attacker, ifyou don't get away from me
I'll scratch you wiJh my big, bad office key
and yell "NO!!" at I.east twice. Get real.
Put simply, sexual harassment sucks.
Men, as a rule, have no idea how frustrating it is to be bothered by a complete stranger who is only interested in
violating your basic rights as a fellow
human being. Society perpetuates the
myth that girls who are out alone at
night are somehow asking to be
harassed. And, movies like Disclosure
(wherein Demi Moore makes unwanted
sexual advances on Michael Douglas of all people) feeds the fallacy that men
get harassed as much as women.
What is the solution? The answer has
yet to be found. One thing for certain
though is that sexual harassment will
not be dealt with effectively until educators get to the root of the problem
rather than waging wars on such superficial causes as sassy slogans on meaningless posters.
II

Letters to the editor

Joe says it ain't so
~arBtitor,
This letter is in response to
your Nov. 28 editorial "V.P. remarks alienate students." As
the person responsible for making the alleged comments in
the Nov. 23 front page article in
the Windsor Star reporter.
An OSAP recipient in my
first year and as a part-time
employee and full-time student
for the past four years, the issue
of proposed tuition hikes does
have a direct impact on myself
as well as the other 16 OOO students at the University of
Windsor. The comments published by the Wmdsor Star on
the day in question do not reflect the viewpoints that I have.
The most important point to
remember is that we must not
forget the students who are
working two jobs in order to
have the financial resources
just to come to school on a
part-time basis. If we do, education will be accessible only to
those who can afford it.

Seanlfons agencies to take AIDS seriI feel that a "student politi- elected to represent them are
Presidem, Social Science Society ously we would be even further
cians" words are sometimes af- not fit to make decisions. What
from eradicating AIDS than we
filiated
with
the
word Maich and his cohorts fail to
are. To impose your "moral"
"bullshit," but if you want to understand is that the members
agenda on others is not going
know what bullshit really is, of the SSS council have been
to prevent people from having
~ar
E:litor,
elected
to
enforce
accountone does not have to look furThe
most
important
thing
sex,
drug-abuse, involvement in
ability
on
the
executive,
which
ther than what is happening to
prostitution,
or from contractabout
your
important
notice
is
funding for post-secondary is responsible for the financial
the
realization
that
bigotry
is
ing
HIV.
education. Let's stand together management of the Society.
By spreading such a bateon Jan. 25 because all students Any financial concern raised by alive and well on the U of W
campus. The fact that this un- filled message under the guise
a
student
must
be
dealt
with
by
will be on strike.
Joe &rile the Society's council. SAC ... signed so-called important no- of Christianity you have hurl
was
unceremoniously others who are supportive,
V.P. Secretary, lWSA have approved an audit that tice
slipped
under
doors
on campus compassionate Christians. You
will cripple the operations of
the university's largest student demonstrates the cowardice haven't helped anyone by
organization based on the alle- often associated with bigotry blaming people who are HIV
positive or living with AIDS for
gations of one anonymous stu- and the spread of hatred.
The
fact
that
the
unknown
contracting
the virus. If AIDS
dent without ever having tried
is
such
a
concern
of yours,
author
suggests
that
AIDS
ac!Rar Nlitor,
to establish whether these alleCheryl Clark's article "Cam- gations were warranted or tivists and the International So- please come forward and get
are
somehow involved in helping rather than
pus society to be investigated" valid .... SAC chose to seize the cialists
responsible
for
the
further hating others. If you are not
is a blatant example of the financial documents and withLance's one-sided view of poli- hold the student funding of the spread of AIDS by not enforc- willing to do so than you mestics. Clark made no attempt to Society to initiate a full audit. ing abstinence suggests a lack sage is more of the same establish the true reason the We have never been given the of awareness. Perhaps you more queer-bashing and prejuSociety bas refused to comply chance to address the student's should give your local AIDS dice directed at people who
committee call for more infor- don't subscribe to your sowith SAC's (UWSA) audit.
concerns directly.
called "moral" agenda.
The truth is that SAC has deMaich must realize that mation about AIDS.
Jacquie Gtbagan
If it weren't for AIDS activcided for the students of the elected officials are accountGay, lesbian and &sexual i.sues
Social Science Society (SSS) able to those who elected them, ists' involvement in lobbying
Co-ordinator, uorw
the government and other
that the students they have duiy not to other elected officials.

Pamphlet hateful

Reporting
one-sided

.;.

What was your New Year's resolution and how did you break it?
.

"My new year's
resolution
was
not to make a
new
year's"
resolution
because I always
end up breaking
it anyway"

"My new year's
resolution was to
drink one bottle
of beer a day for
a year and lets
just say I'm a
month ahead."
Ondy Paquette
Year I
Science

I

Dive .Armstro•
Qad Studies
&Jsioess-Commerce

"My new year's
resolution is to
get myself in
good shape to
play football next
year, so far I haven't broken it."

···~%

Muty Nempner
Yearl
Bology

"My new year's
resolution is to
run 100 miles before March break
and I'm 15 miles
behind
schedule."

Chad
Yearl
&Jsioess
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.ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

''ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN
LIFE ISSUES''
Sr. Nuala P. Kenny, M.D., Doctor and Lecturer
Consideration of the wide array of questions and
problems confronting patients, families and
medical personnel when they attempt to make I
decisions on matters such as abortion and
euthanasia. There are principles and ethical I
guidelines which should be brought to bear to
ensure that choices are well informed, I
responsible and ethical.
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

L

Sunday, January 15, 1995 - 3:00 p.m.
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5; Students $2; or by membership pass

--

Iii
Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of the Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted In writing by 4 p.rn. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University or Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

'I The Department of Geology continues its CP.

Continuing

Gravenor Lecture Series presenting Dr. Alex
Halliday on Using SR Isotopes To Deduce

~ Student Senators are available to discuss

r

university operational and academic concerns
in the UWSA offices (2nd floor, CAW Student
Centre) during office hours: Bernie Cummins
Mondays 1-2 p.m., Mike Whaley Tuesdays,
11:30-12:30 p.m., Carmen Coccimiglio
Wednesdays, 2:30-3:30 p.m., or by
appointment

Magma Production, Crystallization Rates and
Residence Times at 1 p.m. in room 302,
Memorial Hall.
Attention all Womyn Centre volunteers!
There is a general meeting and potluck dinner
at the Womyn's Centre at 5 p.m.

~ Are Computer Services conforming to your

r

needs? If you have any questions or
comments concerning the services the
Computer Centre does or does not provide,
Contact Mark Pillon at 978-0149, e-mail to
pillona@server.uwindsor.ca or leave a note in
his mailbox at UWSA office.

'

lntemrsity Christian Fellowship will meet at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall.
Everyone is welcome.

'

The U of W Marxist-Leninist Study Group
presents a round table discussion on the
subject of social programmes and the
direction of the economy at 6 p.m. in
conference room A of the CAW Student
Centre.

Monday, January 16
~

r

~

r

'

The Citizens Environment Alliance of
Southwestern Ontario has an employment
training opportun~ for 3 indivicluals to
participate in work assisting in environmental
community outreach programmes. For more
information contact Great Lakes United at
255-7141.

National Non-smoking Week

Come see lifestyles and tobacco displays
in the Ambassador Auditorium, salon A
from 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. on Wed. Jan.
18. and everyone is invited to a free Stop '
Students on strike! Defend your access to
education. Stop by the strike table in the CAW Smoking seminar in salon B at noon.

Student Centre from Jan. 16-25 between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Get informed, get
involved! For information call 253-4232, ext.
3600 or 971-0058.

/

..-Peer Support Centre, second floor CAW
Student Centre. announces new extended
hours effective Jan. 11. Now open Monday to
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Students are
encouraged to drop in.

'

• The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
/ and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre, Conference rooms 1 and 2. New
members always welcome.

& The Assumption Campus Community offers a
·cost dinner prepared by student volunteers
each Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.

r

Wednesday, January 18

Sunday, January 22

iii

is welcome. We are located west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church on Huron Line. Call 973-7033 ext.
3399.

..-Every Wednesday from 12-2 a.m. on CJAM
' 91.5 FM Mad Flava pumps massive quantities
of Hip-Hop with DJ KLC, C-Note, and E.D.
Tune in, telephone, tell a friend.

Environmental Awareness Association
general meeting upstairs at the Grad House
from 5:30-8 p.m. All are invited to attend. For
information call 971-9441.
'

.,

--~.

~ The Faculty Of Arts University Professor

r

..-listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Thursday for
Dancing Sausages from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Your host Jackie Fitzgerald brings you musical
selections that will sizzle and fry your brain.
ystop smoking classes on campus for staff
and students. Thursdays for 4 weeks. Contact
Judi Wilson, Health Services 253-4232, ext.
3260 to register. No fee.

Assumption University Chapel holds Mass

every Sunday morning at 11 :30 a.m. Everyone

Thursday, January 19

The Anthropology Society will be holding its
meeting at 3 p.m. upstairs in the Grad House.
All are welcome.

16

\. Black Student Alliance/Positive Moves
'& presents Black to School Jam at the Asylum
from 8 p.m. to 3 a.m. featuring Toronto's The
Grand Crew. For more information call
253-4232 ext. 3444.

'
..-Listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Wednesday
from 10-12 a.m. for Leaving to Zion with your
host Jerald James spinning Reggae and
Hip-Hop, both old and new.

~ Della

Zeta sponsors a sexual assault
prevention seminar. instructed by Floyd W.
Porter at 6 p.m. in the Oak Room of Vanier
Hall. Faculty, staff, and students are welcome.

The Black Student AUiance will hold a
meeting at 6 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier
Hall on the topic of Black History Month and
the Black Homecoming.

'

Saturday, January 21

• Out On Campus, a social support group for
lesbians, gay men and bisexuals from the
university community will meet upstairs in the
Grad House at 6 p.m.
Agenda items are due by 5 p.m. today for next
week's UWSA General Council meeting.
Please subm~ any agenda requests in writing
to Dave Zaritzky, Council Chair.

Tuesday, January 17

The Essex Region Conservation Authority will
hold a meeting for those considering
establishing wildlne habitat on their farms at
7 p.m. In the Essex Civic Centre, Committee
room C. For more information, contact Paul
Hermans at 776-5209.

Lecture Serles and High Tea presents a
lecture by Dr. Ralph Johnson on Critical
Thinking, Logic and Faith: Their Place In the
university of Ille Future. tickets are available
from the Dean of Arts office, room 102,
Windsor Hall Tower. Admission $10. tickets
must be purchased in advance.

Monday, January 23
The Psychology Society will be having Its first
meeting of the new year at 6 p.m. in room
265A in Windsor Hall South. New members
are welcome.
'
Cover photo by Luisa Cabiddu

·\
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Thursday February 2
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University of Windsor Students' Alliance
L'AssoclaHon des ~tudlants de l'Unlverslt~ de Windsor

JANUARY 1995
MONDAY

I

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

10-5
23

10-5
24

10-5
30

10-5

10-5
25
CLOSED DUE
TO STRIKE!

10-5
26

10-5
28

27

10-5

12-3

10-5

31

10-5

NOTE: Due to National Student Strike on January 25, the
opt out period has been extended until Jan. 30/95

OPT IN/OUT AT THE UWSA OFFICE
2ND FLOOR, CAW STUDENT CENTRE

NO EXTENSIONS OR EXCEPTIONS!
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Part-time union
nears settlement
First contract close
By PIIII Hawkins

It looks like an agreement is
in the works for members of
CUPE local 1001.
Members have been meeting
with the administration of the
University of Windsor since
Nov. 1994 in an effort to negotiate a new contract for parttime workers on campus.
ror them this is a first. Having been certified only eight
100nths ago, this is the first contract to be negotiated since
May of last year. In that period
various issues have surfaced,
re-surfaced, and in some cases
come to a head. CUPL has
conducted this round of talks
with a mind to resolving these
issues, especially when it comes
to matters like seniority rights
and pay equity issues. Jim Butler, chief negotiator for the university administration, could
not be reached for comment.
When
contacted
recently,
CUPE spokesperson Laura
Moore said "the negotiations
arc go:ng very well ... we have
reached an agreement in principle with the university administration corning out of our
most recent bargaining session
onJan. 12."
"We were able to overcome
all of the major hurdles we
faced mcluding the monetary
one, without having to seek mediation."
According to Moore, "the
outstanding issues, including
the issue of seniority, have been
in principle resolved." However
negotiations have not been finalized, and a date is yet to be
set for a ratification vote. The
two sides plan to meet again on
Jan. 20.
"Between now and the end
of January a series of meetings
have been planned with the administration to work out the
details of the language needed
for the contract."
"'!be principles have already
been agreed to, it's just a matter of working out these details" said Moore who then
added, "we hope to be able to

bring this settlement before the
membership sometime in February for a ratification vote."
While the CUPE rep was unwilling to discuss the specifics
of the potential agreement stating that "I can't really reveal
any details to the public until
the membership bas had the
opportunity to study the contents of the agreement," she
was able to touch upon a number of points with respect to
how the talks have progressed.
On the issue of pay equity
Moore said, "while we haven't
achieved full or absolute parity
as of yet, a great deal of progress bas been made on this
question in terms of our objec.
Lance photo / NANCY PRINGLE
tives for this round of negotiaRainy days and Mondays: Nways get these guys three downs, as they play Canadian-style football in the residence
tions."
quad. None of the muddy trio wanted their names used, figuring they are unrecognizable, anyway.
Full or absolute parity relates
to the idea of "equal pay for
equal work."
Moore added, "the progress
we've made on this issue will
help us a lot in our efforts to ultimately realize our goal of ab- By Jen Horsey
of concern, but stated that "We tcrnal, confirmed that both
solute parity." "Once ratified
are doing every bit we can now women were between the ages
this agreement will form a part
HALIFAX (CUP) - Stu- to notify the next of kin of the of25-30.
of what we are calling a combi- dents are in a state of disbelief people involved in this inciThe suspect is expected to be
nation contract where the regarding the bizarre shooting dent."
arraigned this weekend.
rights and expectations of both involving two female students
Immediately following the
The two women knew each
part-time and full-time workers on the Dalhousie University shooting, the suspect ran to the other and there was a dispute
arc covered under one broad campus in Halifax just before next block, Henry Street, where between them prior to the
based agreement,"
said noon last Friday.
she was apprehended without shooting.
Moore.
The incident occurred on resistance.
CBC radio has reported that
She then elaborated on the Seymour Street, where several
Due to the time of day, there they arc roommatcs.
concept of combination con- department houses arc located, were numerous eye-witnesses.
Halifax Police took several
hacUi. "Section 27 of the La- when a Dalhousie student fired Martin Beaver, a physical plant items for evidence; including
bour Relations Act allows for an undetcnnined number of employee saw the suspecl's shot-gun shells and a guitar
unions or employers to bring random shots, then aimed her capture. He saw the woman sit- case which was removed from
forward applications to com- 12-gauge shotgun al a graduate ting on the verandah of English the boulevard in froot of the
bine bargaining units," said student of the English Depart- Department house on I Jenry Student Union Building (SUB)
Moore. "We already had a bar- ment.
Street with a shotgun beside less than a block away. Several
gaining unit for the full-time
Eyewitnesses reported that her. When the police arrived students report having seen the
workers, so when the part-time the victim screamed "J've been she gave herself up peaccfully.
suspect carrying the case in the
workers became certified in shot!" Those who saw the
"The woman that was sitting SUB earlier Friday morning.
May of '94, we filed an applica- shooting claim that the woman on the verandah. She just
A counsellor from Daltion to combine the two units appeared to have two wounds, walked down the steps, walked housie's Counselling and Psyinto one." According to the one to the face and one to the over to the police car and she chological Services arrived
CUPE rep, "this was a union arm. 1be victim wao; taken to talked to him for a minute and shortly afterwards to talk to
initiative ... the main advantage the Victoria General I lospital.
he put the handcuffs on her," students and staff at the scene.
in doing this is the fact that
In a press statement given be said.
The counselling centre will
there is strength in numbers."
this aftemoon, police spokesPolice cordoned off two also be offering special sessions
Moore went on to describe man Constable Gary Martin blocks of the campus, securing for those affected by this incihow the process works.
said that the injuries are not both I lcnry and Seymour dent on Monday, January 16.
"There are three conditions considered lifc-lbreatcning.
streets.
A security bulletin released
that have to be met in order to
Police have not released the
At this time, the police are !ale Friday encouraged stube able to successfully apply for names of the victim or the as- saying little about the details of dents staff and faculty to take
sailant. Martin said that he un- the case. But Henry Eberhardt, advantage of the counselling
See Parl-lime, page 4
derstood that this was a cause Dalhousie's Vice President, Ex- sessions.
II

Student shot on Halifax campus

CFS organizers expecting large turnout for Jan. 25 student strike
OlTAWA (CUP) - Up to
100 OOO Canadians arc expected to participate in a Jan.
25 student strike against the
federal government's proposed
re~?rms of social programs.
Students are rmbilizing
across the country," said Pam
Frachc, national strike co-ordinator for the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS). "Even
?on.member campuses are dolllg something. There is a phenomenal resonance of action to
show the government."
The Jan. 25 strike is one of a
series of tactics to pressure the
Liberal government to withdraw its plans to eliminate
Ottawa's $2.6 billion provincial
transfer payments, which help
fund post-secondary education.

If the proposed cut becomes
government legislation, it will
send tuition fees through the
roof and force students to support heavy debt burdens.
Demonstrations are scheduled for Vancouver, Victoria,
Letbbridgc, Calgary, Regina,
Winnipeg, Ottawa, Toronto,
Guelph, Sudbury, Windsor,
Kingston, Peterborough, Kitchener Waterloo, Montreal, Halifax, Fredericton and St. John's.
That afternoon, seven universities and colleges in Vancouver will be converging on
the Vancouver Art Gallery to
march through downtown on a
'treasure hunt' to look for
places like corporate offices
where the government could
find money to fund education.

In Toronto, students are expected to join in a 'solidarity
rally' with members from the
National Action Committee on
the Status of Women and the
Unemployed Workers' Council, among other supporters.
In Ottawa, a protest on Parliament Hill is scheduled for
noon. The CFS is also planning
a march to the headquarters of
Canada's largest bank, Royal
Bank, to protest its record profits this year, and to the Business Council on National
Issues, a big-business lobby
group.
But some say the time bas
passed for student protests.
"Another protest would be
detrimental," said Chris Lennon, a Carleton student union

director. "Protests have a place,
but we have already had a protest [on Nov. 16). To repeat
that is pointlcs.s."
Lennon said the student
movement should concentrate
on negotiating with the federal
government to make federal reforms of social programs better
for students.
"It lanother protest] would
be a big photo-op," he said.
"We got the attention of the
government in November, and
we got the attention of the Canadian people."
But Jean-Francois Venne,
president of the University of
Ottawa student council, says
formal consultations have not
worked.
At a Nov. 21 meeting with

Human Resources Minister
Lloyd Axworthy, only about 35
student leaders had access to
the minister during a 45-minute
discussion, Venne said.
"If they start a real consultation, we'll stop all the protests
and we'll 'NC>rk through the
channels that are put in place,"
be said.
McGill Social Work student
Melissa Redmond, a memher
of Students for Social Justice to
Educate McGill Students about
the Axwortby Reforms, believes the Ministry's consultation methods like a
'NC>rkbook students are meant
lo fill out - 3Te a smokescreen
for the fact that basic decisions
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Students will strike across Canada
Official-Languages
Monitor Program

Continued from page 3

Do you want to help teach English or French
on a part-time or full-time basis?
You can apply under the Official-Languages Monitor Program to
be an English or French-language monitor dunng the 1995-96
academic year.
.
If your first language is English, you will help an English as a
second language teacher in a school, college, or university usually outside your home province. You will help francophone students learn more about the English language and culture.
If your first language is French, you will help a French as a
second language teacher or work with a teacher in a French-language school, college, or university, outside your home province.
Some francophones will be assigned to institutions in their home
province.

Part-Time Monitor

You will work between six and eight hours a week for eight
months. You will earn $3,500. You may also receive a travel
allowance for one return trip between your home and host
orovince.

Full-Time Monitor

You will work 25 hours per week for nine months. You will earn
$11,400 and receive a commuting allowance of up to $1,080.
You may also receive a travel allowance tor two return trips
between your home and host province as well as a moving
allowance of at least $300.

Eligibility
To be eligible. you must be a canadian citizen or permanent resi ·
dent and have completed at least one year of postsecondary
studies by the end of the 1994-95 academic year. Part-time
monitors must be enrolled in a postsecondary program on a
full-time basis during their monitorship.

Apply Now!
Go to the placement office of your institution to obtain an appli·
cation form, a brochure and a list of placement centres (see the
Ontano Circular). Send your duly completed application form to
your nearest placement centre as indicated in the Ontano
Circular by February 17, 1995. Incomplete or late applications
will not be considered.
You can also write to:
Provincial Co-ordinator, Monitor Program
Ministry of Education and Training
Curriculum and Assessment Team
16th Floor, Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto, ON M7A 1L2

., ,.

The Official-Languages Monitor Program is funded by the
Department of Canadian Heritage and administered by the
Ontario Ministry of Education and Training in conjunction with the
Council of Ministers of Education, Canada.
(.;;'I
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Council of Ministers

~ . , of Education,
~

~ Canada

have already been made without regard for public opinion.
"The workbook is a perfect
example of someone else defining the agenda," said Redmond. "It says, 'Here's my
vision of Canada. You tell me
which parts you like.' Turn it
into your own form of protest.
Don't answer the questions because they're going to be used
to shoot you in the foot."
Keith Patterson, is also a
member of Students for Social
Justice. "I think that the demonstration is not separate Crom
- it's in addition to the consultation process. Challenging
policy reform at a Parliamentary committee level is not
enough. We need to challenge
their rhetoric, their ideology,
their faulty logic and their vision of this country because it's
not one that includes us."
Axwortby is scheduled to table bis proposals when Parliament reconvenes Feb. 6. Many
students fear that once that
happens, it will be too late to
prevent them from becoming

official policy.
"The key to getting these
proposals defeated is to prevent them from being tabled,"
said Brad Lavigne, a vice-president with the Concordia
Graduate Students Association.
"Because if you look at the
history of how legislation is affected in this country, there is
only one example where once
legislation is tabled it's been
changed. [There are two: proposals for indexing old-age
pensions in 1985 and the Mackenzie Pipeline in the late '70s]."
CFS chairperson Guy Caron
says the CFS has obtained the
support of 74 other groups for
the protest, including the Public Service Alliance of Canada,
the Council of Canadians and
locals of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees.
These three groups and the
Canadian Union of Postal
Workers, the Canadian Labour
Congress and the National
Anti-Poverty
Association
signed a 'Statement of Solidarity' Jan. 12, in support of an accessible
post-secondary
education system in Canada.

And although one student
association in Quebec, the Fed.
eration Etudiante universitaire
du Quebec (FEUQ), has set its
strike day for Feb. 7, the or.
ganization says it still encour.
ages its members to hold
'general assemblies' against the
reforms on Jan. 25.
Still, FEUQ president Fran.
cois Rebello says the group
won't encourage the march
Jan. 25 but on Feb. 7 for two
reasons.
"First, the majority of
CEGEPs open on Jan. 22 or 23.
So if you have to organi1..c
something on Jan. 25, it's too
late to do something with these
colleges. Secondly, the Parlia.
ment at Ottawa opens on Feb.
6. So if you organize a big event
before the opening of Parliament, it's like talking to some.
one who isn't there," he said.
The CFS represents 425,000
students in 69 colleges and universities nationwide. Organiz.
ers hope that all student
associations, whether members
of the CFS or not, will participate in the Jan. 25 demonstration.
!

Part-time workers getting close to contract
Continued from page 3

combination contracting: you
must be able to demonstrate
that combining the contracts of
different
bargaining
units
within your workplace will reduce the level of fragmentation
in the workforce.''
"If the agreement is accepted
by the membership of CUPE
1001 it will be in place until
Mar. 31, 1996 at which the contract for the full-time workers
expires," said Moore.
"Negotiations for both parttime and full-time workers will
be carried out simultaneously

~

STUDENTS 112. PRICE EVERY THURSDAY!!!
430 OLRLETIEAVE. Wl~ONTARIO

LOCATtD Oi Pm< AVE. 156-5133

at that time."

Ministry Hearings
In what has been considered
a separate issue, Ministry of
Labour hearings re-convened
on Dec. 14, 1994. The hearings
were to take another look at
the union's allegations that the
university administration was
using their control over work
scheduling as a means to retaliate against those part-time
workers who had voted in favour of certification last May,
Moore said.
"All of the outstanding issues
have been resolved." As for
CUPE's allegation Moore
added, "we couldn't prove that
the administration was making
changes to the work schedule
for the purpose of retaliation,
but this issue has been resolved
amicably by both parties by insuring that anyone who had a
job prior to certification, would
be recalled after certification."
"Anyone who was employed

when we became certified back
in May of 1994, still wanting to
work, will have the right to do
so." On the issue of part-time
workers currently considered
laid-off Moore said, "anyone
seeking work has been provided with work."
Both sides agree that "there
is no one laid-off who hasn't
chosen to be, they've taken jobs
somewhere else." "There is no
issue of someone being laid-off
who is still trying to get back
into the system."
For employees who turn
down work hours that are offered to them, Moore said,
"people turning down hours of
work offered to them will be
considered laid-off, but their
names will remain on the seniority list unless they choose to
resign."
She added that "while we've
tried to accommodate everyone
here, a number of people have
resigned due to conflicts in
their work schedules."
D

Humanities Research Group

Dr Timothy Maloney
National Library of Canada

nThree Canadian Legacies
to the World of Ideas:
Mcluhan, Frye and ...
Glenn Gould?"
8:00 p.m.
Thursday, January 26, 1995
Recital Hall
Room 139, School of Music
For more information
please call:
(519) 253-4232 ext 3508
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women gearing up for international
conference on violence against women

tire
its

BY Laura Greer
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MONTREAL (CUP)
Violence agains~ wo~en is a
world-wide ep1dem1c, transcending all regmns, classes and
cultures, says a Unit~ Nations
study on the world s women
from 1970-1990.
Examples of violence include
systemic rape, forced pregnancy, genital mutilation, conjugal . v~olcnce,
torture,
discri1Tllnahon ~nd murder. .
The international commumty
- through the United Nations
_ intends to address the issue
of violence against women at
the fourth World Conference
on Women, to be held in Beijing in September 1995.
Toe agenda for the conference also includes eradicating
poverty, eliminating inequality
in education, ensuring access to
relevant health care, employment and economic participation
preserving
the
envlronment, ending inequality
in sharing of power and decision-making, improving images
of women in the mass media
and promoting women's human
rights.
Madeleine Gilchrist, Canada's
representative
for
women's non-governmental organizations at preparatory
meetings for the Beijing conference, agrees that violence
against women is a global issue.
"Violence against women exists everywhere, just in different
forms around the world," Gilchrist said. "It's not so much
women being physically beaten,
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like in the Western world; in
other regions it is more subtle,
like traditional practices being
pushed on women."
For example, in Southeast
Asia, the key issue of violence
against women is forced prostitution, said Gilchrist, who is
also the head of Canadian
Voice of Women for Peace.
"In Africa, it is that women
don't have the same access lo
health care or education as
men. Or, in some regions of rural China, girls are not even
given names. They arc given
numbers. These are all forms of
violence against women because women's issues are all interlinked," she said.
The United Nations has been
directly addressing women's issues since 1975, when the first
World Conference on Women
took place in Mexico City.
However, it has been only recently that violence against
women has been placed on the
global agenda. And Canada
played a fundamental role in
putting it there. Canada asked
the United Nations to establish
a 'rapporteur' to monitor violence against women around

the world.
This led to the Declaration
on the Elimination of Violence
Against Women that was
adopted by the forty-eighth
General Assembly of the
United Nations in 1993.
The declaration says that "a
manifestation of historically unequal power relations between
men and women both violates
and impairs or nullifies the enjoyment by women of human
rights and fundamental freedoms."
Moreover, when Canada
conducted its Violence Against
Women Survey in 1993, it was
the first national survey of its
kind done anywhere in the
world.
The study exposed the
alarming reality of violence
against women in Canadian society. For example:
- One-half (51 percent) of all
Canadian women have experienced at least one incident of
violence since the age of 16.
- More than 15 percent of
Canadian women have been assaulted by a current or past
spouse on more than one occasion; 32 percent of these
women have been attacked
more than 10 times.
"At least the Canadian government has addressed the issue
of violence
against
women," said Gilchrist. "Other
countries have done nothing.
The UN Conference on
Women in Beijing will definitely help to put the issue on
other countries' agendas as
well."
II
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University of Windsor
names new VP finance
On Monday,
Jan. 16, the
University
of
Windsor
will
welcome Eric
Harbottle as he
begins his new
position as vicepresident of administration
and finance. Harbottle replaces
Terry Parkinson, who took
early retirement at the end of
1994.
A former deputy minister in
the Government of Manitoba
and managing partner of a consulting firm working with corporations and governments,
Harbottle was appointed after
a country-wide search to fill the
position.
"We are delighted to be able
to attract someone with such
vast experience in government
and financial management,"
says President Ron Ianni. "I
look forward to working with
. "
h lffi.

campus
clips

4

Caravan 1994-95
The definition of "disability"
may have to change once Caravan '94-95 arrives on campus
for Jan. 23 and 24.
Described as a "leading-edge
multi-media show on new attitudes, technology and capabilities," Caravan is being hosted
by the university's Special
Needs Office.
Caravan producer Jeff Tiessen is a World Record holding
Paralympic athlete and publisher of Disability Today magazine,

as well as a University of Windsor alumnus.
Toe learning takes place in
nine interactive displays where
students participate in activities
such as testing speed and endurance on a racing wheelchair
and experimenting with voice
recognition software.
Caravan will be open in the
CAW Student Centre between
10 a. m. and 3 p.m. both days.

Model Parliament
The Political Science Association is preparing for the
fourth annual Model Parliament lo be held in the Ambassador Auditorium on Feb. 4
and 5.
The Model Parliament is designed lo allow students lo put
themselves in the shoes of Canadian politians. Students will
be assigned to political parties
and will simulate Parliamentary
proceedings as they debate bills
relevent to today's issues.
This year's Model Parliament will feature several MPs
as guest speakers, including
Herb Gray and Susan Whelan.
Ottawa will receive a report
on the Model Parliament including suggestion and input
from students regarding current political issues, says
Kristina Brown, a PSA exec.
Registration forms are available in the Department of Political Science. The deadline for
registraion is tentatively set for
Jan. 15 but registration may
still be open at the door on the
day of the event.
II
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Various artish
1he Glory of Gershwin

Featuring Lam Adler
(Jonathan Shalit)
This tribute to bannmica
legend Larry Adler is most appropriately titled. Not even
Cher, Bon Jovi or Meatloaf
manage to destroy the glory of
George and Ira Gershwin's
songs. The album, produced by
George Martin, was recorded
to celebrate Adler's eightieth
birthday, and features his gorgeous
harmonica
work
throughout.
Toe songs were all recorded
live with a lush full orchestra,
which does much to explain
why even listening to Robert
Palmer's version of "I Got
Rhythm" is a pleasure (and I
bate Robert Palmer.)
Toe whole album makes for
great mood music. Peter
Gabriel - the epitome of British cool - surprises with his
soulful rendition of the quintessentially bot, American "Summertime."
Chris de Burgh evokes candlelight and roses with his "Do
What You Do," as do many of
the others here.
Sting got the ball rolling on
the album when be asked Adler
to play on "Shape of my Heart"
for bis last album, Ten Summoner's Tales. He has a great
deal of fun with "Nice Work If
You Can Get It."
Elvi.~ Costello does a wonderfully melancholy "But Not
For Me." I preferred it a little
over Harry Connick Jr.'s take
on the When Harry Met Sally...
soundtrack.
It's bard to take Kate Bush
seriously, though, when she
sings "Toe Man I Love," and
much as I love Sincad O'Connor, I still find her "My Man's
Gone Now" annoying.
Oleta Adams more than
makes up for the two of them
on the shining "Embraceable
You." What a voice.
The problem with this sort of
album is that these songs have
already been recorded so often,
by so many different artists. It
would be almost impossible to
do anything new or different.
For instance, I would much
rather hear I lolly Cole on her
debut album than Jon Bon Jovi
and Richie Sambora do "How
Long Has 'Ibis Been Going
On" here.
And fans of the jaz.z artists
and crooners who sang the
Gersbwins' compositions originally will find some of the modem
versions
travesties,
orchestral setting notwithstanding.

IIF

themselves to adapting old traEven so, 1he Glory of with their fuller arrangements.
Such is not the ca-;c on the ditional songs. They recruited
Gershwin is a far mlre consistently enjoyable effort than the album's most beautiful song one of Quebec's pre-eminent
average mixed hag t~ihute. And however, a studio track called modern songwriters, Michel
with 18 tracks clocking at over "One Cool Remove." It was Rivard, to write them a song.
78 minutes, it's a great deal for written by her friend Greg I le came up with "Martm de la
Brown, and sung with another Chasse-Galerie," a new take on
the money.
Be warned, though: if your friend, folky-country singer- an old coureur de bo,s legend
parents catch you listening. to songwriter Mary Chapin Car- with a delightfully cynical edge.
"La tourtiere" is not so edgy,
this disc, you can expect a s1~h penter. Iheir two voices blend
and a ..Nobody makes music in lovely harmony, and the mel- a delicious ode to Quebec's
"national" dish, though it docs
ody is shiver-inducing.
like that anymore" speech ...
Basically, this is wonderfully contain a small insult: "France
- Lisa Fortin
intelligent, mellow, grown-up, has its crepe Suzette, Belgium its
Shivers
folky pop music. When "T~e waffles," they sing, "and
River" says they play music Toronto has its margarine ... "
Shawn Colvin
''you
won't hear anywhere
Story songs abound. In "Le
Cover Girl
Rap
a Ti-Petang," a new bride
else,"
this
is
the
sort
of
thing
(Columbia)
they're referring to.
loses her husband in bed and
Until the recent format
- Lisa Fortin burns him because he's too
change at 93.9 FM - formerly
small. "lei-bas sur terre" tells
oldies station CKWW, now
Toe tappin'
the story of a guy down on his
CIDR The River: - the only
luck.
A man sells bis wife's
La bottine souriante
place you could he~ Shaw_n La Mistrine
lover who's hidden in their
Colvin was on Detroit public
trunk in "Christophe.'' Imagi(SOCAN)
radio, or in my case, on the satnative, to say the least...
ellite muzak service at my
Don't be put off by the first
It's pretty well impossible to
weekend office job. (The serv- track, "Le reel des soucoupcs listen to La Mistrine without
ice is owned by Toronto's volantes" ("Toe Flying Saucer tapping your feet and feeling
CHUM, as arc all Windsor ra- Reel"), a sp:>0kily discordant the urge to play the spoons or
dio stations now.) I'd been adaptation of the "Jenny's square dance or something. It
bearing her pretty, delicate, Chicken" reel. Toe rest of La would be great drinking music.
folky voice for some two years Mistnne is considerably more Get in touch with your inner
without being able to put a traditional in sound.
Frencbie (even if you didn't
name to her, since there are no
La bottine souriante (loosely know you had one)!
DJ's on muzak.
translated,
"Toe
Smiling
-Lisa Fortin
Then, revelation. She docs a boot/bootie") is a huge group
cover of The Police's "Every - 10 guys - with something of
Juvenile
Little Thing [S]He Docs is a mission: the preservation of
Magic." I find Cover Girl in the Quebec's musical heritage. The An-ogant Worms
Lance Arts mail, see the afore- 'Ibey do so with a great deal of Russell's Shorts
mentioned title of the opening fun, spirit and humour. One (SOCAN)
track. So that's who sings that need not understand French to
If Dr. Demento isn't playing
song!
enjoy this album, though of these guys, he should. (WhatA'i it turns out, this is the course it helps. There are sev- ever happened to that show,
American singer-songwriter's eral instrumentals, such as "Le anyway? I haven't beard it in
third album, and as the title im- reel de la sauvagine," "Le reel years.) Toe Arrogant Wonns
plies, it is comprised entirely of de la main blancbe," and "Le play exactly the sort of stupid,
cover songs, some well-known, reel irlandais ou Bees Wax, ridiculous, juvenile songs that
others obscure. She does a little Skin Sheep" that require no would fit right into the comedywrite-up for each, as well as for language skills at all.
song program
the album itself. She explains
Confused by all the reels on
Now, I don't have a problem
why she wanted to do a cover a supposedly Quebecois al- with comedy musi~ so long as
album, and why she picked and bum? A brief history lesson it's actually funny. I suppose
bow she discovered each song. then: a lot of Irish settled in there are people who would
It's a nicely personal touch, Quebec during the ninteenth find this stuff humourous, but I
very friendly, which describes century potato famine, because barely cracked a smile listening
the album's tone or atmosphere it was a predominantly Catholic to Russell's Shorts. It's like the
rather well, come to think of it.
area. Of course they brought Vancouver trio never grew up.
Anyway, she's got excellent, their musical traditions with From their picture, they look
eclectic taste. As well as the Po- them, intertwining them with well into their twenties, but
lice, she covers Tom Waits, the rich old French traditions, they seem to have retained the
Steve Earle, Robbie Robert- both heavy with fiddles.
comic sensibilities of adolesson, Jimmy Webb, Bob Dylan,
The non-acoustic instrument cent boys.
and Talking I leads. 'Ibe other used on IA Mi.strine is electric
Oh well, it's harmless
songs were written by more ob- ba,;s; the album rings with enough. In "Tokyo Love Song,"
scure artists, mostly friends, but horns, acoustic guitars, piano, the beloved gets sqasbed by
of no less talent than the more drums, and the everprcsent fid- Godzilla. "Carrot Juice is Murfamous writers here.
dle. Despite the mission and der," "Killer Robots from VeThe tracks she did live, ac- the absence of plugged-in nus," and "Having Fun is Bad
companied only by her acoustic equipment, however, the album for You" are pretty much selfguitar, stand out for their en- is not the work of purists. La explanatory. Other songs make
ergy and for the clarity of her bottine bas borrowed freely fun of fishing, reincarnation,
voice. Her cover of l om Waits' from Cajun and other not- male so-called "sensitivity," re"(Looking for) The Heart of strictly-Quebccois styles, result- ligion and balding, and road
Saturday Night," is a good ex- ing in a singularly energetic managers.
ample - there's a resonance to effort. This i<; no museum Fasy targets. "A Night in
her voice that is not so evident
Dildo" is probably the funniest
on some of the studio tracks
number here, a drinking song

featuring funny Newfoundland
place names.
The shame is that the Ano.
gant Worms can actually bar.
moniz.e and play half-decently.
Lead singer Mike McCormick
has a relatively pleasing voice
(though I admit I have a weal(.
ness for a British accent, which
be seems to have.) Too bad
their talent is wasted on such
material as "Rippy the Gator
went chomp chomp chomp...''
If they're
hoping for
Barenaked Ladies style success,
the Arrogant Worms may as
well forget it until they act a little more their age. The ladies
have fun without being childish.
These guys will never profoundly connect with a wide
audience if they don't start
writing a little more from the
heart.
- Llsa Fortin

Biting
Maggie Estep
No More Mr. Nice Girl
(NuYO)

Now this is what I call hilarious. Maggie Estep does rrostly
spoken-word material against a
loud rocking background full of
screaming guitars and distortion. It's surreal, trenchan~
very angry, but grounded in ex·
periences I find it disturbingly
easy to identify with.
Estep describes herself as a
poet. She is somewhat reminiscent of Ginsberg, only as one
vocally pissed off young woman
of the '90s. Her voice sounds a
lot like Sandra Bernhardt's.
They could be friends.
I'll admit, men might have a
hard time with this album It's
something I might play for
women friends at a party, over
cheesecake. We would laugh
and nod helplessly while listen·
ing to "The Stupid Jerk I'm
Obsessed With," remembering
au the times we've been there
ourselves. To a guy, though, it
might just sound like frighten·
ingly obse~ant man-bashing.
I Icr intense pain and bitterne~
are expressed with scary, cyru·
cal intelligence.
And yet, there's something
really empowering about listen.:
ing to the sarca<;tic "Fuck Mc
or "Sex Goddess of the West·
ern Hemisphere." Even people
who don't normally like stuff
thi.'i noisy might find it strange!)
therapeutic. But it's definitely
not for everyone.
.
- Lisa Fortin
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Dionne Farris
WJd Seed - Wild Flower
(Sony)
Dionne Farris sums up her
perspective in her a cappella
song called "Human":
Before I am black
Before I am woman
Before I am short
Before I am young
Before I am African

I am human

lies

Because I am black
Because I am woman
Because I am short
Because I am young
Because I am African

ish.

I am human
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Though Farris tackles such
tough issues as drug abuse in
"Reality" and sexual abuse in
"Don't Ever Touch Me
(Again)," alongside her love
and relationship songs, she infuses them with the affirming
attitude she shows in the
above-quoted song. With such
beliefs, she was a natural to
play with Arrested Development on "Tennessee," where
she made her name.
Her voice is smooth and
powerful, her lyrics intelligent.
(She wrote or co-wrote 12 of
the 14 songs here.) Her soulful
style is tough to pigeonhole,
showing eclectic influences
from rock to dance to rap to
rhythm and blues.
Of note is her cover of the
Beatles' "Blackbird." It is definitely one of the best songs of a
very strong set. She gives it brilliant new meaning. (And I usually oppose anyone covering
Beatles tunes, on principle!)
All in all, Wild Seed - Wild
Flower is a profoundly enjoyable listening experience.
- Lisa Fortin

Rush
Various artists
Energy Rush II
(Quality Music)

Energy Rush II bas been
hyped to death. However, if
you like techno, read on.
Surprisingly enough, this is

quite a good CD. It features
tracks from obscure bands and
potential one-hit wonders, as
well as a few from more established techno bands such as Urban Cookie Collective, 2
Unlimited, BKS, and XL.
Like most compilations of
the kind, this works sporadically. It combines high-energy
techno ("No More" by Maxx),
rave ("I'm in Love with You"
from BKS, XL's "Fluxland")
and soulish crap ("Dance with
Me" by Paul London, "I Had a
Dream" by Carol Medina). I
hate to admit it, but Whigfield's
annoyingly overplayed and
over-cute "Saturday Night" is
one of the better tracks.
Apart from a few depressingly awful choices - bad
Euro-pop such as Monik
Garo's "Gotta Get Close to
You" - this is good, but not
worth buying: you'll hate it in a
month. Tape it from someone
stupid who bought it.
- Eugenia Bayada
Dalhousie Ga:zette

ge year ill music •••

had. But on listening to it again
recently, I had to change my assessment; it's as good as anything they've done to date, and
it's going to get lots of play on
my machine.
The problem with Indigo
Girls - or maybe that's what
makes them brilliant, I don't
know - is that one must be at
a certain time and place in life,
a certain frame of mind, to appreciate them. Rites of Passage,
though many critics and fans
didn't like it as much as earlier
works, jibed with what I was living at the time, whatever that
might have been (I don't remember so clearly now). The
lyrics made sense, spoke to me
and my experience. So of
course I had to love it.
Swamp Ophelia, on the other
hand, did not have the same effect, at least not oo first and
second listen. The lyrics have
increased in complexity, growing ever more allusive, nearly
mysterious. Recent events
(whatever they may have been
- I'm not sure) like some sort
Dancin'
of decoder ring, have allowed
me interpretations I had not
Various Artists
before
considered, and with
Big Time Dance Mix
those
interpretations,
that same
Vision Music
feeling of being understood
This is an almost perfect (such a rare, precious occurdance mix, taking music from rence with music) I had with
1988 to 1994. A good combina- Riles of Passage.
tion of house, acid house,
So does that mean this is a
techno, rave, and dance. Not to good album? Hard for me to
be mis.5Cd.
say. I think it's great, I love it a
- Eugenia Bayada lot, but I don't know if that
Dalhousie Ga:zette makes it "good" in any objective sense. My reaction to it is
Personal
so personal. lf you like gorgeous two-part harmonies, lots
Indigo Girls
of
simple acoustic guitars and
Swamp Ophelia
rootsy
arrangements,
and
(Epic Records)
deeply introspective lyrics,
Indigo Girls are a band peo- you'll probably enjoy this. If
ple either love or hate almost you're already a fan, you may
immediately on first hearing. or may not be glad to know that
Just so you know my biases up they've pared down the settings
front, I fell in love with them a bit from their last outing, gotthe first time I heard "Closer to ten back to a somewhat simFin~," their first hit years ago. I pler, sparer sound rather than
remember calling the radio sta- the fullness of Rites.
tion and demanding to know
As always, Emily Saliers
who that had been. I've been a writes and sings lead on the
fan ever since.
more personal, delicate mateYou can imagine my excite- rial, while Amy Ray burns with
ment when their latest, Swamp her usual intensity. There's
Ophelia, showed up in the of- such a great balance to the mixfice a while back. And yet, it ture.This particular CD has a
didn't grab me the way their vaguely Southern Gothic (eel to
previous effort, RiJes of Passage, it, as the title might suggest. At

once their most passionate and
their most intellectual set, I'd
say, and probably their most
consistent; it's hard to pick a
best or weakest track, 'cause
everything is on an even level.
One complaint: the typesetting of the lyrics. No line
breaks, verses not separated
from choruses by so much as a
capitalized letter or a comma.
Sure, it's pleasing to look at,
but it's a hell of a pain to read.
I'd almost not have the lyrics
printed at all than try to wade
through this mess.
The verdict: worthwhile, especially for fans, but Indigo
Girls will never make it really
big with this stuff. They'd have
to write Jess challenging stuff or
popular tastes would have to
improve considerably for that
ever to happen.
- Lisa Fortin

Insult
David Sereda

The Blue Guide
(Rocky Wednesday Records)
Despite the cheesy cover and
the cheesier song titles - the
word love appears in three of

the twelve - I thought I'd give
this a chance simply because
some critic quoted in the press
kit compared him to one of my
heroes, Leonard Cohen. I was
swindled. That critic should
have bis or her licence revoked
for insulting Cohen so egregiously.
This is almost laughable.
David Sereda does a soft poprock so obviously aimed at the
same women who love Fabio,
Richard Marx and Michael
Bolton, it's not even funny. If
he didn't come across as so
bloody sincere and earnest, I'd
say this was a marketing ploy so
calculated it could have been
done by computer.
The arrangements are nauseatingly pretty, heavy on the syrupy piano and Kenny G-like
sax. He's got a pleasant enough
voice but his lyrics are unbearably cliche-ridden (of course he
wrote them all himself). Oh
well, at least he doesn't massacre any great old tunes.
Your mother might like this.
I know I'm going to give my
copy to my dear old morn. I
can't see any other use for this.
- Lisa Fortin
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Students
fighting
Axworthy's
attempts
to turn
post-secondary
funding
into a
rent-to-own
scheme

would gather interest, at a com- as a method for increasing acpetitive rate, from time of nego- cess.
You· ve probably seen the tiation until it is paid off. And the
Who's to pay?
posters around campus, and less money you make upon
maybe you're wondering what graduation the longer it will take
Don't expect people to make
they're all about. Wednesday to pay off the loan - and the sacrifices for their country if they
Jan. 25 has been declared the Na- more interest you pay. Works think that lots of others are gettional Day of Strike and Action alot like a rent-to-own scam.
ting away with something. Naat universities and colleges
The primary difference be- tional service will generate little
across Canada. The onus is on tween the CSL and ICLRP 1s idealism if it is onlJ' for those
you. the student, to part1c1pa1e this. the ongtnal purpose of CSL who can't afford to pay back rnland have your voice heard. The was to increase access, to provide lege loans ... Your administration
altcrnauve is to sit back and financial assistance to student~, must generate a new paradigm of
watch Canadian post-secondary regardless of credit risk. With the communal responsibility, and
education get hacked to pieces by CSL there is a downward pres- embody that paradigm br apthe proposed Liberal budget
sure on tuition, and thus rates of pea ...ing to insist on equal respon111c choice is yours.
accessibility arc at least main- sibility and equal sacrifice from
tained.
all sectors of the population.
Funding vs rent-to-own
With ICLRP, on the other
- Michael Lerner, of Tikkun
If you thought the last tu1uon hand, there would be an upward magazine
hikes were an inconvcmence, pressure on tu1t1on, because
take a look at what Minister of funds, in the form of large loans,
These words were written by
Human Resources Development are available Access to higher Lerner to counter an argument
Lloyd Axworthy is suggesung educaticn would become more for a universal national service in
now. If Ax worthy' s proposal and more limited to those who the U.S., but they are frightenpasses. we will see federal trans- can pay and those who can han- ingly appropriate with regards to
fer payments tor education go dle the idea of a massive our own government's current
into extinction. and tuitton fees debt load.
proposals on education funding.
skyrockct.
With the elimination of federal Although the argument of an out
And skyrocket is no exaggera- cash transfer payments, and fi- of control deficit is not usually
tion. If federal transfer payments nancial responsibility lifted from overtly used when trytng to sell
to the provinces are eliminated, the federal government (except students on funding restructuring.
we would sec, 10 the not too dis- as a lending institution). tuition the point is easily seen.
tant future, yearly tuiuon rates rates will rise in tandem with risLloyd Axworthy's budget
approaching $10 OOO. Sound ing loan amounts. The only regu- would shift the burden of rcsponcrazy'? Yup. But ll could become lating factors will be those of the s1b1lily onto the shoulders of
a reality.
marketplace. Larger student students.
Axwonhy's proposal also rec- loans will be ample excuse for
Unfortunately selling of this
ommends the introduction of an provincial govcmmnents to hike idea involves disguising it as a
income-contingent loan repay- tuitions. The ICLRP is desiRned good thing for students With
ment program (ICLRP) which as a funding mechanism, and noc more funds (in the form of loans)
would replace the current Canada
Student Loans Program (CSL).
With the elimination of transfer
Your day of strike and action
payments, which .::urrently comTenal!ve schedule for student strike at the University of Windsor - all
pnsc a large chunk of fundmg to
events (except march) take place in the CAW Student Centre
post-secondary institutions, tw8:30-9 :30 a.m. - free coffee
tion would rise dramatically but so would student loans.
from 8 :30 a.m - all day letter-writing table. A form letter lo Axworthy
will be available.
But unlike the current loan
system, which enjoys interest9 :30-J0:30 a.m. - press conference with representatives of UWSA,
free status unul six months after
OPUS, GSS, Womyn's Centre, and CARISA
graduation, most models of the
10:30-noon - panel discussion with Jack Siddell, author of A Self-Relimcome-contingcnt loan system
anJ Fuiure for Canada, Prof. Entity Carasco, president of OCUFA (On-

By Sarah Atkinson

tario Confederation of Univeri.ity Faculty Associations), Chris M aich,
president of UWSA, Prof. Howard Pawley, M arion Overholt of the
W indsor Coalition Against Poverty, and a representative of the CAW.

noon-2 p.m. -

free lunch for striking students and supporters

l p.m. - Protest m arch: Beginning at the CAW Student Centre, going
east on University Ave., south on Ouellette Ave. to Liberal MP Herb
Gray's office at 660 Ouellette
3 p.m. -rally at Herb Gray's office
4 p.m. -

Discussion at CAW Student Centre "Where do we go from

here?"
Wrap-up
Pick up the CFS information leaflets at the front desk CAW Student Centre, or the Student Alliance office.
Express your concerns by writing, calling, or sending a fax to:
Hon. Lloyd Axworthy's Ministerial Office,
Ministry of Human Resources Development, House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OA6
Phone: 819-994-2482
Fax: 819-994-0448

. .

placed in their haoos,
argues (in a memo ft.
Resources Develop
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scrtion implies that
loans ( which would
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the student greater
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to determine the co
education. The fact is
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would rise in very d
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loans would not
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And at the same time that students arc being told that they
should hear the full cost of their
education, other social programs
are hcing eroded across the
board. Welfare and U.I. recipients arc also being targcued a<:
lhe ones milking the system.
Meanwhile the president of the
Royal Bank raked in over $2 millton in salary last year. And that's
only one example.
Transnational corporations that
receive massive tax cuts from the
government, in hopes that such
gifts will keep them in Canada,
would be a more viable target for
fiscal reform than students. But
students are perceived as an easier target.
One of the actions being
planned by students in Toronto
focusses on the such financial
discrepancies. As part of the Jan.
25 National Strike, students will
march down Bay Street poinung
fop1Cll upwards to buildings that house
er, ana financial institions to indicate to
Axworlhy where the money is.
Axing funding to education is
like throwing the baby out with
the bathwater. We cannot afford
the intellectual loss that we, as a
nation. and as mdividuals, would
mcur 1f accessibility to higher
education continues to slip away
mthe name of fiscal responsibility.
Pan of the rationale behind
cutting transfer payments involves a legiumate issue: In the
past there have been problems
with accountability regarding
how federal funds earmarked for
education arc actually used.
There 1s currently no way to ensure that these li.Jnds find their
way to education. The issue of
accountability comes up, but instead of finding a way to make
lhe proper use of funds legally
binding, Axworthy's proposal
suggests doing away with the direct funding and putting the onus

on students by steering those
funds towards student loans. Of
course, this means that students
are responsible for paying back.
Which leads back to the ICLRP.
There is a chasm of difference
between direct federal funding to
provincial instiitutions and an
augmented loan system.
There arc solutions to this issue of accountability. Michael
Temelini is a member of the executive board of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS),
and he says the CFS has lobbied
for the introduction of a Federal
llighcr Education Act, that would
assure transfer payments for postsecondary education are properly
used.

Fighting back
We don't have to accept this as
inevitable. Registering our discontent - and registering it on a
large and organized scale - is
the way lo be heard. And being
heard is halfway to being listened
to. Presumably in response to the
rumblings set in place by the
CFS's call to a national student
strike, the Ministry of Human
Resources Development (Axworthy' s office) has already
pumped up the selling of its proposals.
The Canadian Federation of

Lance photo/ JERRY BURRELL

Students, and its seventy plus
member campusses - including
ours - have designated Jan. 25
as a National Day of Strike and
Action. Universities across the
country arc planning events, from
marches to teach-ins to street
theatre, focussed on protesting
the proposed restructuring - and
disabling - of post-secondary
educational funding. For the Jan.
25 Strike, the University of
Windsor Students Alliance, in
conjunction with a student coalition and the CFS, has organized a
letter-writing campaign and a day
of events to encourage participation.
The CFS has received endorsement for the strike from a still
growing number of organizations
and coalitions. Unions, labour
councils, public interest research
groups, social justice and antipoverty coalitions, including the
Canadian Autoworkers Union
(CAW), Canadian Labour Congress (CLC), Canadian Union of
Public Employees (CUPE), Ontario Confederation of University
Faculty Associations, and the National Action Committee on the
Status of Women.

Education: a greater loss
than the deficit
By Chris Maicb, Sui Yan Ng,

Joe Barile
University of Windsor
Student Alliance

The issue of funding allocation
changes to Canada's higher institution cannot be addressed without review of our social safety
net. Education is a vital component of this net, which forms the
backbone of Canada's standard
of living.
The two other main areas
funded by the safety net are
health and income maimcnance
(welfare, U.I.) Presently, the government is finding the task of
maintaining these programs difficult, due to the current state of
the deficit. Tax increases. coupled with gradual decreases in
post-secondary funding have not
been enough to address the debt
situation. Consequently, changes
in all areas of funding have been
deemed necessary to deal with
the deficit. This means that the
government will have to redesign
the mechanisms that support the

present social safely net.
However, the role of social reform should not be directed towards reducing the deficit but
should rather be a response to the
diverse needs of today's society.
Dollars are not the issue. Education is a greater loss than the
deficit.
As students, the existence of
our education is being threatened
because the lcdcral post-secondary funding with an incomecontingent loan system. The
ICLRP system insures that each
student must bear the full cost of
their educal1on, increasing their
debt load from the current average of $16 OOO to a potential $50
OOO upon graduation from a fouryear program.
The future of our education is
at stake. Our own education. and
the education of those who will
follow, will become a privilege
of the elite few who can afford it.
As post-secondary institutions increasingly become focussed on
turning a profit. the quality of
education will suffer in accessibilty, standards, and diversity.
With such an intellectual loss,
Canada will lose competitiveness
in the global market. Education is
a necessity to society. not a privilege.

Effects of Axworthy's Proposed Cuts on Tuition
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Darrin's Top 1Oindies albums of '94

classifieds
services
Opportunity to study medicine at one
of tile oldest European univers1t1es.
Students who will have successfully
completed the fu'St. second or third undergraduate year may apply to study
medicine in the English Study Program
at the Third Medical Faculty of Charles
University in Prague. Czech Republic,
starting in September, 1995. Write for
more 1nfonnation and for application
forms to: International Educat10n Centre, Box 228, 29 Arthur Rd., Heidelberg,
ON. NOB 1YO. Attach $2 00 for postage
and handling.
LSAT • GMAT - GRE Training Programs
- Since 1979 we have successfully
prepared thousands of students for
these tests. start Jan. 21. 28 or Feb. 4
for the Feb. LSATI Richardson- (416)
410-7737 or 1-800-567-7737
Tutor available for Intro psyctvsoc statistics $8/hr. Call Greg 254-3290.
Last chance for Slack Week! A ternf1c
all-inclusive Cancun beach front property with fabulous tree and discounted
day and nighthfe activities program. Air
out of Detrot Call 1-800-661-2369.

major labels. But, given that
the big labels usually ar~n·t interested in mass-producmg record albums because there' s no
money in it (Epic/Sony with
Pearl Jam's V11alogy being an
exception), for the most part
the indie labels arc involved in
the production of records, and
arc
properly compensated
when you buy the vinyl.
That said, here's the list.
1. Sbdlac - At Action Park
(Touch and Go)
1nis is one solid slab o' vinyl,
and I believe that some of the
sounds on this album have been
imported from outer space.
' Jbe ultimate power trio album
of 1994. By the way, the record
is printed at the classical division of London Records in
Britain, to assure the best quality vinyl that money can buy.
2. Veruca Salt - American
1highs (Minty Fresh)
This band is hated in indie
circles these days. Sure, Veruca
Sall is named after a spoiled
brat in Chari.le and the Chocolate Factory; sure they're all
well-to-do middle-class white
kids from Chicago; sure they've
hit it big with an accessible
sound on their debut. So what?
I love this album! It's full of
catchy pop hooks. "Seether" i.s
the single of the year.
3. Sebadob bake sak
(Sub Pop)
Lou Barlow and the latest in-

By Darrin Keene

1bis past year, 1994, was a
pretty good one for indie rock.
Out of the hundreds of new releases I beard this year, here
arc ten of the indic albums that
I found particularly noteworthy.
What is an indie release, you
ask? As far as I am concerned,
it is any album that has been
originally releac;cd on an indic
label. Some of the hands here
- I iz Phair, Veruca Salt have major label deals (on Atlantic and DGC, respectively)
for distribution of their CDs
and cassettes, yet their independent labels are allowed to
release the records without the
major labels cutting into their
profit.
So, if you buy the vinyl, you
only support the Matador label
for Liz Phair and the Minty
G,oing to Daytona?
Fresh label for Veruca Salt.
$119u.s.. person. Booking direct
These arc the labels that deSaves! Suites, kitchenettes, all
velop new talents, while the
beachfront in the heart of Spring
majors wait until these new
Break" 1-800-868-7423.
bands arc popular to sign them.
The indie labels do all the
help wanted
work, then the majors take over
Student organizations, groups or indi- to make the big profits.
viduals interested in Oaytona Beach as
"low, I'm not getting on a
a travel destinat10n or an employment soapbox to tell you that major
opportunity! Call Cherryhill Travel at 1- labels arc evil. I'm just letting
800-337-1324
you know how the industry
Earn $10,000 this summer. North runs. Toe indie labels do get
America's Student Painters is currently some compensation for enter1nteMewmg for management positions
throughout Ontario. Contact Paul Evans ing into distribution deals with
at 1-800-682-4933 for more lnfonnat10n.
Summer jobs! Run your own business
gain >'aluable business experience
while building your resume. Earn up to
$10.000 (25 1obs). High demand product. irrigation sales and installation. The
Be a licensed Doctor of Noturopothic Medicine.
ideal opportunity: vehicle required. Call
Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691.
...c1n 1.e hec1th care evolutlor. Ncturopalhlc Doctors
diagnose. treat and prevent illness using basic
Are you interested in writing, photography, editing, or drawing? The Lance
medical sciences. homeopathy. botanical and
,s always looking for volunteers to help
trcditlonal Chinese medicine. lifestyle counseling.
out wrth the studerrt paper. We espenutrition. and more. Canada's only recognized course
cially need cartoonists or graphic artIn naruropothy ,s the 'our year. full time program at
ists. Come to our general staff
The Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine
meetings Mondays at 4:30 p.m. Please
call 253-4232. ext. 3909 f0< more
n roronto.
1nfonnation.

~ A Natural Choice
~ for your Future!

Whip Smar:

cfs
Cfs/

Applicants must hove completed three years of university
studies. wrth credit ·n General Biology. General Chemistry, and
Organic Chemistry. App1icoTions tor Sept. 1995 ore due Feb. 28.
Space is limited. For more information. ()lease co// or wnte:

Th e Canadiall College of Naturopathic Medicine
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The Lance
has extended
its deadline
for applications
for associate
news editor
until Jan. 23.
Forward your
resume to
Teena Ward,
c/o the Lance.
Be sure to
include a
telephone
number and
cover letter.

NOMINATION FORMS FOR
1995 U.W.S.A. ELECTIONS
will be available beginning Wednesday January 25
at U.W.S.A. office (2nd floor CAW Centre)
Positions Available:

•
•
•
•
•

President of U. W.S.A - 1 position
Vice-President Secretary of U. W.S.A. - 1 position
Student Senators - 3 positions
First Year Representative - 1 position
Faculty Representatives

all Non,ination Forms n,ust be in by:

4:30, FRIDAY JANUARY 27
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term grade: B+

Offence 222

By Phil King

nan

tum or several previously injurcd players.

School-team: Windsor men's
bockeyteam
Games played: 12
Games remaining: 12
Record: three wins, six losses,
three ties
There are no ifs, and's or
but's about it. If the Lancers intend on graduating into the
OUAA playoffs this season,
they are going to have to pull
up their grades.
Toe team's six losses and
three ties are unacceptable, especially when at least two of
the ties and perhaps two of the
losses could have been wins. If
that were the case, and given
the win Western had to forfeit
to Windsor, the Lancers would
be in better position to pass
into the playoffs.
As it stands now, no matter
what the outcome of the games
this past weekend with classroom rivals Laurier and Waterloo, the Lancers are failing.
The six losses are for the most
part the result of a failure to
score goals.
The following report card indic.ates course number, term
grade and ways in which the
team might improve their
marks.

Effort 100
With the exception of their
game against Guelph, the
Lancers have for the most part,
given a good effort. If they
keep hustling and working as
hard as they have, good things
are bound to happen.
-

term grade: B-

Attitude 101
Despite their hard luck and

misery in scoring goals and
hence winning games, the
Lancers appear to have maintained a positive outlook. However, the team mustn't start
making excuses for not having a
star scorer and they mustn't
s~art to whine about playing
lune, which for some, is about
to be reduced following the re-

This is what's dragging the
Lancers down. The scoring
chances are there but the team
seems to have bit every
goalpost and crossbar in the
league. The only way to make
up for a potent scorer is by getting a goal each from four to
five different players per game.
Seagris, O'Donahue, Ceman,
Boyko and Mckegney must answer the call. The bad breaks
are over.
-
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term grade: D-

Defense OOO
In an attempt to help out offensively, the Lancer defencemen have, on several occasions,
been caught up ice and out of
position. Poor clearing passes
have been a problem. With
their good size but lack of mobility, the defencemen should
concentrate on clearing the
zone and staying at home.
- term grade: C

Goaltending 1.50
Starter Steve Thorpe continues to perform in the manner
that made him an OUAA second team all-star last year.
However, he mustn't let mistalces and the team's lack of offensive output affect bis
concentration.
-

term grade: B+

Coaching 1OOO
The Lancer men's hockey
program is under-funded and
unattractive to bonafide area
hockey prospects. This accounts for the current grade
and puts coach Rick Cranker
in an unenviable position. Under these circumstances, emphasis
on
hard
work,
conditioning and discipline is
all they or anyone else can do.
- term grade: C
If the Lancer hockey team is
to make their move it has to in
their next four games versus
Laurier and Waterloo, or else a
last place finish is aU but assured.
Mid-term overall grade C- m

lance photo / NANCY PRINGLE

Pat Osborne (44) spots up foc an uncontested jumpshot versus the Guelph Gryphons J.ri. 11. The L.ricers lost again 88-58.

Badgers slip by pesky Lancers
By Sheila Wincle

up with four minutes remaining
in regulation.
During the stretch of defensive pressure and offensive conversion, Pat Osborne had three
steals and as many brilliant assists that da1Zled the crowd.
But after a Brock timeout,
the Badgers managed to even
the score and send the game
into extra minutes. Poor decisions and errant passing on
Windsor's part allowed Brock
to come away with a 98-94 victory. Top scorers for Windsor

In their first regular season
home game, on Jan. 7, the
Lancers men's basketball team
took the Brock Badgers to
overtime.
Down by four at the half and
as much as eleven in the third
quarter, the Lancers worked
their way back into contention.
Windsor's fuJl-court zone press,
implemented intelligently and
energetically, produced a number of steals to put the Lancers

were Pat Osborne (31), Jamie
Pepper (18), Mark Baggio (16)
and Matt McMillan (14); the
Badgers were led by Clint
Holtz (32) and Campbell
Becher (21).

Upcoming action
The Lancers next home
game is Sunday, Jan. 22 at 4
p.m. vs. Waterloo. The following Wednesday, Jan. 25, the
Laurier Golden Hawks are in
town and the game is 8:30 p.m.
at St. Denis Centre.
I!

Spitfires find themselves in dogfight for the division lead
By Mart Calibani

After a week of trades deadli~es, rumors, and tough 'scheduling, the Windsor Spitfires
appear to be human after all.
The Spits are currently on a
three game losing skid, with
losses to Sudbury, North Bay,
and Detroit coming within a
four day span.
Rumors circled early last
Week that Owen Sound's star
goalie Jamie Storr was on the
trading block. and Windsor was
one of four team'> reported to
have been contacted in this rcLance photo / JERRY BURRELL
g~rd. Nothing happened Windsor's Kevin Paden (17) roughs 11
WHh an NHL lockout settle- up with a Samia player in a game last
ment in the works, Storr looked week. Windsor beat Samia 7-4.

like he was on his way to backstopping the Los Angeles Kings
on a daily basis. Too risky.
As the deadline for OHL
teams to narrow their rosters to
two over-age players neared,
Spits blueliner Akil Adam.5 was
traded to Ottawa for a sixth
round pick in 1996. Adams and
feisty winger Cory Evans have
been competing for the Spits
)a'lt over-age spot for the last
few weeks, and apparently general manager Mike Awender
felt that Evans' talent and
toughness up front held priority
over Adams· offensive style of
play from the blueline.
The Spit~ are currently playing through a playoff style

schedule of games. They arc in
the midst of a 10 game, 16 day
stretch, which has seen the
Spitfires drop to second place
in the West Division one point
behind Detroit with 3 games in
hand.
Despite 5-5-0 record in their
last 10 games, the Spits arc
ranked second in the nation behind the Kamloops Blazers of
the Western Hockey League.
With upcoming games against
league door-mats Samia and
Sault Ste. Marie, the Spits arc
in a position to start turning
things around.

The OHL highlight reel
-

Guelph leads the league

with a 26-9-2 record and 54
points though 37 games.
- Edmonton Oiler first round
pick Jason Bonsignore was
traded with Ethan Moreau
from Niagara Falls to Sudbury
in exchange for two players.
- Oshawa's Marc Savard leads
the OHL in scoring with 27G60A-87 PTS.
- Windsor's Bill Bowler is tied
for third in league scoring with
78PTS.
- Guclph' Mark McArthur
leads aU goalies with a 2.84
GAA.
- Bellville Bulls' 15 year-old
rookie Daniel Cleary leads all
rookies with 63 points in 42
games.
m
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Eye on the "I"

Get active with Campus Ree

Hardy adjusts to dual role

By Sandra Ondracb
Special to the Lance

By Frederick Beitler

Whether you arc trying to
lose weight, improve your
health or have a little more fun
this year, let your your new
year's resolutions begin with
Campus Recreation. Specifics
for registration and meeting
times and course selection arc
in the Campus Ree calander.

Stay at home defcnscman
are a dime a dozen in profcsional hockey. However to
spend 15 years in the National
Hockey League is an impressive feat.
Mark Hardy of the Detroit
Vipers is a rare breed of
blueliner - he has played over
900 NHL games with three different teams. This season he
finds himself in a dual role as
player and assistant coach with
the Vipers.

thing different to do Iha;
doesn't require a lot of sweat
and strain, but lots of fun and
familiar faces how about these
courses ...
. *Tai Chi*Line Dancing*So.
c1al Dance•

Clubs
Have you ever been intrested
in the Martial Arts but were a
little .afraid to try? Well now's
the tune to explore the variefy
of Martial Art Clubs Campus
Ree has to offer. Karate
Aikido, Judo and Tac Kwo~
Do are offered at an instruc.
tional level for beginners to advanced.
For those outdoor enthusi.
asts we even have a Kayaking
Club. The club is open to be.
ginners as well as advanced
paddlers.
All clubs are located at the
St. Denis Centre in the multi.
purpose room.

Intramurals
Team and individual entry
deadline is Tues., January 17,
at 3 p.m All entries with a $30
bond fee will be taken in the
CAW Student Centre at the
Campus Ree kiosk.

Role with the Vipers
Although Hardy was hurt at
the beginning of the season, he
was able to ooncentratc on the
ooaching side of the game.
"I was a full time assistant,
but I let the players play their
game. As a player-ooach I can't
just say things I have to do
them. I have to be honest with
the guys and worry about my
own game," Hardy said.
As a player and ooach, I lardy
has found it easier to reoognize
which players are in shape and
how they are feeling. ''When
we are going through tough
times, I can pick it up, say
something and keep it positive
in the dressing room." Leadership is an important ingrediant
to any team and Hardy is able
to reoogniz.e this in the messages he has learned from others. "Roger Nielson (former
New York Ranger head ooach)
told me that he wanted me to
make easy plays and things easy
for the other guys. Making
things easy is probably why I
lasted so long in the NHL."
Hardy feels he is in a great
situation in Detroit because it
is a testing ground to see if he

Active alternatives
If you are looking for so~

Fitness

Lance photo/ JERRY BURRELL
Mark Hardy (5) bnngs experience and leadership to the Viper defence corps.

has what it takes to be a ooach.
"I'm learning from (Rick)
Dudley. I have to take things in
stride. It takes a lot more than
just changing lines behind a
bench. You have to be a motivator, psychologist, good behind the bench and able to
oonduct practices."
If Hardy's presence as a
ooach is half of what it is as a
player, he can look forward to a
lengthy ooaching career.

League notes
Ron Hoover was named
player of the week. The Peoria
Riverman right winger poured
in 10 points and was a +10.
- The Atlanta Knight's are
marking the 50th anniversary of
the IHL by awarding every
baby born in metro Atlanta in
1995 a free pass to one game
for each of the next 50 years.

- Kevin MacDonald of the
Chicago Wolves (last weeks
Lance cover boy) leads the
league with 209 PIM.
Former Leaf Yanic Perreault leads the league in goals
with 38 and points with 62.
LaSalle native Derek
Wilkinson has the ninth best
GAA in the IHL.
- Las Vegas Thunder forward
Alexi Yashin has 18 pointsin 14
games.
- Kevin Dineen of the Houston Aeros has 6 points in 9
games.
- The Soviet Wings completed
their tour of the IHL with unimperssive 1-14-2 reoord.
- IHL attendence is up nearly
1,500 fans per game over the
same time a<: last season.
Detroit Vipers lead the
league in attendence at 14,880
per game.
II

By now, you've probably realized
there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it builds.\\ e can help.
\Ve can give you the skills and

Free fitness will run from
January 16-20. Classes will be
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 5 p.m. and Tuesday and
Thursday at 12 noon at the St.
Denis Centre. The Unlimited
Fitness Program will begin
Mon. January 23, offering four
classes a day.
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Registration
From Jan.16, to Jan.20, be.

Aquatics

tween 10:00am to 3:00pm, look

A variety of beginner and advanced aquatics courses will be
offered this term. A Campus
Ree aquatics brochure will provide all times and dates.

for the Campus Ree kiosk in
the CAW Student Centre. m
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Ondrcka, is the Campus Recreation Co-ordinator at the Uni·
versity Of Wuulsor.

Gu,

Sports stumpers
By Herm111 Viol

play its home matches?
5) Name Benfica's Belgian
born goalkeeper.
6) Who won the 1994 GuU
Cup?
7) Which African player has
been awarded African foot·
baller of the year for the last
three years?
8) What South American
side won the 1994 Toyota Cup?
Answers on page 13.

1) Who currently leads the
Italian Series A in scoring?
2) Who was recently named
European footballer of the
year?
3) What country was chosen
to stage the 1996 Olympic
qualifying tourney for CONCACAF nations?
4) Where docs Flamcngo
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The Lance has extended its
deadline for applications for
associate news editor until Jan. 23.
Forward your resume to Teena Ward,
c/o the Lance. Be sure to include a
telephone number and cover letter.
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an accounting professional: a
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Certified General Accountant.
Completing our CGA program of
professional srud1es can lead to
better opportunities in business,
government and public practice.
If you're ready to make even more
of yourself, call (416) 322-6520,
extensions 385,225 or 217, or tollfrec, 1-800-668-HH, or writt:
U'> ,lt

to

2-+0 Fglinton \venue l~.1-.t,

'foronto ,\HP I K8.

cm•

Ccrtili<!d CicncrJI Accountant,
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CANADA'S

WoNDERL\ND
Paramount Parks ,s holding auditions to cast the upcoming
1995 show season al Pa,amount Canada's Wonderland!
1995 will feature contemporary dance and music revues,
costume character shows, variety performers and a
comed1c/ 1mprov1sa11onal actor program featuring popular
Star Trtk® aliens.
We need expenenced singers, dancers, actors, technicians and
variet:,- performers of all types!
For more information write or call:
Paramount Canada's Wonderland
P.O. Box 624, Vaughan, Ontario l6A 1S6
(905f 832-7454
VAUGHAN, ONTARIO
Saturd.iy, February 4, 1995
Sunday, Febru.iry 5, 1995

Paramount Canada s Wonderland
The Paramount Theatre
12:()().3:00 Te.:hn,cians
12:00
Variety Performers
12·30
Singers, Actors
2;30
Dancers

WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Tuesday. January 31, 1995
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Ccntrt
32n Sandwich Street
12:00·2:00 Technioans
12:00
Variety Performers
12·30
Singers. Actor..
1:30
Dancers

,\ssoc1d!1on ol Omano

\\?e're accounting for the future in Ontario

AUDITIONS
TM 4r C J99S P,umounl Pules Inc • ,nd C 199S P.ar,mount P1thut,
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Lancers spike opposition
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By Craig Lanning
~thelance

for the second straight year,

1esc

the Lancer Men's Volleyball
team has returned from the Ry-

'So.

rsan Rams Tournament with a
~ Id medal. It's the first lime in
Lancer Volleyball history that a
team has defended a previous
title.
.
Jn pool play, the Lancers d1srosed of Lau~entian and
Laurier before losmg to Wate!loO, This put the Lancers m
second place in their pool, and
into the quarter finals, where
they defeated Michigan State
University two games to one. In
the semi finals, the Lancers
faced off against the Brock
Badgers, who are c~n:e.ntly second in the West d1v1s1on, one
game ahead of the Lancers.
The Lancers came out strong
in the first game capitalizing
on Brock errors, and took the
game easily 15-2. The second
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game was the opposite of the
first with Brock capitali1Jng on
Lancer errors. At one point,
trailing 13-4, the Lancers rallied to within one point at 1312, but Brock finished the game
15-13 to force a third game.
The Lancers momentum continued in the third set and winning easily 15-2.
This set the stage for a rematch against the league leading Waterloo Warriors in the
final. After losing the first two
games 6-15 and 10-15, the
Lancers stormed back to win
the next three games 15-9, 1510, 15-9, and captured the gold
medal.

How it happened
The turn around occured because Windsor's outside blockers began to block well, which
did not happen in the first two
games. Relentless on defence,
and digging Waterloo's best
shots left them Crustrated.

7:h~re was absolutely no possib1ltty of them beating us once
we started to play to our full
potential. It's a a huge psychological boost for the team, because they are the first place
team in the West, and ranked
ninth in Canada. The ability is
there to play with with the top
teams in the province, but the
players must play consistantly
to stay at that level.

Awards
Steve Ray was named to the
tournament all star team and
Chris Smith was voted the tournament MVP. The Lancers
current record is 20 wins, five
losses, and are in third place in
the west division behind Waterloo and Brock. League play resumes January 13, with the
Lancers away at Brock.
II
Lanning is a former Lancer
and is currently the assisrant
coach for rhe men's varsity
squad.

Results and standings
SW1dings
Me11'shockey
\lidEasl ...........G ... W.... L. ....T ..... F .... A .. P
Gutlpb ............. 14.... 8 ••.•.•3 .••.. 3 .•.• 67 ....40 19
Toronlo ............ 14.... 4 ......5 ..... 5 .... 45 .....5613

Queen's ............ 14.... 3 ...... 9 ..... 2 .... 43 ....59 . 8
RMC ............ 15.... 0 •..•• 13 .... 2 •••• 28....87. 2
Farf.asl.--.-G._W_. L-... T.-.F..... A .. P

t'OTR ... _........ 13... 10..... 0 ..... 3 .... 78....37 23
Ooawa ............. 12.... 7 ...... 3 ..... 2 .... 52....31 16
Conoordia ........ 12.... 7 ...... 3 ..... 2 .•.. 43 ....42 16
MtGill.............. 12.... 5 ......6 ..... 1 .... 53 ....47 11
MldWest---G ....W .... L-T-.F-.A .. P
eroct............... 14.... 8 ......5 ..... 1 .... 65....49 11
York ................ 14.... 6 ...... 7 ..... 1 .... 56 ....50 13
Rytrson............ 14 .... 5...... 9 ..... 0 .... 36 ....7110
Laurtniien ....... 14 .... 4 ..... 10 .... o.... 42 ....69 ..8
farWest._._G._W-.L-.T--F-.. A .. P
l.aurier ............. 12.... 9 ...... 3 ..... o.... 59 ....3618
Lawier ............. 12.... 7...... 4 ..... 1 .... 57 ....3615
Waterloo .......... 12.... 5......5 ..... 2 .... 48 ....4612
\l,ladtor ---12·- 3-.. 6 _ 3 __ 34__ .50 . 9
Bodcey scoring leaden
l'll)'er-----Team .. GP ...G-A-P
I.John Spol!Ol"e .....•. Laurier.12 .... 9 .... 19..28
2. Ryan Savoia.......... Brock.... 14 ... 16 ... 12..28
l YvanBergeron ..... UQ1R .. 13 ... 13 ... 14..27
4.Dtmn Maoorena Brock.... 12 ... 14 ... 12..26
S.t\rn Clancy ......... Guelph.14 .... 8 .... 18..26
6.BenDavis ......... York .... 14 ... 10 ... 13..23
7.ToddWetul ....... Guelph.14 .... 7 .... 15..22
!.Aaron Nagy ....... Westeml2 .... 5 .... 15..20
9.Chris George ........ Laurier.11 ... 10 .... 9 ...19
10.Rob Thorpe ...... Guelph.11 .... 8 .... 11 ..19
11. Ku Rowbotham Westernl2 ... 10 .... 9 ...19
12.Jasoo Mervyn ..... Wa1erloo 12 .... 6 .... 13..19
13. Damn Dougan .. L'entianl4 .... 8 .... 11..19
14.Todd Zavitz ........ Brock.... 14 .... 3 .... 16 ..19
<>MM Wcsc. hockey standinp
Team ............. GP .. W.... L ..... T ..... F .... A .. P
Gutlph .............. 8 ..... 1 ...... 0 ..... 1 .... 44 .... 1.15
Toronto ............. 8 ..... 6 ...... 1 ..... 1 .... 63 ....10 13
Oueen's ............. 8 ..... 4...... 2 ..•. 2 .... 43 ....14 10
!Jirier.............. 9 ..... 3 ......5 ..... 1.... 30....64 . 7
Yori ............... 7 ..... 1...... 5 ..... 1 .... 15....30. 3
Windaor.--.8--0--8-0-- 9 ...79. 0
OUM West men', volleyball standinp
lf&lll - - - - · MP. W-L ...GW. GL.P
Waterloo ................... 6..... 6...•..0 ....18 .... 1 .12
Brock ........................ 6..... 4.•....2 .... 14 .... 9 •• 8
Weaiem .................... 5 ..... 3......2 .... 9..... 8 .. 6
Windaor. _ _ _ 6-.3.--3 .... 11-. 9. 6
McMasier ................. 6..... 3......3 ....11 ... 12 .. 6
tijdpb ...................... 6 ..... 1......5 .... 4 .... 16 .. 2
uner ...................... 5..... 0......5 .... 3 .... 15 .. O
OWIM West volleyball standings
Team ...................... MP. W .... L .. GW.GL.P

Western .....................8 ..... 7 ..... 1 .... 22 .... 5.14
McMaster ..................8 ..... 7 ..... 1.... 22 .... 7 .14
Guclpb ......................6 •....4 ..... 2 .... 13 ... 11.. 8
Lakehead ................... 6 .....3 ..... 3 .... 12 ... 12.. 6
Laurier ....................... 6 •..••2 .....4 .... 10... 15.. 4
Waterloo ................... 6 .....2 ..... 4 ..•.. 9 ... 14.. 4
Brock ......................... 6 ..... 1 ..... 5 ..... 7 ... 17.. 2
Windsor--·----8 ..... 1 .....7_. 8 ... 22.. 2
OWIAA women's basketball
Team ........................ G ...•W ....L ..... F ..... A .. P
Western ..................... 3 ..... 3 ..... 0 ... 215. 155. 6
Windsor _. ____3 - 2 --1-161. 183. 4
Brock ......................... 2 ..... 1 ..... 1... 128. 119. 2
Guelpb ...................... 2 ..... 1 ..... 1 ... 118. 104. 2
McMaster .................. 2 ..... 1 ..... 1 •.. 132. 136. 2
Waterloo ................... 2 ..... 1 ..... 1 ... 113. 120. 2
Lakebead ................... 2 ..... 0 ..... 2 ... 119. 150. 0
Lauricr ....................... 2 ..... 0 ..... 2 ... 117. 136. 0
OUAA Men's baakelball standings
Team ·-·---·G-W-..L-F..... A.. P
Brock ......................... 1 ..... 1 ..... 0 .... 98 ... 94 ... 2
Lakebead ................... 2 .....1 ..... 1 ... 141. 132.. 2
Western ............... - ... 2 .....1 .., .. J ... 132.141..2
Ouelph ...................... 0 ...•. 0 ..... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0.... 0
Lauricr ....................... o.....0 ..... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0.... 0
McM.aster .................. 0 .....0 ..... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0.... 0
Waterloo ................... 0 ..... 0 .•... 0 ..... 0 ..... 0.... 0
Winds« - - - - - 1 - 0 -.. 1- 94 ... 98.-0

Ranki.ncs
CIAU men•, baabtbaU CJ.AU men•, hockey
1. Winnipeg
1. Acadia
2. Brandon
2. Calgary
3. Mc:Master
3. UQTil
4. Alberta
4. Dalhousie
5. Victoria
S. Regina
6. Concordia
6. Manitoba
7. Ryerson
7. New Brumwick
8. Brock
8. Laurier
9. Toronto
9. Alberta
10. Delbousie
10. Guelpb
CIAU men's volleyball
1. Manitoba
2. Alberta
3. Laval
4. Winnipeg
5. Saskatchewan
6. British Columbia
7. Dalbousie
8. Calgary
9.Queen's
10. Waterloo

Lut-"'a reaulta
(~11111. a 199J)
Men', basketball
Madonna C.C. 87 Lancers 81

'
•
•
•
•

POLO by Ralph Lauren
Diesel
• K-Swiss
Big Star
• Ray Ban
Avirex
• Indian
purchase if you
bring in this ad

Brock 98 Windsor 94 (OT)
Women's basketball
Western 6S l~ncers 36
Men's volleyball
uncers 3 Waterloo 2 to capture Ryerson
!1t11itational
Chris Smilh - Tourney MVP
Steve Ray - Tourney AU.Star
Men'shodcey
Mercyhurst 8 Lancers 2
Fredonia State 7 Lancers 5

Upcoming events
Men', hockey
Jan. 21, Windsor at Laurier
Jan. 22, Windsor at Waterloo
Women•, hocke)'
Jan. 21, York at Windsor
Jan. 22, York at Windsoc
Women's volleyball
Jan. 18, Western &l Windsor8:30 p.m.
Men', volleyball
Jan. 13, Western at Windsor 6:30 p.m.
Men', basket.ball
Jan. 18. Windsor at Western
Jan. 22, Waterloo at Windsor 4 p.m.
Women'• balkechall
Jan. 22, Waterloo at Wi.Ddsoc 6:30 p.m.
Track and neld
Jan. 20 and 21, hosting Can-Am Oassic

Answers to StuU1pers
l) Gabriel Batistuta of Faorentina
2) Hristo Stoichkov of Bulgaria

3) Canada
4) Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

5) Michel Preud'homme
6) Saudi Arabia
7) Abedi Pele of Gham
8) Velez Sarsfield-Argentina
How'dyou IIC:Ol'e
AD 8 correct - you should write for Lance
sports.
6 or 7 correct - the golden boot is awarded
for a nea.r perfect score.
3 to 5 correct - if you were a manager,
worry about being sac.ked!
1 or 2 correct -you've been booked ro.obsccnities!
Ocorrect -you've been transfer listed and
the only team interested in you is Cock!

Photo/ PETER J. THOMPSON

Track specialist O'Brian Gibbons

Up close and personal with:

O'Brian Gibbons - track
By Frederick Beitler

Born: November 1, 1970

Nickname: O'B or Beast
Major: Geography
High School: Toronto West
Hill Colliegite
The events I compete in are, 60
meters(m), 300m, the 4x200m
relay and 4x400m relay.
Biggest sports achievement:
Making the Canadian national
team.
The biggest influence on my career was, my parents and Kim
Harry.
The best athlete I ever faced
was, Frankie Fredericks of
Nambia.
My main goal is, to compete
for Canada in the 1996 Olympics.

My pet peeve is, people deliberatly smoking in non-smoking
areas.
My bobbies are, jet sking and
exploring caves.
My childhood hero, was Superman.
The best book I read recently
was, Pelican Brief.
Favorite cities visited were,
Paris, France, and Victoria
British Columbia.
What I like least about track,
injuries.
My most embarrasing moment
was, at Cheetah's on my twenty
first birthday, I had a stripper
rip off all my clothes on stage
and was then tossed into a cold
shower.
Few people know this but,
I'm a loving caring person.
!I

editorials
Students on strike
Maintaining a unified student movement never seemed more
important than it docs now.
.
.
.
Education, along with other vital Canadian social programs, 1s
in a crisis. The Federal governments proposals. outlined . in the
Green Book, take aim at transfer paynx-nts, students assistance
program<; and ultimately acces.5 t? colleges and univcrsi~ies.
Transfer payments to the provinces arc currently a duect source
of funding for education, but the Liberals proposal would transfer
those funds to an Income Contingent Loan Repayment Plan
(ICLRP). This change would leave post-secondary institutions
open to huge tuition hikes, which would limit the number and
range of students who could attend colleges and universities.
Students haven't been given a real say in the 'consulting process', but rather been asked to comment on where and bow cuts arc
aimed. It's like asking which limb you'd like cut off.
Well it's time to take a stand.
On Jan. 25 students across Canada will join their voices to let
Jlumao Resources Development Minister Lloyd Axworthy know
what they think of the proposals in the Green Book. Here at the
Universitv of Wind<;<>r students plan to take over the CAW Student Centre for the day, and march downtown to protest the cuts.
But students need to show up to make this all work. Missing out
on a day of classes makes an important statement to the federal
government - that students agree that hiking tuition again (and
by phenomenal rates) is fucked.
So make your stand with members of Windsor's student council,
faculty, high schcx>l students and community members on Jan. 25
- show up for the student strike and tell the government that students aren't going to take it anymorc.
J

.

Feds ignore Natives
Some say the Canadian Federation of Students planned nationwide students' strike on Jan. 25 is a waste of time. Critics of the
coming strike say that the 19(i()s arc dead and protests of such nature arc ineffective and gosh darn-it, not at all trendy.
Canada's native population is finding ample evidence that such
protests receive little media attention and more disturbingly, next
to no attention from the Federal Government. This despite the
fact that Jean Chretien vowed lo drop the proposed income tax
plan for native Canadians employed by native owned businesses.
It is also alarming to note that few people arc aware that about
two dozen natives still occupied the fifth floor of Revenue Canada's Toronto headquarters until Jan. 13. In fact, the sit-in protesters, as well as hundreds of others who have joined in periodically,
have yet to be addressed by Chretien or any other prominent cabinet member. Ironically, when students complained about "potential" tuition bikes, the Feds met with student council presidents.
There is a common misperception that the natives arc protesting paying income taxes, but such is not the case. Canadians of
aboriginal descent, who work at places such as GM and Chrysler,
have been paying income taxes for years. 1b.is new legislation
chips away at one of the few remaining privileges that the native
population was guaranteed when it compromised with our nation's
forefathers - although granted, natives were not given a lot of
nx>m to compromise.
Unfortunately, Canada's natives lack the population and political strength of the francopboncs, who thanks primarily to their
vac;t percentage of the population, can collectively force the federal government to implement program<; and make changes where
deemed necessary. Natives, however, do not have that luxury.
In short, their spirit shines through in their show of solidarity,
but is anyone listening? Will the spirit of our generation shine
through on Jan. 25 too? Or, in the words of Conrad Black sellout
Barbara Amie}, arc we, like the native peoples, a "rather timid
~~~~~~cc~~

I

Letters to the editor

Flyer offensive
Dear Editor,
In response to "A messaage
from the Students Christian
Association," in regards to a
Oyer that was recently circulated around the U of W campus. I find it thoroughly
disturbing that a 'religious association' is using the university
campus to circulate a flyer
filled with so much hatred. Suggesting that gays and lesbians
and /\IDS activists arc responsible for prominent historical
world problems is inappropriate and inaccurate.
/\IDS activists arc those who
show compa'>sion for people
living with /\IDS, not hatred
and anger. /\IDS activists arc
ministers, parents, grandparents, nurses, doctors, factory
workers,
students,
men,
women, gay and straight. I support /\IDS activists and relig-

Editor in Chill ..................................Teena Ward
News Editor .....................................Cheryl Clark
Aaaociale News Edllor ....................... Fong Chan
Arts Editor.......................................... Lisa Fortin
Sports Editor.............................. Frederick Beitler
F..,_ Ecltor ........................... Sarah Alkinsoo
Pllolograplly Edlor ....................... Nancy Pringle
Aaaociale Phala Editor ................ Luisa Cabiddu
Productioll llaager .................. Martina Obersa
Baai1111 ll11ager ................................ Lili Chan
Advriling 11•1111' .......................... Ndhi Dhir
Advertiliag Artilt............................. John Teeter
Clrallllill M1111g1r ................ Brad Buckenhan
Contributors: Eugenia Bayada, Chris Boyd, Dave
Bukovec, JerTy &ml, Mn Calibail, Erma
Castanares, Pall Hawkins, Kevin Johnson, Ed
~ . Darin Keene, PhH King, Holly Mclrwire,
Treaa Mclennoo, Xiom•a Martel, Cynthia Mnn,
Mke Pereia, .lJcl Remigio, Jeff Rivard, Peter
Thompson, Jackie Sh•mon, Sheila Wmdle.

Choice is needed
Dear Editor,
As a member of the Student
Media Corporation, I was
given a letter sent out by the
Students Christian A.swciatioo
(SCA). Apparently SCA has
nothing to do with the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
(IVCF).
lbe letter was very disturbing. [It] was a hate letter focusing on /\IDS. During this
/\IDS pandemic you would
think that most people, by now,
had received some AIDS
awareness education. Unfortu·
nately SCA has not been privy
to any AIDS awareness cduca·
tion because their letter was so
hurtful and (I bate to say it)
stupid.
In the second paragraph of
the letter they (the author/s)
See Letters, page 16
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ious groups who arc involved in
the struggle by offering help
and compassion. I do not, however, support religious groups
or individuals who promote hatred towards anyone including
gays, lesbians, AIDS activist<; or
people living with /\IDS.
As a gay male I find this flyer
to be ... another form of gay
bashing and bate mongering,
and should not be tolerated by
anyone ... at the U of W. I call
upon those who are responsible
for circulating this flyer to
claim ownership of this hatred
and come forward. We need to
work together to make this
world a better, safer place for
all by showing love and compa<;sion for others regardless of
skin colour, sexual orientation,
political affiliation or religion.
David Lyons Jr.
Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual
Human Rights Action Group

Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance Is published by the Student Media
Corporaion and prints 10,000 copies every
Mooday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices •e located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
lxlsigned editorials •e produced by the Lance
ecitaial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the lxliversity of
WindSOI' or the Student Alliance.
Submissions •e welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number and
must be typed double-spaced. legibly handwritten,
or oo floppy disk OBM compatible). The ecltor
reserves the right to ecil for space and dartty.
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major of study a,d phooe number.
Contents copyrigtt 1995. ReprO<lJctlon in any
way is forbidden wihoot the written pennission of
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Canaclan lkliversity Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
lkliversity of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles •e based oo those of the
Canadian University Press:
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2. By examining issues and d'lfferent perspectives
ether media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
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have equitable access to the mecia. We affirm our
responsibility to give these i,oups voice and
f8CO!J1ilion.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppressioo of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged i,oups. In addltioo,
we oppose the abuse of power in 111y form.
4. The LNlce wiff nd print material that is sexist,
racist ageist, heterosmdst or that mall!Jls

differently-abled peoples or the economicalY
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferaliOO ci
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and ext~
unjust economic and political hegemooy, ttYerlllg
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes nm-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The lance promotes ecological responsibtlY,
both in content and In its day-to-day workings.

Mailing address:
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What kind of a university should Windsor be?
By Dr. Dale Wood
'special to the Lance
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On Jan. 20 the university Senate will
have an open meeting to discuss proposals that may set the course for this university for the foreseeable future.
The reports arc in response to pressures to restructure the university in order to effect cuts in programs and
teaching staff, while increasing class
size. This term, restructuring is being
used across the economy and it is apparent that it is a code word for cut backs
and Jess service. It has been having devestating effects on health care, education and other social programs. Such
cuts in social programs are being protested.
The student strike on Jan. 25 is part
of that protest and I support it as does
the Faculty Association. My purpose
here, is not to do a critical analysis of
the reports being considered but to attempt to tum these meetings on the restructuring of the university into an
opportunity for the students, faculty and
librarians here to pool their ideas and
engage in a transformation of the University of Windsor that serves the best
interests of students, faculty and community.
Let me start the exchange of views by
offering some proposals. The proposals
try to build on some of the positive elcmentc; of the reports that are being discusred. The University should offer a
full complement of courses all day long,
all week long and all year long. It should

er1ip

Cheryl Clark asks in her Jan. 9 editorial: "Why reform Senate?"
On its face, the question appears to
be rhetorical. Upon further reading
however, one gets a sense of something
which is truly confusing: the Lance
(which I have always seen as a vehicle
for exposing the inadequate and corrupt, and acting as a catalyst for positive
change), makes an irrational plea for
the status quo. The status quo in this
case is one which has the obvious and
manifest effect of keeping the student
impact on university affairs at a minimum. This is a stance with which I disagree, and I am compelled to rebut.
The thrust of the editorial is that increasing student representation is fruitless so long as meetings contain issues
that are either "incredibly obscure" or
"remarkably complex." To this I would
respond that running a multi-billion dollar institution's operating affairs are indeed complex. Similarly, I am of the
belief that matters of sexual harrassment, race relations, course offerings,
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be a quarter system of 11 week quarters
with two weeks between each term for
testing and administrative activities. A
full complement of courses could also
be offered in the evening as well as during the day.
Also, a full complement of courses
could be offered on the weekends for
those with schedules that prevent attendance during the week. If such proposals were adopted, it would allow
students to take a greater variety of
courses and obtain a greater breadth of
education. Students could obtain
greater depth in certain areas of interest
by taking more courses that build on
one another.
This would require greater rationalization of courses so that they can be
better integrated with one another. Students would gain greater flexibility in
choice of courses, when they take

By Mark Robson
Speaal to the Lance
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~

courses and how rapidly they obtain
their degree.
This would create the potential for
smaller class sizes which would have all
kinds of benefits for quality of education. Persons who work full and part
time would be able to attend university
and make good progress toward a degree.
The costs to students could be reduced since the degree could be obtained sooner. This would also be
attractive to international students in
terms of time required to obtain a degree and the costs involved. Since such a
full program would be attractive to local
students and students across Canada as
well as internationally, the enrolment
could increase dramatically and thus income could increase. In such circumstances it would be more difficult to
justify tuition increases (not that they

Council exec explores why the Senate needs reform
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are justified now).
While inreased use of the University
could be achieved by utilizing resources
that are already in place (ic. classroom<;,
equipment etc.) - thus increasing income while keeping costs relatively low
- some increased expenditures would
be necessary to hire some additional
faculty and to increase office space
(building fund campaigns could be
used).
Such a program of full utilization of
the university would have to be negotiated with the Faculty Association and
other relevant unions to protect faculty
and staff from being forced into unacceptable schedules and workloads.
Such proposals might have many
benefits for students, staff, faculty and
the community. While there may be
problems to solve in details of implementation, they are probably solvable
and worth solving. If we share our ideas
and cooperate to solve these problems,
I think we can create a university which
we can be proud.
I have some proposals for consideration which relate to decision making
and administration at the university,
since I believe the university should endeavour to be an example of the highest
democratic principles in its decision
process.
Please contact me with your views on
what is proposed above so that we can
have a discussion and work toward positive changes.
Dale Woodyard is a professor of psychology aJ Lhe University of Windsor.
[I

and the future of the University of
Windsor are in fact exceedingly important (a belief which the author does not
seem to share, given the defeatist position taken in the editorial).
The attitude is not typical just of this
author, but of the student body historically, and it is called apathy. It is this
apathy which has been the most profound barrier to my efforts toinstill
within the University a sense of accountablity, and within its students a sense of
pride. Students expressing disinterest is
disheartening, but when the student
newspaper exacerbates the sentiment,

ng

something is genuinely wrong. The Senate reform efforts are a vehicle to redress this wrong, though the results will
likely not be felt for years.
These efforts have not been without
reward. The motion referred to in this
piece had the result of increasing student representation to a level which will
ultimately double the existing membership. This year, Senators have been cognizant of all the "remarkably complex"
issues to which the author refers, and
have spoken to each of them with great
forethought, affecting results. Things
have come a long way from the days of
former Senator Gabe Maggio (1993-94),
who missed 66 percent of the Senate
meetings in his term, was re-elected,
and subsequently deserted his post,
leaving students without a voice.
The message which the editorial
should convey is "only the dedicated
and qualified need apply." If you are
only out to pad your resume, or get
yourself into law school, then you are
not the person for this job.
The Senate is complex, I do not for a
moment deny that. The point is that
Senate is the forum where all these

things we as students pay tuition for are
discussed and decided. The students
who fill these spots ultimately make or
break the course of representation in a
given year. Increasing student numbers
on Senate is only the first step. What remains is for individuals who care, who
can make a difference, to seek the office. I have accomplished the first of
these two steps. The rest is up to you,
the student body. If you cannot make a
difference yourself, it is your responsibility to elect an individual who can.
Yes, Ms. Clark, increasing representation as a means to increase effectiveness is a nice idea. Is it a realistic
one? I would argue that it is, so long as
the position is not a refuge for the undetermined, the sloth, and the inattentive (and the former (1993-94) executive
of SAq. Students, through the democratic process, will ultimately determine
the effectiveness of student representation at the University of Windsor.
It is my hope that they will continue to
do so, as they have this year.
Mark Robson is the Vice President of
University Affairs for the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance.
!I
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"Students have
to stop the government
from
the annual tuition hikes and
the strike is the
best way."

"By not going
to school we're
hurting
our~lves. By holdmg back our
tuition it puts
more pressure on
the administration."

Danielle Brown
Year I
Psychology

Kelli Coryell
YearID
Criminology and Anthropology

"Yes, government needs to
know what the
students
are
thinking and a
group
demonstration is a good
way to relay this
message"

"Yes, what the
government
is
doing is unfair.
They want us to
get jobs in the future so everyone
should be able to
be educated."

Heather Botsford
YearID
Geology

lpnGreen
Year I
Drama
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Continued from page 14

suggested that abstinence was
the best means of stopping
AIDS contraction ...
Abstinence is not bad, but
how many of us will live it for
ourselves? ... It just does not
seem reasonable to advocate
abstinence when so many peo·
pie, especially young people arc
having sex. It is very difficult to
practice abstinence when we
are inundated with sex through
every form of media...
What vou can do is protect
yoursclf.'You can use a latex
barrier. You can purchase a latex barrier almost anywhere
now a days. You can get a free
latex barrier from any AIDS
committee or health clinic.
It is unfortunate that SCA
was advocating hate in their letter. They should really be blaming the government. It was the
government who knew about
AIDS but kept it from us. It
was the Red Cross who knew
how to test contaminated blood
but refused to. No one who is
livng with HIV or AIDS, or
who has left is to blame. All of
these people are victims of the
governments ignorance.
HIV or AIDS is not a death
sentence. Many of my friends
would be offended that SCA
believes it is a death sentence. I
guess for SCA, ignorance is
truly bliss.
Ligaya Byrch
Manager, CJAM Radio

Issues not simple

...

Monday, January 16. 199S

Dear Editor,

I wish to comrnen t on the ar tide about AIDS activists distributed on campus ...

paid advertising

The writers of this piece are
obviously of the type that believe t hat people's souls are
more important than their bodies. Like the inquisitors of the
middle ages and the witch
bu rners of the seventeenth century they would rather see the
body destroyed than allow sin
to flourish. Of course they also
claim that they alone have the
correct definition of what is
moral. It is interesting that no
one will lay claim to having distributed it...
AIDS activists have worked
for years to prevent the spread
of a disease. .. They don't
claim to have the only truth
that must be imposed on people but instead have fought to
empower people.
AIDS activists were the fir,;t
to advocate the idea of promoting safer sex practice as opposed to prohibiting sex.
Among the gay community,
where safer sex was first encouraged, the spread of HIV
bas been dramatically reduced.
However, among those who
have only been told "do not
have sex," particularly teenagers, the virus is now spreading
at an alarming rate.
People's behaviour can only
be changed when they are given
choices. Abstinence is certainly
one choice. But if people are
only given a yes or no choice
they are less likely to stick to it.
It is important to let people
know they have the right to say
no to anything they don't want
to do and insist on safer sex
practices. Giving people this
choice has been one of the
greatest victories of the AIDS
movement.
Jim Davies

Repor ting All The Pacts:

In response to the letter submitted to the editor by Sean Lyons, President
of sss, the Executive of the UWSA would like to clarify a few points which
have been misrepresented or not presented.
First of all, an audit was called by a fee paying member of the sss atld
the concerns expressed by the fee paying member of the SSS were provided to
Sean Lyons. Unfortunately the fee paying member, who requested the audit
did not feel comfortable going to the SSS Council with their request, and
therefore requested that the UWSA intervene in the matter on behalf of
them.
secondly, prior to the sealing of the records, the UWSA President met with
Sean :...yons and asked for his co-operation in sealing "only the financial
documents pertaining to the specific time frame associated with the sss
audit request• . These records would remain sealed until the matter could b~
brought before the Finance Committee and UWSA General Council. Sean Lyons
agreed to co-operate and assist the UWSA with the SSS audit, and did not
express any concerns with these proceedings. In fact both Sean Lyons and
Jon Ricci both stated they felt that regular audits should be conducted
00
the sss.
The SSS were left with all pertinent financial documentation to
ensure they could carry on normal business operations . Please note that it
was not the UWSA Executive's decision to proceed with the audit, but the
decision of the UWSA General Council, who voted on the issue.
Thirdly, Sean was informed, that since an audit had been requested any release of funding would have to be approved by UWSA General Council. Sean
indicated at that time there was no urgency in getting the SSS funding.
Fourthly, On November 17, 1994 Sean Lyons informed the UWSA Executive that
the clubs within the SSS were in need of funding. The UWSA Executive ill'anediately brought forward a special motion to the UWSA General Council on November 24, 1994 which would enable the SSS funding to be released directly
to the SSS clubs prior to the SSS audit being completed. This motion was
passed to ensure that that the SSS clubs and operations would not be JEop.
ARDIZED. Sean Lyons was present at the UWSA General Council Meeting on November 24, 1994 and did not present any opposition to this motion.
However, since November 24, 1994, it is the SSS who have REFUSED
the UWSA to forward the funding to the SSS clubs in accordance
list provided by Sean Lyons. Further the SSS has commenced court
ings on this matter and have refused to co-operate any further
UWSA i~ finalizing the SSS audit.

to allow
with the
proceedwith the

In closing the UWSA has done everything in its power to handle this matter
as expediently as possible, however the SSS is refusing to co-operate and

~ r r , a t t e r cannot get f i n a l i r ~

Christophe1:· Maich
UWSA President

Joe Barile
UWSA VP Secretary

~~

Brian Holmes
UWSA VP Finance

&

Operations

Mark Robson
UWSA VP University Affairs

YOUR CAMPUS COMMUNI1Y
BIG V DRUG STORE
PRESENTS

Make your own person Ii e
Individual Greeting Card
Vies fun, fast and easy

V -a-kind
Every Card is a one-of
original

-

Vover 1,000 cards for
all occasions

Vwrite and sign your
own message complete
with envelope

99

WESTOWN
BIG V DRUG STORE
2080 Wyandotte St. W.
Phone 253-4477
Hours: Monday to Friday 9am-9pm & Saturday 9am-6pm

Donna Mailloux
Pharmacist/Manager

Mystaff
and I look
forward to
serving you
personally tor
all your health
care needs."
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Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of the Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. listings should be submitted in writing by 4 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.

Continuing
~

Student Senators are available to discuss
.,. university operational and academic concerns
in the UWSA offices during office hours:
Bernie Cummins Mondays 1-2 p.m.. Mike
Whaley Tuesdays, 11:30-12:30 p.m., Carmen
Coccimiglio Wednesdays, 2;30-3:30 p m.• or
by appointment.

..,.is Computer Services conforming to your
needs? If you have any questions or
comments concerning the services the
Computer Centre does or does not provide,
contact Mark Pillon at 978-0149, e-mail to
piltona@server.uwindsor.ca or leave a note in
his mailbox at the UWSA office.

Thursday, January 26

!

..-The Humanities Research Group present
Timothy Maloney of the National library of
Canada discussing Three Canadian Legacies
to the World of Ideas: Mcluhan, Frye and ...
Glenn Gould? at 8 p.m. in the Recital Hall
(room 139), School of Music. For information
call 253-4232, ext. 3508.
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship meeting at
5:30 p.m. in the Madame Vanier Lounge in the
basement of Vanier Hall. Speaker Shirley
Sharron from the Teen Missions will be
discussing Christianity from a wor1d-wide
scope Everyone is welcome.

The Peer Support Centre has extended its
,- hours. It is open Monday to Thursday,
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Monday, January 23

'

Canadian Abortion Rights Action League
meeting in the Womyn·s Centre. CAW Student
Centre. 2nd floor.
'

'

The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre, Conference rooms 1 and 2. New
members always welcome

't

•

The Assumption Campus Community offers a
cost dinner prepared by student volunteers
every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.

~

The Co-op Education and Student Placement
,- office presents How to Gel a Government Job
at 4-5:30 p.m. in the Oak Room, Vanier Hall.

C!' Muslim Students Association general
• meeting will be held in room B-03, Odette
Building. All are welcome to attend.

,5' Listen
to CJAM 91.5fm every Tuesday from
4-4:30 p.m. for Lesbic Airwaves with Ligaya
Byrch discussing news and issues affecting
lesbians.

Wednesday, January 25
~

The Co-op Education and Student Placement
,- office presents Alternatives in Education:
Careers, Issues and Philosophies, 5-6:30
p.m. in room 2226, Faculty of Education
building.

..-Iona College presents University of Windsor
researchers Wm. Henderson, Alex Gnyp and
John McIntosh discussing Windsor's air
quality at 7 p.m. at 208 Sunset.

University Players present Agatha
Christie's classic murder mystery And Then
There Were None today through Feb. 5.
Tickets are $12-13/adults, $11-12/students.
For tickets call the Box Office at 253-4565.

~

The Department of Religious Studies and the
,- Faculty of Arts presents J.L. Siddell,
economist and author of A Self-Reliant Future
tor Canada. discussing Coping with Public
Debt Without Dismantling Social Programs at
4 p.m. in room 1123. Education Building.

...-The Third World Resource Centre in
conjunction with the African-Russian Link,
The African Community Organization of
Windsor and Iona College presents The Ones
They Left Behind, a video documentary about
the l~e and plight of African Russians, at 7
p.m., Iona College, 208 Sunset. A $5 donation
requested.

The Indian Students Association presents
their annual cultural show Nacho Gao Jhoom
Machao at 5:30 p.m. A Cultural Dance Party
will take place in the Asylum Pub immediately
after the show.

,j In honour of the seven-year anniversary of the

decriminalization of abortion in Canada,
CARAL will be holding two events: a
pro-choice rally at 11 a. m. starting at the
Provincial Building in City Hall Square and a
tundraiser concert at the Spotted Dog starting
at 9 p.m. Everyone welcome. For more
information, call 253-8073 .

Sunday, January 29

+ Assumption

•

Friday, January 27
\. Luxury Christ, San Francisco's Three Day
'& Stubble and Detroit's Blister perform in a
musical extravaganza at the Music Studio
(Tivoli) at the comer of Wyandotte and Lincoln
Streets. Doors open at 8:30 p.m. Admission is
$5 at the door.

/

University Chapel holds Mass
every Sunday morning at 11 :30 a.m. followed
by a bake sale to raise money for student
conference in Newfoundland. Everyone is
welcome. We are located west of the CAW
Student Centre and south of Assumption
Church on Huron Line. Call 973-7033
ext.3399.

• Assumption Campus Community's Social
Justice Group is holding an open meeting at
Assumption University for all those interested
in the issues of social justice. Contact the
Chaplaincy at 973-7033, ext. 3399 for more
information.

tl Club Iona is hosting a classic horror movie
X night at 7 p m. featuring such greats as \. Listen to CJAM 91.5fm every Sunday night at
Psycho, The Shining and the ultra-creepy
Rosemary's Baby for free! 208 Sunset.

'& 2 a.m for the K-mal1 Alice Show with Carly

Marcoux and Jenny Bertolin spinning current
indies, punk, and a touch of ska.

~

The Department of History presents linguist,
,- lecturer and author Basil Johnston discussing
The Sa.cred Teachings of Nishmawbe-Aski
Mythology at 2:30 p.m. in the Oak Room in
Vanier Hall.

------

Saturday, January 28

~ The

Lance staff meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the Lance
office, basement of the CAW Student Centre.

Tuesday, January 24

The nation-wide student strike
against the Axworthy cuts will
be observed In Windsor by a
boycott of classes Jan. 25.
Other events include an
educational forum In the CAW
Student Centre, 10-noon and
a protest march from the CAW
Student Centre starting at
2 p.m. concluding with a rally
at MP Herb Gray's office.

*

~

The Psychology Society has its first meeting
of the new year today at 6 p.m. in room 265A,
upstairs in Windsor Hall South. New members
are welcome.

UWSA general council meeting. Tonight at 5
p.m. in rom 510 of Windsor Hall Tower.
Agenda packages are available in the student
council office, CAW Student Centre. 2nd floor.
All are welcome.

Monday, January 23
/

• Lance staff meeting at 5 30 p.m. in the Lance
office, CAW Student Centre, basement.

Cover photo of James Kehoe untitled work at Common Ground gallery by Mike Pereira
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CYBERTRIMTM

features

The innovative drive
mechanism uses magnetic forces working
egainst each other to
create resistance. The
system offers less
noise. smoother action
and require less maintenance
The level of resistance
is easily adjusted to
meet your own personal goals and fitness
level
Quick changerM Triple
Action Link Arm offers
three exercise options
Low impact exercise
The pin-locking seat
post allows the seat
height to be easily
adjusted for correct
positioning
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WEEK MEGA-FAT
LOSS SYSTEM
A one stop purchase that provides all the elements
for rapid, healthy fat loss. The CyberTrim System
contains four special supplement formulas, a 55page manual detailing dietary and training guidelines, audio cassette tape, progress chart and skin
fold calipers to measure fat Joss progress.
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Useful for preventing eye problems. some skin disorders
such as acne, enhances immunity, may heal gastrointestinal
ulcers, protects against cancer
formation, aids in fat storage,
and much, much more.
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PANAX GINSENG

Use1 for stress, energy, diabetes,
radiation protection, colds, chest
problems, and male impotence.
Promotes lung function, enhances
immune function, stimulates the
appetite and normalizes blood
pressure.
Reg. 19.83

NOW ONLY

features

• Builds and tones upper and
lower body
• Multi-position cylinders
• Electronlc monitor:
Count - Time • calories • scan

STRESS BFORMULA
with 1000 mg. C

B Vitamins helps maintain healthy
nerves, skin, eyes, hair, liver, and
mouth, as well as muscle tone in
the gastrointestinal tract. 8-complex
vitamins m~y be useful for depression or anxiety.
Reg. 10.40

NOW ONLY
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Renewal talks may bring structural changes
ey Teen• Ward
..;---d f
S~udents an
acu Ity w~re
talkiJlg about far reachmg
changes in the U~versity of
Windsor's acade_uuc make-up
al a special meet mg o f th,.._
e Set nSt
d
t
CAW
ate in the
.
u. en ven re
last Friday. Discussion on academic renewal was opened up
[or input from students and facully before the report of the
ademic Strategic Planning
~ask Force was presented.
Toe task force is in part is a
se to the threat of inrespo_n
ts to funding by both
creasmgf cu
.
t
levels O go~ernmen · .
"There lS. .no ques1.100 that
there are c~itical funding probtern:5. ··· It is urgent that good
dec1S10DS be made about where
resources are to be placed,"
said Sheila Cameron, Director

of the School of Nursing.
The task force, comprised of
four professors and a graduate
student, have been consulting
with students, deans, departments, and individual faculty
since April in an attempt to fulfill their far reaching mandate:
-To assist the university to
manage change toward cornmon goals. .
- To determme what is excellent, necessary, and neither and
wh_at o~ght to be new in the
uruversity.
- To identify excellent programs which deserve special
support, core programs which
to be maintained or strengthenecl, new programs o f high
priority, and existing programs
of lower priority or quality.
- To propose ways in which
the university might better organi.ze its available resources.

The final report offers 35
recommendations which inelude implementing a better
voluntary early retirement
package, implementing three
courses on writing and critical
binking to be required of all
tfir
st. year s~u~ents, :ind condu_ct~ng a cnhcal review of all
existmg honours programs.
:ne report su~~sts. a ~m~tte~ develop msh~utlooal
~tena for what constitutes a
viable undergraduate ?r gr_aduate program at the uruversity ...
Once criteria are generated,
these bodies will work with facullies and departments to assist
them in aligning, altering
At
.
anutor
e limin. atmg
programs
and structures as are necessary,
in order to meet these criteria."
But debate at Senate focused
on recommendation 13, which
proposes the make-up of a

Strategic Renewal Committee
mandated to "match the agreed
upon priorities of the university
as articulated in the revised
Mission Statement, with ... the
allocation of faculty hiring lines
and ... other budgetary supports
such as library resources, space
or equipment."
The reports suggested cornposition of the committee was
opposed by most me~bers of
the Senate. An alternative cornposition passed.
.
Not all were happy with the
direction of Senate's discussion.
Professor Dennis Tuck, chair of
the academic task force, walked
out of the meeting after criticiz. tbe Senate 1or
, not d e aling
mg
directly with the report.
UWSA's president Chris
Maich, VP University Affairs,
Mark Robson and student
Senator Mike Whaley were all

concerned that a bylaw passed
to ensure adequate student
re resentation was cast aside
r, p th
·u Th
or
e new COlllIIll ee:
e
Senate agreed to have one student vote on the committee.
Whaley was impatient with
the workings of the Senate as
well. ''The important issues like
the mandatory literacy courses
and teacher evaluations wasn't
touched on at all," Whaley said.
But professor, Pamela Milne
said that, since the committee
will examine how the university
will down size and restructure
Miln
d h ·
0f
e note t e unportance
ensuring the committee is "not
given a big knife" to arbitrarily
chop at programs. Milne left
the meeting encouraged as the
"report was adopted by Senate
and not cast aside."
II

Students unhappy about Transit Windsor fare hike
By 0111e Garcia

•

Jn case you haven't noticed,
bus fares have increased as of
Jan. 1. This is cause for concern
as students who ride the bus
arc paying an additional 45
cents, bringing the cost up to
$1.75 per ride. Although Windsor's bus services pale in comparison to large centres like
Hamilton - where a bus ride
costs $1.25 and comes every 5
minutes - our prices go up.
Walter Pi7.zolino, marketing
manager for Transit Windsor,
says ridership has decreased
and coupled with increasing expenditures, the fares were increased to cover costs.
"We have a 60-20-20 revenue
split [ie. 60 percent comes from
the fares, 20 percent comes
from the municipal government, 20 percent comes from

the provincial government] and
in order to maintain that 60
percent, we had to raise fares.
We could not gain extra ridership and any deficit in Transit
Windsor expenses would have
to be made up by the city."
Pizzolino said that Transit
Windsor
actually
recommended an even higher fare increase (that students and
seniors also pay $1.75) but the
city kicked in an additional
$360 OOO to maintain those
fares at a reduced rate.
As for those who think that
services will be improved because of the fare hikes, that
likely won't happen. Pizzolino
said that the fare increases
were necessary just to maintain
the current services we have
now. Transit Windsor will review their service levels, but no
plans have been made to

change services.
However, those who have a
bus pass (whose prices also increased) will save more money
by buying a bus pass, where
there was not much savings before.
Students are angry since they
incurred the highest increase in
price, especially those who are
frequent users. But what really
bothers many is the fact that
services haven't improved considering the price they pay.
"If we bad better services,
like more buses, maybe I
wouldn't be so mad," said
Linda Garrisi, a first year
drama student at the university.
"It's too bad. Students don't
have enough money and they
need the (bus] system. Even at
$1.30, it's still too expensive,"
said Wasi Pramono, a graduate
student in civil and environ-

mental engineering.
Most bus drivers, when asked
about the fare increases, said
that although there were the
usual mistakes am:mg customers who used to pay S1.30, and
the complaints, most people
are resigned to the increase
and pay the fees anyway because they need to take the bus.
"They [Transit Windsor]
should have done this more
gradually to make it easier for
the people, but from a business
standpoint, their backs are
against the wall, they're losing
ridership, losing revenue, so
they were forced to raise
prices," said bus driver Bob
Barson.
The drivers say that since
services were reduced a few
years ago, ridership has decreased dramatically.
One student was so fed up

with the increases that she will
now walk to school.
"I've been living in Toronto
for 22 years, and I was utterly
disgusted that they raised their
fees to $2, but it's a big city, and
it is known for being expensive.
So I decided to go to school
away from home - to Windsor, a more affordable city and now they raise bus fares to
close to $2 and they don't offer
anywhere near the services that
Toronto provides. Therefore,
I've decided to walk to school
rather than take the bus," said
Ingrid Badley, a third year business student.
But according to bus driver
Doug Turpin, Ingrid is probably among the minority. Turpin said with time, most bus
riders will forget about the hike
aod continue riding with Transit Windsor.
II

"Christian" association
Nursing to add practitioner degree suspected
in escalating

By Teena Ward

The University of Windsor's
~hool of Nursing will be addmg a nurse practitioner degree
program in the 1995-96 academic year, as will nine other
universities
with
nursing
schools across the province.
The curriculum bas yet to be
decided though, as administrators await the provincial governments decision on the
specifics of what nurse practitioners will be licensed to do.
But the program has had a
positive reception from most
nursing organi7..ations. Windsor's. student nursing society
president Brian Green sees the
move as a positive one,
"whether you come from a cost
effective stand point or easing
lhe work load of physicians."
Green says that the program
looks like it will be "really good
f?r the automony and professionalism of nurses."
Sheila Cameron, Director of
Windsor's School of Nursing
says that the program will be
Open to candidates with a mini-

mum of two years full-time
nursing experience. The program will run for 12 months for
those with a BSc in nursing,
and for 24 months for nurses
who graduated with a nursing
diploma from a college. Students will have the option of
studying on a full or part-time
basis.
One hundred openings will
be split between the ten Ontario schools as part of a pilot
project which will increase the
training nurses get to correspond with the new provincial
legislation which aims to increase the controlled acts
nurses can legally perform.
While the exact number of
students who will be accepted
into the program still is not
known, Cameron says that with
10 universities dividing up 100
positions it's likely that Win~sor's first class of nurse practitioners will be comprisedof five
to 10 students.
"It's going to be a bell of a
tough program to get into,"
says Green. But he expl~ined
that since the program is re-

stricted to experienced nurses,
those currently in the nursing
program won't get a crack at
the nurse practitioner program
for a few years.
Cameron explains that there
bas already been "enormous interest" in the program.
According to Ontario Nurses
Association (ONA) president
Jane Cornelius the Ontario
Ministry of Health is working
with the board which licenses
nurses in considering five additional controlled acts for nursing
practitioners.
Nurse
practitioners could be licensed
to provide such services as assessing common illness, prescribing
medication
for
antibiotics and over the
counter medication, administering hearing aids, suturing
and putting castes on uncomplicated fractures.
Cornelius says that such duties are already practiced by
some nurses when authorized
by a physician and in remote
areas were there is no regular

See Nursing, page 4

anti-homosexual campaign

By C~eryt Clark

final straw and filed a report
with Campus Police Services.
"You deny the truth and end Over several weeks, the unup living a lie because you are signed letters have repeatedly
spineless and gutless," reads accused Ward of one-sided rethe unsigned letter from the porting. The letters were subStudent Christian Association mitted unsigned, without a
to Lance editor-in-chief Teena return address or phone numWard. The overwhelming re- ber, making them unacceptable
sponse to the bate mail re- for publication. The latest
ceived by the Lance and its package from the association
other victims is, "what is the included newspaper clippings
Student Christian Association on the AIDS epidemic as well
and who is in it?"
as photocopied verses from the
Lance staffers Frederick Bible.
Beitler and Lili Chan received
"The amount of hate mail
an
unwelcome
surprise, we've been getting shows that
Wednesday morning, when racism and homophobia are
they came into the office to alive and well on this campus,"
find "AIDS cures homosexual- said Ward. "A lot of work is
ity" and •• AIDS haunts you, needed to ensure the safety of
death mocks you, you're all go- the homosexual community
ing to die" scrawled, in black and people with AIDS."
magic marker, on the student
Ward noted some of the mail
newspaper's office doors.
in question suggested she
Ward, who has received her would "bum and fry in Hell"
share of hate mail as of late,
decided the vandalism was the
·See Group, page 6
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CAW planning more active role on campus
By Paul HIIW1'ins

Plans arc in the wo;ks that
will see the Canadian Auto
Workers' (CAW) Union playing a much more active role at
the University of Windsor.
Among the events planned
by the CA W's Labour-Environment Project is a Youth Environment Conference to be held
sometime in early 1995. A planning committee for the conference was successfully struck at
a Jan. 5 meeting.
"This committee is made up
of a number of students and
teachers from the Windsor and
Es.5ex County area high
schools,"
said
committee
spokesperson Rick Coronado.
"As well there are representatives from some of the
surrounding CAW locals and
students from St. Clair College
and the University of Windsor.
As it stands now, we plan to

hold a youth environment conference in the early spring,
either on March 25 or Aprill."
lbe environment is a familiar topic to Coronado as he is a
member of the Citizen's Environmental Alliance. In the past
ten years the CEA has focussed
its attention on a number of environmental issues dealing with
air and water quality, such as
opposing the building of the
Detroit incinerator which emits
air polluting substances, and
Fermi II, a nuclear facility on
the west shore of Lake Erie
which systematically dumps
millions of litres of radioactive
water into the lake every year.
Elaborating on the reasons
for the CAW involvement,
Coronado said, "The CAW recogniz.es that it has a responsibility towards today's youth, to
assist these young people in
creating a better tomorrow. It
is hoped a model can be estal>-

lished in Windsor to be used as
a basis for holding a national
youth-labour conference in
Port Elgin at some later point
in time, and while the Windsor
conference is to focus largely
on the environment, a national
conference would have a
broader mandate, looking at
social issues as well as environmental ones."
According to Coronado, "by
proposing this Youth and Environment conference, the CAW
hopes to accomplish two
things."
"First we want to be able to
strengthen our relationship
with the youth so as to be able
to provide input from the collective experiences that organized labour bas in dealing with
issues related to the environment, unemployment and underemployment, the rising cost
of education, the quality and
content of education, and a

host of other problems that
young people in this day and
age are confronted with," he
said.
"Secondly, the CAW would
like to play a more active role
at the university, and it is in this
context we have started to discuss the idea of establishing a
Labour Research Centre at the
university that would ultimately
be tied in with some kind of a
degree program based on labour issues."
While no formal arrangement currently exists between
the University of Windsor and
the CAW on the above questions, Coronado said, "the
president of the university, Dr.
Ron Ianni, has given his verbal
support for the idea of establishing a labour institute at the
University of Windsor."
Ianni could not be reached
for comment.
Another project in the works

"is the ques tion of forming a la.
hour chair, a voice for labour
.
. "
il
lbc u01vers1ty,
according lo
Coronado.
"The labour movement is
integral part of the Wind:
and surrounding area COlllJn
•
•
u.
mty, w1t.h th~ student body at
the u01vers1ty being large~
made up of the sons and
daughters of working l)eOple
from this area, so it ~
sense that labour has a voice~
the quality and type education
our young people arc getting."
The
Labour/Environment
Project is currently located ~
the basement of the CAW Sto.
dent Centre, across from the
Lance office. Coronado can be
reached at 253-4232 ext. 4521
or by calling the Citizens Envi.
roomental Alliance at 973.

1116.

University publishes
safety guide for women
By Fong Chan

The University of Windsor's
Safety Audit Committee has recently published a guide to resources on violence and safety
issues pertaining to women.
The guide, entitled Women:
violence and safety issues - a
guide to resources, was published with the intent of aiding students and faculty in their
research on such issues, says
Safety Audit Committee Chair
Barbara Thomas.
According to Thomas, the
committe began compiling the
guide in spring of 1994 in response to an increasing awareness of the need for a current
document of this type. It will
direct people in accessing their
related research tools.
The guide lists Leddy Library
holdings on topics such ac; rape,
the psychological aspects of
violence, men and violence,
care/services for rape victims,
environmental
design
and
safety, and includes bibliog-

Offering a
special 50%
Discount on car
insurance with
driver training, a
"Good Student"
status and a three
year safe driving
record.

raphies, thesis research, videos
and periodicals.
A listing of university offices
where other resources or serv.
ices may be found are alc;o provided. Among those listed are
Campus Patro~ the Sexual
Harassment Office, PsychoJogi.
cal Services Centre, and the
Womyn's Centre. Also in·
eluded are off-campus listings
for resource centres such as
Hiatus I louse and the Sexual
Assault Crisis Centre.
Financial support from lhe
Ministry of Education and
Training enabled the Safe~
Audit Committee to publish
the guide but Thomas also
wishes to acknowledge the help
and support of Sharon Munroe
of the Leddy Library.
The guide is can be found on
campus at 'Thomas' fifth-floor
Windsor I Iall Tower office or
at Leddy Library's Reference
I lclp Centre. The guide has
also been distributed to various
locations off campus.
I

Nursing adds new program
Continued from page 3

See me be'fore
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D'arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1803 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario NIB 1C3

254•5101

access to a physician.
She says that the move came
about because "nurses skills are
underutilized and the health
care system is at a crisis point."
"[There is] not a lot of new
money and health budgets are
being pushed to the limit, so we
have to find new ways of doing
things." Training and licensing
nurse practitioners is part of an
attempt to "attack under serviced areas so the health of all
Ontarians is improved."
Since the nurse practitioners
income will probably be salaried rather than based on a fee
per service model, as are physician's income, the province
could stand to save a bundle on
health care costs.
But there is some concern
about the project, which is to
be funded by the Ministry of
Health for the first five years
rather than Ontario's education
ministry. Cameron asks "where
does the money come from after the five years of funding

(from the Ministry of IlealthJ?"
There is concern about where
the resources to maintain the
program will come from after
the five year time period is up..
Green also says that "there~
a lot of resisteoce about tlJJ1
[nurse practitioners] by the
general public and the ~
(Canadian Medical ~ a ·
tioo )" and the Ontario Medical
Association. "It's not completely out there that nu~s
are very skilled individuals."
Cornelius says that controvcrsy surrounding the nur5t
practitioners degree has t,een
blown out of proportion. ~e
program simply "formaliZC!
what is currently in the system.
she says. Cornelius points IO
the collaborative efforts of
nurses and doctors currentfy
working in the medical field.
Since the actual function of
nurse practitioners is still up ill
the air the actual criteria for
the program has yet to be ~·
cided, though the nurse pracU·
tioner BSc is scheduled to
begin in the next school year. I
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By Cheryl Clwk and Cynthia Martin

A mere 12 years after their
inception, the Cao-Am Friendship Centres may go the way of
the Canadian dollar bill.
Jn a confidential report
leaked to Can-Am representatives, the federal government has outlined its plan to
gradually phase out funding for
the 99 centres nation-wide and,
thereby, eliminate them
Guy Williams, executive director of Windsor's Ellrose
Ave. centre, said
representatives face an uphill struggle with federal level officials
who have thus far failed to
meet with native leaders.
"It bas been tough to get
Herb Gray to return a call,"
said Williams of Windsor
West's
recently
re-elected
Member of Parliament. Williams noted that Gray did write
a letter in support of the centre
while he sat in opposition.
Williams said area MP Susan
Whelan has returned calls, but
she bas been less than enthused
about backing pre-election
promises that included a plan
to scrap the Tory government's
proposed taxation on natives
working for native organizations.
"It has been frustrating, but
it is typically tough to deal with
the federal government. (MPs)
like to go through the court system (when dealing with native
issues) and that process is always long and costly," he said.
Williams said that although
the confidential report was released in November, he still has
yet to hear any official announcement from senior level
government officials.
So far, the local Can-Am
Centre, in conjunction with the
University of Windsor's Turtle

$2 OOO, 11 percent of the population has no formal schooling
or less than a Grade 9 education, 31 per cent of the population suffers from chronic
health-care problems and the
community as a whole has a
suicide rate six times higher
than that of the rest of the Canadian population. It is also of
special interest to note that 56
per cent of the population is
under the age of 25.
Tom Fraser, a representative
of the Cao-Am centre, said the
Windsor chapter has already
seen a 10 percent funding cut
over the 1993/94 fiscal year. He
also noted the last government
evaluation of the centres was
conducted in 1988.
Lance photo/ MIKE PEREIRA
"(We had) a positive review
Aborginal education counsellor Liz Chamberlain.
and were found to be efficient.
The evaluation recommended
Island, St. Clair College, the tives do pay income taxes, but
increasing resources," he said.
Windsor Labour Council and the new taxation for off reserThe first 25 per cent funding
the CAW's Local 444, has been vation natives working for naslice is set to take place in 1996
successful in launching a letter tive run organizations breaks
and the federal government acwriting campaign as well as a yet another treaty right under
knowledged in the report that
few small scale protests.
the Indian Act.
the cuts will result in immediThe centre has had no reThe native chiefs of Ontario
ate
closings for some centres.
sponse, however, the Depart- have protested the new tax beThe confidential government
ment of Heritage mutually cause it is discriminatory in that
condemned the proposed fund- it dictates where natives must report stated there would be no
"net savings" from the gradual
ing cuts.
live to remain income tax free,
elimination of the centres benamely, on the reservations.
cause municipal level agencies
Williams noted media coverThe sit-in goes on
age of natives issues has been would have to take on the
In the spirit of the 1960s, and adequate, but uninspiring. He workload vacated by the friendmuch to the chagrin of Conrad said the protestors will stay at ship centres.
The federal government's reBlack's esteemed wife and col- the Revenue Canada building
umnist Barbara Amiel, over a until top ranking government port also acknowledged that
doren natives have held a sit-in officials
agree
to funding cuts would be in direct
contravention to the l.J.beral
at the Revenue Canada build- meet with them.
government's promises spelled
ing in Toronto since early Deout in its "Red Book". The red
cember.
The reality
book was touted as Prime MinDespite the "occupation"
there has yet to be an official
According to statistics com- ister Jean Chretien's economic
response to natives' concerns piled by Can-Am employees, recovery strategy for the Uberover recently implemented in- there is a well documented als' term in office.
1996's initial 25 percent cut
come taxation for natives em- need for help centres.
For example, 25 percent of will be followed by a 50 percent
ployed by native organizations.
Williams noted that contrary Canada's native population has cut in the 1997 and and a final
to popular opinion, many oa- an annual income of less than funding gouge in 1998 that will
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The Cao-Am friendship centres were set up with the original
goal
of
becoming
self-sufficient. However, the
federal government never set
forth a time limit in which this
was supposed to take place
and, as a result, many native
leaders have found themselves
frustrated and embittered by
yet another broken promise.
Liz Chamberlain of the U Diversity of Windsor's Turtle Island, as well as Williams, said
Windsor and area natives have
remained relatively calm in the
brewing storm of discontent.
However, the closing of the
centres will be another injustice served up on a platter to a
people who have already had
land "borrowed" from them
since the Second World War,
have found themselves paying
income taxes where they were
promised none would be asked
and have realized that the federal government, in the spirit
of its tradition, has continually
refused to negotiate. The government has repeatedly opted,
instead, to force native leaders
to deal with concerns through
the court system
Chamberlain and Williams
are urging those who wish to
help to call the Can-Am centre
at 948-8365 or visit the office at
1684 Ellrose Ave. Williams
also encourages students to
voice their concerns to Windsor West MP Herb Gray,
whose office is located at 660
Ouellette Ave.
Gray was unavailable for
comment.
[I
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What can you do

Call Monica at 254-2605
weekdays attar 4:30.
See if I can help!
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leave the remaining centres to
survive on private donations.

In school and trying to plan YOlf wedding'/ One
o, many aspects of Y01f special day handled.
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Natives rally against proposed budget cuts
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for more information:
our email address is: opirg@server.uwindsor.ca
our phone number is: 253-4232 ext. 3872
our office is located at: Room 201, Assumption University,
400 Huron Church Rd. Windsor, Ont. N9C 2J9

ti·
to

regular office hours Monday thru Thursday 10 to 4, Friday 10 to 2

I

next board meeting, Monday, January 30, 5:00 PM
upstairs at the Grad House
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Group tied to anti-gay campaign
Continued from page 3
along with Lance cartoonist
Chris Boyd and Jacquie Gahagan, the university's coordinator of gay, lesbian and bisexual
issues on campus.
The self-professed "Christian" association is not a ratified group, stated Ward, adding
that it is in no way connected to
the Intervarsity Christian Fellowshlp.
"(They) give
legitimate
Christian groups a bad name,"
she said. "There is a distinction
between a religious person and
the kind of hatred and backlash
you see from this group of people."
Gahagan, for her part, wishes
the memher(s) of the association would come forward and
publically air their views and
concerns to her.
She said the association's flyers across campus were paid little heed at first, but she now
believes the group's escalating
actions should be setting off
alarm bells across campus.
Gahagan said the as.sociation's initial tirades, which provoked the ire of the Lance
editorial board, received little
attention because she thought
the group would fade into
oblivion. Instead, however, the
person(s) responsible for the
group have escalated the hate
campaign.
"(Some) people are afraid to
speak out," said Gahagan.
She has met with the provinicial action group for the
gay/lesbian conununity, but the
Student Christian Association
cannot be addressed until its
member(s) come forward. She
also spoke to representatives of
the lntervarsity Christian Fellowship and the chaplaincy, the
latter of which held a board
meeting on the issue, but decided not to take action.
"It seems that this (the Student Christian Assocation) is
not going away," she said.
"They cannot be allowed to
spread hatred under the guise
of Christianity, it is not appro-
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NATIONAL INVESTMENT CHALLENGE

Participate in the CIBC National
Investment Challenge

,

January 30th to March 31 st
Manage a fictional $500,000 over a nine week period
Trade equities and options on all 5 Canadian exchanges
Trade directly with a broker using real time quotes
Compete against students from across Canada

Win Prizes!
bt Pri,e SI 5(XJ and S 1500 m CIBC Stock*
2nd Pri,e $1000 and $1000 in CIBC Stock*
3rd Prize $500 and $500 in CIBC Stock*
4th Pnte $250
5th Prize $150

Other Prizes Include:
Microsoft Encarta on CD-ROM
Sharp Electronics Financial Calculator-.
EMS Pc~onal Stock Quote Package<,

Total Prize Value: $13,500
Look for your name in The Financial Post
Every two weeks the top five performers in the challenge are announced in The Financial Post.

To Enroll Now Call 1-800-487- 3862
CJBC \l{».:l. u.111 be common '1od, uf the Cun.aJra:n lmr,~nal 8Jn~ ol ( otnffll'TI."C :md ruuoc.1"C.I up101hc: rM:~ ptt\.,1hk' \\-f1ok- ..1ud, pun.ha" puc.:i.•fl~rdoo: tt,· ~,~I. a,
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priate here ... it is not appropriate anywhere."
Gahagan, who is also the
chairperson for a women with
AIDS support group, said she
wishes the person(s) responsible for the hate literature
would toss away their newspaper clippings and look to the
scientific journals instead.
"Instead of ranting and raving, they should look at the
facts," said Gahagan, noting
the vandal is probably, "one
person with a big fucking axe to
grind."
Gahagan noted her frustration with the lack of response
to the hate literature.
"There is a hesitation to do
something about it," she said,
"because the association is
picking on queers and people
with AIDS, which are presumably, one and the same."
Gahagan said it is important
not to let the bate mail campaign and vandalism escalate to
the point where violent confrontations erupt on campus.
"Whoever it is went all over
campus, to every single building, so there must be more than
one person involved," she said.
"There was widespread coverage pretty quickly and it probably happened after dark."

UWSA's response
Chris Maich, president of the
UWSA, said the Student Christian Association does not represent the views of the majority
of Christians on campus.
"They (the association) are a
small group, representing trouble.some views," he said, noting
if the actions continue, council
will have a troubleshooting session to address it.
Maich noted the association
is hurting the reputation of the
University of Windsor and,
most notably, Assumption College - which it is supposedly
trying to protect.

In the mail
The clippings, complete with
red underlining, addressed a
number of the association's

"concerns". The association
says the Lance is on an anti.
Catholic kick and is Carrying
anti-Catholic cartoons and
propaganda.
"It must have boiled your
blood to see Pope John Paul II
as Time Magazine's man of the
Year. It must really piss you off
to see thousands of students at.
tending Catholic schools in re.
cord numbers," said the
mystery letter writer.
The writer added: "You may
just as well take all your money
and effort and flush it doWn a
giant stinking liberal, leftis~
toilet!"

The reality
A spokesperson for Windsor
Police Services said, if caught
the offending member(s) of th~
association could face a charge
of mischief and/or another
charge under Section 319 of the
Criminal Code. The section
states that communicating
statements in any public place
which incite hatred against any
kind of group is a dual proce.
dural offence which includes a
penalty of up to two years in
jail and/or a $2,000 fine.
Threatening mail could result
in another dual procedural offence leading to two years in
jail and/or a $2,000 fine.

Who is the author?
Although the Student Christian Association has yet to
come forward to claim responsibility for the vandalism, all
fingers seem to point in its direction.
However, Gahagan and
Lance staff alike, encourage its
members to come forward and
discuss their views in an open
and direct manner. The asso·
ciation's actions to date have
give n it the air of a subversive
and potentially dangerous organization.
Members of the aswciation
are encouraged to contact the
Lance news editor at extension
3910. As of yet, no one has
been able to identify any of the
association's members.
m
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DMiel W. Dingler's Gun & Holster
(above) and Susan Gold Smith's The
/{Mid and the Eye (right) were on view
al the School of Visual Arts Faculty
Exhibition
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politics
:of.art
By Lisa Fortin

Must art be beautiful?
Should it be political? Can it be
both? These are some of the
questions posed by the latest
exhibition of faculty and staff
work at the University of Windsor's School of Visual Arts.
On display at the Lebel Galic!)' from Jan. 13 to 21, the
slightly misnamed first half of
the 2 X 8 show (the other half is
scheduled for January 1996)
featured the work of 10 Visual
Arts instructors and technicians.
The work of Daniel W. Din~~r, was the most overtly po~hcal
of
the
exhibit.
Masculinisms" catches the eye
on entering the gallery because
of the enormous black rubber
phallus sitting on a table next
lo a box full of prints.
The prints, made on what appeared to be homemade paper
glued to black bristol board
featured a great many ~~
phallUSes and their owners, apparently culled from pornographic magazines and other
sources. On each card was
handWritten a thought on the
subject of sex or manhood. Two
of the cards are framed and
stand to either side of the table.

It is certainly not without humour, but one suspects it is not
so shocking as the artist may
have intended. If anything, it
gets a little tiresome. His other
works in the show do not wander far from these themes.
Susan Gold Smith's "The
Hand and the Eye" was more
challenging. Part one was a
rack of booklets made of photocopies from an old science
textbook and other things. All
together, the booklets may or
man not have constituted the
parts of a puzzle.
The other component, a
gouacbe painting on paper,
covered the larger part of one
wall. The white tangly lines on
the black background were
reminiscent of a network. Randomly placed throughout this
network were little pockets of
information, clear envelopes
containing layered transparen·
cies printed with words, paragraphs, pages. It could have
been titled, "Portrait of a
Wayne Tousignant's Crib Study.
Mind." Neat.
Across from this were several
items of Lee Rabideau's titled wedged into a narrow wooden
"Coming Soon: Lclvis '95." In pyramid structure that looks
the three large photographs, like an oil rig or an electrical
the artist poses with Elvis im- tower. At the base is his tradepersonators, apparently at mark rusting, loosely coiled
Graceland. On a shelf below wire. A tragi-comic comment
these sit several "souvenirs" on Christmas, religion, and the
featuring Lelvis, the artist as environment ...
Iain Baxter bad two of the
Elvis. The subject, the cornmodification of identity, may be more brightly coloured pieces
deadly serious, but the artist on display. "Lake Landscape"
was a deceptively simple acrylic
sure seems to have fun.
John Simard had a photo al- painting depicting a seemingly
bum titled "What I Did On My calm lake of solid bright blue, a
Summer Vacation." It detailed shoreline in three kinds of
the entire painstaking p r ~ green, clouds of white with a
of creating a bronre bas relief hint of purply red, and a
of the madonna and child for a vaguely menacing aqua sky.
church. The final product is The paint was thickly, swirlingly
beautifu~ but it is the method applied to a long, narrow horiwntal box apparently made of
that is the star here.
Sculpture professor Wayne stainless steel. More a colour
Tousignant is a damn good exercise than a picture, really.
His other work was also
photographer, if the two picvaguely,
if humourously, mentures he took of bis work are
acing
in
its
use of bright colour.
any indication.
His on-site sculpture, "Cno Titled "Commodity life: PriStudy," must have been done maries, Secondaries & Black &
during the recent holidays. A White," it featured eight food
poor little spruce is tightly and cleaning products lined up

Lance photo / CHRIS LAWSON

on a stainless steel shelf. We seemed to have been taken out
eat and use these products in of the context of some greater
their garish tones of red, blue, work, and alone were not quite
yellow, orange, purple, green, satisfying.
Lisa Baggio's giant painting,
white and black? Ew, scary.
On either side of "Commod- "Passive Persistence," depicting
ity Life" were abstract paintings four fencers near a mirrored
by Brian E. Brown. The profes- wall, is a bit disturbing. Somesor's large canvases would not thing seems to be deliberately
be out of place in the head- wrong with the perspective; one
quarters of a large bank, busi- fencer is not reflected in the
ness or other institutional mirror.
setting, if they are somewhat
Adele Duck's work is simply
more interesting to look at than beautiful. Her large "1994" dipwhat is normally seen there. tych, which appeared to be
"#3," reminiscent of a sand- some sort of abstract print in
storm and raging ocean with a maroon, turquoise, ivory and
three dimensional sense im- black, was lovely to behold in
plied by the perspective-creat- its delicate intricacy. Possibly
ing framing sharp lines, and the strongest work of the entire
"#13," with its brilliant yellow show was her other submission,
framing lines around a pinkish, an abstract painting called
greyish rectangle, particularly "Zingara." Her use of colour demanded to be looked at.
here predominantly purple and
Beside Brown's work was black with scribbles of white that of professor John K.. Pu- is masterful. It is gorgeous. One
fabl. He chose to display two would not soon tire of staring
photos of cave paintings: at it.
"Deer" and "Fox." They looked
An interesting show. I look
like video stills, grainy. They forward to part two.
II

It's guitar heaven

Sal's
Birdland
is set to fly

By C. William Bestw•d
Mick Ronson

Heaven and I lull
(Epic)

By Jackie Shannon
Sal':; BirdJand

So Very llappy
Independent
Songwriting partners Sal and
Leslie l lowe ued to be a major
lahcl's wet dream, a successful
glossy pop duo called One 2
One. (Remember them? - Arts
£d.) But when conformity grew
boring for them as it inevitably
will, they did what anyone
would: they changed. That
change Jed to a split with A &
M records and a new sound.
In a major change of direction, the duo put together a
five-piece band called Sal's
Birdland.
Weirdly enough, the hand
finished the CD, from concept
to final release, in only a month
and a half. Such speed might
suggest sloppy work, but sloppy
it isn'l. They may have done
many things wrong in the past,
including throwing away fame .
'Ibis time, however, they're getting everything right.
"lhe album is moody and
dark. brimming \\-ith the personal problems and deep emotions of the artists. The heavy
guitar work is predominant,
succeeded only by the despair,
sarcasm and coofusion in Sal's
voice.
"Should Have Been a Man"
and "Punching Bag" are sure to
climb the charts. However, it is

Sal's B1rdland.

"So Fucking l Iappy'' that one
can't help but notice.
It is at once the CD's shining
star and its greatest disappointment.
It's a catchy, sarcastic, dramatic statement about dis.satisfaction with life. It would have
a lot of potential as a hit.
Unfortunately, the profanity
which makes this song so very

I've always said that whenever I think of "studio musicians," certain names are
synonymous with certain instruments. With the drums I think
of Terry B01.1fo and Vinnie
Caliutta, for the bass, Walter
Becker, for piano, Nicky I Iopkins, and for the guitar, Mick
Ronson. His work with Mott
the I Ioople/lan l lunter and his
ever-important presence as one
of Bowie's "Spiders from Mars"
is of the finest quality. With
1994"s Heaven and Hull, nothing much has changed.
Released posthumously (he
succumbed to cancer in late
1992), this album offers a variety of Mick's cohorts and contemporaries assisting him in
piecing together what would
become his last work. Featured
arc Def Leppard's Joe Eliot,
David Bowie, Chrissie l lynde,
Ian Hunter and John MellenPhoto courtesy ot SAL'S BIRDLAND camp, but it is certainly Ronson
that is front and centre. Unfortunately, the album begins
tx)"'crful, also prohibits it from roughly.
Joe Eliot's vocals on "Don't
ever being the chart-lopping
single it should be. Radio Look Down'' and "Take a Long
modification may provide the Line" are totally out of place.
solution (take the Murmurs' Bowie's cover of Bob Dylan's
"You Suck" as an example), "I ike a Rolling Stone" is about
hut my guess is that the song as appealing as Dylan doing a
will suffer and will never get cover of "Young Americans."
the chance it deserves. Oh well, Chrissie Hynde's work on
at least l can listen to it at "Trouble with Mc" does nothhome.
II ing more than throw salt on the

By Mele

originals to be happy ... we
want energy and positivity."
Look out Windsor! A new Energy is just what Push has,
band is attempting to Push its whether it's from the audience,
way into the Southwestern On- or onstage from Rusland,
tario club scene. Pun intended. swinging from the ceiling.
The quintet from Sarnia reI laving started out last Aucently played RumRunners and gust, the band is progressing
yanked the Gen X-ers off their rather quickJy. On New Year's
butts and onto the dance floor.
Eve, Push played a show in
Although Push is playing their hometown with the New
covers of such bands as Ministers and Laughing Sam's
Soundgarden, they have origi- Breakdown, where they've
nals in the making. Vocalist been extremely well-received so
David Rusland descnbes Push's far.
Newcomer
Trevor
original songs as uncate- Cameron on drums joins
gorizable.
Rusland, Brian Joyce and Craig
"Yeah, it's rock and roll, but Seward on guitars, and Jamie
with influences of everything McDowell on bas.5.
from Red Hot Chill Peppers to
The band has already reFaith No More and that type of corded two originals in the six
vibe, 'cause we wanted the months they have been to-

gether. The members hope to
have an album out sometime
later this year, but for now
they'll continue playing cover
songs.
"I'd rather play some cover

songs, and play, than not play,"
explains Rusland.
One of their originals that
the Windsor audience responded well to was a song
called "Push the Wall." As gui-

wounds.
At least Ronson teams up
with John Mellencamp on a
jumpy little number called
"Life's a River." Mick's guitar
sound better than ever and
Mellencamp's delivery on the
vocals makes it the album's sur.
prise highlight.
' lbcrc is more great stu(f
lurking on the second half of
this release, including two
comely and simple instrumcn.
tal tracks. 'lbe first is titled
"You and Me," an acoustic
piece that sounds like it was
taken from the soundtrack to
Sergio Leone's A Fistful of Do{.
lars. The second, "Midnight
Love," is a true expression of
Ronson's talent. The brilliant
overlapping of guitar and piano
tracks makes Elton John's "Fu.
neral for a Friend" seem child.
ish and trite by comparison.
'Ibe album ends perfect~
with a live version of Mott the
llooplc's "All the Young
Dudes" (penned by David
Bowie), recorded at Wcmblc\·
Arena for the rreddic Mercu~·
tribute concert. Here, Ronso~
is completely at home and his
playing throughout the song
conveys it.
In all, though l!eai·en and
/lull is at times marred by the
vocals of some of Mick's
friends, the album's strong
points do outweigh its weaknesses. Besides, it's Ronson's
guitar work that counts, and as
always, it couldn't sound better.
I'll miss him.
I

tarist Brian Joyce explained,
the song was written before the
band had a name. The narre
came from the song.
Although the members of
Push have different tastes in
music individually, they don't
allow the differences onstage.
Rusland puts it this way: "I
think with this band, there's no
heroes, we're all the same.
Each guy has his influences,
like if he digs Zappa and I dig
Van Halen, we'll bring that to
practice and it all goes into the
songwriting, so really you get a
mixture of five different tastes.
You just throw it in a pot and
see what happens."
.
Sounds like their collect1Ye
harmonious outlook is just
what this city needs.
I
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Too few uncommon prints
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Local legends Luxury Christ, San
Francisco's "indescribables,• Three
Day Stubble (above and left) and
Oetroit's Biscuit will join forces in a
show put on by eleven37 records
and Room magazine at the Music
Studio, 1564 Wyandotte St. E., on
January 27. They're planning a
great show. The $5 cover charge
will go toward helping Three Day
Stubble regain their gear, recently
confiscated by U. S. police.
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This gallery ain't big enough
for the four of you!
Common Ground is entirely
too small when the work of
more than one artist is on display. I spent the whole time reexamining works I'd already
admired, and wishing there
were more.
There were two large prints
by Marcia Wiley. Iler completely abstract smears of lines
and colours were not titled. But
if you stare at them long
enough, several ghostly characters will appear to turn cartwheels and handstands across
the paper. The shades are dark,
but not unpleasant, only because the spirits seem to be
having so much fun.
James Kehoe has three untitled relief prints in the show.
They describe in great detail a
dark and macabre world where
everyone wears the same
crooked smile and hollow eyes.
The high value contrast is reminiscent of comic book art with
its bold lines and sharp edges,
yet beyond most comic books.
The three works by Bev
McNaughton operate on the
same theme: body modifying.
She uses found hypodermic
needles, X-ray photographs,
and multiple layers of lithographs on translucent paper to
recreate different cosmetic procedures. However, her images
are from the surgeon's point of
view, and not at all glamourous.
Finally, there is Bart Gazzola. He used the human body

Lance photo / MIKE PEREIRA
Windsor artist Bart Gazzola's three-dimensional human body prints are on display
at Common Ground gallery. But hurry, the exhibition closes Jan. 26.

as a canvas for his prints. The
lithographs depicting different
religious scenes and phrases
are plastered over fragments of
a shattered male body. I
couldn't sec how the subjects
were related, but I really admired his technique, making
two-dimensional art three-dimensional.

The samples in the show are
tantalizing. They make you
want to look for more. Perhaps
that's not so bad for the artists
- maybe Common Ground is
the right size after all.
m
The show of prints by four local artists runs at Common
Ground Gallery, 1942 Uyandotte E., until Jan. 26.
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Awender juggling education
and Windsor Spitfires duties
By Mark Calibani

When one speaks with Dr.
Michael Awender,
several
words come to mind: calm,
pleasant, soothing, placid, unhurried. Not what one would
expect from a man with two
high profile, full-time jobs.
You sec, not only is he the
Dean of the Faculty of Education, be's also the General
Manager (GM) for the OHL's
Windsor Spitfires (well, at least
at nights and on weekends).
When one actually listens to
what Awender is saying, however, some very different words
come to mind: knowledgeable,
unassuming, experienced, competent, brilliant.
How can he act as an academic Dean five days a week
and still find time lo manage a
major junior hockey club?
Good question. Awender credits the Spits' coaching and support staff for the day-to-day
Lance photo / JERRY BlJRREU
operations of the club.
Spitfire goalies Travis Scott shields himself from teammate Dave Geris (25) and
"I don't have to be there 24 Joel Poirier (19) in last Thursday's 8-1 victory over Kitchener.
hours a day. Much of a GM's
work is done over the tele- Adam Young, are here at the prepared to help those who
phone," be says.
University of Windsor. The help themselves. And why 001
In fact, Awender, who served players are expected to give it - after all, they are a team.
as an NHL scout for 12 years their all in the class room. If
Team notes
and as GM of the Jr. B Windsor Awender finds that a Spitfire
Bulldogs for 2 years, says that isn't hitting the books, be will
The Spits have lost six of
most GMs around the league either "trade him or send him their last seven games ... Bill
"don't even attend their own borne."
Bowler ranks second in the
home games."
The team's Educational C.on- league scoring race with 88
Does Awender mix bis aca- sultant, Tom Jakobszen helps points, two points behind
demic and athletic philoso- the players to achieve educa- Oshawa's Marc Savard ... Win,
phies? Without a doubt. Each tional goals. Each players' pro- gcr Cory Evans bas returned
Spitfire player is encouraged to gress
is
monitored,
and following a two game suspcn·
Lance pooto / LUISA CABIDDU go to school (or to find a part- communicated to their parents sion arising from the Spits' retime job). "Hockey's there. four to six times per year. If one cent 8-1 loss to North Bay .•
La,,cer ~uard Matt McMillan (20) is fouled by a Watertoo defender while
Many players make it to junior of the players is working bard Windsor's only win in their last
teammates Geoff Rekstis (24) and Krim Lacy (22) look on.
and stop at that level. An indi- and is still experiencing aca- seven games was a 7-4 victol)
vidual bas to be able to balance demic difficulties, a tutor is as- over Samia last Thursday ...
the two to be successful."
signed.
Windsor is currently second in
As a result, almost all of the
According to Awender, "you the West Division with 52
Spitfires are currently in school can't hold their hand," but ap- points, three points behind De·
- some, like Joel Poirier and parently the organiz.ation is troit with one game in hand. I

Men's basketball
team starts slowly
Too short and not
enough scoring
By Sheila Windle

So far in 1995, the men's basketball team has not grasped a
regular season victory. Twice
the Lancers have been in the
position of upsetting the sixth
ranked team in Canada, and
twice the win has slipped
through their fingers.
In the Lancers second match
up with Brock in St. Catberines,
after trailing by only three at
the half they were outscored by
six in the second and swallowed
a disappointing 94-85 lo~.
Despite the lack of wins, the
team does play a competitive,
unpredictable and exciting style
of basketball. In the first three
league games the mens team
have 38 steals to the opposition's 'rl and 13 less turnovers.
When things come together on
the court, the Lancers are as
good or better than any other
team in the league.
But things haven't been coming
together
consistently
enough to hold leads and win

games. For one thing, shooting
accuracy is not up to par. The
Lancers have attempted 18
more shots from the field than
their opponents, but their percentage is 11 points lower at 40
per cent. The dreaded "travel"
violation, something that was
supposed to have fallen by the
wayside in high school, makes
its guest appearance two or
three times a game as well.
Why? Why? Why? It is enough
to drive a dedicated fan crary.
But the season has only just
begun. There is still a lot of
basketball left to be played and
we have not yet seen the Lancers assert or exert themselves to
their full potential. When rookies like Earl Grant, Todd
Fuller, and Geoff Rekstis begin
to gel with the veterans, when
the two's and three's start dropping, and when the errant
passes become assists, this team
may put up some wins.
The Lancers played at West.em and hosted Waterloo last
week but results were not available at pre~ time. This
Wednesday, Jan. 25, the Lancers host Launer at St. Denis
Centre at 8:30 p.m.
!I

Lance photo/ MIKE PEREIRA
Whn cld it go? Goalie Steve Thape (35) is wondering where the puck went. Teammate Kyle McMllari (4) smothers a
Laurier focward Into the net. Lancers took their act on the road for the return matches versus la.Iner arid Wcierloo.

I
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Eye on the "I"

-1 Vipers will keep their bite even with Wings in action
By Matt Mossman
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With the NHL and the Detroit Red Wings beginning an
intense 48 game season this
week, the staying power of the
Vipers will be put to the test.
1be Vipers, in their inaugural season in the International
Hockey League (IHL), were
able to capitaliz.e on the NIIl..
lockout by providing a hockey
flX for fans in the DetroitWindsor area. Playing home
games at the Palace of Auburn
I{ills, the Vipers arc leading
the II Il, in attendance at just
under 14 500 per game. Low
ticket prices and a merchandising blitz have added to the lure
of the team. But the Red
Wings, beginning their quest
for a Stanley Cup, are sure to
command the spotlight of both
media and fans.
Can the Vipers maintain
support without being the major hockey club in Detroit?
Don't bet against it.
As an independent team (the
Vipers are not affiliated with
any NHL team) the Vipers
have the luxury of being able to
sign quality players without
NHL contracts. The NIIl..'s return to action won't affect the
strength of the Viper's team.
The team has acquired several top players including winger Lonnie Loach and goalie
Rick Knickle, both of whom attended the recent all star game.
The one definite advantage
the Vipers have over the Wings
is accessibility. The lowest

nd

Lance photo/ JERRY BURRELL

Viper goalie Rick Knickle (1) makes a big save, but the IHL fans are the big winners with the league's low ticket prices.

ticket to see the Wings is $15,
with only about 200 seats available per game. As part of the
IHL collective bargaining
agreement (something we've all
gotten to know, courtesy of
hockey and baseball owners),

5,000 seats must be available at
every game at $10 or less.
The Vipers offer an attractive package: four tickets, four
hot dogs, four drinks, two tubs
of popcorn and two Vipers hats
for $40. Viper hockey is defi-

nitely an attractive option for
the cash strapped hockey fan.
With so many incentives to
attend, the Vipers are in prime
position to capitaliz.e on the
Wing's success. As the Wings
create excitement in their high

octane offensive toward the
Stanley Cup finals, hockey fever will rise. With Wings tickets
being more expensive and so
scarce, hockey fans may tum to
the Vipers and the Palace to
quench their hockey thirst.
I!

YOUR CAMPUS COMMUNI1Y
BIG V DRUG STORE
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Make your own person
Individual Greeting Card

.

.........

.. .,
•

v' It's fun, fast and easy
v' Every Card is a one-of
-a-kind original
v' Over
1,000 cards for
all occasions
1/'Write and sign your
own message complete
with envelope

99

WESTOWN
BIG V DRUG STORE
2080 Wyandotte St. W.
Phone 253-4477
Hours: Monday to Friday 9am-9pm & Saturday 9am-6pm

Donna Mailloux
Pharmacist/Manager

My staff
and/ look
forward to
serving you
personally for
all your health
care needs. ~

•
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classifieds
services
LSAT • GMAT - GRE Training Programs
- Since 1979 we have successfuHy
prepared thousands of stude[lts fOf'
these tests start Jan. 21. 28 or Feb. 4
for the Feb. LSATI Richardson - (416)
410-7737 or 1-800-567-7737
Don't miss this one! It's your last
chance to book this terrific an-inclusive
Cancun beachfront property with fabulous free and discounted day and nightlife activities program. Air out of
Detroit Call 1-800-661-2369.

Going to Oaytona?
$119u.s/person Booking d11-ect
$aves! Suites, kitchenettes. all
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! 1-800-868-7423.

help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own business,
gain valuable business experience
whtle budding your resume Earn up to
$10,000 (25 jObs). High demand product irngabon sales and instanation. Toe
ideal opportunity: vehicle reqwred. Call
Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691.
Are you interested in writing, photOQraphy, ediooJ, or drawing? The Lance
is always looking for volunteers to help
out with the student paper. We especially need cartoonists or graphic artists Corne to our general staff
meetings Mondays at 5:30 p.m. Please
call 253-4232, ext. 3909 for more informatiOn.

Students Needed!
Earn up to S2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more informahon call
.i ~

(206) 634-0468
ext. c40132

Ji

e:;;,,"

Hard

or

soft.
The news
you need
is in the
lance.
Read it.
Every week.
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Smith setting standards on and off the court
By Robin Coop•

Canadian university athletics
provides opportunities for students to excel in both academic
and athletic endeavours. 'lbe
University of Windsor has produced many outstanding student athletes, including the
current women's basketball
player, Tara Smith.
Smith, a
graduate of
Chatham Collegiate, is a four
year kinesiology major playmg
in her fourth year as a Windsor
Lancer. Smith's first two years
at the university saw her play a
key role on the CIAU championship women's track and field
team where she competed in
both track and field events.
Smith made the transition to
basketball in 1993 and in her
rookie season played a role in

helping the Lancer's secure
their second consecutive post
season playoff berth. An athletic player, Smith rebounds
well, po~sscs solid defensive
skills but can alc;o score. In her
second year with the team, She
has assumed a leadership position and was voted team captain by her peers.
Smith is a hard worker off
the court as well. An "A" student, she is an academic AllCanadian, on the Dean's
honour role, and a recipient of
the Maiy O'Brian award, given
annually to an outstanding student athlete.
Lancer fans can catch Smith
and the rest of the women's
ba<.ketball squad in action at
their next home game on
Wednesday, Jan. 25 at 6:30
p.m, at the St Denis Centre. 11

Lance lle pt'Qo

Hey look. it's Nancy Vranic (8) and Tara Smith (11)!

Sports stumpers
By Herman Viol

1) Who won the first United
States Football League championship? (Here's a hint. it was in
1983.)

2) What television network
holds the broadcast rights to
the NFC?
3) Who was the first player
chosen overall in the 1994 NFL
draft?

StandiJi&1

OUM Welt 11Jfll11 volleyball ataodi.np

Men'abocby

Temn
MP•• W-L .. GW.GL.P
Waterloo-·----6--6-.0 ...•. 18 ... 1.12
WindD',----'--4-3.-1' ... 10. 8
Brock .. - ................... 7 .... 4 ..... 3..... 14 ... 10. S
Westem ..................... S ..... 3 ..... 2 ..... 9 .... 8 .. 6
McMuter.................. 6 ..... 3 ..... 3 .....11 ... 12. 6
Launer ... _ ............-6 ..... 1-.S..... 6 .... 17. 2
Guelph •.- ............ 7_.t...•. 6.- 6 .... 19. 0

4) What team has appeared in
the roost Super Bowls?
5) Who was the 1993 CFL
player of the year?
6) Where did Bo Jackson play
his college football?

7) Who was the MVP of the
1994 Super Bowl?
8) Who is the all-time quarterback sack leader?
See Answers, bottom of page

Results and standings
Mid East •.--G .... W - L... T ·- P ... A .. P
Guelph._ ........ 16-..11 .... 1 ..... 3 ..... S6 ... 40 2S
Toronto ........... 16.....s ..... s..... 6 .....Sl ...6116
Queen's ........... 17..... 3 .... 12 .... 2 ..... 50 ... 73. 8
RMC - -..... 11.... o._1s .... 2 ..... 33 .. 100 2
F• Eul--G-.W-L-T-F-A.. P
UQTR .....- ... l5-11-l..... 3._S6 ... 402S
Ottawa - ..·---14.....9-.. 3 ..... 2 ..... 60 ... 32 20
Coooordia ........ u ....., .-.3 ..... 2 .....43 ... 4216
McGill ............. 13.....S ..... 7 ..... l.....S3 ...SS 11
M ld Wst.--G-.W-L-.. T--F-A.. P
Brodt .........- ... 16....10-.S ..... l..... 73 ... 54 21
York ..,-.-.... 1L..S-7 ..... l.-.70,.S617
Ryenon ... - ..... 16--5-11 .... 0,-38 -83 10
uurentien ....... 16 .....4 --11 .... 1.....47 .. 77 ..9
F.-Wut.--G-,W -L-.. T ,- F-..A .. P
Laurier ............. 14.....9 .... 3 ..... 2 .....64 .. 41 20
Westem ........... 14 8 .. 4 ..... 2 ..... 6S ... 39 18
Waterloo ......... 14.....6 .. 6 ..... 2--53 ... 5414
Windsor- 14-..3 ·-7 ..... 4 .....39 ... S7 10

Hockey ac:orin& leaden
Player·----· Tum .. GP-G-,A ... P
1. John Spolto~ ....... Laurier.14 •. 11-.21 .32
2. Ryan Savoia ,_... Brock-16 ... 18-.14 .32
3. Chris Cl.tDGf --·-· Guelph.16 ·-9-.22 . 31
4. Yves Bergeron .... UQTR lS ... 14-.lS .29
S. Ben Davis ............. York .... 16 ... 11 .•.18 .29
6. Todd Wetul ...... Guelph.16 ... 10....19 .29
7. Darren Macorena Brock ... 14 ... 14 ....14 .28
8. Chris George ........ Launer.13 ... 11-12 .23
9. Keo Rowbotham. Westem14 ... 11-.12 .23
10. Aaron Nagy .._. Westeml4 .... 6-,17 .23
11. Don McCooneU. uurier.14 .... 9.....13 .22
12. Rob Thorpe ........ Guelpb.13.. .. 9.....12 .21
OWIAA West hockey alandi np
Team - - G P...W ... L.....T -GP..GA P
Guelph---8-.1-0--1 .. -44 ... 7.15
Toronto ___ 9......7-.1--1.-70 ... 1015
Queen's ............ 9......S ·-· 2 ..... 2 .....51 ... 14 12
uuner .............. 9......3 ..... S ..... 1 ..... 30 ... 64. 7
York , _...... 8.-..1 .... 6 ..... 1..... lS ...37. 3
WlndlOr--- 9.-..0-9-.. 0 ..... 9-.87. 0

OWIAA West vol.Jeyball atandinc•
Team ...................... MP.. W .... L .. GW.GL.P
McMuter.................. 9 ..... 8 ..... 1.....2S ... 8.16
We.,tero ............- - 8 ..... 7 ..... 1.....22- S.14
Guelph--···-··--" 7 ..... 4-.3.....15 ... 14. S
Lakebead ....- ........ 6 ..... 3 ..... 3 .....12 •. 12. 6
Launer ................._. 7-.. 3 ..... 4 .....13 ... 17. 6
Waterloo ................... 7 ..... 2 ..... S.....10 ... 17. 4
Brock ......................... , ..... 2 ..... 5 .....10 ... 11. 4
Wind..-·---- 9--1-8.-8 -·25. 1
OWIAA women's basketball
Team - ................-G ••W .... L .... P A ... P
We.,tem ..................... S..... S ..... 0 ....370 .25210
WindD',----5--3-.1 ....279.315 6
Brodc ......................... 4 .... 3 ..... 1....279 .242 6
Lakehead.--·-·-4--2..... 2 ....265.276 4
McMaster-..........--4-.. 2-.2...23S.26S 4
Guelph ... - ....... - - 4 -.. l-... L.218 .233 2
Waterloo ................. 4-.. 1..... 3 ....239 .266 2
Launer ...................... 4 ..... 0 ..... 4 ....225 .268 0

OUM men'• basketball staodinp
TQln -----G-,W-.L--F-A-P
Brock·-·..-·-·-- 3 __ 3 _,, 0 ....299 .11,1. 6
Guelph .................. -. 2 ..... 2 ..... 0 ....182 .12S. 4
McMaster.................. 2 ..... 2 ..... 0 ....186 .1Sl. 4
Waterloo ................... 2 ..... 2 ..... 0 ....178 .145 . 4
Lake head ...._ .. _, ... 4 ..... 1 ..... 3 ....286 .310. 2
Westem ....... _, ___ _._. l - 3 .....1.80 .332. 2
Laurkr _ ....___ 2_0_. 2 ....1S8 .196. 2
WindlOI'
0-.3....237 .~.o

·----3-..

Bask.etball l~ders

Saw-tn

Playcr ___.... __ FG I'ga ... FT-Fta-A
l. C. Hohz/BrocL...39 ... S8...-19 __ 31 32.3

W...0,~C...C..'-9.00-11:00.....

sc.ia,s in S.•cr t 99S. ll,,oit
$35,978 pa 111111ft pb baJils .wid tine we.ls

~Oft - ~
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~ ~~~~Mid

IMONtJonil ~ ~ dii- ~ fo, trMi. W. kit I Vltle.ty
Q/~ C:.:~hrl'o• 111 •1.- ~ to p,tieftt~
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PtEREOUfSmS: ~ 13 )'M til ._ O.S.S,(H>. ltldudinf 6
ON:. ~ - M.t Miic 70W. cw fl'Ulter ·1i1 udi oE !Ix· folowl111 OAC
~

~Wth.OM otMt -~«1lc,~ wJ ~
op6aft. ~ a Pflof to t 998 ialist ' - tbo,,,e aedts • .. ~
~
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~ <4ln,~~~ .ddtus ~ -
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Student

Pl...ltSVPt. ...... ._. . . 1-..t,, .....

Mt.O,.,~- , , . . ~,.......,
Scliaol al ....... TI.., - WW.. ...... c... c...
(51 9) t53.5t5J-. 509

tHO~ltoad.~0..NtW tXJ

uat - " ' · results

~ n to Stumpen

(-'i-. i.,,, JJ, J99j)

Mm '1 buket.ball

Guelph 88 Lancers S8
Brock 94 uncen 8S
Women's buksball
Lancers S8 Guelpb 42
Brock 90 Lancers 60
Mm'• -.oileyball
Laocen 3 Brock l

(lS-2, lS-10. 9-IS, lS-4)
Women 'a Yolleyball
Brock 3 Laocen O
(lS-7. 16,14, lS-3)
Men'1 hockey
Lancers 4 Laurier 4
Waterloo 3 Lancen 1
Women'• hodte,
Queen's 8 Lancen 0

l) Michigan Pantheri
2)Fox
3) Dan Wilkimon, Ohio State
4) Dallas Cowboys
5) Doug Flutie
6)Aubum
7) Emmitt Smith
8) Deacon Jones

How'd you score
All S correct -you should write for Lance
sports.
6 or 7 corred - you lhould be a ,cout Cor
the San Fransisco 49en.
3 to S correct-you were probably the
kicker in high school.
1 or 2 corred -you are a Dalla.s ~
Cheerleader.
0 correct -you are a true Buffalo lliB fall.

CANADA'S

<

~ ,__. ~

CIAU men'a baak.etballCIAU men'a hockey
1. Brandoa
1. Acadia
2. McMuter
2. Calgaiy
3. Winnipeg
3. Dalbousie
4. Alberta
4. UQ1R
S. Victoria
5. Manitoba
6. Broclc
6. Regjoa
7. Ryenon
7. New Brunswiclc
S. Cona>rdia
S. Guelph
9. Dalhousie
9. Ottawa
10. Laurentian
10 uurier

Mm'• volleyball

Jan. 2.S, Windsor at Laurier
Jan. 27, Windsor at Guelph
Mm'a ba*aball
J an. 2.S, Launer at Windsor- 8:.30 p.m. SI.
Denis Centre
J an. 28, Wioda« a t Ouelph
Women'• bubthall
Jan. 2S. uurier at Wind.tor 6:.30 p.m.
SI.DeDia Centre
Jan. 2.S, Wioda« al Guelph
Trad( and Reid
Jan. 27, al Saginaw Valley State I1111itatioo&I

ft

~diation Therapy
C+F
xr Tecb.~ology
. ,•,•, :,•.
Stuclent 'Program
TI. ii • t~-ci,ht ..... .t;CIUIW llOl•-

Ran.kine•

Upcomi.nc eventa
Mm'ahodtt)'
Jan. 28. W'tndsor II Ryenon
Jan. 29, Windsor at uureotian
Women'ahodtey
Jan. 29, Wioda« 11 uurier
Women'• 't'Ollt)'bal l
Jan. 2.S, Wmdsoc al uurier
Jan. 27, Windsor at Ouelph

t~ ~ )

LcWon ~ TedMiosr

1t -. ~ .lld ~ cemr. Those
~ II\ ;el~ .. PfOf'~ tqm Ill• dtall~
gjW ~ hJd
. _ • W.. ... ...,_ • s-.,; J__., "~· 19'5., ll tlii

l. P. o.bomft'Wln - 32-65 -- ll>·- 24.29.0
3. A. Braio.il,'Gue ..... 16-.22 .._ 13,.... 17.27.S
4. T.Cbanner,Mac... 20-.3S.-l3.-21.216.S
S. P. Kral7./WUJ ...... ll .... 29 ,_,13 ..... 13.22.0
R.ebounden
Player ......................................... G .... RBS .Ave
1. aint Holtz/Brock ................. 3 ....... 43 ... 16.0
2. Tom Balfe/Wal ..........- .... 2 ....... 20-10.0
3. Shawn RoacM.au ...- ........2 -.. 18.... 9.0
4. Oaig uw/1.li __.........4 ....... 32.-. s.o
5. Shawn Prancil/Mac ..............2 ....... 16 .... 8.0

iC

\\U'DERL\NQ
Paramount Parks 1) holding auditions to cast the upcoming
1995 show season al Pai amount Canada's Wonderland'
1995 v. 111 feature contemporary dince and music revues,
costume character shows, \'araety performers and a
comed1c/improv1sataonal actor program featuring popular
Star Trtk® alien~
We net•d experienced singers, dancer~. actors, techn1c1ans and
variety performers of all types•

For more information write or call:
Paramount Canada's Wonderland
P.O. Box 624, Vaughan, Ontario L6A 156
(905f 832-7454
VAUGHAN, ONTARIO
Saturdav, February .i 1'195
Sunday, February 5, 1995
Paramount Caruida s Wonderland
The P.iramount The,,tre
12 00-3 !Kl Te.: hnin,lns
12m
Variety P,•rlonners
12 30
Singers Actors
2;30
Dancers

WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Tue<.day, j,,nuary 31, 1995
Mackenzie Hall Cultural Centre
3277 Sand w1ch Street
12 00-2.00 fochnic1an~
12:00
VMlt'ly Performers
12·30
Song<'rs, Actors
130
Dancers

A U D I TIO N S
TM • C 1'9~ r.aumoanl Pul1 Inc
1nd C 1tt5 P,umouat P1<111rt1
Siu Trf'k n .a H 1tUrtd tud•muli. of Puunounl P1ctvru All l, hh lu,ot-d

Monday. January 23. 1995
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I think more appropriately than "Superbowl" this
game should be titled "State Championship." The battle of California will take place on Sunday Jan. 29, and
ifI had it my way, this is how it would go ...
... The Chargers entered the game as 19 point underdogs and nobody gave this team a prayer against the Go/ialh 49er team from San Francisco. But on Sunday, Jan.
2~ the Chargers slung all their weapons at the
----Frisco philistines, and the mighty 49ers fell to
defeat. The world was stunned as the Cinderella Chargers did the unthinkable.
The first half of the game was a defensive
battle, with the Chargers down 7-6 at half
time. The second half was a different story,
as it has been all year for the Lightning Bolts.
.
The Bolts took the lead 13-10 early in the ,,.... :·· ..,: :==,,,,,;,;,,.,i:';'.,
fowth quarter _on a Natrone Means touchdown 'I IWt%;,:,; ;:; '.'.;':N\r,J
run. After adding another field goal to make it · ':\{fffiW\#K:'t x.·:
16-10, the 49ers drove the length of the field in
: x,.:,,,,,,,....
..
the final minutes of the fourth quarter, but didn't
make the play.
The Niners were forced to turn the ball over on
downs, and the Chargers out ran the clock, the
game, and the Niners' hope of an unprecedented
fifth Superbowl Championship.
Since this is unlikely, how about reliving some of
the more interesting games that in Superbowl histocy.

The five greatest Superbowls ever playe
5. Superbowl XIII, Jan. 21, 1979, Miami. Florida
Pittsburgh vs Dallas
With the Steelers leading 35-17 and under six minutes left to play in the fourth quarter, it looked like the
teams were going to cruise to an easy win. They were
content to just sit on the lead and play conservatively;
meanwhile, Dallas quarterback Roger Staubach wasn't
going to go down without a fight.
The Cowboys rallied behind Staubach to score two
touchdowns in the final minutes to pull with 35-31. A
nervous Steeler team, trying to run the final minute of
the clock, fumbled the ball and had a chance to win;
but fortunately for the Steelers they weren't to
move into the endzone and the clock ran out.
Pittsburgh held on to their third Superbowl title. MVP Terry Bradshaw threw four touchdown passes for the Steelers, outdealing his
counterpart Roger Staubach. Bradshaw
threw for over 300 yards while both John
Stallworth and Lynn Swann had over
100 yards receiving.
Scoring summary:
Pittsburgh:
7
14 0
14 35
Dallas:
7
7
3
14 31
Game 'sidelight':
Dallas linebacker Thomas (Hollywood)
Hendrickson stirred up emotions by saying Steelers quarteback Terry Bradshaw "couldn't spell "cat" if
you spotted him the "c" and the "t".

4. Superbowl xxm, Jan. 22, 1989, Miami, Florida
San Francisco vs Cincinnati
The game featured a duel between Bengals' quarterback Boomer Esiason and the 49ers great Joe Montana. Though neither Esiason nor Montana were able
to manufacture any offence in the first half, both defences stepped it up bringing the score at half time to
~-3. In the third quarter the Bengals got going and
Jumped out to a 13-6 lead and looked to be in control
heading into the fourth quarter.
The momentum of the game quickly changed as
Montana proved to be a leader, working his magic in
the final minutes of the game. Down 16-13 with just
t~ee minutes left, he engineered an 11 play, 92-yard
d~ve ending in a go-ahead touchdown by Jerry Rice.
Rice had a record-breaking day, catching 11 balls for
215 yards. Roger Craig, who rushed for 25 yards, also
had over 100 yards receiving.
B_ut the game wasn't over just yet. The final drive,
engineered by Montana, ended with 34 seconds left to
play. The Bengals got the ball back trailing 20-16, but
Were unable to score.
Scoring summary:
San Francisco:
3
O
3
14 20
Cincinnati:
O
3
10 3
16
Game 'sidelight':
The halftime show was the first ever telecast in 3-D.
The at-home-audience was able to aquire the 3-D
&lasses with the purchase of Diet Coke.
3.. Superbowl X, Jan. 18, 1976, Miami, Florida

Pittsburgh vs Dallas
Superbowl X marked the first time a wild card team,
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By Ed Kadri
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Dallas, ever reached the finals in the history of the
league. It also started a fierce rivalry between the
Cowboys and the Steelers.
The two teams would later meet again in the Superbowl, with the same results - Dallas falling just short
of a win. (see #5)
. . ..
The game involved a number of outstanding md1V1dual performances. Steeler wide receiver Lynn Swann
- who two days prior to the game had been hospitalized with a concussion - returned with a record-setting performance, catching four passes for 161 yards
and a touchdown, and gaining MVP honours.

But it was a play by reserve running back Reggie
Harrison of the Steelers that turned around the
game's momentum in favour of Pittsburgh. Harrison,
playing on special teams, blocked a punt at the Dallas
nine yard line. The ball rolled into the endzone and
the Steelers were awarded a safety.
Pittsburgh increased their lead on their next possession when quarterback Terry Bradshaw hit Lynn
Swann for a 59 yard touchdown, putting the
Steelers ahead 21-10.
But Dallas would drive the length of the
field and score to pull within 21-17. This set
the stage for the final dramatics. The Steelers faced a forth down and nine at the Dallas 41 yard line.
With only 1:28 remaining, coach Chuck
Knoll decided to go for the first down rather
than punt. The Cowboys defense held their
ground and Dallas took possession. They
drove into Pittsburgh territory, but as the time
expired, Dallas was unable to put the ball in the
endzone and the Steelers were victorious.
Scoring summary:
Pittsburgh:
7
14 21
0
0
Dallas:
7
3
0
7
17
Game 'sidelight':
The Super Bowl's tenth anniversary coincided with
the United States Bicentennial and was declared an
official bicentennial event.

2. Superbowl XXV, Jan. 29, 1990
New York Giants vs Buffalo
Believe it or not, Buffalo actually had a lead in this
game. That's right, with 3:24 remaining in the second
quarter the Bills were up 12-3 on the Giants. But Jeff
Hostetler led New York on an 87-yard drive completed with a touchdown pass to Stephen Baker to
close out the first half. The play left the Bills clinging
to a 12-10 lead.
New York came out in the second half and picked
up where they left off with another long scoring drive
that ended with a one yard touchdown run by Otis Anderson. He finished the game with 102 yards rush on
21 carries.
The Bills would later reclaim the lead 19-17 when
Thurman Thomas scored on a 31-yard touchdown run.
The teams started exchanging long drives ending in
points being put on the board, with Hostetler getting
his tum next. He drove the Giants 74 yards on 14 plays
and the drive ended in a Matt Bahr field goal that put
the Giants ahead 20-19 with just under two minutes
left to play.
Now it was Jim Kelly's turn. He drove Buffalo all
the way down to the Giants 29 yard line, setting up a
potential 47 yard game-winning field goal with two
seconds left. Scott Norwood, kicker for the Bills trotted onto the field. His kick, however, sailed wide right,
and the Giants won the game.
Scoring summary:
Buffalo:
3
9
0
7
19
NY Giants:
3
7
7
3
20
Game sidelight:
Whitney Houston sang the national anthem in a
game that was overshadowed by the Persian Gulf.
1. Superbowl V, Jan. 17, 1971, Miami, Florida
Baltimore vs Dallas
The first Superbowl under the new merger agreement turned out to be one of the most memorable of
our time. The game featured a comedy of errors as
both the Colts and the Cowboys took turns giving the
game away. But neither team would take it until the
last seconds. The game featured six interceptions
thrown by four different quarterbacks, and six fumbles, five by Baltimore and one by Dallas.
With only eight minutes left to play, in what had
been a defensive struggle to that point, the Colts intercepted Dallas quarterback Craig Morton and returned
the ball to the Cowboys three yard line. 1\vo plays
later, Colts running back Tom Nowatzke scored from
the one yard line and tied the game 13-13.
Overtime seemed imminent in this game, and both
teams looked content to play for overtime. But Morton was intercepted again for the third time and the
Colts ran the ball down to the Cowboy 28-yard line
with under a minute to go. 1\vo running plays brought
the clock down until one second remained, and Colts
kicker Jim O'Brien booted a 32-yard field goal as time
expired to send the Colts to victory.
Scoring summary:
Baltimore:
0
6
0
10 16
Dallas:
3
10 0
O
13
Game 'sidelight':
This was the first Super Bowl played on artificial
turf. Both teams were from the old NFL with Baltimore having been moved to AFC.
I!

editorials
Service still sucks
despite fare hikes
Since Jan. 1 while waiting the standard twenty or thirty minutes
(an hour on ~eekends and evenings) to catch a bus_i!1 Windsor,
students to dig a little deeper to come up with an additional $.45.
While $.45 may not seem like a lot, one must consider what riders of Windsor's buses are getting in exchange for the extra cash
- not much. Transit Windsor's decision to raise the price of bus
fare from $1.30 to $1.75 wouldn't be such a bad thing if there were
any improvement in services - improvements are much needed,
and most riders would probably be willing to pay for them.
In the past few years those who use the city's only public transportation system have seen a rapid decrease in services. The hours
of service aren't exactly the greatest either, with weekends and
evenings showing a dramatic reduction in the time intervals between buses.
Some of Transit Windsor's bus routes have been covering a
smaller and smaller portion of the city, while still other major bus
routes have been eliminated altogether.
Hikes in fares this time around have been initiated just to cover
the bottom line, according to officials at Transit Windsor. Apparently the company just can't get by with current fares and subsidies
from the city and province.
Perhaps an increase in subsidies to Transit Windsor from both
levels of government could effect change in the ridership - this
might make the system more self-sufficient in the long run as well.
With a fast, dependable and efficient bus service, surely ridership
would increase and eventually help with revenue.
If the level of service provided by Transit Windsor were increased - by shortening the time intetval between buses, increasing the area that the transit service covers, and picking up the
slack on weekends and evenings - more people might consider
riding the bus a viable option to taking a car everywhere.
I!

Busking festival ironic
Windsor's city council was pretty receptive when local businesses brought forth a proposal to bring an international buskers
festival to the city.
The promise of big crowds of tourists, and of course the big
bucks which similar events have attracted in Halifax and Toronto ,
had Windsor city coucillors drooling all over the proposal. So hey,
why not bring in a variety of international street performers to entertain Windsorities, Casino dwellers and other tourists. It might
be fun, especially for students spending the summer in Windsor to
attend summer school and inter-session. According to those pitching the idea, an international buskers festival event might accompany or closely follow the Windsor-Detroit Freedom Festival, and
bring some real life into the downtown core.
But wait just one minute, what about Windsor's homegrown
busking scene? While the city has seen an increase in buskers
since the arrival of the Casino, busking is still illegal in the city. As
a matter of fact, or technicality, busking in Windsor could cost you
up to $1000 for a second offence under noise bylaws.
So while bringing in a pot pourri of street performers for a special occas.c;ion is fine with city councillors if there is money involved for the city, independent street performers on their own
turf aren't appreciated enough. A tad ironic isn't one would think.
While there has yet to be a busker dragged off the Windsor's
streets for entertaining, it's still on the books and could cause a
conflict of interest if international street performers do indeed
hold a festival in the city. Perhaps it would be more appropriate if
the city would consider ammending the problematic bylaws before
bringing the show to town.
I!
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Letters to the editor

Will profs strike?
Dear Editor,
While trying to decide
whether or not to participate in
the protest on Jan. 25, I realized that the choice is not even
mine. Even if I do not agree
with the strike, there will be no
point in attending an empty
classroom.
My question is directed at
the professors and teachers
who will undoubtedly have the
day off. I know that the proposed budget cuts will affect
them as much as it does the
students, but so far I've heard
no collective voice from the
faculty on how they plan to
deal with the issue.
To put it bluntly, will the
teachers be striking too?

Dave Ball '95
Engineering

Free speech lost?
Dear Editor,

I am writing in regard to the
letters criticiaing the distribution of a flyer by the Students
Christian Association (SCA).
I must begin by stating that I
have not read the flyer myself,
yet from what I have read and
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heard, I have no doubt that I
would find it extremely offensive. Nevertheless, I feel I must
defend the rights of those
anonymous individuals in the
SCA to distribute it. Three letters in last week's issue condemned the flyer. Also, though
not stated explicitly, it seems
the general suggestion was that
the distribution of such material should not be permitted. I
believe that David Lyons Jr.
implied this most strongly.
The issue I am concerned
with here is that of censorship.
On a university campus the
freedom to express ideas and
opinions, no matter how controversial or offensive, is crucial. Academic freedom is
necessary for open, unrestricted, exchange of ideas. The
problem with restrictions is not
only that they pave the way for
additional ones, but involves
the source of the restrictions.
In this case many, including
myself, strongly object to what
we perceive to be a very strong
promotion of hate and intolerance. Despite this feeling, it is
not our place to insist that such
messages not be permitted on
campus. For example, the distribution of a flyer promoting

gay rights, a pro-choice pos:tion, an anti-religious position,
or the open availability of birth,
control devices. It is coneivable
at least one of these would offend a number of people, resulting in demands that such
material not be permitted on
campus. While the likelihood
of this may not be too high consider, alternatively, such a flyer
being distributed on a university campus 50 years ago.
The result would be explo·
sive and, if such a university did
not have a policy of academic
freedom, the material would
undoubtedly be banned. It ~
possible that some action
would be taken against those
who distributed the flyers.
This issue is obviously a very
difficult one, but it is my finn
belief that censorship, in any
form, is not the answer. No
matter how much disgust I may
feel at many of the views held
by some student~ at this univer·
sity, I must support their right
to express them. If I were per·
mitted to have the expre~on
of such views banned, it would
not be long before I found the
expression of my own banned.
Chris MaSOO

Philosophy
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opinions
The purpose of public post-secondary education
By Robert Cruise

Special to the Lance
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The purpose of education in a modern democratic society is the central
question to be loo~ed a~ ~hen protests
against underfunding, nsmg fees, and
cuts in federal transfer payments have
become the order of the day.
Unfortunately, high-faluting generalizations, mission statements, and broad
principles are all .igno!e~ when the financial bottom !me 1s introduced by
those in control. Fiscal conservatism
based on balancing public budgets and
debt reduction have created a situation
in which established educational elites,
closely tied both to the government
elites and the main wealthy corporate
directors, are determining the content
as well as the funding of what the citizens get taught.
Increasingly, this criteria of "biggest
bang for the buck" and making private
profit from the education of the population is apparent. Public education is
more and more geared to money making and fumishiing trained personnel at public expense - for an entrenched
corporate elite.
The move towards privatization of
many functions of education is an increasingly significant element of this di-

rection of "education for profit." Of
course, when the same monopolies
wanted to expand the education sector
after World War II and furnish thousands of needed
and highly trained
personnel to Canadian
and
American industry, it served to
talk about the ideals of higher education.
Now,
however, with a
glut of graduates
in many if not
most fields, this
talk is being replaced by new
rhetoric about "affordibility"
and
the burden on the
"man
on
the
street, joe taxpayer."
While education and post-secondary education in particular must
provide the skills needed to function in
a complex specialized and modern society, such a need cannot furnish a real
purpose. Along with socialization to
"get along, fit in, and get ahead," to-

When the same
monopolies wanted
to expand the
education sector
after WW II ... it
served to talk
about the ideals of
higher education.

Anti-abortion extremists jeopardize womyn's choice
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By Angie Slingerland
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day's universities give little more than mechanistic logic is blocked by generalip service to such notions as training tion after generation of settled academthe next generation with the critical ics carrying out their selection of new
abilities to question values and think PhD recruits and instructors.
and analyze indeBasic dogma about life, about the bapendently.
sis of change in the natural and social
In place of re- sciences, and about ethics goes unquesally training youth tioned and when questioned, is often
to think and evalu- dismissed with "enough on this abstract
ate,
post-secon- matter, come see me after class." Some
dary education is classes are actually down to rehashing
mainly a massive what is perfectly intelligble in the asamount of memo- signed textbooks for those who do their
rization and regur- homework.
gitation. In place
Small wonder many grads and upper
of real examina- level students speak about just wanting
tion of values and to "get it done" and get out working in
outlooks, Anglo- the real world. That cherished "higher
American pragma- education" which seemed so valuable in
tism in psychology high school, becomes a pain and a hasand philosophy is sle in the middle of trying to plan for a
presented as the future job, family and busy adult life.
"common sense" And if you find it highly oppresive, well
wisdom
from there is a host of counselling available.
which other "isms"
It is possible that it's the education
and theories can system itself that needs renewing, modbe evaluated. The- ernizing and being brought up to date
ory is not just detached from human so- with the changing world? In place of
cial practice, but it is even put in sepa- cost cutting manoeuvres aimed at makrate courses to ensure no real ing post-secondary institutions more
development of ideas takes place on a profitable in themselves and to the cor
massive level. Questioning of the basic
Cold War ideological assumptions and
See Education, page 16

If we had begun to forget about the
fragile state of choice in our society, we
were harshly reminded on Dec.30, 1994,
when an anti-abortionist shot and killed
Shannon Lowney and Leanne Nichols
and wounded five other at two abortion
clinics in Boston.
The man was attempting to enter a
third clinic when he was arrested
twenty-four hours later. US Attorney
General Janet Reno responded by saying that there were inadequate resources to protect the staff and patients
at clinics.
If we had been foolish enough to
think that we were safe from such attacks in Canada, our reverie was rudely
broken last November when Dr. Garcon
Romalis was shot by a sniper while eating breadkfast in his own home.
The terrorism of anti-choice groups
has long harangued Canadian patients
and physicians through hate-mail, harassing phone calls, relentless protestors
outside clinics and doctors homes, and
even bombings. And law enforcers have
done little to end such persecution. In
fact, they have even been known to perpetuate it. Recently in Vancouver, harassing phone calls to a Vancouver clinic
were traced to a police officer of the

Delta police force who was also a member of "Campaign Life"
So what happens when even those
who are suppoosed to protect our right
to a safe and legal abortion can be part
of those who wish to take that right
away? Ac.cess is abolished. The selfrighteous war of anti-choice groups on
abortion services, by those who believe
that it is 'God's will' to stop abortions at
all costs, even the lives of those who
provide them, effectively accomplishes
what they have set out to do - remove
the services, take away the means.
And if you think that these activities
have nothing to do with why there's only
one (ageing) physician in Windsor who
performs abortions, you're wrong. Dead
wrong.

Dr. Fraser Fellows of London, Ont., ences, Newman sees them as a chance
quoted in the Toronto Star in March of to educate people, which she believes is
'93, described what it was like to live a key in ending the hatred and persecuwith such torment:
tion. It is people like Newman, and oth"You can't imagine how demoralizing ers who put their lives on the line every
it is. People parading outside my house. day in order to help the oppressed, who
They chant, intimidate and harass my- are an inspiration to us all.
self and my family, my friends, my
But we don't have to risk our lives to
neighbours, anyone who disagreed with support the pro-choice cause. You can
their philosophy. You can see them car- start by writing a letter to your local
rying crosses, carrying pictures of dis- MP. Or support your local abortion
membered babies, icons. Chanting and rights organizations. Because we do not
suggesting to you, if you happen to stop, receive the funding from many (rightthat they are praying for you. But I wing) corporations that "pro-life"
know what they're praying for and groups receive, it is difficult to effecthey're not praying for me."
tively combat their strategies.
At a panel discussion on defending
We need your help. Please come out
Abortion Rights held at Pathfinder to the activities organized for Jan. 28.
Bookstore in Detroit on Jan. 7, which We need your voices at the march to
Canadian Abortion Rights Action support seven years of legalized aborLeague (CARAL) treasurer Selma tion services and to protest violence to
McGorman and I attended, we heard abortion providers, and we need your fisimilar stories from four other panelists. nancial contributions at the fundraiser
Valerie Newman of the Michigan concert in the evening. I, like Valerie
Abortion and Reproductive Rights Ac- Newman, choose to be optimistic and
tion League (MARAL) knows only too believe that we can make a difference as
well the violence that oc.curs every day long as we are willing to put forth the
at local clinics. She runs a clinic escort effort. Thank you to all those who have
service in wich she and other voluntt:ers been doing so for so long.
[!
go with womyn in and out of clinics. She
Angie Slingerland is the 1994-95 Vice
passes throngs of protestors every week- President of the Windsor chapter of Caend. Some of these clinics have been nadian Abortion Rig/us Action League
picketed regularly for years. But far (CARAL), and a studeru at the University
from being hardened by these experi- of Windsor.
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"It's even more
politically correct
than the last Star
Trek. As for, how
good - I'll have
to wait a few
years to decide."

"The show had
great
promise.
I'm sure as the
show gets older,
the
characters
will grow into
their roles. ... I
like the black vulcan"

"I liked it and I
think society will
accept a woman
captain."

Ann Marie Trottier
Year IV
Political Science

Geoff Cartlidge
Year I
Anthropology

"Not bad but then again,
what's a show
without James T.
Kirk?"

Geoff Stephenson

Year I
Geography

Kyle Harvey
Year I
Communications
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Education is a right
Continued from page 15
porate elite, is it so radical to
suggest that a new direction is
needed in our eduation system?
Rather than rationalizing
chronic unemployment and underemployment of university
trained graduates, how about a
planned economy and education system to ensure it,; goals
are attained? When 1 OOO
teachers tned to find work with
the Public School Board in
1992 and none were hired because of layoffs no one moved
to deal v.ith the contradictions.
It is not radical to state that
education must serve to train
the citizens to solve the actual
problems they will face in society. In place of an anxiety-ridden scramble to "beat out"
another youth to the few available jobs in a dog-eat-dog sociey, how about everyone
working hard at changing
thevery basis of such a society?
To reduce post-secondary
education to skills training in a
period of societal and economic crisis is to bury ones
head in the sand. Already there
1s a basic consensus among Canadians that the political process at work in Canada leads to
voter apathy, citizen disenfranchisement, and contempt for
most elected political officials.
Despite all the chatter about
addressing structural weaknesses in the economy, the rich
continue to get richer and the
poor bear the burden for a increasingly unstable system .
Are the universities teaching

us to think and analyze ? Which
courses on ethics taught or really challenged such a self-serving myopic vision, one that is
widely embraced under the
pragmatic logic of look out for
number one?
When students fight to insist,
as they should and must, that
education is a right and a public responsibility and matter of
public financing, they must also
raise the banner of the aim and
purpose of their education.
It makes sense that a modem
education would create the climate where the kinds of
changes that are needed to
bring Canada into the twentyfirst century as a genuinely
democratic, peace-loving and
progressive society. Questioning the financial dictate and the
social prejudices within the university itself would become the
test of such a modern education along with one's ability to
organize, fight and bring about
such a new direction.
In place of students making
exuses while in college, a really
serious atmosphere, worthy of
an institution of higher learning
would emerge and win societywide respect. Why sit around
hoping that those who ;ire settled and content to draw their
pay and cheques and rationalize the status quo will act?
Students should take this important work up as their own
and unite with others to build a
new direction in education. [!
Robert Cruise is a member of
the CAW and the Wmdsor Pub-

lic School Board Task Force.
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Can the greatest romance of your life
last only one night?

Thanks to TRAVEL CUTS and CAMPUS TV
for their promotional support

NOMINATION FORMS FOR
1995 U.W.S.A. ELECTIONS
will be available Wednesday, January 25 between 9am & 4:30pm, outside U.W.S.A
office (for pick-up only}, Thursday & Friday, January 26 & 27 between 9am & 4 :30pm
at U.W.S.A. office (for pick-up & drop off) and Monday, January 30 between 9am &
4:30pm at U.W.S.A. office (for pick-up & drop off).
Positions Available:

•
•
•
•

President of U. W.S.A. - 1 position
Vice-President Secretary of U. W.S.A. Student Senators - 3 position
Faculty Representatives

1 position

all Nomination Forms must be in by:

4:30 p1--n, MONDAY JANUARY 30
Must be given in a SEALED envelope and given to 'MARY''
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Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar ot events, is a free community service of the La.nee. All submissions become the property ot the La.nee and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4

Continuing

Thursday, February 2

.1 Is Computer Services conforming to your
r needs? If you have any questions or
comments concerning the services the
Computer Centre does or does not provide,
cootact Mark Pillon at 978-0149, e-mail to
pillona@server.uwindsor.ca or leave a note in
his mailbox at the UWSA office.

Assumption University will have a new Mass
time at Assumption University Chapel. Mass is
now at 12 noon. If you have questions call
973-7033.

t
•

.1 Become a Citizen Advocate and help seniors
and those with disabilities in Essex County
who lack friendship and support. For more
infonnation on how to become a volunteer
citizen advocate, call Citizen Advocacy at
966-5010.

r

/

Campus Recreation presents
Skating Night Out at Adie Knox
arena from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, Feb. 1. University of
Windsor students who wear U of
W clothing will get in free,
otherwise the cost is $1.00.

Monday, January 30
.1 Co-op Education and Student Placement
r presents a worl(shop on How To Find A Job in
room 267 Dillon Hall from 1:30 to 3:00. You
must sign up in CE & SP and there is a $3.00
charge.
Lance staff meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the Lance
office, basement of the CAW Student Centre.

Tuesday, January 31
'
..,..usten to CJAM 91.5 FM every Tuesday
morning at 6 a.m. for Breakfast with Bartol<.
It's contemporary, classical and experimental
music with Len Temellini.
.1 Co-op Education and Student Placement will
r hold a resume writing workshop in room 267
Dillon hall from 9:30 to 10:45 a.m. You must
sign up in CE & SP and there is a $3.00
charge.

t Assumption Church invites
•

you to add your
signature to a card of greeting for his Holiness
Pope John Paul II at 2 p.m. at the
Freed-Onnan Centre on the U of W campus
directly behind Assumption Church.

The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre, Conference rooms 1 and 2. New
members are always welcome.

..,..on CJAM 91.5 FM Mad Flava pumps massive
quantities of hip-hop every Wednesday from
12-2 a.m. with DJ KLC, C-NOTE and E.D.
Tune in, telephone. tell a friend.

iii
'

Cost Dinner at 5:30 p.m. (just west of the
CAW Student Centre).

•

a
•

Would you like to
have a more dynamic life with God? If so, we
meet at 7 p.m. in the Rose Room of Vanier
Hall every Tuesday.

Cleary International Centre presents the
Vienna Choir Boys. The choir will perfoITTl
short operettas in costume, and a broad range
of secular and folk music. Perfonnance takes
place at 8 p.m. For more Information call the
Cleary Box Ottice at 252-6579 or

1-800-387-9181.

~ Naked

Mask Productions presents The Dry
.. Season directed by Thabiti and sponsored by
the B.S.A. The play takes place in the CAW
Ambassador Auditorium at 2 and 7 p.m.
Tickets range between $5 and $10.00. For
further information call the B.S.A at 253-4232
ext. 3444.

Saturday, February 4
The Giovanni Caboto Club presents the Latin
Night Extravaganza beginning at 6 p.m. and
ending at 1 a.m. EnJOY the music of Tradicion
Latina as well as professional Canadian Latin
dance champions. For more infonnation call
the Caboto Club at 252-8383.

Agenda items are due by 5 p.m. today for next
week's UWSA General Council meeting.
Please submit any agenda requests in writing
to Dave Zaritzky, Council Chair.

+ Assumption Campus Community will host a

t Toe Navigators Club asks:

Friday, February 3

.1 Co-op Education and Student Placement will
r hold a workshop on Interview Skills in room
267 Dillon Hall form 3-4 p.m. You must sign
up in CE & SP and there is a $3.00 charge.

'

•

.. OPIRG-Windsor is establishing an Organic
Food Co-op to provide affordable organically
grown vegetarian food to students. Those
interested are invited to today's meeting at
5:30 p.m. in room 201 Assumption University
, 400 Huron Church Road. For more
information call 253-4232 ext. 3872 or call
Jen Jackson at 253-1643.

.-Need a job? Job Fair '95 will bring you face to
face with a variety of employers who have
summer and full-time work available two
weeks from today from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the
Ambassador Auditorium of the CAW Student
Centre.

Assumption University will have mass at a
new time at Assumption University Chapel.
Mass is now at 4:30 p.m. If you have
questions call 973-7033 ext. 3399.

Sunday, February 5

t Assumption University Chapel (located west
•

tt The Black Student Alliance will meet at
/

'

6 p.m. in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall.

Out On Campus: a social support group for
lesbians, gays, and bisexuals will met at 6
p.m. upstairs in the Grad House. Ideas for
celebrating pink triangle day (Feb.14) and
recent anti-gay activities on campus will be
discussed. New people are welcome!

1.- Francois

Baby House will have a valentine
'f# display from Feb. 1-19. A collection of 19th
century Valentines will be on display in the
museum. For more information call 253-1812.

of the CAW Student Centre and South of
Assumption Church) invites you to join them
at 11 :30 a.m. for mass followed by
refreshments.

..,-CJAM 91.5 FM presents Judaism: yesterday,
today, and tomorrow; discussing Jewish
events in the areas and issues concerning
being a Jew in the dawn of a new millennium
from 2:30-3 p.m

l.

~

-ance

The lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will be
having a Scavenger hunt in the Oak Room of
Vanier Hall at 5:30 p.m. It will be a great time
to get to know new members.

\. 89X Modern Rock presents Windsor invasion
'& of St. Andrew's with King Kool Flipped, Luxury
Christ, Soyl, Skin Thieves, We Wish We Knew.
Doors open at 9 p.m. at St. Andrew's Hall
(Detroit), tickets are $5.00 and Canadian
money is at par. (You must be at least 18.)

Wednesday, February 1

~

The U of w School of Music Soundsation
Series presents its 1995 Student
Talent Winners Concerto Concert at 8 p.m in
Walkerville C.I. auditorium (2100 Richmond
Street). Adult tickets are $8.00 and
StudenVSenior tickets are $5.00. For more
information call 253-4232 ext. 2780

8\ Concert

Cover photo of student strike by Michael Pereira
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

SPIRITLINKING:
''A KEY FOR THE THIRD MILLEN/UM''
Sr. Donna Markham OP, Exec. Director of Southdown
Spiritlinking is the deliberate and untiring act of
building the circle of friends, the foundation for
the realization of the covenant between believers
and the world in which we serve. Sr. Donna will
explore the meaning and practical implications of
spiritlinking for individuals, leaders and church
institutions as we enter the next century.
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, February 5, 1995 - 3 :00 p.m.
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5; Students $2; or by membership pass

•

•
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Student pub loses
another manager
By Dawe Garcia

Toe Asylum pub has once
again become a revolving door
for managers as Gil Gurun resigned from the position last
Wednesday.
Grant Giberson, the former
assistant manager, has taken
over the post and, with it, the
honour of being the Asylum's
third manager in the past year.
"We've been informed by
Dave MacMurray from food
services that he (Gurun) was
not maintaining all of his responsibilities and they had to
Jet him go," said student council president Chris Maich.
Maich confirmed that Giberson will be in charge and has
heard positive reviews about
him from students and pub employees. Maich expects the
Asylum to continue being accessible to clubs, societies and
students.
When MacMurray was asked
about the change, he said that
Giberson is an extremely capable person and thinks that he
will do well, but he did not release any more details about
Gurun's departure.
When asked if anything
would be diITerent at the Asylum, Giberson said "We hope
to have more of a seven-day
bar where before it was more of
a Thursday night crowd (before). We weren't too agressive
in letting people know that we

have more to offer besides
Thursday night."
Gurun said he left mainly because of the politics involved in
running the pub. His main concern was the conflict of his
managerial position with his
other job at Antonelli's Pizzeria. According to Gurun, Chris
Mahenka, the associate departI?ent head of satellite operations for food services, wanted
him to work longer hours at the
pizzeria, which Gurun felt limited his effectiveness in running
the pub.
"The longer hours meant if I
had a meeting at 6 o'clock with
CARISA, for example, to discuss using the pub for later, it
couldn't happen because I was
needed at the pizzeria," Gurun
said.
Gurun offered to take a pay
decrease so he could concentrate on working solely as Asylum manager, but the food
services department did not accept the offer. He also said that
having the two jobs was adversely affecting his marriage,
since he was often in early, after working late the night before.
Gurun said be holds nothing
against the university, "the university as a whole, took 100 per
cent care of me" and was very
helpful and supportive. He said
he has had other offers for employment, but he plans to take
it easy for now.
I!

Spring break vacation
packages may be a risk
By Cheryl Clark

If you are one of the more
fortunate University of Windsor students who can actually
afford a vacation this spring
break be sure to remember the
old adage, "if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is."
Thanks to the alertness of
one student, a travel agency
called Intercampus that had set
up shop in the CAW Student
Centre has now vacated the
premises.
Teresa Iznar, a student who
~as hip lo the rules and regulaltons set forth in the Travel Industry Act, was alarmed when
she saw the American-based
company at the school because
of vacation scams that have
been so prominent as of late.
. Iznar questioned the operation's legitimacy and discovered
the business was not licensed
~d not registered in Ontario.
Sltlce the operation is not lice~sed, it is not legally bound
by Us contracts to students.
In other words, students who
put down deposits with Intercampus may discover that their
vacation plans will fail to material~ and they may also lose
their deposit.
Upon hearing Iznar's concerns, university officials asked
the Intercampus agents to pack

·'"'''·

up and leave the CAW Student
Centre.
A spokesperson for the
Travel Industry Act, based in
Toronto, said students should
be on the lookout for travel
agencies which are not registered in Ontario. Students who
find themselves out in the cold
after paying for a balmy one or
two week stay down south, cannot make a claim on the compensation fund for being duped
by an American-based industry
that is not registered here.
The spokesperson said that
the office hears at least a few
complaints every year from students who were tricked by
promises of spring splendour
for low prices. The spokesperson also said it is common
place for fly-by-night operations to send refunds once the
client catches on, but most of
the time, the refund cheques
are returned to the students
with the dreaded non-sufficient
funds label stamped on them.
The Act, which was set up to
protect Canadian tourists from
travel scams, stipulates that
travel agencies must be registered with the province and include
their
registration
numbers in advertisements.
The spokesperson warned stuSee Vacation, page 4
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Laoce photo/ ERMA CASTANARES
And we re off! Chantal Oshowy gettmg ready to test her speed and endurance in a racing wheelchair ii Caravc¥1 '94-95 a
multi-medi_~ ~ho~ designed to challenge the definition of "disability" by teaching students about new iitltudes. technaogy
and capab1llt1es, in the CAW Student Centre. The show was ii the University of Windsor on Jan. 23 and 24.

Student council elections coming up soon
By Cheryl Clark

The University of Windsor
Students' Alliance's Thursday
meeting was cancelled due to a
special meeting of the Senate,
though student councillors will
be sure to have a large agenda
at their Feb. 9 meeting as well
as busy schedules with elections
set for Feb. 15 and 16.
Nomination deadlines for
prospective student politicians
closed at 4:30 p.m Monday.
UWSA
president
Chris
Maich had yet to announce

whether or he intends to run
again at press time, but there
are unconfirmed reports that
an UWSA representative plans
to run for the position.
Students interested in running for the president's position
have to acquire 100 signatures
plus two nominators whereas
vice-presidents and faculty reps
need only two nominators.
Chief Returning Officer
Sylvia Eftimova said the polls
will open earlier and stay open
longer this year in an attempt
to attract more students to the

polls.
In a switch from elections
passed, senators will not be
elected until the bi-election to
ensure that more student senate positions are open if the
university Senate approves the
council's proposal to increase
the number of seats.
If Maich chooses to run
again, he will be the first person
since Ken Alexander (1988) to
have run for the position in two
consecutive terms.
II

University of Windsor becomes bridge partners
By l11tce news staff

Students at the University of
Windsor may be in business
since the plans were finalized
for a duty-free shop on Ambassador Bridge property with the
licence being held by Ron Ianni
the university president.
According to Ianni, the deal
represents a number of jobs at
the shop for university students
and operations will offer co-operative education opportunities

in busine~ administration and
computer science. Students of
french, public administration
and law at the university will
also benefit from co-op positions which may be available in
the shop.
The store will be built by the
Canadian Transit Company
(CTC), the owner of the Canadian half of the bridge. Construction is slated to begin next
month and the store should be

open by late spring.
The Ambassador Bridge is
the last major border crossing
to the U.S. without a duty-free
store licensed by Revenue Canada. Students will be kept busy,
as about 85 million travellers
annually make the crossing.
The ere, is part American
owned and so not eligible for a
duty-free licence. Through this
deal with the university, ere
will be able to profit from the
duty-free store.
II
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Special needs students say university not accessible
By Paul Hawkins

Laura Gdak, President of the
Special Needs and Accessibility
Committee (SNAC) doesn't
think the university meets adequate aceess for special needs.
"The university has some
catching up to do on the issue

of access, especially when you
compare our campus to St.Clair
College, or the University of
Western Ontario," said Gdak.
Rick Seger a university alumnus and member of Persons
United for Self Help (PUSH),
a cross-disability advocacy
group doesn't think the current

situation has improved much
since he was a student. "The
university seeim to be going in
the opposite direction to what
is needed, not just in terms of
access but also in terms of trying to get involved in any other
types of mechanisms which
would help those students."

Offering a
special 50%
Discount on car
insurance with
driver training, a
"Good Student"
status and a three
year safe driving
record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D arcy Marentette
1

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254·5101

NEED A JOB??
CHECK THIS OUT!!

JOB FAIR '95
WHAT =t

WHEN =t

10 B f AJ R '9 5

will bring you face-toface with a variety of employers who have
summer and full-time work available. Bring your
resume.

Wednesday, Feb. 8, 199 5
10:00 am. - 2:00 pm.

WHERE =t The CAW Student Centre
Ambassador Auditorium

Sponsored by Co-op Education & Student Placement

Student Ron Barkwell, was tor, the door has to be SWU
forced to change his major af- far enough open to be able ~g
ter a series of forced withdraw- pull the ramp back into the eleo
als, all due to access issues. He vator box - in a wheelc~--'
. ' t enough leverage 114Jf
said the campus is unfriendly t here 1sn
for those confined to a wheelIf the ramp is on the fl~r of
chair. Barkwell said that as a the elevator, then how do yo
result these students have been access it? This is not easy sin u
forced off campus.
the wheelchair would be ;
"Last semester I ended up rectly over top of the ramp now
dropping four courses because needed to enter the elevat
I couldn't access the Library," The door to the elevator is::
because of construction which other matter, a heavy meta(
blocked the access ramp last se- str~cture hin.ged on one side, it
mester, he said. Barkwell tried swmgs out mto the hall, and
too get help from the Special ev~n for the able-bodied, re.
Needs office, in Dillon Hall, quires a good pull.The elevator
but said it was recommended issue at Memorial Hall isn't
that he withdraw from the new or even recent. This matter
courses. The office was not was considered newsworthy bot
available for comment at press the Windsor Star in 1982-Sl
time. When Barkwell took his school year, when the Star
problem to his faculty, he said questioned the accessibility of
got the same response."Memo- the same elevator.
rial Hall was the bottom line
Student council executive
for me," said Barkwell who Joe Barile agreed to help the
ended up changing his major st~dent by arrang~g a meeting
when he couldn't gain access to with Ron Ianm, university
one of his core classes in Me- president, to discuss the probmorial Hall.
lem. But Ianni missed the last
Memorial Hall is considered meeting with Barkwell.
accessible because it has access
While Ianni did not respond
ramps, with power assisted for comment, his secretal)'
front doors, and an elevator.
Phyllis MacDonald said Barile
The problem is that some- only arranged the meeting intimes the elevator is several formally with the presideo~
inches above or below the floor failing to schedule a time forline, so a portable ramp is kept mally. "Dr. Ianni is accessible
in the elevator. The ramp is to anyone," said MacDonald.
meant to be placed either on She added that Barile onfy
the hall or elevator floor, and needs to call the office to get an
then the user, just rolls on in.
appointment. But Barile said
Assuming
a
wheelchair that he called Ianni's secretary
bound person could reach in to the morning of the appointthe back of the elevator to get ment to ensure there was no
the ramp, the problem occurs if conflict with an emergency
the ramp is outside the eleva- Senate meeting the same day. m

I
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Choice rally successful
By Teena Ward

About 75 students, faculty,
and community members gathered downtown Windsor last
Saturday to celebrate seven
years of access to abortion and
protest recent acts of violence
against abortion providers.
The rally, proceeded by a
march up and down Ouellette
street, was organized by the
volunteers and executives of
Windsor's chapter of the Canadian Abortion Rights Action
League (CARAL).
Carol King, of the Michigan
Abortion and Reproductive
Rights Action League (MARAL) and a twenty-three year
veteran of the pro-choice
movement,
addressed
the
crowd prior to the march. King
stated that the dire situation
abortion providers are faced
with in the United States, illustrates why there is still a need

to speak out on access issues on
both sides of the border.
She said that the rise of violence against abortion providers is "the result of years of
hate rhetoric and violent
words." But King said that the
march was only a part of the
work that needed to be done.
Bernie Koenig, member of
the London Chapter of
CARAL explained men need
to continue "supporting women
who made a choice," because
"the other side is full of men
telling women what to do."
Angie Slingerland and Sue
Morin, the vice president and
president of the Windsor chapter of CARAL explained de·
spite the high turnout for the
event there is still plenty of
work to be done.
Slingerland says that vi~lence, needs to be a higher pn·
ority for Canadian legjslators. a

Vacation plans could be foiled
Continued from page 3

dents that it is important to
be sure an agency is legitimate
before putting any money
down.
"Students should make the
appropriate calls and ensure
that the business has a registration number in its advertisement," she said, adding the
office has beard no formal
complaints against Intercampus, but that it would not receive them anyway since
Intercampus is not a licensed

operation.
"(University) administrators
should check to see who they
are letting on campus," ~e
said. But, as the old saying
goes, for the most part studenlS
should heed to the ominous
warning of "let the buyer be·
ware."

"Students must be cautioned
that fraud is out there. If (a
deal) sounds too good to be
true, chances are they are tak·
ing you for a ride."
University officials were un·
available for comment.
!
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Jasoo Bolohan of The Dead Kings

Dennis Moore of Sorrow Cage.

Windsor bands
make the jump
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In the last two years I've met
countless independent bands, a
few of which have since gone
on to sign distribution and or
recording deals. It's a rarity to
make it.
In the "good ol' days," an
agent would see a band in a
bar, then give them a huge cash
advance to go into the studio
and record. If all went well, the
band was set for life. At least
that was the L.A. dream.
Things aren't like that anymore, if they ever were. Record
companies have tightened their
belts. They don't like to take
risks. The onus is on bands to
make something of themselves
long before any label is willing
to even mention the "C-word."
The increasing demand on
independent bands to take the
risk of financing their own recordings has resulted in the
evolution of an amazing underground music scene. Underground
has
grown
immeasurably with Vancouver,
Toronto, and Halifax hailed as
meccas in the Canadian indie
scene. So where does Windsor
fit into it?

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Crush guitarist Carmen Rivolta (I), vocalist Matt Schnekenburger and bassist Tony Rivotta at a recent gig.

If you're in the market to see
artistic about what they did ...
were on the fringe. The artists what's new, Windsor musicians
have the floor now," says are more then willing to accomSchnekenburger. "Artists do it modate. A vast array of indie
because they have to do it. You recordings are on the market,
write a song because it means whether you're looking for the
something to you and you're high gloss of a shiny new~y
going to get sick if you don't pressed CD or a tape to pop m
write that song. It's gotten so your car stereo ...
It's a big step from cover
that now you can do whatever
band
to the full independence
you want and people are at
of
an
"all original band." The
least willing to listen to it."
"There are a lot of great New Ministers have recently rebands doing their own music entered the music scene as an
now.... I've never felt confident exclusively original band. After
scene
enough to play our own stuff as a short break and a big differIf you ask the bands who play much as I do now," says ence in their repertoire, a lot
the Windsor area, chances are Schnekenburger. These senti- has changed.
everyone will tell you some- ments seem unanimous with
"It was definitely hard," adthing different. Support for the Crush, all of them confident mits Greg Piche of the New
Windsor area independent and anxiously awaiting the Ministers, over the phone.
scene is growing, that much completion of their soon-to-be- "Some bar owners wanted us
they agree upon.
back, but they wanted us to do
released full length CD.
Matt Schnekenburger of
If the amount of inde- the same covers we did before."
Crush has been playing the
While the decision is the less
Windsor area for 10 years, and pendent recor~ing th~t i~ g~ing profitable of the two avenues, it
on in Windsor 1s any md1cat1on,
has seen a change. "For a long
is the most rewarding. "Even
time it was the most fashion- confidence is on the rise.
though we're making less, it
conscious bands and aestheti• Trend scarcecl feels a lot better at the end of
~lly pleasing bands that made
The Greenjam CD seems to the night when..you're done. It's
it. The music was very homogemore persona1.
.
.
nized and fonnulaic. It was the have been just the beginning of
With the sale of thelf first ma
new
trend
for
area
musicians.
bands who packaged themWith support from local mer- die CD Don't You See It? going
selves better that did well."
strong, and a bunch of new maThings
have
definitely chants, CJAM·FM (91.5) and terial The New Ministers are
the
Windsor
GreenArtsFest
changed. If anything one could
off to' a strong start. They ve
say that things have reversed a Collective, a giant double disc also reecntly recorded on the
bit. With the majority of artists compilation of local talent was American compilation CD Riot
now leaning toward a less com- made in the summer of 1994. It
a
mind-blowing 67: The DetroiJ Sessions, a work
mercial look and sound, it features
of independent artists sponseems those who didn't fit the twenty-eight bands and a rush
sored
by 89X.
bill before are getting a chance. of talent and creativity from beRecording
of a second New
"Before, people who were ginning to end.

• Local

.

Dennis Moore of Sorrow
Cage explains the choice for his
band as a minimalist style. The
band's tape is available at their
shows only. Although it sounds
counter-productive, they swear
it's working.
Trevor St. Louis says their
tape, which is now sold out, was
more to test the water, and that
a CD will follow.
"You have to p11t out something of broadcast quality,
that's how it works now. Look
at any band that's made it, they
put up their own money to record something that the record
company can just take and distribute without any significant
cost."
"It's probably better this
way,"reasons St. Louis. ''It'll
open up the indie scene and its
market more."
If there is one thing that was
made perfectly clear in covering the independent music
scene in the last two years, it is
that the stuff you see in the
movies and dream about at
night isn't exactly accurate.

Ministers CD is slated for this
summer, if it's feasible financially. Until then, you can catch
them periodically at Campbell
Street Station in Samia or
RumRunners on Feb. 2.
"We haven't been in the un• Take no rlisks
derground scene, which is defiI saw a rnovie once about
nitely the better scene, for very Loretta Lynn and how she and
long," admits Dave Andruchow her husband promoted her muof The Dead Kings. The suc- sic by travelling across the
cessful Windsor-based trio has country, barging into radio stabuilt a solid following by play- tions and forcing DJs to recoging a mixture of covers and nize her talent. Unfortunately
originals.
radio stations and their DJs
Even though they already don't take chances like that
have two self-funded tapes in anymore (if they ever did).
circulation their focus has been
Canadian radio stations have
concentrated on recording a to play a specific percentage of
CD which Craig Maclachlan, Canadian content. For college
the bassist, thinks will be the stations like CJAM it's 30 permost accurate representation of cent, covered by shows like Eve
the band as a collective.
UphSuccess on at 5 p.m. TuesBefore their six-song CD days. For 89X, however, the
comes out in March, the band amount drops to 15 percent,
is running an unofficial poll to supposedly because they have
help decide the last two songs to compete with American raon the disc. Grab one of them dio. Money is money folks, but
after their show and they'll give is that really fair? If our own
you a tape. "Anyone can have radio stations can't find the
one, our fans, bar owners, peo- time to back our talent, who
ple who don't like us ... we just will? (You don't see Americans
want to hear what people stepping on each other like
think."
that.)
Local venues support helps
• Tapes YS CDs
out too. AudioWorks, The Dog
The choice between CD and Pound, The Coach, and Buzz's
tape depends a lot on the capi- Dar and Grill are some of the
tal available and the end prod- strongest supporters of Winduct the band wants. Band of sor's indie scene, and I offer
Thieves, Sorrow Cage and Gar- them my thanks. Indies are
den Weasel have chosen tapes.
what make my life interesting.
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And then there were really bad accents •••

By John Bourne

-

Sitting in the pre-show audience before the University
Players' production of Agatha
Christie'sAnd Then There Were
None, I decided to glance over
the titles of the entire 94-95
season. It was disturbing to notice the lack of Canadian
drama the school is presenting
this year. Obviously, a drama
department at a Canadian university should recognize and
encourage the production of
Canadian theatre with the hope
that the students will continue
the tradition and enrich our
cultural identity.
Of course, I realire that the
directors for this year's productions may actually "Canadianize" the text in order to make it
more meaningful for the audience. This writer bas often
longed for a production of
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
done as a conflict between a
French-Canadian family and an
English-Canadian family; or a
production of Shaw's Saint
Joan depicting the heroine as a
Mohawk Indian during the Oka
crisis. A modernization of the
classics is not unconunon, and,
in my opinion, a more meaningful theatre experience for
the audience.
With this in mind, 1anxiously
waited to see what director
Lionel Walsh was going to do
with And Then There Were
None. I quickly realized Walsh
does not share my enthusiasm
for such modernization of the
classics, as he decided to play
this one traditional.
Or so it would initially seem.
The actors were expected to
speak with British accents; the
costumes ( designed by Danica
West) wonderfully depicted the
time period; and Patricia Fell's
simple but greatly effective set

Lance photo/ ERMA CASTANARES

University Players Christopher Robertson (I), Brett McCaig and Corrinne Murray in
Agatha Christie's kid Then There Were None until Feb. 5 at the Essex Theatre.

design transported the audience back to the period in
which this play was originally
set. Much to my chagrin, there
was not a Canadian flag or a
Maritime accent to be found.
However, the director did
not keep the production as reverent and straight as the costumes, set and accents at first
suggested it was going to be. By
turns Lionel Walsh used samplings of parody, drama, action,

mystery and T.V. sitcom, giving
this production an annoying
sense of pastiche. Why this
would be fitting for an Agatha
Christie play is a mystery (no
pun intended).
The opening night audience
reactions did not ht:lp me determine whether or not the
production was to be taken seriously. During the opening sequence, when each of the
characters made his or her en-

Attention Uof WStudents:

BLOOD DONOR CLINIC

Wed. Feb. 1, 1995
Assumption Conference Room

Noon-5:00pm
Need to bring at least 1 piece of picture /.D.
Refreshments will be served after donating blood

Sponsored by: Nursing Society, The Blood
Donor Clinic & The Lance

trance, the crowd laughed uproariously. I suppose it was a
matter of fellow students at the
School of Dramatic Arts being
amused at their comrades appearing on stage in period costume with a strange accent.
This amusement carried
throughout the entire first act,
which was unfortunate for the
cast. Non-drama students failed
to see what was supposed to be
so amusing, and assumed that
this was a parody of murdermysteries. As a result, forced
laughter accompanied dramatic
moments, and silence greeted
moments of potential comedy.
These shortcomings are obviously the responsibility of the
director, or even the committee
which selects these shows before every season. This says
nothing about the cast, though.
The performances were ( as
usual) above average. The
School of Dramatic Arts at
Windsor has a long reputation
of developing excellent performers, and this cast stands up
with the best of them.
Alex Kane and Christopher
Robertson showed a flair for
comedy, giving over the top
performances. Kane's character
makes an early, tragic exit, but
he certainly left his mark on the
production. Fortunately for the
audience, Robertson's character sticks it out to the end ( almost), treating the crowd to his
brand of physical humour. I'm
not certain slapstick was appropriate for this production, but
that was the director's decision.
More in line with the mood
of the play was Marc Parent's
performance as General Mackenzie. His was a touching and
understated performance, and
the only one which left a sense
of pathos on the audience.
This whole production, however, revolved around the per-

formance of Corrinne Murra
From the moment she w.,11•. y.
~on
stag~, she enchants and mes.
mcnzes the audience. She
never falters, and she brin
strength and humour to
character. Even when she is n
1
spe~king she commands the a~.
tenhon of _the audience. lbe
most touching
. moment in the
p lay comes m the second act
between Murray and Marc Par.
ent. It is the dramatic high
point of the production.
Unfortunately for the cas~
the one weakness is the direc.
tor's decision to use British ac.
cents.
Robertson's British
police officer sounds IlX>re hlce
an Australian sheep herder
and Brett McCaig's accent ~
barely discernible (which is not
indicative of his wonderfully
charming portrayal of Phillip
Lombard). For whatever rea.
son, the female cast members
fare better than the males in
this regard. Perhaps dialect
coach Jeanette Dagger would
have needed more time with
the actors.
When all is said and done
Lionel Walsh lets the T.V. sit'.
corn mode prevail in And 1hen
There Were None, complete
with cheesy music and shallow
physical humour. The cast per.
forms admirably, and they are
reason enough to go and see
the play. Until the University
Players decide to do more Canadian drama, let's hope that if
the directors want to experiment with classics they at least
try a Canadian theme. I would
have much rather seen the actors struggle with Newfound·
land accents than British.
D
The University Players rnn of
Agatha Christi.e's play, And
Then There Were None contin·
ues through Feb. 1-5 at &se.x
Hall Theatre.
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Stared down by Readman
By Dave Ball

Sometimes in the evenings I
sit at the window and stare at
the sunset or watch the city.
And occasionally my focus
drifts from the landscape in the
distance to my own reflection
in the glass, so that for a brief
moment I am a part of the
world outside, and it is a part of
me.
Sylvie
Readman, whose
Champs d'ec/ipses show I took
in recently at the Art Gallery of
Windsor, uses darkroom wizardry to capture that precious
moment when you are part of
the landscape, forever. She superimposes colour portraits of
human faces over magnificent
landscapes, and then enlarges
them to the si.7,.e of a dining
room tabletop.
The result is a room full of
giants staring at you staring at
you from all sides, their eyes so
close that you can see the reflection of an automobile in
their pupils.
On another wall, a pair of
woman's lips are blowing you a
kiss while a lone palm tree
struggles to stand up against a
hurricane. This image is coupled with another enlargement
of an open window as a gust of
wind streaks through the sash.
"Suite ecliptique" (1993) is a
series of seven photographs in
black wooden frames. They
show assorted glimpses of fields

Lance photo / LOUIS LUSSIER

Readman's Brtissements (1993).

and marshes through a tiny
hole in a flat black canvas. See·
ing them from a distance made
me remember the pictures of
the earth that the astronauts
returned with after their firs!
visit to the moon.
I think that the sire of the
works is as meaningful as the
content. They make the observer feel like a participa.nt.
And if they do leave you feeling
small and insignificant, then
concentrate on the wall with all
the smaller landscapes and
back away slowly until you've
reached the doorway ...
I
Readman 's Champs d'eclipses will be on display at the ~
Gallery of Wuufsor (Devonshllt
Mall) until March 12.
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over 3,000 angry students
and supporters took over
Windsor streets to stop
federal cuts in education
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By Paul Hawkins

Windsor police estimate that more than
3 OOO protesters marched down Wyandotte Street from the CAW Student Centre to the office of federal Liberal MP
Herb Gray on Ouellette Avenue.
The demonstration was part of a nationwide student movement and the brainchild of the Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS), who kept schools updated on actions, solicited sponsors for
the event, and barraged the press with information.
Heading the march were students carrying a large blue and yellow banner sporting the ghostbusters symbol over
"Lloyd's Axe," pictured cutting into postsecondary education. The banner bore the
slogan "March For Your Future." Students from the university and local high
schools were joined by representatives
from organized labour and members of
the community at large in an effort to
show support for the growing opposition
to the Liberal government's proposed cuts
to transfer payments and to social programs in general.
Courtney Murphy, a grade 11 student at
Riverside High School, exclaimed 'This
is an excellent response to the call given
to protest fee hikes and cuts to social programs. It's invigorating to see such a
united front between high school and university students, workers, and community
members at large."

A student marching next to her agreed,
"I think the turnout 1s phenomenal. The organizers have been planning for a couple
of months and you can see how the work
has paid off" She added that "there seems
to be a significant unity between students
and the labour community because the
cuts not only effect anyone currently enrolled but even more so those who hope
to get post-secondary education in the future."
For students still in high school fears
about the decreasing of post-secondary accessibility can be overwhelming. Kathy
Jones, a grade nine student at Assumption
Collegiate said, "By the time I finish high
school I won't be able to attend (university). Where am I going to get the thousands of dollars that I'll need to go to
university? It's already too expensive."
Enver Villarnizar, a grade 12 student at
W.D. Lowe had done some organizing of
his own. ''I've been on the phone for the
last couple of days to tell all my friends
about the protest. I must have called at
least SO people."
University students participated in
large numbers. University student Karen
Miller stated "We need more people to be
concerned, because we're not going to
have a future if only a certain amount of
people can go to school."
'The question of cuts goes beyond the
issue of tuttion hikes. We need to have
broad-based activity to oppose cuts to social programs as a whole, although tuiuon

hikes is a central issue to students,"added
fellow student Brian Benn.
Although tuition in Ontario has already
more than doubled since the mid-1980s,
Ken Larouche, a first year student at U of
W, thinks it's going to get worse. "Governments are losing more money every
year, and they keep trying to put it on top
ofus but we (students) aren't to blame,"
Larouche said.
Rob Jonis, another full-time student taking part in the demonstration echoed the
sentiment: "The problem 1s nobody sees
the money, it's as if it runs from our pockets to their pockets, and what they end up
doing with it we don't know."
Jeremy Cabanaro, an engineering student who wore a sign that read "Herb,
stick this in your pipe and smoke it," was
surprised at the turnout: "I didn't think
this many people would turn out to march
in the cold."
Another full-time student Elaine Hendnx, expressed surprise as well. "I think
it's incredible I.hat so many students have
turned out," she said, adding that "It's
pretty obvious that cutbacks are a matter
of concern for everyone."
A sentiment expressed by several of the
protesters was that the time for action is
long overdue. "Windsor 1sn 't known for
its support for the concerns of students,"
said Michele Brown, a third year geography student. She also registered her pleasant surprise at the level of attendance.
Paul Michaud, a local activist involved

in organizing for the strike, fell 11 :ou.s1
about the event. "I think we're
ing a dormant community," hesai,
while Michaud felt a lot more
could have attended, "when theyi:t
day perhaps they'll make the~?
that they too can get involved.
Michaud also said "everyone 11 11
really hard to make today a succei 1:l:re
added "if we had had more coo~
from the student govemmcnl a1S~ :i:mo .
College, we could have had doutie .' h
numbers."
Roge
St. Clair student council did not j illp!
dorse the strike and opted for~~
ties to send a message to. gov rt4:.il "fq
Michaud and another stnkc orga ~ ~
were kicked off the SL Clair
when they attempted to garner s.ii1
He
1
the strike from the college ~1uder. : le
"If you look at the direcuon U!:
ment has been taking since theY. II."
elected, this day marks the begtn:: ~o~
the end for them," Michaud con

cac~I

*" coernnunity
FrOIII the labour
Strong support came from the I
community as well. Ken Maheux.
dent of CAW Local 195, partic1P
others from the local.
He asserted "It's i mportanl lllll
bour moverne~t come together ~k1
dents in an effort to fight cutbaC
social programs as well as educ•

tt

Striking students debate education issues
By Luisa Cabiddu and Teena Ward
Last Wednesday, students at the University of Windsor - and across Canadamade history. For many it was great fun
and for some just an excuse to miss class.
But for hundreds of students, who started
off the student strike by attending a panel
discussion in the CAW Student Centre
Windsor's day of action was a chance ~o
learn more about the proposed cuts to
Canada's social programs.
Second year math student Kathy
Kasana said students seemed to learn a lot
through the open discussion that occurred
during the two hour debate.
"We LstudentsJ should have more education and awareness about what exactly
1s at stake," she said. "We should unite
more often so we feel more a part of the
university."
Kasana added that if students continue
to be as motivated as they proved to be on
Jan. 25 they could "let the government
know that we really oppose tuition hikes
and won't stand for it."
Issues discussed went beyond the issue
of possible tuition hikes. Panelists and students alike linked education cuts to proposals for widespread federal cuts in
social programs like health care and unemployment insurance.
The panel featured a wide range of participants: university president Dr. Ron
Ianni, student council president Chris
Maich, political science professor Howard
Pawley, women's issues coordinator
Lalitta Ghandikota, Yvette Blackburn a
representative of the CARISA, (Caribbean student association) and the BSA
(Black Students' Alliance), president of
the Windsor and District Labour Council
Gary Parent, author and economist Jack
Biddell, student senator Bernie Cummins,
and Marion Overholt of the Anti-poverty

usly what they are trying to do feder1
,~pie across the country are not
ie
ng to, and today's action is proof of
llat."
Maheux was pleased with the strike ac."To get youth and labour to come toand do something like this is an
llent direction to take," be said.
re is no question in my mind that
nyou get this kind of numbers to a
onstration, someone is listening have no choice," he concluded.
doCI Roger Taylor, chair at the Pillette Road
olh1 Ila plant for CAW !Leal 444, also
Ched with the students. He confirmed
,rg ~"four busloads of workers from CAW
calllfO ,,1444 came to support the student proHe added, "I think it's great that young
Pie want to get out and complain to
.ernment about what they are doing to
Most touching was the strong support
Students received from a contingency
0
~ nner Windsor Plastics workers who
e"returning in kind" their appreciaof~r lhe support they got from reprelal!ves of the Students On Strike
·uee at their protest the previous
~indsor Plastics shut down just before
Csunas, putting 450 out of work.
indy Wiseman is one of those who
her job. She explained, "we were prong the fact that when the company
ldown they didn't pay us our sever-

ance pay, and we never even got paid for
the last week that we worked."
According to Andrea Parish, another
laid off worker, the company also didn't
pay the union the dues it had collected
from the workers in this period, or hand
over the child support payments to the
ministry of the attorney general - money
the company had been deducting from
workers who pay child support in this
way.
"We really appreciated the support Students On Strike gave us at our protest so
we've come to support their cause," the
three former Windsor Plastics employees
agreed.
Ken Cloutier of the Windsor and Area
Coalition For Social Justice said the coalition was also in support of the students.
"We can't keep cutting back and increasing the burden on the middle class," he
said, adding that "the increase in tuitions
is just another thing that previous governments have looked at."
According to Cloutier, the government
has a choice. "All they have to do is start
charging the corporations their due share
in taxes." he said. "We pay, so why
shouldn't they have to pay too?"

_,. The rally
"We are seeing history in the making
today in the city of Windsor," proclaimed
UWSA president Chris Maich, in the
opening address at the rally that culmi-

Coalition.
An open microphone session allowed
students to voice their opinions about concerns surrounding access and employment
issues as well.
Many at the panel discussion explained
that jobs after graduation were as big an
issue as cuts to education, saying that job
creation should be a higher priority for the
liberal government - especially with so
many highly skilled graduates out of work.
Prof. Howard Pawley, who is also former premier of Manitoba, stated that "it's
not the responsibility of government to
maintain the social fabric of education
and health system in this country. [We]
need to Lum around the economy so there
arc jobs in this country and this has not
been done."
Ghandikota stated that federal cuts and
the subsequent institution of an incomecontingent loan system would be especially discouraging to women and
minorities. Members of these groups still
tend to make less money and would therefore take much longer to pay back their
massive debt loads and the incurred interest.
Blackburn, who sees a link between
education and employment issues asserted
that "Education is a right and we will
make it available to everyone. The government has seemed to forget I.hat [education] seems to be a privilege of the few."
Students questioned members of the
panel on what specific actions they were
going to take and made the broader query,
"where do we go from here?"
Judging from the sizeable turnout,
Wednesday's strike was a success, but as
one student stated, "we have to keep this
up so that the government will see that
we're serious."
Rather than view the strike as the end
of the student protest against Axworthy' s

nated the march. The rally's first speaker
was Gary Parent, president of the Windsor District Labour Council. Parent stated
"the students in the city of Windsor and
all across the country are sending a loud
message to the liberal government. 'No to
tuition hikes."'
He continued by asking, "Are you listening Herb? We in the labour community
want it to be known that we do not support any of the changes the Liberal government has been proposing to make
under the guise of policy reform. I say to
the finance minister if you make these
cuts in your budget then the next time you
hear from the City of Windsor is when we
come knocking on your doorsteps in
Ottawa."
Next to speak was Bob Cruise, a member of the strike committee and local trade
union activist. "Last November 12 OOO
students held a massive demonstration
like today in Ottawa," said Cruise. "Over
100 OOO students are out in the streets today indicating that they do not agree with
the direction the government is taking us
in," he added. "It is my hope that today
marks the beginning of a nation wide action to reverse the direction of the Liberal
government's cuts to post secondary funding, and start a new direction in which the
investment is in the future of the citizens
of this country, and not on the dictate of a
corporate elite," he concluded.

+.

proposal, a large number of students resolved that the actions were only the beginning.
Biddell added that "What you've [students] started in such an excellent fashion
will just be lost unless the pressure is
maintained." He said that students have to
involve family, friends and others in order
to mobilize a large opposition to Axworthy's proposed cuts.
"Unless (student strikers) carry on
themselves and widen the base of protest
- so that the Liberal government starts to
fear for its own re-election - the members will leave all the decisions to the minister of finance and nothrng will happen."
But university students aren't the only
ones who will be affected by cuts to education if Axworthy's proposal goes
through. Canadian colleges can expect
huge tuition hikes if the federal government plays with Lhc distribution of transfer payments to provincial governments.
According to local activist Paul
Michaud, strike organizers who tried to
canvass St. Clair College for potential
strikers were kicked off the properly. But
Michaud said there was a small group of
St. Clair students who joined university
strike action independently.
Formally. the college chose to protest
with a "food for thought" can drive, as did
many Canadian college campuses. Rosie
Ferro, St. Clair's student council vice
president, said that she was glad the strike
was a success and "hopes it sends a good
message to the government."
Ferro told the Windsor Star that the college chose not make a formal commitment to join the university protest because
they wished to dissociate themselves from
students who threw Kraft Dinner and eggs
at Axworthy at a protest in Ottawa last
November.

+.

' '

Lance photo/ MARTINA OBERSAT

Student strikers Connie Baker, Michelle
Coumeene and Laslie Rickard prepare placards
for the Feb. 25 prdest. Later. one artistic fellow
(note the beret, below) displays his handiwork.

Lance photo / MICHAEL PEREIRA
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Revolution is at hand, according to strikers
OITAWA (CUP) - During a lull in
one of the Ottawa speeches. a chilling
croak summed up the reason why students
and activists protested against Liberal reform proposals Jan. 25.
"We need a revolution!" one student
shouted.
Although not as large as anticipatecL
the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS), the national students organization
who encouraged protests, more than
72 OOO students braved the wind and the
cold across Canada to participate in the
largest student protest in over a decade.

•

Tuition fees to d0t.t~le7

The Liberals' proposed social refonns
threaten to cut $2.6 billion from post-secondary education, which would mean tuition fees will double or triple.
"The future of any country depends on
an educated work force," said Chris Fries,
a University of Regina student who took
part in the protest.
The protest at the University of Regina
actually began the day before the nat1onw1dc strike. On Jan. 24, a mock funeral
was held for post-secondary education.
Pallbearers' marched solemnly through
!he university carrying a casket symbolizing the death of subsidized education in
Canada.
These and other events set the stage for
the one of the largest protests Canadians
have ever seen.
More than 5 OOO high school and uni-

versity students packed into the student
umon bwldmg at Memorial University of
Newfoundland m St. John's- !he biggest student turnout m the province in
more than 25 years.
About 5 OOO students marched m downtown Victoria, B.C., and another 5 OOO in
Vancouver.
About 12 OOO students from Montreal· s four universities and several colleges marched for about three hours.
At Ryerson Polytechnical University in
Toronto, police estimated that 6 OOO students joined the Toronto-wide rally, and
riots occurred later in the day. While
many professors cancelled classes, administrators at the University of Toronto recommended strikers receive no academic
penalty for nusscd classes.
According to sources in Toronto the
grad students held "teach-ins" where students discussed Axworthy's proposal.
Similar discussion sessions were held
across the country, as in Windsor, where a
panel discussion before the protest march
contextualized the strike for students.
Later in the day Windsor students discussed where energy could be applied af.
ter the strike.
In Kingston, about 500 students from
Queen's University marched their way
mto their local Liberal MP's office.
Several hundred students from downtown high schools joined the rally at the
University of Toronto.
Ruth Warren, a student at Toronto's
S.E.E.D. alternauve school, said that more

should be done to make high school students aware of the impact of the federal
proposals.
"There's a lot of things going on at the
university level; not so much at the high
school level. Even though you have students that'll agree that the cuts are a bad
thing. they don't find out about the details," Warren said.
Warren added that S.E.E.D. had held a
workshop on the proposed reforms that
morning.
In Calgary, about 300 people participated m a debate that led to a shouting
match between students.
Kathryn Hunt, a first-year Carleton student at the Ottawa rally said, "It's already
too expensive to go to university as it is."
Hunt's parents can't afford to send both
her younger sister and herself to university, she said.
"What I'm looking at is dropping out,
working for a year and basically getting
my education in two-year intervals. This
is not a pleasant thought. I'll be graduating in my 30s."

•

Institutions at risk

The proposals also put at risk the educational institutions themselves, according
to Michelle Conroy of the College and
Faculty Association of B.C.
"Institutions will spend precious dollars
on advertising and promotion to get students and their tuition money," Conroy
said, and programs that don't attract the

dwindling students will be cut. "What this
means is fewer institutions and programs
- and fewer opportu01t1es."

. . Social policy reform

•

The proposed federal cuts to post-secondary funding were released to !he pub,
he last October as part of a social pohcy
reform discussion paper A Commons
committee that toured the country to
gauge the feelings of Canadians about the
reforms is due to report to the House
Fcb.6.
Ironically, Lloyd Axworthy, the minister responsible for the proposed transfer
cuts, was out of the country dunng the student strike day, attending a Unttcd Nations conference in New York City on
world social development.
Lucy Sharratt, a fourth-year Carleton
political science student who represented
the group Youth for Social Justice for the
Canadian delegation, confronted Axworthy at the conference.
"We were tying what Canada is saying
internationally to what Canada is saying
domesllcally," she said in a telephone interview. "I tried to make it an appeal for
him to open up," said Sharratt.
"Since he ran away from the student
protest, he's showing fear or disabihtyto
interact with students."
..

Debunking the myths used to justify program cuts
By Engin Isis

TORO!'.'TO (CUP) - The effort to sugarcoat the social cuts relics on a series of
often unspoken beliefs. Here arc some of
them - and some responses.
Myth: Market<; can best determine the
dtrcction of higher education. Since the
old economy based on manual skills is
dead, the market dcmards university
graduates skilled in research, writing and
computer programming. The demands of
the market must dctenninc what skills arc
taught in universities.
Fact: Markets cannot dctcrnune the focus and role of higher educauon because
they are short-sighted. Markets have a
very short memory; what is needed today
will be discarded tomorrow. Markets arc
amoral: markets cannot make moral
choices. What the role of higher education
in our society should be is not a question
that markets can answer. Rather, higher
education and its focus, diversity and
depth must be an outcome of the democratic will of students, teachers and parent<;. As well, markets cannot guarantee
employment. Even those fields that seem
to be profitable and marketable now
quickly get saturated and those students
who arc trained in these fields become
either unemployed or underemployed.

Myth: Education is training. The role
of un1vcrs1ty cducauon is to train students
in professional skills and prepare them for
profesl">1onal employment. The only reason students attend university is the hope
of i.m:h professional employment.
Fact: Training, in the sense of tcachmg
certain useful skills, is only a small part of
university education, and is more the role
of colleges. To expand and open youthful
minds, make them aware of the intricacies
and paradoxes of social life and nature,
and to inculcate lifelong habits of learning, respecting and questioning our social
norms, laws and practices - these are
among the most important roles of the university. Endowed with these values and
knowledge acquired in the university,
graduates become active c1t1rens and leaders of our culture as artists, scientists, politicians and professionals. To reduce the
university experience to training is to annihilate our culture.
Myth: Priorities should be shifted from
r~arch to teaching. Many professors consider themselves as primarily researchers
and only secondarily as teachers. With declining funds available, in at least some
univen,ities, this prionty should be reversed.
Fact: Research and Leaching are inseparable activities in the life of an active pro-

fessor It is inconceivable that a professor
could expose students to an exuberant and
exhilarating mind without being at the
frontiers of knowledge in his or her field.
Similarly, it is difficult to imagine a proressor pushing the lronticrs of knowledge
without the challenging activity of teaching.
Myth: University students find employment in their field upon graduation with
relative case. Obtaining a university degree 1s a rite of passage to professional
employment.
Fact: University graduates do not tend
to find employment easily. Those who do
find employment related to their field of
study are the exception rather than the
rule. Moreover, many students, in addition to incurring debt through loans, take
up temporary employment in the service
sector to finance their education. This can
affect the quality of their education,
which docs not make securing apprpopriate employment any easier. As a result of
this decline in quality as well as of the difficulty in obtaining employment, many
students enter graduate studies while incurring further debt.
Myth: Students do not contribute
enough to the cost of their education.
Compared with other countries, Canadian
university and college students pay a

Dalhousie University
Master of Business Administration
Rigorous but rewarding describes the MBA program at Dalhousie University in
Halifax. We offer a solid business education in a variety of fields, including
International 9usiness, Finance,Accountlng, Management Information Systems,
Marketing, Human Resources, and General Management.
Up for the challenge? For more information, write, call, or E-Mail:
MBA Admissions
6152 Coburg Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
83H 1Z5

Tel: (902) 494-7080
Fax: (902) 494-1107
E-Mail: MBA.Adrnissions@Dal.Ca

smaller portion of the cost of their education. This poruon must increase to reflect
not only the costs of education but also
the increasing national deficit and debt
situation in which we find ourselves
Fact: Students do contribute to the cost
of their education. Along Wlth their contnbutions to our culture as artists, sc1cn11sL~,
politicians and professionals, uni vcrsny
graduates also directly subsidue higher
education in Canada as taxpayers. 1be argument that they should contribute
through their tuition fees is a cloaking de·
vice for taking away their freedom of
choice, which Canadian society has h1storica.ly found valuable to grant.
Myth: Instructional technology can be
relied upon to sustain quality with declining resources. Various available technologies such as the Internet. video
conferencing and interactive multimedia
can be used to reach a greater number of
students with fewer professors.
Fact: Technology cannot replace teaching. Technology can be used effectively
in the classroom but it cannot replace
quality teaching. Moreover, using technology while reducing time allocated forcertain teaching tasks increases time spent on
others. Overall, the higher use of technology docs not reduce either time needed!._
teach or to learn.
T

Darn, Wednesday
already. I missed
the Lance again.
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Playoff hopes dim
for men's hockey
By Phil King
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Spitfire Bill Bowler (9) drives the net in last weeks action versus Kingston.

Dim. slim or dashed, take
your pick, but it doesn't look as
though the Lancers are going
to qualify for the OUAA
playoffs next month. The team
lost twice in two weeks to division rival Waterloo, and failed
on several scoring chances in a
4-4 tie with another division rival, Laurier.
"We were in position, with
the exception of Sunday's [Jan.
22] game [versus Waterloo 7-1],
to win everyone one of them,
and we didn't." said coach Rick
Cranker.
The reason is well documented. Not enough goals.
From a defensive standpoint
Cranker says "in six of our
eight losses this season, the total goal differential is 10,"
which addresses another telltale statistic. "In seven of our
last 10 games, we've held the
opposition to under 30 shots on
net." Lancers goaltender Steve
Thorpe has benefited from
that. His goals against average
(3.51) is solid considering the
Lancers last-place standing.
Cranker says with balloting
Lance photo/ JERRY BURREU. for the East-West all-star game
approaching, Thorpe should be
there again. "I think he's the
best in the league." Thorpe
was an OUAA second team allstar last season.

Spitfires are pulling out of their
slump at right point of season
By Mark Calibani

Such is the cyclical nature of
sport - seasons begin, then
end, and then start again.
Teams streak, then slump, and
then streak again.
Pretty simple concept, right?
Sure, but the problem is you
?ever know when the tide is gomg to change. Case in point:
the Windsor Spitfires. After
starting the season in what
~emed to be an endless rut
the Spits suddenly surged back:
P~l together an impressive winrung streak, found themrelves
atop the OHL's west division,
and ranked in the country's top
ten.
looking good, guys, but
gu~ss what? Yup, time for a
losmg skid. The Spits proceeded to drop six out of seven
~ames, and fell to second place
tn the West behind Detroit.
~ol looking so good guys lime to do something about it.
Last week's 8-2 thrashing of
the Kitchener Rangers may

have been just what the Spits
needed to put their slump behind them. Had the slump
come to an end? Coach Mike
Kelly was cautious in not declaring the skid to be over.
"Now its six out of eight",
said Kelly. "You can't score
eight goals every game. We
have to get back to the basics."
Kelly added, however, that he
was encouraged that "this was
the first sign of our being prepared for the future."

On a roll
That future is looking rather
bright at the moment. With
consecutive road wins over
Owen Sound (7-4) and Kitchener (3-1) last weekend, the
Spits find themselves on a three
game winning streak heading
into this 1bursday's home
game against front-running Detroit. So, what can fans expect
from the Spits in upcoming
games? "More of the same lowrisk hockey", says Kelly.
Low-risk hockey may be just

the ticket for the Spits to capture the division title. Taking
chances is not a good idea
given Windsor's remaining
schedule. Of the Spit's 21 remaining games, 12 are at home,
nine are on the road, and only
seven are against teams with
winning records (five versus
Detroit, two versus Guelph).
But don't think that those
other 14 games are givens.
When you're trailing the division leader by one point. a Joss
to a sub-par team could cost
the Spitfires a division title and
a first round good-bye in the
playoffs.

Down the stretch
ls this Windsor's year for
championship glory? Well, Jct
us again consider the cyclical
nature of things. Win, lose, win,
lose ... Now consider the Spitfires' performances in recent
years. Lose, win, lose ... win?
Maybe, maybe not. You never
know when a slump or a streak
is going to end.
I!

York Yeomin pick their teeth with Windsor
Hockey team still
looking for first win
By Ben Lawton

l be
Windsor
Lancer's
Women's hockey team failed to
s~ap their winless streak dropflllg a pair of decisions to York
an. 22, and Jan. 23 by scores of
6-1 and 6-2 respectivly.

Carolyn Dutot bad the lone
goal in the Lancers first loss
while Terry Plumb and Dutot
tallied in the second loss.
Tanya Thornton, Windsor's
goalie in both games was constantly shelled by the York offence. I Icr play was a key in
keeping the scores close. Patricia Harte and Shelly Kendall
turned in strong performances.
The Lancers main problem

would appear to be an inability
to put the puck in the net.
Against York the Lancers were
given many opportunities to
score but failed to capitali:ze on
the chances they had.
'The Lancers were on the
road this past weekend at
Laurier but results were unavailable at press time. On f eb.
4 and 5, the Lancers will be in
Guclph lo face the Gryphons. I!

Another Lancer who desexves all-star recognition is
forward Shane O'Donohue,
who leads the team in goals
with 11. "I struggled last year,
but I feel a lot more comfortable out there now." O' Donohue predicts like himself,
teammate Dan Ceman, who
piled up 160 points in Junior C
last year, will also find that
comfort zone next year.

Odds and ends
Ceman's linemate in Belle
River
last
season, Sean
McKegney got the winning goal
in a 4-3 win over Laurier Jan.
21. McKegney missed the first
10 games of the regular season
with a shoulder injury.
Defensemen Joe Korab returned to the Lancers recently
after a short stint in the East
Coast Hockey League. His return nullified the loss of swift
skating Scott Hillman who was
offered a financial deal to rejoin the Samia Junior B team.
The Lancers have brought in
a nutrionist to help the team.
Neil McKenzie bad offered his
sexvices and coach Cranker
said it would have been foolish
not to take him up on the offer.
"University Hockey is a strenuous game and very demanding
of the players. Plus, they have
to balance that with school
work and their social life."
I!

Lancer Track CIAU Qualifiers
Event..................... Athlete .... Quamying Peiformance{t=·
60m ................ Venolyn Clarke ...•••....7.67aoo. "· trq;\
600m ............. Mamee Beamish ..... 1:37.24 sec:.
1500m ........... Missy McCleary .•.._4:35..50 iei ,.
3000m ........... Missy McCleary ...... 9:50.54 sec.
60m Hurdles .....•Tracy Higgs ......•..... 8.69 s130.
60m ............... O'Brian Gibbons ......... 6.82 ~ec.
300m ............. O'Brian Gibbons ........34.72 sec.
1500m ..............Rich Tremain ........ 3:54.81 see.
3000m ...........••. Jason Boyle •........ ai9.1.9,
Women's 4x200m Relay ............:~..::F.44¥ .
Women's 4x400m Relay ................ 3:57.33 sec.
High Jump ........ Sarah Bailey .............. 1.69m
Triple Jump ..... Kelly Dinsmore ........... 12.20m

Lancers spiking OUAA
By Craig Lanning
Special to the Lance

The Lancer men's volleyball
team kept it's winning ways
with a pair of league victories.
On Jan. 13, the Lancers went
bunting for Badgers and shot
down Brock three games to one
(15-2, 15-10, 9-15, 15-4). The
Lancers let up a bit in the third
game and the Brock crowd
came alive helping the St.
Catherines team to victory. The
Lancers restored order in the
fourth game and made the kill
swift and painless.
The Lancers hosted Western
on Jan. 18, and feasted on division rivals, the Mustangs. The
two teamc; hate one another
and each meeting is an intense
war. lbe Lancers prevailed
winning three games to one.
Leading the troops was Dave
Bailey who recorded 18 kills, 3

stuffs, and 10 digs. Steve Ray
contributed 17 kills to the offence, and Dean Mailloux was
in the trenches recording nine
digs at many key points to help
the Lancers to victory.
Back up setter Jamie Gravelle also bad an impact for the
Lancers. Trailing in the second
game (2-9), Gravelle was inserted for Chris Smith, and instantly
the
momentum
changed. He sexved up five
points andf.changed the pace of
the game that left Western
gasping for air.
lbe Lancers stand alone in
second place in the West division with five wins and three
losses, behind Waterloo. The
next Lancer home game is versus McMaster on Feb. l, at
St.Denis Centre.
I!
Lanning, is a former Lancer
who is now an assistant coach
with the men's volleyball team.
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Viper stint is a deja vu for Daniel Shank
By Phil King

For Detroit Vipers forward
Daniel Shank, playing professional hockey in Detroit this
season felt like a deja vu .
His first stay in Motown was
as an NIILcr. He appeared in
64 games over two seasons with
the Red Wings' and collected
25 points. But in Dec. 1991, the
Wings under then new
coach Bryan Murray - dealt
Shank to the Hartford Whalers.
In Hartford, he saw action in
only 13 games and by season's
end the Whalers cut him adrift.
He hasn't seen NHL duty since.
"I wasn't doing anything
wrong but when I was 21-22, I

had a good time," the Montreal
native explained. "Today, I
would change." Shank says
things are different for him
now. At 27, he's physically
stronger and as a result more
confident than be was during
his playing days in the NHL.
lle also handles the puck
more effectively, has developed
a scoring touch, not to mention
a reputation as a spirited competitor. In fact, he led the IHL
in penalty minutes (495) in the
1992-93 season with the San
Diego Gulls. Last year, between San Diego and Phoenix,
he racked up another 299 penalty minutes yet still managed
31 goals and 73 points in 70

games.
Vipers general manager and
coach Rick Dudley acquired
the fiesty Frenchmen last
month from Minnesota in a
trade for grinder Mikhail
Kravets. "Kravets is a unidimensional
player
whereas
Shank is a grinder, a better
skater and a goal scorer."
Witness Shanks's first 13
games with the Vipers. I le collected 15 goals and a total of 23
points and was named IHL
player of the week recently.
Dudley says he traded for
Shank not only because of his
skills but because of a "great
relationship" they formed in
San Diego where Dudley

coached in 1992-93 and then
blossomed in Phoenix where
Dudley took over behind the
bench for part oflast year.
In Detroit, Shank's role is
different. Dudley has put him
on the team's first line with
playmaker Peter Ciavaglia and
former Gulls' teammate Lonnie Loach. The move is an attempt to capitalize on Shank's
scoring touch. Daniel Shank
may prove that he has become
a more complete hockey
player.
For Shank, Detroit may be
just another stopover in his pro
hockey career. Then again, it
may end up being his springboard back into the Nill.,.
!!
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Viper sniper Daniel Shank (34)
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Northweste rn College of Chiropractic
1s now acceptmg appltca11ons for 11s next three entering classes.
(April 1995. September I995. January 1996)
G,•11t>ral u•1111irt>lllf'I/I.~ at ti111,• of r11tr.v i11rl11d1•:

• At least 2-3 years of undergraduate college in a health science or
basic science degree program. (Inquire for a complete hst of specific
requirements.I
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. (A more conpetit1ve G.P.A. 1s favored.)
• A pmonal interest in a career as a primary care physioan.
Northwestern College of Ch1ropract1c offers a rigorous four year professional
education. Our focus on science, diagnom, chiropractic methods. patient
care and research provides our graduates with the
tools they need to work as primary care physicians in the health care
environment. NWCC 1s fully accredited by North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
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,

~
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2nd Roor,

CAW Centre,

C<t/1: 1-800-888-li7i or 888-1777

I

.: Jl''rit,•: Director of Ad111is.~io11s

::
........

'~, tu,.,...

250 I West 84th Street. Hinneapolis, HN 55431

New Hours: Monday
to 7hursday,

971-3633

Peer Support Centre

11-4pm

Stressed? Depressed? Not sure how to cope?
1he Peer Support Centre Can Help!
Sign up now for Winter 1995 Groups. Topics for this term are:
1. Stress Management and
2. Dealing with Depression · Alive! Canada
We provide warm, non-judgemental place to explore these issues!
Call 971-3633 for more information or to sign up. Call soon as spaces
will be limited and subject to scheduling constraints.

Students Helping Students

Lancer hoopsters split
against Golden Hawks
By Sheila Windle

Last Wednesday, the Lancer
basketball teams took on Wilfred Laurier at St. Denis Centre. As the women warmed up,
there was concern that the
team might not be up to the
challenge in the absence of the
pivotal post player, Georgia
Risnita who was injured in a
game against Waterloo.
Things looked shaky in the
first half but the Lancers managed to hold a half-time lead by
one. In the second half the lead
changed hands a number of
times before the Lancers
turned up the intensity.
Tara Smith led the attack
and finished the game with 18
points, 10 rebounds, seven assists and six steals. Donna Mancuso was effective on the
boards, hauling in eight rebounds. Danielle Bottineau
scored two critical three-pointers and five field goals for 16
points. Leslie Goosens, fresh
off the injured list, contributed
with solid defence, seven points
and three boards. All of the
rookies who came off the bench
did what was necessary to earn
a 50-42 Lancer victory.
Coach MacLean stated,"We
made some adjustments at halftime that Laurier didn't respond well to. I was impressed
with our effort; we didn't allow

Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information call:~ l

The Social Science Society
Is Now Accepting Nominations
For the Positions of:

President and Vice-President
For the 1995-96 Academic Year
Contact the Chief Returning Officer
at EXT. 3490 for details
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Men choke in stretch
In the men's game versus
Laurier, Windsor played well
enough in the first half to gain
a 44-40 lead but soon found
themselves behind 51-47 four
minutes into the second half.
As has been the case with
most of the Lancers' games, the
winner was not decided until
the last few seconds. Down b)
three with six seconds to go,
Mark Baggio was bumped as be
scored from underneath the
hoop .
The fans called for a foul on
the play which could have
evened the score and sent the
game into overtime. But the
referee called no foul and
made a run for his dressing
room. It was another excrutiatingly close and disappointing
loss.
Mark Baggio led Windsor
with 20 points and 12 rebounds.
Earl Grant put out an inspired
effort, and scored 12 points and
10 boards. The Lancers were
unable to shut down fifth year
Shawn Roach of Laurier, who
led all scorers with 33.
a

Sports stumpers

Students Needed!

(206) 634-0468
ext.c40132

Laurier do what they wanted to
do in the second half. This is aa
important win in our hid to
make the play-offs."
Tbc Lancer women nO\\
have four wins and three loses
in league play.

ag·
~t

By Hennan Viol

1) Who was the most valuable
player of the 1994 NHL all-star
game?
2) Who lead the NHL in pen·
alty minutes in the 1993-94 sea·
son?
3) What trophy is annually
given to the coach of the year
in the NHL?
4) What Ontario Hockey
League team is nicknamed the
Bulls?
5) Name the four teams who
reached the final four of the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association's hockey tourna·
ment?
6) What player ho lds the NHI.
league record for most penal~
minutes in a career?
7) What two goalies shared ~e
NHL lead in league shutouts IJl
the 1993-94 season?
8) Name the International
Hockey League franchise that
is nicknamed the Moose?

Authorized by the CRO for the SSS election
SeeA.nswe,:s-, page 13
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women's hockey taking off like wildfire
TerrY Mercer and Elaine le81anc

all women (minor and senior)
regardless of age, skill, and
The NHL is back with a ability. The league is attempteance as is female hockey ing to promote both a competi~en gs.s Essex Co unty, me
· lud'mg tive atmosphere as well as a fun
aero
. .
. .
Windsor. Since its mcepllon m and peaceful setting.
The SPFHA, in its registraihe !993-94 season, the Sun
parlour Female I Jockey Asso- tion process, is attempting to
l,a. tion (SPFIIA)
. has grown be- attract women both with and
without experience in the
vond expectations.
· The original enrolment ~n- game.
Through what Sauve refers
,istcd of six teams and which
bas multiplied to ten teams. to as "development ice",
lbis figure is expected to dou- women arc given the opportuble next season with a goal hop- nity to either learn new skills,
ing to succeed over 200 enhance existing skills, or just
maintain skills already picked
members.
"In order for our goal to be up during their development.
"We want to give an opporreached, we need females of all
ages to register as soon as pos- tunity to females to play
Stble,"
league .
president hockey, an opportunity that
wasn't given to us," Sauve said.
Monique Sauve said.
Women from surrounding
Jee time is allotted to the
communities
such as Harrow,
league a! a ~imu.m, so increasing ice tJJlles will only be LaSalle, Essex, Kingsville, and
make
up the
given to a league with increases Tecum.5eh
in enrolment according to SPFlIA. They all come together with the hope of someSauve.
«Jee time has been a major day making it to the Olympics
concern for us. Therefore to or even the Nlll.,.
Having a role model like Maensure more time for the 199596 season, early registration is non Rheamue helps, Sauve
points out. Rheamue has been
necessary," Sauve says.
Registration will be open to part of the women's World
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Championship winning team
for the past three years and her
skills have brought her near the
NHL with the Tampa Bay
Lightning.
Interest in women's hockey
has grown so dramatically
across the region that the University of Windsor have developed a varsity team for women.
The team have helped build a
bridge connecting women to
the sport of hockey in surrounding communities.
This bridge has enabled the
SPFHA to host a tournament
next season in Windsor and
raised interest in a bid to host
the provincials in Windsor next
season.
While Sauve explains that
one of Sun Parlour's main goals
is to give women the opportunity to play hockey with other
women, many do play the game
with male players. Since there
is a lack of ice time alloted to
women in the area, some
women play with men as well in
order to pick up an extra hour
of skating each week.
In addition to the success
that the SPFHA have already
experienced, summer hockey

Results and standings
Standings
Mm's hocilfy
MrdEasL--G ..-W-,L-T-F-.A.. P
Guelph ............. 18... 11.....4 ..... 3 .... 90 ....50 25
Toronto ............ 18 .... 5 ...... 7 ..... 6 .... 55 ....69 16
Queen's ............ 19 .... 3 ..... 14 .... 2 .... 59 ... .85. 8
RMC ............ 19.... 0 .....17 .... 2 .... 41...116 2

FarF.ut ..-,--G.-W-.L--T-F..... A .. P
UQTR ............. 16 ... 12.....1 ..... 3 .... 95 ....42 27
Ouawa ............. 16 ... 11 .....3 ..... 2 .... 68 ....35 24
Conoordia ........ 15 .... 7 ...... 6 ..... 2 .... 46 ....5716
Mt.Gill .............. 15.... 6 ...... 8 ..... 1 .... 58....60 13
Mid West ....-G.-W .... 1, -T--F-.A .. P
Brock................ 18... 11..... 6 ..... 1 .... 78 ... .61 23
York ................ 18... 10..... 7 ..... 1 .... 81 ....62 21
Ryenon............ 18 .... 7 ..... 11 .... 0 .... 52 ....9214
Laurenticn ....... 18 .... 6 ..... 11 .... 1 .... 61 ... .85 13
FarWHL--G.-W .... L-T-F..... A .. P
We.stem ........... 16 .... 9 ...... 5 ..... 2 .... 71. ...45 20
Launer ............. 16.... 9 ...... 5 ..... 2 .... 68 ....48 20
Waterloo .......... 16.... 8 ...... 6 ..... 2 .... 65 ....58 18
Windaor .-....-16.-4......8.-4 .... 44-.6712
Bodley IC1lrlng l eaden
l'laytr-......____ Team .. GP ...G -A -P
I.John Spoltore ....... Laurier .16 ... 11 ... 25 . .36
2. Ryan Savoia ......... Brock. ... 18 ... 19 ... 16 ..35
3. YvanBergeron ..... UQ1R .16 ... 15 ... 19..34
4. Btn Davis ......... York ... 18 ... 13 ... 21..34
S. Todd Wetz.cl ....... Guelph.18 ... 11 ... 21..32
6. Clui.\ Claocy ......... Guelph.18 ... 10 ... 22 ..32
1. Darren Dougan .... Lauren. 18 ... 10 ... 19..29
8. Darren Macoretta Brock. ...16 ... 14 ... 14..28
9. Palrick Genest ...... UQ"TR .16 ... 15 ... 11 ..26
10.Chris George ...... Launer .15 ... 13 ... 12..25
OWIAA West hockey !llandlnp
Team - .....-GP-W.... L-T-F..... A .. P
Toronto............ 10.... 8 ...... 1 ..... 1 .... 79 ....13 17
Guelph ............. 9 ..... 7 ...... 1 ..... 1 .... 47 ....1615
Oilun's ............ 11 .... 6 ...... 2 ..... 3 .... 59....19 15
l.aurier ............. 11 .... 3 ...... 6 ..... 2 .... 35....72. 8
York .............. 10.... 3 ...... 6 ..... 1 .... 27 ....40. 7
Wind10r.--... l l.-0-.. 11 .... 0 .... l 2-.99. 0
OUM WesL men's vol leyball standin gs
Team --·--·-· MP. w __ L ... GW. GL.P
Waterloo ................... 8 ..... 8 ......0 .... 24 .... 1 .16
Wind10r·--··--· 8-. s......3 .... 17 ... 11.10
Brock. ........................ 7 ..... 4 ......3 .... 15 ... 12 .. 8
We.stern .................... 7 ..... 4 ...... 3 .... 13 ... 11 .. 8
McMaster ................. 8 ..... 4 ...... 4 .... 14 ... 16 .. 8
Guelph ...................... 8 ..... 1...... 7 .... 7 .... 22 .. 2
l.aurier ...................... 8 ..... 1. .....7 .... 6 .... 23 .. 2
OWL\,\ West volleyball stand Ings
Tum ...................... MP. w .... L .. GW.GL.P
McMaster ................ ll ... 10.....1 .... 31 .... 9 .20
Western ................... 10.... 8 ......2 .... 26 .... 8 .16
Guelph ...................... 8 ..... 4 ......4 ....15 ... 17 .. 8
Brock ........................ 9 ..... 4 ...... 5 .... 16 ... 20 .. 8
l.akehead .................. 8 ..... 3 ...... 5 .... 15 ... 18 .. 6
l.aurier ...................... 8 ..... 3 ...... 5 .... 14 ... 20 .. 6
Waterloo ................... 8 ..... 3 ......5 .... 13 ... 18 .. 6
Windsor·---- 10 .... 1._.9 __ 8-.28- 2

OWIAA-en's ba•tball

Tum ........................G ... W.... L ..... P .... A .. P
Wesrern .................... 6 ..... 6 ...... 0 ... 443. 30412

Brock......................... 6..... 4 ...... 2 ... 422.381. 8
Guelph ...................... 6 ..... 3 ......3 ... 333.326. 6
ukthead.-............. 6 ..... 3 ......3 ... 404.415. 6
Waterloo ................... 6 ..... 3 ...... 3 ... 340.363. 6
~1ndaor·-----... 6 ..... 3.-..3 ...323. 361. 6
McMaster ................. 6 ..... 2 ...... 4 ... 341. 391. 4
uuner ..................... 6 ..... 0 ...... 6 ... 320. 385. 0
OUM men's basketbal l standings
Ttam -·---·-·-G-W-L--F-.A...P
Guelph ...................... 4 ..... 4 ......0 ... 361. 286 .. 8
Waterloo ................... 4 ..... 4 ......0 ... 375 .315 .. 8
Brock......................... 5 ..... 4 ...... 1 ... 458.421 ..8
McMaster ................. 4 ..... 3 ...... 1 ... 354.318 ..6
lakehead .................. 6 ..... 2 ...... 4 ...440. 469 ..4
Windaor ·---·--- s._. 1.-4 ... 409.451 ..2
Western .................... 6 ..... 1......5 ... 433 .505 .. 2
Launer ...................... 4 ..... 0 ...... 4 ...322. 387 ..0

Rebounder · - - - -·--·--.. - G-.RBS-Ave
1. Clint Holtz/Brock ................. 5 ........ 68 .. 13.6
2. Rob Henry,Ouelph ............. 4 ........36 ... 9.0
3. Shawn Francis/Mac .............. 4 ........ 35 ... 8.8
4. Tom Balfe/Wal ................ 4 ........ 31 ... 7 .8
5. Shawn Roach/WLU ......... 4 ........ 31 ... 7.8

Rankings
CIAO men's basketball
1. Brandon
2. Albem
3. McMastcr
4. Winnipeg
5. Victoria

CIAO men's hockey
I. Acadia
2. Calgary
3. UQ1R
4. Dalhousie
5. Manitoba

6. Brock

6. Regina

7. Concordia
8. Laurentian
9. Ryerson
10. Oalhousie

7. New Brunswick
8. Ottawa
9. Guelpb
10. British Columbia

ust week's results
(,nding/011. 22, 1995)

Men's basket.ball
uncers 81 Western 76
Waterloo 95 Lancers 91

Feb. 4, Queen's at Windsor 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 5, RMC at Winchor 3:30 p.m.
(Both games at Adie Knox Arena)
Women's hockey
Feb. 4, Windsor at Ouelph
Feb. 5, Windsor at Guelph
Women's volleyball
Feb. l, McMaster at Windmr 8:30 p.m.
Men's volleyball
Feb. I. McMaster at Windsor 6:30 p.m.

Men's basketball
Feb. l, Winruorat McMutcr
Feb. 4, Western at Winchor 2 p.m. St.Denis
Centre
Women's baskdbllll
Feb. 1, Windsor at McMaster
Feb. 4, Western at Winchor 4 p.m. St.Denis
Centre
Track and netd
Feb. 4, at Notre Dame Invitational

Maple Laffs fan.

Women's basketball

SHOW TIMES

Men's volleyball
i.Jlncers 3 Western l
(13-15, 15-12. 15-11, 15-9)
Lancers 3 Michigan State 1
(15-10, 8-15. 15-8, 15- 11)
Women's volleyball
Western 3 i.Jlncers 0
(15-8. 15-12. 15-7)

Thll'ldays:9'm

Men's hockey

(ltldllll

Lancers 4 uurier 3
Waterloo 7 Lancers 1

Women's hockey

Even Cupid will
be flying in for a
Valentine's Day
rate this good.
Save money with our special

low Sweetheart-of-a-rate, so
- - - - , you can have

:f8995:

~po::/:~t :~

I those yummy
I choco lates

____ .J an d flowe rs

you were planning to buy.
Plus, you earn Club Z
points on tNery stay. ~

A

Travelodge Ambassador Bridge
2330 Huron O,urch Rd. W., Win., Ont.

Phone(519)972-1100
Fax (519) 972-6310

STAY
_
_SATISFIED
.....,.,.Not,olol...t,"' _ ......
......... _.. ..o.ez,, ,....~
;;i.:.i;.-""....,. v,M Feb ,o.w1995
~

/.lftl)

Frldlyl: 9pm

York 6 Lancers 1
York 6 Lancers 2

I
I

1

classifieds
services

camps are also available in the LSAT - GMAT - GRE Training Programs
- Since 1979 we have successfully
area for women to further de- prepared thousands of students for
velop hockey skills.
these tests. start Jan. 21 , 28 or Feb. 4
The league is divided into for the Feb. LSATI Richardson-(416)
two categories, house league 410-7737 or 1-800-567-7737.
and travel teams. I louse
Going to Oaytona?
league, gives women a chance
to develop skills and have fun,
$119u.sJperson. Booking direct
while travel teams are more
$aves! Suites, kitchenettes, all
competitive.
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! 1-800-868-7423
Travel teams, have the final
challenge of competing in the
Playdowns with the ultimate
help wanted
goal o( representing the region
in the provincials.
!! Summer jobs! Run your own business,
Elaine LeBlanc is an organ- gain valuable business experience
while building your resume. Earn up to
izer of the SPFflA.
$10,000 (25 jobs). High demand prodRegistration for the upcoming uct. irrigation sales and installation. The
l<J95-96 season· will take place ideal opportunity: vehicle reQuired. Gall
Mar. 25, 26, 1995 and with other Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691 .
dates soon to be announced. In- Wanted: tutor for Philosophy of Sciterested players wiJh questions or ence #01-34-241 . Please call 969comments can contact either 0569 or 972-7183 and leave name and
Monique Sauve at 792-1375 or number.
Elaine LeBlanc aJ 971-5295. If Research Associate: The Pulmonary
you are interested in taking in a Division of Wayne State University
game or two, the league runs School of Medicine is recruiting for a
research position at the level of Investievery Monday, when the SpiJs gator. Applicants should have a PH.D.
are away the Minors play Mon- degree in cell biology, biochemistry or
day 7-9 p.m. at Windsor Arena. molecular biology. Previous research
Thursdays Seniors play I 0:30- experience in cloning, expression of re11:30 p.m. at Forest Glade combinant proteins and site directed
Arena and on Sundays Seniors mutagenesis is required. Experience
with transgenic mice is reQuired. Initial
7-8 p.m. at Harrow Arena.
participation in ongoing programs is required. Support is available for independent research depending on
qualification. Reply to James H. Fisher,
M.D., The Detroit Medical Center, HarAnswers to stumpers
per Hospital, 3990 John R. 3-Hudson,
FrompagdJ.
Detroit Ml 48201.
1) Mi.Ice Richter (New York Rangers)
Research Assistant The Pulmo2) Tie Domi (347)
nary/Critical care Division of Wayne
3) Jack Adams
State University School of Medicine is
4) Belleville
5) Boston University, Lake Superior State,
recruiting for a research position at the
Minnesota, Harvard.
level of Research Assistant. Applicants
6) Dave "Tiger" Williams
should have a Bachelor's (preferably a
7) Patrick Roy and Dominic Hasek (7)
Master's) in biology, biochemistry or
8) Minnesota
molecular biology. Experience with baHow'd you score
sic molecular biology methods, such
All 8 correct - you should write ror u nee
as DNA and RNA blot analysis, cloning,
sports.
subcloning, DNA sequencing and PCR
6 or 7 correct - look out Wayne Gretzky.
is reQuired Experience with routine imthere is another "great one" on the loose.
munoassay is desirable. Reply to:
3 to 5 correct -with numbers like this you
could use a trip to the ·r.
James. H. Fisher, MD, Wayne State
1 or 2 correct - that's a pme misconduct
University, c/o Harper Hospital, 3990
for thin.king you know hockey.
John R., 3-Hudson, Detroit, Ml 48201.
0 correct -you choked and are probably I

Waterloo 46 i.Jlncers 44

8-ketban 1eac1era
Sa.l'ff.--·--- Fg. J,'p...Ft...Fla. Ave
I. C. Holtl/Block ..... 59 ....92 ..... 22 ..... 39.28.0
1. P. Osbom~n - 49 ...107 .... 3S--46.l7.8
3. I<oughnett/Wat .... 32....67 ..... 19 ..... 23.24.0
4. T. Channer/Mac ... 33 ....62 ..... 23 ..... 32.22.3
5. S. Roach/WLU ... 26 ....51 ..... 25 ..... 33 .21.5

Upcoming events
Men's hockey
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Student opposition
must be maintained
ls this the University of Windsor? Just checking, because I don't
think the city has ever seen so many students united on an issue as
they did when 3 OOO marched on Herb Gray's office last week.
The students and community members sent a message to Human Resources Development Minister Lloyd Axworthy - that we
won't stand for the proposed cuts to education and social .~rograms. The motivation and energy of those involved was exc1~mg,
and good number of the strikers were cager to plan further action.
While Windsor's strike received a remarkable amount of at.tention from students and the local community, if further action 1s to
be taken it is important to assess the day of strike action critically.
This is not to deny the importance of the event but rather to add
to our understanding of effective social action.
UWSA wasted a valuable opportunity to educate students about
their national students organization the Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS), the group which lobbies the government on behalf of its 400 OOO members - what better time than at an event
initiated and coordinated by CFS. Student council executives
failed to utilize the resources provided by CFS, like boxes of newsletters and fliers which featured a 1-800 strike hot-line number.
Almost 100 sponsors solicited by CFS would have helped as well,
not to mention contact with other schools.
While the march itself was extremely successful in generating
publicity around the issue of education, once the group arrived .at
the destination, some of the groups leaders seemed lost. Whil~
speakers from the student government 31:!d labour .wer~ appropnate for the event, no one really contextualized the s1tuatton.
.
Nobody pointed out the links between the threat to education
and those aimed at cutting unemployment benefits, welfare, and
health care. No one explained the alternatives to the social cuts,
like taxing business or simply eliminating tax loopholes which
benefit those who reap more than their fair share.
This thing isn't just about skyrocketing tuition and limiting access to educational institutions. It is about providing services to
ensure all Canadians have equal access to education, health care
and a minimum means of support during bard times - these are
basic rights and should be treated as such. No one spoke out
against the federal policy of budget cutting at all costs. These
points needed to be made at the rally, and on a uni~ersity campus
there are plenty of willing people capable of speaking eloquently
on the subject matter.
Instead student council executive Joe Barile put in a plug for a
party at the student pub and shooed students back to the university after about 15 minutes. What a waste, many students wanted
to continue to protest and expressed disappointment.
Another aspect of the student strike, the classroom boycott
didn't go as well as the march to Gray's office. Council did not
take advantage of the university president's decision to ban any
tests on strike day. If strike signs had been placed at class room
doors, and those walking into class had the reasons for the boycott
spelled out, it could have been a successful element of the strike.
But it isn't over yet, in fact the strike was meant to propel students and community members into serious opposition to the proposed cuts to the social safety net. It's not nece~arily a matter of
holding more marches, although that might be a good idea.
Opposing the cuts is as simple as having every student at the
university call, write, fax, and e-mail their municipal, provincial,
and federal members of parliament. Students need to give government officials physical proof of their di~atisfaction, believe it or
not those letters and phone calls are counted.
While the energy and motivation of the students who took part
in the march must be applauded, if the federal government is to be
thwarted in the effort to replace education and social programs
with budget cutting tactics the movement must continue.
I
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Letters to the Editor

Not representative
Dear E.ditor,
I wanted you to know that I
as well as the Sunday evening
series arc not happy with what
the "Student Christian Association" (SCA) is doing. We arc
trying to find out, as arc you,
who is behind it. If you find
out, we would appreciate knowing as they are not representing
the Christians on the campus.
Richard Robarts
President, Sunday Evening
Service

Loss o' money
Dear Editor,
When I walked into my class
this morning, there were two
flyers on each desk advertising
the strike, not to mention the
bright red posters one finds all
over campus.
Who is paying what must be
an cxtrerrely large bill to promote this strike? Two flyers on
every desk in probably every
clac;sroom, new flyers every day
to replace those that have been
ignored and or thrown out, plus
numerous posters hung on
every square inch of wall available on campus. I do believe
that the tmney being spent to

Action for students students for action

promote the strike could pay all to death and I would like to
of our tuitions for a year! Ok, end it now before someone
that maybe a slight exaggera- goes completely insane.
Issue number one, the Stution (it would only pay the increase in all our tuitions this dent Christian Association
Conspiracy. It sounds like the
year).
I hate to think that my stu- next Tom Clancy novel. I am
dent fees are paying for a strike not condoning their behaviour
I don't even support. I am not or their beliefs but if that's the
saying I'm against the strike in only bonehead solution they
principle - I strongly object to can come up with then it's their
the loss of education it is caus- problem, not ours. I would like
ing. I personally am quite con- to think that reasonable people
tent to pay a mere twenty are above such childish accusapercent of my tuition while the tions and behaviour.
Issue number two, the congovernment picks up the rest.
It is wrong for professors to stant one-sided reporting by
be told not to lecture on test- the Lance. Boo-Hoo. If you reable material so students can ally are concerned with the
skip school. Student who care one-sided reports, quit corn·
about their education would be plaining and write your own! If
in class learning instead of you've read carefully you would
complaining that the govern- have noted the tiny invitation
ment wants to slightly lower the by the Lance staff "Submisamount of our tuition that they sions are welcome." It is, after
subsidize.
all a student newspaper.
Issue number three, pro-life
Adrienne Woelk
International Relations ... pro-choice ... anti-baras.5·
ment ... 'nuff said.
Issue number four, premiere
of Star Trek - Voyager? Mao.
you people watch too much
Dear Editor,
Alright people, I don't know T.V.
In closing, I would just like
about you but I have bad
enough. There are certain is- to say "enough already!"
Jameson Kraemtr
sues circulating the campus
Gen.Drama
that have simply been argued

Debate tiresome
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There are dru s in your morning cup o' joe
BY Jamie Halpin

'special to the Lance

As you reach for your first
cup of coffee in the morning do
you ever wonder what is lurking
in that dark aromatic brew? A
healthy dose of caffeine you

hope.

Well according to the American Food and Drug Administration in 1977 there was also
3 47 percent chance that you
coffee included a banned pesticide. I was unable to find more
recent data but let me assure
you, the pesticides are still
there. The pesticides found in
coffee include: DDT, DOE,
BHC, Lindane, Dieldrin, and
Heptachlor.
These are the same chemicals that Rachel Carson
brought to the world's attention
in her book Silent Spring. DDT
is famed for its persistence in
the food chain and introduced
to us through Rachel Carson's
concept of biomagnification. It
reached the top of the food
chain so well that it began to
threaten eagles by thinning
their egg shells.
So what? You're not an

eagle, you're a really tired student who needs that coffee to
stay awake for your next class.
Okay then, let's investigate
what these pesticides do to you.
DDT, DOE, BHC, Lindane,
Dieldrio, and Heptachlor are
all Organochlorines. Chronic
exposure to this class of pesticides causes effects from weight
loss to hormonal disturbances,
from insomnia to paralysis.

Letters to the Editor

John 8:7
Dear F..ditnr,

This letter is in response to
the hate being directed towards
the gays and lesbians on campus by the Student "Christian"
Alliance. This group espouses
its views under the veil of
Christianity.
I would like to direct the
members of this misled group
to read the Bible that they
claim to follow. I would assume
that you, as a group, think that
homosexuality is a sin, well let
me remind you that hate is as
well.
Let me clearly state a point.
Jesus Christ walked with sinners and placed no judgement
upon those who sinned. Instead, he embraced those sinners and asked them to sin no
more. God, the Father, places
no conditions on His love.
We are all His sheep; some
of us may stray, but God never
leaves us, regardless of sexual
orientation. The Bible may
state that God does not approve of homosexual sex, but
this does not equate to God rejecting the homosexual. It is the
behaviour He dislikes, not the

person. He condemns any sin,
including those sins of hate; He
docs nru r.ondemn the person.
The Bible advocates the use
of love to solve the world's
problems. Hate solves nothing.
God encourages us to preach
the Gospel and to live it, not to
act in complete opposition to it.
So my suggestion to those who
believe that all homosexuals
will burn in hell, we are all sinners; no human is free of sin
and therefore cannot judge another.
The only entity that is able to
judge is God, our Creator, who
is sinless and, therefore perfect;
you, as well as myself, fall far
from this sort of perfection. So
let those of you who have not
sinned be the first to "throw the
stone" at those you are judging.
God will pass judgement on
us all one day and I would
safely assume that He would be
greatly displeased with your actions since they completely contradict what He has tried to
teach the human race for almost two thousand years - to
love one another, "love thy
neighbour."
Scott Garant
Psychology and Criminology

Dieldrin, Heptachlor, and Lindane are suspected carcinogens. Dieldrin is suspected to
cause reproductive system effects and Lindane is suspected
to cause both post and prenatal
damage.
Have you spit out your coffee
yet?
Of course all of the Organochlorines are persistent chemicals. This means that once they

enter an organism they are incorporated into its fat tissues
where they remain until the organism dies or is eaten by the
next trophic level. This also
means that every one of these
chemicals that ever entered
your body will be with you until
you die. If you are female, you
do have one way to eliminate
these chemi~als from your
body. You can pass them on
into the fatty tissues of your
child both in the womb and
through breast milk. Don't get
me wrong, it is still better to
breast feed than use artificial
formulas.
So how do these chemicals
- which were pointed out to
be dangerous 32 years ago and
banned in North America since
1970 - get into our coffee?
The same way 10 percent of
our imported food becomes
contaminated.
The pesticides are manufactured her in North America
and exported to countries with
less stringent pesticide regulations. In fact, more th!in 25 percent of the pesticides can be
exported legally, they arc
shipped out as individual ingre-

dients to third world countries
where thy arc combined to
form the banned pesticide. In
these underdeveloped countries the World Health Organization estimates that one
person is poisoned every minute by pesticides.
Are you scared yet? Next
time you lift that coffee pot
think about it. Think about the
hordes of chemicals you are accumulating in your body. Think
about the strange changes they
may be causing in your genitals.
Think about the child you may
be passing them onto. Think
about the farmers dying from
exposure to those chemicals in
the Third World and remember that there is an alternative.
You can avoid these pesticides and stop promoting their
use. You can help those Third
World farmers to own their
land and to feed their families.
You can choose Bridgehead
and help put an end to all of
this and save yourself a lifelong
burden of persistent chemicals!!
Jamie Halpin is a fourth year
bio/.ogy students in the Great
Lakes program and an advocate
ofsocially just coffee.

Education is the key to success!
Providing students
with a free lunch
was inappropriate
on Jan. 25
By Saiira Najak
Special to the Lance

The future is not what it used
to be. The frantic pace of
change and the resulting fierce
competition, nationally and internationally, makes us ask the
burning question: How can we
prepare for the twenty-first
century? The key is to understand and embrace the realities
of a meritocratic society, and to
prepare for the challenges and
opportunities in the years
ahead.
Therefore, on January 25,
1995 about 3 OOO university students marched down Wyandotte Street West to protest the
skyrocketiog tuition. The federal government is planning to
cut its transfer payments to
provincial governments, this

means that university tuition
could double in the next two
years.
In a competitive society, the
educational process is fundamentally important and if the
tuition payments increase then
the role of the intellect and lifelong learning will not become a
become an intrinsic part of life.
The which is to cut the tuition
fees.
The University of Windsor
[students council] had scheduled activities for students to
have an opportunity to speak
out freely, by having a press
conference and an open forum
where students, professors,
community members and scholars participated in the discussion.
These events were appropriate for the event because everyone was able to present their
views regarding tuition payments.
What was inappropriate was
that several hundred student
were provided with a free
lunch. I was confused, was this
supposed to be a social event or

was it supposed to be an event
where all students would understand the long term effects
of the increase in the tuition
payments.
The university student council's use of levies to provide students with a free lunch when
there have been extensive
budget cut backs (for example
the Leddy library's cutback in
hours) at the university.
This is ludicrous! lo my view
the free lunch for the strike
held at the university were not
favourable to the cause, which
is to cut the tuition fees. One
must remember that to prevent
increases in tuition one must
have the brains to challenge
this phenomenon.
So in a meritocratic society,
intelJect, competence, hard
work and discipline are fundamental to success. As Bertrand
Russell once said, "Life is
guided by knowledge and inspired by wisdom."
II
Saiira Najak is a second year
political science and philosophy
student at the University of
Windsor.

around campus

Did you skip the student strike on Jan. 25? Why or why not.
"I didn't attend but supported
the
cause."

"Striked
because the government should tax
corporations
more instead of
cutting student
support."

"Striked
becaUSe
student
rights are a good
taUSe."

Sheldon Mahabir
Year III
Political Science

Ted Salhani
Year II
Psychology

"I striked because education
is a right that
should be accessible to all regardless
of
background. Future
students
need the ability
to study."
Avril Addie
Year I
Drama

Yanna McGraw
Year ID
Political Science
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Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of the lance. Alt submissions become the property of the lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits. we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N98 3P4.

Candidates forums leading up to the Feb. 15
& 16 election. They are: Wednesday, Feb. 8 in
the CAW Student Centre Commons.
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.; Thursday, Feb. 9 in
Studio A in the basement of Lambton Tower,
4:30 - 7 p.m.; Monday, Feb. 13 in the CAW
Student Centre. 11 a.m. - l p.m.

The Marxist-Leninist Study Group will hold a
round table discussion on Crisis of Values and
The Direcllon of The Economy at 6 p.m. in
Conference room A of the CAW Student
Centre. Everyone is welcome.

'

Monday, February 6
4rThe Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a
blood donor clinic from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor branch, 3909 Grand Marais Rd. East.

..-Listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Tuesday from
8-9 a m. for Subversive Parenting, offering the
best of alternative parenting news and issues
~

r

~

r

The Department of Geology presents Dr.
Donna M. Jurdy on Plate Reconstructions And
Driving Forces Over Hotspots at 1 p.m. in
room 302 of Memorial Hall.
Co-op Education & Student Placement will
hold a workshop on Interview Skills in room
267 of Dillon Hall from 4-5:30 p.m. You must
sign up in CE & SP and there is a $3.00
charge.
The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre, Conference rooms 1 and 2. New
members are always welcome.

't Assumption University will hold a cost dinner
• prepared by student volunteers. For more
intonnation call 973-7033 ext. 3399.

Wednesday, February 8
Student Action Coalition meeting at 5 pm.
upstairs at the Grad House. All are invited.

_..on CJAM 91.5 FM Mad Flava pumps massive
quantities of hip-hop every Wednesday from
' 12-2 a.m. with OJ KLC, C-Note, and E.D.
Tune in, telephone. tell a friend.
~

r

Need a job? Job fair '95 will bring you face to
face with a variety of employers who have
summer and full-time work available today in
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the Ambassador
Auditorium of the CAW Student Centre.

OPIRG-Windsor is establishing a South East
Asia wor1<ing group to provide education and
political action around issues of East Timor
and Burma at 6 p.m. in room 201 of
Assumption University. For more information
call 253-4232 ext. 3872.

'

4rHealth Services & BANA present Still Killing
Us Softly a video on how media contributes to
women's negative body image. Takes place in
at 2 p.m. in Ambassador Auditorium.

Tuesday, February 7

.....

lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will discuss
Real Love... the kind involving commitment at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall with
special speaker Rob Claxton.

~ UWSA will hold a series of Meet the

..-On CJAM 91.5 FM the Doomsday Machine
has moved to Monday and Tuesday from 2:30
p.m. to 4 p.m. Listen for the best in new
releases and give-aways. Requests are at
971-363C.

ii

*

UWSA Candidate Forums

r

£::.

UWSA elections nm Feb. 15 & 16.
Get informed at all-candidates
forums, details at left.
ilt OPIRG's Newsletter Working Group is
/ holding its first meeting, at 1 p.m. in room
201 of Assumption University, 400 Huron
Church Road. Anyone interested in journalism
dealing with environmental and social justice
issues is welcome. For more lnfonnation call
253-4232 ext. 3872.
~

r

!

Journalist and Author Linda McOuaig will
speak on "Deficit Mania, Assault on Equality in
Canada" at 5:30 p.m at the Moot Court
Faculty of Law.

J laseriesMaison
Francaise presents a French film
beginning this Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
La maison Francaise. lndochine will be
shown. Bring your dinner if you like.

Friday, February 10
..-Don't Vote For An Idiot ... Tune in to special
UWSA election coverage on CJAM 91.5 FM
this Friday from 12-2 p.m.
, ' The Third World Resource Centre will have a
Benefit Community Dinner at St. Anne's
Church from 6-8 p.m. For more information
call the Centre at 252-1517.
~

r

The Black Student Alliance will meet at 6
p.m. in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall.

11. Assumption Campus Community presents a
X free mov,e night (Maverick) at 7:30 p.m.
Refreshments will be for sale.

<t

will hold its Valentine's dance at
r theC.A.R.I.S.A.
College Community Centre (3325 College

St. at Brock) at 9 p.m. Get a $2.00 discount if
you wear red and white clothing. Tickets are
$5.00 for members, $7.00 for non-members.

~ Theatre

Windsor presents I'll Be Back Before
Midnight by Peter Colley. Shows are on
February 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, and 17 at 8 p.m.
For more infonnation call 944-1968.

11. Ren & Stimpy Night will take place in the pub
X at 9 p.m. There will be a $2.00 cover charge.
TGIW-Thank God It's Wednesday continues
., this Wednesday at the Asylum Dance Pub.
There will be a DJ, dancing, free condoms and
door prizes. A $2.00 cover charge benefits the
AIDS Committee of Windsor.
J

Thursday, February 9
~

The Department of Geology presents Dr.
David Peck on An Unique Ti-V-Fe Deposit At
Pipestone Lake, Central Manitoba at 1 p.m. in
room 302 Memorial Hall.

!

UWSA General Council Meeting tonight at 5
p.m. in room 510 of Windsor Hall Tower.
Agenda packages are available in the office.

r

Humanities Research Group presents Dr.
Ann Cavoukian on Privacy: What Is Private ...
What Is Not? at 8 p.m. in the Oak Room of
Vanier Hall. For more infonnation call
253-4232 ext. 3508

Saturday, February 11
~

r

Windsor Folk presents l(jfliecrankle at
Mackenzie Hall (3277 Sandwich St.) at 8 p.m.
lickets are $8.00 for members, $10.00 for
non-members. For information call 258-2726.

*

Sunday, February 12

Assumption University will have mass at
11:30 followed by refreshments at
Assumption University Chapel, second floor.
For infonnation call 973-7033 ext. 3399.

Monday, February 13
/

lance staff meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the
basement of ttle CAW Student Centre.

Cover photo by Luisa Cabiddu

Getting the
true picture:
candidates
. ~ ,,. , for student
~~,_ government
speak out.
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=}~;t: Opt- in:

Graduate and Part Time Studtmts who are
concerned w ith the cnvironmt:nl a n d social justice
a rc encouraged to join for only $2.50 a semester

O Opt-out:
Requests from fulltime u ndergraduates will be
taken weekdays Feb. 6 thru 17

dreen
6arouna

TEN
INDIANi

the gills

You must bring your validaLed sludc::nt car<l.
C heques may be picked u p Feb. 2 1 th ru 24.
Any c h eques n ot picked u p wiJI be forfeited.
Our office 1s located at:

Room 20 I , Asc.umption University,
400 Huron Churc h Rd.
Office Hours 10 AM to 4 PM Monday thru
Thursday, l O to 2 Friday

Get

BI

YOUR CAMPUS COMMUNI1Y
BIG V DRUG STORE
PRESENTS

Make your own personalized
Individual Greeting Card
1/'It's fun, fast and easy
1/'Every Card is a one-ofa-kind original

I/' over 1,000 cards for
all occasions

1/'Write and sign your
own message complete
with envelope

$ OFF

Carlton
CreataCard

with coupon
Offer valid only at
Westown Big V Only

limit 1 coupon per purchase .
Offer valid till Tues .• Feb. 14/95.

STOW
BIG V DRUG STORE

2080 Wyandotte St. W.
Phone 253-4477

Hours: Monday to Friday 9am-9pm;
Saturday 9am-6pm
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In-fighting hinders
plans for Black
History Month
By Cheryl Clark

J
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Th e Lance

A spark of an idea that ignited into a full-fledged Ouny
of activity has caused some
problems between members of
tbe Black Students' Alliance
and the Carribcan Students'
Aswciation (CARISA).

The formative stages
In mid-December,
BSA
member Helen Ofosu suggested that Fe bruary, officially
recognized as Black History
Month, should be marked by
inviting a special guest speaker
to the campus. From there,
Ofosu's suggestion took flight
and BSA member Ricardo
McRae, along with Noel Walrond of Positive Moves, discussed the idea of a Black
homecoming while on Christmas holidays in their home town
of Toronto.
That, according to BSA
president Floyd Wilson, is
when the miscommunication
began. Nthough plans for what
came to be known as the Black
Homecoming Weekend were
not discussed in an open forum
until the BSA's mid-January
meeting, word had already
spread far and wide and conOict between CARISA and
BSA members escalated.
Walrond, who has promoted
~arious events in the past, realized other groups would be interested in a full-scale event

and made contacts over the
Chr!stmas holidays to gauge
the mterest of prominent entertainers and promoters.
"We wanted to try and see if
the plan (for a homecoming)
was feasible," said McRae.
"We passed the idea on to a
few people and it got big."
Walro~d d~ided that giving
the Umvers1ty of Windsor's
BSA a national platform could
make fo~ a month-long meeting
of the mmds and cultures which
would benefit both the university and the community as a
. .
Laoce photo / DAVID BUKOVEC
whole. As well, Walrond felt
Student~
~Ne it up for the Re~ Cros~: Vol.unt~er ~urse Maria S~lv~ helps first-time blood donor Dan Quigley at a Blood
proceeds from the event could
D~or Clm1c ~~b. 1 at_Assumption University. I might as well give 1t a try," he said as the blood drained from his body
benefit black students by means
Quigley may Jom the five percent of Canadians who donate their blood regularly to the non-profit organizatioo.
of bursaries and scholarships.
"We wanted to give everyone
a platform and a voice to
speak," noted McRae.
Initially, Ofosu and other
BSA members hoped to attract
bell hooks, a prominent femi- By lance News Slaff
tacting high schools, St. Clair ways," says Michaud.
nist, to the school, but books
He added that council repreCollege and university organiwas unavailable so other aveThe national student strike zations. A petition committee, sentatives were present when
nues were pursued.
on Jan. 25, which attracted a bulletin committee and a me- the time for the coalitions
McRae and Walrond dis- about 3 OOO Windsor students dia committee have also been meeting was announced on
cussed the idea of a Black and community members in a formed."
Jan. 25. But the student did
homecoming with prominent march to Liberal Herb Gray's
Part-time
student,
Paul note that "[UWSA president]
Toronto disk jockeys, who in office, was just the beginning Michaud is a member of the
Maich is on leave for two
turn, promoted the as of yet for some students at the Uni- coalition and said that in a
weeks" while be campaigns in
unofficial event, free-of-charge versity of Windsor.
meeting last Wednesday a lot the race for student council
and without formally being
A newly revised orgallJZlng uf students turned uut. And he president.
asked to do so. "We wanted the committee is continuing to says that these numbers will
For now the group is working
gathering to be something of strategize for action against probably grow since the student
on
their own to begin camsubstance," said Walrond, who Human Resources Develop- governments at local high
paigns
which target both the
noted it would have been ment Minister Lloyd Ax- schools have expressed interest
university Board of Governors
worthy's proposal for budget in cooperating on the effort. In (BOG), which deals with fmanSee Black, page 4
cuts to education, health care, addition he says that the coalicial matters, and the Senate,
unemployment insurance and tion plans to approach the student government at St. Clair the board which makes acaother social programs.
Calling themselves Students College as well to gain their demic decisions.
Michaud said the group will
Action Coalition, the group support.
decide
this Wednesday whether
But Michaud notes that repplans to meet this Wednesday
to
bring
a petition lo the BOG
at 5 p.m. in the CAW Student resentation from the student
and
Senate
which would call for
government
was
absent.
"They
Centre Board Room. The
Lawrence Forest regions, the
a
freeze
on
tuition increases
[UWSA)
were
party
to
the
group has branched out to
Algoma Highlands also encomcover several strategies in the resolution made at the end of and increasing students' role in
pass the headwaters of six mathe strike ... which said some- decision making among other
fight against the cuts.
jor river systems: Mississagi,
In a prepared statement the thing about the strike being just issues. The coalition will make
Montreal, Batchawana, Gou- group says, "committees have the beginning of student action definite decisions about the dilais, West Aubinadoog, and been formed including an out- to defend access to education, rection of further actions at the
Nusbtogani.
i!
reach committee aimed at con- both in social and financial meeting.
Had Algonquin Park in Central Ontario not been logged
continuously for the past one
hundred years, it would have
clamation have yet to be con- election] two weeks befor
resembled the pristine forests By Teena Wll'd
frrmed,
noone has come out to spring break maybe more peoof Algoma, a favourite subject
The election for the 1995-96 represent their department. As ple would turn out to forums
of Group of Seven artists in the
earlier part of this century. student council representatives a result reps will have to be and turn out to vote," she says.
Although the actual location
Now this region, an area almost is pretty basic this year since chosen in an election next year.
Eftimova, who took over the of polls has not been decided
twice the siw of Killarney Park, only two candidates, for Social
is confronting the same fate as Science representatives, have position as CRO after Liana on, Eftimova says that "by the
James banded in her resigna- end of the week for sure [the
been confirmed.
Algonquin.
tion after the by-elections last poll locations] will be conAccording
to
the
student
On Jan. 16 the provincial
semester,
doesn't understand firmed."
council's
Chief
Returning
Offigovernment released their
She
adds
that
why
the
turnout
is so low. Wednesday Feb. 14 will probcalled Timber Management cer Sylvia Eftimova, who is coPlan which approves full scale ordinating the election, the lack "There was enough advertising ably be the date of the adlogging in the region. The Plan, of candidates has left most de- for it [the elections]," she says. vanced poll.
which makes no mention of the partmental and faculties with- The CRO points to advertisEftimova is now working on
o ld-growth stands in danger of out representation on next men ts in the Lance two weeks candidate forums to help stuprior to the nomination deaddisappearing, proceeded in vir- years student council.
line and posters around campus dents make informed decisions
Social
Science,
which
is
altual silence from the mainat the polls. The forums will be
lowed five reps on the council, which notified students about
stream media.
held on Wednesday, Feb. 8 at
Meanwhile, the Wildland's only bad two candidates run. the upcoming election.
But the election bas been 11 :30 a.m in the Commons
League,
an
Ontario-based As a result David Young and
area in the CAW Student C-enchapter of the Canadian Parks Stephanie Letarte, will be ac- scheduled a bit earlier than in tre, on Thursday, Feb. 9 at 4:30
years past. Eftimova says that
and Wilderness Society, is chal- claimed to their positions.
usually elections are held the p.m. in Studio A in Erie Hall,
Eftimova
said
that
other
than
lenging the odds in an attempt
week
before spring break. "[I] and on Monday, Feb. 13 at 11
one additional Social Science
figured
that if we have it [the a.m. in the Commons.
II
rep, whose nomination and acSee Activists, page 5

Students struggle to stop cuts

Old-growth forests on
chopping block ... again
By David North

Last year the government of
Ontario commissioned a report
by Geomatics International enti~led "Final Gap Analysis for
Site District 4E-3." After a ten
month struggle and a little help
from the Freedom of Information .Act the report was made
pubhc late last summer in
Toronto by the Federation of
Ontario Naturalists and the
Wildland's League. What the
government of Ontario would
prefer we didn't know is the
fact that large sections within
the ~goma Highlands region
we~e identified in the report as
~ruque forest regions worthy of
lllUnediate protection and preservation. Even more sensitive is
the fact that the area, which includes some of the planet's last
and most extensive stands of
0 \d growth White Pine, Jack
Pine, Maple Yellow Birch and
White C-edar, is slated fo~ extens!ve industrial logging operations as of April 1, 1995.
The endangered region lies
approximately 120 km northWest Sault Ste. Marie in Northern Ontario. In addition to
straddling the border of the Boreal and Great Lakes St.

Departmental and faculty reps opt out of election
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Black History Month plans hindered by political in-fighting
Continued from pag~ J
relatively easy to attract rap
group Snoop Doggy Dogg to
Windsor. However, Walrond
opted, instead, to sign up Pete
Rock and C.L. Smooth, a rap
group which sends out non-violent, positive messages.
As well, Walrond and
McRae felt it was important to
address the spiritual side of the
black community and decided
to have spiritual leaders, such
ao; Minister Rasul Muhammad,
the Detroit representative of
Louis Farrakhan's Nation of Islam, to the event.
Walrond said Positive Moves
and the BSA were both interested in attracting female
speakers to combat negative
stereotypes of black women.
In tenns of entertainment,
Walrond and McRae were able
to organi7.t: a talent and step
show at St. Clair College on
Saturday, hb. 18. 'lbe step
show will S[XJtlight Black sornrity and fraternity students from
Michigan State, I Ioward University and UCI.A. Dub poets,
speaking in the West Indian
dialect, will also be featured.
Walrond said it was unfortunate that political in-fighting
has seen the demise of several
events including a play that was
set for last weekend, as well as
a few fund raisers.
McRae, Wilson and Walrond

.....

I

also agreed on the importance
of showcasing prominent black
leaders to send the message to
today's youth that great leaders
arc not a thing of the past.
"It is good to look back, but
we have done that long
enough," said McRae.
"We wanted to expose people to different points of view
in a religious, spiritual, social,
economic, historical and cultural way which encompasses
au that black is," said Walrond.

Controversy
McRae said he understands
the initial affrontment of certain students who felt left out
of the decision-making process,
but stresses it was all a matter
of timing rather than a deliberate cold shoulder to BSA and
CARISA memhers. lie added
that news of the plans for the
Black Homecoming Weekend
reached Windsor before he
even returned to school.
Wilson noted ideas for Black
History Month were sought out
heginning in September, but
nothing concrete was put forth
until Ofosu suggested that a
larger scale event be held.
"We never had a chance to
speak with them [over the holidays) and emotions started to
boil," said Wilson.
Walrond stated the overall
good of the event should over-

-----on theOark Side..,
I
I
EXCLUSIVE TANNING SALONS

I 125 Wyandotte St. W, Windsor Ontario - N9A 5W8 - 9n-7284 I

I
I

----------

shadow the political in-fighting.
Mc Rae noted the BSA's Jan.
18 meeting did not go over well
because there was a lot of miscommunication. McRae said a
large part of the problem
seemed to be that some BSA
members and members of
CARISA felt that something
was being covered up.
"It is sad to sec that differences of opinion have to be
vented in a public forum," said
McRae. IJe added that the conflicts, however, have heightened anticipation of the
weekend rather than dampened the spirits of those involved.
Wilson said that emotions
and passions have ruled the infighting and that it is unfortunate a compromise has yet to
be reached with CARISA.
Nicolette Stewart, an executive member of CARISA, said
she believes the homecoming
organizers have been less than
forthright about the organizational process.
"There is no way this event
was put together over the
Christmas holiday," she said,
adding that CARISA members
are upset because they were
not consulted during the formative stages of the plans for
the month-long celebration.

Audit called
UWSA
president
Chris
Maich, who was present at an
emergency meeting in January
that resulted in an audit being
called by CARISA president
Yvette Blackburn, noted some
members of CARISA and the
BSA expressed concern about
the Black I Iomecoming.
Wilson approached UWSA
for a SSO OOO donation for the
month-long celebration, but
was told council only had approximately Sl 1 OOO to give.
Wilson said when CARISA

memhers heard about the student elections and a backq ~
$11 OOO grant request, suspi- on the agenda. UWSA has
cions rose to the surface.
held a regular meeting
Ma1ch said that since an November of 1994.
~
audit has heen called any proBlackbum was unav~
posed, as well as presently allo- for comment.
cating funding, has heen
fro1.cn.
Spirits lifted
"It would be good to see
Duey> private donations3n1
them get some funding," said
a positive response, WiiS<IIJ.
Maich. But he added that a
W alrood an? McRae agree tr.c
proposal still has to he made to event pronuscs to he a gr
.
council since a quorum could one d esp1te
t he political e31
not he reached at the emer- fighting which has taken
gency session.
over the past few weeks.
Fortunately for the Black
"There was a lot of atl.ich
Homecoming Weekend organ- being levied back and forth •
izers, however, private dona- was like a talk show," llcd
01
tions sought out by Positive Ofosu.
Moves have given the organizWilson believes that CAR.
ers the chance to go ahead with ISA and some BSA member{
their plans as scheduled. Wal- disgruntled with the festivit?s
rond, who spearheaded the has more to do with unrcso~'ttl
fund raising drive, will donate past issues than a sincere disap.
80 percent of the Black Home- proval of the scheduled evcnll,
coming Weekend's proceeds to
"[lne Black Homecoming
the BSA.
Weekend) brought what there
Wilson said when Blackbum was out and we have to accept
approached him to peruse the that," said Wilson.
books, he ac;ked her to wait two
Wilson noted Blackburn's
weeks at which point she called call for an audit may have kl
for an audit.
UWSA "off the hook" in tent11
Maich
noted
Blackbum of funding. He said the BSA r,
called for the audit with a pa- ceived no funds from UWSA
per addressing seven concerns last semester hecausc he w21
questioning funding for the late submitting the budget.\\,).
BSA. As a result UWSA is le- son paid for some BSA e1.
gal!} obligated to freere the pcnscs out of his own pocket
BSA's assets until an audit is
Overall, however, Wilson ac- o
completed by the university's fi- cepts eq~al ~lamehf?rhthc llllS- ~
nance department.
commumcation w 1c led to
1i
"lbere is a bit of a split," the conflict. But when all is sril g
said Maich in termc; of support and done, he is grateful that
for the event. I le said some stu- the Black Homecoming Wect.
dents do not think that the end will go on, as planned, c\en
scheduled events suit the needs without UWSA funding and i
and desires of the Black com- frozen budget.
munity as a whole.
"All of a sudden, the whole
UWSA will address the ensu- world is coming to Windsor"
ing BSA audit a~ well as possi- he said.
~
ble funding for the Black
The Black Homecoming
Homecoming Weekend at iLc; Weekend is officially being orFeb. 9 meeting, which Maich ganized by Phaturnity and fusi.
admits might not have quorum tive Moves and is set for l·cb.
either because of the . coming 17, 18 and 19

pi: '

I
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The Afri-Canadian Cultural Organization
of St. Clair College commemorates
Black History week, Feb 13-17. Exhibits,
Activities, Career Day, Panel Discussion.

Fridays: 11pm

For details, phone 966-1656 Ext. 4426.

SHOW TIMES
Thursdays: 9pm
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-. What is the issue of access at the University of Windsor
ayPIIII HaWkins
backkt

~

has~
1g~

According to the president ~f
special Needs and Acces.51t~~ Committee (SNAC),
bilitya Gdak, there's room for
~~provement of attitudes towards disabled students.
"Disabled people, and espe. Uy those who have disabilicia
· 'ble,
. that aren ' t readily v1s1
11es
b . .
tend to face a doub1e arner 10
sense that they are often
Ibe
. .
t
.
wed
with susp1c1on, so no
11
~ is there a wall of indiffero ce they have to face, but they
~e also made to feel guilty
about the fact that .... they _reire special cons1deration
qu
• ,, h
rrom time to time,
s e says.
Ron Barkwell, a political science major, is a disabled student who says he has faced
difficulties on campus, and although wheelchair bo~nd sa~s
be bas been treated with susp1-
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cion over the question of what
his disabilities are.
"Medical disclosure has always been a big issue," says
Barkwell who, though considered disabled by the Worker's
Compensation
Board,
has
come under considerable pressure from the university's Special Needs Coordinator to
disclose medical information
about his condition.
Barkwell says the coordinator has launched a complaint
against him with the Worker's
Compensation Board (WCB).
"I had the opportunity to
speak with Margaret Crawford
from the special needs office,"
slates Fabio De Emench, a
WCB caseworker in written
correspondence dated Nov. 28,
1994. He also says "she slates
that Barkwell's demands are at
times too excessive."
But there is no indication in

the WCB report lo show which
demands Ms. Crawford was referring lo when she used the
word "excessive". In the same
report also states that Margaret
Crawford complained that Ron
Barkwel~ "bas refused to provide the special needs office
with appropriate medical information."
But Barkwell says, "I have
given the special needs office a
copy of a prescription my doctor wrote for a wheelchair, and
would expect that any accommodation pertaining to its use
would be enough of an asses.5menl."
Although the special needs
office has been contacted several times, it has so far declined
to comment on Barkwell's case.
For its part the WCB has put
forward recommendations for
the university in a report dated
Dec., 7, 1994. The statement

Lecture to explore threats to privacy
By Sarah Atkinson and Teena Ward

Your privacy is Dr. Ann Cavoukian's business. No, she's
oot on side with Big Brother.
Quite the contrary: it's the protection of your privacy that is
her concern - and the subject
of the Feb. 10 lecture she will
be giving as part of the Humanity Research Group's Distinguished Speaker Series.
Cavoukian is Assistant Commis.sioner with Ontario's Information
and
Privacy
Commission, and is responsible
for the protection of personal
privacy and ensuring provincial
and municipal inslitutiuns comply with the Freedom of Information and Protection of

Privacy Acts.
Iler job involves activities
such as responding to corn-

plaints and issuing investigation
reports on breaches of the Acts,
to policy research exploring
threats to privacy posed by telecommunications, information
technology and genetic testing
among other areas.
In her Friday lecture, Pri-

vacy: What is Private ... What is
Not? Cavoukian will outline the
distinction between public and
personal information in an effort to dispel myths and misconceptions about privacy and
access to information.
Cavoukian will offer a discussion of privacy laws and how
they relate to us as individuals
in the context of our day-to-day
interactions with the public and
private sectors.
The lecture, facilitated by the
Faculties of Arts and Law, and
the Communications Depart-

Would you like to
~
work abroad this year? .

-....IIWlllw.

s,

ment, takes place al 8 p.m. in
the Oak Room, in Vanier Hall.

The lecture series
The Humanities Research
Group is mandated to "promote research in all areas of
the humanities and communication and the exchange of
ideas among disciplines."
In addition to the lecture series, the group is undertaking
the publication of Working Papers in the Humanities. The
first, Constructing Sexualities
"grew out of the 1992-93 distinguished speakers series and includes papers by the speakers,
colloquia reports, and an extensive biography." 1be group,
housed at 430 Sunset, plans to
continue publishing working
papers in the field.
II

also, "recommended that the
university take more serious
concern regarding accessibility
issues for injured workers and
more specifically for Mr. Barkwell."
Barkwell charges that the
university administration is
characterized by a mind set of
indifference when it comes to
the concerns of the disabled.
He also says that unlike the
population as a whole, where
10 to 15 percent are disabled,
there is a much lower percentage of disabled students, relative to the student population.
Barkwell says the difference

in representation is not because
disabled persons aren't interested in post-secondary education, but due to a hostile
environment at the university
which cliscourages them from
enrolling in the first place.
SNAC was formed in 1986
to address the needs of disabled students and lo ensure
the facilities are acces.5ible for
all students. Anyone seeking
as.5istance or interested in helping out can contact Laura Gdak
or Dave Trip at the SNAC office in the CAW Student Centre or call 253-4232 (ext 3468).1!

Activi·sts fight logging
Continued from page 3

to turn the Algoma Highlands
into an issue Bob Rae can't afford to ignore. The request of
the Wildland's league is for the
provincial government lo heed
its own advice, and act to preserve the Algoma region from
the fcllcr-bunchers that have
turned much of Northern Ontario into a wasteland.
It can hardly be argued that
valid reasons in favour of preservation do not exist, not the
least of which are multiple cougar sightings. The significance
of these sightings, cannot be
overstated.
An
endangered
species
dwelling in this pristine wilderness is itself more than adequate justification for Bob Rae
to accede to the Wildlands
League's requests, which seek
to accommodate the demands
of both the environment and its
human inhabitants.
A simple agreement to prohibit logging, mining, hydroelectric development and road
construction would decrease

the local logging industry's
wood supply minimally and put
no one out of business. The
prevention of proposed road
extensions, by restricting access
to remote tourist operations
and only the most determined
of hunters, would only jeopardize non-traditional use of the
region.
At present the Wildland's
League is issuing a formal req uesl for an Environmental Asses.5ment of the Algoma
Highlands region in an attempt
to stay the coming onslaught.
Should sufficient public interest
and commitment develop, the
Algoma } Iighlands issue could
become an annoying stone in
Bob Rae's shoe.
Those interested in supporting this goal can write to: Honorable Bud Wildman, Minister
of Environment and Energy,
135 St. Clair Ave. W .. 12 Floor.
Toronto, M4V 1P5; Premier
Bob Rae, Legislative Building,
Queen's Park, Toronto, M7A
lAl or contact the OPIRG office on campus.
[!

NEED A JOB??
CHECK THIS OUT!!
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Law onJ Development
presents

~

AWARENESS WEEK~
MONDRY, FEB. 13TH
9:811 PM
fundraiser at the Spotted Dog, 89 Rluerside Dr. W.

JOB FAIR '95
WHAT =t

Performers:
Rachel 6oodchlld, Rob Pinto
the Monster Cats
rapper Young Offender
and featuring poets of the Spoken Word

16> COUER CHARGE Sl.88

DONATIONS WELCOME

WHEN =t

108 f Al R '9 5 will bring you face-to-

face with a variety of empfoyers w~o have
summer and full-time work available. Bong your
resume.

Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1995
10:00 am. - 2:00 pm.

TIJES0RY, 14TH
5:18 PM to 7:88 PM
panel discussion on Immigration and Refugee Polley
Moot Court, Uniuerslty of Windsor Law Building

WEDNESDAY, 15TH
12:81 to 1:38 PM
RIDS Committee of Windsor
lllortcshop on RIDS and Homophobia, questions and open forum
Conference Room, Uniuersity of Windsor Law Building

THURSDAY, 16TH
12:38 to 2:88 PM
first Nations legal Rid Clinic
Impact of the Justice System on first Nations Peoples
Speaker. Mona Stoneflsh Jacobs
Moot Court, Unluerslty of Windsor Law Building

-r co-spon,oreJ b~ OPIRG-WinJ,or T

WHERE =t The CAW Student Centre
Ambassador Auditorium

arts
Dance and dream
with Killiecrankie
By Sarah Atkinson

Helmet's Henry Bogdan recently appeared at St. Andrew's Hall in Detroit.

Three years ago, my friend
Chris turned me on to this
band called Helmet. They had
an album called Meantime that
became my very reason for existence. It balanced the loud
and abrasive with the intricate
and melodic. With it Helmet
carved out their niche in the
New York noise-<:ore scene.
I've since picked up their other
three releases as well as their
Peel Sessions for Amphetamine
Reptile Records. Needless to
say I still carry the same passion for their music. I interviewed bassist Henry Bogdan
when they played Detroit's St.
Andrew's Hall recently.
John: Who are the band's influences?
Henry: Everyone in the band
would say different things ...
from Rush to AC/DC to Iron
Maiden and [LedJ Zeppelin.
Everyone's got different stuff.
We all sort of like heavy stuff.
John: From what I've read,
[singer/songwriter] Page is into
a lot of jazz music because of
his training. Where did he go to
school?
Henry: Most of it was in New
York at the Manhattan School
of Music. He has his Master's
degree in jazz.
John: Well, being from New
York, do you think that contributed to your sound?
Henry: Only one of us grew
up in New York; Page and I are
from Oregon. We met in New
York. John is from Aorida.
Rob, our newest guitarist, grew
up in Queens. He's the only native. But New York is that type
pf place where people always

move to, like a cultural mecca.
Australia a couple of times, JaJohn: There seems to be a pan, Brazil.
different sound on the east
John: Through your records
coast in comparison to west I can see a definite progression.
coast sounds.
Are you happy with where
Henry: Well, yeah, I think you've come to?
you 're sort of a product of your
Henry: Oh yeah. I think eveenvironment. I moved to New ryone is pretty pleased. I think
York because I like sort of the we finally got a good recording.
new wave stuff like the Cramps, At the time, Meantime [their
the [Circle] Jerks and the [Day- last album] was fine. But also
glo] Abortions and that early when we recorded, it seemed
kind of new wave and punk compressed, like it wasn't as big
stuff. But I guess even the hard- as when we play live.
core scene has its own sort of
John: A couple of songs on
flair. It sounds different than the new album {Betty] are difArizona or Seattle.
ferent. It's not like it's not HelJohn: I think it also has a lot met, but they are further along.
to do with being near WashingHenry: We definitely wanted
ton; lyrics seem to be a lot to try some new shit and
more socially active than in broaden what we are doing. We
California where they seem to felt pretty limited, like we had
be more ...
boxed ourselves up to this sort
Henry interjects: like dude of cliche. It's nice that we
and skate ... It's true, I can un- carved our own signature
derstand why bands like Fugazi sound or trademark. That's
came about, growing up near kind of nice but that can also
embassies and high-ranking be your death. We just wanted
government officials. I don't to keep ourselves interested as
know what we sing about in players and not do the same
New York exactly, but it seems thing over and over.
to be more about personal relaJohn: Are you guys starting
tionships and dealing with peo- to move more towards everyple because you're so packed body writing? [Page wrote all
together.
the songs on Betty except the
John: Which do you like do- two that Henry wrote.]
ing more right now, touring or
Henry; Well, I just staned
recording? The touring must writing. We've never really
get pretty monotonous.
written as a group because it's
Henry: Touring definitely kind of hard, because everyone
can be monotonous, but so can has their own ideas. But it is
recording. Listening to the something we definitely are trysame song time after time and ing to do.
after a while it doesn't sound
John: How did you like dolike music. Touring is great be- ing the Peel Sessions for the
cause you get to travel and
meet people. We've been to
See Henry, page 7

Melodies poignant and tender, vivacious reels of unrelenting energy, these are the
dominion of Killiecrankie, a
band whose nomer as "traditional Scottish folk" is hardly
what gamers them followers in
the younger set.
But in providing Canadian
audiences with their honest
renditions of authentic Scottish
music, Killiecrankie has been
turning the ears of an increasing number of listeners whose
ethnic connections to Scotland
- if there at all - is several
generations away.
"Scottish and Celtic music
has taken off in pop music in
the past few years," explains
guitarist and vocalist Martin
Smit. "It's helped us a lot. Now
when people hear us, they recognize the music. And we're
selling to more young people
now as a result."
Not that they were ever looking for that to happen. But the
success of bands like Spirit of
the West, whose largely original music firmly integrates the
Celtic genre, has meant that
bands who stick to the traditional stuff also enjoy wider
recognition.
On Saturday, Feb. 11, Killiecrankie brings their traditional
repertoire to life on the stage
of Mackenzie Hall, in a concert
presented by Windsor Folk.
The group began as a trio
four years ago, with Smit, vocalist and string player Bill Aitken, a Glasgow native, and
flautist Allison Lupton; they
were joined a year later by fiddler Andrea Barstad.
The group has produced a
cassette, High Road to Linlon,
and more recently a CD, The
Haggis Egg. The recent boom in
Celtic music on the pop scene
has meant that more people
are seeking out their releases in

Photo courtesy of KlWECRAl«f

Killiecrankie members Martin Sllit,
Allison Lupton, Andrea Barstad and
Aitken play Feb. 11 at Mackenzie HaJL

e•

the Canadian Folk bin at some
of the larger music stores in
Toronto. Locally, their record·
ings are available at Southshore
Books, Judy's in the Sky, Casa
Chevala, and at their concerts.
Martin Smit lives in Windsor,
Barstad lives in Guelph, while
Aitken and Lupton are Stratford dwellers. Their gigs are
mainly folk festivals and folk
clubs. They've played at Manposa, the Wye Marsh Festival
in Midland, and arc invariably
invited to perform at Robbie
Burns Day celebrations and
Haggis dinners.
Even if you can't choke d011n
the thought of haggis (and even
my own ethnically Scottish and
usually adventurous palate has
felt culinarily challenged at the
prospect of stuffed sheep's gut)
don't be deterred from partak·
ing in this evening of revitalized
Scotch classics.
Opening up the evening are
Windsor local folk musicians
Matt
Romain
and Tim
Logsdon. Doors open at 8 p.m.
and tickets are $10 each (Wind·
sor Folk members $8). Tickets
are available at the Bookroom
at the Court, Judy's in the Sky,
Casa Chevala, and Southshore
Books, or at the door.
!

Lance photo/ .EARY BURREU

The jammin' one: CJAM's music director Chns Gagnier plays in a Noon Hour
Acoustic Jam, last Tuesday in the CAW Student Centre Comnons. The jams
were part of CJAM Awareness Week Other events meant to raise the
university radio station's profile on campus included an info table, residence
talks and a 5-band
at The Asylum Dance Pub on Wednesday night.
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Henry of Helmet
Continued from page 6
BBC?

.

.

}{enry: All you do 1s go m

and record a couple of songs
and then they play those recordings on the John Peel
how. I'm not sure why they do
:hat. They don't just play your
record, they want you to record.
John: How do you find you
are received outside of North
America?
Henry: I think we've been
pretty fortunate in that pe~ple
seem to like what we are domg.
Over here it has been better.
But that is because we're from
here and we tour here the
most. Europe has taken a little
longer so we want _to spend
more time there. Obviously you
can't just put out records.
There's a lot of people that you
have to impress. We have a
rough time in England. The
English press hates us.
John:Whyisthat?
Henry: I think they just don't
get it. They don't understand
and they're not into this type of
music.
John: Are you still working
with Amphetamine Reptile Records?
Henry: We've never had any
problems with Am Rep. When
we signed with Interscope, a
suggestion was made that Am
Rep do all the vinyl and Interscope could concentrate on the
CDs and tapes because most
major labels don't bother ~ith
vinyl and that was something
we didn't want to cut off. So it
just sort of worked perfectly !n
a business sense. Then once m
a while we could release limited
punk rock indie things, green
vinyl through Am Rep. So it
just kind of worked out that Interscope was cool enough to
not worry about it. And you're
starting to see the same thing
with other major labels like Atlantic with Matador.
John: Why did [former guitarist and original founding
member] Peter leave?
Henry: We kicked him out. It
was a very difficult decision to
make. It wasn't that big. It was
just personality differences that
had escalated over five years.
He's got a band now called
Handsome.
John: Is it a tight scene in
New York as far as bands go?

Henry: There [are] a lot of
little different scenes. We came
out of the noise-rock scene with
bands like Surgery, Cop Shoot
Cop, The Unsane, Boss Hog.
That was the sort of scene we
came from.
John: There is a rumour that
you guys are debuting as actors
in the movie The Jerky Boys. Is
it true?
Henry: As far as I know,
we're in it. They needed a band
for a nightclub scene and they
asked us if we wanted to do it.
It seemed like it would be a lot
of fun and it was a lot of fun.
Ozzy (Osborne) played our
manager.
John: How did you like doing the song for the Judgement
Night soundtrack with House of
Pain?
Henry: That was a hit for us.
In Germany it was a top-ten hit
and it really helped us.
Enter Chris (remember, the
guy who got me listening to
Helmet), to ask some questions.
Chris: I was just curious as to
how you felt about not getting a
lot of airplay on radio.
Henry: I think we really don't
give a shit, basically. But on the
other hand, radio play does
help the record and it would be
nice to pay some bills and have
some money. We got lucky with
"Unsung" on MTV. That song
was kind of poppy and people
kind of liked it. I don't think we
are really going to rely on big
pop hits on the radio.
Chris: I've seen you guys on
a couple of tours. Who did you
like playing with the most?
Henry: We've been lucky
enough to get with some really
cool bands, like Sick Of It All,
L7, Faith No More, Melvins,
Jesus Lizard, Tad, Therapy?
and soon.
Chris: I saw you guys in
Toronto with Ministry and
Sepultura.
Henry: That was fun. That
was an interesting mix. Our
gear was not working too well
for that show.
With fellow touring band Kepone, Helmet lived up to all expectations. They pleased a
sold-out St. Andrew's Hall
crowd from start to finish with
old and new material. It's good
to see a band living up to and
even surpassing their recorded
matenal.
t!

\

\
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Robert Scott's Diptych (1991) on view at the Art Gallery of Wmdsor until March 12.

Robert Scott: Look, don't touch
By Dave Ball

Any photographs that accompany this article cannot do
the paintings justice. That is because Robert Scott does not
simply paint with colours, he
sculpts with them.
Robert Scott, some of whose
paintings are currently on display at the Art Gallery of
Windsor, builds up layers of
acrylic paint over copper slag
and other metals, creating
mountains and valleys that
hang on the wall.
"Diptych" (1991) is a nine by
12 foot waterfall of blues,
blacks, whites, and greens in
every imaginable combination.
From ten feet away, the hues
blend together to flow downward into a pool of grey. But as
I move closer the droplets begin to separate until each indiviual splatter stands alone.
I warn you now, don't touch
the paintings, no matter how
tempting the thought may be.
When you look at "Yanrus"
(1993), your hand instinctively

reaches out to feel it. The shiny
black pebbles that the artist has
built on top of the various hilltops of gold and bronze invite
you to run your fingers across
it, but don't give in to your
urges. Even if you have just
washed your hands, the natural
oils that your fingertips secrete
will collect on the delicate surface. These oils are corrosive to
certain compounds, many of
which are found in acrylic
paint. You may not notice, but
your touch will significantly reduce the life of the artwork.
I wandered around the gal-

lery looking for variations in
Robert Scott's work, but found
none. The show contains at
least 12 pieces of his work but
three would have been sufficient. I was impressed by the
beauty and artistry of the first
painting. I even enjoyed it
when I saw the exact same
thing in the frame hanging on
the next wall. But just like
movie sequels, three should
have been the limit.
I!
Roberl Scott's PainJings are
on display at the Art Gallery of
Windsor (Devonshire Mall) until
March 12.

CAMERAS

Large Selection of good clean preowned CANON,
MINOLTA, NIKON, and more. 35mm CAMERAS plus
misc. accessories now available at

Mact.AREN'S PHOTO W , 11 95 Ttcamnll M. E.
Equipment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm only

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

Wednesdays are

uNIGHTS at

1 1

Feb 8•House Counc,1 Alt Band

Student Work Abroad Programme
Informative~ession: Feb13, 12noonAmoossador Audrrorium,~ludent Cenlre
Experience living and working in another country.
BRITAIN • GERMANY • FRANCE • JAPAN • AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND • IRELAND • FINLAND • UNITED STATES

:: IRAVELCUIS
1-800-387-2887
{THAT'S 1-800-387-CUTS!)

Feb 15 •Volkswagen Stuffing Contest
Feb 22 , Unlversi~ Air Bands (Round I)
llardt 8, Island Olympics
Ask your UniuersitY House Councils for more details and sian-uP sheets

~~ ~

'P'U«4, Alt 1tuJu

Busses Run every Wednesday

9:00, 9:30, 10:00, and 10:30pm

Council Issues
Coccimiglio thinks UWSA
versity administration for rtlort
feels UWSA should use its lo~
ministration more effectively. •
UWSA should have an open
greater communication with stu

Campus Issues
Coccirniglio underlines the\
ling, particularly for new stud
dents should be assisted in 1~ ~
move away from home."
He feels the adrnip.istration
versity as a business, and says lhar
ment must effectively expre~
gain the respect of the ad
work together toward solutions1o
Regarding the strategic task
administration, Coccirniglio is
that the internal committee for~ ·
task forces ( academic and financu: •
.
0
one student representative.

Andy Bowen
Third year political science student
from Kingsville, Ontario.

Experience
Currently a Social
Science Rep on
UWSA. A resident
of Canterbury College, he is head of
Laud House. In his
first year he was a
representative
in
OPUS (Organization
of Part-time Students).

Academics

Bowen wants to make UWSA more understandable to students. He feels that currently even
councillors are left in the dark about issues. Concerned about low attendance at council meetings, he
proposes greater accountability, and adherence to attendance bylaws.
Bowen proposes reducing the number of council
members from 45 to 38, "to rid council of the deadweight."
Among his other proposals are the lowering of student fees and increasing opt-out options for services a
student may never use.

Concerned about the lower r,
among residence students, 0xc mat
residence assistants and academ~
the training that the Academic
fers.
He believes the Senate, as well~
cil, should have an open door ~ es
dialogue and accountability.

Bowen proposes to look into a student-run new
booksale, to compete with the University Bookstore.
As a strong supporter of OAM radio, he believes
that a power boost would increase the profile of the
station.

Tuition
Bowen says that long-range thinking is the strategy
that we need to take. "We made our point [with the
strike], now we need long-range thinking." Bowen
adds that if cuts are inevtable, students should be willing to compromise. "It's good to show we're angry.
Now we have to show we're constructive," he says of
the student movement.

Canadian Federation of Students (CFS)
Bowen has been disappointed in some of the behaviour displayed by the CFS, the national student
organization which offers broad student services and
acts a lobby group for member schools. He is concerned that their involvement in political campaigns
that don't directly involve students could reduce their
effectiveness to their member campusses.

Carmen Coccimiglio
Fourth year Business Honours B.
Comm. from Sault
Ste. Marie.

Experience

Text by
Sarah Atkinson
Lance photos by
Luisa Cabiddu

Coccirniglio believes that fi~
must be carried on throughout !It
be coordinated efforts with ffi
Federation of Students (OFS-~
of CFS), community leaders, u ·
puses. He believes students m11S1~
the importance of their lobby.

Counclllssues

Campus Issues

Your guide
to the
candidates
of
election '95

Tuition

Currently a Student Senator. He has
been involved with
the Academic Advisory Centre for several years, and is part
of the peer advisory
publicity team; this
spring be will be sitting on the Centre's
volunteer selection
board.
He currently holds the post of VP Academic for
the Commerce Society, and helped organize Alumni
Day. Coccimiglio sits on UWSA Board of Directors
Finance Committee.
His community involvement includes volunteering
for the Wheelchair Games and Alternative Measures.
He was also active in Dao Allen's successful campaign in Windsor's municipal election last fall.

Canadian Federation of S
Cocci:niglio says there needs to~ md
coordination with the national
in order to carry out effective loblie! kd·
era! and provincial governments on

Gavin Farrell
Tnird y~ar English
student from Windsor.

Experience
Farrell is General
Arts
Rep.
on
UWSA.
Currently
president of the English Society and an
executive for two
years, Farrell is also
a member of the
English Department al Council. He is
also vice president of
the university's Debating Society.

Counclllssues
Farrell says that council must (ulfi ··
tator. This means things like offer£!
for student initiatives. To increase e.
ment, he says ''we need to provide
ward initiatives."

Campus Issues
"Students have needs that are
dressed," says Farrell. Making st
sues like student poverty, AIDS
financial management are the r
dent council he says.
Accessibility, for special needs
dents with children are important mi.
portant issues for Farrell. He .
referendum to increase the studes
(Special Needs Accessibility Co
like to see the establishment of an on
centre.
Farrell also says that OPJRG ( . fn.
terest Research Group) is imPo~' s
students an increased political vo'#students to community issues.
.
Farrell believes that student ctubS
are productive and constructive O AM, the student radio station, a~
serve to be rewarded financially by

Tuition
Farrell says that students must ket
they started o n national strike da~writing and phoning campaigns, an
in the media he says that students

continue to protest the cuts to post-secondary education.

of the varsity~ team, Mumford coaches the masters group for the city and university.

Academics

Councll Issues

Farrell would like to establish an exam bank, where
students would be free to draw upon the knowledge
of those who have already written exams. He says its
important to tap into the intellectual pool the university offers.

Mumford believes that UWSA must become more
open and accessible to students. He doesn't believe
that students are apathetbic, and says the onus rests
on student representatives to be more active.

Canadian Federation of Students
Farrell believes that now more than ever students
need a collective voice. "Our involvement is better
than our absence." He would like to sec more coordinated efforts with CFS though, especially regarding
the lobby against cutbacks to post-secondary education.

Christopher Maich
Fourth year political science, from
Toronto.

ExPerlence
As UWSA president for the 1994-95
year, Maicb bas seen
out such initiatives as
Lance-a-palooza and
Students on Strike.
In bis first year at
the university he
started Campus Patroi a student foot
patrol credited with
improving campus
safety.

Counclllssues
Maich would like to implement an UWSA-sponsored scholarship and bursary fund.

Campus Issues
Maich believes that accessibility for special needs
students has to be addressed by continuing to increase pressure on the administration through the
Senate, the Board of Governors, the President's
Council on Student Life, and Resource Allocation
Commmittee. Maich says he supported increased
UWSA funding for the Special Needs and Accessibil!-=::t~ity£.ommittee.
Maich would like to introduce the use of mini-vans,
the donation of which would be solicited from the
auto companies, in Campus Patrol.
He has plans for Lance-a-palooi.a II, which would
be "bigger and better" next year.
Maicb would like to extend flex card usage for meal
plan card holders to include the pharmacy and says
there is a need for on-campus daycare established.
He proposes securing capital gains grants to pay for
renovations.

Tuition
Tuition is a priority for Maich. There must be further lobbying of the government. Actions must continue
through
meetings
with
government
representative, letter-writing campaigns, and coordination with such groups as the Faculty A<;Weiation.

Academics
s

Students need to continue using their seats on the
Senate according to Maich. I le supports increasing
representation on Senate to one student for every
three faculties. Like Coccimiglio, he is concerned that
there has been only one student on the strategic planning task force.

Canadian Federation of Students
Maich believes CFS is a good idea, but currently
feels Windsor is neglected by the organization. I le
thinks it is important for students to become educated about CFS's mandate and actions.

Peter Mumford
Third year history
student from Brampton, Ontario.

Experience
He
represented
the athletics and recreation department
on UWSA during
the 1993-94 year. For
the past three years
he has been in
charge of campus
aquatics. Mumford
also sat on the President's
Advisory
Conunittee. Member

Campus Issues
Mumford proposes the idea of a multicultural festival on campus, similar to Windsor's Carousel of Nation. He also proposes a Challenge Cup-type event
between faculties.
He also hopes to hold a housing education forum
for students in the ra1i to alert them to tenants rights
and other housing issues.
In addition Mumford says he would like to see
greater food choices for students. He would like to
see competition brought on campus to drive Food
Services prices down.
Having spent a year in residence, he would also
lobby for greater flexibility with the meal plan.

Tuition
Students must continue their fights against tuition
hikes according to Mumford. He supports letter-writing campaigns to government and thinks universities
need to look to private funding in the form of corporate donations, co-op placements, and bursaries.

Academics
Mumford believes students need greater representation on Senate. He is concerned about the reduction of library hours.
In addition Mumford proposes private sponsorship
be sought from Windsor business to help support
jeopardized courses and programs in the arts and social sciences.

Canadian Federation of Students
Mumford says that he sees the CFS and OFS as
valuable lobby groups for students.

VP se«etarial
cand1:i 'tes
'da,,,,

Lucy Jakupi
A fourth year honours criminology major, Jakupi hails from
London, Ontario.

Experience
Jakupi has worked
with Campus Patrol
for two years as a
regular
volunteer,
and one year as an
administrative assistant.
This year she
holds the position of ..
resident assistant at 1.!;.._....:;;;:=;::::;;;;:;;;::::::;;;;....;...;;;;;......;:;;::.1
MacDonald
Hall;
she bas also been resident assistant at Cartier Hall,
and served on Cartier's house council.
In her second year she was coordinator of the resident volunteer committee.
Last year she participated i~ the ':l°ive_rsity's volunteer intcrnship program, working with disadvantaged
children.
Last summer she was involved in the summer orientation program for new students.

Counclllssues
Jakupi would like to contin~e many of _the. initiatives taken by this year's council. Commumcatton between students and council must be increased, and
students kept informed throughout the year according to the candidate.

ing residence security.
She says that CJAM should become a bigger part
of the university, and needs to increase their profile
on campus.
Special needs students are not getting enough
money from students either, J akupi says; the university has to be made more accessible, because "education is a right, and students with special needs should
be accorrunodated." She points out that at present
only two residence buildings are adequately accessible.

Tuition
We need to continue fighting tuition bikes through
forums, letter and e-mail campaigns, Jakupi says.
"We need to let the government know we're not apathetic." She points out that an income-contingent
loan repayment plan would especially hurt women,
minority, and aboriginal students.

Academics
Jakupi is concerned that professors are not being
sufficiently evaluated in terms of their teaching abilities. There is too much emphasis, she says, on merits
like publishing. "Teaching should be a priority," for
qualification, she says.
In addition Jakupi says that the arts buildings on
campus are neglected and that the programs are underfunded, and budgets being cut. She proposes fi.
nancial aid should be sought through alumni and
corporate donations.
She would also like to see an exam bank established and supports greater diversity in course offerings.

Canadian Federation of Students
Jakupi says she is in favour of what the CFS stands
for but feels UWSA needs to increase communication
with them.

Dario Sfalcin
Dario Sfalcin is a
third year computer
science student Crom
Windsor.

Experience
Currently Computer Science Representative on UWSA;
Sfakin j~ aho prc~ident of Computer
Science Society. In
UWSA, he sat on the
club
ratification
committee.

Counclllssues
Sfalcin would like to see a review of the internal organization of UWSA. He says that the current oneyear terms may not be efficient.
He also has concerns about the student pub's operations and the fact that it is currently being run not
by UWSA but by Food Services.
Additionally he would like to increase resources to
clubs and societies.

Campus Issues
Sfakin believes events like a multicultural festival
and inter-faculty games v.ould help increase communication between different groups on campus.

Academics
Sfalcin is concerned that current resources at the
Computer Centre arc not sufficient to handle the
overload of students. He would investigate the fcasability of using UWSA funds to improve access to the
Computer Centre and the Leddy Library.

Candidates will answer your
questions at these public forums:
Wednesday, February 8
11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
CAW Student Centre Commons

Campus Issues

Thursday, February 9

Jakupi would like to increase funding to clubs "because clubs are a big part of this campus." Establishing an internal bulletin board in the CAW Centre
would facilitate communication within and between
different clubs.
.
Safety on campus is also a concern for Jakup1. She
proposes improving lighting on campus and enhanc-

4:30-7 p.m.
Lambton Tower Studio A

Monday, February 13
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
CAW Student Centre Commons
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classifieds
services
Mastering the LSAT1 - 'Why l)(actice
questions when you can master the
principles? Your best and most comprehensive option for LSAT training beg ns in Torooto in May, June, July and
august. Start anyt,me and take the option of working with us throughout the
summer! - Richardson - (416) 4107737 a 1-800-567-7737.
Daytona Beach Spring Break!! ENERGY 108 & HOT 103.5 WIii be leading
the party in Daytona this year! Room
only $139 or bus and hotel $299 for
the week. Canadian$$!! Call Teresa or
Vera at 258-2216. Almost sold out!

Lance photo/ CHRIS LAWS(xj
Powerful: Detail from Janie Magn·s
rrultimedia installation Date T,me
Place Act, on display now through Feb
12 at Mcite, 109 University Ave. w
The work examines issues of power
and the male gaze. Sharing the gallery
is Montreal native Claire Savoie's
Event Hortz0n The installation is a
complex and distanced discourse oo
the themes of obsession and identny
Mcite is open Wed.-Sat., 10
a.m.-5 p.m. and Sun. noon-5 p.m

Going to Oaytona?
$119u.s/person. Booking direct
$aves' Suites, kitchenettes, all
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break1 ! 1-800-868-7423.
Lance classifieds are a great and
inexpensive way to reach the U of W
campus. Just $5 gets you 20 words,
and includes GST Bring your ad and
pre-payment to the Lance office by
noon Fnday. We'll take care of the rest.

help wanted

.,

Summer jobs! Run your own business,
gain valuable business expenence
while building your resume Earn up to
$10,000 (25 jobs). High demand product, irrigation sales and installation. The
ideal opportunity: vehicle required Call
Student Spnnklers at 1-800-265-7691.
Research Associate: The Pulmonary
Div,sion of Wa'f!'le St.ie University
School of Medicine is recruiting for a
research position at the level of lnvestigaor. ~plicants should have a PH.D.
degree in cell biology, biochemistry or
molecular biology. Previous research
experience in cloo1ng, expression of recombinant proteins and site directed
mutagenesis is required. Expenence
w rh transgenic mice 1s required Initial
p~1c1pat1on in ongoing programs ,s required Support is available for independent research depending on
qualrficaUon Reply to: James H. Fisher,
MD., The Detroit Medical Center, Harper Hospital. 3990 John R. 3-Hudson.
Detroit, Ml 48201.
Research Assistant: The Pulmonary/Critical Care Division of Wayne
State University School of Medicine 1s
recruiting for a research position at the
level of Research Assistant. Applicants
should have a BachP.lor's (preferably a
Master's) in biology, biochemistry or
molecular biology. Experience with basic molecular biology methods, such
as DNA and RNA blot analysis, cloning,
subcloning, DNA sequencing and PCR
1s required Expenence with routine immunoassay is desirable. Reply to:
James. H. Fisher, M.D., Wayne State
UniverSJty, c/o Harper Hospital, 3990
John R., 3-Hudson, Detroit, Ml 48201.
Are you Interested in writing, photography, editing, or drawing? The Lance
is always looking for volunteers to help
out with the student paper. We especially need cartoonists a graphic artists. Come to our general staff
meetings Mondays at 5:30 p.m. Please
call 253-4232. ext 3909 for Info.

Classical music for speed freaks
By Tracy Ouellette

For all you classical music
enthusiasts, Soundsation on
Jan. 27 at Moot Court would
have been right up your alley.
Hosted by the School of Music, the hour and a half performance featured the talented
Gillian Mackay on trumpet, accompanied by the accomplished Gregory Butler on the
piano.
Mackay, a native of Prince
Edward Island, has recently
earned her doctorate in trum-

pet. In addition to directing the
University of Windsor Wind
Ensemble, she teaches trumpet
and conducting.
Butler, who hails from
Belleville, has studied piano
ever since the tender age of
five. He has performed at halls
in every major city in North
America, including New York's
Carnegie Hall. He has taught
music at several institutions,
and is currently Director of the
School of Music here at Windsor.
Together, these are two art-

ists whose musical talents fit
like a hand in a glove. They
performed works by somewhat
lesser known composers, such
as Busser, Enesco, Chaynes,
Bitsch, and Wonnser. Although
it was a short recital, the music
conveyed a wide range of emotions. The thing I loved the
most was the way the music
shifted from smooth melodic
tones to sharp ones.
The atmosphere was one of a
high speed drive on miles of deserted road: speeding up, slowing down and making hairpin

turns at full throttle. I literally
had goosebumps. Just call me a
classical music fiend instead of
a speed demon.
!
Upcoming events in tht
Soundsation series include tht
School of Music-Wmdsor Sym.
phony Collaboration "European
Traditions" at the Capi1ol Thea.
tre on Mar. 10 at 8 p.m., and LiJ.
lian Scheirich, Martin Limoges
and Gregory Butler at Moot
Court on Mar. 17 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the School
of Music.

Students Needed!
Earn up to S2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For
more information

call:8 '""'

(206) 634-0468
ext. c40132

.
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In school and ~ ID ptar, 'fOU wedding? One
or mrir aspects ol 'fOU special day handled.
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Call Monica at 254-2905

We

-icdaya after 4:30.
See if I can help/
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sports
Helpful health hints
By Rob Nicholson

Despite the drive to work
out, not everyone goes into the
gym with the specifics which
could make the experience
safer and in the end more productive. If interested in improving any of the following aspects
of fitness and conditioning it is
a good idea to take some precautions: general/specific fitness (Alactic, Lactic, Aerobic),
hypertrophy (Muscle Bulle),
strength, muscular endurance,
power, flexibility, nutrition, and
recovery. Before you begin
your workout, ask yourself
these following questions;

Hy
:a

Warm up and stretches

of

1. Do you warm up before
exercising?
2. Does this include whole
body activity, like jogging?
3. Is the warm up 5-10 minutes in duration?
4. Do you warm up before
stretching?
5. Do you stretch before and
after exercise?
6. Do you hold each stretch
for at least 30 seconds?
7. Do you stretch each side
of the body at least twice?
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lance photo/ ROBERT DEARLOVE

Fouled in the act: Lancer guard Tara Smith (11) is mugged on her way to the basket by a herd of Mustangs. The
Lancers were hammered 76-42 in a Feb. 4 match-up at home.

Lancers to clash with top ranked Warriors
By CraigLanning
Special to the Lance

The University of Windsor
Men's volleyball team hit the
road last week and returned
home undefeated.
On Jan. 21, they travelled to
Michigan State to take on the
Spartans. Despite a pumped-up
State team and a hostile crowd,
the Lancers cruised to a 3-1 vie-

tory (15-10, 8-15, 15-8, 15-11).
Jan. 25, saw the Lancers in a
league match at Laurier. Again,
they were 3-1 winners (15-3, 152, 9-15, 15-5). Two nights later,
the Guelph Gryphons were the
victims, falling three games to
one (15-10, 15-12, 13-15, 15-7).
The Lancers now sport a 7-3
league record, the best in the
team's history, and a 24-5 overall record.

The Lancers finish up the
regular season play hosting two
very important home games,
which will determine playoff
positions. Feb. 1 will see the
McMaster Maurauders roll into
town, and Feb. 8 brings leagueleading Waterloo Warriors to
the St. Denis Centre. Both
games start at 6:30 p.m.
II
Lanning is an assistant coach
of the men's volleyball team.

ing schedule into cycles to maximise training benefits?
3. Do you use dumbells or
single leg exercises?
4. When doing abdominal exercises for example, do you:
avoid bouncing your body off
the mat? Do the exercise
slowly, and in both directions?
Avoid supporting or lifting your
feet? Avoid placing your hands
behind your neck?

Recovery
1. Do you warm down for approximatly five minutes (excluding
stretching)
before
finishing exercise?
2. Do you eat a predominantly carbohydrate meal (55
percent of energy intake)
within 20-30 minutes of completing exercise?
3. Do have a hot-cold shower
(3-1 minutes) after exercise?
4. Do you have 5-6 meals per
day rather than three large
meals?
5. Do you have 5-6 glasses of
water per day?
6. Are you aware of your
resting heart rate?

Who to contact

If you answered }'CS to these
questions you may be exercisConditioning
ing effectively and are maximiz.
l. Do you vary your work ing the gains from your
rate every training session?
programme. Assistance is avail2. Do you work at above 60 able right on campus from Sanper cent of your maximum dra Ondracka at Campus
Heart Rate for the full session? Recreation or Rob Nicholson
3. Do you vary the weekly in- and Gordon Todorovic at the
tensity of your training ses- Human Kinetics graduate stusions? For example, have an dents office. Also, messages or
easy week, then medium and questions can be left at the
then hard week?
Lance office and the issue will
be addressed in future articles.
Weights
Next week: general training
l. Are you aware of the dif- principles.
~
ferent requirements for hyperNicholson is from Australia,
trophy (bullc), strength, power and is certified as a level two
and muscular endurance train- strength and conditioning, dising gains?
tance running coach and a level
2. Do you divide your train- one sprinting coach.

Roche likes to rough it up
in the corners and the net
By Mark Calibani

Roche is quick to note the talents of his current linemates
Dave Roche says he wants to with the Spits.
be a teacher if hockey doesn't
"Billy (Bowler) is a great
pan out. But there is no doubt play-maker. He gets the puck
about it, Dave Roche is defi- to me and I feel I can put it in
nitely a hockey player.
the net. Tim (Findlay) goes to
In fact Roche is a prototypi- the net hard and has a great
cal hockey player. Big, tough, shot. They're both great playgreat in the comers, even bet- ers."
ter in front of the net, and he
Roche heard his name called
scores goals. A total package. sixty second overall (PittsBut when this larger than life, burgh's third round choice) in
~reeking ball in skates arrived the 1993 NHL entry draft in
m Windsor about a year ago, Quebec City. "Everything went
~ould you believe that he was a quickly and kind of left my
little intimidated?
head spinning," he says of the
"I was happy with the trade. I draft, "but it was a great experiWanted out of Peterborough. ence."
~t first I was a little scared, beRoche, well-spoken man, apmg next to Detroit and all, but pears pleased with Pittsburgh
SO f~r its going really good. I'm as a future employer. "They're
having fun."
an older team, and with Rick
So far, Roche bas been virtu- Tocchett gone now, they'll
ally unstoppable in his stay with need a power forward. I think I
the Spits. He is among the can fit in well there."
league leaders in goals and
Roche is currently ranked
?Cnalty minutes, and is scoring fourth among Pittsburgh's miWei~ over a point per game. nor league and junior hockey
While he posted impressive prospects. Combine this with a
numbers with Peterborough, nearly completed contract ne-

lance photo / JERRY BURRELL

Spttfire forward David Roche (22) is stoned by Kttchener Ranger goalie Darryl Whyte in last week's Windsor victory.

gotiation and his rigorous training schedule, and you shouldn't
be surprised if you see him in a
Pittsburgh jersey before too
long.
But there is more to Roche
than just hockey. A former
OFSSAA shot-put and discus

thrower, Roche enjoys football
and track as "stress-relievers".
He is also adamant about completing his education. Last semester, Roche was registered
at the university, and with ambitions of being a teacher when
his playing days are over.

Although not currently registered in any classes, he contends that "school is still a
focus". If he's as focused on his
teaching career as be is on scoring goals, there isn't much
doubt that he'll get there.
11
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Eye on the "I"

You can take control
of genital herpes

\

\l--1
'

\
\

\_
...and your life
Coping With recurrent symptoms
such as itching or burning pain,
tingling. sores. or even localized
redness in or near the genital
area has never been easy. Add
to this the emotional impact of
guilt. resentment. depression ...
a disruption of daily life.
Advances in medical research
now enable you to do something about genital herpes outbreaks. A greater understanding
of genital herpes - plus the

availabilitv of affordable treatments. and counselling - can
help you get your life essentially
back to normal and potentially
keep outbreaks out of the picture
for years.
To confidentially learn more
about reducing the severity and
frequency of genital herpes
outbreaks. and minimizing the
risk of transmission through
safe sex guidelines. contact the
National Herpes Hotline.

CALL 1-800-HSV-FACS
1-800-478-3227
And consult your physician

Standing tall on the point
By Frederick Beitler

When Gordie Roberts began
his career with the New England Whalers of the World
Hockey Assocation as a seventeen year-old, he never thought
he would be playing profesional
hockey 20 years later. The
smooth skating defenseman has
blended in nicely with the Chicago Wolves of the International Hockey League (IHL).
Roberts who was born and
raised in Detroit, had some difficulty in his path toward profesional hockey.
"Before 1980, not many players advanced in (American)
college hockey, although now
its the best road to travel," explained Roberts. He should
know. In 1974 he was the Ontario Hockey League's (OHL)
first round draft choice of the
Sudbury Wolves, but was tied
up in a lengthy court battle and
eventually played his junior
hockey for Victoria in the
Western Hockey League.
Though his NHL career is
over, Roberts is a player and
assistant coach with the Wolves
and is trying to use his valuable
playing experience in the detailed role of coaching.
"At this stage, consistancy is
the key. My game is to move
the puck and breakout." These
skills arc what Roberts attributes to his hockey longevity.
Last summer Roberts approached the Detroit Vipers
about their open coaching position. When the Vipers hired
Mark Hardy, Roberts pursued

the Wolves and landed the job
"Chicago has really worked oui
well. We fly to a lot of ga~s
and three hours is the longest
bus ride. The Wolves bring pro.
fessionalism to the minor
leagues."
The one adjustment Roberts
has made is playing games in
three straight nights. "It's a
weekend league (IHL). At
times I've sat out the in-between game. The fans are
cheated on because they're see.
ing two tired hockey teams and
they're not playing at the same
level." The fatigue factor was
definitely noticable at the turn
of the year when some te~
played six times in seven nights.
With the role as coac~
Roberts understands that you
have to back up what you say
with how you perform. "The
way you present yourself is
everything. Your action is
louder than words, and little
things you tell them (rookies) is
how good veterans pa~ on
their wisdom." Although the
theory seems simple, there are
very few players who have the
personality and understanding
to execute this on the ice.
According to Roberts there
is a difference when a team is
surrounded by good veterans
and bad veterans. This is definitely true. How a veteran ban.
dies himself usually sets the
tone for the rest of the team. If
the Chicago Wolves arc to go
far in the playoffs Gordie
Roberts must continue to display the qualities of a good veteran.
0

Results and standings
•

going

Standings
Men's hockey
Mid East .......... G ... W .... L .....T ..... F ..... A .. P
Guelph ............. 20 ... 12..... 5 ..... 3 .... 96 ... 58 27
Toronto ............ 20 .... 6 ......8 ..... 6 .... 62 ... 77 18
Queen's ............ 21.... 3 ..... 15 .... 3 .... 66 ... 96. 9
R.\.iC ............ 2L.0..... 19 ..•. 2 .... 47 .. 132 2

get

Far Rut---· G- W .... L-..T .....F ..-A .. P
UQTR ............. 19 ... 15..... 1 ..... 3 ... 115 .. 46 33
Ottawa .............. 18 ... 11 .....5 ..... 2 .... 72 ... 44 24
Conoordia ........ 17 .... 8 ...... 6 ..... 3 .... 55 ... 64 19
McGill .............. 18 .... 8 ......9 ..... 1 .... 76 ... 74 17

MldWest--···G-W.-L-..T ..... F.-A .. P
Brock................ 20 ... 12..... 7 ..... 1 .... 86 ... 69 25
York ............ - .. 20 ... 10..... 9 ..... 1 .... 88 ... 73 21
Ryerson ............ 20 .... 7 .....13 .... 0 .... 57 .. 10714
Laurentien ....... 20 .... 6 .....13 ....1 .... 64 .•. 92 13

by March 31st
The best deals to Europe this summer are
available exclusively from Travel CUTS/
Voyages Campus.
Student Class™ air fares are your ticket to maximum
savings and flexibility. Bon Voyage™ travel insurance designed spec1f1cally for students - is comprehensive yet
inexpensive. Eurailpass, flexipass, Europass, point-to-point
and country passes - we have them all. Our agents will
help you choose the right one, and then issue it to you
on the spot! Finally don't forget your ISIC (International
Student Identity Card) and Hostel Card for even more

~
i~QGB~
;..c

savings once you're on the road.

and we'll throw in some of
Book your flight, rail pass, insurance, ISIC, and
hostel card with Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus

CA:EU'

by March 31, 1995• and we'll throw in a free

Berlceley Guide to Europe, the budget traveller's
handbook, PLUS one free night {including
breakfast and dinner) at The Pink Palace - the

" j

TRAVEL CUTS
VOYAGES CAMPUS

$50
value
free!

FarWest--,G-W.-L-..T-.F.-A ..P
Weslern ............ 18 ... 11 ..... 5 ..... 2 .... 82 ... 47 24
Laurier ............. 18 ... 10.....6 ..... 2 .... 80 ... 58 22
Waterloo .......... 18 ... 10..... 6 ..... 2 .... 72 ... 63 22
Windsor --.18- 6.. -8--4 _ 55_ 73 16
OWIM West hodcey standings
Team ............... G ... W .... L .....T ..... F ..... A .. P
Toronto ............ 12 ... 10..... l ..... 1 .... 95 ... 15 21
Guclph ............ 11 .... 9 ...... 1 ..... 1 .... 53 ... 1619
Queen's ............ 13 .... 6 ......4 ..... 3 .... 60 ... 29 15
l..aurier ............. 13 .... 4 ...... 7 ..... 2 .... 48 ... 86 10
York .............. 11 .... 3 ...... 7 ..... 1.... 27 ... 42 7
Wlndsor--.12-0 ..-12 ....0-16 •. 111 0
OUM West men's volleyball standings
Team ------MP.. W-.L-GW .GL.P
Watcrloo ................... 9 ..... 9 ..... 0 ..... 27 ... 1.18
Wlndsor----10.-7-3.-23 ... 13 14
Brock......................... 9 ..... 6 ..... 3 ..... 21 ... 15 12
Western ..................... 9 ..... 5 ..... 4 ..... 16 ... 16 10
Mc.\iaster ................. 9 ..... 4 ..... 5 ..... 16 ... 19. 8
Guelph ..................... 10.... 1..... 9 ..... 10 ... 28. 2
L&urier ..................... 10.... 1..... 9 ..... 8 .... 29. 2
OWIM West volleyball at.andinp
Team ...................... MP.. W .... L .. GW.GL.P
McMastcr ................ 11 ... 10.... 1..... 31 ... 9. 20
Western .................... 11 .... 9 ..... 2 ..... 29 ... 8.18
Brock........................ 11 .... 6 .•.•. 5.....22 ...20 12
Lake head ................. 10.... 5 ..... 5.....21 ... 20 10
Guelpb ..................... 10.... 4 ..... 6 ..... 16 ... 23. 8
Waterloo .................. 11 .... 3 ..... 8 ..... 15 ... 27. 6
l..auricr ..................... 10.... 3-.. 7..... 14 ... 26. 6

WlndllOl'---12,-3-,9.-14 ... 29. 6
OWIM women's basketball
Team ........................ G .•. W .... L .... F .... A. .. P
Western ..................... 8 ..... 8 ..... 0 ....615.41516
Brock......................... 8 ..... 5 ..... 3 .... 562 .53210
Lake head .................. 8 ..... 5 ..... 3 .... 539 .53910
Wlndsor- - - - 8 - - 5 - . 3.-418 .446 10
Guelpb ...................... 8 ..... 3 ..... 5....442 .450 6
Waterloo ................... 8 ..... 3 ..... 5 ....445 .513 6
McMastcr ................. 8 ..... 2 ..... 6 .... 465 .526 4
uuricr ...................... 8 ..... 1 ..... 7 .... 425 .490 2
OUM men's basketball standlnp

world's largest youth resort located in Corfu, Greece.

Team - - - - - G ,.. W-.L.-F ..-A... P

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Guelpb ...................... 6..... 6 ..... 0.... 513 .42512
McMaster ................. 6 ..... 5 ..... 1....557 .42810
Waterloo ................... 6 ..... 5 ..... 1.... 542 .47810
Srock ......................... 7 ..... 5 ..... 2 ....607 .57210
Western ..................... 8 ..... 2 ..... 6 ....585 .658 4
Lake head ................. 8 ..... 2 ..... 6 ....550 .672 4
uuner ,, ___............ 6 .... 1 _ .. 5 .... 484 .557 2
Wlndaor---- 7--1-,6....555 .603 2

Call Toll Free: 1·800-387-2887
Ont Req 1 3358071

Results
(•idinglor1. 19, J99J)

Men's basketball
I..aurier 75 Lancers 74
Guelpb 77 I..ao«rs 72
Women's basketball
Lancers 50 Laurier 42
Lancers 45 Guelpb 43
Men's volleyball
Lancers 3 Laurier 1
(15-2, 15-3, 7-15, 15-5)
Lancers 3 Guelph 1
(15-10, 15-12. 13-15, 15-7)
Women's volleyball
Lancers 3 Laurier 1
(15-5, 15-9, 15-9)
Lancers 3 Guelpb 1
(15-10, 15-12, 13-15, 15-7)
Men's hod!.ey
Lancers 7 Ryerson 3
uncers 4 Laurentian 3 (01)
Women's hockey
Laurier 12 Lancers 4

Upcoming events
Men's hod!.ey
Feb. 10, Windsor at Brock
Feb. 11. Windsor at Yorlr.
Women's hockey
Feb. 11, Toronto at Windsor
Women's volleyball
Feb. 8, Waterloo al Windsor 8:30 p.m.
Men's volleyball
Feb. 8, Waterloo at Windsor 6:30 p.m.
Men's basketball
Feb. 8, Windsor at Waterloo
Feb. 11, McMaster at Windsor 2 p.m.
St.Denis Centre

w-··

basketball

Pet,. 8, Windsor al Waterloo

Feb. 11, McMaster at Windsor 4 p.m.
SLOenis Centre
Track and ffeld
Feb. 10, University of Windsor Team
ChaUenge at St.Denis Centre

Answers to Stumpen
1) Nolan Richardson

2) Big East
3) Glenn Robinson. Purdue

4) Villanova Wildcats
5) North Carolina
6) "Pistol" Pete Maravich
7)Ten
8) Corliss Williamson, Arbmas
How'd you score
AU 8 oonut - you should write for uJ)(Jt

sports.
6 or 7 correct - ll you play as good~ you
answered these que.,tions, the NBA is the
~xtstop.
3 to 5 correct - The Michael Jordan of

trivia you arc not!

1 or 2 correct - you were called for
travelling.
Ocorrcct - In your (aQC! You oouldn't P,Y
on a intramural baskelball team.
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Up close and personal

Taking the bore out of SuperBowl

It Shane O'Donohue, hockey

By Jeff Rivard
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BY Phil King

Bom: January 9, 1972
\fajor: Human Kinetics
g;gh School: Lamblon-Kent
eomposite School
lleight: 6'1
Weight: 190
. Pyle.
Nickname: "Gomer" as m
niree words that best describe
me are: sarcastic, confidant and
bard-working.
My childhood hero is: Wayne
Gretzky.
My ravorite musicians are,
Barbie Bentall, & John Cougar
Mellencamp.

Favorite vacation spot is my
grandma's place in Berwick,
Ontario (near Ottawa).
My pet peeve is, cold showers.
If I bad a million dollars I
would invest it and have a huge
week.long bash.
If they filmed a life story about
me, Richard Dreyfuss would be
lb~ actor because of the grey
hatr.
My most embarrasing moment,
was when I fanned on a penalty
shot last season against
Queen's. Later, as a gift, I got a
miniature hockey stick with a
puck chained to it.
ii

lIJl5

Lance photo/ MIKE PERElRA
Shane O'Donoliue.
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Mac attack hits St. Denis Centre
By Tracy Higgs

Lancer athletic programs
have not been known for strong
fan support in recent years.
Since the St. Denis Centre
moved across campus the number of spectators has declined.
It seems for some the centre
is too far to access. At any
other university, the walk
across campus alone would be
a further trek than the actual
hike to the athletic complex on
our campus. Though the path
happens to pass through a residential area, the short walk to
the St. Denis Centre seems like
a journey. But it's not.
By passing on these opportunutics, students miss a
chance to see the best local athletes in action and a chance to
become more involved. Failing
lo take a part seems to leave

something lacking in the overall university experience.
Sporting events have a way
of bringing people together and
allowing for opportunities to
meet new people. That is why
some students say something
needs to be done to increase
the morale of this school.
A number of the students
have got together to promote
Lancer Athletics. On Feb. 11,
both the men's and women's
basketball teams will play their
last home games of the season
before the Ontario Championships. The goal of the special
promotion event is to pack the
house.
In this quest arrangements
have been made for fantastic
door priz.es like sports bags,
free dinners, flowers, baseball
caps, university sweatshirts and
a multitude of other goodies. In

addition the students solicited
sponsorship for special events
and give aways during the game
and at the door. Since students
appreciate the importance of
the word free, the group made
sure it is all no charge.
So remember the Lancer
men play at 2 p.m. and the
women Lancers play at 4 p.m
on Feb. 11, so be there.
The Lancer women and men
arc both three times CIAU
Champs. March 3 and 4 mark
the last home meet to see
O'Brian Gibbons and Kelly
Dinsmore as Lancers. Gibbons
is ranked in the top filteen in
the world in the 60 metre, and
Kelly Dinsmore holds the Canadian record in triple jump as
she was the first woman in Canada to jump over 13 metres. [I

SuperBowl XXIX met the
lowest expectations of most
people. It has become an excuse to party, watch innovating
commercials, and the game if
it's competitive.
The most astute observation
I beard was about the Chargers, "If this team is so bad why
are they playing in the game?"
I could respond with the theory
that the disparity between the
conferences is too great and it
is time for change.
In the past four SuperBowls
fans have witnessed the Buffalo
Bills' devastation from three
different NFC teams. If that's
the best the AFC has to offer
something is definitely wrong.
One only has to look at the
NFC East and see the stockpile
of SuperBowl silverware to understand why. Three teams in
the division have a total of nine
SuperBowl victories, six in the
last eight years alone. Breaking
up these powerhouse divisions
and basing new ones on accurate
geographical
layouts
should mean the level of competition will be evenly distributed.
The
problem
that
currently exists in the NFC

West, where only one of the
five teams plays in the western
time zone would be rectified.
There is a major difference
in the quality of play between
the two leagues. The AFC bas
had a one dimensional approach. With the "no huddle
offense" and the "run and
shoot", it has relied too heavily
on passing the ball. The NFC
has had three dimensional
look. Teams such as the Cowboys, Giants, and 49ers have
been pass the ball effectively,
run with it and produce a defence that can protect the
points the offense scores.
For some AFC teams problems arise from an inability to
master both offense and defense. Such was the case for
Pittsburgh this year, whose true
asset was a punishing defense.
By rearranging the teams these
different approaches to the
game would be spread throughout the league.
If nothing is done now to
rectify the situation, we can
only expect further dissapointments in the future - as witnessed two Sunday's ago in
Miami. Without changes, the
SuperBowl may well become
the SuperBore.
!!

Sports stumpers
By Hennan Viol

1) Who is the bead coach of the
Arkansas Razorbacks?
2) In what confrence would you
find the Georgetown Hoyas?
3) What player was given the
John Wodden award in 1994?
4) Who won the 1994 N.I.T.?
5) Which team captured the
NCAA's women's champion-

ship in 1994?
6) Who is the all-time NCAA
scoring leader?
7) Since 1938 UCIA has won
the most national championships. How many have they
won?
8) Who was the MVP of the
1994 NCAA tournament?
Answers on page 12

ASSUMPTION CAMPUS COMMUNITY
Open Monday Through Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Student Lounge, Quiet Study Areas, Counselling Services
ACTIVITIES
Every Tuesday - Supper at 5:30 p.m. ($4.00)

•
•
•
•

POLO by Ralph Lauren
Diesel
• K-Swiss
Big Star
• Ray Ban
Avirex
• Indian
purchase if you
bring in this ad

Sunday Mass - 11 :30 a.m. 2nd Floor Chapel
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Call 973-7033 Ex. 3399
Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor Ontario N9B 3P4
Located [m.mecliately West of the Student Centre
South of Assumption Church
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Power of the polls

tLECnoN'

Co1rv ,o[, ....

Looking at the number who usually show up at the polls one
would think students don't realize the power they possess.
Every year when elections come around your vote influences
what the student government will focus on for the duration of the
next school year. And these decisions have a dramatic effect on
student life at the university.
'!bough the thought of student government may not bring dollar signs to mind, the council does control a substantial budget,
made up of levies which students pay. Do you want that money to
be allocated to an increased party budget, an educational budget,
more comprehensive student services, or fighting the provincial
and federal threats to education budgets. It is your decision.
But it's not just the money that makes the elections important.
Councillors elected now sit on larger decision-making bodies and
represent you to the faculty, administration, and other groups.
So when you're pcnciling in your choices for student senators,
for example, you're selecting someone to speak for students on
academic matters. Do you want mandatory writing courses to be
implemented? Will more funds be allocated to the library? What
kind of characteristics should a good professor display? What departments and faculties will the university direct (or cut) finances
and resources to as education budgets continue to be cut?
In addition reps will decide on the policy and action taken on issues like national representation. Will the council continue to
fight against cuts to education and bikes in tuition? Many students
feel that tuition should be hiked - is that what students want to
say?
·1nese arc the kind of decisions being made for you and the kind
of questions candidates should be asked before students step up lo
the ballot box. While reading, examinations, part-time jobs and
other responsibilities keep students relatively busy already it is important to allocate at least some time towards researching which
candidate would best represent the student body.
Think of yourself as an employer because in a way that's the position students arc in at the polls. You need to consider qualifications, experience, and special interests during the hiring process
just as is necessary in the process of making an informed decision
at the polls. There are three forums left in which students can
question candidates and get informed about who you're voting
into office. So get out there and make your vote an informed one!
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Pizza fueled strike

CD

tb.
ba

march on an empty stomacl
did you? I don't know aooat
yourself, but seeing as most slu·
dents are on a limited budgcl
this free lunch attempting to
give their wallets a break, e~n
if it was for only a day. I undet·
stand that everyone is entitled
to their opinion, however I
most certainly do not agrtt
with yours, and I hope all stadents on campus feel the~
Monique Wiltshirt

See Letters page 15
Volume LXVII. Number 18

Action for students: students for action

Cortrtbuton: IIY,lrid Badley, Dave Bal, Jacquehne
Beckford, Chris Boyd, Dave Bukovec, Jerly Bll'rell. Mark
Caliba11, Enna castanares, Rob Dearlove. Dave Gart11,
Pa~ Hav.«ins, Tracey Hig~. Kevil Johnson, Phi King,
Chns Lawson, Trec11 Mcl.emon, C)flthia Mum. Matt
Mo5sman. Sain N111k. David North, Miki! Peren, Rob
Nicholson, Tracy Ouellette, Dave Raniga, Jackie
Shannon, Herman Viol, Shela Windle.
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While thousands of students marched for their right to accessible education on Jan. 25, some students at the University of Windsor are still fighting physical barriers which prevent them from
getting to their classrooms.
(.plea~e. vote)
Thousands of dollars have been sunk into new buildings, temperature control mechanisrm and other renovations for old buildings on the campus, but the elevator in Memorial Hall still makes
Letters to the editor
it next to impossible for anyone in a wheelchair to make it to classFirst I would like to inform
rooms on the second and third floors. Since the elevator floor
you that it took a lot of hard
doesn't line up with the hallway, it's pretty hard (and dangerous)
work and planning for days to
to wheel to classes on the upper levels of the building.
Dear Editor,
While the university bas tried to remedy the problem with a
This letter is in response to put the entire day together.
Second, the idea behind the
portable ramp, this cut and paste solution isn't working for the stu- Saiira Najak's Jan. 30 (opinion].
dents who need it. Ironically enough the elevator has been in this You stated the free lunch pro- free lunch was to help bring
condition since at least the 1982-83 school year when documented vided by the UWSA was "inap- students out for the cause and
in the Wmdsor Star, yet the problem still hasn't been adequately propriate" and seemed to be a to provide all students, espeaddressed.
social event which had nothing cially those taking part in the
protest, with something to eat
In fact it seems Memorial is just a case in point for special needs to do with the students' strike.
students who feel that the attitude at the university is not conduSince you say you were con- before they proceeded to
cive to learning, and sometimes even hostile to their presence.
fused as to the reason for the march downtown. I don't know
If the administration wants to continue advertising itself as fully free lunch, I will be happy to bow you could have mistaken it
accessible to special needs students, the university should put its guide you through your confu- for a social scene!
money and attitude where its mouth is.
You didn't expect us to
sion.
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Access not equal yet
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Editorial Policies

Mission Slatement

The /.Jmce is published by the Student Media
Corporaion .r1d prints 10,000 copies every
Monday of the fal .r1d winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Uisigned editorials are produced by the Lance
editaial board, .r1d may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the lance
are not necessarily those of the Uiiversity of
Windsor or the Student Alli.r1ce.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
indude contributor's name .r1d phone number and
must be typed double-spaced, legibly h.r1dwritten,
or on floppy disk (IBM compaible). The ecitor
reserves the nght to ecit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Friday before
publication .r1d must include the writer's nilTle,
major of study .r1d phone number.
Contents copyright 1995. Reproduction 1n any
way is forbidden wlthoot the written permiss,on of
the editor in chief. The L.ance is a member d the
Canad.r1 Uiiversity Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
Uiiversity of W111dsor, affinns its role as an agent
d social ch.r1ge, performing both an educative
.r1d activist function.
These principles il'e based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The L.ance recognizes the dversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual onentatioo, aoe. physical
.r1d mental ability and economic staus of our
audience, .r1d reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
ether media avoid, the LMlce recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have e~itable access to the meda. We affirm our
responsibility to give these i,oups voice .r1d
recognition.
3. The L.ance is committed to acting against
~press,on of socially, culturally, politically, .r1d
economically disadv.r1taged i,oups. In additioo,
we oppose the abuse of power in arty form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist, heterose>eis~ or that mai!JIS

differently-abled peoples or the economdl
cisadv.r1taged.
5. The Lance will work against the prolif~ d
conventional and nuclear arms .rid the systems
which promote them, which preserve and ~Sil
unjust economic and political hegemooy, resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes noo-violent resol~ ~
'IIIY and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological res~sblt
both in content and in its day-to-day w0fkil9S

Mailing address:
The Lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:
E<itor: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News .r1d Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232, ext 3923
Advertising: (519) 971 -3604
Fax: (519) 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca __.
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Many of you have probably
noticed groups of people on
campus that seem to get a little
fidgety around dusk and looking more tra?quil than they
have in some time.
You would have been most
astute to note the above, because Ramadaan is here again
for Canadian Muslims to join
with the world in the annual
training program to refresh
both body and soul.
What has been enjoined
upon all able-bodied Muslims
~ the mandatory observance of
fasting (Sawm in Arabic) from
dusk till dawn for each of the
days during the lunar month of
Ramadaan. Because of the lunar calendar, the first day of
Ramadaan falls about 10 or 11
days behind where it was in the
previous solar year. This calendar system is indeed pragmatic
for the university of Islamic
practice, as it enables Muslims
all over the world, from Quebec to Cape Town, to share in
both the longer and the shorter

Page 15

tunate.
Jo fact, it is
these higher level items that
are the crux of what Ramadaan
should be about to all Muslims.
For instance, people should be
aware of the underlying epitome of Ramadaan. For those
people who continue in their
practice of treachery, slander,
or any ill manner there is no
reason for them to refrain from

some obesity and sloth, as well
as to filter out many of the toxins and poisons that have accumulated
over
the
year,
especially in our preservativeladen diets so common in modem society.
However, at a higher level,
Ramadaan is an opportunity to
develop qualities that would

favor are handsome incentives,
acquired through the development of self-restraint and control over worldly factors like
hunger, thirst, and sexual urges.
Fasting also teaches us to control the love of worldly comforts.
In short, Ramadaan is the
month where humanity is given
the chance to take control over
these worldly factors and comforts, and maintain a standard
of conduct befitting of God's
servants, hopefully leading to a
greater sense of tranquillity and
consciousness of our Creator. [!
Mikhail Au is a second year
MBA student at Windsor.

Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 14

Alot o' tuition
Dear Fnitor,

Where does our tuition go?

Since the talk of tuition rising
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began, a lot of questions have
entered my mind. Why does
the government have to cut
back on funding to the universities? Why is the budget so mismanaged? Is the tuition hike
really necessary? I don't know
too much about government
and politics, so a lot of these
questions remain unanswered.
But on a local level. I would
like to know exactly how my
$1 300 per semester is spent by
the U of W. If I beard correctly
on Jan. 25, there are 16 OOO students (grads and undergrads)
at the university. 16 OOO x 1 300
= $20 800 OOO per semester
and $41 600 OOO per year.
What about the additional
money coming in during intersession and summer session?
I realiz.e there are a number of
part time students also so the
figure is some what lower.
But the point is, there is a
?uge amount of money corning
mto the university. As I look
around, I wonder how it is be-

ing spent. Is it to ensure the
quality of our classrooms? If
you have any classes in Dillon
Hall you'll know the answer to
that one. Are they adding new
courses, hiring more professors,
planning to build a new building? Maybe they are. Maybe
our money does cover the cost
of salaries, maintenance, beating-cooling etc. But as a student who bands over $1 300 per
i;emester, I believe I have a
right to know exactly bow my
tuition is being spent.
I think a layout of all university expenses should be given to
us once a year. It sure would
relieve my mind. If any one bas
suggestions, please respond.
Kathy Kasana
Matha ma ties

Ode to the SCA
Dear Editor,
I tried to express my anger,
fear, and disgust concerning
the recent events involving the
Students Christian Association
in a letter, but I found it difficult to say everything, the way I
wanted to say it. As a poet, expressing my thoughts can best
be done through my work. ..
calling all cars

how are you better than the
wind that blows in my back on
this grey day in a town that
speaks of dreamc; that may not
come true
how can J think when my
place of "higher learning" is
brimming
with
ignorance
scrawled upon the wall of a
room in which I once felt safe
why are you convicted with
convictions that serve no purpose but to propagate in narrow minds linked to sharp
tongues lashing lies at those of
whom you do not even know
why do you hide behind a title which to many represents
love and goodwill where stones
are meant to be cast only by the
sinless
where are the rational voices
that will join mine in selling solutions that reach beyond punishment to relieve the targeted
and most of all educate the
clueless
Romeo Desmarais
Sociology and Music Therapy

No right to impose
Dear Editor,
I have never written a letter
to the editor of a newspaper
but I feel that it bas become

·
necessary to enter the fray and
comment on the recent antigay
activities of the Student Christian Association (SCA) and the
lecture on sexuality hy Al Kresta, sponsored by the Sunday
Evening Series on Jan. 28 at
the CAW Student Centre.
It is important to remind
everyone that there are innumerable ways of living in this
world. As a result, there are
many different philosophies,
realities or world views. All of
these realities are equally valid
and no single world view is inherently superior to another.
It is not any individual or
group's right to impose their
collective world view on others
and to condemn, ridicule, stigmatize, devalue or oppress people who do not ascribe to their
world view. I believe that this is
exactly what the SCA has done.
I also felt this condemnation
during Kresta's lecture. It is obvious that their world view is
drastically different from mine
which involves tolerating and
accepting humanity's incredihle
diversity.
During his lecture Kresta
equated homosexuality with being "born blind or without a
limb" yet he claimed that be

did not bate lesbians, gays or
bisexuals because "they are
God's creatures just like heterosexuals." It appears that
Kresta does not understand
that his condemnation an<l degradation for~ the breeding
ground for hate. Kresla denied
any knowledge or association
with the SCA. However, it is
obvious that his "Christian"
rhetoric fuels the activities of
these zealots.
I am concerned for the member(s) of the SCA. Don't they
worry about what will happen
to them when Judgment Day
comes ( and it will because it is
part of their reality)? Aren't
they worried about being
judged as sinners who incited
hatred against a group of people who just want to live in a
world with equality, respect,
and dignity?
They had better start honouring and loving all of their
neighbors. They should also
come out of the closet to identify themselves so they can accept responsibility for what
they have done and engage in
honourable discourse with people who are different but equal.
Stuart Gibson
Psychology
0

... around campus

What two universities turned you down before you came to Windsor?
"Spees
Howard School
of Broadcasting
and the Trucking
Institute because
1screwed up the
tnterview."

Chris Allen

Year I
Communications

"Queens because I failed the
PCAT Pompous Community
Admissions
Test."

"Queens and
Western ... you
have to take your
hat off in class."

"Toledo
School of Hairdressing
and
Marvel School of
Modelling
and
Beauty. Too voluptuous
for
them. They don't
like feminists."

Sue Morin
News director

Brad Bailly

CJAMFM

Mechanical Engineering

Year ll

I

Fred Jamieson
Year Il
Engineering
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UWSA
b elec1:ions
• •
g1v1ng
you
1:he blahs?
Cut through the rhetoric and check
out the all-candidate public forums
sponsored by UWSA & the lance.
Wednesday, Feb. 8, 11 :30-1:30
CAW Student Centre Commons
Thursday, Feb. 9, 4:30-7:00 p.m.
Studio A, basement Lambton
Monday, Feb. 13, 11 :00-1 :00
CAW Student Centre Commons

•Drink Specials •Prizes &Giteawags •Lunch Specials •Special Beer Prices

Alexandria Body Sugaring
ffair Rena.oval

977-92Q.7

Ce~~'t.:*C:C's-:::=

Eeilde Valate Theatre, »6 Ouellette Al'e.. Wlndi()r

~.., TRAVEL CUTS

the safest. and most r/fectJ»e way of dealing wUh
unwanted face and body hair.

~~ VOYAGES CAM

• .100% lYatural Product Used
• P.mllronmentally Friendly
•Safe and Gentle for everyone
• Ptee ProfetMlonal Conaultatlon

All other Aesthetic senkes awllable at tt.00nable prka:
facials, Mank:utt.s, Pedicura and Therapeutic lllusage.
(cert/f'le d aesthetlclan l!r Myomas.sologlst)

I
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Humanities Research Group

Presents
1994-95 Distinguished Speaker Series

on

~••......•...... •.••...••..•••......................... ........................... ............

When You Book One
Of These Contiki Holidays At
Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus!
O n a Cont1ki Tour you spend
more time having fun, because
we take care of all the details
that can make travelling a chore

9A;v

~~;YS
for 18-3.5·s

And now when you book
one of the following Cont1ki
tours - The Ultimate European,
The European Adventurer,
The European Contrasts t or
The European Escapadet - at
Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus
you get return airfare to London
included absolutely free1* Don't
miss this fabulous value! Drop
by Travel CUTS/Voyages

Campus today'

~~TRAVEL CU1S

~-. . . \IUYAGES CAMPUS '-::"! ~-

-.=

Visit 17 Countries in 50 days!
from S110/day Including flight and most meals.

Dr Ann Cavoukian
Information and Privacy
Commission, Province of Ontario

THE EUROPEAN ADVENTURER
Visit 12 Countries in 37 days!
from S83/day. Including flight and most meals.

THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS
Visit 11 Countries in 29 days!

"Privacy:
What is Private ...
What is Not?"

from S97/day Including fl,ght and most meals

THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 Countries in 25 days!
from S99/day. Including 11,ght and most meals.

Your • .., 1RAVEL CU1S

nearest fi,,11 \VWEs CAMPUS

8:00 p.m.
Friday, February 10, 1994
Oak Room of Vanier Hall

University of Windsor

The Travel Company
of the Canadian

Feoera1,on of Stuoen1s
• Par1>C,pan1 muSl !>e a fu -1rne student w,tn an cn1emat<>nal Studenl ldent~ Caro (ISIC)
• Cer:a n resrnctions apply F ot)h1 must be bOotced in con,unct,on Wl'!h se ected Cont11<1 lours Free foght for
Mont•ea1 Ha~ OE(>a~u,es onry Fo, Cl<!Partures from Wnnc,eg s,50: SaskalOon, RIJ9NI Ca~ry
EOmot'lon Vanc:ouve< S2CO. VoC10ta • S2SO Fu oeta s ava,lable from Travel CUTSNoyages CamPUs

T°'°"'"·

Public and Private

THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN

Call Toll Free

1-800- 387-2887
Ont Reg • 3358071

lp

For more information please call:
(519) 253-4232 ext 3508

I
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Sharpen your pencils and submit
poetry and photos
for the Lance special poetry feature.
/),ut )NI' "66 ''ll'U l'dMU d, &IAJt A11) ,ol,iu ,~,,& u d,~ k.11u
"66tu lll die IASU#Ull d6 de C,AJO
~lflH. 7>u)U,,e
6d, s11&111usu,u: IOe)11u)Ar, ~IHIA''t 22, 1 !J!J5.
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Diversions
Diversions. a weekly calendar ot events, is a free community service of the Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.

Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact
Please bring or send your submissions to: lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing
.1 The Human Rights Education Officer & The
r Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues Coordinator
are located on Campus (second floor CAW
Student Centre). If you are a student and have
experienced harassment or have had your
human rights violated we are here to help you.
Call 253-4232 ext 3500.

/

/

.1 A Semester In Orlando. Students from
r Windsor with a cumulative grade point
average of 8.0 may transfer credit from a four
credit semester of study at Central Florida
University. Details and application forms for
Fall 1995 or Winter 1996 residence in Florida
should be obtained from either Or. Pryke in
History or Or. Innes in Geography for
completion by March 1.

important meeting today at 6 p.m. upstairs in
the Grad House. Everyone is invited to attend.

Ree Buddies is a program designed to
integrate students with disabilities into
Campus Ree programs and fitness activities.
Anyone interested in volunteering should
attend an information session in the Human
Kinetics Building, room 204. at 8 p.m.

'

...-listen to CJAM 91.5 FM at 8:30 p.m. for
radio drama like you've never heard before.

have a Bagel Brunch today at noon in the
board room of the CAW Student Centre
(across from the Info desk). There will be tons
of food and all are welcome.

The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre, conference rooms 1 and 2. New
members are always welcome.

• Students' Action Coalition will have an
outreach committee meeting today at 1 p.m.
upstairs in the Grad House.

'/

• The Psychology Society is selling t-shirts to
everyone interested. Starting today, you can
come and put your order in at the psychology
department. See the secretaries for more
details and sign your order form there.

/

.1 A _Criminology Career Fair open to all
r Criminology Students ($5.00 for
non-members) will take place at 10 a.m. in
the Ambassador Auditorium. See the
Criminology Board for details.

tl The Canadian Studies Club presents Slap
X Shot, the movie, and Don Cherry's Rock 'em

/

/

• The Anthropology Society will be holding its
meeting upstairs in the Grad House at
3:30 p m. All members please be present.

/

• Agenda items are due by 5 p.m. today for next
week's UWSA General Council Meeting ,
Please submit any agenda requests to Dave
Zaritzky, Council Chair

Students' Action Coalition will have a general
meeting today at 5 p.m. upstairs in the Grad
House. Everyone is welcome.

O Windsor Jewish Students Organization will
•

The Aboriginal Student's Association will
have a meeting at Turtle Island at 11 :30 a.m.

Wednesday, February 15

Tuesday, February 14
~Medical & Health Services will have
information booths for Sexual Health Week
and Safe Spring Break in the Odette Building
lobby from 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.

• The Afri-Canadian Cultural Organization of
St Clair College will hold a Black History
Week panel discussion on Different
Perspectives On Economic Independence at
the St. Clair College multipurpose room from
6-7:30 p.m. For more information contact
Marsha Stewart at 977-9955.

foundation music, and current events. Hosted
by selector Babyface from Toronto's Excel
Soundsation.

Dance For Heart Aerobattlon for the Heart &
Stroke foundation takes place in the St. Denis
Centre multipurpose room from 5-8 p.m. $5
donation at the door.
/

• OPIRG-Windsor's Environmental Working
Group is holding its first meeting at 6 p.m. in
the Grad House meeting room. For more
information call 253-4232 ext. 3872.

Friday, February 17

Monday, February 13

tt The Psychology Society is having an

Assumption University (400 Huron Church
road). For more information call 253-4232
ext. 3872.

Happy Valentine's Day

• Co-op Education & Student Placement
presents Wayne State's Masters program in
Communication disorders & Sciences
(Speech Patflotogy) from 2:30-3:30 p.m. in
the Oak Room of Vanier Hall.

Sock 'em Hockey in room 3123 of Erie Hall at
7:30 p.m. Admission is $1.00. Everyone is
welcome.

.-Irish Canadian Cultural Club presents An
• Evening With Batt Bums. Irish Seanchai in
Mackenzie Hall at 8 p.m. For further
information call John O'Connell at (519)
972-8303. Tickets are $12.00.
• Windsor & Area Coalition for Social Justice
will have their annual meeting (at 2 p.m.) and
Transportation Workshop (10 a.m.) at St.
Andrews Church. For more information call
the Third Wor1d Resource Centre at 252-1517

/

.1 Watch 401 Sunset today and Friday at
'i 5:30 p.m. if you missed the Strike on the 25th
of January. Produced by Luisa Cabiddu and
Jeff Robinson.
• The Black Student Alliance will meet today at
/ 6 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall.

•

• Out On Campus will meet upstairs in the Grad
House at 6 p.m.

'iA.Assumption University will hold a cost dinner
at 5:30 p.m. prepared by student volunteers
for only $4.00 ~ocated immediately west of
the CAW Student Centre and south of
Assumption Church). Call 973-7033 ext. 3399
for more information.

•

...-Listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Tuesday night
from 6-8 p.m. for Dan_ceha/1 Extravaganza.
featuring the best in dancehall reggae,

; • OPIRG-Windsor will have a meeting for the
Organic Food Co-op at 5:30 p.m. in room 201

/

Sunday, February 19

Thursday, February 16

t

lntemrsity Christian Fellowship meets at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall. This
is a small group study on Real Love.

Assumption University Chapel will have a
Healing Mass followed by a bake sale on the
second floor of Assumption University Chapel
(west of CAW Student Centre, south of
Assumption Church) at 11 :30 a.m.

O Listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Sunday for
•

Judaism: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow.

Monday, February 20
; • Lance Staff Meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.

The Lance
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Monday. February 13. 1995

Which cycle
is the best?
Okay, they're all good,
but remember to recycle.

VIA REDEFINES THE WORD

services
LSAT - GMAT - GRE Training Programs - Since 1979 we have successfully prepared thousands of students
for these tests. Programs range from 6
weeks to one weekend. Start noW4
Richardson - (416) 410-7737 Of' 1•

I

800-567-7737.

Oaytona Beach Spring Break!! ENERGY 108 & HOT 103.5 will be leadirxJ
the party in Daytona this yea~ Room
only $139 or bus and hotel $299 ,~
the week, Canadian$$!! Call Teresa~
Vera at 258-2216. Almost sold out!
Lance classifieds are a great and inexpensive way to reach the U of Wcampus. Just $5 gets you 20 words and
includes GST. Bring your ad and' prepayment to the Lance office by noon
Friday. We'll take care of the rest.

Going to Daytona?
$119u.sJperson. Booking direct
$aves! Suites, kitchenettes, all
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! 1-800-868-7423.

for rent
Students: 2 & 5 bedroom unrts for rent
Five minute walk to campus. Available
May 1, 1995. Call and leave message
for Jim Lovell anytime 971-2089.

help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own business,
gain valuable business experience
while building your resume. Earn up to
$10,000 (25 jobs). High demand product, irrigation sales and installation. The
ideal opportunity: vehicle required. Call
Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691.
Are you interested in writing, photography, edrting, or drawing? The Lance
is always looking for volunteers to help
out wrth the student paper. We especially need cartoonists or graphic artists Come to our general staff
meetings Mondays at 5:30 p.m. Please
call 253-4232, ext. 3909 for info.

lost & found
Lost: An Expo '86 wristwatch, black
leather band. Of sentimental value. If
found please call Cameron at 253·
7043.
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Now that it's
spring break,
what are you ·
going to do?

%
OFF

For us at VIA, youth means anyone between 12 and 24
(student or not) can travel by train for up to 50% off economy
~

ECONOMY
CLASS

MINIMUM 5 DAYS
ADVANCE PURCHASE

class fares. Only now, we've stretched the definition of

l\\'11·~~""'~

youth to include students (25+) with valid ID. It's that simple. It's that
sweet. Check the conditions, then call your travel agency or VIA Rail'M.
CONDITIONS • Open to anyone 12-24 and for college and university students (25+) with valid student I.D.
• Economy class seats are limited. • Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in advance. • Blackout periods
apply. • 10% discount is always available with no advance purchase.
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LOOK
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TRAIN

TODAY

'" Tradtm11rk of VIA Rad Canada Inc
8 Rtgisten'<l trademark or VIA Ra,I Canada Inc

And so are we.
So forget a
Lance staff
meeting on
February 27.
There wi II be
one Feb. 20
and they will
resume every
Monday on
March 6, 1995.
SeeyolJa.
there!~
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Audit of society
prompts lawsuit
By Corrina Thomsen,
Teena Ward and Cheryl Clark

.
.d
.
.
.
Laree photo / ROBERT DEARLOVE
IJNSA V1ce-pres1 ent secret~al can?1dat~ Lucy ~akup1 answers questions at the candidates forum held Feb. 8 in the CAW
Student Centre Commons
while
candidates Andy Bowen, Christopher Maich, Gavin Farrell , Carmen cocc1m1g
· · 1·10
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k
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Election campaign kicks off
By Saiira Najak and Sarah Atkinson

Do you want to see changes

at the University of Windsor?
Would you like to see more
funding for clubs? Should there
be a greater focus on residence
and food services issues? Do
academic issues need to be at
the forefront? Or do you want
bigger special events?
Chief Returning Officer
Sylvia Eftimova has invested
the past few weeks to trying to
ensure that students arc informed of their choices in the
coming elections, which take
place this week on Wednesday,
Feb. 15 and Thursday, Feb. 16.
From candidates forums, advertising and public service announcements in campus media,
memos and University Television Broadcasts to professors.
This year's council elections
were set earlier than previous
years so the elections would not
interfere with mid-term exams.
The unfortunate side is that
students have less time to get
ready to cast an informed vote.
Students are encouraged to
vote on advance polling on
Feb. 14 at the CAW Student
Centre and for resident students at Vanier Hall. On Feb.
16 each faculty will be voting at
designated polling stations
across the campus. Students
must bring student cards when
voting. The polls which will be

identified by yellow and blue
balloons, will be open from
8 a.m to 8 p.m. on both days.
Polling stations for Thursday,
Feb. 16 are as follows: faculty
of arts in Dillon Hall; visual
arts students vote at the LeBel
Building; drama students vote
at the drama building; music music building; social science
students vote at the CAW Student Centre; nursing majors
vote at Windsor Hall; math,
stats and computer science majors vote at Lambton Tower; all
other science majors vote at the
biology building; business administration students vote at
the Odette Building; education
students vote at the education
building; engineering students
vote at Essex Hall; human kinetics vote at the St. Denis
Centre; law students vote at the
Law Building.

Faculty and senate
The election of new student
Senate representatives as well
as faculty reps for undergraduate student council will be held
in October.
In the past student senators
were elected with student council officials in winter semester.
Because council is currently
trying to get greater student
representation on Senate, it decided to elect those posts in the
October by-election.
An informal poll of students

To leave or not to leave is
the question that sparked some
heated debate, lbursday, al the
University of Windsor Students' Alliance meeting.
At the centre of the angst
was a lawsuit against UWSA
put in action by thP. Social Science Society, which had its
funds frozen when an anonymous student called for an
audit of the society in October.
The society argued that
council's audit went against its
bylaws and began to seek legal
counsel as early as last November.
While the case has come to a
tenative resolution, UWSA's
vice-president finance, Brian
Holmes, said that ironically the
audit never actually took place.
Holmes said the SSS cooperated at the beginning of the
audit by handing over its books.
But, the process was drawn out
when the books sat unopened
for "two to three weeks" while
council executives waited for
SSS execs to help officially

showed that there is concern
about the lack of representation on council and the
Senate until the by-election.
Until October, only students in
social science will have council
representation. The two acclaimed
to
these
posts~
Stephanie Letarte and David
Young, both expressed grave
concerns about the lack of student involvement.
Despite their lack of opposition - and easily-won acclama- By Cheryl Clark
tions both feel strongly
about the fact that there will be
Political science buffs may be
unclaimed seats on council.
peeved by the idea, but the maSecond year psychology and jority of representatives on the
communications student Lori University of Windsor StuBeckford stated, "Not all the
dents' Alliance agreed on
courses in the communications
Thursday that it is okay to hand
department are being offered;
out campaign propaganda on
with a student representative
election day.
the needs of each department
Presidential candidate Carwould be heard."
men
Coccimiglio came out
Third year anthropology mastrongly
in favour of last-minjor Kevin Zaber said that "not
ute
campaigning,
noting that
many students are aware of the
candidates
have
been
able to
positions available. Students
do
it
in
past
elections.
don't understand what repreAs it stood, candidates were
sentation could accomplish."
allowed
to spend $350 on their
Second year political science
campaigns
and could hand out
major John Payes was conflyers
and
other propaganda
cerned that students feel that
until
the
day
before the elecrepresentation is undermined.
tion.
On
the
election day(s)
He feels that the administracandidates
are
not to lurk
tion should listen to the concerns of the students. "It's a around the polling stations and
two way process between [the] must remain at least 50 feet
adrninstration and student away from the election boxes.
Former president Jon Ricci
council," he said.
II

open up the books.
To make things perfectly legal, council eventually hired legal counsel to witness the
opening of the SSS' financial
records. "When opened, not all
the information was there and
legal proceedings were initiated
[by the society] by then," said
llolmcs.

Council kerfuffie
The suit, which SSS media
representative Steve Alexander
anticipated would be dealt with
at last week's student council
meeting, was the subject of
heated debate.
At the meeting Alexander informed council chair Dave
Zaritzky that he would not vacate bis seat because he held a
proxy vote for visual arts representative Ricardo McRae.
Zaritzky had asked all society
members, the public and media
representatives to leave council's chambers because UWSA
members were about to have a
closed-door session with regardo the society's lawsuit.
See Audit, page 8

Council gives nod to
ballot day glad-handing
credits last-minute campaigning with his past victory.
"It is up to the candidates to
get students involved," be said.
Coccimiglio agreed, noting
that past elections have set the
precedent to allow for handing
out flyers.
"I want to ensure that there
is a fair and equitable campaign," he said, adding that
UWSA's current president
Chris Maich and vice-president
Joe Barile have used last day
campaigning making it just that
current candidates are extended the same privilege.
UWSA presidential candidate Andy Bowen had another
view on the subject. Bowen reminded candidates that they
have known about the rules
since the start of the campaign
and should be willing to play by
See Candidal.es, page 9

Concerned students scrutinize organization of 'Black Homecoming'
By Cheryl Clark and Teena Ward
. The end doesn't always justify the means. It is not the
Black Homecoming Weekend
which concerns some members
of the Carribean Students' Association, Revolutionaries' and
Black Students' Alliance, but
rather the organizational process.
CARISA executives Fanta
Williams, Paula Davis and Nicolette Stewart all said the way
the event was organized was

problematic. Williams said that
although strongly in favour of
the idea of a homecoming
weekend, she is disappointed
by the avenues pursued by the
BSA executives Floyd Wilson,
Ricardo McRae and Helen
Ofosu.
Melanie Bynoe, Revolutionaries exec and member of
CARISA and the BSA said
such large scale events require
a two-thirds majority of the
membership to pass, but no one
was consulted.

Financial matters
The fact that speakers and
entertainers are being paid is
another problem for some
CARISA, BSA and Revolutionaries' members who said
speakers and entertainers could
have been secured without a
charge.
Williams
said
CARISA
president Yvette Blackburn
called for an audit on the BSA
because she and others were
concerned about how the
money would be handled when

organizers had yet to appoint a
treasurer or finance director
for the event.
"We fell it was necessary to
have the books presented," said
Williams, adding that contrary
to what Wilson has stated,
Blackburn did request to sec
the books on more than one occasion and was subsequently ref used or asked to wait, every
time.
"Our biggest problem now is
that it is privatized," said Williams, noting that the event is

being controlled by the two private organizations Phaturnity
and Positive Moves. Phaturnity,
which has been in operation for
two years, is a private proflX)tional enterprise operated by
Tony and Ricardo McRac and
Positive Moves is soley owned
by Walrond.
Bynoe said she was concerned that Walrond would be
receiving 20 percent of the net
profits. 1be figure has changed
See Black, page 4

-

Black History Month sc
celebration 'privatized' e,
Continued from page 3

but Wilson said the percentage given to
Positive Moves will be announced later.
Williams said the possibility of a large
profit is likely because tickets for the
weekend cost $35 U.S. and $40 Canadian. Stewart also pointed out that although the BSA executive said on~y
1,000 tickets would be sold, the event 1s
being handled by Ticket Master which
suggests a larger number are available.
McRae has slated that the number of
tickets being sold is now up to promoters in a privately run business and so he
is not obliged to divulge ticket numbers.

Report calls for changes to schools
By Holly Mcintire 111d Teena Ward

Last week, Ontario Education Minister Dave Cooke announced the first of a
series of school reforms which will guarantee Bobby Sue in Windsor is learning
the same thing, at the same time, as
Buffy in Ottawa.
A common Ontario school curriculum, standardized report cards and
province-wide testing are only a few of a
series of school reforms expected to be
announced by Cooke this month.
Cooke's school reforms are a response
to over 160 reocmmendations made by
the Ontario Royal Commission on
Learning which released its report in
January.
"There are 60 to 70 recommendations
which directly effect the Faculty of Education," said Dr. Awender, Dean of the
f acuity of Education.
One of the recommendations that will
affect the Faculty of Education is a proposal to extend the training of teachers
to two years.
"Speaking from the faculty's point of
view, I would hope that if we go into a
two-year program, more training is provided in the area of special needs. For
example, there should be an opportunity for ESL [English as a second language] training. Teachers would then be
better trained when they go out into the
school system," said Awender.
Awender added that he anticipates
more time in school would be expected
of education graduates if an extra year
was added to the training period. While
Awender said Windsor's education
school already offers a long teach-in period, standardizing such elements across
the province would be beneficial.
Faculty of education student J.P.
Kraemer agreed that more in-school
training would be useful compared to
the present system where a student
teacher will observe a class for two days
and then teach for the next two weeks.
"But it seems that you're just figuring

out the routine of the class by the end of
the second week. l think if you bad
more time in the schools, you'd have
better teachers," said Kraemer.
Cooke's proposal for a standardized
report card is an attempt to help teachers in evaluating their students, but also
may help parents gain a better understanding of their children's progress.
Awender feels a report card should
be used by teachers as a vehicle of communication parents can understand, "if
not, it might as well be written in a fore ign language."
Faculty of education student D'Arcy
Ryan feels that the standardization of a
common curriculum is also a good idea,
but there have been some problems in
the past due to cultural biases. Also with
province-wide testing, a student's socioeconomic status must come into play."
Kraemer is concerned province-wide
testing breeds comparisons among students and also school boards.
"I can see the validity of provincewide testing because parents seem to
want to mea<;ure how well their kids are
doing compared to other students. But
we're taught to teach children to learn
for the sake of learning," said Kraemer.
Awender said, I am not personally
opposed to curriculum standards being
set and individuals being tested to obtain those standards. But I also believe
there should be some leeway to foster
creativity as well. I think that we have to
strike a balance in the education system
between social skills and the computation of hard facts because the two are
not mutually exclusive."
Awender is meeting in Toronto with
Cooke and other education experts today to iron out the specific directives of
the new school reforms.
With new education reforms being
announced periodically during the next
month, the future of Ontario education
holds many changes in an attempt to
foster excellence in students.
ii

Promotional problems

that McRae and Wilson's assertion that
the role of black women in society was a
concern is "garbage" because the gen.
dcr issue has "never been at the fore.
front of the BSA."
"I encourage them lo stand up and
speak to her [Wesling)," said Wilson.
"'lbe Congress of Black Women will be
here," said Walrond, "and they do not
seem to have a problem with the speak.
ers."
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UWSA's not helping

rre~·

In terms of University of Windsor
Students' Alliance support, BSA, CAR.
ISA and Revolutionary members said
the students' council has been less than
vocal.
Stewart said the problem might have
been solved earlier if UWSA president
Chris Maich bad addressed students'
concerns at the emergency meeting in
January. "UWSA bas been sitting on a
fence, a big, white fence," said Davis.
Wilson, on the other hand, says be
does not believe Maich should have be.
come involved in the issue and that be
would have preferred to have concerned
students approached him.
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Davis is also concerned about the
BSA's name being tied to the event on
national ads on Much Music but Wilson
even
and McRae said that televised ads never
exec1
mentioned the BSA or the University of
direc
Windsor.
Bynoe was also "pretty upset" when
Cl
she beard the homecoming being adverSt
tised on the BSA's answering machine.
teclu
But McRae said the homecoming will
Uni,
continue to be promoted on the mamair
chine because the BSA supports the
Fede
idea.
"I
Resignations
Stewart said the BSA's executive is
the,
guilty of not following its mandate and
Flynn, Dexter Shallow, Andrea Grant
although it is a political organization. and Clayton Grieves resigned from the tbes,
z.atic
"[The BSA's] job is to educate and BSA as a result of the homecoming.
Care
rally," said Stewart.
Flynn said there had been other prob11
Davis noted, as well, that she is con- lems with communication within the
Uni1
cerned the political organization has fo- BSA, but the homecoming was the last
cused on dances and entertainment straw. She said the BSA was not doing enl;
dus,
rather than actively getting involved in enough for members and that Wilson
ourr
students' issues.
and McRae were doing things the mem- stud
CARISA executives are also frus- bership was not asked about beforemer.
trated that the Black Homecoming hand.
C
Weekend was organized without any
Flynn called for an emergency meet- 65 !
consideration for the 1..:lub's Cultural ing in January to discuss the homeoom·
Can
Show and Sports Weekend which takes ing weekend because she felt the BSA
place every March.
was being run as a corporation. "The
T
"We are not running scared that our real issue is accountability," said Flynn.
C
weekend's going to flop," said Davis. "I am not against the idea of a home·
But she added that a $40 pricetag for coming if it is properly planned and or· fare
V.
the homecoming will make it difficult ganized."
for
for some students to be able to afford to
wor
attend both events.
Leadership challenged
the
Women's issues
Although the homecoming is this litio
Some CARISA, BSA and Revolu- weekend, the controversy surrounding ii
tionaries' also question Wilson, McRae has yet to die down as the BSA execu·
and Walrond's expressed concern for live will be answering to a "no confiimproving the status of Black women in dence" vote at a tentatively scheduled
meeting on Monday at 6 p.m.
North America.
The BSA is also facing an audit that
Williams, Stewart and Davis are concerned about messages put out by was officially undertaken by UWSA at
speaker Dr. Frances Wesling and the Thursday's meeting in a closed-door
Nation of Islam, in terms of the role of session.
Wilson, McRae and Walrond said de·
women in society. Williams noted that
spite
some controversy, they plan to~Wesling is a controversial speaker because she believes the woman's role is to main BSA members. The three said
they are willing to discuss the issue with
serve the man.
]
Karen Flynn, a former BSA exec, said any interested party.
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the 5oe1al _Science Soci~ty,
ctosed nollllnauons last week
kaving Fanta
Williams
and
\like Drago as the unofficial
~claimed president and viccpresidcnt, respectively,
for
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Toe two must be ratified at
the next society meeting, yet to
lXl scheduled. Then they will initiate the hiring of additional
executive members. The society
b~es a director of student and
dub affairs, treasurer, social
events coordinator, secretary,
executive assistant and media
d~ector.

CFS wins referenda

Dm-

Students of Ryerson Polytechnic University and Acadia
University have voted to remain members of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS).
"I am extremely pleased by
the vote of confidence given by
these students to their organiz.ation," said CFS chair Guy
Caron.
The situation at McMaster
University is somewhat different; that vote was ruled inconclusive because of the large
number of abstensions. The
student union will remain a
member of CFS.
CFS has 440,000 members in
65 student associations across
Canada, including Windsor.
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Concerned about rising bus
fares
and declining service?
I orWindsor and Area Coalition
for Social Justice is holding a
work.~hop with Gord Perks of
the Better Transportation Coatbis lition on Saturday Feb. 18,
ngit lOa.m. at St. Andrew's Church,
ecu· Victoria Ave. at Park St.
)ofi·
The workshop will cover
uled such issues as: How can citi7..ens
improve public transit? How
that can we make it affordable for
A at everyone? Can we properly
door plan the role of transportation
in meeting our economic, envii de· ronmental and social goals?
The morning session will be
D re·
said followed by a potluck lunch.
with The coalition's annual meeting
J ~ill follow at 2 p.m. For more
mfo contact the Citizen's Environment Alliance at 973-1116

me·

or the Third World Resource
Centre at 252-1517. All are invited to attend.

Great Lakes contest
Students are invited to submit designs for the cover of the
upcoming publication, Proceedings of the Lake Erie Forum.
Designs should relate to the
link between the Lake Erie environment and the local economy. The winning artist will
receive a prize of $100.
Design submissions should
include the words "Lake Erie
Forum Proceedings," or "Proceedings of the Lake Erie Forum." Designs should include
no more than two colours.
For further contest details
and information on the forum,
contact Prof. B.E. Brown,
School of Visual Arts. Artwork
must be submitted to Pat Murray, Great Lakes Institute for
Environmental Research, 304
Sunset, University of Windsor,
no later than March 24, 1995.

Students' addictions
About one-third of Ontario
university students drink at a
level that puts them at risk of
health and other problems, according to a new study released
by the Addiction Research
Foundation (ARF).
The study, carried out in the
fall of 1993, found that 31.1
percent of undergraduate students consumed, on average,
15 or more drinks per week.
About 52 percent of students

reported consuming five or
more drinks at a single sitting
in the week before the survey.
First year students, students living in residences and men tend
to be the heaviest drinkers.
More than 6,000 undergraduate students at six universities
across the province responded
to the survey.
More than 15 percent reported drinking between 15
and 28 drinks a week.
1be survey shows a significant increase in problem<, related to alcohol since 1988,
including hangovers, missing
classes, lower grades, memory
loss and fighting.
Students also said they had
experienced problems as a result of other people's drinking
during the 12 months prior to
the survey. Common problems
reported include being insulted
or humiliated and being physically assaulted.
ii

/Q~:opt-in:
Graduate and Part Time Students who are
concerned with the environment and social jusLice
are encouraged to join for only $2.50 a semester.

00pt-out:

.

Requests from fulltime undergraduates will be
taken weekdays Feb. 6 thru 17
You must bring your validated student card.
Cheques may be picked up F~b. 21 thru.24.
Any cheques not picked up w1Jl be forfeited.

... .. ...

·-

...

Our office is located at:

Room 201. Assumption University.
400 Huron Church Rd.
Office Hours I O AM to 4 PM Monday thru
Thursday, 10 lo 2 Friday

Teacher Train in
Australia
or Great Britain
for one year
Primary and Secondary School
qua.lifications that allow you to
teach in Ontario.
Contact the Universities' Representatives:
K.O.M. Consultants
p.a. box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Ha,mUton Ontario L9C 7N7
'.rel/l!'ax (908) 318-8200

Offering a
special 50%
Discount on car
insurance with
driver training, a
"Good Student"
status and a three
year safe driving
record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

o•arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254•5 10 1
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THI/ MONKEY COULD NEVER WRITE FOR A NEW/PAPER.
BUT YOU CAN. JOIN THE LANCE.
.fTAFF MEETING/ MONDAY/
AT S:30 P.M. IN THE LANCE.
(Of c ourse, if a really good monkey
came along, we'd probably take it.)

SHOW TIMES
Tllursdays: 9pm
(ltmlll
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Senate terms extended

~

By Che

tl

0

·

Council decided to exempt
student
senators from this
week's election
~
so that the bylaw review committee
can
finish its study
of a proposal to
increase their numbers.
Mark Robson, vice-president
university affairs, asked UWSA
representatives to extend the
terms of the three present
senators until the by-election
next fall.

council
clips

•,

Fridays:9pm

CRO ratified
AJthough student council
candidates are a week into
campaigning, UWSA did not
have a chance to ratify Chief
Reporting Officer Sylvia Eftimova's position until Thursday.
Joe Barile, acting president
during Chris Maich's campaign
leave, noted that Eftimova bas
the election under control and
is "well on her way" to having
everything in place for next
week's election.
Llana James, the former
CRO who resigned last semester, will collect 75 per cent of
the honorarium for her work
and Eftimova will be entitled to
the remaining 25 per cent

Saturdays:8 ,

&10:30pm ··...

Volunteers needed
Although students vote this
week, three spots have yet to be
filled on the electoral monitoring committee. The monitoring
committee oversees the ballots
under the supervision of the

CRO.

Wednesdays are

uNIGHTS at

1 1

The committee is comprised
of "neutral" UWSA representatives as well as two nonvoting students. On Thursday,
three of the six positions were
filled by student councillors
Dennis Jordan and Mercedes
Bourne as well as student Dave
Tripp.
UWSA chair person Dave
Zaritzky noted that members of
the committee are not allowed
to publically support any candidate's campaign.

A heavy load

Starting Wednesday, February 8, 1995
Featuring ·u· Wars and Air Band Contests
leading to:

UWSA and bylaw review
committee
representative
Susan Nickerson
informed
council that members had
taken on a heavier workload
than anticipated and, therefore,
is seeking council's support to
put forth recomme ndations the
group was not initially man-

Feb 15 ·Volkswagen Stuffing Contest
Feb 22 University Air Bands (Round 11
March 8•Island Olympics
I

Match 15 •Air Bands (Round 2)
Match 22 •Cow MUkatg •Horse IUding Contest
Match 29 •Air Bands (Round 3)
AprD 5·Air Bands (Finals)

Ask your University House Councils for more details and siin-uP sheets

~ ~ Z)'""'

'PIUMt AU,~

Busses Run every Wednesday
9:00, 9:30, 10:00, and 10:30pm

More manuals
UWSA
representatiits
agreed to an extra Sl,000 r~
the printing_ of I?ore hou~ng
manuals which will be distributed to the nine residences (in.
eluding Canterbury College)on
campus. Robson noted demand
for the manuals has exceeded
expectations.

New clubs ratified
UWSA voted unanirnouslym
favour of ratifying seven oev.
clubs on campus. The Middk
Eastern C lub, the United Qub_
Human Resources Society, the
Canadian Studies Club, the
Sports Management Society a1
well as the Italian and Egyptian
clubs were ratified.
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Cash for clubs
Club presidents should be
aware that the first installrnent
for the second term is in n()II'
So cash in with council before
you forget about it.

Students pack jobfair
Droves of students shov.ed
up at Ambassador Auditorium.
last Wednesday, to check out
Job Fair '95, sponsored by Co·
op Education and Student
Placement.
The annual event is held to
bring our diverse student bod}.
face-to-face, with a variety of
potential employers to prepare
for the summer job prospect1
as well as long term positions.
Thirty companies were re~
resented at this year's fair- ~p
from 20 last year. Comparuei
offered a wide range of career
and summer employment ,
portunities. Participants IJ!·
eluded Chrysler Canada, tbi
Business Depot, Scotiabank
Windsor Casino Ltd. and flJ!I
Line P ainting.
I

r.

..

Feb 8.House Counc11 Ar Band

dated to do.
As a result, UWSA memberi
agreed to extend greater IXl'i.
ers to the committee so it ea
l~k into revamping the elet'.
hon bylaw, the auditing pr0ce.
dures bylaw as well as to reviet
th~ electoral monitoring coin.
rmttee.
"We're not saying we're a
.
k
bu.
mg to ma e any dra\f
·
~
c banges, " not e d N1cke~n.
Zaritzky also stated any chan!'
to the bylaws would require a
two-thirds majority of couo~
to pass.
Nickerson said all of the
committee's recommendatiom
will be presented to the public
in an open forum once the
work is completed.

POLO by Ralph Lauren
Diesel
• K-Swiss
Big Star
• Ray Ban
Avirex
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purchase if you
bring in this ad
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:: the big bad deficit?
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can no longer afford it.
lbC social programs that
Ottawa funds arc simply a luxury that we can no_ lo~g~r afford, given our deficit cns1s.
J( the above paragraph
IOunds familiar to you, it
·bould. It is about all we've
~card out of politicians, businesses and the press for the
past few months. Thal is why
Linda McQuaig's Wednesday
lecture titled 'Deficit Mania
and the As.c;ault on Equality in
Canada' was so refreshing compared to the stale rhetoric
likely to be found in current oped pages across the country.
McOuaig, speaking at the
Moot Court of the Law Faculty addressed the topic of how
proposed cuts to social programs in the coming federal
budget are going to substantiaUy undermine the level of
equality in Canadian society, all
in the name of 'deficit reduction'. Author of several books,
and a former senior writer for
Maclean's, McQuaig took to
task the obsession with cutting
social spending that dominated
the Liberal
government's
agenda.
"The things that we pay for
publicly, through our lax system, are clearly among the
most important things in our
lives, collectively and individually. It strikes me that we're
cutting back on the most important things in our society,"
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McQuaig commented.
Public programs, such as
health care, education, unemployment insurance and welfare, arc designed lo reduce the
ineq ualitics that would be created by a private market-place
allocation of these public
goods.
"If we left the private market
place to its own devices and
didn' t intervene with social programs, what we'd have is really
tremendous extremes of inequality with concentrations of
poverty at the bottom and
wealth at the top, and this is
what we really have in Third
World countries."
The obvious benefits of public health-care and education
have been known for many
years. All Canadians have access to reasonable standards of
medical treatment and schooling. However, McQuaig noted
that the deterioration of these
programs under the proposed
cuts will not hurt wealthy families who can afford to buy private health msurance and send
their kids to university, no matter bow high the tuition. The
ones who are going to suffer
most are the vast majority of
Canadians who depend on the
subsidized cost of these programs.
1be current bout of deficit
mania is characterized by faulty
logic that McQuaig pointedly
illustrated through an analogy.
She likened slashing social programmes to a family sacrificing
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their children's university education so they could continue
to drive luxury cars and wear
designer clothes. It sounds foolish when related on this level,
yet Paul Martin and Lloyd Axworthy are in the process of doing precisely this to the country.
As well, McQuaig discussed
the approach that is taken towards social programs in the
U.S. - which the Canadian
system seems destined to follow. Americans prefer the 'targeting' approach, which gives
aid to only those who are most
needy. The Canadian system, in
contrast, is universal.
For example in the American
health-care system, run by private hospitals and insurance
companies, 37 million people
have no health coverage. The
U.S. bas the highest rate of infant mortality in the Western
world, due to a lack of proper
prenatal care for low-income
mothers. These figures would
be unacceptable in Canada, yet
if social spending is cut significantly, the effectiveness of Canadian health-care would be

$30 to S40 billion per year to
compromised.
In addition to being ineffec- the country's debt.
High intere~1 rates benefit
tive, MrQuaig said the targeting strategy also makes social the wealthy (because they have
programs draw the ire of over- money to invest and cam a
taxed middle class Canadians. high return), while they hurl
Tired of paying exorbitant the average person who pays
taxes, yet not receiving benefits more for their car loan, mortfrom them, taxpayers sec gov- gage and in interest charges on
ernment over-spending as the credit cards. These high interculprit. Just looking at the tax- est rate policies are another
payer revolt rallies in western element in the attack on equalCanada, where speaker after ity in Canada. Lowering interrates,
according
to
speaker told Ottawa to address est
McQuaig,
would
be
a
far
more
the problem of over-spending
and not raising taxes, is evi- productive way of fighting the
dence of this mindset at work. deficit.
Sadly, with the budget loomIn effect all targeting social
programs docs is ensure that ing like the Grim Reaper, it
they become a 'target' for cut- does not seem that the Liberal
government will carry out the
ting come budget time.
McQuaig, however, did not election policy it set forth in its
argue that t he deficit is not a ' red book'. This contained no
problem. It is, but she pointed mention of social program cuts
out the real culprit in piling up and reviews, yet this is what will
Canada's over $700 billion debt come to pass, all in pursuit of
has been the high interest rate cutting the big bad deficit. As
policies of the Bank of Canada. McQuaig somberly observed in
These high interest rates, used conclusion: "If we achieve a
to keep inflation down (accord- balanced budget, and we being to current economic come a less equal society in the
dogma), have lhe unfortunate· process, I think it will be a holI!
side effect of adding roughly low victory indeed."
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Audit battle nets SSS $1,000 settlement
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"Members of the SS executive will be and are entitled to
be here," said Alexander.
Zaritzky told Alexander that
the student council's legal
counsel, Ed Ducharme, recommended discussion on the issue
be held in an in-camera session
because of the conflict of interest the council would face if the
society was allowed to sit in.
Alexander said it was up to
the discretion of society members to heed Ducharme's advice. "We are entitled to be
here and we will remain here,"
he said. He added that if Zartizky insisted all society members leave he would take "a
leave of absence for 20 minutes" to stay in council's chambers.
Zaritzky, informed Alexander he could only appeal the
decision of the chair and not
the chair itself. "[My decision]
is not open to debate. Everybody must consider this in
terms of a legal decision," said
Zarit7.lcy.
"I would like to take this opportunity to resign my position
as Social Science Society coordinator," Alexander said, intent
on remaining in chambers during the in-camera session.
Society president Sean Lyons
informed council that while
willing to leave, "the rest of
[the society] executive is here
by proxy and are bound by their
own honour."
Zaritzky said the matter
would be deferred to council's
executive to handle so SSS
members could remain in their
seats.
"I will follow the will of
council, but I resign my position with the Social Science Society," said Alexander.
Council rep Susan Nickerson

put an end to debate by putting
forward the motion to defer the
matter to the executive.

After the meeting
After the meeting, Alexander retracted his resignation
and said society members had a
right to remain at the table
since conflict of interest legislation stipulates that members
with a conflict may remain in a
meeting, but must be quiet and
motionless throughout the debate.
Council had no right to audit
the society books, according to
Alexander, and he said the allegations brought against the society were totally fabricated,
including one which suggested
the SSS used part of its budget
to fund the now defunct Windsor Report.
Alexander said the SSS executive offered five compromises which were subsequently
rejected by UWSA. "They
[council] made some offers and
we rejected [them]," he said.
The society's legal counsel is
employed and assisted by Alexander's older brother Ken, a
lawyer based in Toronto, and a
former students' council president at Windsor (1987-89) and
former SSS president (198687). Alexander said that when
the SSS voted to retain his
older brother as legal counsel
he abstained from his vote due
to the conflict of interest.
Ken Alexander defends the
society's choice of counsel and
cites his experience with Windsor's student council bylaws as
an important element of this
case.
"We maintained all of our
responsibilities [to the SAC finance department]," said Steve
Alexander. "(Our] books are
open, come see the society."
The council and society had

Gold looks

Goodin
---Y Degree

reached a tentative agreement
on Feb. 6. But still Alexanc1e
criticized council for not deal~
ing with the matter in an upfront manner which he said
might have kept the case out of
the hands of litigators.
Ken Alexander said council
has no legal right to control the
society or demand an audi~ but
it does have the right to look at
unaudited financial statements
He settled with Ducha~
provided that council will re.
lease the societys' budgeted
funds, books and have part of
its defence paid by council.

The settlement
Holmes said the council
agreed to settle with the society
for a total of $1,000. According
to Holmes, the society had
originally asked for $2,500.
"This never should have
been an issue. The audit was
laid to rest in November," said
Holmes.
Holmes said council faced
problems with the society over
the audit because its bylaws
were not clear about the exact
procedures for seizing a club's
funds and how to go about calling an audit.
Holmes maintains that since
the society is under council's
umbrella, the students' council
is partly responsible for how
the society allocates its budget.
The council's bylaw review
committee is planning to "set
up the proper procedures for
auditing societies" as a result of
the situation, according to Holmes. He said that the positive
aspect of the situation is that
the lawsuit ha<: forced council
to come up with bylaws "that
could not be disputed." Hohm
said that council's bylaws were
not "clear-cut in the SSS situation."
8
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Violence down,
say campus cops
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1be first month of the year at
the University of Windsor has
been a pretty safe one so far,
according to Campus Police.
No violent crimes were rep<>rtcd in January. lo fact, assaults - sexual or otherwise have decreased 20 percent
since last year according to the
campus cops. Out of 1168 calls
received, 28 were considered
serious though none were violent. Although they were kept
busy with a number of regular
less serious calls, the only ma-
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jor problem are the number of
thefts on campus, which could
be partially attributed to students' carelessness said director
of campus police Jirn Foreman.
"A big problem is that people tend to be nonchalant.
You'll have groups of students
that will leave their stuff to get
a book, come back and everything is gone," said Foreman.
"I've talked to other campus
police chiefs and the same
things come up. Minor theft is
the biggest problem"
He also mentioned that Student Patrol has done a good
job, and be has beard no complaints about its performance.
Foreman also happily noted
that there has been more coop-

cration from students who
often have a negative perception of Campus Police.
As for the problem of false
parking permits, there were 30
reported cases of false permits
at the end of November, but
since then poice have cracked
down on them and there have
only been five more cases.
Foreman said that even though
people took this lightly, the fear
of getting caught has been a deterrent against making fake
permits.
Next year, a new type of
parking permit will be issued,
made of a unique material and
colour to distinguish them from
fraudulent permits. The new
design and material will make it

even more difficult for those
who try to fake their way to
free parking.
Speaking of cars, one of the
most serious problems on campus has been the number of
cars broken into this year. Vehicular vandalism hac; increased
by 20 percent from the previous
year. Vandalism cases like broken windows or property thefts
from vehicles are problemc;
which are more common according to Foreman.
Campus Police have also received complaints about the
Students' Christian Alliance
from students and faculty, yet
they have found no criminal
background on the SCA and
have no direct information

about the group. But Campus
Police are working with the
Windsor Police Hate Crimes
officer on this case.
1 o sum it all up, here is a list
of statistics of all the crimes
and minor occurrences at the
University of Windsor:
- 12 thefts (with one over
$1000)
10 incidents of property
damage (mostly car break-ins)
five disturbances (where
people got too loud)
Campus Police aitso reported
107 instances where they found
doors unlocked in buildings after hours, which should remind
those who stay up late to lock
up when they're done.
I!

Candidates challenge council campaign rule change
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Continued from page 3

Bowen expressed his frustration at the idea of candidates
changing the rules half-way
into the campaign period.
"You want to change the dynamic of the campaign," said
Bowen. "The rule was clearly
articulated on the first day of
the campaign."
Brian Holmes, vice-president
finance for student council
agreed with Bowen's assessment.
"Right now, if this changes, it
can give someone an advantage
on that day," said Holmes.
Chief Reporting Officer
Sylvia Eftimova said the reasons for banning last-minute
propaganda distribution are

twofold; it is a messy process
for one thing since many students just throw the flyers on
the ground and on an ethical
level candidates are given two
weeks to inform voters of their
stance on various issues.
UWSA rep Mike Whaley
also noted his opposition to a
reversal of the rule because
there is already a great deal of
election propaganda posted at
the university.
Coccimiglio and Holmes got
into a mini-debate over the
credibility of the rule.
"Here are the rules take it or
leave it, is that democracy to
you?" asked Coccimiglio. Coccimiglio added that be was concerned because he believes
Maich already bas an unfair ad-

vantage in that people recognize his name.
Cathy Pratt said changing the
rule might hurt some candidates who may have already
spent their campaign fund. She
also spoke against Coccimiglio's assertion that Maich
had unfair name advantage:
"He [Maich] is defending his
name right now. He has had a
lot of people say that he has
done a crappy job."
"I don't see how if they [candidates] have worked hard al
getting their name out ... how
two days of saying 'here is my
thing' at the polls is going to
help. I don't see how that will
give anyone an advantage at
all," said Pratt.
Ricci reiterated that voters,

including last-minute ones,
have the right to know as much
information as they can about
candidates before casting their
ballot.
"Not handing out campaign
material is impeding democracy," he said.
"It is important to remember
[whether it is] the quality of the
vote we want, or the quantity,"
said Pratt.
"We should not be questioning the efforts of the candidates, we should be questioning
the process," said Coccimiglio.
"Just because the rule was
placed doesn't mean it is right.
There was a rule that blacks
had to sit at the back of the bus,
was that right? Let's make a decision, let's make the right deci-

sion."
After a 45-minute debate,
chair Dave Zaritzky conceded
that candidates should not have
been able to speak because
they were not eligible to vote
on the matter due lo conflict of
interest legislation.
Following the vote, acting
UWS.A. president Joe Barile
put forward a motion, which
also passed, to increase the
candidate's campaigning expenses to a maximum of $400.
Bowen abstained from the
vote but informed UWSA that
he had more than enough
money to spend on additional
flyers, but he questioned the legitimacy of last-minute gladhanding.
I!
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love words that carry
double meaning. Mad
and basic black are among
my favourites. Originally basic
black had only one definition, but

when I started high school I learned of another. As I flipped through the course
descriptions trying to find a suitable sched- gt
ule, I was surprised by the recurrence of one word. ~th f
Basic chemistry was an introduction to the subject of~
for those who did not want to pursue the science full
time. Basic mathematics was a course for those who
wanted to develop general math skills rather than
specialize in one area.
Basic black is a short program intended to explain
some of the many characteristics of a middle class
black man in southern Canada. It attempts to describe his feelings through (very) short stories about
people and events that have been significant to him
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Jasmine is a beautiful eight year old girl. She is en·
ergetic, polite, curious, clever, confident, and very
friendly.
But she doesn't like brown people.
"Why?" I ask, after hearing her confession.
"Because they're bad," she answers.
"Who told you that?" I demand, anxious to learn
the name of the villain who was poisoning yet an·
other generation with racist bullshit.
"Nobody," she replies. "I just know."
I couldn't be too angry at her, even though my
skin is brown, even though I am her father. The
truth is, I know how she feels. When I was eight
years old I was ashamed of my race. My parents told
me every day that I was special.
"You are bright and strong and artistic."
But I heard a different message whenever I
stepped outside, and this message was much louder.
I heard it on television, in the school yard, even in
my comic books. I was only a child but I was old
enough to understand: there was something wrong
with being black.
I began avoiding my favourite foods, fried chicken
and watermelon. I was afraid of resembling any of
the popular stereotypes. I refused to play basket~all,
or dance to Motown records. I listened to Neil D13•
Photo courtesy of Owen Ball

I

~ Bany Mani low on the radio. Among my
.nds I had a similar problem. I honestly
Wiamond.

Grey Man

ed a philosophy which enabled me to shed
lwas not black or white, African or Canathe grey man.
·!grow up and become an astronaut," I
mends, "and travel into outer space, I'll be
hed- gthe entire human race. When I make
rd. iith the aliens, they aren't going to ask me
et
of Windsor I come from."
: full next ten years this attitude seemed to
11 was still a child. When I turned eighteen
m aman and things began to change.
-emember it as the year that I discovered I
· Suddenly people were treating me differSS
they made no effort to disguise their
:- !was no longer the little black kid who
und the neighbourhood; I was the black
was involved with their daughter.
eboth marrying age. This could be serilchild I was little more than a curiosity.
become a threat. "My father isn't prejugirlfriend explained. "He's just
ry
jned."
to notice things that had gone unrecog~e past. When friends were describing me
they mentioned my colour first. Before
. bed how we'd met, or what I did for a livnat
my name was, there was my colour.
1·
and at school I was overwhelmed by racOf course they were all in fun. "You know
kidding, right?" Of course. I didn't want
y
think I couldn't take a joke. I began to
rything that people said around me. I got
nstore clerks asked me if I needed assis~ While I was purchasing items I didn't
simply to prove that I had not come into
to shoplift.

in
l

But they can't protect him from everything. I
know that it hurts him when he steps onto an elevator and, when the doors close, the other passengers
back away from him, fearful of being mugged by an
eighty year old man. Or when they pass him in the
street and say "Hey, brother," through a strained
smile.
I know they are behaving as they would if they
were confronted by a hungry wolf in the wilderness:
they'd approach slowly, offer it some food, pretend
to be its friend, all the while praying that it doesn't
bite their hand off. It really hurts when people are
not willing to trust you.

History
I don't like to admit this, but I know nothing of my
family's past. I don't know when or how we came to
this country. I know very little of my people's accomplishments and failures.
In grade school history class we never discussed it.
Everything was European. Their dark ages, their renaissance, their theories and religion, their discovery
of the new world. I don't know a whole lot about it,
but I know that my family did not come from
Europe.
I have heard that integration is to blame. By being
granted equality, we sacrificed our individuality. The
people of the civil rights movement fought so that
we could be treated just like everybody else. I guess
it's really true, you should be careful what you ask
for, and how you ask for it.
A few years ago a member of my family had our
name researched and our family crest printed on atshirt. It was a beautiful shield adorned with the
famous fleur-de-lis. I decided then that it was time
to change my name.
My family has been here for more than five generations. Still I do not feel like a Canadian. In
government records I am officially known as a vis- .
ible minority. I understand there are reasons for this
distinction. I wish there wasn't the need.

Employment equity
!ell You something about my hero. It's not

,although I look up to him as well. Each
~emulate my grandfather. I've never
. to refuse to help a friend or even a
1th the courage to ask. But' nobody ever
tball. cllotage of him. They depend on him too
wanything bad to happen to him.

Many people would describe a~rm~t~ve actio~ as
that uneven playing field where mmont1es are given
a distinct advantage over others.
But that is not entirely true. The fact is we have always been playing on an .un~ven fi~ld. The moment I
walk into an office for a Job mteMew, my chances
are reduced. It doesn't matter if the employer likes

me or not. There are more important issues to consider: Will the other employees want to work with
him? Will they be willing to take instructions from a
black man? Will they have to walk on eggshells because of that chip on his shoulder?
Everyone agrees that mobility-disadvantaged people have rights to the same conveniences as walking
individuals. No one disputes the need for more elevators and access ramps in our public schools and
office buildings. Employment equity is an access
ramp for minorities. Without it, many of us cannot
even get into the building. It takes years of dedication and hard work to achieve executive status in a
company, and none of us hope to bypass those necessary sacrifices. All we want is the chance to
demonstrate our abilities.

Progress
At least things aren't as bad as they were thirtyfive years ago, when racism was in style. At least my
children don't have to fear for their lives every time
that they ride the bus to school.
Sometimes I think it would be easier if people
were more open with their prejudices. Then I
wouldn't have to wonder about the real reason that
I didn't get that job. I could face the opposition and
fight it on an equal level instead of suffering quietly
the emotional scars no one else can comprehend.
Then I listen to my grandparents reminiscing
about the good old days with their friends. The immigrants had it rough working long hours in unsafe
conditions for pennies a day. But at least they had
jobs. In those days even the sweat shops refused to
hire blacks.
I still endure occasional harassment from the police, or the snide remark of a stranger, but it's
nothing I can't handle.
I had a friend whose parents were both born in Italy. "So you're Italian?" I say.
"No, my parents are Italian," he snaps. "I'm Canadian."
I don't have the heart to tell him that it just
doesn't work that way. Remember during World
War II when all Japanese Canadians were placed in
detention camps? I suppose he'll learn the truth
eventually.
Jasmine is a proud little eight year old girl. She is
no longer ashamed to tell people about her father.
When she describes me to her friends, the first thing
she mentions is the colour of my skin.
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Black Homecoming:
te

Something for all
By Dave Ball

For me, Black History
Month is not about justice or
recognition. For me, Black History Month is about self-respect.
Despite all the progress that
has been made since the advent
of the civil rights movement,
being black is still viewed as
negative by much of our society. The organizers of Canada's
first Black l Iomecoming hope
to change that.
Phaturnity
and
Positive
Moves have joined together to
provide a weekend of fun and
culture that should appeal to
people of all races. The weekend's main organizers are Black
Students Alliance members
Helen Ofosu, Ricardo McRae,
Floyd Wilson, and Noel Walrond, who is also a part of Positive Moves.
"Edutainment" is the word
used to describe the events
planned and one weekend pass
will admit you to all of the attractions.
The weekend begins with a
rap show featuring New York
City based duo Pete Rock and
C.L. Smooth on Friday, Feb. 17
at Caboto Club (2175 Parent
Ave. at Tecumseh Rd.E.). Unlike the "gangsta rap" genre,
which spouts messages promoting violence and degradation of
women, Rock and Smooth have
achieved international fame by
sending out positive messages.
Starting at 11 a.m. Saturday,
Feb. 18, Minister Rasul Muhammad, the Detroit representative of Minister Louis
Farrakan, will be speaking at
the Music Studio Theatre (1564
Wyandotte. E.). Also appearing
is Sister Minister Leitha Muhammad, who will give some
insight into women's roles in
the nation of Islam.
At 3 p.m. Dr. Frances Cress
Welsing, a prominent black
psychiatrist and author of The
Isis Papers, will speak on the issue of racism and black mental
health. Cress Welsing has
gained notoriety for her theories on racism and its effects on
those it targets.
While we may be used to
hearing about these topics from
a predominantly male point of
view, Cress Welsing represents
a strong female perspective.
Her hard-hitting approach and
thought-provoking ideas inspired from event organizers

the response, "Let them come
and experience!"
Next on the weekend's
agenda is a talent show featuring dub poets KATI, Estelle
and Little X, and African and
Caribbean dance vocalists. Dub
poetry is a very powerful and
entertaining form of storytelling using the natural dialect of
the Caribbean people.
Also members of black fraternities and sororities from
several American campuses will
stage a live step competition.
Step dancing is a form of rhythmic stomping originating from
the gumboot dance of South
African miners. Step is unique
to the black fraternities and sororities of North America. This
performance provides another
opportunity for all to be educated while being entertained.
Making a special appearance
are the Step Masters, who have
appeared on Fresh Prince of Bel
Air and the Arsenio Hall Show.
The evening will be capped off
with an all night dance party
hosted by guest DJs from
Montreal and Toronto.
On Sunday, Feb. 19 students
are welcome to participate in
organized trips to the North
American Black Historical Museum in Amherstburg and
Mosque Number 1 in Detroit.
Also scheduled for Sunday is
a barbecue and a symposium,
the focus of which is characterized by the slogan "Regardless of land, label, or language
... One family ... A strong Black
nation!"
Black Homecoming has attracted attention from as far
away as Caifomia, Washington
and Philadelphia.
But despite its focus, Black
Homecoming is not just for African Americans, Canadians,
and Jamaicans; it's not just for
black people. The purpose of
Black History Month is not to
isolate races, but to make them
aware of each other. Anyone
interested in learning more
about very diverse culture that
is often misrepresented, anyone
looking for a high energy alternative to your average Windsor
weekend, anyone who, like me,
knows embarrassingly little
about his or her own black heritage, is welcome to attend.
Tickets for Black Homecoming are available through Ticketmaster at 792-2222, or by
calling 253-4232, ext. 3444.
ii

Photo courtesy of the artist

Shoot the Falla: Luisa Cablddu's Fall through the Trees (1995, detail) is part of
a collective show of photographic works wnh Nancy Pringle and Michael
Pereira at Common Ground Gallery, 1942 Wyandotte St. E. until Feb. 23.
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Windsor bands invade Detroit
By Steve Harvey

Thursday, February 3, 1995
was a memorable day for the
burgeoning Windsor music
scene. In total seven of Windsor's hottest and most highly
acclaimed bands were in action,
all within a couple of miles of
each other. This review is of the
five-band invasion of St. Andrew's Hall in downtown Detroit, but it is notable that on
the same evening across the
river in Windsor Elephant
hosted its own CD release
party for You My Pacifier at the
Zoo, while Harrow's talented
newcomers Green 'Round the
Gills were playing the Coach.
It is obvious from all the activity that Windsor's music
scene is bristling with energy
and excitement, and has an
overabundance of talent. Hey
folks, it's time to face the facts:
Windsor is a hotbed of musical
talent and ranks with any city in
Canada. Apathy and indifference will strangle this resurgence. It's up to us to support
the city's musicians by making
it out to the shows and buying

those independent releases.
The Windsor Invasion, as the
St. Andrew's show was dubbed,
was mounted by We Wish We
Knew, Skin Thieves, Soyl, King
Kool Hipped and Luxury
Christ. The event was arranged
by King Kool Flipped band
member Fayz.e and supported
by 89X. It was a successful attempt at getting a wider audience for Windsor's rising music
stars.
The performances were certainly riveting, the sound good
and the musicianship of an extremely high calibre. But the
real news from historic St. Andrew's was the obvious health
and co-operative spirit shown
by Windsor's underground artists.
Rob Brun, the "fifth wheel"
of Luxury Christ, bas been
heavily involved in the Windsor
music scene for about a decade.
He said, "never have [Windsor)
bands been so unified-it's really remarkable how the competitiveness among bands has
disappeared over the last year
or so."
Brun's sentiments were ech-

oed by Kate Milberry, editor of
Room, an eight-month old
Windsor publication dedica~ed
to providing space for diffenng
points of view in the conununity. According to Milberry ~e
event was "all about crossrng
borders; not the CanadianAmerican border, but the
bands coming together and CO·
operating with one another."
We Wish We Knew started
off the evening's smorgasbord
just after 9:30 with a six-song
set that highlighted some of
their more recently created ma·
terial. The four-piece is a pill~r
on the small Windsor bar ell'·
cuit and is almost as well·
known for a willingness to do
benefits for good causes a$ t~cy
are for their lyrical, haunting
folk-tinged melodics.
The band is most notable for
the combination of Chris
Yoshida's unique electric violin
stylings with Tim Castle's bc~utiful voice and acoustic guitar
work. Scratch just below ~c
surface to find intelligent ly~cs
and a rock-solid rhythm section
See Windsor, page 14
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Chris says: Kee groovin' to those '70s sounds

BY c. WHliam Bestward

personal and the political. The
one-man music of "Love's in
Need of Love Today" and
"Have a Talk with God" flow
beautifully into the socially
conscious "Village Ghetto
Land." It ends an era for Wonder.

..:---

for your edification and entertainroent, I'd like to present
to )'OU this list. It's a capricious
cross-section of albums from
the 1970s that might make
wonderful additions to your
personal
music
collection.
funk, country, follc, rock '70s
alternative and blues are all
represented. My mission: to
make you a believer of that
crazy myth that there may have
t,een good music before 1980.

Boz Scaggs: Silk Degrees (1976)
I read somewhere that there
actually was a sound that could
be defined as "white soul." But
until I picked up this California-smooth classic I thought
the phrase referred to Hall &
Oates. This album exists as a
perfect example of how a
singer-songwriter like Scaggs
can sing semi-sissy songs and
not sound like Barry Manilow.
"The Lido Shuffle" gets me on
my feet every time, and the oftcovered "We're All Alone" has
never sounded as great as it
does closing out this wonderful
album.

Bruce Springsteen: The Wild,
the Innocent, and the E Street
shufJle (1974)
far and away Springsteen's
finest effort. This 1973 release
lives and breathes as nothing
short of a beautiful and breathtaking exploration of the
American melting pot.
Never before have so many
styles collided without breaking
into a pile of unimportant fragments. The jazzy overtones of
the "E Street Shuffie," the loving care of "Fourth of July, Asbury Park," the haunting
picture presented in "Wild
Billy's Circus Story," and lastly,
"Rosalita," the rocker that
wants to keep going long after
the album ends. One of the 10
best albums of the '70s. A brilliant survey of Americana
never to be outdone.
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Bob Dylan: Blood on the Tracks
(1974)
By the sound of a lot of the
songs on this album you might
think they were leftovers from
Highway 61 Revisited. However,
where that album presented the
listener with images of escape,
Blood on the Tracks concentrates on the theme of interrupted love. "Tangled up in
Blue," "Simple Twist of Fate,"
and "If You See Her, Say
Hello," all find Dylan sour with
guilt and regret. The album's
best song, "Idiot Wind," shows
him at his angry best. "Idiot
wind / Blowing every time you
move your teeth/ You're an idiot, babe / It's a wonder that
you still know how to breathe."
As with many people, Dylan included, this song reminds me of
someone I keep forgetting to
remember. A highlight form an
al~um that practically defines
pam and guilt-inspired angst. A
must for anyone who appreciates Bob Dylan.

Graham Parker: Squeezing Out
Sparks (1979)

. Please, I beg of you, do not
listen to the first song on this

album and wonder if Joe Jackson is guesting. Unlike Jackson,
Parker doesn't spend entire albums pissing and moaning
about all the women who won't
sleep with him In contrast
Parker, like his contemporary
Elvis Costello, uses his anger in
a healthy way directing it toward subjects rather than people. Almost all of the 10 tracks
on this release rock from beginning to end, and that's saying
quite a bit for a year that found
people debating whether to put
up with the Saturday Night Fever fad or climb aboard Freddie
Mercury's sell-out sissy train.
"Saturday Night is Dead" and
"Waiting for the UFOs" are
only two of the songs that kick
sand in the face of other 1979
releases. A catalyst for early
'80s rock.
Buddy Miles: Carlos Santana
and Buddy Miles Live (1972)
Formerly the drummer from
The Electric Flag, Miles also
played alongside bassist Billy
Cox and Jimi Hendrix for the
Band of Gypsies album. Although critically slammed on its
release, this album is worth a
listen simply to hear Miles' in-

ability to control hi~lf on the
drums. The man is relentless.
An endless jam on "Free Form
Funkafide Filth" is interesting,
as well as Miles' work on a
rockin' version of Santana's
"Evil Ways."
If you can put up with Carlos
Santana's boring wah-wah
peda~ buy this album just to
hear Buddy Miles beat the daylights out of those drums.
Bonnie Raitt: Give TI Up (1972)
Raitt was around long before
she received four Grammys for
her 1989 Nick of Time album,
though it's somewhat surprising
she made it considering the
amount of Southern Comfort
she drank put the late Janis
Joplin to shame. A wonderful
cover of Jackson Browne's
"Under the Falling Sky," as
well as her own "Nothing
Seems to Matter" make this
worth picking up.
Besides, all your friends will
be impressed that you knew
about her long before her 1989
breakthrough. (Or maybe not.)
In any case, for a second album, Give It Up is disciplined
and mature, yet oddly laidback.
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Chinese, Canadian &Authentic Cuisine
FAST HOH6 D6ltV6RY

971-9183

Steely Dan: KaJy Lied (1975)
Although their 1974 release
Pretzel Logic remains Steely
Dan's most critically acclaimed
album, I personally lean toward
Katy Lied as their finest. The
music is as tight as ever, the lyrics as beat-poetic and slick, and
with the occasional reference to
boore and pot thrown in you've
got your perfect Steely Dan
outing or maybe better. "Rose
Darling" is an unorthodox
three-minute wonder, while
"Your Gold Teeth II" shows
bow much the band has grown
since the song's first version appeared the year before. An album I enjoy more and more
with every listen. No rating system can accommodate it.
11
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Stevie Wonder: Songs in the Key
ofLife (1976)
From the opening of both
Sir Duke" and "Isn't She
Lovely," you'll understand
you've stepped backward into
'70s radio. But the magnitude
of these radio-friendly tracks
does not reflect the path of this
double album. Comprised of 21
songs and well over 100 minutes of music, Songs in the Key
of Life finds Wonder swaying
back and forth between the
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Smith Group: Easur
(1978)
Simplistic in its music and
often crazed in its lyrical content, Easter falls perfectly into
the mould of late '70s punk.
The opening track, "'Til Victory," establishes a mood that
carries on throughout the album. Toe mood rocks over
Springsteen's "Because the
Night," chants dirge-like on
"Ghost Dance" and takes gains
on a poetic anger in "Babelogue." The album is so confusing that by the time it ends,
you're not quite sure what has
transpired. So you go back and
listen again, only to realiz.e you
bad it right the first time.
Patti

Parliament: Up for the Down
Stroke (1974)
Although this album is usually
overshadowed
by
Funkadelic's One Nation Under
a Groove as George Clinton's
masterpiece, I still find it to be
an essential component of anyone's funk bbrary. Like One
Nation, the title track is absolutely on fire. The twanging
guitars, the bass line boings, the
winding horn section and the
harmoniz.ed celebration of collaborative singing all came together to form a groove that
was difficult to match in subsequent years. It should be
noted that Up for the Down
Stroke is best listened to as a
whole rather than picking certains songs. George Clinton
never was much for stopping,
and a groove does mean just
that, folks.
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Local bands make
good north of border
Continued from page 12

Kildare
p.~

2nd Floor,
CAW Centre,
971-3633

Peer Support Centre

New Hours: Monday
to 1hursday,
11-4pm

Stress Management Workshop:
A 7-week workshop designed to help you recognize and deal with
stress. '.A.brkshop will begin Monday, February 20th at 4:00pm in the
Centre. Workshops will run every Monday from 4 to 5 pm.

Dealing With Depression:
An ongoing group run by Alive! Canada on helping students deal with
depression. Workshop will begin as soon as sufficient numbers sign
up.

Sign up NOW at the Peer Support Centre
{2nd floor, CAW) or call 971-3633! Space is Limited!
•THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN
Visit 17 countries in50 days!
From $110/day. Includmg flight & mosl meals

•THE EUROPEAN ADVENTURER
Visit 12 countries in 37 days!
From $83/day. Includmg fiighl & mosl meals

•THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS
Visit 11 countries in 29 days!
From $97/day. lncludmg fl1gh1& most meals

•THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 countriesin 25 days!
From $99/day. Includmg flight & most meals

·~
t

r•

on ContikiHolidays
European Adventure
or Utiniate European
Tours ...
... via EARLY BIRD
booking and payment. ( EARLY BIRD
is before March 31, 1995).

emotional yet widely divergent
sounds all within the span of
manned by John Benn on bass one song. In songs like "Tinf~
and Christian Bonlc on skins. Ring," <?loster's voice Iran.
The band enjoyed this first ap- sccnds his ~ange and me~
pearance at the venerable old seamlessly with screeching dis.
hall.
cordant keyboards and P<lllt
Next up were The Skin guitar chords. Very intense. r
Thieves: Dean Drouillard on
!ust after 11:30 King Kooi
vocals and bass, Christian May- Fhpped took a turn wowing the
ville on vocals and guitar, and congregated masses - three.
Chris Solet on drums. Riding quarters of whom probably fol.
high on the considerable suc- lowed the bands over the
cess of their 1994 CD There are border with the enticingly IOII
Thieves Among Us, the power- cover of only $5 and Canadian
pop trio maximized the excel- money at par to boot.
lent
sound
system
and
The band showed no signsof
production afforded by the weariness despite the heel\'/
venue.
playing schedule of the pa;:
The first two songs of the two weeks. M arshall on Vocals
eight-song set, "Ring" and and lead guitar turned up the
"Seems to Me," can be found intensity o ne full notch with his
on their de but CD . "Ring" is wicked riffs and crazy antics.
simply a great song. Its sheer Fayze on bass and Marc on
energy drew the crowd toward drums provided a powerful
the stage.
backdro p to a truly unusual
One is left wondering why presentation : it was worth the
such superlative material isn' t $5 just to witness the live rendj.
in regular rotation on such sta- tion of Blondie Zombie. This
tion s as 89X, or even played was my first time seeing the
once. (I'll hazard a guess: un- band and I was impressed. I
der a special agreement with beard the CD at the Eclectic
the C RTC because they're in Cafe the other day too and it
competition with American sta- also is excellent.
tions, 'X o nly has to play 15
Last and obviously not least
percent Canadian content was Luxury Christ. After hunArts Ed.)
dreds of shows, most of them
Anyway, the 40 minutes flew benefits and practically all of
by ending with "Suicide Ma- them underpaid, these wily vetchine," a tip of the hat to erans of the Windsor scene still
Michigan's Dr. Death.
impress, entertain, mesmeri7.e.
Soyl ascended the stage just Currently, they seem poised for
before eleven. That's when bigger and better things. A
things became really interest- video is reportedly soon to
ing. The band has steadily make its way to Muchmusic
grown and matured over the (call and request it), and their
last couple years. Fronted by CD Buy our Love is in its secCraig Gloster on vocals and ond pressing.
keyboards, Soyl features Ryan
If ever there's been a band
Michalzuk on guitar, Chris which "smashes all preconRusnak on bass and Jamey ceived notions," this is it. VoRichards on drums.
calist Nancy Drew, guitarist
Soyl is capable of creating Trevor Malcolm, bassist Peter
magic while on stage, as their Burton, percussionist Mark and
Windsor fans know. Their CD drummer Andre were all their
release party for That held at usual outrageous selves. A fit·
the Masonic Temple in mid- ting end to a great night. The
January attracted hundreds of crowd's only complaint was the
enthusiastic admirers.
brief set insisted on by St. AnThe Invasion set was memo- drew's staff.
2
rable for the moody intensity of
Independent releases by all
the band's powerful offerings. five 'Windsor Invasion" bands
Soyl has the ability, reminiscent can be purchased at Dr. Disc.
of Smashing Pumpkins, to in- Support your scene or lose a!
clude a wide range of deeply Maybe 89X will wake up ...
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Student Work Abroad Programme
lnformatwe Session: Fee 13, 12 noon Amoassador Audrrorium, Sfudent Cenlre

Experience living and working in another country.
BRITAIN • GERMANY • FRANCE • JAPAN • AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND • IRELAND • FINLAND • UNITED STATES
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Spitfires fighting for top spot in West Division

llll!r

~ Calibani

Kool
Phe

lbe Windsor Spitfires will
not be intimidated, and will not
tolerate being second best.
Just ask Joe Coombs and the
Belleville Bulls goaltending
corps. Coombs was the target
or every Spitfire in the house
after his wild elbow left Spitfire
captain Bill Bowler's ~o~
bloodied and swollen. Comc1denlally, the Bull's net was the
iarget of 48 shots as the Spits
cruised to a 9-1 victory in a
spirited contest at Windsor
Arena last Monday.
The second-place Spitfires
arc now only one point behind
l)etr01t, front runners in the
OIIL's West Division. With 15 Roche, Ed Jovanovski, DJ.
ga~s left in the regular season Smith and Cory Evans to the
(three against Detroit), the mix and you have a team that
Spits are poised to recapture few others want to drop the
the division lead and possibly a gloves with.
Let us not forget the future
division title as they bead into
stars of the team First round
the playoffs.
Windsor appears to have all NHL draft pick Jamie Storr
the tools to make a serious run was acquired from the Owen
the at division title, the OI--IL Sound Platers, and with Travis
championship and possibly a Scott, should give Windsor the
one-two
goaltending
Memorial Cup Title. With the best
~iblc exceptions of Guelph, punch in the league. Vladimir
North Bay and Sudbury no Kretchine is improving with
team in the league is as tal- every game. Few will argue that
rookie centre Glenn Crawford
ented as Windsor.
Bowler has 111 points (sec- has all the tools that may one
ond in league scoring and one day make him the best player in
point behind Oshawa's Marc the OHL Combine the on-ice
Savard) and is currently ranked talent with coach Mike Kelly
first in the league in assists and staff, add general manager
(87). Dave Roche is eighth in Mike Awender to the picture,
league scoring (88 points), first and what do you have?
It's simple: a great team with
in goal scoring (45), second in
power play goals (18), and tied a lot of depth and talent, a
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for second_ in .game winning
goals (7). Tim Fmdlay is second
in rook:i~ scoring with 60 points
(10 behmd Belleville's Daniel
Cleary). Windsor has three de~encemen ranking in the top 16
m the league - Ed Jovanovski
is fourth (50 points), Mike
Martin is thirteenth (36 points),
and newcomer Rick Emmett is
fifteenth (35). Goalie Travis
Scott is fifth in the league in
GAA (3.18) and in wins (20).
The Spits are also one of the
most physical teams in the
league. Only London has more
team penalty minutes. Adam
Young leads the team and
league with 221 minutes in 51
games. Add the likes of Dave
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Lance photo/ JERRY BURRELL

Spitfire Mike Miftin(2) has a firm grasp on the situation with Kingston Frontenac Dave Bourque (4).
championship-calibre
team
which is one of the best junior
teams in Canada.
But regardless of champion-

Lancers race to the finish line
have not performed to
their potential, and Fairall said they have to
With the OUAA
"turn it up" and put in
Championships to be
good performances.
held at St. Denis CenAn important ingreditre and only two meets
ent in the success of the
left to prepare, the
Lancers lies in the
Lancers track and field
team's attitude. Despite
teams arc starting to
struggles
in
certain
feel the beat.
events this season, team
As the only Windsor
spirit remains high. Alteams in recent history
though based on individto have success at both
ual
events
and
the provincial and naperformances,
the
tional levels, big things
team's cohesiveness and
are expected of both
spirit "is one thing as a
the men's and women's
coach I try to emphasquads. The women
size," said Fairall. He
have dominated the
credits the teams capnational rankings all
tains Tracy Higgs, Jenseason, while the men
nifer Graham, O'Brian
have been in the top
Gibbons, and Mike Ginfive. The women apgras with bring everyone
pear to be unbeatable,
together and moving tobut will face stiff comwards suc.cess.
petition from Western
Currently 30 athletes
Canadian schools.
(17 women and 13 men)
According to Lancer
have qualified for the
coach Dennis Fairall,
L.a..:e photo / STEPHEN PANICCIA national championships,
the rankings don't reLancer pole-vaulter Joe White.
with 52 being the maxiflect the late start of
mum team size for the
the western schools.
shot putters are led by decalh- CIAU meet. Fairall noted that
British Columbia, second last
lete Mike Nolan and last year's few schools bring a team that
year, is not yet ranked.
The men will have a tough high school medalist Matthew large to the national championships. This means the next
battle for the OUAA title as Coderington.
For
the
team
success,
there
Western and Toronto have
three weeks are going to be imstrong teams. 1be CIAU meet are some events where the ath- portant for the team and those
~ be even tougher as it will letes must be able to step up athletes who will be needed to
Ulclude favorites from Univer· when it counts. The men's long
scorer,?inffi"I ~ 6ff{t;l?.!!· I
sity of Manilbba 'il'be mPn's jumpers and fiOO ~tre 0 1 ~
By Jeny Burrell

-

,

ships, it's an entertaining team.
Windsor hasn't seen a team
like this since Adam Graves led
them to a Memorial Cup tour-

nament in the late 1980s. Anyone who isn't at Windsor Arena
on Thursday nights is missing a
great show.
I!

Men's hockey playoff chances
still in doubt with four games left
By Phil King

If there are two sides to
every story, then there are two
ways to view the Lancers
hockey chances of qualifying
for the OUAA playoffs. Optimistically or pessimistically.
Pessimists would say the
Lancers' chances are next to
nothing, considering two of the
four remaining games are
must-wins against division rival
and league-leading Western.
lbe optimists, on the other
hand, would say the Lancers
have a good chance, considering that W estem is already assured of a playoff spot and may
rest some key players.
Either side must consider the
results of the Lancers' two
ga~s played last weekend.
Lancer victories against Brock
and York would favour the optimists. A loss to the Badgers or
the Yeomen or to both, would
have the pessimists saying "I
told you so."
Whatever the results, the fact
remains the Lancers are in a
must-win situation. After winning four in a row, not including this past weekend, the team
has a shot at a playoff spot.

By the numbers
During
their
four-game
streak. the Lancers have played
good hockey, but pessimists
mruld ffi\Y thal tb~ vw\o~

came against the lesser lights of
tbeOUAA.
Royal Military College, for
instance, is winless this season.
The Lancers buried the Redmen 8-0. It was only the third
time this year the Lancers had
scored five or more goals in a
game. The win also gave thirdyear goaltender Steve lborpe
his first career OUAA shutout
and it brought the Lancers' season record to the .500 mark for
the first time in almost two
years.
The team did not qualify for
the playoffs last year for the
first time in head coach Rick
Cranker's eight years at the
helm. The Lancers finished
with an 8-14-2 record; seven of
the losses were by one goal.
A look at the Lancer scoring
leaders as of Feb. 6 shows second-year
forward
Shane
O'Donohue leading the way
with 25 points. Bill Seagris is
next with 24. In third spot is
rookie forward Dan Ceman
with 14, including four points
against RMC and two the night
before in a 5-2 win over
Queens.
The Lancers close out the
regular season this Saturday
7:30 p.m. at Adie Knox Arena
versus Western. Show your student card, get in free and think
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic
11 now accepting appl1cauons lor its next thrte entering clams.
(April 1995, September 1995, January 1996)
(;,,,rer'11 rN111ir1•1111•11ts 111 tim,•

of r11tr.,

Effective training tips
By Rob Nicholson

i11rl11d1•:

• At least 2-3 years of undergraduate college in a health mence or
baSIC wence degree program. (Inquire for a compltte list of speofic
requ1remenu.)
• Aminimum G.P.A. of 25. (A more compeuuve G.P.A 1s favored.)
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Nonhwtstern College of Chiropractic offers a ngorous four ym proless,onal
educanon. Our focus on sC1ence, d1agno11s, ch1ropracuc methods, pauent
care and research provides our graduates w11h the
tools they need to work as primary care physmans m the hulth care
environment. NWCC ,s fully accredited by Honh Central Assoc1auon ol
Colleges and Schools and the CounCII on (h1ropracuc Education.

C"II: 1-800-RHH-17,i or HH8- J 777

n rite:

Monday. February 13. 1995

Dirt>rlor of tdmis.,i,111.~

250 I Wm 84th Stmt '11nneapolis, '1N 55431

ASSUMPTION CAMPUS COMMUNITY
Open Monday Through Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Student Lounge, Quiet Study Areas, Counselling Services

Designing cffective training
programmes is an art and a science, which is complicated by
factors such as age, training experience and objectives a<; well
as skill level. A training guide is
only general in nature with the
aims of:
maximi:ting the benefits of
your c(fort.
- minimi?ing your susceptibility to injury and/or illnes.<;. lbc
following points should be fundamental characteristics of
most exercise training programmes.

Preparedness
- Ensure that you are medically prepared to cope with
your training objectives.
- Consult qualified personnel
to assist with planning your
programme and illustrating
correct technique.

Goal setting

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

- Make a list of your training
goals, both short and long term.
For example, do you want general aerobic or sport specific
conditioning?
- All of these training categories require specific training
programmes.

Call 973-7033 Ex. 3399

Periodization

ACTIVITIES
Every Tuesday - Supper at 5:30 p.m. ($4 00)
Sunday Mass - 11 :30 a.m. 2nd Floor Chapel
Day Retreat - Saturday, rv1arch l l

Located Immediately West of the Student Centre
South of Assumption Church

9<lt

Wo~:~
for 1&-35s

Technique
- Loss of technique is infu.
live of an excess of inten~~
and will inhibit gains from your
programme. So watch it when
swaying to excess on the bike DI
bending your back in a bicep
curl.

Intensity

Progressive overload
- Avoid sudden changes in intensity within and between
sessions. For example, on the
bike don't suddenly increase
from level 1-5; the pedal rate

and is certified as a level two
strength and conditioning. dis·
lance running coach and a felt/
one sprinting coach.

By Sheila Windle
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And no\l. when you book
one of the following Cont k,
tours - The Ult1male [uropean,
The European Adventurer
The European Contrasts or
The: European Escapadr - at
Travel CUTS/Vovages Campus
you get return a,rfarc to London
c. ded absolutely free • Don t
miss this fabu ous valuei Drop
by Travel CUTS/Voyages
Campus today

: Recovery from t~aining ~ as
important as the _mtensity or
training in detenruning the er.
fcctiveness of your programnt
- Periodi7.alion and effect~
warm up and warm down, \I
help you recover.

Lall'

Guel
O't\1
1i

Nicholson is from Australia

Windsor sweeps Waterloo

~~ VOYAGES CAM

On a Cont k, Tour you spend
rrore tnre having fun because
\\C take care of all the details
tN can make trave mg a cho•e

Recovery

111

Mc.

IP11 TRAVEL CUTS

When You Book One
Of These Contiki Holidays At
Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus!

J

- For aerobic exercise, you
should aim to work for at least
20 minutes, three times ~r
week. Of course, this is a gen.
cral measure and will vary with
your general fitness. Also, as
you move up the intensity scale,
the harder the workout becomes, so more recovery time is
required.
- Don't be afraid to 11US1
workouts. Recovery is far nm
important than the twice as
much is better philosophy. I

- The programme should be
divided into daily, weekly and
periodic cycles (usually three
weeks).

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor Ontario N9B 3P4

from 70-100; or increase lbc
time of the session.
- l.imit changes in intcnsity1o
no more than 10 percent ~
week.
- Remember that you can v
intensity by changing the
or step rate, the level or type
programme, or the time of the
workout.

THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN
Visit 17 Countries in 50 days!
from S110 day Including ight and most mea s

THE EUROPEAN ADVENT\JRER
Visit 12 Countries in 37 days!
from S83 day Including ,g!'lt arid most mea s

THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS
Visit 11 Countnes in 29 days'
from S97 d.sy nduding flight and most me s

THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 Countries in 25 days!
From S99 day ncludmg ,g t and most meals

Your

•111RAVEL CUTS

nearest iar,11 \VWMES CAMPUS

~_.,TRAVEL CUTS

University of Windsor

111,,,11 Y«MGES CAMPUS

Call Toll Free

1-800-387-2887
Ont Req • 33S8071

The men's basketball team
kept their play-off hopes alive
by edging out the Waterloo
Warriors in overtime last
Wednesday at Waterloo.
Windsor built a six-point
lead by half-time. But the lead
slipped away and the Lancers
found themselves down by six,
something different occurred.
Windsor got tough. Gutsy rebounding efforts by Earl Grant
and Mark Koppescr elevated
the Lancers' level of play and
scived to shift the momentum
to the blue and gold shirts. After a limcout, Windsor used
tight pressure defence, doubling the ball, and converting
turnovers into points.
The Lancer bench cam.: alive
and the stage was set for a
great overtime finish. Windsor
continued to attack. The Warriors committed foul after foul
and Windsor cashed in for
eight foul shots in the overtime.
After being on the short end of
the stick too many times this
sca<;0n, the win tasted especially sweet for the Lancers defeating the Warriors 84-83.
Jamie Pepper had a great
performance,
scoring
two
three-pointers, five field goals
and eight singles for 26 points.
Todd Fuller and Krim Lacey
did an outstanding job of containing Waterloo's big gun,
Sean Vankoughnetl. McMillan
had 14 points and four steals.
Earl Grant and Pat Osborne
each contributed 11 points and
six rebounds. A full team effort
was needed for the win.

Women's action
Lancers 52, Athena'> 43
'lbe women's basketbaU
team earned their sixth \\in of
the sca'><.)ll at Waterloo.
The team was cold from thr
floor early, going scorele55 in
the first six minutes of the
game. 1bat was when Danielle
Bottineau stepped gingerly off
the injured list onto her tender
ankle and launched her first
shot, a three-pointer no less,
and the Lancers were finally on
the score board. Bottineau
went on lo score four more tri
plcs on the night tallying 15
points in total.
Georgia Resnita bad anot.bel
stellar game, scoring 18 points
and hauled in 18 rebounds.
Resnita, incidentally, is fourth
in rebounding in the count!)'
Tara Smith played a superb de·
fcnsive game against Water·
kx>'s top scoring threat, Jena
Steele. Steele finished the
game with three points, while
Smith put up 11 points and
grabbed seven boards en route
lo a 52-43 win.
'Ibe women's current six and
five record is particularly iinpressive given the make up of
the team: one third-year player,
two second-years and the ~est
rookies. 1be team's success IS 1
testament to their tough wo~k
ethic and an undying conuTUt·
mcnt to the sport and to one
another. The Lancers stand a
strong chance of going to the
Ontario West play-offs thiS
year.
Not too shabby for a bunch
of rookies.
I
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Sports stumpers
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Viol

::---I) Where do the St. Louis

e the Blues play home _games?
2) In what city would you
tity to find the Kingdomc?
t ~r

I vary

pedaj

lleof
,r the

3) Name the new home of

the Chicago Bulls and Black-

bawk.~.
4) Where is the world's larg. ?
est soccer stad mm.
5) Where is the French Open

played?
6) Churhill Downs is home
to what famous thoroughbread
race?
7) In what country is the Pacific Grand Prix held?
8) What arc the two oldest
stadium'> that house major
league baseball teams?

See Answers, page 16

Results and standings
Standin,:s

is as

ty of

e ef.

)1111'shocke)'

iud£ast .....-.G--W-. L--·T •.-.Ji..... A .. P
Guelpb ............. 22 ... 13..... 6 ..... 3 ... lOL.68 29
foll)nto ............ 22 .... 6..... 10 .... 6 .... 68....89 18

~.

()uttO's ............ 23 .... 3..... 17 .... 3 .... 70 ... 109 .9

Clive

fa,f;ast ...----G,-W .... L ..... T ..... F..... A .. P

R.\IC ............ 23 .... 0 ..... 21 .... 2 .... 49 ...149 .2

00·

l'QlR __ .......... 21 ... 11..... 1 ..... 3 ... 131...51 37
011,................ 20 ... 12..... 6 ..... 2 .... 82 ....53 26
~rdia ........ 19... 10..... 6 ..... 3 .... 65 ....68 23
11!Gill.............. 20 ... 10..... 9 ..... 1 .... 94 ....79 21
111dWest--G ....W-.. L - T-.F·-· A .. P
811)(k. ............... 22 ... 13 .....8 ..... 1 .... 93 ....75 27
y0rt ................ 22 ... 10.... 11 .... 1 .... 95 ....93 21
Ryerson ............ 22.... 7..... 15 .... 0 .... 61...11914
IJurtDtien ....... 22 .... 6..... 15 .... 1 .... 69 ... 10813
farWest---·G--W-. L-,-T.-F..-,A .. P
\l'estem ........... 20 ... 13.....5 ..... 2 .... 99 ....5128
uurier ............. 20 ... 12..... 6 ..... 2 .... 92....6426
w,mtoo .......... 20... U .....7 ..... 2 .... 82....71 24
llind10r ·---20.- 8--8 ..... 4 __ 68-,15 20
Oll'IM West hockey standings
Team .............. GP .. W.... L.. ... T... GF. GAP
Goelph ............. 13... 11 .....1 ..... 1 .... 74 ....16 23
Torontn............ 13... 11..... 1 ..... 1 ... 102...15 23
Quttn's ............ 13 .... 6 ...... 4 ..... 3 .... 60 ....2915
uurier ............. 14 .... 4 ......8 ..... 2 .... 50....9210
York .............. 13 .... 4......8 ..... 1 .... 33 ....51 .. 9
llindsor,-....... 14.- 0-.14-,0 .... 16-132 .0
OVM West Men's volleyball
Team --··--MP--W-.L.GW-.GL...-P
ll'aterloo .............. 10.... 10 .... 0 .. 30 ...... 2 .....20
l\indsor,--,-11 •. -7 -.4 .. 24-... 16.-.14
Brock. ................... 10..... 6 ..... 4 •• 22 ..... 18..... 12
llestern ............... 10..... 6 .....4 .. 19 ..... 17..... 12
McMAster ............ 10.....5 ..... 5 .. 19 ..... 20.....10
IJurier ................. 10..... 1 .....9 ... 8 ..... 29 ...... 2
Guelph ................. 11..... 1 .... 10 .11 ..... 31....... 2
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OlllM West volleyball
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List week's results
(•ndi,c Fob. J,9.1)

Men's basket.ball
McMaster 104 unccrs 71
Western 80 Lancers 77
Women's basketball
McM.aster 84 Lancers 60
Western 76 Lancers 42
Men's volleyball
McMaster3 uncers 1
(5-15, 15-9, 15-13, 15-11)
Women's volleyball
McMaster 3 Litncers 0
(15-4, 15-10, 15-2)
Men's hocke,
Lancers 5 Q~een's 2
Lancers 8 R.M.C. o

Upcoming events
Men's hockey
Feb. 15, Windsor at Western
Feb. 18, Western at Windsor 7:30 p.m. Adie
Knox Arena
Men's basket.ball

Feb. 17, Windsor at ukehead
Feb. 18, Windsor at 'Lakehead

Team ----G--W-.L ... F-.... A.-...P

sports.

\!cMaster ............. 8 ...... 7 ..... 1. 765 ... 582....14
Guciph .................. 8......7 ..... 1.666 ... 563 ....14
Brock..................... 9 ......6 ..... 3. 742... 725.... 12
Waterloo ............... 8 ......5 .....3. 692 ... 651. ...10
Western ............... 10..... 4 ..... 6. 737 ... 800 ..... 8
tl:e~d ............ 10.•...4 .....6. 743 ... 827..... 8
uner .................. 8 ...... 1 ..... 7 .639... 75() ..... 2
llindsor._ _ _ 9__ 1 ..... 8. 701-787..... 2

OD

ots

Player ......................................... G ...... RB.Save
I. C. Holtz/Brock ...................... 9 ...... 116.. 12.9
2. T. Balfe/Water ......................8 ....... 71.... 8.9
3. S. Francis/Mac ......................8 ....... 58.... 7.3
4. c. uw/Lakehead .................. 10 ..... 72 .... 7.2
5. R. Henry,Guelph ................. 8 ....... 56.....7.0

1) Keil Center
2) Seattle, Wash
3) United Center
4) Rungnado, Nonh Korea with 15() OOO

:au

1er

!·

Team .................. MP ... W .... L GW ...GL ..... P
McMaster ............ 12....11 .... 1 .. 34 ...... 9 ......22
Western ............... 12....10 .... 2 .. 32 ...... 9 ......20
IJkehead ............. 12..... 7 .....5 .. 27 ..... 22..... l 4
Brock.................... 12 .....6 .....6 .. 24 ..... 23 .... .12
Waterloo .............. 13.....5 .....8 .. 21 ..... 31..... 10
Guelph ................. 12..... 4 .....8 .. 19 ..... 29 ...... 8
Launer ................. 12..... 3 ..... 9 .. 16 ..... 32...... 6
lllndsor. ______ 13___3 _•. 10 .16.-. 32-.• 6
OlllM women's basketball
Team ....................G ....W .... L. .. F ....... A ...... P
Western ............... 10....10 .... 0. 773 ... 491.. ..20
IJltbead ............. 10..... 7 ..... 3. 69l... 658 .... 14
Brock. ................... 10..... 6 ..... 4. 662 ... 633 .... 12
\11nd10r, _____ 10.....5 _••. s. 520- 606-.10
McMaster ............ 10..... 4 .....6. 615 ... 646 ..... 8
Waterloo .............. 10.....4 .....6. 549 ... 621... .. 8
Guelph ................. 10.....3 ..... 7 .533 ... 590..... 6
IJurier ................. 10.....1 ..... 9. 544 ... 642 ..... 2
OUM Men's basketball

:~

tri·
15

Basketball leaders
Scorers
Player ............................. Fg .. Fga .. Ft .Ftn... Ave
l. C. HollZ/Brock ..........96 .. 152. 53 .. 77 ... 27.2
2. P. Osborne/Win .. - •.. 78 .. 173. 54_75 ... 24.1
;an Koughnett/Wat .. 66 .. 130. 25..33 ... 22.6
. . BrONn/lake .......... 65 .. 130. 31..39 ... 19.1
ie~~~=~est - ....... 66 .. 122.50.. 63 ... 18.2

Some things
are a riddle.
But not why advertisers
pick the Lance to reach
the university market
Aa ad this size costs just $48
before discounts, ltld reaches
the Lance's 10,000 +
readership every week.
It's the best way to get in
touch with Windsor students.
For more illform.atioa on schedules
~d i:ates, coatact ad ma11ger
N1•h, Dhir at 971-3604 or fu
971-36?4 ~uri1t ..siness ho1rs.

It's worth it!

Women's ba.~ketball

Feb. 17. Windsor at ukehead
Feb. 18. Windsor at ukehead
Track and netd
Feb. 17. at Eastern Michigan University

Answers to Stwopers
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Eye on the "I"

Secord flying high on the ice
By Fredetick Beitler

When scanning the Chicago
Wolves' lineup, I was stunned
that Al Secord was donning a
Wolves' jersey. After four years
of retirement, "Rocky" has ret~med to the ranks of profcss1onal hockey.
Secord has spent that lime
working as a commercial airline
pilot but is still able to fly down
!he ice. It took only 55 seconds
m a recent game versus the Vipers to show that he can drop
the bombs like any good wartime pilot. He demolished Viper Kevin Williams and showed
that at 36 years old he isn't
afraid to play it rough.
Sidelined for five weeks in
the early part of the season
with a strained knee, Secord injects moxy and poise into an already rugged Wolves Jineup.
"I was playing roller hockey
in Chicago during the summer,
and [Wolves general manager]
Grant Mulvey asked me if I
wanted to play. He said 'hey if
you didn't look good I wouldn't
have asked you (to play)."
With that Secord has inked a
one year deal, with this current
performance pending upon a
contract offer for next season.
When Secord called it quits
four years ago he cited personal reasons for his decision.
"I lived in Sault Ste Marie,
Michigan the last couple of
years and really enjoyed the
slower life." After 11 seasons in
the NHL Secord's numbers
were on the decline in his last
five campaigns.
The grinding winger who
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Lance photo / JERRY BURRELL

Al Secord (20) of the Chicago Wolves takes a breather.

spent eight season's with the
NHL's Chicago Blackhawks,
has always been a fan favourite
in the Chicago area. In 31
games this year he has 24
points and 92 penalty minutes.
A player of Secord's stature
is a bonus for any team "With
the younger players I try to offer a solution, advice, or even
help them after practice."
Off the ice, the Wolves are
satisfied with the image Secord
displays. On the ice, Secord is
not as sweet as the candy store
that bears his last name.

League notes
What transpired in Atlanta
last weekend was an ugly image
that the IHL would like to
avoid. Cincinatti Cyclone head
coach Don Jackson lept over
the glass and proceded to
punch out the Atlanta Knights
mascot. On his way back to the
bench he was attacked by a few
fans and the Cincinatti players
became involved. A suspension
of ten games and a fine of
Sl,000 was levied against Jackson.
I!

capacity

5) Stade Roland Garros
6) Kentucky Derby
7)Japen
8) Detroit's Tiger stadium and Boston's
Fenway Park
BM"d you score
All 8 correct - you should write for unce
6 or 7 correct - you should be eosbrined in
the unce trivia HaU ofFarne.
3 to 5 correct -your have an obstructed
view ticket.
1 or 2 correct -you think Windsor arena is
a comfonable place to watch a hockey game.
0 correct - The wrecking ball is here and
you're next on the list.

6 on 6 volleyball has highest tournout of players
By Judy Rich

After one week of play, the
co-ed six on six volleyball
league is already in full force.
An overwhelming 34 teams
are entered. The recreational
and competitive leagues are

evenly matched.
There are some special
events nights this season to be
aware of too. On Feb. 16, it's
University of Windsor night at
the six on six games where each
team is encouraged to wear
university or Lancer apparel.

On Mar. 23, it's pro and college
sport night in which all participants are encouraged to support their favourite pro or
college team by sporting their
logo.

II
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Council lacks reps
While the number of candidates for president and vice-president of student council is up this year the lack of candidates running to represent faculties and departments is disheartening.
'lhe only faculty which received any response to the call for candidates is social science. And even social science couldn't find
enough representation to fill all five seats which the council entitles the faculty to. Why aren't students interested in their student
government? The council allocates thousands of dollars of students money each semester to a number of services and student
initiatives and represents students on larger decision making bodies. So it can't be disinterest that caused the absence of candidates
- or at least students shouldn't be disinterested.
There were a few factors which contributed to the lack of candidates for rep positions, the first of which couldn't be helped. Sylvia
Eftimova, the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) running the elections took office half way through the year. Llana James resigned
as CRO soon after the first byelection, leaving the student council
to scramble for a replacement. As a result Eftimova didn't get to
do a trial run of the election, which the byelection is o fte n used as.
There didn't seem to be enough warning for students about the
change in the timing of the nominations and elections. While moving the electio ns up to avoid a clash with examwas a good idea, the
decision necessitated an extremely high profile nomination process - and this didn't happen. If students are not fully aware of the
dates nominations open and close it makes it pretty difficult to
make the decision to run for a position.
Hopefully whoever runs the byelections scheduled for 1995-96
can learn from problems this year, and get the faculty and departmental rep positions filled. And maybe they can stick around until
the school year is over as well.

Letters to the Editor

Keep on protesting

Dear Editor,
Excuse me, you [re : Letter to
the Editor, in the Feb. 30 issue
of The Lance] are griping about
the loss of education the Student Strike had caused? You
It can be said that being a politician brings on a lot of pain and think that it is wrong for profeslittle glory.
sors to be told not to lecture on
But chairperson Dave Zaritzky can be blamed, at least partially, testable material so that stufor the confusion and heated debates which often occur at Univer- dents can skip school?
sity of Windsor Students' Alliance meetings.
I personally think that you
For instance last semester UWSA representatives agreed the and other passive gripers have
time bad come to investigate (now former) Human Rights Coordi- missed the entire concept renator James Fox, but when they agreed to do so, Zaritzky failed to garding the student strike. Stuinform council that it was powerless to pass a motion because quo- dents are giving our assertive
rum had been Jost. The end result of Zaritzky's failure to notify message directly to the governUWSA representatives of this fact was a lot of resentment and ment that we are not pleased
contempt on both sides of the issue.
with the direction that tuition
In UWSA's last regular meeting (Feb. 9), Zaritzky again proved fees, post-secondary school
to be unfamiliar with Roberts' Rules which are a standard of con- funding and social services
duct for elected councils and governing bodies. At Thursday's have taken. That is, straight-tomeeting Social Science Society media rep Steve Alexander chal- the-heavens-as-much-as-legall
lenged Zaritzky on his position as chair, conflict of interest legisla- y-possible-tuition-fees-hikes!
tion as well as the contents of Roberts' Rules. Zaritzky did not And cuts to social services and
have immediate answers for any of his questions.
post-secondary school finding?
It is Zaritizky's job to chair UWSA meetings, an unenviable
Because our education is a
task at best, but his unwillingness to put his foot down when meet- right - not a privilege - it is
ings run amok and his lack of knowledge on the fundamentals our obligation as Canadian stuhave proved to be a bone of contention for all of those involved.
dents to fight for our freedom
Another example came to the forefront when election candi- to have a good education that is
dates spoke against a regulation banning handing out pamphlets accessible for every citizen in
on election day. The candidates were allowed to speak at length Canada. That was what we
even though they were out of order. Student council meetings are were striking about on Jan. 25!
often lengthy and tedious but one could argue that a better chair
Did you think that sitting in
could rectify the situation and thus encourage more student repre- our classrooms, behaving as
sentatives to come out to meetings and subsequently result in a obedient students, learning
more effective and productive student council.
course material that is slowly
Indeed, it is not too much to ask for a person to at least read turning into crap due to limited
their job description before tackling the task at hand.

Read Roberts' rules

resources, will make the government take pity on us and say
... "aw, shucks, little ankJe-biters, we won't take away any
more money from your education." I think not!
History has shown that governments do not care for mutters
and
grumblers
of
subservient complaint, such as
the likes of you. They only hear
the loudest voice over the
screaming masses of the
world's populace. And, on
Jan.25, students all over Canada gave voice to their complaints regarding tuition hikes.
That was the mission of that
strike! It is our duty as students
to continue sending that message until the government does
something about it.
Hey, fellow students! Call,
write, fax, and e-mail your municipal, provincial and federal
members of parliament. This is
our future we're talking about.
Kaye Chen
Nursing

Consider the rest
Dear Editor,
In regards to Adrienne
Woelk's letter in the January 30
[issue] I'd like to make a few
comments.
First of all, I'd like to congratulate all the Students and
Staff who took part in the
strike. it was a proud moment

Action for students: students for action

~Lance
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to see the huge amount of peo.
pie turn out for the protest.
Obviously, this shows the significant impact that Minister
Lloyd Axworthy bas caused the
future of our education.
As for Ms Woelk's comment
" students who care about their
education would be in clas.5
learning instead of complaining
that the government wants to
slightly lower the amount of
our tuition that they subsidize."
I don't know about the rest of
you, but I certainly consider a
proposed cut of $2.6 billion
from post-secondary education
more then "slight."
I appreciate Woelk's concern
that students shouldn't have
missed class on Jan. 25, but I
would rather see students ~
one day of class to support a
worthy cause than not be able
to attend classes at all if this
proposal is passed.
It is important for us to not
just think about ourselves in a
situation like this but we must
consider our friends, col·
leagues, younger siblings and
current high school students
who may not be able to afford
this phenomenal increase.
Woelk, I appreciate your
opinion but as my mother al·
ways taught me, "if you don't
have anything nice to say, don't
say it at all!"
Patrick Wilson
Dramatic Arts
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Editorial Policies
The Lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation cM'ld prints 10,000 copies every
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the !Aliversity of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number and
must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten,
or on floppy disk (IBM compaible). The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Friday before
publication and must include the writer's name.
major of study and phone number.
Contents copyright 1995. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission of
the editor in chief. The Lance is a member at the
Canadian University Press.

Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
at social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in oor content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
dher media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist, heterosexist or that mali!J')s

differently-abled peoples or the economical~
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony, diverting
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The /JJ.nce promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in Its day-terday workings.
Mailing address:
The /JJ.nce c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor. ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:
Editor: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971 -3604
Fu: (519) 971 -3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Gays and lesbians integral part of Native culture

ey Liz Chamberlain
Special to the Lance
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There is no encouraging
news or nice window-dressing
to dispel ignorance and hatred.
However, we owe our community the best in advocacy whenever there is an encroachment
of Human Rights.
I address the Student Christian Aswciation concerning the
recent verbal and physical attacks against gay and lesbians,
women who believe in prochoice and persons living with
or being affected by HIV-Aids.
Our Elders say that when we
speak being aggressively or act
violently we are living in fear of
our inability to live in truth.
I would like to take the SCA
on an historical journey to a
place where a very wise people
lived. The people were known
as North American Natives.
These people did not believe in
exclusion or inferiority of gender and/or sexual orientation.
Gay and lesbians were known
as Two Spirited people and
were intricately integrated
within the various native societies.
In fact, they were revered
and thought to live closest to
the great "Manitou" or Great

>f

Spirit, since they had two spirits
and the gifts and insight of both
genders. Therefore, gay and
lesbian people were not only
accepted but integral parts of
the culture.
As they were growing up
they were taught skills of both

felt to have two spirits.
At that the women weaved
and the men worked the clay.
People believed that gays and
lesbians had the male-female
spirit and could speak both languages and so were asked to
intermediate in marriage cere-

male-female roles without interference. C'sually at the age
of seven, there would be a ceremony held in their honour.
There was a weaved basket and
clay bowl placed across from
each other and the children
were allowed to pick which one
they felt most comfortable with.
If the male child pick the basket, he was known to have two
spirits and if the female child
picked the bowl, she was also

monies and divorce disputes.
They also filled the roles of
Shaman, Medicine people,
Healers, Advisors to Chiefs and
Council, Mediators, Matchmakers, Teachers to the young,
adopted children that needed a
home as well as giving Power
Names to great leaders and
warriors such as Sitting Bull.
The Two-Spirited people
were given gifts for their work
and were wealthy individuals.

Their families were also endowed since they received
many of the benefits as a result
of their children being held in
high esteem. Many feel this system came to an end when the
settlers brought Christianity to
native people.
The Nation was Earth
bound, but the new comers believed in Empire building, resulting in material wealth. Soon
after homophobia an irrational
fear covered the people like a
dark blanket and prejudice and
oppression surfaced. These new
comers couldn't handle the
Two-Spirited people being
treated as "Manitous" and
quickly manipulated their new
environment to suit their
needs.
Their tactics of control instilled fear and the two-spirited
people had to go under ground,
change their dress style and
their societies started dying.
They were killed if found out so
they hid their bundles of knowledge and forgot their teachings
(sleeping).
Today however, Two-Spirited people are coming home
again and reclaiming their
rightful place within their societies and sharing their knowledge. Evidence of this is the

recent third Annual Conference on HIV-AIDS And Related Issues In Aboriginal
Communities. It was co-sponsored by the native Canadian
Centre of Toronto and TwoSpirited People of the First Nations.
Two-Spirited people are reclaiming their place in order to
restore balance and harmony.
They are here to help and were
created to do a great work.
Each step is a song and they
have many beautiful songs to
share. This great story never
ends.
I encourage the SCA to educate themselves on the issues
they speak out against so vehemently ( not with violence, that
is for the uninformed), but with
truth that gives birth to a powerful knowing. From reading
the hate mail that the SCA has
and continues to propagate, it
is obvious that they have much
to learn about inner shame (secrecy and violence), human
rights for all people, sexuality,
health and the strength and
beauty of women. May we all
learn to walk softly upon
Mother Earth.
I!
Liz Chamberlain is the Aboriginal EducaJion Counselor at
the University of Wmdsor.
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Working towards a more democratic university system
By Dale Woodyard
Special to the Lance
The university is more than
just a bureaucracy that tries to
manage course assignments
while staying within a limited
budget. The university is a reflection of decisions of members of that bureaucracy - the
staff, faculty, students and the
larger community.
However, most of those involved in the activities of the
university have little or no real
direct influence on the academic and budgetary decisions
that impact us all. Even faculty
have little influence on decision
making. The agenda is set by
Government policies and at the
local level it is set by administrators.
While we are the university
we have been excluded from
the decision making process.
This is true even while we can
have our representatives on t he

various committees of the university like the Senate, Departmental Councils ect. Such
exclusion is achieved in a variety of ways some of which have
to do with how the decision
making process is organized
and the unequal distribution of
formal and informal power and
authority between administrators and other participants.
Such problems have been
recognized in varing degrees by
the report of the task Force on
Strategic Planning (Academic)
and the Dean's report and a report on university restructuring
by the Canadian Association of
University Teachers (CAU1).
As as the Task Force report
argues, it is a mistake to ignore
the input of the university community when arriving at decisions.
The
university
is
confronted with many serious
challenges at this time and this
situation demands that we engage in a serious exchange of

ideas so that we produce decisions that make this university
what it should be.
The University should endeavor to become a model of
the most highly developed
democratic decision making
processed - an example to our
students, to all participants and
to the community at large. The
decision making bodies should
include better representation of
faculty, staff, students and representatives from the community.
The Senate should have
elected representation from all
faculties, departments and
schools as well as from unions
on campus and from each student organization.
This would produce better
representation of all sectors of
the university and also create
the possibility for better accountability. Also, to make
elected representatives more
accountable, there should be

procedures in place so that any have disproportionate influand all representatives could be ence on decisions.
recalled if they did not properly
At present the Senate and
represent their organizations other committees have essenand the university as a whole.
tially no budget allocation
The role of administrators authority. lbis allows adminisshould be mainly to implement trators undue influence on dethe decisions of the various cisions through control of
committees.
Administrators budget allocations. It also
should also be held accountmakes sense that budgetary
able for correctly implementing
and academic decisions be condecisions and they should be
sidered together in order to
subject to recall if they fail.
make
more informed decisions.
The chair of the Senate and
So
the
Senate should make the
other committees should be a
decisions
about budget allocaperson independent of the adtions
to
the
faculties and facministration and accountable to
ulty executive committees who
the committee.
The members of the admini- should make budget allocation
stration should serve as con- decisions with the input of all
sultants to decision making effected by the decisions.
bodies via reports and recomI believe that if implemendations but it is unneces- mented, this proposal would
sary for them to be voting contribute to a more demomembers of senate and other cratic process and better Unicommittees. This would help versity. What do you think? I!
eliminate the power advantage
Dale Woodyard is a psycholadministrators can exercise to ogy professor at the U of W.
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What does alternative press mean to you?

:o

"It
means
money for the
Lance staff."

"The washing
machine cycle to
Wash
trashy
grunge fashion
faux-pas in."

Jay Banks

Yearn
Commerce

Rick Coronado
Windsor and District
Social Justice Coalition

"Good, truthful and correct
journalism."

Patricia Botsford
YearID
Environmental Geology

"I have
idea."

no

Rob Stopford

Year I
Biology
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ltiVefSity of WlndsOr Students' Alia,ce
L'~atia'\ des Etudoots de tU'WefSite de 'Mndsor
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VANCED POLL
WEDNESDAY FEB 15t BAM· 8PM
VANIER- fOR RESIDENCE STUDENTS
CAW- fOR NON-RESIDENCE STUDENTS
•
FACULTY OF ARTS (EXCEPT)-----~• DILLON HALL
VISUAL ARTS
LEBEL BUILDING
DRAMA
DRAMA BUILDING
MUSIC
MUSIC BUILDING
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCI ENCE-----~• CAW CENTRE
,

FACULTY OF SCIENCE (EXCEPT)----~• BIOLOGY BUILDING
NURSING MAJORS
WINDSOR HALL
MATH, STATISTICS
& COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
• LAMBTON TOWERS
FACULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION_. BUSINESS BUILDING
FACULTY OF EDUCATION------~• EDUCATION BUILDING
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING - - - - - ~ • ESSEX HALL
FACULTY OF HUMAN KINETICS----~• HUMAN KINETICS BLDG.
FACULTY OF L A W - - - - - - - - - ~ LAW BUILDING

-

Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of !!le Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listlngs should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor. ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing
.6 In Celebration Of African History Month a
r display entitled The Remembrance will be held
in the Leddy Library Reference Centre on the
first floor until mid March.

·~~(:'-t

.6 The Peer Support Centre (second floor CAW
r Student Centre) presents Coping w;r11
Depression. This ongoing group offered by
Alive! Canada is open to anyone who is having
a difficult time dealing with depression. The
group will begin as soon as sufficient
numbers have registered. For more
information drop by or call 971-3633.
.6 Student Senators are available to discuss
r University operational and academic concerns
in the UWSA offices (second floor CAW
Student Centre) during office hours: Bernie
Cummins Mondays 1-2 p.m., Mike Whaley
Tuesdays 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Carmen
Coccimiglio Wednesdays 2:30-3:30 p.m., or
by appointment.
_. The Psychology Society is selling t-shirts to
everyone interested. Come and sign the order
form sheet with the secretaries in the
Psychology Department. There is a $6.00
deposit payable by cheque if you are
interested in buying.

Monday, February 20
yHeart And Stroke Foundation presents
Bonnie Stern and Dr. Rose Ann Ng at the
Ramada Inn (480 Riverside Drive East), from
12:00-1:30 p.m. Tickets are $20.00 per
person. For more information call 254-4345.
yThe Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a
blood donor clinic from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor Branch (3909 Grand Marais Road).

.6 The Peer Support Centre (second floor CAW
r Student Centre) presents a Stress
Management Workshop. This is a seven week
group designed to help you identify and cope
wrth daily stressors. The group will begin
today and run every Monday from 4-5 p.m.
.6 Lance staff meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the
r basement of the CAW Student Centre.

Tuesday, February 21

t
•

Assumption University will have a used book
sale from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. costing only
$0.30·$0.50 per book. For more information
call 973-7033 ext. 3399

.6 Co-op Education & Student Placement will
r hold a workshop on Interview Skills from
1-2:30 p.m. in room 267 Dillon Hall. You must
sign up in CE & SP and there is a $3 charge.
• The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
/ and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Conference room
A in CAW Student Centre.

• The Humanities Research Group presents
Jack Glascock on Perception and Effect of
Violence and Degradation in Film Videos at
2:30 p.m. in Hoffman Auditorium, Iona
College (208 Sunset Avenue). For more
information call 253-4232 ext 3508.

/

~,:,':"l ...

/

• UWSA General Council Meeting tonight at
5 p.m. in room 510 Windsor Hall Tower.
Agenda packages are available in the office.
All are welcome.

t
•

Want to know what your student
council really does? Attend the UWSA
general council meeting at 5 p.m.,
room 510 Windsor Hall Tower.
*'Assumption University will hold a cost dinner
at 5:30 p.m. prepared by student volunteers
for $4.00. This week's meal includes tacos,
dessert, and beverages. For more information
call 973-7033 ext. 3399
•Listen to CJAM 91.5 FM every Tuesday night
from 6-8 p.m. for Oanceha/1 Extravaganza,
featuring the best in dancehall reggae,
foundation music, and current events. Hosted
by selector Babyface from Toronto's Excel
Soundsation.

lntervarsity Christian Fellowship meets at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall .
Guest will be Pastor Stevenette.

1- Visitors in the Arts presents Renee Van Halm
'f# at 7:30 p.m. in the Common Ground Gallery
(1942 Wyandotte Street East). Her work looks
at the history and practice of painting as a
cultural construction based on received
codes
~ Chrysler Theatre

(Cleary International Centre)
Shirfey Valentine
tonight only at 8 p.m. nckets are
$25.00-$30.00 For further information call
252-6579, or 1-800-387-9181.

~ presents Loretta Swit in

~ Essex

Hall Theatre University of Windsor
The Diary of Anne Frank, February
23-25 at 8 p.m., and February 26 at· 2 p.m.
For information and tickets, call the Box Dffce
at 253-4565.

~ presents

Wednesday, February 22
•On CJAM 91 .5 FM every Wednesday from
12-2 a.m. MadFlava pumps massive
quantities of of hip-hop with DJ KLC, C-note,
and E.D. Tune in, telephone, tell a friend.

Friday, February 24
/

yMedical and Health Services will have a Safe
Spring Break information booth in Vanier Hall
from 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

.6 First Nations Legal Aid Clinic presents
Leaming From Our Past. Looking Into The
Future, a day long series of forums and
activtties. From 9-11 a.m.: opening
ceremonies at Turtle Island Education Centre.
From 11 a.m.-4 p.m.; drummers, dancers,
feast, crafts, and speakers in CAW Student
Centre. At 6 p.m.; Patrick Ducharme, criminal
lawyer. addresses Knowing Your Rights.

r

/

/

• Students' Action Coalition will have a general
meeting upstairs in the Grad House at
5 30 p.m. All are welcome to attend
• The Black Student Alliance will meet today at
6 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall.

Thursday, February 23
yMedlcal and Health Services will have a Safe
Spring Break infom1abon booth in
CAW Student Centre Commons from
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

- The Students' Action Coalition will have an
Outreach Committee meeting upstairs in the
Grad House today at 1 p.m All are welcome
to attend

~ The
~. The

House of Shalom Youth Centre presents
Wiz, (the modem version of the musical
The Wizard Of Oz) at the Villanova Festival
Theatre on February 24 and 25 at 7 p.m., a1d
February 26 at 2 p.m. Tickets are from
$5.00-$700. Call 736-6811 for more
information

,.-The Psychology Society is putting together a
pamphleVbrochure for March 17, 1995.
Anyone interested in being involved who has
creative ideas and input should call 254-1969.
Leave a message with your name, pho1e
number, and any other mfonnation.

Sunday, February 26

--+ Assumption
•

University Chapel will have
Mass at 11 30 a.m. followed by refreshmerts
on the second floor of Assumption Univers,ty
Chapel (west of CAW Student Centre and
south of Assumption Church). For more
information phone 973-7033 ext. 3399

Cover photo by Dave Bukovec
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Th• Lane, Is currently accepting nominations tor 1dltor-ln-chlef for
the 1995-96 publishing year. Nominations open ~b. 20 & close at
. 5:30 p.m. Mar. 13, 1995. Nomination forms avallabl1 In Hie Lance
office. Candidates 111 required to attend an all-candidates mHtlng
at &:30 p.m. on Mar. 13. Elections will take place Mar. 20121. For
Information, contact CRO Martina Obers1t at 253-4232, ell 3909.

wednesday

iuesday

l~IJIJ(;(;J~I)

COORS l/GHTIHAWAIIAN TROPIC

ldp ~tk UIMIJ ~ h!I J£/RK

SPRING BREAK
KICK-OFF

Audience Participation
Encouraged

We otter

WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.
Phone:

253-4477

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

-
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Voters turf out incumbent president Maich
,s

coccimiglio and
Jakupi triumph in
UWSA elections

-

If i,e,yt Clark

earmcn Coccimiglio proved
robe the favourite as be came
out far ahca~ of his_ closest conieocler, C~ns M,a1cb,
4~1
,otcs in this years presidential
c]ection.
•ro be quite honest, I did
not think the~~ woul~ be sue? a
,ide margin, be said, lendmg
much of the credit for the win
ID an organized campaign as
~ll as enthusiastic supporters.
(occimiglio, a native of Sault
SL Marie, sits on the senate
md bas been actively involved
11 the University of Windsor in
1 number of capacities includiag vice-president academic for
the commerce society. He also
!its on the board of directors
i)r the University of Windsor
Sludents' Alliance's finance
a,mmittee.
.t. / The new president will begin
~
llis term on April 30 and prom'
m to have an "open door"
'II. iwcy at the UWSA office.
Among bis campaign promises
re a plan to pressure university administration for more
student services and to use lob'
lrjingpower more effectively.
\ "I would like to build towards a partnership," said Coccimiglio. "I want to help mend
Rll!le wounds (with some clubs
on campus)."
Coccigmiglio pounded the
campaign trail quite a bit over

I

-

?Y

Unofficial results
President

Bowen, Andy ................ 161
Coccimiglio, Carmen ... 1273
Farrell, Gavin ................ 171
Maich, Christopher ....... 812
Vice president secretary

Jakup~ Lucy ................. 1467
Sfalcin, Dario ................. 904
the past two weeks and believes
that interaction gave his candidacy the edge over others. I le
said that meeting with various
clubs, societies and students,
has given him the opportunity
to understand what some of the
main issues on campus are namely parking, child-care and
tuition fees.
"I decided to run because
there are so many issues to be
tackled," he said. He said the
often contended student council name change to UWSA may
be reverted back to Students'
Administrative Council (SAC)
if the majority of students express a desire to do so. He
noted that a referendum may
be held next year.
Coccigmiglio
commented
that this year's president "was
very fortunate to have a good ·
team to work with."
Maich, who was favoured because he was the incumbent,
said he is grateful to the students who did vote for him
"I wish Carmen well," he
said. Maich is unsure whether
or not he will continue a life in
school politics as he will gradu-

ate this semester. However
Maich is considering a run
next year's senate.
Presidential
candidates
Gavin Farrell and Andy Bowen
came in third and fourth respectively, with 10 votes difference between them.
Bowen and Farrell are not
new to the political scene either
as Bowen currently sits on
UWSA as a social science society rep and Farrell sits as a general arts rep.

fo;

Vice-president
Lucy Jakupi enjoyed a comfortable win as vice-president
secretary with 1,467 votes compared to Dario Sfalcin's 904.
"It was 6 a.m. when I found
out I won, so it didn't hit me really," said Jakupi, noting she is
eagerly anticipating beginning
her duties this spring.
Jakupi, a native of London,
has also been actively involved
with a number of volunteer organizations at the university.
As part of her platform,
Jakupi would like to allocate
more funding to school clubs.
"We have to prioritize the
clubs and reorganize the way
money is allocated," she said.
Jakupi stated fighting tuition
increases will also be at the
forefront of next year's agenda.
"I think that this year's UWSA
did an excellent job," she said.
Sfalcin, who currently sits on
UWSA as a computer science
society rep, sought election on
the platform of reviewing the
internal
organization
of
UWSA He also wanted longer

Lance photo / JERRY BURRELL
Marian Staresinic is happy to cast her vote in the Feb. 16 UWSA election.

terms for student government.
Students showed they do indeed care about who represents
their interests as 2,508 students
came out to the polls, up from
last year's 1,526. Sylvia Eftimova, chief reporting officer,
said she was pleased with the
increased turnout.

Eftimova
credits
longer
hours at the polls and an entertaining atmosphere as two of
the reasons for more interest.
Overall, about 25 per cent of
the student population came
out to cast their ballot whereas
last year about 13 per cent
came out to the polls.
II

Societies prepare for elections
By Dave Garcia

Lance photo/ DAVE BUKOVEC
Black History Month: Students at the University of Windsor were treated to a

P«poum of events both on and off campus last week to celebrate Black
History Month. This poster was one of many artworks on display in the CAW
Student Centre Commons area. In addition the St. Clair College Campus had
aday long celebration on Saturday where the Black Homecoming events
Ylere featured. The homecoming encompassed fire eating, a step dance
CU!lpetltion, a dub poetry session, and a Micheal Jackson impersonator. The
lll'esident of the Association of Black Law Enforcers also spoke at the event.

The Social Science Society
(SSS) recently had elections.
Only one candidate ran for
each position - Fanta Williams was acclaimed as president and Mike Drago as
vice-president. SSS executives
are pleased with the new regime.
"Fanta's been level headed
and she has shown a strong
commitment to our clubs. She
has a lot of ideas and she
strongly wants to make a contribution to the university," said
outgoing society president Sean
Lyons. "Mike has put in 110
percent all year and he has a lot
of enthusiasm about his work."
"They are two carry-overs
from this year, and they have a
good bond, a good chemistry
and they're very capable [al doing the job)," said society media
director Steve Alexander.
Although there have been no
concrete plans, Drago wanl'i to
make the society more visible.
Drago said he'll use UWSA's
successful public relations campaign as an example. "This year
we [the society] were hampered
with the audit [from UWSAJ
and we were handcuffed from
doing what we wanted," he
said.
"Hopefully, we can start next

year on the right foot and become a little more pro-active,"
said Drago of the audit problem with UWSA. He added
that the society felt sidetracked
from performing its duties. Although the society won an out
of court settlement, there may
still be some bitterness from
the dispute.
"Hopefully, we've established a precedent that societies and UWSA can learn that UWSA can't force us to do
stuff," says Drago.
"I think it proves that UWSA
was wrong about with-holding
money from us," says Alexander of the settlement. "It shows
an admission of guilt and that
they have no right to bully
around student groups. They
[UWSAJ claimed a right to
audit us, but the bylaws said
that they couldn't."
When asked if it would
change the relationship between UWSA and the society,
Alexander said that he hoped a
new government will also mean
a change in attitude, but that
would depend on who becomes
UWSA president next year.
Despite the problems between the two groups this year,
Drago hopes for better communication between the society
and UWSA He also said that
the two need to be be profcs-

sional about their relationship.

GSS election update
The Graduate Student's Society also have elections in the
works. Chief returning officer
Laurie McGhec is still finalizing details, but nominations are
lo begin on Monday, Feb. 20
for president, vice-president
(internal affairs), vice-president
(external affairs), vice-president (finance) and the two
senators representing the GSS.
GSS president Joe Esteves
said he hasn't decided whether
or not he wants to run for reelcction, but vice-president
David Wu has said that he will
not seek re-<:lcction. ·1 he elections arc likely lo be held after
the spring break. Nominations
arc open Feb. 20 to the 24.

Part-time elections
OPUS, the part-time student's society, ha-; not announced an exact date for their
elections. Pat Collins, the chief
recruitment officer, was unavailable for comment but
OPUS president Mary Schisler
predicted the process will be
similar to last year. In past
years nominations for executive
positions have opened up in the
last week of March - with
voting usually occurring the following week.
II
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Caravan offers budget alternatives
There are ways to
save Canada's
social programs,
say groups
By Sarah Atkinson

Instead of just protesting
about the incremental degradation of Canada's social program,; a situation which
stands to worsen as the next
budget comes down Feb. 28 social justice coalitions across
the province are banding the
government an alternative.
Spearheaded by the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives
and CBO!CES, a Winnipegbased social justice coalition,
the province-wide coalition bas
developed The 1995 Alternative
Federal Budget.
According
to
Catherine
Goulet, coordinator of the Ontario Coalition for Social J ustice, a provincial arm of the
Action Canada Network, the
alternative budget actually
beats the federal government's
goal for deficit reduction, while
keeping intact - and even improving - Canada's social programs.
"[The Allemative Budget] is a
move towards not just reacting.
[It shows] the development of
thoughtful alternatives," said
Goulet, in Windsor as part of
the Ontario Coalition's Paying
for Canada caravan. Toe caravan, which began on Feb. 16 in
Sault Ste. Marie, currently has
18 scheduled stops across Ontario; more may be added as
the caravan advances.
Toe caravan is slotted to arrive in Ottawa on Feb. 27,
where its participants will hold
a 24-bour vigil on Parliament
Hill. Toe federal budget is set
to be released on the afternoon
of Feb. 28.
Toe caravan is focussing on
the social program review currently before the Liberal government and the potential cuts
that may be coming. Goulet

fcels that ongoing protest of should be done to politicians's
the proposed budget is having a paycbecks.
At the Mission gathering,
real effect. "We're sending a
short
speeches were beard from
clear message, and it's working.
Now it's our budget they're de- Windsor Anti-Poverty Coalition representative Marion
bating in Parliament," she said.
It's worth it to keep up the Overholt, and Windsor-District
pressure on the government, Labour Council president Gary
Goulet said. Even if the budget Parent. Both called for the rebefore Parliament passes, she jection of budget changes that
says, "we may be in a position would damage social programs.
Unlike the funding-mincing
to recall it. Historically, it's
and program-shrinking budget
been done."
The caravan was greeted last of the federal government, the
Friday by a group of about 50 document that the provincefrom local labour, social justice, wide coalition would rather see
and anti-poverty groups at Parliament considering, 1he Alternative
Federal
Budget,
Windsor's Downtown Mission.
Refreshments, speeches, and stresses fair taxation, which
would
mean
entertainment
closing tax loopat the Mission
holes and inpreceded and
creasing taxes on
followed
a
the wealthy and
march to Libprofitable corpoeral MP Herb
rations,
and
Gray's office
which would also
on Ouellette
allow the social
Avenue.
A
safety net to rewreath
was
main in tact. It
laid at the
also
proposes
door of Gray's
strategies
for
office, as a
stronger
job
memorial to
growth and the
Canada's
lowering of indwindling soterest rates.
cial programs.
Some of the
Frankie
Kasper is an
proposals in The
unemployed
labourer who Alternative Budget
include:
hasn't had a job since he was tightening up the collection of
injured on the job six years ago. back taxes owed the governIle now receives $370 per ment, increasing corporate inmonth on social assistance. He come taxation, adding two
showed up for the event to reg- more tax brackets to the fedister his protest. "When I beard eral personal income tax rates
about the (proposed budget] for incomes over $75,000, imcuts, I thought 'why are they
posing a wealth transfer tax on
doing this to us?' lbe rich are
large inheritances, reducing
getting richer, and the poor are
overall payments to large agrigetting poorer."
business,
increasing federal
Dave Rondeau, an unemgasoline
tax,
and restoring fedployed worker, who came to
eral
tax
on
cigarettes.
Windsor from Owen Sound last
According to the document,
November, points out how dif"the
outcome of these tax
ficult it already is to get emerchanges
is that middle-income
gency
social
assistance.
Rondeau thinks that it's not by earners and small businesses
keeping money from those who will see no increase in income
"need help to get started" that taxation, while low income
is the answer to Canada's defi- families will [see some] income
cit woes. He thinks the cutting reduction."
II

... the
alternative
budget actually
beats the
federal
government's
goal tor deficit
reduction.

Science scholarships
may go in the next budget
By Dario P. Del Degan
with files from Tanya Talaga

TORONTO (CUP) - The
federal government is axing a
major source of funding for undergraduate students the
Canada Scholarship Program.
Critics of the cuts say this will
hurt the promotion of gender
equity in the sciences, as half of
the funds were set aside specifically to inspire women to study
science.
Toe scholarships are part of
the cuts coming in the federal
budget, says Doug Hull, the
Ministry of Industry's directorgeneral of science, promotions
and academic affairs.
A total of $23 million a year
in scholarships to Canada's
brightest science students will
no longer be offered.
Toe program, which gives
out
three-year
renewable
$2,500 undergraduate scholarships, was set up to promote
the study of science.
Hull said the program likely
will be cut because of the government's intent to cut spending.
"Nobody can say for sure,
but it looks like it's going to be
cut amongst i.huusands of other

oes.
Havil
things coming," he said. "[111 ,rsity
scholarship cuts] are one of th ~ing 1
tragedies that will befall lllloon. C

I

shortly with the budget."
Preside
Cutting the program will bin. ~tter la
der gender equity in the ~ 1JUrces
ences, said Hull.
lwrlhy.
"Only 10 to 12 percent of the Toa~
1
[female] population are in trt
k€
hard sciences for example, ~ ·.as ·
gineering, physics, chemistry,'
he said. "Female enrollment1 cc
.
.
.
.
~r
go~g up 10 eng~neenng and I'! tilicr pc
attnbute that m part to the ~nclud
Canada Scholarships."
tronorr
Bernard Chabot, manager a 1icre is
the Canada Scholarship P~ ,rsitie:
gram, agreed. "Toe scholarsb..: ~ioc
was created on a recornmenda "If ye
tion that although the numhl rtudent
of women entering universi11 !be sur
was increasing, the levels 1m1 .end th
decreasing at the science 3DJ .col i
technology level."
re1a~e
"It's too soon to close ltl l!lmng
program ... because it looks !ill ~ Bo
we are succeeding [in reacbir! If tt
gender equity)."
Iloon
Cutting the program not oi:J!l 'Dbuld
. . at the
hurts gen d er equali ty mSCICOO d
but will also be detrimental " ure
Canada's future, Chabot said
"The major asset of a
country is its brainpower and
we don't do anything we 1100
be able to maintain the sw
standard of living and com~t
internationally," said Cbah:
"Canada needs a more te(hrv
logically-advanced popul~lil
and the scholarship achie1t'
this target."
However, Bill Milliken, pitil
n,
secretary for Industry Can~I featut
said fiscal restraint means 111 close
ting social programs.
l Lan,
"Toe size of the budge! i.i:I lllee'
to be reduced from S1.2 bii
&3
to $500 million, so a lot
things have to go," said ~B
liken. "But there's a fl1
amount of effort to get SJl"
sorship from outside of thcf\
ernment."
Chabot said there is no ~I
for the program "We made l
recommendation to have a'I
duccd model, even at rock~
tom
with
support
industry, but were told that
not possible."
But Hull said that
some may be disappo_inted.
doubts the public will_
the missing scholarships.
will be other programs the
lie will be even more conce

j

-~:gil

°

l

1

a

with."
Those already in the
gram will continue to ~
funding provided they J1)31II
their grade average abo\'C

percent.

~ebate rages in Saskatchewan
over reduced federal funding

~

Drastic steps
taken to. save
..

/3(g8( LJnJVe(S/tJe S
REGINA

•.

CUP) - lbc
itfCal of rered funding
r p<lSl·SC~>D;l!)' education
lJ.i sparked a
.'1"'
~,1e in Sas_ ·l,ltcbewan over
nether smaller universities
~uld be shut down instead of
reducing funding to larger

"I,. ~s.

" Having one big, central uni'[n rsity wou Id be belter t h an

if~ :aiing two smaller ones, SaskaII ,xin Chamber of. Co~rce
u ~esident Fred South said m a
lb' iuerlast month to Human ReIll· SJUrccs Minister Lloyd Ax: <c- wrthy.
That means the U of Regina,
1f tbe ,J!f the size of the University
1 tbe of Saskatchewan, could be shut
, en. 00'/iD.
stry,' Regina Chamber of Com:nt I fl!rCC President Lloyd Bouid •~ lilicr points to a 1993 study that
~e roncludcd that the U of R is
toonomically viable and that
:erd there is no reason that two uni~ versities can't survive in this
rshi; ~ince.
:nda "If you look at the number of
mll ~udents who live in Regina and
:rn ~ surrounding area who at11,~ end the U of R, to a great ex~ ent it's because
of the
relatively reasonable cost of ob. lht laining a university education,"
,Im said Boutilier.
:hinj "If they had to go to Saska.oon or another province, it
on: iuuld be a financial hardship
iena ~at they might not be able to
al ndurc and they would not go

1

to another university."

Summer jobs
,rO RONTO
(CUP) -

lbe
Ontario government will spend
$57 million this year to create
su~er jobs for young people.
Inc money, expected to ereate 24,000 jobs, is part of the
second annual Jobs Ontario
summer youth program.
'!he new jobs will range from
training-oriented programs to
. labour. The money goes
memal
t O b .d. . b
su s, ize JO s in the private
sector, create employment with
provincial ministries, or to financc venture loans for studt
t
en s
o start their own
summer business.
Most of the jobs in this program don't require the applicant to be studying in a certain
field in order to get placed, says
Marie Rochon, media officer
for the summer program.
"We have a lot of students
who arc studying entirely diffcrcnt fields in the program,"
says Rochon.

Alexandria Body sugaring

Hair Renaoval

CeJ~ ~= c::s':
1

SIFC with such a ma,;sivc un-

1

the safest and nmt t;ffr.ctive way <f ~ with

dertaking because of the
SIFCs unique status in the
field of indigenous education.
Although the SIFC is not yet
an officially-acrcditcd college,
it is the first native-run, postsecondary institution in Canada.
Sioui
believes
the
conference will help establish
the SIFC and the province as
an innovative force in indige·
nous ed ucallon

unwanlt,d face and body hair.

• .100% IYatural ft'odud Ulled

•&wlronmenWly l'rlentlly
•Safe and OentLe for ew:ryone
•Ptt:e hofeulonal Coruultation

All Other Aestbetk senlca aYllllable at reasonable prices:

Pada.ls, Jllanlcura, l'edlcura and 11lentpeutlc Massage.
(certified ae.sthettctan l!ir Myornassologtst)

Student council sued

OITAWA (CUP) - The
elected editorial staff of The
Ubyssey, the largest student
newspaper at the University of
British Columbia, is suing the
university's student council for
wrongful dismissal.
The seven lost their positions
last April when the council decided to appoint the paper's
editor-in-chief rather than let
staff members elect their own.
Each editor is filing a separate
$10,000 claim.
After hearing two days of
Indigenous peoples
testimony in B.C. small claims
REGINA (CUP) - Hosting court, Judge Burdett ana United Nations conference nounced that she would return
on aboriginal education could a written decision on the first
put a Saskatchewan native-run
case within two weeks. The decollege on the map.
cision will serve as a precedent
After kicking off the Internafor the six remaining suits. All
tional Decade of the World's
Indigenous Peoples last year, seven are breach-of-contract
the UN invited the Saskatche- cases.
1he Ubyssey bas been emwan Indian Federated College
(SIFC) to host the conference. broiled in controversy since the
The event would bring together student council suspended pubindigenous studies experts from lications last April. But UBC
as far away as Australia, Africa, students voted in January to
approve a student levy, which
Asia and Latin America.
gives
the paper financial autonGeorges Sioui, SIFC dean of
omy
from
the council. The paacademics, says the college will
per
may
resume
publishing as
need about two years to get
1J
ready. lbe UN is trusting the early as March.

ALL GRADUATE STUDENIS
The Annual GSS General Meeting
will be held

Wednesday, February 22, 1995.

Time:Noon
Place: The Grad House
CFS executive Director, David
Jones, from Toronto, will be
presenting infonnation
re: CFS fees paid and what CFS

does for you.

PLEASE PLAN TO AITEND

Wednesdays are

'U' NIGHTS at

The Lance will soon open nominations for news, arts, sports,
I
features, and photo editors for 1995-96. Nominations open Mar.& & j
close at 5:30 p.m. Mar. 27, 1995. Nomination forms available in the t
lance office. Candidates are required to attend an all-candidates [
meeting at 6:30 p.m. on Mar. 27. Elections will take place Mar. 30 t
&31. For info, contact Martina Obersat at 253-4232, ell 3909. ;

Feb 8•House Counct1 Air Band

Feb 15 •Volkswagen Stuffing Contest
Feb 22 •University Aw Bands (Round 11
March 8,Island 01),npics

March 15 •Air Bands (Round 2)
March 22 •Cow Mil~ng •Horse Ridjng Contest
March 29 Air Bands (Round 3)
Ap,15 ,Air Bands (Fmals)
I

Ask your University House Councils for more details and siin-uP sheets

t;eeae ~ ~ '1),ueu Alt~
Busses Run every Wednesday
9:00, 9:30, 10:00, and 10:30pm

Ianni supports
lary di lo re
for administrators
Says reporting
should include
all government
institutions
By Cheryl Clark

University of Windsor president Ron Ianni believes in full
disclosure \\hen it comes to the
reporting of salaries for administrative heads.
However. he also thinks that
it is only fair to do so when that
disclosure goes across the
board.
A minor student revolt rippled aero~ southwcstern Ontario last week when Sunday's
Toronto Star reported the salaries and "perks'' of university
presidents.
Ianni is one of a handful of
university
heads who
is
awarded a home, car and driver
ac; part and parcel of his position.
"It is unfair to look at one
sector," said Ianni, adding that
if university administrators
have to release their salaries
and incentives to the public,
then hospital and school board
administrators should have to
as well. Ianni noted full disclosure may be a concept that will
be accepted by Ontario universities in the near future.
Ianni said critics of the present salaries, which range from
S150,000 to $250,000 per year,
should compare them to corporate salaries in the private sector.
"The perks arc very few and
far between (for university
presidents)," said Ianni, who
lives in a home owned by the
university at 197 Sunset Ave.
The University of Windsor's
Board of Governor's sets
Ianni's salary, which is reviewed
every year, and bis position is
up for renewal every six years.
His term bas been renewed

once so far.
Ianni noted students who arc
critical of the present system
can submit their concerns to
the Board of Governors.
"Inc home is for entertainment," he s,1id, adding campus
police and the university have
keys to it.
Ianni said his driver, Peter
Bedard, al.so works in the purchasing department, and provides his vehicle to the
university in return for reimbursed milc,1ge and maintenance expenses. Ianni also
noted that he owns a vehicle
and that "I drive myself on the
weekends."
Bedard drives Ianni to various engagements and meetings
which arc related to university
business only.
Ianni noted all university
salaries arc published in British
Columbia, but that to do so
here would require every administrator in the public sector
to have their salary published
as \\Cll.
"You cannot define the puhlic sector as being universities,"
said Ianni, noting only a relatively small percentage of government funds is allocated to
poslo;ccondary
institutions
when in comparison to healthcare and boards of education .
Ianni, who is a graduate of
the University of Wind'iOr nnd
former dean of the Faculty of
Law, noted that he could make
considerably more money in
the private sector.
""1 be Board of Governors
can reduce my salary," be said,
adding the board could also
choose not to renew his contract if be were not meeting his
duties and obligations.
At present, Windsor hospitals deem the salaries of administrators
as
confidential,
however, the Windsor Board of
Education reports that the Director of Education makes between $96,031 to $120,038
annually.
I

Graduate Student Society
Execut1ue Election
nam,nat,on Period:
Feb. 20 to 2'-1. /995
nommal10n rorms auallable at the 6SS Office. CAW Student
Centre. Room 203S. fflonday to fhday. 9am to 3:30pm.

Uotmg Dates: march 1q to 15.1995 ·
Place: CAW Student Centre [mam desk]
CCO: Laurie fficGhee

Posabons to be f1lled:
•President •UP Internal 0 UP External
oUP Fmance 0 Senator (2 postbons]
•Social Director

CFS membership to come to vote
By Matt Mossman

One of the first issues students will face upon returning
from March break is a refcrendum on membership in the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS). Student council executive have laid the groundwork
for the referendum but have
not decided the exact dale of
the referendum.
While the exact wording of
the referendum question has
not been finalized, the question
will ask students to okay an increase in the student levy from
S7 to S11 per student per year
~ .... ell as whether students
want to continue to be represented nationally by CFS according to council's vice
president secretary Joe Barile.
'lbe
referendum
was
prompted by the fee increase
proposed by the national organization which would also
fluctuate according to the inflation rate. It takes 80 percent
"yes" vote for CFS implement
the change in fee structure.
According to CFS chairperson Jason Hunt, the fee increase is needed to "make up
for the loss of dues in real
value."
Dues have been frozen at the
current level since CFS's inception in 1981. Hunt said a reduction in services would be "hard
to predict" if the fees remain
static. He adds that CFS does
not expect to achieve the goal
of M percent acceptance.
CFS services include lobbying for student concerns on national and provincial levels,
research on student issues,
1 ravel Cuts, SWAP (Student
Work Abroad Program), and
the Student Saver discount
package.

UWSA dissatisfied
This year UWSA has not
been satisfied with CFS services. Outgoing VJ>.extemal affairs Joe Barile feels CFS has
neglected the University of
Windsor, while focussing too
much attention on larger, centrally located schools like York
and the University of Ottawa.
Barile specifically critici7..ed
CFS's role in organizing the national strike ofJan. 25. He said,
"It's one thing to call a strike,
it's another thing to back it up."
Barile cited the lack of CFS
representation in Windsor
leading up to and one the day

of the strike. While CI·S did to hold a referendum,
propose the strike it was left to \\ith the right to campajp
UWSA to organize the events.
its own behalf.
But Paul Michaud, a philosoUniversity of Ottawa sliwc
phy student who helped organ- government executive
i7.c for the strike said that "they Michel Picard said the
(CI·S] set us up with support was made following the ad!
nation wide. If UWSA bad
of Elections Canada, the
used it we probably would have
been able to work through the responsible for federal gmtr.
ment elections. For DOil
teachers federation."
CFS did establish a 1-800 referendum at Ottawa has
line for stnke information, sent postponed.
If Windsor students elect
communiques about other
schools' efforts, and provided end ties with C I· S, Ban1e
pamphlets about tuition hikes cated that UWSA would ~ ea
and the new loan program pro- ably seek representation
posals.
another student organizala m
"It's realJy hard to tell as a If Windsor remains ·
student how much CFS does pendent, it would not h.r,'t
when our link to the CFS
byist representation on
[UWSA) don't tell us anything
about CFS
when they federal or provincial levels.
[UWSAJ don't pass on inforCFS alternatives?
mation about CFS campaigns,"
The
other national studc
said Michaud.
He said that there has been organizations are the On
some
information put out Undergraduate Student Kl
in the lobby of the UWSA of- ance (OUSA) and the w
dian Alliance of Stidc
fice, but it is not enough.
"If the student government Associations (CASA).
[UWSA) has au [negative) attiPicard, who also serves
tude about CFS how can we CASA's francophone rtF
make a decision about CFS, " sentative said "(the) O'S~tl
said Michaud. I le added that in ing like a union. lbc b:1
fact the CFS does want to be- office is making decisions
come involved on the Windsor
imposing them on the I
campus citing the CFS interest
in the Students Action Coali- dents."
Picard critici,.cs CFS as lei
tion.
unrealistic
in its lobb),ng
In fact Michaud said that a
forts.
Pushing
for a l ·
CFS representative will be in
freeze
is
unrealistic
acair!
town this week attending the
coalitions next meeting on to Picard.
CASA's position is to di
Wednesday Feb. 22 upstairs at
the Grad House.
that while tuition increases
be necessary they shoull
Other referenda
minimized. CASA aLq1
Windsor is not the only CFS ports a loan program siaw!
member evaluating its relation- the Liberal government's
ship with the organi7,.ation.
posed ICLRJ> (income~
Ryerson students recently
gent
loan repayment progrt.
held a referendum and voted to
where
students would
retain membership. McMasloans
based
on a pcrccn!Jg(
ter's recent vote was deemed
their
post-education
in~['
inconclusive due to school elecOUSA
supports
the
!wtion bylaws stipulating a clear
majority in any election. Both as well, while CFS is sl!(Cf
yes and no votes received ap- opposes the new loan ij
proximately 40 percent support, CFS cites the probable befcy
with abstentions from the re- creases in tuition and the
mainder.
sequent limitation of attd
Last week CFS was granted a universities which may
court injunction against Unipany ICLRPs as an ar
versity of Ottawa student govagainst
such loans.
.
ernment, who bad barred CFS
Minister of Education
reps from campaigning on campus during the week prior to Cooke claimc; the inCO
tingent loan program wo~
the referendum.
CFS requires six months no- cause a substantial raise Ill
tice from a student association tion.

crs
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arts
Rediscovering
the FLUXUS tribe
I

After years of wandering
endlessly over Lhe four corners
of the earth, my search has finally ended. N'ter countless
bours of digging through forgotten archives, patiently trying
10 piece together random fraglJlCOlS of mylh and folklore,
never quite knowing if my efforts would bear fruit, I have finally discovered indisputable
proof of the existence of the
legendary fluxus Indians.
l was just about to give up
hope of ever finding anything
n, ak~ substantial lo support my theopaign. ries. But as luck would have it,
Allen BukoCf, a colleague in the
<,earch
and an all-around nice
1 slut
guy
from
Berkeley, Michigan,
C Jea:
bas
org-anized
a display of col1e l1IJ;
lected
artifacts
al the Art GalIC ad\'ll
lcJVof
Windsor.
the lxt
Much like the lost city of Atg01tr. lantis, the Fluxus Indian tribe
now mysteriously disappeared in the
haslx't early eighteenth century. It was
a great loss to the rest of the
eled human race because it is said
rile i&: that this band of North Amerild p11f can natives were among the
DO Im: most highly enlightened people
tiliati): in history.
; intl According to legend, these
simple people foresaw the invention of television more than
on llt
IWo hundred years before the
·e1s. I discovery of electricity. Not
1
•es? only did they have the insight
lo imagine such a device, but
studer they also had the wisdom to reOnu:i alire the need for a Television
11 All Test Pattern lo help adjust it!
: ca:..1 Recently unearthed fossil reStudr.l cords show proof of their amazing intellect.
:rves
Of course they met with

--tte

1ave~,

,I

some difficulty when trying to
explain the purpose of such an
invention. Other North American Indians have been known
to refer to our heroes as "the
odd ones" or "Lhe amusing
ones." Nevertheless, members
of modern society can now fully
appreciate
their
advanced
ideas.
The Survival Vest is one
good example. It is an article of
clothing constructed entirely of
small packets of food and
spices. It even comes with a
fork and spoon. The Fluxus
people soon came to rcaliz.e
that the Survival Vest was not
only practical, it was also effective as a form of self-expression
as all the members uf the tribe
proudly displayed their favourite foods on their chests.
Along with some of their
more innovative creations like
the vest or the Everything-Inlls-Right-Place Button, you'll
find a few of the more traditional pieces. There is the Self
Totem Pole, a collage of personal effects, and a ceremonial
headdress. Each work is accompanied by a descriptive paragraph explaining the history
and significance of the object.
You will undoubtedly find the
entire display entertaining as
well as educational. And the
best part is, it's free!
!!
Allen Bukojfs FLUXUS Indian Museum, which parodies
the ways we display artifacts in
museums, runs through March
26 at the Art Gallery of Windsor,
Devonshire Mall. Says the artist:
"Playing with your own cul.Jure is
fun. Playing with other peopl.e's
perceptions of your cu/.Jure is

. ky"
ns
.

reptS~t,

Lance photo/ ROBERT DEARLOVE

Allen Bukoff's autobiographical collage Self Totem Pole (n.d., detail) exhibited at the Art Gallery of Windsor.

Photographers make good art

~
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By Jackie Shannon
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1
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Lance photo/ LILI CHAN

Ready, set, fashion! These models are showing off the latest casual wear.
The Rrst Annual UWSA Fashion Show was held Feb. 17 In the Asylum
Dance Pub. Toe benefit show. called Colot¥S, had a multicultural twist this
Year and proceeds were donated to the lkllted Way.

The dark water rolls smashing into the rocky shore, its
spray explodes upwards ... click.
The moment is captured in
Luisa Cabiddu's "Granite"
(1995). So began my trip
through the current photo exhibit at Common Ground Gallery, where I was given a
glimpse of the lives of the unsuspecting, captured in all their
passion.
In 30 minutes I saw it all.
Huge dark eyes peer out at
me, questioning the world and
what it has to offer. Only weeks
old, the face holds all the innocence that eludes the adult
world. "Dignity," a work by
Lance photo editor Nancy Pringle, entrances me momentarily
before I pull my eyes away.
Mike Pereira's "Brad l" and
"Brad 2" depict the fury and
promise of a young fighter before his bout and the collapse
of esteem after his loss. Emotional and breathtaking, the
Brad(s) take you with them to
the heights of ecstasy and then
leave you in the depths of de-

Lance photo/ JACKIE SHANNON

Luisa Cabiddu's Granite (1995, detail) showing at Common Ground Gallery.

spair.
Quite the opposite emotional experience can be found
in the four-picture series
"Christine" (1994) also by Pringle. Youth and positivity seem
to be the focus of this work. It
is a fun set of photos that sets
to flow good memories and
friendships of youth that make
you smile.

I used to wonder about those
people who stared at pictures
for hours. I think I understand
now. I always thought exhibits
were lifeless. My eyes have
been opened.
I!
The coll.ective show by Nancy
Pringle, Mike Pereira and Luisa
Cabiddu at Common Ground
Gallery, 1942 Wyandotte E.,
continues through Feb. 23.
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Rock, alternative, soundtrack: the music's all here
.

Portishead
Dummy
(Mercury/Polydor)

When someone says of a
band, " ... lyrics that make vintage music from Joy Division
and The Smiths sound like
prose from a Hallmark greeting
card" (Billboard magazine,
Aug. 1994), one would hope
the band could live up to that
standard.
Hailing from Bristol England, Portishead is the newest
band crossing the Atlantic to
have a try at the North American market. With this typical
sort of hype, we tend to lose
sight of the heart of the matter
- the music. I have heard
D.J.'s talk about how cool it is
that singer Beth Gibbons
doesn't talk to the press. I've
also heard how cool it is that
they are into spy movies and
that instead of shooting any
videos, Portishcad shot a 10minute film noir.
It is only after we cut
through this literary foreplay
that we can truly appreciate
Portishead for its intensely
spooky sound. lbe hauntingly
layered music docs lend itself
to that whole James Bond
thing. lbe whole time I listen
to this album. I want to go
jump into my Lotus sports car
and crush the plans of some
evil regime.
If yo u' re a listener of 89X or
viewer of Muchmusic you have
some idea of Portishead's style
from their first single, "Sour
Times." Let me put forth a simple theory to you: if you like
this song, you 'II like the album,
and therefore you should get it.
Conversely, if you don't like it
then you might not like the album. With that in mind, those
who do end up with Dummy in
their bands might want to

Sarah Mclachlan appears on the Boys on the Side soundtrack performing Tom
Walts' Ol'55, along with Annie Lennox, The Pretenders and the Cranberries.

check out standout tracks
"Mysterious," "Numb," and
"Glory Box.''
- John Teeter

tic. His whining guitar sounds
like a somewhat disciplined
Neil Young, and the lyrics arc
personal. They arc haunting,
dramatic, and they even include
a Flying Burrito Brothers reference.
The album's first three songs
arc an instrumental assault that
could have been taken directly
from the sound Young began
to perfect in 1979. "Fire Inside
My Soul," "You Must Be Pre-

Ian McNabb
Head Like a Rock
(Quicksilver)

Backed by Billy Talbot and
Ralph Molina of Neil Young's
old band Crazy Horse, Ian
McNabb has put out an album
that is nothing short of fantas-

pared to Dream," and "Child
Inside a Father" might easily
have replaced such classics as
"Like a l lurricane," "Powderfinger" and "Cortez the Killer"
on Live Rust. Also in the tradition of these great Neil Young
songs, none of the McNabb
numbers runs less than seven
minutes.
Following
this
powerful
opening, the album moves into
six slow to mid-tempo tunes
that flow nicely toward the album's conclusion. "Still Got the
Fever" and "Potency'' are
acoustic
wonders,
with
McNabb doing some excellent
work on vocals. The former
sounds like a long, strange take
on David Bowie's "Word on a
Wing," while the latter is a far
more driven, shorter, spacey
track. Both work well.
One of the album's many
strong points is the ballad "As a
Life Goes By" - a touching lament on the progression of life
told through the innocence of
youth. Its use of pedal steel guitar and harmonica gives it a
country feel seldom heard after
the Rolling Stones' 1969
"Country Honk."
The release also takes a peculiar twist in "Sad Strange
Solitary Catholic Mystic," an
instrumental that uses an elegant string section, complete
with cello, violin and Pink
Floyd-esque "Ooohs" and
"Ahhhs" but without the boring
psychedelic bullshit. Oddly
enough, the song manages to
work, and seives a<; a perfect
introduction to the remaining
two tracks.
The last is a nine-minute guitar and harmonica track that
seems to bring Neil Young's
two selves together: the harmonica-playing
singer-songwriter of "Everybody Knows
This Is Nowhere," and the wail-

ing, guitar-wielding axeman of
Rust Never Sleeps.
Either way, this album lives
a~d breathes as an amal.iog
tnbute. McNabb bas fashioned
something of a modern classk
here. It's tour de force from be.
ginning to end.
- C. Wuliam Bestwarc[
Various artists
Boys on the Side soundtrack
(Arista)

It's hard not to be suspicious
of a women's buddy movie both
written and directed by men as
is the case of Boys on the S~e.
It seems terribly calculated as
does its soundtrack.
'
As at least one movie re.
viewer noted, however, the
soundtrack is probably the best
thing about the film.
It's a mix of new songs _
mostly covers - by various
cool women singers and fc.
male-fronted bands, along with
classics by Annie Lennox, The
Cranberries, Indigo Girls, and
Joan Armatrading.
Bonnie Raitt both opens and
closes with the Traveling Wilburys' "You Got It." It's a fine
tune, but do we need two indistinguishable
versions plus
Wboopi Goldberg's?
For the most part though,
producer Mitchell Leib has
picked some real gems. Sarah
McLachlan's red-wine soaked
version of Tom Waits' "01' 55"
is a winner, as is Melissa Etheridge's "I Take You With
Me." Sheryl Crow does an admirable job on Eric Clapton's
"Keep On Growing," Jonell
Mosser is a find doing Rolicrl
Johnson's "Crossroads" and
Stevie Nicks is surprisingly af·
feeling on Crow's "Somcbod)
Stand By Me." This is an album
worth having.

-Lisa Fortin
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The Lance Is currently accepting nominations for
editor-in-chief for the 1995-96 publishing year.
Nominations open Feb. 20 I close at 5:30 p.m. Mar. 13,
1995. Nomination forms available in the Lance office.
Candidates are required to attend an all-candidates
meeting 6:30 p.m. Mar. 13. Elections will take place Mar.
20 & 21. Contact CRO Martina Obersat for information.
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Phll Nichol, Greg Neale and Sean Cullen: Corky & the Juice Pigs.
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:: !Corley & the Juice Pigs
i Icome to town to roost
plus

1

When J lived in Ottawa back
in 1990-91, I remember seeing
flyers for some band called
Barenaked Ladies, playing at
Cafc Deluxe and at Zaphod
Becblcbrox. The band's name,
and the reputation of those
venues as puxveyors of "alternative" music - to my mind,
nothing but noise - kept me
away,
When the Ladies started getting airplay a year or two later,
I wanted to kick myself for not
discovering them when I had
the opportunity, because I fell
in love: I thought they were
brilliant Don't let this happen
to you.
The band in this case is
Corky and the Juice Pigs.
They're playing the Windsor
Music Cafe on Wednesday.
You have to go. It's that simple. It's part of "Mardi Grunge
- A MASKaRAID!!" 1he
benefit for Windsor's Stooge
Productions
also
features
a~ustic Diva Dolly Labelle,
king of the basement Hari Kari,
and punks Fistful. Dress up, as
there will be prizes for cool costumes. Hey, it ain"t New Orleans, but it ought to be fun.
~Ieadliners Corley and the
Juice Pigs arc based in
T?ronto, and if you have any
friends there, you've probably
already heard how funny and
how great they are. Don't ever
let_ anyone put the University of
Wmdsor down: these guys are
graduates of our very own
School of Dramatic Arts, and
they are doing great because
Ibey are incredibly talented. I
know, because their press kit
and two review C.D.'s just
came in today.
As I write, I've been listening
I? their 1993 independent selftJ\led release and 1994's Pants
and laughing hysterically, much
to the consternation and annoyance of my poor co-work-

ers.

!he joy with the band, comPnsed of Sean Cullen, Greg
Neale, and Phil Nichol, who all

share vocal duties and play
most of their own instruments,
is that they're genuinely funny
and musically gifted.
Nothing is sacred. They steal
from and make fun of all kinds
of different artists and musical
styles, pop culture, and social
phenomena. The description in
Toronto's Now magazine, much
quoted in their press material,
almost does them justice: "Sort
of Kids in the Hall with Guitars." I say almost, because
while it gives an idea of their
warped comic sensibility, it
doesn't convey their great musicality. They create really wonderful melodies and harmonies,
in what appears to be something of a Canadian tradition
the
aforementioned
Barenaked Ladies, Moxy Fruvous, et al.
Among other things on the
indie release they make fun of
wildlife consexvationists in
"Pandas," gameshow hosts,
truckers, and in a running joke
through the album, disease-ofthe-week public service announcements featuring obscure
"stars." They are amazingly
versatile: they sing in rock, folk,
country, dance, and any other
style that suits their purposes.
On the new album Pants,
they borrow from New Order,
Neil Young, the Cult R.E.M.,
and the Three Stooges with total irreverence. It's complete
havoc, sick and twisted. Some
stuff, like ·'French Cowboys,"
should be offensive but somehow it isn't, because it's just too
damn funny.
Again that bottom line: you
have to see this show. Corley
and the Juice Pigs will have you
rolling on the floor, laughing
helplessly.
ii
Tickets for the benefit show
Mardi
Grunge
A
MASKaRAID!!
on
Wed.
Feb 22 at the Windsor Music
Cafe ( 170 Wyandotte St. W. ),
presented by 89X and Stooge
Productions:
music.theatre.dance, are $8, available at
Windsor Music Cafe, Dr. Disc,
and the CAW Student Centre
Desk.

CONTACT:

PERRY GIGNAC

973-7033 EXT. 3574

~~

*t
come CELEBRATE with us
FREE DRAW for HUNDREDS of DOLLARS in
POSTERS ~ HANGERS • FRAMES
no purchase necessary •

one entry per person

PRINT SALE
OVER 1500 DIFFERENT POSTERS
MOST FAR BELOW LIST PRICE

Dates: Feb. 22 - 24
Hours: 9am-Bpm (Last Day 9am-5pm)

Place: C.A. W. Student Centre
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arijuana. Why
docs this plant scare some people
so much? I don't know for certain,
but it's probably safe to say that
information plays a large part lack of information on some issues
and misinformation on others.
Think about this: when you hear
the word "drugs" do you include
cigarettes, alcohol, or caffeine in
the category? Surprise, nicotine
bac; been found to be as addictive
as heroin. Caffeine also creates
physical dependence. And yet
many of us ingest these "drugs"
without a sec-0nd thought.
Marijuana on the other hand, is
not physically addictive, and the
health risk involved in smoking
one cigarette-sized joint is about
five times that of smoking a tobacco cigarette. Is it possible for
marijuana to become psychol.og,cally addictive? No doubt, but the
same can be said of tobacco, alcohol, and coffee.
Some people tend towards violent behaviour as a result of consuming alcohol, while marijuana smokers tend to
become more passive. Yet it's the mere
consumption of marijuana that causes
more tokers to get criminal records for
their actions.
Is it a public health concern or subtextual morality that lies beneath antimarijuana laws? Whatever the reason,
the hypocrisy behind these laws weakens
my sense of public justice and makes me
wonder what other arbitrary controls we
are being unknowingly subjected to.
Some may take a stance against marijuana simply because of its illegality,
and because it is grouped together with
other narcotics. Some may be against it
for personal or religious reasons. But
there's little doubt that current legislation has done a great deal to influence
people's opinions.

say? There's no good that comes
from marijuana," he said.
Circular logic sccmc; to be at
the base of what allows the laws
to stay in place.
Most users feel safe smoking a
joint at home, at a friend's house
and at "Smoke Fests" like the
annual Woodstock in Bcthe~
New York or the llash Bash in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
But no matter how minute the
possibility that one might get
prosecuted for possession, the
ensuing criminal record can have
a devastating effect on a person's
life.
Why should such sanctions,
like a job refusal on the ba,;is of a
criminal record, be imposed on
people as a result of the po~ssion of a plant? Why should any
sanctions be placed on an act
that is not ma/a in se (wrong in itself) but ma/a prohibita (wrong
scription counter - are more easily prescribed.
Some of marijuana's continued applications in medicine include its uses as:
sedative, anti-convulsant to prevent seizures in epileptics, anti-inflammatory
and pain reliever for arthritis and glaucoma patients, anti-nausea treatment
for chemotherapy patients, appetite
stimulant for AIDS patients and antispasmodic for sufferers of multiple sclerosis.
Outside of its many medicinal uses,
the marijuana plant has also been used
in the rites of numerous religions, as a
source of highly durable and versatile fibre for clothing, rope, and tents (the
word "canvas" is actually a bastardi7--ed
version of the word "cannabis"), as well
as its most commonly recognized use as
a recreational drug.

Marijuana as medicine Criminalization
The criminalization of cannabis saliva
In 1982, the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sciences tried
to assess the risks of marijuana. The resulting report stated that there was "no
conclusive evidence that prolonged use
of marijuana causes changes in the brain
or in behaviour that are not reversible
once drug use is discontinued."
A5 well, the researchers did not find a
link between marijuana and states of
apathy or lack of ambition. In the case
of marijuana smokers who seem to exhibit la7iness, is it necessarily the smoking that causes the behaviour, or could it
be that less motivated individuals are
more likely to become chronic users?
It's only been since 1923 that marijuana has been illegal (1937 in the
United States) - a very small segment
of the recorded history of its use. This
history dates marijuana use as far back
as 3000 BCE. For the past five millennia, one of marijuana's main uses has
been medicinal. In the ancient Chinese
medicinal tradition, it was prescribed as
a treatment for nausea, as a sedative
and a relaxant.
It is still used today, although roore
rarely because it has been made roore
difficult for doctors to procure. Opiates,
and their derivatives - including codeine, available upon request at the pre-

has an interesting history. In 1921 a Canadian judge named Emily Murphy,
considered to be the original driving
force behind marijuana laws, wrote
authoritatively: "Persons using this
[marijuana] smoke the dried leaves of
the plant, which bas the effect of driving
them completely insane ... while in this
condition they become raving maniacs
and are likely to kill or indulge in any
form of violence ... using the most savage methods of cruelty."
Yet violent behaviour is not likely,
given that marijuana is a sedative and
renders its smokers more prone to relaxation and drowsiness than to violent
outburst.
In 1936 the movie Reefer Madness was
released. Trying to warn Americans
about the dangers of smoking marijuana, the film stated that even one puff
from a joint could lead to hallucinations, insanity, and death. Hallucinations? No. Insanity? Maybe, if you
consider excessive laughter or discussions on metaphysics insane behaviour.
Death? Not from one drag, but as with
any smoke one regularly takes into the
lungs, it can cause cancer.
ff you've been around people when
they're high, or if you've been in that
state yourself, you'll probably agree that

Judge Murphy's report, and the claims
of Reefer Madness are fantastic exaggerations. Yet such alarmist propaganda
and the rationale it espouses set in motion legal attitudes that are sustained to
this day.
In 1979 a lawyer named Bruce
MacFarlane, who was counsel for the
Attorney General of Canada, published
a book entitled Drug Offenses in Canada. According to MacFarlane, Judge
Emily Murphy's comments on marijuana were "written in a biased, sensationalist fashion to arouse the Canadian
populace."
When marijuana was made illegal in
1923 by being included in the Opium
Act, it was simply announced in the
House of Commons that "there is a new
drug in the schedule." There was no debate or discussion whatsoever about this
new drug, and the Bill passed without
event.
Questions arise: How much thought
was actually put into this amendment to
the existing bill? On what basis bas it
been determined that a drug is to be labelled legal or illegal? Misinformation
and political manoeuvring seem to have
been the deciding factors in such queries.

Personal pot user
Many prominent individuals have admitted to using marijuana. Along with
countless musicians and artists, former
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau has recounted his experiences: "I wa,; in Turkey and these guys invited me into one
of the coffee shops, and passed the hookah around. What was in it, probably
some hash. Same thing with Indian
workers ... Same thing in China. I
smoked all kinds of things."
In a 1991 article in the Vancouver
Sun, the president of the non-profit
Council on Drug Abuse said he was sick
of hearing the same "tired old arguments" about legalizing marijuana. One
such argument is that the legaliz.ation
and regulation of marijuana could be
used to generate tax revenue, as with tobacco and alcohol, which in turn would
be used to deal with the health problems as.50ciated with the drug's use.
"It's against the law. What else can I

because prohibited), and a victimless crime as well?

The right to smoke
There hasn't been much action in
Parliament since the enactment of the
original law, despite several reports that
urged it. In 1955 the Special Senate
Committee on the Traffic in Narcotic
Drugs in Canada reported that "marijuana is not a drug commonly used for
addiction ... No problem exists in Can·
ada at present in regard to this drug." la
1972 the Le Dain Commission recom·
mended eliminating all punishments for
possession and cultivation of marijuana,
if it was for personal use. However, bu·
reaucratic bungling made action impos·
sible.
By continuing to classify marijuana
with dangerous drugs, legislators caU
into question our equality before the
law, which is supposed to be guaranteed
under the Charter of Rights and Free·
doms. Criminalizing the use of a drug
that is no more - and possibly Jess harmful than the legal ones, could be
considered cruel and unusual punish·
ment under the Charter of Rights. Sinre
marijuana smokers are not interfering
with others they are blatantly being de·
nied their guaranteed right to freedom
of conscience.
Such laws infringe on the public. fi.
nancially as well. The cost of enforc1og
marijuana laws is astounding. As a
country we spend about S2 billion a
year, when we could be generating lh,e
same amount from its taxation. That s
$4 billion used to enforce laws that
should never have been introduced.
Martin Luther King Jr. made a good
point when be said "One bas a moral re·
sponsibility to disobey unjust laws." If
you believe that our current marijuana
Jaws are unjust, take action.
Express your view in a letter to the
House of Commons (no postage re·
quired): Right Honourable Jean
Chretien, Rm 309-S, Centre Blo~k,
House of Commons, Ottawa, Ontario,
KlA OA6. Or call Windsor-West MP
Herb (coincidence?) Gray at 257-6817,
Oh yeah. Keep an eye out for 3
smoke fest coming soon to a field near
you.
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Spikers celebrate
seminal season
Lancer men proud
of first playoff trip
By Kevin Johnson "
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It was a year of firsts for the
Lancer men's volleyhall team,
tiul the teams first championship will have to wait a while.
The team ended its best sea~on ever Saturday, dropping
the OUM West title match to
the Waterloo Warriors in
straight sets, 15-7, 16-14, and

15-8.
··1 think we had a great season," said head coach Iluub
Kemmere. "We just came up a
little short."
The team's 8-4 regular season record was the best in its
eight-year
existence,
and
earned the Lancers their first
berth in the playoffs, let alone
the divisional finals. The team
also saw its first OUAA West
coach of the year award go to
Kemmere, in his first campaign
as Lancer bead coach.
"It's nice," he admitted, "but
it represents a total team effort.
I can't be coach of the year
without any good talent."
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The loss to Waterloo was especiaily disappointing since the
Lancers knew they could win,
having handed the Warriors
their only loss of the season on

Feb.8.
"They were ready for us,"
Kemmere said. "We did the
best we could, but we didn't
play enough tough opposition
over the season to prepare us
for a game like this."
Still, the Lancers made a
match of it, including a rally
from a 14-6 deficit in the second game to pull even at 14 before succumbing
to
the
Warriors.

Too nervous
"I think we were too nervous.
Our passing wasn't where it was

supposed to he," Kcmmerc
said.
I le
points
to
Derck
Schroeder's 12 kills and 10 for
~UM West all-star Steve Ray
as high points for the Lancer
side. Both those players, and
the bulk of his young roster will
be back, Kcrnmere said.
"Right after the match, they
started talking about how to get
in shape for next year. Hopefully, that dedication will help
us do better."
However, Kcmmcre doesn't
want to downplay what the
team has accomplished so far.
"We're still a new program,
taking on teams that have been
in existence I don't know how
long. It's pretty tough for us to
recruit, since other coaches in
the area don't know us," he
said. Almost the entire Lancer
roster is drawn from the local
talent pool in Windsor and Essex County.
Kenunere hopes the team's
success this year will raise it in
the estimation of others.

Better than Americans
"Right now, I would say
we're better than 85 to 90 percent of the college teams in the
States. We play a better game
up here."
For a true measure of his
team's talent be points not to
its 84 OUAA record, but to its
record this year of 26-8 overall,
including exhibition play.
"I think that we, along with
the track program, are the flagship of the university, athletically speaking," Kemmere said.

Skilled coaches
Not surprisingly, both programs share exemplary coaching.
Despite serving three years
as a Lancer assistant coach,
Kemmere said he came to the
head job without pre-conceived
notions about how to approach
the team.
"I try to work with the play-

Lance file photo

Kills: The Lancer men's volleyball team's successful season came to a close last Saturday at Waterloo.

ers and let them do what they
do best. They all learned different styles in high school. By the
time I get them, it's too late for
them to change.
"Rather than get them to fit
my plays, I try to adjust the system to the players we have."
The key is getting the players
to appreciate each players
strength, and Kemmere said

By 01111 McCullough

The women's basketball fans
gave a farewell applaud to
graduating captain Tara Smith
before the Lancer's final home
game Feb 11.
This year's team featured
only four players with OWIAA
experience and seven rookies.
At this point in the season one
hesitates to call them rookies
- they've played like seniors.
A particular standout among
the players is foiward Georgia
Risnita, a 5'9"' criminology student from Mississauga. The ex-

perience she gained playing ~
a premiere summer league m
Toronto helped Risnita make
the transition to university ball
with ease.
Risnita said the biggest difficulty in adjusting to university
play was balancing her ho~ework with longer prachce
hours.
As the "big-man" on the
team she is at least three inches
shorter than the women she
guards. Risnita compensates
with speed and physical play
but admits that she is nervous
before facing more experienced
and taller players. She credjts
coach Joanne MacLean with
preparing her both on and off
the court.
The great thing about young
teams with spectacular first

defeated Western 15-7, 10-15,
15-8, 10-15, 15-11 in a semi-final match Feb. 15.
In a hard-fought OUAA
East championship, the University of Toronto beat Queen's in
five sets, 15-9, 16-14, 15-17, 1617, 15-13.
Toronto and Waterloo will
meet for the provincial crown
in Toronto, Feb. 25.
m

Lancers go winless
in first hockey season

Forward Georgia Risnita
plays big for Windsor
Basketball fans
give fond send-off
for captain Smith

the Lancers have settled into a
groove.
"Teamwork - that's our biggest plus."
But the trip to the finals may
have whet the teams appetite,
according to Kemmere.
"They want to do better next
year. Now they know there's
more out there."
To get to the finals, Windsor

By Ben Lawton

Lance file photo

Rookie Lancerforwards Georgia
Risnita (14) and Christine Carr (15)
guard opposing players just outside
the frame of this photograph.

year players is that they have
many years to develop - expect to see Risnita develop into
a league all-star.
II

With 14 games behind them,
Lancer women's hockey players
notched another Joss on their
hockey sticks on Feb. 11 at
Windsor Arena. The season fi.
nale was a 12-3 defeat by the
Toronto Varsity Blues.
Toronto needed only a couple of minutes to make the
game 2-0. At the end of the
first period Toronto had a
stranglehold on the Lancers,
holding a 5-0 lead.
Midway through the second
period, after she allowed goal
number eight in the net, starting goaltender Tonya 1bornton
was given the hook by coach
Joy Jackson and replaced with
Kim Smith. Smith turned the

wildfire into a blazing inferno,
allowing four goals on numerous Toronto scoring opportunities. Toronto, a much bigger
and stronger team, never lost
control of its advantages in the
game against Windsor.
Goal scorers for the Lancers
were Carolyn Dutot, Tricia
Harte, and Ellie Baille. Cheryl
Tilley collected two points by
assisting on two of the goals.
It was a long, painful learning experience for Windsor
coaches and players who navigated their way through a
tough first season in the
OWIAA.
For the Lancers to become
contenders next season, the .
formula is simple. More talent.
More depth. More luck.
II
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Eye on the "I"
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Lancer profile:
Mark Baggio

Leading the way
to a bright future?
By Frederick Beitler

I ast summer the International Hockey League (IIIL)
turned to its seventh commissioner, Bob Ufcr in search of a
new direction. Already he is beginning to make his mark in
professional hockey. With a
solid background in business
and law, Ufcr is committed to
enhancing the league's marketing and communications.

A move to Europe?
In its fifteenth year, the
league is exploding by leaps
and bounds. There were five
expansion teams making their
debut this season and Orlando
and San Francisco are set to
follow next year. So where will
the IHL strike next? "Our
strategy is to add two teams per
year and [we] are hoping to add
six to eight teams in Europe as
early as next season," said Ufer.
It would also be the first league
of any sort to play inter-continent games.
Europe sounds great, but
what about the neighbors to the
north? Canada seems to be the
next logical addition. Ufcr said
that there have been discussions with an interested group
from Toronto but wouldn't disclose specifics.

By Sheila Windle

Small market towns
While branching out internationally is great, what docs the
strategy do to small market
towns like Fort Wayne, Kalamazoo, and Peoria whose arenas seat less than 10,000. Can
small towns and arenas compete with the bigger cities
whose owners have larger bank
rolls? There is a component in
the collective bargaining agreement which states that at least
half the seats in every arena be
priced at an average of ten dollars or less.

,\

Will the teams survive?
But can IHL teams like the
Vipers and Wolves survive the
close competition of high profile NHL teams in Detroit and
Chicago?
"We're targeting a family
market. The [Detroit] Red
Wings have become a corporate ticket that not too many
families can afford. We hope to
give the fan a reasonably priced
alternative. We have the next
best players in the world," said
Ufer.
Assistant communications director Scott Woods said a case
in point occurred recently. On
Feb. 10, "the Red Wings sold
out their game versus the Maple Leafs, the Detroit Vipers
put over 16,000 in to see the
Houston Aeros. That was the
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Lance file photo
Will Jack Callander (15) of Cleveland play road games at Eurodisney next year?

first time the two teams went
head to head."
Increased television coverage
has also "helped Detroit and
Chicago get out of the blocks,"
according to Ufer. The league
has drawn over three million
fans and is on pace to eclipse
the five and a half million mark
for the first time. This will shat-

ter the league attendence mark
by two million.

A long way from home
Where will Ufer take the
IHL? Can he succeed? Who
knows but he has a vision, a
strong business sense and a
love for the game. It's too bad
he's not Canadian.
ii

Mark Baggio is a third-year
psychology student and the
Lancer men's basketball team's
starting centre. Despite the
team's lacklustre performance
this season, Baggio has per.
formed well, averaging 13
points and seven rebounds per
game.
Baggio played high sch0o1
basketball at F J. Brennan High
School with two fellow Lancers,
Mark Koppcscr and Mau
McMillan. Baggio says the big.
gest difference between high
school and university basketball
is the time committment. Even
so, he manages to balance stud.
ies with the sport.
What draws Mark to the
game is the competition and
the committment to his team.
mates. His favourite practi~
drill is three-on-two continuous
and his least favourite is the
dreaded zig-1..ag drill. His most
embarrassing basketball moment was losing to Laurier at
home this year.
Being relatively vertically dis.
advantaged in the post position, Mark employs a number
of strategics to compensate.
Defensively, hard work is a
given. He generally plays in
front of his man, muscles for
position, and relies on help defensively on the lob. Offensively, Baggio likes to get away
from the basket and use bis
outside shot, an effective strateg;J given that Mark is shooting
51 percent from the field this
season.
~
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Wines & Skins

,- P;es-;ntthis -;o;,,o;, -

Potato skins covered in real cheddar cheese
and bacon bits, teamed with our very own
Buffalo style chicken wings. Mild, Medium,

I

and r,eceive ten
Wings (any Sfy/e)
absolutely free!•

::c~:·u........... 4" :
Chicken Wines ,.,.,. .,
•TEN
0

~:~:.~

$

10,
The BEST chicken wings this side of the
border! Wrth your choice of Mild, Medium,
Hot or Homicide sauce. Try'em Homicide .

I

I
.....................c:2 o•a •FRE

755 htllefft INHI

25'-2385

•WINGS!

Wines & Ribs
World famous wings and succulent ribs. Two
th~_mbs up from even the most finicky food

::':~ •••••••••••••••••••• $

5''

I
I

• Limit, one coupon per person. Not
valid with any other offer. Dine-In only.
\A:tlid after 4pm. Sunday and Thursday.
Expires 3126/95.
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• Intramural 6 on 6 volleyball
Monday. February 20, 1995
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BY Joe Perry

After three weeks, nothing is
settled in the men's six on six
volleyball league - and tension
is mounting. The teams are
even inventing new strategies,
like the face-block.
Cheap Plastic Toys remain
undefeated so far but that
could change as the competition heats up. Smack and

Sports stumpers
By Herman Viol

t) Where was the 1994 Professional Golfers Association
(PGA) Championship held?
2) Who won the 1994 PGA
Championship?
3) Who has captured the most
Masters Championships?
4) Name the only player to win
three of the four Major Opens
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in one season.
5) Who was the leading money
winner in the LPGA in 1994?
6) Who was the European
golfer of the year in 1994?
7) Who won the most British
Opens?
8) Who won the 15th Senior
Open?

Standings
Men's hockey
MidEasl ...........G ....W .... L ..... T..... F.... A ... P
Guelph ............. 23 ... 14..... 7 ..... 3 ... 112. 77..31
Toronto ............ 24 .... 7..... 10 .... 7 .... 75 .. 95..21
Queen's ............ 23 .... 3..... 17 .... 3 .... 70.109 .. 9
RMC ................ 23 .... 0 ..... 21 .... 2 .... 49.149 .. 2
FarEast............ G.-W..•• L..... T..... F.... A ... P
UQ1R ............. 23 ... 19..... 1 ..... 3 ... 144. 55..41
Concordia ........ 22... 11..... 7 ..... 4 .... 75.. 76..26
Ottawa ............. 23 ... 12.....9 ..... 2 .... 86.. 69..26
McGill... ........... 22... 11 .... 10 .... 1 ... 102. 86..23
MidWest .......... G ....W.... L .....T ..... F.-A ... P
Brock................ 24... 15..... 8 ..... 1 ... 101. 77 ..31
York ................ 24 ... 10.... 12 .... 2 ... 105107.22
Laurenrian ....... 24 .... 8..... 15 .... 1 .... 80. 114.17
Ryerson ............ 24 .... 7..... 17 .... 0 .... 66.129.14
FarWest----G ....W.... l, ..... T ..... F.... A ... P
Western ........... 22... 14.....6 ..... 2 ... 108. 60..30
Laurier ............. 22... 13..... 7 ..... 2 .... 98 .. 68..28
Waterloo .......... 22... 12.....8 ..... 2 .... 92.. 83..26
Windsor ........... 22 ..•• 8......9 ..... S.... 7S.. 84..21
Uockey scoring leaders
Playl:f" ..................- ... Team .. GP ..•G -A -P
1. Y Bergeron ........... UQTR.. 23 ... 21 ... 34.55
2. John Spollore ....... Lauricr.22 ... 18 ... 34..52
3. Ryan Savoia.......... Brock.... 24 ... 21 ... 25..46
4. Darren Macoretta Brock.... 22 ... 17 ... 27 ..44
5. Todd Wet:zel......... Guelph.24 ... 17 ... 27..44
6. Ben Dav~ ............. York ..... 24 ... 15 ... 25..40
7. Dave Tremblay..... UQTR .. 23 ... 14 ... 24. .38
8. Darren Dougan .... Lauren. 24 ... 16 ... 22 ..38
9. Aaron Nagy .......... Westem22 ... 13 ... 24. .37
10. Chris Clancy ....... Guelph .24 ... 11 ... 26 ..37
OWIAA West hockey nnal standings
Team ............... GP .. W .... L. .... T ..... F ... A ... P
Toronto ............ 15 ... 13..... 1 ..... 1 ... 118. 20 ..27
Guelph ............. 15 ... 12..... 2 ..... 1 .... 83 .. 22..25
Queen's ............ 15 .... 8 .... ..4 ..... 3 .... 69 .. 35..19
l..aurier ............. 15 .... 4 ...... 9 ..... 2 .... 52.. 99..10
York ................. 15.... 4 ..... 10 .... 1 .... 39 .. 60... 9
Windsor .._._. is.... o..... 15 ...• o.... 19.144.. 0
OUM Wesl men's nnal volleyball standings
Team ................... MP...W .....L ... GW.•GL.•••. P
Waterloo .............. 12.... 11 ....1 .... 35 .... 5......22
Western ............... 12.....8 ..... 4 .... 25 ... 17.....16
Windsor ............... 12.....8 ..... 4 .... 27 ... 18-..16
McMaster ............ 12..... 7 ..... 5 .... 25 ... 21.....14
Brock.................... 12..... 6 ..... 6 .... 23 ... 24.....12
Guelph ................. 12..... 1 .... ll ... ll...34 ...... 2
1..aurier................. 12.....1 .... 11 .... 8 .... 35...... 2
OWIAA West nnal volleyball standings
Team .................. MP... w ....L ...GW .GL..... P
McMaster ............ 14....13 .... 1 .... 40 ... 11 .....26
Western ............... 14.... 12 .... 2 .... 38 ... 39.....24
l...akehead ............. 14.....8 .....6 .... 31 ... 27.....16
Brock.................... 14..... 6 .....8 .... 26... 29.....12
Waterloo .............. 14.....6 .....8 .... 24 ... 31.....12
Guelph ................. 14.....5 .....9 .... 24 ... 33.....10
Windsor ......- ...... 14......3 .... 11 ... 14... 35-... 6
l...awier ................. 14.....3 .... 11 ... 16 ... 38...... 6

OWIAA women's basketball
Team .................... G ....W ....L. .... F ..... A ...... P
Western ............... 12....12 .... 0 ... 949. 579....24
Brock.................... 12.....8 ..... 4 ... 805. 734....16
l...akehead ............. 12.....8 ..... 4 ... 791. 760....16
Windsor .........__ 12.....6 .....6 .•. 625. 705....12
McMaster ............ 12.....5 ..... 7 ... 723. 759....10
Guelpb ................. 12..... 4 .....8 ... 635. 690..... 8
Waterloo .............. 12.....4 .....8 ... 627. 765..... 8
l...aurier ................. 12.....1 .... 11 .. 646. 809..... 2
OUM men's basketball sumdings
Team -··--··---G .... W.-.L ..... F ..... A ....-P

McMaster ............ 10.....9 ..... 1 ... 941. 734....18
Guelpb ................. 10.....9 ..... 1 ... 829. 699....18
Brock.................... 11..... 7 ..... 4 ... 894. 878 ....14
Waterloo .............. 10.....6 ..... 4 ... 852. 807 ....12
Western ............... 12.....5 ..... 7 ... 902. 952....10
ukehead ............ 12..... 4 .....8 ... 879. 990..... 8
Windsor···--···-· 11 .....2 ..... 9 ... 861. 968-- 4
Uwier ................. 10..... 1 .....9 ... 789. 919 ..... 2
Basketball leaders
Sooret"s
Player ............................ Fg .. Fga. Pt Fta ... Ave
I. C. HoltZ/Brock ......... 114.177 .<>6. 94....26.7
2. P. Osbom~n ....... 92 .•. 205. 67. 92....23.5
3. Van Koughnett/Wat 80... 157 .31. 43 .... 22.2
4. T. Chaoncr/Mac ....... 84... 151 .48.64....21.8
5. S. Roach/WLU ......... 51...105 . 49. 63 ....20.6
Rebounders

Player ......................................... G .... RBS.Ave
l. Clint Ho117)Brock.. ................ 11 .... 136 ..12.4
2. Torn Balfe/Water .................. 10 .....84 ... 8.4
3. Craig Law/Lakehead ............ 12 ..... 89 .... 7.4
4. Shawn Francis/Mac............... 10 ..... 73 .... 7.3
5. Michael Milne/Wes .............. 12 ..... 86 .... 7.2

Rankings
CIAU men's basketball CIAU men's hockey
1. McMaster
2. Brandon

1. Audia
2. Calgary

_

3. Victoria
4. Alberta
5. Concordia
6. Ryerson
7. Winnipeg
8. Guelph
9. Brock
10. Laurentian

.
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In school ;Yid lrying lo plan your wedding? One
or many ispects ol your special day handled.
Call Monica at 254-2605
weekdays aftf!f 4:30.
See if I can help!

~
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CAMERAS

Large SelecUon of good clean preowned CANON,
MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm CAMERAS plus
misc. accessories now available at

lllacl.AREN'S PHOTO W, 1116 TtculllHh M. E.
Equipment on Display Daily. ..
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm only

(WE BUY &SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

SHOW TIMES
Thursdays: 9pm
(lblleoll z •rte>
1/

Fridays: 9pm

Sablrdavs: 8 ,

See Answers below

Results and standings

i~

)US

the
ost

Cheers are tied for second
place. But since Smack beat
Cheers, Smack is cheering
while Cheers waits for the next
round. In the meantime it's an
ugly fight for fourth place between ~irty Dogs and Rouges.
Fun with Farm Animals have
only one win to crow about and
Bio-Maulers Revenge are plotting a diabolical return for the
second half of the season.
!!

·,,.. ·--~ ·. . . .

I 10:30pm, .\

3lJQTR
4. Regina
5. UNB
6. Dalbousie
7. Manitoba
8. Western
9. Brock
10. Guelph

CIAU men's volleyball
l. Manitoba

2. Alberta
3. Laval
4. Dalbousie
5. Winnipeg

Last week's results
(mdi,w P<b. 12, 199.5)

Men's basketball

Lancers 84 Waterloo 83
McMaster 98 Lancers 76
Women's basketball

Lancers 52 Waterloo 43
McMaster 56 Lancers 53
Men's volleyball

Lancers3 Waterloo2
(15-7, 15-6, 13-15, 6-15, 15-12)
Women's volleyball

Waterloo 3 Lancers 0
(15-13, 15-7, 15-8)
Men's hockey

Brock 4 Lancers 2
Lancers 5 York 5
Women's hockey

Toronto 12 Lancers 3

Upcoming events
Men's basketball
Feb. 25, Windsor at Laurier
Track and neld
Feb. 20, at Macomb C.C. Invitational

The AJl-s tars
OUAA men's volleyball
West Division
Player........................................................ Team
Shawn Smith ......................................Waterloo

R!Y

Steve Ray.,--··-----·----- Windsor

Geoff White ..................................... McMaster
Matl Reed ..........................................Waterloo
Al Schroeder ......................................Waterloo
Steve Dunlop ................................... McMaster
Kevin Shonk. (Rookie of Year) ........... Laurier
Buub Kemmere (Coach ol'Year)--· Windsor
OUAA West men's hockey
First Team
Position.............. Player ........................... Team
Goalie ................ Sean Basilio............ Western
Defence ............. Marc Guy ............... Western
Defence ............. John Wynne ..........Waterloo
Forward ............. Aaron Nagy ............ Western
Forward ............. John Spoltore........... Laurier
Forward ............. Chris George ............ Laurier
Second Team

Position .............. Player........................... Team
Goalie ................ Joe Dimaline ................ York
Defence ............. Marie Strohak........... Laurier
Defence ............. Geoff Schneider....Waterloo
Forward ............. Ben Davis ..................... Yrok
Forward ............. Ryan Savoia ................ Brock
Forward ............. Dave Matsos .......... Western

•THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN

on ContildHolidays
European Adventure
or Ultimate European

Tours ...

•THE EUROPEAN ADVENTURER

... via EARLY BIRD
booking and payment. ( EARLY BIRD
is before March 31, 1995).

Visit 12 countries in37 days!

Note: FLY FOR FRt:J:: available on

From $83/day. Including flight & mos! meals

•THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS

,·elected budget tours for all departures prior to May 14, /995.

Visit 11 countries in 29 days!

*All.flight., ure Tortm/(J-Lmul,m retur,i with udd-tm.\
'rnm Winnipeg westwards.

Visit 17 countries in50 days!
From $110/day. lncluding flight & most meals

From S'J7/day. Including flight & most meals

•THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 countries in 25 days!

(519)
256-2300

From $99/day. Including flight & most meals

Awards
Roolcie of the Year............ R. Savoia ..... Brock:
Most Valuable Player........S. Basilio Western
Coach of the Year (tie) ..... M. Pelino .... Brock
G. Wise ........ York
Most Gentlemanly Player .A. Nagy .. Western
Answers tD Stumpers

1) Toledo, Ohio
2) Nick Price
3) Jack Nicklaus (6)
4) Ben Hogan in 1953
5) Betsy King
6) Bernhard Langer
7) Hany Vardou
8) Simon Hobday

How'd you score?
All 8 correct -you should write for Lance
sports.
,
b
6 or 7 correct _ nice stroke. you re on t e
leaderboard.

. .

3 to 5 correct - better hil the dnvmg range
your short game needs work:.
1 or 2 correct -you're no Payne Stewart.
o correct - Stick to mini-golf.

Ca~_!JS Location:

CAW STUDENT CENTRE

across the hall from the Pharmacy

I

.
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The Lance

Monday, February 20, 1995
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Publicize salaries
This is not an attack on the salary of university president Ron
Ianru. Rather it's a comment on the system as a whole. Ask any
board of education admirustrator where about 80 percent of the
budget goes and they will say salaries. This is mirrored at the post
,;econdary level, although the figures are confidential. Ianni earns
anywhere between $150,000 to $250,000 per annum which equates
to about 190 students' tuition fees.
Many would argue his salary is fair when compared to a C~ief
Executive Officer at a private corporation. But there comes a lime
when even the most prominent CEO has to feel the pain of budgetary constraints. Like the situation of former Olrysler CEO Lee
Iacocca. Iacocca made the unprecedented move of accepting a
salary of $1 for the year to show his employees and competitors he
was serious about improving the company's economic outlook.
No one 1s suggesting the president of our university should receive that sum, but an oveMew of salaries for university administrators must he considered. Maybe CEOs of private companies do
make more bucks, but the point is universities are not privately
run organizations. It is inherently wrong for umversity officials to
deny the public access to information on salaries because taxpayers are, in a sense, the shareholders of post secondary institutions.
Students realize tuitions make up a fraction of the cost of the
total expense. Taxpayers realize individual taxes only make up a
small portion of the total budget for post secondary education.
Yet, Ontario's university administrators deny the public a right to
know where the cuts are made and on what the money is spent.
Ianni makes a strong point when he notes that the public sector
should be accountable across the board. Why not say we had to
cut library hours, but our !lead admirustrators' salaries will stay the
same? No one can deny Ianru has done a lot for our university
and has done the job well. It is ironic that whenever a conversation turns to salaries half the population is too embarrassed to admit theirs because 1t seems too low and the other half does not
want to divulge theirs because they do not want to brag.

Condom school is in
I got lucky a few weeks ago. I mean lucky lucky.
After spending a wonderful evening with a lovely woman, I
found myself wandering through the nearest variety store looking
for condoms. After a few minutes I built up enough courage to a,;k
for assistance. He smiled and pointed to some boxes behind the
counter. "We only have one kind," he said. I decided it was better
to settle now, than to waste my time shopping so I bought them.
I'd heard stories of condoms failing, but thought "they must
have done something wrong," I'd say. "Perhaps they should go
back to condom school." Well, I am a graduate of condom school.
A friend took the time to teach me the proper use of a condom.
She had me make a fist while she unrolled the entire rubber over
my arm. I was convinced, and for the next several years I followed
her directions without a single mishap.
Until now. I was shocked to discover that only one of the three
latex raincoats held together. I know better than to put all of my
faith in one form of birth control, but an accident such as mine
could quite literally kill you.
The problem that I encountered was serious enough that I am
willing to embarrass myself publicly in order to warn you. Don't
assume that all condoms are alike. I know that sometimes you
simply cannot wait, but if you can't find a product that you can
trust, then you have no choice. It just is not worth the risk! Take
the time to choose properly. Read the label carefully.
Go for the extra strength model and keep them in a cool, dark
place. Those glow-in-the-dark condoms are not meant for real life.
Use a commercial water based lubricant and always check the expiry date. It really does make a difference. I didn't check the expiry date on those condoms. I guess was absent that day in class.
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Letters to the editor

Lighten up Lance
Dear Editor,
Tius paper has got a real
problem: your mission statement has effectively handcuffed
you into producing a lifeless,
Joyless collection of ideologically infected stories and features that may score high in
political correctness and multiculturalism but in the end are
a goddamn bore.
Who asked you to be the SO·
cial conscience of campus? I
was always under the impression that youth was a time for
irreverance, creativity and experiementation with the forbideen fruits of "decent"
society.
Judging by the Lance's
overearnest and strident content, the party is over for fun. It
strikes me as strange that a student paper would not be going
out of its way to offend, to push
the envelope of the acceptable
and to incite conflict between
the different ideological tribes
that appear to have laid siege
to the editor.
The Lance is trying to be all
things to all the little red books
that get waved about on campus. There is no incentive for
debate, there is no outrage at
conflicting views. This paper
should be a no holds barred fo.
rum where people of different

identities and ideas can encounter one another, be challenged and, yes, be offended.
Lighten up but more impor·
tantly loosen up. Give us dialogue, not dogma.
Timothy Dugdale
Communications

cutbacks by all levels of government, the one sure-fire way a
theatre company can generate
money is by producing well
known audience pleasers.
There are several other factors within the School of Dramatic Art that must also be
taken in to consideration when
choosing a season. I am sure
that the faculty and students of
the School of Dramatic Art
would like nothing more than
Dear Editor,
to be able to consistently proI am writing this Jetter in reduce new Canadian material.
sponse to some of the comHowever if the ticket buying
ments made by John Bourne in public has no clue regarding
his review of the University what they are spending their
Players production of Agatha hard earned money on they will
Christie's And Then There obviously be reluctant to open
Were None.
their wallets. Bourne, the next
Although the review was time you decide to make a
somewhat flattering to both the statement similar to the one
cast and the technical crew 1 made in your latest review I
had a few problems with some suggest you seek out all the facof his comments in the begin- tors concerned.
ning of the piece; aside from
Johnathan Wallsten
the nature of the title. I agree
BFAActing
with Bournes earth-shattering
realisation concerning Canadian universities and the production of Canadian material
but believe that there are some
In the Feb. 13 edition of the
factors that Bourne is ignorant
of.
Lance, in the article "Con·
In order to ensure the con- cerned studentc; scrutinize or·
tinuation of a group hke Uni- ganization of homecoming,"
versity players you need money. Dexter Shallow is listed as a
For a theatre company to make former BSA executive. ShaJIO',\
money they have to put people
in the seatc;. In a time of broad is not an executive of the BSA
and thus did not resign.

Popular plays
generate$

Erratum
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copes every
Mooday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
UnS1gned editonals are produced by the lance
ed1tona1 board, and may not reflect the behefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessanly those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone ntmber and
must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten,
or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to edit tor space and clarity
Letters will be accepted until the Fnday before
publication and must include the write(s name,
maJO( of study and phone number.
Conten~ ccpyright 1995. Reproduction in any
way Is fort>idden without the written pel'Tl'llssion of
the editor in chief. The Lance Is a member d the
Canadian University Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its rof e as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1 The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture. gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect rt in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
cppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not pnnt material that is sexist,
racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns

dilferently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged
5. The Lance will work against the prol1ferati00 ol
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and exterid
unjust economic and political hegemooy, divertil19
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsi!Ji ltY
both 1n content and in its day-to-day wor1<ings
Mailing address:
The Lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
WindSO(, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:

Editor: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: (519) 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwmdsor.ca

opinions
Who's afraid of democracy?
ey Simone Saini-Pierre

SFUO has made it impossible
the other side of the equation.
for representatives of CFS to "The Canadian Federation of
engage in an honest debate that
The Canadian Federation of the national executive has ~tudents has a responsibility to
its members at the University
Students (CFS) has recently asked for an injunction.
of
~ttawa to ensure that they
been subjected to a mean-spir1:,-ast week a judge of the On- rece1~e all the information they
ited misinformation campaign t~no Court granted an injuncrequire to make an informed
conducted by executive mem- tion postponing the referendum
decision on continued memberbers of the Students' Federa- as it appeared that newlv
ship," said Caron.
tion of the University of Ottawa passed electoral rules adopted
"The truth of the matter is
(SFUO).
by the SFUO which were incon- that the executive members
Guy Caron, chair of the CFS sistent with the bylaws of the
know that belonging to a nais disappointed by the tactics CFS and its Ontario compo- tional federation of students'
enlisted by the executive of the nent by which the SFUO has unions that represents stusFUO. In its efforts to with- explicitly agreed to abide.
dents' interests to the federal
draw from CFS, "by relying on These rules prevented the CFS government makes sense to the
false allegation, phony statis- from participating in the cam- average student. in most cases,
tics, the willful misrepresenta- paign pursuant to terms and ~tudents vote overwhelmingly
tion of our organizations C?nditions the SFUO had pre- m favour of membership in the
policies the SFUO executive viously agreed to when join the Canadian Federation of Stuhas abandoned its responsibility CFS by a membership referen- dents," Caron said.
to participate in a meaningful dum on campus.
Many member associations
debate on the very important
The federation is not asking of the CFS are suspicious of
question of continued member- for any money, nor does it want the motives behind the SFUO
ship in CFS."
the referendum to be canceled. executive members'. Like a few
The misinformation cam- Up to now, because several student associations, the SFUO
paign follows the decision of members of the SFUO execu- executive has chosen to sabothe national executives of CFS tive are campaigning on the tage the efforts of CFS against
to ask the Ontario Court for an "no" side and because these the Social Security Review.
injunction to postpone the same executive members did Students at Acadia, Ryerson
membership referendum at not give Ottawa University stu- and Carleton have already
Ottawa University. It was a dents information on the fed- shown what they thought of
highly unusual decision, one eration of which they are such a choice. A lesson that the
which was made reluctantly be- entitled to as members, stu- SFUO executive should medicause of our members belief dents were kept completely in tate on.
I!
that political differences should the dark on any matter related
Simone Saint-Piem i.s the
be resolved through discussion, to the CFS.
Communications Coordinator
debate or negotiation. HowAll the federation is asking for the Canadian Federation of
ever, it is precisely because the for is a fair chance to provide Students.
~ec1al to the Lance
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Council 'swears' impartiality for national student organization referendum
By Mark Robson
Special to the Lance

After slack week, Windsor
undergrad students will have to
decide if they wish to remain a
part of the national student organization Canadian Federation of Students (CFS).
Last summer, the CFS told
UWSA execs of an intent to
raise the student levy at member institutions (from $7 to
$11). A cost-benefit analysis
would had to be conducted by
students, who pay the price of
membership.
The only evidence of CFS involvement with our campus was
an occasional shipment of flyers, at best characterized as
"junk mail" and at worst a
waste of paper.
What other activities has the
CFS engaged in on behalf of
Windsor students? While CFS
was planning to bombard Parliament with pasta, other

groups and schools made efforts to fact-find, and make student opinion known in a
diplomatic and effective manner. Food-fighting may have
been more prevalent on the
news, but the civilized way was
more effective in advancing the
interests of students.
What about the International Student Cards that
Windsor has access to through
CFS membership? Well, what
people don't know is that even
non-member schools have access to the same service! Any
student who wants the travel
card can have it processed individually for less than $15.
Doesn't it make more sense for
one student to pay $15 than for
10,000 students to pay $11?
The only contribution that
arguably could be traced to
CFS is the idea of a student
strike day, occurring on Jan. 25
at schools nationwide. Beyond
the idea, there was little else

ol

og

contributed by CFS: no advice,
no support, no co-ordinators
supplied, only more of the
same junk mail we had come to
expect from the group. The
success of the Windsor strike
was attributable only to the
hard work of an ad hoe committee struck within UWSA.
Our decision not to distribute
the propaganda of CFS was
criticized in the Lance.
As a result Windsor and its
students face a referendum on
the issue of membership.
It is a long-standing tactic of
the CFS to deliver paid staffers
to schools holding opt-out referenda, to publicize a "say yes
to CFS" stance. So UWSA is
attempting impartiality. But the
council is responsible for informing students of what they
get for their CFS dollar (the job
of the VP Secretary (Joe Barile) to act as a liaison between
CFS and the students).
The executive of the UWSA

will not be actively pursuing the
"no'' side in any CFS debate.
At the same time, any attempt
by outside forces (ie, CFS) to
influence campus sentiment on
the issue of membership should
be met with equal force.
Another member institution,
the University of Ottawa, recently embarked upon an optout referendum, much like
ourselves. On the morning of
Feb. 6, the student council at
Ottawa was served with 700
pages of documents. In addition, court fees and motion
costs have added an estimated
$10,000 to the CFS legal bill.
This is alarming since the CFS
budget reportedly has only
$12,000 allocated to legal fees.
If this is the case, then instituting the legal action against
Ottawa has decimated this
budget. Students at Windsor
should know this is how fees
paid to CFS are used.
1 am disappointed to hear

candidates in the upcoming
election say that they are supportive of continued membership in CFS, contingent on
compelling them to be involved
with our population. That this
assessment has already been
made! If a consistent history of
non-involvement is not indicative of lost value, what is'? Perhaps the answer to this
question is the nationwide dissatisfaction of the group, and
the overwhelming number of
schools holding referenda similar to our own. If there is a perceived need among students to
be a part of a national or provincial lobbying o rganization,
that there are many organizations that provide a better deal
than CFS (fees are less than
one dollar per student). Money
for nothing can't be afforded by
students any longer!
I!
Mark Robson is the Vice
President of Uni.versity Affairs for
the undergrad student council.
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What would your campaign slogan be if you ran for student council?

to

ty,

Penny Saunders
Year II
Drama and Education

"It's no secret.
It's a position
strong
enough
for a man, but
made
for
a
woman."

"I'm the man
who will bring
back Snow White
and the [seven]
dwarfs."

"Action speaks
louder
than
words. We need
people to be responsible and accountable
for
their actions."

"Spending
money
wisely.
Where does our
money go? Together let's improve on this."

Lisa Loomer

Year IV
Criminology

Jeremy Gillies
Year I
Chemistry

Marcia Seow
Human Kinetics
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VIA REDEFINES THE WORD
..

services
Mastering the LSAT! - Why praclic!
questions when you can master ~
principles? Your best and most CCXJ:..
prehensive option for LSAT training~.
gins in Toronto in May. June, July~
August. Start anytime and take the ~
tion of working with us throughout ~
summer! - Richardson - (416) 41C.
7737 or 1-800-567-7737.
Daytona Beach Spring Break!! EllEAGY 108 & HOT 103.5 will be lead
the µarty in Daytona this year! Roi:t
only $139 or bus and hotel $299 lathe week, Canadian$$!' Call Teresa
Vera at 258-2216. Almost sold outt

Going to Daytona?
$119u.sJperson. Booking direct
$aves! Suites, kitchenettes a
beachfront in the heart of Spn~
Break!! 1-800-868-7423.
Lance classifieds are a great and 1~.
pensive way to reach the U of Wcam
pus. Just $5 gets you 20 words, arr:
includes GST. Bring your ad and l)'epayment to the Lance office by rw
Friday. We'll take care of the rest.

for rent
Students: 2 & 5 bedroom units for reit.
Five minute walk to campus. Availa ,
May 1, 1995. Call and leave message
for Jim Lovell anytime 971-2089.

help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own bus111es1
gain valuable business expenerce
while building your resume. Earn up ID
$10,000 (25 jobs). High demand product. irrigation sales and installation TI!
ideal opportunrty: vehicle required. Ca
Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691
Are you interested in writing, photog.
raphy, editing, or drawing? The Lame
is always looking for volunteers to ~
out with the student paper. We es11ecially need cartoonists or graphic
ists Come to our gercral SI
meetings Mo11days at 5:30 p r, Pea.i
call 253-4232, ext. 3909 for irfo

0/

lo

OFF
ECONOMY

For us at VIA, youth means anyone between 12 and 24
,,

(student or not) can travel by train for up to 50% off economy
class fares. Only now, we've stretched the definition of

CLASS
MINIMUM 5 DAYS

A.DVA.NCE PURCHASE

youth to include students (25+) with valid ID. It's that simple. It's that
sweet. Check the conditions, then call your travel agency or VIA Rail 1 ' 1•
CONDITIONS • Open to anyone 12-24 and for college and university students (25+) with valid student I.D.
• Economy class seats are limited. • Tirkets must be purchased at least 5 days in advance. • Blackout periods
apply. • I Ot6 discount 1s always available with no advance purchase.

TAKE

A

LOOK

AT

THE

TRAIN

VIA.

TODAY

"' Tradrmark or\1\ Rail ('anada Inc
® Rrgostrr..d trademark of VIA Rail Canada Ilic.

~::i:Y;n•• •
Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a tree community service of Ule Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing
~
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~ The

Testube Generation presents the
.. masses! the masses! starring Alderknot.
Plastic Gary and Artemis at 8 p.m. at the
Spotted Dog, 89 Riverside Dr. W. For more
info call 252-3118. Tickets $4.

In celebration of African History Month a
display, The Remembrance, is in the Leddy
Library Reference Centre until mid March.

. -The Human Rights Education Officer and the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues Coordinator
are located on the second floor of the CAW
Student Centre. If you are a student and have
experienced harassment, these people can
help. Call 253-4232, ext. 3500.

t
•

Artclte presents local artist Lee Rabideau's
• Le/vis until March 19, 109 University Ave. W.

1. -

tl OPIRG-Windsor presents Wortd Vision

JC" Canada films about famine relief 7 p.m. at

1- The

Art Gallery of Windsor presents Allen
• Bukoff's FLUXUS Indian Museum, which
parodies the way artifacts are displayed in
museums. until ' March 26 at the
Devonshire Mall.

.-CJAM 91.5fm presents Schlock-U-Mentary,
post punk anthems and mindless token
tantrums with Johnny, at 1-2:30 p.m.

1.... Out on Campus, a group for Lesbian, Gay or
'ff Bisexual students and faculty, meet today at

iii

Assumption Campus Community hosts a
used book sale at the CAW Student Centre
from 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. BookS cost only
30C-50C. For more information call
973-7033, ext. 3399.

~ University Players

a

The Debating Society meets every Tuesday

.-CJAM 91.5fm presents In Theory, a science
news show, tries to raise awareness about the
importance of science in our lives every
Tuesday from 12:30-1 p.m.

r

~

r

The Departments of English and French
presents Dr. Patricia Smart discussing Gender
and Nation: Contradictions for English and
Quebec Feminist Writers at 3 p.m. in the Rose
Room, Vanier Hall. For more info call
253-4232, ext. 2318.

The Department of Geology presents Dr. Lee
A.
Groat
discussing
Mineralogy,
Geochemistry and Geochronology of the little
Nahanni Pegmatite Group at 1 p.m. in
room 302, Memorial Hall.

Wednesday, March 8
The Art Gallery of Windsor presents video
artist Sara Diamond speaking at 7:30 p.m.,
Devonshire Mall, 3100 Howard Ave.
'

l. The School
8\ "Soundsation"

of Music as part of its
concert series presents a
University of Windsor and Windsor Symphony
co-operative concert featuring Jeanette
Dagger, soprano, at Mackenzie Hall at 8 p.m.
Tickets
$8/adults;
$5/students.
For
information call 253-4232, ext. 2780.

present The Diary of Anne
Frank at the Essex Hall Theatre at 8 p.m. The
show continues until March 12. For
information and tickets, call the Box Office at
253-4565.

Room A in CAW Student Centre, second floor.

~

Friday, March 10

6 p.m., upstairs at the Grad House.

JC" and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Conference

'

Iona College, 208 Sunset. For information call
253-4232, ext. 3872.

On Saturday, March 18, CCC presents
Poetic Fusion, an evening of music, poetry
and contemporary thought, at the Asylum
Pub at 8 p.m. The poetry begins at
9:30 p.m. For more information call
253-4232, ext. 3600.

Tuesday, March 7

OPIRG-Windsor·s Organic Food Working
Group meet at 5 p.m. in the OPIRG office,
room 201 Assumption University. If you're
interested in buying food in bulk or in helping
to organize a food co-op/club come to this
meeting. can 253-4232, ext. 3872 for more
information or Jenn Jackson at 253-1643.

Assumption University presents Exploring
Spirituality and Homosexual Identity: Placing
God at the Centre. You are invited to join in
reflecting on the spirituality of Lesbian and
Gay persons. We hope to explore the
questions: "Who am I?" and "Where is God in
my life?" Call 973-7033, ext. 3399.

'

.1 National Junk Mail Return Day is today! Send
r a message to Parliament and remail all your
unwanted junk mail to: The Hon. David
Dingwall, Minister of Government Services,
House of Commons. Otttawa, ON K1A OA6
(no postage required).

The President's Advisory Council on Student
Life will meet at 3 p.m. in the Grad House.
The meeting will include reports from the
president of the university, the Graduate
Students' Society, the Organization of
Part-time
Students
and
Students'
Administrative Council. All are welcome.

.1 The Department of Geology presents Dr.
r Deborah A. Spratt discussing New Reflections
on the Structural Geometry of the Triangle
Zone, Rocky Mountain Foothills at 3:30 p.m.
in room 302, Memorial Hall.

Thursday, March 9

•

The general student council meeting has
been cancelled. The next council meeting will
be March 23.
'~ The Windsor Society of Criminology presents
r Richard Quinney at Assumption Conference
Services (beside the CAW Student Centre) at
7:30 p.m. $3 at the door.

'

a

X

OPIRG-Windsor's Environmental Working
Group meet at 5 p.m. in the Grad House
meeting room. One of this semester's projects
will be to fight the proposed logging of the
Algoma Highlands. For more info call OPIRG
at 253-4232, ext. 3872 or Merrill O'Donnell at
258-3116.

The Windsor Feminist Theatre presents A
Celebradon of Women Play Festival, five plays
written and directed by local artists, in the
Friendship Hall, Cencourse Apartments,
30 Tuscarora. Admission $5. The festival
continues through March 12. For more
information call 254-8393.

CJAM 91.5fm presents Youth Collective, a
show discussing issues affecting youth of
colour today, every Friday at 5 p.m.

Sunday, March 12
.-CJAM 91.5fm presents Judaism, Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow every Sunday at
2:30-3 p.m. This week's topic will be how to
raise your kids Jewish.

Monday, March 13
/

.. The Co-op Education and Student Placement
office will discuss the SWAP (Student Work
Abroad) program from noon-1 :30 p.m. in the
Ambassador Auditorium A. CAW Student
Centre.

~

r

The Department of English presents a Celtic
Evening of Poetry and Prose featuring local
writer Alistair Macleod. Irish poet Moya
Cannon and Scottish poet Kathleen Jamie a
5 p.m. at Iona College, 208 Sunset.
The Lance has its staff meeting at 5:30 p.m.
in the basement of the CAW Student Centre

Cover illustration by Martina Obersat based on a photo by Jerry Burrell
'
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Graduates. Get in the gallle
University

~ .. TRAVEL CUTS
~~ VOYAGES CAM~

~

~ Humber College introduces the

Professional Golf Management ,

program

l

Begin a new career fast, with this 1 year, post graduate certificate
1
program, starting September 1995.
Endorsed by the Canadian Professional Golfers Association
(CPGA), the program will offer courses in business administration 11
and golf operations.
11
For more information contact:
~
Grant Fraser. Program Coordinator
~
(4 16) 675-6622 ext 4346 or 4705
Toronto, Ontario C
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When You Book One
Of These Contiki Holidays At
Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus!
On a Cont1k1 Tour you spend
more ume having tun because
,, e take care of all the details
that can make travelling a chore

9--r;J;;V

~~;YS
for 18-35's

And now when you book
one of the following Cont1k1
tours - The Ultimate European.
The European Adventurer
The European Contrasts I or
The European Escapade· - at
Travel CUTS/ Voyages Campus
vou get return airfare to London
included absolutely free 1• Don t
miss this tabulous value' Drop
by Travel CUTS, Voyages
Campus today'

THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN
Visit 17 Countries in SO days!
from S110/day Including flight and most meals

THE EUROPEAN ADVENT\JRER
Visit 12 Countries in 37 days!

MAIN STAGE
TUE

GIA"/\rf5

MARCH
21

~

LOI~

ioo·

ada

from S83/day Including floght and most meals.

l

THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS
Visit 11 Countries in 29 days!
From S97 1day. Including floght and most meals

THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 Countries in 25 days!
from S99'day Including fl,ght and most meals
Your ..,..., TRAVEL CU1S
nearest 11,,a YO'OW3ES CAMPUS

~..,TRAVEL CUTS

~4 WYAGES

H
MI G
BE

CAMPUS

University of Windsor
Call Toll Free

1-800-387-2887

• Pan,c pan1 mvsl be a lu ·hme sludent w1h •" lntemat,onal Sludenl ldenhty Card (ISIC)
• Certa~ restrtCt.ons aoo y Ft.gt,1 m1.tst be t>oo1Ced in conrunct,on wtth selected Cont k:1 lours Free , igh1 tor

'l'orc:,,•o. Monuea1. Ha :lax oeoartures ony For oeoaeures kom Wmipeg - S150. Sas1<a1oon Regna Ga93ry.
Edmor,ton vanrower - S20C Vdoria • S250 Fu deta s ava, allle r;om Travel CUTSNoyages CamPUs

Ont Reg. • 3358071
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We offer

DELIVERY

\

on everything
we sell
JUST CALL US!

WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. w.
Phone: 253-4477

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
SatUTday 9 ·to 6
·,
J, •

BRYSONBIGV

---DRUGSTORE--3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
· Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5
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New federal budget holds
no surprises for students

duction in transfer payments by
th
d f 1998
ntario
11AWA (CUP)- Gradue en o
.
0
•11·og now scen:15 t? be the saf- ~mment gave more than $6 hilCurrently, the total combina•
hon to the provinces in transfer
·
f
est thing to do m hght of the 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - _ : l l o n o
transfer payments
recent federal budget.
amounts to almost $37 bilTbere were no real surlion (including about $8 bitrises in Finance Minister
lion in equalization paypPaul Martin's budget for
ments). By 1998, this total
146
d
d
·
I
amount will be reduced lo
pist-sccon ary e ucatton. t
OITAWA (CUP) - Federal transfer
just under $34 billion of
was known for weeks that
payments:
which $9.6 billion will ~ 1'n
federal transfer payments to
piovinces would be rolled
Year ......... 1995-'96 ...1996-'971997-'98
equalization payments.
1J1toonelargeblock.
Ilcalth ....... $l5.5B ..... S14.0B ....Sl3.1B
Only the amount of
ut now this block of
weIfare ...... $8.0B ....... $7.3B .......$6.8B care
money allocated for health
w1'II be
· d
B
=ney has a name: the Can.
require to go to
""'
Education
..
$6.28
......
S5.65B
......
$5.38
its
target
1b
'
·
ada Social.
. ere,ore, there ,s
Total.......... $29.7B ..... $26.9B ....$25.lB
no form of accountability
from the provinces to ensure
Nou - Figuresfor 1996-97 and 1997-96mayMI be
Transfer (CST)
the money earmarked for
diiukd fJJ shown on tht chart. Thou figures are
based on the perantagt of IOlaJ lraruf= tach arta
Under the CST, money
post-secondary
education
m :tiws in 199.5-96.
that was transferred sepawill actually go there.
(Sourrt: Tht Charlatan, Corle/on Univtr.tily)
rately to the provinces under
Guy
Caron,
national
the Canada Assistance Plan
chairperson
of
the
Canadian
payments earmarked for postfunds for a broad range of so- secondary education. 'Ibis did Federation of Students, said
cial services) and the Estab- not include the Canada Student the system is already under,hed Programs Financing Loans Program, which was not funded and if the provinces do
not react strongly, it will give
funds for post-secondary edu- touched by the budget.
the government "a green light
cation and health care) will be
'Ibe federal government pre- to dump the deficit on the
IL combined
and reduced begin- dicts that more than $1.5 billion ·provinces."
'H ning in 19%-97. There will also will be phased out of post-sec>W
)0
be equalization payments for ondary education due to the reSee Budget, page 8
~nell
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needier provinces if necessary.
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Students pan Paul Martin's plan
By Cheryl Clark

Son; University of Windsor
~umni arc calling for a New
Year's revolution after the announcement of Paul Martin's
budget two weeks ago.
The reaction lo last week's
federal budget was swift by all
three levels of government but
those who favoured it and
1~ who did not easily distingu15hablc. While some believe
tbc federal government sold
~nada's safety net down the
river, others bold to the belief

that Marlin's budget is fair.
At the local level, many
Windsor students are calling
Martin's budget the worst thing
that has happened to Canada
since the formation of the Reform party.
"Frankly, I think it sucked,"
said university alumni Ellen
Neville, who said she agreed
with some aspects of it but felt
multi-billion dollar cuts to federal transfer payments will hurl
Ontario into another recession.
"lbe cuts to federal service
jobs was a bonus," she said,
adding that although she feels

sorry for tho~ who will be out
of work, many of the positions
were somewhat redundant.
Neville, whose place of work
is currently in contract negotiations, said it is too had that
more Windsor students arc not
getting involved in the political
issuesswccping Canada.
"I wa,; disappointed to read
about the students' strike [Jan.
25] because although a Jot of
people turned out there was
still only a fraction of the student population present," she.
See Marlin~~. page 8

Budget alternatives available but not used
~ Shawn Hupka
~ilesfrom Florence Hwang (CUP)

Plan."
Liberal economic policy is
viewed by the mainstream press
While University of Windsor as having no viable alternatives.
students were busy preparing The slash and burn tactics of
f~r Upcoming exams and as- the Liberal government arc
Stgnments, Finance Minister presented as not only necesPaul Martin unveiled his "Con- sary, but desirable. Peter
l!act With Canada."
Iladekel of the Montreal GadWhen the budget was intro- zette applauded the $900 milUCcd last week the national lion cut to the province of
was virtually unanimous Ontario's social spending by
lh their applause. Not be- slating "the funding scheme
l'aUSc Mr. Martin promised to
leaves provinces with a lot
Ptotect Canada's valued social more room to innovate."
rgra1U5 (he stated that user
There are alternatives to
: for health care was a possi- slashing social progra~ that
ty), but because the plan also achieve the deficit reductl~ [.
nendly to foreign invest- tion so popular in today's po~nt.
litical arena. The Canadian
c,~e Montreal Gazette, The Centre for Policy Alternatives
"-'IJI! and Mail and The Vanand CHO!CES, a social justice
Sun, all stated the posi- coalition, have issued The 1995
responsc
from Alternative Budget to provide an
lernational financial markets alternative perspective and to
an adequate measurement signal a less than unanimous
the budgets merits. lbe approval of the current budget.
In the next two years, the
ti le ' Star even ran an article
1 d, "Wall Street Lauds government's budget will cut

:ss

:ve,

$2.5 million from public services and social programs, slash
45,000 civil servant jobs, while
only increa'iing taxes on individuals who earn over $250,000
a year.
Unlike the government's version the 'other' budget wants to
encourage job creation and
availability, close tax loopholes,
and increase taxes for high income earners and profitable
companies, say CHO!CES
members.
''It's our answer to what the
government is doing - of how
it should be done," said Cassandra Koenen, national treasurer
of
the
Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS).
CFS is one of 25 organizations
connected with CHO!CES.
Other suggestions plotted
out in the alternative budget include creating a wealth tax, increasing taxes on cigarettes,
and increasing the level of Canada's debt held by the Bank of
Canada.
I

.

Lance photo / JERRY BURRELL

Rich Tremaine of the Lancers was named Male Athlete of the Meet captunng gold
m the 1500 meter, 1OOO meter and 4x800 meter events this weekend

Lancers blow province
away in track and field
Lancers Clarke
and Tremaine top
athletes of meet
By Jerry BurreU

For the fifth time in as many
years, the Lancers have captured both the OUAA and
OWIAA provincial Track and
Field titles, held this past weekend at St. Denis Centre.
The women showed why they
were the heavy favoritcs for the
team title by jumping out to an
18 point lead on the first day of
competition. Lancer men had a
tougher road to the title, overcoming a 12 point deficit after
the first day en route to their
fifth consecutive title.
Following
the
Windsor
\\'"Omen who ama'iscd a final total of 173 points for a distant
second was York at 115 while
Toronto solidified third place
v.ith 81 points. The Lancer
men's 172 points put them 41
points better than Westem's
121 and 70 points better than

Toronto's 102.
Split into two days, the
championship featured most of
the event finals on the second
day of competition. Team
JX)ints could be scored on the
basis that an athlete who places
in the final standings for each
event, with the top eight athletes in each event earned
points for their teams.

Friday night events
'Ibe Lancers began the night
in winning fashion. ·rbe
women's 4x800 metre relay
team captured gold in the first
event of the meet, beating the
University of Toronto by over
five scwnds.
Not to be outdone, the men
equalled this by winning their
4x800 race, with male athlete of
the meet, Rich Tremain, outkicking the University of
·1oronto's anchor Greg Dailey
over the final 100 metres of the
race to win by one ~cond.
For the latest interviews and
results, sec Lanurs, page 13
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CARISA set for sports event
By Cheryl Cl•k

...

For years students from
across Ontario have made the
trek down to Windsor for the
Carribcan Students' Association's annual sports weekend
March 11 will mark the event
which will feature a bevy of
events including a mini-Olympics at the St. Denis Centre,
volleyball and basketball games
as well as a fashion show and
dance.
CARISA executive member
Fanta Williams noted that a
number of sports events are
slated to take place at the College Community C.entre and
the evening's cultural events
will be held at Music Studio located at 1564 Wyandotte St.
The cultural show will feature talent as well as Toronto
artists Black Cat and a representative from EMI Records.
Williams said singers, rappers

'

and step dancers will be on attend
Carleton's,
York's,
hand to entertain the crowd Western's and the University of
which is expected to number Toronto's events each year.
over 1,000 people.
"Windsor's sports weekend
Tbe sports weekend, a well
has proven to he one of the
organized event that has been
most popular," she noted, addin the making since the summer, is held in rotation with ing students from across southother universities across On- western Ontario are attracted
tario.
to Windsor's diverse culture
Williams
said
CARISA and entertainment facilities.
members attend other universiWilliams said the sports
ties' shows and each school no- weekend is CARISA's top
tifies the other of the planned
money-maker and it allows the
dates so students arc able to attend without having to worry executive to bank a "few dolabout missing one because of lars" for the following year's executive. Williams noted that
an overlap in scheduling.
Carleton kicked off the rota- the University of Windsor StuLance photo/ MARTINA O&_-:tion this year with its sports dents' Alliance's $3,000 for 40 Detergents and other pollutants continue to be a problem for the Detrott Arlt, •
weekend in October and York
clubs necessitates large scale
will host festivities after Windevents to allow clubs to stay
sor.
Williams noted the "en- afloat financially.
Elections for next year's
trenched" rotation system bas
worked well and Windsor's CARISA executive will take
CARISA members generally place in early April.
II
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The Detroit River
still ranks literal!~ ~

By Rick Coronado
Windsor's Citiren's Environment Alliance (CEA) has released information that proves
there bas been no improvement
in the Detroit River in the last
ten years.
The information, reported in
the Detroit River Remedial
Action Plan (RAP), shows increases in both mercury and
PCBs loaded into the river
from municipal and industrial
effluents.
The RAP report contains
loading estimates for six chemicals of concern for 1992 and
1993. When these estimates arc
compared to similar ones based
on data from 1986-89, only two
chemicals have decreased. Four
chemicals, however, have increased. In particular, the average change for mercury was 45

percent and for PCBs, 70~
cent.
"How can fish advisories
be lifted from Lake E11
these kinds of inputs lll
tinue?" says Mary Ginnebai
an associate of CEA. Mer~
and PCBs are the main
chemicals fish consumplionr
visories are based on.
The statistical informat
originates from data collet·
by the Michigan Departmen
Natural Resources and Onu:
Ministry of Environment
Energy.
The loads were estimated
ing a statistical procedure p!)
vided by El-Shaarawi at
National Water Research!~
lute in Burlington, Onlarr
The same procedure has tu
used to estimate loads in ·
Niagara River since 1986. l
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Wednesdays are

uNIGHTS at

1

1

Starting Wednesday, February 8, 1895
Featuring 'U' Wars and Air Band Contests
leading 'to:

March 8•Island Olym~cs
Marcll 29 , Air Bands (Round 3)
March 15 •Air Bands (Round 2)
Apri1 5•Air Bana's (Rnals}
March 22 ·Cow Mlin9 ·Horse Riding Contest

Activists to return junk mail
By Judi Remigio and Sarah Atkinson

On Friday, Mar. 10, people
from communities across Canada will be exercising their right
to say "no" to unwanted junk
mail. As well as being a burden
on our nation's resources and
on our country's landfilJ sites,
environmentalists junk mail is
an issue of choice.
That Canadian households
receive an average 3.5 pieces of
junk mail daily is part of the rational for the national day
against junk mail - that's over
13 million pieces of unwanted
mail a year, requiring 3 million
trees. The largest component of
landfills is paper and junk mail
is a large contributor to that
mass.
Canada Post-delivered mail
that is addressed to "Occupant," "Householder," or otherwise non-specific is the result
of corporate mass mailing contracts that Canada Post actively
solicits. This type of mail makes
up almost one quarter of all
junk mail. This means that
Canada Post is the largest single corporate distributor of unaddres.sed junk mail in Canada.
With letter carriers apparently under duress to deliver
the contracted advertisements,
Canada Post does not respect
the "No junk mail" stickers that
an increasing number of Canadians stuck on their mailboxes.
But a private members bill

m

lr,
bt
presently awaiting a sea:: pr
reading acknowledges the in.
vidual's right to refuse ui. ea
wanted junk mail and seek! pi
make it law. Bill C-278, iru: ge
ated by Waterloo MP, Andr/1 lb
Telagdi would make it po,~1-t R,
for the public to pick
go
choose who they receive Jll,i:I u
from.
n
Currently local and naticd ea
distributors of junk mail-.il: Bl
Canadian Direct Marketing} ru
sociation - will stop dcli110 Jc
to the doorstep of those w~~
them know they do not \\iSu
receive it.
or
Bill C-278 seeks to put Car
ada Post's delivery conut
under similar restrictions. ~
ently individuals who req11t
that Canada Post cease deliltll
of its contracted adver1isi!l
curr~ntly have no choice t,utrf ~
receive 1t.
Local organizers for the~
paign are encouraging Wind.q~ an:
residents to save their junk roil BL
and drop it off at the Gret no
Earth Store al 2148 Wyand~ fo1
St. W. The group plans to~ rei
trate the problem with waste ou
shipping the unaddressed ~
ada Post junk maiJ to D31 CO;
Dingwall the Minister for (J(,f ou
ernment Services.
C01
The group also encouraf ~
concerned individuals to v,~ Cat
local MP's about supp,r k bcl
bill C-278 when it comes up
a second reading.
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Student group discuss
ossible strike action
Anolhcr student strike is in

IJlemaking.
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Tbe Students' Action Coalition held its gene ral meeting on
feb. 25, where they discussed
plans for another student s trike
to protest ~uts to post-sccondarY educallon.
There were two separate alternative budgets released "the 1995 Alternative Federal
Budget" by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives and
CHO!CES and the Reform
partY's - before the federal
government's budget was announced on Feb. 27.
Tbe contents of the budget
presented by the Reform party
did not surprise the coalition.
"It's off the wall," says coalition member Andy Vainio. "It' s
regressive and counter-productive. They're going after the unemployed and the
poor.
They're trying to build their
party by presenting an alternative when they're really representing the status quo."
Although members of the
coalition have not yet seen all
the details of the alternative
budget, member Paul Michaud
says that he personally likes it.
Michaud said the alternative
budget shows the federal gove~nt should respond to
people rather than financial institutions in deciding who will
be affected.
"I like it personally. It wants
to introduce child-care by the
year 2000, to raise corporate income truces, and it wants low interest rates," says Michaud.
"There are better budgets, but
the point is that the government should listen to the peo-

ple."
s in 1k
The coalition likes the alterl6. I native budget because it shows
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that citil,ens have a say in how
money is allocated and illustrates other ways to balance the
budget while maintaining social
programs.
The
protest,
tentatively
called "Tour de Cuts", will take
place on March 16 and will target organizations affected by
the budget - the Third World
Resource Centre, the federal
government building and the
Canada Employment Centre.
There will also be a mass application drive at McDonald's and
Burger King "as a sign of the
future," said coalition member
Jeff Shantz. The coalition is
still working on guest speakers
for the rally.
Windsor's national student
organil.ation, the Canadian

Low voter turnout marks
BSA's no confidence vote

e 1,u1;

!t_l.ailce news staff

bee#

Despite some disscntion
illlong the members of the
Black Students' Alliance, two
no confidence votes held before reading week produced no
l'esults due to a low voter turn-
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Federation of Students (CFS)
has endorsed the coalition. The
CFS sent a representative to
the university to meet the coalition to tell the group about
what the federation has been
doing to combat increasing
cuts.
Also, the coalition has met
UWSA executives Chris Maicb
and Joe Barile. Although
Maich and Barile support the
day of action, the coalition will
have to meet with UWSA to
acquire an official endorsement
of its involvement.
Michael Temelini, a CFS executive, said the strike is exactly
what the students need.
"It's important for students
and community groups to continue to put pressure on the
government," says Temelini.
"It's devastating, especially for
Windsor. Windsorites have an
excellent university and it is accessible."
Temelini, a Windsor graduate himself, said he was insulted that Windsor MP Herb
Gray and the other three
Windsor MPs did not stand up
for students.
"They
sold
Windsorites
down the river," he said.
Members of the Student Action Coalition have been getting high school students
involved as well. In a visit to
Sandwich Secondary School
last week the group told students about the strike and got a
positive response. They also
plan to meet with the other
Windsor high schools to gain
support for the strike.
"We've met with the Association of Student Councils [organization of high school
student presidents] and they're
endorsing it," says Mukul
Gocla, a member of the coalition. He says there should be
alternative types of information
about the budget besides the
ones presented in the mainstream media and that students, especially those in high
school, should be better informed about what is bound to
affect them in the future.
"People have been skeptical
about turning around and
changing [the] government's
mind about this matter but the
reality is that if we don't attempt to do something, we'll
have already conceded defeat,"
he said.
i!

BSA president Floyd Wilson
COnfirmed the two votes, set
out to decide the fate of his
continuing presidency as well
~ the vice-presidency of Ricardo McRae could not be
bekl because quorum was not
r I •

1

reached.
Wilson was unsure if BSA
members would seek to schedule another no confidence vote.
The vote itself was set up in reaction to a number of conflicts
that have taken place between
the SSA's executive and members over the past year.
McRae and Wilson's terms
are up this month and both
have decided not to seek reelection to the SSA's executive.
McRae and Wilson do, however, plan to stay actively involved with the association. ll

•

Photo colltesy of DID

Dmcing up a llll'm: Members of WindsOf's Can-Am lnci.r1 Friendship Centre demonstrated various forms of tribal dances in
the CAW Student Centre Commons area The event was held to mark the opening of the new Aboriginal Legal Advisory Clinic.

New legal aid clinic sparks celebration
By Teena W•d
Fresh bannock, corn soup,
traditional native drumming,
Cree and Ojibway singing and
dancing drew droves of students to share in the celebration of the opening of an
Aboriginal Legal Advisory
Clinic on campus Feb. 22.
Members of Windsor's chapter of the Can-Am lndian
Friendship Centre, Turtle Island and community members
gathered in the CAW Student
Centre Common Area to share
festivities with the university.
"[We are] celebrating the
grand opening of the legal aid
clinic ... and blessing the cultural relevance of legal aid
services for the community of
Windsor and celebrating our
aboriginal lawyers," said the
university's Aboriginal Educa-

lion
Counsellor
Eliz.abeth
Chamberlain. She applauded
the students positive reception.
The group also hosted two
speakers who discussed the importance of traditional medicines for aboriginal people who
are incarcerated, legal representation and the justice system
from an aboriginal standpoint.
The brainchild of third year
law student Elizabeth Porter,
the legal clinic is the result of a
combined effort of the Canadian Law Association and Turtle Island.
Porter said that the idea
came about because "not very
many people got a fair shake in
the interviews [to staff the campus legal aid clinic]."
With a limited
representation of native law students
staffing the centre and a growing need in the aboriginal corn-

munity for legal assistance, Porter hatched the idea of an independent legal aid clinic for the
local native community.
"[There are] 7,200 [aboriginal people] in Essex and Windsor and no aboriginal attorneys
in Windsor," said Porter.
The new centre will serve the
needs of a growing number of
native law students at the university. Students are given a
chance at practical experience,
a summer income and the centre is a big draw to Windsor for
native students studying law.
Porter noted the number of
native students studying law
has been growing each year at
Windsor. She said the four
third- year students, five sec
ond-year law students and six
first- year students a<; a testament to the growing interest
and need for the centre.
[!

- Windsor

FILM & SPEAKER SERIES

Thursday, March 9

P

World Vision Canada

4 Short Films on Famine Relief
Thursday, March 16 P
Media Working Group

"Lessons of Darkness" a film by Werner Hertzog
a documentary on media distortions of the Gulf War

Thursday, March 23

P

Wildlands League

Algoma Highlands Under Attack
Thursday, April 6th

P

South F.ast Asia Working Group & East Timor Awareness Network

"Death of Nation" a film by John Pilgar
(speaker Isabelle Galhos a refugee from East Timor)
All events are

i,aEE an<1 11REE refreshments served at:

7:00 P.M., Iona College, 208 Sunset

'

Ontario Public Interest Research Group - Windsor. 254-4232 ext. 3872
U
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Dreamland
You come to me in the night
Flashing through the world
Beneath my lashes.
You come with fierce engines
In dark coloured machines
Filled with fire.
On white horses
With thick grey tongues.
I sense a pressure,
Your fingertips on my shoulders
Your weight on my hips, and then
Your absence.
And I can only forscc the deaths
of our three babies
Three, drowned, amidst water~
I search for you and find you
Somehow above me
As I lie, cripple.
They bob and wink and
You send me roses.
I pull petals and search myself
for God-given daggers.
I haven't the strength
To raise my fist.
I no longer wake
To my own tears.
And thus you come to me
In DreamLand,
And thus we endure this world
Trapped beneath my lashes.
Jennifer McRiJchit
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The Paper Doll

I Hate Satan

Heat

He has created a paper doll,
lifesize, in my image.
It's a mindless mannequin,
Smiling and happy all the time.
She's his companion,
He has "me" where he wants me
now,
What he's always wanted me to be,
Passive, dumb, helpless.
He talks to her but she doesn't
answer,
He wouldn't listen to her anyway.
As long as she's
Smiling and happy all the time,
He doesn't mind that she has no
soul.
In fact, he rather prefers it that way.
I will leave the fool alone now.
I will leave him to his insanity.

I hate SATAN
He is so BAD
I don't like him
He makes people SAD
HE is EVIL
I really MEAN it
Death Depression Doorknobs
Chia Pet Supreme

Motor City, and July heat
like aluminum vapour
with no change coming.
My extremities are a dry blaze,
and I can't sleep at night.
Let's go for a drive instead,
windows wide open
and the bright moon waning
ahead of us, beside us.
Get me out of the city.
I want the black county roads
and let my eyes hold the land
cupped in the headlights,
and upturned face.
With the air so heavy I want
everything
far away
constellations of crickets
hot fields sweeter than bread
and the radio signal fading out and
out.
Kristen Palmer

I will never be his little paper doll.
LChan

He makes me write
Odious Obvious Poetry
He makes me watch MODELS INC.
Satan Satan Satan
You really SUCK
Bored of WHITE liberalism
CONDESCENDING stupid
DUCKS
SATAN teaches me
"empowerment"
Right on BRO!
Let's fight the POWER (rangers)
I'm your convenient JIM CROW.
Sharat J/ijaya

You don't know fun
like summertime in St. Louis
Dune an' me be jammin'
funky tunes on his
'bah-bah' drums
an' Dune says Man!
An' he grin at me monkey-like
Swing his woolly head roun'
myway
An' say Nettie-girl
stop that bawlin'
'cause Nettie sayin'
y'all shut y'all crazy-ass
selfs up!
We sure is dizzy-wild
.
an' making motorcar noisy no1~
But she be swingin'
an' I can say mmmm sugar
you can sing like
moon madness summertime
in St. Louis
An' Dune be summer-lovin' me
an' he say, sweet-like.
we is real lucky fucks.
Adele Ramcha,a,.
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bstract, S's body moves,
!ripping slender fingers along
ihe sides of the pinball machine,
nes tensed muscle and absorbing the
machines shocks and clanks, the
Minking lights only reveal the
one thousand nations in her
iyes. outside streets pulse with
blood, blood going to
Jldel\ midwestern rasta rhythms,
1ct the iJrcadlocks flying against the
backdrop of factory and
downtown bingo parlour -S
lcath1 ~ems lost always, slipping
through finger tips of smoke
1ter~· ~sps and always leaving in a
)U
cab-we think J or me could
shoplift the hell out of the
rorner store while S flirts with
the clerk- shit - all this happens
mone day ten feet from the
self a~rtment, pinball, laundry and
horny convenience store clerks~rthe rest of the city is an
uncharted map that she refuses
to touch- street lights blur into
1trands wrapping the buildings
mcotourful ribbons, tightening
and pulling the buildings
orld ioither till they mesh brick
s.. . upon brick pipe and fire escape
Rilchil ~!drawn together by lights
rrelting - all this from a cab
'Widow - I'd rather walk than take
n the bus - i walked from the
,is rorner of
and
back to
my place one night, took an
hour in january weather - couldn't
11anct the bar, band playing and
I1~?I~ continue to fill the place
like Iup ttll 1 climb up on the bar
1'
lkd~e and under me a pyramid of
!xxl1es - a pyramid of friends i
!orgot to write to and lovers who
(i think) forget my name - S
•uutd have taken a cab - not that
~at's bad, just a difference - for a
~nth I've been trying to get her
~go to the edge of the
noise nver, I want her to see i-t-as_I_s-ee
~ that blue vein gushing with
told clarity, moving as it does
tttween two islands it's a force
.e ~to itself not seeming to touch
tJth~r side - everything about us,
1' me talking and body movements
tem
MCK-Tell

I

Empty Poem

A short modernist poem

I always wanted to write
one of those poems that
didn't really mean anything
on the outside.

Poets falter.

Overused words, improper
punctuation,
grammar, and all that shit.
The essence of the poem
would only be known
by Socrates-like philosophers
or any kid who could find a plastic
decoder
from a cereal box.
Sometimes, things are so easy
to sec through.

"' "' "'

The Invitation

Your icy fingers splay across my
stomach
My flesh prickles,
South
muscles tense,
temporary repulsion.
The expanse of water lays behind
I
stir, drowsily - comfortably aware.
And in front
Your warm arm
Two lakes meet and are divided
smooth
iron,
The sandy tip liberates the currents
slides
across
my skin,
Curling into closure
pulling me up
It is lost
against
the firmness of your body.
The waters converge
Sweet
musk,
hot breath,
Enveloping the grains of sand
I stand on the last bit of solid ground Soft wet lips press into my neck
gently urging
Before the nebulous uncertainty
lifting me so slightly
Of the waters
to reciprocate.
Meagan Pufah/
Jackie Shannon
B. Helling

wbogivesafuck.a11fWay,everyone'sal,arandAhypcx:rite.

Melanie Izsak

Gone
At four months,
The height of summer,
I bought us
Matching silver rings Cheap imported trinkets
But pretty.
I wore mine on my left hand.
It was fun to play with,
intentionally so:
Three thin bands,
Linked, mobile.
It's a common ring,
You've probably seen it.
I hoped he fingered it often,
Fondly and with my same pleasure,
Thinking of me.
Today on the train home,
Staring out at fields barren
but for traces of old grey snow,
I touched the space
where the ring was yesterday Habit, automatic reflex action,
Like pushing up my glasses
even when they're not there.
"The passion is gone," he said.
I cried anyway.
Lisa Fortin

Dreaming
Take heart
but do not become too
apprehensive.
Just as dreams really do come true.
So do nightmares.
Dave Ball '95

Phcto courtesy of LUKE V~ OONGEN
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Budget cuts coming
Continued from page 3

SUMMER
SESSION

1995

A selection of day and evening
courses in arts, social sciences,
science, and computer science,
at the undergraduate and
graduate levels.

-·

itv courses in Metro Ottawa on cable
channel 53 or at a distance by videocassette.
Specialized Summer Schools in Criminal
Justice and Social Policy, and Political
Economy.
For a copy of the 1995 Summer Supplement,
write to the School of Continuing Education,
Room 302, Robertson Hal I, Carleton
University, 1125 Colonel By Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario Kl S 586.

Martin's plan sparks ire

Telephone: (613) 788-3500

Continued from page 3

~

going to

get

europe.

by March 31 st
The best deals to Europe this summer are
available exclusively from Travel CUTS/
Voyages Campus.
Student Class™ air fares are your ticket to maximum
savings and flexibility. Bon Voyage™ travel insurancedesigned specifically for students - 1s comprehensive yet
inexpensive. Eurailpass, flexipass. Europass, point-to-point
and country passes - we have them all. Our agents will
help you choose the right one, and then issue it to you

on the spot! Finally don't forget your ISIC (International
Student Identity Card) and Hostel Card for even more
savings once you're on the road.

and we'll throw in some of
Book your flight, rail pass, insurance, ISIC, and
hostel card with Travel CUTSNoyages Campus
by March 31, 1995" and we'll throw in a free
Berl<e/ey Guide to Europe, the budget traveller's

handbook, PLUS one free night (including
breakfast and dinner) at The Pink Palace - the

$50
value
free!

world's largest youth resort located in Corfu, Greece.

TRAVEL CUTS
~

VOYAGES CAMPUS

Caron said this will be the
end of any hope for national
standards on post-secondary
education.
"Different provinces have
different strokes," said Paul
Martin after the budget was released Feb. 27.
Martin said it will be up to
Human Resources Development Minister Lloyd Axworthy
"to sit down with the provinces
and work it out."
A member from the Human
Resources Ministry said there
will be extensive consultations
with the provinces, where ideas
like accountability and an income-contingent loan system
will be discussed.
Francois Rebello, president
of the Federation etudiante du
Quebec, said the federal government lacked the courage to
cut where it should. He said the
government should have taxed
banks instead of cut from postsecondary education.
In Quebec, Rebello estimated that as a result of the
cuts, tuition fees will increase

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Call Toll Free: 1-800·387-2887
Onl Pi,g I 3358071
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by 62 percent.
Each province will be af.
fccted differently by the trans.
fer cuts to the provinces due lo
the combination of CST and
equalization payments.
Ontario gets hit the wors~
losing $877 million in 1996-97
Quebec will lose $350 millio~
and British Columbia will lose
an estimated $282 million. Oo
the other hand, Alberta Will
gain $39 million and New.
foundland gets an additional
$28 million.
How the provinces delegate
the money transfers in 1996 will
determine the level of tuition
fees that university institutions
will set for students.
Martin said the burden was
spread evenly over the prov.
inces and he had "spent a lot of
time making sure no segment
of society was singled out."
In his budget speech, Martin
said the federal government ~
committed to a co-operative
approach with the provinces.
And the idea behind the CST
was the need "for a better-functioning system of transfers. But
equally, we need a system that
can be financially sustained." ~

"What was so difficult about
having one day of solidarity?
The problem with our generation is not that we're too apathetic, but that we are too
pessimistic.
Too many people believe
they can't change the system so
they give up and say, 'fuck it'."
"I think we should have a
general strike," she said.
"Wouldn't it be great if every
Canadian opted out of one day
of work or school, or whatever,
to show their contempt for
what our government is doing?
Now that would be a revolution."
Mary Clarke, a part-time student at the university who has
taken the semester off due to
financial constraints, is particularly concerned about the cuts
to transfer payments.
"Even with OSAP, making
the grade has been hard
enough," she said. "People say
school is easy and life's hard,
but I am finding that life would
be much easier if school wasn't
so hard to afford."
Clarke, who has been keeping current on Human Resource
Minister
Lloyd
Axworthy's forecasts, is fearful
of seeing the tuition rate double over the next two years.
"Let's face it," she said. "It's
going to happen."
Clarke also expressed concerns over University of Windsor president Ron Ianni's
statement that he would be in
favour of an increase in tuition
fees to the "maximum" possible
amount.
Another student, who requested anonymity because she
is also a federal government
employee, said she is also fearful that this year's budget bas
effectively washed her future
down the drain.
"I was looking forward to a
career with [the federal government]," she said. "But now it is
more than likely that I will be
one· of the 45,000 civil servants
who are turfed out." She said
although she agrees some cuts

are necessary, such sweeping
measures rarely accomplish
anything except a burgeoning
unemployment roll.
"The ironic thing is a lot of
people who work at Canada's
employment centres are going
to find themselves out of
work," she said. "Some people
[who are out of work nowj
think they deserve it because of
their attitudes, but we're all go·
ing to suffer in the long run."
The idea of a $2 coin also
brought a round of snickers in
the federal civil service, she
said. "People couldn't believe
that the government has de·
cided to go ahead with the
idea," she said, noting her of·
fices have already heard dozens
of complaints about the plan.
"A $2 coin is cumbersome
first of all, but it is also imprac·
tical. I can just see U.S. tour·
ists' faces when we hand them a
handful of coins and say, '$10 is
your change, sir'," she said,
adding that the federal employ·
ees have been trying to guess
what the coin will be called.
University of Windsor St~dents' Alliance president Chns
Maich said the federal govern·
ment's decision to transfer JIX>·
nies in one lump sum for
health-care, education and SO·
cial assistance, is frustrating be·
cause students have been
lobbying the federal govern·
ment for the past two months
and now the ball is in the pro·
vincial government's court..
"It's now up to the provmce
to decide how it's allocating the
funds. The federal government
has passed the buck to the p~·
vincial
government,"
said
Maich.
At present, UWSA is work·
ing in cooperation with the Stu·
dents' Action Coalition on a
signature campaign that will be
presented to Queen's Park.
"We will be showing the pro·
vincial government the ~P?r·
lance
of
prioritillng
education," he said. "It is up to
[UWSA president-elec~J Car·
men Coccimiglio to get in there
and take up the ball this suro·
mer."
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Lance photo/ Dave Ball'95

Local artist Lee Rabideau s 1.11tiUed photograph (right) and a real-life Elvis
souvenir bust are part of the Le/vis exhiM now on at Artc~e until March 19.
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Elvis is dead!
Long live Lelvis!
By Dave Ball'95

I've never been a huge Elvis
fan. Sure I know every word lo
all of His biggest hits, and I've
seen every Elvis movie on late
night television. And I was sad
when the King allegedly died
on the throne that fateful summer day. But J didn't cry because I didn't actually know
Him.
Still I've always admired
those loyal Elvis Cans who have
remained so devoted to l lim in
spite of His sometimes rocky
career. I occasionally mock
them behind their backs as they
gather on national television
claiming to have spoken to I Iis
ghost during a recent visit by an
alien spacecraft, but I respect
their dedication. After all, it's
~n more than fifteen years
smce He's put out an original
record.
Lee Rabideau is an Elvis fan.
He's made the pilgrimage to
Graceland, touched the garment of the King, and returned
home with a bottle of Elvis
Presley bubble bath. lhen he
put on a kingly outfit and posed
m front of a camera wearing a
pompadour wig with hefty sideburns. He changed the name of
his house to Greatland and
bought a whole box of jelly donuts.
But if you think that
Rabideau is just another rnis-

guided soul having delusions of
grandeur, you are sadly mistaken. Lee Rabideau is Lclvis
the new Elvis Presley fan icon.
As an artist, he was able to recognize the beauty in the madness that bas consumed so
many empty lives. Today, the
fans are an even bigger attraction than the King's own palace
al Graccland. If you've seen
Honeymoon in Vegas then you'll
understand what I mean.
Lelvis represents the hysteria
that has followed the god of
rock since the beginning. It is
the tacky portraits on black velvet, the authentic imitation rhinestoned belt buckles that Hulk
Hogan would be proud to wear,
and the satin sheets from the
Heartbreak Hotel stained with
His own sweat. Not only is all
of this stuff art, but it is marketable art! There hasn't been
anything like this since Mickey
Mouse went public.
Lelvis is a performance
piece. Standing side by side
with hundreds of King wannabes,
striking characteristic
poses for polaroid shots that
can later be enlarged and computer enhanced, playing "Jailbousc Rock" while swinging his
hips in a suggestive manner,
and we are all invited to participate. It isn't just a show, it's an
event. Are You Lonesome Tonight? Then bring your favourite Little Teddy Bear down to
)

Artcite and Don't Be Cruel and
step on my Blue Suede Shoes.
lbe walls of the gallery are
covered with poster size photographs of Lee posing with actual Elviscs. (ls that Elvises or
Elvii? The clones range from
overweight bald men who look
more like Dom Deluise as Super Fly, to eight year old boys
who bear an ama1jng resemblance lo the man pictured on
the thirty cent U.S. postage
stamp. I often wonder how a
child born in the age of rap and
grunge could grow up loving
good old rock and roll. Maybe
his mommy played 45s on her
turntable while he was still in
the womb.
AJso on display is an impressive collection o( real Elvis
paraphernalia. My favourite is
a wall clock with His own legs
swinging like a pendulum in the
way that only I le could move.
I've never been a slave to time,
but I gotta have that clock!
Along with the assorted Elvis
goodies ashtrays, coffee
mugs, and collector plates are authentic Lelvis souvenirs.

Rabideau has managed to convince certain reputable manufacturers to print his name and
logo on quality merchandise
that is both practical and aesthetic. "Jhere arc I elvis playing
cards, keychains, and refrigerator magnets, all available at a
very reasonable price. lbey'vc
even got I .clvis aftershave lotion so you can smell just like
Him. I'm not worthy, but I'm
sure that anyone manly enough
to wear the masculine aroma
could cause all of the women in
Memphis to swoon at his Ccel.
There is a custom-made silver hell-bottomed seq uined
jumpsuit that would be be a
proud addition to any fine
wardrobe. It is extremely durable, machine washable, and fire
retardant. I myself have worn a
similar outfit to weddings, the
symphony, and many other
high society gatherings and received many compliments and
phone numbers. I've also found
the oversiz.e collar valuable
during periods of heavy wind
and bail.
Needless to say, this show

has attracted a great deal of attention from fans and fanatics
alike. ('/he reception drew the
greatesl number of people I've
ever seen al a JVindsor art opening. Nol to mention at Least five
performance art pieces all centred around Leh·is, courte::.y of
Windsor'.\· fine arts s/udenl\' Aris Ed.) lbey come from
miles around to gather in His
sacred name. Of course nothing compares to Him. but
Lclvis is a worthy replacement
during these dark years while
we await II is timely return.
I lowevcr, you don't have to
be a member of the church of
Elvis to appreciate I Iis lcga<..y
Non-believers are always welcome to attend. And perhaps
you loo will be enlightened by
J lis spiritual presence. Cast
down your false idols, your
Michaels and your Madonna'i,
and come to know the one true
King of rock and roll!
I!
Hlindsor arlist Lee Rabideau
Le/vis 95 runs through Mar. 19
al Artcite Gallery, 109 University
Ave. iv.
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Windsor Junkies caught doing lines in local cafe

irk·
i!U·

By Cameron Straughan

I 3

In a city primarily regarded
as "blue collar," where an art
g~Uery is relocated to a shoppmg mall so that a casino may
take its place, one might not expect to find a burgeoning liter~ scene. But local poets and
Wnters are finding many new
creative outlets that will do
away with this misconception.
One o( those outlets is the
Poet Junkies open mic night at
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the Eclectic Cafe. Located at
157 University Ave. W., the
cafe sponsors open rnic readings every other Wednesday
around 10 p.m. The evening's
events are hosted by local poet
and Eclectic regular Bob Reid.
According to Reid, the Poet
Junkies began organizing readings in the fall of 1994. Reid attended a few readings held by
the Scratch n' Sniff group, before the owners of the Eclectic
Cafe decided they'd like to

sponsor a poetry night of their
own. As a regular at the cafe,
Reid gradually found himself
the host, and the gathering of
writers became known as the
"Poet Junkies."
"The name describes my past
addictive behaviour," Reid explain s. "But poetry is my new
addiction, not drugs or alcohol.
Writing is a way of expressing
feelings and emotions, that I
have and I believe that others
have. It's an outlet - it's a

high."
All types of writers arc welcome at the Poet Junkies readings. On a single night, you may
hear poems, short stories,
drama, songs, and performance
pieces. Subjects range from the
autobiographical to the bizarre;
from serious, moving, heartwrenching to the comic and absurd; from uplifting to dark,
foreboding, and horrific.
Influences are wide-ranging
including Ginsberg. Burroughs,'

Surrealism, Dada, Bums.
Cohen, Orwell, McKuen, Elliot, Ondaatje, Wordsworth, as
well ~ television and film. Toe
writers come from such diverse
educational backgrounds as
Eng~h, Creative Writing, Dramahc Arts, Psychology, Engineering, Business, and Biology.
Yet everyone agrees on the
value of the Poet Junkies open
rnic night."
See Readings, page 10
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At the Lance, "111,e'// see"doesn't mean 'No."Tovotelnthe
upcoming elections for editor-in-chief, staff members must contribute to two of
the previous four Issues and attend two of the previous four staff meetings. Here
are those who have qualified to date: Sarah Atkinson, Dave Ball, Fred Beitler,
Dave Bukovac, Jerry Burrell, Lili Chan, Cheryl Clark. Robert Dearlove, Lisa
F-ortln, Dave Garcia, Kevin Johnson, Phll Klng, Martina Obersat, Steve Paniccia,
Michael Pereira, Nancy Pringle, Jackie Shannon, Teena Ward. You can add your
name by fulfilling the requirements listed above. Will you do it? W&II see.
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Venus "Wiggles" it
By Lili Chan

The second annual Wiggle
fashion show, held Mar. 3 at
Macken1ie
Hall,
featured
"wigs", local alternative hands,
clothes by Venus, and a very
convincing Sandra Bernhard
drag impersonator as master of
ceremonies.
The creative minds behind
the
show were
Michael
Pronacki, Eddy Abbey, and
Greg George of Venus a local
fashion design team. Wiggle
was modelled after Wigstock, a
big wig and drag festival in New
York. 1be Wiggle show wa<;
somewhat of a grand finale for
Venus since the group is planning a move to Vancouver.
Fortunately the three fashion
divas are committed to travelling back to Windsor every year
to organi7..e the Wiggle show.
"1be wigs are made of anything and everything," said Tatiana
Czuchnowsky.
Wig
submissions were open to anyone, and this year's innovative
artists used pink flamingos,
playing cards, coat hangers, and
even stethoscopes. A silent auction was held after the show,
with profits going to the artists.
Admission proceeds went to
our very own CJAM radio station.
Metallics, (un fur, day-glo
colours, and vinyl made their
way into the clothing fashions
shown on stage. 0( the clothes
and wig fashions, Barb Bondy
proclaims that "They're the
epitome of unpredictable fun.

T

V

Leave it to Venus - this isn't
on the edge, it's right off the
planet!"
So the next time you're all
dressed up in your knee-high
platform boots, black patent
leather micro-miniskirt and bra
top with nowhere to go, Wiggle
it Gust a little hit).
m

Readings are creative outlet
Continued from page 9

plains Jay Pare, while considering the importance of an open
I applaud Boh Reid's efforts mic night. "You can see an imin m~intaining this forum," says mediate response and you beDan Newman, a local business- come part of the audience,
man and former artist turned because you also sit in the audipoet. "I've met some interest- ence [while awaiting your turn].
ing people and bad some inter- It creates a community - a poesting discussions. I've hcen etic community."
stunned at bow incredibly good
Pare studies creative writing
some poems are. 1bere is a al the University of Windsor.
pool of talent that is surfacing He performed readings prehere. Some participants are viously with the Wayzgoosc
growing artistically. Some could group. He looks forward to the
become noteworthy and de- bi-weekly Poet Junkies readserve it. The Eclectic Cafe ings, because they keep him
could be remembered histori- productive and inspired. He
cally as a literary spawning particularly values the editorial
ground."
help be bas received, in the
Newman, whose
poems form of constructive criticism
never cease to shock or incite from fellow writers and poets.
thought, bad never read his
Because of the participants'
work publicly until bis involve- diverse backgrounds, influment with the Poet Junkies. He ences, and their open-mindedvalues the fact that, alongside
ness, the Poet Junkies readings
other writers, he can read bis
avoid the arty pretentiousnes.5
work in an uncensored fashion;
and sanitized academics that
freedom of expression is critical
could bog down such a gather·
at such events."
ing and drive away those with
The Poet Junklt!s readings
are not exclusive," Gustave the most to say.
Instead, emphasis is on indiMorin elaborates. "There is an
vidual
expression, without any
equal oppprtunity to say what
mandate
or preconceived noyou want. It's far removed from
tion
of
what
poetry or writing
the •celebrity setting'. Anyone
should
be."
can get up on stage. It's nooIt gives up-and-coming poets
discriminating."
Morin's poems are influ- a chance to share their work
enced by both Dada and jazz. without competition," says
An employee of the Eclectic Reid, in the same frank, honest
Cafe, be can be seen busily fashion that characterizes bis
scratching down a poem. in the poems. "There are moments of
midst of taking orders and glory, seconds of revelation, a
making coffee, mere minutes few sparks of revolution, and
I
before be is supposed to read. lots of poets trying."
The next Poet Junkies open
He regards such antics as a
good literary exercise, and the mic nights are Mar. 8 and 22 at
resulting playful spontaneity of 10 p.m. in Eclectic Cafe. There is
his poems often draws laughter no admission fee, and simple bul
prestigious prizes are sometimeS
from the audience."
It's bard to get published, but offered for the best spok£n
easy to stand up and read," ex- words.
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The U11vers1ty ay~rs ~resent e 1.11ary of Anne Frank at Essex Hall Theatre, March 8-12. Student rush tickets are $5 on
Wednesday. Showt1rne 1s 8 p.rn. Wednesday-Saturday and there will be a 2 p.rn. rnartinee on Sunday.
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Sinking in the Quicksand
By John Teeler
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Three years ago a band out
of New York started turning
beads in the music industry.
Quicksand, a four-piece band,
surfaced from the diverse and
thriving hardcore scene in
NYC. They had released a
four-song demo that caught the
interests of many labels. They
played extensively and recorded the material that would
become Sup, their 1993 release.
Before the album hit the
streets, Quicksand embarked
on a tour with fellow New
Yorkers Helmet. There was litlie doubt that Quicksand would
impress audiences with a similar style and delivery. "It was a
really good tour for us. We
played full houses every night.
Anybody who likes Helmet
co.uld generally get into us,"
said band member Alan Cage.
Hard, abrasive, delicate, intricate and diverse are all words
that fit into the vocabulary of
New York hardcore.
Influences vary from New York
hardcore mainstays to elements
that just don't fit the mold.
That's what seems to be most
impressive about Quicksand
and other bands out of New
York. Although there seems to
be a common sound, there is a
destinct uniqueness to each
band which keeps them from

Lance photo / JOHN TEETER

Quicksand's bassist Sergio Vega at
Cobo Arena Feb. 20.

being pigeon-holed.
The first bio that Quicksand
put out cited their musical influences as Joy Division and
The Smiths. "Don't believe
everything you read. There are
people in the band who like
those bands but we like a lot of
stuff. For the most part, we
have pretty diverse tastes.
There is a million things that
have influenced us. The only
thing in common, music-wise is
that we were all inOuenced by
[wasJ the New York hardcore
scene," Cage explained.
In late March of 1995,
Quicksand is slated to release
its second offering entitled
Manic Compression. On the eve
of its release the band has once

again struck out on tour to promote the album, this time
opening for The Offspring.
This tour may provide the
most exposure for Quicksand
to date: the show in Detroit at
Cobo Arena on Feb. 20 was
sold out within an hour. According to Cage, "It's definitely
a big crowd, it's hard to say
how many people will like us.
It's a different crowd than we
are used to playing. This is a really young crowd. It's good any
time that you get to play for
more people."
The new album, Manic Compression, is through and
through what one would expect
of Quicksand. After hearing
Slip for the first time, I was
convinced I had a favourite record. It had the power of
Fugazi but with a crispness and
simplicity unlike anything else.
Manic Compression carries on
where Slip left off. It has the
same intensity yet raises the
band to a new level. Songs like
"Dillusional",
"Backwords",
"Super genius", and "It would
be better if you did" confirm
the quality of this new album.
Do yourself a favour and replenish your CD collection with
some Manic Compression.
m

Sign up starting March 7
- Odette Building Commerce Society Office • Main Floor

DARE TO COMPARE
12 Previews only $13.SO+tax

:> 2-Sx lO's
:> 4-Sx 7's
:> 4-4x5's

Econofinish - Negative Retouched • Colour balanced

Keep your eyes peeled for a
live performance by Quicksand
this summer at St. Andrews Hall
in Detroit.
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Lancers cruise to victory
Continued from page 3

day of competition by running

Toe Lancer women made it

away from the field to capture place before handing off to anthe gold in the 60 metre hur- chor Kelly Dinsmore, who took

~ ee for three,

as the• 4x200
tre relay team ~as11y ran
from the feild, winning
rorofortably by three seconds.
Toe men, lost
their shot a~ a
higher placmg
by having to
run in the
ilower of two
beats, but managed to come
'lliay with the
tiionze.
The Lancers
rest showing of
the night came
in the women's
king jump comftlition, where
tbey not only swept the top
three spots, but marked the
first time in Lancer history that
three women jumpers went
(Iler 6.00 metres. Gisele Poulin
(6.02m),
Kelly
Dinsmore
(6.0lm), and Gini-Lynne Girard (6.00m) made the long
1ump an exciting event.
Making its debut at the provincial championships
was
~omen's pole vault. Despite
many competitors lacking experience in the event, it was an
entertaining. The event was
~on by York's Becky Chambers
~bo vaulted 3.2 metres but
failed in several attempts to
break the national record.
tur

:ay

dles. Mike Nolan narrowly
missed the gold medal in his
hurdle race, losing by two-one
hundredths of a second, while
Lancer team
mate Chad
Doyle captured
the
bronze.
Triple
gold medalist Rich Tremain added
two
more
golds to the
relay medal
be won on
Friday running
away
with
the
1500 metre, and winning a battle over the final few metres to
win a tough 1000 metre race.
Meanwhile, defending 60 metre
and 300 metre champion
O'Brian Gibbons made it five
in a row capturing titles in both
events, by running the fastest
times this year in both the 60
metre and 300 metre. Venolyn
Clarke captured her share of
medals as well leading a Lancer
sweep of the women's 60 metre, and capturing the 300 metre event as well.
Jn a final that consisted of all
York and Windsor athletes, the
women did not disappoint in
their 60 metre, capturing the
top three spots. Behind Clarke
were silver medalist Gisele
Poulin (who also won the Jong
jump), and Sue Seymor for the
bronze.
The most excitement came at
the end of the day, with the
4x400 metre relays. Both the
women's and men's race were
electrifying. Trailing through
the first two legs (run by Marcia Rodney and Mamie
Beamish), Venolyn Clarke
showed why she was later
named female athlete of the
meet.
Clarke passed two teams

... first time in
Lancer history
that three
women (long)
jumpers went
over 6 metres.

Saturday's highlights
Not only was the competition
fierce on the track, but off the
~ack as well. Athletes from different teams were out in full
force cheering on their teammates.
Perhaps the biggest disap!X)intment of the meet was the
~ck of fan support at St. Denis
Centre. Unlike past years
where it was standing room
only, there were often empty
spaces in the stands.
Hurdler Tracy Higgs had a
s~ctacular start to the second

moving the Lancers into first

it through to the finish for victory.
On the men's side despite
three strong legs from Drew
Barrisdale, Mike Gingras, and
Sean Ryan, who kept their
team in medal contention, the
Lancers seemed destined for
the bronu. An incredible run
by O'Brian Gibbons ended his
storybook career, and an
equally close call al the finish
line, gave the Lancers the gold
medal by only a few inches. The
three medaUsts were all within
5/100 of a second.
After the meet, the Lancers
were not only rewarded with
their fifth provincial titles, but
they also swept the nominations for athlete of the meet.
For the men, Rich Tremain received
the honour, with
O'Brian Gibbons being the
only other nominee. The
women's award went
to
Venolyn Clark for her four
gold medal performances, with
Lancer's Kelly Dinsmore and

Lance photo/ JERRY BURREll

Lancer Jennifer Graham (11 ). Michelle King (13) and Missy McCleary (15)
compete in the 3,000 metres. McCleary captured the gold.

University of Windsor Lancers provincial medalists
Women
60m
l. Venolyn Clarke ....... 7.60 sec
2. Gisele Poulin ........... 7 .64 sec
3. Sue Seymore ........... 7.69 sec

300m
J. Venolyn Clarke .....39.18 sec

600m
2. Kelly Dinsmore ........ 1:33.42
3. Marnie Beamish ...... 1:35.87

1000m
1. Jennifer Graham ..... 2:50.10

1500m

4x800m
1. Windsor (f. Rocknick, M.
McCleary, M. Beamish, J.
Graham)

High jump
2 Sarah Bailey ............... 1.69m

60m hurdles

Long jump
1. Gisele Poulin ............. 6.02m
2. Kelly Dinsmore.......... 6.0lm
3. Gini-Lynne Girard .... 6.00m
Triple jump
1. Kelly Dinsmore ........ 12.68m
3. Kim Oykxboorn ....... 12.20m

3. Chad Doyle ..... 8.61 seconds
4x200m

Men

1. Missy McCleary ....... 4:31.67

60m Hurdles
1. Tracy Higgs .....8.55 seconds

4x200m
l. Windsor (Poulin, Clark,

Higgs, Dinsmore)
4x400m
1.
Windsor

(Rodney,
Beamish, Clark, Dinsmore)

1. Rich Tremain .......... 3 :53 .34
3000m
1. Peter Fonseca .......... 8:14.56
2. Jason Boyle .............. 8:30.24

60m
1. O'Brian Gibbons .... 6.78 sec
300m
1. O'Brian Gibbons .. 33.94 sec

1000m
1. Rich Tremain ........... 2:30.08

1500m

2. Mike Nolan ..... 8.32 seconds

3. Windsor (J. While, Nolan,
Gingras, Gibbons)

4x400m
l. Windsor (Barrisdale, Gingras, Ryan, Gibbons)

4x800m
1. Windsor (R. Trenhaile, A
MacLeod, Ryan, Tremain)
Shot put
2. Mike Nolan .............. 14.35m
3. Mall Codrington ..... 13.83m
Pole vault
2. Mike Nolan ................ 4.70m
3. Joe White ................... 4.60m

Gibbons writes final chapter in storybook career
8yPhil King

No one, even he perhaps,
could have imagined it would
end this way.
Making his final appearance
at St. Denis Centre as a member of the University of Windsor track and field team,
O'Brien Gibbons electrified the
homecrowd, carrying the Lancers 4x400 metre men's relay
le~ to a stunning, come from
~hmd, photo finish, gold
llledai victory at the OUAA
championships.
The victory capped off quite
a\\~ekend for the Scarborough
na1tve, who also won gold in
~ 60 metre dash, gold in the
. metre event, and a bronze
Ill the men's 2x400 metre men's
relay.

O'Brian Gibbons.

And with the CIAU champi0~hips taking place in Winnipeg this weekend, its
l'IJnceivable Gibbons could add

another three or four medals to
his name. In all, he's won over
30 medals in his illustrious five-

Laree photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

year university track career,
plus a bagful of others in international events which included
a trip last year to the Commonwealth Games in Victoria
where he represented Canada.
It would likely take a full
newspaper page to list and
highlight all of O'Brien Gibbons' accomplishments on the
track, and then perhaps another to list what medals he
hasn't won yet, including the
one he dreams of, an Olympic
medal.
"Yec>h, the '96 Olympics is
my long-term goal right now.
But this upcoming summer
we've got the World Student
Games in Japan and then the
World Championships in Sweden. I'm looking forward to
that, hopefully I see myself representing Canada on one of
those teams.".
"Teams" is a word that often
comes up when you meet, or

speak with, or talk about
O'Brien Gibbons, because for
all of his individual achievements, O'B as he is nicknamed,
is a team player. Take for example, his statement after his
win in the 60 metre dash
against his long time rival Trevino Betty of Western. "It's a
nice win, but it contributes to
the team points, which is the
most important thing anyways".
O.B. made no mention of the
rivalry with Betty and of bow
he's beaten him in the last four
60 metre finals al the OUAA
championships. For Gibbons,
the team comes first.
And true to form, as be
spoke about the thrilling victory
of the men's 4x400 relay team
in the the championships Saturday, Gibbons made no mention
of the incredible ground he
made up to catch York and
Western.
He didn't talk about the

crowd chanting 0.8! 0.B! 0.B!
as he rounded the last tum. He
didn't talk about the photo finish, where he had to practically
hurl himself first over the finish
line to win the race. No, what
Gibbons talked about after his
last race at St. Denis Centre as
a member of Windsor's track
and field team, was about the
Lancers winning the team
championship, the fifth consecutive one, each of which
O'Brien Gibbons has been a
part of.
"Our main concern going
into this race , was making sure
we were first or second, because that way we're automatically funded for the CIAU
championships in Winnipeg.
Plus, we had two guys on the
team who weren't going unless
we won, so they're going now.''IJ

. .
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Sports stumpers
All candidates for Lance editor-in-chief are required to
answer questions from staff at a public forum In the
Lance office on Monday, March 13 at 6:30 p.m. (after
the staff meeting). All eligible voters are invited to get
informed and hone your inquisitorial skills.

It's just that time again.

By Herman Viol
Match the following

A) Horned Frogs
B) Owls
C) Golden Gophers
D) Fighting Illini
E) Bears
F) Blue Demons
G) Crimson
H) Wildcats

1) Baylor
2) DePaul
3) Harvard
4) Minnesota
5) Temple
6) Villanova
7) Illinois
8) Texas Christian

•

f

See Answers below

Results and standings
8. Marutoba

Standings
Men's OUM nnat hockey
Mid East .......... G ... W .... L ..... T ..... F ....A ... P
Guelph ............. 26 ... 16..... 7 ..... 3 ... 122. 79 35
Toronto ............ 26 .... 9 .....10 .... 7 .... 82. 99 25
Queen's ............ 26 .... 3 .....19 .... 4 .... 73 119 10
RMC ............ 26 .... 0 .....23 .... 3 .... 56 160. 3
Far East---· G - W,_ L-·· T -,F,-A.-P
UOTR ............. 24 ... 20 .....1 ..... 3 ... 150.59.43
McGill .............. 24 ... 13....10 ....1 ... 111.88. 27
Conoordia ........ 24 ... 11 ..... 9 ..... 4 .... 81.89. 26
Ottawa.............. 24 ... 12.... 10 ....2 .... 86. 71. 26
Mid West--·-· G -· W ·- L ·-·· T _.F.-.A.,_ P
Brock................ 26 ... 17.....8 ..... l ... 123 .84. 35
York ................ 26 ... 12....12 .... 2 ... 117 110 26
Laurentian26 .... 8 .... 17.....1 ....85 .. 128 .17
Ryerson ............ 26 .... 7 ..... 19 .... 0 .... 71.149 14
FarWest--.. G-W.,-L--T--.F,-A.-P
Westem ............ 24 ... 16 .....6 ..... 2 ... 117 .64. 34
Laurier ............. 24 ... 14.....8 ..... 2 ... 101. 73. 30
Waterloo .......... 24 ... 13 .....9 ..... 2 .... 97 .86. 28
Windsor ·---,24 .... 8 .... 11 .... 5.... 79. 93. 21

50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year safe
driving record.

Final hockey scoring leaders

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

o•arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

9. Winnipeg
10. Ryerson

254·5101

Playet'-·-·-..-··-··-· Team -GP--G--A. PT
1. Yvan Bergeron ..... UQTR ..24 ... 23 ... 34. 57
2. Darren Macoretta Brock .... 24 ... 25 ... 30. 55
3.RyanSavoia ......... Brock ....26 ... 23 ... 32.55
4. John Spoltore ....... Laurier .24 ... 18 ... 34. 52
5. Todd Wettel.. ....... Guelph.26 ... 19 ... 19. 48
6. Ben Davis .............. York.. ... 26 ... 17 ... 26. 43
7. Todd bvitz ......... Brock....24 ... 11 ... 30. 31
8. Darren Dougan .... Lauren..26 ... 17 ... 23. 40
9. Chris Clancy ......... Guelph.26 ... 12 ... 28.40
10.AaronNagy ....... Westem24 ... 14 ... 25.39
OWIAA women's basketball
Team .................... G ... W .... L ..... F ..... A ...... P
Westem ................ 14 ... 14.....0 .. 1122 674 ... 28
Lakebead ............. 14 ... 10.....4 ... 935 .870... 20
Brock ................... 14 .... 9......5 ... 929. 870... 18
McMaster ............ 14 .... 7......7 ... 845. 862... 14
Windsor ----14-- 6--8 -· 735. 849._ 12
Guelph ................. 14 .... 5 ......9 ... 744. 799 ... 10
Waterloo .............. 14 .... 4 .....10 .. 743 .883.... 8
Laurier ................. 14 .... 0 ..... 14 .. 728.965 .... 2

OUM men's basketball standings
Team -----·G--W··-L--.F.-A.-P
Guelpb ................. 14 ... 12.....2 .. 1149 950 .. 24
McMaster ............ 14 ... 11 ..... 3 .. 12761032.. 22
Brock ................... 14 .... 9 .....5 .. 11321103 .. 18
Waterloo ............. 14 .... 8 ..... 6 .. 11231119 .. 16
Lakehead ............. 14 .... 6 .....8 .. 10651151..12
Westem ................ 14 .... 5 .....9 .. 10491111 .. 10
Wlndsor----14- 3-11.11161241- 6
Laurier ................. 14 .... 2 .... 12.10701273 ... 4

Rankings
CJAU men's basketball

SHOW TIMES

1. Brandon
2. Alberta
3. Victoria
4. McMaster

5. Concordia
6. Guelph
7. Toronto

CIAU men's hockey
1. Acadia

2.Calgaiy
3.UQTR
4. Regina
5. Dalhousie
6. Western

?.Manitoba
8. Brode
9.Guelph
10.Moncton

CIAU men's volleyball
1. Manitoba

2.Alberta
3. Laval
4. Dalhousie
5. Winnipeg

CIAU women's basketball
1. Winnipeg
2. Laurentian
3. Manitoba
4. Western
5. Toronto
6. Victoria
?.McGill
8. British Columbia

9. Laval
10. Prince Edward Island
CIAU women's volleyball
1. Alberta
2.Manitoba
3. Winnipeg
4. Laval
5. British Columbia
6. Calgary
7. Saskatchewan
8. York
9. Sherbrooke
10. Toronto

Answers to Stumpers
1) E
2)F
3)G
4)C

5)B
6) H

7)D
8)A
How'd you score
AD 8 oorrect- You should wrik f<l'UJl(t
sports.
6 or 7 correct - You spend to much time
watching college athletics.
3 to 5 correct - Respectable for the aven,
fan.
1 or 2 correct - You think March madnm
is a sale at Fretter Appliance.
0 correct - You probably just emmign~
from Laos.

A Summer Course at

McGill
University

Fridays: 9pm

Montreal, Canada

Why Not!
We welcome
visiting students
Increase your options
Ligh1en your course load
Enrich your program
Discom Quebec and
"la francophonie"
Experience mulliOJhural
\lonireaJ
F.njo) !he summer festivals
It's all here for you!
McGill Summer Studie.
offers a full range of
uru1crsi11- le1el courses.
\n in1ensi1e four-week
summer course carries
3academic credil:\.
Registration opens:

\larch~. 1995
\lt,JU )l. 111\tR 50 DIL\
lk1illm\\'rill •,;11~llle<1
"81t>l\)•i-l~TO"oer • ~ .
~.c.,,da•Hl\189
Td: c,HI 1\1>,illl fa,. (,Ii) l')R-im
t~~;;,JS!k-n,.IJl\.\1cl,l(2

!58-5!33

Rasarvauons
Prelarred

r-------I

\mie
I
=:........-------------•

I Please send me
I J9<)5 Summer Studies, lddre..,
I
I and information
I on summer accommo- .; ;.c.________
n
__:Pro.:..::1:.:::111c=e&i=e----l dation in :\lcGill
I lnilcrsily Residences _Pos_·IM._J.,_P_Code
_ _ _ _ ___:T.;...et
.:..<_.....:.__ _ _ _
_

1

l nnm,n/Collt-ge

L---------------

m
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Fonseca runs to the max
first Canadian
athlete to qualify
tor 1996 Olympics
a,011 zagonto
!1111

LIICI Sports Slaff

;;..----

'Jbe University of Windsor
~ many world class athletes.
~ season with the addition

rJ marathoner Peter Fonseca
tbe Lancers continued to enpnce their reputation as the
rop track and field school in the
country. Dan Zagordo took a
ftW moments to chat with FonltC3·

Lance: Before you came to

!be University of Windsor,
where did you go to school?
Fonseca: I went to high
diool at St. Michaels College
Scbo<>I in Toronto and from
there I went south on an athktic scholarship to the Universicy of Oregon
where I
competed from 1986 to 1990.
While there I was the Pac-10
champ and All-American in
~country.
Lanl't: When did you begin
marathoning?
Fonseca: In 1990 I took up
running the marathon and was
quite good at it. I set a Canadian dcbut record for the mara!hon, finished third in the Los
Angelas marathon and from
there on my running became a
ixofessional career.
Lance: How much did Denlis Fairall have to do with your
decision in coming to Windsor?
Fonseca: I was looking for a
foculty of education and I
beard good things ahout the
!rack team here and the coach.
He's a good person and motivator. His best qualities are his
l!l.lllagement skills and helping
nr with things I was unable to

do while in Europe so I could
get into school here.
Lance: Has it been difficult
to run again in a team atmosphere?
Fonseca: It's fun. I enjoy it.
1~e team bas a lot of spirit. It's
different, r feel kind of old. It's
not. a money thing, it's just fun
agam.
Lance: How do you feel to be
the first Canadian to qualify for
the Olympic games for 1996 in
Atlanta?
Fonseca: I feel great. I had a
qualifying time in 1992 but I
didn't set up a second standard
and I wasn't able to go in '92
so I' m pretty excited to go to'
Atlanta.
Lance: What are your plans
for next year?
Fonseca: I'm not sure. I
might go to Europe to do some
racing over there and then
come back sometime around
January of 1996 and then move
down to Florida or Georgia
and train there for a while before the (Olympic) games.
Lance: You have another
year of university eligibility, has
coach Fairall talked to you
about that?
Fonseca: Not really. Dennis
(Fairall) understood what I was
here for, to go to school and if
it does happen I can come back
for post graduate work but I
don't forsee that in the near future.
Lance: Winning the Houston
marathon has given the school
and yourself a lot of publicity.
Do you think you would have
received as much somewhere
else?
Fonseca: If I would have
been at the University of
Toronto I feel that I wouldn't
have gotten the same publicity
as I have here in Windsor. It's

CAMERAS

Lsge Selection of good clean preowned CANON,

MINOLTA, NIKON, and more, 35mm CAMERAS plus
niac. accessories now available at

been nice to be focused on.
The people here in the community have been really warm. I
hope it will help getting people
down here to Windsor, the
people are really nice and I
hope it helps their recruiting.
Lance: You consider yourself
an ~regon Duck first. Will you
consider yourself alumni when
you leave Windsor.
Fonseca: For sure. I think as
soon as I came in [JJ got involved with team spirit. I was
out to a few of the football
games and as many functions
as I could get to. The atmosphere is a little different here
than in America. AtbJetic's also
in the U.S. takes a backseat but
here in Canada it takes a far
backseat. I wish the student
population as a whole would
get more involved in the athletic spirit. I think it would help
both academicaly and in many
other ways as far as there overall background. I don't understand why student's don't get
involved with the CIAU's.
Lance: So as an alumnus, can
Windsor count on a cheque
every year to the track team?
Fonseca: I've sent a few
cheque's to the Duck's. I'm
sure I could send a few to the
Lancers.
Lance: What are your
chances individually and as
part of the team in the Canadian championships?
Fonseca: I'm racing for the
team. The CL\U's will be a little difficult. Manitoba has a
strong team. As far as my
chances in the 3000 meters,
right now on paper I'd say
probably second to Jeff Schiebier from British Columbia. I'll
just do the best I can.
I!

Photo / PETER THOMPSON

Lancer track star Jennifer Graham (30).

Up close and personal with

Jennifer Graham - track
By Frederick Beitler
Born: June 24,1972
Major: Human Kinetics
Height: 5'4
Weight: 105
My career highlight was at the
1993 track and field championships winning the gold medal in
the 4 x 800 metre relay with
partners Michelle King, Tanya
Bielby and Kari Vickers.
Three words that best describe
myself are bubbly, flirty and
talkative.
I credit my brother Scott with
my interest in running. Also
when my brother was in grade
eight, I went to one of his
meets aod saw a competitor
named Brendon Maithas aod I
wanted to know if all runners

fl!Y

lllcUREtn PHOTO W, 1115 TtClmslll Rd. E.
&,u,;,ment on Display Daily...
Staff on hand Saturdays 10am - 2pm only

(WE BUY&SELL GOOD CLEAN 35mm CAMERA EQUIPMENT.)

•THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN
Visit 17 countries in 50 days!
horn SI JO/day. lr,;luding n1~ht & most meals

•THE EUROPEAN ADVENTURER
Visit 12 countries in37 days!
from$83/day. Including 01ghl & most meals

•THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS
Visit 11 countries in 29 days!

were this good looking. I've
been running (afte r them) ever
since.
My favorite place to run is Skydome.
My hobbies are life guarding,
and my invo lvement with Ontario Olympic youth activities.
My favorite 1V show is IIome
Improvement.
My pet peeve is people who
drive slow in the fast lane.
My wildest fantasy is compete
in the world student games and
make the National team.
My most embarrasing moment
was at my first CIAU track
banquet. I got so drunk I lost
my wallet, gold medal, camera
and lost my supper in the lap of
Charlie Francis' wife. (Be was
Ben Johnson's coach)
I!

on Contild Holidays
European Adventure
or Ulfunate European

Tours . . .
.. via I:.:ARLY BIRD
booking and payment. ( EARLY BIRD
is before March 31.1995).

Note: FLY FOR F'Rt:t: available on
wdected budge! tours .for all departures prior to May 14. 1995.
,._All /111d1t, t lll' F111111110- l .11111/011 rt•/111 11 nit/, w l d- 1111,
fr n m lW 1111iJ>t'8 wr H'I< ot d<

from $97/day. lnc!Uding 01ght & mos. meals

•THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 countries in 25 days!
from $99/day. lncluduig flight & most meals

.............

._,t•..,.-,..,,A. . J.111•1\G.,tul

(519)
256-2300

~AWusfuo~NT CENTRE
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They should have, they could
have, but the I ancers didn't
make the OUAA playoffs.
Needing to win their final
four regular season games, the
Lancers dropped three of their
last four games and finished
out the post season for the second consecutive year. A 4-3 setback on the road at Brock was
the decisive blow that ended a
late season playoff drive. /\t
that point the Lancers had
pulled up to the .500 mark.
When the final standings were
posted,
Windsor
finished
fourth in the tough Far West
division
behind
Western,
Laurier and Waterloo.
"In any other division, we
would have made it," said
Lancer captain Dan Drouin
who pointed out that Windsor's
eight wins 11 losses and five
ties would have been good
enough for third place in both
the Mid West and Mid East divisions and subsequently good
enough for a spot in the
playoffs.
Drouin is among those calling for the OUM to revise or
at least review the playoff format. Since the league realigned
two years ago, only the top
three teams in each division
would qualify for post season
play.
What drove the nail in the
Lancers coffin this year was
their inability to score goals.
Head coach Rick Cranker says
recruiting goal scorers is a main
priority. "That's what we're
looking for. We've got a couple
of good prospects but we'll
have to wait until June or July
to see where they decide to

play".
One player Cranker is eyeing
is Blcnhcim nalive Tim Bacik, a
reputable marksmen in the
Great Lakes Junior C circuit
I Iis addition mighl give the
Lancers a second scoring line
needed lo compliment the first
line of Dan Ceman or Brandon
Boyko
centreing
Shane
O'Donohue
and
Scan
McKegncy. McKegney pocketed seven goals and picked up
15 points in only 12 games this
season. O'Donohue, the team's
most improved player, collected 28 points to finish tied
wit h graduating veteran Bill
Seagris as Lbe team's top
scorer.
Scagris'
departure
makes it doubly important that
the Lancers large crop of
rookie forwards, make improvements, gain confidence
and deliver next season.
Defensively, Dan Drouin's
eligibility is also up, leaving big
shoes to fill for Jorin Welsh
and Kyle McMillan who will
both get a shot at quarterbacking the power play.
In goal, third-year veteran
and former OUAA all star
Steve lborpe is expected back.
Enough can't be said about the
pivotal role he'll play.
Of equal importance to the
Lancers fortunes next year, is
the need for Cranker to return
as head coach. He says he plans
to be back, but only if the University wants him back. Director of Athletics, Bob Boucher,
says he does. "If there's a better
coach in the county than Rick
Cranker, I want to know who.
You're looking at one of the
best coaches in the OUAA''.
W ith
little
firepower,
Cranker has bad to empha<;ize

three you keep the rpm's at 00

By Rob Nicholson

3. You operate on the

Lance file photo

lancer Rob Kardas (2).

hard work and conditioning to
stay competitive. If the players
respond and score at least a
dozen more goals, you won't
read us saying the Lancers
could have and should have,
but can and will make the
playoffs.

Odds and Ends
- The 1995-96 season will signal a new beginning for the
men's hockey program at
Windsor. The team's home
base will be moved from Adie
Knox Arena to the South
Windsor Arena. 1be switch to
a smaller ice surface may perhaps benefit the tight checking
approach Lhe Lancers have
adopted to make up for their
shortage of offensive skills.
Conversely, the switch won't
help attract much needed student support
Western coach Barry
Martinelli says Guelph and
UQTR (University of Quebec
at Trois-Rivieres) are the
teams to beat in the playoffs.
He modestly suggested his
team, currently ranked sixth in
the nation, stand a fair chance
to advance to the National
Championships. Knowing that
a hot goaltender is often the
deciding factor.
[!

International Students' Society Presents:

Dividing a program into daily
and weekly segments, or periodisation is one simple way to
improve your fitness.
Usually programs arc divided
into three week cycles (macrocycles) each of different in tensity. The weekly program
(microcyclc) is divided so that
intensity varies throughout the
week. 'Ibis enables maximum
benefit from your workout and
maximizes recovery within and
between sessions.
Given the complicated nature of periodisation planning
and the large variation in individual fitness levels, certain assumptions will be inherent in
the outlined program. But the
basic principles of the system
can be adapted to suit individual req uiremcnts. If you are unsure about exercise planning
consult
Sandra
Ondracka
(Campus Recreation Office) or
the I Iuman Kinetics graduate
students office.
The program planning assumes:
1. You are using the bike.
2. You are comfortable riding
the bike at 80 rpm (revolutions
per minute). This should serve
as the base rate at which you
pcrform at every level - when
changing from level two to
Mondav

manu·,

program.
a
4. Train for at least 30 minute
5. You arc able to calculate a;d
measure your I leart Rate
(IIR).
While beginning this pro.
gram ~ry t? ensure you:
1. Mamtam your rpms at RO (or
the rate you have chosen) at
every level. If the level can't be
mai~taincd drop back to the
previous level.
2. Try _to. keep your maximum
I IR withm the 60-85 percent
range. lf you get above thLi
range it's advisable to drop toa
lower level and/or reduce the
time spent at this level.
3. Try to maintain the work to
rest ratio of 1:3 - one hard for
three recovery. A<; you get fitter
this can be reduced to 1:2 01
1: 1. During hard sessions the
latter ratios can be used but il
you arc inexperienced seek ad.
vice before using these ratio&
Finally, as you get fitter, the
simple I IR measure outlined
will become less effective as an
indicator of exercise intensi~.
But a regular fitness test willlet
you use the method cffectivel\
over the long term.
~

TuesdaJ
Medium

Wednesday

Thursdav

r,...sy

Friday

Easv

Hard

WU (5 min.)

we (5 min.)

As per Monday

WU(5min.)

fasv/Med.
As per MOoo.t)
orl'ue!day

20min.
65%

@

6().

%mi.@60%

2 min. Level 4

HR80%

WD(5mi.)

4 min. Level 4
HR80%

2 min. Level 5
IIR.80-85%

Streich

12 min. Level 3
HR60-6S%

12 min. Level 3

4 min. Level 4

2 min. Level 4 2
min. Level 5

HR80%
Stretch

Stretch
Stretching for the bike should focus on the b.ips, hamstring.\ quadriceps calf. gluteals. adduc·
tors, lower back and Illiotibial Band (outer t high). Each stretch should be for 30 second!. Do
both sides oftbe bodv twice. Key: WU= wann up WO= warm do,vn

What's the safest
bet in Windsor?
A Lance ad this big costs
just $32, and gets noticed
by 10,000 readers each
week. To cash in, call
advertising sales manager
Nidhi Dhir at 971-3604.
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Saturday March I I at 6pm
Vanier Hall • Winclare A

Authentic Indian, Malaysian, Middle &Jstem,
& Chinese food wHl be served.
• Performances by various cultural groups.
For further information

1r

253-4232 ext 3491

Tickets available at: CAW Centre, ISS lounge- Cody Hall
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Rob Nicholson is certified as;
level two strength and condil1oning, distance running coach and
a level one sprinting coach.

You're holding It
in your hands.

N

I

Better biking techniques I

Hockey team ends
rollercoaster season
By Phil King
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40° 0 off

return fares

Greyhound offers students
the best value year round.
Take it easy, take the Greyhound.

li1eyhaund
Canada+

44 University Ave. E. 254-7575
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services
LSAT · GMAT · GRE Training Programs - Since 1979 we have successfully prepared thousands of
students for these tests. Programs
range from six weeks to one weekend.
start now! Richardson - (416) 4107737 or 1-800-567-7737.
Great prices, special discounts. Professional reports. letters, resumes.
transcripts. Call 252-3294 for more inf()(mation
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VIA REDEFINES THE WORD

for rent
students: 2 & 5 bedroom units for
rent Five minute walk to campus.
Available May 1, 1995. Call and leave
message for Jim Lovell anytime 9712089.

1um
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summer jobs! Run your own business. gain valuable business experience while building your resume. Earn
up to $10,000 (25 jobs). High demand
product, irrigation sales and installatiOn. The ideal opportunity: vehicle required. Call Student Sprinklers at

1-800-265-7691.
summer jobs: Springtime Garden Centres limited is hiring retail salespersons. No experience necessary.
Enthusiasm essential. Information and
applications available at the Centre
Planning and Placement Centre, room
115. Dillon Hall.
Are you interested in writing, photography, editing, or drawing? The Lance
is always looking for volunteers to help
out with the student paper. We especially need cartoonists or graphic artists. Come to our general staff
meetings Mondays at 5:30 p.m. in the
basement of the CAW Student Centre.
Please call 253-4232. ext. 3909 for
more information.

PREGNANT?
DISTRESSED?
A warm fun-loving couple
wishes to adopt a newborn
baby.
Confidentiality
assured. Expenses paid as
legal. Let us help you
through this difficult time.
Call 905-841-1965.

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For

~~~~;;.~o;~~I:~
~

ext.C40133

For us at VIA, youth means anyone between 12 and 24
(student or not) can travel by train for up to 50% off economy

Youth Leaders

class fares. Only now, we've stretched the definition of
youth to include students (25+) with valid ID. It's that simple. It's that

Wanted
Join a team of international
volunteers for a 10 week
development project next
winter in Costa Rica or
Guyana.
•application deadline:
March 17, 1995

18 - 25 years or age
no experience aeoessary
•act DOW:

,J

C.11416 971-~
for iaformation

~

"u > p p " a t i o , ~

YOUTH CHALLENGE
INTERNATIONAL

1

sweet. Check the conditions, then call your travel agency or VIA RaW" •
CONDITIOl\S • Open to anyone 12-24 and for college and university students (25+) with valid student LO.
• Economy class seats are limited. • Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in advance. • Blackout periods
apply. • 10% discount is always available with no advance purchase.
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'~ Trademark of \lA R,ul Canada Inc
® Rtg1St,red trademark of \1A Rail Canada Inc
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What opposition?
Is there anything that can be done afte~ the federal budget has
been seemingly etched in stone by the Liberal government, The
Globe and Mail, The Wall Street Journal and the likes of New York
based rating agency Standard & Poor? .
.
.
These authorities prefer that Canadians perceive that there 1s
only one approach to the budget because the leviathan of a debt
(as we are constantly reminded) is hanging over our heads. . .
Rather than the decision of the electorate, budgetary decisions
(despite their effect on social spending) seem to be ~ade by credit
rating agencies - who are cheered on by the media and government.
The whole scenario seemed too perfectly staged with Paul Martin and the house rewarded with a "double plus A rating on foreign-currency debt" by one of Canada's godfather-creditor figures
after the federal budget was announced.
It's funny but the house seems to have become a single entity in
respect to budgetary _Policy. While the;e is alleg~dly a mixture of
party representation m the house they re all to~ng the same Refonnist message. Cut, cut, cut ... keep the creditors and bankers
happy.
.
.
.
Yet alternatives to the deficit-cutting obsession are out there.
But politicians and the mainstream media have effectively shut
out alternatives like the "The 1995 Alternative Federal Budget."
This alternative budget details how bring down the budge t without
bringing down health, education, and social assistance programs,
yet is able to reduce the deficit to the same level the house demands.
Dissenting voices have been characterized as lunacy but frankly
a little creativity and foresight in budgetary policy would go a long
way in the creation of a people-friendly budget rather than a
bank-friendly one .

Vote yes to CFS
In the upcoming month, University of Windsor students will
have to choose whether to approve an increase in Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) annual fees from $7 to $11. Frankly,
CFS is worth it.
Especially now, students need an organization working for their
interests at the national level. Students are scattered across Canada, viewed as a privileged class and are susceptible to cuts. Only
by banding together can students make their voices heard.
And CFS has the numbers-over 450,000 members at 70 postsecondary institutions across Canada.
On their behalf, CFS maintains full-time researchers, organizers
and lobbyists in Ottawa and the provincial capitals.
They have made presentations to parliamentary committees on
the social policy review, federal and provincial budgets, tuition
levels and students aid.
In the past year, CFS lobbyists have met with 80 federal MPs
and about 40 members of the Ontario legislature raising awareness of education issues from a students point of view.
The CFS-led Jan. 25 national student strike brought supporters
from labour, educators, parents and the general public, in the
largest student action Canada has seen in decades. Three thousand Windsor demonstrators showed their support for the federation's goals of affordable education and a fairer society.
Action like this is why we need a national student organization.
The services the federation offers arc secondary to its main function. lbc CFS national organization has not had a fee increase
since its formation in 1981. Since then, the world has become a
much to ugher place for post-secondary students.
Whe n the time comes for the referendum, vote for a s trong stude nt voice -vote for the CFS fee increase.
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Letters to the editor

Open your books
Dear Editor
In the Feb. 20 edition of the
Lance [Ianni supports salary
disclosure for administrators] it
was suggested that because
salaries are a large percentage
of the university budget they be
made public. My question is
why stop there?
Being that many students
have paid a fortune to this university, I don't feel that it is to
unreasonable to know how our
money is being spent in all respects at this university.
I would like to suggest that
all organizations on campus
have their books make open to
public review. This would include OAM, UWSA, the
Lance, The Womyn's Centre,
and every other group that receives funding from students
tuitions, no exceptions made.
No group should be excused,
or get amnesty from being
made accountable by students
for financial responsibility.
This would also include specially funded activities such as
the so called "student strike."
Several reliable sources tell me
that this university alone spent
$12,000 on the strike.
Be that the case or not I feel
the students have a right to
know about the funding and
where it came from. After all
the "strike" was organized on
the stude nts behalf. To this day

as far as I know nobody has offered to go public with the cost
of the "strike."
Open all the books to the
public on campus at request. It
isn't unreasonable to let us
know how our money is being
spent.
Barrie Jones
Communication Studies

Chill-out leaders
Dear Editor,
Will all the black students on
this campus please step back
take a deep breath and "chill."
To the so-called 'Leaders' I
think you need to remember
that this campus is but a microcosm of the real world, where
your various tenacity is truly
needed.
Instead of making asses of
yourselves and each other fighting for crumbs, save the frontslashing and
back-slashing
'skills' for real issues in real life.
I suspect there must be
some adrenalin rush when one
sees ones' name and quote in
print but it doesn't justify this
divisive garbage.
Next, lo the member''sheep"
of the various organi7,ations, if
you must get involved please
stop spouting somebody else's
opinion as your own - the purpose of being here is to think
for yourself.
To the students who have no
idea what the controversy is

Action tor students : students for action

~Lance

I

Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Sli>m1ssions must
include contributor's name and phone number and
must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten.
or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Friday before
publication and must include the writer's name,
major of study and phone number.
Contents copyright 1995. Reproduction in any
way Is forbidden without the written permission of
the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
aher media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns

c.
ii
E

about, trust me you ain't miss.
ing much, it simply is about a
bunch of pseudo Kuame Nkrumah's and wanna-be Marriet
Jubman's trying to be heard
over one another.
Lastly to Cheryl Clark your
constant divide and conquer
type journalism wrapped in a
cloak of student objectivism
won't get you any closer to the
pulitzer prize. Peace!
Jeremy Smith
Communication Studies
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Concerned at hate
We, the undersigned Chris·
tian members of the U of WJn.
terfaith Campus Ministry, wish
to publically disassociate ourselves and our respective cam·
pus communities from any
knowledge of and involvement
with the so-callled "Student
Christian Association."
We catagorically state that
we do not condone hate in any
form or towards any group
whatsoever.
We are deeply concerned
about the activities of this
anonymous group or individual
and the effects on campus life.
Rev. ~rry Burrows
Rev. Gerald Doran

Pastor Jack Federick
Jane Galvin fcJ
Colleen Pierce
Rev. Bob Tschanz
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differently-abled peoples or the econom1cal~
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation ol
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony, divert111g
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The lance promotes ecological responsibility.
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:
Editor: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: (519) 971 -3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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opinions
Slashed budgets won't fix the deficit disord;~

sy James Winter

Paul Martin's budget has met
\\ith the approval of the media,
financial market,;, and many
0 t,servcrs who feel that the government bad no real alternative
to drac;tic cuts in program
spending.
"This is not ideology, it is
simple common sense," Martin
intoned, about half way through
bis budget speech, having already told us that "the debt and
deficit arc not inventions of ideology."
Jn reality, Martin's choices
were nothing other than pure
palitics. For example, he cut $7
billion from health, education
and social program spending.
On the other side of the ledger,
Martin made much of what he
called a" 12.5 percent" increase
in a tax on large corporations.
But what this means is that the
tax rate for companies with
capital of at least $10 million
was raised to 0.225 percent
from 0.2 percent. This will raise
about $145 million.
Meanwhile, total corporate
profits in Canada soared by 46
percent in 1994, to $783 billion.
On the one hand, Martin
chopped 45,000 civil servant
jobs, lo save $1.25 billion. On
the other, he introduced a temporary, two year surcharge on
financial institutions, to the
tune of S100 million. The big six
banks alone reported record
profits of $4.5 billion in 1994,
and scammed a further $300
million in research and development tax loopholes.
These kinds of political
choices reflect what I call "deficit thinking," a view which
holds that social programs have
created the debt and must be
slashed in order to eliminate it.
According to this thinking, the
only other possible alternative

r

r

is raising taxes and we are already taxed lo the hilt.
There are at least three serious alternatives to deficit thinking, which are gaining support
from ~cross the country: setting
lowc.r mte.rest r~tes, introducmg
a Fmanc1al l ransactioo Tax
and closing tax loopholes.
'
If these alternatives are pursued with vigilance, we can
eliminate our annual deficit
and pay back the debt, while
maintaining our social programs.
There is only space here to
briefly discuss the first alternative:
interest rates. First,
. . lower
.
it IS important to realize that
social progra~ have not created the debt, and no matter
how much we slash away at government spending we won't
make a dent in the debt.
This is because the real culprit is high interest rates. Even
those who concede this say
there is nothing we can do
about it. But we can, it just requires an open mind and a little
gumption lo do so.
Since 1988, interest payments
on the debt have exceeded the
annual deficits. This means that
interest payments alone have
been largely responsible for the
deficits.
For example in the current
fiscal year, all federal government spending is operating at a
profit of about $8 billion. But
since Ottawa will pay $44 billion in interest payments alone,
this will result in a net annual
deficit of about $36 billion.
When this is added to the accumulated debt, the total will be
$544 billion.
So, the problem is high and
rapidly growing interest payments and not government
spending. This dates back to
1967, when a six percent ceiling
on loans by the private banks
was abolished.

Artistic license
Contrary to popular myth, we
can cut spending on interest.
This may be done hy rolling
over government debts as they
become due, and re-financing
them with low interest loans
provided directly by the Bank
of Canada, as provided for in
Article 18(1) of the Bank of
Canada Act.
In this way, rather than average interest payments of eight,
nine or 10 percent, we could
eliminate the private banking
middlemen at home and
abroad and borrow our money
directly from the Bank of Canada, at one or two percent.
Some argue that this would
be inflationary, but lower interest rates would be less inflationary if the amount loaned
remained constant.
Jack Biddell is author of A
Self Reliant Future For Canada
and former chairman of the in-

solvency business of the Ciakson Gordon accounting firm
(now Ernst & Young). He presented a 60-page brief to the
House Finance Committee last
fall. BiddeU says, "replacing
part of our overall government
high-interest rate loans from
private sector moneylenders
with
government
created
money ... repaid at only nomi
nal cost, is the key to any effec
live financial plan for Canada."
Sound too good to he true? It
has worked before. Between
1935 and 1945 Canada used its
central bank under its founding
governor, Graham Towers., to
bring us out of the depression,
finance our involvement in
World War II, and achieve
postwar prosperity.
lo contrast to this, since 1967
the federal government has increasingly privatized our monetary system. It bas financed

m:>re of the debt through commercial hanks and foreign
lenders, at high interest rates.
This has been immensely
profitable for the big six banks.,
which recently rep()rted 1994
profits of $4.3 billion. The big
six now have accumulated a'iscts of $740 billion, which is
roughly equivalent to the total
federal and provincial debt in
this country.
Say, that brings to mind another alternative: why don't we
just nationaliz.e the big six
banks? Wouldn't that be preferable to cutting social programs and penalizing the poor
and downtrodden in our socie~?
m
James Winter is a professor of
communications studies at the
University of Wmdsor and a
member of the Windsor &: Area
Coalition for Social Jusllce.

To be honest, I have no
trouble understanding why our
school has such a reputation as
a pit after seeing the mess in
the cafeteria. I've attended the
University of Guelph and visited both Wilfrid Laurier and
Western student centres/cafeterias and have never seen piggishness comparable to that
happening here.
I'm lucky; I don't have to
spend much time in the Stu-

dent Centre. However, there
are some studenl'i, hy virtue of
a trouble some schedule or
other factors, who need to
spend much of their spare time
there. Try to show them, and
everyone else passing through,
some consideration: throw your
garbage away so others may
have a clean place to sit.
Lynda Welch

Letters to the editor

Students are slobs
Dear Editor,

I

I
I
I

For an hour before a night
class last week, I decided to eat
my dinner and look over some
notes in the CAW Student
Centre cafeteria.
I entered at the back and
Walked through the cafeteria
towards the Kiosk and was appalled at the amount of garbage left on empty ta hies. At

least 40 percent of the tables
had leftover pop cans, styrofoam cups, dishes, wrappers,
napkins or other refuse. The
floor was even filthier! (Most
notable was a small yellow card
that read, "Please be considerate of others.," trampled and
dirty, under a table.)
Surely, this kind of slovenliness is unacceptable from
"adults" with IQ's high enough
to attend university! I've a few

words for them:
If you're a full-time student,
you're shelled out over $100
this school year in user fees and
"expansion" fees for the place.
Besides an utter lack of respect
for the Centre and those who
use it, such behaviour has
other, more far-reaching ramifications. 'Ibink of the image
projected to visitors: a brandspaokin' new building
trashed already!

Biology

around campus

What is your favourite CJAM 91 .5 Im radio program?
"Ukranian
weekly talk show
on
Saturday
mornings
because I get to
find out Windsor
weekly event,;."

"K-mart Alice
Show because of
the wide range of
music - Johnny
Cash to Suicidal
Tendencies."

Jason Pare
Yearil

English

John Feloniuk
Year III
Environmental Engineering

"Cheese
&
Onions because
of the great hosts
and music."

"Strain Tracks
on
Sundays
10 p.m.-midoight
- interesting abstract music."

Mary DesRocbes

Year I
Drama and Education??

Rob Gignac
Year II
Business
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Letters to the editor

A case for pot

Ther-e ar-e
a million
itor1ei at
the naked
univer-iib'.
Tell a few.
Tbe Lance is currently accepting nominations for
editor-in-chief for the 1995-96 publishing year.
Nominations are now open & close at 5:30 p.m.
Mar. 13, 1995. Nomination forms available In the
Lance office. Candidates are required to attend an
all-candidates meeting 6:30 p.m. Mar. 13. Elections
will take place Mar. 20 & 21. Contact CRO Martina
Obersat for Information.

I
I

Dear Editor,
At the risk of sounding conspiratorial, let me suggest another reason why growing and
using cannabis is illegal, while
growing tobacco - a far more
lethal substance - is not: anyone with a closet and a light
bulb can grow marijuana, since
it is a weed. Decriminalizing its
production and use would have
a dangerous "democratizing"
effect, economically speaking.
As a result, there is no need to
enact laws which prevent the
meddlesome masses from participating in this deadly, but lucrative, industry.
Sure, I am free to set up my
own plantation and compete
with Philip Morris Inc. on the
open market, just like I am free
to compete with General Motors. In the real world, these
are meaningless freedoms.
Criminalizing ''weeds" and
not tobacco is rather a logical
response from an economic system that encourages and rewards the concentration of
ownership and power, while ignoring technicalities like medical statistics and common
sense.
David North
Law II

have a seat. Please be considerate of others." Printed boldly
on bristol-board, these notices
were placed on every table in
the CAW Student Centre.
The basic student interpretation of this notice ranged from
"eat and get the fuck out" to
"food services doesn't need
your part-time business, go wait
outside until you need to buy
something."
I have yet to see anyone with
recently purchased food standing up and eating. What does
this notice mean? If your not
eating the get out?
Does the asshole who
thought of this really know
what is going on? It is the students mostly who pay for the
CAW Student Centre who have
every right to do whatever they
wish in the building - eating,
studying, socializing or relaxing.
Food services should cater to
the students.
People
constantly
bitch
about food quality, prices, variety, hours, fruit flies, centipedes, mice, garbage, line ups
to name a few. Resources could
be directed to any of the aforementioned criteria rather than
on these notices.
Remind food services that
students will do what we like in
the student centre and they can
go to hell if they don't like it!
T. Scott
Geography

New signs suck
Dear &litor,
Food services has once again
provided this university with a
vivid example of strategic incompetence and inefficiency.
On Feb. 6, food services distributed a notice with the message
"After eating, let someone else

Cafe food sucks
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in regard to the services rendered
by Food Services over the year.
Especially the quality of the

food and ludicrous prices.
The first problem [is] the
quality of the food being pre.
pared at Chez Vanier. There
are problems with specific en.
trees, [and) the size of servings.
The food is lacking in taste.
Most of the time it is fried or
greasy.
The second problem has to
do with the outrageous prices
students have to pay for the
food. Eight dollai:s for a meat
pie which cost two dollars at 711 is not right. It ends up costing more for a meal at Vanier
than at the Keg. There is always the delicatessen. While
this sounds like a viable alternative, it loses appeal when you
figure you have to pay extra.
There are two realistic alternatives - food served buffet
style on an all you can eat basis,
or food is purchased on a declining balance system. By insti- 1
tuting these changes, Food
Services could redeem itself for
what bas been a lousy year as
far as eating goes.
I plan to re-enter residence.
Not ordering a meal plan is not
an alternative, I cannot eat at
Harveys and McDonalds every '
day. By entering residence, I
have to get a meal plan.
The first step is to give Food
Services a chance to change. I
cannot force Food Services to
do anything by myself. If other
students are upset, they too
must voice complaints. I also
expect our new student government will take an active role in
the process of change. I truly
hope this letter will have some
influence on Food Services.
Michael Freedman
Laurier Hall
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Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of the Lance. All .submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.
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Continuing

~ The

Bookroom At The Court presents Daniel
David Moses, a Delaware poet, dramatist and
writer in residence at the University of
Windsor. He will read from his current works
today at 7:30 p.m. in the Bookroom at the
Court. For further information call Anne Beer
at 258-2726.

,i[olNtffE

•Bicycle Maintenance Seminars. Several
dates throughout next month. $10.00 fee
includes a $5 gift certificate to CyclePath. Call
945-9545 for details.

~~WD~
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Monday, March 13

T'TIie Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a

Friday, March 17

blood donor clinic from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor Branch (3909 Grand Marais Road
East).

• OPIRG-Windsor's Newsletter Working Group
meets today at 1 p.m. in room 201 of
Assumption University (400 Huron Church
road). Anyone interested in journalism dealing
with environmental and social justice issues is
welcome For more information call OPIRG at
253-4232 ext. 3872.

/

.1 Indian Students Association will be holding
r nominations for next year's executive
positions (president, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer). Nomination fonns are due by
Wednesday, March 15 at 4 p.m.
.1 TIie Department of English is pleased to
7"" announce a Celtic Evening of poetry and
prose which will take place today at Iona
College, 208 Sunset. Toe readings begin at
Sp.m.

.I The Psychology Society presents a
7"" discussion on Addictions And Compulsive
Gambling. It will be held today from 6-7:30
p.m. in the Madame Vanier Lounge. Speakers
will include a research student and a
counsellor from the Canadian Foundation Of
Compulsive Gambling. Everyone is welcome
to attend.

/

Wednesday, March 15
•On CJAM 91.5 FM Madflava pumps massive
quantities of hip-hop every Wednesday from
12-2 a.m. with DJ KLC, C-Note, and E.D.
Tune in, telephone, tell a friend.

• Co-op Education and Student Placement will
hold a workshop on interview skills from
1:30-3 p.m. in room 267 of Dillon Hall. You
must sign up in CE & SP and there is a $3.00
charge .

l

TIie Public Administration Club will hold its
second annual Career Day today from
4-6 p.m. in Madame Vanier Lounge Speakers
will represent the public and private sector.

It. TIie Kinotek Film Society presents The
X Wicker Man by Robin Hardy tonight and '.1 UWSA Agenda Items are due by 5 p.m. today
tomorrow at 9 p.m. at the Windsor Film
Theatre (2135 Wyandotte Street West). For
more information call (519) 971-5160.

r

Tuesday, March 14
.1 Co-op Education and Student Placement will
hold a resume writing workshop in room 267
of Dillon Hall. You must sign up in CE & SP
and there is a $3.00 charge

r

The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Conference
Room A in CAW Student Centre, second floor.
'

The History Club presents Dr. P. Fiorino
discussing Bishop Michael Fallon and
Regulation xvii: The Early Years at 4 p.m. in
Ambassador Room C, CAW Student Centre.
Refreshments will be served.

'
•CJAM 91.5 FM presents Dance/Ja/I
Xt.ravaganza every Tuesday night from
6-8 p.m. featuring the best in Dancehall
Reggae foundation music and current events.
Hosted by selector Babyface.

l

S.O.U.L. (Sisters Organized for Unity and
Love). a sett-empowennent group f0< women
of Colour, will have their first get-together
today at 6:30 p.m. in the Womyn's Centre
(upstairs in CAW Student Centre).

'

for next week's UWSA General Council
Meeting. Please Submit any agenda requests
in writing to Dave Zaritzky, council chair.

OPIRG-Windsor's South East Asia Working
Group holds their next meeting today at
5:30 p.m. in room 201 of Assumption
University (400 Huron Church Road). Anyone
interested in justice for Burma and East limor
is welcome. For more information call OPIRG
at 253-4232 ext. 3872.

; • !he Black Student Alliance meets at 6 p.m
in the Oak room of Vanier Hall.

Thursday, March 16
•

The Student Action Coalition has organized A
Day Of Action. Protest at 11 a.m. at CAW
Student Centre, March at 11 :20 a.m., and
Rally at 12:30 and 1:30 p.m. Defend your
future.
Environmental Awareness Association meets
today at 5:30 p.m. upstairs in the Grad House.

It OPIRG-Windsor's Film Series
X today at 7 p.m. in Iona College,

'

takes place
208 Sunset
Heart of Darkness, a film by Werner Herzog
on media distortions of the Gutt war, will be
shown. For more infonnation call OPIRG at
253-4232 ext. 3872.

Soundsation Concert Series presents Lillian
violin: Martin Limooes. French
horn; Mary Siciliano, piano today at 8 p m. at
the Moot Court (Law Building). There will be
works by Schumann, Strauss, Brahms and
Windsor composer Jason Grossi.

8\ Scheirich,

Saturday, March 18
,..-Loaf Records presents King Kool Flipped ,
Soy/, The Implants and Merseysippi Collective
Band today at The Masonic Temple (comer of
Ouelette Ave. and Erie St downtown
Windsor) . Doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets are
only $5.00 and available for all ages. For more
information call 253-3615
/

• The International Relations Society sponsors
a Welcome To Spnng Bash at the Dominion
House Tavern today at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$5.00 per person and are available at the
Student Centre desk. The first 50 people get a
prize! All are welcome. For information call
Dave Young at 258-0097.

,..-colours Collective Coalition (CCC) presents
Poetic Fusion: an evening of music, poetry
and contemporary thought at the Asylum Pub
at 8 p.m. The poetry begins at 9:30 p.m. For
more information call 253-4232 ext. 3600. All
are welcome.

Monday, March 20

• Lance general staff meeting at 5:30 p.m. in
I the basement of CAW Student Centre.
Lance cover photo by Jerry Burrell
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BETA CAROTENE

• Offers adjustable resistance to
30,000 IU
give you total control over your work90 caps
out intensity.
• Contemporary, low profile hood
design offers greater length for walkReg. 10.08
ing or running strides.
• Featu r es the patent ed Auto
Incline™ system. The finger touch r l " " l l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
incline adjustment allows you to vary
the incline of the running belt from
1.5 to 12%.
• Continuous feedback of all workout
100 mg.
information (time, distance, speed,
60 caps
pulse rate, and cumulative calories
burned).
• Safety key

07

PANAX GINSENG

85

STRESS B FORMULA
WITH 1000 mg. Vitamin C

90tabs

05

Reg. 10.05

et:

~

~ • 0 to 8.0 MPH
~

• Extra wide and extra long non-skid walking belt is

N built to handle long strides.
~ • Electronic incline adjustment from 1.5 to 10% to

MULTIVITAMIN

c:..:, simulate hill climbs.

SWISS ONE
90 caplets

•

• Cushion deck has jar resistant, impact absorbing
~ suspension
Motivational electronic monitor: large easy-to-read
(I) 5 window display allows user to simultaneously view
all functions (speed, time, distance, calories &
::r:: pulse).

Sic •

S

Reg. 8.99

COENZYME Co
30mg.
60 caps

71

Reg. 21.90

AEROBIC WEAR AS SEEN IN
¥ Musclemag ¥ Muscle & J::itness
¥ Muscle Media 2000
¥ Muscular Development ¥ lronman ¥ Flex
¥ Shape ¥ Men's Fitness¥ Women's Exercise

Q10

EVENING PRIMROSE OIL
1000 mg.
90 caps

,~r.t.:.!:,

ODOURLESS TRIPLE STRENGTH

GARLIC

31

7 .05% GARLIC
90 caps

J

-.

•

.

~

.

·--

•

Reg. 5.90

"

~

•PROFESSOR PURE WATER •FAT FREE FOODS •HERBAL TEAS & PRODUCTS •DIETARY KITS & SUPPLEMENTS •EXERCISE MACHINES'
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Students to vote on CFS
fee increase March 22
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Lance pooto I LUISA CABIDDU
Engineering expands: Robert Mavrinac (standing), director of the CAO/CAM
Centre in the The Faculty of Engineering, introduced the university's newest
member· the CAE/SGI (Computer-Aided Engineering/Silicon Graphics Inc.)
Lab on Mar. 8. The state-of-the-art centre is accessible to students and
industry and will be used for advanced research and development.
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SCA strikes again
By Cheryl Clark
Windsor Police Services and
the Campus Police are reviewing another package received
by the Lance this pac;t week.
On Wednesday morning a
Lance staff member found a
manila envelope that had been
slipped under the door and addressed
to
editor-in-chief
Teena Ward, editorial cartoonist Chris Boyd, Gay and Lesbian
Issues
Coordinator
Jacquie Gahagan, Lance volunteer Angie Slingerland, the student radio station's Ligaya
Byrch and the "femi-Nazis" of
the Womyn's Centre.
The package included a twopage unsigned letter and photocopies of clippings from
medical journals, newspapers
and the Bible.
Lance staff were particularly
disturbed by the recent package
as it included graphic photos
depicting various maladies of
AIDS' sufferers. One of the
photos showed a person with
'."-JDS-related perianal warts,
included the caption: "Imagine
having an asshole that looks
like broccoli! Yum yum, can I
have some? Taking a shit must
be very painful!"
Also included in the clipping
was a graphic depiction of an
AIDS sufferer with advanced
perianal warts around the anus
and with it was the caption,
"this is Chris Boyd's face."
Boyd said be really wants to
know who is the author of the
hate-mongering literature. He
vowed, however, that bis work
and beliefs will not be compromised as a result of the SCA's
comments.
. "If anything, I will be worse
[m my condemnation of its'
views]," he said. Boyd said he
was not offended by the submission.
"I think it is childish. In a
sick way, it was bumourous,"
added Boyd. "At first I thought

The date for a referendum
on Windsor's continued student membership in the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS), the national student organization, has been set. The
referendum will take place on
Wednesday, March 22, with
campaigning during this week.
Pending CFS executive approval, students will be asked
the following question: "Currently you are a member of the
CFS at S7 per year. Do you
want to remain a member of
the CFS with a fee increase to
$11 per year with subsequent
increses adjusted to the consumer price index?"
CFS is the national and provincial political organization
which lobbies government on
behalf of member students.
The group also offers setvices
like Travel Cuts, the Student
Work
Abroad
Program
(SWAP), and organizes a number of issues campaigns like the
"no means no" anti-date rape
campaign. CFS was also responsible for initiating the national student strike on January

it was a rude joke."
Boyd also noted that political
science professor Heather
Macivor was alerted to a similar package submitted anonymously to political science 25.
Last Friday, CFS field repreprofessor
Howard
Pawley
around the same time the
Lance received the SCA's first
package.
Macivor noted that although
By Greg Scheelar
similar, the package was directed
against
"working The Manitoban
women." She took the contents
very seriously and reported the
WINNIPEG (CUP) - The
incident to Campus Police University of Windsor women's
Services and the Hate Crimes track and field team put on a
division of the Windsor Police.
display of power in Winnipeg
"I don't think [the SCA] is this weekend. Led by Kelly
Dinsmore, they annihilated the
dangerous," she said.
The political science depart- rest of the field on their way to
ment has not received any the national championship.
more literature since early They accumulated 74 team
January when the writer[s) points, while the second place
vowed to boycott all businesses University of Manitoba Bisons
had 33. The men also had a
where women were employed.
very
successful meet, finishing
Macivor has her own ideas
second
overall with 60 points,
about who is responsible for
13
behind
the University of
the hate-mongering. She sugManitoba.
gests that this person is someDinsmore led the women
what older than the typical
with excellent results while
undergrad because he made competing in multiple events.
references with regard to strug- In one day she ran 600 metres
gling to feed his childre_n. The waited 20 minutes and ran the
writer of the package, like the fastest split time in the 4x200
writer of the SCA's submission, metre relay, and then comalso stated feminists will "die" peted in the long jump. During
and burn in bell.
her long jump competition, she
"[This person] is embittered took time out to run with the
by life experiences," she sa1.d, gold medal 4x400 metres relay
adding that it is obvious the team (her time was 56.5 secman is using homosexual~. an~ onds). Twenty minutes after
women as his scapegoats. This that, she jumped 5.96 metres to
is a person with a persecution take a bronze medal. Words
complex," staled Macivor, who arc not adequate.
In men's competition, the
has been approached by Inte_rVarsity Christian Fellowship most remarkable achievement
members as well as other con- was that of Mike Nolan. On his
way to a silver medal, he set a
cerned students.
A spokesperson. for Campus school record in the pole vault,
Police Services said a campus- launching himself 4.85 metres
up. While that competition was
wide investigation is u?de~ay
going on, be threw a personal
and they will be me~tlll~ with
best in the shot put 14.90 meWindsor Police Services 0 ~- tres finishing fourth. He also
cials this week to discuss possi- ran' a 21.7 second leg in the
ble leads in the case.
II

sentatives met with University
of Windsor Student Alliance
executives to set the rules for
the referendum. Campaigning
costs for the Yes and No sides
of the issue will be limited to
$400 per side, and there will be
no campaigning on the day of
the referendum. Neither side
have
formal
chairpersons,
though the CFS will have representatives
on
campus
throughout this week.
CFS members have been
holding referenda to determine
acceptance of CFS' first membership dues hike in its 14 year
history. By indexing the fee to
the Consumer Price Index, the
fee will rise and fall according
lo inflation rates.
Referenda at Ryerson and
Carleton have confirmed membership at the increased rate,
while the University of Ottawa
and the University of New
Brunswick are holding referenda this month.
If Windsor students choose
to end their affiliation with
CFS, the Canadian Alliance of
Student Associations (CASA)
has been suggested as an alternative organization for political
representation of Windsor stu-

dents.
CASA executive Jean Michel
Picard said that yearly dues for
membership would be approximately $17,000 per year for
Windsor. Current dues for CFS
membership arc approximately
$70,000 per year, rising to
Sl 10,000 after the fee increase.
CFS field representative
Dave Capelle feels that CASA
would not be an cffcctive lobbying organization without
higher dues per student. He
said that CASA will not "have
the infrastructure to communicate effectively." Capclle also
said that CASA would lack sufficient funding to conduct thorough research. I Jc added that
CFS this year has met with over
80 Members of Parliament concerning student issues.
Capclle and CFS field representative Deb Duffie attribute
the rift between CF~ executives
and UWSA to a "mispcrcepLion that the Federation (CFS)
is an outside organization," as
opposed to an alliance of members able to significantly draw
from and influence itself. According to Duffie, it is up to the
UWSA to "make the most out
of CFS membership."
[I

Dinsmore leads women to national title

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

Lancer Rich Tremain in action at the
OUAA meet in Windsor Mar. 4.

4x200 metres and finished third
in the 60 metre hurdles. "[Being in so many different events)
helps me stay calm," Nolan
said. "Getting too much focus
on any single, I tend to become
too technical. Getting a break
helps me relax."
O'Brian Gibbons also had an
excellent meet. He won the 60
metres, was part of the silver
medal 4x200 metre and the
bron7..e medal 4x400 metre
teams. "My key was to get
through this meet without getting hurt so I don't jeopardize
my chances [al the Pan-Ameri-

can Games)," commented Gibbons. He left for Agentina on
Sunday to represent Canada.
Another highlight of the
meet was Manitoba's Byron
Goodwin, who ran the 600 metres in a Candiao record of
1:16.10, almost a full secon off
the old standard and only fourtenths of a second off the world
record. In addition Manitoba's
men's 4x800 metre learn broke
the CIAU record by 3 seconds
with a time of 7.29.23.
The ClAU championships
were a success for the athletes
who did not reach the podium
as well. Numerous personal
bests were set by Windsor athletes, which bodes well for the
future of the program. Friendly
rivalries continued, especially
the one between Gibbons and
Goodwin.
"You need that kind of stuff
in track and field," remarked
Gibbons. "I pull him along to
better times in some races and
he pulls me along in other
races."
The Lancer results speak for
themselves. The team bad a
very intense competition at the
provincial championships the
previous weekend, yet still performed at a very high level.
"Emotionally, it's got to be
draining on [the athletes)," responded coach Dennis Fairall.
'Tm drained, and I didn't run
one step on the track." Guts
and determination characterized the team this weekend,
and the medals and trophies
are not the only rewards for
their efforts.
II
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A classy ad like this
reaches 10,000 of Windsor's coolest people
-- Lance readers. This size costs just $32,
and spot colour Is available at good prices,
too. For schedules and rates, call ad
manager Nldhi Dhir at 971 -3604.
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Students Needed!
Eam up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For

~~~~;;.:;~~l: ~
ext. C40133

~

Teacher Train in
Australia
or Great Britain
for one year
Primary and Secondary School
qua.ljfications that allow you to
teach in Ontario.

Secondary school
reform targeted for 1996
By Cheryl Clart

Changes are coming to Ontario's high school system.
In early March, Dave Cooke,
Ontario's Minister of Education and Training, announced
the graduation requirement for
secondary school will be reduced to four years by September 1996.
Cooke's package includes
changes at the secondary
school level such as a comprehensive system to span junior
kindergarten to grade 12.
The minister's package includes a province-wide curriculum for grades one through
nine. As well, high school students will be subject to province-wide testing in math and
languages in grades nine
through 11.
There will also be the creation of more clearly defined
links to college and the work
force to allow more flexibility in
students' schedules.
Ontario Premier Bob Rae
also announced a new program

K.O.M. Consultants
p.o. box 60624
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Hamilton Ontario L9C 7N7
Tel/J'ax (908) 318-8200

The "mES" of Spring
sponsored by:

!llf!IA'lll•

that will provide more comput.
ers to schools.
Rae said by changing SJ)end.
ing priorities, 40,000 new computers a year will be placed fu
classrooms. The changes fu
spending strategy come in re.
sponse to recommendations set
forth by the Royal Commission
on Learning.
The Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade Will
also be in charge of software
development and networking
support. The goal is to boast a
secondary school system with
one computer per 10 students.
As part of the first partner.
ship under the provincial tecb.
nology incentive program, Rae
announced that an agreement
between IBM Canada and SC\.
eral school boards will bring
technology projects to many
Ontario schools.
In total, the hardware and
software acquisiton program
will be expanded from $20 million to $40 million in 1995-96
and an additional $10 million in

1996-97.

Poet under scrutiny
Where do you draw the line
on artistic licence?
That is a question the Windsor Police Services' Hate
Crimes division is dealing with
following the publication of a
controversial poem on a rape
fantasy which appeared in The
Oyez, the Faculty of Law's student publication.
Sergeant Dale Walker said
his department has heard numerous complaints and he is investigating the situation as a
poem by the same person ran
in the Lance's poetry feature on
Mar.6.
"This guy bas opened up a
whole can of worms," said
Walker noting the poet, Sharat
Vijaya, recently received mail
from an organization dubbed
the "White Knights." Neither
the Windsor Police Services
nor Campus Police are familiar
with the organization.
Vijaya's poem that appeared
in the Lance was titled "I Hate

Satan." Walker says the second
portion of the poem has caused
some concern because it can be
interpreted in different ways.
One verse in question state&
"Bored of WHITE liberalism
CONDESCENDING stupid
DUCKS/ SATAN teaches me
'empowerment' / Right on
BRO! / Let's fight the POWER
(rangers) / I'm your convenient
JIM CROW."
The term Jim Crow has
taken on a number of meanings
and interpretations and the diverse opinions on name and
term explains the controversy.
The Concise Oxford Dictum·
ary defines Jim Crow as the
practice of segregating blacks,
an offensive term for a pcroon
of colour, or an implement fo1
straightening iron bars or bend·
ing rails by screw pressure. Tht
term has also been defined as a
black stereotype in a 19th cen·
tury song-and dance act.
Vijaya could not be reached
for comment.
!

Wednesday, March lB, 1:30-3:00
Thursday, March 16, 1:30-3:00
Friday, March 17, 1:30-3:00

BIFBISH1VIB1VTS • WRITING CO:rtTIST!!
A prize will be awarded ea.eh day for the best 250 word
(m.ax.) theme. You m~ submit a different entry each day
1fyou Wish.
You a.re llmited, however, to w1nn1ng one prize.
Submissions must be ma.de in person on the day (s) of
your choice. Winners will be notifted at the end of the
day. Categories for writings: Humorous ess~s; ess~ on
current issues; or critical reviews.
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Spending and
revenue to rise

~~~Shi~

BY Lance news staff

. 1
The Lanee approved its arg-

est budget ever at its weekly
staff meeting on March 6.
The campus newspaper's
budget committee predicted total spending of $123,213 in
1995-96, up from this year's
$120,623. Revenue is budgeted
at $123,650 with over one-third
of that amount coming from the
Lance's annual levy of $4.50
per full-time undergraduate
student. Advertising is expected
to go from $75,500 to $80,000,
largely due to a $1 per inch
hike in rates.
"We haven't raised our
prices in years," said production manager Martina Obcrsat,
a member of the committee.
"They're still the lowest in
,,
to\Vll.
With inflation low, most
costs will stay about the same,
Obcrsat said. One exception is
salaries for full-time staff, with
the editor-in-chief slated for a
raise from $250 to $300 per
weck, and the production managcr going from $200 to $275.
"These raises won't affect
me, since I'm leaving," Obersat
said. "But the pay was just ridiculous. The editor's salary
has been the same since 1990,
and it was too low then."
The staff voted down a coupie of suggestions from the
floor, including a motion from
sports Sffllnareer ftils,Kmg;2to
withdraw
the
newspaper's

from Canadian
tional !11e:.~~~c~r), the nanewspa
campus
pers.
"I just question whether it's
worth the $5 500
,
a year we
spend on membership ,, Ki
said.
'
ng
Sports editor Fred Beitler
agreed, pointing out that the
Lance ran only 20 stories fro
the CUP wire service last ::.
mester.
But CUP supporters said the
organization provides more
than a wire service
"We've already· used CUP's
legal expertise on libel questions several times this semester," said editor-in-chief Teena
Ward. Plus. she said, revenue
,
from the_ national advertising
co-operahve more than covers
foes, with contracts last semester worth almost $16,000. Others pointed out that the Lance
has been an active member
•
and hosted CUP national conference delegates from across
the country at Windsor's Hilton
Hotel over the Christmas
break.
Staff also turned down a proposal to spend the budgeted
$437 surplus on doughnuts for
meetings.
"Hey, if I thought we were
going to lose money, I'd forget
it. But since we have a profit,
why not?" asked volunteer
writer Dave Ball.
But the majority agreed with
arts
volunteer
Bernard
IIclling's argument that any
, surplus could be better used to
upgrade the Lance's equip-
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•
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,' Lance approves record budget
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Lance expenditures by type, 1991-96
$140,000 r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ment, especially computers
The budget was approved by
the largest Lance meeting this
yea V, 1
. r. o unteers are attend~g
m record numbers to qualify
for
t . h di .
. a vo e m t e e tonal elechons on March 20 and 21.
Now that it bas been passed
by Lance staff, the budget must
be approved by the finance department_of the Student Media
Corporatton.
"We don't anticipate any
pr~blem there, oix:rsat said.
It s a pretty responsible document."_
.
Copies of the detailed
budget report ~re available in
the ~"!'ce office for anyone
who 1s mterested, she said.
II
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PARKWAY ASSOCIATES
The financial ~rvices ~~ustry is rapidly expanding. AS a result, we are looking for
5 new assOCiates to JOm our award winning team in Wmdsor. we are currently
accep~ reswn~s from interested students who are attracted to a challenging and
dyn~c career m the financial services industry. We offer an extensive 4 week
Financial Security Planning training program at our home office in London Ontario.
R e ~ t? our ~~dsor office, you will be responsible for identifying and
a~cttng c~ents within our target markets. You will then work directly with our
clients helping them to gain control of their financial security affairs, maximize
returns on their wealth, and achieve desired financial security goals.
We've been developing the leaders in our industry for over 26 years.
Stan with the best the industry has to offer.
Please reply in confidence to:

Stephen J. Fretwell,
Managing Partner. Parkway Associates
880 Ouellette Avenue, Suite 600
W.lfldsor; Ontario
N9A IC7

Phone: 252-342 I • Fax:252-8534
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Onward and upward
Elections for Lance editor-in-chief will be held
in the Lance office Mar. 21, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Advance poll: Mar. 20, noon-I p.m. Only voting
staff members In good standing may participate.
Is this you? Contact CEO Martina Obersat.

Wednesdays are

uNIGHTS at

1

1

S1:arting Wednesday, February 8, 1995
Featuring ·u· Wars and Air Band Contests
leading to:

I~
Marc~ 15 •Mr Bands (Round 2)
March 22 •Cow Mil~ng /Horse
Riding Contest

Marc~ 29 •Mr Bands (Round 3)
April 5•Air Bands (Finals)

Ask )'Our University House Councils for more details and sian-uP sheets

9wa ~ 7>ud '{)IUad, Alt¥
Susses Run every Wednesday
9:00, 9:30, 10:00, and 10:30pm

flY
•THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN

Visit 17 countries in50 days!

on Contild Holidays
EmupeanAdventure
or Ulfunate European
T()l)l'S ...

•THE EUROPEAN ADVENTURER

... via EARLY BIRD
booking and payment. ( EARLY BIRD
is before March 31, 1995).

Visit 12 countries in 37 days!

Note: FLY FOR FREE available on

From SI JO/day. Including 01ght & most meals

From $83/day. Including night & most meals

•THE EUROPEAN CONTRASTS

Visit 11 countries in 29 days!
From $97/day. l.ocluding Oight & most meals

•THE EUROPEAN ESCAPADE
Visit 10 countries in 25 days!
From $99/day. Including Otght & most meals
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Casino employees
seek a piece of the pie
Strike stalls slots
By David Gough

Casino Windsor's unionized
employees "hit the brakes" at 8
a.m. last lbursday. Members of
the CAW's Local 444 held were
overwhelmingly in favour of a
strike due lo a breakdown in
negotiations.
The biggest stumbling block
between the casino employees'
union and casino management
was over the issue of wages.
Management's offer as of
Thursday afternoon was in the
"teens", with proposed increments over a three-year period.
The union countered with an
increase of 38 percent over
three years for its workers. The
workers currently average $9
an hour.
The casino was part of an effort by the provincial government to create revenue and
jobs. The NDP, as part-owners
of the casino, have as yet to enter into the fray.
After much lobbying from
Windsor's labour and business
community, the province chose
Windsor as the home of the
province's first casino.
"When Windsor was first
chosen, it was with the understanding that these would be
good-paying jobs, that would
give one a good living wage, not
the present low-paying jobs we
have now," said Windsor Labour Council president Gary
Parent.
Over 15,000 people applied
for the 2,000 casino jobs that
were available last year. The
casino's workforce includes a
large number of people who
are fresh out of university and
are working at their first fulltime job and, as well, the first
time they have been involved in
a union.
University of Windsor MBA
graduate Derek Oltean, a casino worker, admits he has
been "caught up in the union
action." He is in favour of the
strike action because "it is a
necessary option to force the
company to listen to the workers."

Art Pelletier, first-time union
member, was also for the strike.
"It shows solidarity, everyone is
united, we [the workers] can't

\·elected budget tours for all departures prior to May /4, /995.
"All flight.\ un: Toronlo·London rt:lum witI, utld-mn
from Winnipt!8 wtt.rrwards.

(519)
256-2300

lose."
Original predictions had the
casino averaging 12,000 patrons
per day. In the summer the figure nearly doubled and even in
the slow months of January and
February, it averaged 16,000
patrons. The casino makes an
estimated $1.4 million a day
and it made its first $100 million in 46 days. It has been
dubbed "the world's most profitable casino" in terms of size.
Because of these huge profits, the union has based their
wage demands on a fair share
of the cash cow. Currently, labour costs represent 7.89 percent of the casino's revenues.
With the union's demands labour costs would constitute 9.9
percent of profits.
The negotiations started in
January and the two sides were
able to settle on approximately
600
non-monetary
issues.
These negotiations were said to
be moving fairly well and both
sides claim progress has been
made. However, when the issue

of wages was brought lo the ta.
ble they were "miles apart" ac.
cording to the union's head
negotiator, Ken Lewenza.
"A mountain" is how Beth
Smith, a CAW negotiating
team member, described the
difference between the workers
and management's view on
salaries. Smith said that ''we
shouldn't be here on Wednesday afternoon, the company
walked away from us, it was not
the negotiating team that
walked away, we wanted to settle thls without a strike, but we
couldn't because the company
walked away."
The casino's first wage offer
was six percent overall for three
years (two-two-two), while the
union was asking for raises of
60 to 100 percent over three
years.
Al 8 a.m., when the strike
deadline rut, hundreds of employees finishing or beginning
their shifts were joined by other
casino workers and members of
Windsor labour community
gathered outside the casino. In
support of solidarity many people learned and sang the union
anthem "Solidarity Forever."
When asked about the demonstration, the casino's labour
lawyer George King said, "it
was a nice show."
At a meeting with the rankand-file on Friday, 1,500
jammed the Cleary Auditorium
as the working conditions at the
casino were spelled out. People
told stories of patrons sexually
harrassing cocktail servers and
getting away wtih it because
they are "big spenders," people
spitting on dealers, workers
who had to clean up a patron's
mess after his spleen exploded
and cashiers dealing with wet
blood-splattered money.
The mood was upbeat as
workers braced for the longterm and decided to remain
united until their demands are
met. They also spoke on the
need for the provincial government to step in and mediate the
labour dispute.
How long the strike will last
was still up in the air at pre~
time. City business leaders and
casino supppliers hope it will be
soon as it is starting to hurl
them as the number of casino
patrons and employees effect
the profits of the surrounding
businesses.
CAW negotiator Chuck Cun·
ningham, who represents engi·
neers and security guards, says
that "we could wrap it up if the
company comes to the table as
our demands are not unreason·
able. The people bargaining for
the casino are not the ones in
control, they didn't take us seri·
ous[ly), they didn't know the
union was strong, they did not
think we were serious [about
the strikeJ."
The casino does not deny
that they can afford the wage
increase, but is wary of granting
workers the highest increases
the service sector has seen. Ca·
sino management officials are
concerned that they would be
breaking the mould for future
increases in Ontario's casino in·
duslry.
m
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The gender tax - author says women pay more for same services
By Calinda Brown
Martlet

me

VICTORIA (CUP) - That
pen stain on your shirt will cost
you $5.50 to get out if you're a
woman, $2 if you're a man.
It's called gender-based pricing - charging women more
than men for the same goods
and services. Joanne Thomas
Yaccato, president of Women
and Money, Inc., wants it
stopped.
"Women are no longer accepting these price differences," she said. Five dollars
here and there might not seem
like much, but Yaccato estimates over a 40-year career,
gender-based pricing will cost a
female businessperson $1 mil-

lion more than her ma!
t
rt
e counet:~to
th
Th B la ' ~u Jr of the book,
e a ncing et~ started an
awa~en~ss :m~a.ign . against
e;h ase 'd ~~cmg m J~ne
4 · e sai It fuelled a fire"
of women's
· ·
.. anger at ct·1scnrruna~?;/ pncmg.
.
lk. omen are notonous for
ta. ~ng about [gender-ba~d
pncmg] a~ng .th.emselves mstead of puttmg it m the laps of
the pe~ple pract~cing it," Yaccato sai~. She said now women
~re startmg t~ fight back where
it co_unts-:-wtth their money.
Eighty-five per~nt of the
consumer dollar 1s under the
co.ntrol of. women, Yaccato
said, addmg she believes
women could use that control

f;~

.
.
. .
to force mdustnes to change ing the new law face rrununum
much like the recent consumer fines of $1,000. Maximum fines
revolt by Rogers Cable custom- of $25,000 can also be levied.
ers that forced the company to
But Yaccato doesn't think
back down from a price change. women should wait for legislaKerry Slavens, editor of Fo- tion. "Start challenging estabcus on Women magazine lishments that practice this"
'
agreed. "Nobody changes with-' she said.
out pressure," she said. "If
She said the main industries
we're moving to a balanced so- practicing gender-based pricing
ciety, the marketplace should are hair-dressers, dry-cleaners,
reOect that."
retail clothing outlets and conYaccato started a petition tracting services.
campaign to have a private
Big-ticket items like cars are
member's bill introduced in the also priced based on gender. In
House of Commons to make 1994, the Harvard Law Review
gender-based pricing illegal. found women pay 40 percent
She is using California's recent more on average than men for
law as a precedent.
cars. Black women paid the
California criminalized dis- most, white men the least.
criminatory pricing in March
Michael Willie, sales man1993. Companies found break- ager for Willie Dodge Chrysler

.
·
·
"
of V1ctona, disagreed. No one
says, 'Oh, it's a girl, I'm going
to make more money,'" he said.
"Consumers nowadays are buying smarter than ever. Women
are very assertive. They say,
'This is my bottom line."'
· to
Yaccato said a solution
ending gender-based pricing.
"Education is key," she said.
Yaccato recommends buying
non-fashion items in the men's
or boys' department and trying
and get dry-cleaning done under the men's category. But she
said speaking out is important.
"Start asking questions. 'Why
does my brother pay less for
the same haircut?"' she said.
"And tell companies, 'Don't
use gender as a pricing category."'
II

EQUAL AND OPPOSITE REACTION.

we Blllf- fi/f,t

1
Pt1c{

Join the Day of Action: Thursday, March 16
Against the social transfer cuts
Far accessible education
11 a.m ••• Gather at the CAW Student Centre
11 :20 a.m. •• March to rally downtown
12:30 p.m ..• Rally at Federal building
March back to campus
1 :30 p.m••. Rally at Windsor Hall Tower
to present petition to President Ianni
Presented by: the Student Action Coalition
Sponsored by: University of Windsor Students'. Alliance, OPl~GWindsor, ~an.adian
Federation of Students, Windsor Coalition Against Poverty, Windsor and District Labour
Counci l, Windsor an d Area Coalition fo r Social J ustice, CAW Local 444, CAW Local 195

iiiiiiloHOu11
Sunday March 26
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Feminists not frightening

or

By Melanie lszak
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Cindy Rozeboom plays a roach in Noah's Voyage at the Windsor Feminist
Theatre's A Celebration of Women festival this past weekend.

pie with a group of very inexperienced theatre people," exIf the word feminist in Wind- plains Bice. "People that just
sor Feminist Theatre (WFT) want to try out theatre for the
frightens you, take a deep sake of trying out theatre."
breath and relax. lbere's nothLast year, the WFI' toured
ing appalling about this "F- area secondary schools to perword."
form a play about domestic vioInternational Women's Day, lence, entitled Love Taps. The
Mar. 8, marked the fifteenth collectivcly-wri tten
piece
anniversary of the Windsor sought to break myths about
Feminist Theatre, making it the domestic violence to teenagers.
oldest feminist theatre in Can- The production received a
ada. When the WFf was great response from the high
founded in 1980, radical femi- schools and the WFT had been
nism meant believing that asked for a repeat performance
women are capable of holding in the fall.
positions or power and should
This year's festival, "A Celebe allowed in unions.
bration of Women," which ran
Jennie Bice, the project co- last week at Friendship Hall,
ordinator at the WFT, believes contained five plays, as well as
that people shouldn't be afraid a children's matinee on Sunday
of feminism.
afternoon. Each of the plays ex"The word feminism scares a perimented with different thelot of people. Immediately you atrical styles. Jennie Bice
start to think of bra burners described them as journeys
and man bashers and all of this from a naive state lo an aware
kind of stuff, which is not what state.
the Feminist Theatre is about
In Tina Sideris' Aurora
at all. It is simply a place where Wakes, Christianoa Burke plays
you can put on plays about a mother who constantly read
women's issues."
fairy tales to her daughter,
In 1993, their annual play played by Mary Francis Moore.
festival was called "The Direc- When the young girl becomes a
tor's Project", and it provided woman, she and her mother arc
an opportunity for women to forced to reali7,e that a relationexperience all forms of theatre ship with a man is not neceswork, on and off the stage. sary to be a whole person.
That particular series of shows Aurora Wakes was especially
ranged from one-person stand- enjoyable on a visual level, with
up satire dealing with gender, shadow dance used to portray
race and employment issues, to the fairy talc life the mother
classical myths retold from a figure outlined for the 1:,rirl. The
woman's point of view. The movement chorus included TifWFT is a forum where people f any Franck and David Hersh.
can show their work.
Noah's Voyage is a collec"The beauty part of Windsor tively-written play about a
Feminist Theatre is that it has woman's struggle to free herself
always combined a group of from the forces in which society
very experienced the?.~•,. peo- has caged her. Noah, played by

You've got me in Chains
By Dave Ball '95

I've never been a huge fan of
installations. I think it's lime I
reconsider.
While sculpture tries to use
up space by filling it with clay
or stone or steel, installations
attempt to make use of the
available space by shaping the
art around it. An empty room is
as significant as a full one.
'Ibis may sound good on paper, but it isn't a whole Jot of
fun going out into the cold
March air to see an empty
room. Like most people today,
I want more. Mark Laliberte
delivers more.
The first thing I noticed
when 1 arrived at the gallery
was how different it looked.
Without knocking down walls
or repainting, the artist had
drastically altered the appearance of Common Ground.
Chain, the title and theme of
the show, was evident as soon
as you walked through the
door. Heavy steel chains dangled from several places along
!he ceiling. At the end of each
Iron bracelet was a photograph
of a large metal hook to complete the illusion. I felt as
though I had wandered into a
construction zone. Twist drills

dipped in black paint were scattered across the floor, so watching your step was critical.
All over the walls were interconnected photographs making
up a strange kind of collage
that is best described as frightening. Each piece of the puuJe
was contained in its own little
frame, but the way that they
were arranged allowed them to
relate to one another.
Seven feel above me, in
"Strangers Making Fye Contact," beautiful portraits in
black and white made eyes at
each other across the room. A
black heart on the opposite
side of the floor explains the relationship.
Below them, "Impact Chamber (R-Rated Movie)" depicted
a huge hand operating a monstrous power drill that was strategically aimed at the rear end
of a nude captured in a very
compromising position.
"Novella" showed individual
keys from an antiq~e manual
typewriter hammering words
onto the body of another nude
that has been fed through the
machine.
And all the while in the
background, you he~d ~he
rhythmic sound of chams bcmg
drawn over a pulley. The show

Lori Baker, was a domesticated
rat who lived within the confines of her parents' home, and
was determined to sec the outside world. Along her journey,
she meets up with a whooping
crane (Jennifer Zull), and a
roach (Cindy Rozeboom) who
doesn't have the time or patience for Noah. She also meets
up with a spider, played by
Gary Menard, who continuously tries to entangle her in his
web.
"A Celebration of Women"
included three more plays
which were all collectively written. The Disappearing Act, written by I Iannah Lee and
Charlotte LeFrank, was dedicated lo "all women who have
suffered and died al the hands
of their partners." Frustrated
Artists included a sketch of a
talk show, singing, and a humourous Aristotle impersonation. In Magic 'n ' Me, a girl
journeys through an enchanted
forest to find that real magic is
inside herself and others.
The festival proved that
feminism is not a scary word,
but actually a creative and entertaining "F-word."
Bice hopes to make an annual event out of "C'.,.elebration." It is her belief that the
festival has provided an artistic
and educational forum for the
community as well as for the
volunteers at the WFT.
"It's a learning situation for
everybody and it's really quite
neat lo be able to open your
doors to the community in that
way, because that means that
you not only have access to
your community but are part of
the community, you're not cut
off at the stage."
I!

Colour me poetic
By Lisa Fortin

Lance photo / MIKE PEREIRA

Mark Lalibert~·s Gels (Layers).

contained many more displays
that are too painful to describe
here. Suffice it to say that hand
tools and teeth were involved.
In any case, by going beyond
the traditional norms of installation art, Laliberte has managed to change my mind about
a style of work that I've been
purposely ignoring for far too
long.
II

"There is a
poetic renaissance going on
right
now,"
says
Jackie
Halstead, founder of the Colours Collective
Coalition
(CCC) and organizer of Poetic
Fusion.
An evening of poetry and
dancing to be held at the Asylum Dance Pub on Saturday,
Mar. 18, Poetic Fusion is another example of the poetic
creativity that has been percolating of late here in the Windsor-Detroit area.
Halstead
explains the event was inspired
by Infinity's poetry nights at
Detroit's Pourre Me Cafe.
Poetic Fusion promises to be
fun, with cool music to begin
around 8 p.m., poetry readings
starting al 9:30 p.m., followed
by a mix of dance, reggae,
hiphop and jazz to dance the
rest of the night away. I Iowever, the event docs have a
somewhat serious side.
As a cultural alternative to
the mainstream, the coalition
strives to provide a place for all

voices to be
heard,
and
hopefully understood. "It's
really important,"
Halstead
says,
that the group
and the event
he inclusive,
that there can
be a sharing and an exchange.
She underlines that Poetic Fusion and the CCC arc not only
open to persons of colour, hut
to everyone.
As the still relatively new
group is not yet a UWSA-ratified club on campus, no definite plans can be made for
more such creative events in
the future; everything depends
on funding. Halstead would
like to see Poetic Fusion repeated if the response warrants
it, though.
With Halstead's infectious
positivity, the chances are good
that we will sec another poetry
night. But don't take any
chances - check it out! Admission is $3, with all proceeds going toward the non-profit
Colours Collective Coalition
for more alternative cultural
happenings on campus.
II
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The University of Windsor Student's Alliance is now accepting
applications for the position of
•

WCEPRESIDENTRNANCE
& OPERATIONS
• Preference to Current Full-time Undergraduates
• Students with Business & Economics
• Actual work experience
• Mature individual with time & Stress Management skills
Resumes must be submitted to the UWSA office between 9am, March 13,
1995 and 4pm, March 24, 1995 to the attention of the

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE/GENERAL MANAGER, DEBBIE QUINTAL

Information about this position is now available in the U1'\54 office,
second floor, CA~ Bldg.
Candidates qualifying for an interview will be contacted during
the week of April 3-7, 1995.
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Kinotek offering
the perverse
to film mavens
By Cameron A. Straughan

Amongst the onslaught of
thoughtless sequels, shameless
rip offs, and overblown star vehicles, the idea of spending
bard-earned cash at any one of
the popular theatre chains
seems absurd. Video rental
stores offer little relief.
Thoughtless sequels, shameless
ripoffs, and overblown star vehicles still make up the bulk of
the titles, and even worse, you
can find films deemed too hornble for theatrical release.
Meanwhile, the Cult and Foreign film sections are so small
that they're hidden behind a
cardboard cut-out of Jim Carrey. In Windsor there's only
one source of relief: The Kinotek Film Society, whose films
are currently being screened at
the Windsor Film Theatre.
Every season, those who avidly seek out the unusual and
the thought-provoking keep a
close eye on every news-stand
in anxious anticipation of the
arrival of the Kinotek Film program. A must for any true film
fan's bedroom wall, the film
program often becomes more
of a source of conversation
than the movies themselves!
Not that the films aren't worth
discussing; quite the contrary.
E~er since the inception of the
Kinotek Film Society in October of 1993, there has been a
strong dedication to bringing
challenging films to Windsor's
general public.
"Before Kinotek
I ran
Grindhaus Cinemaphilia for
two years," says Otto Buj, the
founder and program coordinator of Kinotek. "Grindhaus was
off the cuff. It was narrow in
scope - the strange or obscure. Kinotek is more legitimate, less sensational, with
11'k:lrc appreciation [for film as

art]."

Kinotek is Slavic for "film libr~·. which is highly approP.nate considering the vast
CUl~matic resources that Buj, a
University of Windsor visual
arts. grad, has at his disposal.
While it is not difficult for Buj
lo determine which films he
Wants to screen, he admits that
a lot of searching is necessary.
M.ost films are booked from a
distributor in Toronto, some
are traded with other film
groups, and some are from his

personal collection.
"These are not popular appeal movies," Buj admits, explaining Kinotek's format, "not
because they're bad, but you
have to want to understand and
go right along with the filmmakers. They are personal, obsessive, film-maker rmvies. I
prefer films with a lurid, ridiculous character to them. Perverse films are more interesting
than non-perverse."
With that in mind, this season's Kinotek line-up is no exception.
The Wicker Man (March 13
and 14, 9 p.m.) is widely considered one of the best modem
horror films ever made and
stars Edward (The Equalizer)
Woodward and the irreplaceable Christopher Lee. Bonus
for Suede fans: the movie is a
favourite of Brett Anderson.
The Phantom of Liberty
(March 20 and 21, 9 p.m.) is a
hilarious series of loosely connected surrealistic incidents
from the master of cinematic
surrealism
himself,
Luis
Bunuel. The dining room toilet
seat scene has to be seen to be
believed! Come out and enjoy a
truly comedic, intelligent film
in the surrealist tradition, and
discover where Monty Python's
Flying Circus ripped off all
their ideas.
le t'aime, le t'aime (March 27
and 28, 9 p.m.) is yet another
Kinotek presentation of an
Alain Resnais film. If it's anything like Providence, then it
should be humorous, shocking,
inventive, totally unlike anything you've ever seen before,
and weU worth watching.
While I'm not familiar with
the director Luchino Visconti,
and have never seen his movie
The Damned (April 3 and 4,
9 p.m.), Keanu Reeves isn't in
it so you know it has to be
good.
If you looked up the word
'Kafkaesque' in the dictionary,
you might find The Tenant
(April 10 and 11, 9_ p.~). Paranoid, claustrophobic, 01ghtmarish, and strangely humorous,
the movie will introduce you to
director Roman Polanski when
he was approaching the hei~ht
of his creativity and acclaun.
Bonus for Skinny Puppy fa~s:
The Tenant is sampled heavily
for the Bites album, so keep
your ears open.
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A scene from Luchino Visconti's The Damned (above), showing April 3 and 4, and Federico Fellini, perennial Kinotek
favourite, high above the set of Roma.

Alejandro Jodorowsky's The
Holy. Mountain (April 17 and
18, 9 p.m.) almost defies description, except to say that it's
like experiencing a two-hour
long dream where sex, religion,
and politics are constantly torn
apart and reconstructed in a
way that continually challenges
the viewer. This film is one of
the few that will shock, horrify,
offend, and disgust one minute
and then have you laughing in
tears the next. A must see!
Lastly, Pier Paolo Pasolini's
The Decameron (April 24 and
25, 9 p.m.) demonstrates the
truest values of the Kinotek
Film Society. Like several other
films being screened, Pasolini's
movies are incredibly difficult
to find and they're almost nonexistent in video stores. This is
most likely due to the controversial nature of such films as
Pasolini's Salo: 120 Days of
Sodom (which Kinotek has resented before). Films such as
these have either been X-rated
or banned altogether because
overrealous critics and political
types viewed it incorrectly as
pornography. Recently, video
copies of Salo for sale in a gay
bookstore in Cincinnati were
confiscated by police who insisted that the film contained
"sexual torture". This resulted
in a written protest by Hollywood heavyweights, such as
Martin Scorsese, all concerned
with the preservation of this
masterpiece.
"I hate it when people come
out expecting to be shocked by
the films," concedes Buj, while
considering the artistic merit of
the films he screens. "People
complain - they want to have
their heads messed with. But
real life is more shocking. I've
given up on shock value. Kinotek is more mature and serious."
lbat's not to say that Kinotek hasn't had its share of
controversy.
"People were freaked out by
The Devils [a Ken Russell
filmJ," Buj recalls. "They think
we show satanic or misogynistic
films. I think some people arc
offended by the frank writing in
the schedule. I received letters
from a family whose daughter
got one of our schedules and
they said they'd pray for us. Local politicians get concern from
viewers as well. But what we're

doing is completely legal."
Ironically, The Devils was Kinotek' s best-attended screening. Shown on Halloween, the
film attracted a theatre full of
costumed movie-goers. Buj says
that attendance at Kinotek
screenings is moderate; most
nights he can expect 15 to 20
patrons, but he needs 40 to 50
to break even.
Buj is looking to get more
people seriously involved not just financially, but with
knowledge and volunteer assistance.
As it is, Buj runs Kinotek
with the assistance of only two
helpers, Sean Carson and
Christian Bonk. Buj is currently
writing a grant application to
help fund operations. Although
he's always been able to pay
rental space at each venue, the
Windsor Film Theatre is set to
close at the end of the summer
and the Capital is currently under renovations. As a result, he
doesn't know where the Kinotek Film Society will be operating in the future, if it will be
at all.
"It's sad, but a lot of these
films are disappearing," Buj
says, reflecting on the state of
alternative cinema. "Some

films we have are the only existing copies. Some are no longer
available on video. Even Dwarves Started Small was available
on video in Europe but not in
the States. The big thrill of Kinotek is that this is your first
time to see these films. You
think: thank God I did or it
could just disappear. A lot of
young kids come to the screenings, not just looking for a freak
show, but genuinely interested.
It's the first time (viewing] for
them and that's what's important."
"Kinotek isn't work," Buj is
quick to point out, "it's an obligation. That I regret, since it is
a lot of work. But if I don't do it
then who will?"
I!
Kinotek Film Society screenings are cu"ently held at the
Wmdsor Film Theatre, 2135 Uyandotte St. W. Admission is
$4.50. Kinotek is a registered
non-pro/ii membership-based organiza.tion operated by volunteers, so if you'd like to get
involved contact Otto Buj at
(519) 252-0342.

FILM & SPEAKER SERIES

Thursday, March 16 //
Media Working Group presents:

"Lessons of Darkness"
a film by Werner Herzog
on media distortions of the Gulf War

!?REE admission and 11REE refreshments served at:

7:00 P.M.,
Iona College, 208 Sunset

f

Ontario Public lnlrl'Qt Resureh Group· Windsor. 254-4232 e~L 3872

f
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services
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Mastering the LSATI - Why practice
questions when you can master the
pnnciples? Your best and most comprehensive option for LSAT training begins in Toronto in May. June, July, and
August. Start anytime and take the option of working with us throughout the
summer1- Richardson - (416) 4107737 or 1-800-567-7737.
Papers typed on laser printer. Fast
friendly service $1 .75 per page, (two
blocks from campus). Call Lucy: 2585828.

tor rent
Students: 2 & 5 bedroom units for
rent. Ave minute walk to campus.
Available May 1, 1995. Call and leave
message for Jim Lovell anytime 9712089.
Female summer students: Need a
room? - located 10 min. walk from
university - Large house. Sublet of
rooms begins May 1\95. Please call
Darlene 253-8504.

help wanted
Sunvner jobs! Run your own business, gain valuable business experience while building your resume. Earn
up to $10,000 (25 jobs). High demand
product, irrigation sales and installation. The ideal opportunity: vehicle required. Call Student Sprinklers at
1-800-265-7691.
Summer jobs: Springtime Garden Centres Limited is hiring retail salespersons. No experience necessary.
Enthusiasm essential. Information and
applications available at the Centre
Planning and Placement Centre, room
115, Dillon Hall.
Summer jobs: Applications are now
being accepted for summer jobs on
cruise ships, airlines, and resorts. No
experience necessary. For more information send $2 and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to World Wide
Travel Club, 5334 Yonge Street. Suite
1407, Toronto Ontario, M2N 6M2.
Editor-in-Chief needed for Imprint, University of Waterloo's student newspaper. for the 1995-96 year As
ed1tor-•n-ch1ef you would be responsrble for seeing that paper is pnnted and
distributed on time. You would have to
be able to co-ordinate and sustain a
large volunteer base and write for all
sections of the newspaper: news,
sports arts, forum, and features. You
would also require 1nt1mate familiarity
with IBM-compatible computers, Windows, WordPerfect 5.1 , and Pagemaker 5 0 and be available to begin
train ng on March 20 1995. This full
time salaried position is a one year
contract from April 1, 1995 to March
31 , 1996. The job requires an average
of 37 5 hours per week, but will be
much more during peak times of the
year. Also, most of the hours will be
concentrated between Monday morning and Thursday at noon. Preference
will be given to candidates within I.JN.
Submit a letter of application, resume
and samples of writing to University of
Waterloo, Imprint, Campus Center
Room 140, attention Vivian Tambeau
by noon March 17, 1995.

Video artist looks at
women's social history

\ Summer Course at

McGill
tniversity

.\lontreal. Canada

Why Not!

By Sarah Atkinson

We welcome
visiting students
lncl't"Jse !Our opnons
lighten !Our cour.;e load
Enrich rnur progr.101

Disco1er Quebff and
"la francophome"
fapcrience multiculturJ!
\lontreal
f.nJO! 1he summer [e:,iiral,
It's all here for }OU!

\lcGill Summer S!udies
offers a full mnge of
uniler..it1 le1d courses.
\n illlen~ile four-week
summer cour..e came:.
5academic crediL,.
RegisttJUOII opens

\larch -. J()();
11~111:-l\tllER sn DIL'
\l.'\,ll\111l'l'<II • ,i<J:o,rt,rurl,r~ ''"
'Salt'.;,,; • INlMl.1' ' \lontn-.d
Qnrl,rc.wn..., • HI\ 18'1
Tt't lllil ~l\.;!l!.F.t\ «'H ;-~;!!--t
l \I.al ~;i<t,1-.rl\ LIil. 1tct.11u
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which were to eve ntually find
their w~y into .her video docu.
It was an absence that mcntanes and mstallations.
spurred video artist-documenDi~mon?'s Art Gallery pres.
talist Sara Diamond to research entahon mcluded discussion
and reconstruct a history. That and excerpts from her work. ·
history is the fractured but very
Ten Dollars or Nothing a
real legacy of women in Cana- documentary Diamond ~m.
pleted in 1988, involves four
dian labour.
Diamond was in town last narratives based on the colWednesday at the Art Gallery lected oral histories againsi
of Windsor as part of the Visi- photographic images from her
research.
tors in the Arts Series.
Sara Diamond began makjng
The Lull Before the Storm
documentaries in 1979 with a weaves a fictional narrative
collective called Amelia Pro- with social and labour history,
ductions, which she describes the five part series uses humou;
as "a group of community activ- and social critique to expand
ists who made occupational the dialogues.
videos." She enrolled in a Latin
The evening's only disapAmerican Studies program, pointment was the lack of at.
and became increasingly in- tendance of any of Windor's
volved in the study of social his- own labour community. Notory. She soon realized that body told them it was happen.
there was no labour history of ing. This absence is particularfy
women per se. Coming from a disquieting considering Diaworking class background she mond's collaborative imperabecame more aware of, as she tive in her work, and her desire
says, "an absence of the mar- to cross cultural and social
boundaries in order to have
gins that I was a part of."
She began collecting archival marginal stories heard and lephotographs and oral histories, gitimized.
!
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CREATE YOUR OWN JOB WITH A STUDENT VENTURE LOAN.

• (ow, Leftffl • Owtftc«J,
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Fall FM S1rtie1 (me,,,,;,,,
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It's easier than you think. In fact every summer hundreds of students use Student Venture to start their own business. Last year
for instance, Kevin Grignon paved driveways. Andre Edelbrook landscaped. Jo-Anne Cortes paint,:/ jobsOntarlo Summer Employm
ed houses. Trudy Chu started a retail operation. Whatever you want to do, we can make it happen.
boulotOntario Emplo,s d'~tt
Wrth an interest-free loan up to $3,0CX), and all the free advice you need. You may end up making
as much as you would working for others. If you're 15-29, and going back to school next year,
call toll free 1-800-387-5656. Or pick up an application at your high school, college or university.

®Ontario
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We are the Borg
of philosophy ...
By Bernard Helling

Tlze Barbarism of Reason:
Max Weber and the TwilighJ of
Enlightenment
Editors: Asher I Iorowitz and
Terry Maley
University of Toronto Press

What is to be done with Max
Weber?
ronn
H is not enough that he gave
:1tive
us, in his work on the Protestory;
tant work ethic, our first
nour ~impscs of the power of a
>and
modern sociological approach
to history, or that he painted in
isap- quick, bold and generally unf at. derstandable strokes, this cenfor's tury's best introduction to the
No- phenomenon of bureaucratizapen. tion. Critical theory - the hylar~ brid mix of philosophy, political
Dia. theory, sociology aesthetics,
>era. and social psychology - won't
esire let poor Weber sleep: a number
ocial of its sects wish to dig up bis
have hones and postumously baptizc
d le- and/or canonize him. Were he
! alive today, Weber would
surely give a lecture on the
phenomenon.
Central to this campaign is
Wcher's concept of rationalization - which can be taken to
Orwellian lengths and beyond.
Weber's rationalization is a
blanket concept that covers bureaucracy,
the
scientific
method, disenchantment with
the natural world, technology,
engineering, the social sciences
and can probably be extended
to sliced bread, surveillance
cameras, ductwork, and certain
menacing sci-fi creatures that
arc wont to harrass space-opera
heroes with the threat: "Resistance is futile. You will be assimilated."
A bit of perspective is in order: In the 1890s, as Weber was
having a mental breakdown,
statistical studies were linking
sewage contamination of well
water to urban cholera outbreaks. By the early 1920s,
when Weber was publishing his
best-known works, most Western cities had figured out the
technology needed to filter and
chlorinate drinking water.
. Ta-dab! Life expectancy
nses, as does population, and
u~ban population densities; all
without the intercession of the
deity, or philosophy. Seems to
work a lot better than either
the deity, or metaphysics too!
Guess that this new reliance on
a~proach, or method, or technique is going to take over the
world. Did it not teach us all,
for the first time in recorded
~istory, not to shit in our drinkmg water? God must be dead,

or at least on vacation. 'Ibe old
means versus ends thing all
over again. Very scary!
Truth be told, this book
marks the second return of
Max Weber, as the first recuperation of his works came with
their translation and popularization during the cold war 50s.
Son:iehow in the forty years followmg, Weber had gotten a little long in the tooth and seedy
and wa~ retired to undergradu~
ate duties. Now Max is back
again, and this time he is
flanked by no less than Kant,
Hegel,
Marx,
Nietzche,
Mannheim, Adorno, I Iorkheimcr, Benjamin, Freud, Lacan,
Levi- Straus, Merlcau-Ponty,
llabermas, and a cast of hundreds of extras and fave theory
stars in brief cameo appearances. Curiously absent: Kafka,
McLuhan, and Nostradamus.
Post-doctoral Weber gurus
are by now grinding their teeth,
but heck: you au missed the
ductwork joke anyway. For the
rest of us, let me report that instrumental reason, rationalization, and the urge to pave the
earth are still bad things, although - mercifully - the
mass media doesn't enter into
much of the discussion. Personal "bit" sections would include Maley's The Polilics of
Time, Warren's Nietzche and
Weber: When does Reason Become Power?, and Strong's Max
Weher and the Bourgeoisie.
More difficult, but with a bonus
Coles
Notes section on
Hegelian idealism, is Dallmayr's Max Weber and the Modem State.
"Idealism" might not be a
good thing. One of the other
essays even drops a nice art-history nugget, suggesting strong
links between our worship of
process and modem materialoriented art-making. Oh well,
footnotes (like book reviews)
are where you find them ...
So why bother with this thing
then, unless you have sold your
life to the study of early twentieth century arcana? In true
Weberian spirit, we can salvage
Weber using his own process:
the holy texts of early modernism are inescapably inscribed
with the barbarity of poverty,
insecurity, high mortality rates,
war and the paranoid necessity
of rigid consensus within the
framework of an absolute, and
rather stupid nation-state. Today, we recycle them into pop
culture plot conceits. "All that
is solid ..." and now we know
how to do it! We have learned
well!
LI

_ _ _ Outgoing, dynamic and enthusiastic students
are needed to be next year's
CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES.
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In school and trying IO plan your wedding? One
or many aspects of your special day lwldled
Call Monica at 254-2605
weekdays after 4:30.

Pick up your Ambassador
application at the Uaison
Office or the Placement Centre.

Deadline for applying is March 31 st. 1995.

See it I can help!

SHOW TIMES
111ursdays: 9pm
(11111111,,2111'11:e)

Fridays: 9pm

258-5233
Reservauons
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50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year sate
driving record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D'arcy Marentette

8ectioa time Is llert! The Lance Is accepting nominations t0< sub-edlt0< positions tor the

1995-96 pi,mllshlng year. Nomilation forms are available tn the t..anca office, basement of the
CAW Student Centre. Positions are news editor, associate news editor, arts ecltor, featins
editor, sports editor, photo editor and associa!B photo ecltor. Nominations close March 23,
1995 at 5:30 p.m.; an al-candidates fon.rn will be held on March 27, 1995 at 6:30 p.m. and
91tctions Wil be March 30 & 31. Questions? Cal CEO Martina Obersat at 253-4232, ext 3909.

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254·5101
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graphic ~~, ayze Sassine
and M~~.; Hc;..ie

Richie

Hawtin, a native of
Lasalle, Ontario, began
his career as a DJ at the
Shelter in Detroit, playing music
mainly by techno originators
Derrick May, Kevin Saunderson,
and Juan Atkins, the Holy Trinity of Techno. He started to
bump into them in Detroit in
1988-89; meeting them gave him
the itch to start making music.
He studied communications at
the University of Windsor,
where he gave himself a year to
decide if he would stay in school
or see if the music thing would
work. He began DJing in
Europe, spinning until the wee
hours, and started up his own record label, Plus 8, with his friend
John Aquaviva. Hawtin decided
it was time to leave school.
He has worked under several different aliases - Xybersonic,
Circuit Breaker, FUSE, States of
Mind, Vortex, Xenon-but the
one that has gained the most reaction are the works he's done
under the nomer Plastikman.
His Sheet One album has gained
legendary status in the techno
scene, not only because of the
music, but for the sheet of paper
inside that resembles blotter
acid. This similarity was so
strong that a fan got arrested for
having the CD in his car.

Chris Lawson: What is it about
vocals that you don't like?
Richie Hawtin: I'm just not re-

ally into vocalists ... I do Jike
vocalists, but for the majority of
records 1 prefer no vocals. I
don't need people preaching to
me, and I don't need hearing
about someone's bad luck.
CL: Isn't there anything you
want to say to the world?
RH: No, not really. I like music

that's like escapism, that you can
kind of lose yourself in, that you
can relax to, you can be depressed to, you can be happy to.
But it's whatever you feel, not
what someone is saying to you.
There are enough people in this
world that can't think for themselves without me trying to
preach something.
CL: What do you think you'll be
doing in ten years, still making
music?
RH: Yeah! Hopefully. The way I
look at it, the music I do now is

not only for the dance floor, ifs
for listening to at home. Seeing
so many different people from
all over the world getting into it,
it's too much of a force to just
dissipate. People who think this
music will die next year because
it's not real music are sadly mistaken. What rock was to the
sixties, this music is to the 90's.

Besides the controversies and miCL: How was your recent trip to
nor myths, it's Richie Hawtin's
Japan?
music that has made him one of
the most sought~after techno inRH: Amazing! Best trip I've had
novators in the world. The same
in so long! For the last year and
magazines that hyped the contro- a half, I was pretty much in
vcrsy have praised him for his
Europe seven weeks out of every
music. In 1994 his single
two months. To go to Japan, the
P/astique was named single of
actual excitement of travelling,
the week by Melody Maker maga- which I haven't had in four
zinc.
years, was there again.

CL: How's the scene there?

RH: They've had the whole last
seven or eight years of the scene
crammed into three years, because they got into it late. But
they're not three years behind.
They have the newest stuff over
there now. The records I just
bought in Detroit they'll have
this weekend. It's really fresh!
It's really exciting! I did a party
in Tokyo at a place called the
Liquid Room which held 1200

sound has always been mininalism, building upon repetition. If
you use just a few key ideas and
use them right, use repetition in
a hypnotic way, that's when it
gets creative. Like you said,
there's enough there to create
an atmosphere, but not enough
to put a time and a date on it.
There's a lot of space to move
around within the music. The
space in my music is as important as the sound in my music.

people, and it was the biggest

CL: How important are titles?

techno event they've ever had,
which was just amazing!

RH: This is a question I've been

CL: Where do you like spinning
most?
RH: Detroit basically ... to be

completely honest I think right
now Detroit might be on a downswing, but the last year and half
Detroit has pretty much blown
away any place on the planet.
I've seen some amazing parties
in England, but the few we've
done in Detroit and the people
there really appreciate the music
and it's always brought me a better vibe than anywhere else.
In Detroit there are some of the
best DJs in the world. [At Detroit parties} for five bucks, 10,
15 at the most, you're getting
your money's worth. And that's
the one thing that djsappoints
me is the kids around don't realize how lucky they are.
CL: What I like about the Musik

CD is its minimalism; you don't

have to use the latest sounds
which can define it to a time period - like the tons of
throw-away rave stuff out a coupie of years ago. How much of
this was intentional?
RH: It's probably all intentional.
It's just me, really. My whole

pondering. I don't know if I
should do any titles because tities conjure up specific images,
which is good and bad. Most of
the titles I'm using are cryptic:
Outbak, Ethnik, Kriket; I don't
think naming is that important.
CL: It doesn't really serve a purpose because most of the people
that are listening to your music
hear it at parties and it's not like
the DJ comes on and says "that
was •.. by so and so".
RH: There's one track on there

that's called Marbles and that
doesn,t mean anything either.
The only reason I called it Marbles was because the first time I
played it to one ofmy friends he
said he was going to lose his marbles if he heard it loud. There
are little meanings to me, but
they're all really nondescript I
would really like to do no titles~
but it's kind of cliche not to use
them. I'm not making completely extreme experimental
music, but it is kind of on the experimental point to a lot of
people, so to not put names on it
is just another reason for the averagc Joe not to listen to it. I
don't expect every average Joe
to like my music, but I would

like them tog
CL:Would)

into top ten?
RH: That re

do with it. If
happen, then e
Musikalbum
the independ
three weeks o e
U.K

studio tor
what we11 do. m
around the
studio.

CL: So that's
someone can ~ sen,
you tapes?

RH: Send me
my mailbox.
tapes now.

RH: That'll
that. There's
ple in this cicy
music and h
CL:WhJdOO
herein Win~

RH: At the . bigge
percentage of a).
ways from
ut
ten percent of etra
elling over the Detroi
so I'm going f s
where it's ea ea lo
more people gettin!
into it, but sti! ere
are a thousa re an

-~-~--··

%;.:

•·

·. . .·

a hundred or two are from Windsor, five hundred from Detroit
and another three hundred from
the mid west, so it's still the best
way to do it. I go with the flow.
When it's the right time, I'll do it
here.
CL: I was just thinking that your
name is big enough now that it
doesn't matter where you spin.
RH: Windsor people are always
going to Detroit parties, but U.S.
people aren't used to coming
over here. You tell some kid in
Milwaukee or St. Louis, who's
going to drive eight hours to Detroit, or eight hours and five
minutes to Windsor; as soon as
you say Canada, Windsor, it
makes things worse. It's just that
border thing.
CL: What's the farthest distance
anybody has travelled for one of
your parties?

RH: At the Jak parties a guy
came who was living in New
York, but he was from Berlin
and came down especially. At
Spastik we had a guy fly in from
L.A. At Jak 2 the guy playing
trumpet flew in from London,
England. And then we have pe<Y
ple driving in from New York.
You have those crazy people
who travel crazy distances and
then there's the majority travel·
ling within a ten hour radius.

of countries close together and a
lot of major cities close together.
Here you got Detroit, then
Toronto; four hours away, New
York; L.A., Chicago, they're
very wide spread.

[In Europe] there is a really
good communication networ~ a
good network of creative people,
so this music really took off
quite fast. As soon as it happened in one spot it spread
really fast. Each city has its own
musjc thing but as soon a~ it's
here, boom it happens there.
I did a party in September for
25,000 people, you have 23,000
from England, all different countries maybe they are only twelve
hours to twenty hours apart driving. How long is it going to take
to drive from San Francisco to
go to a party in Detroit? It's out
of the question.
CL: For a while every magazine
I picked up had an article or interview with you, are you
starting to get sick of the publicity?
RH: Oh yeah, I hate it.

CL: Why are you sitting with me
right now?

CL: How is it that in England
there are enormous parties every
weekend when Detroit can't
even have one?

RH: I'm really coming to the end
with my interviews ... this one's
different It's a low key one, for
the University of Windsor, I'm
doing this because people who
like this music and don't know
about the scene can come and
check it out.

RH: It's not a big thing to brag
about. First of all, it's a lot older
there; we're in the early stages
here. I don't know how big it will
ever get here, it'll take a long
time. England and Europe arc a
very close society, there arc a lot

Some of Hawtin's releases can be
found at Record Time in Roseviile
and Rochester, Michigan. Watch
for FUK Plastikman's mi.dwestem tour hitting Detroit at an
undetemiined time..
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There will be an open meeting of the
UWSA Bl'-LAWREVIEWCOMMITTEE
in the CAWSC Main Boardroom Friday March 17, 10:30am-12:00pm, 1995
Proposed by-law changes include:
• Amendments to the proxy by-laws
• Changes to the Senator's term in office
• Auditing by-law revision
• Creation of Orientation Officer
• Creation of Student Senate Caucus
• Ammendments to by-law 41

==.:

Applications to Social Science Society Office in the 2nd floor of the CAW Student Centre by 4pml April 3rd.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES

"CHURCH; MISSION; FIRST NATIONS
IN THE MID 90'S''
Peter Alfred Sutton, OM/, Archbishop ofKeewatin-LePas
The Catholic Church of the Canadian North has
elaborated a distinctive vision of its needs, challenges
and hopes. The input of the Native peoples with their
own religious and cultural traditions has provided a
unique perspective on the legitimate integration of
folk and ethnic values into Christian thought and
ritual. Such considerations can enlighten the universal
Church as to the criteria and challenges of
inculturation in various traditions.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, March 19, 1995 - 3:00 p.m.
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5; Students $2; or by membership pass

Monday. March 13. 1995
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Gibson gives good
guide to graduates
Avoid adult
responsibility as
Jong as possible ...

•

•

s

Gibson Guuie is a highly useful and objective sourcebook
for those who want to choose
their academic program based
on academic considerations,
and not on informal polls of the
eyL«ne Beaton
student body.
Since, as the author puts it,
Gibson's Guide to Graduate and
actually reading each individual
Professional Programs at Oncourse calendar "ranks with the
tario Universities, 1995 ed.,
most fiendish torture ever deBy Dyanne Gibson
Toe Guidance Centre, Ontario
vised by the Inquisition," the
Institute for Studies in Educareal value of this guide is as a
tion
digest of all the information
Last summer, after the you might need to apply to any
crushing anti-climax of gradu- graduate program in Ontario.
The first part of the Guide is
ation, I found myself going
through a thought process a fairly clear and accessible exsomething like this: "Hmm. planation of the ins and outs of
Here I am, 23 years old, with an what it means to do graduate
Honours degree in Communi- level study (either Master's or
cation Studies, and no real Doctoral), and how to go about
working experience related to deciding which of Ontario's
my field of study. What do I do many universities will best suit
now: A) Avoid adult responsi- your needs. The second part is
bility as long as possible by, say, a listing of summary informaplaying bass in a band; B) Con- tion about each university's
tinue my studies at the gradu- graduate programs, taken diate level; or C) Go out and get rectly from their graduate cala real job?" Since neither A nor endars.
(given the current economic
Unfortunately, it's a bit too
environment) C seemed a truly
late for me to take advantage
viable option, I found myself
of this guide even if I had
choosing B by default.
wanted
to. But if you, dear
If you now find yourself (or
reader,
find
you're having a
foresee yourself) thinking simihard
time
deciding
what to do
lar thoughts, this guide might
next
and
think
graduate
school
be a good aid to your further
may
be
the
way
to
go,
you
contemplation. Compared to
could
do
worse
than
to
go
out
some guides to Canadian universities I have seen (Linda and buy Gibson·s Guide.
As for me, J can't stay; I'm
Frum's from several years hack
hcing one prominent example), going out lo price some hassesJ]
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Got ideas from outer space?
Disengage your cloaking device
and come write for Lance news.
Call news editor Cheryl Clark or
associate Sarah Atkinson. Of
course, if you're an actual alien,
you're better off going into politics.

By now, you've probably realized

there's more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it builds. \Ve can help.
\Ve can give you the skills and
financial knowledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant.
Completing our CGA program of
professional studies can lead

tO

better opportunities in business,
government and public practice.

If you're ready to make even more
of yourself, call (416) 322-6520,
extensions

ms, 225 or 217, or toll-

frcc, 1-800-668- HH. or writt:

us at 2+0 Eglinton A,·cnuc East,
' Joronto \ l+P I K.8.
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•
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Graduation Portrait
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We're 11cco1,mting for the future m Ontarw

Sign up starting March 7
- Odette Building Commerce Society Office • Main Floor

DARE TO COMPARE
12 Previews only $13.SO+tax
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A pat on the back
Track and field has a history of excellence at Windsor but when
a team wins all Ontario for five years straight, and excels at a national level as well they definitely deserve a pat on the back.
If students at the University of Windsor had reason to celebrate
when the men and women's track teams swept the Ontario championships winning first place o~eral~ two v.:eeks ago, check <?ut the
results of the national championships. Wmdsor sports nationally
acclaimed athletes!
Windsor's women sailed into first place last weekend with athlete Kelly D insmore leading the way. The women amassed 74
team points at the meet, 41 points ahead of their competition
from the University of Manitoba. The men also had excellent
scores and left the track and field CIAU national Championships
only thirteen points away from first place.
Top scoring athlete Kelly Dinsmore's performance should be
applauded based on her endurance as welJ as her record.
Dinsmore reportedly took part in five events in one day, adding a
gold and bronze medal to her collection.
Mike Nolan and O'Brian Gibbons also performed impressively
at the national level. Nolan broke a school record in pole vaulting
while Gibbons added gold and bronze to his medals before heading off to represent Canada in the Pan-American Games.
Both the women and men's track and field teams have helped
put the University of Windsor on the map. Congrats!
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Giving workers
their fair share
Do the papers and the province lie ·· has the overflowing well
that is Casino Windsor suddenly run dry? I'm sure that the ?wners
would prefer the public thought so as Casino workers await news
on wage increases.
. . .
Casino Windsor has been a source of about $1.4 m11J!on m profits per day for shareholders in the business, an Amencan owned
company and Ontario's provincia~ ~ove~ment. No wonder the casino, which made its fi rst $100 million m 46 days, has been called
"the world's most profi table casino."
While millions are pouring into managem~nts pockets the average wage at the casino is $9 per hour. Wage increase~ are hardly a
difficult request to fulfill with that kind of profit margm.
.
But profits aren't the. only re~son cas \no work~rs a.re asking for
a bigger piece of the pie. Despite the 1 ?la~our wh1c~ the wor?
casino denotes to its many patrons, working m that environment 1s
another story altogether. Anyone who has ~een in !he Windsor
Casino can attest to the cigarette smoke which assails you upon
entrance. Working a full shift in such an environment on a regular
basis is not conducive to good health, and employees should be
compensated for that in their rate of pay.
Smoke isn't the only factor which contributes to the unhealthy
and downright irritating conditio~s 0ne is ~aced with .wh~n working in such an environment - no1~e pollution, poor l~ghtmg, and
the constant high traffic of the casmo need to be considered when
deciding on wages. Windsor's casino employees are also the subject of the abuse of some patrons when their luck goe~ soui:. Incidents where patrons spit on, sexually harrass .or otherw1s~ mistreat
employees have been cited as part of the rationale for raise~. AJ:id
why not, the anger which casino losers direct at employees 1s misguided, intolerable and workers should be compensated for that.
So the casino shouldn't be reluctant to ''break the mould" for
rate of payment in the service industry - the profits are based on
the quality of service and should be reflected in wages.
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Letters to the editor

Congrats, Lance

medical programs, and our social safety net. The exporting of
jobs under free trade agreements is a catastrophe for our
youth and our country. Future
and current generations have
been burdened with a debt load
which derives from usurious interest rates enjoyed by the
bankers and money lenders.
Canadians (youthful or otherwise) can no longer afford to
sit by and watch this neo-conservative agenda unfold.
The Lance is to be congratulated for its activist, progressive
stance on issues affecting us all.
James Winter
Communication Studies

Dear Editor,
Timothy Dugdale (Lighten
up Lance, Feb. 20) accuses
your paper of "producing a lifeless, joyless collection of ideologically infected stories and
features" which he terms "a
goddamn [sic] bore."
As he is a graduate of communication studies who now
teaches some courses in our department, I hope Mr. Dugdale
is aware that "ideologically infected stories and features"
pervade the media of this country. Mr. Dugdale is not objecting to ideology per se, but to
the particular brand of ideology
( a progressive one) espoused
by the people who work for the
Lance. Otherwise, he would be Dear Editor,
writing to The Globe and Mail,
I am writing in reponse to a
to object to the writings of Con- letter which was printed in the
rad Black, William Thorsen, March 6 edition of the Lance.
Peter Cook, Terence Corcoran, The letter was composed by a
Andrew
Coyne,
Margaret T. Scott and was titled "New
Wente, etcetera.
Signs Suck!" The point raised
I must conclude that Mr. in the letter was that the signs
Dugdale is not championing (table tents) that were placed
"dialogue" as he claims, but his on the tables in the dining area
own particular ideological of the CAW Centre were offenagenda. Hence, he wants our sive to the paying customers
youth to frolic and avoid seri- that frequent the estabous discussion. This " don't lishment.
worry, be happy" philosophy
As a member of the Food
has so far proven disastrous. Services
Advisory
Board
Witness existing and planned (FSAB), let me assure you that
cutbacks to higher education, this was not the intention of the

A reason for signs

signs. Throughout the aca.
demic year Food Services has
received complaints regarding
the lack of finding adequate
seating during prime meal
times. The FSAB members
pondered this issue extensively
and decided that it would be
preferable to implement the
signs as a method of raising
awareness to the problem at
hand, as opposed to restricting
certain areas for the consumption of food.
For those who are not familiar with FSAB, we are a corn·
mittee
of
students and
university employees that con·
gregate in order to discuss issues and try to solve them.
It was in the interest of the
customers of the CAW Centre
that FSAB proceeded to place
the signs in the first place.
FSAB members felt that if
those individuals who spend a
great deal of time in the centre
were aware that there was a
problem, that they would r~act
accordingly, helping to alleviate
the stress. The signs were deli·
nitely not meant to anger any·
one.
As to the suggestion that re·
sources should be utilized more
efficiently, how would you have
spent the seven dollars it took
to print those signs?
A. Gledhill
Food Service Advisory Board
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Editorial Policies

The Lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every
Ecltor in Chief ...................................... ..Teena Ward
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
News Editor . ........................................ Cheryl Clar1<
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Associate News Editor ......................... Sarah Atkinson
Student Centre.
Arts Editor.............................. ...............- .. Lisa Fortin
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
Features Editor ·····-···..- ..................... Sarah Atkinson
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
Photography Editor ................................ Nancy Pringle
Associate Photo Ecltor. ...... - ............. Luisa Cabiddu
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
Prollldlon M1n111er ...... ................ .. Martina Obersat
are not necessarily those of the University of
Buslneu Manager ........ ....................... ..... Lili Chan
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Advertising Manager ................................. Nidhi Dhir
Submissions are welcome aod become the
Advertisin!J Artist .................................... John Teeter
property
of the newspaper. Submissions must
Circulation Manager ............... ........ Brad Buckenham
include contributor's name and phone number and
Contributors: Jason Amyot, lngnd Badley, Dave Ball,
Lome Beaton, Jacque~ne Beckford, Lisa Bowker, Chris must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten,
Boyd, Dave Bukovec, Jerry Burrell, ligaya Byrch, or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). The editor
Caroline Camarie. Rick Coronado. Rob Dear1ove, Jim reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
Letters will be accepted until the Friday before
Davies, Jacquie Gahagan, Dave Gough, Peter Graham,
Bernie Hemng, Marc Houle, Melanie Izsak, Jenn Jackson, publication and must include the writer's name,
Kevm Johnson, Brent Kulba, Holly Mcintire, Trecia major of study and phone number.
Mclennon, Melanie Marco, Carty Marcoux, Matt
Contents copyright 1995. Reproduction in any
Mossman, Pat Murray, Saiira Na,ak, Memo O'Donnell, way is forbidden without the written permission of
Stephen Panaccia, Mike Pereira, Gus Morin, Sue Monn.
Steve Rennie, Sarah Roebuck, Fayze Sassme, Jackie the editor in chief. The Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press
Shannon, Angie Stingerland, Cameron Straughan

Mission Statement
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affim,s its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, ~nd
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist, heterosexist, or that maligns

differently-abled peoples or the economicaUy
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation ol
conventional and nuclear. arms and the syste~
which promote them, which preserve and. exl1.1ou
unjust economic and political hegemony, d1vertil19
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility
both in content and in its day-to·day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N98 3P4
Telephone:
Editor: (519) 2534232, ext 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 391 O
Sports and Photo: (519) 2534232, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971·3604
Fax: (519) 971 -3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Lack of CFS referendum
information raises questions
By Martina Obersat
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from CFS prevents the federation from making its case to the
Watch out: your student gov- Windsor student body, while
ernment may be trying to take council is free to spread antisomething from you while CFS rhetoric like vice president
you're not looking.
Mark Robson's piece in the
The University of Windsor Feb. 20 Lance.
Students' Alliance is handling
It's hardly a fair fight.
an upcoming referendum like a
But council may know it can't
covert campaign to get us out win a fair fight. Every time stuof the Canadian Federation of dents were given a say on CFS
Students (CFS).
membership since joining in
This spring, CFS members 1985, they have responded with
across the country have been an overwhelming yes. Holding a
asked to approve a fee increase late referendum with little pubfrom $7 to $11 per student per licity ensures a low voter turnyear. The levy goes to support out, something UWSA can
the federation's research and exploit to its advantage.
lobbying efforts, as well as a vaLittle publicity? Council has
riety of national services. If stu- yet to post a single handbill,
dent council has its way, and will have only one issue of
Windsor will tum down the in- the campus paper to advertise
crease and give up its member- the referendum date, question,
and poll locations.
ship in CFS.
That's the only conclusion to
Why would alliance members
be drawn from the way council want out of CFS? Maybe to join
has handled the referendum.
a rival group.
The CFS convention recomIt may be more than coincimended the increase last year. dence that council changed its
But UWSA did not hold a vote name this year to UWSA. The
in oonjunction with council new name is remarkably similar
elections, as you would expect if to the Ontario University Stuit wanted to ensure a large dent Alliance (OUSA), a stuturnout. Instead, the date has dent coalition with a philosophy
continually been pushed back, very different from CFS.
CFS has been outspoken in
and CFS did not receive the
wording of the question until its support for accessible educaFriday - Jess than two weeks tion and low tuition, while the
OUSA has publicly called for
before the Mar. 22 voting date.
Keeping this information higher tuition to restrict enroll-

Letters to the editor

We should offend
Dear Editor,
Regarding Timothy Dugdale's letter in the Feb. 20
lance: hoy, did Mr. Dugdale
hit the nail on the head! Every
week, my husband picks up a
copy of tire Lance, and hrings it
home, announcing: "Here's the
latest from the brave, bold, independent, alternative press!"
(or words to that effect), and
\\e both laugh uproariously.
As a student from an earlier
time when freedom of expression and access to ideas and information took precedence
wer all else in the minds of
most students, I find myself alternately amused and angered
by the Lance's restrictive, prissy
editorial policy and willingness
to censor not just words or
Phrases, but ideas (see #4 of

the paper's mis..s;ion statement).
If you had any respect for your
readers, you would provide the
fullest possible spectrum of
ideas and facts, and let us work
them out for ourselves.
The university being the diverse community it is, such a
practice should result in_ two
things: a wider and more interesting range of opinion and
subject matter, and at least a
few people offended with the
paper's content every week.
The first, every student ought
to expect and demand from a
university newspaper. As for
being offended, that's part of
life, beyond grade 3, and something adult students. sho~ld ~e
able and willing to hve with, m
exchange for little perks like
free press.
Monica Reid
Social Science

ment and foster "excellence."
OUSA has also supported income-based repayment for student loans, which CFS has
criticized as favouring the
wealthy, who will retire their
debts faster.
Finally, in CFS, every student
is a member. That's why increases have to be passed by
referendum. OUSA was created not to serve individual students, but to represent student
councils. You can imagine how
great that sounds to student
politicians.
Robson and others on council argue that CFS doesn't do
anything, and point out that the
organization has a low profile
in Windsor. He even goes so far
as to characterize iL'i literature
as "junk mail."
What opponents don't say is
that we are all CFS. The student government is supposed to
be its local organizer. If CFS literature is taking up space in the
alliance office, it's because the
alliance isn't doing its job getting that information out to
students.
When critics say that CFS
services don't meet Windsor's
needs what they leave out is
that the type and level of these
services are all democratically
decided. But rather than making sure Windsor gets its
money's worth, student council

hasn't even sent representatives
to all the meetings .
And when the CFS-run student strike draws more attention than any action in years,
council carps it didn't get support from national office. It got
things only a national organization can provide: coordination
from campuses across the country, coverage from the national
media, access to CFS research,
and solidarity from groups like
the CAW and the NAC and
more than 50 other organizations. It's not surprising that the
students who actually did the
organizing on the Student Action Coalition have nothing hut
praise for-CPS ' role.
The irony is palpahle - the

local council does nothing to
let students know about CFS
and then complains it has a low
profile. But CFS is the bestknown student group in the
country - familiar to media
and legislators across Canada.
UWSA has promised to take
no sides in the coming referendum. Members may be quite
sincere in their desire to let
voters decide for themselves.
But councillors must understand that 1f they wait until the
last minute to even say there i,;
a referendum, it sure looks like
they're taking sides.
If Windsor students let
membership in the CFS lapse.
we'l~ be the poorer fur at. And
we'll have UWSA to th,mk. (!

Put community before commercialism
By Kerry-Ann Sween
and Sersie Shakespeare
The recent dispute over
Black
Homecoming
has
brought conflicts between the
black organizations to the forefront. The issues surrounding
this event have been an impetus
for further disunity among the
black community.
These groups are supposed
to set examples of leadership
for the community, rather than
fall subject to ruthle~s competition, personal attacks, and the
inability to reach a consensus
that would benefit everyone involved. If this reflects the same
type of interaction we will bring
into society as leaders of tomorrow, then it is fair to say that it
will not be our generation to

break the trend of disunity
which plagues us as a people;
but perhaps our children?
The people who preach
about black umty for the betterment of the community both
economically and socially, an:
ironically the same ones jumping on the capitalist band
wagon exploiting their own
people in the process, and thus
adding to the rift which ,;eparates us.
As for those individuals and
organizations on the side, who
knowingly compete with the
black organizations of the university individual gain has become the focus of their
endeavors, as opposed to contributing to the community.
For the members of the
groups who are dissatisfied with

the events and therefore don't
support them (justified or not);
perhaps supporting the events
simply to generate some revenue for your orgamzatton wall
at least proVIde the foundation
to negotiate on future evenLs
that will better reflect everyone's desires. Members must
realize that lack of funds inevitably leads to lack of choice!
No one is denying the fact
that as a black indiV1dual, looking out for oneself is a difficult
enough task, far less contributing to the black community.
1lowever, what we must realize
is that individual achievement
is possible within the context of
the black community. It's not
about one or the other; but a
combination of the two, which
will uplift us a,; a people.
(!

around campus

Do you favour same sex couples being able to adopt? Why or why not?
IO

"As long as
adequate
love
and care arc provided to the child
it shouldn't matter about the parents
sexual
preference."

"I guess I don't
really have a
problem with it.
It is the '90s.
There should be
caution taken."

Ryan Zimmerman
Year II
Business

-

"I don't find
anything wrong
with it. Their kids
tum out fine."

Candice Laidlow
Year)
Political Science/Psychology

"As long as
parents provide
for the child it is
o.k."

Indian Tiger
Year II
Business

"
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Boot on up to your nearest Chrysler Dealer, where you can get
interactive with the many fine Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth
cars and trucks in
our award-winning
line-up. And bring
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incentives!) What's more, you can defer payments for 3 months on
the 1994, 1995 and 1996 Chrysler vehicle
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~ o f your choice.* Test-drive the new 2-door
Neon Coupe with its all new 150 hp
engine. Discover the ever dependable Dodge and Plymouth Colt.
Get behind the wheel of the awesome Dodge Avenger. Choose the
model that's right for you and hit
the highway - the real highway with Chrysler:-)
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GET A NEON. GET $750 OFF.
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Dodge True/is
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• On CiuysJef (red t ~oved fioonced purchases on 48-monrh terms on selected offers. Some restrictions opply. Offer opplies to reto~ purchoses for personol use on~ of 1994, 199S ond 1996 mode~ excluding Dodge Vper II yoo finonce ot regu or
rates fOl 48 mon~ you may choose to defer your f~t monlhlv poyment fOl 90 doys You w, opc*f !he omount finonced ond interest IOI the 48 month term over 4S months (4S equol payments with o 3month-delay to first instollment). Chrysler (red I
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YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER.
A DEALER YOU CAN BELIEVE IN.
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--Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a tree community service of the Lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing

Don't forget...

,,..The Human Rights Education Officer & The
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues Coordinator
are located on Campus (second floor CAW
Student Centre). If you are a student and have
experienced harassment or had your human
rights violated, they are there to help you.
Contact them at 253-4232 ext. 3500.

.1 There will be an Aboriginal Youth Gathering
7'" at St. Clair College a week from today (Friday
March 31) from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Any high
school or post-secondary youths interested in
learning about AIDS and how to prevent it are
invited. Lunch is provided followed by a
social. For more information call 972-2727
ext. 4549 or 4672.

I

blood donor clinic today from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor Branch (3909 Grand Marais Rd E).
/

• The Psychology Society meets today at 6
p.m. upstairs in the Grad House. All are
welcome to attend. Note that t-shirts are still
being sold and you can put your order in with
the secretaries In the psychology department.
• Lance general staff meeting will be held this
/ Wednesday, March 22 in the Lance office,
CAW Student Centre, basement.

tl. The Kinotek Film Society presents The
X Phantom Of Uberty tonight and tomorrow
night at 9 p.m. at the Windsor Film Theatre
(2135 Wyandotte Street West). For more
information call (519) 971-5160.

L:

o vote in the CFS referendum
ednesday, March 22 between
9 a.m. and 7 p.m.

/

• Citizen Advocacy Essex/Windsor presents an
information session on the Landlord and
Tenant Act with guest speaker Carol
McDermott. Takes place today from 2-4 p.m.
at Iona College (208 Sunset Avenue,
University of Windsor).

/

/

/
The Debating Society meets every Tuesday
and Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Conference room
A in CAW Student Centre, second floor.

~Assumption

University hosts cost dinners
'prepared by student volunteers each Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. Cost is $4.00. For more
information call 973-7033 ext. 3399.

• OPIRG-Windsor's Organic Food Working
/ Group. Individuals interested in buying food in
bulk or in helping to organize a food co-op are
invited to today's meeting at 5:30 p.m. in
room 201 of Assumption Univers~y (400
Huron Church Road). For more information
call OPIRG at 253-4232 ext. 3872.
91.5 FM presents Dancehall
Xtravaganza every Tuesday night from 6-8
p.m. featuring the best in Oancehall Reggae,
foundation music, and current events.

,,..CJAM

,) AIESEC Windsor will be concluding their
Project UtUe Schools Wortd Tour today with
an International Fair held in Ambassador
Auditorium. Over 200 grade four students will
be presenting their research on various
cultures to each other from 9:30 a.m.-12 p.m.

• Out On Campus, a social support group for
lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals will meet
upstairs in the Grad House today at 6 p.m.
Invited speaker is Liz Chamberland from the
Turtle Island Aboriginal Centre.

,._P.I.E. Promotions presents a live band charity
concert for the Child Abuse Council of
Windsor featuring Area 51, Honeybone (a.k.a.
The Kentucky Meat Shower), and The Deep.
Takes place today in the Asylum pub at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $2.00-$3.00.

Thursday, March 23
.1 The History Club presents Dr. B. Owens
7'" discussing The Muses Of An Archivist at
3 p.m. in the Unlvers~ of Windsor Archives
(basement of Leddy Library). Refreshments
will be served upstairs in the Grad House.

/

Wednesday, March 22
_..on CJAM 91.5 FM Madflava pumps massive
quantities of hip-hop every Wednesday from
12-2 a.m. with OJ KLC, C-Note, and E.O.

/

'

.1 CSIE Student Chapter 890 presents an
7'" Industrial Engineering Conference from 8:30
arn.-5 p.m. in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall.
Ticket are $5.00 or $15.00 with lunch. For
more information contact Jacquie Mummery,
Dept. of Industrial & Manufacturing
Engineering in room 234 of Essex Hall from
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

•

• Lance staff meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in
CAW Student Centre, basement.

Tuesday, March 21
~

Assumption University explores spirituality
and homosexual Identity Thursdays from
7:15-8:30 p.m. You are invited to join in
reflecting on the spirituality of lesbian and gay
persons. Questions to be explored will be,
Who Am I? and Where Is God In My Ute?

Friday, March 24

Monday, March 20

4rThe Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a

t
•

• UWSA General Council Meeting tonight at 5
p.m. in room 510 of Windsor Hall Tower.
Agenda packages are available in the office.
• lntervarsity Christian Fellowship meets at
5:30 p.m. in Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier
Hall. Colleen Pierce will be speaking on Fruits
of the Spirit.
OPIRG-Windsor's Environmental Wort<ing
Group will hold a meeting today at 5:30 p.m.
at Iona College (208 Sunset Ave.) Everyone is
welcome with their ideas for this campaign
and suggestions for future projects. For more
information call 253-4232 ext. 3872.

Campus Recreation and Food Services
present The Power Hi from noon to 1 p.m. in
Cate Chez Vanier. Great giveaways and info
on healthy eating on a meal plan. It can be
done!

.I Grad Day '95 Committee & The Department
7'" of Psychology present Mary Brown PaJ1ee on
From Euphemism To Psychiatric Disorder:
Three Decades of Menstrual Cycle Research
at 1 p.m. in MacPherson Lounge of Electa
Hall.

Saturday, March 25
.I TIASP Productions present Insanity At The
7'" Asylum featuring Shun, Soyl, MacMahones,
and King Kool Ripped tonight at 8 p.m. at the
Asylum Pub. Proceeds go toward the
Children's Regional Centre, Windsor-Western
Hospital. Tickets are $5.00 and are on sale
during the week in the lobby of the Odette
building or at the door.

Sunday, March 26

a
•

•

School Of Music Soundsation Concert Series
presents University Singers & Chamber Choir
Annual Spring Concert conducted by Richard
Householder. StudenVsenior tickets are $5.00,
adults $8.00. For more Information call
253-4232 ext. 2780.
Assumption University Chapel has mass on
Sundays at 11:30 a.m. followed by
refreshments. Join them at Assumption
University Chapel (2nd Floor) located West al
the CAW Student Centre and South of
Assumption Church. Call 973-7033 ext. 3399
for more information.

Lance cover photo by Dave Bukovec
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Exams on de1nand
cooperation. This, as
Business students . voluntary
opposed to the latent strategy
in accepting expropose forming a ofamsthefromlibrary
professors who hand
bank of past exams them in out of good will.

By Dave Bukovec

Lance photo / LUISA CASIDDU
Spring has almost sprung! Between classes, University of Windsor students frolic in the sun on Mar. 15. Spring
doesn't officially start until Mar. 22 but with last week's record temperatures it's easy to forget it's still winter.

Windsor student council
stops payment on CFS cheque
By Teena Ward

When tl!e Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), Windsor's
national
student
organization, tried to cash a
cheque from the University of
Windsor Students' Alliance
(UWSA) in early March the
hank wouldn't do it. According
to VP Finance Briarr Holmes,
the council is withholding the
student levy allocated to the
CFS until lawyers give them the
green light.
Ilolmcs said that UWSA
made the decision to stop the
payment to CFS about a month
ago and as far as he can remember he was one of the
members who voted in favour
of the move. But while lawyers
scrutinize the situation I lolmes
was told "to keep it hush hush
because a bit of work needs tu
be done - a bit of information
seeking."
"Por legal implications we
couldn't talk about it," said
l lolmes. "The lawyers said we
have to settle something up before [UWSA] can release the

money."
In the mean time the decision is off the list of conversation topics for Holmes, even if
speaking to CFS executives
who still haven't been informed
why the council made the
move.
CFS rep Deb Duffy said that
the fees are not technically due
until the end of the budget year
in June and there is still time to
remedy the situation. But she
added that UWSA mailed the
payment early and then cancelled the cheque without informing the organization. As a
result the CFS got word of the
situation Crom the bank not
UWSA. .
Duffy said that UWSA may
"not understand they're the
equivalent of a collection
agency and have no authority
or no right to hold back funds
from their student membership."
UWSA collects $7 from all
full-time undergraduate students for membership in the
CFS. The $7 student levy is the
subject of the Mar. 22 referen-

dum, where students will decide whether or not to increase
fees to $11 adjustahle to the
consumer price index. The current $7 levy was approved by
students in a similar referendum.
While Holmes agreed that
the levy is the "students money,
100 percent," he did say that
the move to stop payment is
"bigger than one university."
Duffy said the move may
have something to do with the
University of Ottawa student
council's decision to withhold a
partial payment after running
an illegal referendum on the
CFS issue at that campus. But
"whatever the reason this Istop
payment] is not the way to
solve any sort of problem and
the students' alliance don't
have any authority to do so ...
they [UWSA] certainly haven't
been directed to do so by the
membership [students]," said
Duffy.
For now both parties await
the lawyers nod to open up discussion on membership fees. II

Finals. Midterms. Structuring and writing style of the professors'
questions
for
examinations. As students,
these are unavoidable and deciding issues in our careers.
Even when leeway is left in
the grading scheme for things
like individual involvement, it's
usually around five percent,
and almost never more than 10
percent. Written examinations
have almost become the exclusive sourc.e of evaluation in universities. How well we do in the
few hours it takes to write the
exams in effect determines
what (and bow) we will do until
retirement.
What would you think about
being able to look at past exams in courses and possibly
· written by your professor? Six
students in a business course
are working on providing University of Windsor students
with just such an opportunity.
Exam bank services are already available at other Canadian universities, which are
generally operated on a nonprofit basis. Students <.:an go
into the exam bank, request
copies of exams that were given
in previous semesters, and if
available, pay a nominal fee
ranging from about a quarter to

$2.
The availability of exams is
determined by several factors,
including the willingness of
professors to submit exams as
well as faculty policies.
The Leddy Library does have
a few old exams in the reference section, but not many students and professors know
about them or use the resources to a great degree. Toe
proactive style proposed by
these business students will
most likely increase the exam
repertoire as well as students'
use of it.
Initially collection boxes are
to be placed at the CAW Student Centre front desk, the
business building and the library where students can drop
off old exams, and professors
will be collectively asked for

If things work out a.,; the students plan, no new fuU-time
staff wiU be needed. To start,
existing staff and office space
will be used to store and distribute the papers, one of the
possibilities being the UWSA
offices and staff. Organizers
said they have the support of
UWSA's VP Secretary Joe Barile and incoming executives
Carmen Coccimiglio and Lucy
Jakupi. But the group docs
plan to bring the proposal to
council for a formal endorsment as well.
Exam'> that are not in the library, or that are not supposed
to be circulated arc still available to those willing to take
risks to obtain the exams.
These are sold and traded between friends, giving them an
obvious advantage.
Some professors presently
band out "sample questions" to
students to give them an idea of
what they can expect. With exains from previous years readily
available to studenL'> at the proposed banks, profs will be encouraged to write new ones so
the marks will fit into that infamous bell curv&.
Those who use the exam
bank will probably have an advantage over those who do not,
but the opportunity will be
there for everyone, instead of
just those that are fortunate
enough to get a hold of them
through the black markft. In
effect, it will help to level the
playing field and reduce, if not
eliminate, the ability of select
students to ace courses without
going to a single class, or simply
memorizing the exam.
Chris Gillett and James
Laberg, two of the students behind the establishment of ap
exam bank, offer a cautionary
note that may seem like common sense, but a point that is
nonetheless too often overlooked: the exam'> that arc to
be offered at the bank are not
provided as a substitute for
such regular rigors as actually
reading the material, but rather
as a studying aid, and possible
stress relic~ by having an idea
of the size and strategy of your
challenger ahead of time.
I!

University students and faculty continue to protest budget cuts
By Teena Ward

While the federal budget announcement has come and
gone some students, faculty
and community members are
still determined to fight the
CUL,; to education and other social programs. About 25 students and faculty gathered
outside the CAW Student Cen~rc last Thursday, picket signs
in hand to continue the protest
begun on Jan. 25.
While the turnout wasn't as
large as the January protest, organizers pointed out that "it's a
really tough time to get stu-

dents out now - students are
so busy it's almost impossible to
get a rally together."
•
.
Jason Hunt, the Ontano
Chair of the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS), Windsor's national student . lobby
group, explained the 1~portancc of such demonstrations.
"There is no way stude.nts can
afford these cuts," he said.
The protestors said that. the
federal government was giv~n
viable options to the 0 _f~cial
budget which slashed nullions
in transfer payments to the
provinces.
.
Conununication studies pro-

fessor Jim Winter explamed

,

some of the alternatives to students. He ,pointed to the multimillion dollar profits of
Canada's big banks and big
business as part of the solution.
He says if such organizati~ns
paid their fair share --: as with
capital gains exemptions ma.'l.5ive cuts to social programs
like education and health care
wouldn't be necessary.
He said many facuity members support the students action against cuts to education
and other social programs.
See Sludenls, page 8

L.arx:e photo/ JACKIE SHANNON
The student rally held Mar. 16 continues the fight against cuts to educaUon.
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Casino Windsor workers' strike goes into second week.

And the strike goes on ...
By David Gough
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With the casino strike heading into its second week, the
workers do not seem to mind
the impasse as union leaders
and the casino consortium are
working on ways to end the
strike.
GOQd weather and for many,
much-needed time off, contributed to the reasons why many
strikers did not seem to miss
the work and regular pay
cheques.
"This is my first weekend off
since June 6, so this is great,"
said Chris Richards, a casino
worker. With no rotating days
off, many casino wokrers have
worked every weekend since
the casino opened 10 months
ago.
The good weather also was
enjoyed by the striking workers
as they sunbathed on the picket
line.
For working parents, the
stike ran concurrent with
March break and gave them an
opportunity lo spend time with
their children - an opportunity not available when working
due to the casino's shiftwork.
Others they just welcomed

the time off.
While negotiations have
again started in earnest, alternative ways of ending the strike
have been discussed.
"Why do we need a U.S.
company to run the casino?"
asked one dealer on the picket
line. "Our shift managers have
enough experience to run the
place for the provincial govern·
ment and that way profits can
stay in Windsor, in the workers'
pockets, instead of going to an
United States' corporation."
The union's bead negotiator,
Ken Lcwenza, echoed the
dealer's statement at the Wind·
sor District Labour Council la~t
Tuesday.
"'fbe NOP, which has yet to
enter the negotiations, should
show it doesn't approve of the
company's tactics and cancel
[its] contract with the casino
company."
So far, the U.S.-based con·
sortium is laying low, agreeing
that they arc willing to give, but
not willing to give as much as
the union is asking.
"We arc willing to give, as II
percent is not our lac;t offer, hut
we won't settle this in the 40
percent range," said casino
spokesperson Jim Mundy.
!

~Lance
Election time is here! The Lance is accepting nominations
for sub-editor positions for the 1995-96 publishing year.
Nominations forms are available in the Lance office.
basement of the CAW Student Centre. Positions are news
editor, associate news editor, arts editor, features editor,
sports editor, photo editor and associate photo editor.
Nominations close March 23, 1995 at 5:30 p.m.; an all·
candidates forum will be held on March 27, 1995 at 6:30
p.m. and elections will be March 30 & 31. Questions?
Call CEO Martina Obersat at 253-4232, ext. 3909.
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Scandal stalls OUSA referendum at Queen's
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TORONTO (CUP) A
membership referendum for a
provincial student lobby group
at Queen's University may be
disrupted by resignations and
charges of financial misconduct.
On March 21 and 22,
Queen's students will be voting
ontheir membership in the Ontario Undergraduate Student
A)Jiance (OUSA), a provincial
lobby group that supports income-contingent student loan
repayment.
Students have the option of
remaining in the organization
and raising its student levy by
Sl to Sl.95 - or pulling out of
the group altogether.
According to Andy Bratu Lehrer, chair of the Out of OUSA
campaign, the organization has
provided misleading financial
information to students on the
No side in the referendum.
"We wanted to obtain financial data about OUSA," he
said. "They're accountable to
us, as members."
Members of the Out of
OUSA campaign asked to receive a copy of OUSA's budget.
On March JO, Queen's student
council, the university's student
council, released a budget that
included a $2,000 entry for the
rent on OUSA's Toronto offices.
However, OUSA executive
director Michael Burns said the
organization actually pays no
rent for its offices at 481 Uni-

versity Ave.
"We've had a good relationship with the owner of the
build~g, . and as a non-profit
org~ruzahon, they were sympathetic to our cause," Burns said.
The $2,000 budgeted for rent
was intended to cover contingencies such as an unexpected
move, said Burns. "It would be
irresponsible for us not to provide for rent," he said.
That explanation wasn't
good enough for some Queen's
students. On March 12, the
leaders of the pro-OUSA referendum lobby - including next
year:s student council president
- disbanded the campaign.
In a statement released yesterday, council president-elect
Keith McArthur and incoming
vice-presidents Rich Pearl and
Jess Joss raised concerns about
OUSA's financial accountability.
"Although we support the
ideals and principles on which
[OUSA] was founded, certain
questionable matters concerning the financial management
of the organization have been
brought to our attention, and
therefore we cannot continue
to support the organization at
this time," the statement said.
The executives-elect would
make no further corrunent.
Ellen Sealey, the deputy returning officer for the referendum, confirmed that the official
pro-OUSA campaign was defunct.
"The Yes campaign decided
to d issolve itself, based on what
they thought were improprieties in the way OUSA was op-

The OUSA
money pit:
Where it goes,
nobody knows.
(Or at least, they're not telling.)
crating its Toronto office," she
said.
According to Sealey, the referendum will continue, and the
remainder of the pro-OUSA
campaign will be handled directly by Burns and current
council president Taz Pirmohamcd.
Bratu Lehrer said that the
Out of OUSA campaign will
also be lobbying to impeach
Pirmohamed.
But Burns said that the allegations of the anti-OUSA lobby
have been blown out of proportion. "It's preposterous to
imagine that a line in our
budget is the deciding factor
for folks on this issue," said
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if they hadn't come forward,
nobody would have known
about this. Over the last threcand-a-half years, OU)/\ has
operated without an\ scrut1n:,.
from the outside - that secrecy can't last forever
Marco Anglesio, a thm.1-vcar
engineering student, said the
controversy over the hudgct
will damage OUSA's crcdihility.
"I would say OUS/\ have no
chance. They have prctt\ much
z.cro chance of winning the referendum," Anglesio said The
motion to increase OUSA's
levy has already been passed hy
the universities of Waterloo
and Western Ontario.
I!

f"acult;y of Law, 401 Sunset, Windsor ONT N9B 3r4,
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Burns. "Before we know it, the
No side is going to link us to
the JFK conspiracy," Burns
said. "I have not been able to
understand any of the grave
concerns these people have
raised."
But OUSA's critics maintain
that the group has not been accountable to its members.
"I think il's absolutely clear
they attempted to deceive the
students they were asking for
support," said Andrea Calver,
Toronto co-ordinator o( the
Ontario Public Interest Research Group.
"It's only the actions of the
student
union-elect
that
stopped this, and il's clear that
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Your mind pervades your body.
- Shunryo Suzuki, Zen master

N

ude modelling requires no
previous experience, nor any
particular skill; all you need to
qualify is a body. When asked
where I work, I say I'm a model at
the art school. Most look at me
strangely, perhaps wondering how
a woman with limited organic
beauty could be considered a
model. If they don't understand,
they make me say it: it's nude.
Then they're even more interested. Some say, "Maybe I'd do it if
I were in better shape." But that's
not the point.
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becoming the show
Living on A-,kin in the fall of '93
with a bunch of business majors, I
walked into my home one day to
find a flier tacked up on the message board. It advertised part-time
jobs for models at the university
art school. Along the top someone
had scrawled a sarcatic comment,
"here's a job for y.i, ladies!" I was
dared to apply, and did figuring
they wouldn't call until after
Christmas, if at all.
Two days later, I was called to
come in the following evening. It
was only then that I got to thinking.
I made myself say it out loud:
Nude. Not only would I be nude
in front of strangers, but I would
be the only one without clothes. It
was not analogous to anything in
my catalogue of previous experience. I couldn't imagine it. I had
to do it to know what it was like. I
rcaliz.ed that unlike being a student in a lecture class, the show
could not go on without me; and
it w.is too late to back out now.

after the fall

Text 64
Sarah
Roebuck

Before going in for my first shift,
I tried meditating on the myth of
the Garden of Eden. For the primordial man and woman, nudity
was a natural state - but only before the Fall. Well, a myth's
function is to make sense of expe·
rience, but this one wasn't helpful.
Windsor 1993, this was certainly
after the Fall. So how am I supposed to pose nude in public?
The ftrst group for whom I modelled was an open drawing class.
Every Wednesday evening, anyone
who wants to - artists from the
community, professors, free-lance
artists, students - can come in,
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over matter:

a nu e mo e
practice their life drawnt there were
nd mature artists, peoktheir craft seriously.
moment came for me
my robe I did so, but
ia twinge of anxiety. I
Uy feel all eyes on
of me. I could think of
1the absurdity of the
spent the whole three
il}'ing to wrap my mind
t I was doing. The seinute poses were
I was thanked warmly
of the session. And I left
hand.
d gig was quite differwas called to sit for a

painting class that

30 a.m. When I ard the class was full of,
iludents my own age,
Iwas asked to assume
pose, belly-side down. I
on a stain on the
Iwouldn't be disthe guy at his easel
way. He was looking
room, saying sarcasti,so what is it I should
;• as if there were no
g prostrate there, her
revealed to him, and
-ere something in the
inanimate object that
+est him more.
~gsuddenly exploded
and in a moment I
lllidst of a full-blown
I heard later that this
ugh internal) reacuncommon among
starting out. What
an overwhelming
loss of sclthood. What
liard at that moment
eUtter absurdity of
· Drawing upon menIProjected the
lity of nudity onto an
ning, and imJX>sed it
t &sentially, nudity
ametaphor, a symbol
ndcd, alone, with noe, and with no way to
If from the world.

rboundaries
tin being a model
Ybeen for the sake of
et 0 prove - mostly
that I could transgress
cs of expectation. In
8 the art school gig
rny income from a
ii iob. After Christ-

mas I was no longer needed at the
shop, so I began to rely more heavily on my income from the art
school; modelling became my Jiving.

A

fter a while, I grew comfortable with the idea that
people were looking at me. In my
mind, I drew a distinction between performance and
exhibition. I wasn't truly performing. I was simply showing up, and
I happened to be naked in a public place. My appearance was
being evaluated to produce a specific result. I insist to myself and to
others that the students do not
scrutinize me for their personal
sexual reasons, or do so only incidentally, as a secondary response
to the lofty task of artistic representation.
I am amazed at the professionalism at the art school. The
humiliation that nudity could
bring, and the potential for sexual
tension in a job involving nakedness, these are absent.
And what is more fundamental
to the repertoire of a training artist than the mastery of the human
form, with pencil and paint, on paper and canvas? The study of
anatomy has always been a part of
the discipline of art-making.
Where would Da Vinci have been
without live models?

O

ne of the most gratifying experiences of mine has been
to see my fonn, in all its imperfections and particulars, unfold in
different interpretations on each
page in the room. To look and
think, "that's not just any body.
That's me. That is what I am." It's
alien at first. We are not usually
granted the privilege of looking at
our bodies from such vantage
points. But seeing one's body in
the painting is a strange, peculiar
tribute.
Another aspect of having a few
hundred people see you nude is
the inevitability of running into
some of them on the street or in a
bar. I am usually introduced when
l work for a class for the first time,
so students know my name. Anonymity in a school and a city so
small is impossible. You have to
be ready to be approached al a
party by someone who's spent
three hours studying your naked
body. As wierd as the social relationship is, the students tend 10
understand the boundaries.
Misconceptions about my role

as a nude model generally come
from outside the art school context. For instance, during a
weekend workshop on meditation, a middle-aged woman asked
me if and where I worked. I told
her what I did for money. I saw
the astonishment sweep over her
face, though she tried to contain it
so as not to alarm me with her
negative ethical assessment. She
swallowed and asked, "so ... the
next logical step, then, with your
experience would be ... Penthouse
or Playboy, then?" When she saw
me light up a cigarette at lunch
time, she concluded: "Well,
shucks! You must be a little
stinker, then!"

S

he is the best example yet of
someone who missed the
point entirely. The appreciation
for the sacrifice of the nude model
was not as widespread as I had assumed. Nude modelling does not
entail a compromise of principles,
as some may naively assume. Surprisingly, many confuse it with
pornography. But the principle behind nude modelling is a
celebration of the human form,
not a debasement of the individual.
We have been culturally conditioned to regard the nude as an
invariably sexual object. If something, advertisements for instance,
involve nudity, we are encouraged
through seductive subliminality to
have a sexual response. Still, nudity is largely hidden, not because
it is sacred or beautiful, but because it should be saved, used
when needed for some function.

body vs. mind
This is no new phenomenon.
Twenty-five hundred years later,
Plato's ideas on the relationship
between body and mind still have
an influence on our views of the
world and ourselves. Plato viewed
the body and mind as in constant
conflict and tension. The body was
seen simply to house the mind, a
vehicle which transported the life
of the mind to places where it
could transcend the body. The
lxxly was secondary, earthbound,
finite, corruptible, even dirty. The
human mind (or soul) in all iL~
abilities to reason and deliberate,
was what set us apart from animals who also had bodies, but
were only guided by their instincts. lbereforc, the mind must
be superior to the body. Pursuit of
physical pleasure was held in low

esteem. To gain genuine knowledge the mind must tum away
from sensuous thin~ and attend
to the matters of the mind.

Y

et all our experiences come
from the body. We perceive
the world through our senses,
which incite emotional or intellectual responses. But we have
alienated ourselves from our bodies. We are a lonely, love-seeking,
sex-starved culture, trying to find
comfort. We are self-conscious
about the body, and feel shame
when it is exposed. But there have
been nude models for as long as
there has been art, and the idea of
what is beautiful has evolved
through the ages. Consider the voluptuous nudes of the
Renaissance; these women were
downright chubby. How can a
model transcend the neurosis of
self-consciousness that pervades
our culture?
The nude model certainly does
not harbour any secrets about human nature. It is simply a case of
mind and maner.

z' am not myself
Initially, I would could say mind
over matter, to accommodate myself to the strangeness of the
situation. But once I was comfortable with the idea of people
looking at my body, I went
through a further phase: I was
making an existential adjustment.
I realized that my mind became
my body. This was was not a profound shift of consciousness, nor a
deeply spiritual experience. Rather
it was a fundamental realization of
the primacy of the body. In
school, especially in university, l
had been taught that the mind is
greater. I had been living strictly
the life of the mind without realizing it.
This existential adjustment on
the platform involved a realization
that, at this particular moment, I
am not me. I am not myself; I am
an object for art. I am not acting in
relation to anything right now "as
myself," but as pure physicality.
This objectification, entailing a
loss of selthood that had once
brought me to the brink of panic,
is now a philosophical comfort.
This experience of isolated ph~icality, really celebrating the body,
leaving interpretation in the hand,
of artists, is a liberation of the
body and mind that is rare, wonderful, and exhilarating.
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Between 50 and 70 companies
will be offering great buys
in computers, games, software,
shareware, peripherals, courses.
Whether you are buying for home or college, this is the place
to go. You will even be able to find ideas, info~a~on ~d
membership details from local computer clubs. Adm1SS1on 1s $ 6
(including PST and GS1), but you can save $1 by bringing this
ad. Not valid with any other coupon. Children 12 and under
free. Hours 11 AM to 4 PM.

Sunday, March 26

Caboto Club
2175 Parent Rd., Windsor

FILM & SPEAKER SERIES

P

Environmental Working Group &
Wildlands League presents

Algoma Highlands
Under Attack
f?'REE admission and !?'REE refreshments served at:

7:00 P.M.,
Iona College, 208 Sunset

(

By Lll'lce news staff

The end of the school year is
corning and many students'
wallets are getting thin.
As a result of this customary
year-end lack of funds, a common question from many student's, "hey, do I qualify for a
tax return even if I didn't
work?"
The answer to the delight of
all who ask is, "yes".
Russell Heath, a third-year
University of Windsor business
student, has set up shop at the
CAW Student Centre to help
students on campus who want
their taxes done quickly, effi-

Ontario Public lo1eiu1 Research Group • Wmdsor, 2544232 ext. 3R72

ciently and inexpensively.
Heath charges $15 for each
return and students who did
work, but qualify for less than a
S100 return, receive the service
free-of-charge.
Heath's business, known as
"Taxes 'R' Us" is a Revenue
Canada-authorired electronic
tax filer. He works from a laptop electronic computer and
students have to fill out a onepage form Those who qualify
for a return receive it within 15
days and can get it through direel deposit or the mail.
"Students should know that
even if they didn't work they
will get a $199 GST credit and
S100 for a provincial sales tax

credit," said Heath.
Heath, who bas been in the
centre since March 6, said re.
sponse has been so overwhe(m.
ing be plans to keep the booth
open until the end of March.
"We like to keep it simple"
said Heath, noting all inform~.
tion is downloaded into Reve.
nue
Canada's
mainframe
computer every night. Students
who do not make it to the
booth before month's end can
visit the Taxes R Us office on
Tecumseh Rd. E. office before
Revenue Canada's April 30
deadline.
The average student qualifies
for an approximate $400 re.
tum.
1

Student still protesting cuts to education

~

'

Anyone interested in a "cash-back?"

Continued from page 3

Thursday, March 23

Monday. March 20. 1995

!

He added that at least eight
percent of faculty surveyed at
the university support the
cause. "We want to support
students and the cause of cut
backs effects us all," be said.
Third year criminology student Shelley VanErp also said
that the cuts to Ontario's transfer payments, which help fund
universities, will effect students
ability to attend school. As an
out-of-town student VanErp
said that her ability to study at
a graduate level in Windsor will
be inhibited if tuition fees go
up significantly.
And Hunt said the cuts will
affect tuition fees. Educations
share of the cuts will be about
$700 million dollars according
to Hunt, who compared the

cuts to "closing the U of T
[University of Toronto], York
[University] and Ottawa U."
"This isn't about flowery
modernization of social programs - they're (government]
talking about cutting, slashing
and selling Canada on the market place," he told protesters in
front of Windsor Ilall Tower.
"Grad studies would have to
be closer to home," VanErp
said. "I'll have to start over
somewhere else because I
won't be able to afford tuition
and I can't afford to live [away
from home]." VanErp said that
after making valuable contacts
with Windsor professors and
mastering the resources available she'll be hindered by having to start over from scratch at
a university closer to home.
Though university president

- - - - - - - --

--

Ron Ianni was not on hand, a
representative of the Student
Action Coalition (who hel~d
organize the rally) delivered a
petition to Ianni's office.
Calling for a freeze in tuition
fees for the 1995-96 school
year, the petition was signed b)
about 1,265 concerned individuals. The group is also calling for student input on the
Board of Governors, the deci.
sion-making body which han.
dies the university's finances.
The group plans to continue
protesting and will "join a
meeting of community organizations [this week] to talk about
how to carry on the fight
against the budget." The CFS is
also planning another national
day of action along with the
CAW and other coalition memhers on May l, tax filing day. !

-

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY'S 61ST CHRISTIAN CULTURE SERIES
ANNOUNCES

Mr. Dennis Wayne Archer, Mayor of Detroit
The Christian Culture Gold Medalist
This year Assumption University is pleased to be honouring Dennis
Wayne Archer, Mayor of Detroit, Michigan, with the Christian
Culture Gold Medal Award. As Lawyer, Professor and Associate
Justice on the Michigan Supreme Court, Mr. Archer has
exemplified a total commitment to ethical and moral behaviour
high above the standards most would expect. Today, as Mayor of
Detroit, he is bringing his vast and varied experience to the people
of Detroit, endeavouring to make and keep this city a showcase for
all large metropolitan areas. It is our privilege to grant this Gold
Medal to such an outstanding Christian and Catholic.

Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road, Windsor, Ontario
Phone: (519) 973-7033

Sunday, March 26, 1995 - 3:00 p.m.
Suggested Donation: General Audience $5; Students $2; or by membership pass
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CFS blows in on warm, spring breezes

n the
d re.

BY Teena Ward

I,aSt week amidst rollerblad~eloi.
rs
and sunbathers reps from
Xloth
~indsor's national stu.dent or:h.

aoiz.ation, the Canadian Fedgration
of .Students
(CFS),
>nna. e
.
t,egan
campa1~g
on
cam~us
~eve.
rame [or a Yes vote m the upcon~mg
dents ree increase referendum. Wmd, the ,or students will decide
I can whether to approve a fee in:e on crease from $7 to $11 at the
efore polls on Mar: 22.
Sylvia Eft~ova, the. stude~t
] 30
council's Chief Returning Officer (CRO) has been postering
tlifies
) re. the campus to ensure that students know when and where
I polling stations will be set up
for the referendum. Students
can vote on the issue between
9 a.m. and 7 p.m by faculty.
nd, a Polling stations will he set up
1dent {or human kinetics in H.K., vis:I~ ual arts in the Lebel Building,
·ed a business students in the Odette
building, law students in the
1ition law school, music and drama in
:hool 1he drama building and all re:d~ maining faculties will vote in
indi- the CAW Student Centre.
caJI.
In addition the council's
I the
CRO spent last week preparing
deci, and distributing advertisments
ban. for representatives to chair a
is.
Yes and No side to the camlinuc paign. Each side is allotted
m a $400 to do the job, and intergani. ested parties must register with
1bout Eftimova today to secure the
fight postion.
FSis
Over the weekend Eftimova
ional said that while no one bas been
I lhc
chosen to run the for mal No
nem, campaign for the referendum
y. ! she has been approached by interested parties. While Efti-

tplc,'

Windsor woos high
school students as
applications drop
Applications have
dropped across
the province
by five percent
By Teena Ward

mova would no release names
she hopes the decision will ~
made formally early this week.
The referendum requires a
five percent tum out at the
polls lo be considered a binding
decision so about five representatives of CFS have been
joined by local students in
spreading the word about the
vote and the organization.
Students will also get a
chance to talk about both sides
of the referendum at an open
forum in the CAW Student
Centre on Tuesday, Mar. 21.
Eftimova said she hopes to
"keep it very informal to give
students a chance to ask questions and get any information
they need before they vote."
Deb Duffy, a CFS representative, said that the CFS will
be sending representation to
the forum to field any questions
students may have about the
organization. But Duffy said
that the team of CFS field
workers on campus last week

did talk to about half the student population in the five days
of campaigning last week.
She added that "a lot of what
we did in the first few days was
letting people know the referendum was going on because a
Jot of people didn't know."
Duffy said that educating students about the referendum
process was the first stage of
the campaign.
Speaking to classrooms and
individual students the group
also spoke of the organization's
work as a lobby group for student issues a t the provincial
and federal level as well as the
availabilty of special services.
"Students have been supportive of what CFS is doing even
if they don't know much about
it," she said. Despite Windsor's
long history with the organization many students didn't identify with the organization until
connected with the Jan. 25 national student strike, according
to Duffy.
II

'Ibe university's secondary
school liaison office pulled out
all the stops lac;t lbursday and
Friday when about 850 high
school students dropped in to
check out the campus. While
the red carpet treatment is
nothing new for such visitors,
universities across the country
are hoping to be the school of
choice as applications across
the province have dropped by
about five per cent.
Applications at the University of Windsor are down by
about seven per cent according
to registrar Frank Smith. But
Smith said the dropping number of applications will not effect the university's population.
"[The university] is still looking at 8,000 applications for
roughly 2,000 positions," said
Smith. "There is a big difference between application numbers and registered [students]."
Joe Saso, director of the secondary school liason office said
that there are many reasons for
the current trend in dropping
applications. He explained that

while rising tuition is not a big
issue "except in the usual 10
per cent way this year, tuition is
a concern for a lot of people."
The drop is also affected by
brighter economic prospects
which open up the job market
to more high school grads and
potential students. Saso said
that often when the economy is
bad, people go to school for
training and in better times
many go straight to work.
But Saso expected the decrease in applicants sooner, as
the simple result of demographics. With the student
population
declining
"the
population available to go to
[post-secondary)
school
is
smaller this year." The decline
bas been predicted to occur
over four years with the numbers in the thousands.
Saso did say that "the minimum grade for admissions may
drop" as a result of the decrease in applications which
"really depends on the grade
distribution of the applicants."
Those entry level grade requirements will not be determined until the registrar's
office starts recieving grades in
between mid-May and early
June.
For now the liason office will
concentrating on showing applicants that Windsor is the
university of choice.
[I

Your
usComm
BI VDRUGSTO
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f
Donna Mailloux
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l

Pharmacist Manager
Westown Big V
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your
includtn9 Plan
s.A.C. orug

.
j

Chuck To lm ie
Pharmacist M anager
Bryson Big V

DELIVERY

on everything
''We look forward to
we sell
serving the local student
community. Come in and JUST CALL US!
meet our friendly staff. ''

WESTOWN BIG V

----DRUGST0RE--2oao Wyandotte St. W.
Phone: 253-44 77

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

----DRUGSTORE---3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-8247

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 1O to 5
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Ontario citizens question value of
any post-secondary education
By Helen Suk

The Varsity

Organization of Part-Time University Students
Invites
All Part-Time Students to Attend

OPUS 1995 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
APRIL 11 , 5pm
OPUS Office, Main Floor, CAW Student Centre

Nominations will be accepted from March 27 to
March 30 for the volunteer positions of President. VicePresident Internal. Vice-President External, Treasurer.
Secretary, and two Directors at Large.

Nomination forms are available in the OPUS Office.
Voting will take place in the OPUS Office in the CAW
Student Centre April 3-6 and 10 from 9:00 a. m. to 7:00
p.m., and April 11 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Late
voting will not be permitted.
Names of nominees and results of the elections will be
posted in the OPUS Office.
OPUS OFFICE HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. 9am to 7pm
Fri. 9am to 1:30pm

PHONE:
971-3603

TORONTO (CUP) - Educators are discounting a survey
that says university and college
graduates feel over-educated
and underemployed.
Ontario workers arc carrying
an abundance of education and
work skills that are not being
tapped by the province's labour
market, according to the 1994
survey.
The survey, carried out by
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), reports that about half of Ontario
workers with post-secondary
education say they have skills
which they would like to use,
but which their jobs don't require.
The survey also shows a discouraging 62 percent who think
university graduates are just as
likely to be unemployed as high
school graduates.
But Doug Hart, one of the
three people who conducted
the survey, says although students should be somewhat concerned about the findings, they
shouldn't panic at the flawed
view of university education reflected in the survey.
"Students should be concerned about what image people hold about the university in
terms of economic worth ... but
people have an inadequate or
erroneous view of university
education," said Hart.
"University education still
confers 'major benefits in terms

of gaining employment."
According to the survey, 40
per cent expressed the view
that people are generally overeducated for their jobs, but
Hart suggests that this may no.t
be the case at all.
"People are saying 'overqualification,' but that doesn't
mean they think that the current jobs on offer are simply
not making use of the education people have," said Hart.
Ruth Pike, an associate professor at the University of
Toronto's faculty of education,
agrees that university education
is far from being obsolete in today's economy.
"Any figures that I remember seeing show that there is
less unemployment as you go
up the education ladder. So
university graduates, I think,
are less unemployed than even
college graduates," she said.
However, Pike also says people should acquire work-related
skills gradually, rather than
take the shotgun approach of
learning loo many general skills
at once.
"I think our education system is tending more and more
towards generic skills rather
than specific skills," said Pike.
"[But] I think you could reduce
the amount of training time in
some cases, and retrain if you
have to learn something new
for a change in job, as opposed
to trying to hit all the bases
with generic skills."
According to the survey, the
average Ontario worker spent

more than four h.ours unpa~
time a week last year for work.
related training. In general
university-educated
workc~
devoted more time to this thao
those without a university edu.
cation.
Doug Cranwell, the commu.
nications assistant for the Min.
istry
of
Education and
Training, says the suivey llill
have no impact on provincial
policy. Ontario Premier Bob
Rae believes the unemployed
are always better off by increas.
ing their education and train.
ing, he said.
"The premier's very fond ol
saying 'a hand-up is better than
a hand-out,"' said CranwelJ.
But Cranwell also warns that
Ontario's job training programs
have yet to face more detri.
mental consequences as a re.
suit of federal budget cuts.
"The recent federal budget is
going to hit this province hard,'
said Cranwell. "There's defi.
nitely going to be an impact in
the fine print of the federal
budget around the amount of
money that currently 0011~
through the provincial govern.
ment to community colleges for
retraining programs."
Only 21 percent of the people surveyed by OISE attributed unemployment to jX)Of
educational preparation, while
50 percent think the failure or
the economy is the chief caust
of youth unemployment.
!

The University of Windsor Student's Alliance is now accepting
applications for the position of

VICE PRESIDENT.F INANCE
& OPERATIONS

..

• Preference to Current Full-time Undergraduates
• Students with Business & Economics
• Actual work experience
• Mature individual with time & Stress Management skills
Resumes must be submitted to the UWSA office between 9am, March 13,
1995 and 4p m, March 24, 1995 to the attention of the

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE/GENERAL MANAGER, DEBBIE QUINTAL
..
•
Information about this position is now available in the U ~ office,
second floor, CALtvSC Bldg.
Candidates qualifying for an interview will be contacted during
the week of April 3-7, 1995.

•
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Manitoba budget
freeze will mean
layoffs at U of M

)a~

)rk.
:rai,

By Jeff Oliver

<e11

The Manitoban

hao

du.

WINNIPEG (CUP) - Last
week's provincial budget wi11
result in at least 100 layoffs at
the University of Manitoba,
said University of Manitoba
vice-president administration
Terry Falconer.
1bc budget froze grants to
universities across Manitoba at
$195.3 million. With annual
automatic cost increases, Falconer says layoffs arc necessary. "The bottom line is we
have to find $8 million dollars,"
he said.
Along with a $1.7 million
dollar deficit from last year, the
university is coping with the
end of the government's 'days
off legislation,' which meant
the university would be closed
for 10 extra days per year.
Falconer said tuition fees
may increase up to five percent,
and certain courses could be
cut as well. He said it was too
early to know just how courses
or certain departments would
he affccted.
U of M faculty association
president Ranjan Roy said that
last week's budget was misguided.
"I wasn't too thrilled with it,"
said Roy. "Our students arc going to pay the price. My concern is that we are creating a
two-tiered society." He also
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Corrections,
clarification

An article which appeared in
the March 13 edition of the
Lance, titled Poet under scrutiny, should have noted that the
said layoffs are an expected re- description of a piece published
suit. of the funding freeze, af- in the Oycz as a "rape fantasy"
fectmg both students and was a quote from the Windsor
faculty.
Pol·1cc Scrv1ces
· • IIate C.nmes
·
,
,
.
Stu.dcnts umon president · division.
Blessmg ~ugara said the govAs well, the work titled "I
~rnmc~t 1s not fulfilling its role Bate Satan" which was pubm fundmg and supporting post- lishcd in the 'Lance poetry sccstccob ndary education in Mani- tion the prior week was not
o a.
b .
"Maybe th
su rruttcd to the paper by the
I
c c cctorate can author
make them accountable in the
·
,
..
.
upcoming
election,"
said
Th~ poet, Sharat V1Jaya, did
Rugara.
n.ot giveth~ newspaper pcrmisMinistcr of Education and s1on to use it.
I!
Training Clayton Manness disagrees with Rugara. He said
the government is doing exactly
what it has been directed to do
by citizens. "We arc doing what
we promised Manitobans so we
don't increase taxes," said
Manncss.
Community colleges received
an increase in their operating
grant, as well as an additional
$2.6 million to develop new
programs. These changes arc a
result of the Roblin Commission Report, which called for
greater support of community
colleges.
/\ special incentive grant of
Sl million was also introduced
in the budget, which is intended
to reward universities that find
areas of potential cost-cutting.
"We arc trying to reward these
institutions making change
within departments," said Manness.
11
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Butld on your education and start your career in
just 8 months! Enrol today in one of the
Durham College post graduate Career Programs.
Gain specific. job-related skills & knowledge in:

+ International Sales & Marketing. or
+ School Age Care Administration

Entrance requirements University degree or College diploma

..

Call 1-800-461-0549 or 905-721-3089

Want
to edit
your own
sectional?

Too bad. because the Lance
doesn't want sectional
editors. it wants editors of
sections. Nominations are
now oPen for 1995-96.
Positions include: news
editor and associate. arts
editor. features editor.
sports editor. Photo editor
and associate. Nominations
close March 23 at 5:30
P.m.: there will be an allcandidates forum March
27 at 6:30 P.m. Elections
will be held March 30 &
31. Call CEO Martina
Obersat at 253-4232. ext.
3909 for more information.
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second childhood
By oave Ball '95

----

I realize now that my entire
life has been a complete wao;te
of time.
Ever since I was a child, I've
i,ccn fascinated by machines.
My favourite toy was a tiny yellow screwdriver that I carried
with me everywhere like a securitv blanket. I used it every
chance I could to take things
apart and find out what made
them work.
Occasionally I'd reassemble
the parts the way that I thought
they should be assembled. My
sister's dolls were transformed
into hideous cyborgs. My father's stereo equipment became a monstrous singing
robot. But it seemed that nobody ever appreciated my wild
imagination except for me. I
was always being persecuted
[or my efforts. And so I was
forced to abandon my first love
in search of a less destructive
career choice.
Drew Ellwood was probably
a lot like me. I'm sure that his
family tried as often as mine to
make him forget what makes
things tick. But instead of seeking a new vocation, Ellwood
sought out a new audience.
Sta/Ue UJcOmOtiOn is an art
show just for kids.
ll is made up of games and
activities that arc both beautiful and fun, but best of alJ, they
move! Electric lights .and motors Dash and spin colourful

models aro~.n? the .room. "Clap
of Thunder 1s a giant painting
of a storm approaching a
farmer's field. When you clap
your hands, a huge lightning
bolt llao;hcs and strikes while
hundreds of tiny blue raindrops
twi~kle toward the ground.
Suspended from the ceiling
is "Flying Boy," a winged
cherub made from plywood and
a mannequin. rt is covered with
wild yattcrns of bright paint,
and if you arc tall enough to
t~uc~ him, he will actually nap
h1swmgs.
Everywhere there arc children pushing buttons and pecking behind sculptures to sec
what makes them move. If 1
had known about this back
when I was a kid, I never would
have thrown away my little yellow screwdriver. All over the
gallery arc signs reminding visitors not to touch the masterpieces, but here you arc
encouraged to play with the art.
After all the children had
gone away and all of the displays were turned off, J felt sad
again. ' lbcn a group of adults
entered the room and the place
came back to life, and I realized that this art is not just for
kids. I guess I wasn't the only
grown-up who missed his favourite toy.
!!
Drew Ellwood's Statue LOcOmOtiOn continues al the Art
Gallery of Wuidsor's Children
Gallery until Sept. 3.
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Lance photo / DAVE BUKOVEC

Drew Ellwood s Rock-o-graph 1s p~rt. of his children s ~xh1b1t StatLTe LOcOmOliOn now at the Art Gallery of Windsor until
Sept. 3. The show encourages participants to become involved with the brightly coloured wor1<s

Author Daniel David Moses at the centre of the world
Writer-in-residence
weaves a
good story
By John Bourne

You are aL the centre of the

world.
As I sat down and talked
wi~h ~nivcrsity of Windsor
Wnlcr-m-residcnce
Daniel
David Moses, this was the
statement that affected me the
~ost. He was referring to a
piece of native wisdom from
the Plains Tribes which reOcctcd his own philosophy
~hou~ perception from the perspccttve of a Native Canadian.
Moses was born and raised in
~~ Iroquois community on the
SI}( Nations Reserve, outside
Bra.ntford, Ontario, and this experience has helped to shape
the dir~ction of his writing.
Dame) David Moses has
published a significant volume
of poetry over the course of his
career, but it is th rough the
theatre that he has left his
greatest mark. As a playwright,
Mo~s began his career al the
Nattvc Theatre Cen tre and was
even nominated for ~ Governor-General's Award for his
play 1he Dreaming Beauty.
~ltracting his wealth of experience as a n accomplished
playwright and poet would
see!11 to be quite a feat for the
University of Windsor. Unfor-

program) would redeem themselves by showing up for Moses'
reading at MacKenzie I Jail that
evening.
Knowing little about Moses
before our conversation, I was
pleasantly charmed by his easygoing demeanour, and his human compassion. As I tried to
pursue the angle that he is a
Native-Canadian writer writing
about Native-Canadian issues,
he easily convinced me that his
work deals with issues that can
easily cross cultural boundaries
while being firmly rooted in his
native tradition. 'lbematically,
the search for identity is impor" . tanl in his work, which is just as
Lance photo/ ERMA CASTANARES applicable to Canadian society
Daniel David Moses.
as a whole as it is to the plight
of aboriginals in Canada.
'Jbc search for his own pertunatcly, one of the concerns
sonal
identity Jed Moses into
that Moses raised during our
the realm of theatre. As he exconversation was the dearth of
plained to me, theatre is a vistudents who have taken adable forum for the oral
vantage of his presence on
tradition in Native-Canadian
campus to tap into his mind. culture. A"i he states, this tradiSince he arrived, Moses indi- tion is in direct opposition to
cated that only a handful of stu- the primacy in our society for
dents have dropped by to ask written
language.
Without
him questions pertaining to these written skills, individuals
writing. This is a rather disturb- arc labelled as stupid, totally
ing fact, considering the status demeaning a tradition which
of Moses in the Canad ian liter- has existed for centuries.
lbis affinity for the oral lanary community.
Of course, this might be in- guage alw pervades the poetic
dicative of the apathy students work Moses has created. He
are often accused of. As we stipulates that his poems are to
continued our conversation, I be spoken or heard as opposed
became optimistic that most in- to merely being read. With this
in mind, I anxiously awaited his
terested student,; (particularly
those in the creative writing reading.

Having attended many readings in the past, I wondered if
the presentation by Daniel
David Moses would be any differcnt. I recalled the readings
that the late Adele Wiseman
(former writer-in-residence at
the University of Windsor) organized at the Grad House a
few years back, and how I abhorred the pretentious nature
of the audience and the readers
alike (with the exception of
Wiseman).
One evening, one of the poets read the inscriptions on a
five dollar bill, ac; the audience
shouted brilliant and Kenius. I
failed to sec the profound nature of this act, and (four years
later) sat with trepidation as
Moses approached the podium.
To my relief, he did not pull a
five dollar bill out of his pocket
and begin reading. I nslcad, he
read from his published volumes of poetry, much to the
delight of the crowd (apparently not one university student
among us, with the exception of
myself).
I lis fondness for the oral tradition was present, as he
charmed the listeners with dark
tales of alienation, oppression
and the search for identity, presented with what he terms as an
"existential" sense of humour.
'lbe poetry was moving, but the
highlights of the evening occurred when he read excerpts
from some of his drama. Taking on the dialect of each individual
character,
Moses

transformed the cafc at Mackenzie I Iall into bis own private
theatre.
As I walked over to The
Lance after the reading, I was
affected by the honesty and human nature of the work. A"> I
weaved my way through the
line-up outside the Asylum in
order to get to the office, I realized that the organizers of the
event had made a grave error
in scheduling the reading on
pub night.
I am sure that students
would be more willing to sacrifice an hour on a Tuesday to
sec one of Canada's more brilliant playwrights read his work.
'lben again, Marker is on television that evening. Tex, bad, hecause as I breathed in the cool
evening air, I kept thinking
about Moses' statement:
You are at the centre of the
world.
In his pursuit of identity,
Moses made me aware that I
was a young, English-speaking
Canadian from southern Ontario, and nobody could take
that away Crom me. We crossed
our cultural boundaries, and
had a better understanding of
the community which we
shared. I hope the future writers at this schc.x,l who were
dancing in the pub, unaware
that the University of Windsor
even had a writcr-in-resi<len<.-e,
will one day live up to those
standards.
II
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR THE SUMMER BEGINNING
JULY 1995
AND FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 1995

If you have a B.Ed. or TEFL
certificate, we have teaching
positions for you.
Free accommodation and meals
Monthly local salary
Medical insurance
lnstnictors pay their own air fares

For application forms
and details contact·
Education and Training
Programs for Poland
77 Elizabeth St. 2nd Floor
Toronto, Ont. M5G 1P4
Tel: (416) 971-6464
Fax: (416) 971-6812
This program 1s financ1a/ly supported by
the Bureau of Assistance for Central
and Ea stun Europe. Dept. of For11gn
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Affairs and lnternallanal Trade, Ol(awa

adc a6out our Su•••r Volle..,,,.11

London

Ure

-

PARKWAY ASSOCIATES
The financial services industry is rapidly expanding. As a result. we are looking for
s new associates to join our award winning team in Windsor. we are currently
accepting resumes from interested students who are attracted to a challenging and
dynamic career in the financial services industry. we offer an extensive 4 week
Financial Security Planning training program at our home office in London Ontario.
Returning to our Wmdsor office. you will be responsible for identifying and
attracting clients Within our target markets. You Will then work directly With our
clients helping them to gain control of their financial security affairs. maximize
returns on their wealth, and achieve desired financial security goals.
We've been developing the leaders in our industry for over 26 years.
Start with the best the industry has to offer.
Please reply in confidence to:

Wednesdays are

Stephen 1 Fretwe/1,
Managing Partner. Parkway Associates
880 Oue/lette Avenue, Swte 600
Windsor. Ontario
N9.A. 1C7
Phone: 252-3421 • Fax:252·8534

·u· NIGHTS at

S1:artlng Wednesday, February 8, 1995
Featuring 'U' Wars and Air Band Contests
leading to:

'

March 22 •Cow MH~ng /Horse Riding Contest
March 29 •Air Bands (Round 3)
April 5•Air Bands (Rnals)
Ask Your UniuersitY House Councils for more details and siin-uP sheets

~~ ~ P1t«a

Alt¥

Busses Run every Wednesday
9:00, 9:30, 10:00, and 10:30pm

Monday. March 20. 1995

Salt of the earth
By John Teeter
By now, thanks to ra
dio and television, most
people have some idea
of who Veruca Salt arc.
'Ibey are a four-piece
band out of Chicago,
comprised of Nina Gordon, Steve Lack, Louise
Post and Jim Shapiro
that many mistook for
the Breeders at first listen.
At their sold out show
at St. Andrew's I lall in
Detroit (March 14),
Veruca Sall and opening
acts Squash Blossom
and I Iazel delighted the
cars of many. I got a
lengthy discussion of the layuu1
chance to sit down with the of a Vcruca Salt badge.J
headliners and find out how Lance: There arc certain radio
their recent success is treating stations that get a song and
play it to death to the JX>int
them.
Lance: I low long have you been where I don't even like it an)more. How do you feel alx>o
together as a hand?
Louise: Two years as a full that'!
band. Nina and I have been Louise: "Scether" sounds like a
commercial to us now. It's like
writing songs for three years.
Lance: Were you all friends be- we're selling something.
fore, or did you just meet each Jim: I disagree. lbe radio in
my car stopped working around
other?
Louise: Well, Nina and Jim are the middle of the whole
brother and sister. Before Jim "Scether" explosion and I ha.
started playing with us Nina ven't heard it that much and J
and I put an ad in the paper for still like it.
a rhythm section and that's Lance: Why exactly "Scethcr"?
when we met Steve. 'lben a Louise: To seethe is to boil
couple months after that Jim over with anger. So it's like the
anger that you can't compre~
started playing drums with us.
Lance: So when the album first Lant-e: Like a boiler.
came out, it was independently [Fred the artistic dancer from
released through Minty Fresh. I !at.cl explains that it is roos1
like the apparent calm before a
How big of a relea,;e was that?
Louise: I think we were their water hoils over and furthcr
first LP so it wasn't that big a says that he had a serious
'scether' the night beforc.J
relcao;c.
Lance: Was there any interest Lance: Are you happy the waJ
the album came out?
before you released the album?
Louise: Right around the time Jim: Some of the songs I real~
that we signed to Minty Fresh, like and others I'm not hapr,
a couple of major labels ex- with how they came out.
pressed interest giving us the Louise: It's definitely hit or
hard sell. A guy for Geffen was miss.
at one of our shows with I ,iz Lan<.-e: Arc you tired of the al·
Phair. It was like our tenth hum yet? I know a lot of hands
show and he really liked it. I le after the sometimes tedious
went back to Geffcn and was process of recording the alhum
really excited about it and now don't want lo hear it anymorc.
wishes that he had done some- Louise: [sarcastically) Yeah.
thing then because we had just we're really tight. We're still
signed to Minty Fresh around trying to play the songs \\ell.
that time. I don't know what we Jim: We still don't think 11e
would have done if they had know how to play them yet
made an offer at that time be- We're still trying to catch upto
cause we were really going the album.
down the independent route Lan<.-e: So the band's name
Vcruca Salt, is a Willy Wonka
and it felt safer to us.
Lance: How long after that reference.
went out, did you sign to DGC Louise: Well, we liked the char·
acter and the sound of the t\lO
[Geffen Records)?
words together. We liked the
Louise: Eight months.
Lance: I low do you find it now reference to one of Nina and
compared to the independent minc's favoritc childhood storoute? Before signing you were ries.
doing everything on your own, Lance: Did you like the hook
whercareas now there is a lot better than the movie?
Louise: I really don't remc~ticr
less to worry about.
Steve: But you're still worried the hook ao; well as the movic.
about those things. We're not Jim: 'Ibey arc definitely dif~cr·
doing everything p hysically ent camps in the band. I think
Nina and I liked the hook bet·
but ...
Jim: [interjects) We're not do- ter than the movie. (as Nina
Re-enters] Nina, Charlk ~
ing anything.
the
Chocolate Factory, which
Louise: Now we're acting like
did
you
like better: the book or
kids and before we were acting
the movie?
like teenagers.
Jim: Little kids that everyone Nina: Ya know ... I think thC
movie was kind of gross aad
bas to wait for.
obscene.
I always act like t,oob
Louise: Like little brats.
are
so
much
better and ~~
Lance: One thing that really
impressed me about the 'bio' makes me more sophisticau:u
was the fact that you all wear or something. But I've proba~
your influences proudly on your only read the book once.
sleeves. Most of this music was Steve: I've never read the t,ook,
my raison d'etre in my youth. but I think the movie is great.
You've cited hands like Kiss Nina: I'd love to knoW whal
Roald Dahl thought of the
and ACJDC.
I
[Enter Nina Gordon and a movic.
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Deconstructing the myth of Generation ECCH !
BYDarrin Keene

Generation Ecch!
Wri//efl by Jason Cohen and Mi-

chael Krugman; Illustrations by
b·an Dorkin
Fireside Books, 218 pp.
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It had lo happen. "Generation X" has become a deceptive, sensationalist keyword.
Originally a title for a science
fiction novel, "Generation X"
L~ now used to describe a whole
generation of youth. That's
right, if you arc between the
ages of 18 and 29, then you are
supposedly an official member
of this (not so) distinguished
duh. Along with membership
comes the accusation that you
arc a disillusioned, bitter individual, with little to look forward to in life. lnc mass media
(run predominantly by the
boomer generation) are content lo herd all young adults
into this macrocosmic clique,
whether we like it or not.
With Generation Ecch!, Jason Cohen and Michael Krugman arc calling this bluff, with
cartoonist Evan Dorkin throwing in his own brand of comic
relief. Cohen and Krugman deconstruct popular TV shows,
(and in the case of MTV, a
whole network), movies, novels,
Gen X-related magazines,
newspaper reports, musicians,
and comic books. The people
or media products they analY7..e
all epitomize the Gen X image:
all style, but no substance, no
defining ideologies, and no real
meaning.

lbei~ other target group is
the legion of "rebels without a
clue" that kneel at the allar of
these media artifacts and icons.
These arc the individuals who
have begun to define themsclv~s according to what the
media says about them. lbis is
Generation Ecch!, and Cohen
a_nd Krugman crudely summanze the subculture in four
words: 'Ibese people arc idiots!
Dorkin's comics aren't any
kinder. ActualJy, Generahon
Ecch_! is quite an amusing read,
provided you're not one of the
bozos that the authors trash
with vim and vigour.
While Cohen, Krugman and
Dorkin are harsh in their criticism, they do acknowledge the
dynamic that exists between
Gen Ecch! and the media it
consumes. lbeir book attacks
the media and its producers for
misappropriating youth culture,
but it also attacks the mediacreated Gen Ecch! culture for
lacking the critical capacities lo
question the superficial ideologies that it reads, hears, or sees.
Gen Ecch! is not a group of
passive victims; the primary
consumers of Gen Ecch! media
are middle class youth who
have been given ample opportunity to educate themselves to
think critically. These arc the
consumers that advertisers target, given their high level of
disposable income. Cohen,
Krugman and Dorkin arc all
young adults who have seen
through
the
media
smokescreen, and there arc
many others like them At the

same time, they feel compelled
to attack those that accept and
reinforce the media images that
stigmati1,e all of us into a gen-

eration of mediocrity.
is described by the authors as a
backlash, hut it is really a wakeGeneration

f..chh!

up call. One can only hope that
young adults will open this
book, and open their eyes to
what's being fed to them daily. [!
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Applications to Social Science Society Office in the 2nd floor of the CAW Student Centre by 4pm, April 3rd.

Sunday April 9

2
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Friday March 24
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Thursday April 13
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Spotlight on recent independent CD releases
The Publicans
\"lupid dumb idiot
Independent

•

A lot of expectations can
huild up in four months. I've
hcen listening to CrusM>ublicans guitarist Carmen Rivolta's
accounts of "what happened today in the studio" without even
hearing a note of the compila- \ ....
tion, for what seems like an
eternity.
Well, I'm happy lo brag that
I no longer have to wait - but
you do. I'm not that mean
though, so I thought I'd let you
know what to expect. "lbc ten
songs on the CD all have their
merits, but I'm only going lo
talk ahout a few.
"Bulldoz.cr" is filled with
equal parts heavy guitar riffs
and what can only be described
as the rock and roll mentality.
Matt Schnekenburger's ability CJAM's picked up on and it's Flipped has transformed that
to dramatically change his vocal my favorite one.
playful, energetic stage show
Windsor band The Publi- onto CD very successfully.
style shines brightest in this
tune's catchy chorus and deep cans' (until recently known as
Songs like "Lost in Space"
Crush) stupid dumb idiot will be and "UFO" are great tunes tones.
In the completely opposite available at their CD release maybe the best on the CD vein, the very next track titled party on Thurs., Apr. 6 at the and provide an example of the
"Much to My Surprise" uses Zoo Club. AJso appearing that band's superior musical ability.
the same classic stylings as night will be Garden Weasel, Marshall Sfalcin's lyrics and
C-<>Unting Crows' and The Skin Thieves and Band of singing are very impressive, as
Beatles. At least three of the Thieves.
are Fayze Sassine's bass and
- Jacku Shannon
songs share the resemblance to
Marc Iloule's drumming perthe solid classic sound of the
formances.
Other interesting
60s.
King Kool Flipped
tracks
are
"Wake up" and
The confusion of youth and King Kool Flipped
"Ego". The band even attempts
changing values of society ex- Loaf Records
a bit of their stage magic by
pressed in "The Big Magnificence" made the strongest
Windsor's King Kool Flipped throwing in riffs from popular
impression on me, maybe be- has finally put out a CD on the bands while poking fun at the
cause I can identify with the local label, Loaf Records. Pos- "metal head" bands from the
song. I don't know ... but I do sibly one of Windsor's m.>st en- early '80s. ·ibis collection of
know that it's the song that ergetic hands, King Kool songs is taken from their early

repertoire with "Lost in Space"
being the only new lune. Even
so, if you really enjoy King
Kool Flipped live, then you'll
like the CD. You won't find
"Heart of Glass" on here, hut
you will listen to this CO over
and over.
- Steve Rennie

Sorrow Cage
Sorrow Cage

Indepcndant
Of the seven tracks the first,
"C'oal" reminded me of old
Rush. I'd even say some of the
style presents a Pinkfloyd influence. Don't get me wrong, their
not some want-a-be band stealing riffs and bridges. I'm seeing
a pattern here, the melancholy
suggested by the bands name
exudes from the music as well.
The minimalist approach they
take in promoting themselves
here on the Windsor scene is
also conveyed in the tapes presentation. I can't knock it, economic man ... nothing wrong
with it. Definitely a Sorrow
Cage trait.
-J. Shannon
The Makeshifts
1he Makeshifts
Independent

It's been a while since I received this tape, actually nearly
a year. Coolest thing is I still
listen to it! This isn't your normal top 40 band, in fact when I
threw some big names out to
Russel Stadey, the band's drumcr, he basically laughed. I got
the distinct impression that it
isn't the aim of this Toronto
based quartet to be the next al-

terna-thing. The Makc5bia
use trumpets and a Ougc~
a~ well as the standard gun~
hass and drums. A new lhni
song demo is due lo hit ea
stations late this summer~
ten for it.

- J. Sh1Jnn£t

f

Rusty
Rusty
1landsome Boy

Just under twenty minutes
hard cutting, jumpmg lllll
This band is climbing the chaJu
and they deserve it Lau~
tunes hke K.D. Lang, arc SiJI.
rounded hy the new v.
"punk-retro" taken hack r
the seventies. Although lhe
track "Punk", has hcen tbed>
ject of more then one rcvicitr
dotings, I'd have to go 1
"Misogyny" ac; the real chart
worthy one. The CD is rcal!J
short, it was a total tease·~ im
I want to sec them!
-J. Shanna.

Walter Cu1Tie
Walter Currie
Independent

(I)\

onl
Kind of folk with a kll of ma

rhythm acoustic guitar. Mi

COi

morn loved it. l thought it v.~

Fe

relaxing, homey and good for
those laid back days, but ~
exactly my taste. The fact thai
this Vancouver artist did evtl\·
thing himself probably a~.
counted for the continuous
feeling of the CD. I think I
would have liked a little chan~
somewhere to mess it up a bit
make it less predictible.
- J. Shann111
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Want to bee a

Lance volunteer?
All you've got to do Is buzz on down to the student
newspaper's offlee ill the basemeat of the
CAW Student Centre. It's a ldve of aedvlty,
- • there's a .laoney of a job waiting
for you. (That's enoag• bad pau••
ed.) Aayhow, eoae vol-teer,
we proalse It won't ltart,
llat It llllgll.t stiag a bit.
(Alrlg.lat, that's It! I
waraed
yo•
ltefore. r.
ending
tlal8)
over

lbe
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Scan Yao Koughnctt from Waterloo and Rob I Jenry of
Guelph. Second team all-stars
were Guelph's Paul Eldridge
Mike Milne of the Weste;
Mustangs, Peter Brown and
Craig Law of Lakehcad and
Waterloo's
big
man, Tom Balfe.
The University
of Guelph picked
up
two
more
awards as 6'5" forward, Colin Jones
took rookie of the
year honours and
head coach 1 im
Darling was chosen
by his peers as
coach of the year.
lo post-season play, Guelph
up set the second ranked
McMastcr Marauders in the
Ontario West final and earned
a berth lo the National Championships held al the Metro
Centre in Halifax, Mar. 16 - 17.

Patrick Osborne finished his
university basketball career in
style. Despite his team's disappointing season record, Os(:x)rne's exceptional talent did
not go unnoticed
nor unrewarded.
Toe player was selected first team
all-star in the Ontario West division.
For Osborne to
achieve this award
while playing on a
team with a three
and 11 record is a
tcstamcn t to his
abilit).
Osborne's brilliance on the
court will be sorely missed not
only by his coaches and teammatcs, hut also by basketball
connoisseurs across Ontario.
For the last three seasons he
has treated fans to an exceptional display of athletic prowRookie of the year
ess.
Osborne
combines
unstoppable offensive maneuGeorgia Risnita, a 5'9"
vcrs with menacing defensive rookie forward for the Lancer
steals and a relentless intensity women's basketball team finthat has made him one of the ished second in the country in
leagues finest. Statistics sup- rebounds, with a 12 rebound
port his all-star recognition as per game average.
Osborne completed the season
She led the Lancers to a rewith an average of 23 points, spectable fifth place in the
five rchounds and three steals tough OWIAA West division
per game.
by pouring in 14 points per
1be other four members of game and shooting 50 percent
Ontario West's first all-star from the field. Last week she
team were; most valuable was honoured by the league
player Clint Holtz of Brock, with west division all-star honMcMaster's Titus Channer, ours and rookie of the year. 11

Lancer
basketball
players
get
recognized

Men's rugby team sucks

Photo courtesy of THE MANITOBAN (CUP)

Dinsmore won gold by jumping 12.71m in the triple jump at the national championship held in Winnipeg on Mar. 1Oand 11.

By Trevor Drake

League for the pa'it nine years
and is a formidable team.
The University of Windsor
Heslop put Windsor on the
rugby football club has re- scoreboard early with a nice
turned from its southern tour penalty kick from 45 yards out.
after travelling to Huntsville, Unfortunately, Heslop's kick
Ala. and Nashville, Tenn. over was to be it for Windsor as
the spring break.
Nashville out ran, out hit and
1:bc first match took place al overpowered the Windsor club.
a night game in Huntsville ver- The final score was Nashville
sus the Huntsville men's rugby
RC 37, Windsor RFC 3.
club. Although Windsor came
Windsor standoff, Dack Hesup short on the scoreboard it
lop, was again awarded Windwas a close, hard fought match.
The game was tied 0-0 at the sor's man of the match for his
half. ln the opening moments strong play and unique style of
of the second half, Windsor 8- up-and-under kicking.
Although Windsor walked
man Trevor Drake capitalized
00 a strong effort by the Windaway with two losses and a lot
sor ~orwards and barged his of bruises, it was a learning exway tn for Windsor's first try. perience for the club which
HunLwille fought back, scoring went on a tour with a young
lhrcc consecutive tries. Wind- and inexperienced team. It is
sor prop Jason Snowden ran unfortunate that these two
the length of the field off a losses marked the end of Paul
penalty play to score what O'Donnell's play with Windsor
would be Windsor's last try of as he is leaving for Chicago in
tour. Stand-off Dack I Ies- April.
.
~p. made one of two convcrLook forward lo corrung
stons and one penalty kick. lbe rughy matches in Wi~ds~r th!~
~.al score was lluntsvillc 20, spring. Toe women s side 1s
indsor 15.
hosting the Brock Badgers on
I lcslop was chosen as WindMarch 26 in Windsor.
sor's man of the match.
If anyone is interested ~
. 1be second game took place
playing or supporting the Uniin. Tennessee against the Nashville men's rugby club. Windsor versity of Windsor rugby footWas to find out that it was in ball club men's or women's
ovc .
t r 1~s head as Nashville won teams call Pat Daniels 977-1378
!
he mid-western United States or Dina Davis 254-2520.

:he

Dinsmore graduates in top field
By Ben Lawton and Paul Johnson

"!be University of Windsor
will certainly miss Kelly
Dinsmore upon graduation after last weekend's Canadian
track and field championships.
Dinsmore had many golden
performances at the nationals
in Winnipeg, gaining valuahlc
points for Windsor's team
score. lne track and field star
has amassed over 30 medals in
her university career helping
Windsor build its reputation as
a powerhouse. Ben Lawton and
Paul Johnson took a few moments to chat with Dinsmore
before last week's championships.
Lance: What was your greatest
achievement as a Lancer?
Dinsmore: r think breaking the
indoor record for the triple
jump. I've improved a lot over
the years. The coaching here at
Windsor has been great.
Lance: Whal docs your future
hold in track and field?
Dinsmore: Well, I'll probably
be finished because I've had a
reoccuring injury for the past
four years and it keeps getting
worse.
Lance: Do you have any coaching aspirations'!

Dinsmore: I haven't done a lot
of coaching yet but I'm going to
coach at the high school level. r
guess if l'm in the right place al
the right time I really don't see
myself saying I'm going to be a
coach in my future.
Lance: Do you see yourself as a
role model for women or young
women in Canada'!
Dinsmore: I guess maybe some
of the younger team members
look up to me because I've
been here [at Windsor] for a
long time and I have experience.
Lance: Do you have any regrets
about your last five years here
at Windsor?
Dinsmore: Everything bas been
fairly good up lo this year. This
year has been kind of a rough
year due to my ankle injury and
the problems it has caused me.
Overall this year has been a disappointment even though I
broke the triple jump record.
Teachers college ha" been
rough since I cannot train with
the team as much. I find it difficult to motivate myself all the
time.
Lance: Will you remember your
five years at Windsor as your
halcyon days or do you expect a
greater achievement in the fu-

ture?
Dinsmore: Yeah I guess. I'm

really glad I came here. I could
have went to Ari:t..ona State but
didn't. I had not even heard of
Windsor until I was contacted
by Dennis Fairall, but I'm glad
I came here.
Lance: What do you hope to
accomplish at the CIAU's?
Dinsmore: I would love to
break my record again but I'm
hoping my ankle holds out. It's
really tough this year in triple
jump with so many people improving. But l definatcly want
to win this weekend.
Lance: I low would like to be
remembered by students and
fellow athletes here at Windsor?
Dinsmore: I would like to he
remembered as a team player
because l like to do a lot of different events.
Lance: What advice would you
give to aspiring athletes who
wish to obtain the level of success you have had?
Dinsmore: lbey truly have to
be the best or achieve personal
goals. 'Ibey have to put a lot of
work into it. Thev have to he
very dedicated. II
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services

VIA REDEFINES THE WORD

LSAT - GMAT - GRE Training r,n,
grams - Since 1979 we have ~
fully prepared thousands of -..
fa these tests. Progr.vns raige irrweeks to one weekend. Strt 1
Richardson - (416) 410-7737

:r-

800-567-7737.
Prafmie11II lypill: reports, r ~

letters, transcribing. Compett;ve Fis
with discounts. Call 252-3294.

IY
to
'II

for rent
Students: 2 & 5 bedroom Unis l:r

rent. Ave minute walk to ~
Available May 1, 1995. Call and ~
message for Jim Lovell anytime ~7•

Ja

2089.

s

Four bedroom house for rent ~
way, parking, one bathroom. Ml,- k
May. Laundry $275 per r0001 ~
944-0620.
Five bedroom house for rent. 574 ~
foret Hardwood floors, driveway pr1.
ing, laundry. $260 per room ~
944-0620. Females only. May 'c
May lease.
Six bedroom house for r~
3092 Sandwich. May to May lease
Driveway and street parking, lainar
close to CIBC, IGA and COIWentr.ci
store. Call 944-0620. $250 perroaFive bedroom house for r~
515 Bridge, close to Wyandotte la.'!dry, street and driveway perking lhi"
to May. Call 944-0620 S2S:
per room.
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help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own ocsness, gain valuable business expei;
ence while building your resume Er
up to $10.000 (25 jobs). li!jl derr..:
product. irrigation sales and '1S'o41.tion. The ideal opportuntty: veh c~ required. Call Student Sprinkll!fs a
1-800-265-7691
Summer jobs: Applications are ra
being accepted for summer Jobs "
cruise ships, airlines, and resorts. it
experience necessary. For more r!J
malion send $2 and a sett-ad(iessf1
stamped envelope to World Yitl
Travel Club, 5334 Yonge Street. Sin
1407 Toronto, Ontario, M2N 6M2
Are you interested in wnting, p~
raphy, editing, or drawing? The lam
is always looking for volunteers lo h~
out with the student paper We es.E·
cially need cartoonists or 11aphc a::
ists. Come to our genera s1r.
meetings Mar. 22 at 5:30 p m. 101!ie
basement of the CAW Student Cert!!
Please call 253·4232, ext 3900
more information

Interested in
OAC Calculus
for Fall 1995?

CLASS

THE

TRAIN

WO

ah'
hit
a

atb
sio

campus.
Tuesday and ThursdlY
evenings.
To register: eontad
Continuing EducatiOII
(Fanchette and sunset!
253-4232 Ext. 3305
by July 31, 1995,

CONDITIO~S • Open to anyone 12 24 and forrnllcge and university students (25+) with rnlid student I.D.
• Econom) cla~s seats are limllcd • Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days rn advance • Blackout periods
apply • lll'lbdiscount ,s always a\arlable \\ lh no a!hance purchase.
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OAC Calculus available 01

sweet. Check the conditions, then call your travel agency or VIA Rail'M.
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University of Winds«
students:

MINIMUM 5 DAY
ADVANCE PURcJASE

youth to include students (25+) with valid ID. It's that simple. It's that
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sports news has rapidly come
police blotter
where a bot story of the accused is one of our society's
IJ)OSt adored members, the pro11ts b
fessional athlete.
. .
¥llP'JI
During a one week penod m
j lea,~
January, baseball star Darryl
e91d Strawberry not only failed a
drug test and received a susOrriJ pension
from
Aay ~ I
baseball,
but
i.cq also sentencedwas
to
three months in
74 ll,Pii- l prison for tax
. ~ evasion .
1n I On Mar. 25,
former
heavyweight
boxing
r~
lease
champion, Mike
JM'y
Tyson, is sched1iellC!
uled to be reom.
leased
from
rail
prison after servla1111.
ing time for rape.
Lale last week
$2~
former Canadian
Football League
(CFL) tight end
btJsi.
Brian Jack, was convicted of
manslaughter involving the
Eai
death of his wife.
1\alli
To recall athletes who have
ta'ibeen
charged with drug posseser!·
s a sion or drunk driving could
cause me to write for pages.
IICl
Even non-violent sports like
SO'I
golf arc not immune. Golfer
:./.,
John Daly has had to fight alconflx·
holism, and accusations of
ssec
spousal abuse.
,Viti
SU.'le
In the meantime other improprieties of professional athletes are set out for public
display. No one has ever said
these people arc perfect, but
because they are pro athletes
we have come to expect near
perfection.
The question asked by many
is, why would those with the
world at their feet throw it
away? for some it may be the
result of poor upbringing. The
ability to shoot the jumpshot or
hit a baseball 450 feet has ~en
a ticket off the streets for many
athletes. For others, a professional contract can seem like
new found wealth, which they
to resemble a
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proverbial pedastal

BY Jeff Rivard

ntt
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are inexperienced in handling.
Combine this with the pressure
to perform and the greatest
reason is probably realiz.ed.
Imagine being the one who
missed the game winning field
goal with only seconds left on
the clock. After an incident like
this the first person you are
likely to see is not a disappointed coach, but a reporter
with a microphone under the
player's nose asking, "How do you
feel?"
Public pressure
to perform, and
one's own personal expectations
may probably be
part of the cause
of many an athletes
downfall.
The media only
makes the situation worse for the
athlete.
None of this is
meant to justify an
athlete's improper
actions off the
field. In many cases these actions have been attributed to
the development of severe
egos. Some believe that a
sports star is above the law. But
the justice system in recent
times has proven athletes are
not above the law, and in some
cases has likely used those in
the spot light to set an example
for the rest of society.
Unfortunatley with the trial
of the century unfolding in Los
Angelas, and our own city stirring as the alleged misconduct
of the Windsor Spitfires, the
questi.on will be raised again,
"Will the justice system work
the way it is meant to?" 'Those
involved hope so.
As a society, the problem we
all have had with deliquent
sports stars is that we never expect negative bebavior. ~ter
witnessing achievements dunng
games fans believe they know
the players. Fans feel an understanding of the way athletes
think and behave outside of the
game, while we are not really
privy to this information.
!!

''After
witnessing
achievements
during
games fans
believe they
know the
players."
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You can take control
of genital herpes

...and your life
Coping With recurrent symptoms
such as itching or burning pain,
tingling, sores, or even localized
redness in or near the genital
area has never been easy. Add
to this the emotional impact of
guilt. resentment. depression ...
a disruption of daily life.
Advances in medical research
now enable you to do something about genital herpes outbreaks. A greater understanding
of genital herpes - plus the

availability of affordable treatments. and counselling - can
help you get your life essentially
back to normal and potentially
keep outbreaks out of the picture
for years.
To confidentially learn more
about reducing the severity and
frequency of genital herpes
outbreaks, and minimizing the
risk of transmission through
safe sex guidelines. contact the
National Herpes Hotline.

And consult your physician

I) 11 )I() N
11r11Y1INS
Welcome
to the House
of Payne.

)II

upto40%

offreturnfares

Greyhound offers students
the best value year round.
Take it easy, take the Greyhound.

lire,:.J4Jaund
Canada•
44 University Ave. E., Windsor

254-7575

OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 24 AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU
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Graduation Portrait

Sign up starting March 7
- Odette Building Commerce Society Office • Main Floor

DARE TO COMPARE
12 Previews only $13.SO+tax

~2-8xl0's
~ 4-5x7's
~4-4x5's
Econofinish - Negative Retouched • Colour balanced
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Kelly adjusts in first year at Spit helm
By Mark Calibani

In his first season as Windsor
Spitfires' head coach Mike
Kelly has seen his share of ups
and downs. Even with the
team's slow start, ascent to the
top of the league, injuries, poor
defensive play and sexual assault charges filed against three
top players, Mike Kelly remains
the
confident,
com~tent
leader of Windsor's best Ontario Hockey League (OHL)
team in years.
As the Ol IL regular season
winds down, the Spits have secured a playoff berth and second place in the OHL's west
division. With a year of head
coaching experience to add to
his resume, Kelly appears
poised to lead his team to their
best chance at an OHL and
Memorial Cup championship
in years.
Kelly recently shared his
thoughts with the Lance.

Kelly's background
"I played at the University of
New Brunswick for five years
[majoring in phys. ed.), and after that I spent two years in
Europe - one year in Sweden,
and another year in Scotland.
From there I came back and
applied for a Master's program
[spccialiring in coaching] at
Western, entered that program,
and worked as a volunteer for
two years with the [OIIL's]
London Knights. From there I
got a full-time assistant position
with the London Knights, spent
three years in that capacity.
Last year I went to the American Hockey League with the

Ottawa Senators farm team in
Prince Edward Island, and then
applied for this job this year."

First year in Windsor
"It's been an adjustment.
Obviously, just being in a head
coaching role has been an adjustment. You deal with things
a Jot differently when you're
front and centre. You're accountable for everything that
happens, so people look to you
for answers. But, having said
that, we're a good team - I inherited a good team. I Iowever
with that comes pressure to
win. There's been a lot of
pluses, some challenges, but it's
been a lot of fun."

Coaching philosophy
"I think every coach likes to
instill hard work, but I think
commitment to the organization you're playing for is very
important. But, unless you have
commitment to yourself as a
person, you can't commit to
anything else. As a coach, I like
to show respect, and hopefully
get it back. If there's a mutual
respect, I think you can develop
a pretty good rapport with your
players. I think you can push
them as hard as they need lo be
pushed, as long as they know as
a person you still respect who
they are, what they're about.
Give them a little bit of freedom within your game plan to
work whatever their strengths
are. My basic philosophy revolves around respect. If a
player has respect for him or
herself, then they're going to
give you the work effort and
commitment that you need."

GM Michael Awender
"I think all you have to do is
look back on where he's taken
lhis team in less than two years
- and not just the players on
the ice, he's made some &OOd
deals for the hockey team and
some great draft picks for the
hockey team. The image of the
organization has improved. Its
an incredible organization noy,
and two years ago when he in:
herited it there were a lot of
questions. I don't think there
arc a lot of questions about the
Windsor Spitfires now."

The future of the Spits
"I think that its going to take
probably another year or two
years to find that consistency
that great organizations have. I
think in another couple of
years, you're going to see one
of the most consistent l)'pe
team5 as far as being competitive in the league."

Recent legal troubles
"Part of my philosophy is to
deal with things head-on. Obviously its caused some distractions. I don't like hiding behind
or beating around the bush
about anything, and I think that
if you deal with it immcdiatcl),
then its done.But if you deal
with it head-on, then I think
you can step forward a lot
quicker instead of trying to
hide things as things pop up
and ~uple are asking questions behind closed doors. I
think it might be just a little
better to hit things front and
centre."
!
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1) What former Detroit Tiger

)~

won the MVP award in 1991?

ccn

2) What pitcher has given the
rnosl career walks?
3) Who is known as the Goose?
~) Who won Armerican League
rookie of the year in 1994?
5) Who won National League
rool<le of the year in 1994?
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6) Who holds the all-time major league record for batting average?
7) Who has led the American
League in strike outs the last
three seasons?
8) Who has hit the most career
home runs?
See answers below

Results and standings
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Sports stumpers
BY Ed Kadri

:r

The Lance

Results (from Mar. 13, 1995)

\larch 12. 1995
final
Fi!lbplact

.

.

\!cGilJ .............. 64 ............... V,ctona ............59
aronze medal match
1..aurentian ....... 76 ............... Toronto ............ 47
Gold medal match
.
W'mJUpe& ......... 72 .............. Man,toba ...........61
CIAU All-Canadians
first team:
s,ndra Carroll. Winnipeg
l)ianne Norman, l.Aurentian
Terri-Lee Johanncsson. Manitoba
\lichele Vesprin~ Western
\!ichelle Healey. Memorial
Second team:
.\ndrea Hutchens. Winnipeg

J11.1tmc Ellison. Toronto
\leagan Koch, Calgary
Vickv Tessier, McGill
Christina VanAert, Victoria
All rookie t.eam:
Mar)Orie Kelly, Manitoba
Georgia Risnita, Windsor
Lara Asplin. Winnipeg
Janice Moseychuk, Cape Breton
R.onie Burns, Alberta

Track and faeld
CTAU Championships at Winnipeg from
Mar. JO and 11
Team 5tandings
Team ............. Points.............. Tum ....... Points
Maoitoba ......... 73 ............... Calpry ............22
Wiodsor ........... 60 ............... Toronto ............22
Western ........... 28 .......... Sasbtchewan .......18
Sheri>roolce ...... 26 ................ McGill .............14
UBC ................. 23 .............. Waterloo ...........10
Theldders
io metres
O'Brian Gibbons ....................... Windsor ...6.80
Trivino Betty ............................ Western ...6.86
Glenn Smith .............................. CaJg.ry ....6.96

Wind'iOr .................................................. 7:39.66
Longjump
~r~o Betty ...................... Westem .....7.25 m
• 1 ~ ~berge ..................... Manitoba ... 7.08 m
Joe . hate ............................ Windsor .... 7.05 m
High Jump
Frank Maclean ................ Manitoba ...2.09 m
Jason Thollllls ..................... Toronto ..... 2.03 m
!,)erek ~hroeder ................ Windsor .... 2.03 m
fnpleJump
Tim Moran ............................. l.'OC ..... 14.43 m
Sean Burges ........................Wcstem ... 14.29 m
MaxOates ............................ McGill ....14.23 m
Shot pul
Dean Beroia ........................... Sask. .....16.01 m
Nicholas Pauletto .............. Manitoba .15.55 m
Andre Couture .................. Manitoba .14.49 m
Pole vault
Jeff Miller ........................... Waterloo .... 5.05 m
Mike Nolan ......................... Windsor ....4.85 m
Darcy Holstad ...................... Alberta ..... 4.85 m
All-Canadian Lancer basketball player

Teacher Train in
Australia
or Great Britain
for one year
Primary and Secondary School
quaJjfications that allow you to
teach in Ontario.

Answers to Stumpers
1) Jack Morris with Minnesota
2) Nolan Ryan
3) Rich Gossage
4) Bob Hamelin, Kansas City
5) Raul Mondes~ Lots Aogelas
6) 1)' Cobb .367
1) Randy Johnson, Suttle
8) Hanle Aaron with 755

Contact the Universities' Representatives:
K.O.M. Consultants
p.a. box 60524
Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Ha:mUton Ontario L9C 7N7

How'd you srore
AU 8 cornet -you should write for Lance

sports!
6 or 7 correct -with numbers like these,
Mel Allen would be impressed.
3 to 5 correct -you would have trouble
making the playoffs.
I or 2 cornet -you struck out at a pitch out
of the strike zone.
0 correct -you are a scab ballplayer.

Tel/Pax (908) 318-8200

300 metres
O'Brian Gibl>ons ................. Windsor.......33.75
P. Doucet .......................... Sherbrooke ....33.99
X. lbarreta ...................... Saskatchewan ..35.30
600metres
Dyron Goodwin.\ ............... Manitoba ... 1:16.10
Simon Trepcl...................... Manitoba ...1:19.88
Pumulo Skiancta .................. McGill .....1:20.6,
!OOO metres
rom Bima ........................... Manitoba ...2:25.52
Soou Jensen ......................... Calgary ....2:26.71
Rich ·1 remain ...................... Windsor ....2:26.85
1500 metres
Daryl Fillion ....................... Manitoba ...3:52.29
Jeremy Deere ...................... Calgary ... J:52.76
'-eal Beathe ........................ Victoria ....3:54.91
lOOO metres

'

Jell Schicblcr.l 'BC ............. 8:04.88
/..eba <'rook ........................... l rnc.......8:21.53
!'tier FoMcca ..................... Windsor ....8:23.111
fiO metre hurdles
~lichcl Genc.~t-Lahaye .... Shcrbrookc ......8.15
Collin 1..ewis ......................... Toronto .........8.26
\like :'l:olan ......................... Wind<.or.........8.26
4xlOO metre relay
\fanitoba ................................................1:29.04
\\1ndsor .................................................. 1:2959
We11ern .................................................. 1:29.85
4x400 mcttt relay
Sberi>rooke .............................................3:16. I l
\lanuoba ................................................ 3:16.34
Windsor ..................................................3:19.21
4x8)() metre relay
Manitoba ................................................7:29.23
ralgary .................................................... 7:39.29
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CREATE YOUR OWN JOB WITH A STUDENT VENTURE LOAN.
It's easier than you think. In fact every summer hundreds of students use Student Venture to start their own business. Last year
for instance. Kevin Grignon paved driveways. Andre Edelbrock landscaped. Jo-Anne Cortes paint- ~ hobsOntarlo Surnmer Employment
ed houses. Trudy Chu started a retail operation. Whatever you want to do. we can make it happen.
boulotOntario Emplo1S d'crc
With an interest-free loan up to $3.000. and all the free advice you need. You may end up making
as much as you would wor1<1ng for others. If you're 15-29. and going back to school next yea~.
call toll free 1·800·387·5656. Or pick up an application at your high school. college or university.

l
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editorials
Recycling exams
An exercise in student cooperation could prove to be the move
which brings your marks up next semester.
With the introduction of an exam bank at the University of
Windsor, studenL'l may have the opportunity to help others make
the grade with an old examination, and find study aides in the
pooled resources of others.
Many students already save tests and assignment questions for
study aids to be shared with friends whose course loads may later
overlap. Professors are often liberal with question sheets from
tests or exams, but creating a test network among friends can be
difficult and gives select students an edge in the grade department.
Since the distribution of exams is also often up to the discretion of
a particular professor or department some students get left out of
test networking.
But it's not like that at many universities where students have
organized and lobbied across faculties and departments to get a
coherent network of recycled exams to be shared across the board.
In fact York U01versity student council is presently soliciting the
school's Senate to enforce all professors cooperation on exam recycling. Such exam banks are a valuable resource to students preparing for examinations but the benefits are more than just having
an edge at test time.
The concept of the exam bank, where students tests are stored
and filed according to course number and/or professor is not just
to make life easier for students though -- exam banks could help to
bolster the educational environment.
Having old copies of exams hanging around being photocopied
for 25 cents to $2 could prompt many professors to recall the ancient art of fresh test writing. Rather than handing out the same
examinations year after year, exam banks prompt professors towards preventative measures to ensure that an entire class doesn't
graduate with an A+.
Windsor's home grown version of the exam bank is being initiated by a group of six business students on campus. But an endeavour of this size shouldn't have to be undertaken by individual
students. This is a job for student council and if the student body
illustrates an interest in the project council should take it up.

Baseball owners
not playing fair
Baseball fans having been singing the blues for about seven
months as negotiations between players and owners remain at an
i~passe. While the issue of replacement players on the baseball
field may have had some sports fans tempted to head out for a
game, such tactics certainly shouldn't be considered fair play.
Ontano labour law may make it difficult for fans of the Toronto
Blue Jays - the replacement version that is - to get out to a
~ame though. The replacement team has been banned from playmg home games at the SkyDome. Of course owners were able to
continue with plans to put the "new" team into action on the field
in Dunedon, Flonda.
. But the owners decision_ to side-step Ontario labour law by skippmg across the border with cheap, non-unionized laborers illustrates why replacement worker legislation is important across the
hoard. It also illustrates where the owners loyalties lie. Team owners have effectively cut off unionized workers from their source of
income and livelihood.
Despite the size of the salanes, the treatment of professional
hall players by team owners is problematic. The use of replacement workers may only come to prove to owners that there is no
substitute for the real thing when it comes to baseball.
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Letters to the editor

CFS too expensive
Dear Editor,

It appears that the Lance has
already taken a position in the
upcoming CFS referendum,
and because Windsor students
can expect more of this onesided diatribe, I will attempt to
champion the cause of democracy in presenting a differing
perspective.
Some members of the Lance
appear to be of the opinion
that CFS membership is worth
any price, be it $7 or $11. Interesting viewpoint, but the
proper place for this view to be
formed is as a student, and not
someone fed on a steady diet of
CFS propaganda "from the
wire."
Do students need an organization working for their interests at a national level? Natch!
Is CFS the organization for the

job? Not on your life! Throwing
macaroni on Parliament Hill is
neither responsible nor effective representation. CFS may
challenge the view that students are a privileged class, but
only at the expense of making
us all look like slobs and buffoons, while other (less expensive)
groups
are
busy
formulating and presenting discussion and policy papers.
Why does CFS want a fee increase? Is it really because its
mandate has broadened? Or is
it because member schools
across the country are bailing
out at a break-neck pace? The
Lance might also like to know
what kind of salaries CFS execs
receive (six-digit?!). [Editor's
note: the highest salary paid by

CFS is $34,000.]
Of course, fee increases are
necessary to fund frivolous lawsuits, such as that recently

Action for students : students for action
Editor '" Chief ................ · .............. Teena Ward

News Editor
Cheryf Clar1<
Anociate News Editor ... ............ Sarah Atkinson
Arts
sPortEditor
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s I or. .... .............................. red Beitler
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aimed at Ottawa Universir1.
which was slapped with an ,;.
junction at a cost of $25,000d
your student money (and the
tab is still growing). So who
CFS acting for, anyway? CFS!
I am absolutely fascinated In
the Lance's position. My me1sage to students is "make up
your own mind." In domg so
be informed. Ask your reprt·
sentative on student council
what they've seen CFS do for
the Windsor. Ask them what
the group has done for you.
Clearly, in this time of belt·
tightening, the time has come
to decrease student fees, not 1r.·
crease them in accordance with
CFS's wishes!
Mark Robson
UWSA VP University Affairi

P.S. How much do you
wanna bet that the Lance edit,
this piece to near meaningless?
More letters on p. 23
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

differently-abled peoples or the economica
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation~
conventional and nuclear arms and the syste~
which promote them, which preserve and extert
unjust economic and political hegemony, diverUIJ
resources from genuine human needs
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution il
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsiblut/
both in content and in its day-to-day workings

The l.3nce is published by the Student Media
The Lance, the student newspaper of the
Corporation and prints 10,000 cop·1es every umvers1
· ·ty of w·indsor, affirms its role as an agent
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its of social change, performing both an educative
offices are located in the basement of the CAW and activist function.
Student Centre.
These principles are based on those of the
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance Canadian University Press:
editorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance 1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
are not necessarily those of the University of culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
and mental ability and economic status of our
Submissions are welcome and become the audience, and reflect it in our content
Contributors: Mary Atkinson. Ingrid Badley, Dave Ball, property of the newspaper. Submissions must 2. By examining issues and different perspectives Mailing address:
Lome Beaton. Jacqueline Beckford, John Bourne. Lisa include contributor's name and phone number and other media avoid, the Lance recognizes that The Lance c/o University of Windsor
Bowker, Chris Boyd, Da\e Bukovec, Ligaya Byrch. Mark must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten, many disadvantaged groups in society do not 401 Sunset Avenue
Caltbani. Caroline Carnene, Erma Castanares. Rob or on floppy d1sk {IBM
t'bl )
have equitable access to the med·1a. We affirm our Windsor, ON
Dearfove, Jim Davies, Trevor Drake, Leanna Ewener,
compa J e · The editor
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opinions
r2!~ering the "celebration" of International Women's Day
Women's sexuality
If I told you I am a feminist,

"t· t Jk
. N h.
s a sexua 11ty.• ot mg
.
seems
to send some men. into a
f
renzy mo~e t~an the idea of
woman_ bemg m control of her
own pnvate parts.
In Canada and the U.S. prohfe zealo~s hav~ _shot ~octors
~nd a?Ort1on chmc staff dead.
~hockingly ma~y ~efend the actions through b1bhcal verses.
Stepping outside our corner
of the world, the atrocities
committed
against
women
abroad are enough to make any
humanist spiritually ill.
An article titled 'The State
of Women in the World" outlined human rights abuses
throughout six of the seven
continents. In some Muslim
cultures, for example, it is normal procedure to perform clitorectomies on pre-pubescent
girls. The procedure involves
the partial removal of a female ·s genitalia so that she
won't "chase boys." As if females are sex-driven machines.
Along with the article was a
photograph of a young girl
whose legs were splayed as an
old man seated behind her held
her hands and a gh>veless doctor mutilated her.
Infibulation is another custom in some cultures. The
process involves sewing up the
women's labia so that the vagina cannot be penetrated.
Atrocities in the recent war in
Somali
included
countless
rapes. The infibulated women
were sliced open so Kenyan police and security officers could
rape them. The women are now
considered social outcasts because "unclean...
t
LC

Y/OUld you hold it against me?
Would you immediately envin a bra burning, man-hating,
anu-Christian who is a threat to
motherhood, apple pie and all
tlungs status quo?
Regardless of your answer, I
am a feminist. And, as part of
(ha1 label I constantly find myself asking what in the hell is
wrong with that? By definition
afeminist is a person ( male or
female)
who
advocates
women's rights and interests.
Though some like to argue
the point feminism is not about
access to abortion and pay equity although, those are two
causes which received media
attention in the past three decades. Those issues are JUSt the
up of the iceburg.

Life at the U of W
Ah, life at the post secondary
eve!. Everyone is so enlightened that we don't need the
Womyn's Centre, we don't
need the Lance's human right,;
mandate and we certainly don't
need more female representation at the administrative
level, right? Wrong.
Student groups and faculty
have been receiving mail from
a hate group which calls itself
the Student Christian Association (SCA). The SCA remains
anonymous and blames the
w_Qrld's ills on homosexuals,
women and abortionists. The
SCA\ diatribe also included
warnings of eternal damnation,
for those it dubbed "femi-Nazis." Think about that term for
a moment. Feminism is about

equality, Nazism was about acquiring a heterogeneous society
through any possible means.
Yet, it is here, right on campus.

Equal justice?
Our western judicial system
is rife with examples of unjust
treatment to women.
Take the case of Susan Smith
as an example. She took her
two sons to the Jake and let
them drown. What is the prosecutor seeking for this woman
who was sexually abused as a
child? The death penalty.
Now take the O.J. Simpson
case. He allegedly slashed his
ex-wife and her friend to death.
So what does the prosecutor

seek? Life imprisonment. Both
can be seen as crimes of passion, but the former is seen as
unnatural, the latter is c;omehow understandable.
Another case in point. A
New York man came home to
find his wife in bed with another man and hours later, he
killed her. Premeditated, right?
The judge gave him a suspended sentence and said he
could imagine what he would
do in a similar situation. Now
let's look at a Michigan woman,
who at 18 years of age, lost control and killed her husband after months of documented
abuse. Her sentence? Life m
prison without parole.

. In western culture such pract1ces are not openly accepted,
but not long ago women were
d eme
· d the ng
· ht to vote an< I
discouraged from entering the
work force. Also, until the late
1960s, it wasn't uncommon for
unmarried pregnant women to
be ostracized and forced 10
hear their babies in shame or
undergo a "hackroom" abortion.
Understanding
Women and men are by nature very different. But as a
feminist I submit that humankind's role here on earth is
about more than procreation.
l think therefore I am. I am
not a man-hater. Hell, my dad's
a guy. But I am angry when I
read propaganda from any
group, politician or individual
spouts hatred about more than
one-half of humanity. Men and
women who dislike feminism
don't understand it. The
women's movement has come a
long way, but women and their
mothers have had to fight for it.
March 8 marked International
Women's Day. As
women continue to be mutilated and exploited purely on
the basis of gender, what is
there to celebrate? We celebrate the lives of those relatively few women who have
been able to make it in what is
very much a man's world.
It would be foolish to suggest
that all men oppre,;s women. It
would also be foolhardy to
deny the existence of the oppression of women.
Please think about it. If you
are not part of the solution, you
are part of the problem.
[!

Letters to the editor

Not an authority
Dear Editor,
Regarding [letter to the editor] "Chill out leaders" Mar. 6,
1995. As a past executive of
BSA and a member since its inception, I can't recall ever seemg Jeremy Smith at any of the
meetings, lectures or discussions held over the years.
So who gives him the authority to comment on something
he obviously has no knowledge
about! Instead of writing letters
to the Lance, you should have
attended some meetings where
you would have been fully informed of some fundamental
problems that have evolved

over the year. There wouldn't
be a need for your condescending and insulting letter.
It seems to me you have accepted the commonly held ideology that black people are a
monolithic group. Therefore,
we don't disagree hecause in
doing so we create "divisiveness." Analogous to other people, black people are entitled to
disagree not just with "others,"
but among themselves. I
strongly suggest that you unlearn this racist type of thinking
as you would be more useful to
your community.
A,; you pointed out in your
letter, "this campus is a microcosm of the real world,'' and

this is where the struggle begins. If people can't stand up at
the university. I can assure you
Smith that they wouldn't t>e
able to in the real world.

Karen 1'lynn
MA History

Food services o.k.
Dear Editor,
In response to Freedman's
letter to the Lance regarding
food services, I offer the following information.
Food and Hospitality Services was reviewed by a university and college food services
consultant in Nov. 1994 to improve service. I quote the final

report: 'The quality of both the
food and service at the University of Windsor is excellent, and
is considerably above that
found in many other universities." On pricing -- although we
did receive an excellent review,
we also received 41 recommendations on how to improve our
service and specifically our
meal plan, all of which we have
either implemented or responded to. The report was
presented to the Food Services
Advisory Board (FSAB). The
consultant also met with FSAB
to get feedhack prior to making
final recommendations.
In response to the comment
that the food is fried or greasy,

only three out of the fourtynine entrees offered at Cafe
Chez Vanier last week were
deep fned. Our production
team bakes, broils and steams
whenever possihle to reduce
the fat content of foods as requested by our customers.
Fried foods are still popular.
Resident students do not pay
$8 for a meal, they pay an average between the lunch and dinner price. Freedman doesn't
pay extra for deli meals, they
are included in his meal plan
price. Students on FSAB had
input on this meal plan and
voted this plan in.

Zora Sanson
Food & Hospitality Services

around campus

What was missing from last week's issue of the Lance?
"Light hearted
entertaining humour."

"Windsor
based community
interest stories."

. "Good job listings."

Maria Kourletakis
Year II
French

Paolo Novelletto
Year II

Engineering

"Where
hell
are
sports?"

Debbie Maure
Year III
Modern Languages

the
the

Sean Grayson
Year II

Biology
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Universtty of Windsor Studen1s' Alllance
L'Assoctation des ~1udlants de ;•unlverslt~ de Windsor

•

University of Windsor
Student's ·ance
announces that resumes are being accepted
for the fallowing positions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Issues Coordinator
campus Patrol Coordinator
Chairperson
Chief Returning Officer
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Womyn's Issues Coordinator
Humans Rights Coordinator
Residence Issues Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator
Council Secretary
Vice President University Affairs

Resumes can be dropped off in a
sealed envelope at the UWS.A.
Office, 2nd floor, CAW Student Centre
in care of Mary McArthur.

,
Diversions
Diversions, a weekly calendar of events, is a free community service of /he lance. All submissions become the property of the lance and may be edited.
Due to space Umits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. Listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.
1

Continuing
/

i Environment Week takes place from March
.,- 27-April 2. Call 253-4232 ext. 3514 for a list
of events.
~ TIie Distress Centre of Windsor-Essex

County is accepting volunteers for their crisis
intervention programme. To apply, phone
256-5000 any day after 4 p.m. and leave your
name with a volunteer.

• OPIRG-Windsor's South East Asia Working
Group meets today at 6 p.m. in room 201 ,
Assumption University (400 Huron Church
Road). Anyone interested in justice for Burma
and East Timor is welcome. For more
information call OPIRG at 253-4232 ext.
3872.

cl The Bookroom At The Court presents M. I.

Liebler, poet and professor of English at
Wayne State University, and Jan Mordenski,
poet and teacher. They will read from their
works at 7:30 p.m at the Bookroom at the
Court. For further information call Anne Beer
at 258-2726.

Monday, March 27
B.F.I. and E.A.A. present Ms. N. Dowson,
Environmental Education Coordinator (BFI) on
Reaching A Garoageless Society By Using The
3 R's: Re-Use, Reduce, .Recycle. Takes place
in the Oak room of Vanier Hall at 7 p m

i

r

a

1.... Visitors
U of W Student Think-Tank For The
Environment presents a meeting for everyone
interested in campus environmental issues .
Help analyze the past. present and future of
student activism. Takes place on the first floor
of CAW Student Centre in the Boardroom

TIie Klnotek FIim Society presents Je t'aime,

X Je t'aime tonight and tomorrow night at
9 pm. at the Windsor Film Theatre (2135
Wyandotte Street West). For more information
call 971-5160.

'

Tuesday, March 28
"U.W.S.A Environmental Fair. Displays by
government.
non-aovemment.
.student
community, educational and business
participants will be shown in CAW Student
Centre from 10 a.m.-3 pm.
TIie Board of Governors will have a special
meeting today at 4 p.m. in room 510, Windsor
Hall Tower.
'

'

a
a

Black Youltl Taking Action will have a

Ass11mptioft University hosts cost dinners
prepared by student volunteers each Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. Cost is $4.00. For more
information call 973-7033 ext. 3399

Wednesday, March 29
TIie Faculty of Law will have an information
session for students of colour thinking of law
school from 5;30-7:00 p.m. in room G 102,
the Faculty Of Law. For info call 258-9028.

TIie Black Student Alliance meets today at
6 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier Hall
i

r
'

~

r

i

r

TIie Psychology Society presents Film Night
Films to be shown are The Rocky Horror
Picture Show and Reservoir Dogs. The $2.00
admission fee Includes both movies.

r

Thursday, March 30

meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Rose room for all
people interested in helping with the campus
tour for Black students. For more information
call 253-4232 ext. 3444.

X Out in room 3123 Erie Hall from 7-10 30 p.m.

i

The Music Therapy Club presents Spring
Fever. An evening of fashions. live
entertainment. and dancing tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Asylum pub. Tickets are $4.00 in
advance available in the CAW lobby daily. Call
253-7568 for more information

•

TIMI Department of Religious Studies
Dr. Christopher Chapple on
Non-Violence-Reverence For Ute: Asian
Perspectives at 7 p.m. in Vanier Lounge.
presents

The Psychology Society deadline for
nominations for the positions of president.
vice-president, secretary, and treasurer for
September '95 Is today. Leave your name.
number, and pos~ion applied for in the
mailbox located in the psychology
departmerit

The Department of Geology presents Dr.
Kevin J.D. Ridley (president. ERM-Ontario
Inc.) on Consultant's Eye View Of The
Environment today at 1 p.m. In room 302 o1
Memorial Hall

~ The

University Players present the musical
~ Kiss Me Kate opening today and cootinuing
until Sunday. Music and lyrics by Cole Porter.
Call the Box Office at 253-4232, ext. 2808 for
ticket information. This is your last chance to
see the Players before final exams!

~

The History Club presents Dr. D. Klinck
discussing The Prefiguring of Fascist Ideas In
French Counter-Revolu6onary Thought at
2:30 p.m. in Madame Vanier Lounge, Vanier
Hall. Refreshments will be served.

~

The Sport Management Society presents Dr.
Joanne Maclean, Head Coach, Women's
Basketball, on The Coach As An Admmistrator.
The presentation will be held at 3 p.m. in the
Conference room, Faculty of Human Kinetics.

r

r

In The Arts announces Johanne
'f.l Lamoureux, independent curator, critic, writer
and Assistant Professor in the Art History
Department of the Universite de Montreal,
today at 7;30 p m. at Artcite Inc. (109
University Avenue West). For more
information call 977 -6564

Friday, March 31
..-An Aboriginal Youth Gathering takes place at
St. Clair . College today from 8:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Any high school or
post-secondary youths interested In learning
about AIDS and how to prevent it are invited.
Lunch is provided followed by a social. For
more information call 972-2727 ext 4549 or
4672.

Saturday, April 1

,!

Campus Recreation will re-run their Standard
Red Cross First Aid today and tomorrow from

9 a.m.-6 pm. Cost 1s $65.00. For more
details call Campus Ree at 253·4232 ext.
2546.

,./ The Detroit/Windsor Refugee Coalition will
., have a fundraising party featuring Salsa,
Cumbia, Merengue, Reggae and Top 40
Music. Party begins at 7 p.m. at Sam
Browne's Club, 1530 Langlois Ave. nckets
are $5.00. For more information call
974-9386

Sunday, April 2
•0 Windsor Jewish Students invite all on a tour
of the Holocaust Memorial Centre in Detroit
followed by a discussion led by a survivor.
Group leaves at 1O a.m. Call Mark Hecht at
973-1772 to reserve your place. All are
welcome. This event is free

t
•

Assumption University Chapel has mass on
Sundays at 11:30 a.m. followed by brunch.
Join them at Assumption University Chapel
(second floor) located West of the CAW
Student Centre. and South of Assumption
Church.

Lance cover photo by Luisa Cabiddu
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Boot on up to your nearest Chrysler Dealer, where you can get
interactive with the many fine Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth
cars and trucks in
our award-winning
line-up. And bring
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news
Referendum results leave unanswered queries
By Teena Ward

So are University of Windsor
students members of the Canadian Federation of Students or
not? While the results of the
CFS referendum arc in al
Windsor, the interpretation of
the answer is still up in the air.
Last Wednesday 587 students went to the polls with 261
voting yes, 323 voting no and
three spoiling ballots. Some of
Windsor's student councilors
say that the referendum constitutes withdrawal from the CFS,
hut others say that the referendum only addressed the issue
of a fee increase. 'This leaves
Windsor's status amhiguous.
lbe referendum question on
the hallot last week staled:
"Currently you arc a member
of the CFS at $7 per year. Do
you want to remain a member
of the CI·S with a fee increase
to Sl J per year with subsequent
increases adjusted to the consumer price index?"
Mark Robson, council's VP
University Affairs said that
Wednesdays vote, "means that
we're out of CFS." VP Secretary Joe Barile, who is mandated lo liaison with the
national organization also said
that "in terms of the question I
think we couldn't get a more
clearer and precise question."
Yet some students, like Mike
MacNeill, didn't see Windsor's
question so clearly. "It's a double-edged sword," he said.
"Student's can't decide for
themselves if they don't have
student council to choose the
proper wording for a question."
The one part question differed from the one agreed on
by a general council meeting.

The group considered two
types of questions at the meeting, one all inclusive and a scc?nd type which dealt with fee
mcrea<;es and memberships
separately.
Council's VP Secretary Joe
Barile stated at the same ~ct~.n~ that the two part question
g1Ves an option for students to
vote 'yes' they would like to remain part of the CFS but without an increa,;c in the fee."
Student council did anticipate t~at there would be prohlems with a one part question.
In fact Cl·S executive Michael Temelini explained that
the wording of the question
isn't the only problem with
Windsor's referendum. Jle said
that council's decision to hold
the referendum was unnecessary smcc they were a part of
the original body al an annual
general txiard meeting which
approved the fee increase.
"lbe membership [university
representatives]
overwhelmingly decided to increase fees,
so !there was) no reason that
local people go back [and call a
referendumJ," said Temclini.
He added that "a lot of universities didn't have a referendum,
but made the decision at executive council level, others at the
level of general council."
"Those student unions hostile to the federation and fee
increase held the referendum
- then what was supposed to
be a fee increase referendum
turned into a membership referendum"
While member universities
can call a referendum at any
time there are specific CFS bylaws which must be followed
according lo Temelini. A q uo-

Lance photo/ ERMA CASTANARES
W/SA poll cleri<s check the list for Susan Hollister s name. She was one of 587 students who voted in the CFS referendum.

rum of five percent of the local
membership must vote to make
a referendum binding. In addition local members arc required lo give six months notice
of the referendum, at the same
time supply a copy of the question and the date of polling.
While Windsor's vote did
reach quorum, the six month
advance of polling dates and
the question were not met by
Windsor's student council, who
were still discussing the issue at
a general meeting on Feb. 23.
In the minutes from that
meeting Barile said, "council
needs to decide on a question
and a date for the upcoming
CFS referendum." It is also
stated that Barile "replies that

the date is arbitrary and rx·nd- lion came to light.
ing council's decision. States
Robson said that ••jn a meetthat the CFS is waiting for a re- ing with CFS some information
sponse and the sooner it is was brought to light which
held, the bctler."
dealt with quorum.'' fie said
Barile told members that, while quorum is required for
"motions need lo be made to
memhership referendum<; not
decide on two things, which
so for fee increase referendum<;
question to use and what speunder the CFS bylaws. Windcific date to hold the vote."
sor's
BOD decided to change
Yet he said that the CFS did
the
two
part question to a sinapprove the one part question,
gle
one
to
cover both issues.
which the student council
"That
[the
quorum issue] was
Board of Directors (BOD) rean
oversight
particularly
on my
vised after the Feb. 23 general
part,"
said
Barile.
meeting. Barile said the late
In the meantime CFS awaits
polling lime was also approved.
He is also quick to add that word from Barile, who said uncouncil forwarded the final de- less CFS calls him he has no
cision on the question to the plans to 'liaison' with the fedBOD, in case any new informa- eration.
II

AIESEC Windsor hosts cultural fair for local kids
ByDave Garcia

The sound of fourth-grade
students in the Ambassador
Auditorium last Wednesday
came from AIESEC Windsor's
International Fair, a multicultural collage of dances, music
and information about o ther
nations. AIESEC, the largest
non-profit, international student organization in the world,
has been working with the elementary school children since
February.
The fair concluded the Project Little Schools World Tour,
an AIESEC program designed
to teach Windsor grade schoolers about other countries. AIESEC also worked with the
board of education and the
Multicultural Council of Windsor. and Essex County on this
Pr<>Ject. Ashllie Davids.o;on, local AIESEC president, says the
P_urposc of the project was to
give kids an understanding of
other cultures and to reduce
hatred in the long run. The
~oup also aimed to help the
k,~,s develop personal skills.
We want to get them to understand what goes on in other
countries ... we want them to
sec that some of these cultures

learn so much, they soak it all
up and they want to tell you
everything," she said.
Representatives from the
Multicultural Council of Windsor also attended the fair and
were very satisfied with the
project.
"We supported it because it's
part of our mandate, and this
program should continue," said
Kathie Thomas from the council. "It's great that older students arc reaching out to
younger students."
L.vice pooto / MIKE PEREIRA
Thomas encouraged other
Elementary school children were entertained by members of AJESEC Wlndsor.
university students to get involved because of the learning
actually arc right around learn about the sports or the experience of being with other
weather, they could do it for cultures and also the organizing
them," says Davidsson.
The project aimed to teach themselves," said Vicki Ab- and social skills needed after
grade schoolers aoout other na- boud, the director of the pro- graduating.
'Ibe AIESEC studcnL<; said
tions by researching through ject.
What pleased the AIESEC they learned a lot from the exbooks and tapes to find out
more about the country's cli- members was the fact the kids perience.
"Personally, I learned a lot
mate, language and capital city. learned so quickly.
"Jf you a<;k some of the kids, from the kids, like how they inBut the All:.SEC students allowed some leeway in how the they'll tel1 you the population, teract with each other," said
the capital city, and they go to Wolker. "You could get hlown
kids did the research.
you
and say ·Do you know that away hy how much a 10-year"'lbe [elementary] studc~ts
they
have this animal here'!"' old could learn -- I didn't think
were given the option to dccid~
said
Bel
Walker from AIESl·C. I alUld rcmemhcr that much al
what thev wanted to learn, so it
"They don't have this [cul- that age."
wasn't ;s if we were forcing
ture] in Canada, [so) it's really
She thinks an important skill
them (to learn] the informahard to gra5p because. lbey that All:.SI:.C students learned
tion. If the students wanted to

is how to deal with people.
"We learned how to deal
with people of all ages, not just
kids but with teachers, parents,
the school board ... we learned
exactly how to relate to the kids
and what they relate to," said
Wolker. "We were allowed into
the classroom and teachers
were really supportive."
"By going into the classrooms, we learned a lot about
other countries ourselves and a
lot of AIESECcrs learned that
by experiencing the learning
and understanding, it really
makes you notice things," said
Davidsson. "By understanding
where a person has come from,
what their culture is like, you
can feel what it's like for them."
Future plans for AIESEC include an international exchange program for university
students and the group also
plans on inviting international
AIESFCcrs currently in Canada to Windsor on June 9.
Al I;,sEc has a symposium
planned on Canada's global
competitiveness here at the
university in October.
[!
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Middle East Delicatessen
& Raw Juice Bar

"Finest Fala fels
This Side of the Nile"
1295 "Wyandotte St. W:.

258 9992

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel {Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For

~;~~;;.;;;t ~
ext. C40133

~
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CARISA executive Fanta Williams (centre) reads motion at Mar. 23 IJNSA meeting

UWSA answers CARISA's
call for financial assistance

FrldQl:llpm

By Cheryl Clark

SaturdQl:8
I 10:30pm·
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Executive members of the
Caribbean Students' Association (CARISA) reported at last
Thursday's council meeting
that the association is in need
of immediate financial aid.
Funding recently became an
issue when executive members
Nicolette Stewart, Paula Davis
and Fanta Williams realized
UWSA's help is needed as bills
continue to pile up and legal
action is being taken by some
of the group's creditors.
Williams noted that CARISA is operating at a "significant loss", but plans to make up
for lost funds with a couple of
bingos this summer. Such
events have been known to
raise up to $7,000 for clubs on
campus.
Williams conceded that
CARISA started out debt-free
this year, but due to major
events like the sports and cultural show weekend and a trip
to Howard University, the association has found itself mired
with a heavy debtload.
Yvette Blackburn, president
of the association, is reportedly
facing an impeachment for undisclosed reasons.
Williams noted, "the imminent impeachment of Ms.
Blackburn is still pending." She
also stated Blackburn told
CARISA that she resigned, but
bas of yet to submit an official
resignation.
Chris Maicb, UWSA president, said he bas no qualms
with giving CARISA financial
aid, but he felt uncomfortable
talking about Blackburn because she was not present at
the meeting.
Brian I lolmcs, vice-president
finance, questioned where the
$3,745 owing was directed and
also inquired as to any other
outstanding debts.
Stewart, CARISA's treasurer, reported that approximately $100 is in
the
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aswciation's account at this
time and once the outstanding
bills are paid, another $1,000or
so is still owed to the associa.
tion's executive, who have been
paying bills with personal
funds.
"Our personal monies will be
paid when the money is avail.
able," said Williams. "We are
more concerned with contractual obligations."
Holmes, who noted it was
"nothing personal", questioned
how so much debt could be ac.
quired in an eight-month time
frame. "There is definitely a
problem when there is that
much debt," he said, adding
that CARISA's bills should be
paid directly from UWSA's account.
CARISA's executive made
no objection to Holmes' request and his suggestion was incorporated into the motion.
Blackburn expressed her
frustration with Williams' statement about an "imminent im·
peachment" in an interview
after the meeting. "I don't
know how you can impeach
someone who has already resigned," she said. "There are
no grounds for an impeach·
mcnt."
Blackburn said she resigned
at 9 a.m. on Mar. 10 because of
conflicts between members of
CARISA's executive. Blark·
burn said she has yet to hand in
an official letter of resignation
because of timing conflicts \\itb
the association's members.
Blackburn staled CARISA
bad
financial
difficulties
throughout the year, but the
members were counting on the
sports weekend to pay off the
bills. She noted conflicts began
when CARISA's execufoe
hired more expensive disk jock·
eys and planned for more
events at the show.
"It did not go over well at
all," said Blackburn. "I re·
signed because of the wa)
things were handled."
I

tanter6ury <to!fege
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

On Campus Student Housing

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR INTERSESSION, SUMMER SESSION AND FALL/WINTER
SINGLE STUDENTS
Single, furrushed rooms in houses
sharing kitchen, baths, laundry

room and common room 6 to 12

MARRIED STUDENTS
37
unfurnished
one-bedroom
apartments at Geoffrey Fisher Hall
No children

residents per house

tanter6ury t.offege
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, On tario N9B 3B9
(51 9) 256-644 2
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UWSA and the environment
Student council
aims to educate
students about
"green" issues
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We are still ignorant and uncaring about the environment.
l)cspite commendable efforts
in the recent past, we are still
comparable to a snail crawling
along the edge of a razor,
slowly destroying the earth, our
life support system and only
home. This is not an ad hominem attack, but rather a comment on how dependant we
have become on convenient but
destructive products.
Even if you have a blue box
and know who David Suzuki is,
you can still learn some things
- and be entertained - during UWSA's Environment
Week, starting Monday Mar.
27 and continuing through to
Sunday April 2.
Eleven events are presently
scheduled for the week, both
on and off campus. They range
from seminars on the three R's
(reduce, reuse, recycle) to more
specialized subject topics like
"Uptake, from Food, of OrthoSubstituted Polychlorobipheyl
[PCB] Congeners in Zebra
Mussels".
If seminars do not tickle your
fancy, there are other things
that students might find a little
more entertaining - and free!
On Wednesday, students are
invited to participate in a dis-

cussion on community environm~ntal issues. Hey, how about
Wmdsor's "drinking" water?
Does anybody else feel like
they are sticking their heads in
a toilet bowl when they put a
glass of tap water to their
mouth?
On Thursday, environmental
films will be shown at the Grad
House. As well, the Windsor
Film Theatre will have a movie
on Saturday with a global focus,
where a small donation is requested, to go towards an environmental cause.
The week can also profit
your pocket book. Just by mentioning Environment Week,
you can get a 10 percent discount at The Body Shop in
Devonshire Mall and at the
Broccoli Forest Shop on Dougall Ave.
Caring about the environment is not just something to
do to be politically correct or to
be hip. If students actually do
care, we have to get our asses
in gear.
Right now, environmental
improvement efforts around
the university are left to people
like UWSA's Environmental
Commissioner Julian Thomas.
He said he tries to encourage
student activism, but does not
have any real power in the
sense that he holds no seat nor
a vote on council.
Thomas says that he is "begging for help" in his environmental
crusade.
Not
surprisingly, it is "kind of disappointing" for him that efforts
are so unorganized, partly because the university administra-

tion does not want to take the
time or effort of getting too
deeply involved.
This kind of thing is nothing
new to Jennifer Jackson, who
was the SAC [UWSA] Environmental Commisioner for two
years. She has gone right to the
top. But, all university president Ron Ianni had to say was
that there were no funds available to put towards an environmental comittee. So, Ianni
passed the proverbial buck and
told Jackson to try to get some
government grants for the project. Jackson said that the
grants do not even exist according to her research.
The cost of disposing of garbage is roughly five times as
much as recycling, according to
Jackson.
Thomas is trying to arrange a
meeting with environmental issues representatives from the
University of Toronto, who according to Thomas, are "light
years ahead of us" in terms of
organization and management
of their "green plans".
Hopefully, he will be able to
get some advice from the representatives to help the university get it's plans off the
ground. Especially since there
is no formal organization
within the University of Windsor which deals exclusively with
environmental issues.
Jackson emphasizes that
these kind of efforts "start with
concerned students, who must
be willing to take a leadership
role."
II

The Lance elects 1995-96 editor
By Dave Bukovec

Election results for the
Lance's 1995-96 falitor-inChief. The two competitors for
the position at the student
newspaper were News Editor
Cheryl Clark, and Sports Editor Fred Beitler. Forty-three
ballots were cast and Oark
gained a markedly decisive victory, with a five to one ratio
over her opponent: Clark 35,
Beitler 7, none of the above l.
Clark has an extensive background in journalism, and is
unquestionably qualified for
the job. Outside of her work at
the Lance, she has been a reporter with The Exeter TimesAdvocate and the Til/sonburg
News, as well as an editor at
Ingersoll Times, Norwich Gazette and Brantford News.
A political science major,
Oark decided to come back to
school to keep up with the
changing standards of the
newspaper business.She is feisty, vocal in her opinions, but
still very mindful of others.
On the subject of taking over
the reins: "I will continue to
make certain that articles are
credible and accountable to the
student body. I will make some
changes, though. Among them,
hopefully we can add an environment section to the Lance's
feature section".
What kind of articles can you
expect to see next year with
Clark? "Any kind," she said,
"as . long as the articles are
within the realms of the law [including the Lance's mandate]
and they arc not hate literature.
We [Lance staff] have an obligation to print all sides of a

Lance photo / DAVE BUKOVEC

Editor-elect Cheryt Clark making plans
for next year's newspaper.

story, even if it goes against my
own opinions, of course. I
would like to have a regular
point-counter-point feature."
When asked how Clark
thinks the Lance can fulfill the
paper's motto "students for action, action for students", she
replied "it's up to students and
student groups to take action,
and it's our job to report it. I
don't want the Lance to be a
voice for any one particular
group on campus."
Clark also addressed the
need for more volunteers at the
student paper: "People have to
take the initiative themselves. It
has many rewards. You get noticed by people like your professors who read the paper, get
to meet a lot of people, see a
lot of issues up-close, plus you
make a lot of contacts, like
through the Canadian University Press [CUP]. It's tough to
start out as a volunteer, so an
increased hands-on type of involvement between respective
editors and volunteers will be
encouraged."
D
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CUP News Staff

The McGill Daily

MONTREAL (CUP) - In
an effort to avoid yet another
multi-national food corporation, a group of McGill U niversity students arc organizjng to
provide the campus with an alternative.
Quebec Public Interest Research Gro up (QPIRG) representative
Sonja
Kle iman
presented a coherent and ambitious plan for a new studentrun co-op cafeteria.
Drawing on the McGill Architecture Undergraduate Society's co-op cafeteria, Kleiman
says her long-term goal is to
provide affordable food and to
promote
socially-responsible
consumption in a comfortable
space with artwork, poetry

. !~:II =
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Arts:
Jackie Shannon
Mike Whaley
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Sports:
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readings and music.
Supporter Sara Teitelbaum
says, "there's such a negative
attitude at Marriott [which runs
the main cafeterias] . You go to
the architecture cafe, and
there's such a different feeling.
You feel like you can talk to
these people and relate. The
difference between the two is
mind-boggling."
The McGill student council
will be selecting a food service
in the upcoming weeks. Lisa
G rushcow, a council vice-president, proposed at a recent
council meeting that the option
for a student-run co-op cafeteria he left open in the new contract, which will probably he
signed with a multi-national.
'I he motion passed, so now
it's up to the co-op organizers
to keep the ball rolling. Kleiman says the group will take its
time selling up the cafeteria so
that it is successful.
"We have two options: We
can go nuts and put the co-op

cafeteria together in two wee~
or we can take our time aod
wait until September."
Kleiman says that if the or.
ganizing begins next Septctnbcr, the co-op will be ready for
operation by September 1996.
"If we pick one place and
make it work really well, give a
hundred percent, then we can
open the door for other co.
ops."
Kle iman says the student co.
op wo uld be a non-profit or.
ganization.
"The money we earn is not
profi t. It's surplus, and it g~
hack lo the students, through
programs and o ther events."
She also proposed the idea
of direct fund-raising at the m.
op. "For instance, one day \\c
have a sign that says ail pro.
cccds go to the Lebanese Stu.
dents' Society and that studcn
society of McGill Univcrs,~
club will receive the surpill.l
that day to help fund their ac.
tivities."
1

"Death by Choice" petition livens
discussion at University of Windsor
By Lance news staff

• Exe. Location - major bus route
Furnished, clean.comfortable rooms
Captain's bed wtih storage drawers
Fridge, phonejacks and cable in all rooms
Excerise and games room
• Parking and laundry facilities

Monday. March 27. 1995

Students cook up co-op cafeteria
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last week. Laura said Ba,;table's
reason for continuing now is to
The right lo doctor-assisted try and convince the Federal
suicide is no t a dead issue in Government of Canada that
Canada.
doctor-assisted suicide sho uld
Windsor resident Austin be legalized .
Bastablc, a chronic Multiple
Laura no ted reaction to the
Sclerosis sufferer, is seeking re- "Death by Choice" petition has
lief through doctor-assisted sui- been mixed. She said the most
cide. His supporters, who empathetic and compassionate
prefer to deal with the public supporters were people who
on a first name only basis, have had seen close friends or relaset up shop at the University of tives suffer through long, painWindsor's CAW Student Cen- ful deaths.
tre in an effort to acquire as
"We have bad a varied remany signatures as possible on sponse," she said, noting about
a petition which will be pre- 120 university students have
sented to Windsor West MP signed the petition.
Herb Gray.
The pro-doctor assisted suiBastable, who has suffered cide petition is also circulating
from MS for over 50 years and at various sites in the city inis progressively becoming more cluding several united and unidisabled, tried to take his own tarian churches.
life in November of 1994 by
Laura said the controversy
consuming a shot of whiskey surrounding the issue often
and a handful of pills. Bas- leads to some spirited, but not
table's suicide attempt failed always heated, debate. For exwhen his wife discovered his ample, one of Bastable's most
body and called emergency vocal opponents on the issue services. After the suicide at- MS sufferer Brian Keelan tempt, Bastable decided he did has become one of his closest
not die because God had a job friends despite their differences
for him to complete here on of opinion.
Earth.
"Brian believes it is impor"He figures he is here for a tant to maintain the quality of
reason," said "Laura", a sup- life whereas Austin argues for
porter who was also on campus quality of death. It's a matter of

personal choice," she said.
Laura said that no Wind~1
doctors have come forth to
speak either in favour of or
against Bastable's petiti1,
which began circulating in !)e.
cembcr and was drawn up in a
similar manner to that of British Columbia resident Maria
Rodriguez, who also sough!
and lost a legal bid for assisted
suicide.
University students who are
interested in supporting Bastable can do so by visiting thl
Death by Choice booth oa
~onday or Wednesday, or~
signing the petition which f
currently posted at the Facul~
of Law building and the CA~
Student Centre informalio•
desk.
"We have had a couple c'.
blow ups, some people are
dead set against it," stated
Laura, noting she is in full su~
port of Bastable's wishes, ~
fears releasing personal infor·
mation about herself l)ecauct
of the views of some of E.'5fl
County's more radical groups.
"I just want to be invohtd
with it as a social issue," she
said. "(Legal) options are lilllited for the terminally ill." I
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Student council representatives
anxiously await the semesters end
By Cheryl Clark

"Is it April 6,
yet?" seemed to
oc the popular
sentiment at the
second last gen~
eral meeting of
the University
of Windsor Students' Alliance
(UWSA) held on Mar. 24 at
Windsor I fall Tower. '(he alliance held the first council
meeting in three weeks after
the last meeting was cancelled,
due to a conOicl with reading
week festivities.

council
clips

Q),

o·

.,,

In-camera
Representatives of both the
Indian and Black Students' A'isociations (ISA, BSA) were on
hand to discuss pending audits
v.ith UWSA's executive in a
closed-door session.
Members of the ISA sought
to counter the ea . fOL •• n audit
as the student council has yet to
pass specific bylaws on auditing
procedures. But council rejected the request of the student group.
l WSA has made clear the
intent to move the recommendations of the bylaw review
committee at its April 6 meeting, pending legal review of the
proposed changes. lbe committee has been working towards building a
leaner,
meaner and more efficient
council through the review

process. In addition the commi!t~e ~opcs to clear up ambigu1hcs in hylaws which have
caused problemc; for some student groups this year and in
years past.

Show me
Steve Alexander, by way of a
proxy from Social Science Society (SSS) president Scan
Lyons, said it wa<; only fair that
UWSA's finance department
relca-;c financial statements on
a. quarterly, if not monthly basis.
Debbie Quintal, UWSA's director of finance, stated that financial records arc currently
not distributed on a regular basis because last year's council
agreed it wets a "waste of paper".
Alexander said it was unfair
that only the five people on the
finance committee arc privy to
UWS/\'s financial standing
when there arc approximately
30 people on council. "If the
worry is a Wa<;te of paper then
someone is not doing their
job," said Alexander.
Quintal and Brian I lolmes,
vice-president finance, both
noted the books arc open for
council's perusal, hut agreed to
bring the minutes from la<;t
year's meeting to show council
that financial statements arc
not regularly distributed because of last year's decision by
the Students' Administrative

Council (now UWSA).

Referendum question

porting Officer, stated that 261
students voted yes to the referendum question, while 323 students voted no, and three
ballots were spoiled.

Law society representative
Susan Nickerson noted some
concern with the recent refcrOne by one
e~d~m held on membership
w1thm the Canadian I ederaOnce again by proxy, Alexantion of Students (CFS), Wind- der noted concern with discussor's
national
student sion of the pending debate on
organization.
recommendations put forth by
The referendum question, the hylaw review committee.
which students voted on last
Alexander suggested each
Wednesday stated: "Currently new and revised bylaw he introyou arc a member of the Cl;S <luced individually to ensure
at $7 per year. Do you want to that OW.SA members could ac~
remain a member of the Cl•S ccpt or reject each motion.
with subsequent increases ad"We should vote on it, in
justed to the consumer pric.c in- spirit, with debate," he said. "I
dex.
disagree with every single thing
Nickerson asked if the word- in jthe committee's report!, hut
ing of the question, whkh could I commend Sue !Nickerson] for
be interpreted as rejecting a
getting them !the recommendamembership fee increase rather
tions! in on time."
than outright rejection of mem'!he hylaw review commitbership within the nation-wide
tee's
recommendations deal
students' federation, could
with
a
number
of issues includsomehow leave UWSA open to
ing
the
possibility
of hiring an
legal action.
orientation
coordinator
and
Joe Barile, vic.c-president
specific
guidelines
on
,1uditing
secretary, stated the question
was approved by the CFS ex- procedures.
"It's not all new stuff, some
ecutive and the organization
did have scrutineers on site. of it has hccn carried over,"
Barile also noted enough voters noted Nickerson.
Alexander reiterated the
showed up to ensure the referendum was valid. The vote re- idea that UWSA should not
quired that five percent of the make a "hlanket motion" to
full-timc undergrad student p:L<;s the committee's recompopulation vote in the election mendations.
"Steve is correct," noted
to he considered legally bindQuintal to the stunned silence
ing.
Sylvia Eftimova, Chief Re- of ~lll.
!

classifieds
services
Mastering the LSATI - Why practice

questions when you can master the
principles? Your best and most comprehensive option for LSAT training begins m Toronto in May, June, July and
August. Start anytime and take the option of wor1<ing with us throughout the
summer! - Richardson - (416) 4107737 or 1-800-567-7737.

for rent
Two bedroom apar1menl for rent. Five
minute walk to campus. Available May
1, 1995. Call and leave message for
Jim Lovell anytime 971-2089
Bachelor apartment for rent Fridge
and stove, pay no utilities. Howard and
Ene. $325/month. Call 256-0323
or254-8163
One bedroom for rent 769 Indian Rd
Five minute walk to campus
$250/month, August free. Contact Liana al 258-1739

found
Found an allradive shawl with label
·cashm'e - Monique Martin· on seat of
Mar 9, 9:45 am. train to Toronto
Please call 736-4156, ask for Mary
or Reg.

help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own business.
gam valuable business expenence
while building your resume. Earn up to
$10,000 (25 Jobs). High demand product, 1mgation sales and mstallatton The
ideal opportunity vehicle requ red Call
Student Spnnklers at 1-800-265-7691
Summer jobs: Applications are now
bemg accepted for summer Jobs on
cruise ships, a r1mes, and resorts. No
experience necessary For more information send $2 and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to World Wide
Travel Club, 5334 Yonge Street, Suite
1407, Toronto. Ontano, M2N 6M2
Summer jobs: Spnngt1me Garden Centres Limited is hiring retail salespersons No experience necessary
Enthusiasm essential lnformahon and
applications available at the Career
Planning and Placement Centre, Room
115, DIilon Hall.

'

I

nv1ronmen

Call 253-4232 (x.3514) For Environment Week Listings or (x.3512) For Further information.

list of events:
Thursday, March 30
2:30pm E.A.A. Supcnn1rlcet Tour
mm at 2:30 at the E.A .A. or O .P.I.R.G . table at the CAW Centre.

Mond.y, M.rch 27
7pm
Spalcer: Mt. N. Dowson
"Reaching a Garbage kss Society by Using the 3 'R's"
Oak Room Vanier Hall

7 pm

Environmental film(s) t.b.a. upstairs in the Grad House
starting at 7pin

Tuesday, March 28
10-3pm U.W.S.A. Environmenuil Fair
CAW Student Centre
1-2pm Spake,: Dr R.L. Thom11
"Neotectonics in the LoWff Great Lakes; Environmental Implications"
Oak Room, Vanier Hall

'

3:30pm Spake,: Mr R. Coronado
. . ,,
"The State of the Environment Address: Local Environmental Activism
Conference Room 1, 2nd Roor, CAW Student Centre

Wednesday, March 29
7: 30pm Uof W Student "Think Tank" for the Environment
1st Roor boardroom, CAW Student Centre

Thursday, March 30
11am Tour- Wat Windsor Pollution Control Plant
tour is approxiamtdy 2 hours at 41 5 5 Ojibw,y Plcwy.
call 253-4232 (x.3512) if you plan to attend
ALL WEEK: O% OFF Merchandise at TI,, Body Shop & 10%

1

E.A.A Alm Nitht

Friday, March 31
12-1 pm Speaker: Dr. Yva Couillard
Part of the GLIER Postdoctoral Saninar 5eMS "Upta~, from food, of
Ortho-Substituted Polychlorobiphenyl Con!lfflffl in Lbra Mussels"
GLIER Office, 304 Sunset Ave.
S.turd1y, .April 1
4pm
U.W.SA. E.wiron. . .l Mcwic Matinee
"Baraka" by Ron Fnm (U.S. 1993) a $2-$3 donation is rfquested
Windsor Film Theatre, 21 3 5 Wyandotte

Sunday, Apri 2
9am

CAW-CEA Youth a E.wironmcnt Worlahop
Ambass.dor Room, CAW Student Centre

OFF all organic produce at Titc Broccoli forest if you mention Environment Weekl
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arts
iennial shows
iversity of artists
and "Living Room Plan" oil
paintings _with what appe;r to
It's ~ big, they can only put be bluepn~ts ~bowing through,
on every two years. Yes, it's seem to ironically recall old
Art Gallery of Windsor's decorating magazines that were
thwest Biennial.
aimed at women, the ones who
Curated this year by guest ju- were expected to make a home
Jessica Bradley, soon to be as it were, once upon a time'.
rator of Contemporary Art T?nia DiRisio's "Capitoli Mathe Art Gallery of Ontario, tnmoniali" - a strange sort of
Biennial was open to artists hope chest - as well as Elsii
· ing south of London. Caetano Faria's mixed media
ley went through 677 "The Assumption" bring to
s from 213 artists, three mind some of those same old
s, before narrowing down ~re-Sexual Revolution expectar choices to 49. From there, tions.
visited the artists in studio
DiRisio's "Family Documenbad them come to her so she tation Part II," Linda Bartlett's
uld see the work in person untitled 1994 cedar table and
fore making the final selec- waxed letters, and Kathleen
os.
Heam's bandcarved encaustic
lo the end, 28 artists made it pieces are a bit less political,
lO the show, with some 40
dealing simply with memory in
rks in total. A wide variety of rather fragrant ways - approes and media are repre- priate since the sense of smell
oted: paintings, prints, photois that most closely and poweraphs, sculptures, multi-media
fully tied to memory. Barb
allations.
Busch's "Souvenir" - blurred
There is no overall theme, of
photos "telling" memories of
urse; that would be impossinature - is quite appropriately
' with so many different artgrouped with several of these
including several
works.
Diversity of Windsor students
Related yet distinct is Su-An
professors - submitting so
Yun's "Let's Tie Our Intestines
y different types of work.
Together." I don't want to give
CYtVewer, certain ideas seem to
it away, but this installation inr, perhaps ones that intervolving projected images allows
the juror, so that there is a
for a sort of audience participarious cohesion to the show as
tion. In walking through the
whole.
darkened,
curtained off room
The body, especially the feyes,
you
are allowed to go in
body as seen by its owner
there
-you
alter what you see.
opposed to how it is seen by
lbere are fewer noticeable
)()kcrs, comes up a lot. An
rmous nude self-portrait in themes among the rest of the
alk and red acrylic on paper works. There is perhaps a bit of
Isabella Stefanescu, called "I pop culture influence to be
AmA Painter l", is almost seen in such disparate works as
tally honest in its delicate those of Heidi Fuller, Bernard
'ction of an ordinary A. Helling - his "Repent!" being arguably the funniest thing
'sbody.
~ intaglio works right next there - and Barrie Jones.
Some geopolitical commen. 1t, "Pleasure, Urination,
tary
is evident in Ron Benner's
. h, ~enstruation States" by
"Trans/Mission:
All That Has
R. Sikand, show the
Value,"
Peter
Hendrick's
~ rather larger and in more
"Masters
of
the
Universe,"
tail than some might be com(that
earring
is
really
disturb~able with seeing. Two
ing!)
and
in
David
Clark's
~ media dresses - one by
ma D. Krebs, the other by "States of Matter / Matters of
dra A Dupret Leslie State."
The rest of the show is bard
c Nutter's self-portrait and
"Body Modification" litho•
to classify. Even so, nothing
pbs_ by Bev McNaughton seems out of place, even if it is
pick up on this theme of unique, even if it bas nothing in
1 it means to live in a common with anything else. As
a whole, the Biennial bangs to'sbody.
ii
Another recurring theme is gether well.
The Southwest Biennial runs
~ 0 ~ home and memory, and
it seems to be a mostly fe- al the Art Gallery of Wuulsor at
concern.
Elizabeth the Devonshire Mai~ 3100
i\gostino's "Kitchen Plan" Howard Ave., until May 21.

...
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Photo courtesy of HUGH LEAL
concert series has been extremely successful this year. Vocalists
Lilhan Sche1nch: M~ S1~1h.r1o and Martin Limoges have performed already this season. Philip Adamson (above) will
also be performing mApnl. Contact the School of Music at 253-4232, ext. 2780 for more information .
..

11111~ _
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Foolin' with the Shadow Puppets
By Lisa Fortin

They've
been
known to have margaritas with their
close friend , Morgan
Fairchild ...
Well no, not really,
but that's just one of
the stories you might
hear Toronto band
the Shadow Puppets
tell on Saturday night
at the Coach and
Horses.
According
to
singer-guitarist Rob
Joy, the bar's management liked them
so much last time
they played there,
that they wanted to
book a somewhat
special date for the
next show and
April Fool's it was. It
suits the band's storytelling sensibilities, Joy says.
Why play Windsor? "We
come for the casino," he
laughs. Also, he's got friends
here at the university, in the
music-theatre program.
"Toronto's kinda like a big
vacuum if you're a performer,"
be explains somewhat more seriously. 1bere were 1,500
Toronto area bands listed in
Now magazine's annual local

band i'iSUe this year. lrying to
get out of town, they've played
throughout Southern Ontario,
and have gigs coming up in
Ottawa and Montreal.
1bey'II soon be taking a
break from playing live, however, to go to work on a second
independent CD to follow last
year's self-titled release.
The reviews for that debut
were good; Lenny Stoute of the
Toronlo Star described the

ban d as d ea1·mg m
· a
"knowing and edgy kind
of folk music, and the
lyrics can give you a case
of the bleak shivers."
More enthusiastic was
R.D. Collins in l:.xclaim
magazine. "'Ihc songs
arc energetic and soulful, and further complemented
with
great
musicianship and drop
dead harmonies."
The band consists of
six members: Mauro
BcUotto on bass, Jeff
Burke on ba"t'iO<>n (!),
Ali Lipson on vocals,
Ilios
Steryannis
on
drum\ Mitch Willer on
piano and vocals, as well
as Joy on guitar and vocals.
' Ihc
Puppets
call
themc;clves an acoustic
pop band, specialil'jng in
soulful, folk-influenced songs
with a playful side. C..onsidcring
the hour at which yours truly is
writing, I particularly look forward to hearing the one called
.. Early Morning People ..."
11
1he Shadow Puppelr play The
Coach
and
/Jon;es,
JS6
Chaiham St. W., on Sat. Apr. I
at 10 p.m. Adm,ss,on is free. The
band's indepen.denl, self-ruled
debu1 release ,s available al Dr.

Disc.

niversity of Windsor's Music Therapy students spread fashion bug
'-e Arts Slaff

show is a fundraiser to send
Music Therapy students to the

For all you fashion bu~ out
• the Music Therapy Club
_organized Spring Fever, a
n show to run at the AsyPub on Wed. Mar. 30 at 8

National Music Therapy Conference at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, May 9-1~.
The club's first ever fashion
show was mainly put together
by members Amy Oements,
Lana Gloer, Melinda Vieira,
Carolyn Willimm. and Heat~r
Massequoi, who came up v.:ith
the idea. They've been working

Featuring fashions from local
En Vogue, Mr. X, La
en Rose, Columbia Sports' Maggie's, and FreY.ia, the

on it since the end of the fall
semester. Up till now, their
fuodraisers have been strictly
small potatoes - selling little
Body Shop "boUle-grmm" in
residence and so on. 1bey hope
this will be enough of a success
to be continued by the club
next year.
Ar. well as exciting new
clothes, the event will feature
live nwsic by students of the

School of Music: singer Alana
Bridgewater, Monster Cats guitarist Dean Valentino and vocalist Sherri Nast, and the Ja12
Vocal Trio will perform between acts.
Models were cast by an open
audition here at the university,
and are all Residence Advisors
and students from a number of
faculties.
The f asbion show will be fol-

lowed by a party, with DJ,
dancing, and cash bar. lickcts
are only $4 in advance, or SS .00
at the door. Tickets arc on sale
at the School of Music and in
the four main on-campus residences, and can also be purchased on Monday and
Wednesday in the lobby of the
CAW Student Centre.
See you there!
I
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Teacher Train in
Australia
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Chomsky still rules E
New book takes on
the Cold War,
and the IVVI
AJest
I,raq
,
and U.S. economy
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50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year safe
driving record.

By David North
World Orders Old und New
Wriuen by Noam Chomsky
C',0lumbia University Press,
1994
A few years ago, something
Noam Chomsky said inspired a
flurry of media attention. I Iis
comments,
eventually
excerpted in Harper's Magazine,
had to do with professional
sports and the role they play in
diverting the public from
"things that matter to their lives
that they might have some idea
of doing something about."
Not surprisingly, many peopie were deeply offended by
what this vicious and unprecedented attack. Equally unsurprising is the fact that certain
opponents of Chomsky's political ideas seized the opportunity
to dismiss him as a crank.
In a followup interview with
David Barsamian last April,
Chomsky commented on all the
fuss. "I have nothing against
sports," he said. "I like to watch
a good basketball game and
that sort of thing. On the other
band, we have to recognize that
there is a role that this mass
hysteria about spectator sports
plays. It's a significant role. It
plays a role first of all in making
people more passive, because
you're not doing it. You're
watching somebody else do it."
So, big surprise, Chomsky is
human - he likes basketball.
What some people may find
surprising is the fact t hat today
(according to the Globe and
Mail) Noam Chomsky is among
the ten most cited authors in
recorded history, right up there
with Plato and Marx. And yet
we rare ly hear anything about
this remarkable individual o utside of fringe political journals
and community radio call-in
shows.
Chomsky would suggest that
this makes perfect sense, since
his views simply fall o utside the
strict boundaries of mainstream

On-wmpus Student
Ser'1ice pr,'1itlinf
pr,fe,sion•I output •t
ruson11Jle r•tes.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D' arcy Marentette
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254 51 0 1
•
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• Term /\pen •Rau11a
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Full FtU Ser'1ice (incominf
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dch~tc. Yet those people

,'I £

arc mterested m understand·~
ho~ the world works, ~nd ~r.
s~nve_ for peace and social .
ttce, ignore Chomsky's idct
theirpcril.
St;
Never one to shy away t~
meaningful debate, Cbo~I
takes on the Cold War, Ire; ~

a
a

a_nd the West, the U.S. do~
he economy, an? the SO-<:alleii
peace . pr~ss m the Midd~I
East, m his latest book, Worl:'I
Orde:s Old and New. As usu~I
the ideas . and analysis he ~I
pre~e.s with laser clarity andl
precision arc suffused wilh 11
and sarcasm. lbe chapt
headings "Marching
Place::. ::securing_ the llolll:I
Front,
Conquenng Histo~ I
- reflect some of_ his stronge1
and most persuasive writing~,
years.
On the subj~ct of the Cold
War, and the West's celebrate)
''victory" after the fall of tht!
Berlin Wall, Chomsky asks lb~
we take a close look at whad
was actually won. A raliona!I
observer, he suggests, would a1.
sess the standard of living in
the regions which were unde.
the tutelage of the two suix:rpowers before and after the
Cold War, before claiming I
victory for either side.
For instance, a glance a
Central and Latin America today - virtual playgrounds fo,
American investors - rcvea::I
the unavoidable truth: the con-I
ditions of Eastern Europe are/
"beyond the wildest dreams"al
most Brazilians, and yel 11t
celebrate the West's victon
and encourage still more pai.
ticipants in the ever-expandin1
global free market.
In a brief assessment of lbel
Chiapas uprising in Mexico.
Chomsky's angle is char~teristically unique and insight-I
fut. Why not contrast tbel
Mexican rebellion with the
1992 riots in Los Angeles
Both involved an oppressl.'d
population who finally had de·
cided that e nough was enough
And yet the nature of their expressions of frustration reve.ili
a great deal about the stale ol 1
democracy and community oo-j
hesio n within the two groups.
While the Chiapas rebellio:. J
is organized, cohesive, and sustained, the Los Angeles rioli
were random, disparate, and
sho rt-lived. The latter, Cbom-1
sky argues, reflects the degree
to which true democratic ideals
have been driven out of oui
heads, perhaps permanent~.
Presumably it is only a matter
of time before these unique~
American ideals extend beyood
their borders and into unsu.i·
pccting communities.
But things can never be co·
tirely hopeless. As Cho!Tl'ik!
has pointed out oumero~
times, we don't live under fc~·
dalism or slavery. The reason~
that o rdinary people struggled
against overwhelming odds Ill
achieve momentous, revolutionary victories. There is ~
reason to believe that pcort
1
cannot continue to do so in
time. Indeed, some would ar·
gue that today we have an o!i
gation to ourselves and to olll
1
planet to struggle a again_st. ~
tern of power and pnvtlc.~
which views the world as an 1~
finite resource - and an 101~
nite garbage dump - befo~
there is no world left to strllt
1
gle for.
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~ Bringing poets, people, perspectives together

1

di

Evening of poetry
at the Asylum Pub
asuccessful affair

tiful event. I've read in Royal
Oak before, but I was afraid because I'm so political. The
Poure Me Cafc [Detroit J made
me feel comfortable. There's a
good mix of races and ages. I
feel comfortable reading here
[Poetic Fusion] as well."
"You shouldn't have to fit
your piece to where you're
reading," added Jeana Gaskill,
Moore's partner in Rhythma of
Abstrakt, a musical poetry
group with a rap influence.

BY Cameron A. Straughan

When people think 'poetry',
many may envision black-clad,
depressive types who spend
time sulking in cafes or reading
by candlelight: Or they _may envision boherruan-beatmk types,
strumming acoustic guitars,
banging bongos, and smoking
Mixing artistic modes
up. Some envi~ion a gather~ng
About 80 to 90 people
of stiff acaderruc types, smoking
turned
out for the mixture of
pipes and reading Chaucer.
traditional poetry reading,
lbese are unfortunate stereoacoustic guitar, and the more
types that obscure the true
Lance photo/ CAMERON A. STRAUGHAN recent techniques of combining
value of poetry.
Poetic Fusion master of ceremonies,
rap, acid jazz, and hip hop with
Colours Collective Coali- Natural, reads regularly at the Poure
poetic expression. Most agreed
~ tion's Poetic Fusion at the Asy- Me Cate in Detroit.
that the evening wa,; an imporated lum Pub on Mar. 18 dispatched
tant event.
the of those stereotypes in short or- there is no room for dishonesty
''I'd say the evening was a
that der.
or subterfuge. Lines of commu- success," said reader sociology
~ha!
are effectively opened professor Charles Quist-Adade.
The power of poetry nication
onal
and the process of healing, un- "This sort of thing should conla1Poetry is an effective means derstanding, and forgiveness tinue. It stimulates the minds of
gin by which to express an individmay begin. In this manner po- the young ones."
1de ual's true inner thoughts and
"I feel as though the evening
etry has the ability to transcend
~r- identity in a quick, concise, enwas a success," said english stucultural
differences
and
prejulbe tertaining manner that appeals
dices and create an effective fo- dent Donevan who also read at
1g a to the listener on a variety of
the event. "I liked the variety.
rum for discussion.
emotional levels. This sort of
Poetic Fusion set out to ... Several pieces got my atten. al
individual expression would be
tion. Poetry is a wonderful way
1((}
impossible to put forth effec- prove this theory. "This is a to open discussion in a non-viofor tively in simple conversation, very important event," said Jes- lent way."
speeches, debate, essays, or let- sica Moore, a poet from De"I really like Jessica Moore's
troit. "There's a diversity of piece, 'Black Statue of Lib:on- ters.
are
With this in mind, poetry has people and issues being talked erty,"' said Adele Ramcharan,
the potential to empower a about. You don't get that in recalling a high point of the
~
large number of individuals to Washington D.C. You get to evening. "I thought that poem
lo~ open up and be heard. With express your own personal was very necessary for the eve[JM·
their inner thoughts, fears, and opinion fat Poetic Fusion) and ning. But I think things went
ling hopes on display for all to sec, the auuicm:c claps. It's a beau- one way. 1his is called 'Ollours

Collective Coalition', but I
don't think enough cultures
were integrated. It's a good first
attempt though."
"Poetic Fusion was a success
as a beginning," agreed creative
student Jay Pare. "There was a
stronger turnout than I expected. I enjoyed a lot of it.
The stuff outside of my knowledge I enjoyed - I could absorb it. But there's definitely
room for improvement," he
added, referring to a need for a
better cross-section of all cultures.

Stimulating dialogue
Ramcharan and Pare, both
of whom read poems at the
event, bring up an important
point. While the title Poetic Fusion insinuates a bringing together of various cultures for
sharing, understanding, and
discussion, many cultures were
poorly
represented
while
countless others, aU with strong
memberships in Windsor's
community, were completely
absent.
While the event may have
failed to fairly represent aU cultures, depending on your opinion, it certainly stimulated
conversation, debate, and even
arguments several days after
the fact.
Three camps were clearly
evident: those who thought the
evening was a complete success, those who saw the event
as a good start, and those who
were strongly opposed to the
event on the basis that they felt
it was dominated by one culture. Approximately half the

readers came from an AfricanAmerican background, including host Natural who recited
bis own poetry throughout the
evening.
The
controversy
caused some people lo leave
the event early.
"I understand conflicts of interracial relationships," said
Elanya Crowder, a student
from Southfield, Michigan, and
a poet herself. "But to verbally
bash white women just because
black men go for them offended me, so I left even
though I was with my best
friend who is African American
- we left together," she said in
reference to Jessica Moore's
"White Girl Juice."
Crowder was not alone in
her views. Yet, the diversity of
opinions and the issues raised
in a way justified the Poetic Fusion event. Lines of communication were effectively opened;
it was just unfortunate that
some of the content, found offensive and even racist lo some,
drove a few people away from
any hope of understanding or
accepting someone else's viewpoint ba<;ed on a different cultural background.
If anything, last Saturday's
Poetic Fusion successfully demonstrated the rx>tential of poetry to surmount cultural
differences and get people
working together. However, it
is obvious that great care must
be taken in the future to represent all cultures equally and
honestly. The event wa,; definitely a step in the right direction nonetheless.
[!
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WESTOWN BIG V

---DRUGSTORE--2oao Wyandotte St. W.
Phone:

253-4477

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

BRYSON BIG V

---DRUGSTORE--3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: 256-824 7

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 1O to 5
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Data Trash: The Theory of the
Virtual Class

COURSES IN

I Cnteria for accep1111Ce

3 Travel Arnngemen~
4 Health Covenge
50SAP
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By Darrin Keene

TEACHER TRAINING

1 Accommodatuxu

.

Virtual trash

POSTGRADUATE,lVEAR

fct moo: infoonation alx>ut

arc

By Arthur Kroker and Michael

GREAT BRITAIN
AND
AUSTRALIA

A. Weinstein
New World Perspectives, 1994

PHONE TEACII (905) J88. 7151
FAX
(~) JU.9'82

the sa{est. and mo,t t!/fect/JJe way of dwing with
unwan~ face and body hair.

• .J.00% Natural Product Utted
• &u,lronmentallg l'rlendlg

•Safe and Gentle for er,oyone
• Pree Profraalonal Consultation
AU Other Aatbetk senic:a awilable at reasonable prtc:a:
Paclals, Manicures, P'edlcwu and Therapeutic Massage.
(certif'led aesthetic/an lr Myornassologtst)

Lance photo/ MICHAEL PEREIRA

Hals, hats and more hats!!! The Cat in the Hat Bob Monks auctions hats fCX"
a Gina Lori Riley Dance Enterprise fundraiser at Devonshire Mall on Mar. 18.

'

Arthur Kroker and Michael
A. Weinstci~. come off as cyberpunk political economists in
DaJa Trash, a short volume of
technocratic catch-phrases and
commentaries. Utilizing Video.
drone
metaphors
and
Mcluhancsque aphorisms, the
authors paint a post-human
world where flesh and circuitry
integrate in a new form of
techno-cvolution. Bringing in a
political and economic pcrspec.
tive, the pair talk of a select
"virtual class" that ha,; the
means to become a techno-organism.
These ideas are engrossing,
but taken as an academic work
(Krokcr is a professor of poitical science at Concordia University), Data Trash is a little
far-fetched. The idea of an
emerging virtual class is not
new. Many cultural theorists
have been talking about this
phenomena for some time, and
they have made more eloquent
cases for their arguments.
As a cyberpunk commentary,
the book makes for an enticing
read. Unfortunately, I believe
that Da1a Trash is intended for
the scholar and not the science
fiction buff.
!
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$75/Week, starting date: Sept 4

CREATE YOUR OWN JOB WITH A STUDENT VENTURE LOAN.
It's easier than you think. In fact every summer hundreds of students use Student Venture to start their own business. Last year
for instance, Kevin Grignon paved driveways. Andre Edelbrock landscaped. Jo-Anne Cortes painted houses. Trudy Chu started a retail operation. Whatever you want to do, we can make it happen.
Wrth an interest-free loan up to $3,000, and all the free advice you need. You may end up making
as much as you would working for others. 1t you·re 1s-29. and going back to school next year,
call toll free 1·800·387-5656. Or pick up an application at your high school, college or university.

® Ontario

~~

Universtty of Windsor Students' Alliance
L'Assoclation des ftudiants de ,'Unlverslt~ de Windsor

Vniversify of Windsor
Student's Alliance
announces that resumes are being accepted
for the fallowing positions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Issues Coordinator
Campus Patrol Coordinator
Chairperson
Chief Returning Officer
Womyn's Centre Coordinator
Womyn's Issues Coordinator
Humans Rights Coordinator
Residence Issues Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator
Council Secretary
Vice President University Affairs

Resumes can be dropped off in a
sealed envelope at the u w S.A.
Office, 2nd floor, CAW Student Centre
in care of Mary McArthur.

When the therapeutic
of music is understoOd. C!Jld
preciated it will be consld
as necessary in the treat
of disease as air, water,
food.
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empowering therapy. Ith Music
power to give ind!vid
means to restore or
health and well-being. Thr
out history, the impact of .
on human behaviour has otiot
well documented. And few JS se•
deny that music has and :apat
continue to play a 8· . safe a
role in our cultures and
lives.
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Music Therapy student Amy Clements practices helping a client relax using music.
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Music therapy as we kn
today began in the veterans
pitals after World Warn.
wards were full of recove ·
amputees who had fallen in
deep depression or had e
enced mental breakdowns.
Mental and emotional brok
ness rendered them unable
return to their communitl
Conventional methods of
apy proved ineffective. Asa
resort - and to help the pa· ther
tients combat their bored, Music
the hospital hired profess:r ·ercor
musicians to come and pla '.Ssnes
popular music in the ward& derly
After being regularly e hile a
to live music patients began
respond expressing previ rve tc
suppressed feelings and e pati
tlons. These attitudinal :tality,
transformations allowed th tin
pists to work with the pati here t
to resolve inner conflicts. H In wo
was restored to the men's en, a
facilitated by the presence usic t
music.
nan a1
When the veterans hospi th th,
realized the monumental ·en he
of music in the rehabilitatii~ refer ~
processes, they hired them lving
cians for full-time positions ·1ese si
This marked the beginning enha
music therapy as a discipli ·e Ian,
Over the past fifty years laliz
therapy has been defined~ llr a eh

using it. and different
an thods developed. National ord izatlons formed and training
ograrns instituted. Through
se organizations the field has
;n continuously re-defined,
jght. and experimented with
ting a resource base and
~delines for training.

patient follow directions and
perform certain movements
helps to reach the autistic child,
and they are often able to complete tasks they normally were
unable to.

The use of music to induce relaxation is another technique
that is growing more popular in
hospitals and clinics. Through
relaxation a patient can reduce
anxiety and have attention diverted from pain and
discomfort Progressive muscle
relaxation has been used With
burn victims, pre-surgery patients, elderly psychiatric
clients, and pregnant women.
In progressive muscle relaxation a client is guided in their
breathing and movements to different muscle groups by the
therapist. Music is combined in
this process, either by having
the therapist play piano or guitar while speaking or by using
recorded music. Music may also
be combined With imagery. Research has shown that
relaxation combined With music
is more effective than when it is
performed on its own.
Music can be used as a contingent reinforcer in shaping
positive behaviour. So music is
offered as a reward to the client
contingent upon a desirable behaviour. This works when used
with patients who inflict injury
to themselves. By stopping music when self-injurious
behaviour occurs. a reduction
in the behaviour is often seen.
To optimize the effectiveness of
this, the client's personal musical preferences need to be
assessed and incorporated into
the therapy.

Is a Music is used as a tool to in. h ~ence and aid in healing
d ocesses. The therapy is used
restore. maintain, and imve mental, physical, and
otional health. Its practitio. rs seek to improve the quality
ew ·a patient's life while providing
.an~ safe and comfortable environnt suited to growth and
·elopment.
Amusic therapist working
th children having physical
bilities may consult with
room teachers and other
cialists involved with the chiln en to devise activities to
ms inforce what other profession. are working towards.
~ · Today music therapy is in1in lved in many more treatment
e eas - in work with people
1s. lh physical and mental chal·ok es. learning disabilities, the
· erly. psychiatric patients,
pie who are emotionally disbed or who have suffered
sa xual abuse, and expectant
pa, thers.
j Music can be used to help
si ·ercome the feelings of worthila1 ~sness and despair that some
rd& lderly people are prone to.
hile also bringing energy and
infusion vitality. Music can
ive to re-establish a psychiatpatient's relationship with
ity. while having them take
tin activities that are safe
.ti here there is no risk of failure .
.H In working with autistic chilen, a music therapist uses
sic to enter the child's world
Goals and objectives are
,an attempt to communicate
clearly
defined in each music
'th them. Many autistic chiltherapy
session. Specific objecen have limited speech and
.~ efer solitary activity to that in- tives are developed for each
client encompassing emotional.
m lving even a small group. In
cognitive, mental. and physical
,ns. ~ese situations music is used
ng enhance expressive and recep- needs. Using the principles of
behaviour therapy goals and ob·
>· elanguage and encourage
jectives
are measured and
lalization. So writing a song
evaluated on a continual respon.~bra child which requires the

sive basis.
A client's abilities and aptitudes are taken into account
when activities are designed and
adapted. The objective of music
therapy is not to develop musical abilities: goals are usually
non-musical in nature.
The music therapist deals
With many different types of clients. Because they must take
clients' particular tastes into account. the therapist is obliged to
be familiar with a broad spectrum of music, from classical to
country to rock.
In practice music therapists
work in hospices. nursing
homes, hospital settings. and
even in the client's home. Music
therapy is also currently being
used in prisons and other correctional facilities for
adolescents and adults.

A music therapist is a person
who has received professional
training in the relatively new but
very specific field of music therapy. Training and education
involve study and hands-on experience in music, music
education. behavioural and biological sciences. research
methodology, music therapy
techniques. and improvisation.
The music therapy program at
the Windsor ls one of only four
in Canarla. The four year degree

includes courses in psychology.
music, drama, human kinetics,
as well as specialized music
therapy courses. Before becoming accredited With the
Canadian Association for Music
Therapy (CAMT) a graduate

Kim Wilson leads mock group therapy session.

must also complete a six-month
volunteer internship at an approved facility.
Currently there are ten students at the University of
Windsor's program preparing
for graduation in June- the
largest graduating class since
the program's inception in
1990. These graduates Will be
spread throughout Canada and
the United States for their internships at such institutions as
Southwestern Regional Centre
in Chatham. Wascana Rehabilitation Centre in Regina. Queen
Street Mental Health Centre and
Baycrest Centre for Geriatric
Care in Toronto, Academie Ste.
Cecile in Windsor. and Father
Murphy Nursing Centre in Detroit.
During internship, students
observe practicing music therapists. assess and devise
treatment programs. and eventually take on a full caseload.
Beyond interning, research projects are undertaken in order to
apply for professional accredi tation by the national association.
National Music Therapy Week
(Mar 27-Mar 31), and the Music
Therapy Club at the University
of Windsor serve to educate people on the groWing discipline.
Currently the music therapy
club ls hosting a fashion show
fundraiser to be held at the Asylum Pub Mar. 29 in order to
raise money to defer costs for
students attending a national
conference music therapy conference being held at Wilfrid
Laurier University in May.
Lana Gloer and Amy Clements are students in the
University of Windsor's Music
Therapy Progrwn.
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Spitfire Cory Evans battling on and off the ice
By Marte Calibani

Cory Evans has seen his
share of battles as a hockey
player - the six foot one, 224
pound Windsor Spitfires' left
winger has never been one to
shy away from a scuffie. But the
on-ice battles arc nothing compared to the battle he's fighting
right now. Evans as well as
team.mates Ed Jovanovski and
Bill Bowler, recently appeared
in court facing allegations of
sexual assault which surfaced
Feb. 19. NI things being equal,
it's a prelty safe bet Evans
would rather be ducking this
one out in an arena, and not a

court room.
Unfortunately for Evans, the
only impression that some people ever get of the fiesty Sault
Stc. Marie native is that of a
bruising
Ontario
Hockey
League (OHL) veteran who
can't keep his nose out of
trouble or his ass out of the
penalty box. Evans recently
showed a different side of himself - that of a determined,
hard-working, confidant young
man.
"I started playing hockey
when l was five years old," said
Fvans. "1 always wanted to be a
hockey player. lt took a lot of
hard work, there's been a lot of

Sports Stumpers
By Herman Viol

l. What is Michael Jordan's
new uniform number?
2. What team docs Mahmoud
Abdul-Rauf pla} on?
3. Who led the National Basketball A~ociation in steals in

1994?
4. Who led the Sacramento
Kings in scoring last year?
5. Whal university did Jamal
Mashborn attend?
6. Who led the league in most
field goals made?
7. Who was awarded the sixth
man award for 1994?
8. Who was named Most Valuable Player for the 1986 season?

Answers to Stumpers
1. 45
2. Denver Nuggets
3. Nate McMillan
4. Mitch Richmond
5. Kentucky Wildcats
6. Shaquille O'Neal
7. Dell Curry, Charlotte
8. Larry Bird, Boston

How'd you score?
All 8 correct - you should
right for Lance sports.
6 or 7 correct you've
reached the final four.
3 to 5 correct - you'd be considered a playground legend.
1 or 2 corrcd - these are CBA
caliber answers.
0 correct - Airballlllll! ! !!!!!

ups and downs, and there were
a few times when I wanted to
quit. My love for it [hockey] has
kept me working hard at it
though. I was lucky enough to
make it to this level and I hope
to make the jump to another
level - whether it be the East
Coast
[Hockey
League
(ECHL)], the IIIL [International I fockcy League], or
maybe one day the NHL."
Though drafted in the seventh round hy the London
Knights four years ago, Evans
arrived in Windsor last season
aft~r asking for a trade.
"I was looking for ice-time,
and I knew I'd get it in Windsor
... I like the cit), and I like the
organization." And, in case vou
missed it, Windsor likes him.
Evans' rugged style of play, his
leadership qualitites (he was an
assistant captain last season),
and his desire to succeed have
made him a fan favourite. Its
almost guaranteed that at some
time during any given Spits'
home game, a chant of "Cory!
Cory! Cory!" will echo through
the rafters of the "Old Barn."
Those chants were almost
stifled earlier this year though
when Evans left the Spitfires'
camp just two days before the
season started. Stating that he
felt out of place as an over-agcr
in a camp full of younger players, C'.ory returned to his hometown of Sault Ste. Marie for the
first part of the season.
"I sat at home by myself ... I

did a lot of thinking. I'm not in the playoffs Evans remains
saying it was good or bad that I confident, but not cocky. "We
went home, but it happened know we have the talent to go
and I don't regret it." Upon his somewhere. We just have to be
return to the - - - - - - - - - - - sure that cvetcam,
the
rybody's menSpitfires
IJ
tally
preshowed
a
commitment
to Evans hy
trading overage defenceman
Akil
Adams in ordcr to make
room for him
on the roster.
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Fans
at
Windsor
Arena
arc
quick to encourage l vans
f
in his physical
style of play,
often calling for him to drop his
gloves with anyone crazy
enough to take a poke at his
chisclcd jaw.
"Everyone likes being a fan
favourite," he admits. "You get
pumped up in the game, and
you want to please them, but
sometimes it's the right time (to
fight], and sometimes its not.
You have to pick your time lo
do that." Evidently, he's got
more brains than some people
would initially give him credit
for.
So what's next for Cory
Evans? Well, there are the
01-Il., playoffs right now. When
asked about the Spits' chances

pared."
Also, at the
start of next
season there's
the possibility
that he'll he
in the ECIII
or the 11IL.
lbc Chicago
Wolves
of.

fcred him a
tryout
la~t
September,
hut
bans
11
turned
it
down figuring
that his place
was still in junior hockey for
now.
And of course, there's always
everyone's favourite topic of
discussion when talking about
the Spits - the sexual assault
charges
facing
Evans.
Jovanovski, and Bowler. Its in
1

Evans' nature to drop the mitts
and fight when the time is right.
And this is no different.
Evans and Jovanovski have
both filed lawsuits against the
alleged sexual assault victim,
claiming defamation and mali·
cious prosecution on the part of
their accuser. The results of the
case remain to seen.
m

Co-ed volleyball 6-on-6 competition grows fierce
Competition heats
up for year-end
intramural playoffs
By Judy Rich, Joe Perry, Steve Nixon

There was an incredible turn
out for University of Windsor
night on Feb. 16. As the teams
get closer to the playoffs, students have been getting more
competitive.
In the recreational league,
the Freaks and the Biolmeans
are tied for first with an 8-0 record, each having 16 points. lo
the competitive league, Collective Confusion and Score on
the r1oor lead the stats with fifteen points each.
Playoffs start on Mar. 30 and
will run for two weeks with a
double elimination format.
Only the top eight teams from
each league will make the
playoffs so everyone still has a
chance to be crowned the Don
Cherry
co-ed
six-on-six
Champs! Come out and support your friends and see the
fun you're missing!

Men's 6-on-6 volleyball
The men's six-on-six volleyball league wrapped up this
week.
Cheap Plastic Toys added an
exclamation point to their undefeated season by winning
their final game 15-1. Cheers
and Smack took turns beating

each other and finished three
points out of first. Dirty Dogs
found themselves in the middle
of the pack with five wins. Fun
With Farm Animals made a
late run and scored filth place.
BioMaulers Revenge found a
way into the playoffs, sneaking
by Rogues on the strength of a
head-to-head record. Round
Robin playoffs for the top six
teams begin Mar. 20.

Floor hockey wraps up
Once again the playoffs are
just around the corner and the
season has really been heating
up. With only the top five
teams in each division making
the playoffs there arc a couple
of battles still being fought.
In division one, the Wombats
and the Slapshots are fighting
for the last playoff SJX)t, while
Project #9 is hanging on by a
thread. In division two, the
Bandits look to have the final
playoff spot locked up unless
the Slashing Pumpkins come
up with a miracle.
Leading division one are the
defending champion Jokers,
who remain undefeated. Expected to battle the Jokers for
the division arc the Road Warriors, the ageless NI IL Shooters,
and
last
semester's
Cinderella story the Eastsidc
Saints.
The other undefeated team,
and on top of division two, is
the 10 Little Indians. Presently
in second place with sights on

another banner is Team Karat.
There is a rumour circulating
that Gordie Howe is coming
out of retirement to help Team
Karat to the championship.

Also expected to have strong
playoff performances are the
aggressive members of Purple
Haze and the high scoring Chic
Magnets.

The intramural playoffs are
scheduled to take place Mar. 28
and 30 and promise to be an in·
tense and exciting affair.

Intramural floor hockey standings
(as of Mar. 9, 1995)

Division 1
Team ....................... GP . W ... L ... T .... P .... F .. A
Jokers ........................ 6 .... 4 .... 0 ..... 2 ... 10 .. 59.32
Road Warriers ......... 6 .... 4 .... 2 ..... 0 .... 8 ... 31.32
NHL Shooters.......... 6 .... 3 .... 1.. ... 2 .... 8 ... 44.36
Eastside Saints ......... 6 .... 3 .... 2 ..... 1 .... 7 ... 50.25
Wombats .................. 6 .... 2 .... 2 ..... 2 .... 6 ... 28.32
Slapshots .................. 5 .... 2 .... 3..... 0 ... .4 ... 37.36
Project #9 ................ 5 .... 1 .... 4 ..... 0 .... 2 ... 29.48 Team .................. Goals against average (GAA)
Greek Gods .............. 6 .... 0 .... 5 ..... 1 .... 1 ... 27.62 1. Eastside saints ........................................... 4.17
2. 10 Little Indians ........................................ 5.00
3. Team Karat ............................................... 5.00
4. Purple Haze ............................................... 5.17
Team ....................... GP .W ... L ... T .... P .... F .. A 5. Jokers ......................................................... 5.33
10 Little Indians ...... 6 .... 5 .... 0 ..... 1 ... 11 .. 61.30 6. Road Warriers .......................................... 5.33
Team Karat... ........... 6 .... 5 .... 1 ..... 0 ... 10 .. 53.30 7. Wombats .................................................... 5.33
Purple Ilaze ............. 6 ... .4 .... 1... .. 1 .... 9 ... 59.31
Chic Magnets ........... 6 .... 4 .... 2 ..... 0 .... 8 ... 75.37
Bandits ...................... 6 .... 3 .... 3 ..... 0 .... 6 ... 55.35
Team ...................................... Goals for average
Slashing Pumpkins .. 6 .... 2 .... 4 ..... 0 ... .4 ... 39.64
l. Chic Magnets .......................................... 12.50
Cartier Chiefs .......... 6 .... 0 .... 6 ..... 0 .... 0 ... 18.76 2. JO Little Indians ...................................... 10.17
.Leafs ......................... 6 .... 0 .... 6 ..... 0 .... 0 ... 13.59 3. Jokers ......................................................... 9.83

GAA leaders

Division 2

GFA leaders

- only the top five teams in each division
make the playoffs

4. Purple Haze ............................................... 9.83
5. Bandits ....................................................... 9.16
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Co-op Education & Student Placement
Presents

"HOW TO START A SUMMER BUSINESS"
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Wednesday, March 29, 1995
3:30 - 5:00pm
Room 267, Dillon
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get information on:

The Lance is accepting applications
for the 1995-96 publishing year.
Positions available are:

Production manager.
$275/Week, starting date: August 21
Advertising manager.
$175/week plus commission,
starting date: August 7
Business manager.
$75/week, starting date: Sept. 4
Ad designer.
$75/week, starting date: Sept. 4
Circulation manager.
$75/week, starting date: Sept. 4
Submit resumes and cover letters to
the Hiring Committee, c/o Teena
Ward, editor-in-chief, the Lance,
basement of the CAW Student
Centre (across from the pub).
Mailing address:
Lance hiring committee
University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4
For information, contact Teena Ward
at 253-4232, ext. 3909.
Deadline for applications: April 14

Only those selected for interviews
will be contacted.
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Taking action on
text book pricing
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IMPRtSSIVE• .. )

The text book industry, specifically at the university level, is a
multi-million dollar one, and all those students buying the same
books for the same courses each year creates a niche market.
Abuse of the student market takes place when publishing companies start producing books with small changes - like re-editing,
re-numbering pages, questions and chapters - for no reason.
Often when a professor orders the new version of a text for a
class, buying an used copy isn't an option because of such
changes. Of course in some cases, like engineering or physics, being up to the minute on academic developments does require new
editions each year. But a comparison of many new editions each
year in the university book store illustrates there is a tendency for
unnecessary face-lifts on required texts. And texts are shrink
wrapped so comparing the new and old versions, to ensure being
able to follow along in class, is virtually impossible. Such tactics illustrate the flagrant abuse of students by publishing houses.
And it's not like there aren't known options for making minor
changes to old editions. Many publishers use stickers and additional page packages when printing problems foul up too many
copies of a text. So why couldn't the same type of solutions be applied in the case of required texts? Publishing houses could refrain from making superficial changes to texts, and could still
profit from selling addendum when real changes were necessary.
But why should publishing houses change such profitable practices if no one speaks out against it? If students start to speak out
and lobby professors, who place the orders for text books, there is
a chance that things could change. Taking a more active approach
to the issue of text book prices could just make some students
bcxlks more affordable in the future.

UWSA wasn't clear
Clearly it wasn't clear enough. Wednesday's Canadian Federation of Students referendum conveniently forced undergrad stµdcnts to make two decisions with one vote.
Student council executives said that the vote addressed both the
issue of membership and fee increases. But the discussion at the
general council meeting on Feb. 23 clearly indicates that there is a
problem with the single question formula. An initial question
about membership would discount the question of fees, while the
single question guarantees the results some execs have wanted.
Council execs also defended the move to the one word question
by blaming CFS quorum bylaws. Of course if VP Secretary Joe
Barile had known ahout these bylaws m advance the problem
wouldn't have occurred - it is in his job description to act as
council's Cl·S liaison.
Though execs were granted the final say on the wording of the
question by council, they betrayed the trust of the student body by
trying to slip the issue of membership into the equation.
It seems like UWSA execs want students to feel like the decision was a democratic one and in their best interest, but it wasn't.
A"> student Mike MacNeill said, the question was a double edged
sword which cut at both students and the CFS.
If the council is so confident that students genuinely don't want
to belong to the Canadian Federation of Students, why did they
shy away from clear cut questions.
And if councilors like VP University Affairs, Mark Robson are
so interested in "championing the cause of democracy" at the
University of Windsor they would have guaranteed a fair referendum question. Instead, your student council opted for convenience, not clarity.
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Letters to the editor

Respect rugby
Dear editor,
The article entitled "Men's
Rugby Team Sucks" (Mar. 20,
1995), is one that typifies the
Jack of professionalism exhibited by some members of the
Lance staff. When initially
glancing at the article, one
would think that the author
Trevor Drake feels as though
the men's rugby team sucks.
But after reading the article, it
is apparent that the author is
simply stating the results of the

rugby club's recent Nashville
tour. It is obvious however, that
the editor of the article feels as
though the men's rugby team
sucks. It is also apparent that
the editor knows little about
the University of Windsor
Rugby Football Club.
The team boast of a 7-2 record for the 1994 season. Some
of the university's varsity teams
can't celebrate such a record. If
the editor had known the history of the club, s/he would certainly agree that the men's
rugby team does not suck. I un-

[

derstand that the editor can
only work with submissions
read personally, but for a news·
paper that boasts circulation of
10,000 copies weekly, such unresearched, subjective statements have no place.
Although the University of
Windsor Rugby Football Club
has not yet obtained varsity
status, they arc a viable team
and deserve the same respect
received by any other sport organiz.ation.
Judy Rieb
Human Kinetics
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Action for students : students for action
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned editorials are produced by the Lance
ecitorial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all its members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number and
must be typed double-spaced, legibly handwritten.
or on floppy disk (IBM compatible) The editor
reserves the right to edit for space and clanty
Letters will be accepted until the Friday before
publication and must include the writer's name
major of study and phone number.
·
Contents copyright 1995. Reproduction in any
way is forbidden without the written permission of
the editor in chief. The Lance 1s a member of the
Canadian University Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affinTI s its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press·
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity.
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect it in our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
ciher media avoid, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media. We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, politically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The Lance will not pnnt matenaJ that 1s sexist,
racist. ageist, heterosexist. or that maligns

differently-abled peoples or the economical~
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferatioo of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony, diverting
resources from genuine human needs.
6 The La.nee promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The La.nee promotes ecological responsibility
both in content and in its day-to-day wor1<ings.
Mailing address:
The Lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:
Editor. (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232. ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232. ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fax: (519) 971-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Letters to the editor

For human rights
Dear Editor,
Not every one who goes to
the University of Windsor is
heterosexual. I lard to believe
but true none the less. For
those of us who arc gay, lesbian
or bisexual, dealing with heteroscxism is a daily reality on
this campus and in society at
large. And although discrimination based on sexual orientation is illegal in the province of
Ontario, we still find ourselves
battling with this issue. we are
not asking for acceptance or
approval of how we live our
Jives. We are however asking
for human dignity and the same
human rights heterosesuals
take as a given.
The violence and harassment
experienced by gays, lesbians
and bisexuals based on their
sexual orientation has had detrimental consequences not only
for the gay community, hut also
for the heterosexual community. Many of those who have
been harassed and or murdered
are our sisters, mothers, fathers, sons, daughters, best
friends, teacher, doctors and
our politicians. to think that
acts of intolerance benefit anyone is a serious misreading of
the situation. Discrimination is
discrimination regardless of
who the target is and why we
feel justified in expressing our
hatred.
Recent events on this campus make clear the need for
open discussion about the homophobia and hate-mongering
going on al this university. I
urge those who are concerned
about human rights violations
to get involved by talking about
their experiences on our campus. The Personal Concerns
Program Coordinator at the
University of Windsor is planning a panel discussion at Iona
College in the next few weeks.
You can call Jacquie (The Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Issues
Coordinator) at the Human
Rights Education Office at ext.
3500 for details on this upcoming panel discussion.
Jacquie Gahagan
Gay, lesbian and Bisexual
Issues Coordinator

Support rugby
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to
last weeks article in the Lance
titled "Men's Rugby Team
Sucks" (Mar. 20, 1995) on behalf of the U of W Rugby fcx,t-

?all club. _W_hile the rugby club
1s appreciative of the support
and coverage we have received
f~om the. lance this year, we
fmd the title of this article completely unacceptable.
The rugby team gets no support from the university, however we thought we at least had
the support of the lance and
the students. The SAC [student
council] was recently kind
enough to give us club status
and some financial support, so
~c thought _we were finally getling a positive reputation on
c_ampus. Then the person who
titled the article, in their ultimate wisdom, decided to inform every reader of the Lance
that "Men's Rugby Team
Sucks."
The person who titled this
article obviously has no idea
what the rugby team is all
about. Every Windsor student
should be proud of the accomplishments the team has made.
One only has to go back and
read previous issues of 1he
Lance to see that we have
beaten varsity teams like Brock
and Guelph. How someone
could possibly think we suck is
beyond me.
The thing that bothers me
the most is what people outside
the club will think. The people
in the club are strong enough
to handle such a remark, but
what about the people who are
interested in trying out for the
team? This year we have had
several new members and we
are trying to encourage more,
but it is bard to convince a new
member to join when you have
told everyone that "Men's
Rugby Team Sucks."
I could just imagine the uproar if someone printed "Lancers Football Sucks." So why did
you decide to pick on the rugby
team? We are trying very hard
to get varsity status, and the ignorance of this [headline]
doesn't make it easier.
Too many people have put in
too much time and money from
their own pockets to be told
that we suck. You only have to
come out to one of our practices or games to see that we
definitely do not suck. r hope
you're practical joke was worth
it because you have upset every
male and female that plays
rugby for Windsor now, and the
many dedicated students who
have kept the team together for
the past six years.
Patrick Daniels
Business 2nd year

Media check:

How readers are cheated
out of their right to know
By Holly Mcintire
When decisions are
made concerning media
ethics, there is a constant player involved in
every situation - you.
Readers play a key role
in whether a story gets
printed or not, the
credibility a newspaper
has, and frankly how
much profit the newspaper can rake in. But
when making these de·
cisions, serving your
best interests as a consumer of news, is often
ignored.
For two consecutive
weeks, Canada's selfboasting national newspaper, The Globe and
Mail ran a front-page story concerning former Nova Scotia
premier Gerald Regan being
charged by the RCMP with 16
sexual offcoses occuring between 1956 and 1978.
Of course, finding sex and
politics on the front page is not
exactly unusual these days.
What is unusual is the fact that
the Globe had been investigating Regan back in 1977 when
the allegations of sexual crimes
had been raised, but they decided not to report their findings.
The Globe claims there
wasn't enough information to
publish a balanced story naming Regan specifically, so editor-in-chief Richard Doyle
decided not to print any story
at all. Naming a person in a report when it is still questionable
whether they have committed a
crime, is of course a reasonable
excuse not to publish. But what
makes Doyle's decision unethical is the fact that the newspaper was investigating a very
powerful politician, and found
evidence of his sexual misconduct, but cheated the readers
out of their right to know.
Readers expect the media to
demonstrate a responsibility to
their audience, and the Globe
violated this unwritten contract
by refusing to inform the public
at the very least, that an investigation of a "senior government
official" was underway con-

the article published on
March 23, the Globe admits
Leeson
never
owned a yacht.
Other
reports included the assumption
that Lceson's wife Usa,
also worked at Barings
and helped him mastermind the whole financial
scheme. This supposed
"fact" was also reported
~ last week as being a fabricated story. The decision of the Globe to run
these articles without
,---..,.-..:'"'=~,-tU.iu. l&l!1lllu,i.,....J!IIl11'-'checking
any
back1,:,l)lcc_.-,
ground information illustrates
how
the
reader's interest in clear
and accurate information was overlooked in
an attempt to embellish
ceming allegations of sexual the story with interesting deabuse.
tails. Ilere we sec Chomsky's
At the time, the sexual mis- theory of the media machine at
conduct of a provincial premier work; whoever has the biggest
and future cabinet minister scoop first, sells the most pashould have been made public pers and makes the most cash.
knowledge. The women work- I'm sure we would all rather
ing around Regan should have read the truth.
been warned, as well as the enIt would be fun to assume
tire province he governed. 1he that newspapers arc produced
Globe knew but did nothing un- in a vacuum where having a
til two weeks ago, 18 years after bias is a capital crime, and that
the investigation was canceled, the telephones are equipped
to inform the nation of an in- with a device where only the
competent and sexually per- truth can make it through the
verted premier. Doyle failed to line. But it just ain't so.
maintain the media's role as a
The ethical practices of the
political watchdog, to carefully media affect us all, whether we
track the actions of political fig- want them to or not. Your right
ures and relay this information to accurate, balanced and into the public.
formative reporting is often
In another front-page story compromised in the mainon March 23, 1995, the Globe stream media's coverage of
criticized several reputable events, in an attempt to fulfill
British newspapers for fabricat- their own agenda. With the
ing the events surrounding the Globe printing two articles excollapse of Barings, Britain's plaining their shortcomings,
oldest merchant banking group. this is at least an attempt al adBut it isn't until page A20 that mitting that the truth may not
the Globe lists itself as a player always be found through soin the media's cycle of errors.
called objective reporting.
On March 1, 1995, the Globe
Don't get me wrong, I'm not
published several articles about 'dissin The Globe and Mail, only
Nicholas Leeson, who has been providing a warning to be critiaccused of causing the bank- cal of newspaper coverage, beruptcy of Barings by betting in- cause we don't live in a perfect
correctly on movements on the world where only the truth is
Tokyo stock market and losing allowed to be printed. Heaven
$2 billion. The newspaper re- knows a quick browse through
ported, "all the police in Singa- the literature available in the
pore had to go on yesterday express Jane at the A&P is
was a missing yacht..." but in proof positive.
I!

/f

around campus

What do you think of replacement baseball players filling in for striking VIA Rail workers?
"I don't think
it would be a
good idea for investors. I like the
old players better."

"If they can
toot the horn
they're good for
the job."

"I don't think
it's good because
if I'm going to
Montreal,
I
~ght end up visthng relatives in
Vancouver."

Jane Chua
Year lIJ
Accounting

Chene Ducendre
Yearll
Political Science

Waleed Salemeh
Year II
Mechani<:al Engineering

"Anyone can
replace
them,
even
replacement players!"

Andrew Kwan
Year II
Bioloro-/Science
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University classes are already tough enough
.

Learning doesn't
just take place
in the classroom
By Dave Ball
University profeswrs can't
seem to agree on any point.
The chemists claim that the
meaning of life is in the nature
of the atom, the theologians argue that it is the act of some
higher being, and the artists
point toward ideas and emotions that cannot be described
by any language. It seems that
the only thing that they can
agree on is that it takes four
years to learn it all.
In the engineering program,
the normal course load is between six and seven courses per
semester. You don't have to
take all of the recommended
classes, but if you choose to
wait until next year to take
thermodynamics, you run the
risk of a schedule conflict. Most
courses in engineering are offered only once each year, and
some not even that often. Soon
you arc trapped in a scheduling
nightmare where everything
that you missed is a prerequisite for everything that you
need. On top of that, you arc
given a maximum of six years to
complete the entire program.
After six years the stuff that
you learned at the beginning
may be considered obsolete.
It is true that a number of
students do manage to complete all of the requirements,
but at what price? Many of us
are at the age when we must
make some of the most important decisions of our lives. Who
we intend to marry, what career
we hope to pursue, and where

we will live are just a few of the
questions we must answer.
Many of us are on our own for
the very first time. We must
learn to balance a budget, cook
and clean for ourselves, and
deal with problems like credit,
housing, and appliance repairs.
Very little of this is taught to us
before hand. Yet, this is the
time when it is most important
for us to concentrate fully on
our lessons, not just in engineering but in all areas of
study.
Every week we are burdened
with hours of homework from
each of our professors. We
must learn to survive on half
the sleep and twice the caffeine. It is even worse when a
part-time job is added to the
equation. And when it is finally
over, how much of it do we really remember?
It causes me to wonder what
exactly they are trying to teach
us. Are we here to learn about
physics and philosophy, or have
we come to learn how much
stress we can actually endure?
Like the candidates for the Airborne regiment, we are subjected to years of undue
pressure. If we are stubborn
enough to continue in spite of
the damage to our bodies and
our minds then we are permitted to graduate. But if we are
sensitive to extreme pain then
we must fail. This kind of test
takes little account of any intelligence or natural talent we
may have.
Recently while studying for
an upcoming exam with a classmate late at night, I was
shocked whcu my friend suddenly began to shiver uncontrollably. I was witnessing an
anxiety attack. I felt helpless as
my friend, a very strong willed
individual in my opinion, sim-

ply collapsed from the strain.
But this is not an isolate incident. I am personally aware at
least four students who are
dealing with panic attacks as
well as a result of higher learning. That adds up to about ten
percent of the students I've gotten to know here. Who knows
how many more of this small
circle of friends are experiencing symptoms that they have
not confided?

More frightening is the fact
that all of these illnesses are
self-sustaining as they provide
yet another problem for the
victim to worry about. I suppose that there was a time
when this kind of torture was
considered a necessary ritual,
way back in the olden days
when the gentry felt a need to
separate themselves from the
peasantry. But today as the job
market becomes more selective

and education becomes more
available a much larger percentage of young people applying to colleges and universities.
'Ibey are not weak or lazy or
stupid, but they may be make
to feel this way if they cannot
afford to give up the time or
the energy that our present system demands. I believe that it
is time the schools were more
accessible.
m

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
Exciting and adventurous employment opportunities
available in:
• HOSPITALITY
•AGRICULTURE

• CRUISE SHIPS
•RESORTS

•TOURISM
•and more

• ENGLAND
• NEW ZEALAND

FREED-ORMAN
CONFERENCE CENTRE

Countries include:
•AUSTRALIA
• SWITZERLAND

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY

•FRANCE

A N&JJ F~

•and more

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE TODAY- CALL

1-900-595-3131

Of(,

COMtfJ"'-

AVAILABLE F'OR:
1

BANQUETS

1

SEMINARS

1

CLAS S/STAF'F PARTIES

($2.75 /Mll\.)

• RECEPTIONS
1

WEDDINGS & ANNIVERSARIES

Build on your education and start your career in
just 8 months! Enrol today m one of the
Durham College post graduate Career Programs.
Gain specific. job-related skills & knowledge in:

+ International Sales & Marketing, or
+ School Age Care Administration
Entrance requirements: University degree or College diploma

...

Call 1-800-461-0549 or 905-72 1-3089

~

CONTACT:

PERRY GIGNAC

973-7033 EXT. 3574

Diversions
Dfwrslo11, a weekly calendar at events, is a tree conmunity service ot the lance. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.

Due to space limits. we camot guarantee publication of any event. listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions· to: Lance Diversions; Basemen~ CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing

..-one In Ten. a social support and educational
group for lesbian, gay and bisexual youth
under the age of 26, have opened a drop-in
centre and a youth hotline from 4-8 p.m.
Monday-Thursday. For info call 973-7671.

..-The Human Rlglds Educatloa Officer and the
Gay, Lesbi11, Biselual Issues Coordinator
are located on campus, 2nd floor of the CAW
Student Centre. If you are a student and have
experienced harassmert or had your human

·~
.,,.-~

,I~

'

TIie PsychololJ Seclely has an important last
meeting at 6 p.m. in Windsor Han South, room
265A. Elections for next year's executive will
take place. Al members should attend.
'

Tuesday, April 4
TIie Dellat1111 Society meets today and
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in Conference room Aof
the CAW Student Centre.

_. Windsor Essa Co. Newcomers Network
',- presents a panel discussion on Where's
Canada Now?, an examination of Canada's
position on refugee issues at Freed-Orman
Conference Centre at 7 p.m. Call 252-1860.

'

OPIRG-Wlldsor'1 Ortllic Ftod Worting
Group invites individuals interested in buying
food in bulk or in helping to orgarue a Food
Co-op/club to a meeting at 5 p.m. in room
201 of AssOOllD)fl University. For more
Information can 253-4232 ext. 3872.

,I Assumption

lllllvlrslty presents Refugee
/jghts Day. The Community supper and
iter-faith vigl begins at 5:30 p.m. For more
information call 252-1860.

Wednesday, April 5
TIie 8llct Sbldtlt Alllnce will have a
meeting in the Oak room, Vanier Hal at 6 p.m.

.6 The Department of Geology presents Michael
r Jalonen. senior Vice-President & Director,
Midland Walwyn Capital Inc. on Valuation
Techniques For Gold Equity Analysis and How
To Find A Career On Bay Street at 1:30 p.m. in
room 302 of Memorial Hall.

t
•

. The Social Science Society will have their
Hot Dog Day with free hot dogs for all social
science students from 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
in front of CAW Student Centre.

'

4r111e

SaMwlcll Community Health Centre

presents a free Stop Smoking Seminar for
smokers trying to quit and ex-smokers who
need a few hints to stay smoke free at
6:30 p.m. at the Sandwich Community Health
Centre. For more information call 258-6002.

n,

OPIRG-Wlndlor's 11111111 ....
meellng
takes place at 5:30 p.m. in Iona College (208
Sooset). Anyone irterested in working in a
progressive manner to improve the
environment or to advance social justice is
welcome. For info can 253-4232 m. 3872.

Friday, April 7

lbe School of Music presents its annual
end-of-semester recital series.
April 5 Elizabeth leBlanc, piano; Derek
MacDonald at 8 p.m. in Moot Court.
April 6 Wendy Rose. bassoon; Jane Carl,
clarinet and Michele Cooker, piano at
8 p.m. in the Recital Hall.
April 7 Unh·ersity Wind Ensemble. Gillian
Mackay. Conductor at 8 pm. in Hol)'
Names High School Auditorium.
Call 253-4232. ext. 2780 for more information
or a complete schedule of events.

Monday, April 3

. . l.llcer toalllll .,,.. drills are today from
'~ 5-6:30 p.m. and continue for the next two
weeks. Caft 253-4232, ext. 2456 for info.

7 p.m. Isabella Gahlos, a refugee from East
Timor will be on hand to speak. For more
information call 253-4232 ext. 3872.

I,

rights violated cal us at 253-4232, ext. 3500.

_. TIie CIMdill Rell Cron Society will hold a
,- blood donor clinic from 1-8 p.m. at the
Windsor Branch (3909 Grand Marais Rd. E.).
AIESEC meets every Monday at 5:30 p.m. in
the CAW Studert Centre Board Room. For
more information cal 253-4232 ext. 3488.

II. OPIRG-Windsor's Film Series presents Death
X Of A Nation at Iona College (208 Sunset) at

"

The lntemrsity Christia1 Fellowship End Of
Year Banquet will be held at Campbell Baptist
Church at 6 p.m. For more information on this
pot-luck banquet call Jenni Emmons at
255-9698.
Assumption Church will hold a memorial
service marking the first anniversary ot the
Rwandan genocide at 7:30 p.m.

1.- The Game Plan. art/sound in the vein of
lfl absurdist post-punk commercial satire (by
Johnny Deck) takes place at the Common
Ground at 8 p.m. and runs until April 21.
•

~ The University Players present Kiss Me Kate.

Show starts at 8 p.m. and continues until
April 9. For the Box Office call 2808.

Canadian Auto Warters Windsor
Regional Cultunl Commlltee presents
Charlie King at 8 p.m. at CAW Local 444/200
Hall, 1855 Turner Rd. Tickets are $10 at the
door. For more information call 258-6400.

Saturday, April 8

Thursday, April 6
..-CJAM 91.5 FM presents Enviro Power Hour.
news and commentary on the environment
with members of the EAA from noon-1 p.m.

f
t
•

OPIRG-Wlndsor's Envlro11111ntal Working
Group has a meeting at 5 p.m. in room 201 of
Assumption University. For more information
call 253-4232 ext. 3872.

ltdemrstty ClvisUan Fellowship meets at
5:30 p.m. in the Oak room of Vanier hall. This
informal meeting will reflect
experiences of the past year.

on

the

_. The Psychology Club presents a disc1JSsion

r

on music therapy; speakers include Dr. jane

Vanbouen from Grace Hospital and Lana
Gloer, president of Music Therapy Club from
7:30-9 p.m. in Madame Vanier Lounge.
~ Tlleater Windsor's annual One-Act Pfay

Festival continues today until April 8. Tickets
are $10, SS/students. All shows are at 8 p.m.
Call the Box Office at 944-1968.

t
•

.

a The

Campus Ministry Association presents a
discussion on Selling Out or Buying In?: How
to Join the Workforce and Stay True to
Yourself at noon in Room 233, CAW Student
Centre, across from Medical Services.

The university rugby team plays the Windsor
~ Rouges at 1 p.m. at the Fogolar Furtan Club.

•

~ Muslim

Students Association presents
• Mohammed 'Tahir-UI-Padri speaking on
Women's Rights In Islam at 2:30 p.m. in
Room 104, Odette Building. All are welcome.

'

The
Rwandese-Canadlan
Cultanl
Community will have a dinner/dance
fundraiser for the Rwandan Orphan Fund at
Ocean View Hall (738 Wyandotte St. East).
For more information call 256-0997.

" ' Windsor synchro swim meet from
- noon-9 p.m. and tomorrow 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday, April 9
_..on CJAM 91.5 FM listen for The Big Passover
Extravaganza Show from 2:30-3 p.m. on
Judaism. yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

Monday, April 10
Iona College and the Human Rights
..-Education Office will hold a panel discussion
dealing with issues concerning human rights
and sexual orientation in Madame Vanier
Lounge, Vanier Hall.

Lance cover photo by Robert Dearlove
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Boot on up to your nearest Chrysler Dealer, where you can get
interactive with the many fine Chrysler, Dodge and Plymouth
cars and trucks in
our award-winning
line-up. And bring

-

incentives!) What's more, you can defer payments for 3 months on
the 1994, 1995 and 1996 Chrysler vehicle
of your choice.* Test-drive the new 2-door
Neon Coupe with its all new 150 hp
engine. Discover the ever dependable Dodge and Plymouth Colt.
Get behind the wheel of the awesome Dodge Avenger. Choose the
model that's right for you and hit
the highway - the real highway with Chrysler:-)

GET A NEON. GET $750 OFF.

1Dadge l
Dodge True/is

YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER.
A DEALER YOU CAN BELIEVE IN.

IJ'¥noutfi]
Dodge True/is

news
Part-time workers
offered contract
By Cheryl Clark
A tentative agreement has
been reached between the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE) local 1001 and
the University of Windsor's 266
part-time custodial and food
services' employees.
Contract talks began last November, six months after approximately 220
part-time
workers voted in favour of union certification on May 26,
1994.
Union spokesperson Laura
Moore stated part-time staff
sought wage parity and equal
treatment. The union was also
unimpressed with the university
administration's decision to cut

back on hours at the CAW Student Centre. Since that time
some hours have been in~
creased at food outlets but the
majority of the venu~s close
around 2 p.m.
The U of W's administration
has been represented by human
resources director Jim Butler
food services department head
Lynda Smith, assistant department head of production and
purchasing Dave McEwen and
James Wheeler, director of
personnel services.
The contract ratification
meeting was held at Erie Hall
on Sunday, Apr. 2. The ballots
will be counted following the
second scheduled meeting next
week.
[I

Groups plan campus
tour for young blacks
By Dave Ball

long guided tour of our facilities. Representatives from difMy first year at university did ferent faculties and clubs will
not go exactly as I would have be on hand to explain some of
liked.
the programs offered to WindEven after I learned how to sor students. They will also be
register and discovered the lo- able to talk to people from
cation of all of my classes and food services, residence life,
the nearest bathrooms, I still OAM FM and the Lance.
felt uncomfortable. It was anThe tour is not restricted to
other three semesters before I graduating high school students
could find my way around the year. Grade nines to OAC are
library, approach professors for welcome to attend. Students
advice, and drop a failing will get to know about a learncourse half-way through with- ing environment vastly differout feeling like a total loser. If ent from any that they may
you're m your third year, you have encountered in the past.
probably know what I'm talking Those who choose to attend at
about. If you are in your first Wind~or will have already heyear, watch out 1
gun to forge a network Q(_
But there is hope. On fnends that will be there toWectne"day, Apnl 5, 1995 the help hem deal with the J,ffiBla..::K Youth fakmg Act on cu t u~ t1ons that we al mu~
ace. The: r
BYTA m ,-

Lance photo / NANCY PRINGLE

Unidentilied flying model: The Asylum Pub was the site of this alien encounter The Music Therapy Club's fashion
show, Spring Fever, helped raise money for students to attend an upcoming music therapy conference in Waterloo.
Al>out 1oo people turne<l out to make the show a success. All the models were University of Windsor students.

Local man defends right to dignified death
By Cheryl Clark

Austin Bastable feels like a
prisoner trapped in his own
body.
'.The cnroiiic progressive ~1ultiple Sderos1, s 1fterer is trying
to ensure peop e, w 1J are term1 .ly 11
'lav the e~a
Ii

began during the time his children reached their teenage
years in the late 1980's.
··r just fee: that I could not
give them all that I wanted to,"
he said.
At present, Bastc1blc :s col
lee ;ig ignature'i on a pet t1or.
lohtiy1 r h fed r I

ing sides of the dehate on a
televised
CHWI
program
called Inquiry which aired in
January of this year.
''I came to under.,tand h1~
pos1t1on '' he c;aid .idm1ttmg
hat h<. iv. re! g1 m~

t

-

arg
mtroduc ng htg
chool
tudent,; to giudent,; and staff
rl1m .he limvcrsity of Windsor
, rd St. Clair College, they
· ope to im.p1re a few hlack high
c.~o >l ,;tudents to pursue a
h"ghcr education.
Buses provided by the BYTA
wi.l collect up to 200 kids from
high schools in Windsor,
Chatham, Samia, even Kitchener and Water loo, for a dayB)

a
e pc we~k ..t
n horn maker
Bastc1h e \\ 1 has bee" :narned fo, 3.; yea re; md has t\vo
adult cl11 .:lren, c;c1ys his family
has beer. support!\ e of h1,; de\;1s1on alth~1ugh it has obviously
heen a difficult time for them
all. Bastable, who 1s a tool and
die maker by trc1de, said the
most difficult part of the illne~s
1

See Righi, page S
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Prayer keeps Dennis
I
Archer's mayoral
image "squeaky clean'' I

1

By Lance news stall and Mark Walker

50% Discount

..

on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year safe
driving record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D' arcy Marentette

Detroit
mayor
D ennis
Archer was on hand last Sunday at the University of Windsor's Assumption Building to
receive an award for his contributions to the Christian movement.
Archer outlined his history
from his humble beginnings to
his ascension to Detroit's
hightest office. He climbed a
mountain of improbabilities
while working and going to
school, concurrently.
Since graduating from Western Michigan University, he has
worked as a teacher, lawyer
and then was appointed to the
Michigan Supreme Court before successfully running for
the Mayor's office. Archer 1s
married with two children.
Among those present at the
meeting were local dignitaries
including Windsor mayor Mike
Hurst.

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,

Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254 51 0 1
•

'The U. W.S.A.
Is now accepting resumes for the position of:.

ttrie11f11fitt11 ttffieer
ttf fl1e

IJ.II'.IS.A.

Duties to Jn.elude~
•:• Implementation of Off-Campus Frosh programme
•:•Organization of Q . \Veek Concert ("Lance·a·pal-u"'"WSA")
•!· Design. purch ase and distribution of Frosh Packages
•:•Co-ordination of all Residence Head Orientation Reps (O.R. 's)
•!•Tr aining and organizing Off-Campus Orientation Leaders
•:•Organization of H om ecoming Events
•!•Organization of the Shinerama event for Cystic Fibrosis

On-C.mpus Stu,ent
Ser~iu pro~idin(J
profession•/ output •t
re«son•l,le r«tes.
Wedo:
•Term P,pm •Rauma
• Cover Lettm • Ove,he,ds
• Group Pmenwtions
•ACCIS Forms • Flym

Full F«x Ser~ice (incominf
& out4oin9) for students,
l,indin(J, pl,otocoplJin(J &
l•ser coplJin(J ser~ice

---+--Candidate shmild have the following qualities.:.
•!•Outgoing, spirited, energetic and charismatic personality
•!•Volunteer experience (hopefully relevant to Orientation)
•!•Familiarity with the University, community and Residences
•!• Excellent communication, organization and people skills
•!•Contacts with suppliers, merchandisers and advertisers an asset

n
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Lance photo / MICHAEL PEREIRA

Dennis Archer.

"He [Archer] has such a ...
presence about him. An anny
of people have supported him
with his poljcies and all. He is
going to do a lot for Detroit.
We 're going for burgers later
this week," said Hurst.
The highlight of the Christian Culture Series' event in·
eluded plenty of appetizers for
those on hand to congratulate
Archer for his achievement.
Owen Mcpherson, a graduate student of the communication
studies
program at
Windsor, described Archer as
your "average, nice guy".
"There was no exceptional
presence [about Archer)- unless we're talking about his security guards at the snack
table," he said.
University of Windsor Stu·
dents' Alliance president Chm
Maich was also on hand to hohnob with area politicians.
Archer, for his part, credited
"prayer and faith" as the ffiO
guiding lights of his life.
"Early on it was clear to me
that image was very important
for the goals that I was after
and prayer has definitely been
a supporting factor, especial.y
for some of the tougher deci·
sions. Image is such a big part
of politics that I strove to keep
a squeaky clean image and
prayer has helped immensely.
The job presents some very
challenging situations and, at
dark times, my faith is the only
light I see," he said.
a

---+---

FILM & SPEAKER SERIES

6JJ
P

South East Asia Working Group & East Timor Alert Network
in conjunction with Refugee Awareness Week

"Death of a Nation"
a film by John Pilgar
(speaker Isabelle Galhos a refugee from East Timor)

Volnnteers should possess the following qualitie.s.:.

fFREE admission and [FREE refreshments served at:

•!•Ability to foster spirit within the University comm.unity
•!•Enjoy meeting and interacting with a multitude, at the biggest party of
the school year.

7:00 P.M.,
Iona College, 208 Sunset

---+--Applications may be picked up and submitted at the UWSA offices by A pril 31 st
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Thursday, April 6th
Energetic volunteers needed to serve as spirited leaders of Orientation
Week among off-campus students. These individuals will form a crucial
part of the student council's first efforts in developing a coordinated and
comprehensive Frosh Week at the University of Windsor.

ff

SI

dif

Full-Time salary payable for the period May t,o Sept-ember (inclusive)
Application period: April 3rd to the 12th (c/o Mary McArthur, UWSA)
Interviews to be conducted on April 13th
(Note: position will be finalized at April 6th meeting ofUWSA)

ttff-~111111111M tt-llTeek Le11tlerM
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Also accepting applications for the position of:
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T

Ontano Public Interest Research Group • Windsor. 254-4232 ext. 3872 '
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Right to die group
' lobbies government
for new legislation
Continued from page 3
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Bastable believes the answer
rnay lie in a referendum vote to
gauge the views of Canada's
population on the issue of doctor-assisted suicide.
NOP MP Svend Robinson
will be visiting the university on
Monday to discuss the issue of
doctor-assisted suicide at a special dinner. Bastable said he
will also be on hand to rally
supporters.
"I am basicly trying to take
on the cause where she (Rodriguez) left off," he said. "I
feel this is a very important issue."
Bastable only needs 25 signatures to have the pet1t1on read
before the House of Commons,
but is hoping to get as many
names on the document as possible to ensure it is taken seriously.
"I haven't asked anybody to
help me at this time," he said.
"But, I would be more comfortable knowing someone wac;
there."

On spirituality

jlU•

hns
oh-

On the eve of Nov. 16, Bastable decided the time had
come to end his life, without a
doctor's assistance. On what he
admits as being "bad advice",
Bastable took a swig of whiskey
and swallowed a handful of
sleeping pills in the hopes that
he would sleep lhe "endless
sleep".
Bastable's wife found his
body and called emergency
services before finding the note
which outlined his decision to
end his life.
Bastable said that he was
"mad" when he woke up in the
hospital a day and a half later.
"My wife regretted doing it,"
he said, but rather than trying
to attempt suicide again, he
took it as a sign that his work
here has yet to be completed.
After attempting suicide,
Bastable said he had the unenviable task of convincing the
hospital's psychiatrist that he
..-as not in a severe state of depression, but rather ready to
die.
He also had to make sure
hospital staff were well aware
of how he acquired the drugs
used in the attempt as his
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Environmental symposium hits hot issues
By Teena Ward and Dave Bukovec

Despite the low turnout for
some e~ents, those who participated m UWSA's Environmental Week said the events
were well worth the effort.
Environmental week, which
daughter is a licensed pharmacist and he did not want to im- featured speakers, seminars,
movie nights and educational
plicate her in any way.
seminars
from Mar. 27 to April
His suicide attempt did not
2,
was
an
attempt to involve
lead to a "spiritual" enlightenstudents
in
all aspects of enviment as described by some people who have survived suicide ronmentalism.
On Wednesday students
attempts.
were
specifically invited to join
"I was simply asleep and it
members
of Windsor's Ontario
wasn't unpleasant at all. The
Public
Interest
Research
unpleasant thing was waking up
Group
(OPIRG),
the
univerand finding I had to stay here."
sity's
Environmental
AwareBastable is a Christian, but
says although suicide is consid- ness Association (EAA) and
the student council in a "think:ered a sin in some religions, the
tank for the environment." Oract can be forgiven because J eganizers
aimed to get students
sus Quist "died for our sins".
directly involved in issues by
"analyse(ing) the past, present
Death with dignity
and future of student activism
"The point is that I do not
on campus and community enwant to take it any more," he
vironmental issues."
said. "I don't want to go into
Those who did attend the
chronic care." "My life isn't
think-tank touched on such ismuch fun any more," he said. "I
sues as clear cutting, pollution
have to be lifted everywhere ... of air and water, environmental
life is a lot of work."
ghettoism, and the difficulty of
Although Bastable also engetting businesses to respond
joys the more cerebral pursuits
in life, he says it is difficult to
take pleac;ure in reading or art
work because he has lost much
of the use of his right hand. He
admits a keen sense of humour
has kept him from falling into a
dark, deep depression thus far.
"I have had a good life and a
good marriage. Why can't I
choose euthanasia and have a
good death?" he asked.
Bastable admits that few are
willing to come forth and publicly suppon him. He is currently considering contacting
Michigan physician Jack Kervorkian who is well known for
his arrests in connection with
being on site during assisted
suicides in the United States.
"I am not afraid of death,"
he said. "At this point, I am
more afraid of life."
Bastable is quick to acknowledge there are pros and cons
to the possible legalization of
doctor-assisted suicide.
"There are chances of it being abused, but all laws are
abused. If they weren't, we
wouldn't need police," he said.
"The whole issue is about
choice. Do you want the government to control it up to the
grave and beyond?" he asked.
"I would rather die by legitimately obtaining an overdose
of barbituates than go to a
chronic-care institution."
I!

responsibly to environmental
problems.
The group also discussed
how students and citirens in
general often don't take action
on such issues due to disinformation, not just clear cut apathy. J ust as tum out for the
seminar was next to nothing,
actual action on environmental
issues is often only take by a
small number of people because they Jack suffient information to fully understand how
such action can be taken.
Part-time student and activist
Paul Michaud pointed to the
plight of salmon. He sited a
case where an adaquate number of salmon were not able to
make it up river (to spawn) because the water supply had
been choked by industry. Industry's decision to control the
water level by artificial means
(with a dam system) contributed to a reduction in the reproduction of the fish.
The damage of environmental disinformation occured
with the industries response to
objections to the dam system.
Michaud said that "salmon ladders" were built to "correct"
the problem and facilitate a rise

in the number of salmon able
to cross the dam.
Unfortunately "salmon ladders" and the like are quick
fixes which only mask the problem said Michaud. While the
industry's new statistics showed
an increase in the number of
salmon after "improvements''
were made, it failed to illustrate
that the numbers were no
where near the original level.
Michaud,
with
students
Jamie Halpin and Priya Sreedharan, explained that with such
great resources some businesses are prone to quash environmental sentiments with
disinformation. As a result peopie without access to such research don't take action on
important issues because they
just don't have enough information to care about it.
"If you stick a frog in boiling
water it'll jump out immediately. stick it in warm water and
heat it up slowly [and] it'll die
before it notices what's happening," explained Michaud. In
the same way, people often
don't notice high levels of pollution if they are constantly exposed to it, at work and at
home.
[!
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Build on your education and start your career in
Just 8 months! Enrol today in one of the
Durham College post graduate Career Programs.
Gain specific. Job-related skills & knowle~ge 10
+ International Sales & Marketing. or
+ School Age Ca re Administration

at:

Entrance requirements University degree or College d ploma

Ca ll 1-800-461-0549 or 905-721-3089
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Canter6ury <toffege
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

On Campus Student Housing
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR INTERSESSION, SUMMER SESSION AND FALL/WINTER

SINGLE STUDENTS
Single, furnished rooms in hou~
shanng kitchen, baths, law1dry
room and common room 6 to 12
residents per house

,,,~~,,,
• Banana Splits • Floats

• MIikshakes • Sundaes

MARR1ED STUDENTS
37
unfurnished
one-bedroom
apartments at Geoffrey Fisher Hall
No cluldren

tanter6urp torfege
172 Patricia Road
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3B9
(5 19) 256-6442
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results of Lhe Mar. 30 & 31
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associate news editor
Dan Garcia
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arts editor
Jackie Shannon
Mike Whaley
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sports editor
Heather Bo~ford
Jerry Burrell
none of the above

features ed,tor
Dave Ball
none of the above

photo editor
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Dave Oukovec
Michael Pereira
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Western's council
gags student press
OITAWA (CUP) - The
University of Western Ontario's student council passed a
motion restricting coverage of
council candidates, some are
calling censorship.
The motion restricts the
"printing, publishing, broadcasting or televising of any information or opinions" by
campus media on voting day.
"Genuine news reports" are
still allowed.
The university's student paper, The Gazette, ran an editorial in support of an election
candidate.
Writing the editorial puts the
paper in a conflict of interest,
according to the council president editorials on election day
may affect the results.
Jeremy Barker, editor-inchief of The Gazette says the
paper and other campus media
should have the right to publish
opm1ons on election day.
Barker says giving up editorial
control on election day may
lead to other restrictions.
-Andrew Williams
The Charlatan

Queen's out of OUSA
TORONTO
(CUP)
Queen's University students
voted to leave the Ontario Un-

dergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA). OUSA is a provincial
student lobby group that supports income-contingent loans
and tuition hikes.
Students were to have voted
on their membership in OUSA
in a referendum scheduled for
March 21-22, but it was cancelled amid allegations of financial misconduct.
Student council presidentelect Keith McArthur spoke in
favour of pulling out of OUSA.
He said that he still supports
OUSA in principle, and hopes
OUSA will clean up its act.
Out of OUSA campaign
asked the student council, to
release OUSA's budget and reports.
The council released an operating budget that members of
the Out of OUSA campaign
said was fraudulent, and reportedly quarterly reports were
not kept, as required.
Leaders of Queen's proOUSA lobby, dissolved the
campaign amidst cries of financial misconduct. OUSA representatives
said
Queen's'
withdrawal will hurt the group,
but they are optimistic about
the future.
- David Chokroun
The Varsity
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classifieds
services
LSAT - GMAT - GRE Training Programs
- Since 1979 we have successfully
prepared thousands of students for
these tests. Programs range from
6 weeks to one weekend. Start now'
Richardson - (416) 410-7737 or 1-

800-567-7737.
Papers typed up PRONTO; laser
printer. Two blocks from campus. Call
Lucy at 258-5828.
Wilderness Tours University Rafting
Weekend - Where else can you raft,
bungee jump, trail ride, kayak, play
beach volleyball, hot-tub, dance, feast,
enjoy campfire entertainment and meet
students from all over Ontario? Only at
Wilderness Tours! June 3 & 4, 1995.
Call 1-800-267-9166 and ask about
our University Weekend discount.

.

'

for rent

Two bedroom apartment for rent. Five
minute walk to campus. Available
May 1, 1995. Call and leave message
for Jim Lovell anytime 971-2089.

help wanted
Summer jobs! Run your own business.
gain valuable business experience
while building your resume. Earn up to
$10,000 (25 jobs). High demand product, irrigation sales and installation. The
ideal opportunity: vehicle required. Call
Student Sprinklers at 1-800-265-7691.
Resident custodian needed: Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave., 1s receiving applicabons for the position of resident
custodian. Living quarters suitable for a
single student. For information. phone
253-4232. ext. 3440.
Are you interested in writing, photog~phy, editing, or drawing? The Lance
is.always looking for volunteers to. help
with the paper. There's only one issue
left, so hur,y!!! Please call 253-4232.
ext 3909 for more info

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+ per month
working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. For

;~;~;;.;;;~!: ~
ext. C40133

W

-

CREATE YOUR OWN JOB WITH A STUDENT VENTURE LOAN.
. than you think· In fact every summer hundreds of students use Student Venture to start
their own business. Last year
It's easier
.
ior,·nstance. Kevin Grignon paved driveways. Andre Edelbrook landscaped. Jo-Anne Cort_es paint- .:/1-- ~
I'
JobsOntario Summer Employment
ed houses. Trudy Chu started a retail operation. Whatever you want to do, we can make it ha~n.
boulotOntario Emplo,s d'ttt
With an interest-free loan up to $3,000, and all the free advice you ~eed. You may end up making
has you would working for others. If you're 15-29, and go,ng back to school next year.
@ Ontario
as muc
. .
.
·
·
call toll free l-800 -387· 5656. Or pick up an application at your high school, co11ege or university.

I
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University Players: Kiss Me, I'm not Canadian
By John Bourne

-

It has recently been brought
to our attention that the University Players are exempt from
including Canadian plays in
their season, because (as one
respondent has pointed out)
they must produce theatre
events which are profitable. I
did not realize that the University Players were running a professional theatre company with
tax money intended for education; however, if they deem Canadian plays unprofitable, who
am I to argue?
As a result, the players decided to save the production
which is a tried and proven
cash-cow for the end of the season. Kiss Me, Kate has a proven
track record, and how can you
lose if you combine the talents
of William Shakespeare and
Cole Porter (far be it for U.P.
to take a chance with unproven
Canadians, especially at a university). The sold out, opening
night crowd proved that following the formula is right, and the
accountant for the University
Players breathed a sigh of relief.
Having seen Kiss Me, Kate
several times in my life, I
thought I knew what to expect;
however, it quickly occurred to
me ten minutes into the first act
that the:: last time I watched the
production was through a naive
and ignorant sixteen year old
eyes. I laughed at the sexist
stereotypes and cheered when
the bitch finally saw the error of
her ways. A lot has changed to
myself, and society, in ten years
which was not reflected on
stage opening night.
With all due respect, Cole
Porter can certainly write some
catchy tunes; but, his lyrical
content makes Mick Jagger
seem like a sensitive, new-age
guy. Combining Porter and

Lance photo/ STEPHEN PANICCIA

The University Players present Kiss Me Kate, Cole Porter's musical based on William Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew.
The play runs at the Essex Theatre, Wed. April 5- Sat. April 8 at 8 p.m. and a matinee show on Sun. April 9 at 2 p.m.

Shakespeare is like Elvis could have been directed as a
Presley acting in an Ingmar strong, independent woman, inBergman film. The context of stead of a whining, prima
Taming of the Shrew, in which donna; and Nadia Sulairnan's
Catherine and Petruchio come depiction of Lois Lane (Bianca)
to a mutual respect and under- could have included some intelstanding for each other, is com- ligence and conviction to justify
pletely undermined in this take. her decisions to use men for
Of course, I realize that this material gain. It certainly would
is Kiss Me, Kate, not Taming of have given the I'm Always True
the Shrew; however, this does to You in my Fashion number
not excuse the shallow and sex- more substance.
I realize that this was a Cole
ist portrayal of every female
character in the play. It could Porter musical, and hence
be argued that the text was should not be taken too seriwritten this way, but it is obvi- ously, but I still had to ask myously up to the director to self if certain things made any
guide the production away from sense in the play. Such as, why
such one-dimensional presenta- did Caroline Smith have one of
tions. What makes this most the chorus members deliver her
disturbing is that Kiss Me, Kate handful of lines in a southern
was directed by a woman drawl? And why would one of
(Caroline Smith). It was not the female cast members, after
necessary to have every single being bombarded with sextst
female character depicted as a and
demeaning
dialogue
dim-witted slut or a ruthless throughout the course of the
bitch. Monique Follows' por- production, suddenly become
trayal of Lilli Vanessi (Kate) offended when one of the gang-

sters refer to her as toots? And
then, why would she undermine
this act of female defiance by
inviting the man up to her
dressing room because he feeds
her a couple of lines from
Shakespeare? Caroline Smith
does not provide these answers
to the audience.
Not that the audience
seemed to care. It was disturbing to see that the crowd's favourite characters were the two
gangsters who held a woman
captive at gunpoint, and sang
about the virtues of seducing
dim-witted woman in the wacky
Brush Up Your Shakespeare
number. Of course, this was an
opening night crowd, filled with
other dramatic arts students,
who were friends with the cast
and crew. They would have
given them a standing ovation
even if they were perfonning
exerpts from Springtime For
Hitler.
This is not to demean the

perfonnances of the cast.
Nadia Sulaiman and Mark
Prince absolutely steal the
show with their energetic and
entertaining portrayal of Lois
Lane and Bill Calhoun. Their
numbers are the high points of
the production on all levels, a~
they both demonstrate excellent dancing skills to go along
with their strong singing voices.
The director did not allow
them to add depth to their
characters, but they certainly
worked well with what they
had, and brought the production to a new level every time
they walked on stage. Consequently, Monique Follows (as
Lilli Vanessi) and Jim Lefrancois (as Fred Graham) do not
have the interesting characters
that Sulaiman and Prince have;
however, their musical num,
bers are inspiring (in fact,
Monique Follows has one of
the most enchanting singing
voices I have ever heard).
Unfortunately, it is difficult
to overcome the text and the
direction. Thinking that I was
being too harsh, I sought the
advice of several female, nondramatic arts students who
were in attendance opening
night. They expressed the same
feelings, and, in fact, even considered walking out as a result
of the demeaning portrayal of
women. I did not consider the
evening a complete loss,
though. I learned that whenever I want to get laid, all I
have to do is Brush Up on my
Shakespeare.
~
The University Players will
continue their nm of Kiss Me
Kate from April 1-2 and 5-9.
Tickets are $12 and $11 Jorstu·
dents and seniors. Rush tickets
can be purchased for $5 in person at the Essex Hall Theatre
box office one hour pnor to
show time.

St. Clair College graphic arts students
strut their stuff in temporary gallery

-

By Jackie Shannon

St. Clair College graduating
class of graphic design students
had a chance to strut their stuff
recently at the old La Salon.
The building was reborn as a
temporary art gallery for the recent event that opened Mar. 27.
Showing Windsor what being
a graduate in the program is all
about, students displayed exactly what it takes now-a-days
to get hired in today's competitive market. Creativity filled the
room and could have easily
blown away the unprepared onlooker. One of the most interesting pieces I saw was actually
a resume by Mike Horoky, on
which stated "Generally speaking you can not accurately asses
one's level of creativity based
on his or her appearance... "
The next page is a self portrait
of the applicant with his head
wrapped inside a light bulb,
with "I'm an exception."across
the bottom. The piece was done
in Adobe Photo Shop program

Lance photo/ CAMERON STRAUGHAN

Rose Ciotoli's Girl was one of the
works in the graphic design exhibition.

and is a prime example of both
the talent and dedication of the
young artists.
A second piece which caught
my eye was a triptych by artist
Rob Chope. The pieces were
part of a class assignment involving apples. The first in the
series is an older lady, "Granny

Smith," extending an apple pie
to the viewer. The piece, like at
least one other of Chope's
work at the show, appeals to
viewers because of the three dimensional quality. The second
is called "Hatchling", in which
vivid colour and attention to
minute detail brings a mother
dragon and her newest arrival
to life. The centerpiece of the
work, "Vitiator," is a creative
interweaving of two worlds (if
you will) where both the inner
workings of a mechanical world
and human body are combined.
It is an integral piece that
evades my capacity of description, you'll have to see it to understand.
Although the majority of the
work exhibited were class assignments, none the less all
were quite impressive. Mediums used included paints, inks
and computer generation. Despite the variation, one thing
remained consistent, the quality of the presentations.
[!
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Lance photos/ DAVE V. RANIGA

In the home stretch: Soon-to-be
Bachelors of Fine Arts recepients
Janice Coyle, Scott D. Thomas and
13 other undergraduate visual arts
students show their work as part of
the B.F.A. Graduate Exhibition in the
university's LeBel Gallery, corner of
Huron Church Road and College
Ave. Coyle's Fisherman (above) and
Thomas' Java Resplendent will be
on display until April 7.
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In school m lr)1ng to plan your wedding? One
or many aspects of Your special day handled.

Middle East Delicatessen
& Raw Juice Bar

weekdays aftl!' 4:30.

''Finest Falafels
This Side of the Nile 11

See ff I can help!

1295 Wyandotte St_ W..

Call Monica at 254-2605
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The Tea Party's Stuart Chatwood (left), J.B. and Jeff Martin in pre-fame days.
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This ain't Boston,
it's the Tea Party
By Jackie Shannon

It was 1993 when The Tea
Party signed with EMI and began the infamous ascent that
brought them away from the
monotonous weekend grind
and struggle of the Windsor
scene. It is nearly unnecessary
to reiterate the history of one
of Windsor's brightest shining
success stories.
However, success is success,
and gloating can't really hurt.
With the triumph of Splendor
Solis' platinum certification,
you'd think Jeff Martin, Jeff
Burrows and Stuart Chatwood
might be a little overwhelmed,
but that is hardly the case.
"It feels more like our fourth
album," says Chatwood of the
band's second CD release, the
edges of twilight. "We've grown
so much since the first CD."
The Tea Party used a mindboggling 31 instruments to create the edges of twilight. It is
vastly different from their debut, which came out only a year
ago. Although it is one of the
CD's strongest attractions, the
rich sound will not be replicable live. I could nearly hear
Chatwood cringe when I asked
1f the extra instrumentation will
be pre-recorded for stage perfonnances.
"No. They're two different
animals," he replied. "It would
be like asking a painter to reproduce the Mona Lisa using
only three colours. You'd have
to squint your eyes to really see

it. People at the shows will have
to squint their ears."
Admittedly, this is an interesting concept, but I wonder if
it will work. Not yet having
seen them perform any of the
new material, I really can't say.
"I think 'Sister Awake' represents where we are right now
spiritually, mentally, and musically," states Chatwood, who is
infinitely happy with the CD.
He says that if nothing else
happens for the band, he will
still feel as if they are a success.
Such an overaJJ feeling of
satisfaction being expressed by
a band member is rare. Usually
after production, someone has
a gripe about something. It was
refreshing to see a band so
completely positive about their
end product. Although I didn't
specifically ask either Martin or
Burrows how they felt about the
edges of twilight, it was evident
from their faces and general
demeanor that they were no
less impressed with themselves
than was Chatwood.
Anyhow, you may or may not
have heard that The Tea Party
recently performed their first
ever real-time rock concert
broadcast to the Internet from
Toronto. This little treat is not
the first cyberspace adventure
for the trio. They also have a
home page on the World Wide
Web so that their fans can keep
in contact with them.
I!
The Tea Party's new release, the edges of twilight, hit
the stores on Mar. 28.

By nO\~, you've probably realized
there:s more to life than school.
And that a job is only as good as
the career it builds. \Ve l",m help.

\ \'e can gin: you the skills and
financial knO\\ ledge to become
an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant.
Completing our CGA program of
professional sn1dies can lead to
better opportunities in business,
government and public practice.

If you're ready to make even more
of yourself, call (416) 322-6520,
extensions 385, 225 or 217, or tollfree, 1-800-668-HH, or write to
us at HO Eglinton Avenue East,
Toronto 1'HP l K8.

- - Ccr11h!!d Gencrul A.:c·ount,1m,
'"'onat1on of Ont,tno

'X'e're accounting for the future in Ontario

MOTOR
CITY

REGGAE
Greyhound offers students
the best value year round.
Take it easy, take the Greyhound.

li1-ey'l!a'::l!!
44 University Ave . E. 254-7575
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HOLY WEEK AND EASTER
At

By Edward Dron

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL

PALM SUNDAY, APRIL 9-11:30 A.M.
- MASS, BLESSING AND DISTRIBUTION OF PALMS.
HOLY THURSDAY, APRIL 13 - 7:00 P.M.
- MASS OF THE LORD'S SUPPER.
GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 14 - 3:00 P.M.
UTURGY, VENERATION OF THE CROSS & COMMUNION.

EASTER VIGIL, APRIL 15 - 10:00 P.M.
EASTER SUNDAY, APRIL 16 -11:30 A.M. MASS.

ASSUMPTION CAMPUS COMMUNITY
UNIVERSITY CHAPEL - 973- 7033, EXT. 3399.
We are located on campus next to the CAW Student Centre.
All are welcome!
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Excellent Location on malor bus route
• Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
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I • Captain's bed with storage drawers
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• Fridge, phone iacks a nd cable in all rooms
Exercise and games room
• FREE Parking
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BEAT THE RUSH
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What is the dillere nee
between art and crap?

COME CELEBRATE WITH US!

............
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I
I

DETROIT STREET
I CALL245
254-4577 1Oam-5pm I
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It often seems that for every
artistic creation that is produced, there is a person out
there willing to buy it. The trick
is to find the poor schmuck
who is willing to pay good
money for a very large canvas
that closely resembles a gigantic sheet of used toilet paper. If
you don't believe me, check out
the masterpiece hanging at
Dividends in the Odette Building.
Of course, some art students
will argue that I just don't get
the great significance of the artistic genius being displayed.
They will say I'm just not sophisticated enough to realize
that the red line in the painting
has a specific meaning, and the
yellow lines in addition to the
red line give the painting a new
poetic dimension. Further, the
big brown smudge symbolizes
some other crap (pun intended) that I cannot see with
my closed and uneducated
mind. Whatever happened to
the days when you didn't need
a Ph.D. in visual arts to appreciate and enjoy a piece of art?
A few years ago, I volunteered my time to help sell local artwork at the Capitol
Theatre, on behalf of Artcite.
Things went kind of slowly; it
seems that the demand for local art in Windsor isn't as
strong as in places like New

York or Los Angeles. But why?
Sure, we have art that should
only be stored
airtig~t garba~e bags. But m the midst of
t~s, one could find the. occas1onal local talent producing art
which could be enjoyed by the
artistically challenged like myself.
Basically, it seems that the
artist's personal and educational background is as important, if not more, than the
actual artwork.. For example,
when I was selling those local
artworks, a man from New
Y or k came ·m to c heck ou t th e
sale. He took his time and
looked at each piece with great
interest. Once he'd viewed
every piece to his satisfaction,
he picked out a sketch called
"The Fountain." The sketch
consisted of a~pro~mately.
do~nward slop1~g Imes . ong1natm~ from a_ smgle pomt on
the high quality paper. However, the story doesn't end
there. Before buying his art, the
man wanted to know about the
artist. Where is he from? What
artistic education did he receive? It seems that the New
Yorker couldn't figure out if
this was the work of an artistic
genius or the half-b~ked . ~ttempt of some uncreative c1v1l.
1an.
Of course, this isn't just taking place in the Windsor area.
It's occurring on a global level.
For instance, in 1993, Ameri-

!n

1?

can artist Jeff Koons took t\\,1
identical vacuum cleaners (the
Shelton Wet Dry vacuum, reta;]
value
approximately $t0)
U.S.),
encased
them k
.
d
ld h
P1exig1ass, an so t em f~
$112,500. The fact that Koolll
has personally called himself 1
con artist didn't seem to di,.
courage his lemming-like bU).
ers.
Or how about Mr. Kostabi,
said by some to be the greatest
artist alive? He openly
h
. J)a)\
ot er people to design and
.
. .
hi h
~amt pamtmgs, w c he later
signs and then sells as his own
for thousands of dollars. A true
genius, by some artistic stand.
ards.
Undoubtedly though, the
award for biggest artistic crap
goes to Piero Manzoni, an ltal,
ian artist who sells his own fe.
ces for $75 OOO a can. (It's
'
.
hue
- Arts Ed.) With a mass sur,
plus of sewage available on this
planet, it is beyond me w~
anybody would pay for it, especially since they could quite
easily make their own. But you
can't blame these so-called artists for producing such art, if
th
th
.,
ere are peop1e out ere W1111
actually think that buying other
people's excrement is a great
way to invest their hard-earned
money.
@
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2nd Floor,
CAW Centre,
971-3633

New Hours: Monday
to Thursday,
11-4pm

Peer Support Centre

Volunteer Opportunity
The Peer Support Centre is now accepting volunteer applications for
Fall 1995. So ... why volunteer at Peer Support?
YOU GET
invaluable experience for any student wishing to enter
a counselling related field or continue with volunteer
counselling.
YOU PROVIDE a vitally important service for students in need.
Interested applicants are required to pick up a volunteer application at
Peer Support during office hours. Completed applications are due NO
LATER THAN Friday, April 28, 1995.

Students Helping Students
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Let a year of the Lance feed your cynicism.
The hiring committee is currently accepting
applications for the 1995-96 publishing year.
Positions available are: Production Manager,
Advertising Manager, Business Manager, Ad Designer,
and Circulation Manager.
Please drop off a resume and cover letter at the Lance
in the basement of the CAW Student Centre or mail to:
Lance hiring committee, University of Windsor,
401 Sunset Avenue, Windsor, ON, N9B 3P4
Deadline for applications: April 14
For job descriptions or more information, contact
Teena Ward at 253-4232, ext. 3909.

Asylum under attack
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Assessing Canada,s refugee record
By Michael Casasola
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April 4 is Refugee Rights Day; it
marks the tenth anniversary of the
Singh decision, in which the Supreme
Court of Canada recognized that refugees were e~titled to fun_dame_ntal
justice. The impact of this dec1s1on has
resulted in some positive aspects of the
refugee determination system in Canada.
The goal of Refugee Awareness
Week, which runs from April 2-8, is
public education and promotion of refugee-related issues. It also provides an
opportunity to reflect on where we are
in terms of refugee protection, in Canada and around the world.

LJ nfortunate reality
Ten years ago the number of refugees in the world were estimated at
10-12 million. But the last ten years has
seen that number double to around 23
million. This number does not tell the
whole story.
There would be even more refugees
but barriers have been set to undermine access to protection in other
countries. As the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Sadako Ogata,
described it, the institution of asylum is
under attack.
According to the UN, a refugee is defined as one who has to flee one's
country of origin for reasons of persecution because of race, religion,
nationality, membership in a particular
social group or political opinion.
Beyond the number of refugees in
the world, there are an estimated 30
million internally displaced. These are
people forced out of their homes for
the same reasons other refugees are
forced to leave, but who have not
crossed a border - so they are not entitled the few means of protection
intended for refugees.

Preventing flight
The international community's interest in preventing refugees from fleeing
has involved promoting it in the positive context of the "right to stay." This
was first tried with the UN Safe Zone
in northern Iraq. People who would otherwise have fled are forced or
encouraged to stay in safe zones, which
ironically are often among the most
dangerous areas in the world.
Another approach to preventing refugee flight is the increased use of
interdiction. The US was notorious
blocking Haitian asylum seekers and returning them directly or after shoddy
asylum hearings held aboard ships.
bound for Haiti - despite the obV1ous
human rights violations taking place
there.
Countries like Canada have developed their own fonn of interdiction
through the use of airline fines. Refugees are often forced to use false

documents and will seek asylum in
countries for which they do not have visas. Any country has the right to
determine who it admits onto its soil.
Yet Canada has no jurisdiction overseas to make such a determination. As
a result, pressure is placed on airlines
through fines applied each time they admit individuals without a proper visa.
So airline staff are forced to determine
who is admittable. No consideration is
given as to whether they are fleeing human rights violations or whether there
is protection available in the country
where a refugee may be stuck.
Canada has implemented "Operation Short Stop" in airports abroad by
having Canadian officials available to
airlines for consultation in order to prevent individuals without proper
documents from reaching Canada.
Canada is also attempting to join
other states in asylum-sharing agreements, which try to establish a common
asylum system and determine which
country is responsible for providing asylum to a refugee. So far such
agreements have been difficult to implement because they will likely lead to
excessive burdens on front-line cou11tries.
For refugees there is a concern that
such harmonization may lead to the establishment of the lowest common
standards. Countries vary widely in
their recognition of refugees. Finland is
probably the worst with an acceptance
rate of under one percent Canada ·s
refugee acceptance rate has recently increased and is around 60 percent.

Seeking definitions
There is no mtemational mechanism
to monitor compliance with the refugee
convention. Further, there is no established understanding of what protection
really means other than preventing an
individual from being returned to their
country of origin. Issues not addressed
include family reunification and other
human rights concerns.
Refugees are different from immigrants in that they have been forced to
flee. The most desirable solution for
them would be to return home voluntarily to a climate of peace. But refugees
are increasingly being forced to return
home to situations of conflict.
An upsetting example of non-voluntary repatriation is Rohingya refugees
returning from Bangladesh to Burma_.
There have been recent reports alleging
the use of brutal means to "encourage"
Burmese Rohingya refugees to return
to Burma. Refugees have allegedly
been deprived of food as a means of coercing their return. Cana~a.has a
connection here because it is the largest
aid donor to the population. Ultimately
the food which is being used .as a
weapon is paid for by Canadians.
But the concerns go further ..Those.
returning face serious huma~ nghts VlO·
lations. Medecins sans Front1eres
(Doctor~ Without Borders) has docu-

mented at least 20 cases of returnees
who have been beaten or killed by government troops. Those repatriated face
possible torture and forced labour.
There are reports that at least 50 repatriated Rohingyas were arrested upon
arrival in Burma in 1994.
A good part of the international energy spent on refugees is spent
protecting the host countries where
they might seek asylum. There is a correlation between those coming to seek
asylum and those interdicted abroad.
The top five countries from which people are interdicted are all within the top
protecting host countries from them.
According to the lJ.S Committee for
Refugees, states believe the easiest and
cheape~t course of action i~ to simply
prevent threats to stability or burdens
on the intem:itional community by stopping the !low of refugees and "in cffect,
punishing the victims.''

several years later is that the program is
unable to respond to refugee women in
a timely manner.
The most recent blow for refugees
came with the Feb. 28 budget announcement that all newcomers,
including refugees, now face a user fee
of $975 per adult. This fee 1s in addition
to a $500 ($100 per child) administrative fee for persons seeking landed
immigrant status - a tee equivalent to
the average annual salary of man) countries. Loans will be available primarily
for refugees. Ability to repay will he
used as part of the admission assessment of n.:fuget:s se::lt:clt:d abroad. The
result is that a program which should .ic;s1st refugees v.ith the greatest need \\ill
respond to refugees v. ho v.ould hetter
quJlify al! immigrants.

Canada's record

But there are concrete steps to be
taken to prevent refugee outflows and
promote the ability to return when
peace is in place. The most important is
huilding peace.
This means addressing the international arms trade. A direct practical
action would be an international ban on
the use, production, stockpiling, sale, or
export of anti-personnel landmines.
Two-thirds of the world's refugees and
internally displaced people have fled
countries where landmmes are widespread. Landmines are both a danger
during flight and an obstacle to a voluntary repatriation.
A second step would be the development of an international mechanism to
monitor compliance with the refugee
convention. This would help ensure basic guidelines are established for the
protection of refugees.
All countries have an interest in refugees: they are either creaJing or recei~·ing
them. Refugees are a witness to the violence in other lands. Unfortunately, our
response hac; been to avoid steps to end
conflict and instead blame those who
have suffered from it.

Reviews of Canada in this global context vary. Canada has a long history of
refugee resettlement. Further, it has
one of the best refugee determination
~ystems in the world. It also has shown
leadership in advancing the needs of
women fleeing violence through the development of gender guidelines.
But many of these accomplishments
lose lustre upon closer examination.
While many refugees continue the
search for solutions and safety, Canada
is willing to assist fewer. The number of
refugees arriving in 1994 is less than
half of the 1990 total. At the same time,
public discussions concerning them
have become increasingly negative, and
stereotypes and prejudices are repeated
with growing hostility.
Despite Canada's relative good record, its work in assisting refugee
women is disappointing. Canada initiated the Women At Risk program
several years ago, originally as a means
of aiding those refugee women in the
greatest need of protection. The result

Addressing the need
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A celebration of student athletic excellence
By Lance sports staff
The Department of Athletics and Recreational Services
held its annual "Evening of Excellence" awards reception at
the Geary International Centre
Mar. 24. The reception is held
to honour student athletes for
their athletic achievements and
contribution to sport, as well as
for their academic accomplishments. Major award winners

are as follows:
Academic team of the year Women's ice hockey.
Lancer awards for athletes in
their graduating year who have
distinguished themselves as athletes and role models; outstanding contribution to a sport over a
three year period.
Jason Boyle - men's cross
country, track and field
Venolyn Clark women's
track and field

Dan Drouin - men's hockey
Steve Hanna - men's golf
Michelle King women's
cross country, track and field
Joe Male-men's football
Patrick Osborne - men's basketball
Julie Paranosic women's
swimming, soccer
Gisele Poulin - women's track
and field
Bill Seagris- men's hockey
Golf'~" Awards persons con-

tributing to the Lancer athletic
program through prolonged, diversified sport effort.
Wayne Curtin, Dennis Hastings, Terry Fink, Janice
Funkenhauser, Gino Fracas
Coaching award - Dr. John
Corlett, women's basketball
The DeMarco Trophy presented lo male and female combining best academic and
athletic perfonnances.
Tara Smith - women's basket-

ball
Alex MacLeod - men's crass
country, track and field
The Olympic Shield presented
to the outstanding male athlett
of the year.
O'Brian Gibbons - track and
field
The Banner Shield presented
to the outstanding female athlett
of the year.
Kelly Dinsmore - track and
field
a

The rocky road to the IHL Turner Cup faces off
By Richard Charles

The International Hockey
League (IHL) season comes to
a close this week and the playoff matchups are slowly shaping
up.
This years format features 16
of the 17 teams qualifying for
the Turner Cup playoffs. The
four division winners will hold
the top two playoff spots in
their respective conferences,
while the final conference
seeds will be determined by total points.
In the Western Conference,
the Denver Grizzlies have
clinched top spot in the Southwest Division and the Milwaukee Admirals have secured the
Central Division. The Peoria
Riverman appear to have
locked up top spot in the Eastern Conference·s Midwest division while the inter-state rivals
Detroit Vipers and Kalamazoo
Wings are locked in a rugged

battle to the wire. If the ninth
seed in the Western Conference, which is the Minnesota
Moose, is among the top 16
teams, they will compete in the
Eastern Conference portion of
the playoffs assuming the
eighth seed.
The Vipers have been on a
roll recently despite a depleted
defense corps, which has seen
players either traded or reassigned by NHL teams. Among
the departed are Greg Andrusak (Pittsburgh Penguins),
Brad Tiley (Fort Wayne
Komets), Jason Wooley (Florida Panthers) and Steve Bancroft (St. Johns of the
American Hockey League).
The moves have left Detroit
scrambling to fill the blue line
void. If the Vipers defense
can't gel for playoff time, it
could be an early golf season
for the Vipers. The Vipers
close out the season this week
as they host Chicago on Tues-

day, travel to Cleveland on Fri,;
day, and return home to the
Palace on Saturday and Sunday
to face Cincinatti and Cleveland respectivly.
The race for regular scoring
champion is still up in the air as
five players still have a legitimate shot at the Leo P. Lamoureaux Memorial Trophy.
Rob Brown of the Phoenix
Roadrunners and Stephan
Morin have both hit the century mark but Brown has appeared in eight less games.
Roadrunner team-mate Yanic
Perrault is third with 99 points
but is currently with the NHL's
Los Angelas Kings. Dave Tomlinson of Cincinatti (93 pts) and
Hubie McDonough of San Diego (92 pts) still have outside
shots at the title. Detroit Vipers
leading scorer is Lonnie Loach
who has 73 points lead coach
Rick Dudley to say "I don't
Lance file phcto
know where we would be with- Detroit Vipers Mark Lawrence (27) and his Kalamazoo Wings are involved in a
out Lonnie in our lineup."
I! dog fight for first place in the IHL's Northern Division.

Spits trying to take bite out of Sudbury Wolves
By Mark Calibani
Now comes the hard part.
After sweeping the Samia Sting
m four straight games in the
best of seven playoff series, the
Windsor Spitfires are preparing
to face the Sudbury Wolves in
round two of the Ontario
Hockey
League
(OHL)
playoffs. Windsor looked great
in the Samia series - no question. Some good Spits' defence,
great play up front from centres
Bill Bowler and Glenn Crawford, and a lot of team discipline proved to be too much for
the Sting to handle. But that
was Samia, who finished the
season with a 24-37-5 record.
Sudbury is a different story.
T he Wolves finished the season tied with Detroit for the
second highest point total in
the league, with 92 points
(Guelph led all teams with 99).
A quick glance at the Wolves
roster explains their success.
With players like 2.denek Nedved, Ethan Moreau, Barrie
Moore, Jamie Rivers, and Jason Bonsignore, the Spits will

By Herman Viol

1. Name the head coach of Arizona State.
2. In what state would you find
Bowling Green State University?
3. Which university did Popeye
Jones of the Dallas Mavericks
attend?

have their hands full. As if this
weren't enough, Sudbury goaltenders Matt Mullin and David
MacDonald are ranked third
and fourth respectively among
league net-minders.
So what does this all mean
for Windsor Spitfire fans?
Well, it means that they're in
for a tough series, obviously.
Perhaps more importantly,
though, this series will show exactly how good (or bad) the
Spits really are. Windsor
looked unbeatable at times
during the regular season. Unfortunately, at other times, it
also looked like it was the
teams' first time on skates.
Windsor struggled all season
Jong against teams with records
of .500 or better. Sudbury will
undoubtedly be a real test for
the Spits. As anyone who tuned
in to the series found, Samia
obviously wasn't.
At the very least, fans can
probably expect more of the
same style of play that saw the
Spits conquer the Sting. Tight
defence is a key. Look for Mike
Martin, Ed Jovanovski, Rick

Emmett, and DJ. Smith to
keep up their stellar play. Also,
some good hockey from Windsor's third line of Glenn Crawford, Adam Young, and John
Cooper (replacing the injured
Cory Evans) is a must. Above
all else, team discipline is crucial.
Samia is a team full of antagonists, and Windsor's coolheaded play kept them from
following the Sting into the
penalty box. Windsor's powerplay is one of the best in the
league, man-for-man. The Spits
have to capitalize on the man
advantage situations whenever
they can, so avoiding retaliatory penalties (as they did
against Samia) is important.
Whos· going to win the series?
Well, that's anyone's
guess, really. Both teams are
exceptionally talented and
deep. Both teams have excellent goaltending. Both teams
are superbly coached. Look for
the Spits to come out on top,
after seven tight games.
I!

Windsor rugby club
loses first spring game
By Corrina Thomson

be reckoned with."
In men's action, the London
Windsor's wornens rugby St.George RFC also gave
club hosted the Brock Badgers Windsor a rough time. Despite
in the first spring game Mar. 25 a try from Dack Heslop and a
at Assumption field.
convert kicked by Mike Ander·
Windsor held their own son, Windsor still came up
against a stronger, more experi- short 10-7 after the first half.
enced Brock team and tied
London's defence main·
things up at the end of the first tained
their
stronghold
half thanks to Giselle Melo throughout the second half pre·
who broke through Brock's venting Windsor from scoring
tackles to score Windsor's only at all. London walked away
try. Brock felt the strong physi- with a 13-7 victory.
cal presence of the Windsor
Like the women's, the game
team, especially rookie Karen was also the first under new
Blake who played an excep- team captain Matt Mac~in
tional game.
who proved his leadership siolls
This was Windsor's first and played an extremely strong
game under the leadership of game. The game also marked
new team captain Jen Pare and the return of former provincial
new coach Mark Monkhouse and national player Rob Kos·
who feels that his team "is now suth and rookies Mark Monk·
playing a harder, more physical house and Sean Ryan.
game." Monkhouse, a former
Despite the losses, both
U.S. Marine has taken a differ- Windsor clubs showed just how
ent coaching approach with the capable they are and pro~ed
team and added that m the fu. once and for all that they s1m·
ture his team will be "a force to ply do not suck!
~

Sports stumpers
4. In which city is Seton Hall
University located?
5. In which city would you find
the Universtiy of North Carolina?
6. What is Penn State University's nickname?
7. Cal State Northridge, Cal
State Sacramento, Cal Poly
SLO and Southern Utah make

up what new conference?

4. South Orange, New Jersey

8. What two schools switched

5. Chapel Hill, North Carolina

conferences from the Atlantic
10 to the Big East for the '94-95
season?

6. Nittany Lions
7. American West Conference
8. Rutgers and West Virginia

Answers

How'd You Score?

1. Bill Frieder
2. Ohio
3. Murray State

All 8 correct - you should
write for Lance sports.
6 or 7 correct - you are prob-

ably bug-eyed from the tourna·
ment.
3 to 5 correct - you are prob·
ably a supporter of the South
West Athletic Conference.
1 or 2 correct - you have
probably never heard of March
Madness.
0 correct -you are truly a true
Canadian!

From all of your friends in the
neighbourhood... Thank You
For-Your Support this year and
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Whatever you need during this busy time ...

...we offer

Donna Mailloux
Pharmacist Manager

FREE
DELIVERY
Service on Anything we Sell!
Please don't hesitate to call us, friends you can count on

WESTOWN BIG V

Chuck Tolmie
Pharmacist Manager

BRYSON BIG V

®

----DRUGSTORE---

---DRUGSTORE---

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 to 9;
Saturday 9 to 6; Sunday 10 to 5

2oao Wyandotte St. w.
Phone: 253-4477

I

3235 Sandwich Street
Phone: ZS6-8Z47

I

I

Thursdays

Fridays

•200 FRIDAYS
untill 11pm

200 THURSDAY

the latest in
modem rock &retro

Saturdays
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Offering asylum
What better time to rediscover the meaning of asylum than
April 4, which marks the date of Refug~ Rights D~y. Despite the
celebration, the rights of refugees seeking asylum m Canada and
other potential host countries are under attack.
.
.
Asylum is supposed to refer to sanctuary or protection.given
a state to a political refugee from another country. Tlus entails
some empathy and tolerance from well-to-do countries like Canada, who seem to forget people don't become refugees by choice.
Right now restrictions on refugee pol~cies are .incre~sing int~rnationally. Countries, like Canada, cont10ue to he pohcy making
to deficit cutting and it's having a terrible effect on how and who
gets a safe haven. The value of the almighty buck is reigning supreme, while thousands of people go without refuge.
According to the Canadian Council for Refugees, "almost all
refugee claimants come from countries v1ith unacceptable human
rights records such countries include Iran, So.malia,. Zaire, Peru."
In addition "Canada, and over 110 other nations, signed the Geneva Convention of 1951 and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. Our duty to protect and accept refugees is
enshrined in both documents."
Canada made a formal commitment to refugees, and they are in
desperate need of help. Try watching some news footage of the
"living" condition of the people of Somalia, Rwanda, or Croatia
for examples of the best reason for accepting refugees.
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Making real change in refugee policies
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Restricting access to Canadian soil
Refugees face a growing number of barriers to entry, as illustrated with the announcement of Canada's federal budget.
As part of the effort to curb the debt, refugees and immigrants
to Canada are now charged a $975 head tax and a $500 landing
fee ($100 for children) just to gain entry. This hefty sum represents the average annual salary in some countries, illustrating that
discrimination is taking place through such taxes and fees - only
the wealthy are deemed acceptable entrants to Canada. Of course
it is important to point out that, while the treatment of both
should he just, refugees arc people who have no alternative to
leaving their homeland while immigrants leave voluntarily.
According to the governments own taxation policies average the
Canadian wouldn't be admitted into the country as a refugee, simply because they couldn't afford it. Most Canadians live pay
cheque to pay cheque unable to save such large lump sums, yet
the government expects people fleeing from their country to be
able to come up with this kind of cash. Making a profit off the
v.orld's suffering is sick.
But something can he done to change these inhumane policies.
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Letters to the editor

Lance not funny

Recycling flyers

A good deed

gr

Dear Editor,
In regards to the article eloquently tilled: "Men's Rugby
Team Suck" in the Mar. 20 edition of the Lance: Is the title of
this article supposed to be
funny?
I find it sad that the editors
of the Lance blatantly show
their Jack of support for the
Windsor men's rugby team.
lbe article itself was fine and I
cannot understand what is
hoped to gain by the title except turning readers away from
the storv.
Conccrning
graph o the
lke It r ,

Dear Editor,
As I passed through campus
last weekend, my eyes cast on
the sidewalk, I noticed something disturbing. In front of the
student centre there arc the
remnants of the word "Protest"
which, I gather, are from the
last rally in opposition to tuition hikes. Doesn't our campus
look
shitty enough with
"ER'IW" and both sides of the
"Silence = Death" dchatc
scribbled all over campus?
Aside from the defacing of
every building on campuc; the
paper remains stuck on the
s1d walk Al le ac;t this tim' the
t ne di c;

Dear Editor,
Every week I read complaints and criticisms in the
Lance, so this week I would like
to contribute a brief story of
praise and recognition.
Fifty cents docs not go very
far these days, but on Mar. 27 ii
did for me. I would like to
thank the woman who gave me
50 cents so I could park in the
lot behind the Odette huilding
that snov.y evening. If it
weren't for this woman I would
have had to ask the three dfl\·
ere; behind me to hack out hecause I was short on change
Instc,1d of cttin f ru--tral d
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Union bashers forget Windsor's stake in casino
Clty's future riding
.
on people who /Jve
and war.k here

By Tran Longmoore
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Star'~ le.tters page (which proba?IY 1sn t the best way to gauge
city opinio~), many people
wc~e downright angry with the
c~s~no workers and their union.
~1tizcns of Windsor were saying that the w~>rkcrs demanding
a 38 percent mcrease in wages
have rocks in their head that
there is no need for unic;ns in
this day and age, and most
often, that workers should be
happy that they have a job at

A few years back, when people like developer Bill Docherty, Mayor Mike Jlurst and
Windsor MPP Dave Cooke
were trying Lo sell the idea of a
casino to the citizens of the City all.
of Windsor, we had mapy pros
So~ people hear the 38 perand cons to weigh.
cent figure and go ballistic. Not
Did we want our town to tum considered is the fact that the
into a mini-Las Vegas, with a workers arc only averaging $9hlack hole for a soul? Windsor 10 an hour. So a $3 or $4 raise
bad already earned a somewhat is still only a drop in the bucket
seedy reputation with its abun- to a casino that's brought in
dance of nudie bars and was over a half a billion dolJars in
known as little Tahiti in Michi- less than a year. The U.S. congan and Ohio.
sortium that runs the casino
Ilowcver, the casino pushers would care less about these nepromised us jobs and American gotiations if they didn't have
tourist dollars to fill the win- ramifications to American
dows in our vacant downtown holdings. Most likely they will
shops. Mired in a recession, we get their money from the provplaced our bets on the casino to ince either way.
turn our economy around.
Some Windsor residents fear
Almost instantly after the that this strike is going to pergrand opening, the good news manently damage our hopes for
came pouring in. Casino Wind- a prosperous city, but most
sor was raking in more than a would agree that, because of
million dollars a day. The cash- our city's location and early
starved Ontario government successes, the province would
had itself a goldmine. Gaming never pull the plug on Casino
analysts from around the world Windsor.
called Casino the most profitA great number of these letable in the world. Windsor was ters have come from people
nearing full employment. The who are fed up with there own
downtown businesses were working conditions. Many letslowly but surely beginning to ters have an "I work hard and I
thrive.
don't get that kind of money''
As for the cons well, there sentiment, which is only natuwas not a significant increase in ral. I can remember pushing a
crime. (Although one look at broom for $3.90 an hour at the
the Windsor Star's classified ads McDonalds across from the
suggests that the escort service Chrysler mini-van plant and
is booming. Personally, I know watching a guy do the same job
of three young women from my for close to $20 an hour. But I
neighbourhood
- - - - - - - - - - didn't resent the
guy. I resented
who are escorts "
II
McDonalds.
and I have even
•••
IS
Citizens
seen their pimp
should
ask
with the unbuttheimelves what
toned
shirts,
their expectagold chains and
tions were a few
all).
years ago when
So Windsor
the casino quesseemed pretty
happy with the payoff on its tion was raised. What kinds of
jobs was this casino supposed to
bet, until now.
Casino workers, under the bring? Jobs that paid little more
mantle of the CAW Local 444, than minimum wage, or jobs
went on strike for higher wa- that would alJow someone to
gers and better working condi- comfortably raise a family,
tions, shutting down the which in turn would greatly
benefit our community.
casino's operations.
Anybody who expected the
Judging by The Windsor

a11 th ·

union bashing
disturbs me."

~/

~--+---•

FETCH
TH£
l30IL1NG

OIL ...

minimum wage deal seriously much needed support and exmisread the situation. Casino perience.
workers were promised preWhen the march started we
mium wages. And the fact that were a little apprehensive.
the late Larry Bauer, President Then the bearded man in the
of CAW Local 444, played an union jacket walked along side
instrumental role in bringing us waving his arms in the air,
the casino to Windsor speaks shouting "they say cut backs!
we say fight back!" Soon we
volumes.
Along with the casino strike, were all marching along and
one of the things that I will shouting so loud that I could no
probably remember most about longer hear myself. I'm sure
this year was the January stu- that most of us had never expedent strike. It was a rush being rienced anything quite like it
one of the thousands of stu- before.
dents who enveloped the downI also remember student
town streets to fight tuition council president Chris Maich
hikes. Regardless of the bottom saying that one day the students
line results of the demonstra- would be there for the unions.
tion, it was a success because But this time he didn't back it
students came together like this up.
Some of these workers, some
town had never seen before.
And some of that success is of whom are U of W graduates
owed to involvement CAW Lo- and students, probably felt the
cal 444, which paid for part of effects of not having a paythe day's costs and offered cheque at the end of the week.

'fbat, along with the anti-union
sentiment in The Wmdsor Star
was probably a little bit demoralizing.
Student councillors should
have encouraged students to
write a letter to the Star in SUJr
port of the strikers. Or, better
yet, made a picket sign and
joined the workers for an hour.
Maybe I'm just naive, but all
this union bashing disturbs me.
I don't think of Windsor as the
automotive capital of Canada
or a casino town. I think of
Windsor as a union town,
where people join together as
brothers and sisters and strive
to make this a city where one
wants to live, learn, work, make
friends and raise a family.
:J
Tran Longmoore is a former
Lance News Editor and a guy
who made a kick-ass picket sign
lo join the striking workRrs of
Casino Windsor.
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How much of the Lance do you actually read?

Waleed Salameh
Year II
Mechanical Engineering

"Seventy-five
percent."

"Occasionally
the arts and seldom the sports."

"Anything that
seems interest. "
rng.

"What
Lance?"

Bn1ndon Birch
Year I

Resource Management

Ian McIntosh
Year ID
Philosophy

Jon Hammett
Year ID
Psychology
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Diversions
Diversions. a weekly calendar of events, is a tree community service of the La.nee. All submissions become the property of the Lance and may be edited.
Due to space limits, we cannot guarantee publication of any event. listings should be submitted in writing by 1 p.m. Friday and must include a phone contact.
Please bring or send your submissions to: Lance Diversions; Basement, CAW Student Centre; University of Windsor; Windsor, ON; N9B 3P4.

Continuing

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE, THE SEMESTER IS ALMOST OVER!

..-The Human Rights Education Officer and The
Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual Issues Coordinator
are located on the second floor of the CAW
Student Centre. lf you are a student and have
experienced harassment or had your human
rights violated call 253-4234 ext. 3500.

Monday, April 10

t

Assumption University Chapel begins their
holy week today continuing through
Wednesday with masses each day at noon.
Everyone is welcome

•

T

Toe Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a
blood donor clinic at the Windsor branch
(3909 Grand Marais Rd .East).

"'University Of Windsor School Of Music
students will have an annual winter semester
recital at 3:30 p.m. Admission is free. For
more information call 253-4232 ext. 2780.
.. AIESEC holds its weekly meetings every
/ Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre Board Room. For more information call
253-4232 ext 3488.
•

tl Kinotek Film Society presents The Tenant
X today and tomorrow at 9 p.m. at the Windsor
Film Theatre. For more information call
971-5160.
.1 Iona College and the Human Rights
i Education Office presents a panel discussion
on lesbian, gay and bisexual rights and why
the issue is important at 5:30 p.m. in Madame
Vanier Lounge
.1 Need a quiet place to study? Hit the books in
i the Iona College Study Hall, hours are
9 a.m.-10 p.m. from April 10-21, 208 Sunset.

Tuesday, April 11
.1 The Department Of Geology presents
r Satyendra Narayan from the University of
Waterloo Dept. of Earth Sciences on The
Direct Current Resistivity Monitoring As A
Surveillance Tool For Environmental Problems
today at 1 p.m. in Memorial Hall, room 302.
.1 International Student Society nominations
i will close today at 4 p.m. at the International
Students Society lounge in Cody Hall
Elections take place this Thursday.

..,.on CJAM 91 .5 FM from 6·8 p.rn, listen to
Dancehall Xtravaganza featuring the best in
dancehall reggae, foundation music. and
current events. hosted by selector Babyface.

Wednesday, April 12
,.-on CJAM 91.5 FM. Madflava pumps massive
quantities of hip-hop every Wednesday from
12·2 a.m. with DJ KLC, C-Note. and ED.

Exams run from Monday, April 17 until Thursday, April 27.
/

.. The University Of Windsor Progressive
Conservative Association will have their
annual general meeting to elect officers for
1995/1996 at 12:30 p.m. in the CAW Student
Centre Board Room. New members always
welcome.

/

._. Student Action Coalition meeting will take
place at 5 p.m. in the Board Room in the CAW
Student Centre. All are invited.

-!

Iona College sponsors an Outreach
Empowerment workshop today with the
central question· How Can We Actively
Support a Survivor Of Abuse? Workshop
takes place in the Oak Room of Vanier Hall
from 6-9 p.m.

, 111,

Windsor Essex County Injury Prevention
:I Coalition presents HEROES, North America's
largest traveling injury prevention show which
puts safety into a fun context through upbeat
messages that focus on every teen's desire to
be in control . Performance takes place today
a 7 p.m. at St. Thomas of Villanova High
School, 2800 County Road #8, LaSalle. Call
258-2146 ext. 255 for free tickets.

The Special Needs & Accessibility
...-Committee (SNAC) will hold their elections for
next year's executive today at 11 :30 a.m. in
room 206 of the CAW Student Centre.

t
•

Assumption University will have a celebration
of absolution of our sins, washing of the feet,
Mass of the Lord's supper at Assumption
University Chapel at 7 p.m. All are welcome.

Friday, April 14

+ Assumption

•

University Chapel will have a
celebration of the Lord's passion at 3 p.m. All
are welcome.

Saturday, April 15

ji

Assumption University Chapel will hold an
Easter Vigil beginning at 10 p.m.

Sunday, April 16

+ Assumption

•

University Chapel will hold
Easter Sunday Mass of the resurrection of the
Lord. Students unable to go home for Easter
are encouraged to join In.

tt Windsor Film Theatre (2135 Wyandotte St.
X West) will feature the movie Priscilla, Queen .1 Toe Psychology Society presents A Seminar
of the Desert today through Sunday April 16
at 7 p.m. and 9 30 p.m. For tickets or
information call 254-FILM.
.1 Myth Of Innocence will perform at the Asylum
i Pub around 8 p.m Cover is $2.00 and tickets
are available through the Lancer football team
or the Asylum Pub.

Thursday, April 13
yThe Canadian Red Cross Society will hold a
blood donor clinic (Challenge Cup bonus point
clinic) from 1-8 p.m at the Windsor Branch
(3909 Grand Marais Road East).

i on Music Therapy with music therapist Dr.
Jane Vanboven and student Lana Gloer from
7:30-9 p.m. in Madame Vanier Lounge.

Friday, April 28

1.... Toe Windsor/Essex branch of the Red Cross
'f.f wlll be hosting its 6th Annual Art Auction '95.
Toe evening will entail dinner. music, and
works of art from some of Windsor's
renowned artists. Toe event will take place at
the Coboto Club and will begin at 6 p.m. All
proceeds go to Red Cross Community
programs. For more information and tickets
call 944-8144.

Lance cover photo of the Trag,cal/y Hip by Luisa Cabiddu
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classifieds

n

UNIVERSITY

OF

WINDSOR
Faculty of BusineM Administration

services

The University of
Windsor Means
BUSINESS!!

Mastering the LSA TI -Why practice
questions when you can master the
principles? Your best and most C<Xn.
prehensive option for LSAT training begins in Toronto in May, June, July, ano
August. Star! anyt_ime and take the Cl>tion of working with us throughout the
summer! - Richardson - (416) 4107737 or 1-800-567-7737.
Wildemeu Tours University Ratting
Weekend - Where else can you raft.
bungee jump, trail ride, kayak, ~11
beach volleyball, hot-tub, dance, feasi
enjoy campfire entertainment and meet
students from all over Ontario? Only i
Wilderness Tours! June 3 & 4, 1995
Call 1-800-267-9166 and ask abo:.1
our University Weekend discount.

Further information can be sent to you by
completing and returning the coupon.

ACQUIRE VALUABLE JOB
SKILLS!
IMPROVE YOUR
MARKETABILITY! and
EMPLOYABILITY!

.................................... . .

:

Yes, I'd like more information about i
degree programs in Business j
Administration at the University of 1

::r.

COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS
FOR PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING DESIGNATIONS!
(CA, CMA, CGA)

um,

F,~

I
..
'

You can receive an Honours Bachelor of
Commerce degree in five semesters (16
months) of intensive full time study.

ADDRESS
------~N.-o-,-----s~tr-e-et-:----

!
.

------c-i-ty-,-------,P~o-s-ta"T'l'""'C""'"o-dr-e j

To qualify, you must have successfully
completed a baccalaureate degree with a
minimum average of C+.

..
PHONE NO.:
....
..
Please return to:
..
Paula Gignac
...
Undergraduate Programs
.
Faculty of Business Administration
.
..
University of Windsor
..
Windsor, ON, Canada
..
N9B 3P4
...
(519) 253-4232 Ext. 3093
.
Fax: (519) 973-7073
..
E-mail: gignac6@uwindsor.ca
.....................................................................................

Commerce degrees can also be readily
completed through part-time study or
distance education.

A FREE INFORMATION SESSION
WILL BE HELD IN THE FACULTY
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(Odette Bldg.), Rm. 507 on SATURDAY,
APRIL 29, 1995 AT 10:00 A.M.

Please join us to find out n1ore
about this opportunity!

for rent
Two bedroom apartment for rent. foe
minute walk to campus. Availabe
May 1, 1995. Call and leave messa~
for Jim Lovell anytime 971-2089.
Room for rent - Beautiful house 00
Randolph to share with four girls. Large
attic available for two non-smoking females only. $245+utilities. Call 2542648.
For rent: Upper duplex, two bloeks
from university. Furnished, AC., IMdry facilities, cable, utilities includei
parking, carpeted, newly remodelled
Call 254-3263 anytime .

for sale
Moving!
20" colour T.V., Sha-p
(U.S.A.) exercise bike, one year <1d
Excellent condition, phone 254-8915.

help wanted
We need Barbies (the plastic ones) ta
our band video! Help support womy1l's
music. To donate contact Sue at 2534232, ext. 2526 or 971-3606.
Wanted: a responsible, maturi
caregiver to look after our preschoder
in our home, Willistead Park area. Noosmoker preferred. Own transportaicr
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helpful. References required. To incpre

tal

further please call 254-2197 and leat
message.

gr
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This is the lance's last newspaper~
the 1994-95 publishing year. We wo.Jd
like the thank all those volunteers ar,:
staff who have devoted endless hoo~
of hard work to put the paper tog~
each week. We will be back in Se~ern·
ber, so look us up then to volunteer

** April 17 **
Happy Birthday
Rhys Trenhaile! !
from your biggest fan
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14 Days of Travel savings
For any 14 consecutive days
between May 1st and September
30th, 1995, buy a NorPass for the low
price of just $179.00 and save money
travelling.
NorPass is unlimited bus or train

travel throughout more than 50
communities across the north and
through to Toronto.
If 14 days is not enough, you can
purchase a 7-day extension for just
$21.00 a day plus tax.

For more information please call
1-800-461-8558, or contact your
local Ontario Northland agent.
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CAW Student Centre makes profit this year
BY OW'e Garcia_ __
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'Ibc CAW Student Centre is
c:Jpccted to make over $90,000
this year. ' Ibis perturbed student council vice president-university affairs Mark Robson.
lle wants to know bow the centre could make so muc_
b.
Ancillary fees were mcreac;cd
lasl year, a move which Robson
thinks was unccessary. In addition, donations were ma~e ?Y
organisati<!ns .such as, t~~ Social
Science Society, (SSS) who
gave $2,0<Xl. to cover the cc.n
1rc's operating costs. Despite
the surprising pmlit margin,
these monies have not hcen rcfunded. Among others, Robson
wants to know where the
money is going.
Another concern for Robson
is that the board has met only
once this year. CAW Student
Centre head Mary I ouisc 'lbitx:rt said the centre's board met
in November to discuss the
hudgel, and all the student
council executives were in attendance. I Iowcver, they haven't had a formal meeting
since then because they still
have to review their constitution. These reviews take place
every three years.
A protocol has not been established yet with the other
groups that receive ancillary
foes the recreation and
health services - to review
those fees. Thibert plans on
meeting with the student leaders on April 12 lo review the
board's constitution.
Thibert says that the fee increase was needed because the
centre ran a deficit last year,
and that the ooard was thinking
of decreasing the hours until

the SSS offered the money to
keep the centre open.
"When we reopened the
building m the fall of 1993,
there were not a lot of people
here. ·1hc attendance had
changed drastically" says 1ltibert. ''Also, because it was like
we were going to have a projected deficit, I didn't sec that it
was a really good idea to keep
it open through the night."
After discus.sing the issue
with the 'icnate board, the cenlre's board decided to keep the
existing hours. The centre was
still running a deficit in January
1994, threatening the hours
once more, so the SSS offered
the centre money lo keep it
open at those hours.
Thibert recalls: "The Social
Science Society came up to me
and said, 'If we give you the
money, will you do it'!' I said
sure. I don't think that it's right,
because I don't think it's required, but if you want to do it,
fine." She said if the SSS a,;ked
for a rcfund, she would give it
Lance photo / ROB DEARLOVE
lo them, hut that they have not Ea~ier this semester, students donated money to the CAW Student Centre to keep it open 24 hours a day.
approached her about it.
1be Centre's profit is attrih- to have good operations, pro- Op copiers.
lion building with no reserves.
ulablc mainly to a combination grams. and activities in place.
Also, the unanticipated in- We've got to pu l some mone)
of spending cuts and an unex- Right now I'm trying to run a crease ol first-year social sci- aside so now we can keep it up
pected increase in revenues this service centre here. I'm not ence students added $47,400 in and fix the damages," she said.
year.
student fees, according lo 'IbiThibert said that aftrr 18
happy," says Thibert.
"Before the fee increase, the
·1rubert explains that she bert. She says revenue was mmths. she is already disstudents on the board pres- would like a larger staff, since higher than predicted, and that
gusted by some sections in the
sured me severely lo cul any
the CAW Student Centre is the news should be encourag- centre. Some of her ideas to
discretionary funds," says Tbione of the largest buildings, but ing rather than cause for mis- improve tht· centre include fo:bert, referring lo $65,200 in
has the smallest staff of any stu- trust hclY.ccn the centre and ing up some of the hallways.
spending cuts. This included
student council.
dent
centre in Canada.
the resignation and subsequent
putting hardware in the backShe also cited the fact that
She credits the increased
elimination of the operations
door
of the Asylum pub and
revenues to the addition of tht: building is in nee<l of resupervisor position.
building
a sidcwalk leading out"It was not something I felt Mr.Copies and On Campus pair Specifically, lbiberl wants side lo prevent further damage
good about doing, because af- Photography lo the centre, a,; to clean up the centre and fix caused by some people in the
ter working for many years to- well as their deals with ACC some of the plaster damage.
l!
"We're operating a $50 mil- long lincups for the pub.
gether at the facility, I wanted Long Distance and with Coin-

MP Svend Robinson promotes right-to-die
Advocates of euthanasia
By ligaya Byrch
argue that there would
be legislative safeguards
Svend Robinson, a
should doctor-assisted
noted MP from Burnahy,
suicide become legal.
llC., addressed a full
'Inc Canadian Medihouse al a dinner al the
cal Association ha,; outAmbassador Auditorium
lined six safeguards
last Monday. Robinson
which would include: an
spoke on the issue of the
individual's
request
right lo die with dignity
Y.ould have to be inthrough euthanasia.
fonned, voluntary and
Robinson stirred up
free from coercion; the
controver~)' last year
Lance photo/ UGAYA BYRCH physician must ensure a
when he attended the
person is mentally alert;
doctor-assisted suicide Svend Robinson Qeft) with law professoc Ermly C,nsco.
the request must he exof right-to-die advocate
plored in detail and all
functions, being allowed 1?
Sue Rodriguez. While
alternatives
must be looked at;
cuthana<;ia is not legal in Can- make a decision about the~r the individual must have an inada, other countries like Nor- life. Manv. notab:y those affili- curable disease; the physician
way, it is very much part of the ated with. the Catholic Church, cannot stand to gain from the
law. Robinson suggested the say that euthanasia is immor~I. act of euthanasia; and finally,
law must be changed to reflect Many advoca<,)' groups for d1S· there should he a window pelhe wishes of competent adults ablcd people also fear that le- riod 10 examine the "hole
ll.ho should be allowed to make galizing euthanasia leaves t()(~ proces., of the Jaw. Activists s~y
B~t ~he euthanasia is not necessarily
a decision about when to end much nx>m for· abuse.
what 1s· 1mq
uestion
remams,
.
the pain and suffering.
the problem but rather that remoral
about
someone
makin_g
If a person is unable to
ligion keeps imposing its codes
. ' rmcd decision on their
achieve this for themselves an m10
on the Jaws of the state. The
then they should be able to do own behalf!
question of ~rali.ty, which is
Activists say current law d~s invariably subJeclive, shou(d
~ with a doctor's help, according right to die activists. Eutha- not allow people lo die wilh not be the deciding fa_cto_r . m
na~ia is not about making the dignity. 1be law ~ocs not all~w matters regarding the md1viddecision for someone else (i.e. people to die ~1lh_ those who ual's right to end their suffering. Only the indivi?~al can
the much publicized Latimer love them by then side .
1be law docs not allow pc_o- make an informed dec1s10n. II
Case) hut about mcntaUy alert
adults in a body that no longer ple to die with little or no pam.

The straws have it
in U.S. engineering
design competition
Windsor students
win awards
for innovative ideas
By O.we Ball '95/96

Just in case there was ever
any doubt, the University of
Windsor is one of the best!
And last weekend four mechanical engineering students
went out to prove it al the
American Society of Mechanical Fnginecrs (ASME) R~~on
V Student paper compet1t1on.
·1hey travelled to Western
Michigan University in Kalamazoo where the) took first
and fifth place with their innovative ideas.
N ian and Randy won first
place with a paper titled
"C'...ounter-Flow
lleal
Exchanger for Domestic Dryers."
lbe project uses the exhaust
from a conventional dryer to
help heal the home in the win-

ter. ·11tc engineers designl·d
and built the entire working
model u,;ing found item,; such
as drinking straws from a fa,t
food restaurant.
Soula and Joseph earned
fifth place for their work on
"Rolxll Motion Simul,1tion."
Credentials like that should
give them a definite advantage
in the job mc1rket v,.he;1 the)
graduate.
lbe first place winners will
receive a <.·ash prize as Y.e II as
an all expense paid trip lo San
Francisco next November for
the ASMF 1995 International
Mechanical Engineering Congress and l:.xposition, where
they will participate in the international competition.
"After what we did with
drinking straws, it's going lo be
tough to beat our project,'' '-3)"
Randy. "lbcy'II need to build
something useful out of hubbk•
gum and newspaper."
II

-
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To proxy or
not to proxy?
By/aw change
causes debate
By Cheryl Clark

University of Windsor Students' Alliance (UWSA) councillors got into a heated debate
with regard to who can hold a
proxy for an elected member of
council who is unable to attend
a scheduled meeting.
The discussion came about
following a recommendation by
the Bylaw Review Committee.
The committee suggested that
a proxy should only be legal if
witnessed by another member
of council or a full-time UWSA
staff member. The committee's
proposal was put forth lo discourage "fraud" and ensure
elected members do not slough
off their responsibilities to unelected persons who may have
their own special interests.
Brian Holmes, Vice President finance, said UWSA's executive wants to alleviate the
prohlcm of "phony, fake proxies".
Mark Robson, vice-president
university affairs, noted that
"proxy holding should not be a
regular or habitual process".
Chair Dave Zartizky put
forth an amendment that would
have all UWSA members'
names on a "signature card" so

that the chair could quickly and
easily verify authenticity, but
council struck down the proposal because it felt the cards
left too much open to interpretation.
"Signature cards are not reliable because there are different
styles of writing depending on
your mood," said councillor
Fanta Williams.
Steve Alexander, who regularly sits on council by proxy,
sensed the debate was aimed at
him and announced: "Put the
word out, there are two frauds
on campus", referring to former president Jon Ricci and
himself.
"If people are smart enough
to scam their way on here, let
them sit. Who the hell cares?"
asked Alexander.
Andy Bowen, who ran for
the UWSA presidency and lost
earlier this semester, agreed
with Alexander. "If there is a
50 percent turnout, why not?"
he said.
Zaritzky reiterated that a
change to the current proxy
structure is necessary to ensure
there is no fraud and lo encourage elected members to live up
to their responsibilities.
Council decided
proxies
must be signed before a council
member or UWSA full-time
staff member and the proxy
holder must be a full or parttime student of the university. !
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Student council's top 1Oquotes
By Lance news staff
As the University of Windsor Students' Alliance (UWSA) met for its last official meeting
on April 6, those present were treated to perhaps the top 10 best quotes of the year.
As a tribute to this year's outgoing student
council, the Lance has listed the lop IO below,
read them and weep:
1. "I'm just a big goof so I'm leaving." - Mike
Whaley, Student Senator.
2. "I didn't concentrate on things we did accomplish." - Joe Barile, Vice President Secretary.
3. "Anyone who has tickets to The Hip concert
should leave now." - Chris Maich, UWSA
President.

4. "Put the word out that there arc two frauds
on campus." - Steve Alexander, Social Science Society Media Director.
S. "If people arc smart enough to scam their
way on here (UWSA), let 'cm sit. Who the
Ilell cares?" - Alexander.
6. "It's the last meeting, Steve, give us a
break." - Maich.
7. "I have this theory about the repressed majority." - Andy Bowen, councillor.
8. "I am a person who is not of legal intelligence." - Barile.
9. "Steve, speak!" - Och Quintal, Director Of
Finance/general Manager.
10. "I am not here to cut and kill." - Jon
Ricci, Social Science Society Executive.
m

Legal speak befuddles councillors
By Lance news staff

"Lawyers'? We don't need no
stinkin' lawyers," seemed to be
the general consensus at the
last meeting of this year's University of Windsor Students'
Alliance.
Some councillors at Thursday's meeting felt the Bylaw
Review Committee's proposals
with regard to changes in auditing procedures should be discussed
by
those
present
regardless of the fact that
UWSA's legal counsel had advised the committee to wait on
discussion until the document
had been further reviewed.
Councillors initially agreed
to table the document, which
would have then been later reviewed hy the 1995-96 student

council, but some UWSA representatives including VP Secretary Joe Barile, felt the time
has come to discuss the proposed changes to the auditing
procedures.
"Why has everything been
reviewed except the auditing
procedures?" asked Steve Alexander, who was present by
proxy.
Chair Dave Zaritzky warned
council that it was not in its
best interests to discuss a matter which was under legal review.
"I will leave the room if
council wants to vote on it,"
said .Zaritzky, who later did
leave the room because of his
personal refusal to stay without
legal counsel's approval of the

proposed auditing procedures.
"I am a person who is not of
legal intelligence," said Barile,
adding be wanted to discuss the
issue because he was elected to
do so.
"lne council is well-vw.ed
on this issue," said Alexander.
UWSA has called audits on
three campus organizations this
year including the Social Sc1.
ence Society, which sued
UWSA and bad the called
audit dropped, the Indian Students' A,;sociation and the
Black Students' Alliance.
Despite the repeated objcc.
lions of Zaritzky and councillor
Brian Green, UWSA rcpre.
sentativcs agreed lo open up
discussion on the bylaw review
committee's proposed auditing
procedures.
!
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New Hours: Monday
to Thursday,
11-4pm

2nd Floor,
CAW Centre,
971-3633

Peer Support Centre

Volunteer Opportunity
The Peer Support Centre is now accepting volunteer applications for
Fall 1995. So ... why volunteer at Peer Support?
YOU GET
invaluable experience for any student wishing to enter
a counselling related field or continue with volunteer
counselling.
YOU PROVIDE a vitally important service for students in need.
Interested applicants are required to pick up a volunteer application at
Peer Support during office hours. Completed applications are due NO
LATER THAN Friday, April 28, 1995.

What you CANCOPY and can't

Ro

By Lance News Staff

der

If the soaring cost of textbooks has ever tempted you to
forgo the legal means of procuring them and photocopy the
whole darn thing, you may be
granted a bit of a reprieve from
lawbreaking thanks to the recently instituted CANCOPY
agreement.
In September 1994, the University of Windsor entered into
a two-year, renewable agreement with CANCOPY, a Canadian collective of publishers

Students Helping Students
On-u,1111,u St:11,,nt
Ser'1iu 1rt1'1i,illf
1rof,ssit1n•I ,uq,ut •t
re•s,n«j/, r«tes.

\

Wedo:
• T11m Pipers •Rauma
• (Offl' Lcttcn

• Ovc,ltc,d,

• Group Pmcnutio11J

•ACCIS Form, • Flyen

JESSE
Laughing Sam's GROOMS
BreaR~own
BAND

Full FIIX Se1"ic, (i11ct1111in9
& 1utf1i11f) f,r stu,ents,
,;,,,;,,,, ,,,,tlCl1IJ"'f &
luer c111Jillf sen'iu

and creators. The agreement
allows professors, students and
staff to make copies other than
those previously allowed under
the terms of "fair dealing." lnc
amount of material copied and
the number of copies made
(which has bearing on reserve
room use) will be increased.
This agreement will cost the
university $33,000 per year. In
the case of photocopied material that is sold, in the Book·
store for example, 3.5 cents per
page will be paid to cover royalty costs.
According to Leddy Library
Resource Librarian Bob Elliot~
in the past Canada has had
stringent laws governing the re·
production of copyrighted ma·
terial. But the problem with
such laws is the difficulty of en·
forcing them. The vagueness
arising from such unenforce·
able legislation meant that publishers were less protected tha~
if they awarded such blanket b·
ccnces like the CANCOPY
agreement to institutions.
With the CANCOPY agree·
ment, publishers and creators
arc able to cull royalties from
the reproduction of their cop)'·
righted material, while profes·
sors and students have greater
accessibility
to
neces.~ary
printed material.
By September 1995 the
agreement will be fully irnplc·
mcnted and notices will be
posted at photocopiers letting
students know the terms.
Students can access a copYof
the CANCOPY agreement
through the SGI server hy lj'P"
ing EXPLORE at the SGI
prompt, and is listed under the
Faculty and Research lnforma·
lion section.
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Student council executives
performed their jobs competently
By Cheryl Clark
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Il was a year of epic proporlions, especiaUy when
one notes how long the average student council mceting.la.~ted, w~ich by the w~y, usually ran into the triple
digit figures m terms of nunutes.
The newly named student council faced controversies from the outset. First, several concerned groups
on campus were no~ !oo ~een on the name change
fro'? St~dents ":dnumstrallve Council (SAC) to the
Uruvcrs1ty of Windsor. Students' Alliance (UWSA).
'lbosc who were espcc1aUy unimpressed included former SAC president Jon Ricci and former vice-president Steve Alexander. Ricci and Alexander however
,
'
proved to be forces to reckon with as both Social Science Society members consistently managed to get a
scat on council by proxy.
After a while, students got used to, and indeed even
began to "dig", the UWSA acronym.
Student council drew even more criticism when they
announced a change in the student pub's name because the student body had approved the Moose Pub's
name in a referendum last (scholarly) year. Council
president Chris Maich refused to budge on the issue
and the idea of changing the pub's name from the Asylum Pub back to the "Moose" was gunned down.
Minor skirmishes al the year's start only hinted at
the what was lo come over the next few months.
Maich found himself dealing with issues that ranged
from those of a financial nature to the politically
charged. Audits were called on the Social Science Society (SSS), Black Students' Alliance (BSA)and Indian
Students' Alliance and the council made a settlement
in a law suit brought against them by the SSS as a result. In addition council execs and reps career included
allegations that former Human Rights Coordinator
James Fox was a bigot.
Throughout all of the politics, rallies, student gatherings and federal budget protests, it is fair to say that
UWSA's executive was there to stand up for the students' cause. Although not always popular, or widely
approved of, the actions put forth by Maicb, Mark
Robson, vice-president university affairs, Joe Barile,
vice-president secretary and Brian Ilolmcs, vice-president finance, belied the structure of a team that was
mostly competent, if not too compliant.
And, without further ado, here is the Lance's report
card (subjective evaluations et al) on the 1994-95 student executive, with special mention to prominent
proxy holders Alexander and Ricci as well as chairperson Dave Zaritzky.

CllllIS )IAl(~II
UWSA PRESIDENT
Maich gets a well-deserved 'A' for his efforts as president of this
year's student government. Maich's compassion,
dedication,
achievements and sense
of fair play make him a
credible and likeable
leader.
Granted,
Maich
often went out of bis
w~y to appease those
IV!tb special interests.
However, as a politician
and as president of
':JWSA, it was his job to
Lance photo/ MICHAEL PEREl~A
listen to those with concerns and to respond
accordingly.
.
.
Maich succeeded in several ventures this year mcluding a 5,000 attendance at September's _Lancapalooia, extended campus patrol boundaries, an
lJWSA bulletin and a meeting with Human Resources
Minister Lloyd Axworthy on planned cuts to federal
lransfer payments.
Even in volatile times, Maich did not shy away from
lllaking public statements on numerous issues. ?~e
1hing about Maich that few can deny is his accessibility. Many students have noted that this.year mar~ the
first time they have seen and recognized the president
0ncampus.
. .
Maich deserves another pat on the back for givmg
Up his Tragically IJip ticket to stay at UWSA's Ion~ ~naJ meeting on April 6. Surely though, lbe lhp s
'ords "promise me, promise me, I don't have l_o be ...
lome place I don't want to be'; ran tlvoughJusJwad.•
for at least ah ... 60 minutes.

GRADE: A

Il1~1 f)ll'l (jJllll)
1

,J()I~ IIAllII~I~

1

llllIAl~ IIC)I~lll~S

VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY

VICE PRESIDENT FINANCE

Barile's year-end report promised to not
"bore you to death with
detail", but a more appropo comment might
have been "I don't have
any details to give you".
Barile's performance
as vice-president secretary was lacklustre al
best. I Iis mandate as
vice-president secretary
was many-fold, but his
duties were often left
for someone else to finish according to those
within the UWSA ofLance pooto / MICHAEL PEREIRA
fice. Important jobs like
writing and foiwarding
•
the CFS referendum
question in time to ensure proper notice was given.
But Barile pawned the duty off on a co-worker, the
referendum was brought into question.
The vice-president secretary docs deserve credit for
being on hand at council's larger events which included Lancapalooza, Shinerama, Oub Day, Frosh
Games and Homecoming.
He was noticeably absent, however, when such controversial issues as student housing, membership in the
Canadian Federation of Students and in-house disputes came to the forefront of UWSA's attention. In
addition some smaller, but critical organizational duties, like minute-taking and the proliferation and cataloguing of information left something to be desired.

It is difficult to gauge
I lolmes' performance .
as vice-president fi-

GRADE•. C•

)IAlll{ llf)IIS()N
VICE PRESIDENT UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
Robson was able to
make a deliberate mark
at the University of
Windsor this year as
UWSA's Vice President University Affairs.
With his Senate reform package, along
with other initiatives,
Robson worked diligently at improving
communications
and
relations between the
university's administration and students. By
working diligently for
an increase in the numLance pooto / MICHAEL PEREIRA
ber of student representatives on Senate,
Robson was also able to
make increase the collective student body's voice.
Robson was a vocal opponent of membership within
CFS even though, admittedly, the issue did not fall under bis portfolio. He also bad a marked propensity lo
speak out on issues without having all the facts at
hand. For example, within bis year-end report, be admitted that his proposed changes to the health-care
plan were not necessary or feasible as the coverage is
currently good and relatively inexpensive.
Robson's support of the Income Contingency Loan
Repayment Program also leaves one to question
whether be has a firm grip on the economic realities of
many students. Unfortunately, Robson and Barile,
both proved to be student councillors with a few more
bucks than the average Joe, and seemed to lack the insight on the economic hardship experienced by many
university students.
.
.
On another note, Robson's concern about literacy 1s
admirable yet questionable: It _is fair to say that_ not
every university student 1s literate - shocking~y
enough, but it is also fair to say that the average umvcrsity student is an adult and docs not ne~d to have
their hand held by UWSA through_ou_t th.e1r years at

GRADE•. B

nance in that his work
is largely regulated and,
therefore, not left open
to a personal decisionmaking process.
It is easy to say, however, thal Ilolmes ha,;
worked diligently on
UWSA all year-round
and despite the fact
that he is a "number
cruncher", he was on
hand on numerous occasions when controLance photo/ MICHAEL PEREIRA
versies
rocked
the
UWSAboat.
I Iolmes has consistently proven to be a caring, honest and open individual, who unlike many on council, refuses to "grin and
bear it'' when being backed into a corner by a special
interest group or individual on campus.
I le also managed to stay afloat during three publicly
called audits this year without once backtracking or
changing his views to mesh with the critics of UWSA's
fmance department.

GRADE:A

1)11VI~ Zillll'l'ZSl{Y
UWSA CHAIR
Grade: C+
Dave Zartizky had one bell of a thankless job this
year as chairperson for UWSJ\, and for good reason.
I le was paid by UWSA to chair one meeting every two
weeks - that entails knowing the rules of decorum at
such meetings, and he doesn't appear to have learned
them.
Rather than attack with ual, Zartizlcy often allowed
councillors to go out of order and into long. contextless spcaches.
Zarit7.ky gets an honourable mention for having the
guts to come back and slug it out again next year. Plus,
be has shown over the past years that he is dedicated
to improving the quality of education and services
here al the University of Windsor. Lets hope he has
time to review Roberts Rules time.

S'l'l~VE AJ..EXAl~DEll
SOCIAL SCIENCE S8£1ETY (SSS) EXEC
Grade: DThe onJy rea,;cm Alexander is not given a failing
grade here is, simply, because he docs care ahout student politics.
Alexander, on a positive note, knows the ins and
outs of council like few others, but the ways in which
he uses that information brings into question bis motives.
Tbose on UWSA who arc hip to Alexander's jive,
do not appreciate them. Unfortunately, many do not
appear to recognize or realize that Alexander was not
elected to UWSA and has wielded extraordinary powers (by proxy) when he was not mandated to do by the
student body.
Furthermore, as former student council vice-president (1993t94), Alexander is well aware of the constraints and hurdles involved with the job, but rather
than helping UWSA's executive, it can be said that he
went out of his way to impede its progress and, in fact,
turned filibustering into an art form.
The phrase, "put up or shut up" was on the tip of
many an UWSA's executive tongue this year as Alexander swore again and again that he would "not be
back" because his efforts proved fruitless. However, to
the chagrin of some, Alexander did come back, again
and again and again.

,J•• )N llJ(,CJ
.1

.1

Grade: C
our fine, expensive, post secondary m~lltutton. ·
A,; former SAC president, Ricci also knows .the rc,
nd
a
bright
note,
Robson
s
suggestion
for
1 o e 00
ffi .
··
alities and the demands of job.
the creation of an orientation
,cer s posihon was a
owever, like Alexander, rather than lend a helping
good one. lbc orientation officer can ~osurhc t~t .new hand, he often took part in debates that raged oul of
and potential students can see everythmg t e mvcr- control and off topic.
sit of Windsor bas to offer - alth~ugh, .~an~ed, ~avUnlike Alexander, however, it was clear throughout
ini an "orientation officer" as a paid pos1hon is a little bis participation that Ricci docs indeed care about the
too University of Western Ontario-esque for t~e University of Windsor and its student body. Unfortusciwol.' nN'k•l.._ e ~ ,econonue~atety"'"fm-~trc mc:ttmtr,htiw~r. Rttt'i goes ~bout
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Council approves
referendum by-law
By Lance news staff
Changes in stude nt council's
rules governing referenda will
ensure a faire r voting process,
promised hy-law review committee chair Susan Nicke rson.
Co uncil adopted the new hylaw in a marathon session al an
April 6 meeting. It includes
provisio ns for minimum turnout as well as notice for o rgani1.ations whose status could he
affected hy a referendum.
Under the new rules, five
percent of eligible vote rs must
participate to validate a referendum result. Before it can
hold a vote to change or eliminate the funding o f any group,
council must provide the date,
wording and rules of the refere ndum four months in advance.
'Jbe Windsor chapte r of the
Ontario Puhlic Interest R esearch Group (OPIRG) has
hcen pressing for such provisions since a student vote established it in the spring of last
year. Spokesperson Russell
Bennett said the changes arc
less than what he wanted, but a
reasonable compromise.
"Normally, a notice period
would be six months, hut four
months is fair because of the
university's semester system,"
Bennett told council. The new
by-law clears the final hurdle to
an agreement between council
and OPIRG concerning tranfer
of the group's student levy.

Change challenged
Council struck down a proposal from social science rep
Andy Bowen to shorten the notice period to 30 days.
"I feel that that's a reasonable amount of time to prepare
a campaign," Bowen said.
"Four months is too long. It
gives outside groups a chance
to come in and swamp people
here. It's a joke."
But Nickerson, a law student,
explained the by-law provides
for a notice period of four
months and leaves the two
week campaign period unchanged. She said Bowen insulted students by insinuating

they arc easily influenced.
" You're making it sound h11.
the student body is made up
mindless peo ple," she said.
Be nne tt po inted to an
fated re ferendum for 1h
Womyn's Centre as an cxamp!
of why prior notice rules a\
necessary. ln 1992, council he
a referendum for an inde.
pendent levy for the Wom,~ 1
Centre, but did not tell 'Th!rn
hers of the centre's collcclil
until the day of the vote. 1~
measure was de feated in a ven
small turno ut.
" All parties need to kno'!
what's going on. 'Ibat's !he
point behind having a refcren,
dum procedure in place," &Q.
nett said.
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60 percent solution
Council also overwhelming\
rejected Bowen's suggcstkl,
that membership in student
federation s should be contingent on 60 percent approval.
"It's too easy to get in
these groups, and then with notice procedures and all lht~
hoops you have too ju~
through, it's too hard to gt1
out," Bowen said, citing the example of the Canadian Federation of Students.
Windsor undergrads voted
last month against a proixis:d
increase in CFS fees, and couocil has taken it as a vote agairu!
continued membership. CFS
challenging the interpretation
"Requiring 60 percent is unfair," said Social Science Soo·
cty Media Director StCI,
Alexander. "What arc we goio;
to tell people if 59 percent vote
to join something?"

Societies excluded
But council approved an
amendment excluding student
societies from the provisionsli
the withdrawal by-law.
They have their own consO·
tutions,
memberships, anJ
autonomous elections, AJcxan·
der argued, and should ll:
treated differently from organ.:
zations which receive a gener~
student levy.
!

CFS questions Ottawa
student council ruling
OTJ'AWA (CUP) - Carleton University could he facing a
rush referendum costing between $5,000 and $8,000 after a
student council constitutional
board overturned a vote to stay
in the Canadian Federation of
Students (CFS). Students voted
57 percent in favour of sticking
with the national student lobby
group, which costs students
about S170,000 a year in fees.
Noel Kivimaki, bead of the
No committee, fil ed three complaints against electoral procedure.
I le says the airfare the Yes
committee paid to fly a CFS
lobby member to Ottawa and a
campaign pamphlet should
count as costs and that CFS
violated election laws hy publici7jng the victory with complaints pending.
A constitutional board dismissed the first and third complaints, but upheld the second.
C FS deputy chair Mike
Mancinelli calls the ruling Judi-

rr:
d1
h;
la

crous. "The purpose of th,
pamphlet was to provide i~for·
mation, not solicit a vote, be
says. "When that much p<Mc_r
is given to a small, obviouslyn·
ased board, it is an abuse of the
process."
T he board recommended J
new referendum be held, eitC
though there arc only a (CII
weeks left in the school year.
Tom Golem, a student couu·
cil vice-president, dismis.-cs &~
com plaints and the board's de·
c1s1on as "a stupid was le,
money." If five- ninths of cMn
cillors vote against the ruh0!·
the CFS re ferendum will sta;,
"Council really wanL'i to
member of the Canadian A ·
ance of Student Ac;.-;odatioOl
[CAS/\]," says finance co~
sioncr-elcct J amey ((cath.,
council is trying to drop ( I)~
CASA is a new student gr~u
trying to sell itself in oppo~itie'
to the CFS.
_ By Jeremy Mercer 4
Andrea Smith, '/1ze Char/allPl
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Open door policy urged by former council execs

By Lance news staff

A proposal which didn't
make the flcx>r o f the last student council meeting may still
have an impact on students relations with their student government. Social Science Society
(SSS) execs Jon Ricci and Steve
Alexander arc confident that
their proposal to open up the
council's doors to students will
he seriously considered for next

year.
AJcxandcr and Ricci who
were at almost every council
meeting this year by proxy, detailed their rccomcndations in
a three page recommendation
for an "Open door policy."
lbough the proposal didn't
make it to the floor for discussion due to a loss of quorum,
Ricci and Alexander arc confi-

dent their ideac; will be used
next year.
·
Al cxander and Ricci's proposals, arc aimed at fostering
helter communication hctween
~ tud en l s an d c Iect.ed officials.
Inc two have dtscuc•scd the
.
.
· ·"
1dcas informally with council's
full time staff and council's
president elect Carmen Coecimiglio, and lx>th have had a
positive response according lo
Ricci.
Included in the proposal is
the suggestion that council establish a folder or hook at the
front of its office which would
information like copies of all
budgets, the corporation's most
recent audit, a copy of bylaws
and of each roonth's itemized
legal bill from Gignac Sutts.
The dynamic duo arc especially concerned about budgets

. d
.
an 1egal hills after the SSS was
a~ked lo suhmit their lxx>ks to
the council for an audit earlier
thi,; year. After the SSS sought
legal consultat1'c>n <>n the ,·ssuc
lhe debate ended without a formal suit.

Summer School
Ricci and Alexander also
suggested that each new councillor should be given a "Starter
Kit" which would include a

copy of the corporation's byIaws, f'manc1a
· I polic1es
· an d proccdures, access to a photocopy
code and a brief on Rohcrt's
l'ulcs
'
· 0 f () rde r. 'Jh e two aIso
seek the dislribuiton of the full
rcporl'i of the Board of Directors and Finance Committee at
the start of each regular mccting.
As well, Alexander and Ricci
would like to implement a policy where the executive must

submit a summary of major und crta k'mgs m
· t he perm
· d be.
tween meetings, including legal
updates on matters pending,
agreements hcing forged and
h .
. h .
. d ..
usmess wit umvcrs1ty a mm1 .stration.
Alexander and Ricci contend
that: ""Ihe rx>wer of SAC can
now he returned to council, and
removed from the the hands of
a select few."
[!

Lance photo / MICHAEL PEREIRA

Joo Gibbons' work shows why the university encourages students to "butt out:

Smokers not suffering
from recent restrictions
By Rachel Gon and Lance News Stiff
Smokers in offices are feeling
the big chill it comes to smoking on the job.
'fbose in private offices all
over campus can no longer
light up while working. Designated smoking areas arc now
restricted hy both university
policy and a Windsor bylaw.
lhe Tobacco Control Act
amended in Novcmhcr of 1994
and City of Windsor bylaw
11803 state that smoking will
be tolerated in designated areas only. Designated areas on
campus are located in the Marketplace, Crocodile Grill, Asylum Pub, the GAvcl, the Grad
House and the U nivcrsity Club.
Private offices in the university,
regardless of whether there is a
window to open, are considered
smoke free. This effects office
environments at student council, OAM FM, the Lance, and
university staff and faculty of-

fices.
In her eighth year, university
custodian Pauline Rcnoit said
that stricter laws arc good news
for those who clean the office
spaces....lbe offices arc cleaner
because they don't have ashtrays to empty," she said.
Benoit pointed out that
smoking in private offices was
problematic for custodians
since, "it's dirtier hccausc they
have ashes all over - when you
go to empty a garbage and
~bes fly back in your face."
She added that previously second hand smoke was an issue
for those who maintained
smokers office space.
But students do seem to he
taking the recent legislation
Well. lbough the Marketplace
smoking section is often overcrowded at peak hours Benoit

said that "I think everyone is
doing well with ii, even students. You notice they're [staying] in the designated areas."
Sue Morin, OAM news director, said that the ban on
smoking in offices docs not
cause a very big prohlcm with
the staff. "'Ibey go outside, or
to the pub or cafeteria. They
[smokersI arc really good about
it."
Morin said that while the
smoking staff is very respectful
of the smoking rules, the "fine
did not fit the crime." Under
Windsor's bylaws a maximum
$5,000 fine can be levied
against parties not complying

with the law.
For Morin it is an important
issue, but she said it is a big diversion from m>re serious
health issues. Air pollution is

worse but corporations are free
to pump out things that ~c
much worse for you. Monn
would like to know why laws
are not so militant about the
larger pollution problem.
Morin is also pu77Jed by n?·
tices which were sent out 10
January, enforcing the law,
which came into effect on Nov.
30, 1994. She said it would be
easier to prepare people for the
new rules bad smokers known
what was coming.
The Lance office is in the
same situation. Smoker:, go lo
the pub or to the smoking section of the Marketplace to feed
their habit.
Psychology student _and
smoker, Lisa 0.lopcr exp.lai_nc~
that the smoking rcsl!tcll~>Os
"don't bother me, 111 JUSt
smoke where ever you can
smoke and I respect non-smokers ... I can understand some
pocple just hate smoking,. and
don't want it around them.
I
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ALance interview with Bobby Baker
It sold out in eight minutes.
lt was probably the coolest 11
hours I've ever spent in the
States. Afterwards, it felt like
the longest 11 hours of my life,
but it was worth it. Here's my
interview with Bobby Baker of
the Tragically Hip, just prior to
their sold-out show in Royal
Oak on Apr. 6.

, -.

a songwriter. So we said, "Why
don't you stick around and play
with us?"
L: And he thought you guys
were worth it?
B: Yeah, actually for the first
year or so he came to all our
shows.
L: Did he? That's really supportive.
B: Yeah, he danced right up
lance: How did The Tragically
front. (Laughs.)
Hip start? I've read you began
L: How old were you all when
in 1986 but that's all I know.
you started?
What's the story?
B: Probably around 22. I was
Bobby Baker: Actually I think it
the eldest at 22 or 23.
was 1984 really.
L:Ob.
B: No problem. We started
1984. We were all going to
[Queen's] university at the
time. I was taking Fine Arts and
we played a Fine Arts end-ofterm party at the Kingston Artists' Association.
L: How did that go?
B: (he smiles) It was interesting, we were a four-piece; we
didn't have Paul Langlois at the
time. We played three or four
originals, none of which have
Bobby Baker.
been heard from since.
L: They were that bad?
B: (He shrugs.) They were first L: So you pretty much became
fumbling attempts, probably as adults in the public eye then?
good as the covers we were B: I don't know that I'm in the
playing. (He laughs.)
public eye even now really. I
L: How long had you been to- feel like l am when I'm at one
gether then?
of our shows.
B: Probably four or five B: So did it [growing up in the
months. We'd played in other public eye] affect you personbands, different incarnations. ally, or had you already you alI'd been in a band wilh Gord ready established yourselves as
Downie and in a band with individuals before you became
Gord Sinclair. Paul Langlois the famous "Hip"?
and Gord Downie were living B: I guess so. Questions about
together. Paul was going to pick being in the public eye, I'm not
up and move to Nashville to be even sure what it is. I get ac;kcd

for autographs at a Hip show
but if I go to the mall I don't
get surrounded by people asking me for autographs.
L: Is that good or bad?
B: That's great. I'd much prefer
it that way.
L: How does it feel to be the
biggest fish on the Canadian
music scene right now?
B: It's kind of like being the
world's tallest midget I guess ...
I don't know.
L: Is Canada's music scene really that far behind?
B: No, I think the Canadian
music scene is very vibrant, really. Canadian scene, American
scene, really doesn't mean a
whole lot. People are people
and we'll play anywhere we can
play. We'd rather play some
place that we've never played
before. We really want to go to
India and tour Southeast Asia.
It's all just people and what we
do doesn't really change
whether it's a small crowd or a
huge crowd or where we are.
We just try to stay focused on
what we're doing.
L: This is your first album being
released on Atlantic in the
States. Why did you change labels?
B: All the other albums have
been released in the States, this
is the first on a new label. MCA
had a different approach and
that's why we left MCA in the
States. We're still with MCA
elsewhere. Their approach is
very hit radio-oriented and we
never saw ourselves as writing
pop singles or being an AM radio band ... so we really had to
part company.
L: ls Atlantic doing a better

M enthusiastic sold out crowd cheered the Hip in Royal Oak on April 6.

job?
bow many tickets we're selling.
B: I think they're doing a better it's just like ... (makes a face
job. They seem to be able to get and shakes his head.) You just
the word out to people who get caught up and distracted
might be interested without us- from what is really the matter
ing the obvious pipe, you know, at band, or "the prize," which is
radio. They have a lot of bands, having a long career writing
like Helmet; you aren't going to songs and playing music. I
hear Helmet on the radio, think having a huge bit on yo~r
chances are. That's probably bands shortens your career, 11
good for them. They still have doesn't lengthen it.
their fans, somehow they're still L: What did you think of Satur·
able to get their message across day Night Live?
and find an audience. That's all B: I thought it was great, it was
they're trying to do.
a good experience. We had a
L: Does it feel like you're start- really good time doing it and I
ing over again in the States be- think the show the week we,
cause of the large discrepancy were on was probably one of
in your popularity in the two the funniest shows they've
countries?
probably done in a couple of
B: I guess in some sense, in years.
some sort of business terms we L: Was it everything you
may be, but we try not to look thought it was going to be?
at things in those ways. For us B: It was very strange. Toe stu·
it's about the music, songwrit- dio is really small; when you
ing, performing, looking for- look at it on 1V it looks like a
ward to the next record and great big studio and a hig audi·
working on those tunes. For us ence. 'lbcrc arc a couple bun·
to sit back and measure how drcd people tops. The floor is
Ste interview, next page
many records we're selling and
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Talking with Baker
Continued from page 8
completely covered in props.
H's very strange, but it was a really good experience. I lad a
great time. The hardest thing of
the whole show was right at the
very end, we were on stage
shaking hands and hugging
people. [l was like "Boy, we
had such a great week together
... by the way my name is Bob."
(Laughs.) It was kind of weird.
L: So you didn't really connect
with any of them?
B: Oh no, there were some
people in the cast that we did
connect with. We know Dan
and Mark McKinney. George
Wendt was on the show and apparently he's a huge fan of the
band, be came and hung out
for a while. So it was wierd
some people you do know and'
some people, like Adam Sandler and Chris Farley, who I
just love and think arc hilarious, there was no connection. It
was" ... by the way" (Laughs.)
L: I low did you meet Dao Ackroyd and how did it feel to have
him pushing for you to be in
the show?
B: It felt very nice. How did we
meet Dan? Dan's from the
Kingston area, originally born
around Ottawa but he used to
spend his summers in Kingston.
He now has a house outside of
Kingston. We have a lot of mutual friends. Johnny Fay, our
drummer, is quite good friends
with Dan.
L: So it was through Johnny
that you got the show.
B: Yeah. We're all friends with
Dan but Johnny and Dan are
quite close actually. Originally I
think Dan's idea was that he
just wanted to go on and do the
Blues Brothers skit and to introduce us. His going on was
largely to get us on I think, and
to do the Blues Brothers.
L: Did you bring him the Canadian jersey be was wearing?
B: No we didn't.
L: What about the lyric change
in "Grace, Too" when Gordon
Downie said 'Tm Tragically
Hip" instead of "fabulously
rich" -was that planned?
B: No it wasn't. Gord slipped
up on the lyrics, it's the first
time he's done that. He came
back after the dress rehearsal
and said, "Did you hear that, I
can't believe I said that." So
when we went out to do the
show he was nervous, sometimes when you make a mistake
you keep making the mistake
for a while. It's a mental block.

Art around town

L: Were you nervous?
B: Really nervous_ it's a good
thing we did the dress rehearsal
~cauS<;, . when we played
Grace m the dress rehearsal
we were stiff as boards. 1hen
we loosened up a little bit when
we came back and did "Grace"
for the actual show. I felt pretty
lose, as loose as I think you can
feel under the circum~tanccs.
L: I noticed you all had
"pcrma-smiles" on ...
B: Yea~, (laughs) we were
scared shitless.
L: But you're such weathered
musicians ...
~: It's weird, we spent four days
m New York going over these
tunes, normally we would never
rehearse anything. We write a
song and then play it live and
that's it. We don't rehearse, but
for the sake of the cameras and
blocking and the sound people The Dead Kings
we had to play the songs over Ugly
and over. We've never re- Peanut Butter Music/Indehearsed that much in our lives. pendent
It kind of weirds you out, you
lbe third release by this
~tart to obsess about the songs,
10stead of doing our normal Windsor trio gives listeners a
thing. We tried to treat it as pretty good idea of where the
much like a normal gig as we band is corning from and where
could, but you can't when it's they're going with their music.
four days to play two songs. All eight tracks on this CD
share enough similarities to
There's nothing normal about
create a unified and specific
it.
sound
unique to them. I've
L: Did you know this show sold
out in eight and a half minutes?
B: No, where did they put the
tickets on sale - Windsor?
L: Ticket Master tracked only
ByJohn Teeter
20 percent as Canadian sales.
B: Oh, I'm sure there will be a
A few weeks ago, I had the
lot of crazy Canucks here tonight. If the other night was any chance to sec if punk rock had
really sold out. With all the airgauge.
play it has been getting on raL: Where were you?
B: Grand Rapids. I think the dio stations, punk labels must
audience was probably 1,000 be selling themc;clves out ...
Americans and 500 Canadians. right?
Epitaph Records, a label out
I suspect tonight will be something like that, probably about of Los Angeles, seems lo be
spearheading the current punk
a third Canadian.
rock movement. They have
L: Does that disappoint you?
B: No, it doesn't disappoint us. such acts as The Offspring,
I think it's flattering that Cana- NOFX, Down by Law, Pennydians would come all this way wise, and it was put together by
to see us. I guess in the case of Brett Gurcwitz of the legenDetroit and Windsor it's not all dary Bad Religion. The answer
that far, but there's this weird as to whether punk rock has
Canadian identity crisis where sold out lies clearly in the treatCanadians would never wave ment I have received from Epithe flag at home but as soon as taph, and that answer is a solid
they get out of the country, no. There has never been a lathey just go nuts. They're like bel that is still so much in lune
Captain Canada. They get pis- with its fan base. If these and
sed out of their heads and start bands have gone corporate
waving the flag and, you know, then they sure hide the corpo"Fuck off, this band belongs to rate attitude well. I have tried
US!" It's very weird, we find it to contact bands of all musical
every place we go, Europe, styles and it still seems that
Australia ... Captain Canada. ll punk rockers remain most ac-

I AJso M1 A Painter I, by Isabella Stefanescu (left) and Elizabeth
D'Agostino·s mchen Plan, part of the Southwest Biennial, is on display
now at the Art Gallery of Windsor, where local artist Vittorio Sbrocca·s
latest show can also be seen. AJ. Common Ground, Windsor's Johnny
Deck has some
experimental works. while
Artcrte has sponsored a
group show of Montreal
artists from a sister gallery
Take a date on a rainy
Sunday afternoon. take a
break from your studies
support the art scene m
Windsor'
Lance photos/ LISA FORTIN

Deceased, expired, Dead Kings
beard most of these songs live;
however, it wasn't until hearing
the CD that I really noticed any
of them. Most original wac;
"Heavyweight," on which an
actual announcer begins the
song. I have to give them a 10
for creativity on that one.
Unfortunately, the next track
and the lac;t one entitled
"Building I louses" (mix 1 and
mix 2) do not continue in the
same creative vein. Both mixes
sound rather cliche, and follow
the alternative formula too

closely.
" Before", "Underestimate"
and "J:nough", the three songs
that fall between hoth "Building I louses" show promise
upon first listen and definite
appeal after only a few listens
Whether it is a comment on
the really Ugly frog on the front
of the CD, or a simple statement that reflects the tremendous amount of negativity in
the lyrics, [ have to admit this
CD is aptly named.
-Jack,e Shannon

Teeter sez punk not dead, still!!!
countable to their fans.
So anyway, as I was saying, a
few weeks ago I was fortunate
enough lo meet with Down hy
Law al St. Andrew's I Iall in
Detroit. and this confirmed my
observations. Normally it is
quite a hassle to interview a
band. There is the checking
over by several people to make
sure your interview is legit, and
most times it becomes more
work than necessary just to ask
a few questions to the band.
But this isn't the cac;e with Epitaph hands like Down by Law
- they are easy to approach
and more than willing to help.
Upon arriving at St. Andrew's, I was taken right upstairs to meet the band. My
friend and I sat and shot the
shit with drummer Hunter, and
the rest of the band was more
than willing to share their beer
with us - which epitomizes the
band's whole "what's mine is
yours" attitude. Hunter seemed
a bit overwhelmed at the whole
punk rock popularity thang and
downplayed the media's alten-

lion to it.
"Bands still seemed to be the
same as they always had been,
their albums arc just more
available now," he said. He also
commcoied on the fact thal
there is a real paradox amongst
their fans in that many feel
screwed because of punk's
popularity, but it is hardl\
something that they can co~trol. lbc popularity may only
last for a little while but it
means that more bands have
opportunities
that
they
wouldn't normally have.
After I was done with my
questions, I wac;n't immediately
ushered away; I stayed with
them until they went on stage.
What was more important was
that Hunter had questions for
me a~ well. The hand and its label seemed genuinely impressed that you want to meet
them. If this is the attitude that
corporate sellouts carry, then I
would hope that soon other
popular bands will treat their
fans with the same respect.
I!

Fri & Sat April 14& 15

5 BANDS IN
2 NIGHTSl!I
Thursday April 13

t enew •
ministers

~e

"live recording"

The Dead Kings
Area 5 1
Sw-eathogs
The Deep
Grindhouse
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lntervievv vvith East Timorese
refugee Bella Calhos
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Timor is a small half island
at the eastern end of the
sian archipelago. On Dec. 7,
ust days after declaring
~ndence from Portugal, E~st
~was invaded by Indonesia.
tyyears later, the East Timorese
~ue to suffer massive human
tabuses in one of the least
µzed cases of genocide in the
today.
as Galhos, a 22-year old former
t of the University of East Timar,
to Canada as an exchange student
Canada World Youth. She is
tly seeking official refugee status
~ada. For the past four years, she
en active in the East Timorese
ce movement. This fact eluded
ones1an authorities who allowed
visit Canada.
spoke with her during her stay in
r, where she is concluding a
Canada speaking tour.

f

t

u0111li11e

the recettt history ofEast

November 28, 1975, East Timar

ed independence from Portugal.
rcountry was not strong enough.
ia knew that East Timer did not
he military equipment to defend
ves. Also we have a lot of
ces that they want. On Dec., 1975
1mor was invaded by Indonesia.
one month the Indonesian
:y killed 100,000 East Timorese.

living in East Timar under
sia11 occupatio,i?

t like

s only two years old at the time
nesia's invasion, so Indonesian
occupation is all I've ever
. We never learned about East
ese culture in school, we couldn't
our own language. Under the
tion, it was difficult to learn
East Timer's history. We had to
onesian. Indonesia says how the
ment has improved East Timer.
built schools - because they
to teach us to be Indonesian.
"Timorese have become servants

why did you become active i,i the

nu?
ed to resist when I was 18; I
to take part in the underground
ent. I lost two brothers in the
n, and my father had been
ned for a year and a half. In East
, we can never say no to the
ian military, we must do
er they say.
r Indonesian occupation, we
o choice we have lost our choice,
' whatever they ask.
not refuse
did you play in the resista,icet

I supported the geurillas in the
mountains, we supplied food and
medicine to them. I also prepared
posters and banners for demonstrations.

Given the sttuation, participming in the
resista11ce would have been very dangerous.
How did you keep yourself safe?
I trained for three months in the
jungle with the Indonesian military. A
lot of East Timorese hated me because
they thought I was an Indonesian spy.
But I knew that to escape from my
homeland and tell the world what 1s
going on in East Timer ... It was also
the only way to protect myself from
rape by Indonesian soldiers who
demand sex from Timorese women.

How was 1t that you were chosen by Indonesia
to represent them in the Canada World
Youth program?
I pretended that I loved Indonesia.
They believed that I agre~d wi.th .
integration [of the East T1morese into
Indonesian culture.] I was a student at
the Universitas Timar Timor. I had a
scholarship from the government, and I
had a student military diploma from
three months of training I did. I scored
highest out of 53 applicants on an exam
about Indonesian history and culture,
and so I was chosen.

Tell me about how you came to Canada.

Have there been any recent positive adva,ices
iii the situation of East Timar?
Not at all. Every day people
disappear. We can't even ask about
them. We can't ask the police, or the
government, or the army. Since the Dili
Massacre [video of 271 East T1morese
being killed during a peaceful protest
was broadcast around the world} of
Nov 12, 1991 every East T1morese
family must adopt Indonesian soldiers.
We must call them brother and treat
them like family. This 1s done because
the military wants no more protests.
What is it like for women m East Timor?
In East Timar, I was always in danger
of being raped by Indonesian soldiers
My mother had to send me to a
dormitory. There are alot of young
women who do not know how to
defend themselves Many young East
Timorese women have been raped by
the military, and it's still going on. The
mass sterilization of young women is
also going on Many young girls only 12
or 13 years old have been raped and
killed

Where is the rest of your family?
All of my family 1s m East Timar.
Many of them are m the capital of D1li1
some of them are in Aileu and
Maub1sse. I don't know what's going on
with them. I would put them and
myself in danger if I tried to contact
them .

After I had been chosen for Canada
World Youth, I went to Jakarta,
Indonesia's capital. After I was finished How do you feel about being itt Canada?
the training, they kept me in Jakarta for
What is it like bei11g a re{t,geel
two weeks after the other part1c1pant~
I have lost my culture, my house,
had left for Canada. When I was staying
everything. I have to open my hand to
in Jakarta some people came into my
other people I used to be independent. I
room every day and told me how to talk
used to be able to g1ve to other people.
about Indonesia, namely, I have to keep
Since
I have become a refugee I feel like
the killing and human rights abu~es ,a
I
have
lost my character, lost my life.
secret. I was very obedient and d1dn t
Although
I also made many friends in
show my true feelings.
Canada through ETAN [East Timar
Alert Network]. I did not know about
But you had no intention ofdoing what they
ETAN in Canada before I came.
wanted?
I had already planned everythi_ng
Do you feel safe here in Canada?
when I left. Everyone in my fam~ly a~d
Not 100 percent. I have no ID. The
almost all the students at my university
Indonesian government took my
su ported my goal to use this
.
passport when I came to Cana~a. I have
;,ortunity to help East Timer and its
applied
for refugee stat_us. My first
op le by speaking out against what the
hearing is April 18. I will hear the
peop
· d · · East
Indonesian military IS omg m
judgment on June 23.
Timer. As a T1morese this is my
Do you think that you \di be gramed official
respons1·b'l'ty
11 to help save my country.
refugee status{
You've been 011 a speaki11~ tour ~r a couple
I'm not sure. The Canadian
months now. How has ,1 been.
government 1s very nice to the .
I've succeeded A lot more peop}e
Indonesian government. [Granting me
know about the situation. A lot o_
refugee status} might make the
d d , know where East T imor
Indonesian government uncomfortable.
people ~e ~ntWinnipeg for International
Before I defected I thought the
is. I spo,
I couldn't count how
Canadian
government didn't support
Women s Day, . d hen I told them
many women cne w
.
Indonesia.
.
in East T1mor.
what was gomg on

More about East Tmtor
(from the East Timor
Alert Network)
A UN human nghts expert reports
that torture in occupied East Timar 1s
"widespread and routine.•
Amnesty International has described
the Indonesian military regime as
"casual mass murderers" and has often
used the word "genociden to descnbe
the situation in East Timar They have
reported that 250,000 people - 1/3 of
the population - have been killed.
Ten UN resolutions have passed
calling for the withdrawal of Indonesian
forces and a genuine act of
self-determination for the East
Timorese Canada has abstained or
voted against each resolution.
The United States has recently
banned the sale of light arms to
Indonesia . By contrast, in 1995 Canada
listed Indonesia as a pnonty and
growth market for the exportation of
defense products.
There 1s an estimated five billion
barrels of 011 and one tnlhon cubic of
natural gas in the Timar Sea. Indonesia
has invited British, Amencan, Japanese,
and Australian MNCs to plunder the
resources that were stolen from the
T1morese 20 years ago
In 1991, then-0ppos1t1on leader Jean
Chretien wrote "we have requested that
the government persuade the U.N.
Secunty Council to fully implement
Resolutions 389 and 384, calling for the
withdrawal of Indonesian troops and
the prov1s10n of mternational
ass1stance.n
Trade statistics show that Canada
profits from a favourable trading
relationship with East Timar. This trade
also includes the export of goods used
for military purposes. For a country
which pndes itself on the global
recognition of human rights, trade wi.th
a military regime actjvely involved m
the massive rights abuse of hundreds of
thousands of people is unacceptable.
For more information about East
Timar contact the East T1mor Alert
' - Windsor Essex County
Network
(ETAN-WEC) at 1050 University Ave.
West. Windsor, Ontario, N9A 5S4.
e-mail etanwec@web.apc.org.

Map reproduced from Power and impunity.
Human rights under the New Order, the
1994 report of Amnesty ltttemat1011al USA
ott lndottesia and East Timar.
Design from Motivos artfsticos Timorenses
ea sua intgera~ao by Ruy Cin,11ti, lstit1110
be ltzvestiga,ao Ciwtffica Tropical, Museu
de Etttologia, Lisbott, 1987.
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Get your great Canadian novel published

selling commercial space, Ball
says there will be no 'ass kiss.
ing'. If you'd like to submit,
send to Dave Ball at: 1075
1Iighland St., Windsor, N9,\

for people who care. It's not an
investment but a milestone. I
don't know about reaching a
wide audience. I'd rather give
my publications to friends l '11 hand it to you free. I like
the human clement. I've had
positive feedback. People are
very involved now versus five
years ago."

Windsor artists
publishing
their works
independently
By Cameron A. Straughan
As of late, several forum,;
have become available for writers to share their work through
public readings and discussion.
But not everyone has the courage or the time lo present
something personal in front of
an audience.
Of course, once such a work
is presented, there is no guarantee that the audience will remember the work several days
later, even if they could hear
clearly, without distraction, and
the reader's presentation was
flawless. So the amount of initial preparation and effort a
writer must put into a public
reading to ensure the audience
is moved in some way may not
seem justified.
It is obvious that yet another
forum is needed. It must represent those who have reservations about performing for an
audience and those who do
read but wish to provide something more concrete and easily
digested, with the hopes of
reaching a wider audience, including those who do not attend readings. Of course,
publication will provide local
writers with such a forum.
However, many literary journals and magazines are too exclusive, and with recent budget
cuts many book publishers
(particularly in Canada) are unwilling to consider any new talents, especially if they diverge
from the norm. To remedy the
situation, local writers are taking the law into their own
bands.
Embracing the creative energy building up at various
readings, a flurry of independent publishing is occurring
in Windsor, serving to complement and further perpetuate
the growing literary scene.
"There's a lack of courage
with people who publish books
[mainstream publishers]," says
Gustave Morin, explaining the
recent explosion of both independent and self-publishing. "If
you want it done right, do it
yourself so it's your way. I'll
never make money self-publishing. I try to create something

1R6.

Sing a song of six legs
Of course, if you're the type
of writer who has a great deal
to say - enough that it can not
be effectively expressed hy a
single piece in an ind_!.!pcndenl
journal, amongst many other
pieces - then sclf-puhlishing
may he for you. "I like the control - no huge ambitions," says
Marc Ngui, speaking of his sctr.
published picture book Smg a
Song of Su: Legs (and Other

Granite series
Morin is somewhat a veteran
of the independent publishing
scene, having been involved
with the independently produced local journals Beheadings
and
Defacings
back
in
1991 '1992. Relying on Speedy
print shop for printing facilities,
it cost S1 per copy to produce
such a journal, on average; 110
copies were usually made in all,
to be distributed around the
city. Both Morin and Sergio
Forest, his usual publishing
partner, are also involved with
the Granite series.
"Granite was formed a year
and a half ago," says Dermot
Wilson, explaining Scratch n'
Sniff Ink's venture into independent publishing. "It's not
costly and I got to publish local
writers whose work I appreciate. With the new photocopying technology and thermal
binding books are cheap to produce. The Granite series cost
about $150 per author. It was
distributed locally South Shore
Books, Borderline Books, the
University Book.store, Tempest
Books in Amherstburg, Borders Books in Detroit and nationally at bookstores in
Edmonton and Victoria. We
use either Speedy or Dunkley's
print shops to print our books.
We hope to make enough publications to get grants. Then we
can solicit manuscripts and
publish even more local writers.
But grants are usually held by
the established publication
companies."

Literature for people
Wilson is also a veteran of
the independent publishing
scene. He previously worked on
a journal called Mental Radio
which lasted three years. Wilson is currently working on a
new local journal called
Ragged: Literature for the People. The free bi-monthly journal will support itself through
selling commercial space and
will be made available to the
public at local cafes in Windsor
and Detroit. If you'd like to

•••

Creepy Things).
"By self-publishing I did ii
quickly, without having to wail
six months or a year for a pub.
Graphic courtesy of MARC NGUI
lisher to get hack to me. Jk
His for Harriet who swelled beyond recognition.
cause of the reaction and the
make a submission, simply Pare, 57 University Ave. W., number I've sold, I'm more
confident that I can handle
write to Dermot Wilson at 259 Windsor, N9A 5P4.
mainstream publishers. I know
Dougall Ave., Windsor, N8X
Free Verse
more about marketing and
1S7, or contact him at Artcite.
"I've met a lot of fantastic sales now. High craftsmanship
Wilson says he won't refuse
anything done in seriousness writers that never share their is important; it should have a
and there is no judgement work with anyone," says Dave book.store quality. My books
process. In that regard, his ef- Ball, discussing his inde- were hand bound, and that's
forts are similar to he soon-lo- pendent publication Free Verse. important. Book.stores liked ii;
"Free Verse is an opportunity
be-released Eclectic Reader.
they react well to packaged
"We're looking for poetry for them to be recognized and
stuff.
They gave my book a pri·
that shows a maturity of a for locals to read local readers
ority
and
placed it in with the
sense," says Jay Pare, editor of that they have something in
regular
books.
A lot of bookthe reader. "But it's opened to conunon with. Otherwise, it's
stores
have
consignment
racks
varied subjects - it's not the- difficult to access this sort of
matic. It's varied to display lo- non-mainstream work; it's hard for independents."
Using Xerox facilities at
cal talent - poetry, prose, and to get free access and read
original
work.
Since
this
publivisuals. I enjoy being an indeDunkley's print shop, Ngui
pendent editor. There's more cation will be free, there's no printed 160 to 170 copies of his
control over how you see the risk involved for the public. book for about$ 2.10 per copy
image -not some mysterious Free Verse is also beneficial to (50 pages each). He used high
publisher dealing with it. the writer because the letters quality, acid-free paper to en·
There's more personal contact. column will provide feedback
hance the appeal. His book is
I can work with each writer, - constructive criticism. It will
available locally at South Shore
trading ideas. It's inunediate, help form a literary commuBooks, Borderline Books, and
like open mic readings; you can nity."
at
book stores in Ann Arbour
get it out in a few weeks or a
Ball says there will be no jury
and
Toronto. He also sells
to
decide
what's
published
and
month."
Pare says the Eclectic what isn't. There is also no cen- them at comic book convcn·
Reader, more book style than sorship or limit on controver- lions.
newspaper, will cost about S150 sial material. The journal, in
Ngui is quick to point out
for 100 to 200 issues, twelve the form of a newspaper, will that be is not making a Jiving
pages each. It will be made cost $300 for 2000 copies ( 4 selling his books; it's just extra
available for a modest cost at pages each). While Ball is cov- coffee money. Like other avid
the Eclectic Cafe, with hopes of ering the costs of the first issue and aspiring self-publishers and
expanding
distribution himself, he hopes to get all parindependents, be does it out of
throughout the city. The first is- ticipating writers to chip in for
a love for creating, an apprecia·
sue will feature regular readers subsequent issues, which will
at the cafe and subsequent is- arrive quarterly. Currently, tion for the work of others, and
sues will look at the broader there are twelve writers in- a wish to be heard. With such
Windsor area. If you'd like to volved, all of thorn are willing dedication from the commu·
submit, send your material to: to contribute SIS each to pub- nity, the literary spirit in Wind·
The Eclectic Cafe, Atta: Jay lish the next issue. By avoiding sor can only grow stronger. a

make better
employees ...
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The Volunteer Interns hip Program for Arts, Business and Social Science
students is a chance to make volunteering really pay off.
As a volunteer Intern, you will:
•have valuable community service experience for your resume or law/graduate school application;
•make new contacts for the summer and full-time employment;
•learn about new occupations before you graduate;
•receive recognition on your academic transcript for you volunteering.
APPLICATIONS: for Inter/Summer Session 1995 AND Fall 1995 are available NOW. Summer applications are due May 19th.
If you can commit yourself to 4 hours per week for 10 weeks, call us. Co-op Ed. and Student Placement will give you ongoing support in
your volunteer employment, and four professional workshops to help you make the most of your volunteer llme.

Co-op Education and Student Placement, Rm 111 Dillon Hall 253-4232 ext 3903
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Zappa: a beginner's guide
Take the time
to discover
one of the best
rock musicians
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By C. William Bestward
I once had a friend tell me
the reason he refused to listen
to Frank Zappa was that when
listening to music he liked to
enjoy himself as opposed to being constantly insulted by
taunting lyrics and disconcerting musical arrangements. At
the time I thought I completely
agreed with him. But a short
time later another friend told
me that he was only able to enjoy listening to Zappa after developing the ability to tell the
difference
between
being
laughed at and being asked to
laugh along. Through this approach he also found the ability
to discern the disconcerting
from the eccentric.
Like many people my first
impression of Zappa was based
solely upon secondhand information, not experience. Upon
actually listening to the music I
realized that this demented
blend of social satire, clever lyrics, avant-garde jazz improvisation, lethal guitar work, and
rock and roll parody was extremely interesting, maybe even
genius.
Beginning his musical career
with the Mothers of Invention
in 1965, Frank Zappa built up a
massive collection of more than
80 releases. What I plan to do
here is give a rough guide to his
best music. However, I have listened to no more than 55 of
these selections, so my opinion
is simply based on what I have
heard for myself.

Mothers of Invention

work perfectly lo introduce the
listener to all the great music
Zappa would make in the '70's.

Several standouts
Of the 16 other albums
Frank Zappa released lo vinyl
in the '70s there are several
standouts. The Rykodisc coupling of 1973's OvemiJe Sensation with 1974's Apostrophe is
lyrically humorous, beautifully
produced, and musically stunning. 1975's Bongo Fury found
Zappa and longtime collaborator Captain Bcefheart working
together again in creating a
memorable rock album. With
songs like "Carolina Hard Core
Ecstasy", "Muffin Man" and
"Advance Romance" one simply can't go wrong. 1976's Zoot
Allures, 1978's In New York
City, and 1979's Sheik Yerbouti
all work extremely well. They
provide older fans with a good
idea of how much Zappa's
work had progressed since his
tenure with The Mothers, as
well as allowing newer fans to
get an idea of both where he
was corning from, and where he
was going.
Thus far, this article bas concen lrated on Zappa's work inside of the studio. The '80s and
'90s, however, found Zappa releasing several albums that reflected his love of the stage.
For both guitar players and
fans alike I suggest 1981's Shut
up and Play Yer Guitar, More of
Shut up and Play Yer Guitar,
and The Return of the Son of
Shut up and Play Yer Guitar.
All three of these albums
were reissued by Rykodisc in
1986 as a two-CD set that
comes very nicely packaged,
complete with liner note~ that
give an in-depth explanation of
the contents. This wonderful
collection is an excellent crosssection of Zappa's patented
guitar solos fro!11 t he .e~rly '70s:
crying, screammg,. 1:5mg, falling, and always brilliant. I s_uggest this release for every guit~r
fan. This is Frank Zappa al his
musical best.

Anyone who listened to
Zappa's work with the Mothers
of Invention before listening to
his solo efforts probably never
listened to Zappa again. The
music between 1966 and 1969
was so experimental that it only
caught the attention of fellow
musicians and glue sniffers. Of
that period's albums only the
Rykodisc pairing of We're only
in it for the Money/Lumpy Gravy
stands out. Released separately
in 1967, these two albums work
nicely together to give the listener a pretty good idea of
what Zappa was trying to accomplish in the 1960's.
In the '70s Zappa turned in
the right direction without
abandoning the experimental
drive behind his earlier music.
A self-professed teetotaller and
non-drug user, Zappa began to
tum away from the psychedelic
music that was beginning to
fade, and realize just how good
a guitar player he actually was.
The result was what I refer to
as the "fearsome foursome,"
the consecutive release of four
albums in 1970. Weasels- Ripped
My F/.esh, Chunga's Revenge,
Archive diving
flot Rats, and lastly Burnt
1988 found Zappa diving
Weeny Sandwich offer the lisinto
bis archives in order lo _retener the earliest examples of
lease
six double compact discs
what a musical genius Zappa
entitled
You Can't Do That On
Was. All four albums present
music that jumps from the Stage Anymore Vok !:VI..
Any one of these_d1scs 1s perspeakers as a virtual assault on
ba~ic rock and roll instruments fect for first-time listeners and
With Zappa's guitar wizardry fi- longtime fans alike. lncy'rc
nally being utiliwd. Of these great examples of Zappa's
four alhums I personally enjoy trademark live pcrfonnan<:Cs
flot Rats the most; but all four and present the listener with

new songs, classics by lbc
Mothers, and solo material that
Zappa released through the
'70s and '80s. 1 he albums can
be purcha,;cd individually or as
a 12-CD package, complete
with display case and spaces for

YCDTOSA Vols. VII & VIII.
An excclJent place to begin or
continue your Frank Zappa
collection.

Other work
For those of you who are
more interested in Zappa's orchestral pieces and symphonies
I suggest either l 983's Londorr
Symphony Orchestra or 1994's
The Yellow Shark, released
posthumously after the artist
succumbed to cancer in 1993.
Frank Zappa was difficult if
not impossible to categorize:
innovator, workaholic, musical
genius, satirist, and lastly, fearless iconoclast. He left behind a
wealth of recordings, with unreleased material on the way. His
collection is vast and it can be a
tedious job sorting through it
until you find something you
really enjoy. However, don't be
discouraged by this, or you'd
miss out on one of the finest
musicians ever to work in the
rock industry.
I!
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Excellent location on maior b us route
• Furnished, clean, comfortable rooms
Captain's bed with storage drawers
• Fridge, phone lacks and cable in all rooms
Exercise and games room
• FREE Parking
• Laundry Facllities

I
I

I

I SUMMER RATES 5225°0
I FOR ALL ROOMS INCLUDING UTILITIES

I

BEAT THE RUSH

FOR SEPTEMBER 1 95

I Single •419

00

• Double •27900

DETROIT STREET
I CALL245
254-4577 1Oam-5pm

-- -- -- Special Needs & Accessibility
flecfions (SNAC) : April 13
I _

The Special Needs & Accessibility Committee will be holding their
elections for the 1995/96 school year on Thursday, April 13th, 1995. These
will take place in the SNAC office on the second floor of the CAW centre at
11:30 am. An Advanced poll will be held on Wednesday, April 12th in the
UWSA office. The list of members eligible to vote is posted outside the
SNA C office.

We are now accepting nominations for the following positions:
• President
• Vice-President
• Treasurer
• Social Co-Ordinator
• Secretary
All interested students arc invited to join in the open forum which will take
place after the election is complete. We welcome all opinions and concerns at
this time. Please call 253-4232, ext. 3468 for more information.
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Sports therapy
clinic boasts
state of the art
equipment
By Sheila Windle

Everything appears to be
new at the university sports
therapy clinic. At first glance,
one can see that the therapy
room is much bigger - about
four times as large as it was before - and much brighter, due
to improved lighting. After
that, all the new equipment becomes obvious; equipment
which enables therapists Kathy
Harvie and Dave Stout to treat
injuries even more efficiently
and effectively than ever.
The new treadmill serves not
only as a conditioning instrument, but also as a valuable assessment tool. Therapists and
patients no longer need to go
into the dark and busy hallways
where assessments were often
interrupted by passersby. Now,
more time-efficient and accurate assessments can be made
on the treadmill which is strategically situated next to the mirrors. Patients themselves can
monitor running technique and
then make adjustmants to
avoid motions which cause injuries.

New equipment
Stationary bicycles now have
a greater capacity for sport-specific training, with connections
to monitor heart beat. New
mats provide space for stretching and exercises so that tables
are no longer tied up for these
purposes.
The "Jumper'' machine is a
non-weight-bearing machine on
which the patient lies on his or
her back and pushes against adjustable force. This machine is
ideal for working on range of
motion for knees and ankles,
and can also be used as a
strengthening tool. The lowest
weight is such that rehabilitative work can begin on acute injuries whereas in the past, they
might have been iced for five to
six days before any rehab could
begin.

State of the art
University of Windsor athletes will benefit greatly from a
new set of weights designed by
a
group
of
Norwegian
physiotherapists specifically to
treat injuries. Angles can be adjusted and snap-on attachments
added to enable the athlete to
isolate a specific muscle and
work on it. The tremendously
versatile weights are set up next
to mirrors so that athletes can
watch themselves working and
increa,;e their strength safely.
The leg extension machine
works on the joints of the hip,
knee and leg. Again, certain
muscles can be isolated, while
others can be protected by
range of motion limiters. The
machine starts at five pounds

so can be used on acute cases.
So the injured or recovering
athlete can begin rehab sooner.
At the electrical modality
centre, three machines now
have the capacity to do what,
until very recently, it would
have taken fourteen machines
to do. While athletes arc receiving ultrasound or electrotherapy, they can push buttons
on the machine to bring up
educational diagrams of nerves,
muscles, or other body parts.
So the machine is interactive
and educational as well as rehabilitative.
The final and most inpressive
machine is called the KIN
COM AP. This isokinetic dynamometer treats legs, arms,
wrists, shoulders, hips, ankles,
and knees. The speed, force,
and range of motion are all adjustable to the specific needs of
the injured athlete and can be
programmed into the computer. The therapist can set up
a program for a certain athlete,
save it, and call it back up the
next time the patient comes
into the clinic. This enables the
patient to work indepcndantly
and the therapist to work with
other patients.
The ID interacts with the patient in a number of ways. First
the ID talks to the patient, giving verbal instructions. Also
when the patient is performing
rehab, a sort of visual biofeedback appears on the screen in
front of her or him. If too much
force is applied, if the speed of
the movement is too slow or
fast, or if the direction is wrong,
colour graphic displays show
the patient that the effort is
outside the target zone. In this
way, the visual feedback serves
as a quality control for the patient's physical output. It is a
sophisticated piece which demonstrates how cutting-edge
technology is applied to get injured athletes back on track as
quickly as possible.

A transformation
The sport therapy clinic as
has been transformed from a
small, modest facility into a
state of the art clinic that is oo
par with any other university facility in North America.
The efficiency of treatment
and accuracy of monitoring
have been increased dramatically. With these new facilities,
our two top-notch therapists
Kathy Harvy and Dave Stout
are enthusiastic and confident
about providing the best possible rehabilitation to those unfortunate enough to mcur
injury.
I!
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The University of Windsor men's rugby teams win in two landslide victories.

Rugby club pulls off two victories
By Corrina Thomson

You've probably already
heard a story like this.
The University of Windsor
rugby teams assaulted the
Windsor Borders in two landslide victories. The university's
A side won a hard fought game
22-3 while the B side won an
easy 29-0 triumph.
The A side started off slow
when the Borders received the
first three points with a penalty
kick. But the university team
quickly recovered when outside
centre Jenson Rudy broke
through to score two trys. Pat
Daniels and Bill Kenney also
scored to bring up the game up
to 17-3 by the end of the first
half.
Rob Kossuth was able to
score another try for the university fairly early in the second

half thanks to excellent tackling
by Trevor Drake and Brent
Wilson.
Unfortunately the second
half was notably shorter than
the first since the game was
called. The Borders, unable to
cope with the university's aggressive style, resorted to dirty
play when a player "headbutted" Pat Daniels three times
in a scrum.
The B side however were in
complete control of the game
when 8 man Tony Alexander
scored a forward try. flanker
Ken Gordon was also able to
barge through the Borders defence bringing the score to 10-0
at the first half.
The university then proceeded to score two more trys
when Lancer football player
and rookie Rob McElwain
drove over the Borders defence

to score two trys m his first
game ever.
Although returning to football in the faU, McEiwain is
looking forward to playing
rugby after football season and
again next spring. McElwain
said rugby requires a higher
level of fitness than football.
"It's non-stop running for forty
minutes," he said. But, he said
there is a similar feeling of
comraderie among the players.
With the end of the season,
the rugby team loses four key
players. Jenson Rudy, Paul
O'Donnell, Brent Wilson and
Chris Leitch will all be leaving
Windsor after four fulfilling
years of Windsor rugby. Any·
one interested in playing next
year should contace Dack Heslop at 973-1792.
I

Law Faculty fun run a roaring success
By Rob Vidamour

Two hundred and six participants showed up to either run,
walk, wheelchair 5 kilometre
(km) or run 10 km followed by
lunch, door prizes, and the
medal ceremony on Sunday
April 3.
Organizers, volunteers and
support staff of the University
of Windsor's law faculty held a

very successful First Annual
Ambulance Chasers Fun Run.
also organized by the Walkers
and Runners Across the
County of Essex, the fun-run
was put on to benefit the Citizen's Advocacy for Windsor
and Essex County. Although it
was the group's first attempt at
running such a function, the
day went off without a hitch despite the shortage of forks

available at lunch.
The Lance was represented
in the 5 km run. A fine race was
run by Lance volunteer Jerry
Burrell who finished first overall in 18:45 minutes. Mike
Drago of the social science so·
ciety finished a distant second.
A fun time was bad by all and
we are looking forward to the
second Annual Ambulance
Chasers event.
!

Sports Stumpers
By Herman Viol

Try matching the team who has won each country's league soccer championship for 1994.
1. Austria

2. Belgium
3. Croatia
4. Denmark

A) Bayern Munich
B) Ajax
C) Steaua Bucharest
D) Galatasaray

5. Germany
6. Holland
7. Ireland
8. Portugal
9. Romania
10.Scotland
11.Spain
12.Turkey

E) Benfica
F) Rangers
G) Barcelona
H) Anderlechl
I) Hadjuk Split
J) Casino Salzberg
K) Shamrock Rovers
L) Silkeborg

,\nslf«I

t.J
2. H
J.I
41.

S.A
6. D
7. K

SE
9.C

10.r
11 . (i
12. D
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Rowing with both oars in the water
By P. Heather Botsford

"lbe spring rowing season is
just around the corner and the
Windsor Crew Rowing Club
(WCRC) has already begun
preparations. Boathouse cleanup took place two weeks ago as
the anticipation of getting
those boats on the water is rising.
Rowing has gained notoriety
in the last couple of years with
the success of Canadian oarsmen in the 1992 Barcelona
Summer Olympics and the continued excellence of Silken
Laumann, Marnie McBean,
Derek Porter, and other national stars. After Laumann's
recent drug related problems
rowing has come to he one of
Canada' s major concerns. The
popularity has been seen locally
in membership increase of the
WCRC.

Who are they?

)N

The lance

Windsor's club was established in 1970 by Roger Sellars
and has continued to be active,
competitive, and victorious
ever since. The club hosts crew
members from not only the
University of Windsor but also
college and high school students too.

All ages and weight classes
lbc crew also carries among
can row as there arc junior (18 its mcmhers three time Royal
and under), lightweight, inter- Canadian JJcnely Champion,
mediate, hearywcight and mas- five time National Champion,
ters (for the more experienced founding memher of the club
oarsmen) categories. Windsor and president of it since 1993
Crew has male and female Dave Sellars, as well a<; Nacrews in sweeping (using one tional ·rcam hopeful I.awrence
oar) and sculling (using two Nwassci, not to mention many
oars). 'fbc cluh trains at the other champions and medal
La.Salle Sculling C..cntrc, lo- holders.
cated on the Detroit River at
the foot of Laurier Drive. 'lbc Good for body and soul
site gives "the hest water" as
Rowing has long been known
the stretch is protected by
as an excellent source of total
Fighting Island across from the
body exercise which uses both
dock. Only winter ice and
upper and lower body strength
strong winds causing rough combined with a fantastic carwater, keep the oarsmen off the diovascular workout. 1bc sport
river.
also has an inner strength.
Recreational and competi'Ibis can he felt hy watching
tive athletes fill the ranks of the the sunrise on the water with
club which participates in a va- the intense teamwork as all the
riety of local and international oars gracefully pull together
regattas, with the highlight in and oarspeoplc's bodies move
August heing the Royal Cana- fluid in synchronous motion.
dian llencly Regatta. Tbe club An onlooker couldn't help but
caters to the enhancement of notice the love the athletes
knowledge al all levels with have for their sport. It's only
learn-to-row programs offered through dedication and effort
to those with lillle or no experi- that rowers rise before dawn,
ence.
put their bodies through hard
The club hosted a level one physical training, and their
technical coaches clinic on Jan. minds through mental tests to
13 and 14 with the co-operation create the picturesque figure of
of the Ontario Rowing Associa- boats gliding swiftly and sleekly
tion (ORA).
through the water to victory. !!

One Way from Return from
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PARIS
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ROME
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When Dixon Ward began the
season as a member of the
Toronto Maple Leafs, he was
looking to regain the form that
made him one of the NIIL's
top rookies in 1992-93. However after only 21 games Ward
was sent packing to the Leafs
minor league affiliate in St.
John's. From the "rock" he was
then loaned to the Detroit Vipers of the International
Hockey League (II IL).
Ward found him-;clf in a situation not unique to many players so close to donning an Nill,
jersey. Skilled players usually
dominate a teams top two forward lines, but only a few succeed a sudden transition from a
scorer to checker.
"When I went in there
lToronto], and you look down
the roster and you sec scv~n. or
eight players making a nulhon
l dollars] plus, I looked a.t myself and said their not going to
use me in an offensive role."
lbe talent laden Leaf roster
had been riddled with injuries
but as the players began to return it knocked Ward out of
the lineup. At 6'0", 195 lbs,
Ward's size left him at the
smaller end of the scale for
checking forwards.
"I had to go out and check
and be a disturber. But people
have to realize that money is
everything in this game. I was
ahead of four or five guys, hut I
was the only one with a two way
contract."
Essentially when Toronto
sent him down, they were not
obligated to pay his pro-rated
salary.
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Wards playing future
The length of Ward's seaso~
will hinge upon how far the Vipers wiJJ travel in the playoffs.
Ilis career as a "Bud" looks to
he at an end.
"' I echnically I'm still I cars
property but we're working out

Conditions
apply.
Prices do not
include taxes.

New/Used CD's, Records, T-shirts,
Buttons, Videos, Alternative Music
Collectibles, Photos, Pins,
Magazines, Imports, Tour
Memorabilia, Elvis & Beatles
Memorabilia. Movie Stills/Photos,
Pidure Discs, Jazz, Country, and
other musics.

Dixon Ward finds himself odd man out
By Richard Charles

$429
$449
$499
$569
$649
$859

With Over 50 Dealers,
You Can Buy, Sell, Trade:

Eye on the "/"
sl

$259
$249
$349
$369
$419
$479

Door Prizes, Food or Beverages,
Come Early and Beat the Crowd.

Parking Available On Riverside Dr. W.
and Parking lots & Meters.

For Info Call (416) 763-7298

Windsor Residents; West of Ovellette at
Ferry St.
Detroit Residents: 5 minutes from
downtown. Cross Ambassador Bridge,
follow Huron Church Rd, turn right on
Riverside Dr W

GRADUATING ~
BUT NO JOB?
Why not try
Co-op Education &
Student Placement's

Lance photo / JERRY BURRELL

Dixon Ward (9).

some kind of deal where I become an unrestricted free agent
at the end of the year," s~ated
Ward. Since joining the V1pe~s
Ward has accumulat~d six
points in four games while seeing pleanty of action on the
power play.
.
.
Wallowing on the third 1,~c
in Toronto has hurt his statistics, but gelling a c~ancc to
play regularly in Detro'.~. shoul~.
help his markctahilty. fbcrc s
.
no q ueshon
ahou t it· When
,
you're on the bench ~nd d.o~ ~
accumulate any offensive stalls
ties in the NI ll , people seem t~:
forget about you. 'Iben when '
.
to make a deal the
comes time
first thing they look at arc your

slats. The chance to put up
numbers here (Detroit] can
only help me," explains Ward.
In a game where productivity
is a key to a players survival,
Dixon Ward bas had to leave
the heavy furniture close to the
door this season. lltough
Ward's "comitted to Detroit
until the end of the season," he
has tasted success in the NIil.
and craves to return.
But what the Vipers gain offensively this season from
Ward could be lost next year
as his' numbers increase. If his
first four games arc any indication of \\-hal is to come. Ward
should begin making travel arrangements immediately.
II

B1'J=liWIJlffl!ll=li•JilU:~1,i1
• get support.from instructor & peers
•
•
•
•
•

strengthen career goals & discover your skills
prepare targeted resumes & cover letters
develop & practice interview skills
develop & practice telephone skills
learn how to access "hidden jobs ..

DETAILS
dates
times
location

Reg. Fee

Session 2
Session I
Mon Fri
Mon-Fri,
May 29-J une 9
May 1-12
9am- I2pm
9am 12pm
Rm 267 Dillon Hall Rm 267 Dillon Hall

$50.00

$50.00

REGISTRATION LIMITED
Please sign up in Co-op education & Student
Placement, Room 111, Dillon Hall or
call Elena at 253-4232 ext. 3903

editorials
Tuition hikes strike
foreign students
The tuition increase Ontario university students will encounter
pales in comparison to the tuition hike Visa students face again. The provincial government has again revealed classist discrimination against Visa students in raising their tuition at a much
higher rate than other students. This inproportionate hike not
only makes it even more difficult for foreign students to study in
Canada, hut it weakens the multicultural fabric of campuses.
Visa students already have enough barriers to conquer when
they chose to study here, but now they face the challenge of studying in a province which has decided to make it even more difficult
to acquire an education. The policy reflects a classist belief that
not everyone deserves an education, Canadian or otherwise.
With this inproportionate policy, Ontario campuses will lose
even more foreign students than Canadians every year. Ontario
universities may hoast of offering a multicultural experience in
their calenders, hut this is certainly not reflected on campus.
We have the Ontario government to thank for placing even further restrictions on Visa students, making our school more unattractive lo Canadian and foriegn students alike. Not only are the
Visa students !he obvious victims of the provincial government's
discriminatory actions, Canadian students will also face a decreasing number of foreign students to interact and learn from.

Insurers unethical
Students e nrolled in bioethics at the university would enjoy the
latest controversy to rock Canada's health care system.
In the name of convenience and profit some of Canada's health
insurance companies have taken to submilling clientele to a saliva
test Lo determine HIV status. While they say saliva tests are a costeffective way of weeding out HIV positive applicants, the same insurance companies admit that the tests are often inaccurate.
l~e practice is not approved by the Canada's health ministry
specifically because of the high rate of false positives which occur.
Currently if the test comes back positive the insurance company
without informing the applicant of the results, asks for a blood test
to double check the original results. It is obvious and should be to
insurers, that any applicant who has submitted t~ a saliva test will
be more than a little leery about coming in for a blood test after
the intial test results are withheld.
Unfortunately, those who need the coverage have been left
hanging in the wind while those affiliated with Canada's ministry
of health and blood donor clinics have washed their hands of the
affair. The situation is enough to leave one spitting mad.

Stay active this summer
While the Lance doesn't publish in the summer, life on campus
doesn't come to an end when the printing press stops. This is true
of education issues and legislation too. In fact a suprising number
of important decisions which effect students are made during the
summer, when students are busy with summer jobs.
Your tuition fee for next year will be decided this summer as
will many academic issues as the university's Senate, Board of
Governors, provincial government and student council often set
Septem~r's agenda during summer months. Legislators know its
?1°re difficult fo~ students to unite when not on campus, so striking.students aren t much danger to education legislation.
So keep your eyes peeled for tuition hike announcements. Why
not take some time to let your MP know what you think and be
ready for action this summer. Keep your eyes peeled in September
when a fresh crop Lance staffers will tum out the next issue.
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lrwisible Girl ..................... ..................... Teena Ward
cat Woman .... .... .. ... ..... .... ..... ...... Cheryl Clar1<
Wonder Woman ................................. Sarah Atkinson
Tank Girl .... ..... ...... ..... .................... Lisa Fortin
The Tick .... .... ..... .... ...... ... .... ...... Frederick BeiUer
Medusa ......~····· ..............: ............. Sarah Atkinson
Shadow cat ............. ......... .. ...... Nancy Pringle
storm .............. . ..... ...... .............. Lu,sa Cabiddu
Scarfet Witch... ..... ...... .... .... Martina Obersat
Ms. Marvel. ..... ......... .... ... .... ....... ......... Lifi Chan
Super Girl • • .... ..... ....... ...... ...... •..... N1dhl Dhir
Spawn.............. ..... ...... . ................... John Teeter
Spiderman .. .. . ... . . .... . ......... Brad Buckenham
Contributors: Jason Amyot, lngnd Badley, Dave Ball,
Jacqueline Beckford. C. WIiiiam Bestward, P Heather
Botsford, Chns Bo~. Ligaya Byrch, Lisa Bowker, Dave
Bukovec. Mark Calibarn, Richard Charles, Rob Dear1ove.
Dave Garcia, Rachel Goss. Shawn Hupka, Kevin
Johnson, Andrew Lowe, Holly Mclnbre, Trecia
Mclennon, Cynthia Martin, Mike Pereira, Daw V. Raniga,
Jackie Shannon, Rich Shennan. Cameron StraU1Jhan,
Comna Thomson. Rob Vtdrnamour, Herman Viol, Mike
Whaley, Shella Wtndle.
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Letters to the editor

Review unfair
Dear Editor
Does John Bourne use his
review column to get attention,
because I can't seem to understand why else he displays this
attitude towards the University
Players. Quite on the level,
what are his credentials for reviewing theatre? Stating he's
seen a show several times in his
life, though the last time was at
age 16, is hardly enough to cut
it anywhere other than a paper
at the university level (no offence to the Lance).
First, nowhere was it ever
stated that we are "exempt"
from doing Canadian theatre.
These are Bourne's words,
taken from a letter written to
the editor and twisted to meet
his own needs. What was actually said was that we needed to
do popular titles, irregardless
?f where the shows came from,
m order to keep any season going at all. And on a more personal level, I resent his snide
comment on the idea that we
arc using tax money meant for
education on running Essex as
a professional theatre company. Of course it's money
meant for education, our education. Just as students get
credit for any course, we get
credit for our performances
lighting labs, costume labs, run~
ning crews and shop labs.
Also, I'd like to ask if the following titles mean anything to

him: Goodnight Desdemona,
Good Morning Juliet, Leaving
I Iome, Saltwater Moon, Farther West, Girls In the Gang,
Nurse Jane Goes to Hawaii.
lbesc are just a mere handful
of titles, but do they mean anything to him? Probably not. It
seems that Bourne was too
busy brushing up his Shakespeare in order to get laid to research our theatre's history and
past seasons. The above mentioned arc all Canadian shows
that seem to have found their
way onto our stage and there
are more. I'm not sure, but I
believe this is the first season
we haven't put one on.
And once again, I strongly
recommend the next time the
Lance hires a reviewer, [editors
note: Lance writers work on a
volunteer basis] seriously q ucstion their credentials. In the review of Kate, Bourne spent 3/4
of his column taking potshots
and then crammed what he had
to say about only four of the
player performances into one
paragraph. Also, nowhere was
there any comments on choreograph, set design or technical
aspects of the show.
I would suggest, Bourne get
facts straight before putting notions in print again.
I would also like to point out
that, the way the two gangsters
in the show were played, the
idea of them being able to seduce a fem is ludicrous, never
mind trying to portray them ac;

t2

vicious Godfather types.
Marsha Mason
BFA Music Theatre

Swim team trouble
Dear Editor,
. I am wri~ing to display my
displeasure m the recent decision to suspend both the male
and female varsity swim teams.
I fail to see the reasoning behind the athletic department's
d~cision. The total budget
given for both teams is around
$17,000.
Comparing
this
budget to other teams, this is a
bargairl. Not wanting to single
out the new female hockey
team but just last year, the athletic department found over
$50,000 for the team. Comparing this to the total budget of
both swim teams, suspension is
just a drop in the bucket.
I have been on the swim
team for four years, and as I
am graduating, this decision
does not affect me directly.
But, I have been looking forward to remaining part of the
team as a coach. This year's
team has been the first to improve and set a solid base for
years to come.
In conclusion, I hope the
athletic department can see the
error in their ways and reverse
their decision.
Bart Macl..ean
Electrical Engineering

More letters on p. 19
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Editorial Policies

Mission Statement

The Lance is published by the Student Media
Corporation and prints 10,000 copies every
Monday of the fall and winter semesters. Its
offices are located in the basement of the CAW
Student Centre.
Unsigned ednorials are produced by the Lance
edi!orial board, and may not reflect the beliefs of
all ns members. Opinions expressed in the Lance
are not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor or the Student Alliance.
Submissions are welcome and become the
property of the newspaper. Submissions must
include contributor's name and phone number and
must be typed ~ouble-spaced, legibly handwritten,
or on floppy disk (IBM compatible). The ednor
reserves the right to edit for space and clarity.
L~tters will be accepted until the Friday before
pubhcat1on and must include the writer's name
major of study and phone number.
•
C~ntent~ copyright 1995. Reproduction in any
way 1s. forb1dde~ without the written permission of
the editor Ill ch1et. Tbe Lance is a member of the
Canadian University Press.

The Lance, the student newspaper of the
University of Windsor, affirms its role as an agent
of social change, performing both an educative
and activist function.
These principles are based on those of the
Canadian University Press:
1. The Lance recognizes the diversity in ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexual orientation, age, physical
and mental ability and economic status of our
audience, and reflect nin our content.
2. By examining issues and different perspectives
cxher media av04d, the Lance recognizes that
many disadvantaged groups in society do not
have equitable access to the media We affirm our
responsibility to give these groups voice and
recognition.
3. The Lance is committed to acting against
oppression of socially, culturally, polnically, and
economically disadvantaged groups. In addition,
we oppose the abuse of power in any form.
4. The lance will not print material that is sexist,
racist, ageist. heterosexist, or that maligns

differently-abled peoples or the economically
disadvantaged.
5. The Lance will work against the proliferation of
conventional and nuclear arms and the systems
which promote them, which preserve and extend
unjust economic and political hegemony, diverting
resources from genuine human needs.
6. The Lance promotes non-violent resolution to
any and all disputes.
7. The Lance promotes ecological responsibility,
both in content and in its day-to-day workings.
Mailing address:
The Lance c/o University of Windsor
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, ON
Canada N9B 3P4
Telephone:
Editor. (519) 253-4232, ext. 3909
News and Arts: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3910
Sports and Photo: (519) 253-4232, ext. 3923
Advertising: (519) 971-3604
Fa: (519) 97-1-3624
E-mail: uwlance@server.uwindsor.ca
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Em~loyment,
Level playing field lost in
equity doesn t
many equity arguments
SO IV e the Pro bIem
By Teena Ward

By Dave Bukovec

Everyone should he allowed
the same opportunities, but if
any person or group wants
equal rights they should, by
definition, work on a constant
premise - qualification based
on merit.
Those who voice objections
to how they have been discriminated against should not
weaken their stance by being
hYJX>Crites.
Or, is retribution a valid
cause for the oppressed to become the oppressor? Do certain groups deserve to he
punished for the actions of
their unrelated predecessors?
Possession of power, whether
actual or perceived, has a
strong ability to corrupt and fog
our judgement.
People should not be judged
on their genitalia or any other
physical characteristics. However, making generali:1,alions on
such a premise is easy to do,
and it is fair to say that everyone docs it to some degree. It
can be validly argued that it is
necessary to create categories
into which we can quickly and
neatly fit people, and then to
modify our preconceptions of
them the more we learn about
them. This is especially true in
large societies where we meet
new people every day and first
impressions arc paramount.
Barriers must be quashed
and a level playing field has to
be created before people can
attain equal rights. How is this
to be done? Is switching the positions of the advantaged and
disadvantaged the answer?
Should less qualified people be
given preference to fulfill a
quota?
Yes? All right. Here are a
few things to think about.
These kind of actions are inevitably reciprocal. That is, positions tradiitonally held by
minorities will be given to possibly less qualified people of
majority groups almost carte
blanche as well as vice versa.
Breaking down barriers can
have unexpected consequences.
Take the example of women
entering the military. While

some women may find the army
appealing, the voluntary entrance of a few women may
precipitate the obligation of
conscription for the rest of the
country's women.

Reducing the requirements
for some groups to make it
more accessible for them may
seem like a good short-term solution, but what happens then?
Logically, the less qualified are
Jess apt to do as well on the job
and therefore, humiJiate themselves. This could only serve to
reinforce the foundationJess
stereotypes that certain sectors
of the community should never
enter certain fields of work.
Aie many of the rights'
movemements a truly liberating
route? Or a self-destructive token action given to rightly infuriate people who may be
partiaJJy blinded by their emotions? Some say imperfect solutions are sometimes needed in
an imperfect world? Imperfect
solutions, especially on such a
grand scale, are comparable. to
an open wound - 1l gets mfccted and has the ability to
eventually destroy the entire

I

Ross McKibbin

Year ill
Sociology

lbere are two sides to every
story. Though trite, this platitude is especially applicable in
the for and against arguements
about equity hinng policies.
While a case can be made both
for and against the legislation

ing inequalities of plowers and
resources between groups.
Thus, groups may require diffcrent treatmeant if they are to
achieve genuine equality."
Despite the complexities of
the historical context, new advacates of equal rights policies
are popping up across the coun-

of equal hiring procedures, arguements against always seem
to exclude the most important
factor - the issue of the playing field.
The playing field is the real
world, and in the real world
prejudice and discrimination,
which have been in effect for
hundreds of years, can't be
eradicated over night. In fact
the imbalance of power built up
over such a long period of time
will take generations to undo, if
the damage can ever really be
undone.
Sexism and racism still thrive
- so although women and minorites can now legally vote, attend university and run for
office we are far from playing
on an equal ground with those
in power.
A'> the glossary of York University's draft anti-racism policy
says: "Equity includes equality
of access and out come. Equity
initiative seek to redress exist-

try. Oddly enough when women
and minorities arc making
small advances towards full personhood these champions of
equality claim to have found a
solution! "Hey I know," they
say, "let's just treat everyone
equally and we'll put that nasty
equal rights legislation behind
us. Those policies are discriminatory anyway, and you said
retribution was wrong."
WhiJe the language may
sound reminiscent of equal
rights advocates the reality is
not. On the surface such statements seem to make perfect
sense. I know everyone is equal,
and I know I shouJd treat all
people accordingly.
The problem is that while
calls for the immediate adherence to equal rights arc well
and good, not everyone listens
very well. Nor do many employers, government officials, teachers, and others in positions of
power care if someone says that

the new rules say that we're_ all
to be treated the same. Racism
and sexism are a little more
complicated than that and they
demand complex solutions.
In fact Canadians found this
out the hard way. EquaJ right,;

legislation wao; not the first step
to ridding sexism and racism
from hiring policies in this
country. Rather the government tried to educate employers (and others in positions of
power) about the issues, and
requested that such factors be
taken into account during hiring.
But this didn't put a dent in
the problem, because employers were still hiring according
to the sex and colour of the applicant. White and male was
the preference of most North
l\mcrican employers before
legislation was implemented.
Discrimation is a subtle art.
Take for instance the plight of
women breaking into the tool
and die field. Employers arc literally begging for skilled labourers yet some Windsor
women (fully trained and
skilled) were repeatedly denied
apprenticeships because of
their sex.
If women were brought in to
an all male shop employers
have to put in a woman's wa,;hroom. So though the women
were capable of doing the job
their sex was a harrier in the
eyes of the employer and staff.
Nobody wants to be the employee who they had to hire.
And just because you're hired
under equity policies doesn't
mean you're not completely
qualified for the job - don't
worry there are enough educated and talented minorities
lo avoid the hiring of unqualified people (another favourite
arguement of the new champions of equality). Right now equity policies and affirmative
action are the best we have in
an imperfect world.
Many feminists (and yes, I
am a feminist) would concur
that ideaJJy legislation which
targets sexism and racism
would he considered unnccccssary since the goal is egalitarianism.

Year II

Year ill

Greg R. Kirch
Year Ill

History

Drama and Education

Visual Arts

Josh Kukulski

Cindy Moote
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Jury system lacks justice for African-Americans
are often hostile because of skin colour.
Special to the Lance
If a black offender
believes
that racism
Alone in the woods a figure
takes flight. I lis famed speed ex.ists in society, they
dulled by age and the dark will feel that racism
forehoding trees unable to pro- has infiltrated the juvide camouflage for his ebony- rors who sit in a panel
awaiting to make a
clad body.
judgement
of innoThrough the trees the pursucent
or
guilty.
Black
ers see bis six-foot frame
offenders
will
never
thrashing through the woods.
feel
that
they
are
reThe pace of the horses'
quicken. Ilis damp feet trip ceiving equal justice
upon a dead branch and he when they arc being
falls into the mud's awaiting judged predominately
embrace. l lis capture is inevita- by persons from alien
ble. His fallen body is encircled backgrounds. If there
is an instance that an
by his pursuers. Under the
individual is granted
desolate light of the moon his
fate will be decided. As he the benefit of a jury comprised
looks at the cold faces of those of predominantly black indion horseback surrounding him, viduals it should be viewed as
he can only wonder if this is the exception rather than the
rule.
justice for hlacks in America.
llle justice system is just a
In the United States, both
microcosm
of the greater sociblacks and the poor arc systemety.
The
beliefs
which depict
atically excluded from jury panblacks
as
inferior
in the social
els. A large number of
arena
can
also
be
brought into
jurisdictions use voter registrathe
courtroom.
The
New York
tion rolls as the means to select
acquittal
of
"the
subway
vigipropcctive jurors and unfortunately blacks arc not registered lante" Berngard Goetz - who
in great numbers as are whites shot four black men he beand those from upper and mid- lieved were about to mug him
dle-class groups. Consequently, - demonstrates this point.
Society
is
indoctrinated
black offenders are judged in
through
the
media
with the bethe vast majority of instances by
lief
that
black
men
are dangerpeople who do not share their
own cultural background and ous. Indoctrination also occurs

By Robert Small

through music videos of black
individuals, who seek to profit
from the image of the gun-toting, "don't give a fuck!!" black
male offered by society. Such
prominent images make it difficult for a black defendant to
dispel stereotypes from the
minds of a jury.
In the trial of Goct7~ the defendants, specifically James
Ramseur, were explosively angry and displayed open contempt for authority and justice
by verbally abusing the judge,
prosecutor and defense attorney. The only thing that this
display of superficial male
prowess got Ramseur was a jail
sentence, as he unwittingly fed
into the stereotypical image al-

the United States) you have to
be voted in by the public. So if
you arc a black defendant who
has been found guilty of killing
a white person there is an intense external pressure, especially if it is a high profile case,
on the judge, to satisfy the public's desire for justice if one
wishes to remain a judge. I lowcver, it is this form of "individualized" justice given by
judges that makes black
American defendants ponder
the ability to attain true justice.
All these instances race
through this fallen hero's mind
as he stares up at the individuals on horseback and the firm
branches above their heads.
The wind rushes over his shoulder, no longer whispering
cheers of glory in his ear, but
shouting sentiments of hatred,
and disappointment.
A long rope rests evenly over
a branch, it's weight is shifted
by the existence of a noose on
one end. I le can only wonder if
these arc the scales of justice as
the tree which extrudes this
branch is surely blind to the
proceedings that are taking
place within its midst. It is with
this thought that he can only
conclude that this nightmare is
justice in America.
~
Robert Small is a fourth-year
honours sociology student at the
University of Wi.ndsor.

lotcd to him. Ramseur
was
conscq ucntly
judged guilty by the
jury, and so deserving
of a jail sentence.
If we follow the image of individual behaviour
as
a
determining factor in a
conviction we need to
truly ponder the ability
of the legal system to
render justice. Tltere
arc only a selected
number of individuals
who can successfully
repeal the image of
the angry black male
in a court of law, especially if the individual
is known for athlectic ability.
lltcre is a disproportionate
amount of black men in prison
due to the unequally harsh sentencing practices of judges.
Judges have unchecked powers
when it comes to sentence rendering and the offenders age,
prior convictions, and the gravity of the offense arc all taken
into consideration.
These are the formal criteria
to be used when rendering a
sentence. However, it has been
stated in many studies that
blacks arc likely to receive
harsher sentences when committing crimes against whites
than blacks.
In addition, to be a judge (in
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The U. W.S.A.
Is now accepting resumes for the position of:

ttrie11ta1ti•••• ttfficer
ttf fl1e I).II'.II.A.
Duties to Tndude:
•!• Implementation of Off-Campus Frosh programme
•!•Organization ofO-Week Concert ("Lance-a-pal-UWSA")
•!•Design, purchase and distribution of Frosh Packages
•!•Co-ordination of all Residence Head Orientation Reps (O.R 's)
•!•Training and organizing Off-Campus Orientation Leaders
•:•Organization of Homecoming Events
•:•Organization of the Shinerama event for Cystic Fibrosis

---+-----Candidate should have the following qualities:
•!•Outgoing, spirited, energetic and charismatic personality
•!•Volunteer experience (hopefully relevant to Orientation)
•!•Familiarity with the University, community and Residences
•!• Excellent communication, organization and people skills
•!•Contacts with suppliers, merchandisers and advertisers an asset

\

Full-Time salary payabl.e for the period May t,o Sept:em.ber (inclusive)
Application period: April 3rd to the 12th (c/o Macy McArthur, UWSA)
Interviews to be conducted on April 13th
(Note: position will be finalized at April 6th meeting ofUWSA)

~
,

S(

FREE

chicken fried rice
with orders over
$25.00

I

FREE

valid lhru Aug. 95
valid lhru Aug. 95
~-----------J
____________
,

• one coupon per person per visit. cash only.
• not valid with other promotions or discounts

12 ~##d s ~ U«fe,,. $5
950 Wyandotte Street, West

253-9595

upto40% offreturnfares

Also accepting applications for the position of:

ttff-~.111111•11M tt-ll'eek ~e11tlerM
Energetic volunteers needed to serve as spirited leaders of Orientation
Week among off-campus students. These individuals will form a crucial
part of the student council's first efforts in developing a coordinated and
comprehensive Frosh Week at the University of Windsor.

---+--Y.oluut&ers should possess the following qualities:
•!•Ability to foster spirit within the University community
•!• Enjoy meeting and interacting with a multitude, at the biggest party of
the school year.

---+--Applications may be picked up and submitted at the UWSA offices by April 31st
'
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small soup &
spring roll with any
dinner entree purchase

Greyhound offers students
the best value year round.
Take it easy, take the Greyhound.

lireyhound
Canada+

44 University Ave . E. 254-7575
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[)ear Editor,
I am writing this lcllcr to ex.
press my disgust regarding the
intics that took place at the last
l]WSA meeting. Never in my
four years as a council member
nave I been so ashamed to he a
111cmbcr of this organization. It
3ppcared from the onset of the
111ceting that a united front of
councillors had formed with the
intention of passing and defeating every single motion that it
wished. I believe that this oc.
curred without even consider·
mg the opinions of the students
that they represent. Your
UWSA took some very contro·
versial actions at Thursday's
meeting which could prove detrimetal for the incoming administration I firmly believe
that several council members
were not representing the best
interests of their constituents,
but were representing their
personal views. I would suggest
that these council members (including the students who held
proxies to lbursday's meeting)
review their reasons for being
involved in student government. It appears that they have
motives other than representing students.
In closing, I would like to
suggest that the involved members review the bylaws of the
corporation, and perhaps looking into a leadership seminar.
'Ibey can all stand to learn a
thing or two about student government and what the UWSA
is supposed to stand for. On behalf of students,
Brian J. Green
Past President, Nursing
Society

Where's the sign?
Deur Editor,
I am writing this letter to
thank helpful individuals for
taking the time to remove the
huge University o f Windsor

Students Alliance election sign
election day stuff its "freedom
sometime in February. 1 be
of speech?" I just think the
only detail that was forgotten,
Lance is envious because if they
was to tell me where you safely
ever
endorsed a candidate that
hid the sign!!
candidate would lose support
lhere is a S20 reward ofnot gain it. Maybe, the Lance
fered by UWSA for informa.
should focus on the University
lion leading to the recovery of
of Regina where a conservathe sign.
tivfc student council president
Syliva Eftinova was elected and is booting out
Chief Returning Officer, all the politically correct losers.
UWSA
While the Lance this year
banged away about Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS)
and just how rotten our execuDear Editor,
tive was for not standing up for
Reading the April 3, 1995 those leeches up in Ottawa who
edition of the Lance I was dis- seemingly only came down in
gust~d by the lack of a sports the referendum to go drinking
section and the focus on non- with Jon Ricci. CFS lost and
campus issues. I heard during nobody cares. It is the students
the recen t editor's [election fo. right to kick them off a nd ask
rum] that there was too much question like "when the casino
non-campus sports why did the workers went on strike CAW
editor write "Rugby Sucks" in a president
Buzz
Hargrove
recent title. The Spitfires GM, joined their picket line. We've
Mike Awendar is a profcswr been members of CFS for years
here and many students are and when was the last time Guy
season ticket holders. Is that Caron bothered to come to our
campus enough?
campus?"
Rather than discuss any rclcAfter reading the Lance, and
van t topics on campus like fin- allcnding your meetings I had a
ishing up of the school year or lot of things to get out of my
the pro1><>scd UWSA by-law system. Now, I have only one
changes we get three bogus edi- thing to say. Snap out of it
torials on some refugee issue. Lance.
70 percent of Canadians (this
Andy Bowen
campus is no different) are in
Political Science
support of the recent federal
budget. Canadians arc demanding value for their exorbitant taxes. If the Lance had to Deur Editor,
perform to earn the $4.50 each
-Ibis letter is in regards to the
student pays for the Lance ... article title "Men's rugby team
gosh quelle idee!
sucks," in last weeks edition of
Your article on the Western the Lance. I am disappointed
USC "gagging" student media that such a derogatory title
is a petty diatribe against stu- would be linked to my name.
dent government. Did it ever Your readers must be wonderoccur to you that an election ing why a member of U niversity
day -oocw:r1sor.£Bt -wuld have -of Windsor RfC would title h-is
serious implicatio ns o n an elec- article in such a non-profestion race? W hy d id the Lance sio nal way. I was unaware that
run an article when UWSA the article wo uld eve n be titled,
p reside ntial candida tes wanted let a lo ne titled " Me n rugby
to campaign on electio n day team sucks." l h e article would
"glad -handling" but when the not have been submitted if I
student newspaper wants to do bad known what the title was to

Open letter to President Ianni
Dr. Ron Ianni,
On Mar. 16, a petition of 1,400 signatures was delivered to
your office. This petition reflects the grave concern which students have over the future of post-secondary education. 'Tbe
3,000 students and community members who participated in
the Jan. 25, national student strike day also share this concern.
As the president of this institution, we hold you accountable for any changes which will affect this university. With this
in mind, students feel that there should be discussion regarding the direction of post-secondary education and specifically
changes at the University of Windsor.
The circulated petition demanded that you and the Board
of Governors ensure equitable access to quality education by:
l. Setting a p recedent for all Canadian post-secondary institutions by refusing to increase tuition a t the University of W indsor for the academic year of 1995-96.
2. Passing a motion that opposes the federal government's
plan to cut transfer paymen ts to post-secondary education
and o ther social program<;.
3. Ensuring greater studen t, staff and faculty representation in
all decsions concerning fund ing and university restructuring.
4. Publicly disclosing, in advance, any plans concerning funding and university restructuring.
It is your responsibility, in remaining accountable, to
promptly respond to this petition. We ask that you do so by
submitting a written response to Lhe Lance by 3 p.m. Friday
(April 7). Frankly, we arc surprised that to date we have received no response whatsoever from you or your office.
Surely, the issues surrounding our university such as tuition
fee increases, restructuring, and funding and related issues,
deserve maximum input from those whose right it is to have
an education, and from those who work and teach at the university.
Once again your prompt attention would be greatly appreciated in addressing these matters.

Lance not relevant

Lance insensitive

Sincerely,
Student Action Coalition

be. Anyone even casually connected with the Rugby team
knows that the team defiantly
docs not suck. lbc U of Windsor R FC ha<; a winning record
against UUAA Rugby Clubs, as
well as club teams from both
sides of the border.
It is surprising that the Lance
staff wo uld allow such a title to
even be printed. It is even
stranger given the fat that the
La nce bas done such a good
job o f reporting o n the team

this year. lbc responsible for
the title should take heart in
the fact that rugby players do
not hold grudges on or off the
field. All that is required is a
simple apology and retraction,
and all will be forgotten. Tb~
past and fu ture ,;uppo rt o f the
Lance to the U nivcrsity of
Windsor RI·C is appreciated by
all its me mbers and rughy fans
in general.

Trevor Drake
Economics

a Mishwi
Middle East Delicatessen
& Raw Juice Bar

"Finest Falafels
This Side of the Nile''
1295 'Wyandotte St. "W..

258 9992

60 university ave w

• rnr x

world fashion clothing tor women & men

50% Discount
on car insurance
with driver training,
a "Good Student"
status and a
three year sate
driving record.

See me before
your next
renewal to save
big bucks.

D'arcy Marentette

Insurance Agency Ltd.
1603 University Avenue West,
Windsor Ontario N9B 1C3

254·5101
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An environmental call for help ...
Students should
do their part
while on campus
By Julian Thomas
Special to the Lance

I am pretty much a frustrated, bitter and miserable
guy. Unfortunately, my anger
has reached its pinnacle; so
hear with me.
My anger stem., from my two
campus
envrronmcnt
pet
peeves: misuse and non-use of
the recycling programme, and
the use of styrofoam as a food
or drink container.
I find it hard to believe soft
drink cans and glass are still being put into garbages, though
recycling containers arc found
all over campus. A twenty foot
detour in your day can mean a
piece of refuse can be converted, magically, into a renewable resource. That container
can live again! All it takes is
you to make that extra effort. It
is also important to mention
that proper separation of recyclable materials is essential for
the programme's success.
Metal cans and plastic bottles once comprised 13 percent
of the university's waste, while
glass containers comprised 8.7
percent. Through active participation in the campus recycling
programme,
a
significant
amount of waste can be (and is)
diverted from landfills, and
reused. I think the majority of
students use this programme
effectively: my only wish is that

I
I

recyclable mat<.•rials never saw
their way into the university
garbages!
Now, peeve number two ...
even after mug sales and educational initiatives taken by the
Environmental Awareness A".sociation (EM), Ontario Public Interest Research Group
(OPIRG) and the student
council's enviro commissioner,
styrofoam coffee cups arc still
being used. To top that off,
they arc being used by us, students of higher education, the
academic elite. One reusable
coffee mug versus hundreds or
thousands of disposable containers - which makes more
sense?
A list produced by OPIRG
and the EAA states my concerns more succinctly than I
possibly could; "styrofoam
cups: the production of styrofoam
produces
haz.ardous
wastes. Chemicals used in the
production process lead to
health problems such as headaches, insomnia, sterility, nausea amd loss of muscular
coordination; although CFC's
are no longer used in the production of styrofoam, the current use of HCFC-22 also
depletes the ozone layer, but at
a slower rate; [styrofoam production represents] a needless
waste of our natural resources,
oil is a necessary component of
production;
biodegradable
plastic could lead to a chemical
breakdown, contributing to gas
and leachate problems in landfills; styrofoam is difficult to recycle cost effectively, and its
post-consumer use is limited ...

[and no U of W styrofoam is recycled anyway]: U of W wastes
12,300 kg's of styrofoam per
year an unnecessary waste of
resources and efforts to recycle.
Paper Cups: chlorine hleach
used in the production process
affects the surrounding water
supply [organo-chlorine mixes
the result, with a variety of serious health effects, to humans
and marine life]; (their production! use[ s] virgin material,
which rcq uircs more energy, resulting in more pollution; disJX)sablcs make from trees
requires that we destroy our
natural resources at a rate
which cannot be sustained."
So there you have it, by
merely using a reusable mug
each day, you can make a positive difference with each sip
you take. Instead of viewing
styrofoam cups as just a drinking container, picture it as a
harmful expression of our environmentally-apathetic
(or
lazy?) society, as an unnecessary waste bound for our overfilling landfills, or as an
avoidable health risk.
Mugs can be bought at the
CAW Marketplace Kiosk (in
the Commons area) very
cheaply. They can be bought at
OPIRG-Windsor (201 Assumption) at $3.50, and at places
such as Beckers, Macs Milk, 711, and Tim Horton's al very
reasonable prices.
I!
Ju/um Thomas is a University
of Windsor student and the environmental commissioner for the
student council
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Thursdays

Fridays

•2 makes you

•2 makes you

specil!lll happy
until 1pm

specil!lll happy
until 1pm

FREE PIZZA

TONS OF
GIVEAWAYS
FROM 89X

FROM PIZZA HUT

the latest in modern rock &retro

An~ now1
a wor~ to our
sponsors ...
Tbis is tbe last Lance of
tbe 1994-95 ~ear. We
will resume publisbing
in September. Our new
a3vertising manager
wiff contact past clients
over tbe summer. Look
for ~our Lance scbe3ule
an3 rate car3 in tbe
mail. Tbank.s again!

